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Dedication

I dedicate this book to two women who made this narrative possible, Evelyn Churchill
my dear wife and Laura Furtman my dear friend.

Evelyn battled Kennecott Copper for twenty years, writing letters, researching
materials and keeping endless files on all phases of the monstrous invasion. Laura
took those files, researched the media and helped me compose more than a hundred
stories of how a multinational mining company takes over a community.

This book is only possible because of two dedicated, persevering, wonderful
women who gave their time, their energy and their commitment so the world can
understand what it’s like when The Buzzards Have Landed!



All Things Bright and Beautiful

O Kennecott and Exxon,
And Inland Steel as well,
Before you ruin our water,
We’ll see you all in hell.

You sneaked into Wisconsin
Our treasures you would mine
And leave us devastation.
Now wouldn’t that be fine?

Your greedy grasping lawyers
Our laws would worthless make,
Until your slimy methods
Are more than we can take.

We’ll fight you in the township,
In the county and the state.
Our laws must sure be strengthened
We dare not be too late.

Or we’ll have a terrible ruin
Of every lake and stream
And horrid ugly wasteland
Worse than our awfulest dream.

If mining has to be a fact,
We’re going to write the laws
That will protect Wisconsin’s people
From the mining company’s jaws.

Roscoe Churchill
(Circa 1976)
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ix

Some years ago, after I finished giving a talk in
Milwaukee, a tall, thin fellow came up to me and said
that he and his neighbors in the Town of Grant in
Rusk County needed my help. I had recently been
elected Wisconsin Secretary of State. Prior to this, as
a university professor and then a state senator from
southeastern Wisconsin, I had developed a bit of a
reputation as an advocate for our environment.
Apparently, the word had spread as far as the banks of
the Flambeau River in northwestern Wisconsin, close
to where this gentleman lived.

As I listened to what he had to say, I learned that this
fired-up and rather colorful individual was an elemen-
tary school principal who had been raised on a farm
close to where a giant corporation had discovered cop-
per and gold. His name was Roscoe Churchill, and he
spoke with great concern and urgency. Little did I know
that he, along with his quiet, unassuming wife Evelyn,
were to become the central figures in rallying their
community and people across the state to say “No” to
the development of the Flambeau Mine.

Roscoe told me on the day I met him about what
was happening in and around Rusk County as
Kennecott tried to convince the local people that a
large open pit mine adjacent to their wonderful river
would be good for them. There were lots of questions
and, of course, lots of corporate misinformation bub-
bling throughout the state. I quickly agreed to give a
talk at the Ladysmith High School and within a few
days headed north with a copy of a documentary film
on the “boom-bust” nature of past mining ventures in
Wisconsin. The film had been produced by Professor
Al Gedicks, who, along with the Churchills, was to
become a key player in the battle for the heart and
minerals of the north.

The night of my talk, I found the high school audi-
torium packed with worried and confused Rusk
County citizens. They wanted answers to their con-
cerns about the mine and what it would mean for
their lives and community. I told them there were
people in state government who were concerned
about their situation, but that, in my opinion, the best
way to get results would be for the local people to get
organized and fight the battle themselves. I gave
them some tips on how to get started and, I hope,
some encouragement as well.

Roscoe and Evelyn heard my advice and took it to
heart. In the process, they were thrust into a political
life they had never anticipated.

The Churchills served as tireless, intellectual leaders
for more than twenty years to protect the Flambeau
River and their community from the devastating effects
of metallic sulfide mining. They also became adept at
exposing the lies and manipulative behaviors of mining
companies. The Churchill home sprouted letters to the
editor, town and county board resolutions, a number of
lawsuits, campaigns to raise money to carry on their
fight, and many a late night meeting to plan strategy or
mail out the latest newsletter. Evelyn became the best,
self-taught mining lawyer in the state, and Roscoe, who
was elected to the Rusk County Board for eight terms,
gained the reputation of being the primary obstacle to
the mining company getting its permit to mine.

After the Churchills lost their battle to stop the
Flambeau Mine, this remarkable couple continued to
lead a state-wide coalition of people concerned about
the growing influence of foreign mining interests in the
northwoods of Wisconsin. Roscoe and Evelyn never
wavered in their concern to protect our water,
Wisconsin’s “liquid gold.”

Foreword



x The Buzzards Have Landed

In this engaging personal account of what it was
like for a small community in rural Wisconsin to be
assaulted by a multinational mining corporation,
Roscoe has captured the very essence of the struggle
that he and his sweet Evelyn fought, their persever-
ance, their triumphs and disappointments. It is also
the story of the Churchills’ education of how large
corporations, local politics and state government
really work. The many insights provided by Roscoe,
who is still with us, and Evelyn, by virtue of the pro-
lific writings she left behind, will serve as a useful tool
for those who follow and wish to understand the
nature of the buzzards who descend on small commu-

nities to snatch up their precious natural resources—
and what can be done about it.

This book is important reading for anyone who has
faced or may face the type of corporate and political
oppression that is fueled by short-term greed and a
lack of concern for our children’s environment. The
Churchills’ story shows how local citizens can succeed
in making a real difference in this world.

Doug La Follette
Wisconsin Secretary of State
March 2006
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bulging. Then, too, she was there to give advice, fur-
nish her opinion and support my efforts!

Because of Evelyn’s files, I can back up anything
you are about to read in my story. Even though it was
impossible to put all the information she gathered
into this book, it is all available to any of my friends
who want to use it as a resource.

As I peruse those files I am amazed at the number
of letters to agencies, state governments, newspapers
and even foreign governments that Evelyn had writ-
ten. She, like me, had never been involved in such a
struggle, and we were both in our late fifties when we
got started. She was like one of those little birthday
candles that one can blow out, but will immediately
flame up again. She was never mean or nasty, but she
was one of the most determined persons I’ve ever
known. She didn’t like what was happening in the
Town of Grant and she was determined to stop it.

Evelyn kept files of everything from town govern-
ment actions to federal rules and regulations for min-
ing. She filed the letters and articles of Larry
Mercando, the manager of the Flambeau Mine, some
of which were anything but complimentary to us. She
testified at hearings before the Department of Natural
Resources, the Natural Resources Board, the mining
company and all the local municipalities. She had a
grasp of the mining laws that surpassed that of any
other lay person I knew and a better understanding
than most legislators I met.

So I owe her a great debt for the material that she
filed away and which I have so liberally used in this
story. Besides all that, she was my gentle, intelligent
partner of 58 years, who spurred me on when I began
to flag. All men should be so fortunate as I was to
have such a pal.
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Al Gedicks
To tell how Al influenced this story is difficult indeed,
not because I don’t know what to say, but because
there is so much to tell.

I met Al close to thirty years ago, in 1976. He has
been such a source of information and encourage-
ment that I’m sure Evelyn’s great collection of mining
information was enormously enlarged and improved
because of our contact with him.

But as far as this story is concerned, it was Al who
made me realize that my first effort needed some very
specific redoing. He painstakingly studied the copy
that came from Bård’s computer, and page by page
made suggestions on what needed to be done and
what I should do about it. It was a real eye-opener to
see how another person looked at my efforts.

I have no idea of the number of hours Al used up
doing this job, but it surely influenced our efforts
later on. So Al is number three on the list of people
who helped to get this story on track.

Laura Furtman
Laura Furtman is the next person I would like to tell
you about. I first met her on April 3, 1997, at a mining
meeting held at the University of Wisconsin–Barron
County. She had been indoctrinated by my friend
Sandy Lyon, who encouraged her to come to the meet-
ing and get involved. To make a long story short, Laura
got hooked. From there on out, I kept running into her
at various environmental meetings, and we finally
began driving to those meetings together.

In January of 1998, we traveled to Madison to
watch the Wisconsin Legislature debate a mining
moratorium bill that we had fought hard to support.
By that time we knew that we not only had a common
interest and a common enemy, but a common feeling
of affection for each other. Laura became very
involved in the mining issue and started to borrow
materials from Evelyn’s files to use in her own efforts
to fight the buzzards. And it was in the fall of 2000
that she began looking into a copy of my mining story
as Bård had transcribed it. She got more and more
interested in what I had written and thought we
should get it published.

By that time I was 84 years old and found failing
interest and energy did not encourage redoing the
story. It was then that Laura offered her help. You
see, she has her own computer and is an excellent
typist.

Laura took one copy of the script home with her
and began reading. Whenever she came across some-

It really was quite a road we traveled together. We
got the props kicked out from under us on a number of
occasions. But we always had each other, and we always
took time to have some fun. We had more people who
were good to us than who were bad during this struggle.

As Evelyn’s health continued to fail, I sort of set my
story writing aside so I could be with her more, and
because a mining story didn’t seem so important as
her welfare. When she died on June 6, 1996 during
heart surgery, my written script was stashed away in
boxes and I really didn’t know or care where. My life
seemed so completely empty without her.

Bård Sellereite
About a year after Evelyn’s death I dug out my story and
took it to Seattle where I talked with my son-in-law Bård
Sellereite about it. I knew he had a computer which he
understood very well, and I knew Bård could do almost
anything he made up his mind to do. So I just naturally
figured he could untangle my story and give it some
form. In his generous way, Bård agreed to tackle the job.

I didn’t really know what I was asking of Bård. He
found misspellings, poor sentence structure and not
always clear thoughts. But he kept on with it. It was a
very big undertaking to change my handwriting to the
printed form.

Bård is meticulous in any job he undertakes, be it
carpentry, gardening or using his computer. And
because he was so careful to accurately transcribe
everything I had written, I could see when he gave it
back to me that I had left out a lot of stories that
needed to be told. There was much more writing to do,
but I felt no great urge to do it.

In his wisdom, Bård knew that even though the
story was a rough draft, it was a story that shouldn’t
be lost. He gave copies to two of my grandchildren so
that if something happened to me, or my original
copy was lost, the story would be safe. He then sent
me several copies of the typed version and a com-
puter diskette so I could begin working on it.

Without Bård’s hard work and dedication there
could not have been a book. I didn’t really want to
look at my handwritten story and rewrite it, and I’m
not sure I would have been capable of doing a very
good job on my own.

So it was Evelyn’s research and her files that gave
me the facts I needed to write out my thoughts with
authority. It was Bård’s hard work that put the script
in a form I could use to make a story that would be
understandable and interesting and would show the
mining industry for what it is!
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writing letters and articles about mining. That was
quite a chore, so in the Spring of 2000 Greg set me up
with my own desk top computer, complete with
email!

Later on he convinced Laura to get a laptop com-
puter and helped her choose the right one. He
installed all the right programs and made sure she
knew how to use them. That made working on the
book much easier for her.

Whenever there was a question on the use of the
computer to do a particular exercise, Greg willingly
gave of his time to make sure everything was done
right. I never heard or knew of his ever complaining,
even though the writing of our story took long hours
of Laura’s time. He gave advice only when we asked
for it, and he encouraged us to continue because he
believed so strongly in what we were attempting to
do. Greg is also the one who put together the CD-
ROM that accompanies our book.

In my mind there is no question that the book you
are about to read is better because of Greg’s talent
and concern. Besides that, Greg is my good friend and
the best bluegill fishing partner I ever had.
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As Laura and I worked out the details of what should
be in our book and finished the actual writing, we
were suddenly faced with an almost insurmountable
task—doing the final layout with all the inserts and
pictures that we wanted to include in each chapter.

Neither of us had ever gotten a book ready for pub-
lication before. So we turned to a friend who had expe-
rience in the publishing world for some advice. We
were given the name of Ken Crocker, a freelance
graphic designer who lives in Madison, Wisconsin. It
was the best thing that could have happened to us!

Ken has his own company, Crocker Design, and as
stated on his web page (www.crockerdesign.com), the
business has evolved over the years into one that “cen-
ters more and more on publications, particularly
books.” Having worked with Ken for myself, I can
understand why his business has taken off in that direc-
tion.

Ken is a likable, quiet man by nature—not someone
who gets all worked up when presented with a difficult
task. And that’s what Laura and I needed. With the
myriad of photographs, letters and newspaper articles
that had to be scanned and skillfully placed into the
many chapters of our book, plus all the graphs and
tables that needed to be created, I suppose some
graphic designers might have gone nuts. But not Ken.

thing that was not clear to her, she called me on the
phone to try to resolve the problem. Then she would
enter the information I had given her into the com-
puter, and the story was on its way! We were to work
quite steadily for five years and five months. There
were lots of phone calls back and forth with large
phone bills (even though we used a discount long-
distance telephone plan). We made a point of talking
to each other every day.

Laura kept reading through the script and I kept
researching Evelyn’s files to find the materials neces-
sary to fill in the blanks. If Laura needed some partic-
ular item clarified, it was my job to do that.
Sometimes she drove to the farm where we could
work together, she at the computer, I at the dining
room table. We would work until I would say, “I have
had enough for today. Let’s quit.” She would usually
say, “O.K., just a little bit more until I finish this part.”

If I couldn’t find a particular news article or letter
that Laura needed, she would call Al Gedicks. He
would then search through his files, and chances are
he would find whatever she wanted. It reminded me
of when Evelyn used to call him for help. Al never let
us down.

So the first winter went and an unusually cold, wet
spring came. At that time Laura was also deeply
involved in writing a land use plan for the Town of
Scott in Burnett County, where she lives. The plan
turned out very well and took a lot of effort, but she
still found time to work on the mining story. Because
she realized that I was getting old, she was impatient
to get the story in book form. I heard her say her goal
was to have the book published soon so I could enjoy
signing copies for my friends.

Laura often worked way beyond what was good
for her health, but she was determined that this story
become a book on mining. She generously gave of
her time, and without her great talent and persever-
ance, my story might still be sitting in a box. Laura
encouraged me to keep going when I would rather
have sat in an easy chair and read other people’s sto-
ries of mining or just a good Western. She is my very
good friend to whom I owe a great deal.

Greg Furtman
Another person I need to mention and acknowledge
for his valuable contribution to my efforts is Greg
Furtman, Laura’s husband. He was always there
when we needed his many computer talents. Before
we started working on the book, Laura would haul
her large computer to my home so we could work on
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He methodically went about doing the job we asked
him to do, never complained (at least not to us!) and
has a real flair for figuring out how to bring compli-
cated elements together on a page and make them look
good. Through the ups and downs of what turned out
to be a five-year project, Ken was an anchor to us.

So here is the story of six people dear to me who
gave of themselves so generously to see that my story
was written. If any of them had been pulled from the
circle, the story would never have become a book. In
addition, there are other people we called on from time
to time for help or to furnish information for our book.
We would like to acknowledge them here:

Jeff Ames (friend), Jim Anderson (Eau Claire
Leader-Telegram), Kelly Anderson (friend), Lyle
Anderson (State Climatology Office, University of
Wisconsin–Madison), Renae Baxter (Clerk, Rusk
County Circuit Court), Mary Bloedow and her staff at
the Rusk County Community Library, Dave Blouin
(Sierra Club), Herb Buettner (Wisconsin Conser-
vation Congress), Susan Churchill (Roscoe’s daugh-
ter), Brian Coggins (Clerk, Town of Grant), John
Coleman (Great Lakes Indian Fish and Wildlife
Commission), Dr. Stephen Dickson (Maine Geological
Survey), Adam Dewitz (friend), Staff at the Duluth
Public Library (Duluth, MN), Jim Flanigan (Zoning
Administrator, Burnett County, WI), Michael Furtman
(Laura’s brother-in-law), Evelyn Gauger (Laura’s
mom), Linda Gauger (Laura’s sister), Helen German
(friend), William Gilmore (Roscoe’s son-in-law), Dr.
Zoltán Grossman (Midwest Treaty Network), Bruce
Hoesly (State of Wisconsin Revisor of Statutes Bureau),
Steve Kinderman (Eau Claire Leader-Telegram), Bob
King (Duluth News Tribune), Jim Koerner (Laura’s boss),
Blair Kruger (Wisconsin Department of Revenue), Doug
La Follette (Wisconsin Secretary of State), Luciano

(Brazen Video Productions), Sandy Lyon (Anishinaabe
Niijii/Protect the Earth), Dennis McCormick (Madison
Newspapers, Inc.), Attorney Gordon McQuillen
(friend), Joyce Melville (friend), Melanie Meyer (Clerk,
Rusk County), Dr. Tony Millevolte (University of
Wisconsin-Barron County), Larry Moran (United
States Department of Commerce), John Mutter
(Protect Our Wolf River), Kathy Olson (free-lance
reporter), Ken and Judy Parejko (friends), Jan Pesek-
Herriges (friend), Joanne Phetteplace (Treasurer,
Rusk County), Gary Poulson (Wisconsin Revisor of
Statutes Bureau), Todd Price (free-lance reporter at
WYOU Community Television, Inc.), Bill Prihoda (More
Than Micrographics, Inc.), Len and Judy Pubanz
(Protect Our Wolf River), Dave Ricard (friend), Bob
Ringstad (friend), George Rock (Wolf Watershed
Educational Project), Phil Schneider (friend), Chris
Serio (Rice Lake Public Library), Sisters of Saint
Francis (Sacred Heart Hospital, Eau Claire, Wiscon-
sin), David Skrupky (friend), Attorney Glenn Stod-
dard (friend), Linda Sturnot (Wolf Watershed
Educational Project), John Styczinski (Rusk County
Citizens Action Group), Arnold Tanner (United States
Geological Survey), Richard Tuisl (friend), Nick
Vander Puy (Superior Broadcast Network), Patrick
Walsh (Office of Senator Russ Decker), John
Wanserski (Kurt F. Wendt Library of Engineering,
University of Wisconsin-Madison), Tom Wilson
(Northern Thunder), Staff at the Wisconsin Historical
Society, Staff at the Wisconsin Legislative Reference
Bureau, Sonny Wreczycki (Wolf Watershed Edu-
cational Project) and Nancy Zabel (Rice Lake Public
Library).

Each of these people in his or her own way helped
make it possible for me to tell the real story of the
Flambeau Mine. And for that I will always be grateful.
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Perhaps the days of the family dairy farm as it once
existed here in Rusk County are a thing of the past.
But traditions die hard, and a few tough, young farm-
ers still strive to hang on, bucking higher machinery
costs, higher taxes, more farming regulations, smaller
margins of profit for effort and less control over the
price of the milk sold. But their numbers continue to
drop. 

I mention this first because I’ve lived through this era
and would dearly love to have been a successful dairy
farmer. I, too, am responsible for the demise of the fam-
ily farm. I subsidized our small enterprise by being an
educator, so I could make certain my children could
have college educations. This process, sadly enough,
guaranteed they would not be farmers. There are now
very few families with children on the farms in this area.
Most of us who are left are old and retired. With the con-
solidation of dairy farms, the same amount of land is
being farmed by fewer and fewer people.

As I write this story, I am in my eighties. I still live
on my farm, raise horses and work the fields. I grew
up here as a boy, left for 14 years and moved back in
1945. I love this piece of land like no other anywhere
in the world, even though the temperature can drop
far below zero during our long winters and the sum-
mers can get pretty hot.

When I was growing up here in the 1920s, I waded
the Deer Tail Creek, which cuts my farm into two
roughly equal parts. I caught red horse, suckers and
other fish, but even then the creek was not the pris-
tine stream that the lumberjacks had found only a
half century before. Over the years the white man had
left his mark.

The French trappers were in this area in the mid-
1800s. They canoed the Flambeau and Chippewa

rivers, looking for beaver and otter. They trapped
them almost to extinction. 

Then came the lumber barons who raped northern
Wisconsin of its beautiful white pines in the late
1800s, leaving a devastated countryside pocked with
huge stumps and rotting logs. Fires soon ravaged the
area. After the fires died down, these lands soon
became covered with popple and birch. While not of
good timber value, they at least protected the earth
from erosion and baking in the sun.

Eventually the lumber barons were gone and the
lumberjacks were no longer needed. The small towns
dotting the landscape, many of which had been
named for the greedy barons, were gradually disap-
pearing. The days of the massive exploitation of
northern Wisconsin had lasted little more than half a
century and left behind a burned-over wasteland that
could only be restored after many years, if ever.

But as bad as the ravage of the white pine was,
when the pine was gone, a farm could be built on
some of that land. That’s how my farm came into exis-
tence. My father moved here in 1900 and cleared the
burned stumps to make fields. And, given enough
time, new forests sprang up to cover the earth again
on the land that was not being farmed. 

Today northern Wisconsin faces a much more seri-
ous invasion than that of the French trappers or the
greedy lumber companies. The current problem
started in the 1960s when several counties were
invaded by some of the most insidious exploiters the
world has ever seen: mining companies.

Giant mining corporations have rushed into north-
ern Wisconsin in great numbers and large force.
Although I have no crystal ball, I am not optimistic
about the future. I’m afraid that when another half

Introduction
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century goes by, the northern half of Wisconsin will
be a place where no one wants to live. The most
endangered resource, after the people themselves, is
our fresh water supply.

All mining is destructive to the land. Good water is
often polluted beyond any known cleanup. The lands
are left especially barren where metallic sulfide min-
ing for copper, zinc and gold takes place. I know,
because I have visited mining sites all over the United
States and Canada. I can say with the utmost convic-
tion that there is no such thing as an environmentally
safe metallic sulfide mine or one that has been
reclaimed safely anywhere in the world. 

Not only is mining dirty, but so too the politics that
are employed. As a history teacher, I taught about our
constitution, our legislative system, our democracy,
our land of opportunity, and all the good things that
happen in America. I have believed in free enterprise
and the virtues of being a hard worker.

It is evident that mining companies believe in free
enterprise, too. They want to be free to exploit any
resource available, so they can make an enormous
profit with as little restraint and control as possible
from local and state governments. These multinational
barons have no regard for the people they are robbing,
nor for the land and water they are destroying.
Compassion and caring are never part of the story. 

They make their inroads by saying they will bring
jobs to the area. Since mining tends to take place in
areas that have been economically depressed, the
companies play this idea to the hilt. What they fail to
mention is that today, with modern methods and
machinery, even the number of jobs will be minimal
and, in most cases, will last just a few years. If com-
munity leaders think mining will bring prosperity, just
look at what happened to the streets of Ladysmith,
Wisconsin, while the Flambeau Mine was operating
and now that it’s closed.

Huge corporations, regardless of their apparent
concerns, are not really interested in whether you
have jobs or not. They don’t care if the rivers and
groundwater are protected from degradation. Their
seeming concern about the economic and environ-
mental welfare of the community they are invading is
just an act. Each time they will promise good jobs, tax
money, a clean environment, and in the end, a much
more prosperous area. But that’s not what happened
in Rusk County.

If you have minerals that could be mined,
forests that could be harvested, pure streams and
lakes from which they could pump and sell your
water, or a corridor through which they could

transport their electric power, they’ll be there!
You and I are mortals, and some day we will no

longer be here to fight for what really belongs to
mankind. But the multinational corporations have
been made immortal by laws passed by legislative
bodies, both state and federal, so they can continue to
exist and plan for a hundred years or more. That
makes them hard to beat.

What I will be writing about in the following pages
are my observations as I watched both state and local
governments attempt to negotiate terms with one of
the most ruthless multinational corporations in the
world. Representatives of these governments tried, in
a most inept manner, to deal with powers that far
exceeded their own. To think they could negotiate a
fair deal for the people of Ladysmith was living in a
fool’s paradise.

I saw the Town of Grant, City of Ladysmith, Rusk
County and the State of Wisconsin fall under the over-
whelming power of Flambeau Mining Company. Even
though the company’s name was designed to sound
like it was a local enterprise, in reality it was a sub-
sidiary of Kennecott Copper of Utah, which eventually
became part of Rio Tinto Zinc (RTZ) of London, the
largest metals mining company in the world. From
this point on, I will refer to the mining company that
moved into Ladysmith as Kennecott.

I watched as Kennecott’s henchmen, including proj-
ect manager Larry Mercando, subdued the Wisconsin
Department of Natural Resources (DNR), manipulated
our state legislators and courted Governor Tommy
Thompson. In the end Kennecott succeeded in getting a
copper, gold and silver mine in Rusk County in the face
of the most local opposition to anything I’ve ever seen in
Wisconsin.

As I approach the completion of this narrative I
often wonder why I should go to such efforts and
expense to talk about a mine that is no longer in exis-
tence. I have been told by a friend that it’s best to let
sleeping dogs lie. I have been asked what I hope to
accomplish and why anyone would want to read such
a personal story.

It is my hope that you can learn from my experi-
ence. Mining companies are likely to continue their
assault on northern Wisconsin and neighboring
states, as is evidenced today in the Upper Peninsula of
Michigan and several counties in Minnesota. If and
when a mining company moves into your town, I
want you to have a “one-up” on the kinds of dirty
tricks they play and the obstacles you will need to
overcome. Most of all I want to encourage you to fight
for your land and clean water, so they aren’t snatched
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away from you and future generations. I trust there
will always be a core group of people who will put the
environment above corporate greed. 

To be ignorant of the facts is no disgrace if you are
willing to make an effort to learn what those corpora-
tions are trying to do. To be apathetic is indefensible.
To say you don’t care or are too busy means you are
too indifferent to take action to fight for your rights. 

This story is for those who would know what is
happening around them and would be willing to take
action to either stop the invading project or get the
best possible terms available. If in the future someone
reads my story and uses the information to stop just
one greedy corporation from gaining control of his or
her small corner of the earth, my efforts will not have
been in vain.

I have included many newspaper articles, photo-
graphs, personal letters and tables full of facts and
figures to help tell my story and prove that what I am
telling you is accurate and true. In keeping with the
times, a number of informative references that were
too lengthy to print in the book are also available on
the enclosed CD-ROM. Please feel free to use the
material for educational purposes.

The book also contains a number of references to
Wisconsin statutes and administrative rules. Unless
otherwise indicated, all statutes quoted are as they
appear in the 2001-2002 edition of the Wisconsin
Statutes, and all administrative rules are current as of
the March 2004 update of the Wisconsin Administrative
Code. 

As I sit here writing, I am thinking of the seven
generations following me, the way my Indian friends
have taught me to do. I am concerned about those yet
to come. If I don’t tell them what happened this time,
how will they know what to expect when it happens
again?

Laura Furtman, who helped me put this book
together, shares my concern. When I asked her why
she really wanted to get involved in this project, she
said, “This is a story that needs to be told, both out of
respect to you and Evelyn for all you did, and also to

help those of us who come after you. Mining compa-
nies, power companies and other corporations that
want to make money off our resources do not live
here. We are the ones who suffer the consequences.
We can learn from your story and use the lessons to
fight those who would rob us of our clean water and
defile our beautiful landscape.” 

Now that the mine in my county has come and
gone, I will continue to help my friends battle other
proposed mining projects for as long as I am able. But
it is inevitable that one day my body will return to
dust. Laura and I want to keep my story alive as a way
to help those of you who continue the fight to protect
our precious natural resources. So this narration is
our attempt to let you know what to expect and what
to do when The Buzzards Have Landed!

Figure Int-1. Roscoe Churchill and Laura Furtman attend a mining
meeting at the Mole Lake Reservation in Forest County, Wisconsin.
They are holding a diagram that depicts how mining companies in
Wisconsin are allowed to pollute groundwater to an unlimited degree
within 1,200 feet of a mine site (1998).
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The Flambeau Mine was in production from 1993
to 1997. You may be wondering why you should even
care about a mine that is no longer in existence. I write
this story to prepare you for what could happen if a min-
ing company moves into your town, or if Kennecott
Copper Corporation decides to come back to Rusk
County. This certainly could happen, because the min-
ing company still owns 2,750 acres in the Town of
Grant, and much of the ore body that was tapped next
to the Flambeau River still remains. What’s more, there
are many other ore deposits sprinkled across the north-
ern part of the state (Table 1-1). 

The Flambeau Mine could be the first of many in
Wisconsin, affecting communities such as Crandon,
Rhinelander, Hayward, Cable,Wausau, Lac du Flambeau,
Mellen, Tomahawk, Parrish, Pickerel, Armstrong Creek
and Augusta, to name just a few.

As I write this book, there is a heated battle going on
in Forest County over the development of the Crandon
deposit. In Taylor County there has been talk of mining
in the Chequamegon National Forest. In Oneida County
the Willow Flowage has been targeted, and in Sawyer
County the largest known deposit of vanadium in
North America lies beneath the Tiger Cat Flowage.
There is even the potential for uranium mining in
Wisconsin. In fact, at one point Kerr-McGee was leasing
over 50,000 acres for uranium exploration, particularly
in the northeastern part of the state.

Look at the map of some of the known ore deposits
in northern Wisconsin, so you can see the areas at risk
for metallic mining (Figure 1-1). Exxon, BHP, Noranda
and Union Carbide are some of the mining giants that
have been snooping around the area. Counties in
which exploratory drilling has taken place or mining
companies have shown interest include Ashland,

Chippewa, Clark, Eau Claire (CD 1-1), Forest, Iron,
Jackson, Langlade, Lincoln, Marathon, Marinette,
Oneida (CD 1-2), Price, Rusk, Sawyer (CD 1-3), Taylor
(CD 1-4) and Trempealeau, among others.

Ed May of Kennecott Copper Corporation stated
that the northwoods of Wisconsin has the potential to
become a “new domestic mining district.” In fact, he
wrote an article about it for the July 1977 issue of
Geoscience Wisconsin. Here is an excerpt (CD 1-5):

The discovery on November 6, 1968 of massive sul-
fide mineralization south of Ladysmith marked the
first significant copper discovery in Wisconsin.
Announcement of the find in 1970 by Kennecott
Copper Corporation triggered extensive base metal
exploration activity throughout northern Wisconsin
(Erdosh, 1975) which continues to date. 

As a result, three additional massive sulfide
deposits have been found. These are the Thornapple
(Kennecott), the Pelican River (Noranda) and the
Crandon (Exxon) deposits. Although the Flambeau
Deposit is copper-rich, the other deposits are zinc
dominant with insubordinate amounts of copper and
lead. 

Thus the discovery of the Flambeau deposit
far exceeds in importance the size of the deposit
since its discovery has resulted in what could be
the development of a new domestic mining dis-
trict. [emphasis added]

To put things into perspective, the Flambeau Deposit is
6 miles south of the Thornapple, 100 miles west of the
Pelican River and 130 miles west of the Crandon
deposits. And these deposits are not small potatoes,
even by industry standards. For example, the Crandon
deposit has been characterized as one of the largest
zinc and copper sulfide deposits in all of North
America. So May’s claim that northern Wisconsin has
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the potential to become a “new domestic mining dis-
trict” was not far-fetched when he first uttered those
words in 1977 and it is not far-fetched today.

James Klauser, a prominent mining lobbyist in
Wisconsin, agreed with May’s assessment of the situ-
ation. During the early 1980s, Klauser was a consult-

ant to both Exxon Minerals Company and Wisconsin
Manufacturers and Commerce (WMC), the state’s
largest pro-business lobbying group. He also reigned
for ten years (1987–1996) as Secretary of the Wiscon-
sin Department of Administration under Governor
Tommy Thompson, putting him in a position to greatly

Figure 1-1. Map of ore deposits in northern Wisconsin (Zoltán Grossman; ©2002 Midwest Treaty Network; republished with permission).
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Figure 1-2. James Klauser, mining lobbyist who later became Secretary of the Wisconsin Department of Administration, sees potential for min-
ing boom in northern Wisconsin (Wisconsin State Journal, January 31, 1982; republished with permission).

influence state policy-making decisions. You can read
what Klauser had to say about mining in an article I’ve
included here from the January 31, 1982 issue of the
Wisconsin State Journal (Figure 1-2).

Ed May and James Klauser were not just blowing

smoke about the potential for mining in northern
Wisconsin. A 1988 report by Duncan Harkin, a spe-
cialist in natural resource economics at the University
of Wisconsin-Madison, revealed that over 660,000
acres of land in Wisconsin were held under lease by
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mineral and oil companies as of December 1987 
(CD 1-6). 

If enough small mines or a few large ones are
developed in northern Wisconsin, it is anticipated
that a smelter will be built here as well. Anyone who
has been to Sudbury, Ontario and seen its moon-like
landscape knows the environmental devastation this
would bring to our beautiful northwoods. As my
friend Al Gedicks said, “The end result of this extrac-
tive activity will be multiple mines, mills, smelters,
waste dumps and the toxic and radioactive contami-
nation of the delicate ecology of northern Wisconsin.”
It may happen insidiously, one step at a time, but
don’t let that divert your attention from the final
product. A waste dump here and an abandoned mine
pit there, and all of a sudden northern Wisconsin will
no longer be a nice place to live or visit.

CD-ROM References
CD 1-1. “Committee’s time short for study of Exxon mining request,”

Eau Claire Leader-Telegram, March 26, 1983.

CD 1-2. “State set to lease mineral rights,” Milwaukee Journal,
October 23, 1987.

CD 1-3. “Drillers hunting metals in waters near Hayward,” Eau Claire
Leader-Telegram, April 4, 1974.

CD 1-4. “Taylor mine would dwarf Ladysmith project,” Eau Claire
Leader-Telegram, March 26, 1991.

CD 1-5. “Flambeau—A Precambrian Supergene Enriched Massive
Sulfide Deposit,” Geoscience Wisconsin, July 1977.

CD 1-6. “Minerals Transactions Activity and Terms in Wisconsin,” by
Duncan Harkin, February 1988.

CD 1-7. “Potential Mining Development in Northern Wisconsin,” a
mining information sheet prepared by the Wisconsin
Department of Natural Resources, 1997.

Location (County) Name of Deposit Mining Interest Description

Forest Crandon Exxon, Rio Algom, BHP Billiton Zinc, copper, lead, gold and silver

Forest Mole Lake Base and precious metals

Forest Catwillow Creek Base and precious metals

Iron Mercer Gold

Lincoln Horseshoe/Lake Alice Chevron, E.K. Lehmann, NDU Zinc,lead, copper and gold

Lincoln Hawk Base and precious metals

Lincoln Spirit Zinc, lead, copper and gold

Lincoln Somo Base and precious metals

Marathon Easton/Reef Noranda Gold, copper and iron

Marinette Duval Iron pyrite

Marinette G-23 Base and precious metals

Oneida Lynne (Willow Flowage) Noranda Zinc, lead, silver, gold and copper

Oneida Pelican River Noranda Copper and zinc

Oneida Enterprise E.K. Lehmann, Placer Dome, Noranda

Price Richie Creek NDU, E.K. Lehmann, Chevron Copper, gold, silver, lead and zinc

Price Thunder River Zinc

Price Prentice East Base and precious metals

Price Emery/Chequamegon Noranda, E.K. Lehmann, BHP

Rusk Flambeau Kennecott/RTZ Copper, gold and silver

Rusk Thornapple Kennecott/RTZ Copper and zinc

Rusk Willard (School House) Kennecott/RTZ Base and precious metals

Rusk Clear Creek Base and precious metals

Sawyer Round Lake (Tiger Cat Flowage) International Minerals Iron, titanium and vanadium

Taylor Yellow River Bend/Chequamegon E.K. Lehmann, Chevron, NDU Copper and gold

Table 1-1. A sampling of known mineral deposits in northern Wisconsin [Source: “Potential Mining Development in Northern Wisconsin,” a
mining information sheet prepared by the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources, 1997 (CD 1-7)].
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Iview my story as a part of history, and in its telling
I will mention the names of many people who were
involved in the struggle that pitted Kennecott Copper
Corporation of Utah against the Town of Grant in
Rusk County, Wisconsin. So those who wade through
this narrative can better understand what really hap-
pened, I will try to profile some of the actors in this
drama.

Roscoe Churchill
If you are going to read this story, you have a right to
know who I am and what motivated me to write the
story of a copper, gold and silver mine that came and
now is gone. Why would a mine make a story?

I was born June 28, 1916 to George and Arminda
Churchill on the farm where I now live. My father’s
father and my mother’s father were Union soldiers in
the Civil War. Both men lived in the area close to
Readstown, Wisconsin in the southwestern part of the
state. I am the fifth generation of my family to live in
Wisconsin. I’m sure many of my ancestors moved here
by covered wagon.

My father had heard in the late 1890s about the
cheap land in northern Wisconsin, where a man could
buy forty acres for $100. In February of 1899 he and
my Uncle Sam Wallace came from Vernon County to
this spot where I now live, riding on a bobsleigh
pulled by my father’s horses. They had fixed a small
shelter on top of the sleigh where they could crawl in
and be warmed by a kerosene lantern (Figure 2-2). It
was more than a 150-mile journey, and I believe it
took them about a week.

Uncle Sam and Pa made their way to what was
then called Chippewa County, now Rusk County,

where each had bought forty acres on the Deer Tail
Creek. The creek was a guaranteed water supply for
the cattle and horses they were to bring here later.
The two men then spent the next few months gather-
ing logs that had been left by the loggers and took
them to a mill to get them sawed into lumber. They

Names to Know

C H A P T E R  2

Figure 2-1. Roscoe and Evelyn Churchill standing outside of their
farmhouse in the Town of Grant, Rusk County, Wisconsin (Photo by
Kathy Olson of Stone Lake, WI, 1992).
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built their homes here in the early spring of 1900.
Each house measured 16 x 26 feet, had two stories
and was covered with tar paper.

The $100 used to buy my parents’ forty acres came
from a settlement given to my mother’s family after
her father died of tuberculosis contracted during the
Civil War. The going was tough and a little extra
money was always welcome, so around 1903 my dad
and uncle used my dad’s team of mules to help build
the new Soo Line Railroad (Figure 2-3). This was the
first railroad to run north-south through what is now
Rusk County. 

So my roots run deep in Wisconsin and on this little
farm in Rusk County. The land is located in what is
now the Town of Grant, and we’ve since named it the
Oak Knoll Farm. I marked the 96th anniversary of my
father’s coming to this area by writing a story about
him and my uncle that was published in the Ladysmith
News in 1995. Reading it will help give you a better
sense of why this land is so important to me (CD 2-1).

When I was ten years old, my father lost our farm
because he could no longer pay the mortgage. This

was during the Great Depression. Times were hard,
and I was the tenth of eleven children. My father
made his living cutting and selling wood. So, after
putting up buildings on the farm, clearing land and
raising a family, he owed $2,500 which he could not
pay. The lawyer who held the mortgage, Mr. E. P.
Worthing, foreclosed, and our farm was ours no
longer. 

We eventually moved to another farm and started
over. As a youngster growing up, I always felt sad see-
ing my parents’ old home and knowing it was no
longer ours. But at least it helped to know that I came
from a respected family. We didn’t have much money,
but we worked hard and took care of ourselves. 

When I went to high school in the early 1930s, I was
fortunate enough to have a man by the name of E.M.
Dahlberg as my teacher for biology and public speak-
ing. He probably did more to fashion my interest in pro-
tecting the environment than anyone else. While my
dad had taught me about oak trees and how to cut
them down and get them out of the woods, Mr.
Dahlberg kindled something in me, a passion for the

Figure 2-2. In February of 1899, George Churchill (left) and Sam Wallace (right) headed north with a wagon and bobsleigh on a more than 150-
mile journey from their homes near Readstown, Wisconsin to land they had purchased along the Deer Tail Creek in Chippewa County (now Rusk
County). Their forty-acre parcels were located about five miles south of the little village of Warner, which later became the City of Ladysmith
(Original photo scanned and electronically retouched by Bob King of Duluth, Minnesota).
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natural environment and how to protect it. He had
such a feeling about the wilderness, wildlife and forest.
In fact, he was one of the men who worked with Aldo
Leopold in the 1920s to develop the Wisconsin Conser-
vation Commission (CD 2-2).

I developed feelings of great respect for Mr.
Dahlberg. At one time when my second-hand biology
book had been stolen, he went to the school’s library
and got me a brand new one to use for the rest of the
year. I guess he saw some value in me, or so I’ve often
wondered. I remember one time in public speaking
class when he made me give a talk in front of the
whole high school. Wow! Were my knees shaking! I’ve
given a lot of talks since then, and my knees don’t
shake anymore.

When I later became a teacher, I thought of how
Mr. Dahlberg had conducted his classes and tried to
follow his method. He could smile and you could tell
he enjoyed teaching, but there was something about
his personality—you knew you didn’t want to tangle
with him. I thought he was great. He was one of the
people who really influenced my life. 

Mr. Dahlberg passed away before the mining contro-
versy really heated up in Rusk County. I was honored to
be a pallbearer at his funeral. His wife later wrote me a
letter saying that if Ed were still alive, he would be
pleased to see what I was doing. That meant a lot to
me.

Well, let’s get back to the 1930s. As usually happens
to people, I grew up, got a job and got married. A few

years and two children later, my wife Evelyn and I
heard that my father’s old farm was for sale. I contacted
Mr. Worthing, who still held the mortgage, and asked
about it. He said that he would sell me the farm for the
amount of the mortgage that my father had owed
before the foreclosure, $2,500. I was overjoyed to think
that it was possible that the farm would once again be
owned by the Churchill family. I borrowed the money
from the Dairyland State Bank of Sheldon, whose pres-
ident Walter Dietlein was always good to me. 

I remember a particular feeling I got just days after
moving back to the farm in 1945. I cleaned out the
barn and hauled the manure to a field behind our hill.
As I started to pitch off the load, I was almost over-
come to realize that the old farm was now my farm to
live on and to love. Such simple things make one
happy and are not soon forgotten.

My father was 85 years old and still alive when I
bought back the farm. He was able to drive his horse
and buggy out to our place and spend time going out
into the fields and gathering little piles of rocks to be
hauled away. It made me feel so good to see him back
on the land he had homesteaded.

I have a little story to tell about my father. He
almost got me arrested one day when he burned a
bunch of brush here on the farm. The problem was
that he started the fire in the middle of the day, even
though the permit I had gotten from the Conservation
Commission said we could only burn the brush after 4
p.m. The fire rangers came out to the farm right away

Figure 2-3. Around 1903, George Churchill (left) and Sam Wallace (right) helped to build the north-south Soo Line Railroad that runs through
what is now the Town of Grant in Rusk County, Wisconsin (Original photo scanned and electronically retouched by Bob King of Duluth, MN).

http://wp.me/a2Qyvo-5W
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when they saw the smoke. But they were most under-
standing when they saw it was my dad and didn’t
holler at him too much. After all, my father was really
of a much different generation. Permits were unheard
of in his day.

While none of my brothers and sisters had been
interested in buying the old farm, they were all happy
to have it back in the family. I listened to many stories
of their growing up here on our place next to the Deer
Tail Creek. In fact I heard so many stories that I feel
like I have become a sort of historian for the farm.

Figure 2-4. Roscoe and Evelyn Churchill with their first two children,
Eddie and Arlene (Photo by Winnie Prouty of Ladysmith, WI, 1946).

So this farm means much to me. I see where my
father walked and where we played as children. I see
my mother’s chicken house where she raised Buff
Orpingtons and Rhode Island Reds to provide the
family with eggs, fried chicken and even a little cash
from selling the eggs in town.

In many ways, Evelyn and I lived the same way my
parents did on the farm, though I spent nearly forty
years as an educator to bring in an income. We milked a
few cows, raised beef cattle and sometimes a few pigs.
The most fun of all was raising some beautiful Belgian
and Appaloosa horses. I still have close to a dozen
horses today and love to drive them hitched to buggies
and sleighs. At one time my son George and I even used
two of our riding horses, Ginger and April, to do a little
logging. The Ladysmith News came out to do a story
about it, complete with photographs (CD 2-3).

In a way it turned out well that I was never a really
good farmer. Otherwise I probably wouldn’t have had
the time to fight Kennecott’s mine.

Evelyn and I lived together on the farm for 51
years, and I am still here nearly ten years after she

passed away. Although I have lived on and loved this
piece of land on the Deer Tail Creek for most of my
life, I feel that I do not own it. It owns me, and I want
to live nowhere else.

So, my dear readers, maybe you can understand
why I was willing to give of my time and energy and
money to try to stop a copper mine that was going to
be built only three miles from my farm. Not only was
I worried about the Churchill homestead and the Deer
Tail Creek, but I knew the mine could easily destroy
several other farms in my community and contami-
nate the Flambeau River.

Figure 2-5. Roscoe and Evelyn being pulled in a cutter by their
favorite mare, April (circa 1988).

Figure 2-6. The Churchill farm house (Photo by Roscoe Churchill of
Ladysmith, WI, 2001).

Evelyn Churchill
Who was this lady who had such an influence on min-
ing in Wisconsin, an influence that did not stop with
her death in 1996 but continues to affect legislators,
environmentalists, her family and friends? I knew her
for more than sixty years and was married to her for
more than fifty-eight years. We had five children:

http://wp.me/a2Qyvo-6x
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three daughters and two sons, all of whom have been
on their own for quite some time now.

Evelyn was teaching in a one room rural school
when we were married in 1937. She would not con-
tinue as a teacher after our first child Arlene was born
the next year. She always felt that her greatest respon-
sibility was to her family, and she did her best to make
our house a home.

Though I was an educator for nearly four decades,
we always lived on a farm where we had cattle and
horses. Much of our lives was spent as ordinary farm
families lived. We were up early, did our chores, and the
whole family sat down to meals together three times a
day. The food was usually home raised and home pre-
pared. Evelyn would never use packaged cakes or store-
bought bread. Our home usually smelled of the things
she was preparing for our meals. She had many cook-
books and was constantly trying new recipes.

She loved to sew and knit. I don’t believe she liked
to patch clothes or darn socks, though! Her passion
was flowers, and as long as she lived, I was surrounded
by them summer and winter. Many of them still come
up each year to brighten the yard with her memory.

Though she was a pleasant person by nature,
Evelyn had a strong will if she believed in some-
thing. For example, she was always planting trees,
and sometimes she wanted to plant them right

where I had to mow the lawn. Well, I just learned to
mow around the trees!

Evelyn never put up any fences to keep people out
who were different from her. She always was interested
to learn how other people felt and how they viewed the
world. Over the years we hosted a foreign exchange
student from Ghana in our home and became good
friends with a family from India. I remember one
evening in 1976 when Evelyn was ill. We heard a knock
on the door, and here were four young black men in
their early 20s with a dozen red roses for her. I always
thought it was a real tribute to her that these young
men of vastly different backgrounds regarded her with

Figure 2-8. Evelyn Churchill at her dining room table, getting copies of
the Real Flambeau News ready to mail out across the state. Evelyn wrote
many of the articles that appeared in the newsletter over the years (Photo
by Kathy Olson of Stone Lake, WI, 1992).

Figure 2-7. Evelyn Churchill as a young woman (circa 1934).
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Whatever she was doing, she had to know all about it
in great detail. She did all kinds of research on health,
healthful foods and how to live in a way to fully enjoy
life. Perhaps her less-than-strong heart caused her to

such great affection that they would bring her a bou-
quet of flowers. 

Though Evelyn lived most of her life with heart
problems, she did not let her less-than-perfect heart
keep her from living her life to the limit. She got her
first cross-country skis when she was around sixty
years old and would go for long jaunts around the
farm. She learned to operate a word processor when
she was past 70 years of age and did it well. Year after
year she raised a huge garden and never stopped
planting all summer, to say nothing of how she liked
to pick wild nuts and berries. For me it was more fun
to gather hazelnuts with Evelyn than watch a football
game on television or ram around with the boys. She
was so full of life. One day you might see her helping
me bring a new colt into the barn, and the next she
was preparing a dinner for relatives and friends using
the things we had produced and raised on the farm.
Or after milking her two goats in the evening, she
might put on a long dress to go with me to a formal
dance. A reporter from the Milwaukee Journal who
interviewed us in 1989 wrote, “Evelyn was equally at
home in her barn boots or a lace collar.”

Whether Evelyn was cooking, gardening, making
ceramics or sewing, she would really get involved.

Well, we were old enough and we both had well-paying jobs.
We started teaching the first of September in 1937. Evelyn
was nineteen, and she was earning $75 a month. And I was
twenty-one and earning $80 a month. We had money! And
we were in love. Neither her parents nor mine were sitting
around waiting for a lasting relationship for us. But I had
been paid $240 by Thanksgiving and Evelyn had received
$225. So we felt pretty independent.

As fate might have it, Evelyn’s mother had to go to the Mayo
Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota the day after Thanksgiving. For
some reason her dad couldn’t go, so I naturally volunteered.
Since it was a long drive, we rented two rooms in a house
close to the clinic so we wouldn’t have to drive back home in
our Model A that night. 

Well, Evelyn’s mother had to go through a series of tests that
day for her thyroid problem—so Evelyn and I were sort of
free. To make a long story short, we decided to get a mar-
riage license and planned on coming back the next week to
get married. Of course, no one knew about our plans but us!

When we got our license the old judge said, “I imagine you
didn’t know we have a five-day waiting period after you get
your license. Well, I can set that aside and marry you now
and you won’t have to come back.” That made sense to us

and we looked at each other and agreed to go through with it.
A couple of employees in the courthouse stood up with us. I
don’t remember their names.

Right after we got married, we drove back to the clinic to pick
up Evelyn’s mother, and on the way back to the house where
we were going to stay that night, we told her what we had
done. It was a pretty difficult thing for me to do. She wasn’t
too happy and she was very quiet. But Evelyn and I were
happy. The lady who ran the rooming house fixed us a bridal
suite with an open-up day bed. And Evelyn moved from her
mother’s room into mine. 

The next day, Evelyn and I drove home with her mother. The
trip was not one of gaiety and laughter. When we got to my
parents’ house on Sunday, we met with my family and broke
the good news. My mother cried and the family looked kind
of stunned. But it was not hard for my family to love Evelyn.

The next year, just three days before our daughter Arlene was
born, my mother died of a heart attack, so she never saw our
baby. But she did see our love for each other.

As I have gotten old, I sometimes wish we had just told our
families that we loved each other and were going to be mar-
ried. But this is how it happened, and Evelyn and I lived a
long and happy married life together.

Yes, We Eloped!

Figure 2-9. Roscoe and Evelyn Churchill with their second child,
Eddie (1942).
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learn as much as she could about her own condition
and what she could do to help herself and her family.

It was that great ability to do research and find
answers that led her to become such a strong influ-
ence statewide on the metallic mining issue. After
September of 1975, when she began to realize how a
mining company operates and to what length it will
go to get its way, she was anything but lukewarm on
the mining issue. For the following years I can
remember how she and I read the newspapers, fol-
lowed what the legislators were doing, studied the
law books and got together with friends to try to
come up with a way to stop Kennecott.

Figure 2-10. Roscoe and Evelyn Churchill with their five children
(left to right), Ann, Arlene, George, Susan and Ed (1985).

Evelyn and I went before legislators, testified
before the Natural Resources Board, talked to envi-
ronmental organizations and went to meetings—
dozens and dozens of meetings.

Today as my friend Laura Furtman and I struggle
to bring this story to print, we are constantly delving
into the files that Evelyn so relentlessly gathered and
stored. I sincerely believe there were not many peo-
ple, except for perhaps a few lawyers, who knew and
understood Wisconsin’s mining laws as well as
Evelyn did. I still come across papers she wrote to
explain the laws and what should be done to improve
them.

There was no law that Evelyn considered more
important than a mining moratorium law. She was the
force that got the voters of the Town of Grant to pass a
mining moratorium at their April 13, 1982 annual
meeting and again in April of 1988. 

I have great pride in what she accomplished. Her
many letters and articles in the newspapers spread
her findings. I watched her as she gave talks to the
Natural Resources Board, mining personnel, town
boards and county boards. It was always done in a
quiet, respectful manner which held their attention.

I can still picture her in our little sunroom on the
south side of the house where she had her word
processor. It was so common for her to be sitting there
with stacks of papers around her. While her heart
wasn’t strong, her mind never failed. She was work-
ing on the mining issue even the week she died. It was
so hard to come home and put away what she had
been in the middle of doing before that last trip to the
hospital.

A friend, Bob Schmitz of Green Bay, said at her
funeral, “Evelyn could talk to the mining people in a
gentle voice and before they knew it, she had taught
them a lesson.” Another friend, Barry Lynn, was
standing by the gravesite as her casket was being put
into place. He shook his head as he said aloud, “It’s
incredulous how this frail little old lady with a bad
heart could rock the state.”

Edwarde May
Ed May appeared on the scene in 1968 or 1969. He was
a tall, friendly Welshman fairly new to this country
who had been put in charge of Kennecott’s project in
Rusk County. He moved into a new home in an accept-
able part of town. He also joined the church in
Ladysmith that many of the business and professional
people attended.

May got on a friendly basis with the local newspa-
per, the Ladysmith News. It was not uncommon to see
the mining company place expensive advertisements
in the paper, along with well-written scripts of what
the proposed mine would be like, how it would be
regulated and especially how great the jobs would be.
May knew the small dairy farms in the area were in
decline and that they had been the backbone of the
economy of Rusk County for several decades. So he
made the most of it by dangling the prospect of well-
paying jobs before our young people.

May also submitted information to the local news-
paper about how this wonderful project would be
environmentally safe. In particular I remember a
front-page article that appeared in the Ladysmith
News in November of 1975. It dealt with how
Kennecott was going to line the mine’s waste dump
with clay and how this would prevent groundwater
contamination. Needless to say, I didn’t buy it. 
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A more honest statement from Ed May appeared in
the January 1977 issue of Mining Congress Journal
where he wrote, “Contamination is bound to occur no
matter how wisely a mine is designed or how diligent
are the operators” (CD 2-4). But May never said any-

thing like that to the local people in Rusk County. 
Besides putting his propaganda in the local paper,

May provided information to state and regional news-
papers in order to build a broader support base for the
mine. He also made a point of getting acquainted
with the district supervisors on the Rusk County
Board to spread the gospel of how wonderful the
mine would be for Rusk County. I remember hearing
Marvin Hanson, then Chairman of the Rusk County
Board, repeating May’s rhetoric about all the good
jobs the mine would bring into the county.

May also got to know the legislators and the offi-
cials within the Department of Natural Resources who
would be involved in regulating the mining project. It
was common to see him at their meetings, and he sat
there like he was one of them. I’m sure he was careful
to get in their good graces and stay there. He made all
the right connections with all the right people. I guess
that was his job.

May even made a point of getting into the schools.
He would show the school children colorful maps and
simple mock-ups of the proposed mine, which would

A mining company makes inroads by:

� Getting to know those people presumed to be the decision
makers in the community. Mining officials will woo local
leaders, become their friends and join the right churches
and local clubs.

� Learning everything about the political arena affecting the
area in which the mine is to be built. All levels of govern-
ment will be infiltrated, including the township, county,
city and state. None will be ignored.

� Claiming its mine will bring jobs and prosperity to the
area, even though such claims have not proven to be true
in other mining towns.

� Declaring that its project will be environmentally safe,
even though there is not a single example of a sulfide ore
mine anywhere in the world that has operated without pol-
luting the water.

� Using all forms of the media to spread its message. It will
contact the local newspapers and place advertisements. It
will get on the local radio station and explain how its proj-
ect is environmentally safe and will supply good jobs. It
will arrange to broadcast information on the local televi-
sion stations so people will be able to see how the mining
company is willing to address the concerns of “regular
guys” like you and me. Anaconda Mining Company is a
good example of this. It actually owned daily papers, mag-
azines and radio stations in Montana where it mined.

� Sending out mass mailings to those living in the immedi-
ate area. A lot of propaganda can be spread this way.

� Getting its message into the local schools. Young, vulner-
able minds soak in mining company propaganda, and the
kids in turn “educate” their uninformed parents.

� Spreading many “gifts” around the community for this
and that to prove what a “good neighbor” it is, even
though these gifts are but a drop in the bucket for a multi-
national corporation.

� Sending its lawyers to sit down at the table with the local
people and town officials to discuss and clear up any
problems or “misunderstandings” about the mine. This is
the company’s way of convincing the doubters in the com-
munity of how safe the mine will be and how good it will
be for the local economy. The officials will appear only too
happy to explain everything to the local country bumpkins.

� Discrediting the large numbers of people in the commu-
nity who are opposed to the mine, claiming they are just a
“small group of uninformed troublemakers.” The company
also will claim these people are “outsiders,” even though
the mining company is the real outsider and those who
are opposed to the project live right there.

� Sitting in on the drafting of any new rules or laws that will
govern the mining project and spending lots of money on
lobbying to weaken mining regulations and other environ-
mental laws.

How Mining Companies make Inroads into a Community

Figure 2-11. Ed May, Kennecott’s consulting geologist for the
Flambeau mining project, at an open house for the Flambeau Mine
(News photo, Flambeau News, April 12, 1990).

http://wp.me/a2Qyvo-5Z
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get them all excited. I’m sure he was hoping they
would transmit this enthusiasm to their parents. To
this day, school children are being invited to the site
of the Flambeau Mine for field trips to see the won-
ders of what Kennecott did. As a former educator, I
find this tactic particularly offensive. 

Another image that the mining company cultivated
was one of generosity. Kennecott awarded grants of a
hundred dollars or so to different organizations around
town, I suppose to prove how generous a mining com-
pany could be. For example, Kennecott offered to
underwrite the cost of the Junior Achievement Program
for the local Weyerhaeuser Area School District for sev-
eral years and also gave “gifts” to other local schools,
our hospital and clinic. While it looked good on the sur-
face, as far as I’m concerned, these “gifts” were just a
way to silence the opposition. How dare anyone criti-
cize the mining company when it was giving so much to
the community!

May and his wife also hosted many groups at their
beautiful home, which was a good way to gain and
influence friends. He even invited Evelyn and me to
dinner one evening. He was very gracious, but I’m sure
he didn’t invite me because I was a farmer. Rather, I
had recently been appointed to be the new elementary
school principal in Ladysmith. I guess this gave me a
kind of halo.

The story of Ed May shows the predictable course
of action that a mining company will take when it
comes into an area for the first time. I have summa-
rized these tactics for you to see, so those of you in
other places will know what to expect when the buz-
zards land in your home town. Believe me, the deck is
stacked against you.

Ed May and I never clashed until December of
1974. That’s when I saw an article that appeared in
the Daily Cardinal, the student newspaper at the
University of Wisconsin-Madison. It talked about how
my township was being “ripped off” by the mining
company, and I complained about it to the editor of
the Ladysmith News.

Somehow May found out about my displeasure
with what I had learned in the article and invited
Town Clerk Leonard Gleason and me to his office to
try and smooth it over. During that meeting he also
happened to mention to us that Kennecott had plans
for rerouting the Flambeau River so it could dig the
ore underneath it! He quickly added that the DNR
had turned the company down, but from that
moment on, I knew Ed May and I were not going to be
friends. You will read much more about him as my
story unfolds. To me, he was a real pain in the neck.

Robert Plantz

One of the most difficult persons for me to write
about is Robert Plantz. We had known each other
since we were small boys, playing together and grow-
ing up in the same area. We both eventually took over
our fathers’ farms, which meant we lived within a
mile of each other for most of our lives. Needless to
say, I knew him very well.

Bob was a very hardworking and successful dairy
farmer who raised a large family and built up a very
nice farm. He was a 4-H leader for years as his children
were growing up. His children and mine were friends.

When Kennecott first came to Rusk County, I don’t
believe Bob wanted the mine any more than I did. On
several occasions he and I drove to Madison and
other places in the state to testify against mining. He
was no stranger to many of the mining laws and
rules. 

I remember one trip in particular that Bob and I
made to Madison about 1978. The state was thinking
about eliminating the Public Intervenor Office. Bob
and I both knew the public intervenor’s job was to
help protect the rights of common people when it
came to natural resource issues such as mining. So we
went to testify against eliminating the office. One
Republican legislator was quite outspoken in his
effort to get enough legislative support to do away
with the office. But when Bob got up to speak, his tes-
timony was so to the point and so dramatic that the
legislator backed off. Only several years later, when
Governor Tommy Thompson and his Republican
cronies were firmly in power, did they finally do away
with the public intervenor. They slipped it through in
1995, as part of the state budget bill.

Bob was always with us to help in our fight against
the mining company. He had even submitted a resolu-
tion at our annual Town of Grant meeting in 1982 to
fire the town attorney, Kevin Lyons, on the basis that
Lyons wasn’t representing the best interests of the
community in negotiations with Kennecott. So it
never crossed my mind that Bob could change. I
believed he was firmly on our side against the mine,
as did a majority of people in the Town of Grant who
elected him to be our town chairman in 1983. 

But then in May of 1987, something happened.
Over the course of a weekend Bob changed sides. He
gave an interview to an Eau Claire television station
about Kennecott’s proposal for building the mine and
said he believed the proposal wouldn’t be so bad!
Imagine my surprise when I read about his interview
in the newspaper!
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From then on Bob was never on my side again. You
will read much about all of this later, but let me tell
you a few things right now. Starting in the fall of
1987, Bob and I served together on a six-member
local negotiating committee for the mine. I was the
only person on the committee who opposed the mine
and can honestly say that Bob and I never agreed on
anything the committee did. In particular, Bob voted
to endorse a proposal known as the Local Agreement
Law, which had been written by Kennecott’s own legal
staff. The law was pushed through the legislature as
part of the 1988 budget bill and paved the way for
Kennecott to build its mine in Rusk County.

As town chairman, Bob also had the final say on
approving the mining contract between Kennecott
and the Town of Grant. His vote in July of 1988 made
it possible for Kennecott’s mine to become a reality.
He signed the so-called Local Agreement with
Kennecott even though he had been presented with a
petition signed by over 80 townspeople who wanted
him to wait until a special town meeting could be
held. If Bob had said no to Kennecott, the mine could
not have been built. He was the Anthony Scalia of the
Town of Grant; justice was not served that day. 

Bob seemed to enjoy the notoriety of being around
the new mine for a while. But I don’t know if he was
happy about what he did. When he signed the Local
Agreement, I told him I had absolutely no respect for
him. Why he switched 180 degrees I’ll never know.

Bob passed away in May of 2001, as I was working
on this book. He had spent a number of weeks in a
wheelchair, no longer able to drive or do the many
things around the farm that he always had done. I
wonder if he ever regretted signing the Local
Agreement. His action allowed a copper, gold and sil-
ver mine into our township when so many people
who had been his friends didn’t want that mine to
happen. 

Les Tiews
By 1975 I had known who Les Tiews was for quite
some time. He had just retired from the DNR as a
forester, but I didn’t know much about his feelings
toward the proposed mine. One day as I was parking
my car in Ladysmith, I saw Les heading toward me.
He soon let me know what he thought of Kennecott’s
proposal and that he wanted to do something about
it. For me, it was the beginning of a wonderful friend-
ship with a dedicated, capable person.

Les and I made innumerable trips to Madison,
Crandon and many other places around the state to

meet with DNR officials, legislators and mining per-
sonnel. We even made one trip to Milwaukee in April
of 1976 to meet Secretary of State Doug La Follette,
who also became a supporter of our effort to stop
Kennecott.

Les was very knowledgeable and well able to hold
his own in discussions with whomever he met. He
knew much about the mining issue, so conversations
with him were always interesting and intelligent. He
could swear a blue streak when I drove alone with him
in the car, but he treated Evelyn and all women he met
like fine pieces of crystal. One other thing about Les
was that we could never drive more than a hundred
miles without stopping for a cup of coffee. I can tell
you that! But that was what made him a fun person.
Stopping every so often for a little lunch and coffee
helped us deal with the seriousness of our journeys.

I can see him as he smiled, a big, strong man dedi-
cated to protecting our natural resources. He had mus-
cles where I have string. We were just good friends.
The difference between us was that Les was more of a
gentleman and wanted to do things just right at meet-
ings, and I would go in like an eggbeater. A good
example of this was when I told Anthony Earl, who at
the time was the Secretary of the DNR, that the DNR
was more a handmaiden of the mining company than

Figure 2-12. Les Tiews and his wife Jeanette (early 1980s).
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of the people of the State of Wisconsin. Les later told
me in private, “I don’t think you should have said
that!” 

Here’s another example of Les’ gentlemanly way.
About 1980 he and I were traveling on Highway 8
near Tripoli, Wisconsin. Peter Kostka, then Chairman
of the Town of Grant, was also with us. All of a sudden
we saw a panther cross the road in front of our car. It
was probably six feet long, not counting its tail. What
a thrill to watch as it loped across the road and field!
Now Les had been with the Conservation Commission
and later the DNR for more than thirty years. The DNR
had always claimed there were no mountain lions left
in Wisconsin. So Les said, “What can I say?” I
answered, “Just tell them you saw a panther!”

In 1978, I encouraged Les to run for the Rusk
County Board. He lived in District 19, which at that
time was represented by Clarence Wright and myself.
Clarence had decided to retire, and I could think of no
better man to replace him than Les. But how could I
convince him to run? It just so happened that at the
same time there was an opening on the local school
board. So I phoned Les and said, “Would you rather
run for county board or school board?” He answered,
“I don’t know anything about the school system,” to
which I replied, “That’s it then. You have to run for the
county board!” Les told me  that he didn’t know how
to register as a candidate, so I told him I’d help him
take out his papers, which I did. 

The upshot of all this was that Les won the election
and joined me on the Rusk County Board to represent
District 19. He was a great ally as we struggled
against the overwhelming power of Kennecott Copper
Corporation. 

When Les died in 1986 from cancer at 70 years of
age, I lost one of the finest friends I ever had. 

Dr. Steve Chapman
Dr. Steve Chapman was a gentleman’s gentleman.
But he was tougher than nails. He always had a
smile on his face and teasingly referred to me as the
“curmudgeon.” He had a special warm feeling for
Evelyn and made no bones about it.

Steve was about 5' 10" and had a scholarly way
about him. He always wore a sport coat and tie. You
could sense he had earned his doctorate and could
not be swayed by corporate interests. He could
swear, but wasn’t apt to do so.

I met Dr. Chapman in 1976, shortly after he retired
from the University of Minnesota. He had been a pro-
fessor of microbiology and pediatrics in the univer-

sity’s medical school for many years. But now he
wanted to give his time and energy to fighting mining
companies. He had grown up in a mining district in
the state of Michigan and was not at all impressed
with how mining companies operate.

Dr. Chapman was well aware of how the DNR and
legislators could be persuaded to give in to multina-
tional corporations, especially mining companies. He
heard about Kennecott’s permit hearing that was to
be held in Ladysmith on November 10, 1976 and
came over to testify against the mine. By the time he
arrived, however, the hearing had been called off.
Luckily for us, he came back to Ladysmith a few
weeks later in order to participate in a mining confer-
ence. Evelyn heard him speak while I was attending
another talk, and she later said to me, “Roscoe, you’ve
got to meet this man.” So I did, and that was the
beginning of a wonderful friendship.

A great source of information, Dr. Chapman was a
frequent speaker and participant at meetings con-
cerned with mining in Rusk County and Forest County
even though he lived in Minneapolis, about 140 miles
from Ladysmith and 260 miles from Crandon. He put
a lot of miles on his car to drive over here to help us,
and sometimes he would meet us half-way in Amery,
Wisconsin so we could get his advice on what to do
next. State agencies and Public Intervenor Peter
Peshek sought Dr. Chapman’s opinion as well. 

When Dr. Chapman would get up to speak at a
meeting, he often started out by saying, “Mining is a
dirty business.” I was always impressed by that, and
we even put this slogan on a t-shirt that we sold as a
fund raiser for our cause. 

With his grasp of the problems caused by mining
and in his own quiet way, Steve Chapman helped us
find ways to counteract the mining company’s strat-
egy. He was never wishy-washy. He was very sure in
what he believed and could not be swayed. He
brought to us a firmness, a sympathetic understanding
of our struggle and a friendship I shall never forget.

You will read later how, on one occasion, Peter
Peshek told me that he had discussed a new concept
known as the “consensus” process with Dr. Chapman
and that Dr. Chapman had approved of the idea.
Since the “consensus” process was no more than a
way for mining companies to influence what went
into our mining laws, I couldn’t believe Dr. Chapman
would have said such a thing. And he hadn’t. 

Dr. Chapman died of a heart attack in the 1980s at
age 70. So he did not live to see the Flambeau Mine
become a reality. He left us with memories that I will
always cherish.
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Walt Bresette
Walt Bresette, an Ojibwe activist from the Red Cliff
Reservation on Lake Superior, was one of the most col-
orful persons I ever had the pleasure to meet. We
became great friends, and he is one of my heroes.

The first time I saw Walt was in the late 1970s or
early 1980s at a forestry meeting at Telemark Lodge
in Sawyer County. As usual, those who were inter-
ested in preserving and improving the Chequamegon
National Forest were meeting with those who would
exploit it. It was at this meeting where I saw Walt
move toward those who were officiating the discus-
sion to plead for carefully preserving that wonderful
forest. At the end of his presentation he was actually
on his knees, with his hands held out toward those in
charge. It was so awe-inspiring that no one was mov-
ing in the room. I was entranced.

When I went home from that meeting, I told
Evelyn that she must meet Walt. I thought he was one
of the most inspiring persons I had ever seen. Well,
Evelyn did get to meet Walt, and she was as impressed
with him as I was. She felt he was very special. He
came out to our place quite a few times over the
years, and we saw him at many meetings. I’m glad
that our paths crossed.

Walt was a leader and he was not afraid. Once
when a number of us opposed to the mine were
meeting in the Pioneer National Bank in Ladysmith,
opinions differed about what to do next. It looked as
though it was going to become an open confronta-
tion. Walt was there. He stood up and began to talk
to us in his gentle voice, and he drew an analogy. He
said even though it appeared that some of us wanted
to go off in different directions, we were really all
connected to the same center, like the petals extend-
ing out from the middle of a sunflower. Walt saw the
good in each person’s viewpoint and complimented
all of us on what we were doing. He helped us to see
that we were working for the same goals. Then he
told us that we were all his brothers and sisters. His
words brought us together. The tension gradually
diminished and the problem was solved. 

I went with Walt to Madison around 1994 to take
part in a press conference about mining. Though our
burden was heavy, I only remember Walt’s gentle
smile and his deep wisdom. As we drove along in my
car, he looked at me and said, “We’re just a couple of
bookends.” He was right. We had a lot piled between
us, with everything going on. And here we were, an
old retired schoolteacher and a Red Cliff Indian, and
we really felt like brothers. 

But Walt had another side. He came to Rusk County
in the spring of 1992 when a lot of us were going to
get together at the north gate of the mining property
to protest the mine. Walt climbed up a tree and out
onto a branch that hung over the 10-foot fence. The
branch bent under his weight, and all of a sudden he
was on the other side! He carried a small war club
once used by Black Hawk, and several others followed
him. He walked over to a large earth moving machine
and “counted coup” on it as a native warrior would do
to an enemy. This little bit of tapping did no damage to
the machine, but it was pretty powerful at that. I can
see it just as plain in my mind as I can see anything. 

From there Walt hurried across the mining prop-
erty to where an American flag was flying on top of a
big pile of dirt. He took down the flag, and several of
the others who had scaled the fence helped him fold
it military style. Then they tossed it over the fence
where it was caught by one of our friends. I heard
Walt say, “This is a British mining company. An
American flag should not be flying over the site.” Walt
was a war veteran, and he knew the meaning of the
flag. He later was accused of trespassing and paid a
fine. But his point was made clear. We always felt
inspired whenever Walt was part of our activities.

Perhaps one of Walt’s greatest acts took place in July
of 1996, when he camped on the railroad tracks lead-
ing to the White Pine Mine in upper Michigan. Those in
power had done nothing to stop the transportation of
sulfuric acid by the Wisconsin Central Railroad over
these tracks (sulfuric acid is used to extract copper
from crushed ore), even though the tracks were not
safe. As a local sheriff remarked, the tracks looked like
a “couple of snakes going down the road.” They were in
such poor condition that trains could move no faster
than 10 mph. The tracks crossed the Bad River
Reservation in Ashland County, Wisconsin, and Walt
wanted to put an end to it before a toxic spill occurred.
Of special concern was the fact that both the White
Pine Mine and the Bad River Reservation were located
along the shores of Lake Superior.

This was all going on at the time that Evelyn died. I
remember going to a memorial service for her at the
Mole Lake Reservation in Forest County, and Walt was
there. My friends held a beautiful ceremony that also
honored Hilary Waukau, a great environmentalist from
the Menominee tribe who recently had “walked on” as
well. It was quite an emotional day, and Walt came to
me. He said, in his gentle voice, “I want you to know I’m
doing something about that train. But I’m not going to
ask you to go along with me.” I think he would have
liked me to come, but knew how my heart was breaking.
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Walt went from there to join a group of people who
planned to camp out on the railroad tracks, close to
Highbridge in Ashland County. The occupation lasted
three or four weeks, and there were many Bad River
Ogichidaa (warrior/protectors) who dropped trees
and set up their tents right on the tracks. These were
brave individuals. They fasted there, sang songs and
would not be moved. The gravity of the situation was
very severe, and they succeeded in blocking the train
from crossing the reservation. This got the attention of
the authorities and the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) and was reported widely in the media
(CD 2-5). The EPA ended up agreeing with the Bad
River defenders and stopped the trains for good.
Eventually the White Pine Mine closed.

It was with great sadness that we heard Walt had
died of a sudden heart attack in 1999. He was only 51
years old. I tell what I know about Walt, but I know
that his legacy is much larger than I can imagine.

Figure 2-13. Walt Bresette (left) was a thoughtful leader whose gen-
tle smile and deep wisdom touched all who knew him. He is pictured
here with his good friend, Frank Koehn (Photo by Sandy Lyon of
Springbrook, WI, May 29, 1998).

For some time before Walt died, he was working on
a campaign to add an amendment to the United States
Constitution that would protect “common property
rights,” much like private property rights are protected
(CD 2-6). Walt believed in a concept first articulated
by the Iroquois: “In all deliberations before us, we
must first look at the impacts on the seventh genera-
tion in the future.” I am including here for you to see
the suggested amendment, popularly known as the
Seventh Generation Amendment. I hope we can carry
on Walt’s dream of making this a reality:

The Seventh Generation Amendment – The right of
citizens of the United States to use and enjoy air,

water, sunlight, and other renewable resources deter-
mined by the Congress to be common property shall
not be impaired, nor shall such use impair their
availability for the use of future generations.

Walt, Steve, Les and Evelyn have all passed away. But
when you read about them later in the book, think of
them as real people who made a difference in protect-
ing our natural resources. I really loved them. They
helped make life worth living. What a world! I feel
the same way about so many other people, some of
whom you will read about in the following pages.

Al Gedicks
About 1976 I met someone who was to become one of
my best allies throughout the years. His name was Al
Gedicks. During the early 1970s, Al lived in Peru
where he served as a volunteer with the Quaker
American Friends Service Committee. While he was
there he witnessed firsthand the environmental and
social ruin that copper mining had brought to South
America. In particular, Kennecott was operating a
copper mine in Chile at the time. Al didn’t like what
he saw, so he wrote and published the story. 

Al broadened his scope and developed slide shows
of mining activities in New Mexico and northern
Wisconsin. For some reason, he became rather unpop-
ular with mining companies, especially Kennecott
and later Exxon Minerals! I knew he was someone I
wanted to meet. After I found out he was living in
Madison, it was just a matter of phoning him and set-
ting up a meeting place.

When I thought about meeting Al, I envisioned a
man of great stature. After all, he wrote with such

Figure 2-14. Walt Bresette as a true Ogichidaa, holding the Protect
the Earth Staff at the railroad tracks crossing the Bad River
Reservation in Ashland County, Wisconsin. Walt is pictured with
Sandy Lyon (Photo by Kathy Olson of Stone Lake, WI, July 1996).
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power. But when I met him for coffee in Rennebohm’s
Drugstore in Madison, I was surprised to see a small
and rather shy person who spoke with a very quiet
voice. But he had lots to say, a veritable reservoir of
information with an astonishing ability to organize!

It was very common when Evelyn was deep in some
phase of the mining issue and was not sure of all the
specifics that she would say, “I must call Al. He would
know this if anybody would.” And she was right. He
usually knew the answer, and if he did not, he knew
where to find it. He was our very special friend.

Figure 2-15. Al Gedicks and Evelyn Churchill, comrades in the fight
against Kennecott (October 1988).

During the early years when Al was speaking out
against the corporate despoilers, he was struggling to
earn his doctorate in sociology. I saw him drive across
the state to share his wisdom and understanding in a
rickety old car that I would have been reluctant to
drive to Conrath, three miles away! I’m sure he knew
all too well about boiling radiators, flat tires and
barely enough money to buy himself a sandwich. But
he always attended our meetings and was very active
in all the mining rallies.

Today Al has his doctorate in sociology and a good
position with the University of Wisconsin–La Crosse.
He continues to be a moving force in the entire State
of Wisconsin and far beyond. He deserves a lot of
credit for his part in fighting the buzzards. I suggest
you read his books about native and environmental
struggles against multinational corporations. The first
is called The New Resource Wars (South End Press,
Cambridge, MA, 1993; ISBN 0-89608-462-0). It pro-
vides a detailed look at what Al calls the “Mining

Wars in Wisconsin,” including Kennecott’s invasion of
the Town of Grant in Rusk County and Exxon’s assault
on Crandon.

More recently, Al wrote Resource Rebels (South End
Press, Cambridge, MA, 2001; ISBN 0-89608-640-2),
which includes more information about the ongoing
struggle in Crandon, as well as resource battles
around the world.

Al’s books and the story you are about to read com-
plement each other quite well in that my story talks
about how I experienced many of the events chroni-
cled by Al. In fact, when my memory failed me on
some of the fine points of our mutual struggle, I went
to his books for help! There is no doubt about it: Al is
one of the most informed people I know on the min-
ing issue, and he has put that knowledge to good use. 

Sandy Lyon
I met Sandy Lyon in April of 1980, at a meeting held
in the auditorium of the University of Wisconsin–
Barron County. I had been asked to talk about
Kennecott Copper Corporation’s proposal to develop
the Flambeau Mine. I don’t remember exactly what I
said at that meeting, but it evidently caught Sandy’s
attention. After the meeting here was this young lady
who seemed pretty worked up about mining.

What I remember so well were Sandy’s eyes. She
seemed to look right into my soul. She wanted to get
involved in the issue, now! We talked a while and she
informed me that she was going to become a supporter
in our anti-mining effort. There is no question she lived
up to her promise. She became very well informed
about mining, mining companies, mining laws and the
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources.

Many times when Evelyn was trying to solve a par-
ticularly nasty mining problem, Sandy was right there
to help, just like Al Gedicks. More than once I can
remember the four of us —Evelyn, Sandy, Al and
me—sitting down together at the kitchen table to fig-
ure out what to do next in our struggle against
Kennecott.

Sandy and Evelyn became very close friends over
the years. I remember Sandy saying to us, “You are my
other parents.”

Sandy also worked well with our Native American
friends, especially Walt Bresette. She and Walt believed
that “water” was the common thread that linked all of
our concerns together as a people, whether we were
tribal members concerned about wild rice beds and
spearfishing, white sportsmen who enjoyed hunting
and fishing, or environmentalists concerned about
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Larry Mercando
Larry Mercando was the Vice-President of Kennecott
Copper Corporation and the project manager for the
Flambeau Mine beginning in 1987. In my mind he
was the hatchet man for getting the mine in opera-
tion. I have so little respect for him that this is all the
space I’m going to devote to him at this time. You can
read more about him as he appears later in the book.
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protecting our lakes and rivers
from mining pollution. The bot-
tom line was that all of us
wanted to protect the water, and
Sandy saw this as a way to unite
us against a common enemy.

Walt agreed. He said, “If you
don’t understand what water
does for you, go without it for
one day. And if you still do not
understand, try four days.” 

Sandy struggled with how to
connect “water” to the environ-
mental movement in such a way
that Native Americans, fishermen
and environmentalists would come
together to protect it. She told me
how she cornered Walt one day to
ask his advice. By the time he was
done smoking his cigarette, they
had gelled a new movement called
W.A.T.E.R.

W.A.T.E.R. has stood for sev-
eral different things over the
years, depending on what was
going on at the time:
� Watershed Alliance To End

Environmental Racism;
� Watershed Alliance Toward Environmental

Responsibility; 
� Just WATER, pure and simple; or
� We All Trust Evelyn and Roscoe (as Sandy likes to

say with a smile)

Sandy and Walt were also two of the forces behind
Anishinaabe Niijii (Friends of the First People). Walt
used to say that he was the Anishinaabe (of the First
People) and Sandy was the Niijii (friend). It was a
kind of umbrella organization that brought together
environmentalists, farmers and tribal members to bat-
tle the mining companies, and the group became a
real force to be reckoned with in our struggle against
Kennecott. Needless to say, Sandy is well-respected by
the Native American community and is never afraid
to move into a difficult situation to try to solve it. She
has never relaxed her commitment to fight for saving
the earth and is well known around the state for that
commitment and her intelligence.

Sandy has always accused me of ruining her life by
getting her involved in the mining struggle. If I was
responsible, I’m glad because she has done so much.
She is one of my favorite people.

Figure 2-16. Skip Jones (left), Sandy Lyon (center), and Walt Bresette (right) at the 6th annual
Protect the Earth Festival held at the Lac Courte Oreilles Reservation near Hayward, Wisconsin.
Walt is tying a white eagle feather onto the Protect the Earth Staff in honor of Sandy (Photo by
Kathy Olson of Stone Lake, WI, 1992).
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The Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources
(DNR) plays such an important role in this whole
drama that I feel I should give you some background
information about how the department came to be.
To put things into perspective, we need to go back to
the early 1900s.

As I mentioned in the introduction, by 1900 most
of the lumber barons were gone from Wisconsin.
Millions of acres had been stripped of the great white
pines, leaving a cutover land full of stumps, rampikes
and the waste that always accompanies logging.
Alder brush struggled to grow along the ravaged
streams, and popple and white birch came on as
“weed trees” to cover the devastation. The land that
once was covered with gigantic white pine—and in
some parts wonderful hardwood—was now bleach-
ing in the sun, a far cry from the great pinery. 

Then the fires hit. Sometimes these were naturally
caused, but most often they were set by someone
wanting to clear land or just for the hell of it. No one
could produce a worthwhile crop of trees on the
burned-over land, and much of the wildlife was con-
siderably lessened. The passenger pigeons had disap-
peared forever, and by 1910 the timber wolves and
panthers were gone, too. 

After that the land agents went to work, hired by
the lumber companies to sell their wasteland to
would-be farmers. They were the old-time real estate
agents, with the Faast Land Company being one of
them that did business close to my home. Much of the
land sold was not really fit for farming, but that didn’t
stop those rascally land agents from selling it anyway.
They lured people to the area by showing them
“experimental farms” that had been set up by the
state’s agriculture department. I think they all were in

cahoots with the lumber companies to turn a profit at
the expense of people who had never owned land
before, many of whom had moved here directly from
Poland and Germany.

One such experimental farm was located about
three miles from my home. The state put nice build-
ings on it, and it grew some very good crops for sev-
eral years. Of course, on new land the right kinds of
crops would go crazy. But what the agriculture depart-
ment and land agents failed to tell the potential buy-
ers was that the kind of soil we had in the area was not
rich enough to support crops for more than three or
four years. Then it would be worn out. The whole
thing was a dirty trick. But as far as the state and land
agents were concerned, the experimental farms served
their purpose well by enticing people here and giving
the impression that this was good farm country. 

I also remember my dad talking about how the
land agents would show people land during the win-
ter months, when it was frozen and covered with
snow. They would say, “Look at these nice flat fields!”
The next spring, however, after the snow had melted,
the new owner would discover his field was really a
rocky, swampy patch of waste land. One has only to
travel around the north country to see abandoned
farms with dilapidated buildings and weed-grown
fields to know that many early settlers’ hopes for a
good life in America ended in disaster. The aban-
doned farms stand like neglected grave markers to
remind passersby of the faded dreams of these
would-be farmers. In Rusk County alone there are
three such areas, close to Conrath, Weyerhaeuser and
Hawkins. 

Some good farms developed in the areas that had
better soil, and a few small towns prospered. But

The Wisconsin Department of 
Natural Resources is Born (1967)

C H A P T E R  3
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much of the area was just wasteland that had been
burned over several times.

Fortunately, there were dedicated men such as
Aldo Leopold and E.M. Dahlberg living in the 1920s
who became alarmed with how things were looking
in Wisconsin. Abandoned farms, polluted streams,
weeds and scrub brush were not pretty sights. They
felt that the unregulated development and neglect of
our natural resources needed to be stopped. 

Leopold and Dahlberg believed that with the right
amount of care, our trout streams could run clear
again and the battered lands of Wisconsin would
become alive with forests, native flowers, birds and
all the missing elements of our rich animal bounty. So
they worked with many others to develop a state
agency known as the Wisconsin Conservation Com-
mission. The responsibility of this new agency was to
protect, preserve and improve Wisconsin’s landscape. 

I’m sure the commission made mistakes along the
way, but a conservation ethic was growing. I was an
educator during some of those years, and I saw what
was being accomplished. For instance, about 1937 it
was the Conservation Commission that was able to
gather the forces and the equipment to build the fire
towers that brought an end to the terrible wildfires
that were taking such a toll on our second-growth
trees. I often took my students on field trips where we
would meet with local members of the commission to
learn about what was being done to help preserve our
beautiful state.

Unfortunately, the Conservation Commission came
to an end in 1967, when someone in the legislature got
the bright idea to “streamline” our state agencies.
Senate Bill 55, which later became known as the
Reorganization Act, was passed into law. And one of the
results was the formation of the Department of Natural
Resources. I would like to tell you what happened. 

In 1965 Assemblyman Thomas Barland (R-Eau
Claire) pushed for the creation of a committee to
work on reorganizing the state’s administrative
branch. A law was passed to create such a committee,
and William Kellett, a retired industrialist from
Neenah, became its chairman. And thus the Kellett
Commission was born, with a businessman at its
helm. How typical of what happens in our govern-
ment all too often! Industry was put in a position of
ramrodding through what it wanted. 

After about a year and a half of work, the Kellett
Commission recommended a number of changes to
the structure of our state government. One of them
was to combine the Conservation Commission with
an existing state agency known as the Department of

Resource Development, bringing them under one
head. The new agency was to be called the Wisconsin
Department of Natural Resources (DNR). 

There were many things wrong with this idea. In
fact, it made no sense at all because the two agencies
that were to be combined were diametrically opposed
to each other. One sought to preserve resources while
the other sought to develop them. Anyone could pre-
dict that one philosophy would end up prevailing
over the other, and we all knew who would win out.
It makes me mad to think an industrialist was respon-
sible for tying these two agencies together. No won-
der the idea was no good.

You can imagine there was a great outcry against
this merger by hunters, fishermen and environmental
groups. They were worried their interests might be
dwarfed by those who favored resource development.
Many of them went to Madison to protest the creation
of this new combined agency and were clearly visible
by the red shirts they wore. Because of all the concern
shown by these people, the legislators came up with
two ideas to give ordinary citizens a means of having
their say with this new, untried Department of
Natural Resources. Both ideas were incorporated into
the law. 

The first was to create a state agency known as the
Public Intervenor Office with an associated citizen
advisory committee. This agency became part of the
Department of Justice and was staffed by attorneys, or
public intervenors, appointed by the attorney general.
The attorney general also appointed the citizen advi-
sory committee, and the law required members to
have experience in “environmental protection or natu-
ral resource conservation.” Regular citizens could turn
to the Public Intervenor Office for help in case the
DNR made a decision that interfered with the public’s
right to clean water or other natural resources.  

The philosophy behind creating the Public
Intervenor Office was to ensure “fair play and due
process” in decisions affecting our environment. We
all knew if the DNR made a decision that favored a
developer over the rights of the general public, the
public likely would not be able to afford the kinds of
high-powered lawyers and experts that could be hired
by the developer to battle it out in court. Regular cit-
izens needed help to protect their rights, and that is
what the Public Intervenor Office was designed to do.
You can read for yourself in the following excerpt
from a report written in 1975 by the Center for Public
Representation (CD 3-1):

There is substantial evidence that the function
assigned to the public intervenor by the legislature—
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acting as an advocate for such public rights—is as
important as it was perceived by the legislature in
1967. Those who pollute water or air, dam streams
for a recreational development, and take other
actions which affect public rights in water and other
natural resources usually have a substantial eco-
nomic stake in the outcome of administrative and
court proceedings affecting their activities. They are
represented by counsel and an array of experts. The
beneficiaries of “public rights,” on the other hand,
are diffuse, often unorganized and have only small
economic stakes as individuals. Public rights will
ordinarily go unrepresented unless the public inter-
venor is there.

Professor Arlen Christenson of the University of
Wisconsin Law School agreed with the importance of
the Public Intervenor Office. He served as a member of
the agency’s citizen advisory committee and wrote in
1995, “The public intervenor protects public rights—
rights we all share to fish a stream, hunt a slough, canoe
a river, drink clean water, breathe clean air and enjoy
scenic vistas. Other groups are free to take a narrower
view; to represent other interests. When those interests
diverge from protecting public rights only the public
intervenor remains to do what the old Conservation
Commission did—fight for those rights in natural
resources that belong to all the people” (CD 3-2).

The second idea to help protect the public’s interest
was to set up a policy-making arm for the DNR com-
prised of citizens. To this day, it is called the Natural
Resources Board (NRB) and is made up of seven
members that are appointed by the governor, subject
to approval by the legislature. Originally the board
was charged with selecting the Secretary of the DNR,
the department’s head position. The idea was that the
Secretary of the DNR should not be a political
appointee who could be hired or fired at the whim of
the governor. Rather, this important position was to
be held by someone who could carefully address
resource management issues and do his job independ-
ent of political pressure.

The NRB carried a lot of wallop when it was first
created. It didn’t merely advise the DNR on issues. It
had the power to set policy. And there is a big differ-
ence between the two. When the NRB told the DNR to
do something, the DNR had to do it. It was as simple
as that. The other positive thing about the NRB was
that any citizen in the state could go before it to reg-
ister complaints or make recommendations of what
needed to be done in terms of resource management.
I know, because I went before the board many times.

In theory, having a Public Intervenor Office and a
Natural Resources Board comprised of citizens should

have worked pretty well. But unfortunately, we lost a
lot on the conservation end when the Department of
Resource Development merged with the Conservation
Commission. The record shows that ever since the
DNR was created, resource development has tri-
umphed over resource preservation. This is especially
clear in the story you are about to read. I never had
any luck with the DNR on mining issues.

Today things are even worse, and much of it goes
back to Tommy Thompson, who was elected to be
Wisconsin’s governor in 1986 and reigned for the next
14 years. Thompson always seemed more pro-devel-
opment than pro-preservation to me, and this was
reflected in his political appointees. For example,
Thompson named James Klauser, a former Exxon lob-
byist, to be his right-hand man as Secretary of the
Wisconsin Department of Administration in 1986. 

Secretary of State Doug La Follette summed up our
predicament with Thompson and the DNR best in an
article that appeared in the June 10, 1992 issue of the
Chippewa Herald Telegram. La Follette said, “The
problem with the DNR is that the biologists and con-
servationists, all good people, are on one level. But
then you have the management level, which are
appointees of Governor Tommy Thompson and hell-
bent on bringing mining to Wisconsin.” 

In 1995, Thompson grabbed even more power for
himself when he succeeded in convincing the legisla-
tors to make the Secretary of the Department of
Natural Resources part of the governor’s cabinet. And
he did not even have the decency to submit his pro-
posal as a regular bill to be debated on its own merits
at public hearings. No! He slipped it through as part of
the 1995 state budget bill. As a result of Thompson’s
shrewd tactics, the Secretary of the DNR is no longer
chosen by the citizens who serve on the Natural
Resources Board. Rather, the governor himself has the
power to appoint whoever he chooses to fill this
important position. That puts the governor in the dri-
ver’s seat on natural resource issues. 

With so much power concentrated in the hands of
the governor, the Natural Resources Board has been
reduced to no more than an advisory body on natural
resource issues, rather than serving as a true policy-
making arm for the department. Before Thompson
took over the DNR, the 1993 Wisconsin Blue Book
described the duties of the seven members of the
Natural Resources Board as follows:

They direct and supervise the department and
appoint a full-time secretary as the department’s
chief executive officer. The board receives citizen
input at its monthly meetings. … The Secretary of
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back the Public Intervenor Office and return to the
days when the Secretary of the DNR was selected by
the Natural Resources Board, I still wouldn’t trust the
DNR to stand up to those who would exploit our
resources. I’d like to go back to the days of a well-
funded and independent Conservation Commission
whose sole purpose was to fight for protecting, pre-
serving and improving our natural resources. Leopold
and Dahlberg knew what they were doing, and the
legislature should not have messed with it.

Perhaps such a department could be modeled after
Utah’s Department of Environmental Quality. It was
that bureau which successfully settled a court case
with Kennecott in 1991. As a result of that negotia-
tion, Kennecott agreed to pay $12 million to the State
of Utah to cover the value of the state’s water supply
that was found to contain acids, dissolved solids and
various metals which had entered the groundwater
because of how Kennecott used sulfuric acid to leach
minerals out of crushed ore. This $12 million was not
for cleanup; it was to compensate the state for a lost
drinking water supply. In addition, Kennecott was
forced to spend millions of dollars to try and clean up
the mess. The story was reported in the July 31, 1991
issue of the Salt Lake Tribune (CD 3-3).

The Utah settlement stressed how the state’s
Department of Environmental Quality was interested
in trying to eliminate the contamination of ground-
water, not only because of environmental concerns,
but because clean-up methods were ineffective and
cost too much money. The agency concluded that pre-
venting pollution was more cost-effective than clean-
ing it up after the fact. As you read my story, you will
see this is a far cry from what our own DNR has advo-
cated.

I firmly believe that the only way to really get
effective laws and rules to control mining would be to
take the decision making out of the hands of the DNR.
We need new state laws and an agency like Utah’s
Department of Environmental Quality to ride herd on
the multinational corporations.
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the Department serves at the pleasure of the board
and is assisted by the Bureau of Legal Services, the
Office of Governmental Relations, the Office of
Planning and Analysis, and the Office of Tribal
Cooperative Management. [emphasis added]

But after the 1995 budget bill was passed, the descrip-
tion was changed to the following in the 1997
Wisconsin Blue Book:

The board advises the department and offers a for-
mal point of contact for citizens to express their
views. The department is administered by a secretary
appointed by the governor with the advice and
consent of the senate. [emphasis added]

Besides what I have already mentioned, there was
one more blow to natural resource management that
came with the 1995 state budget bill. Thompson
effectively did away with the Public Intervenor
Office! He transferred the office from the Department
of Justice, under the attorney general’s control, to the
Department of Natural Resources, under his own con-
trol. He replaced the office’s citizen advisory commit-
tee with a new board of his own appointees, known as
the Public Intervenor Board. He also took away the
public intervenor’s authority to commence lawsuits
on behalf of the public! After all these changes were
made, the Public Intervenor Office kind of disap-
peared. 

These devastating changes were pushed through
the legislature without the benefit of public hearings.
So with the stroke of a pen, Thompson was able to
undo the compromises that had been made in 1967 to
protect the interests of common people. Today if the
DNR makes a decision that violates public rights, reg-
ular citizens have no recourse but to sue the depart-
ment on their own. 

Thompson shouldn’t get all the credit for neutering
the DNR and robbing the public of its rights, though
he certainly helped. As you will see, Kennecott
Copper Corporation also had a role. Only one year
after the DNR came into being, Kennecott was explor-
ing for ore in Rusk County. It proceeded to manipulate
the DNR to get whatever it wanted, even going so far
as to write the very rules by which the DNR regulates
mining in our state! I would challenge anyone to look
into the records and find where the DNR ever stood
up to Kennecott.

Until we are able to elect legislators and a governor
who will restore the DNR to what it was designed to
be in 1967, the agency will be no more than a mouth-
piece for the governor. But even if we could bring
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port a local grain mill. Needless to say, after these
farms were bought and put out of commission, a ripple
effect was felt in the community. A local feed store
owned by Jerry Burch lost many of its best customers.
Though he was able to continue for several years, Jerry
eventually closed his business and the buildings now
have been torn down. 

Without the farmers as customers, the local farm
implement dealers also started to flounder, and only
one small dealer remains in Ladysmith today. In addi-
tion, there are many empty buildings in town due to a
lack of customers. While mining did not cause all of
our problems, it certainly didn’t help the situation. 

Mining also had an effect on the hunting heritage of
our community. No longer could we hunt on the 2,750
acres controlled by Kennecott and ultimately owned by
Rio Tinto Zinc of London. This land was now “off lim-
its,” controlled by foreigners. That really got me mad. In
fact, a few years ago I sent a letter to some of the news-
papers around the state to let hunters and fishermen
know about how mining companies can take away their
rights. I have included a copy of the letter for you to see,
as it appeared in the December 2, 1998 issue of the
Country Today.

By the time Kennecott bought up all this property in
the Town of Grant in 1974, the Rusk County Board
was well aware of what an open pit copper mine might
do to the area. Some of the members thought the jobs
and tax money paid to the county would make it a
good industry for Rusk County. However, they didn’t
seem to be looking at how the loss of those eleven
farms was likely to have a negative impact on the local
economy. In terms of environmental concerns, several
board members knew that the proposed mine had the
potential to generate sulfuric acid pollution because of

Mineral Exploration in 
Rusk County (1968)

C H A P T E R  4

Shortly after the new Department of Natural
Resources was formed in 1967, my neighbors and I first
became aware of mineral exploration in our town. A
subsidiary of Kennecott Copper was flying over with air-
planes in 1968, looking for ore deposits with their mag-
netic survey equipment. At first we said, “That’s silly.
There’s nothing here.” But when the company started to
buy and lease farm and woodland in the area, we began
to pay closer attention. To this day, Kennecott owns and
controls 2,750 acres in the Town of Grant, immediately
south of Ladysmith. The ore body they discovered was
named the Flambeau Deposit, because the Flambeau
River runs right through it.

Even though Kennecott was zeroing in on the Town
of Grant, I didn’t get very excited. I had met the com-
pany’s project manager Ed May early on, and he
seemed to be a rather easygoing, friendly guy. But my
view of the project changed in December of 1974,
when I read an article about how the town was being
“ripped off” by Kennecott. 

My farm is located in Section 23 of the Town of
Grant in Rusk County, just three miles from the land
that was eventually mined. Kennecott bought up
eleven dairy farms in my town and was especially
intent on buying the Stanley Mataczynski farm,
located next to the Flambeau River. They bought it for
about $85,000, which local folks thought was a high
price at the time. Little did we know that Kennecott
would eventually take out at least $750 million of
gold, silver and copper from the Mataczynski farm.
Looking back, we were all “ripped off.”

Before the mining company came, those eleven
farms, some of which were several hundred acres in
size, were operating and benefiting other businesses in
the community. It’s said that it takes ten farms to sup-
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Mining Impacts our Hunting
Heritage
(Letter to the editor, Country Today, Dec. 2, 1998)

Dear members of the National Rifle Association, hunters
and fishermen,

I’m asking you to speak to the legislators you voted for
in the recent election to find out their position on metal-
lic sulfide mining in Wisconsin. Did you know that when
you support candidates who favor metallic mining, you
are giving away your right to hunt and fish on hundreds
and even thousands of acres? When a mining company
gets control of a piece of property, that land is no longer
available to you as a sportsman.

How do I know? I know because I live in the Town of
Grant in Rusk County, where Rio Tinto Zinc, a British
mining company, owns and controls 2,700 acres imme-
diately south of Ladysmith. That 2,700 acres is not avail-
able for hunting.

So when you support legislators who are not concerned
about protecting our state from mining companies, you
may be limiting your ability to use those guns you
fought so hard to get.

And to you fishermen, metallic sulfide mining typically
involves dumping wastewater into nearby rivers and
streams. It has a terrible track record of causing pollution.
Because of the limits in current technology, it’s not a mat-
ter of whether or not the mine will pollute; it’s a matter of
how soon it will happen. Unfortunately, even small
amounts of polluted water will limit and possibly eliminate
fish, because they are very sensitive to any toxic material.

I like to hunt and I like to fish. I’ve been doing it for
nearly 70 years. But most of all I want to be part of a
people who can make the rules by which they live.

When a foreign mining company can sit in on local town
government meetings and influence what is happening in
our communities, we have lost more than just the control
of our guns and land; we have lost our right to govern
ourselves. Call your legislators at 1-800-363-9472. Find
out where they stand on metallic sulfide mining and ask
them to protect your rights from being taken away by
mining companies.

Roscoe Churchill
Ladysmith, WI

County in the 1960s and 1970s. One of these is in the
Town of Flambeau, about four or five miles northwest
of Ladysmith on County Trunk A. Kennecott owns
about 600 acres there. In addition, E.K. Lehmann, a
mineral exploration company located in Minnesota,
leased about 920 acres right next to Kennecott’s land
in the Town of Flambeau, but I don’t know if the
leases are still in effect. The ore body of interest to
both companies is known as the Thornapple Deposit
because the Thornapple River runs through the area.
Kennecott was very serious about mining there for a
while, but so far has not proceeded. One rumor was
that the ore body was too deep, while others said it
was not of sufficiently high quality to make mining
profitable.

The other large deposit that Kennecott found in
Rusk County is in the Town of Willard. It is known as
the Willard or School House Deposit and is located
seven or eight miles south of where the company
mined in the Town of Grant. Kennecott held the lease
on this land for several years, but as far as I know
never bought the property. Evelyn drew a map show-
ing where all these deposits are located (Figure 4-1),
and my friend Zoltán Grossman recently updated it
for digital use (Figure 4-2). Some of the land was
leased by mining companies with the option to buy,
and much of it was bought outright.

With all this prospecting going on, you might be
wondering what types and amounts of minerals were
being discovered. Well, about all I can say is that
Kennecott found gold, silver and copper in the Town of
Grant, and the ore was unusually rich. In fact, I heard
the DNR’s Chief of Mine Reclamation Gordon Reinke
say that in all his life he had never seen core samples as
rich in gold as the Kennecott core samples from the
Town of Grant. Rumor has it that the mining company
took out at least 500,000 ounces of gold!

The fact that the ore was extremely rich was backed
up by Kennecott’s own geologist Ed May in a report
entitled “Flambeau—A Precambrian Supergene
Enriched Massive Sulfide Deposit.” Now that’s a
mouthful of words! But when you decipher the terms,
the important properties of the ore body become clear.
What is most important to note is that “supergene
enriched” means there were high concentrations of
gold on top of the deposit, and “massive sulfide” means
the bulk of the deposit contained more than 50% sul-
fide minerals. Sulfides are the main culprits that cause
acid mine drainage, which you will read about later.
But for now, this is what Ed May wrote (CD 1-5):

Although modest in size, the Flambeau deposit is of
special interest among Canadian Shield-type massive

the high sulfide content of the rock. So of course they
had misgivings about having such a mine only a few
feet from the Flambeau River. 

Kennecott didn’t limit its search for ore to the Town
of Grant. It found several other deposits in Rusk
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sulfide deposits in that it exhibits extensive supergene
enrichment. This is not to imply that supergene enrich-
ment has not occurred over Canadian equivalents, for
it has, but none to the recollection of this author have
been enriched to the extent found at Flambeau.

In addition to the gold, the Flambeau Deposit was esti-
mated to contain 2 million tons of copper ore graded at
10.5 percent. If true, that was really something. You
see, Kennecott’s other copper reserves around the
world averaged 3–4 percent copper at best.

We were told the deposit contained silver and zinc,
too, but I don’t know how much or how pure. In the
same report Ed May wrote, 

Gold occurs in its native state or as electrum (a pale
yellow alloy of gold and silver) scattered throughout
the deposit, whereas silver is concentrated toward the
zinc-rich footwall.

I wish I could give you more information about the
grade of the ore and its value, or how much gold, copper,
silver and zinc Kennecott really took out of the Town of

Grant, but all I have are estimates at best. The deposit
was reported to contain about 6.3 million tons of ore, but
all the details were kept confidential. Let me explain.

Wisconsin Statute 293.47 allows a mining company
to keep its prospecting data confidential, which means
everyone is kept in the dark except for perhaps the
highest ranking DNR officials. The statute starts out by
defining the terms “economic information” and “geo-
logic information” and then goes on to state that any
such information obtained by the DNR “shall” be with-
held from the public, if so requested by the company
(see the actual wording of the law below).

Wis. Stat. 293.47 is a terrible law! Among other
things, prospecting data includes the analysis of any
core samples obtained from the deposit. So as we
learned in Rusk County, the DNR doesn’t have to dis-
close to the public exactly what the mining company
found, its purity or how much it’s worth. And that
means neither the public nor our elected officials have
any way of knowing if the mining company has paid
its fair share in taxes.

Figure 4-1. Hand-drawn map by Evelyn Churchill showing lands leased and owned for mining in Rusk County, Wisconsin as of February 1981.
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Figure 4-2. The location of the Flambeau Deposit and other areas leased and/or owned by mining companies in Rusk County, Wisconsin in the
1980s (Zoltán Grossman; © 2002 Midwest Treaty Network; republished with permission). 
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These statutes make no sense at all, especially when

it comes to taxing mining companies on what they are
digging up and shipping out of our state. In the chapter
of the Wisconsin Statutes dealing with property taxes,
Wis. Stat. 70.375(2) talks about the importance of
imposing a tax on mining “to compensate the state and
municipalities for the loss of valuable, irreplaceable
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metalliferous minerals.” Yet the state does not demand
a full public accounting of what is found! Everything is
figured out behind closed doors.

This policy of non-disclosure also keeps the public in
the dark with regard to environmental protection
issues. Without knowing the types and amounts of all
substances present in the ore body, it’s impossible to
know the full pollution potential of the deposit. This
makes planning for pollution control difficult, if not
impossible. For example, Rusk County is considered by
the federal government to be an area that may contain
uranium “hot spots.” Yet Kennecott did not have to
publicly disclose how much, if any, uranium was found
in the core samples it obtained.

In addition to not requiring the mining companies to
turn over all their core sample information to the public,
they don’t even have to turn over all of their data to the
DNR! According to Wis. Stat. 107.15(4)(c) and (f), the
company can withhold any core samples from the state
geologist that are deemed “proprietary or confidential.”
And the little bit of information that the DNR does man-
age to get can be withheld from the public for up to ten
years from when it was collected.

But even a law as lenient as Wis. Stat. 107.15(4)

wasn’t good enough for the mining industry. Noranda
didn’t want to be forced to disclose its prospecting data
ever, so the company challenged the law in court in the
early 1980s. Wisconsin Circuit Court Judge Timothy
Vocke ruled in favor of the mining company. He said
that if prospecting data were made available to the
public or the mining company’s competitors, it could
lead to unfair trading practices (CD 4-1). The decision
was upheld on appeal in 1983, with the court ruling
that, “Public disclosure of confidential mining explo-
ration data and core samples is an unconstitutional
taking of property without just compensation.”

It’s time that new laws were enacted and new judges
were appointed to protect the people of Wisconsin
instead of just the mining industry. We need a law that
provides for full disclosure of exploratory and prospect-
ing data to the public before mining permits are issued.
In that way the full environmental and economic
impacts of mining can be ascertained before any min-
ing takes place. Minnesota has a full disclosure law for
core samples. Why can’t Wisconsin?

Even though I cannot give you the hard facts about
the composition of the ore body in the Town of Grant,
I can tell you a little bit about its dimensions.
Kennecott estimated the Flambeau Deposit to be any-
where from 20 to 200 feet wide, 2,400 feet long and
about 800 feet deep. The Flambeau River cut right
across one end of it, which led the mining company to
ask the DNR for permission to divert the river as part
of its overall plan to get at the ore. Luckily, the DNR
didn’t go along with that part of the proposal.

A number of drawings of the deposit appeared in
Ed May’s article in Geoscience Wisconsin mentioned

WIS. STAT. 107.15(4) REQUIREMENTS FOR MINERAL
EXPLORATION.…
(4) RELEASE OF GEOLOGIC DATA. … 

(c) The state geologist or his or her designee may
visually examine, at reasonable hours, mutually
agreed upon by the licensee and the state geolo-
gist, core samples or drill cuttings ... except for
those core samples or drill cuttings … which
the licensee deems proprietary or confidential.
...

(f) Exploration data and samples submitted ... shall be
kept confidential until December 31 of the 3rd year
following the date of submission. The confidentiality
of the data and samples obtained during prospecting
or mining shall extend to the time of the abandonment
of a site subsequent to prospecting, the termination of
mining if mining occurs, or 10 years after the core
samples or drill cuttings were obtained, whichever is
earliest. [emphasis added]

WIS. STAT. 293.47 PROSPECTING DATA.
(1) DEFINITIONS. In this section:

(a) “Economic information” means financial and eco-
nomic projections for any potential mining of an
ore body including estimates of capital costs, pre-
dicted expenses, price forecasts and metallurgical
recovery estimates. 

(b) “Geologic information” means information con-
cerning descriptions of an ore body, descriptions of
reserves, tonnages and grades of ore, descrip-
tions of a drill core or bulk sample including analy-
sis, descriptions of drill hole depths, distances and
similar information related to the ore body.

(c) “Prospecting data” means data, records, and other
information furnished to or obtained by the depart-
ment in connection with the application for a
prospecting permit.

(2) PROSPECTING DATA IN GENERAL. Except as provided under
sub.(3), prospecting data are public records subject to
subch. II of ch. 19.

(3) CONFIDENTIAL PROSPECTING DATA.
(a) Request for confidential status. An applicant for a

prospecting permit may request confidential status
for any prospecting data.

(b) Confidential status. The department shall grant con-
fidential status to prospecting data if the applicant
makes a request and if the prospecting data relates
to economic information or geologic information
or is entitled confidential status under rules promul-
gated by the department. [emphasis added]
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earlier and also in an article written by C.G. Schwenk
that appeared in the same issue of the journal (CD 4-
2). In particular, I would like to show you a geologic
cross section map of the Flambeau Deposit (Figure 4-
3). It shows that the ore body consisted of three verti-
cal layers:

1. Supergene Enrichment Zone—This layer, at
the very top of the ore body, is where the
highest concentrations of gold and copper
were found. Kennecott had to dig only about
12 feet before striking gold! 

2. Massive Sulfide Zone—This zone included
not only copper and precious metals like gold
and silver, but at least 50 percent sulfide min-
erals. Sulfides, including pyrite and chalcopy-
rite, are the main culprits in forming acid mine
drainage that pollutes groundwater, lakes and
streams. Ed May estimated that the Flambeau
deposit contained about 75 percent sulfides.

3. Semimassive Sulfide Zone—This zone con-
tained copper and precious metals along with
lower concentrations of sulfides, in the range
of 20–50 percent.

You will notice how the diagram does not show
exactly what metals were found by Kennecott in the
Town of Grant or how pure they were. Only the min-
ing company knows for sure. But we were told that
the part of the ore body Kennecott wanted the most
was the top 100 to 200 feet, where the Supergene
Enrichment Zone was located. Sure enough, when
they did mine, they went down only about 240 feet,
leaving 560 feet of massive sulfide and semimassive
sulfide deposits behind. Taking just the top was lucra-
tive enough to bring Kennecott here once, and they
may come back to get the rest.

So what is this talk of massive sulfide and semi-
massive sulfide ore bodies about? Metallic sulfide
mines are a lot different than regular iron mines or
gravel pits. The pyrite, or “fool’s gold,” in the rock can
cause sulfuric acid to form when the rock is crushed
and comes in contact with air and water. The sulfuric
acid then causes heavy metals to leach out of the rock,
and iron hydroxide typically precipitates out of solu-
tion to form a yellow-red sludge. The whole mess is
known as acid mine drainage, and it can continue for
centuries, contaminating groundwater, rivers and
streams. There is no avoiding this problem.

There are many examples of mines that have
caused acid mine drainage around this country and
the world. Right now many of these areas are
Superfund sites, which means taxpayers are paying

for the cleanup. You will see as you read my story that
Wisconsin’s mining laws and DNR rules are not able
to prevent acid mine drainage from happening. Once
it occurs, the best you can do is take the buzzards to
court. But these court battles can be very long and
expensive, much like the $5 billion suit Exxon lost in
Alaska over the Valdez oil spill. The worst part is that
even if you win, it won’t clean up the water or help
fishing and tourism. The problem won’t go away.

You see, there is no proven, cost-effective technol-
ogy to prevent the pollution caused by the mining of
sulfide minerals or to successfully treat it once it
occurs. No sulfide copper mine has ever been
reclaimed to be environmentally safe over the long
term. This was the heart of our concern. If I had a dol-
lar for every time I heard Evelyn talk about this, I
would be a rich man.

Figure 4-3. Geologic cross section of the Flambeau Deposit, Rusk
County, Wisconsin. Note the supergene enrichment zone where the richest
gold was located (Geoscience Wisconsin, July 1977; republished with per-
mission).

Fish kills and poisoned drinking water are left in
the wake of metallic sulfide mining. Sometimes it
takes a while to happen, but whether it is immediate
or somewhat later is beside the point. The problem is
that all sulfide ore bodies pollute when disturbed,
and the acid and heavy metal pollution continues for
centuries. Evelyn’s research showed that even the
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U.S. Forest Service and the U.S. Bureau of Mines rec-
ognized there was no widely applicable technology
to mitigate or stop a fully developed acid drainage
situation. This is why we were so upset to think we
might have such a mine in the Town of Grant.

When a mining company opens up the earth and
takes out what it wants, it might fill the gaping wound
with waste rock when it leaves, or maybe the hole will
just fill up with water. But no matter how it looks on
the surface, what you have is no more than grass over
a grave. They can’t stop the toxic chemical reactions
that are going on beneath the surface any more than
the caretaker of a cemetery can stop bodies from
decomposing. The only protection for the people living
in the area would be to require the mining company to
post a bond so large that all possible environmental
problems would be covered in perpetuity.

I am including two paid advertisements that we
put in the Ladysmith News to make the public aware
of this problem. The first (Figure 4-4) is a cartoon that
sums up the problem of acid mine drainage quite
well. The second (Figure 4-5) is a more serious sum-
mary of what a number of experts had to say about

Figure 4-5. Advertisement designed to educate the public about the problem of acid mine drainage. The ad was put together and paid for by a group of
Rusk County citizens opposed to Kennecott’s mining proposal. See CD 4-3 to read all the details (Ladysmith News, May 20, 1993).

Figure 4-4. Cartoon explaining the concept of acid mine drainage in lay-
man’s terms (Ladysmith News, April 22, 1993).
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the whole issue of sulfide min-
ing. It shows we weren’t just
spouting off about acid mine
drainage. The problem really
exists. 

Before leaving this chapter
about the Flambeau Deposit, it’s
only right that I give you a little
information about an old
prospector by the name of Daniel
McDonald who came to what is
now Rusk County in the 1890s. It
turns out that he may have been
the first person who suspected
there was gold close to the
Flambeau River. 

John Terrill of the Ladysmith
News wrote an article about
McDonald that appeared in the
November 11, 1993 issue of the
paper, and when I read it, I could
tell that Terrill had done his
homework (CD 4-4). For starters,
he tracked down the September
12, 1903 issue of the Gates
County Journal (the local news-
paper at the turn of the century)
which featured an article about
how McDonald had “built a
shanty on Meadow Brook in
[what was to become Section 16
of Rusk County] and sunk a shaft
some twenty feet deep” for
prospecting. In present-day terms,
that meant McDonald had been
digging in what is known as the
“Lindoo Woods,” located in the
Town of Grant, about a mile south
of where the Flambeau Deposit
was eventually discovered (Figure 
4-6). Over the course of a few
months, McDonald apparently
collected a number of ore sam-
ples that he sent to Minneapolis
and Chicago to be assayed. And
according to the Gates County
Journal, he became increasingly
convinced that “nearby lay wealth to the man who
would uncover it.” He was right. Ed May took a look at
McDonald’s diggings in the 1970s, and he went back
again in 1993 so that Terrill could get a photo for the
Ladysmith News (Figure 4-7). Terrill stated, “Daniel

McDonald would smile from his grave if he could see
what has developed a mile north of diggings he made
a century ago.” I don’t know about that, but I bet
McDonald would have been shocked to find out how
rich the deposit really was—so rich that Kennecott

Figure 4-6. Old Mine Site – Prospector Daniel McDonald was looking for copper and gold in
Section 16 along Meadow Brook. That land, as seen in this page from the 1914 Rusk County
atlas, above, was owned by Ladysmith pioneer John Lindoo. The [Flambeau Deposit] is located
in Section 9 [on land once owned by C. W. Page and H. M. Awe]. It is about a mile above the
spot where old McDonald searched for his wealth in the 1890s (Caption and map, Ladysmith
News, November 11, 1993; republished with permission). 
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made a handsome profit by only removing the top
220 feet of the ore body in the 1990s, leaving about
580 feet behind. I think I would have rather dealt with
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Daniel McDonald’s primitive diggings of the 1890s
than what Ed May proposed to do to the countryside
in the 1970s or what eventually happened to the
Town of Grant in the 1990s. Worse yet, one can be
sure that when the price is right, Kennecott or its suc-
cessor will be back to decide whether or not there will
be another copper mine in Rusk County to get out the
rest of the ore. Given the propensity for metallic sul-
fide mines to pollute groundwater, lakes and rivers, I
don’t think McDonald would be smiling in his grave
to see what has transpired. I think he would be turn-
ing—especially considering that there are a dozen or
so additional ore bodies across northern Wisconsin
with a similar potential to pollute our water. We need
to be prepared, and I hope my story will help you
fight the buzzards when they return.

CD-ROM References
CD 4-1. “More state ore prospecting likely,” Eau Claire Leader-Telegram,

December 22, 1980.

CD 4-2. “Discovery of the Flambeau Deposit, Rusk County, Wisconsin –
A Geophysical Case History,” Geoscience Wisconsin, July 1977.

CD 4-3. “Who are These People Concerned about Sulfide Mining?” a
handout prepared by the Rusk County Citizens Action Group,
1993.

CD 4-4. “Old prospector had right idea, but wrong location,”
Ladysmith News, November 11, 1993.

Figure 4-7. Overlooking the Creek – Geologist Ed May stands on a
high bank overlooking Meadow Brook and the general area where a
prospector sunk a shaft about 100 years ago. The shaft was near the
level of the brook and he had a continual problem with flooding. He
subsequently dug a pit on the high bank behind where May is stand-
ing (Caption and photo, Ladysmith News, November 11, 1993;
republished with permission).
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Isomewhat shamefacedly admit that I did not pay
attention to what was happening in my town with
Kennecott until about 1974. That’s when I learned
what the mining company had done at the State
Capitol in Madison to pave the way for its ambitions
in Ladysmith. It was clear Kennecott had influenced
our state legislators to pass a lenient mining tax bill,
Assembly Bill 1511. This new law required mining
companies to pay only a 1.5% tax on the market value
of any ore extracted from the state.

Luckily, people more informed than I were writing
about the issue. Mike Dorgan, a reporter for the
Capital Times, interviewed many people about this
new mining tax law and recorded their statements in
two separate articles published in the paper on July
29, 1974. In fact, I believe Dorgan’s articles were
among the first mainstream articles about Kennecott’s
proposed copper mine in Rusk County. The headlines
were “Copper Bonanza Was Given Away as Kennecott
Wrote Its Own Ticket” (Figure 5-1) and “Massive
Copper Hunt Catches State Off Guard” (CD 5-1). How
accurate those articles turned out to be, seeing that Ken-
necott paid a pittance in taxes in exchange for removing
at least $750 million in ore from Rusk County
between 1993 and 1997! 

Dorgan interviewed individuals who understood
what Kennecott had swayed the legislature to do, and
he started out his “Copper Bonanza” article with a
bang. Here is what he wrote:

“All income,” says Werner Doering of the State
Department of Revenue, “comes from earnings, find-
ings, or stealings.” Future students of the Kennecott
Copper Corporation’s venture in Rusk County may
conclude that the company first found the rich min-
eral deposit near Ladysmith and then stole it.

State Geologist Meredith Ostrom agreed. He stated,
“If Kennecott makes out like a bandit on the
Ladysmith mine, it will not be because the company
stole the ore. It will be because it was given away.”
Ah! That was so true!

Dorgan also interviewed Rep. Midge Miller (D-
Madison), who did not approve of Assembly Bill
1511. Both she and Rep. Harvey Dueholm (D-Luck)
sat on the Assembly Tax Committee and had doubts
about the fairness of the bill. Miller at first thought it
wouldn’t pass the legislature “because bills entered
that late (in the session) just don’t pass.” She and
Dueholm kept asking questions about the bill during
the session in order to try and defeat it. But, as Mike
Dorgan went on to describe, the bill managed to pass
as a result of the combined efforts of Rep. Joseph
Sweda (D-Lublin), Sen. Clifford Krueger (R-Merrill)
and Kennecott.

I have an interesting story to tell about Rep.
Sweda. He was the representative from the 87th
Assembly District, which included Rusk County. When
it became clear that mining was a real possibility for
our area, Rep. Sweda and the rest of the legislature
knew they needed to be prepared and get a mining
tax law on the books. In what I believe to be an act of
pitiful incompetence, Rep. Sweda asked Ed May of
Kennecott to help write the law. Take a look at
Dorgan’s article, and you will see what I mean. Sweda
and a number of officials within the Department of
Revenue apparently thought that May’s experience in
such matters could be helpful to the state. Talk about
having the fox guard the hen house!

Amazingly, the whole process of passing the min-
ing tax law took less than two weeks. According to
Dorgan’s article, Rep. Miller attributed the swift

Kennecott Goes to Madison to 
Write Its Own Tax Law (1973)

C H A P T E R  5
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Figure 5-1. Reporter Mike Dorgan of the Capital Times wasn’t fooled. His article exposed the fact that Kennecott masterminded Wisconsin’s
original mining tax law and talked about the shady politics behind the bill’s unexpectedly swift passage. See CD 5-2 to read all the details
(Capital Times, July 29, 1974; republished with permission).
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passage of the bill to reports circulating within the
Capitol that if the legislature didn’t act quickly, it
would be killing the chance of employment for job-
hungry Rusk County residents. Nothing could have
been further from the truth. The ore wasn’t going any-
where, and as documented later, statistics show the
mine didn’t help the county’s unemployment rate. 

At least during the debate on the bill, Rep. Miller
was able to get the tax raised from 1.1 percent to 1.5
percent on the market value of the ore (a tax based on
the value of production is known as a severance tax).
However, even a 1.5 percent severance tax was a
“drop in the bucket” compared to what other states
such as Arizona were getting. 

William Bateson, economist for the University of
Wisconsin’s Institute for Environmental Studies, had
done extensive research into the proposed Kennecott
project and stated flatly, “If Kennecott were to mine
an ore body in Arizona identical to the one in
Ladysmith, it would pay three times the taxes”
required by the new Wisconsin law. He went on to
estimate that if the mine went into operation in 1977,
it would begin providing Kennecott with $20 million
worth of copper and $5 million worth of gold and sil-
ver per year for about 11 years (CD 5-2). 

The 1.5 percent severance tax meant that for each
$25 million of minerals taken from the mine,
Kennecott would pay the state only $375,000. Of this
total, 10 percent ($37,500) would go into the state’s
general fund, 86 percent ($322,500) to the state’s
shared tax account, 2.75 percent ($10,312) to the
Town of Grant, and 1.25 percent ($4,688) to Rusk
County. It’s no wonder that Ed May was overjoyed
with Wisconsin’s new mining tax law. 

Even though Dorgan had written his article in July
of 1974, I didn’t know anything about it until
December of the same year. I was the principal of the
Ladysmith Elementary School at the time, and the
school nurse, Ruth Williams, showed me an article
that had appeared in the Daily Cardinal, the student
newspaper at the University of Wisconsin–Madison.
Her son Zane was going to school there and had sent
it to her. The article talked about how Kennecott was
coming to Wisconsin and the Town of Grant was
being “ripped off” by the mining company. You can
imagine that caught my attention! I guess the article
was based on what Dorgan had written earlier in the
Capital Times, because the figures on how much tax
money the state and local governments would get
from the proposed mine were almost identical. 

I thought the information contained in the Daily

Cardinal article was so pertinent to the people of Rusk
County that it should be reprinted in the local newspa-
per for everyone to read. At the time, though, I was
very naïve about how mining companies can get a hold
on the press. 

I took the article to John Terrill, editor of the
Ladysmith News, and asked him to put it in the paper.
Since copy machines were not widely available at the
time and I trusted that my request would be honored,
I gave Terrill my only copy. But instead of just printing
it, Terrill went to see Ed May, who by that time had
been named the project manager for the Flambeau
Mine. I don’t know what May told Terrill, but I do
know that the article never got reprinted. When I
asked Terrill to return the article to me, he couldn’t
seem to locate it. I never got it back. 

I learned a valuable lesson that day. I never again
gave John Terrill my sole copy of an article to publish.
From that time on, I always kept the original for my
own records and gave him a photocopy.

This encounter with Terrill was just the beginning
of a rocky relationship with him that lasted many
years. I found that the Ladysmith News was always
very generous in depicting how good the mine would
be for Rusk County, but not very forthcoming in pre-
senting the other side of the story. My collection of
over twenty years of news items leaves no doubt in
my mind that Terrill wanted to stay on good terms
with the mining company. For a while, he wouldn’t
even print letters to the editor that had anything to do
with the mine, pro or con. Since most of the letters he
had been getting were “con,” it was an effective way
to try and silence the opposition.

Luckily, over the years, there were plenty of news-
papers willing to publish articles that Terrill didn’t. In
particular, I had good luck with Ron Seely of the
Wisconsin State Journal, Rob Zaleski of the Capital
Times, Arnie Hoffman and Pamela Powers of the Eau
Claire Leader-Telegram, Sharman Stein of the
Chippewa Herald Telegram, Katherine Esposito of the
Milwaukee Journal, Mike Monte of the Pioneer Express
and Kathy Olson of the Saint Paul Pioneer Press. These
newspaper people knew their business well and
always gave us a fair shake.
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My involvement in opposing Kennecott’s proj-
ect started out as a concern over taxes. It was so
unfair to see how little the mining company was
going to be taxed for the privilege of removing Rusk
County’s ore. I kept remembering the article from the
Daily Cardinal that talked about how we were being
“ripped off” by Kennecott. But what added insult to
injury was how my property tax bill skyrocketed in
January of 1975.

The Town of Grant was for many years considered
a desirable place to live because the property taxes
were relatively low compared to other townships and
municipalities. But all that changed when the people
of the Town of Grant received their tax bills in
January of 1975. We found our taxes had risen an
average of 72 percent! 

I did a comparative study of taxes in the Town of
Grant with surrounding townships and found no other
townships had seen such a rise. For example, I looked
at the taxes on a 40-acre parcel of wild forestland I
owned in the town and compared it to the taxes on a
similar 40-acre parcel right next door in the Town of
Willard. In 1974 the property tax bill on each parcel
was about $36. But in 1975 my taxes went up to over
$200 (an increase of more than 550 percent) while the
taxes on the parcel next door stayed the same.

I also compared the taxes on Bob Plantz’s farm in
the Town of Grant with the taxes on Haynes Birch’s
farm next door in the Town of Grow. These farms
were similar in size and were taxed about the same in
1974. But in 1975 Bob’s tax bill roughly doubled to
about $1,500 while Haynes’ taxes stayed about the
same. On my own 80-acre farm in the Town of Grant,
my taxes went up from $400 in 1974 to $700 in 1975,
an increase of 75 percent.

What was going on? None of us in the Town of
Grant, including our town board, could explain why
our taxes had gone up so much in one year. So we
decided to contact the regional state assessor who was
based in Eau Claire, Wisconsin. We knew that the
“equalized valuation” of the town was affected by
property sales. For example, if land started to sell at a
higher-than-usual price, the state had a formula to
adjust the taxes of everyone in the town upward. By
bringing in the state assessor, we hoped to learn which
property sales in particular had been used to deter-
mine the equalized valuation of the town. 

I really believed something was wrong with our tax
bills, and I remember saying to the state assessor,
“Where do you think you made your mistake?” He
gruffly responded, “I didn’t make a mistake!” But he
would not tell us which property sales had contributed
to the town’s increase in valuation. When we did some
checking on our own, however, we found that the only
recent sales with unusually high prices had involved
property bought by the mining company.

Yes, the Town of Grant was the site of the proposed
Kennecott mine, and Kennecott Copper Corporation
had just “picked up leases” on nearly 3,000 acres of
land in our town. In other words, they had gone
ahead and purchased much of the property they orig-
inally had leased with the option to buy. The price
that those who sold land to Kennecott received was
much higher than the assessed value of the rest of the
land in the township. This is what made the Town of
Grant different from the surrounding townships and
had to be the reason for our jump in taxes. 

The state never confirmed our suspicions, even
though we contacted the Wisconsin Department of
Revenue to try to get more information. To the contrary,

Property Taxes Go Up in the 
Town of Grant (January 1975)
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the officials within the revenue department were very
careful not to let us know how they had arrived at the
decision to increase our taxes so drastically. You can
bet they were not going to blame the mining com-
pany. But there is no doubt in my mind—Kennecott’s
purchase of all that land in the Town of Grant had to
be the reason.

What resulted from this sudden boom in our prop-
erty taxes? It got our attention! We realized the pro-
posed mine had caused our taxes to go up. We also
realized how vulnerable we were to the actions of a
large corporation. But most of all it caused us to
become organized in the Town of Grant against the
proposed mine.
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By September of 1975 I had already been intro-
duced to some of the serious environmental problems
that go along with metallic sulfide mining. I was also
mad about my property taxes and Wisconsin’s mining
tax law. So when a meeting was called in the Town of
Grant for the purpose of rezoning the 2,750 acres of
land owned by Kennecott from farming and residen-
tial to industrial, I thought I had better go and listen
to what the mining company had to say. Up until that
point, my wife Evelyn had been only moderately
interested in what was happening with Kennecott.
But somehow I persuaded her to go to the meeting
with me. What an awakening for both of us!

I first need to point out that the meeting in question
almost wasn’t held. You see, Kennecott had applied ear-
lier to the town board to rezone its holdings. And with-
out making any effort to get citizen input, the board had
considered granting the request at one of its regular

monthly meetings. It’s not that they were pro-mining.
They just didn’t know what they were getting into. 

Fortunately, Town Clerk Leonard Gleason and our
treasurer Lorna Bratina thought the rezone request
was so important that the residents of the township
should be included in the decision. They advised the
town board to hold a special town meeting and let the
residents decide whether the request should be
granted. The board agreed and scheduled the meeting
for September 23, 1975.

By the time the town meeting took place, I had
already spent several months as a member of a citi-
zens’ group known as the Rusk County Mining Tax
Committee. This group consisted of local people who
had come together after the word got out about how
bad the mining tax law was. Between 30 to 40 of us
met at the court house auditorium to get organized,
and five agreed to work together as a committee. We
hoped to influence the state legislature to replace the
1.5 percent mining tax with a tax that would provide
more revenue to the local community. In retrospect, I
guess we were pretty naïve.

From my work on the tax committee I already
sensed we had a real fight on our hands. I remember
Kennecott’s Ed May coming to one of our meetings in
1975. He told us he had just returned from Madison
and that the legislature was not about to change its
mind on the mining tax law. I said, “Ed, you want the
mine and I don’t, so I imagine we’re not going to be
friends from here on out.” And we weren’t.

But skirmishes like these were just the tip of the
iceberg. What happened at the September 23, 1975
town meeting really shocked me.

Holy smokes! Kennecott brought Ed May, its local
lawyer, its realtor and a corporation representative

Local People Get More 
Involved (September 1975)
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Figure 7-1. Roscoe and Evelyn Churchill, circa 1975.
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from Milwaukee. Around the table at the head of the
room sat our Grant Town Board and the town clerk,
all farmers or people who had retired from farming.
More than 50 townspeople were in attendance, as
well as the owner of the Ladysmith News, Don Bell.

The discussion began. Much of it centered around
the 1974 mining tax law, which many of us thought
was inadequate and needed to be changed before any
rezone was granted. After all, in exchange for having
a huge open pit mine in our midst with its associated
environmental hazards, it was estimated the Town of
Grant would receive only about $9,000 in mining
taxes per year. The county would get even less, about
$4,000. In the meantime, Kennecott would be taking
out an estimated $22 million worth of irreplaceable
minerals per year, with the breakdown being $19 mil-
lion of copper, $2 million of gold and $1 million of sil-
ver. The life of the mine was expected to be 11 years. 

To my surprise, after much discussion I heard Don
Bell speak out in favor of the Kennecott mine. He said
that whether or not the state had a fair mining tax law
had nothing to do with rezoning the 2,750 acres in
question. He claimed that Kennecott had a right to
have the land rezoned and should be allowed to go
ahead with its project, even if the tax law was bad. I
can still see him sitting there as he said, “We have no
right to hold them up.”

Looking back, I can say that Bell’s outburst should
not have surprised me. As I came to study how mining
companies do business in the United States and
Canada, I discovered it’s common practice for them to
make inroads with the local and statewide press. Why
should Wisconsin have been an exception?

At any rate, after much discussion, a ballot for vot-
ing on the rezoning issue was passed out to the peo-
ple. It was an unusual ballot, like none I had ever
seen. You could vote one of three ways: yes, no or
table. Many of us objected loudly to such a monster,
because it confused the vote. A motion to table should
have been handled as a separate vote, not combined
with voting yes or no on the actual issue. I’m sure it
was done that way because it made it easier for
Kennecott to win. Think about it. Many of those who
felt they did not have enough information to vote
either Yes or No would likely have taken the more
conservative approach and voted No, if they had not
been given the option to vote for tabling the motion. 

Even Kennecott’s lawyer, when he first saw the bal-
lot, thought it was improper. However, after consulting
with Ed May and the other Kennecott representatives,
he changed his mind. All of a sudden he said the bal-
lot was all right and that we should go ahead and

vote. I have never yet been able to determine who set
up the nasty thing. The vote was Yes-22, No-19 and
Table-11.

After the vote, Town Chairman Peter Kostka said,
rather hesitantly, “I guess the yes votes have it.” Mr.
May then rushed to the table where he told the board,
“Well, you might as well sign the rezone permit as
long as we are all together now.” As he went out the
door, he raised his arms and with a big smile said,
“Ladysmith, here we come!”

This was enough to anger even my sweet wife,
Evelyn. She later told me, “I wanted to hit Ed May
with my purse. Isn’t it awful, an old woman like me
thinking that?”

By that time, I couldn’t have been more furious. I
stomped up to the board and snarled at them, “Well,
you got took like the dumb farmers you are.” Mind
you, I’m a farmer, too.

Harry Parker, who was one of the town supervi-
sors, said, “What’s the matter?” I explained how the
mining company had taken advantage of them and
that much of what had happened at the meeting was
probably illegal.

After listening to me, Parker and the other town
supervisor Joe Teschler decided not to sign the per-
mit. Even Kostka, who had already signed, scratched
his name out. The town clerk then convinced the
board members that they should check with a lawyer
the next morning to answer our legal questions. The
attorney they consulted, Melinda Olsen of Ladysmith,
found several irregularities with the town meeting
that made it illegal. As a result, Kennecott didn’t get
the permission to rezone its land, and most of the
people in the Town of Grant were very happy. 

I would love to have seen Ed May’s face when he
woke up the next morning and found that the town
board hadn’t signed the permit. I imagine he was some-
what surprised. The Ladysmith News, of course,
reported the story prominently (see Figure 7-2 on the
next page). But the paper did not go out of its way to
show support for the town board’s reconsidered action.
Even to this day, this particular newspaper, which is the
only one in Ladysmith, supports the views of the min-
ing company over the views of the local people. I
expect that the many expensive advertisements pur-
chased by Kennecott over the years could influence a
small community newspaper like ours.
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Figure 7-2. Kennecott thought it was going to have smooth sailing in the Town of Grant. But the local people and town board threw the mining
company for a loop. See CD 7-1 to read the details (Ladysmith News, September 25, 1975; republished with permission).
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So what was Kennecott proposing to do that
would cause me to fight them for the next 25 years?
Believe me, there was a lot more to it than being
angry about high property taxes and low mining
taxes. I started to gather as much information as I
could about the actual project being proposed by the
mining company, and the more I learned, the more I
got upset. Not only were we getting a raw deal in
taxes, but it looked like the project itself would be
devastating to the farmland in the Town of Grant,
contaminate our groundwater and pollute the
Flambeau River. 

Kennecott, of course, tried to put the best face on
its project. It developed an educational program
aimed at the people of the community, and Ed May
traveled around the area and into the schools with a
model of the proposed mine. It was all done in three
dimensions and living color and was a rather attrac-
tive work of art. It showed a blue river, green grass
and neat buildings. Even the actual mine pit looked
rather harmless.

But when one looked real close and studied just
what was being pictured, it was easy to become
alarmed. Stanley Mataczynski’s farm would become a
hole nearly half a mile long and some 225 feet deep.
That hole would reach within 50 steps of the
Flambeau River and almost out to State Highway 27.
After mining, Kennecott planned on flooding the pit,
leaving us with a 55-acre toxic lake. 

So why would the lake be toxic? The Flambeau
deposit was a sulfide ore body, as is common
throughout northern Wisconsin and the western
United States. In other words, the rock contained not
only copper, gold and silver, but also large amounts
of sulfide minerals such as pyrite. As mentioned ear-

lier, when this type of rock is mined and crushed, the
sulfide minerals come in contact with air and water
and eventually form sulfuric acid, like the battery
acid in your car. The acid in turn dissolves heavy
metals present in the rock, such as lead, zinc and
copper, causing the water to become contaminated.
It’s a common problem in mining communities and
has no real solution.

But if you can believe it, Kennecott actually
claimed that the lake they would be leaving behind in
Rusk County  could be used by the community for
recreation! Needless to say, I didn’t buy it.

Serious consideration was also given to making a
ski hill out of the piles of sulfide waste rock from the
mine. The theory was that the mound could be cov-
ered with topsoil and seeded down with grass to cre-
ate yet another recreational resource for the area.
Imagine that! Skiing on top of a waste heap in the
winter and swimming in a toxic lake in the summer.
Who were they trying to fool?

One thing that was not particularly discussed by
Kennecott was that they were planning to build a
processing plant on the site. This plant would sepa-
rate out the copper, gold and silver from the crushed
ore, leaving behind tons of toxic sludge, or “tailings,”
that would be piped a mile and a half to the Bud
Waller farm. This was one of the eleven farms
Kennecott had bought in the Town of Grant. The site
included at least 19 acres of swampland that drained
into the Flambeau River. There the waste would be
stored in a 186-acre tailings pond surrounded by
earthen berms nearly 60 feet high. The whole thing
would be there forever, containing an estimated 2.6
million tons of sulfuric waste that would eventually
produce sulfuric acid. 

Learning About Kennecott’s 
Proposal (Fall 1975)
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I knew the Waller farm very well. In fact, I walked
it with a number of college students from the
University of Wisconsin–Madison who had come to
take a look because they were concerned about the
mining proposal. There was kind of a drought at the
time, so we could get through places where ordinar-
ily you couldn’t walk. We saw typical swampland
with cattails and swamp grass and talked about how
this natural filtration system was a lifeline for our
good water. The rest of the site consisted of fields
that sloped toward the swamp. We tried to picture
the millions of gallons of waste and ground-up pyrite
that would be piped there. It looked like an accident
waiting to happen.

I must also mention that the swamp on Bud’s farm
was part of a much larger wetland area that extended
for many miles. Out of this swampy land flowed two
creeks which eventually ran through at least five pas-
tures, providing cattle with water to drink before
emptying into the Flambeau and Chippewa rivers.
Who knew how the pollution that was certain to get
into these creeks might affect the cattle in the area, to
say nothing of the two rivers.

Another concern was that to get to Bud’s farm, the
pipeline carrying the waste would have to cross
County Highway P. There was the question of whether
the pipe should be raised above the road or if the road
should be raised above the pipe. The latter would have
required building a very large viaduct just a few hun-
dred yards from where County Highway P crosses
State Highway 27. It just didn’t sound like a good idea.

Here, then, were some of our main concerns with
Kennecott’s proposal:

� The probable contamination of the Flambeau River
and our groundwater with acid mine drainage
from the mine site;

� The creation of a 55-acre lake that would be well
over 200 feet deep and toxic forever;

� The large piles of waste rock of questionable value,
proposed to be developed into a ski hill;

� The pipeline that would be needed to carry toxic
waste for a mile and a half to a 186-acre dump;

� The tailings pond that would be toxic forever and
leach acid and heavy metals into our groundwater,
creeks and rivers;

� The smells and noise that would accompany the
activities of the processing plant; and

� The ugliness of the whole project.

These were the things the people of the Town of Grant
would get for a pittance in taxes and a few jobs that
lasted maybe 11 years.

If Kennecott had proposed to do a project like this
in a country like Germany, they would have gotten
nowhere. You see, Germany passed a law in 1929
requiring mining companies to return mined-out land
to its toxic-free, productive former state. As far as I
know, this law is still on the books. So in Germany,
farms are rebuilt, forests replanted and even residen-
tial districts reestablished after mining is done. Life
goes on as before. But we knew that such would not
be the case in Wisconsin. We would be left with a
mess.

Is it any wonder we decided to fight?
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It had to have been in the late fall of 1975 when I
first heard Ed May talking about the “meromictic”
lake that would be left after the Flambeau Mine
closed. That’s a stratified lake in which the lower lay-
ers of water do not turn over and mix with the upper
layers. May claimed that any heavy metal pollution
from the mine would stay at the bottom of the lake,
leaving the upper layers clean for recreational use. He
spoke about the flooded mine pit as if it would be a
precious gift from the mining company to the com-
munity.

It just didn’t seem right to me that this 55-acre lake,
nearly 250 feet deep and contaminated with mining
waste, would be very useful for any type of recreation
that I knew about. First of all, I had serious doubts that
it would ever become a so-called meromictic lake. It
seemed more likely that the whole lake would contain
toxic materials and acid instead of just the bottom. I
say this because the kind of temperature changes that
we see in northern Wisconsin cause the water in ordi-
nary lakes to continually turn over. But when I chal-
lenged May, he offered to show me an abandoned
granite quarry near Wausau, Wisconsin where he
claimed this type of stratification had taken place. I
said I would go with him to see it. Well, it just never
happened.

May later gave me an article to try to prove his
point about the meromictic lake near Wausau. But
when I read it carefully, all it said was, “The Wausau
Granite [quarry lake] is suspected of having some
degree of meromixis.” The paper concluded that out
of over 8,000 lakes in Wisconsin, only four were defi-
nitely meromictic. Some odds! 

Since May had promoted the lake in the mine pit as
a recreational lake, I asked him one day if this lake

would be a good lake for taking our children swim-
ming. He said, “Probably not,” because it would be
too deep. I then asked him if he would put a $5,000
boat on this lake, seeing that toxic materials in the
water could ruin it. He said it would not be a good
boating lake either. After all, it would be kind of
small.

Then I asked him about the possibility of it being a
fishing lake. May really brightened up then. He said
that was a possibility because there was an aban-
doned copper mine in Maine where the mine pit had
been flooded and later planted with fish. He said it
had become a successful fishery bringing in thou-
sands of dollars each year, and that it was located at
the site of the old Callahan Mine in a cove along the
Atlantic coast.

Well, it just so happens that my son Ed and his fam-
ily live in Maine, and like dutiful parents, Evelyn and
I often went to see them. So in the summer of 1977,
while we were in Augusta, we decided to check out
that wonderful fishery. The Callahan Mine was only
about 65 miles from my son’s home, so we drove there
quite handily. It was located at Harborside on the
edge of Penobscot Bay in the town of Brooksville. 

We found the mine after asking a few people for
directions. When we got there, we came to a sign that
said, “No fish at this time. It’s been a hard winter.”
There was a rusty old fence there, piles of waste rock
and a submerged island that was maybe a quarter or
half an acre in size. There was no activity around the
place and very little vegetation. It certainly didn’t
look like the booming fishery Ed May had described.

So we went back to Augusta and told our son what
we had seen. He then arranged for us to meet with
Robert Dow, who was a marine biologist for the State

Ed May Promotes Kennecott’s 
Toxic Lake (Fall 1975)
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of Maine and had an office near where our son worked.
When we got there, Mr. Dow said he was glad to meet
us and asked what we would like to know. We then told
him the great fish story that Ed May had told us about
the successful fishery at the Callahan Mine. You should
have seen the look on his face. He turned to the door
and called out to several other people, “Listen to this
guy’s story!” When they heard it, they all laughed.
Then Mr. Dow asked us if we would like to hear the real
story. Naturally, we said that we would.

Several years earlier, the Callahan Mining
Company had convinced the powers-that-be in Maine
that they could bring in a successful mine along the
Atlantic coast off of Penobscot Bay. The problem,
however, was that the deposit was located under
Goose Cove, a saltwater estuary that covered 90
acres. To take out the ore, the mining company would
have to drain the cove. 

It’s amazing that the State of Maine allowed the
mine to be built, especially when Goose Cove was bor-
dered on the east by a privately owned wildlife sanctu-
ary whose owner, of course, objected to the project. But
just like in Wisconsin, the governor and legislature got
involved to push through a bill in 1966 that enabled
the project to proceed. The bill called for allowing the
State of Maine, through its Mining Bureau, to: (1) tem-
porarily take and hold the adjacent landowner’s shore-
land rights; and (2) authorize drainage of the cove.
Before voting on the measure, the legislature asked the
Maine Supreme Court for a ruling on its constitutional-
ity, and the court ruled in favor of the bill.

Here is how reporter John Wiggins described the
situation in the Fall 1969 issue of Maine Digest:

The first hurdle [faced by Callahan Mining
Company] was to gain the legal right to drain Goose
Cove, an inlet whose waters lay over the main ore
body. The Holbrook Island Sanctuary, which owned
the opposite shore of the pond, adamantly refused to
relinquish riparian rights on its mile or so of quiet
shoreline; but the Maine Supreme Court, prodded by
an eager State Mining Bureau, declared that the
pond was the legal territory of the state and that the
ore beneath it was an economic asset whose value
exceeded the property rights of the sanctuary. In
short, the state claimed eminent domain and leased
the pond to Callahan, which then dammed the pic-
turesque reversing falls and proceeded to dig.

Complicating the picture was the fact that the
pond was also a natural drainage basin into which
two streams emptied. Callahan dammed their entry
as well and diverted the flow through twenty acres of
earthworks into Weir Cove on the other side of the
peninsula.

The mining company was allowed to build not one,
but two dams at the mine site: one to prevent the tide
from entering the cove and the other to divert fresh
water drainage from the adjacent forestland. The
cove was then pumped dry. Mind you, this took place
in an area that had enjoyed great fishing, boating,
and sailing, to say nothing of the fact that the area
was a haven for birds and wildlife. Yet the permit was
issued and the project went ahead.

Wiggins described the plight of the owner of the
wildlife sanctuary by stating, “Her cause as well as
her property rights were brushed aside by Maine with
a humiliatingly small award for property damages.”

I need to pause here and say that there seems to be
a correlation between the decision of the Maine
Supreme Court that allowed the Callahan Mine to
proceed and what we see happening in the United
States Supreme Court today. We can no longer expect
that justice will be rendered, as shown by the high
court’s ruling on the 2000 presidential election
between Al Gore and George W. Bush. Decisions are
being made in our courts according to politics and
corporate influence rather than what is right.

Getting back to my story, the Callahan Deposit was
a massive sulfide ore body containing copper and
zinc. The first ore was shipped from the mine in 1968,
and by 1972 the operation had already shut down.
From the very start the mine caused problems for the
people of the community. Here is what Wiggins
wrote:

The silence of their lonely spruce-clad hill was shat-
tered night and day by drilling and blasting that
wakened even residents of Castine across Bagaduce
Bay. Trucks rolled past with a roar of gears, and the
dust they raised blanketed windows. Lawns were
peppered with flyrock from blasting, and on one
occasion a flying boulder crashed through a kitchen
ceiling and demolished a kerosene stove, which for-
tunately was turned off. ... As the final outrage to the
few holdouts who clung to their homes beside the
open pit, wells in the neighborhood began to go dry.

The mine also had an effect on marine life. Because of
sloppy methods of handling effluents, much of the
toxic waste from the mine was allowed to flow
directly into the ocean. Robert Dow and his colleague
John Hurst, Jr. wrote a research article about this
entitled, “Renewable Resource Problems of Heavy
Metal Mining in Coastal Maine.” It appeared in the
October 1972 issue of National Fisherman and
described how the Callahan Mine was responsible for
wiping out the shellfish population in Goose Cove.
Here is what Dow and Hurst wrote:
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After telling us this incredible story, Mr. Dow
showed Evelyn and me a set of slides taken when the
mine was in operation. When I asked if I could bor-
row them to have copies made, he volunteered to
make me a set which I still have today.

So Ed May’s story about the Callahan Mine had lit-
tle truth in it. Instead, it showed the length to which
the mining company would go to bamboozle the pub-
lic. In short, it proved that May and his cohorts were
not to be trusted. Because Evelyn and I happened to
have a son in Maine, and because we wanted to know
the truth, we were able to come back from our trip
and tell people what really had happened at the
Callahan Mine. And we did. 

In 1998 I returned to see the site where the
Callahan Mine had operated. This time I had my
friend Laura Furtman with me. The area still had little
vegetation around it, similar to when Evelyn and I
had been there in 1977 (Figure 9-1). There was no
sign of things being any better. The piles of waste rock
still loomed high, leaching into Goose Cove. And even
though we saw a sign for the wildlife sanctuary, all we
noticed was one duck on the water.

Laura kept coaxing me to drive farther and farther
along the old mining road that wound around the
tailings piles. After several minutes of slowly making
our way into the waste dump, she asked me to stop
the car so that she could get out and take a closer
look. I obliged but sternly said to her, “Just don’t go
climbing up on those rocks.” The next thing I knew,
there she was on top of the pile, taking photographs!

Neither of us were surprised to learn in September
of 2002, thirty years after the Callahan Mine closed,
that the mine had been put on the Environmental
Protection Agency’s Superfund list. The pollution
now reaches two miles out to sea, and there still are
no fish. It makes you wonder what will happen thirty
years after the Flambeau Mine has been closed.

The same day that Laura and I went to the
Callahan Mine, we also visited what was once the
Blue Hill Mine, located only a few miles from
Callahan. It was a shaft mine that had closed in 1977
after running for about five years. We had to leave
our car at the gate and walk in, because the gate was
falling apart in disrepair. What we were about to see
didn’t look much better. We saw junk lying around
and other evidence of the mine and its smelter, but no
real reclamation. 

In fact, the immediate area around the Blue Hill
Mine was as desolate as what we had seen at Callahan.
Much of the area was covered with a sort of course
grit that was crunchy under our feet. There was only

Department scuba biologists collected samples for
bioassay in Goose Cove [in 1972]. They reported no
scallops, lobsters or crabs in the cove and only a few
mussels, sea urchins, starfish and sea cucumbers.
The soft clam population was also very limited. Their
observation was that the cove is virtually a sterile
area. Yet in 1966 [before the mine] a Federal inven-
tory indicated that Goose Cove was a “good” clam-
growing area, with an estimated yield ranging from
50 to 75 bushels per acre. … The evidence supports
several conclusions:

1. Mining activity has had a major effect on toxic
metal levels in sea water, bottom sediments,
seaweeds and clams.

2. Extensive shellfish areas may have to be closed
for public health reasons when maximum lev-
els[of heavy metals in shellfish] are established
by the FDA.

3. The ability of the area to support commercially
important marine species appears to have been
greatly reduced by effluent discharges from the
mining operation into the tide water. 

Almost from the start, the Callahan Mine also had
problems with subsidence. In fact, by July of 1968,
the northeast wall of the mine pit had become so
unstable that a major mudslide occurred, filling the
bottom of the pit with 225,000 tons of mud and bury-
ing some of the mining company’s big machinery. As
Wiggins stated, “More than one conservationist, out-
raged by what was termed the state’s highhanded and
shortsighted delivery of a beautiful inlet into the
hands of exploiters, hailed the mudslide as nature’s
own retaliation.”

The mining company managed to dig out of the
first mudslide. But subsidence continued to be a seri-
ous problem. Eventually the walls started to cave in,
causing the project to be abandoned in 1972. The
dam was blasted and the sea allowed to wash back in
over the mine pit. 

There was no longer any natural fishing in the
cove because of toxic substances in the water. So in
an attempt to resurrect something from this once
wonderful inlet, someone came up with the idea of
trying to restock it with fish. A great effort was made
to bring the abandoned site back to life. Several
types of shellfish including oysters were planted. But
they all died due to the toxins that continued to leach
into the water.

Then an idea was launched to create a submerged,
aerated island where young coho salmon could be
planted and fed. But they, too, died.
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scrubby vegetation, and when we walked around, we
came across a huge concrete slab and the concrete
remains of mining structures. What an eyesore! The
tragedy was that all of this was located right next to a
beautiful little lake.

After Laura and I visited these two mining sites, we
came across a gentleman who had worked on both
projects as a surveyor. He told us that the profits from
the Blue Hill Mine had gone to Canada instead of the
State of Maine because the mine had been operated
by Kerr-American, a subsidiary of Noranda. Moreover,
he doubted if the mining company had any real liabil-
ity to clean up its mess. They had paid royalties to the
state during the mining years and now were gone. 

He also told us that neither Kerr-American nor the
Callahan Mining Company had contributed anything
to the community in terms of revenue for road
improvements or schools. The only benefit was jobs.
He estimated that each mine had employed about
125 people but quickly added that the pay had not
been great—maybe a little better than what you could
have made in the lumber yards. And now the jobs
were gone. When we asked him what he would
require before allowing a mining company to come
back to the area, he said, “I’d make sure they did
something for the people, so the community got

Figure 9-1. Site of the Callahan Mine at Harborside on Penobscot Bay in Maine. A tangle of concrete and waste rock still remains at the site,
over 25 years after the mine was abandoned. Before this area was mined, it was covered with trees, had a healthy shellfish population and was
teeming with birds and wildlife. All is gone (Photo by Laura Furtman of Webster, WI, 1998).

something out of it, and I’d insist that they leave the
area as clean as or cleaner than they found it.”

Well, let’s get back to 1977. When Evelyn and I
returned from our trip to Maine, we never had a
chance to confront Ed May with our findings regard-
ing the Callahan Mine. He had left town and was no
longer working for Kennecott. But a few years later I
got a phone call informing me that a gentleman by
the name of Jack Malcolm was in Ladysmith and
wanted to come to see Evelyn and me.

It so happened that Mr. Malcolm had been the proj-
ect manager of the Callahan Mine for over two years.
He said to us, “So you know about the Callahan Mine.
Let me tell you the real horror story.” He then went on
to confirm everything we had been told earlier. He
spoke of how the trees were scraped off the landscape
when the mine was developed and how, when the
blasting began, rocks actually dropped through
houses located not too far away. It turns out that he
had tried to get the company to pay damages to the
people whose houses were damaged because he
believed in doing things right. But the mining com-
pany responded by dismissing him.

I don’t know if Jack Malcolm is still alive. But I can
truthfully say he is one of the very few mining offi-
cials I ever liked.
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An interesting story appeared on the front page
of the Ladysmith News on November 6, 1975 (CD 10-
1). It was a large article that dealt with how
Kennecott was going to use saprolite clay as a liner for
the mining waste dump on Bud Waller’s farm. Now,
saprolite clay is a type of clay found in the Ladysmith
area, and it’s considered to be pretty impermeable.
The article assured us that a few inches of this clay,
used as a natural liner, would be so impermeable that
it would contain the toxic waste materials from the
mine forever. Our groundwater would be protected! 

The article was written by the paper’s editor John
Terrill. It didn’t seem to matter to him that the clay-
lined dump was to be located in a spot less than half
a mile from the Flambeau River and in an area that
was partially swampland. As I read the article, I came
to two conclusions:

1. Terrill favored mining; and 

2. I didn’t believe that saprolite clay could contain
those highly acidic wastes.

A couple days after the article appeared in the news-
paper, I met John outside the grocery store. I asked
him if he was responsible for the article, and he said
he was. I also asked him if he really believed what he
had written about saprolite clay protecting us from
acid mine drainage. He said he did. So I said, “Well,
then you shouldn’t have any trouble with Santa
Claus either.” I also told him that I resented how the
newspaper printed anything the mining company
wanted. 

For some reason John seemed pretty mad. He said
to me, “Okay. I’ll print whatever you want to write
about the clay.” He really put me on the spot, because
I didn’t know too much about saprolite clay. 

I tried to think of how I could write a rebuttal to
John’s article that people would read. I wasn’t sleep-
ing too well that night, and I woke up with a poem
running through my head. I just had to get up and
write it, and the result was What Lies Ahead? Without
further ado I sent it to the Ladysmith News, and Terrill
published it in the November 13, 1975 issue of the
paper (CD 10-2). I have to give him credit. He pub-
lished it even though he had a policy of not printing
poetry. 

I wrote What Lies Ahead? to protest all of the favor-
able publicity given to Kennecott. There was another
side to the story that needed to be told. As you might
expect, the poem generated quite a bit of discussion.
Somehow it found its way, entirely without my help,
to Wisconsin Public Television. The local station in
Menomonie sent two reporters to interview me, and
they videotaped me walking along the Deer Tail
Creek, reciting parts of the poem. About the time I got
to the part that says, “How I love to amble along the
old Deer Tail Creek. If it’s ruined by progress, I’ll really
be sick,” we looked up and glanced at a deer close to
where we stood. What could have been more fitting?
The program was aired over Wisconsin educational
channels and other stations.

The poem was also included in a publication writ-
ten by Al Gedicks entitled Land Grab: The Corporate
Theft of Wisconsin’s Mineral Resources. It was there
that two young musicians from Madison happened to
see the poem. Their names were Charles Moore and
Barb Tennes, and they wrote to me in 1982 to ask per-
mission to put the words to music. Of course I agreed,
and they composed not one, but two different musical
versions that they called “Copper Mine Blues.” I still
have the tape they gave me. For a while it was used as

What Lies Ahead? (November 1975)
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kind of a theme song for some of the environmental
clubs in the state.

So maybe one does not always need to use blunt
instruments to combat his enemies. Maybe a poem or
a song could do it more easily and just as effectively.

CD-ROM References
CD 10-1. “Clay has role in planned copper mine,” Ladysmith News,

November 6, 1975.

CD 10-2. Letter to the editor by Roscoe Churchill, Ladysmith News,
November 13, 1975.

My last year’s high taxes made me rave and rant.
I’m a small dairy farmer from the Town of Grant.

I was told the reason was a high school tax
And an Eau Claire assessor to scramble the facts.

And I tried very hard to see the problem that way
But it just doesn’t come out as they all like to say.

If the above declared reasons were the cause of my pain,
The surrounding townships would ‘a been hit just the same.

I guess though the tax bill made me take a good look,
’Cause we’re quick to check on our own pocket book.

Now I think my real reason for writin’ this poem
Is to find out what’ll happen around my old home.

I’ve seen the corn and the oats on Bud Waller’s fields,
That mine tailings will cover, which will stop future yields,

And the clean pure water comin’ out of my pump,
Will it soon be just sewage from the copper mine’s dump?

And as I step out on the porch to breathe the fresh air,
How can I be assured it will always be there?

How I love to amble along the old Deer Tail Creek.
If it’s ruined by progress, I’ll really be sick.

And the beautiful Flambeau three hundred feet from the mine,
Will it too be just filled by dust thick and fine?

And who’s looking out for us farmers and folks?
Our able Legislature; surely you joke.

Our own assemblyman sees smelting a boon,
It seems we can’t change him any too soon.

Our DNR tells us marshes provide our future water,
Besides being home for ducks, muskrats, and otter.

Now if water soaks through our impermeable clay,
How can we be sure that the poison tailings will stay

In the proposed dike by the old Grant Town Hall?
Maybe we’re just not hearing it all.

I’ve tried to think how this area will be
In ten or so years as a mining country.

And unless I am wrong and I am sort of dumb,
This area will be a good place to be from.

– Roscoe Churchill

What Lies Ahead?
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By late 1975 I was approaching 60 and should
have been thinking about my retirement. But I was
really steamed up about keeping Kennecott from min-
ing in the Town of Grant. So there I was, plunged into
the nastiest and what would turn out to be the most
prolonged fight I had ever waged. I knew something
of mining company tactics and was on the verge of
learning much more. You see, in 1975 is when I
decided to throw my hat into the race for a position as
supervisor on the Rusk County Board. 

I had some vague ideas about the amount of dam-
age that mines could do to the environment. Books
and articles had taught me a lot about acid mine
drainage and the other problems that go with sulfide
ore mining. But no book could have taught me as
much as my own eyes. When traveling to the far ends
of the country to visit our children, Evelyn and I
started to take some roundabout routes to see mining
sites in all their glory. You’ve already read about our
trip to the Callahan Mine. Over the course of a decade
we also saw Canadian mines in places like Sudbury
and Elliot Lake and visited American mines in Butte
and Anaconda, Montana, to name just a few. We were
outraged by what we saw and feared the same thing
would happen in Ladysmith. 

I became more and more vocal around town in my
opposition to the proposed mine. And my outbursts
were starting to get attention. One day in December, I
was having coffee with my former neighbor, Glenn
Grunseth, who was on the Rusk County Board. I was
complaining about how difficult it was to fight a huge
mining company. Glenn finally said, “Why don’t you
run for county board?” The more I thought about it,
he was right. Maybe being on the board would give
me a real shot at stopping the buzzards.

Since I didn’t know anything about running for
office, Glenn told me he would help me take out the
necessary papers, and he did. So I became a candi-
date for the 19th district of the Rusk County Board.

Let me tell you a little bit about Glenn. He had
leased his farm in the Town of Grant to Kennecott,
hoping they would exercise their option to buy it.
When they didn’t, he sold it to someone else but still
retained 50 percent of the mineral rights. I’m sure he
was hoping that some day his ship would come in.
But I have to hand it to him. Even though Glenn and
I seldom saw eye-to-eye on mining issues, he still was
willing to help me get on the board. 

The district I was running for covered nearly two
townships, so it had two supervisors. It was the only
district like that in Rusk County and several years
later was divided into districts 20 and 21. Clarence
Wright and Earl Petersen held the two positions in
1975, and both had decided to run for reelection. I
didn’t know if a newcomer like me could beat either
of them, especially since they both had served on the
Rusk County Board for quite some time. But all three
of us were on the ballot in 1976, and the two who
received the most votes would win.

I didn’t know much about campaigning, but I had
been vocal enough so everyone knew where I stood on
the mining issue. I guess you could say I was a
“scorched cat.” It was clear I had no love for Kennecott. 

Then in February of 1976, I learned something that
added even more fuel to the fire. Ray Grigar, who
already was on the Rusk County Board, stopped by to
tell me that a New Jersey mining company by the name
of N.L. Industries was trying to lease 1,900 acres of
county forestland in the Blue Hills. He gave me a copy
of the contract, and its terms really got me mad. For one

Taking out Nomination Papers for the
Rusk County Board (December 1975)
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When I first got on the board, I was assigned to the
legislative committee. It was kind of a “nothing” com-
mittee at the time, so I guess that’s why they put a
newcomer like me on it. But as you will see, I started
putting together all kinds of resolutions and running
them through the committee. So all of a sudden, peo-
ple kind of wanted to be on it!

I really wasn’t crazy about being on the Rusk
County Board. I was there for a purpose—to fight the
mine. I did the other jobs they gave me, but mining
was my main concern. Altogether I was elected eight
times to the board and served 15 years in a constant
battle with the mining companies. No one can accuse
me of sitting on the sidelines.

thing, the Weirgor River, one of Wisconsin’s well-known
trout streams, flowed right through the area they
wanted to lease. When I learned about the proposal, it
gave me yet another reason to get on the board. 

So the April 1976 election was finally held! I truly
learned the meaning of suspense. When the vote count
was in, I had more votes than either of the incumbents!
That sure tells you something about how the people
didn’t want a mine. I had 201 votes, and Clarence
Wright came in second with 161 (Figure 11-1). So he
and I worked together as the two supervisors for
District 19 for several years. Earl Petersen, who at the
time was the longest serving supervisor on the Rusk
County Board, got only 151 votes.

Figure 11-1. Roscoe Churchill, who was known to be opposed to Kennecott’s mining proposal, defeated a longtime incumbent to become one
of two supervisors representing District 19 on the Rusk County Board (Ladysmith News, April 8 1976; republished with permission).
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In late 1975, the DNR continued to move ahead
with Kennecott’s project even though the mining com-
pany had not crossed the hurdle of getting its land in
the Town of Grant rezoned for industrial develop-
ment. I guess it shows you how much the department
was concerned about the views of the local people. At
any rate, the state approval process for the mine
required the DNR to analyze Kennecott’s proposal and
prepare an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).
The draft of this report was issued in December of
1975 for public review. 

By law, once a draft Environmental Impact State-
ment (DEIS) is issued, the DNR is supposed to listen
to the public’s concerns, continue working on the
draft and then write a final Environmental Impact
Statement (FEIS) which becomes the subject of a
public hearing. 

That sounds fine and good, but in the case of the
Flambeau Mine, there were problems from the start.
Even though copies of the DEIS were supposed to be
available to the public, we had difficulty getting our
hands on one. You see, only one copy had been sent
by the DNR to the Rusk County Community Library in
Ladysmith, and it could not be checked out. There
was a second copy at Mount Senario College in town,
but no others were to be had. Considering that hun-
dreds of people in the area were concerned about the
mine, the DNR’s decision to send just two copies of
the DEIS to us seemed like a deliberate attempt to
keep the public uninformed.

Evelyn wrote to the DNR to complain about the
problem of getting access to the report and asked that
more copies be made available. Only then did the
department send ten more copies to our public library
that could be checked out. Many of us devoured the

report and began to get some real insight into the pos-
sible impacts associated with copper mining. 

When I read the DEIS, what bothered me the most
was that I could tell the DNR had not done its own
independent analysis of the mining project. Instead, it
looked like the department’s report was largely based
on information submitted by Kennecott as part of its
mining permit application. I wondered, “Could it be
legal for the DNR to merely rubber stamp what the
company itself had put together?”

To answer my question, I went to Wis. Stat. 1.11,
also known as the Wisconsin Environmental Policy
Act (WEPA). This act was passed in 1971 and speci-
fies: (1) who is responsible for writing an Environ-
mental Impact Statement; and (2) various issues that
need to be researched and addressed in the report.
The act has been amended over the years, and I am
including the most current wording for you to see. In
addition, if you want to see the original wording of
the law, including a section entitled “Legislative
Purpose” which has since been repealed, you can go
to the CD-ROM that accompanies the book (CD 12-
1). I encourage you to do so, because it will give you
a sense of the true spirit of the law when first
enacted—a spirit that seems to have been lost over
the years. 

WIS. STAT. 1.11 GOVERNMENTAL CONSIDERATION OF
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT. The legislature authorizes and
directs that, to the fullest extent possible:
(1) The policies and regulations shall be interpreted and

administered in accordance with the policies set forth
in this section and chapter 274, laws of 1971, section
1; and 

The DNR Moves Ahead with a
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(2) All agencies of the state shall:
(c) Include in every recommendation or report on

proposals for legislation and other major actions
significantly affecting the quality of the human
environment, a detailed statement, substan-
tially following the guidelines issued by the
United States council on environmental quality
under P.L. 91-190, 42 U.S.C. 4331, by the
responsible official on:
1. The environmental impact of the proposed

action;
2. Any adverse environmental effects which

cannot be avoided should the proposal be
implemented;

3. Alternatives to the proposed action;
4. The relationship between local short-term

uses of man’s environment and the mainte-
nance and enhancement of long-term pro-
ductivity;

5. Any irreversible and irretrievable commit-
ments of resources that would be involved in
the proposed action should it be imple-
mented; and

6. Such statement shall also contain details of
the beneficial aspects of the proposed proj-
ect, both short term and long term, and the
economic advantages and disadvantages of
the proposal.

(d) Prior to making any detailed statement, the
responsible official shall consult with and obtain
the comments of any agency which has jurisdic-
tion or special expertise with respect to any envi-
ronmental impact involved. Copies of such
statement and the comments and views of the
appropriate agencies, which are authorized to
develop and enforce environmental standards shall
be made available to the governor, the department
of natural resources and to the public. Every pro-
posal other than for legislation shall receive a pub-
lic hearing before a final decision is made ... If the
proposal has statewide significance, notice shall be
published in the official state newspaper.

(e) Study, develop and describe appropriate alterna-
tives to recommended courses of action in any
proposal which involves unresolved conflicts
concerning alternative uses of available
resources;

(h) Initiate and utilize ecological information in the
planning and development of resource-oriented
projects. … [emphasis added]

ADM. 60.06 CONTENTS OF AN EIS.
(1) When an EIS is required, a DEIS and an FEIS shall 

be prepared by the department or prepared for the
department under contract by a consultant with super-
vision and final editorial review by the department. 
The DEIS shall emphasize significant environmental
issues identified during the scoping process. The FEIS
shall be based in part upon comments received on the
DEIS and on information received from other sources. An

Take a look at the Wisconsin Environmental Policy
Act! You will note that the responsibility for putting
together an Environmental Impact Statement is
clearly on the shoulders of the DNR, as elaborated
upon in the Wisconsin Administrative Code [Adm
60.06]. The regulations call on the department to
base its EIS on information gathered from various
state agencies that have “jurisdiction or special
expertise” with respect to the issues at hand. In addi-
tion, the DNR is instructed to address public concerns
when writing the FEIS. There is no mention of allow-
ing the department to rely on information provided
by a mining company or any other party being regu-
lated under the law.

So to answer my earlier question, “No,” state law
did not intend for the DNR to use Kennecott’s own
data as the basis for the department’s Environmental
Impact Statement for the Flambeau Mine. Yet, the
DEIS had Kennecott’s fingerprints all over it.
Unfortunately, all we could do was raise a lot of ques-
tions about the draft to the department and hope our
concerns would be addressed in the final EIS.

The FEIS came out in January of 1976. But, lo and
behold! The FEIS was not much different than the
DEIS, and our questions had not been answered. Even
though the statutes had entrusted the weighty respon-
sibility of preparing the final Environmental Impact
Statement to the DNR, it looked like all the department
had done was take Kennecott’s original report, shuffle
things around a bit and rename it the “Final
Environmental Impact Statement for the Flambeau
Mine.” Even Peter Peshek, the Wisconsin Public
Intervenor at the time, was quoted in more than one
newspaper article as saying that the FEIS was "a mere
parroting” of unverified data and a “rubber stamp” of
the corporation’s own mining application (CD 12-2).
As reported in the Capital Times, Peshek backed up his
claim by listing “25 specific items [that] the DNR lifted
from the mining company’s report without first verify-
ing them” (CD 12-3). But it didn’t matter. The DNR was
not about to give us any more information about the
mine before the public hearing.

To understand the FEIS and prepare for the hear-
ing, Evelyn and I had to spend a great amount of time

EIS shall provide analysis of the environmental and
economic implications of a proposed action con-
templated by the department. … 
(h) The FEIS shall discuss at appropriate points any

responsible opposing view not adequately dis-
cussed in the DEIS. [emphasis added]
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studying. This we did, as was true of many concerned
people in northern Wisconsin. We also sent copies of
the FEIS to several experts to review. I am sure that
those of us who planned to testify against the mine at
the public hearing did a much more thorough job of
studying the Environmental Impact Statement than
those who were to come out in its favor. This became
most obvious to me on the day of the hearing.

CD-ROM References
CD 12-1. Chapter 274, Laws of 1971 of the Wisconsin Legislature

(Wisconsin Environmental Policy Act), published April 28,
1972.

CD 12-2. “Mine statement is called industry rubber stamp,” Capital
Times, November 8, 1976.

CD 12-3. “Copper mine report accepted but doubted,” Capital Times,
November 10, 1976.

CD 12-4. Listing of official Flambeau Mine documents available on
the University of Wisconsin Digital Collections web site,
February 2005.

For those of you who are interested in reading all the official
reports and mining permit applications for the Flambeau
Mine (1975–1990), I refer you to the University of Wisconsin
Digital Collections (UWDC) web site at http://uwdc.library.
wisc.edu/collections.html. Click on “Ecology and Natural
Resources Collection,” and you will find a listing for the
Flambeau Mine. The information was collected and assem-
bled by John Wanserski, Deputy Director of the Kurt F. Wendt
Engineering Library at the University of Wisconsin–Madison. 

You might be wondering, “How did a librarian in Madison
manage to get his hands on all those reports?” As is often
the case, there is an interesting story behind the story. Let
me tell you what happened. 

Around 2000, John was contacted by Mary Bloedow, the librar-
ian at the Rusk County Community Library. All the official doc-
uments related to the Flambeau Mine had been put on file at
the local library for the public to review during the 1970s, 80s
and early 90s. But no one was asking to see them any longer,
and they were filling up needed cupboard space. Mary felt that
the documents should be preserved, so she contacted the
Wisconsin Historical Society to see if they would be interested
in adding the reports to their collection. The Society, which saw
the value in the reports but was also pressed for space,
referred Mary to the University of Wisconsin–Madison School
of Engineering. And that’s how John Wanserski got involved.

When John heard about the documents, he agreed they

should be preserved. You see, he was aware of how the pro-
posed Crandon mine was in the news and reasoned that engi-
neers and citizens alike would want to research how another
modern mine had operated in the state. So he drove to
Ladysmith from Madison, loaded the many volumes of
reports into the trunk and back seat of his Honda Accord and
took them back to the university. There he and his staff at the
engineering library began the meticulous job of scanning the
documents in their entirety.

John, who to this day has a keen interest in the online library
program at the University of Wisconsin–Madison, proceeded
to put all the Flambeau Mine documents onto the university’s
web site. So now, if you want to see documents ranging from
the Environmental Impact Report for the Flambeau Mine
(1975) to the mining permit applications filed by Kennecott
with the DNR (1990)—or anything in between—just go to the
University of Wisconsin Digital Collections web site listed
above. A list of all the mining reports that are available for
you to view on the internet can be found on the CD-ROM that
accompanies my book (CD 12-4). I might add that John also
has a set of about 130 sheets of blue prints for the Flambeau
Mine (given to him by Mary) that are kept on file at the Kurt F.
Wendt Engineering Library.

I really appreciate how both John and Mary took it upon
themselves to preserve these documents and make them
available to the public.

Where to Find Copies of Official Reports on the Flambeau Mine
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The public hearing on the Environmental Impact
Statement for the Flambeau Mine was a real drama. It
was held in the courtroom of the Rusk County
Courthouse on March 4, 1976. The hearing examiner
was Richard (Rick) Henneger, a DNR attorney.
Supposedly the DNR had prepared the EIS itself, but
we knew the report was filled with information pro-
vided by Kennecott. The testimony lasted all day and
late into the evening. A large portion of those who
testified were very dissatisfied with the EIS. I know,
because I was there and have a written copy of the
proceedings. Many of the direct comments from that
meeting are reported below.

Very qualified people from all over the state came
to testify against the mine, and yet one had a decided
feeling that the DNR had a much more open ear for
the representatives of Kennecott than for the con-
cerned people. At one point, a local man by the name
of Mark Lindoo asked the representatives of
Kennecott to raise their hands. When they were a bit
slow to respond, the hearing examiner told them to
identify themselves. They did, and Lindoo said,
“Thank you. I was having a difficult time telling DNR
and Kennecott people apart.”

It was true. At no time did the DNR really come out
against the mine—at this hearing or at any other
meeting. They seemed to put no obstacles in
Kennecott’s way at all. It was really insulting to watch
them cater to a mining company rather than listen to
the concerns of the local people. During the hearing,
the DNR and mining officials were smiling and nod-
ding their heads at each other as if they were at a
reunion of the good ol’ boys’ club.

An EIS can be a very interesting document, and
this one was no exception. It started out by giving a

general description of the project, the location of the
site, some historical and background information,
and a discussion of “purpose and need.” 

The idea of establishing a “purpose and need” for
having a mine in our midst captured my attention.
Those individuals favoring the mine stated that Rusk
County was an economically depressed area, and that
the proposed mine would bring employment and tax
relief. But for the time being I’d like to focus on what
the EIS itself stated as our reason for needing a mine.
I quote directly from the EIS (CD 12-3):

The purpose of the project is to establish a business
activity which would provide a return on the invest-
ments of the shareholders of Kennecott Copper
Corporation, and which would also generate capital
to reinvest in the business. 

In the mining industry, it becomes necessary to
develop new mineral resources as existing deposits
become physically depleted, economically unprof-
itable, or inaccessible due to nationalization or polit-
ical turmoil in foreign nations.

Mining of the Flambeau copper deposit would
increase Kennecott’s copper production 11,000 tons
per year over the 11-year life of the mine. This would
be an increase of 2.3 percent of Kennecott’s 1973
production.

I think you can see what I mean when I say that
Kennecott was responsible for writing much of the EIS.
Why would the DNR have identified the above reasons
for having a mine in Rusk County? Apparently, the only
real purpose in developing the mine was to make
money for Kennecott’s shareholders! This makes sense,
because that’s what corporations do. But it certainly
wasn’t very reassuring to those of us who would be liv-
ing next door to the huge open pit being proposed. 

Environmental Impact Statement 
Hearing (March 4, 1976)
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If we were going to have this mine, we wanted to
see some benefit to the community. But nothing
looked positive to us. Instead we believed the mine
would be an eyesore that would pollute the Flambeau
River, our groundwater and ultimately our wells.

Below are some of the questions asked by con-
cerned people at the hearing and the answers given
by the nine DNR officials who were present. I have
since gotten rather well acquainted with some of
these officials, as our paths crossed quite frequently in
the years following 1976. Some of them were not too
bad, but a majority wholeheartedly supported the
mine. Listening to those guys at the hearing showed
me that they didn’t know a whole lot and their minds
were already made up. 

You may wonder how I got my hands on a copy of
the direct testimony you are about to read. I must tell
a rather interesting little story about this.

Evelyn and I wanted to be fully informed and have
a record of the testimony given at the EIS hearing, so
she wrote to Rick Henneger, who had presided over
the hearing, and asked for a transcript of the pro-
ceedings. We got a letter back shortly, in which
Henneger informed us that a copy of the testimony
would cost us $60, which was about a dollar a page. 

Sixty dollars seemed pretty steep, so Evelyn fired
back another letter in which she told Henneger that
we couldn’t afford to pay $60 for a copy, but that the
next time we were in Madison—and in 1976 that was
quite often—we would stop at his office and study his
copy. I don’t know whether he didn’t want us hanging
around his office, or if he was just a real gentleman.
Anyway, he immediately sent us what he claimed to
be his own personal copy of the proceedings. He told
us we could run off a copy for ourselves and then
return the original to him, which we did. It cost us $6
rather than $60. I have that copy before me as I write. 

Testimony from the 
March 4, 1976 Hearing
About 30 people testified at the hearing that day, with
more than two-thirds speaking against the mine and
only eight people speaking in its favor. You could have
predicted who would be there in support of
Kennecott. Some represented special interests hoping
to profit from having a mine in their midst, and others
just seemed to be trying to impress the powers-that-
be. The group of supporters included people like the
president of the area’s business association, a local
realtor and the mayor of the City of Ladysmith. In
almost every case it was obvious to those of us who

had diligently studied the EIS that these individuals
knew very little about Kennecott’s proposal. 

Those who testified in opposition to the mine, on
the other hand, included professors from Mount
Senario College, a local minister, several farmers,
area landowners and a number of people from the
Eau Claire area. I was proud to be on their side
because you could tell they had spent time and effort
to know what was contained in the EIS and were will-
ing to come forth with legitimate concerns about the
project. It’s also interesting to note that three of the
people who initially came forward to oppose the
mine, including Robert Plantz, Leonard Gleason and
Dale Daggett, later switched sides to support the proj-
ect. I’ll never know what happened to these men. But
as you will see, I have some ideas.

Obviously, I will not be able to include all the testi-
mony from the EIS hearing, but the following exam-
ples have been chosen to give you a feel for what
went on that day. I also selected testimony that is par-
ticularly relevant to my story. 

The first person invited to testify was Edwarde
May, the project manager for the Flambeau Mine. He
gave a very comprehensive picture of the history and
purpose of the proposed mine, and his testimony is
included in its entirety below. Needless to say, he
could not provide any convincing information that
the mine would be good for the community. His main
motivation appeared to be profit for his corporation.

Edwarde May
Project Manager for the Flambeau Mine

I encourage you to read this rather lengthy testimony,
not only because it describes the Kennecott proposal
in the company’s own words, but because I believe
Kennecott will be back someday to finish up what
they were not able to do the first time around. The
following proposal was eventually scaled back
because of strong local opposition. So what you are
about to read here is what they really wanted to do
and will probably try to do sometime down the road.
Here’s what May said: 

Mr. May: My name is Edwarde May. I’m the project
geologist for the Flambeau Mining Corporation. I
have been in Ladysmith for the past six years and
have been waiting for today.

Before I start, I would like to introduce my man-
ager, Mr. Bob Shilling, who’s sitting in the front row
in the blue suit. Bob is the manager of New Mines
Development for Kennecott Copper. And on either
side of Mr. Shilling are various consultants and staff
members who have helped us put together the impact
report which is before us today.
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Kennecott Copper, through its domestic explo-
ration subsidiary, Bear Creek Mining, has a long his-
tory of exploration for copper in northern Wisconsin.
We first came to Wisconsin in the early 1950s and
did not have any success for looking for copper at
that time. But we returned in the mid-1960s, and in
1968 we made the discovery, which is now known as
the Flambeau Deposit, which is located about one
mile south-southwest of the Town of Ladysmith.

We then undertook a very extensive diamond
drilling program to determine the size and shape of
the deposit. This took about a year and we found
that we had a relatively small deposit, but one that
had relatively good grade. The vein is about 50 feet
wide, 2,400 feet long, and extends for 800 feet
beneath the surface. We’ve drilled on either side and
we’ve drilled beneath it and have found no other
appreciable mineralization.

The main metal that we will produce from the
deposit is predominantly copper with only small
amounts of gold and silver and possibly zinc at a
later date.

After we determined the size and shape of the
deposit, we then considered three methods of extract-
ing the mineralization. We first looked at going
totally underground. We looked to going to totally
open pit, and we looked at a combination of the
above two methods.

We first looked at underground mining, because
this would first seem to have the least impact to the
surface or to the environment. But the more we
started looking into underground mining, the more
we realized that we would need a lot of clay-rich
material in which to construct banks to contain the
waste slurry products. If we had gone into under-
ground mining, we would then have to borrow this
material from borrow pits at the surface, which
would have disturbed at least 130 acres.

However, if we had gone to an open pit situation,
we could have gotten the materials out of about a 55-
acre open pit. So in about 1972, we decided to go with
a small open pit, followed possibly by underground
mining. The open pit would be approximately 55 acres
at the surface, 2,400 feet long and about 1,000 feet
across and would be about 285 feet at its center. It’d be
no closer than 300 feet of the Flambeau River and no
closer than 400 feet of State Highway 27.

When we first looked at open pit mining, we took
an inventory of all the materials to be removed. This
started with the topsoil. This would be segregated
and kept in production throughout the life of the
mine. And as we went down through the sands and
the gravels that cover the deposits, through the sand-
stone rock, through the waste rock and material, we
found a use for each one of these materials, whether
it’s for site rehabilitation, for construction of roads,
or to contain the waste slurry.

The mining of this material would take place nor-
mally during one eight-hour, daytime shift. We’d be
using trucks to remove the material out of the pit,
either for processing or for deposition in the waste
containment area. It would take approximately 11
years to construct the open pit to the maximum
depth of 285 feet. Towards the end of the life of the
open pit, we would then consider, possibly, removing
the remaining material from 285 down to 800 feet
by underground mining methods. This would require
sinking a shaft down 800 plus feet, driving various
tunnels over to the deposit, and then mining from
the bottom of the deposit up until you eventually
broke through into the bottom of the open pit.

Should we go to an underground mining opera-
tion, this could extend the life of the mine by an
additional 11 years, for a total of 22 years.

The copper-rich material that is taken out of the
open pit would be processed immediately south of the
open pit. The processing is relatively simple. We first
crush the material to the size of a walnut, further
crush it to the size of a pea and then we would add
water to it and then grind the material, using steel
balls and steel rods, to a very, very fine, fine slurry.
What we’ve done here is literally physically sepa-
rated the copper particles from the waste particles.
This copper-rich slurry is then fed into a series of
tanks which have myriads of bubbles. The copper
grains would attach themselves to the bubbles, rise
to the top and we would then filter off the water and
produce what we call a copper concentrate.

This would be shipped out west for further smelt-
ing. The deposit is far too small to support a conven-
tional copper smelter. 

When we started our environmental impact report
in 1972, the site of the mine, of course, was fixed. We
had no options there. But we were able to look at var-
ious sites for containing the waste products. We looked
at five sites. Three of these were located very close to
the deposit for obvious economic reasons. We looked
immediately north and we looked immediately east of
the deposit because of the short distance and the least
amount of land that would be involved, should we
deposit the waste material close to the mine.

However, we found that we had some very adverse
soil conditions near the mine which would not mini-
mize or prevent seepage of waste materials and
leachates into the groundwaters. Also, the waste dis-
posal site’s nearly open pit would be socially and aes-
thetically unattractive for the residents of the area. We
also looked at another waste containment site west
across the Flambeau River. We had lots of room over
there, but again, the underlying cells were not good
and also we had the problem of crossing the river.

We eventually looked in what we call section 21,
which is about 7,000 feet south of the open pit. Here
we found some very good silt-rich soil, very close to
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the surface. We looked at two sites in section 21. The
first site we considered was right smack bang in the
middle of a 400-acre swamp and actually for us it
made a lot of good sense to deposit the waste mate-
rial in this area, because we could have contained it
quite adequately. Obviously we would have run into
some very adverse environmental objections. So we
again moved that site to the east out of the wetlands
and onto farming land and some old meadows.

So we had two considerations for the waste area.
One, that it should minimize any seepage into the sur-
face and groundwaters and two, that it should be in
an area that would contain all the materials gener-
ated should we go from an open pit to an underground
operation. These requirements were met in section 21.

The water requirements were a concern to us. We
would only be requiring water out of the Flambeau
River on two occasions, at the beginning of the life of
the mine we would need water to fill up the process
plant and to create a reservoir over the waste con-
tainment area. We would need river water from the
Flambeau River at the end of the life of the mine to
flood the open pit. Once we’re in production, our
water makeup requirements would come from either
mine drainage or from a high-capacity well.

One of the jobs that Flambeau Mining has under-
taken in the last six years has been a very extensive
surface water survey of the Flambeau River. And this
is still going on today. In general, we find that the
quality of the Flambeau River and its tributaries is
generally of only a fair nature. There is significant
concentrations of iron, manganese, nitrates and
phosphates, and from time to time copper and zinc
have been found in harmful amounts.

The productivity of the Flambeau River system,
we found, is generally quite low. Again, we have been
doing this for the last five years, an extensive
groundwater monitoring program which is also still
in effect. We found that the groundwater quality, not
only in the mine, but also in the waste containment
areas, is generally quite poor. In all the wells sam-
pled, the color, odor, and manganese levels exceed the
United States public health standards. The total
hardness was also of an objectionable quality.

One thing I would like to bring to your attention is
that the groundwater monitoring over the deposit
indicated the groundwater is reacting with a varied
copper mineralization and is creating definite acid
water. When the water becomes acid, it dissolves var-
ious metal ions into solution, such as copper, lead,
zinc, iron, sulfate, and mercury, which are going by
capillary action into the soils and are being biocon-
centrated in the overlying flora. Indeed, some of the
hemlock trees over the site today contain up to almost
4,000 parts per million lead, which is an extraordi-
narily high level of natural lead contamination.

Probably the only unique feature that we found

on the site is the deposit itself. Otherwise we found
no rare or endangered species during our biological
and zoological studies.

The land use for the mine is, of course, a concern
to all of us. The mining operation will only physi-
cally disturb a total of 319 acres, of which only two
land disturbances will be major and irreversible.
One, of course, is the 55-acre open pit and the other,
the 156-acre waste containment area. Otherwise, the
remaining 2,500 acres would largely remain in the
present land use for visual and noise screens.

We had many ideas of how to rehabilitate the
open pit. Obviously, one of the logical choices is to
put the waste material back in the open pit when
you’re through with the mining of it. And we’ve
explored this. There are two things that really pre-
vent us from doing it. One of them is what we call the
swell factor. When you take out a given volume of
unbroken rock and break it up, you cannot return it
back to its original volume. This is impossible. You
find that generally your rock expands by a factor of
20 to 25 percent.

So even if we were to put back all the waste mate-
rial at the end of the life of the mine, we’d end up
with a low hill of about 70 feet elevation. This would
be higher than the proposed waste containment site,
which would be about 57 feet high.

Secondly, the economics is totally against us. We
could not possibly justify storing the waste material
for 11 or 22 years and then return it back into the
open pit and expect to make any return on the
investment. Nevertheless, some of the waste material
would be put back in the bottom of the open pit at
the end of the life of the mine. This would cover some
of the sulfide mineralization at the bottom of the
open pit so that when we flood it and create a strat-
ified lake, this unmineralized material would help
prevent some of the reaction with the mineralized
sulfides. We would then rehabilitate the open pit as a
stratified lake. The lower level of the lake would have
questionable water quality. However, the upper
layer, which would be from 30 to 50 feet in thick-
ness, would have adequate water quality for recre-
ational purposes. These lakes have been identified in
the upper Midwest; they do exist.

The rehabilitation of the waste area would mean
putting topsoils and subsoils on the outside, putting
an impermeable cap on the top of the waste area,
putting a soil cover on top of that, and vegetating the
whole hill. We are, at the present time, continuing to
research the possibility of marketing the pyrite min-
eralization out of the waste area and if anybody in
the audience wants 400 tons of pyrite, please see me
at the end of this public hearing. We have had no
success right now of marketing pyrite.

The problems of seepage are expected to be,
frankly, minimal, due to the very low permeabilities
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of the underlying soils. And we’ve put in over 60
holes to check and confirm the low permeability of
these soils. Also we believe that during a deposition
of the waste slurry, that there would be a chemical
reaction that would probably precipitate gypsum.
And this would help to further reduce the porosity
and permeabilities of the very, very finely ground up
mineral slurries.

The impact on the groundwater around the mine
is going to be slight. We’ve been able to identify that
by digging the 300- or 285-foot hole, that the
groundwater would only be affected for about 500
feet away from the open pit area. So the only effect
on the groundwater from the construction of the
open pit would be on mine-controlled land. To make
sure that the groundwater integrity is maintained,
we have constructed monitoring wells in and around
the mine and the waste containment sites.

These monitoring wells, of course, have been in
effect for many years and will continue during the
construction and operation of the mine.

Flambeau Mining also realizes that we have a
long-term responsibility of monitoring the area after
the life of the mine. We will continue to monitor the
area; we will continue to have a third party collect
this information, and this information will continue
to be given to the Department of Natural Resources.
We will also monitor the plant’s air and blast shocks
during the operation.

We see a modest increase in employment and tax
revenues. It should be locally beneficial to the area,
but we’re not committed to a mine-dominant econ-
omy. We think this is important so that when the
mine does cease at the end of 11 or 22 years, the
social impacts would not be as great as if you did,
indeed, have a mine-dominant economy.

The construction period would be from 18 to 24
months and employ an average of 120 workers.
During the open pit life of the mine, we’d be employ-
ing about 78 employees.

Converse to much of the public thinking, rehabil-
itation does not start at the end of the life of the
mine, but starts very early in the game. We started
an extensive tree planting program many years ago
and by now we’ve got over 20,000 trees in and
around the area. We’ve concentrated most of the tree
plantings along the river corridor and the highway
corridor and we’ve been planting these in mixed
clumps, leaving open space and meadows in
between to get away from this kind of picket-line
tree planting that has been prevalent in a lot of dif-
ferent areas.

Our goal is to come up with a multiple land use
plan for the project site, so that at the end of the life
of the mine, corporate management would have
many various options as to what to do with their
land at the end of the operation. But at this time it is

far too early to commit management to ownership
once the operation is through.

Kennecott, through its Flambeau subsidiary, real-
izes that we have a unique social and environmental
responsibility in the development of this copper
resource. What we do in Rusk County may well deter-
mine the costs taken by industry in the years to come.

Well, there you have it. It’s interesting that May could
not list any real benefits that the community would
gain from having a mine in the area. Kennecott was
solely driven by profit, and May’s job was to soft-
pedal any potential problems. I guess you can say he
did his job well.

Allen Martling
Congregational minister

Let’s next move on to the testimony of Allen Martling.
Allen was the minister of the Congregational Church
in Ladysmith. I didn’t know much about him before
the EIS hearing, but his testimony provided a lot of
insight into how he viewed the proposed mine. You
could tell he was a capable man who had spent a lot
of time studying not only the particulars of Kenne-
cott’s project, but mining in general. He came to the
hearing loaded for bear. 

Allen was very concerned about the possibility of
having a copper mine in our midst. His testimony
consisted of a series of questions to the DNR authori-
ties who were present at the hearing. Each question
dealt with the long-term impacts we might feel from
having a mine in the area. 

I’m including a portion of Allen’s testimony here
for two reasons. First of all, it contains information
that you may find handy if a mining company tries to
move into your area. Secondly, it serves as a real win-
dow into seeing how unresponsive the DNR was to
our concerns and how they “talked the talk” of the
mining company. 

As part of his testimony, Allen read from page 130
of the impact study, where the following statement
appeared:

There is a possibility that seepage from the waste
containment area would constitute a long-term
problem requiring surveillance for centuries.

Wow! Centuries of surveillance? Allen questioned how
long the mining company would be responsible for
dealing with a situation such as this. The hearing
examiner, Rick Henneger, answered by saying that who-
ever owned the property “would be responsible for any
nuisance existing on this property that would affect
adjoining properties or even the Flambeau River. So
whoever is the owner of that property, be it Kennecott
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Copper or its subsidiary, Flambeau Mining Company, or
its grantee, through any type of conveyance, would be
responsible for maintaining his property in an environ-
mentally safe and sound manner.” 

Henneger then added, “Maybe there can be a pos-
sibility of extending a company’s bonding for a fairly
long period of time. I don’t want to make any guesses
as to how long that time might be, to insure that there
wouldn’t be any latent environmental damage, but
then that becomes a guessing game as to how long
you can keep somebody on the string, so to speak.”

I guess Henneger was more concerned about not
keeping Kennecott on the string than he was about
how Kennecott was keeping all of us on the string,
wondering about what would happen to our water
supply. Needless to say, Henneger’s words were not
very comforting to hear, and Allen responded by say-
ing, “What you said heightens my fear.” He then went
on to ask the DNR if it had the power to shut down a
mine to “bring correction to an environmentally unsafe
condition.” Robert Chiesa from the DNR skirted the
issue by responding, “Well, the DNR could take correc-
tive action. It may not get as drastic as shutting it
down, but they would take corrective action, right.”

Right. After listening to the DNR’s wishy-washy
answers, Allen made a final statement. Here is what
he said:

Mr. Martling: The negative impact of the mine is
largely environmental, and that is through dust and
emissions, noise, river quality, seepage, destruction
of foliage, loss of acreage, aesthetic deterioration,
soil losses, and so on. The advantages of the mine are
capital expenditures, employment, payrolls, taxes,
another lake in the area and so on. And I think one
of the major things that we have to ask ourselves is,
“Do the long-term environmental negatives count
more than the short-term monetary positives?” And I
think that may be the major issue that we’re dealing
with. And my own personal feeling is somewhere
along the line we have to count the environment as
being very important.

Allen had done his homework and knew what he was
talking about at the hearing. I liked the guy very
much. In fact, he later performed the marriage cere-
monies for two of my children. But what I remember
most about Allen is something else.

One day not too long after the EIS hearing he came
to see Evelyn and me. He brought with him a large
bundle of material that dealt with mining and gave it to
us. Allen simply told us that he could not continue to
publicly oppose the mine and he figured we would
make good use of his material. I don’t know why he
had to stop fighting. But I do know that Ed May went

to the Congregational Church and there were several
prominent individuals in the church who supported
Kennecott’s proposal. It wasn’t very long after his visit
to our home that Allen moved out of the area. 

Randy Scott
President of Ladysmith Community Club

I’m including Randy Scott’s testimony because it epit-
omizes the typical approach that a local business
association will take when evaluating anything that
has to do with economic development. Scott was the
president of the Community Club, an organization
that preceded the Ladysmith Area Chamber of
Commerce. It seemed that any proposal the club felt
would bring jobs to the area or boost sales to local
businesses was supported without any understanding
of the implications. Here is what Scott said:

Mr. Scott: I am Randy Scott from Ladysmith, presently
serving as president of the Community Club. The
Community Club had a meeting, and its board of
directors and officers constructed a letter. I would like
to read the letter and then hand it over to you:

To the State of Wisconsin, Department of Natural
Resources

Dear Sirs:

The Ladysmith Community Club Organization,
made up of members of the business and professional
people of the community, goes on record in favor of
the development of copper mining in Rusk County.

We believe that the Kennecott Copper Corporation
has submitted a comprehensive Environmental
Impact Statement to the State of Wisconsin and the
Department of Natural Resources, spelling out in
clear detail their plan for the protection of our envi-
ronment and the safeguarding of our citizens.

We believe the company has kept the citizens of
Rusk County well informed as to each step of their
exploration and plans for future mining.

We believe the operation of the proposed mine
would provide employment and greatly benefit the
economy of the entire area and would be a long-term
economic gain for the State of Wisconsin.

According to the impact report, during the mining
operation a small area of land approximately 319
acres would be disturbed. The rest of the land would
be used for agriculture and forest products.

We believe that Rusk County should receive a
more equitable portion of the severance tax than
what has been recommended by the Special Study
Committee on Mineral Taxation.

To summarize our remarks here, we commend
Kennecott Corporation for their fine spirit of com-
munity cooperation and environmental awareness. 
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Respectfully submitted and signed by the officers of
the Community Club.

As I said earlier, the testimony of those who came out
in favor of the mine showed a lack of research and
understanding. It was just personal opinion. At least
Randy Scott acknowledged the tax structure was not
equitable and should be changed. But how the
Community Club could support the proposal without
researching the environmental and long-term eco-
nomic implications was beyond me.

Dale Daggett
Local farmer

In 1976, I assumed Dale Daggett was against the
mine, and when you read his testimony you will prob-
ably agree. Daggett was a farmer in the Town of Grant
who lived a couple miles from the proposed tailings
dump for the mine. He had some very valid concerns
about contamination of the groundwater and the
“line of responsibility” for cleaning up the mess. Of
course, the DNR didn’t know what to say about all
this and gave him the runaround. Here are a few
excerpts: 

Mr. Daggett: I’m Dale Daggett, a resident of
Ladysmith, and a next-door neighbor of the pro-
posed mine. And I have several areas of concern.
Some of them are probably due to my lack of expert-
ise in the fields of geology and chemistry and
hydraulic engineering and hopefully these questions
can easily be cleared up.

The first is in reading the Environmental Impact
Statement, I was unable to find any results from
studies as to the effect of the weight of the slag in the
containment area, and I was wondering if this added
weight might possibly fracture some of the substrata,
in which case the seepage might be a great deal more
than is expected at this time.

The hearing examiner asked Robert Chiesa, an envi-
ronmental engineer in the DNR’s Industrial
Wastewater Section, and David Nichols, a hydrogeol-
ogist with the DNR’s Solid Waste Management
Section, to respond to Daggett’s question, but all they
could say was, “Our experts don’t have an answer for
that one.” Well, this certainly wasn’t comforting to
hear. 

Then Gordon Reinke, a hydrogeologist with the
DNR’s Private Water Supply Section jumped in and
said, “I could give an answer to that. The soil beneath
the waste containment area is a permeable semi-plas-
tic type of material, so the weight is not going to frac-
ture that material. It’s not a fracture-type material, in
other words.” 

But Daggett wouldn’t give up. He said, “But there is
something underneath this permeable material, if you
go down far enough.” Reinke then said, “You mean
granite? Well, I don’t have any figures, but past expe-
rience in mining areas I’m certain will bear out that
such a thing would not occur.” As you can see, the
DNR really didn’t know how to answer Daggett. It’s as
if he were being led by the hand and told to just trust
the mining company. 

Daggett then went on to ask another pertinent ques-
tion for which the DNR had no real answer. He asked,
“In the area of chemistry, assuming there was an exces-
sive leakage [from the waste containment area], has
there been any study on the synergistic effect of the
acids if they did get into the Flambeau River?” 

Chiesa responded with a lot of words that said
nothing. He stated, “It’s very hard to predict what
effect it would have on the Flambeau River without
making some postulates. How much water is going to
be in the leachate, what’s the pH of the leachate, what
are the concentrations of other things in the leachate?
You know, what’s the flow in the Flambeau River at
the time? If somebody makes some assumptions on
that, then I think I could give you an answer.” In other
words, he was saying, “I don’t know.” 

Chiesa then went on to say that the company esti-
mated the waste containment area would produce 25
gallons of leachate per minute, but he made no men-
tion of what the DNR expected. I guess they didn’t
have any of their own numbers, so they just trusted
Kennecott. He added, “Any effects that there would be
from the leachate would be localized in the wetlands
area. I’m not trying to say that they would be minimal
in the wetlands area, but by the time they got to the
river, they would not affect the river at all. The wet-
lands area might be quite different.” Well, the idea of
poisoning the wetlands wasn’t too comforting either,
and a response such as this just highlighted the fact
that the DNR really didn’t know much at all. 

At least the DNR’s David Nichols was a little more
honest. He said, “It is a risk area, an unknown risk
area.” After describing several models for predicting
what might happen, he added, “You can make some
theoretical calculations on cation exchange and you
can make some theoretical calculations on diffusion
and dispersion, but they’re just that and I don’t think
most people would want to hang their hat on those
numbers.” 

This prompted Daggett to make his next point.
Here is what he said:

Mr. Daggett: My other concern is more on a personal
basis. I live directly west of the containment area.
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And, you know, there is always the possibility that
this isn’t going to work exactly as Flambeau Mining
hopes it will and we all hope it will. And I’m con-
cerned about responsibility, not long-term responsi-
bility, but immediate responsibility for my shallow
well, on which I depend to water my cattle. If it is con-
taminated, who do I go to? Will it be necessary for me
to incur the legal expenses of taking this to court for
a trial case, or is it going to be set up so that someone
is responsible? What can I do if I’m hurting?

Examiner: Well, I guess I’ll have to answer that ques-
tion and Mr. Gehl, the attorney for the Flambeau
Mining Corporation, would like to respond also.

Your initial contact should be with the Flambeau
Mining Corporation, if they’re polluting the water
in your well. There are certain cases recently
handed down which would give you the cause of
action against them for polluting the water in your
well. If you do not receive any satisfaction from the
Flambeau Mining Corporation, then your next
alternative could be to the Department of Natural
Resources or just starting a lawsuit on your own
and attempting to obtain some damages in order to
pay for the cost of say your attorney’s fees, your
costs and disbursements in this action and also any
damages you have sustained because of the loss of
the water and perhaps for the cost of having to sink
a new well.

This rhetoric didn’t fool Daggett. He quickly made the
following observation:

Mr. Daggett: In other words, there isn’t any line of
responsibility set up under law now?

Examiner: Pardon?

Mr. Daggett: Pertaining to this mining company, in
this case, there is no line of responsibility set up
under ordinary legal procedures.

Examiner: Well, I would think—their own responsi-
bility of—maintaining the mining operation in an
environmentally safe and sound manner and not
wanting to incur any damages in a court of law—

Mr. Daggett: You know, this all sounds like an “if.”
“If ” they want to and “if ” it’s—

Examiner: The answer is that you have recourse
either to the courts or to the Department of Natural
Resources with your immediate contact to the
Flambeau Mining Company. Any more questions,
Mr. Daggett?

Even though the examiner had said Flambeau Mining
Company’s attorney wanted to respond to Daggett’s
question about lines of responsibility, Attorney Gehl
remained silent. Daggett was right. There wasn’t any
line of responsibility set up under the law.

Mr. Chiesa then interrupted to try and undo some
of the damage from his earlier statements to Daggett
about how the leachate might contaminate the wet-
lands next to the waste containment area. But he only
dug his hole deeper by admitting the DNR was doing
a lot of guesswork. Here is what he said:

Mr. Chiesa: Mr. Examiner, perhaps I’d like to make
one comment on the issues of the leachate and a lot
of other things that go along with that. This is
Robert Chiesa. It’s very hard in these aspects to pre-
dict exactly what will happen. Engineers and scien-
tists can make their best estimates, but they have to
rely on tests that very often aren’t very precise. We
may come out with an answer like the leachate
would be 25 gallons a minute. However, that’s our
best guess, but, you know, it could be 0.25 gallons a
minute or it could be 2,500. Obviously there’s much
less of a chance of it being 0.25 gallons a minute or
2,500 than 25 gallons a minute, but those are possi-
bilities and you have to take into account the preci-
sion of the data that’s been collected when you judge
the precision of the answer that one comes out with.
And so when—I guess when we give you rather hazy
answers … it’s not that we’re trying to get around
the question. It’s just very often that we make the
best estimates that we can, but we realize that they
are very poor in some cases. And we give you the best
number we can, but it’s not a very precise number. 

A lot of the data in the impact report and in the
impact statement is engineers’ and scientists’ best
guesses, but if you question them closely, they will say
there is a lot of scattering in what one can come out
with. So when you read these kinds of documents,
you have to read them with sort of a critical eye as to
what’s behind the data and just don’t accept a num-
ber just because it’s in there. You have to realize that
there is some imprecision in some of the numbers.
Some of the numbers are quite precise, but some of
them are not. And I realize that it takes a trained
engineer or scientist to look at numbers critically and
evaluate them, but when reading over such a docu-
ment, if you really want to get something out of it,
you’re going to have to do that to some extent.

Daggett had a great response to Chiesa’s statement.
This is what he said:

Mr. Daggett: If there are areas of possible unknown
results, then it would seem to me that this would be
all the more reason to look for setting up lines of
responsibility, in the event these unknowns do occur.
Mr. Chiesa: I think that’s very true and I think that
any waste disposal system that ultimately is allowed
by the mining permit will have some sort of safe-
guards which will include monitoring. And at least
the way the waste disposal system will be designed
will allow, I think, for future collection of the
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leachate in the treatment system, if necessary. The
company obviously doesn’t want to put in such a sys-
tem if it’s not necessary, and I guess we would not
necessarily impose something on them, but we
wanted to make sure that the design of the waste
containment area allows such a system, if necessary,
so that there is a possibility of mitigating and actu-
ally treating the leachate, if necessary.

If it turns out that the flow rate is actually 250
gallons a minute rather than 25, at that point we
might well require a leachate collection and treat-
ment system. So I think when it comes to the regula-
tory decisions at future permit hearings that may be
held, these questions should be brought up. Is the
Department precluding itself from future controls by
what it is allowing now? And if not, how are you fit-
ting in possible methods of treatment or mitigation
of the problem into what you’re allowing now? I
think that’s a point that should be raised at future
hearings on permits and approvals.

Future hearings? As far as I’m concerned, the DNR
should have investigated and required a leachate col-
lection system from the beginning, instead of waiting
for a problem to develop first. They admitted the
numbers were inexact, so why give Kennecott the
benefit of the doubt? After all, the DNR was supposed
to be protecting the public, not some corporation’s
financial interests.

Daggett’s testimony showed how there were many
unanswered questions about the mine. You can imag-
ine how surprised and disappointed I was several years
later, when all of a sudden he came out in favor of
negotiating with Kennecott. But that’s another story.

Professor Randall Backe
Professor at Mount Senario College

I’m including Professor Randall Backe’s testimony to
demonstrate several points. First of all, you will be
able to see how people like Professor Backe who testi-
fied against the mine that day had really done their
homework and spent many hours studying the pro-
posal. Secondly, the rather flippant attitude of the
DNR officials toward his concerns was quite obvious.
Here’s what Professor Backe had to say:

Professor Backe: My name is Randall Backe and I am
a faculty member in biology at Mount Senario
College, here in Ladysmith. I have been on the faculty
for the last ten years and also a resident of
Ladysmith. My chief responsibility at the college has
been to teach courses in the environmental sciences.

In addition, I was co-instructor of a special
research seminar last spring in which faculty mem-
bers and students examined quite carefully the pre-
liminary report that was submitted by Flambeau

Mining Company at that time. In addition, several of
my classes have also been involved in some field exer-
cises at the proposed mine site as part of their course
work. So I feel I am familiar with many of the ques-
tions that are involved in the impact statement and
so on.

Now, having reviewed this Environmental Impact
Statement, I feel that I’d like to respond to this as fol-
lows: In my opinion, the impact statement quite ade-
quately presents, in most respects, the possible
impacts. However, I do feel that there are a few other
areas that need clarification, and some of these are
as follows:

The first point, the monitoring of the current air
quality at the proposed mine site and the adjacent
areas, I feel, should be initiated soon, so that back-
ground data with which to compare future impacts
will be available. In looking over the impact state-
ment, I find that comparative data has been supplied
from the Eau Claire area, but I don’t feel that this is
sufficient. I feel that we need some background data
from this area specifically. 

I feel this is important because in the statement
there are indications that there will be possible
effects from the blasting operations, from the truck
hauling and also from the heating plant. And since
the prevailing winds would carry dust and gases
toward Ladysmith a significant part of the time, par-
ticularly with respect to the hospital and the nursing
home and the college, I do feel that it is important to
begin monitoring this quite soon.

Now I’d like to ask anyone on the panel if there
are any plans on the part of the Department of
Natural Resources to begin monitoring or if you feel
this is necessary?

Professor Backe had raised a valid point: Baseline air
quality data was needed. Otherwise, how could the
mining company be held accountable if air quality in
the area diminished as a result of mining activities?
Surely the DNR would see the importance of this, at
least you would think. But not so! Here is how
Subroto Mitro, from the DNR’s Air Pollution Control
Section, responded to Professor Backe’s concerns:

Mr. Mitro: On this question, what I would have to
say is that we have certain priorities. The state has
got limited money. The Department has limited
money to operate throughout the state. … We have
different standards set up. We find that at Milwaukee
the standards [for air emissions] are more near or
almost approximated, where at Ladysmith it’s much
below the limits. So we find it not necessary to waste
our money in a place where the limits are not even
half approached.

A waste of money? And, mind you, these words were
coming from the DNR’s Air Pollution Control Section!
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Mitro’s reasoning seemed backwards to me. He appar-
ently thought the Department should only worry
about exceeding air emission standards in areas that
already had poor air quality. Wouldn’t it make more
sense to focus on preserving air quality in our pristine
areas? He seemed to suggest that whatever happened
to our air was OK, as long as it didn’t exceed
Milwaukee’s pollution levels. Why should we allow a
mining company to pollute our clean air to the point
where it’s like living in Milwaukee?

Professor Backe didn’t let Mitro off the hook. He
continued his testimony as follows:

Professor Backe: I would agree that the problem may
not seem that serious here now, but I’m concerned
more about having background data with which to
compare any future impact. In the report there is
background data on many different parameters,
whether it be water quality and so on, but there are
none for air quality. This is what I was concerned
about.

The second point I’d like to make is that in the
impact statement I feel that the impacts on wildlife
should be listed in a more quantitative way. I noticed
that there were terms such as “many mouse-sized
mammals” or “some birds,” no quantitative figures.
In Flambeau Mining’s preliminary report there were
some figures given, but there was also an acknowl-
edgement that these figures possibly were quite low
because [it rained] during the time the studies were
done, [perhaps causing] the trapping success to be
quite low.

Professor Backe was rightfully concerned that no real
data had been offered by Flambeau Mining Company
to quantify the effects that the mine might have on
wildlife. You would think the DNR, the guardian of
the state’s natural resources, would have lent a sym-
pathetic ear. But not so! DuWayne Gebken, a biologist
with the DNR, gave the following response:

Mr. Gebken: In most cases, as you well know, to esti-
mate populations requires a good deal of survey
work, with replicate runs and statistical analyses
being made on them. The results of that, in my opin-
ion, are dubious at best and at times have very little
applicability to environmental analyses. … I think
there is no need to get any more detailed information.
I think that the information that we have is adequate
to analyze what the effect will be. If, for instance, in
the survey work, you turned up a species that was
perhaps rare or endangered or threatened, you may
want to quantify the population within it. But to
quantify every living species within the project bound-
ary and within a certain area around it, is not, in my
professional opinion, worthy of consideration.

For being a biologist, Gebken surely didn’t seem too
concerned about monitoring what might happen to
the wildlife at the mine site. His response sounded
more like he was an employee of Kennecott rather
than the DNR. 

Later on in the hearing, Robert Chiesa made a sim-
ilarly callous remark in his efforts to defend the DNR’s
lack of water quality data in the report. Here is what
he said in response to a question from Kathy
Amundson, a graduate of the University of Wisconsin–
Eau Claire who questioned the fact that certain types
of water samples had been collected just once instead
of repeatedly over a number of months:

Mr. Chiesa: From where we can tell, there will be very
little, if any, impact of the proposed project on water
quality, and so there was no real reason to go into
detail on background water quality and the biologi-
cal characteristics of the water near the mining site
when there was going to be virtually no change as a
result of the mining site. If one wanted to do a
research project on the water quality and biological
characteristics of the Flambeau River in this area,
that would be fine; however, they would not be
affected by the project and so there was no real rea-
son to go into any more detail.

In other words, the DNR was saying, “The water isn’t
going to be affected anyways, so why waste time on get-
ting background information?” What an assumption!

Professor Bakke had several other points to make
during his testimony:

Professor Backe: My third question relates to a state-
ment also made earlier by Mr. Martling, the question
of responsibility. And it was also addressed by Mr.
Daggett. And I feel that probably this is one of the
most important considerations in this hearing per-
haps, as to who will be responsible, who will main-
tain the project site in an environmentally acceptable
manner. And I feel there are still a lot of questions
remaining on this point. I personally don’t feel this
has been adequately answered and I would like to
register my opinion to that effect, since the seepage
could be a long-term problem.

In addition to these questions, then, I’d like to
also just give you, in my opinion, what I feel are
some of the more significant ecological impacts.
These are in the statement, but I would like to
emphasize some of these. First of all is the disruption
of the 300 acres, of course, which would displace and
ultimately destroy numerous small mammals. And,
as you mentioned, it is impossible to estimate exactly
how many. It will also eliminate the food supply of
many of the predators that depend on these and, of
course, a certain number of birds obviously will be
disturbed or their habitat will be removed. 
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Secondly, not only would the number of reptiles
and amphibians be reduced due to the loss of habi-
tat, but another point in the report I think needs to
be emphasized is that the amphibians that live in the
area adjacent to the waste containment area have
very permeable skins and could very well be affected
quite directly by any leaching of materials through
the containment area.

And thirdly, of course, as a result of the seepage
from the waste containment area, there is a possibility
that concentrations of certain heavy metals, of course,
would flow through this wetland vegetation and would
affect not only the reptiles, but also much of the vege-
tation in that area, as was also mentioned earlier. …

Now, I’ve emphasized primarily ecological aspects
in this statement, which I feel are very important.
One other area I’d like to just briefly mention is the
economic impact. They mentioned that the payroll
expenditures during the construction and operating
phases will continue to circulate in the local econ-
omy. Now, I didn’t find any mention made of the fact
that a significant portion of this will probably not
remain in the local community, but will be spent out-
side the local community. Was this intentional or
was it an oversight or—

Mr. Sautebin: David Sautebin [Environmental spe-
cialist with the DNR’s Bureau of Environmental
Impact]. Just for my own clarification, you’re talk-
ing payroll expenditures?

Mr. Backe: Yes, payroll expenditures and other
expenditures. It mentioned the fact that it would cir-
culate in the local economy, but no mention was
made that much of this money would also leave the
community.

Mr. Sautebin: All right. We recognize, certainly, that
many of the capital expenditures, that money would
leave. In terms of the payroll expenditures, there is
an assumption, I guess, that most of the workers,
especially during the operating phase, would reside
within a relatively short distance of the Ladysmith
area and much of that payroll money, then, would be
available to be spent in Ladysmith during the oper-
ating phase and to a lesser extent during the con-
struction phase. The [construction] workers may be
living somewhat more distant from Ladysmith and
we would recognize that all of that payroll money
would not be coming into the Ladysmith economy.
I’m not sure just how that is stated in here, but you
know, we would acknowledge that certainly some of
the payroll money is going to go elsewhere. We also
acknowledge that the part spent in the Ladysmith
area circulates a number of times. And there’s a mul-
tiplier effect that should be understood.

Professor Backe was right! The economic boon that
Kennecott promised wasn’t all it was cracked up to be.

Much of the money would be leaving the area, espe-
cially in terms of capital expenditures and payroll
during the construction phase. 

Professor Backe then went on to conclude with the
following remarks:

Mr. Backe: I’d like to just give a couple of statements
now of my personal opinion and this opinion does
not necessarily represent the opinion of Mount
Senario College for whom I’m employed, so I’d like to
make that clear.

My personal opinion is that, very similar to what
Mr. Martling stated earlier, you have to try to
attempt to balance these environmental risks and
costs against any possible economic benefits. Now,
it’s very easy to quantify some of the economic bene-
fits. It’s difficult even to do that sometimes, but it is
possible to quantify these to a certain extent. When
looking over the Environmental Impact Statement, it
would appear that many of these economic benefits
will be of a short-term nature and quite modest. At
the same time, there are some very important envi-
ronmental risks that I already mentioned. Now, how
do you place a quantitative value or an economic
price tag on these environmental risks? It’s a very
difficult thing to do and I suspect that, depending
upon the individual, the balance might come out dif-
ferent. But in my own personal view, I don’t feel that
the environmental risks, in this case, and possible
costs are really justified by the projected benefits.

And this was the opinion of a professor who had
taught a research seminar examining Flambeau Min-
ing Company’s preliminary report! Rather than mini-
mizing Professor Backe’s concerns, the DNR should
have thanked him.

Roscoe Churchill
Principal of Ladysmith Elementary School

When the EIS hearing was held in March of 1976, I
knew just a fraction of what I was to learn over the
next 25 years about all the dirty tricks mining compa-
nies play on small communities and how the DNR is
all too willing to cater to whatever the mining com-
panies want. I guess I was kind of naïve. I still had
some hope that the DNR would be open to listening
to the concerns of ordinary people. So I went to the
hearing with no idea of what was going to happen.
Here is what I had to say:

Mr. Churchill: My name is Roscoe Churchill. I am a
resident of the Town of Grant and also a member of
the Rusk County Mineral Tax Committee. And,
whether it’s important or not to this hearing, I am
employed by the Ladysmith school system, but I am
representing myself in this particular instance.
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I guess I studied the Environmental Impact
Statement forward and back to look for answers and
I came up with more questions than I have answers.
But I have some ideas. I looked at the idea of eco-
nomics to the area, the financial return from the
mine and what it would mean to the community. 

I then went on to talk about the number of farms that
would be taken out of production as a result of the
mining activity, and how at least 300 or 400 acres
which normally would support milk cows and other
farming activities could never be returned as farm-
land or used for forestry or recreation again. In fact,
the number was probably closer to 800 acres, if you
included all the land that would become of question-
able use.

Losing this land didn’t seem worth it to me when I
looked at the pittance in taxes and wages that the
community would get. This land could go on being
used for farming for thousands of years, if it weren’t
destroyed by mining. I knew we were short-changing
ourselves if we thought that mining was going to
replace the potential for other uses of the land. I had
done some calculations, and here’s what I reported:

Mr. Churchill: Under the present proposed [mining
tax] law that is in effect in the State of Wisconsin,
the most we could depend on in the Town of Grant
would be something in the neighborhood of nine or
ten thousand dollars returned [per year]. And, of
course, these laws are kind of nebulous and being
changed, and we don’t know just what the result is
going to be in the final tax law, but as it is at this
time, it doesn’t look like much return in the way of
taxes. But I just figured that, if the Town of Grant
were to receive $10,000 [per year], which is a sug-
gested figure, and Rusk County $20,000 [per year],
in a period of 11 years that would mean $330,000
in tax money returned to Rusk County and the Town
of Grant. Or in 22 years it would be $660,000.

I then went on to provide estimates of wages that
would be paid to the workers involved in the mine.
Using figures that I took from the Environmental
Impact Statement, I estimated that the mine would
generate about $11 million in wages over 22 years.
That plus the $660,000 in tax money came to a little
less than $12 million. Admittedly, this was a lot more
money than farming would bring into the area during
the same time period. However, I went on to point out
that it would be selfish and pretty shortsighted to look
only at the immediate returns from the mine. I
explained my claim as follows:

Mr. Churchill: If the mine is built, at least 300 acres
can never be returned as farmland. Now, if you put

this in a man’s lifetime, or if you put it in two gener-
ations, the return from the mine does not begin to
compare to the return to the area in other forms of
income. ...

If we’re going to look at this through the eyes of
our children or their children, the mine will be a dis-
turbing factor that can go on for generations.
Regardless of whether it’s 11 years that the mine
runs or 22 years, unless quite a few things are
decided upon, this damage will be permanent and
irreversible. If you look at the farm and the forests
and the recreational area, the land, as it is, could be
used indefinitely for generations. 

If you look at the land in light of trading our nat-
ural resources for 11 or 12 years of so-called pros-
perity and then the land would be lost forever, and
we keep doing this in the world—and this is what’s
going to happen in northern Wisconsin if this is
going to become a copper and a mineral mining
area —we’re going to have the northern part of
Wisconsin pock-marked and unusable in one genera-
tion. And if we’re thinking only of our own genera-
tion, that’s a pretty sad state of affairs. This is my
main point.

I then went on to challenge Kennecott and the DNR
about all the “guesswork” in their predictions regard-
ing the effect of the mine on our groundwater supply.
I made the following comments:

Mr. Churchill: We notice they’ve drilled wells; we
notice they’ve done some guesswork. The DNR will
tell you this is guesswork, we heard it said this morn-
ing. We don’t know what a 286-foot deep hole, 55
acres in size, can do to the water table. And I think
any member of the DNR will tell you that we don’t
know enough about the flow of the water in Rusk
County and northern Wisconsin to predict what’s
going to happen to the underground flow of water.
There is every chance, in my mind, that we could
drain wells for miles around. This is all guesswork.
They’re guessing whether we look at the DNR report.
They’re guessing whether we look at the Kennecott
report. Or they’re guessing whether we look at every-
body that comes up here and talks to us today.

At the end of the time when the mine is mined
out, and it’s going to be filled with water, the water
that comes into that mine is going to be contami-
nated by whichever minerals are in the mine. So the
very veins—an underground water supply that had
been drained out before—can now be filled at the
end of the mining activity with contaminated water
that could poison the wells and poison the water sup-
ply in this area.

This is as logical as any part of this thing. There
isn’t any question about it. If these veins are filled,
who’s going to assure the farmer that he’s going to
have a water supply? How much red tape will he
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have to go through to get a settlement, and [then
only] as far as money can bring back the damage
that has been done to the area?

I next jumped on how Robert Chiesa had downplayed
the amount of leachate that would be coming out of
the waste containment area. He stated that it would
add up to a “small volume of 25 gallons a minute.” By
doing a little math, I was able to show that this figure
really wasn’t quite so small. Here’s what I had to say:

Mr. Churchill: The DNR report says the wetlands sur-
rounding and south of the tailings pile will become
loaded with heavy metals. I did a little figuring here
when somebody said the leachate would be only 25
gallons a minute. This doesn’t sound like very much,
but put it into a year, and that’s 13,140,000 gallons
of leachate that could be flowing through the small
marsh that is south of the proposed tailings pile.

Put that in 11 years or put it in 22 years and you
know and I know that this area will be filled with
heavy metals. The metals that are listed in the report
were things like magnesium and mercury. These are
the metals that will be deposited there, and these
don’t break down too easily!

Say what you will when you are that close to the
Flambeau River and the leachate is coming out at
that rate. If we get one of our not uncommon sum-
mer rains of two or three inches in one weekend, as
we’ve had many times, the leachate is not going to
have enough time to break down. It’s going to be
washed immediately into the streams and into the
river. And nobody knows at this time what this con-
tamination could do to the river once it reaches
there. But we do know that some places in the report
say it would be enough to possibly disturb some of
the animal and fish life in this area.

It turns out that my statement was rather prophetic.
As you will read later, we experienced a once-in-a-
hundred-year rainfall while the mine was in opera-
tion, which caused quite a stir.

I also was offended by how the DNR had responded
to Professor Backe’s concerns about air quality moni-
toring, so my testimony continued as follows:

Mr. Churchill: Now, we talked about the dust a little
bit this morning, and I was a little bit surprised that
the DNR would think Ladysmith was not worth
“wasting money” on to monitor the air. If we’re going
to have a mine in here, I think this is worth “wasting
money” on to know what we’ve got before we start,
so we’ll know what we have after we start. So I think
that we should have to do some research on air
quality here. 

I don’t know that the dust is going to be as serious
as the fumes that will come from the process of taking

the copper out of the ore. We don’t know these things.
Most of us are farmers or small operators in an area
that has never been exposed to this and we can only
guess and conjecture as to what will happen.

Another issue I raised at the hearing was that the
DNR kept talking about “minimal” seepage of
leachate and “minimal” air contamination from the
mine. Yet they never defined what “minimal” really
meant. So I asked the following question:

Mr. Churchill: Now, what is “minimal”? I don’t
know. I don’t know if anybody here knows what min-
imal means in a report like this, if it means enough
so that you can live or if it means enough that you
can’t live in it. I don’t know what they’re talking
about when they say “minimal.” Right now we prob-
ably have as good a water in this area and as pure of
air in this area as any place in the world. We just
don’t know what the damage is going to be and we
just keep on guessing. 

Now, my idea of what to do would be to expect
Kennecott to set aside a fund of money to be held in
escrow until the end of the mine, to be used at any
time if any damages come up that would affect any
resident in the area, whether he’s on a farm or in the
city or in a residential area around the mine.

I don’t mean from the net proceeds. I mean money
that’s put there in good faith. If the mining company
is sure enough that there’s not going to be any dam-
age to us in the area, they shouldn’t object to this. At
the end of the time, if there is no damage, the money
should be theirs with the interest it has accrued. If
there is damage, the people that have been damaged
in any way should not have to go through some long
process to get some kind of a settlement.

Rusk County and the Town of Grant are taking
the risk. Under our present tax law and present pro-
posed tax law, we would be getting very little in a
monetary gain to make it worthwhile to put up with
the risks we are taking. I think that not only must
there be a DNR report that has looked into these
problems so thoroughly that there is no question to
be asked, but we also must have a tax law that’s
going to return a fair share, and I think our county
board has made a proposal as to what this might be.
I don’t think there should be any mine starting until
these two important things are settled.

I don’t believe in my own mind that it would be
possible to have a dump for the tailings in the Town
of Grant, depending on the clay and the underground
structure of this area, that would hold in suspension
the waste that comes from the mine and leave this
country safe. I think that the pit that is going to take
those tailings should be waterproof, seepageproof,
and, if there’s going to be a pit there, no way for the
waste to escape. 
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We talk about monitoring this over the years. Ten
years after the mine has been gone from here and
they suddenly find that these wells have poison in
them, how long will those wells continue to show
poison? Money isn’t going to stop this. No way.

Now, it looks like northern Wisconsin will proba-
bly become a mining area. The decisions that are
going to be made by this group at this table and the
rest of the DNR group, the decisions that are going to
be made by the people of this area, by the State of
Wisconsin, are going to form the precedent by which
all future mines in the northern part of this state will
be carried out. If we’re lax, if we’re careless, if in any
way we slip up on our job, the northern part of
Wisconsin could cease to be the beautiful area that it
is at this time. It could cease to be the place where
you could breathe fresh air, drink pure water, and
fish in a lake and eat the fish. It could become a con-
taminated, pock-marked area, as a lot of other areas
have become.

The final point I raised had to do with Kennecott’s
plans to flood the pit at the end of mining and create
a “stratified lake.” I just couldn’t believe that the toxic
substances would remain at the bottom of the lake, so
I had to say something about it. When you read my
words, keep in mind that I had not yet visited the
Callahan Mine site in Maine, or my comments would
have been much more colorful.

Mr. Churchill: I was interested in the idea that, when
this pit is left and filled with water, that it would
stratify. Now, I would be most interested if I could see
a lake where the water has stratified so that the min-
erals at the bottom of the lake have not mixed with
the water at the top. Because a temperature change in
northern Wisconsin causes a continual turnover in
the water.

Now, if this is true, it would be an interesting
thing and it would be a point in favor of the mine.
But I would be very interested in seeing something
such as this. I think that before we go ahead with
this mine, that the people who are in favor of it
ought to visit some of the mining areas not too far
from here: Sudbury, Canada or Hillary, Minnesota,
or Black River Falls or the Dakotas or Montana, any-
place where either open pit mining or strip mining
are taking place, and see what the results would be.

I do think that the DNR is our main protection for
this area. And I do think that we have to leave what’s
going to happen to our land in northern Wisconsin
in their hands. But this problem to me is so impor-
tant at this time that I couldn’t sit on the sidelines
and think that everything is going to be all right
unless we make ourselves heard. And I thank you for
your attention. I don’t know if I helped any or not,
but at least I had to bring these problems to you. 

When I finished with my testimony, the hearing exam-
iner asked if there were any questions or comments for
me. The DNR was quick to jump on me for several of
the comments I had made. First of all Mr. Chiesa from
the DNR’s Industrial Wastewater Section took offense
over how I had characterized the DNR’s groundwater
predictions as “guesswork.” This is what he said:

Mr. Chiesa: I guess I objected somewhat to the char-
acterization of my earlier statement about impreci-
sion in engineering and scientific statements that are
made. I didn’t mean to give the impression that these
are just guesses or wild estimates. What I meant to
say was that they’re the best estimates, in some
cases, available, but there is some imprecision and
that imprecision has to be taken into account. One
cannot just read a number and say, well, that will
definitely be what it is and it will not be one percent
lower or one percent higher. The information in the
impact statement is where quantitative calculations
or results are given. They are not just wild-eyed
guesses. They are engineering or scientific calcula-
tions and the best numbers that can be come up with
under the circumstances.

Mr. Chiesa then proceeded to throw out some more
“predictions” about surface seepage from the waste
containment area. He seemed quite confident in how
Kennecott had come up with its figures and quoted
the report as concluding that high dilution factors
“will assure that the Flambeau River would not be
adversely affected.” Only time will tell if his confi-
dence was well-founded or not. You will see for your-
self later in the book how accurate these types of
“best numbers” can be.

Rather than nitpicking about what I had to say
regarding their “guesswork,” the DNR experts would
have done a greater service to the community if they
had commented on my concerns about how the mine
would likely hurt the long-term economics of the
area. They didn’t address this at all, nor my claim
that, once mining moved into the area, northern
Wisconsin might turn into a contaminated, unusable,
pock-marked area. My suggestion that Kennecott
should set up an escrow account to deal with poten-
tial damages to the area was also ignored. Whose side
was the DNR on anyway?

The DNR did decide to comment on my request to
see a “stratified lake.” But I bet they wish they hadn’t,
because it gave me the chance to ask them the same
kinds of questions I had asked Ed May on an earlier
occasion. Here’s how it went:

Mr. Chiesa: I cannot exactly think of the lake in
northern Wisconsin that’s a classic example of a lake
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that stratified because of its physical characteristics.
Maybe somebody else on the panel can give the name
of that lake.

Mr. Gebken: If you’d like to make a trip to Wausau,
you can look at Murray’s Lake, and that is a
meromictic lake. Generally for natural lakes in the
northern hemisphere meromixis, or that is, complete
stratification, is a relatively rare phenomenon that is
more common in the southern hemisphere where
there tends to be accumulation of dissolved solids
from evaporation and this tends to lead to stability
of the bottom waters, causing it not to mix anymore.
But there is Murray’s Lake in Wausau.

Hmmm. That’s the same quarry lake that Ed May had
told me about earlier. Unfortunately, however, at the
time of the hearing I was not yet aware of the journal
article mentioned in an earlier chapter that said the
lake at Wausau was only “suspected” of having some
degree of stratification. So instead of hitting home
that point, I continued as follows:

Mr. Churchill: Do you think that this lake at that
depth would stratify, and even if it did, would there
be the possibility of fish life in this lake?

Mr. Gebken: There would be a possibility of some
fish life, yes, but the value of the fishery that would
be developed would, in my opinion, be minimal.
The fish would tend to be occupying an area that
would be relatively infertile. Therefore, biotic pro-
ductivity, the type of thing that a farmer thinks of
in terms of bushels per acre of corn, would be low
consequently.

Mr. Churchill: And it would be a rather deep lake for
ordinary swimming purposes? And it would be kind
of a small lake for boating?

Mr. Gebken: Yes.

Holy cats! For all practical purposes the DNR was say-
ing that Kennecott’s claim of creating a stratified lake
with recreational potential made no sense at all. But
yet the department did not confront the mining com-
pany about this during the hearing. It’s as if their
minds were already made up.

M. S. Udayamurthy
Professor at Mount Senario College

Dr. Udayamurthy is a college professor from Madras,
India, who became a good friend of mine in the late
1960s when he moved to Ladysmith. He is a quiet man,
not the type from whom you’d expect physical out-
bursts of any kind. He has a very good mind and a gen-
tleness that I’m sure comes from having lived among
the Indian people. He wasn’t afraid to take a stand

against the mine, and was particularly concerned
about how the dust caused by blasting might affect our
health. Here are excerpts from his testimony:

Dr. Udayamurthy: I am M. S. Udayamurthy. I am a
professor of chemistry at Mount Senario College. I
have been here in the Ladysmith area for the past ten
years. I am here, not as a spokesman for Mount
Senario College, but myself. … For the past five years
I have been teaching courses in elementary chemistry
and I’ve also taught courses in chemistry for mining
in India. So with my background I’d like to present
before you some of my concerns with regard to cop-
per mining in Rusk County.

Dr. Udayamurthy then went on to talk about four
areas of concern:

� Particulates (dust particles from blasting, drilling
and crushing rock);

� Nitric oxide and nitric dioxide (by-products of
explosive detonations);

� Noise pollution; and

� Seepage (acid mine drainage).

In terms of particulates, Dr. Udayamurthy predicted
that a significant amount of silica dust would get into
the atmosphere because of the mine. He was con-
cerned that this might cause lung disease in some of
the local people. Here is what he had to say:

Dr. Udayamurthy: The particulates—you can call
them dust particles or dirt particles—are released by
blasting, drilling and crushing rock. The dust parti-
cles are of various sizes, from two to four microns,
and some of them are heavy and some of them are
light. Those particles which are heavy settle down to
the bottom, to the soil. Those which are of very
minor size are colloidal in nature, so they always
float in the air and deposit on leaves. Sometimes
when it rains, they may be washed out [of the
atmosphere]. …

The main dust particle I am concerned about is sili-
con dioxide, usually called silica. … The principal
harmful particulate responsible for pulmonary fibrosis,
that is the scarring of lungs, is silica. Silica exists in
many natural forms as rock, salt, quartz, sandstone,
quartzite, … flint and diatomaceous earth. Mineral
particles speed to the lung and then alveoli, and that is
what we have the possibility of during blasting. The sil-
ica particles coming in the form of dust can infest the
lung and then the alveoli. … Certain aspects are not
understood, but it causes fibrosis.

My friend also talked about a lung disease known as
siderosis, which is due to the inhalation of iron oxide
particles. As with silica, it’s likely that iron oxide par-
ticles would get into the air during blasting. Dr.
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Udayamurthy said siderosis occurred in almost all
mining communities and that its symptoms included
sudden fever, called metal fever, as well as cough and
shortness of breath. Worse yet, he also mentioned
how silica, iron oxide, and nickel were all present at
the mine site and could work synergistically to incite
cancer. He said these types of cancers could take years
to manifest, and he was clearly concerned about our
children. Here is what Dr. Udayamurthy said:

Dr. Udayamurthy: Carcinogenic substances, that is,
cancer-producing substances, can induce mutations
in the growing cells, and many of those substances in
the air have certain common features. That is, there
is a relatively long lag time between exposure and
overt manifestations. It is very difficult to assess the
cost of this pollution to our future generations.

He next discussed how the explosives used in blasting
would produce nitric oxide and nitrogen dioxide,
which would be thrown into the atmosphere. Once
inhaled, these substances would go to the trachea,
bronchi and moisture-laden alveoli of the lungs and
form nitrous acid and nitric acid. This would in turn
lead to irritation and corrosion to the mucous lining.
Emphysema could result, as well as enhanced suscep-
tibility to infection. 

Besides affecting people, nitrogen dioxide also
could cause significant decreases in the growth rate of
plants. When combined with decreases in photosyn-
thesis due to deposition of dust particles on leaves,
who knows how crops in the area might be affected?
These things needed to be studied! 

Dr. Udayamurthy then talked about how noise
from the blasting might cause ill health effects. Not
only was he concerned about hearing loss, but he
mentioned that several investigators had documented
anxiety and stress reactions due to over-stimulation
from noise. He made the following statement:

Dr. Udayamurthy: The long-term effects of over-stim-
ulation are difficult to assess, but we do know that in
animals it damages the heart, brain and liver and
produces emotional disturbances. The emotional
effects on people are difficult to measure, but we do
know that the work efficiency goes down when the
noise goes up.

There were many ill health effects associated with
mining that Dr. Udayamurthy brought to our atten-
tion, and he concluded his testimony by talking about
one more serious problem, acid mine drainage. He
said that if the DNR was wrong about the Flambeau
River being safe from this type of pollution, fish could
be killed and many miles of river affected. He men-
tioned how acid mine drainage was one of the most

significant causes of water quality degradation in the
world and that thousands of miles of streams had
already been affected. 

In particular, he was concerned about seepage
from the waste containment area. He wondered if the
graphite or clay below the place where the sludge was
to be stored was thick enough to hold it. He also men-
tioned how there was a possibility that certain types
of bacteria in the sludge and stagnant water might
interact with the sulfides in the waste to produce sul-
fur-containing compounds. Now that could be really
smelly! 

You could tell Dr. Udayamurthy was worried that
the mine would endanger the health of the commu-
nity in many different ways. Here are his closing com-
ments:

Dr. Udayamurthy: So in a nutshell, I would like to
say that there should be monitoring systems estab-
lished throughout the process. And secondly, there
should be delayed cancer research after the mine is
closed. The children should be protected. … Some of
these dirt particles that go and lodge themselves in
the lung may cause long term effects after the mine is
closed. This can happen and is very well documented.

So what I would suggest is more research has to
be done on a small scale. Then it is possible the
model system could be set up and observed. …

Naturally the quality of life and peace and quiet
of this area is going to be affected. … In my opinion
it is not just a problem of producing a profit for
Kennecott. Probably it is not a very big affair for
them. My question is, is the availability of copper a
life and death problem for the United States? Or will
the delayed cancer in children or the decreased
amount of yield of corn, oats and hay or the quality
of life in this area be considered? It is for you gentle-
men to decide. We are to gauge the temporary bene-
fits against the long-range benefits. 

So here was the testimony of a trained chemist. But
the DNR did not ask Kennecott to respond to any of
Dr. Udayamurthy’s concerns. In retrospect I can tell
you that Dr. Udayamurthy’s prediction that a lot of
dust would get into the atmosphere was true. During
the time that the mine was in operation, I could see
much more accumulation of dust on things that stood
outside at my farm, and I lived about three miles
southeast of the mine. There was no question. You
could see it on everything—a kind of yellowish,
earthy layer of dust. But not only could we see it, we
were breathing it, too. And in terms of noise, we
could hear the blasting like distant thunder. 

Dr. Udayamurthy has since moved back to India.
But when he returned to Ladysmith in May of 2001 for
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a visit, he told me that after he had spoken out against
the mine at the public hearing, there were merchants
and businessmen in the Ladysmith area who were no
longer friendly toward him. This shows the arrogance
and meanness of some of those who were pushing for
the mine. It makes me mad to think those little two-bit
businessmen would snub someone for whom I have
such great respect and admiration (Figure 13-1).

Figure 13-1. Roscoe Churchill is reunited with his good friend Dr.
Udayamurthy at the home of Ann and Tim Jerry (Photo by Ann
Churchill Jerry of Ladysmith, WI, May 2001).

Dorothy Larson
Mayor of Ladysmith

All that Mayor Dorothy Larson did at the hearing was
read a resolution that had been adopted by the city
council in support of the mine. To me it was pretty
meaningless, because it contained no real reason why
the city would want to support the mine and said noth-
ing about the EIS. Here is Mayor Larson’s testimony:

Ms. Larson: My name is Dorothy Larson. I am a res-
ident and the mayor of the City of Ladysmith. I have
been directed here today by the city council to present
to you a resolution adopted by the city council on the
23rd of February, which was their last meeting. A
copy of this resolution was forwarded to your office.
However, if you do not have it, I am prepared to give
you another copy to enter into the record. The reso-
lution reads as follows:

Resolution No. 1340: Whereas there has been
much discussion, debate and planning with regard to
a proposed mining operation in Rusk County by the
Flambeau Mining Corporation and whereas, in view
of the scope and importance of such a project to the
Ladysmith and entire Rusk County area, the
Ladysmith City Council desires to formally assume a
position of record in the matter.

Now, therefore be it resolved: First, that the
Ladysmith City Council hereby extends a vote of con-
fidence to the Flambeau Mining Corporation in the
opening and operating of the mine planned for Rusk
County. Two, that the Ladysmith City Council
pledges to give its support in any way possible to the
aforesaid Rusk County mining operation of the
Flambeau Mining Corporation. Dated this 23rd day
of February, 1976.

Thank you.

When Dorothy Larson was done reading this resolu-
tion, Helen Erdman came forward to ask her a ques-
tion. Helen lived less than a mile from the proposed
mine site. Evelyn and I knew her quite well. We had
bought many pairs of mittens from her over the years
to give as Christmas presents, as she was a fine knit-
ter. More importantly, however, Helen was a good
person and she was concerned about the impact the
mine would have on the people of the Town of Grant.
This is what she had to say to Mayor Larson: 

Mrs. Erdman: The City of Ladysmith is sure for the
mining. Don’t they think of their neighbors on the
outskirts who live near the contamination pit? Now,
would you really like to live near the pit?

Mayor Larson: I can only speak for the city council
who asked me to appear here today and present this
resolution. 

Mrs. Erdman: Would they really, do you think, like
to live in that area?

Mayor Larson: Apparently the city council saw fit to
go on record as feeling that the assets far outweigh
the liabilities.

Mrs. Erdman: That’s what I’m wondering. Like it
says, we should love our neighbors. Now, are they
thinking only of the city or are they thinking of their
neighbors?

Mayor Larson: I doubt very much if they are think-
ing only of the city because the City of Ladysmith
has, by far, the least to gain from the mine.

Mrs. Erdman: Then I wonder why they’re so much
for it?

Mayor Larson: Because we do recognize the fact that
it will have some economic impact on the area and
we do have to think of those things.

Mrs. Erdman: Then it’s for the money. In other
words, it’s for the money that they would make in
their stores.

Mayor Larson: Economic impact comes about in many
ways, not only through dollars. It can attract people to
live in the area; it can help us to grow actually also.
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I believe Mrs. Erdman hit the nail right on the head!
The members of the city council were probably so
much for the mine because of the money they thought
would be made in the city’s shops. So much for being
concerned about their neighbors! As you read
through my story, you will see if Mayor Larson’s
apparent belief that the mine would have a favorable
economic impact on the area was correct. 

Will Fantle
Member of Eau Claire Area Ecology Action

A few months before the EIS hearing, Will Fantle and
his friend Tom Galazen came to my office at school
and said they wanted to help stop the mine. I had
never met these two young men from the Eau Claire
area before, but I later found out they also were in the
thick of fighting a nuclear power plant from being
built outside of Durand, Wisconsin. They are not the
kind of men to draw attention to their accomplish-
ments and probably wouldn’t say anything to you
about it, but they were successful in stopping that
power plant several years later. I credit them with
helping to prevent what would have been a terrible
disaster in the making near the Chippewa River. 

Will and Tom had been through the mill and knew
what to look for when fighting a large corporation.
And they wanted to continue their efforts to protect
our natural resources by coming to the Town of Grant
to fight Kennecott. Of course I was most pleased to
get their help.

Will Fantle is a real gentleman. But don’t let that
fool you. He’s one tough nut. As long as I’ve known
him, he’s been taking on the toughest environmental
issues, and he doesn’t take them on in just an emo-
tional way. He studies and researches the issues so he
can discuss them with anyone. He has never quit
being an environmental person. I have the greatest
respect for Will, as much as anyone I know. We’ve
been working together ever since I met him in 1976.

At the time of the hearing, Will came as a repre-
sentative of Eau Claire Area Ecology Action, an envi-
ronmental group that was formed in 1970 and
changed its name to Northern Thunder late in 1976.
The group is still active today, and I am totally in
support of what they do. In fact, I believe Northern
Thunder is one of the greatest environmental organi-
zations in Wisconsin. Its members are tough, smart,
hardworking people. Every time there is an important
natural resource battle to be fought they are there,
putting their lives on the line for what they believe in.
They’ve made a whale of a difference in the state.
Besides Will Fantle and Tom Galazen, Kevin Hagen
and Melinda McCrossen were members of Northern

Thunder during the time of the mining controversy as
well. They all stepped forward to help us. I guess you
can say I’ve gotten to know the cream of the crop in
these fighters and have great affection for them. 

As you will see by reading excerpts from his testi-
mony below, Will came to the EIS hearing with a
wealth of information. But not only this, his testi-
mony highlights how the DNR was all too willing to
take Kennecott’s word at face value rather than listen
to our concerns and suggestions.

Mr. Fantle: My name is Will Fantle. I’m from Eau
Claire and representing Eau Claire Area Ecology
Action. 

I’m concerned about the impact of the mine upon
this area, largely because this is the first step into
northern Wisconsin. Right now there’s 35 to 40 min-
ing companies looking over northern Wisconsin for
the potential of more mining in the future, and there
have been some projections that this area of Wisconsin
will become the chief nickel and copper producing area
in the country. … So I think it’s important to examine
the economic impact of this mine.

What’s important to understand about the copper
in this area is it’s a nonrenewable resource; it’s in
there once. And once it’s taken out, it’s no longer here.
It’s not like a forest where you can practice lumbering
and use it over and over. It’s a nonrenewable resource.
And that’s something that has to be looked at for the
short term in this area as well as the long term.

Figure 13-2. Will Fantle (left) and Al Gedicks (center) demonstrate
outside of the office of Flambeau Mining Company in Ladysmith
(Photo by David Skrupky of Turtle Lake, WI, August 23, 1991).
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Will then went on to talk about how Kennecott had
provided estimates of the number of new jobs that
would be created in the community from the mining
operation and through spin-offs in the service sector.
In addition, it was expected that payroll money from
the mine would be spent in the area, helping to boost
the local economy. But Will seemed to think that
Kennecott had painted too rosy a picture. He went on
to state the following:

The DNR has seen fit to take the statistics put out by
Kennecott and use only those statistics, accepting
them at their face value, although there has been some
independent study done on the amount of jobs created
in this area. This study was done, oh, a year and a
half ago by a number of economists at the Institute of
Environmental Studies in Madison, and so far it is the
only independent estimate that we have of the amount
of jobs that are to be created in this area.

What these people found is that the number of jobs
created, especially for the people of Rusk County, but
also in this area, will be somewhat less than what is
anticipated from Kennecott. Quoting from William
Bateson, since construction will require mostly
employees with specialized skills, the company esti-
mates that residents of the community will get only
15 percent of the jobs. This economist thinks that the
total number of jobs created by the mine will be 50 at
most, … and stimulating somewhere between 15 to
66 other jobs in the service sector of the economy.
This is somewhat less than what is anticipated by
Kennecott, because this person feels there is a surplus
right now in the area of the service economy.

The jobs, where are they going to come from? I
don’t think you can expect all of the people in Rusk
County to benefit from the jobs created. There are a
number of unemployed people in this area in
Wisconsin who are going to be coming to this area if
the mine opens. The effect upon unemployment,
then, in Rusk County, reducing that, is going to be
minimal, very small at best. Kennecott says 2.2 
percent—I would think it would probably be even
less than that.

This economist from the Institute of Environmental
Studies anticipates that much of [the mining payroll]
money will be spent in other areas of Wisconsin or
Minnesota. It’s quite likely to expect that the people
employed by the company will spend much of their
entertainment money and money for luxury goods in
areas like Eau Claire, Wausau or the Twin Cities,
which are relatively close and easy to get to for the
people who want to spend their money there.

Furthermore, the tax dollars coming back into the
area are rather small. The economist from the
Institute of Environmental Studies has estimated
that annually, after taxes, the profits being taken out
of this area by the Flambeau Mining Company will

be very close to five million dollars—five million dol-
lars a year.

Now, in return, Rusk County and the Town of
Grant will be getting a few thousand dollars each
year. For five million dollars taken out, the people in
this area will be getting a few thousand dollars. The
impact of the closing of the mine will be that the peo-
ple employed up until that time will find themselves
once more looking for a job. The payroll in this area
will disappear and the people in this area will be
stuck with the environmental problems, or potential
impact of the mine for the next 10, 20, 50 years, or
even centuries. 

Will then moved on to discuss environmental and
social issues related to the mine. He first asked a very
relevant question about long-term responsibility for
cleaning up environmental problems. He wondered
what would happen if the Flambeau Mining Company
folded and left the area. Would Kennecott be respon-
sible for any short-term or long-term environmental
damages? He was concerned that the local citizens
not be left holding the bag. This sparked the follow-
ing exchange between Will and Gerald Dorscheid,
acting chief of the DNR’s Mine Reclamation Unit:

Mr. Dorscheid: On the possibility that the mining
company would leave prior to completing the mining
cycle, according to the Mine Reclamation Act and the
terms of the mining permit which they would have to
get, they would have to furnish the DNR with a recla-
mation bond, which would cover any reclamation
activity which may have to be done in the event that
they were to leave the site prior to completion. This
bond is reevaluated periodically through the life of
the mine such that the DNR would have monies
available to reclaim the site in the event that the
mining company would leave.

Mr. Fantle: Would that share of bond cover any envi-
ronmental damages occurring from seepage out of
the tailings site within say 50 years or 100 years?
Are they liable for that long? The potential damage
is there in another 100 years. It can still happen, but
are they still liable?

Mr. Dorscheid: Well, I suppose there’s a possibility of
that, but that is not covered under the bond in the
reclamation act, no.

Mr. Fantle: Okay.

Will’s point had been made! There was no real
accountability for long-term environmental damage.
You would think this would have concerned Mr.
Dorscheid and the hearing examiner, prompting them
to ask Ed May to comment. But no! They chose to let
it drop.
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If this lack of sensitivity on the part of the DNR
wasn’t bad enough, listen to the following exchange
between Will and DuWayne Gebken of the DNR
regarding Kennecott’s poor track record on human
rights issues:

Mr. Fantle: The last thing I’d like to consider is
exactly who we are dealing with. … I’d like to quote
something from a public T.V. program which was
aired earlier—I believe it was late in 1975 or 1974,
where Ed May said, “Another thing that really con-
cerns me, too, is a lot of people have environmental
concerns, but they base these concerns upon what we
did 50 or 100 years ago.”

I don’t think things have changed much; I think
things are very similar today. The actions of the cor-
poration in Chile upon the people down there cer-
tainly doesn’t seem to show any more humanitarian
treating of the people [by Kennecott], and these are
very recent actions. … 

Mr. Gebken: The actions or alleged actions of
Kennecott Corporation in Chile have no bearing, in
my opinion, on this action. We are not engaged in
recriminations or examination of past actions, but
we’re trying to look to the future of what the effect of
this project will be.

Mr. Fantle: That’s precisely why the past actions do
have bearing upon this hearing, what has been done
in the past. You have to look at that because it gives
you an idea of what will be done in the future.

Mr. Gebken: That may be your opinion, but again, as
I said, we have no reason to recriminate or to reex-
amine what has happened in the past.

I’d like to remind you that Mr. Gebken was a represen-
tative of the DNR and was supposed to be watching out
for the best interest of the public. His response to Will
sounded more like he was one of Kennecott’s employ-
ees. It was both insulting and dumb. I would love to
have asked him the following question: “If looking at
past behavior is irrelevant, does that mean you would
have no problem hiring a babysitter for your children,
knowing the person had a history of child abuse? After
all, you said there was no reason to recriminate or to
reexamine what has happened in the past.” 

To show you what a bad track record Kennecott
really had, you will find a list of their blunders around
the world in a later chapter. 

Time and time again throughout the hearing, the
DNR officials showed a lack of understanding of the
seriousness of the situation at hand, and responses
such as Gebken’s showed their poor attitude. They
clearly were disrespectful to those of us, like Will, who
were concerned about what was going on and had

availed themselves of relevant information. To think
people of the caliber of Gebken and Dorscheid were in
a position to make these important decisions was
enough to drive you nuts.

Toward the end of Will’s testimony, he made sev-
eral suggestions for alternatives to the proposed
mine. You see, the DNR was supposed to examine
alternatives as part of the review process, so that the
best option could be adopted. In particular, I’d like to
mention what Will had to say about recycling and the
formation of a community development corporation,
two viable alternatives to having Kennecott exploit
our resources:

Mr. Fantle: An alternative [to the mine] would be
recycling of the amount of copper used in this coun-
try today. The Environmental Impact Statement, I
believe, says that 25 percent of the nation’s copper is
presently recycled at least once for future use. It
seems that it might be wiser to recycle more and
more of this copper, preserving the landscape and
area of northern Wisconsin and saving the copper
through recycling.

Will’s statement made a lot of sense to me. It was a lot
smarter to reuse what was already available than to
destroy a landscape to get copper that probably was
not even needed. The DNR, however, made no com-
ment on what he had to say. Instead, they focused on
the next alternative that Will had to offer:

Mr. Fantle: There is an alternative that should be
looked at, and it’s not mentioned at all in the
Department of Natural Resources’ Environmental
Impact Statement, and it’s something that I think
deserves serious consideration. It’s the potential for
or possibility of a community development corpora-
tion, publicly owned, to develop the copper in this
area when it’s needed, if it’s needed, and when it’s
desired by the people of this area. There’s a possibil-
ity for the people to float an industrial revenue bond
or pollution control bond for $15 million, which is
what the capital expenditures are estimated to be for
the mine, and begin the construction themselves.
They can hire the personnel, the 28 salaried employ-
ees needed to come in, and begin the mining venture
themselves. They lack the experience, but I think
when you look at it from an overall aspect, the
potential for controlled development—controlling
the unemployment, controlling the benefits coming
in, the people in this area controlling the $5 million
[in estimated annual profits], dispersing it for the
schools, hospitals, other services needed in this
area—I think it has a lot of benefits that should be
looked at. 

The environmental problems could be minimized by
spending more money on environmental protections,
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and the benefits and the demerits can be more easily
controlled through this type of corporation.

Will was right! If the public controlled the development
of the mine, the local people rather than a foreign min-
ing company would reap the profits, and it’s likely that
greater environmental safeguards would be put into
place. Unfortunately, however, DuWayne Gebken of the
DNR dismissed Will’s suggestion as being unworthy of
consideration: 

Mr. Gebken: First of all, the applicant for the mining
permit is Flambeau Mining Corporation, not a theo-
retical public community development corporation.
Second of all, the land is owned by Flambeau Mining
Corporation. In order to gain control over it, some-
one would have to condemn it or to buy it back from
them. So therefore I feel [your proposed] alternative
is unworthy of further consideration.

As you can see, the DNR’s response was very close-
minded. They didn’t even give Will’s idea a chance.
When you read Tom Galazen’s testimony later, it will
become clear that the DNR was too quick to dismiss the
idea of a community development corporation. Will’s
suggestion had merit, as did everything else he said.

Les Tiews
Retired DNR forester

Les Tiews was my good friend and ally who fought
the mine until the day he died. His testimony brought
out several important points from a unique perspec-
tive. You see, Les lived only a half-mile from the pro-
posed mine site. He was concerned about the
potential for Kennecott to enlarge the mine to include
more acreage, and also the amount of noise and dust
that the blasting would produce. Here are excerpts
from his testimony:

Mr. Tiews: My name is Les Tiews. I am a landowner
in the Town of Grant. My home is located approxi-
mately one-half mile from the proposed mine site.
I’m not appearing here for or against this thing for
the time being. However, there are some things that I
have read in this environmental statement that do
disturb me, and if some of the things were not cor-
rected, I would certainly be against it.

I would like to refer to page 1, where they have
the description of the proposed action. The statement
refers to the 55-acre pit that would be 285 feet deep
and the 320 acres which would be in some way dis-
turbed by the operation of this mine. A little later on
in the permit, it does mention that possibly there will
be some more or additional mining. It refers to, I
believe, an area below the pit. I’m not sure whether
that is the entire area it refers to.

The company owns 2,710 acres, I believe, of land.
It’s hard to believe that they would own that much
land to disturb 320 acres, unless they intended to
further expand their operation afterward. I am won-
dering how much of this environmental statement
will be changed 10 or 11 years from now. I’m won-
dering after they reconsider the deal, possibly there
will be additional mining on additional acres in a
different part of the area. I’m wondering what kind
of proposals will come up then. They might be very
earthshaking as compared to what we have now.

But if a permit were issued on the basis of this 55-
acre pit, it would seem to me that there would be a
foot in the door. Now, if there is to be other mining, I
think we should know it now, before any permit is
issued, because this could really disturb the area out
there. It could very possibly. And this is one of the
things that disturbs me and some of the other people.
We do not know if this is the end of it or if this is just
the beginning.

Les brought up a very valid point. The people deserved
to know what Kennecott’s long-term plans were for
the area, should the company be given a permit to
mine. Yet the DNR remained silent on his request for
information and the hearing examiner did not ask
Kennecott to respond. Today, more than 30 years after
Les brought this up at the EIS hearing, we still have
the same question today. Will Kennecott be coming
back to mine more of its 2,700-plus acres?

Les also brought up the issue of taxes. According to
the EIS, it was quite clear that the local community
would not benefit much by way of tax revenue. Here
is what Les said:

Mr. Tiews: On page 114 of the EIS, it refers to the
production tax on the mining, which is one and one-
half percent of the market value of the ore taking.
And this production tax would vary from $245,000
to $329,000 [per year], according to their figures.
The total tax that Rusk County would get would vary
from $3,000 to $4,100. The total amount that
Grant Township would get would vary from $6,700
to $9,000. That’s a drop in the bucket. Up until now
the project has cost the township more than that
each year, just through a raise in [property] taxes.

Les was right. As you read earlier, our personal property
taxes had gone up an average of 72 percent after
Kennecott bought up property in the area. And now the
town was going to be blessed with maybe $9,000 a year
in tax revenue from the mining company. What a deal! 

Les also discussed several specific environmental
concerns. He was not comforted by the fact that page
97 of the EIS contained a flat statement from Kennecott
that the mine would have no effect on private wells. He
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thought the people deserved some sort of guarantee
that there would be no drawdown or pollution of their
wells. He suggested that a restriction be put on the per-
mit to that effect. Here was his reasoning:

Mr. Tiews: I still am very leery of this groundwater
business. It is possible for wells to be affected, I would
think, for a very long distance from this mine. Not
just close by, but it could extend quite a ways if the
various veins were affected—not only from draw-
down, but also possibly pollution.

I don’t think that an assurance is enough that this
will not happen. I think we should be guaranteed
that this will not happen through a restriction in the
permit. It may not be possible for a landowner, a per-
son or a residential owner or a farmer, to be able to
afford to sue the mining company to get his water
field straightened out once it is polluted or drained.

If your water’s polluted, you’re out of business
that day, starting from then on. You can’t even live in
your home. A farmer can’t water his cows; he’s out of
business. We can’t afford to be stretching things out
in court. We should be guaranteed this will not hap-
pen in the first place.

Since Kennecott so blatantly claimed that the mine
would not affect private wells, you would think the
DNR could have asked them to put their money where
there mouth was. But, no. The DNR again remained
silent. Who were they protecting anyway? Les
continued:

Mr. Tiews: I would also like to refer to the blasting.
On page 96 it mentions that the blasting will be done
once a week in the summertime and probably more
often in the winter; that six tons of ammonium
nitrate will be used every five days. That amounts to
37 or 38 tons per month. … Now, that’s an awful lot
of blasting. This ammonium nitrate has about the
same power per pound as dynamite.

It also said in the statement that not much could
be done about the dust caused by the blasting or the
gases created from the blasting. These gases are quite
strong. We’ve had a little experience in blasting and
it was nowhere near that amount. Also, it said that
the impact noise occurrences would be of short dura-
tion, but could be unsettling to nearby residents.
That might be the understatement of the year. It
might be a little bit more than unsettling. We would
want some guarantee of what will be done about it
before it happens. We could be receiving concussion
damage to our homes; we could be very adversely
affected through dust or gases from the blasting.

Instead of taking Les’ concerns seriously, Subroto
Mitro of the DNR’s Air Pollution Control Section
responded by downplaying the DNR’s responsibility to
prevent degradation of our resources. He talked about

how some of the people who testified were expecting
the DNR to watch out for their own personal inter-
ests, while the DNR was obligated to follow rules that
allowed pollution up to certain limits. He said the
DNR had guidelines for determining allowable levels
of pollution to maintain the health and welfare of the
community. In terms of this standard, he coldly
stated, “We make all our studies based on it, and if we
find [the degradation] is less than that, we allow it.
That is the way we work.”

Included below is Mitro’s entire response. His
words were a little hard to follow because he spoke in
a rather disjointed, fractured way. But I’d like you to
see for yourself, because it demonstrates the level of
communication and understanding we were getting
from the DNR.

Mr. Mitro: In the last few—in the few people that
have been saying, I found one thing, that there is an
expectancy that the DNR has to look into a lot of
everybody’s—our own interests. I guess—and some
people do expect that. Now, the way DNR works, it
has its own rules, and it is limited to rules and works
accordingly. 

Like in the air pollution field, we know that the
air is going to be little degraded. But we cannot stop
it altogether. We have our limits; we have our studies
made. We look into the thing that the health or the
welfare of the society is maintained at a certain level,
so we will allow the degradation to occur to that
level, unless the public here comes up with a strong
opposition or something like that, so that we feel
that we have a responsibility to the public and then
go forward with those studies into more detail,
because until and unless the public opposes or some-
thing, that they do not want any degradation at all,
we will go through with our rules, to a certain level,
the criteria levels, and we go towards that. We make
all our studies based on it, and if we find it’s less
than that, we allow it. That is the way we work. And
so even if you have certain feelings that DNR is not
looking for the environmental things, we cannot
really answer to that.

You can see that the DNR had no regard for the peo-
ple’s concerns. They just wanted to follow their own
stupid rules. And, according to Mitro, these rules said
they could allow our air to be degraded, as long as the
pollution did not exceed accepted standards. He
apparently was referring to standards set up by the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) that had
nothing to do with maintaining the clean air of north-
ern Wisconsin. 

In effect, Mitro was saying we did not have the
right to keep our clean air and the DNR did not have
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to answer to our concerns. He said the DNR would
allow degradation to occur unless the people strongly
opposed it. Well, what did he think we were all clam-
oring about?

A similar situation exists today regarding water
quality standards in the State of Wisconsin. Mining
companies are allowed to pollute our water up to cer-
tain limits, based on a terrible set of standards that
were adopted by the DNR in 1981. This is the kind of
hogwash that leads me to encourage you, my readers,
to insist that the DNR adopt a non-degradation stan-
dard for our air and water. Why should anyone be
allowed to pollute these resources up to a certain
level? They shouldn’t be polluted at all.

Mitro was not very reassuring when it came to
responding to Les’ concerns about odor and noise
either. Remember, the proposed mine was to be
located within a mile of a hospital, nursing home and
college, to say nothing of the homes that were even
closer. Mitro made the following statement:

Mr. Mitro: … We do not actually regulate noise lev-
els from the DNR, as yet. … I’m not sure if we have
any regulations to deal with it, but, being in the air
pollution [division], sometimes I see people looking
to odor and noise, but we do not have strong regula-
tions with them. And we do not enforce them much,
except for odor quality. Noise is more or less looked
at by OSHA regulations.

Wow! Here the DNR was poised to grant a permit for
a project that would use 38 tons of explosives per
month, and they did not have any real regulations
regarding odor and noise. 

In my opinion, Mitro wasn’t the only DNR official
to say dumb and insulting things during Les’ testi-
mony. Gerald Dorscheid’s comments were just as bad.
He talked about how the groundwater in the area of
the proposed pit already exceeded EPA guidelines for
heavy metals like copper, zinc and lead. So, he added,
“I don’t see why it would be an unrealistic thing to
have the water in the pit lake over the ore body
exceeded, because it’s already exceeded now at the
present time.”

My reasoning was just the opposite: If there was
already evidence of heavy metals getting into the
water table, why should we allow the rock to be
crushed up, causing even more of those metals, in
combination with sulfuric acid, to get into the water?
Also, having heavy metals show up naturally in the
groundwater was a lot different than creating a man-
made toxic lake. 

Much of what the DNR said during the hearing was
personal opinion and not based on fact. They could

give no real assurance that everything was going to be
all right. If this was the height of the DNR’s ability to
protect us, the people of the State of Wisconsin were
in deep trouble.

David Lee
Local forester

I’m including segments of David Lee’s testimony
because it shows how many of those who supported
the mine showed a real lack of understanding about
the issues at hand. In fact, some of the things Lee said
made no sense to me at all. Here’s an example:

Mr. Lee: My name is David Lee and I live in the City
of Ladysmith. … I think if any of our farmers had to
take the same care to avoid polluting the surface and
groundwaters of the area with barnyard acids and
fertilizers as companies are required to take, that a
lot of the farmers would find themselves rather per-
manently out of business. Granted, mining compa-
nies have a bad reputation because of some of their
past activities, but I think in some cases we’re per-
haps developing a bit of a double standard here.

I just couldn’t agree with Lee’s analogy. Farmers care
for and conserve their land from generation to gener-
ation, while mining companies take whatever they
can as fast as they can and carry it away. To try and
bring the farmers in on this deal, as if there were any
comparison between farming and mining, was just
plain ridiculous. 

Lee then went on to try and downplay all the
uncertainties that had been raised earlier about
Kennecott’s proposal. But when you read what he
said, perhaps you will understand why his words
weren’t enough to convince me to take a chance on
Kennecott: 

Mr. Lee: We hear the comment that we should oppose
the mine, because we don’t know what the benefits
are going to be. [People say] the mine may cause
problems during its lifetime and when it runs out
we’re going to have problems with unemployment
and other things that accompany the termination of
the mining activity. I’m just glad that about 43 years
ago my father didn’t say to my mother, “Honey, I
don’t think we should have any kids, because we
don’t know how much good they’re going to do. They
might get into trouble and when they’re old and die,
somebody will have to bury them.”

In summary, I think this environmental study has
covered the subject quite well, except perhaps for the
questions of the present air quality and for insurance
against the pollution of surface and groundwater,
which were brought up this morning. And I think it’s
answered most of the questions as adequately as they
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can be answered in light of present knowledge of
such things.

Wow! Lee seemed to think everything was just great
with the proposal, “except perhaps for the questions
of the present air quality and for insurance against
the pollution of surface and groundwater.” Didn’t he
understand that those were the very things we were
hollering about?

Leonard Gleason
Clerk of the Town of Grant

Leonard Gleason was the Clerk of the Town of Grant
during some of the years that the town battled
Kennecott. The reason I’m including excerpts from his
testimony is to show how he, like Dale Daggett,
switched sides. In March of 1976 he testified against
the mine, but by 1981 he was speaking up in favor of
negotiating a deal with Kennecott, and he was real
nasty about it. In fact, when Gleason turned over the
town records to the clerk who succeeded him in 1983,
an important mining moratorium resolution that had
been passed by the town in 1982 was missing from
the town’s minute book! It had been ripped out. 

Mr. Gleason: I am Leonard Gleason. I live in the
Town of Grant. I am the Town Clerk there, but I am
not speaking as the town clerk. I’m speaking as a pri-
vate citizen. I’m also retired. As a retiree, I have a lit-
tle time on my hands, so I went down through
Arizona, New Mexico, and among other places I
stopped at Bisbee and Ajo.

I went into Bisbee where they were mining for 50
years or more. The mine itself is closed; it’s a hole in the
ground that must be about a mile and a half across,
and I don’t know how deep, probably eight or nine
hundred feet deep. And it’s going to be there for all eter-
nity. Most of the old buildings are still standing there.
All the debris that a mine would accumulate in 50
years of work is still there. Unemployment is bad—real
bad. So the mayor has come up with an idea there.
They’re going to open the mine for mine tours and try
to induce a few tourists to come in there to kind of bol-
ster up the economy. We could have that here.

Gleason then went on to describe a similarly bleak sit-
uation in Ajo, Arizona, where he said the mining com-
pany was trying to push 65 families out of the city in
order to move their mine over. He then made the fol-
lowing comment:

Mr. Gleason: They tell me the City of Ajo has been
pushed over twice. If they succeed in buying these 65
homes, they’ll push it over the third time. I wonder
how often the people in the City of Ladysmith want
to have the City of Ladysmith pushed over to make
room for a mine.

Another thing I noticed down there was on the
front porches of quite a few homes there were five-
gallon carboys of drinking water. So I asked a few of
the people about it and they told me that the drink-
ing water wasn’t fit to drink. You had to buy bottled
water if you wanted to drink without holding your
nose or putting a clothespin over your nose. Now, I
don’t know whether that was due to the mine or not.
… Possibly the City of Ladysmith and the Town of
Grant and all the rest of us are going to be going to
the grocery store and coming home with a five-gallon
carboy of water on our shoulder because our wells
aren’t fit to drink.

I don’t know which mining companies in particular
caused the problems in Bisbee and Ajo that Gleason
talked about, but we were to find out that Kennecott
had a similar track record. The February 26, 1978
issue of the Minneapolis Tribune included a feature
article about how Kennecott was pushing the people
of Lark, Utah out of their town. They were told 10
days before Christmas that their leases on mining
company land would not be renewed. The article
stated, “The reason, later explained to reporters, is
that Kennecott needs to build a tunnel from its copper
mine to railroad lines and highways. The best, most
economic route runs very close to Lark. The town is in
the way. Kennecott officials say copper operations in
the United States have suffered serious losses in
recent years, and costs of retrieving the ore must be
cut. Lark must go in order to keep the copper flowing
from the mountains” (CD 13-1).

The Milwaukee Journal reported in its May 4, 1978
issue that the homeowners in Lark considered their
homes to be worth on the average $59,000, but
Kennecott offered them an average of only $7,000 per
home. The mining company owned the land, so what
could the people do? 

It turns out Lark was the seventh town to be closed
by Kennecott in order to facilitate mining operations.
It made you wonder what kind of a neighbor the min-
ing company would be to Ladysmith.

Thomas Galazen
Resident of Eau Claire

As I mentioned earlier, Tom Galazen and Will Fantle
came to my office at school one day to introduce
themselves and let me know they wanted to help us
fight Kennecott. I could tell these guys were strong
individuals. They looked at the world like it was and
were unafraid to express their opinions. It was the
beginning of a true and lasting friendship. 

I find Tom to be generous, funny, bright and a bit of
a rascal! He has an easy smile that kind of lurks
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behind everything he does, even when he’s involved
in very serious matters (Figure 13-3). He is tough in
many ways, but has a real gentleness about him. Tom
doesn’t seem to have a lot of needs, and what he does
need he is capable of providing on his own, whether
it’s growing his own food, providing wood to heat his 
home or having a windmill for electricity.

Tom doesn’t do much for show. It’s secondary to his
concern about what is happening to the world he lives
in and how it should be taken care of. He doesn’t let
public opinion get in his way. He’ll do what he
believes is right, as proven by how he was one of the
main people who stopped a nuclear power plant from
being built near Durand, Wisconsin. He’s a person I’m
always glad to see.

Tom’s testimony at the EIS hearing integrates so
many of the concerns raised by those of us opposed to
the mine that I am including most everything he had
to say. It’s clear he had a lot of insight into the poten-
tial problems posed by the mine. But not only this,
Tom exposed Kennecott’s insincerity in dealing with
the local people and put the DNR on the spot regard-
ing its lack of leadership in reviewing the mining pro-
posal. Reading Tom’s common sense testimony will
show you why we just couldn’t go along with what
Kennecott wanted to do and why we had to fight.

Mr. Galazen: I am Tom Galazen from the City of Eau
Claire. I’ve lived all my life in northwestern
Wisconsin thus far and will probably remain there
for the remaining years of my life. I’m originally
from Bayfield and now reside in Eau Claire. I’m very
much interested in the proposed Kennecott mining
project here in Ladysmith and its ramifications that
are likely to be felt throughout northwestern
Wisconsin with regards to mining, as has been pointed
out earlier today.

Even the Environmental Impact Statement, I
believe, mentions that a mining activity here in
Ladysmith is liable to increase the search for more ore

Figure 13-3. Tom Galazen not only
knew what he was talking about, but
provided a real spark to the EIS hear-
ing on the Flambeau Mine (News
photo, Eau Claire Leader-Telegram,
February 17, 1977; republished with
permission). 

of copper and other types in northwestern Wisconsin.
So I think that this is the first proposal of many to
come. And it should be scrutinized to a great degree.

I’d like to, first of all, present to people my views
on this project as it exists now. Secondly, after that’s
done and after questions have been asked, if any are
going to be asked, I’d like to ask about four or five
questions of the DNR people or perhaps some
Kennecott people who might be able to help fill me in
on a few questions I have.

I’m basically in opposition to the mine as the pro-
posal stands, both on environmental and economic
grounds. Under the heading of environmental fac-
tors, I’m concerned, as many people that have spo-
ken are, about the quality of the Flambeau River.
Early in the statement—I don’t know how many peo-
ple read it; I read the entire thing—early in the state-
ment, the DNR lays out a description of the water
quality and a description of the land in the area.
They say it’s quite clear that the ecological condition
of the river is, at present, unstable. They also say
copper and zinc concentrations may be harmful to
plant and invertebrate populations during certain
times of the year. Those are both quotes. Later on, in
the concluding sections, the statement admits—and
this is a quote: “If excessive concentrations of heavy
metal ions flow through the drainage system into the
Flambeau River, it could be detrimental to the vege-
tation of the intervening wetlands and also to the
fish and aquatic life of the Flambeau River.”

I guess you can argue around and around exactly
how much is going to seep from the proposed waste
containment area, and it’s unclear right now. A lot of
questions were raised this morning; I have a lot of
questions in my own mind. I think the figures and
the calculations and the plan that was submitted is
Kennecott’s and I’m not aware of any real rigorous
independent investigation that would insure us, you
know, from a couple different sources, not just Ken-
necott, but other independent, scientific bodies, that
indeed there would be a small amount of seepage. 

Tom was right! We needed independent analysis, not
just a rubber stamp of what Kennecott had submitted.
He then continued:

Mr. Galazen: Secondly, I’m concerned with the qual-
ity of the proposed lake that would be created out of
the mine site itself. There’s little recreational poten-
tial for the lake, hardly any room for boating. It’s
poor for swimming and there probably won’t be any
fish. I don’t see what benefit the lake would have,
other than Kennecott can say, “Well, we’re going to
create a pit. And it won’t be just a pit; we’ll make it
into a lake.” It would be essentially a lake of little
value. The Environmental Impact Statement could
document little value or suggest little value that the
lake could provide. ...
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Aesthetics—it’s been mentioned and I’ll reiterate—
the mine could create a tremendous hole. There’d be
the waste containment area; be dust, dirt, etc., which
would be problems that would have to be tolerated
and which I personally don’t care for. It’s unclear, with
regards to reclamation of the land, who will ulti-
mately be responsible in the long-term and whether
the quality of reclamation will be maintained. Say you
have a fractured dike. Well, who’s going to repair
that? Monitoring and treating the acid seepage, mon-
itoring metal seepage, monitoring and periodically
liming the lake, all these things are mentioned in the
environmental report. How long they will have to take
place is uncertain and who will do them, you know,
for that period of time, is uncertain.

The report even admits, as it has been quoted
before, “There is a possibility that seepage from the
waste containment area would constitute a long-
term problem requiring surveillance for centuries.”
And, again, it came out in the course of the events
this morning, that it’s unclear as to who would actu-
ally be responsible. For example, if there could be a
problem 150 years from now, would that be Kenne-
cott’s responsibility, Flambeau Mining, Bear Creek
Mining, mine, the DNR’s or whose? That’s still
unclear and before any approval’s made, either by
the DNR or the people in this area, questions like
that have to be cleared up.

The impact statement pointed out that responsi-
bility cannot be answered at this time, which was a
quote, and Flambeau Mining Company, in a letter to
the DNR that was also quoted in the document, says,
“Flambeau Mining Company believes that it would
be inappropriate to prematurely commit future cor-
porate management to ultimate land use and site
ownership.” So that just goes to show that the whole
future with those questions is quite unclear. And if
the responsibility doesn’t fall ultimately, in the long-
term, on the shoulders of Kennecott, it’s going to fall
on the shoulders of the DNR or some other public
body which is subsidized by us in taxes, which is
going to be an internalized social cost that we’re
going to have to bear. Either that, or the monitoring
and the cleanup won’t be done.

Well, I’m concerned a lot about environmental
impact. And I’m concerned about birds, insects,
amphibians and all this sort of thing at the site. I’m
mostly concerned about the people and the effects
this is gong to have for the people in this area, and
the effects that projects like this would have for peo-
ple throughout northern Wisconsin—not just in
terms of jobs, but in terms of aesthetics, water qual-
ity, and other things that I’ve been trying to outline.
And also in terms of quality of the work place envi-
ronment. I noticed very little in the report that talked
about what the workers would be experiencing.

For example, we’re talking about noise levels this

morning. Well, what are the levels that the workers
are going to have to experience? Presumably they’d
be larger, because they’d be closer to the blasting;
they’d be driving the trucks, etc. I don’t even know—
it wasn’t pointed out in the statement—what’s the
present accident ratio at mines of this type? What’s
the likelihood that of the work force that’s employed
over a period of 11 years, what’s the likelihood of
accidents occurring? How many people, in a typical
situation like that, generally die of industrial acci-
dents of this type? How many are injured? There’s
nothing presented of that sort that I could see in the
statement. ... A job isn’t just something to run and
grab and look forward to. There are qualities of jobs
and those have to be analyzed and improved when
possible. The statement pretty much ignores that.

Getting a little bit more into the economic area, I
think the economic benefits to this area would be
small. ... The employment wouldn’t be long-term,
probably 11 years, possibly less, possibly as much as
22. I know from experience, observing plants and
mines and other centers of industrial activity, that
not everyone comes from the immediate area to work
in the plant. So you could expect people from down
by Chippewa Falls, from other areas coming up. It’s
not going to be suddenly everyone that’s unemployed
in Rusk County is eligible for a job here. I very much
doubt that. It’s not going to ease unemployment that
much and it’s not a long-term solution. 

If this mine came in here, I’d possibly consider com-
ing here to get a job, and I’d do so ... with the thought
of keeping the best tabs I could on what Kennecott was
up to and, you know, raising some hell!

Holy cow! I have the greatest admiration for a man
that strong, who also has a very likable demeanor. He
appeals to you!

Mr. Galazen: So to continue. Next we get to the area
of Kennecott’s profits. … I haven’t had a chance to
talk to Mr. May about profits, but I understand that
when asked about them publicly, he’s not willing to
talk about that too much. So I have the figure to go
on that was quoted earlier, $5 million per year and
that money is going out primarily to benefit the
stockholders of Kennecott, the $5 million a year
that’s made clear, beyond taxes, is not going to be
reinvested in developing some long-term, economical
solutions to the problems of this area. It’s just not;
it’s going to leave. Goodbye.

The statement gets around to that, in one of the
first few pages. One of the most honest parts of the
statement is here; it’s incredible. Read this in the
Purpose and Needs section, where it says, “The pur-
pose of the project is to establish a business activity
which will provide a return in the investment of the
shareholders of Kennecott Copper Corporation and
which would also generate capital to reinvest in the
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business.” Now, that’s not going to be as much help
to Wisconsin and to Rusk County as it could be. The
mine is primarily dictated by concerns of profits.
Things that happen in other portions of the com-
pany, things that happen in general with the copper
market, could affect what happens here after the
mine started. It could shut down prematurely, could
lay off a lot of people that thought they’d work for
eleven years, but only work for seven instead. There’s
all kinds of variables there. …

Kennecott hasn’t come in here because we need
jobs. They came in here saying, “Let us in,” and
they’re using jobs as the leverage.

Tom was exactly right. You will see later that after
getting its permit to mine in the Town of Grant,
Kennecott decided to increase its production rate to
take advantage of a surge in the price of copper. This
resulted in the mine closing a year early, costing the
area an estimated $1 million in lost revenue. Tom
continued:

Mr. Galazen: Will Fantle gave testimony on the possi-
bility of this region setting up a public corporation, a
public mining corporation so that the $5 million
[annual profit] could be used here and reinvested
here. That’s something I would like to see explored
more in depth in the statement. I know a person from
the DNR right away said that’s infeasible. “Kennecott
already has the land; you’d have to condemn it.” Well,
near Eau Claire there’s a lot of condemnation going on
right now, and a lot of people are angry about it.

For example, there’s a nuclear power plant that’s
being proposed. Four thousand seven hundred acres
of land are being condemned. Excuse me, some of it
was purchased and tracts of it are being condemned—
a few thousand acres are being condemned.
Condemnation frequently takes place, like for high-
ways, this sort of thing. It takes place when you want
to take the land and put it to work for public good,
you know, for a public-type project, which is what
Mr. Fantle proposed. So I don’t see that criticism,
again, regardless of criticisms that are waged back
and forth here today, with regard to the proposal of
the public mining-type corporation. Sufficient study
won’t take place in this room. And that’s one thing
that should be studied before any decisions are made,
either by the DNR or by the people in this area.

Finally, I’d like to see more assurances that the
environmental effects will be minimized. As I men-
tioned before, I’ve got about four or five questions.
And first of all, I suppose I’d like to give anyone an
opportunity to rant and rave about me or what I
said before I ask the questions.

Examiner: Are there any questions of Mr. Galazen?

(No response)

Examiner: I guess they’re ready for your questions.

Mr. Galazen: Oh, boy. Okay. … Dealing with the
composition of the study, a lot of figures are pre-
sented in here, a lot of calculations and a lot of little
scenarios are drawn. But what percentage and what
studies were actually done by Kennecott, and what
did the Department of Natural Resources do with
their studies? Did they examine the methodology?
Did they go out and take samples of various things
themselves? Did they just look at the material and
approve it? What did the Department of Natural
Resources do? How much independent study is
involved in the various segments of the report,
briefly? I throw that question out.

Mr. Gebken: My name is DuWayne Gebken [environ-
mental specialist with the DNR’s Bureau of
Environmental Impact]. The way the information
was gathered was via a four-volume environmental
impact report submitted by Flambeau Mining
Corporation. It took better than two years to com-
plete it. They did most of the—well, in fact, all of the
on-site surveys for engineering, soil characteristics
and the surveys for the fisheries, the plant surveys,
animal surveys and things of this sort. We, in turn,
reviewed this information, sent back our comments
to them, asked for additional information, which
they did. Then we took all of that and combined it,
first of all, into a preliminary environmental report
and sent that out for review, got the comments back
from everybody that wished to comment on it, and
revised it to make this Environmental Impact
Statement that’s the subject of this hearing today.

The Department’s analysis has been really at
three or four levels, the first level being the informal
contacts with Kennecott, giving them guidance on
what to study, what to look for, what to look at,
where the potential problems may be. Second of all,
to look at the information that they had gathered
and ask them to gather more information. … And
then the third one was to go back through it all
again, through the preliminary environmental
report and finally this again. So there’s been several
levels of review.

As far as the on-site surveys, we haven’t done on-
site engineering surveys. We have done some on-site
fisheries surveys, not specifically related to this proj-
ect, but more or less things that were done routinely,
ordinary fishery management work. Also, some of
our people were involved in the preparation of the
background information on this. Kennecott con-
sulted with them and asked them what species of
animals live here, how many do you think are here
and things of this sort and we provided information
to them on our professional judgment.

As far as the detailed scientific work that’s gone
into this, this again was reviewed from a professional
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review level. Now, there’s differing ways of doing
this. There’s the way of going out and doing it all
ourselves and, of course, when we do this we compete
with private enterprise. And we’re not in the business
of being an engineering firm, a designing firm, or a
business competing with private enterprise. So that’s
one of the reasons why we do not do this. We would
be severely criticized if we did and, besides that, it
would be very expensive.

Mr. Galazen: Do you ever hire consultants and pri-
vate consultants to check studies?

Mr. Gebken: No, we never have because we don’t
have the money. It’s as simple as that.

Mr. Galazen: Okay.

Mr. Gebken: And there’s no money forthcoming to do
that.

So there you have it! The DNR admitted it had not
done the original research presented in the EIS, but
rather had depended on Kennecott to do the studies.
They hadn’t even hired a consultant to check the
accuracy of what Kennecott had done. And, to top it
off, the DNR had the audacity to justify ignoring its
duty to protect the people of the State of Wisconsin by
saying the department wasn’t in the business of “com-
peting with private enterprise.” What did Gebken
think our taxpayer dollars that paid his salary were
supposed to buy for us? It’s no wonder we didn’t trust
the adequacy of the EIS.

Tom went on to ask if future hearings would be held
regarding individual permits for the mine. He found
out that hearings were not always required. For exam-
ple, Robert Chiesa of the DNR gave the following
information regarding wastewater discharge permits:

Mr. Chiesa: The Department issues a public notice of
receipt of an application and a proposed permit.
During the comment period, if there is a request for
a hearing and it meets certain requirements, a public
informational hearing would be held. That’s before
the permit is issued. Whether there’s such a hearing
or not, the permit is then issued or denied and after
that there is the opportunity for somebody to request
an adjudicatory hearing, and an adjudicatory hear-
ing, again, can be held if the requirements are met
for the request. 

Neither permit hearing is required. Both of them
are optional if requested by the appropriate person in
the appropriate time period and it meets the require-
ments for the request for the hearing. So there may
be no permit hearings; there may be one or two, an
informational hearing before the permit is issued,
and an adjudicatory, a quasi-judicial type hearing
after the permit is issued. The informational hearing

would be in a form similar to this in which people
could get up, make statements and ask questions.
The adjudicatory hearing would be one in which the
petitioner raises certain specific issues and those are
the only issues to be considered at the hearing and it
is similar to a court trial.

Mr. Galazen: And neither of those are mandatory?

Mr. Chiesa: It’s possible that if nobody requests a
hearing or if the request isn’t in the proper form or
there are not enough requests for a hearing, we
would not have one. If the request meets all those
requirements and it’s timely, we would then have
such a hearing.

This was important information that Tom was pulling
out of the DNR. It showed that approving the EIS
paved the way for the DNR to make many other deci-
sions without the benefit of public hearings. For
example, in 1998 Kennecott applied to change its
reclamation plan, and the DNR put a tiny notice
about this in the newspaper that we almost missed.

Mr. Galazen: My next question is one of curiosity
and we might have to have someone from Flambeau
Mining Corporation or Kennecott answer this. …
Why Flambeau Mining Corporation? Why not just
Kennecott Copper? Why does Kennecott set up a whole
new subsidiary, Flambeau Mining Corporation, to
perform the mining here? Could someone answer
that?

Voice: Yeah, I could. After what they did in Chile,
they don’t want anybody to know they’re Kennecott.

Well, I think this unidentified person was right. You
see, by law the DNR had to review (albeit in a limited
way) the mining company’s environmental track
record as part of the approval process. By forming a
subsidiary with no existing records, Kennecott could
hide its record, kind of like a criminal changing his
name every time he applies for a job. Or perhaps what
was going on was that once mining was completed,
Flambeau Mining Company would divest itself of all
assets and declare bankruptcy. Then they wouldn’t
have to pay out any money to reclaim the site and
would be relieved of any other financial obligations.
Mining companies had done this type of thing in the
past, so why not do it here? At any rate, neither
Kennecott nor the DNR was willing to answer Tom’s
question. What could they say?

As you can see, Tom asked a number of probing
questions of the DNR. The crowd was really on his
side, and spontaneous questions and answers started
to come from the audience. By the time Tom was done
speaking, we were so energized that the hearing
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examiner felt the need to remind us that the hearing
needed to be conducted in an orderly manner.
There’s no doubt that Tom had lit up the crowd and
touched a nerve with the DNR. Here is what
Henneger said:

Examiner: There’s a few things I’d like to say before I
ask the next person to come up. One is that I’d like to
keep this hearing conducted in an orderly manner.
So, therefore, if you have a comment, I would wish
that you would please come up here and make your
statement, identify yourself, and eliminate the spon-
taneous questioning and answers from the audience.

Secondly, I’d like to make a statement regarding
the subject matter of this hearing that sometimes
gets lost. We’re here basically to discuss the contents
and thereby the adequacy of the impact statement.
Now, granted there are those of you who have certain
feelings, either pro or con, concerning Kennecott’s
past conduct. It might have some relevance. But it
does not have relevance to the subject matter of this
hearing. And I’d just like to make that statement for
what it’s worth, because the subject matter of this
hearing is purely the adequacy of the EIS and the
contents therein.

Wow! It felt like Henneger was issuing a gag order on
discussing some of the issues most important to us. If
we couldn’t discuss Kennecott’s track record at this
hearing, when else would there be a chance? It
seemed like whenever we brought up evidence that
was damaging to Kennecott, the hearing examiner
and DNR officials tried to silence us.

Richard Leonard
Local farmer

I’ve known Dick Leonard for many years, and he has
the kind of qualities I respect and admire in a man.
He’s always a gentleman, even when he’s being tough
and fighting for some principle. He’s a bright man,
and I agree with the way he looks at things. He’s not
a loud talker, although he can express himself quite
elegantly and always knows what he is talking about.
He’s a pusher and a doer. He works for what he
believes is right, and is especially concerned about
helping to save Wisconsin’s family farms from disap-
pearing off the landscape.

Dick is a good man to have in the community. He is
honest and unafraid to express his opinion. I’m
always glad to see him, and I believe he’s always glad
to see me, too. He came to the EIS hearing with a
common sense approach to looking at Kennecott’s
proposal, as will become clear as you read what he
had to say:

Mr. Leonard: My name is Richard Leonard. I live over
here at Tony and I’m representing myself. I’m
appearing in opposition to the proposal. It’s not just
that I like to oppose everything, but I feel that we
have something real important here, and it involves
more than Grant and Rusk County, per se; it could
involve every township up here, as well as a lot of the
other surrounding counties. …

I don’t think that we can be too cautious, and I
would like to cite just a couple of instances. … 

Dick then went on to talk about water quality issues.
He mentioned how wells in the farming areas of
Indiana and Illinois had become contaminated with
nitrates due to heavy use of chemical fertilizers, and
how people had to dig wells awfully deep to get good
water there. No one knew how many years they were
going to have a problem. And this was just from
spreading fertilizer on the land!

He then went on to talk about how his daughter
had just called him from Duluth and said the Army
Corps of Engineers was bringing “free” drinking water
into town, because it wasn’t safe to drink it out of the
taps. The problem was due to asbestos fibers that had
been dumped into Lake Superior from a taconite
mine. If a mine could cause problems in the largest
body of fresh water in the world, Dick reasoned, “we
can’t be too safe and too overly concerned” with what
was being proposed by Kennecott for the Town of
Grant.

Dick next turned his attention to tax and revenue
sharing issues. You see, Dick was the treasurer of the
Town of Dewey in Rusk County. He had seen how the
area lost out on tax revenue from the Big Falls Dam
when the state developed a revenue sharing program.
Before revenue sharing, most of the tax money from
the dam had stayed in the local area and was used for
schools and local improvements. Then revenue shar-
ing came along and most of the money had to be
turned over to the state. 

Because of revenue sharing, Dick knew that the
state, rather than Rusk County and the Town of
Grant, would get most of the tax money from the
Kennecott mine, just as the state was now getting
most of the tax money from the Big Falls Dam. He
thought the people should know this, so he made the
following comments:

Mr. Leonard: I don’t like what’s happened with rev-
enue sharing and the restructuring of the tax situa-
tion in the State of Wisconsin, and I think anybody
else that understands it doesn’t like it either. … I, as
one of 30 treasurers, got a notice here the other day
that as of March 1st we maybe weren’t going to get
all of our money that was due us. And, you see, we’re
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only getting one check or so a year now. And this is
going to get worse.

When we changed our revenue system in the State
of Wisconsin, we made lots of different communities
give up their income from a dam, from a power
plant, from the pipeline running through, because
somebody figured that belonged to everybody, that
these people who have put up with the power plant
really didn’t have any problems at all, that every-
body should share in that revenue; they didn’t
deserve anything extra, and they’ve taken it away
from all of these communities. Now, realistically,
how good do you think our chances are after we’ve
done that with every other community that had
something, taking it away and putting it into the pot
and every year getting ten percent less until we don’t
get [anything]—what chance is there that we are so
special over here that they’re going to change this
formula for us?

Dick was right. As you will see, very little of the tax
money from the Flambeau Mine went to the Town of
Grant and Rusk County. The bulk of it, which wasn’t
very much to begin with, went to the State of
Wisconsin. And nowadays, with politicians talking
about eliminating shared revenue altogether, who
knows if any tax money from future mines will find its
way back to the county and town where the mine is
located? The local community has to bear the risks
and costs that come with mining. The tax money
should stay right there.

Alan Seeger
Resident of Eau Claire

Alan Seeger spoke with much force at the hearing. It
was clear he was disgusted with Kennecott’s track
record around the world and didn’t expect anything
better in the Town of Grant. He also was frustrated
with the DNR and how the agency was handling the
whole hearing. Here are some excerpts:

Mr. Seeger: My name is Alan Seeger and I live in Eau
Claire. I’m here today speaking for myself. I live a
half a block from the Chippewa River and I drink
water that comes from city wells on the north side of
Eau Claire. I have a hard time believing and I’m not
comforted by the fact the DNR and Kennecott keep
telling us that dilution is the solution to pollution. 

We must realize that Flambeau Mining
Corporation is a subsidiary of Kennecott; that the
corporate structure is vertically integrated; that
Kennecott controls all aspects of the copper produc-
tion in this country and around the world. Bear
Creek Exploration Company, which came in here and
told you people that you had copper, was chartered
in Maryland and is one of at least a dozen explo-

ration companies chartered in this country and
throughout the world. Top level management deci-
sions made by Kennecott, wherever, affect all sub-
sidiaries. …

If you examine the Environmental Impact
Statement, specifically paragraph three of page 1,
you can see that Kennecott is saying, “Hey, we’re
coming in here not for you, not for any economic
well-being that we may bring to the area, but we’re
coming in here for ourselves.” Kennecott is doing this
now and Kennecott has done this for quite a few
years.

The hearing board may not consider the fate of
Chilean peasants and Indians important, but per-
haps they could examine the recent record of
Kennecott and its subsidiaries on United States citi-
zens, how their corporate policy affects the people in
this country. … The case in Butte, Montana, where
Kennecott is swallowing up a city, the case of
Peabody Coal Company, which is the largest coal
producer in Kentucky and the second largest coal
producer in the United States. Harry Cardhill, in his
book, Night Comes to the Cumberland, describes
how certain mining companies, specifically Peabody,
have bought judges, have destroyed villages, literally
wiped them off the map to get to the coal.

You can talk about Puerto Rico, how Kennecott
and their subsidiaries promised jobs, promised
money, but didn’t deliver. That’s their corporate pol-
icy, folks. Right now it comes down basically to being
a question of the needs of the area versus the needs of
Kennecott. It’s fine for Kennecott and the
Department of Natural Resources to say, “Don’t
worry, fine, dilution is the answer, the solution to
pollution. All these problems will go away.” … 

But many of us who live in the area are worried.
Many of us who drink the water, who have relatives
in the immediate area, care what happens here. As
was pointed out several times before in several ways,
it comes down to short-term benefits for Kennecott to
the tune of $5 million versus the long-term detri-
ment to the region in environmental impact—Such
things as heavy metals, decreased wildlife, and sul-
fide and sulfoxide poisons in this open pit lake … 

I was really proud today, too, to see some mem-
bers of this DNR board defend free enterprise [in
response to concerns raised by Tom Galazen]. That
really did my heart good. But I would like to remind
them that they’re working for me and the citizens in
this room and not for Kennecott.

Voice: That’s your assumption.

Mr. Seeger: The members of the panel assume to be
defensive about the material being examined, even
though they have no part, really, in its initial compi-
lation. It’s actually Kennecott’s material; it’s their
material that you’re putting out to us. … I’m just
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wondering why the State of Wisconsin didn’t serve its
citizens, why the DNR isn’t serving the citizens, why
they didn’t consider the alternatives mentioned
before. 

Supposedly today we’re determining the adequacy
of the Environmental Impact Statement. Perhaps we
should be considering the adequacy of the DNR in
their operations in this county and throughout the
state. 

Examiner: Mr. Seeger.

Mr. Seeger: Yes.

Examiner: I wish you would confine your comments
to the impact statement and—

Mr. Seeger: I’m doing that, sir. Okay.
We have this impact statement that we are dis-

cussing. We have experts discussing it for us, speak-
ing about decibels, cation exchange, soil types,
logarithmic progressions of all things, difficult terms.
They’re hard for the layman to understand. What it
seems to me to come down to is not actually a ques-
tion of whether Rusk County or the State of
Wisconsin should encourage copper mining. Perhaps
that’s necessary. We do have a mineral here which we
can use for the betterment of not only the citizens in
this county or this area, but the citizens of this state.
The question is under what conditions will we allow
this nonrenewable resource to be taken from our guts
to be used only for the benefit of Kennecott Copper?
Right now, as far as I can see, it comes down to a
question of well, we’ve got dirty air and we’ve got
dirty water, we might as well get a dirty deal, too.

Alan Seeger knew what he was talking about. Too bad
the hearing examiner was all too quick to criticize
him for expressing his sincere opinion. I wish the
examiner had been as critical of all the hogwash the
DNR was giving us.

As you can imagine, the EIS hearing went late into
the evening. No one made a solid case for why we
needed the mine. Rather, a lot of concerns were
raised that went unanswered. When the hearing
closed, we were told that the decision as to whether
or not the EIS was acceptable to the DNR would come
in 90 days. In addition, the decision would be made
by the same individual who had acted as the hearing

examiner, Rick Henneger. Now, I had a bone to pick
with that. Where was the impartiality? The DNR was
about to make a proclamation as to whether or not its
own document that had been examined by its own
representatives was acceptable to itself!

You may wonder why I took the time to include so
much of the testimony from the EIS hearing for you to
read. I wanted to make it clear that there were a lot of
questions that needed to be addressed before a deci-
sion was rendered. Surely the DNR would have to do
further study before giving Kennecott the green light
to proceed. 

But no! On June 15, 1976, about three months after
this farce of a hearing was held, Henneger announced
that the EIS was an adequate document (CD 13-2). As
far as I know, none of our concerns had been
addressed. Ed May notified the public by making an
official announcement at the Rusk County Court-
house. He certainly looked happier than any of us felt.
The city fathers stood around with dollar signs in their
eyes and smirks on their faces. It looked like mining
was coming to Rusk County, and they believed profits
to Ladysmith businesses were assured. Needless to say,
not everyone who heard the announcement was burst-
ing with joy. I was just plain mad.

The people at the hearing who were against the
mine were good people. They asked smart questions
and got dumb answers. They got no support from the
DNR at all, just like I saw later in Crandon with
another mining proposal in the state. 

Melinda McCrossen of Chippewa Falls may have
summed it up best in her testimony at the hearing
when she said, “I think the DNR maybe has been
working with legal work and bureaucracy so long that
they’re out of touch with people and how the people
really feel. I think they’ve been listening to money so
long they don’t listen to the people anymore.”

CD-ROM References
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Mining companies depend on the local people
of the community being ignorant of mining company
tactics, and they expect you to be rather disorganized
and of limited means and time to check into the issue.
I can truthfully say that these criteria fit most of us in
Rusk County when Kennecott appeared on the scene
in 1968.

There were a few individuals in Rusk County who
spoke out against the proposed project early on. One
I remember well was Mike Jansen who lived in the
Town of Willard, about six or seven miles south of
the proposed mine. He, along with my friends John
and Ted Styczinski, were usually present and willing
to express their views at any mining meetings in
1975 and 1976. But the first real organized opposi-
tion to the Flambeau Mine came with the founding
of the Rusk County Citizens Action Group (RCCAG)
in March of 1976. So how did this organization come
to be? 

Following the March 4, 1976 EIS hearing, I was
anything but optimistic about our chances of slowing
down Kennecott’s project. One night I had a particu-
larly restless night of sleep. The next morning I awoke
to see Evelyn bolt up in bed. She said, “You need
help!” I wasn’t sure what she was talking about, and
wondered what was happening to me that she would
say such a thing. Was I going nuts? 

I thought Evelyn’s statement sounded kind of funny,
but she was very serious. She continued, “We must get
some others involved and organized to fight
Kennecott’s proposal, so you don’t have the whole load
on your shoulders.” Not only was she worried about
me, but she had a real concern over what Kennecott
could do to the Town of Grant. We really did need help.

We made phone calls and contacted people, and on

March 10, 1976, we held a meeting to get organized.
About 25 people came. We met in an old house on
Worden Avenue in Ladysmith that Evelyn and I had
purchased in 1974 (we were slowly remodeling it with
the idea that we might like to live there some day).
The place had a definite turn-of-the-century charm
with high ceilings, rather small rooms and lovely old
chandeliers, but it was not exactly suited for a large
group of people to use as a meeting place. I remember
Dale Daggett, one of the folks who came to our first
meeting, wasn’t too pleased with the arrangement. But
it worked for us, and we met there several more times
before arranging to use the basement conference
rooms of two different banks in Ladysmith.

The people who got together for that first meeting
came from many different backgrounds. Not one of us
knew everybody who was there, but we brought our
various opinions to the table and threshed it out. At
the end of our discussion we decided to call ourselves
the Rusk County Citizens Action Group. That was my
friend James Saxild’s idea, and we elected him our
first president. We were on our way! Our job was to
educate our friends, neighbors and anyone who
would listen to us about what a copper mine could
mean to the community.

We continued to meet whenever we needed to get
something done, sometimes once a week, but at least
once a month. Our membership quickly grew to about
75 individuals, and in September of 1976, RCCAG offi-
cially adopted a constitution and incorporated as a
501(c)(3) non-profit organization. Even though our
original goal was to do whatever we could to stop
Kennecott from building a mine in the Town of Grant,
we knew there was a much bigger picture here, that it
was important to work toward protecting all of the

Formation of the Rusk County 
Citizens Action Group (March 1976)
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region’s natural resources. This is reflected in RCCAG’s
constitution, which is included for you to see. 

RCCAG made a point of letting Kennecott and the
state legislators know we were around, and the group
became well known in Madison for its opposition to the
Flambeau Mine. In December of 1976, RCCAG pro-
posed a 16-point plan to the legislature in an attempt
to improve mining regulations in the state (Figure 14-
1). Even though much of the plan was ignored, we suc-
ceeded in bringing the issues out into the open.

CONSTITUTION OF THE RUSK
COUNTY CITIZENS ACTION GROUP
ARTICLE I: Name

The name of this organization shall be the Rusk County Citizens
Action Group, and this name shall be applied to all relating
Articles of the Constitution. The word, Group, as used here-
inafter shall refer to the Rusk County Citizens Action Group.

ARTICLE II: Purpose and Objectives

The purposes and objectives of this organization are:

(a) To secure and maintain an adequate factual basis for
sound planning and action in the conservation and wise
use of the region’s natural environmental resources.

(b) To improve public understanding of the aims and impor-
tance of an organized effort on behalf of wise resource
development and conservation.

(c) To develop an effective mechanism to communicate the
view of the organization on environmental conservation to
the state’s legislature, commissions and boards and local
municipalities, to the Congress and federal agencies of the
United States and to any private organization affecting the
environment.

(d) To develop systems for public review of all plans and pro-
grams with an effect on the natural environment.

(e) To initiate, develop and sponsor measures for better con-
servation of the natural resources.

(f) To cooperate with other conservation and environmental
groups and councils in other areas in order to obtain coordi-
nation of effort, a broader interest in and comprehension of
sound goals and methods.

(g) To establish a Board of Directors which shall give basic pol-
icy direction.

(h) To remain non-partisan.

As I write today, RCCAG is still active in environ-
mental issues, and a core group of us, including
Arlene Ricci, Tom Ricci, John Styczinski, Ted
Styczinski, Bob Ringstad and myself, continue to
meet monthly to discuss mining bills that are coming
up in the legislature, develop strategy to fight various
mining proposals and talk about any other environ-
mental issues of interest. We believe that northern
Wisconsin must never be turned into a mining district
or exploited by any other corporation that would rob
us of our resources, defile our landscape or leave us
with a mess. 

RCCAG continues to educate the public, the state
legislature and the Department of Natural Resources

Figure 14-1. The Rusk County Citizens Action Group took an active role
in proposing new legislation to regulate metallic mining in Wisconsin. See
CD 14-1 to read the entire article (Ladysmith News, December 9, 1976;
republished with permission).
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about important environmental issues. Our main
focus has always been to promote policies that protect
the environment from the hazards of sulfide ore min-
ing. Protecting water resources such as the Flambeau
River near Ladysmith, the Wolf River near Crandon
and Round Lake near Hayward has been an important
part of this effort. We carry out our mission in the fol-
lowing ways:
� Publish a newsletter and do other bulk mailings to

educate the public about the mining issue;
� Meet on a monthly basis to discuss issues and plan

strategy;
� Organize appearances at public hearings and

gather signatures on petitions that support
stronger regulation of the mining industry;

� Speak to various groups that are interested in pro-
tecting the environment from sulfide ore mining;
and

� Raise money to assist those who are fighting to
protect the environment from unsafe mining prac-
tices.

Evelyn played an important role in all of this while
she was still with us. She relentlessly gathered infor-
mation about mining laws so she could keep the
group current on what was happening and tell people
where to find things in the statute books. And when I
say relentless, I mean it. 

I remember her efforts in 1980 in particular.
Evelyn’s heart was acting up, and for quite some time
she was so sick that she had to sleep in a recliner. But
she always had books around her and kept studying
the mining laws. She provided me with all kinds of
information to use in giving talks to the public. She
was the “brains” and I was the “mouth.” With her
help and encouragement I was able to speak to 80
different groups across the state in 1980 alone.
Believe me, we wore out a couple of cars in a few
years!

And all of this was happening while we were
supposed to be enjoying our retirement! Besides
working with RCCAG to get the word out about min-
ing, we had a farm and garden that needed tending,
to say nothing of our own health. And then there were
all those hellish county board meetings you will read
about later. But we always seemed to have a little
more steam to reach in and pull out. 

When RCCAG formed, we raised money through
membership fees and pie socials. I also remember col-
lecting old newspapers, bundling them up and haul-
ing them to Hayward where we could sell them for a
small price. We also were not above accepting out-

right donations. You see, we needed the money to pay
for legal expenses, postage, advertisements and what-
ever else needed to be done.

In 1990 our main funding started to come from
contributions received for our newsletter, the Real
Flambeau News. This publication originated in re-
sponse to a newsletter sent out by Kennecott to the
local people. The mining company called its publica-
tion the Flambeau News, and it was no more than an
attempt to sugarcoat what mining was all about. We
just had to respond with the real story of what was
happening, so the Real Flambeau News was born! It
became quite a thorn in Kennecott’s flesh.

I am including the front page of one of our early
newsletters for you to see (Figure 14-2). You can read
the rest of this particular issue, as well as a sampling of
other issues on the CD-ROM that accompanies this
book (CD 14-1).

The newsletter is still published today, although
not very often. When we send it out, we always get a
good response and as much as $1,500 in donations to
our organization. This money is used to help other
areas in northern Wisconsin threatened by mining
companies. In particular, I can remember RCCAG
sending money to communities in Jackson,
Trempealeau, Clark, Forest and Taylor counties.

In keeping with the times, RCCAG also maintains a
web site under the domain name of rccag.com. My
friends Alice McCombs and T. L. Christen, who have
been actively involved in the mining controversy for
quite some time, helped us get the site up and
running. I was glad these two highly-skilled women
were so willing to help out an old guy like me who
knows hardly anything about computers. The web
site is another way for RCCAG to get the word out
about the hazards of metallic sulfide mining. It also
serves as an archive for the organization, and all of
the back issues of our newsletter can be found there.

Getting back to my story, let me say that Kennecott
felt the need to respond to most everything that
RCCAG did from the very beginning through when the
mine was built and reclaimed. I’m sure they viewed us
as a threat, because they spent a lot of money on news-
paper advertisements to try to counteract what we
were saying. For example, in June of 1993, RCCAG
helped sponsor an advertisement entitled “Gold! Gold!
Gold!” in the Ladysmith News (Figure 14-3). It was
about how Kennecott was shipping lots of gold out of
the Town of Grant without paying much, if anything, in
taxes. Two weeks later, lo and behold, Kennecott ran its
own advertisement to try and undo how we had
exposed them (Figure 14-4). 
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Figure 14-2. The Real Flambeau News hit the press in 1990. Not only did it inform the people of Wisconsin about the hazards of sulfide mining, but it
brought in money for the Rusk County Citizens Action Group. See CD 14-2 for the complete May 1990 issue (Real Flambeau News, May 21, 1990).
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Figure 14-4. Kennecott’s response to RCCAG’s advertisement about
the gold ore being shipped from the Town of Grant (Ladysmith News,
June 17, 1993).

Figure 14-3. (Above and left) Adver-
tisements sponsored by RCCAG and
other environmental groups to inform
the local citizens of how Kennecott was
shipping carloads of gold ore to Canada
without paying just compensation to the
local governments (Ladysmith News,
June 3, 1993).

In fact, Kennecott felt the
need to publish a response to
the literature put out by
RCCAG time and time again.
All you have to do is look
through the issues of the
Ladysmith News and Kenne-
cott’s Flambeau News between
1990–1993. We were really
getting under their skin. 

RCCAG did its best over the
years to bring the mining issue
to the forefront of public
awareness. We figured that
once people knew what was
going on, they would get fired
up and want to help. We were
right.

The most important asset
that RCCAG has to offer nowa-
days is its first-hand experi-
ence with real mining buz-
zards. Before Kennecott comes

back to take out the additional 550 feet of ore that
remains in the Town of Grant, and before any other
mining company has a chance to exploit Wisconsin’s
Northwoods, I hope there will be a new crop of dedi-
cated young environmental people to stop it. Maybe
this book will tell them what to look for and what
methods to use. Maybe they will be more successful
than we were. I hope so!

CD-ROM References
CD 14-1. “Citizens action group proposes 16-point plan,” Ladysmith

News, December 9, 1976.

CD 14-2. Real Flambeau News, complete issues for May 1990, June
1993 and March 1999.
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I remember well the first time Evelyn read a news-
paper article that referred to her as an “activist.” It
was sometime in the mid-1970s, and she was truly
shocked. After all, the term was often used in a
derogatory way to describe someone who takes a
strong stand and is willing to do something about it.
Well, I guess she and I were activists!

While all the consequences of being an activist and
fighting the mine were not desirable, there was one
reward so priceless that I would have hated to miss it.
That gift was to become acquainted with a number of
Native Americans in Wisconsin who shared our desire
to protect the state’s natural resources. 

For most of my life I didn’t know many native people.
In fact, as I was growing up in the Town of Grant, only
one Indian family, the Gokeys, lived in the community.
Their farm was close to where the Flambeau Mine was
eventually built. In fact, the land on which they eked
out a poor existence is now owned by Kennecott.

I knew only one daughter from this family. Her
name was Marie, and she went to high school when I
did. She later got married and became Marie Cadott.
Evelyn and I got to know her and her husband quite
well, and we became friends. In fact, Evelyn would
get together with Marie and Marie’s two sisters to
make soap. They often were joined by Mary Smar-
zich, who had come here as a “Displaced Person”
from Yugoslavia. Whenever they got together, there
would be lots of visiting and laughter. I might also
add that Marie never liked the mine.

Years later, Evelyn and I had the chance to meet
many more indigenous people as we fought the min-
ing company. They have been, and continue to be, my
good friends. I’d like to mention just a few of them
who have made such a difference in fighting to protect

our water, land and forests as well as their way of life.
They all play a role in my story.

First let me tell you about the Lac Courte Oreilles
(LCO) Ojibwe, whose reservation is located close to
Hayward, Wisconsin. One of the tribal members I got
to know quite well was a strong and charismatic man
by the name of gaiashkibos. He served several terms
as tribal chairman and was very active in the mining
issue during the 1980s and 1990s. Gaiashkibos even
went to London in 1990 to tell Rio Tinto Zinc (RTZ)
at its annual shareholders’ meeting that the company
was treading on Ojibwe treaty rights and should back
off. Here is what he said in a press release:

I intend to tell RTZ that the tribes and environmen-
tally concerned people of Wisconsin will not accept
the degradation of ground or surface water, nor the
stockpiling of hazardous and toxic materials simply
so a foreign company can exploit the natural
resources of our region. The track record of Kennecott
and RTZ in the United States, Canada and around
the world is one of pollution, dead rivers, dead fish,
boom and bust economies and displaced native peo-
ples. That is unacceptable in northern Wisconsin …

In 1981 the Lac Courte Oreilles Tribe passed a res-
olution opposing any degradation of groundwater
quality under authority of our treaty rights’ interest
in the fish, wildlife and plant life. I intend to remind
RTZ that those rights have now been reaffirmed by
the U.S. Federal Courts as the law of the land, and
should RTZ continue their efforts, we will mount
legal and political opposition. I believe the time has
come that we, Indian and non-Indian people, must
stand together to demand non-degradation of our
environment, and we must demand that a full
regional environmental impact study be done before
Kennecott, RTZ, Exxon or anyone else is granted a
permit to mine.

My Native American Friends
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Then there was Walt Bresette, my Ojibwe
friend from the Red Cliff Reservation. He
worked so hard to try to stop the Flambeau
Mine. And it was Walt’s fearless efforts to
block a train carrying sulfuric acid across
the Bad River Reservation in Ashland
County, Wisconsin that contributed to the
demise of the White Pine Mine in the
Upper Peninsula of Michigan. I don’t have
many heroes, but Walt, who passed away
in February of 1999, is one of mine.

Walt, who was a member of the Loon
Clan, would be the first to point out that
he alone was not responsible for stopping
that train in Ashland County. And that’s
what leads me to telling you about my
warm feelings for yet another tribe in
Wisconsin, the Bad River Ojibwe. When
Walt sat on those rickety train tracks, the
Bad River Ogichidaa were right there
beside him, including brave men like
Butch Stone and Gene Bell. Many other
tribal members came to help as well.
There were grandmothers, grandfathers,
husbands, wives and children. The Bad
River Reservation is located on the shores
of Lake Superior, as is Red Cliff, right
across Chequamegon Bay. So you can see
why members of both tribes, as well as
non-Native people like Gene Linehan and
Frank Koehn, were concerned about pro-
tecting the “Big Water,” or Gitche Gumee,
from contamination with sulfuric acid.

Tom Maulson, an Ojibwe leader from
the Lac du Flambeau Reservation, is
another strong individual I met along the
way. I cannot claim to know him as well
as some of my other Native American
friends. But I became well aware of the
strength of this man as he worked to pro-
tect Ojibwe spearing rights and the natu-
ral resources of northern Wisconsin. I
remember a mining meeting that took
place in Ashland, Wisconsin in the early
1990s where Tom made it clear that
allowing mining companies to move into
and exploit the northwoods was not an
option. He wasn’t afraid to take a hard
stand, and I respect him very much.

Perhaps I’ve had the most contact
with the Sokaogon (Mole Lake) Ojibwe,
whose reservation is located in Forest

Figure 15-2. Red Cliff tribal member Walt Bresette meets with other activists in
Medford, Wisconsin as part of the 1998 Protect the Earth Journey. The 320-mile walk
that Walt helped to organize started at the Red Cliff Reservation on Lake Superior on
May 29, 1998 and ended with a rally on the grounds of the State Capitol in Madison,
Wisconsin on June 27, 1998 (Photo by Bill Krupinski of Jefferson, WI, 1998).

Figure 15-1. Lac Courte Oreilles Tribal Chairman gaiashkibos attends the 1990
annual shareholders’ meeting of Rio Tinto Zinc in London to stand up for treaty rights
and the environment (Photo by Jon Jones, Independent, May 10, 1990; ©1990
Independent; republished with permission).
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County, Wisconsin. Some of the tribal
members I have gotten to know quite
well include Danny Poler and his family,
Fred Ackley, Frances Van Zile, Robert
Van Zile and Sylvester Poler. I feel very
close to these people as we continue our
struggle to stop a huge foreign mining
company from ruining the Wolf River
and the tribe’s wild rice lakes near
Crandon. There are many personal sto-
ries that could be told about my friends
at Mole Lake and many other individu-
als who could be mentioned.

The proposed Crandon mine would
devastate not only the Sokaogon Ojibwe,
but several other tribes located down-
stream from the mine site, including the
Menominee and Potawatomi. Al Gedicks
described the situation well in a letter to
the editor that was published in the July
31, 1996 issue of the Forest Republican:

For the Native American Tribes next to
and downstream from Exxon/Rio
Algom’s proposed mine at the headwa-
ters of the Wolf River, the issues of envi-
ronmental pollution and cultural
survival are inseparable. The mine site
is only a mile upstream from the tiny
Mole Lake Chippewa reservation, which
is famous for its wild rice. The DNR
recognizes that wild rice is “at the cen-
ter of their identity as a people.” 

Swamp Creek flows directly from the
mine site into Rice Lake on the Mole Lake
Reservation, and any acidic contami-
nants would devastate the fragile wild
rice crop. A recent report commissioned
by the tribes and the Great Lakes Indian
Fish and Wildlife Commission concluded
that if Rice Lake is threatened by the pro-
posed mine, “so too is [the Indians’] very
existence as a people endangered.” There
is no moral justification for risking the
cultural survival of native peoples for the
sake of corporate profit. 

The State of Wisconsin, of course, has
downplayed tribal concerns over min-
ing. But let me say this: The Mole Lake
Ojibwe have every right to be concerned
when multinational exploiters sit on
their doorstep, poised to destroy their
way of life.

Figure 15-3. Tom Maulson (right) from the Lac du Flambeau Reservation in northern
Wisconsin visits with Dakota elder Floyd Red Crow Westerman (left) at the sixth annual
Protect the Earth Festival held at the Lac Courte Oreilles Reservation (September 1991).

Figure 15-4. Frances Van Zile and Fred Ackley, two of the Sokaogon Ojibwe leaders
in the fight to protect the Wolf River from mining, walk to Spirit Hill, a sacred site to
their people. Unfortunately, Spirit Hill is owned by the same mining company that
wants to develop the Crandon mine (Photo by Sonny Wreczycki of Pickerel Lake, WI,
September 27, 2001). 
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Besides the tribes already mentioned,
I also have strong feelings for the Meno-
minee Nation, a tribe of which I knew lit-
tle twenty years ago. I have learned
about the Menominee’s struggle to pro-
tect their beautiful forests from being
taken over by the State of Wisconsin.
And on a more personal note, I became
friends with tribal members Hilary Wau-
kau, Louis Hawpetoss and Ken Fish as we
worked together over the years to oppose
the Crandon mine. Let me tell you a little
bit about these fine men.

Hilary Waukau was a great environ-
mental activist who, like my Evelyn, con-
tinued to work until the day he died to
save the part of the world in which he
lived. He relentlessly fought to protect
the Wolf River from mining and the Wolf
River Batholith from being used as a
nuclear waste repository. Just two weeks
before he died in 1995, he even led a
march up Spirit Hill near the Mole Lake
Reservation to protest the Crandon mine
proposal. What was especially unique
about the march was that Hilary was in a
wheel chair! I know, because I was there.
Like I said, Hilary was relentless in his ef-
forts to protect the Wolf River watershed
for future generations.

Hilary was honored by the Wisconsin
Conservation Congress in May of 1996,
when the organization unanimously
adopted a resolution declaring him “one
of the outstanding environmentalists in
the history of Wisconsin” (CD 15-1). And
in April of 2001, he was posthumously
inducted into the Wisconsin Conservation
Hall of Fame. I feel honored to have
known him.

Louis Hawpetoss was another out-
standing Menominee tribal member. He
served his people well as a tribal judge
and quite often attended meetings to pro-
tect our water and forests from being
exploited.

Louis was a very large man. He had a
real presence that you felt, and he had
the ability to be very tough and very gen-
tle at the same time. I saw it. In 1994, he
conducted a ceremony in which the
Menominee Nation honored Evelyn and

Figure 15-5. Hilary Waukau of the Menominee Nation addresses the crowd at the
sixth annual Protect the Earth Festival held at the Lac Courte Oreilles Reservation near
Hayward, Wisconsin (Photo by Mike Wyatt of Madison, WI, September 1991).

Figure 15-6. Louis Hawpetoss, Menominee tribal judge, presides over the Kids for
Clean Water gathering at the Menominee powwow grounds near Keshena, Wisconsin.
Louis, pictured here with a friend, helped organize the event to teach kids about water
and how it sustains life (Photo by Kira Henschel of Madison, WI, May 19, 1995).
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Stockbridge-Munsee nations formed an alliance known
as the Nii Win (four-nation) Intertribal Council. Later
the Oneida Nation joined them as well. I greatly respect
what they are doing to fight the mine to this day.

The Indians built a meeting place on the land they
bought next to the mine site. It is known as the Nii
Win Spiritual Environmental Center, and it is a place
where Indians and non-Indians can come together to
discuss the mining situation and other important
issues. I have been there on several occasions. To me,
the Nii Win house is symbolic of how our Native
American brothers and sisters are right there in the
middle of things, guarding our Mother Earth from
those who would defile it.

Before moving on, I’d like to tell you a little bit
more about the Forest County Potawatomi, one of the
members of the Nii Win alliance. While I don’t know
many of the tribal members personally, I had the
good fortune to meet J.R. Holmes at a meeting
hosted by the Potawatomi at their tribal hall in the
early 1980s. People were there from all over the state
to talk about the proposed Crandon mine, and I testi-
fied along with many other concerned people. When
I left to go home, J.R. was sitting out in the hallway
and shook my hand. I’ll always remember how he
said to me, “You’re a hell of a guy. I’m glad you’re on
my side.”

I’m glad the Potawatomi are on my side, too! They
haven’t given up fighting to keep the Crandon mine
from being built. I cannot tell you how tickled I was
to get an impressive, professionally-designed bro-
chure in the mail from the Potawatomi in early 2002.
They sent these fliers all over the state to build sup-
port for two bills that had been introduced in the
Wisconsin Legislature to protect Wisconsin’s water
from mining pollution. If it hadn’t been for the
Republican-controlled Wisconsin Assembly, I bet the
Potawatomi would have succeeded in convincing the
legislators to do away with all the “special treatment”
given to mining companies in Wisconsin.

The Oneida Nation has also stepped forward to
help in the fight against those who would despoil our
Mother Earth. In particular I’d like to mention
Howard Cannon, who was serving on the Oneida
Tribal Council when I first met him in July of 1982.
That’s when he came to Ladysmith for the organiza-
tional meeting of the Wisconsin Resources Protection
Council, a group you will read about later in the
book. Suffice it to say that within one month of that
meeting, at which the inadequacies of Wisconsin’s
mining laws were discussed in great detail, Howard
brought three different resolutions to the Oneida

me by making us tribal elders. And after Evelyn and
Hilary died (they “walked on” within a few months of
each other), the Sokaogon Chippewa and Menominee
Nation held a special memorial service for them at
Mole Lake. Louis was asked to speak, but before he
gave his talk, he walked over to where I was sitting
and took me by the hand. He raised me out of my seat
and spoke to me in the Menominee language. He then
said to the group, “I am greeting my grandfather.”

Hilary, Louis, and Evelyn have all “walked on” and
are no longer here in the flesh, but their struggle con-
tinues. Today Ken Fish of the Menominee Nation is a
constant and faithful presence at our environmental
meetings. In his gentle and informed way, he helps to
meld our two cultures together. I have a strong feel-
ing of affection for Ken and am glad he is my friend.

Around 1994, the Menominee Nation spearheaded
the purchase of roughly seven acres of land close to the
Mole Lake Reservation and the site of the proposed
Crandon mine. The interesting thing about this prop-
erty is that it is located in the middle of the mining
company’s holdings. What better way for the tribe to
have some input on what is allowed to happen next
door! The endeavor brought together four different
tribes that stand to lose their precious clean water if the
proposed mine is ever built. The Menominee,
Sokaogon Ojibwe, Forest County Potawatomi and

Figure 15-7. Ken Fish, an effective leader from the Menominee
Nation who speaks with a gentle voice, addresses a gathering of
activists at Hat Rapids near Rhinelander, Wisconsin (Photo by Al
Gedicks of La Crosse, WI, May 1996).
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Business Committee in an effort to protect his people
from being exploited by mining companies. All of the
resolutions passed.

I regret that I haven’t had the chance to get to
know members of all the Indian tribes in Wisconsin.
But that doesn’t mean I am unaware of their efforts to
help protect northern Wisconsin from mining. I’d like
to share with you a story that involves the 
Ho-Chunk Nation. In 1998, some of my friends
organized a 320-mile walk from the Red Cliff Reser-
vation on Lake Superior to the State Capitol in
Madison. It was called the “Protect the Earth
Journey,” and the purpose of the walk was to raise
awareness about our duty to protect our natural
resources for future generations. Of course, this
included educating people about the hazards of
metallic sulfide mining. 

My friend Laura Furtman and I participated the first
day of the walk, which was about all an old buck like
me could handle. Luckily my friend Tom Galazen was
there with his horse, so I rode in style for part of the
way from Red Cliff to Bayfield. Many others continued
over the next month to slowly make their way to
Madison. You can imagine that people were tired by
the time they reached the Wisconsin Dells area, about
260 miles from Red Cliff. Fortunately, however, this is
where the Ho-Chunk Reservation is located. When the
walkers arrived, the Ho-Chunk people were right there
to provide them with water, food and lodging. They
took care of my friends in a very generous way. 

I have come to have a deep appreciation for what
Native Americans are doing to protect the environ-
ment and watch out for their brothers and sisters in
this journey of life we all share. Perhaps learning how
huge multinational corporations continue to take
over Wisconsin’s resources has given me a much bet-
ter understanding of what happened to the Indians
when the white-dominated government systemati-
cally robbed them of their land, their livelihoods and
their way of life. And all so developers could ravage
the land for its furs, game, birds, forests and now min-
erals. My friend Bob Christianson from Ladysmith
wrote a story entitled When the Rocks are Gone? that
sums it up well.

The Native American community is so important in
the fight to stop huge corporations from destroying
our land, air, and water. Not only are they spirited
and concerned people, but their treaty rights and
authority to set water and air quality standards on
their reservations may be the key to stopping the
destruction of our Mother Earth by the mining com-
panies. Let me tell you what I mean.

A number of years ago the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) granted the
Sokaogon Ojibwe a status known as “Treatment as
State,” or TAS. That meant the tribe, located down-
stream from the proposed Crandon mine, was given
the authority to set and enforce its own water quality
standards on the reservation to protect the people’s
health and safety. I’m sure the mining company and
the State of Wisconsin saw this as a threat to mining,
because it meant the mining company no longer had
free rein over polluting water upstream from the
reservation. So of course the state, with its pro-min-
ing bent, decided to sue the EPA over its decision.

Well, the United States District Court for the
Eastern District of Wisconsin upheld the EPA’s author-
ity to grant TAS status to the Sokaogon Ojibwe. This
confirmed the tribe’s right to set its own environmen-
tal standards. It was a great day for the tribe, but the
state wouldn’t give up. It appealed the decision, but
again lost. The United States Court of Appeals for the

When the Rocks Are Gone?
By Bob Christianson

The old Indian chief tells of his land in the early times of North
America. A land plentiful with furs, game, birds, big trees and
rocks. He said all his people lived for many generations with
plenty for all. They took only enough from the land to fulfill
their needs.

One day in time the white men came to his land. They were
trappers. They trapped the furs. Soon the furs were few and the
white men left. The Indians were left with their game, birds, big
trees and rocks.

Some years later the white men returned with their guns. They
hunted the game and birds. Soon the buffalo and passenger
pigeons were few. Again they left the land leaving the Indians
with only big trees and rocks.

The Indians struggled on in their land of big trees and rocks.
Only to find, in a few years, another return of the white men.
This time they came with saws and axes. They cut all the big
trees and rushed them to the sawmills. Soon the big trees were
cut and gone. The Indians looked sadly on their land of little
trees and rocks.

Not yet finished, the white men returned in some years to build
paper mills and cut the remaining little trees. The Indian lands
now possessed only rocks.

Yes, rocks! What good can the rocks be? The white men have
once again returned. This time in quest of the rocks. They must
be good for something. How soon will the white men leave this
time? What will they leave behind when the rocks are gone?
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Seventh Circuit wrote the following in its decision
rendered on September 21, 2001:

The constitution vests the Federal Government with
exclusive authority over relations with Indian Tribes.
In fact, in the absence of tribal TAS [Treatment as
State] status, the EPA and not the state of Wisconsin
might well be the proper authority to administer
Clean Water Act programs for the reservations. …

This grant of TAS status alarmed the State of
Wisconsin, which saw it as both an affront to the
state’s sovereignty and, more pragmatically, as an
action with the potential to throw a wrench into the
state’s planned construction of a huge zinc-copper
mine on the Wolf River, upstream from Rice Lake. …

Once a tribe is given TAS status, it has the power
to require upstream off-reservation dischargers, con-
ducting activities that may be economically valuable
to the state, to make sure that their activities do not
result in contamination of the downstream on-reser-
vation waters. Such compliance may impose higher
costs on the upstream company, or in the extreme
case it might have the effect of prohibiting the dis-
charge or the activities altogether.” 

Wow! This certainly gives the Indian tribes the power
they deserve to protect their resources. Of course, the
State of Wisconsin tried one last time to reverse the
decision by asking the United States Supreme Court
to hear the case. But I am happy to report that the
high court refused the state’s petition in June of 2002. 

I hope more individual tribes are able to follow suit
and assert their power to set tribal environmental

quality standards. In 1999, the federal government
awarded the Forest County Potawatomi a “Class One
Air Quality” designation for their reservation. This
means it is unlikely that the Potawatomi or anyone
living close to the reservation will ever have a smelter
like the one in Sudbury, Ontario sitting on their
doorstep. I think you can see how we all benefit from
decisions like these that honor treaty rights.

My friends Allen and Cheryl Barker felt so strongly
that treaty rights were one of the most effective ways
to protect the environment that they turned over a
deed for 40 acres of woodland they owned in Rusk
County to the Lac Courte Oreilles tribe in 1991
(Figure 15-8). The parcel was in good hands to begin
with, but the Barkers knew it was important to do
whatever they could to make sure the land would be
protected for generations to come. And that’s why
they went to the tribe.

In closing, let me say this: We are all in this strug-
gle together, Native and non-Native alike. And I am
glad that I’m an activist. Otherwise I would not have
gotten to know my tribal relatives as well as I have.
How much I would have missed had I not joined them
in fighting the buzzards!

CD-ROM Reference
CD 15-1. Wisconsin Conservation Congress resolution honoring

Hilary Waukau, May 11, 1996.

Figure 15-8. Land
Donated—Cheryl and
Allen Barker of rural Glen
Flora, left, presented the
deed for 40 acres of wood-
land to Lac Courte Oreilles
Tribal Chairman gaiashki-
bos to demonstrate their
support of the Chippewa
Nation and to help the
fight against a state-per-
mitted open pit copper
mine south of Ladysmith.
The land is located in the
Town of Lawrence in Rusk
County (Photo and cap-
tion, Ladysmith News,
January 31, 1991; repub-
lished with permission). 
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possible legal fees the town might incur for mining-
related matters.

Ed May, as might be expected, was at the meeting.
When it seemed to be drawing to a close, he left the
room. The town chairman, Peter Kostka, then asked
the people if there was any more business. At that
point I read my resolution. Wow! It was like an explo-
sion! Ed May was back in the room in an instant,
explaining why we shouldn’t do this.

Not only did the resolution deny the town board
permission to sign any mining permit or rezone
Kennecott’s property, but it also included provisions
for electing an advisory committee of townspeople to
study the impacts of mining and make recommenda-
tions to the board on policy. The town board was not
to act on any mining issue until after receiving the
committee’s report. 

The discussion was hot and heavy, and more than
90 percent of the people voted to pass the resolution.
The result was that it would do Kennecott no good to
pressure the town board. I was elected to the new
advisory committee, along with Les Tiews, Bob Plantz
and several others. We became known as the
Environmental Study Committee, or Mining Advisory
Committee. All of us were opposed to the mine.

The people of the Town of Grant had taken the
power into their own hands and would henceforth
decide the course of mining in their town! The reso-
lution was never challenged until 1987 when Larry
Mercando of Kennecott came to town.

Back in September of 1975, the Grant Town
Board had denied Kennecott permission to rezone its
2,750 acres in the Town of Grant from farming and
residential to industrial. While this was a real victory
for us, we were afraid that the mining company might
come back and put so much pressure on the board
members to change their mind that the decision
might be reversed. How could we keep this from hap-
pening? 

One morning while doing chores in the barn, I
came up with an idea. We could pass a resolution at
the annual town meeting to prohibit the board from
signing any mining permit or giving Kennecott the
rezone it wanted! I headed over to Bob Plantz’s place
to discuss the idea with him. Bob was a successful
dairy farmer who lived about a half mile from my
farm. We had gone to school together and were
friends. He was very well informed about what was
going on with the mine and didn’t want it. 

When I told Bob my idea, he was all for it. So I
drew up a resolution and took the rough draft to my
favorite attorney Melinda Olsen. She was the lawyer
who had helped us in September of 1975 when we
first challenged Kennecott’s rezone request. Melinda
came up with the final wording for the resolution,
and it is included for you to see (Figure 16-1). 

Well, the day of the April 1976 annual meeting of
the Town of Grant finally arrived. The meeting was
quite ordinary in most respects, except that the
townspeople voted to set aside $1,000 to cover any

Annual Meeting of the 
Town of Grant (April 13, 1976)

C H A P T E R  1 6
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Figure 16-1. The voters of the Town of Grant take matters into their own hands with a resolution denying the Grant Town Board the power to
sign a mining permit or rezone the mining company’s property (April 1976).
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shows how Rusk County’s interest in the conservation
of its natural resources dates back to the late 1920s.
That’s when many small farmers went bankrupt and
lost their farms due to tax delinquency. Thousands of
acres within the Blue Hills became the property of
Rusk County. This land, as well as the scarred, cutover
lands from the days of the lumber barons, stood
worthless and ugly. 

The rugged, rocky land was never going to be
really suitable for farming, and the devastated forest-
land would need years to become forest again.
Fortunately however, the Rusk County Board had the
foresight to set aside much of the acquired land in the
Blue Hills for a county forest. I was just a kid at the
time, maybe 12 years old, but I remember reading
about it in the newspaper. The process continued over
the years, and today Rusk County owns over 80,000
acres of what is probably the most valuable hardwood
forest in Minnesota, Michigan and Wisconsin. 

A forest replacement and development program
continues to make the Blue Hills one of the most
attractive tourist areas in northern Wisconsin. A les-
son learned is that, though forestlands are renewable,
it does take generations for a hardwood forest to
come back. But, unlike mining areas, at least a forest
area can be renewed.

Besides the hundreds of thousands of board feet of
lumber that have been harvested from the area, the
Blue Hills form a wonderful watershed from which
several fine trout streams flow. The forest contains
prime deer and bird hunting areas, as well as recre-
ational trails and camping spots for the public.

That was the area N.L. Industries was trying to
lease for prospecting and mining—1,900 acres of
prime county forestland. There is no way a mine

“Taking On” N.L. Industries (July 1976)
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When I got on the Rusk County Board in April
of 1976, one of the first mining issues that came
before the county supervisors was whether or not to
approve a mining lease that N.L. Industries had pro-
posed for doing exploratory drilling in the Blue Hills
of Rusk County. This was county forestland, not pri-
vate property, and N.L. Industries had its eye on it. I
knew a lot about the lease because one of the county
supervisors, Ray Grigar, had given me a copy in
February of 1976, even before I was elected.

When Ray came out to see me, he mentioned that
Rusk County District Attorney James Pelish had
already reviewed the lease and told the board that it
was just an ordinary mining lease, nothing unusual.
Well, that didn’t satisfy Ray. He figured that we
needed to know what the lease really meant for the
county and whether it was to the county’s advantage
to follow up on it.

I’m sure N.L. Industries must have figured it was a
good time to get into Rusk County because Kennecott
was already on the scene. Even though the county
had not yet decided on what to do with Kennecott’s
proposal, at least the people of Rusk County appeared
to be open to the idea of mining. What better time for
N.L. Industries to make its play! 

Naturally Evelyn and I went through the lease very
carefully. We found that once the lease was signed,
Rusk County would lose control of the area. A full
1,900 acres of county forestland would all of a sudden
be controlled by an out-of-state mining company!
And this was not just any land. It was prime forest-
land in the Blue Hills, straddling the Weirgor River, a
fine trout stream that flowed into the Chippewa River.

Before going further, let me give you some back-
ground information on the Blue Hills. It’s a story that
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mining companies into our county forest. After the
resolution to deny the lease was passed, they left and
we never heard from them again. I was very happy to
have been the instrument to stop them from coming
into Rusk County.

We were not always so fortunate in our struggle
with mining companies.

N.L. Industries was one of several different outfits
that tried to get into forestland owned by Rusk County.
In 1989 and 1990, E.K. Lehmann and Associates tried
three times to lease two plots of land totalling about
520 acres in the Town of Big Bend, south of
Ladysmith. And it’s important to note that the com-
pany was not asking for exploration rights, but rather
prospecting rights with the option to mine. As you
might expect, there is a big difference between the
two, as described by Evelyn in a letter to the editor of
the Ladysmith News that appeared in the February 15,
1990 issue of the paper (Figure 17-1).

I remember encountering E.K. Lehmann himself at
a hearing in Madison that took place about the same
time his company was trying to get into Rusk County.
Luckily, I had seen a tape of a previous meeting in
which he participated. I knew that one of the old
boy’s tricks for controlling the flow of a meeting was
to slide his hand across the table and grab the micro-
phone away from anyone with whom he did not
agree. I thought to myself, “He’s not going to pull that
on me.” And he didn’t. Sure enough, as I was speak-
ing, all of a sudden I saw Lehmann sneaking his hand
over to slide the table-top microphone away from me.
I pounded my fist on the table and yelled, “Leave that

could have been developed there without polluting
both the Weirgor and Chippewa rivers.

Once I got my hands on the proposed lease, I took
it to Attorney Melinda Olsen of Ladysmith for her
opinion. When I went to pick it up, I asked her what
she thought. Melinda responded in her usual blunt
and colorful way. To put it mildly, she said the lease
was very good for the mining company but very bad
for Rusk County. When I asked her for the bill, she
would not take any money for her work and advice.

All of this was going on even before I got elected to
the county board. After I was sworn in as one of the
two supervisors for District 19, my first real county
board meeting was held on July 13, 1976. N.L.
Industries’ lease was on the agenda, and I went to the
meeting with my spurs on. I guess you can say I
jumped right in, because I presented a resolution I
had prepared to deny N.L. Industries a lease to
explore and mine in the county forest. 

I reckon the resolution was pretty crude. While I was
old enough in years to do the writing, being 60 years
old, I was just an infant in terms of knowing county
board procedure. The main thing I had going for me was
that I had done my homework and could tell the board
exactly what the lease contained. By the time I had
explained how bad the terms of the lease were for Rusk
County, the supervisors voted unanimously to deny
signing it. I found out later that Rusk County’s district
attorney was pretty mad at me for not agreeing with his
earlier opinion that this was just an “ordinary” lease.

N.L. Industries must have taken the hint and real-
ized that the Rusk County Board did not want to let

Figure 17-1. Evelyn Churchill was quick to point out that E.K. Lehmann and Associates of  Minnesota wanted to do more than merely explore
the county forestland. The company was looking to prospect with the option to mine (Ladysmith News, February 15, 1990).
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thing right there! I’m not through with it.” All he
could do was drop his hand and back off. My friend
Dennis Reynolds got in on the act as well. When
Lehmann complained, “I don’t know what’s the mat-
ter with you guys. My company always obeys the
laws,” Dennis responded, “Well, you ought to. You
helped make them.”

The very next day I encountered representatives
from Lehmann’s company at another meeting, but
this time in the extreme northern part of the state at
Boulder Junction. That’s in Vilas County, near
Wisconsin’s border with the Upper Peninsula of
Michigan. My buddy Ted Styczinski came along with
me and shared the driving. It was more than a three-
hour trip from Ladysmith.

The meeting had been organized by Charlene
Bergstrom, a real spark plug in the struggle to keep
mining companies out of northern Wisconsin. Even
though Charlene did not live close to either Rusk
County or the proposed Crandon mine, she was very
concerned about what the mining companies were
trying to do in the state. And on several different
occasions in the early 1990s, she brought together
large groups of people from both sides of the issue to
discuss the pros and cons of mining. At the meeting
that Ted and I attended, there were representatives
from the mining industry and the DNR, as well as
many concerned citizens. And even though the pro-
mining big shots did their best to try to convince us

that everything was going to be OK, the people didn’t
buy it. Better yet, because of Charlene’s efforts to
organize that meeting, the word spread into yet
another part of the state about how the mining com-
panies were trying to take advantage of us. 

I can tell you this: Charlene was and continues to
be a staunch friend. Whenever Evelyn and I asked her
to help us with something, she would. She’s that kind
of person. And on a personal note, I also appreciate
how Charlene has kept track of me over the years. I
always get a nice letter from her at Christmas.

Getting back to my story, three times Lehmann
tried to get into the Rusk County forest. And fortu-
nately, three times the county board had the good
sense to deny the request (CD 17-1 and CD 17-2). But
Lehmann, like a cancer in remission, most likely will
be back. They have already been successful in leasing
state land, private holdings and county forestland in
other parts of Wisconsin, like Lincoln and Oneida
counties. 

Another mining company that was interested in
leasing land in Rusk County was Phelps Dodge. In
1992, we got word that they wanted to do some
exploratory drilling on land located in southeastern
Rusk County and the Jump River area. I don’t know if
any leases were signed by private property owners,
but Evelyn did her best to try to foil the mining com-
pany. She wrote a letter to the editor of the Ladysmith
News in which she told people how they could get out

Figure 17-2. Evelyn Churchill used every possible legal angle to throw a wrench in the mining industry’s insatiable hunger for land (Ladysmith
News, April 23, 1992).
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of any leases that had already been signed. Evelyn
stated, “That might be well to know in case one finds
that he/she had not asked for enough royalty or other
possible desired benefit or wishes to cancel for what-
ever reason” (Figure 17-2). 

As usual, Evelyn went to the law books to make her
case. You see, Wis. Stat. 107.25, entitled “Right to can-
cel exploration mining leases,” to this day states that a
citizen “may cancel an exploration mining lease by noti-
fying the lessee [mining company] within 10 calendar
days of when the lease is recorded.” In addition, a gov-
ernmental body “may cancel an exploration lease by
notifying the lessee within 90 calendar days after the
lease is recorded.” And if the lease is not recorded
within 30 days after being signed by the lessor, state law
declares it void. 

Phelps Dodge kind of faded away from the scene
after a short time. But in late 1996, there was talk
again about mining companies wanting to do
exploratory work on county forestland. This time it
was Kennecott. Just as we thought our wonderful
Rusk County forest was doing well and in good hands,
we found that old British mining company gazing lust-
fully at it. Fortunately, Kennecott withdrew its peti-
tion, but not before the public had a chance to
comment. I am including a powerful letter to the edi-

tor written by my friend Bob Ringstad. It appeared in
the November 21, 1996 issue of the Ladysmith News.

It seems we must be ever alert. I was on the Rusk
County Board for 15 years and saw considerable
changes in our board membership over the years.
Most of the supervisors with whom I worked were
well aware of the value of the county forest and, in
particular, the Blue Hills. But there were always a few
who could not seem to understand that it’s impossible
to put a price tag on fine trout streams, prime hunting
areas and scenic hiking trails. Nor did they value the
forest as a renewable resource or appreciate the fact
that perhaps the forest’s greatest value was as a clean
watershed. 

I don’t ever want to see a mining company—par-
ticularly a foreign mining company—messing around
on public land or in the beautiful Blue Hills of Rusk
County. I really get angry when I think about deci-
sions being made in London on how to get control of
the mineral resources in our county forestland. I get
really burned up when I hear how some of our Rusk
County supervisors are willing to bow to the wishes of
those foreign companies, and I get plain mad when I
see mining officials trying to influence our county
board to do something that I’m sure most of Rusk
County’s people don’t want to see happen.

Figure 17-3. Letter to the editor written
by Robert Ringstad of Ladysmith,
Wisconsin against exploration and mining
on Rusk County public land (Ladysmith
News, November 21, 1996).
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I am most thankful for those who had a part in pro-
tecting the resources of our county, going back to the
1920s and through today. Because of them, we have
pristine forest areas that people can come to see and
enjoy. These areas are much better today than they
were 70 or 80 years ago.

Besides its valuable county forestland, Rusk
County has the Chippewa, Flambeau and Jump rivers,
as well as many creeks, streams and lakes. These are
precious resources, and the county board must always
be aware of any potential dangers to them. We must
take action to guarantee these waters will always be
of a quality that is safe and usable for humans as well

as our native plants and animals.
The pressures on our environment are never-end-

ing and insidious. If we are to protect our resources,
we must be ever alert. I am reminded of the quote,
“All it takes for evil to prevail is for good men to do
nothing.”

CD-ROM References
CD 17-1. “Board delays action on mining proposal,” Eau Claire

Leader-Telegram, June 28, 1989.

CD 17-2. “Rusk board rejects mining lease request,” Eau Claire
Leader-Telegram, August 30, 1989.
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For some reason, however, not everyone was
happy with Doug’s exposé of corporate tactics. No,
John Terrill of the Ladysmith News reprinted a mean-
spirited editorial that had appeared in the Wisconsin
State Journal about Doug’s comments (Figure 18-3).
The editorial accused Doug of “sticking his official
nose where it does not belong.” It even said he was
“an embarrassment to the state establishment and to
the Democratic Party …” 

Of course Doug had to respond, and it really
pleased me to read his letter to the editor that
appeared in the September 30, 1976 issue of the
Ladysmith News (CD 18-1). He proudly admitted, “Yes,
I am a meddler. That is an elected official’s job: to seek
out the issues which affect his or her constituents so as

What If Kennecott Were to Dissolve 
Its Subsidiary after Mining?

C H A P T E R  1 8

As we continued to battle Kennecott during the
mid-1970s, we tried to learn as much as we could
about mining companies and their tactics. One ques-
tion that had been raised at the Environmental
Impact Statement hearing in March of 1976 had to do
with corporations and their subsidiaries. As Tom
Galazen asked at the hearing, “Why Flambeau Mining
Corporation? Why not just Kennecott Copper? Why
does Kennecott set up a whole new subsidiary, Flam-
beau Mining Corporation, to perform the mining
here?”

No one answered Tom at the hearing, but four
months later we got an answer from Secretary of
State Doug La Follette. Doug issued a press release in
which he explained how corporations can use sub-
sidiaries to limit their liabilities. And he took it a step
further by asking Kennecott to assure the people of
Wisconsin that it would not dissolve its subsidiary,
Flambeau Mining Company, once the company was
done mining. This is useful information for anyone
who is involved in fighting corporate buzzards, so I
am including the press release for you to see, as it
appeared in the July 1, 1976 issue of the Ladysmith
News (Figure 18-2).

Doug made it clear that “after the mining is com-
pleted, if the Flambeau Mining Co. disappears, people
who are injured by the long-term effects of the mine
will have nowhere to turn.” He described how once a
subsidiary dissolves, the parent company is legally
responsible for the subsidiary’s actions for only two
years, and then “only for amounts up to the value of
assets held … at the time of dissolution.”

We were glad that Doug checked into this and
made the information available to the public. It was
the work of a true public servant.

Figure 18-1. Secretary of
State Doug La Follette, a
dedicated environmentalist
who has never hesitated to
rock the boat of the earth’s
despoilers (News photo,
Capital Times, November
28, 1983; republished with
permission).
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to represent their interests. It is the
business of a politician to ‘meddle’ in
public affairs.” He continued:

Within the limits of this office, I
try to ensure that all corporations
in Wisconsin are legitimate and
responsible. In this spirit, I asked
the Kennecott Corp. to assure this
office and the citizens of Wisconsin
that its subsidiary, the Flambeau
Mining Co. operating in the Lady-
smith area, would not be dissolved
whentheiroperationsare completed.

The reason I asked for this
assurance is that it is a well-
known procedure for a corporation
to dissolve its subsidiary so as to
avoid future liabilities … Although
I realize this is perfectly legal, it
does not reflect much corporate
responsibility.

His final comment pleased me the
most. He wrote:

The real issue here is what we can
do to protect the interests of the
citizens of Wisconsin. If this is an
‘embarrassment to the state estab-
lishment and to the Democratic
Party,’ as you claim, then I can
only say that my primary alle-
giance is not to them, but to the
people of Wisconsin.

Wow! There’s not much more I can
add to that, except that I appreciate
elected officials like Doug La Follette
who remember where their responsi-
bility lies—with people like you and
me rather than some corporation out
to make a buck. 

CD-ROM Reference
CD 18-1. Letter to the editor by Doug La Follette,

Ladysmith News, September 30, 1976.

Figure 18-3. Editorial originally printed in the Wisconsin State Journal and reprinted by
the Ladysmith News chides Secretary of State Doug La Follette for getting involved in the
mining controversy (Ladysmith News, September 2, 1976; republished with permission).

Figure 18-2. Secretary of State Doug La Follette explains how corporations sometimes use
subsidiaries to dodge long-term responsibility for their actions (Ladysmith News, July 1, 1976;
republished with permission).
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in Madison to ask how we could appeal the decision.
But as you might imagine, no one there would help
us. We were left to flounder. So next we called
Secretary of State Doug La Follette, who directed us
to Chapter 227 of the Wisconsin Statutes entitled
“Administrative Procedure.” Lucky for us, Evelyn was
up to the task of deciphering the law. For being a lit-
tle farm wife, she had one of the keenest minds I’ve
ever seen.

We found out that the appeal had to be submitted
within 30 days of the decision, which meant it was
due by July 15th. Since we didn’t find this out until
July 14th, we had ONE DAY to get it done! We
worked frantically to prepare the case. Evelyn read
the statutes, I wrote the appeal, and thirteen people
in the Town of Grant signed it. 

We sent the appeal to the DNR just under the dead-
line, and then the fun began. You see, the department
officials didn’t quite know what to do with it. They
had never had such a problem before, so they for-
warded it to the Dane County Circuit Court. Even the
circuit court wasn’t sure how to handle it, and after
considerable juggling, Judge William C. Sachtjen was
appointed to the case.

We really tied up Kennecott’s program by taking
the DNR to court. There was now a blemish on the
EIS. A hearing had to be scheduled with interested
individuals present. This included members of the
DNR, as well as those who had signed the appeal. The
hearing was scheduled to take place in Judge
Sachtjen’s office in Madison on September 23, 1976. 

You can imagine that the Kennecott officials were
quite upset by all of this. But what really surprised me
was the response that I got at my place of work from
my superior, Superintendent of Schools Harold

Appealing the Decision to 
Approve Kennecott’s Environmental

Impact Statement (July 1976)
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Despite its problems with the people of the Town
of Grant, Kennecott thought the approval of the
Environmental Impact Statement for its proposal in
June of 1976 had given the company the “green light”
to proceed with developing the mine. But not quite
yet! The grumbling increased among the Town of
Grant residents who had studied the EIS. We felt that
its adequacy should have been decided by a third
party, and not by Richard Henneger, the DNR lawyer
who had acted as the hearing examiner. 

Les Tiews, Bob Plantz and I went down to Madison
with several others to talk to the Secretary of the
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources about
our concerns. At that time the post was held by
Anthony (Tony) Earl, and we went to his office on
University Avenue in the Pyare Square Building. The
exact date was June 23, 1976. As soon as Earl came
into the room, I could tell we weren’t going to get
much help. He had a look on his face as if he were
about to break bread with a bunch of peasants, and he
proceeded to talk to us like we were country boys. 

After listening to him for a little while I said, in a
quiet voice, “Mr. Earl, the DNR seems to be more the
handmaiden of the mining company than of the peo-
ple of the State of Wisconsin.” Boy, did he get mad!
He changed colors, going from white to red, and
absolutely vibrated in his chair. I, of course, sat there
quietly. Then Earl tried to justify the DNR’s decision to
approve the EIS for the Flambeau Mine, but my com-
ment kind of cast a little blight on the whole meeting.
On the way home, Les said to me, “I don’t think you
should have said that!” 

On July 14, 1976, Evelyn and I decided to do
something about our displeasure with the DNR’s
action. For starters, we called the agency’s main office
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this day, still have not met him. In fact, I cannot even
recall his name, but what a godsend he was!

Our lawyer immediately picked up the phone and
called him. He answered! He said he’d be glad to
research the literature for the precedents we needed
to find. He did so, and as far as I know, sent the infor-
mation directly to the Dane County Circuit Court.

The decision on the appeal was scheduled for late
November. What was most important about the
whole thing was that Kennecott could not go forward
with its project until after the judge made his deci-
sion. So we effectively tied them up for about four
months.

I don’t believe a decision was ever made on our
appeal. You see, by November of 1976 it was a moot
point because, in the interim, the Rusk County Board
had decided to deny Kennecott’s application for the
county permit it needed to mine. You will read about
this later, but for now let me say this: Kennecott had
to receive many different approvals and permits in
order to mine, and the denial of any one of them had
the potential to stop the project. So once the county
denied Kennecott its permit, our case against the EIS
was no longer needed. But at least it had bought us
some time.

Before moving on, I must tell you about some neg-
ative ramifications from my initial meeting with Judge
Sachtjen in September of 1976. When I reported back
to my job the next day, I found a letter from
Superintendent Billings on my desk, accusing me of
truancy and threatening severe administrative disci-
pline for any future truancy. I was docked $111.99 in
pay for my day in Madison. I have no idea how they
came up with this figure, because I was making only
about $85.00 a day at the time. Billings also sent a
copy of the letter to Kurt Gerken (Figure 19-1). 

An equally interesting letter was on my desk the
same day from Ed May’s wife, who served the
school district as a speech therapist. She informed
me, since I was her superior, that she would be gone
from work for four days, and I later found out that
she needed the time off to accompany her husband
on a trip to Montana for a mining meeting (Figure
19-2). I went to Billings with her letter and asked
him if she would be treated like I was. He assured
me that her wages would be deducted. But when I
asked him if she would receive a letter of repri-
mand, accusing her of truancy, he just walked away
without answering me.

Billings must have felt a little guilty about all of
this, because he later suggested that I recoup the pay
I had been docked earlier by adding $112.00 to my

Billings. When I asked for the day off to attend the
proceedings, he told me, “No.” And even after I
explained to him how I had written the appeal myself
and needed to be there to answer any questions the
judge might have, Billings still wouldn’t change his
mind. So what was going on here?

It has always been my belief that Billings was
under great pressure from the President of the
Ladysmith School Board, Kurt Gerken, to support the
mine. You see, Gerken was a very close friend of Ed
May. Needless to say, I had no choice but to attend the
court case. So I told Billings I was going despite his
disapproval and that he should either dock my wages
or allow me to make up the day. It was insulting to be
treated like this when I had been an employee of the
Ladysmith school system for over 25 years.

To Madison we went, five of us from the Town of
Grant and our lawyer, Melinda Olsen. Bob Plantz
offered to drive, so we piled into his brand new two-
tone blue and white Cadillac and took off early in the
morning. It was a 220-mile drive for us, and we didn’t
want to be late. 

When we got to the courthouse, Judge Sachtjen lis-
tened to the DNR officials defend their approval of
the EIS, and then he listened very attentively to us.
When the testimony was finished, he told those of us
from the Town of Grant that he could simply dismiss
our case on a technicality, because we had made some
mistakes in how we submitted our appeal. For exam-
ple, he told me that, as the one who had written the
appeal, my name should have been noted at the top of
the page rather than the bottom. He also mentioned
that the appeal really should have been filed earlier.
But in no way did he criticize its contents.

Judge Sachtjen’s decision that day was to instruct
us to go back and study the literature for any legal
precedent that would make our case stand. He gave us
what amounted to thirty days, but added, “I’m a slow
reader and will need another thirty days after you turn
in your legal brief to make my decision.” Since we
were trying to buy time, those were welcome words!

We were glad we had a lawyer with us in the car
and chewed over strategy all the way back to
Ladysmith. The prospects didn’t look too bright, how-
ever, because we had no idea where to find the prece-
dents that Judge Sachtjen wanted to see. 

Well, maybe there are miracles, because when we got
home, I had a letter waiting for me from a law student
in Ann Arbor, Michigan. He told us that he was aware of
our struggle with Kennecott. He went on to state that he
specialized in doing legal research and would like to
help us. I had never met this young man before, and to
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Figure 19-1. Ladysmith Superintendent of
Schools Harold Billings reprimands Roscoe
Churchill for missing a day of work to attend a
hearing ordered by Judge William Sachtjen of the
Dane County Circuit Court. Judge Sachtjen
scheduled the hearing to ask Roscoe questions
regarding an appeal written by the Churchills
(September 23, 1976).

Figure 19-2. Maryann May, wife of Ed May,
informs the school that she will be missing four
days of work (to accompany her husband on a trip
to Montana for a mining meeting). Superintendent
of Schools Harold Billings does not reprimand
Mrs. May (September 23, 1976).

next expense voucher. I told him this wasn’t honest
and I wouldn’t do it. When he replied by saying that

he would do it for me, I told him that if he did, I
wouldn’t cash the check. The money was not added.
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Doug’s advice and met Peshek shortly thereafter on
one of our trips to Madison.

Peshek seemed ready and anxious to advise and
help us in our battle against Kennecott. But he told us
that first we would have to approach the citizen advi-
sory committee for the Public Intervenor Office to get
permission to enlist his help. 

We found out that the citizen advisory committee
was going to be meeting within the next few weeks at
a cabin near Mellen, Wisconsin. So I went there with
my friend Les Tiews to present our reasons for need-
ing the help of the public intervenor. The committee

Enlisting the Aid of the Public 
Intervenor (July 1976)
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The summer of 1976 was indeed a time of action,
frustration, long trips to Madison—and our introduc-
tion to Peter Peshek.

A number of us in the Town of Grant were right-
fully concerned about how the proposed mine might
affect the environment and wanted to know if exist-
ing laws were adequate to protect us from mining pol-
lution. We had also heard that the state was going to
be adopting new standards for groundwater protec-
tion, and we wanted to make sure the standards
would be tough. So we drove to Madison in July of
1976 to try to get some support from legislators, the
DNR and other state officials.

We met with Secretary of
State Doug La Follette, who
told us that the state had a
Public Intervenor Office within
the Department of Justice that
might be able to help us. The
office, which was unique to
Wisconsin, was designed to
help citizens bring lawsuits
against any party thought to be
violating “public rights” in
water and other natural re-
source issues. If necessary, the
public intervenor could even
help citizens sue the DNR for
failure to protect the environ-
ment. It sounded like the type
of agency we needed. 

La Follette suggested we
contact Peter Peshek, who was
the public intervenor at that
time (Figure 20-1). We took

Figure 20-1. A brief biography of Wisconsin Public Intervenor Peter Peshek (Wisconsin Academy
Review, Volume 28, Number 1, December 1981; republished with permission). 
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U.S. Department of the Interior and the Director of the
Bureau of Land Management. He was dedicated to pro-
tecting the environment and knew how to get things
done. He had an aura of strength about him that you
could feel. I respected the man greatly. We became
friends over the years, and I am the richer for it.

I was also impressed with Martin Hanson, who like
Stoddard had worked for President Kennedy. These
were powerful men with great ability and knowledge.
It makes me wonder what they must have thought of
me that day. Here I was, pretty unsophisticated in pol-
itics and naïve about the ways of mining companies.
I’m sure they could see that I had no idea how big a
bite I was taking. Years later, I remember Stoddard
saying to me, “You have really grown.”

After hearing our case, the committee agreed that
we had a legitimate claim to requesting the help of
the Public Intervenor Office. This meant Peshek could
become part of our team. Les and I were jubilant
about getting the needed support.

We quickly found out, however, that more help was
going to be needed. When we first met with Peshek,
he made us understand that while he would be work-
ing with us as the public intervenor, the town would
still have to hire a lawyer to represent its interests in
any legal proceedings. 

So in October of 1976, a group of men from the
Town of Grant traveled to Madison to get Peshek’s
advice on hiring a corporate attorney for the town. I
didn’t go along because I still worked for the Ladysmith
Public Schools and didn’t want to get another letter of
reprimand from Superintendent Billings for missing a
day of work. At any rate, Peshek recommended that we
hire Attorney Kevin Lyons of Madison to be the town’s
corporate attorney, which we did.

We felt good about having Peshek and Lyons on
board to help us protect the town’s environmental
and economic interests in our dealings with
Kennecott. Little did we know that eventually we
would come to distrust both of them.

members present that day included Attorney General
Bronson La Follette, Professor Arlen Christenson of
the University of Wisconsin Law School, Charles
Stoddard and Martin Hanson.

The committee listened to our concerns very
intently. I was especially impressed with Charles
Stoddard, who had served in the Kennedy administra-
tion in the early 1960s as the Assistant Secretary to the

Figure 20-2. Charles Stoddard was a specialist in natural resource
economics and policy. He served the government in a variety of
professional assignments, among them the preparation of John F.
Kennedy’s first message on conservation (Photo and caption, Looking
Forward, 1982).
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issue of the Ladysmith News (CD 21-1).
Before I move on, I’d like to tell you a little bit

about how Evelyn went about typing up the many res-
olutions and papers that play such an important role
in my story. I bought her a little electric typewriter
around 1969, a number of years before we got
involved in the mining controversy. Our old mechani-
cal one was getting hard for her to use, and she was
always up to something where she could use a type-
writer, be it sending away for information about
health-related matters or just keeping in touch with
friends.

When we got involved in the fight against
Kennecott, Evelyn started to type more and more—
letters and papers and articles for the newspapers.
First she would write out what she wanted to say by
hand, and then she would type it. I can still see her
pounding out all kinds of letters on that little type-
writer. When she would make a mistake, she would
cross it out, erase it, or, if the mistake was really bad,
she’d paste over it with a new piece of paper and
retype what was missing. More than once I saw her
crumple up the whole sheet and start over again.
There was nothing going to stop her.

Around 1989 she received a most wonderful gift
from Anishinaabe Niijii, or “Friends of the Chippewa.”
They gave her a word processor! And they sent Dick
Brooks, who at the time was the manager of the Lac
Courte Oreille (LCO) radio station WOJB to instruct
her how to use it. A few years later the LCO tribe also
gave us a copy machine. It was like a whole new
world for Evelyn. I was surprised how quickly she
learned to use the word processor, and it helped her
to be even more prolific. We never forgot the generos-
ity of our Native American friends.

The people of the Town of Grant had passed a reso-
lution at their annual meeting in April of 1976 that
helped to put Kennecott’s mining proposal on hold. For
one thing, the resolution called on the Grant Town
Board to set up a local study committee to make sug-
gestions for “environmental conditions and restrictions
which [would have to] be met by Flambeau Mining
Company” prior to the issuance of a permit. And the
resolution also required the board to hold a special
meeting to consider the committee’s recommendations.

Well, in September of 1976, the Grant Town Board
did what the people requested. It passed a resolution
to protect the town against mining pollution and
being ripped off by the state’s mining tax law. The
board decided it would not sign any permit to rezone
property for metallic mining until certain laws were
enacted by the state to: (1) guarantee better environ-
mental protection; (2) increase the mining tax to not
less than 5 percent; and (3) return at least 50 percent
of the mining tax money collected by the state to the
township and county. In a way the resolution was a
type of mining moratorium. 

As you might guess, Evelyn and I had our hands in
writing the resolution. There was nothing fancy about
how Evelyn typed it up (Figure 21-1). You must
understand that she was almost 60 and had never
been taught how to type. So she used the “Columbus
system,” where you find ‘em and land on ‘em! But it
was the contents of the resolution that mattered, and
it gave the town exactly what it needed to protect
itself against Kennecott. 

Passing this resolution was a big deal for those of
us opposed to the mine, and Town Clerk Leonard
Gleason even went to the effort of having an official
notice of the resolution posted in the October 7, 1976

The Town of Grant Takes Further 
Action (September 1976)

C H A P T E R  2 1
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CD-ROM Reference
CD 21-1. Official notice of the mining resolution passed by the Grant

Town Board in September 1976, Ladysmith News, October
7, 1976. 

Figure 21-1. Roscoe and Evelyn Churchill author a resolution to halt mining in the township until specific laws are passed by the state legisla-
ture to protect the environmental and financial interests of the local people. The resolution was passed by the Grant Town Board in September of
1976.

http://wp.me/a2Qyvo-iH
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environmentalists and reporters, all anxious to see
what would happen. 

I never enjoyed going to these county board meet-
ings because I always knew I’d be fighting. And this
was no exception. I presented the resolution to deny
Kennecott’s application at 10 a.m. on Wednesday,
November 10, 1976. It was Resolution #229, a num-
ber I will always remember (Figure 22-1). I hoped to
get even 11 of the 21 supervisors to vote with me. 

Rusk County Board Chairman Marvin Hanson
announced that each person who wanted to speak in
favor or against the resolution would be allowed
three minutes. That meant the most uninformed per-
son would have as much input as those of us who had
spent long hours preparing for the day. How could I
give all of my information in three minutes? My heart
sank. 

All at once I saw one of the county supervisors, a
man by the name of Roger Albus, beckoning me to
follow him into the hall. He said to me, “Roscoe, I
don’t necessarily like your resolution, but you have
done your homework and should have the opportu-
nity to tell your story.” He then went back into the
boardroom and made a motion that I be given as
much time as I needed to make my presentation. It
passed unanimously. When my turn came, I spoke for
about 20-30 minutes and explained why I felt it was-
n’t in the county’s best interest to allow the mine.

You can bet the people from the Town of Grant
were there to testify in favor of the resolution! Several
businessmen from Ladysmith, however, spoke against
it. They thought they could see profits for their busi-
nesses if a mine moved into town. For those of us who
had worked to slow down the Kennecott invasion, it
was extremely disconcerting to see men with whom

The Rusk County Board Denies Kennecott
a Permit to Mine (November 10, 1976)

C H A P T E R  2 2

The two-day state permit hearing for Kennecott’s
project was scheduled to be held at Mount Senario
College in Ladysmith beginning on November 9,
1976. It just so happened that the Rusk County Board
was meeting on the same two days. In anticipation of
this board meeting, I had drawn up a resolution to
present to the county supervisors. The upshot of the
resolution was that it would deny Kennecott the
county permit it needed to mine until the legislature
passed better mining laws that were more protective
of the local residents and financially beneficial to the
community. It was similar to the resolution that had
been passed by the Grant Town Board in September.

I knew this resolution was going to meet with a lot
of opposition, and I must admit that the first draft
wasn’t very good. It was only the second resolution I
had ever prepared for the county board. Luckily, Ray
Grigar, another county supervisor who was against
the mine, helped me rewrite it. By the time the
November meeting took place, we were ready. 

Now, word had gotten out that some of us were
working on a resolution to deny Kennecott the county
permit it needed to mine. A few days before the meet-
ing was to be held, Evelyn and I got a phone call from
Charles Geisler, a graduate student at the University
of Wisconsin–Madison. He said, “Roscoe, we’ll have a
ground swell of people at the permit hearing.” And
we did. 

Many people came, not only from the Town of
Grant, but from Madison, Milwaukee, Minneapolis
and other cities. The courthouse where the county
board was meeting was filled to overflowing, and so
was Mount Senario College, where the state permit
hearing was taking place. In addition to interested cit-
izens, there were mining officials, law professors,
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we had done business for many years come out in
support of the mining project. You could tell they had
done very little to inform themselves about mining
laws, and they seemed unaware of the negative
impacts that mining could have on the environment. 

Ironically, even though these businessmen saw dol-
lar signs, they were to lose many customers from the

Town of Grant who wanted safer and better mining
laws. Quite a number of these merchants are no
longer in business in Ladysmith. While this cannot be
blamed totally on what happened at the hearing, it
certainly didn’t help.

The debate that day was hot and furious until
noon, when we dismissed for lunch. At one o’clock we

Figure 22-1. The
Rusk County Board of
Supervisors takes
unprecedented action
by denying a multina-
tional mining corpora-
tion a permit to mine
(November 10, 1976).
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came back and began again. Since this was also the
day of the county budget hearing, which by law had
to be held at 2:00 p.m., we had only one more hour to
debate the resolution. Running out of time, we con-
tacted the district attorney to see if we could finish
our discussion of the resolution and set back the
budget hearing by a few minutes. He said that we
could, and at 2:10 p.m. we had a voice vote.

The vote was 21 to 0 in favor of the resolution to
deny Kennecott a permit to mine in Rusk County! I’ve
been through a lot, but that was a real victory. I
became kind of a hero for one day. I don’t remember
much more about the rest of the meeting. I was
floating pretty high. A lot of other people opposed to
the mining project also were excited, especially
Evelyn.

The Town of Grant’s attorney Kevin Lyons had cho-
sen to attend the state permit hearing at Mount
Senario College rather than the Rusk County Board
meeting. The town had hired him about three weeks
earlier, and he had informed us that he didn’t believe
we had much of a chance to stop Kennecott from get-
ting its permit to mine. After our victory, Evelyn
decided to drive over to Mount Senario to let Lyons
know what had happened. She was so excited that
she ran a stop sign on her way! Luckily, she didn’t get
caught.

When Evelyn arrived at Mount Senario College,
James Ludwig was just finishing his testimony.
Ludwig was a consulting ecologist for the mining
industry who previously had worked on environmen-
tal issues surrounding a taconite mine at Black River
Falls. He actually had the audacity to say at the hear-
ing that we should get the ore out of the ground so it
wouldn’t pollute the groundwater any longer! 

When Lyons heard Evelyn’s message that the Rusk
County Board had denied Kennecott a mining permit,
he politely waited for Ludwig to finish. He then
announced to David Schwarz, the hearing examiner
from the Department of Administration, that
Kennecott’s mining permit had been denied by the
Rusk County Board. Lyons went on to say that the
DNR could not issue a state permit to mine unless a
county permit had been granted. He then suggested
to Schwarz that he may as well shut down the hearing
because to continue would be a waste of time.
Schwarz agreed to adjourn, to loud applause.

There were rumors that the mining officials were a
bit upset. I heard they went to a local bar after the
meeting, where someone asked them, “What are you
going to do now?” One official responded, “I’m going
to have a martini, and I might even have two.” 

What a day! Not only did Kennecott fail to get a
mining permit from Rusk County, but their bid for a
state permit had also been defeated. This was big
news. In particular, the story that a county board had
stood up and denied a mining permit to one of the
world’s largest corporations made the statewide press
(Figure 22-2), and some of us even were interviewed
by a reporter from the Los Angeles Times.

Of course the board’s action made the front page of
the Ladysmith News as well (CD 22-1). Somehow,
though, the article didn’t sound quite so triumphant.
Rather than talking about “democracy at work,” the
headline merely said, “Board on record against per-
mits,” and no mention was made of the remarkable
nature of what had happened. The paper also ran a
front-page response from the mining company, in
which Kennecott’s Robert Shilling bemoaned the
board’s decision and implied that stopping the mine
was going to lead to the financial ruin of Wisconsin.
Here are his words (CD 22-2):

We believe that the action by the Rusk County Board
is a dramatic example of what all industry in
Wisconsin could face, whether that industry is a
paper mill, an electrical generating plant, or another
type of manufacturing plant. Whenever local units of
government are dissatisfied with an applicable state
law, all they have to do, if they follow the lead of
Rusk County, is to deny local permits necessary for
any development until state laws are changed.

After the county’s dramatic action, Kennecott seemed
bent on tying up the local governments in court over
a number of miscellaneous, minor issues. And there
was a flurry of activity in Rusk County and the Town
of Grant as Lyons and Peshek went after them. In
every instance we came out ahead, even to the point
where the town received $3,000 from Kennecott as
the result of a settlement for frivolous action.

Many of us thought we had won a real victory over
Kennecott. But one thing in particular started to
bother me. Almost immediately, both Lyons and
Peshek began to talk about how the town should sit
down and try to work out its differences with
Kennecott. Well, that’s not why we had hired Lyons,
and it seemed a rather odd position for the public
intervenor to take as well. 

I didn’t want to negotiate with the mining com-
pany. I thought we had licked them, and that’s all
there was to it. We knew that Wisconsin’s laws were
not adequate to protect the environmental and finan-
cial interests of Rusk County and the Town of Grant.
Yet Lyons and Peshek seemed to feel otherwise, even
though they were supposed to be representing us. 

http://wp.me/a2Qyvo-iI
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the department wanted to do this as a matter of
convenience. 

Now these weren’t just any trees. Evelyn and I had
planted them ourselves in 1951, which made it kind of
a family deal. The trees were meant to give us privacy
from the road and protect us from the wind. So I said
to the highway commissioner, “You’re not just cutting
wild trees, you’re cutting planted trees.” Worse yet, the
county offered us peanuts in compensation, only $330
to cover not only the cost of the trees, but a fraction of
an acre and my fence. I complained loudly, but the

Before moving on, let me tell you a little story
about how Kennecott’s Ed May reacted to Rusk
County’s denial of the mining permit. To set the stage
we need to go back to 1974, when the Rusk County
Highway Department was planning to widen County
Trunk G in front of my house. The department
informed us it would be cutting down two rows of big
trees that ran along the road to the west of my house.
The trees were beyond the road right-of-way, but the
county wanted to cut them down to make it easier for
its big machinery to get the job done. In other words,

Figure 22-2. The decision of the Rusk County Board to deny Kennecott a permit to mine makes news across the state (Capital Times, November
13, 1976; republished with permission).
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department was bound and determined to cut the
trees down, using its power of eminent domain if nec-
essary. So Evelyn and I had no choice but to take the
county to court. 

Evelyn and three neighbor ladies who were also
affected by the project went to speak to an attorney in
Rice Lake by the name of Edward Coe. He told us what
we needed to do. For one thing, he suggested we get
an appraiser to look at the trees. We took his advice,
and the appraiser valued the trees much higher than
what the county had offered to pay us. It was in the
thousands of dollars (and speaking of money, Attorney
Coe charged us only $15 for his legal advice. I think he
might have felt a little sorry for those four little old
ladies who were in a bind).

When we told our story in court, the judge asked
each of us what we wanted. The others who had gone
to see the lawyer with Evelyn all asked for more

money, and they got it. The judge then said to me,
“What do you want?” My response was, “All I want is
to leave those trees right there.” I didn’t ask for any
money or a new fence, only to keep the trees. And
that’s what I got. The trees are still there today!  

So how does this tie in to my story about Ed May?
In November of 1976, when the Rusk County Board
gave Kennecott a blow by denying the company a per-
mit to mine, Ed May said to me, “They didn’t cut your
trees either, did they?”

CD-ROM References
CD 22-1. “Board on record against permits,” Ladysmith News,

November 18, 1976.

CD 22-2. “Kennecott responds to board’s action,” Ladysmith News,
November 18, 1976.
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been a member of the Rusk County Mining Tax
Committee, a citizens’ group that was formed in 1975
to study and discuss the mining tax situation. We met
regularly until about the time that Rusk County denied
Kennecott a permit to mine. When that happened, we
thought our worries were over, so the group kind of
faded away. Nevertheless, the Rusk County Citizens
Action Group was still on the scene, keeping an eye on
the mining tax, among other things. 

The net result of our studying was that many peo-
ple were well informed about the problems with the
existing mining tax law. But it always haunted me
how Ed May had told us at one of our meetings in
1975 that the mining tax law was a “done deal” and
the legislature was not about to change its mind. 

I wanted to know if what Ed May had told us was
true. So I said to Rep. Dueholm, “We have been told
that your minds have been made up about this mining
tax law. If that’s the case, this meeting is an exercise in
futility.” He responded, “I can assure you, Mr.
Churchill, that our minds have not been made up. I’m
here to learn as much as I can about this.”

From that point on, Rep. Dueholm was one of my
best allies in the legislature. I’ll always remember one
story I heard him tell years later about the iron mines
in Hurley, Wisconsin. He said, “When the mines at
Hurley closed, all the miners left town because they
didn’t have any jobs. Then the whores left for the
same reason. Finally the pimps left, too, and they’ve
been lobbying in Madison for mining ever since.” 

As you might expect, I had a chance at the February
meeting with Rep. Dueholm to tell him exactly what I
thought about the mine and the mining tax law. He
listened intently, and I left the meeting feeling like I
had really accomplished something. 

Representative Harvey Dueholm 
Comes to Ladysmith (February 1977)

C H A P T E R  2 3

Even though Kennecott had been denied a permit
to mine in November of 1976, the issue of how to reg-
ulate metallic mining in Wisconsin was not dead. In
early 1977, Representative Harvey Dueholm (D-Luck),
chairman of the state’s Legislative Committee on
Mining, decided to bring his committee to Ladysmith
to hear what the people had to say. He said, “This is
where the mine is proposed, so that’s where the people
should have a chance to speak.” He told us that he
wanted to learn as much as he could about mining in
general and Kennecott’s proposal in particular. 

Rep. Dueholm chaired a meeting of his committee
at Mount Senario College in February of 1977. I did
not know him very well then, but over the years I
came to have the utmost respect for him. Harvey
Dueholm was a real fighter. Maybe that’s why we got
along.

I came to the meeting very upset about the 1.5 per-
cent mining tax that had been passed in 1974, believ-
ing it needed to be changed. You may recall that I had

Figure 23-1. Harvey
Dueholm was elected to 
represent Wisconsin’s 28th
Assembly District in 1958
and served his constituents 
well for the next 20 years
(Wisconsin Blue Book, 1977).
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But when I returned to work the next day, there
was some fallout over my outspoken comments.
Superintendent of Schools Harold Billings was wait-
ing for me and said that he was not very pleased
about my position on mining. He proceeded to give
me a letter stating that the Ladysmith School Board
supported the proposed mine, as if that were sup-
posed to make me shut up! Well, he had another
guess coming.

According to Billings, the school board’s official
reasons for supporting the mine were two-fold:

� They believed the school district would benefit from
enhanced enrollment resulting from new families
moving into the area; and

� They believed the mine would provide a new expe-
rience in the learning environment for students. 

I didn’t buy any of this. For example, the thirty or so
local jobs created by the Flambeau Mine would not
result in a need for extended school facilities. No,
Billings was just trying to exert his influence to “get
the ball rolling” for Kennecott, like he did in 1976
when he reprimanded me for meeting with Judge
Sachtjen and docked my wages.

You can read Billing’s letter for yourself (Figure 23-
2). He actually wrote that the school board believed
“the county board should take a positive position sup-
porting the mine thus clearing the way for future
operations.”

If indeed the school board wanted to go on record
to support the mine, Billings should have sent his let-
ter to the Chairman of the Rusk County Board or all of
the supervisors, not just me. I felt harassed, and
unfortunately this was not the end of it. Let me tell
you another story about my dealings with Harold
Billings.

To set the stage I need to go back to 1972. That’s
when President Richard Nixon came out with the
“Right to Read” program. I was asked by Billings to be
one of the 21 original members of Wisconsin’s chap-
ter. We met in different cities around the state to
launch a statewide program for improving reading
skills in children and adults. I served for about five
years.

In March of 1977, the “Right to Read” group was
scheduled to meet in Brookfield, Wisconsin at the
Marriott Hotel. The meeting was on a Thursday and
Friday, so to get there on time I drove down on
Wednesday afternoon. It worked out pretty well for
me because I had also accepted an invitation to give a
talk about mining on Friday evening at the Memorial
Union at the University of Wisconsin–Madison. I was
scheduled to speak at 8 p.m., and my “Right to Read”

meeting ended at 4, which allowed plenty of time to
drive to Madison. 

Ed May had also been invited to speak at the
Memorial Union that evening, but declined. His job
seemed to be coming to a close, now that the Rusk
County Board had denied Kennecott’s permit to mine.
Maybe that’s why he didn’t want to be there. What’s
important, though, is that May knew I had accepted
the invitation.

Strangely enough, when I went to claim my reser-
vation at the Marriott on Wednesday, I was told the
hotel had no reservation for me and that no rooms
were available. I thought this was rather odd because
I had made my reservation a couple of weeks before.
Luckily, the elementary school principal from the
Centuria Unity District, who was also there for the
“Right to Read” program, had a large room with two
double beds. He graciously invited me to share his
room.

We had a good meeting in Brookfield, and at its
conclusion on Friday afternoon I drove to Madison for
my mining talk. The students were great, and they
showed a lot of support for how we were trying to
stop multinational corporations from invading north-
ern Wisconsin. I spent the night in Madison and drove
home the next day. 

The following Monday I was back at work. The
school administrators and guidance instructors met to
discuss our assignments for the week, as we did every
Monday. But at the end of the meeting, Billings asked
me to remain for a few minutes.

Once we were alone, his first question was, “Where
were you last Thursday and Friday? You didn’t stay at
the Marriott.” I was shocked. Being a man of few
words, I asked him, “Where the hell do you think I
was?” I quickly added, “It’s interesting that you know
my reservation was cancelled.” I then told him that if
he wanted to know where I had been, he should call
the two representatives from the Department of
Instruction, Marvin Klein and Margaret Yawkey, who
had run the meeting. And while he was at it, he could
call the elementary principal from Balsam Lake with
whom I had roomed.

Billings could tell I was mad! He quickly said to
me, “OK, I believe you.” Still angry, I responded,
“Then you should never have asked!”

Then I found out what was really going on. Billings
said that Ed May had called Kurt Gerken, the
President of the Ladysmith School Board, to tell him
that I was not at the “Right to Read” meeting at the
Marriott, but rather had gone to a mining meeting in
Madison. I don’t know how Ed May knew my
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Figure 23-2. Letter to Roscoe Churchill from Superintendent of Schools Harold Billings, encouraging the Rusk County Board to “take a positive
position supporting the mine” (February 4, 1977).
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taking another cheap shot at me, just because of how
I opposed the mine. I blew my top and told Billings
that if he or Gerken interfered with my rights one
more time, they would be in court. And I can tell you
my language was considerably stronger than this! 

Billings responded, “You wouldn’t do that,” and I
replied, “Just try me.” Needless to say, the contracts
were soon issued, and for the rest of my time as an
employee of the Ladysmith School District, I was not
subjected to any more harassment by the school
board. They were well aware of the fact that I was
being advised by an attorney.

I made my announcement to retire in March of
1978, in time so my replacement could be found
before the fall term. When everyone knew I would be
leaving, some of my teachers approached Billings to
see if they could throw a retirement party for me at
Club 8, a local restaurant. They felt that since I had
served the district 29 years, they wanted to do some-
thing special for me. Billings gave his blessing, I sup-
pose because he was glad to get rid of me. But when I
found out about the plans for the party, I made one
thing clear. I told Billings that if Gerken came to the
party, I would not be there.

The party turned out to be quite an elaborate
affair, with a nice meal, an entertaining program and
a dance. I was there. Gerken was not.

Incidentally, after I retired and
my school health insurance ran
out, for some reason I got two
months of free coverage that
amounted to about $112.00.
What a strange coincidence! It
matched almost to a penny the
$111.99 that had been deducted
from my salary in September of
1976. 

The lesson I learned was that
if you stick your neck out on a
controversial issue like mining,
you’ll get stepped on. But I never
let that deter me. I have always
fought hard for what I believe in.
I couldn’t have respected myself
for doing anything less.

schedule of school-related commitments, but it was
clear that he knew where I was supposed to be and
when I was supposed to be there. I guess he kept close
track of me. At any rate, I put “2 and 2” together and
wondered if Ed May had been involved in the myste-
rious cancellation of my reservation at the Marriott.

Those guys had gone too far, and I was getting
tired of being harassed. So I went to see my lawyer
friend, Melinda Olsen, and told her what had hap-
pened. She advised me to write a letter to Gerken and
warn him to stop interfering with me and my job. I
did what she advised and put Gerken on notice
(Figure 23-3).

I will touch on only one more blatant attack by
Billings and Gerken. Early in 1977, I told Billings that
I would probably be retiring in 1978. He told the
school board, and Gerken suggested that I make my
announcement right away. That was out of line on his
part. I was under a three-year continuing contract
and planned to work at least one more year. It was up
to me to make the announcement on my terms, not
his, so I said nothing. 

By May of 1977, none of the three school principals
in Ladysmith had gotten their new contracts, so I
bearded Billings. He told me that the contracts were
being held up because I wouldn’t make the announce-
ment that Gerken had requested. It felt like they were

Figure 23-3. Letter from Roscoe
Churchill to the President of the
Ladysmith School Board, Kurt Gerken,
putting him on notice for harassment
(April 4, 1977).
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Everything got put on hold for Kennecott in
November of 1976 when the Rusk County Board
denied the company a permit to mine. But the mining
officials did not just sit back and give up. Almost
immediately, Ed May began appearing at conferences
around the state to promote the Flambeau Mine proj-
ect (Figure 24-1).

Figure 24-1. Ed May (far left) participates in a conference on the
pros and cons of mining held in Rice Lake, Wisconsin. Other pan-
elists include (left to right) Roscoe Churchill (Rusk County Citizens
Action Group), Les Tiews (former DNR official) and Paul Myers
(Wisconsin Geological and Natural History Survey). See CD 24-1 to
read the news story (News photo, Eau Claire Leader-Telegram,
December 2, 1976; republished with permission).

May also began a series of meetings at local restau-
rants with members of the Rusk County Board. Only a

few members of the board were invited at a time, and
I believe all the arrangements for the meals were
taken care of by Minnie Day, a plump little woman
who recently had moved to Ladysmith. Minnie was
very much in favor of the mine.

Like all the other county board members, I was
invited to attend one of these luncheons with Ed May.
But I couldn’t make it, because I had already agreed to
be the guest speaker at a Kiwanis Club meeting sched-
uled for the same day. I’m sure that May didn’t mind
missing all the tough questions I would have asked
him. In fact, I’ve often wondered if he had planned it
that way so he could keep me in the dark. You see,
many of the Kiwanis members were pro-mining, and
May might have been told I was going to be at their
meeting on that particular day. 

I guess you can say that Minnie’s little parties were
a success, because shortly thereafter the Rusk County
Board passed a resolution that asked the DNR to
reopen the hearing for Kennecott’s mining permit. I
argued that passing such a resolution would jeopard-
ize the board action from November and would “be a
signal to the state legislature that residents of Rusk
County don’t really care about the tax issue or the
environmental effects of the mining operation.” But
Clarence Wright and I were the only two supervisors
to vote against the resolution, so it passed. The whole
story was reported in the February 9, 1977 issue of
the Eau Claire Leader-Telegram (CD 24-2). But even
though the board passed the resolution, the state
never responded. 

Ed May’s courting of the Rusk County Board mem-
bers and the people of Ladysmith really got Evelyn mad.
But she was never one to raise her voice. Instead she got
together with one of her friends, Mary Frankfourth, to

Kennecott Does Not Give Up (1977)
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write a letter to the editor that appeared in the February
17, 1977 issue of the Ladysmith News and several other
newspapers around the state. In it they compared Ed
May, who had come here from England, to the Pied
Piper of Hamlin! It’s one of my favorites and is included
here for you to see (Figure 24-2).

Evelyn and Mary’s letter caused quite a stir.
Everyone knew that the Pied Piper they described was
none other than Ed May. I ran into him at a meeting
just after the letter appeared in the paper. He looked
like he didn’t know what to think about how he had
been portrayed or how to handle it. He just had kind
of a silly look on his face.

Right around the time that the Pied Piper story hit
the newspapers, the Rusk County Citizens Action
Group decided to sponsor a forum on the probable
impact of mining on northern Wisconsin. We invited
Dr. Edgar Imhoff of the United States Geological
Survey, Dr. Steve Chapman and Charles Stoddard to
come and give us their ideas about mining in general
and Kennecott’s Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS) in particular. The meeting was reported in the
February 17, 1977 issue of the Ladysmith News, and I
would like to share a few excerpts (CD 24-3):

Dr. Steve Chapman of the Copper Nickel Coalition of
Minnesota expressed his concerns regarding the inad-
equacies of the Environmental Impact Statement and
recommended further study of the social-economic
impact of mining on the local area.

Chapman, who addressed about 75 persons at
Mount Senario College, outlined the need for a
regional impact statement and cautioned against the
use of mining company data as a basis for setting

I’d like to tell you a story about Minnie Day. Shortly after her
brother-in-law Ralph Day died in 1974, the old family home in
Ladysmith was put up for sale. The house had been built in the
early 1900s for Dr. Ernest Day, a local dentist, and had been in
the family for more than seventy years. It had many unique and
charming features, but unfortunately was very run down. The
remaining heir seemed anxious to dispose of it. 

Evelyn and I took a look at the house. I was only a few years from
retiring as the elementary school principal, and this old house had
great possibilities as a retirement home. So we decided to buy it
and made a down payment. We agreed to pay the balance to
Minnie and her husband Jack on a five-year land contract. 

Minnie, however, soon let us know that she was very supportive
of the mine. It became especially clear when we saw how she
helped Ed May set up his little luncheons. Of course, I was as
vocal against the proposed Flambeau Mine as she was for it. Our
monthly encounters, as I made my house payments, were some-
what less than cordial.

If Evelyn and I would have moved into our newly purchased
house, I could not have continued to serve on the Rusk County
Board as the Supervisor of District 19, so we stayed on the farm

and offered the “Day House” for rent. But suddenly we began
hearing stories that the house was haunted, and people began to
be afraid to rent it.

You see, Minnie had told our renter that her dead brother-in-law
Ralph had appeared before her husband in this house just after
he died. She quickly added, “Just play soft music and everything
will be all right. He likes that.” Minnie later apologized to us for
saying this, but the harm had been done. 

The story of the haunted house continued for several years, until
our last renter moved in. He was a rather blunt, straightforward
person. One day a lady who worked in the local hospital asked
him if he was afraid to be living in a haunted house.

He responded, “No, I’m not afraid. We made a deal with the
ghost that if he wanted to stay in the house while we lived there,
he’d have to take his turn babysitting!” He then said to her,
“Aren’t you ashamed, someone who works in a hospital, to be
spreading such rumors?” That was the last we heard about the
haunted house. Our renter stayed there for nearly seven years,
until we sold the house to our daughter and her husband.

So that proves that if you stand up to a mining company, the
goblins will get you!

The Day House

Figure 24-2. Evelyn Churchill and her friend Mary Frankfourth com-
pare Ed May to the Pied Piper of Hamlin in a letter that appeared in a
number of newspapers around the state in February of 1977.

http://wp.me/a2Qyvo-iL
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pollution standards. Dr. Chapman said he was
appalled by the lack of original data in the … EIS
produced by the DNR. He felt this lack of verifiable
data should be of considerable concern to the resi-
dents of the area.

Charles Stoddard had a lot to say as well. He talked
about how Reserve Mining Co. had contaminated the
drinking water supply of Duluth, Minnesota by dump-
ing its taconite wastes into Lake Superior. Even
though the mining company had promised to take
care of any such problems that might arise, it hadn’t
kept its word. Stoddard felt the best course of action
for the people of Wisconsin would be to strengthen
the state’s laws before mining was allowed to take
place.

The third speaker who we invited, Dr. Edgar
Imhoff, was unable to attend. But the Ladysmith News
interviewed him over the telephone and included his
comments in the news story. Imhoff was an expert in
mine reclamation laws, and he talked about how the
citizens of Rusk County should compare Kennecott’s
plans for reclamation with what was happening at
mines in other parts of the country. As the Ladysmith
News reported:

Imhoff said he studied the Flambeau Mining
Corporation’s proposed open pit mine, but he didn’t

intend … to advise the citizens whether or not to go
ahead with it. He added, however, that the plans for
reclamation can only be compared with mines in the
upper Midwest and Canada. Mines in the Southwest,
especially Arizona, cannot be compared with this
mine, because the climate is so different. … Further-
more, the State of Arizona which is this country’s
largest copper producer doesn’t even have a mine
reclamation law. 

Dr. Imhoff ’s words were quite prophetic. While I
don’t believe Kennecott compared its mine to any
located in the southwest to garner support for its proj-
ect, the same cannot be said of the mining company
at Crandon. No! In 1999, Rio Algom (AKA Nicolet
Minerals Company) had the audacity to use the exam-
ple of a mine located in Arizona to try and convince
the public that its proposal would be safe! 
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I knew that Wisconsin’s environmental laws were
inadequate, but I really didn’t know how bad they
were until May of 1977. Up until that time I had not
paid much attention to politics, but I had considered
myself to be a Republican. When I finally woke up to
see how the legislators viewed Wisconsin’s environ-
mental laws, I realized I was in the wrong party. Let
me tell you the story of how I became a Democrat.

I suppose to explain how and when I became a
Democrat I should start at the beginning, as that
seems rather logical. I grew up next to last in a family
of ten children. My eldest sisters and brothers were
considerably older than I was. The more adventurous
ones moved away to other states and bigger cities
where they could make a living easier than struggling
with the problems found in farming. 

Two sisters and one brother continued to live
around Ladysmith, got married and raised their fami-
lies in the area. One sister was a schoolteacher,
another a housewife, and my brother was a farmer.
Strangely enough, all of my siblings who stayed close
to home were Republicans. Seeing that I was twenty
years or so younger than they were and had never
been too far from home, I listened to their politics and
fully imagined that I was a Republican, too. 

Since I was pretty well occupied with making a liv-
ing, finishing my Master’s Degree in Education, and
trying to be a reasonably good father, I just didn’t
have much time to really get involved in politics. Oh,
a little. Enough so that I was asked by the Republicans
to run for the State Assembly in the 1960s. But I was
too busy and turned them down. It didn’t help any
that legislators’ salaries at the time weren’t too great,
so I remained a teacher.

Then Kennecott Copper hit the Town of Grant, and

I got involved in politics for the first time. It was a real
high point for me when, on November 10, 1976, the
Rusk County Board denied Kennecott a permit to
mine. Right after that, Kennecott seemed to sort of
disappear into the woodwork for a while.

But I was married to a woman who took nothing for
granted. Evelyn had a very inquisitive mind, so she
decided to study the permits under which Kennecott
had proposed to mine. She figured that Kennecott
would try once again to get the necessary approvals,
and she wanted to be prepared. This was in 1977.

Evelyn came across one of Kennecott’s reports in
which the company cited several laws found in Chapter
107 of the Wisconsin Statutes (Mining and Metal
Recovery) to justify what it was proposing to do.
Specifically, Kennecott made reference to Wis. Stat.
107.05. Since Secretary of State Doug La Follette had
given us his old set of law books, Evelyn could look at
the statute and see what it said. She learned that the
law actually allowed a mining company to condemn
private land for the company’s use in conveying waste-
water to a discharge point. To say that Evelyn was dis-
turbed by this finding was to put it mildly. 

At the time, I was the principal at the Ladysmith
Elementary School, and I also had animals to care for
on the farm. When I finished my day’s work at school
and came home that day in May of 1977, I was all set
to crawl onto the davenport and read the newspaper
before I did my farm chores. But there was Evelyn,
holding the law book up for me to read. She wasn’t
smiling when she showed me Wis. Stat. 107.05. I
wasn’t smiling either when I realized what the law
really meant. And as we looked further, we found that
Wis. Stat. 107.06 wasn’t any better. It reaffirmed the
mining company’s power of eminent domain. I have

How I Became a Democrat (June 1977)
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included the exact wording of these statutes for you
to see, as they appeared on the books in May of 1977. 

Each of the above laws referred to Chapter 32 of
the Wisconsin Statutes. When Evelyn looked up this
chapter in the law books, she discovered it was the
chapter dealing with eminent domain and condemna-
tion procedures! Yes, the laws were set up to allow
mining companies to dig ditches or run pipes through
private property to get rid of their wastewater. Now,
this was not right. I believe the power of eminent
domain should only be given to governmental bodies
acting in the best interest of the entire population, not
to private companies out to make a buck. Of course,
Kennecott intended to use this law to its advantage
when it applied for its mining permit in the Town of
Grant. That got me mad.

A few weeks later Evelyn and I talked to Judy
Scullion, who worked in the office of the Natural
Resources Board. We asked her if we could get per-
mission to attend the next meeting of the board to
talk about Wis. Stat. 107.05. Since the Natural
Resources Board was the policy-making arm for the
DNR, we hoped the board could do something about
getting the law changed. At the time, Larry Dahl was
the Chairman of the Natural Resources Board and

WIS. STAT. 107.06 DAMAGE TO ADJOINING LAND.*
Whenever such person cannot agree with the adjoining
owner upon the damages for the right of so conducting or
conveying the water across his land such person may pro-
ceed as provided in s.32.06 to acquire the rights provided
by s. 107.05.
*Repealed in late 1977

WIS. STAT. 107.05 WATER MAY BE CONDUCTED ACROSS
LAND; WATER DIVERSION.*
(1) Every person engaged in mining may, when it is neces-

sary in order to prosecute his work in mining, upon
complying with the provisions of this chapter, conduct
or convey the water away from his shafts, levels or land
upon, over or below the surface of the land of any
adjoining owner in pipes, ditches, races or tunnels,
doing as little damage as the case will admit of. … 

(8) If the department finds that any private rights will be
adversely affected by the exercise of the permit or per-
mits granted hereunder, the applicant is empowered to
acquire such rights by purchase or condemnation
under ch. 32.

*Repealed in late 1977

Anthony Earl, who later became governor of our
state, was Secretary of the DNR. Judy arranged for us
to be on the agenda for the board’s June meeting. 

Evelyn and I felt good about our upcoming meet-
ing, but we knew there was more work to be done. As
soon as school was out for the summer, we went to
Madison to talk to every legislator who would talk to
us. Our goal was to build support for getting the law
changed. We had no experience at lobbying and did
not know how we would be received, but we went
anyway. I’m not sure exactly how many legislators we
contacted, but we were at the State Capitol for two
days, June 7th and 8th.

My approach to the legislators was to ask them,
“Do you know about Wis. Stat. 107.05 and what it
means to mining?” None of them did. You see, that
law had been passed in 1958 to help the taconite min-
ers. It had been co-sponsored by Willis Hutnik, who at
that time represented my district in the Wisconsin
Assembly. In 1977, however, most of the legislators
had no reason to know about this statute, and they
didn’t. Yet, Kennecott was planning to use this law to
its own advantage in Rusk County. 

It was encouraging for us to see how attentively
some of the legislators listened to what we had to say.
By the time we were done and stopped to assess our
progress, we found that 17 Democrats had given us
their support, but not one Republican.

It was then that I said to Evelyn, “I belong to the
wrong party. I will never be a Republican again.” So I
became a Democrat on or about June 7, 1977, and
I’ve been one ever since. The first Democrat I sup-
ported for President of the United States was Jimmy
Carter in his bid for reelection in 1980. 

After lobbying the legislators, our next step was to go
to the meeting of the Natural Resources Board on June
15, 1977 in Wausau. Like the legislators, the board
members were not familiar with Wis. Stat. 107.05.
Evelyn and I got a real feeling of satisfaction from alert-
ing them to this stinkin’ statute. I remember how upset
Larry Dahl appeared when we told him about it. He
immediately turned to Anthony Earl and asked him if
he had known about this law. Earl rather sheepishly
nodded his head. Dahl then instructed Earl to send him
a letter confirming what we had told the board. 

Earl complied with Dahl’s request. His letter must
have gotten the attention of Sen. Henry Dorman (D-
Racine) and Rep. Harvey Dueholm (D-Luck) because
shortly thereafter they contacted me and arranged for
me to speak to the state’s Legislative Committee on
Mining. On two separate occasions I went to Madison to
explain to them what I knew about Wis. Stat. 107.05. 
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Several newspapers got wind of
what was going on and sent reporters
to Ladysmith to get the story. I was
called by John Terrill to come and meet
with them in the basement of the
Security State Bank in town. Willis
Hutnik, who by now was a realtor and
no longer in the state assembly, was
there as well. When I tried to explain
how Wis. Stat. 107.05 allowed a for-
profit corporation to condemn the pri-
vate property of any citizen in the state,
Hutnik said, “Well, the law isn’t that
bad.” I quickly responded by saying,
“Willis, you ought to know how bad it
is. You co-sponsored it.” That really
shut him up, and the reporters wouldn’t
talk to him anymore after that.  

Later that fall, Rep. Dueholm and
Sen. Dorman co-sponsored a mining
bill, Assembly Bill 1044, that included
provisions to repeal and recreate Wis.
Stat. 107.05 and repeal Wis. Stat.
107.06 altogether (Figure 25-1). It
passed the legislature, so to this day
mining companies in Wisconsin do not
have the power of eminent domain for
disposing of their wastewater. 

Wow! The new law was exactly
what we wanted – at least that’s what
we thought. But when Evelyn got a
copy of what the legislature had done,
she just shook her head and said,
“This doesn’t do everything it’s sup-
posed to do.” You see, even though the
law did away with giving mining com-
panies the power of eminent domain,
the repealed and recreated statute still
allowed the DNR to issue a permit to
allow a mining company to use private
land for disposing of its wastewater.
Plus, provisions were inserted into the
law that limited the mining company’s responsibility
to take care of private wells that were damaged as a
result of mining. In 1981 the law was further weak-
ened, but that’s another story.

The current law, renumbered to Wis. Stat. 293.65,
is far from perfect, but at least we got rid of the sec-
tion giving the mining companies the power of emi-
nent domain. When I look back on my years of
fighting the buzzards, it’s one of the accomplishments
that pleases me the most.

I am still a Democrat and proud of it. I found out
later that some of my siblings who had moved away
from northern Wisconsin were Democrats, too. But
those who lived closest to the proposed mine were of
a different mindset. The world is a strange place.

CD-ROM Reference
CD 25-1. Chapter 420, Laws of 1977 of the Wisconsin Legislature,

published June 2, 1978.

Figure 25-1. At the urging of Roscoe and Evelyn Churchill, the Wisconsin Legislature repealed
Wis. Stats. 107.05 and 107.06 so that mining companies would no longer have the power of
eminent domain for disposing of their wastewater. See CD 25-1 to read the complete act.
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Many of us in the Town of Grant were dissat-
isfied with the mining tax law that had been passed
by the Wisconsin Legislature in 1974. It only provided
for a 1.5 percent severance tax on the market value of
the ore, and we thought we could do better than that.
You may recall how Mike Dorgan of the Capital Times
had interviewed an economist by the name of William
Bateson in 1974 to get a feel for what the 1.5 percent
severance tax meant for Rusk County. Based on what
Bateson told him, Dorgan concluded, “For the esti-
mated $25 million worth of minerals taken from its
bedrock each year, Rusk County will receive $4,688
and the Town of Grant will get $10,312.” Well, that
didn’t sound like much to us.

So how much more could we get? We didn’t know a
lot about mining taxes, but Dorgan had reported in the
same article that Arizona’s tax rate was three times
higher than ours. Certainly we could push for at least
that much. And although we weren’t aware of it at the
time, Montana had passed a 30 percent severance tax
on coal in 1973. So there was no doubt that Wiscon-
sin’s 1.5 percent severance tax was quite a deal for the
mining company. We were hoping to get a new mining
tax law on the books that was so tough it would dis-
courage anyone from wanting to mine here at all.

By early 1977, we knew that several members of
the Wisconsin Legislature, including Sen. Henry
Dorman (D-Racine) and Rep. Harvey Dueholm (D-
Luck), had decided to look more closely at Wiscon-
sin’s mining tax law. So the time was right for us to
get involved, especially since we now had the help of
Public Intervenor Peter Peshek and Attorney Kevin
Lyons. Peshek also brought in Professor John Strasma
of the University of Wisconsin–Madison to work with
us. Strasma had been appointed Secretary of the

Governor’s Special Committee to Study Mineral
Taxation in Wisconsin and had an important position
in the Department of Agriculture and Applied
Economics at the University of Wisconsin–Madison.

We thought we had a “dream team” to represent
our interests in Madison. Unfortunately, it didn’t turn
out that way. We trusted Peshek, Lyons and Strasma
more than we should have, and we underestimated
the power of the mining companies to resist paying
more taxes. The March 15, 1977 issue of the Eau
Claire Leader-Telegram included an interesting article
entitled, “Mining firms launch gigantic state lobbying
effort.” Here are a few excerpts (CD 26-1):

Mining companies have launched a massive lobbying
effort in Wisconsin to block legislation aimed at
boosting their taxes and preventing disruptions of
the economy and environment. 

Legislative sources say the lobbying is a form of
economic coercion. Businesses, labor and communi-
ties are being told they will be denied profits, jobs
and economic development unless the state main-
tains the status quo. Gov. Patrick J. Lucey, aware of
the pressure being applied by industrial giants, said
it looks like the mining companies are willing “to
spend more money lobbying than they would pay out
in taxes.” …

What the state is trying to get is a fair share of the
value of the minerals that are mined, while guaran-
teeing that communities will not be left in economic
and environmental ruin when the minerals are gone.
That has been characteristic of the way mining com-
panies have operated in the past. Poverty followed
closings of mines in northern Wisconsin, upper
Michigan and other areas, while environmental ruin
continues at operating sites. …

[Sen. Henry Dorman] said companies like Exxon
are using all the power at their disposal to kill his
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measure or water it down and added, “What happens
will be determined by the intestinal fortitude of the
legislators.” 

We knew we had a real battle on our hands, but early
on we believed that Peshek, Lyons and Strasma were
listening to us and would do their best to get us a
higher severance tax. In fact, Evelyn and I felt so
comfortable leaving things in their hands that we
decided to take a little trip to Maine in June of 1977
to visit our son and his family. We had been in a
pretty strenuous program of trying to stop the mine
for several years and needed a vacation. This, by the
way, was the same trip you read about earlier, where
we visited the Callahan Mine to check out Ed May’s
“fish story.” Even though we went to Maine to have
fun, there was always a bit more to it when Evelyn
was along! 

The two of us planned to return home from our
vacation the first week in July. We had been invited to
attend the inauguration ceremony of Martin Schreiber,
who was stepping in to complete Patrick Lucey’s term
as Governor of the State of Wisconsin, and we didn’t
want to miss it.

Just before we left for home we received an unex-
pected telephone call from John Strasma. He had
tracked us down at our son’s home and sounded
pretty excited. He said, “Roscoe, we got a new tax law
through for you!” From the tone of his voice, you
could tell he was pleased. But then he described what
the legislature had just passed, and believe me, I was
not happy. You see, on June 30, 1977, the lawmakers
voted to replace the state’s 1.5 percent severance tax
with what was known as a “net proceeds tax” (CD 26-
2). I had done enough reading about this type of tax
to know it was not what we wanted. Let me explain. 

A net proceeds tax is calculated in an entirely dif-
ferent way than a severance tax. A severance tax is
based on the fair market value of whatever tonnage of
material is removed from the mine. For example, if a
state has a 1.5 percent severance tax on copper and
$1,000 worth of copper is removed from a mine, the
mining company pays $15 in taxes. The state is guar-
anteed a straight percentage of whatever the ore is
worth. Montana, North Dakota and Colorado all have
this type of tax for mining.

A net proceeds tax, on the other hand, is based on
the profit that the mining company shows on its books.
Let me give you an example of how this works. A state
might have a 20 percent net proceeds tax, which
sounds like a lot. But if a mining company removes
$1,000 worth of ore from the area and claims it made
no profit for the year, the amount of taxes owed to the

state will be $0. This type of situation is very possible
and indeed did happen in the Town of Grant. Because
of all the deductions that Kennecott claimed when
computing its taxes, the mining company paid $0 in
net proceeds taxes for all the gold that was shipped
out of Rusk County in 1993 and 1997. Everything was
based on the company’s own records. 

The bottom line is that with a net proceeds tax,
there is no guarantee that any tax money will be paid
to the state or local governments. Of course, we didn’t
want anything like this. We felt the tax formula used
by the state should reflect the true value of the ore
being removed rather than the profit shown on the
company’s books. After all, mining could have serious
negative impacts on a community, and we wanted to
make sure we would receive just compensation. 

I had no idea that Peshek, Lyons and Strasma were
going to go along with something like this. But when
I complained about the net proceeds tax, all they said
was, “This was the best we could get for you.” I lis-
tened to their story, but there was no doubt in my
mind that this was not a good thing. Needless to say,
my confidence in all three of these men was shaken,
even though I continued to trust them for a year or so
more.

So why would the legislature pass a law that failed
to guarantee the state any tax revenue? At best, the
legislators were tricked, and at worst, they were just
plain dumb. You see, the law looked like it was going
to bring in a lot of money to the state. The new net
proceeds tax was designed so that the more profit a
company showed on its books, the higher the per-
centage of taxes it had to pay the state, with the max-
imum being 20 percent. Now 20 percent of the
company’s profits sounded like a lot of money. What
the legislators apparently failed to see, however, was
that if the mining company claimed no profits, 20 per-
cent of nothing was still nothing. 

If the legislators had only looked at the history of
mining and the net proceeds tax, they would have
seen the picture was not as optimistic as they were led
to believe. Many of the western states with long his-
tories of mining had turned away from a net proceeds
tax because they had learned how such a tax failed to
bring in adequate revenue. Montana is a prime exam-
ple. Let me tell you the story. 

Up until the late 1800s, Montana levied no tax at
all on mining. The state coffers depended on tax rev-
enue from lumbering, ranching and farming. But by
1889 the coffers were empty, so the legislators
decided to tax the mining industry to generate more
funds. Officials from Anaconda Mining Company sat
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down very willingly with the Montana legislators to
help draft a mining tax law (much like Exxon,
Kennecott and Inland Steel did in 1973 with
Wisconsin’s legislators). It was like the Big Bad Wolf
sitting down with Little Red Riding Hood! The final
result for the State of Montana was a net proceeds
mining tax, with the real beneficiary being the mining
company. History proved it.

Montana’s net proceeds tax was never a successful
tax as far as state and local governments were con-
cerned, but it was a huge success for Anaconda
Mining Company. Over the years mining companies
paid little or no tax on the copper extracted from the
mines in Montana. And guess what? Wisconsin’s net
proceeds mining tax, while not identical to what
Montana enacted, is based on the same principle.

In 1973, when coal mining came into Montana, the
state legislators decided they would pass a tax law to
guarantee money to the state. They were tired of the
many years of being shortchanged by the net pro-
ceeds tax. So they passed a 30 percent severance tax
on coal. This meant whenever $100 worth of coal was
sold, $30 went into Montana’s coffers. The rate has
since been decreased to 20 percent, but it is still the
highest severance tax of which I am aware. Most of
the money Montana receives through this tax is put
into a trust fund for the benefit of the people of the
state. 

North Dakota has a similar story. After a dismal
experience with the net proceeds tax, the state
switched to a 20 percent severance tax on coal in the
1970s. Wisconsin should have learned a lesson from
Montana and North Dakota, but instead it jumped
backward. As you know, we already had a severance
tax on the books in 1974. It’s just that the rate was too
low and needed to be increased to generate an ade-
quate amount of tax revenue for the local municipali-
ties. But instead of passing a substantive increase in
the severance tax in 1977, the legislature gave it all
away by switching to a net proceeds tax. As Evelyn
wrote, “The mining tax law of 1977 was a scandal.”

There is no doubt we lost ground with the new law,
and the effects were felt immediately. All you have to
do is look at what happened in Jackson County,
Wisconsin.

At the time that the mining tax law was changed,
there was a taconite mine operating near Black River
Falls in Jackson County. The mining company, a firm
by the name of Inland Steel, had been paying about
$90,000 annually to the county in taxes, which was
calculated according to the 1.5 percent severance tax
law. When the law was changed to a net proceeds tax
in 1977, all of a sudden the calculations showed that
the company owed no taxes at all. As a result, Jackson
County had to apply to the state’s Mining Impact
Board for funds to finance the cost of taking care of
problems caused by the mine. Need I say more?

Another tax advantage for mining companies in
Wisconsin is that their real estate taxes are allowed to
plummet as minerals are removed from the ground. I
can speak from my own experience in the Town of
Grant. Kennecott paid thousands of dollars more in
property taxes before mining commenced. But as soon
as the company put the shovel in the ground, its prop-
erty taxes dropped precipitously. So even if money
were to come in from the net proceeds tax, at least
some of it would be offset by a loss in real estate
taxes. The whole thing is a horrible mess.

As soon as the net proceeds tax law was passed by
the Wisconsin Legislature, we knew we didn’t want it
and immediately went about trying to get it changed.
Unfortunately, however, Kevin Lyons and Peter
Peshek did not seem very interested in fighting for
what we wanted. Needless to say, our relationship
with them became increasingly strained.

CD-ROM References
CD 26-1. “Mining firms launch gigantic state lobbying effort,” Eau

Claire Leader-Telegram, March 15, 1977.

CD 26-2. Chapter 31, Laws of 1977 of the Wisconsin Legislature,
published July 6, 1977.
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The State of Wisconsin took a great step backward
in 1977 when an important mining bill was signed
into law. I am referring to Assembly Bill 1045 (AB
1045), a bill that totally revamped Wisconsin’s
Metallic Mining Reclamation Act. 

The Metallic Mining Reclamation Act had been
passed by the legislature in 1973 and was incorporated
into the law as sections 144.80 to 144.94 of the
Wisconsin Statutes. This happened before I got involved
in the mining controversy, so I don’t know much about
how this law came to be. But it looks like the mining
companies were already in there, working the law to
their advantage. They put their prods in and got every-
thing in place before most of us knew what was hap-
pening. And AB 1045 made it even worse.

Before getting into the specifics of how the Metallic
Mining Reclamation Act was amended in 1977, let me
tell you a little bit about its original wording. At first
glance, the act started out on a positive note by say-
ing that the purpose of the law was to provide for the
“greatest practicable degree” of protection to all of the
state’s natural resources affected by mining [Wis.
Stat. 144.80]. 

While this sounded all right, it’s not clear what the
legislators meant by “practicable.” You didn’t have to
read much further to see that the law definitely

WIS. STAT. 144.80 METALLIC MINING RECLAMATION
ACT.* …
(2) The purposes of ss. 144.80 to 144.94 is to provide that

the air, lands, waters, fish and wildlife affected by
prospecting or mining in this state will receive the great-
est practicable degree of protection and reclamation.

*Repealed in 1977.

favored mining over the preservation of our natural
resources. For example, Wis. Stat. 144.83(3) boldly
called for the DNR to submit a report to the governor
and legislature by July 1, 1976, outlining a compre-
hensive state program of “zoning and financial incen-
tives for the purpose of discouraging those uses of
lands which tend to preclude the mining of minerals
lying beneath.” 

Wow! It sounded like the state was making mining
its number one priority. We were being asked to put
everything on hold until the mining companies could
dig up what was beneath the surface. I guess all that
talk at the beginning of the act about protecting “air,
lands, waters, fish and wildlife” was just a ploy to
make the people of Wisconsin feel like they were get-
ting some sort of protection. 

To show how dumb the zoning provision of the
Metallic Mining Reclamation Act was, all you have to
do is look at Round Lake in Sawyer County, Wisconsin.
It’s a beautiful recreational lake dotted with homes and
restaurants. But it also happens to lie on top of one of
the world’s largest vanadium deposits, and the mineral
rights are owned by a multinational mining company.
By the terms of Wis. Stat. 144.83(3), no one should
have been allowed to build on Round Lake after 1973,
when the law took effect. And by inference, no one
should be allowed to build there today. Why not?
Because if a mining company decides to get the vana-
dium out from beneath the lake, the buildings might
very well “preclude the mining of minerals.” Luckily,
this type of restriction was never placed on Round
Lake, and it continues to be enjoyed by many people in
Sawyer County and around the state. 

Nevertheless, the legislature eventually adopted a
law consistent with how the Metallic Mining and
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Reclamation Act intended property to be set aside for
mining. The approach the lawmakers took was to
amend the state statutes that govern county zoning
authority. Specifically, Wis. Stat. 59.97(4)(a) [cur-
rently Wis. Stat. 59.69(4)(a)] was amended in 1981
to include mining as a legitimate zoning district on
county land use maps, right along side of agriculture,
forestry and recreation. For the first time, mining
companies were given statutory support in demand-
ing that zoning maps include areas where mining
could be pursued. To this day it means there is the
possibility for a county to severely restrict the use of
land over known mineral deposits. When Evelyn
found this out, she was really upset. 

This wasn’t the only negative ramification of the
Metallic Mining and Reclamation Act of 1973. It con-
tained so many weak provisions to regulate mining
that in effect, it paved the way for Wisconsin to
become a mining state. You can read the complete act
on the CD-ROM that accompanies the book (CD 27-1).

Assembly Bill 1045 was introduced in 1977 to
amend the Metallic Mining and Reclamation Act. It
was a rather lengthy bill. While the original act cov-
ered seven pages in the statute book, AB 1045 was so
long that the Wisconsin Legislative Reference Bureau
needed 57 pages to outline the contents of the bill
and explain what it meant (CD 27-2)! Needless to say,
it made substantial changes to the laws governing
metallic mining in Wisconsin (CD 27-3). 

AB 1045 included several improvements to the
original act, although not many. For example, a new
section was added that created minimum standards
for reclamation of mining sites, and certain situations
were identified that automatically would prevent a
mining permit from being issued. In general, the bill
filled in some of the holes left in the original mining
act. But some of the changes that came about through
AB 1045 were a real crime. I regret that I didn’t pay
more attention to this bill, but it was passed into law
before we really knew anything about it.  

One of the worst features of AB 1045 was that it
altered the way that hearings are conducted on mining
permits. What it did was combine the Environmental
Impact Statement hearing and the state permit hear-
ing into one hearing known as the Master Hearing.
This really weakened the democratic process. 

Before this proposal came along, it was the
accepted procedure for the state to hold two separate
hearings before any mining permits could be
granted. The first hearing was the Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS) hearing, during which envi-
ronmental concerns regarding the project were

addressed. If the state deemed that the EIS was ade-
quate, a second hearing was scheduled to determine
whether or not the permits would be issued. When
these two hearings were held on Kennecott’s first
proposal in 1976, there was a time period of about
eight months between them. I’m sure that neither the
mining company nor the public thought twice about
the schedule.

This was a good system because it gave interested
parties time to learn about the project and its
impacts before the permit hearing, and any new
issues that arose during the hearing on the EIS could
be researched before the second hearing was held
and the final decision made. It meant people had
time to get organized and develop a strategy for how
to handle the permit hearing. This is what happened
in Rusk County in 1976, when the people in the
Town of Grant decided they didn’t like the EIS and
the Rusk County Board exercised its power to deny
Kennecott a permit to mine. The approval process
was brought to a halt before the state could grant a
permit. I guess you could say we knocked their plans
for a cocked hat. 

The mining company apparently learned a lesson
from what happened in 1976 and didn’t want it to
happen again. When they realized that having two
separate hearings gave people the necessary informa-
tion and power to stop a mine, they quickly began
working on a proposal to combine the EIS and permit
hearings into one hearing. 

The proposal was included as part of AB 1045 and
subsequently became Wis. Stat. 144.836. In 1995, the
legislature renumbered this statute, along with all of
Wisconsin’s mining laws, so it is now found in
Chapter 293 of the Wisconsin Statutes. It is commonly
known as the Master Hearing Law, and I am including
what one particular section of the law says about the
scope of the state hearings for mining permits [Wis.
Stat. 293.43(1m)(a)].

The reference to s. 1.11 in the above statute per-
tains to the law governing Environmental Impact

WIS.STAT.293.43 HEARINGS ON PERMIT APPLICATIONS.
(1m) SCOPE.

(a) The hearing on the prospecting or mining per-
mit shall cover the application and any state-
ments prepared under s. 1.11 and, to the fullest
extent possible, all other applications for ap-
provals, licenses and permits issued by the
department. [emphasis added]
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Statements. The intent is that all the information
regarding a mining proposal is to be evaluated at a
single hearing. By jamming the EIS and permit hear-
ings together, it severely limits the amount of infor-
mation going out to the public before the permits are
granted. No longer can we count on having eight
months after the EIS is evaluated to organize an
attack. 

In addition, the Master Hearing Law states that the
hearing examiner can consider only sworn testimony
when making his final decision on whether or not to
grant the permits. For all practical purposes, this
means you have to be represented by an attorney if
you want any chance of being heard. Since the aver-
age person cannot afford a lawyer, a lot of people are
left out in the cold.

Peter Peshek told us he thought this law was a
great idea. He said it would be less expensive and less
trouble to take care of everything at one hearing. Less
expensive and less trouble for whom? In my opinion,
all the Master Hearing Law accomplished was to
streamline getting mining projects approved, which
was fine for the mining companies, but not so fine for
the people of the State of Wisconsin.

Besides creating the Master Hearing process, AB
1045 gave each local government affected by a mine
the authority to establish what is known as a Local
Impact Committee. This is an appointed group of indi-
viduals who are supposed to review the mining pro-
posal and make recommendations to the local
governing body. The idea is to facilitate cooperation
between the mining company and the local people. I
am including the exact wording of the statute as it
appeared at the time of its enactment in 1977 [Wis.
Stat. 144.838]. 

WIS. STAT. 144.838 LOCAL IMPACT COMMITTEE.*
(1) A county, town, village, city or tribal government likely

to be substantially affected by potential or proposed
mining may designate an existing committee, or estab-
lish a committee, for purposes of:
(a) Facilitating communications between operators

and itself.
(b) Analyzing implications of mining.
(c) Reviewing and commenting on reclamation

plans.
(d) Developing solutions to mining-induced growth

problems.
(e) Recommending priorities for local action.
(f) Formulating recommendations to the investment

and local impact fund board regarding distribu-
tion of funds under s. 70.395(2)(g).

*Amended in 1988 to add subsection (g) and renumbered in 1995 to become Wis.
Stat. 293.33(1)(a–g).

How Wisconsin’s Mining 
Statutes are Numbered
I’d like to give you some information about how
Wisconsin’s mining laws are numbered in the statute books.
When Evelyn and I first got involved in the mining contro-
versy, many of the statutes that affect mining had different
numbers than they do today. In particular, most of the
metallic mining laws were found in Chapter 144 of the
Wisconsin Statutes. In 1995, Wisconsin Act 227 was
passed by the legislature to renumber all of these laws. As a
result, many of the statutes that originally were in Chapter
144 are now in chapters 281, 285, 289, 291, 292, 293, 295,
and 299 of the statutes. The same thing happened to
Chapter 147, the chapter on pollution discharge elimination,
and Chapter 162, the chapter on pure drinking water. All the
statutes that affect mining got shuffled around in the law
books! 

I hate to sound paranoid, but I really wonder if all this
renumbering was done to confuse those of us who were
trying to understand the laws and trace their origins. For
example, in 1995 my friend Kira Henschel was finishing up
her Master’s degree at the Milwaukee School of Engineer-
ing. She had decided to do her thesis on whether or not
Wisconsin’s mining laws provided adequate environmental
protection. But she kept running into dead ends whenever
she tried to find the various laws that were cited in the liter-
ature. She spent hours and hours at the Legislative
Reference Bureau in Madison trying to untangle the mess. It
felt to her like she was in a labyrinth with no way out. After
a year of frustration and due to academic time constraints,
she switched her thesis to a different topic.

Luckily, a conversion table is now available at the very end
of Volume 5 of the 1995-96 edition of the Wisconsin
Statutes (CD 27-4). So if there is any confusion about a
citation for a particular statute, you can trace back how the
numbering was changed by the legislature. I’ve done the
best I can to keep everything straight for you, but if you are
doing your own research, the conversion table may come in
handy.

When you read certain statutes, it may appear that parts of
the law are missing. Let me give you an example from Wis.
Stat. 1.11, the Wisconsin Environmental Policy Act. Section
(2) of this statute starts out with subsection (c) rather than
subsection (a). All this means is that the law was amended
over the years to remove subsections (a) and (b)—they no
longer exist. When I quote a law in my story, I may leave
out an existing part of the statute because it is not relevant
to the discussion. In such a case, I have inserted an ellipsis
(…). 
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It is important to note that Wis. Stat. 144.838 did
not contain provisions for giving the Local Impact
Committee the authority to negotiate any sort of con-
tract with the mining company. This power was left in
the hands of the town board, county board or what-
ever governmental body had jurisdiction over the
mine site. Here is how the Wisconsin Legislative
Reference Bureau described the extent of the Local
Impact Committee’s authority in its analysis of the bill
(CD 27-2):

It is intended that the establishment of a local
impact committee early in the development of a
prospecting or mining operation will permit
increased cooperation between local residents and
prospecting or mining permit holders, or potential
permit holders, and reduce community tensions
and problems resulting from prospecting or mining
activities. [emphasis added]

Hmmm. The whole thing sounded biased to me. It
failed to take into account that some communities
might not want a mine under any circumstances. If
that’s the case, why should the local government
appoint a committee to facilitate cooperation with the
mining company? 

Take the Town of Grant, for example. Both the
town and county had passed resolutions in 1976 that
made it clear they didn’t want a mine. Yet a Local
Impact Committee was appointed in 1987, through
the influence of Governor Tommy Thompson, to work
with the mining company. On top of that, the record
shows that in 1987 and 1988, this committee did

everything but reduce community tensions. It was no
more than a vehicle that the mining company used to
push through whatever it wanted.

But even that wasn’t good enough for Kennecott.
At the mining company’s urging, Rusk County’s Local
Impact Committee evolved into a negotiating commit-
tee that eventually drew up a contract to allow the
mine to be built. This clearly was not the original
intent of the statute and served to keep the majority
of the local people out of the loop. There’s no doubt it
was easier for Kennecott to influence a small commit-
tee of local officials than to deal with the majority of
those in the Town of Grant who did not want a mine.
In my opinion, that’s why the law was created in the
first place.

I could go on and on about all the things wrong
with AB 1045. Suffice it to say that when the legisla-
ture enacted this bill in 1977, it was a black day for
democracy in the State of Wisconsin.

CD-ROM References
CD 27-1. Chapter 318, Laws of 1973 of the Wisconsin Legislature,

published July 2, 1974.

CD 27-2. 1977 Assembly Bill 1045, as introduced in the Wisconsin
Legislature on October 26, 1977 and reviewed by the
Wisconsin Legislative Reference Bureau.

CD 27-3. Chapter 421, Laws of 1977 of the Wisconsin Legislature,
published June 2, 1978.

CD 27-4. Conversion table for Chapters 59, 144, 147, 159 and 162 of
the Wisconsin Statutes as published in Wisconsin Statutes
1995–96.
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Kennecott was not the only mining company
that moved into Wisconsin in the 1970s. Evelyn and I
also got involved in fighting Exxon’s presence in
Forest County. At about the time that the Rusk County
Board denied Kennecott a permit to mine in 1976, the
news erupted that an enormously rich zinc, copper,
gold and silver deposit had been discovered in Forest
County near Crandon and the famous Wolf River. And
of course, the mining company had bought up a lot of
land in the area.

I naïvely believed that the Forest County Board
would be concerned about protecting the Wolf River
and not letting Exxon devastate the area for a few
jobs. So a number of us on the Rusk County Board,
including Chairman Marvin Hanson, arranged to
meet with the Forest County Board in late November
of 1976 to discuss what was happening. The mining
issue was so new to all of us that perhaps the best we
could have hoped to accomplish was to share our
mutual ignorance. But on some level I hoped this
meeting would forge a relationship that would help
us work together to oppose the takeover of northern
Wisconsin by the mining industry.

We told the Forest County Board what we had
learned in dealing with Kennecott and what we knew
about the potential problems that accompany metallic
mining projects. We also discussed our concerns with
Wisconsin’s mining laws. The board members were
polite and listened to what we had to say, but it didn’t
take long for me to conclude that the Chairman of the
Forest County Board, Erhard Huettl, was ecstatic
about the possibility of having a mine at Crandon. 

Our concerns didn’t seem to make any difference to
Huettl or the other county supervisors. They were
struck with the idea that a mine would bring prosper-

ity to Forest County. That type of situation isn’t uncom-
mon. When people have no experience with mining,
they tend to lack understanding about the negative
impacts that inevitably will occur. Mining companies
normally don’t tell you that part of the story.

Needless to say, no great friendship developed
between Huettl and me. But even though the Forest
County Board was not receptive to my concerns, I did
not let that keep me away from Crandon. I wasn’t able
to get real involved while I was still serving as the
principal of the Ladysmith Elementary School. But
after I retired in 1978, I often took part in regional
mining meetings held across northern Wisconsin,
often in Crandon. 

One meeting that I remember in particular had to
do with the state’s new Mining Impact Fund. In 1977
the state set up this $2 million fund to help commu-
nities pay for expenses related to having a mine in the
area (CD 26-2). For example, if new roads were
needed or the community anticipated having to build
onto its school because of an influx of families, you
could apply to the state for assistance. 

I was invited to come to a meeting at Crandon to
learn more about this new fund, and Leonard Gleason,
the clerk of the Town of Grant, went with me. The main
speaker was John Strasma, who at the time was serv-
ing as the Secretary of the Governor’s Special Commit-
tee to Study Mineral Taxation in Wisconsin. Strasma
was a university professor by trade, but you would
have never known it by his appearance. He always
came to meetings looking like he had been through
rough times. Sometimes I wondered if it was an act. 

Strasma asked me that day if I would serve as the
executive secretary of a new board that was being set
up to review requests and make recommendations
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about distributing money from the Mining Impact
Fund. The board had been created under Wis. Stat.
15.435 and was known as the Investment and Local
Impact Fund Board. The staff person, who would be
based out of Madison, was to be responsible for run-
ning the board meetings, listening to all the requests
for impact money and helping to make the final deci-
sions about where the money would go. I felt honored
that Strasma would ask me to do this because it was a
job of great responsibility. 

After listening to what Strasma had to say and dis-
cussing the pay with him, I told him I would think
about it.

But then things got a little complicated. You see,
Leonard Gleason had apparently overheard my con-
versation with Strasma. And when I stepped out of
the room, he approached Strasma to tell him that he
shouldn’t select me to be the executive secretary of
the new board. He couched it as a compliment—
saying that it was more important to keep me in Rusk
County where the local people needed me. But there
was something decisively underhanded about the
whole thing. Gleason’s advice to Strasma was to look
for someone else and not follow up on the job offer he
had made to me. When Strasma told me all this, I got
mad. Gleason should not have interfered.

On the way home I confronted Gleason about what
he had done. I told him, “It should have been my deci-
sion to turn down the job, not yours.” He got rather
apologetic, but believe me, he knew what he was
doing. Up until that time I had thought of Gleason as
a friend and ally, but there must have been some ani-
mosity there I hadn’t realized, or maybe he was jeal-
ous. At any rate, he knew I was very unhappy that he
had interfered.

To make a long story short, I decided not to take
the job. I had just retired and didn’t want to be tied
up. The new job would have meant tearing around all
over the state and not being home a lot. Also, the pay
was about half of what I had been making as the prin-
cipal of the elementary school. If I had wanted a full-

time job, I could have stayed where I was and made
much more money. The other factor that came into
play was that I was plenty busy fighting the mine in
Rusk County and didn’t need anything more on my
plate. So instead of me, a woman by the name of
Elizabeth Fischer became the first executive secretary
of the Investment and Local Impact Fund Board.

I still attended some of the meetings of the impact
board as a representative of Rusk County—which
brings me back to telling you about Crandon. I was
surprised to see that soon after the Mining Impact
Fund was created, Erhard Huettl and some of his
cronies formed a group known as the North Central
Mining Impact Committee. The group, which repre-
sented three different counties, proceeded to apply
for all kinds of grants from the Mining Impact Fund to
deal with potential impacts from the proposed
Crandon mine. Those guys were so sure the mine was
going to happen that they convinced the state to give
them many thousands of dollars, long before there
was any possibility of the mine being built. 

I remember one of those meetings very well, where
a fellow with an Italian name and accent was trying
to help secure money for Forest County. The guy
really got under my skin. He was mouthy and sat
around the corner of the table from me with a ciga-
rette hanging out of his mouth. He kept talking and
interrupting everybody in a smart-alecky way until I
had had enough. Suddenly I reached over, took his
ashtray, dumped it in his coffee and yelled at him. He
was so surprised that all he could say was, “Whatever
turns you on!” He was quieter after that.

I do not have any particularly fond feelings for the
members of the Forest County Board or the North
Central Mining Impact Committee. They were suc-
cessful in getting grant money from the state to
enlarge Forest County’s courthouse and fix some
roads, but to this day have not dealt with the real neg-
ative impacts that a mine would have on the Wolf
River watershed. The mine still has not been built,
and I hope it never is.
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In the late 1970s, I started to become much more
aware of the politics involved in the whole mining
controversy. And it was no clearer than in the case of
Peter Peshek. At the onset, Peshek easily won the sup-
port of many of us in the Town of Grant. His charm
and ready smile seemed to tell us that his interest in
the mining issue was the same as ours. After all, as
the public intervenor, he was charged with protecting
the public’s rights to clean water, clean air and a clean
environment.

Around 1976 or so Peshek even called me up on
the phone to tell me about a trip he had made to one
of Kennecott’s regional offices to discuss the
Flambeau Mine. It turns out he had been given the
opportunity to go through some of the mining com-
pany’s files and had come across my name. He said to
me, with a laugh, “Roscoe, you’re in Kennecott’s files!
They said you were a problem for them, but that you
didn’t have enough money to keep on going for very
long.” They were right about the money, but wrong
about my keeping on.

While my relationship with Peshek had started out
on a positive note, I soon began to have some reserva-
tions about him. The first thing that bothered me was
how he went along with the legislature’s decision to
enact a net proceeds tax on mining in the summer of
1977. The next blow came a few months later, when
he supported the provisions of the Master Hearing
Law. And in November of 1977, an article appeared in
the Capital Times that should have told me once and
for all that Peshek was not the right one to help us beat
Kennecott. But for some reason I didn’t break off with
him, I guess because I didn’t know where else to turn.

The newspaper article that I saw was written by
reporter Richard Eggleston and discussed pollution

controls for the proposed Exxon mine near Crandon
(CD 29-1). Both Peshek and Exxon lobbyist James
Derouin were interviewed for the story, and each
man had his own views on what needed to be done.
Peshek spoke as if he were truly concerned about
protecting our groundwater and wetlands. But sev-
eral things that were said in the article suggested to
me that he was coming under the influence of the
mining industry. 

For example, the article talked about how Peshek
wanted the DNR to regulate mining waste as solid
waste, as if that were the best the state could do to
protect the public from mining pollution. He failed to
acknowledge that since mining waste contains acids
and heavy metals, it really should be regulated as haz-
ardous waste.

Another curious thing about the article was that
Derouin was quoted in support of Peshek’s plan to
develop new groundwater quality standards for min-
ing. He stated, “When the only standard is ‘thou shall
not degrade the water,’ what does it mean? Peshek is
striving for greater specificity, and I concur with him.”
Anytime a mining lobbyist agrees with a state official
on how to deal with pollution, red flags should go up.
Besides that, Derouin failed to point out that greater
specificity does not necessarily mean greater protec-
tion. This fact was proven on July 31, 1981 in the
mining company’s law offices in Madison, when
Peshek and Derouin presented their joint proposal to
the DNR to lower the state’s groundwater quality
standards. 

The news article ended with a discussion of
Derouin and Peshek’s views on how Environmental
Impact Statements for mining projects should be
funded. Eggleston wrote:
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Both Peshek and Derouin are concerned that the
Department of Natural Resources may not have the
resources to adequately review the Environmental
Impact Statement [for the Crandon proposal]. Exxon
is expected to spend $500,000 or more preparing for
the Crandon mine. … Both men support changing the
law to funnel money directly [from the mining com-
pany] to the DNR to pay for the impact statement,
and Derouin said the entire industrial and manufac-
turing community supports that change, too. 

On the surface, this may have sounded like a great
idea. The DNR would be assured of adequate funding
to complete its work on evaluating the environmental
impacts of mining projects. But in reality, Peshek and
Derouin’s proposal favored the mining industry. You
see, the DNR already had the authority to bill a mining
company for any work the department did in analyz-
ing the company’s project. It’s just that the money col-
lected by the DNR went into the state’s general fund
rather than staying within the department. Of course,
it was up to the state to turn around and give the DNR
enough money out of the general fund to make sure
the department could carry out its responsibilities.
While there was a risk that the state might underfund
the DNR, the system helped to insulate the DNR from
being directly influenced by mining company money. 

In my opinion, Derouin and Peshek’s proposal to
funnel money directly from the mining company to
the DNR was a veiled attempt to buy the department.
Anytime you take money from someone, you risk los-
ing your ability to stand up for your own beliefs. If put
on the mining company’s pay roll, the DNR would
have felt even more pressure to produce an
Environmental Impact Statement that favored the
project being evaluated. 

Luckily, Derouin and Peshek’s proposal to change
how Environmental Impact Statements are funded
never became law, as you can see by reading NR
150.40 of the Wisconsin Administrative Code. But the
whole episode tells me that as far back as 1977, there
was little disagreement between Peshek and Derouin
on very significant issues. It’s as if Peshek had fallen
under Derouin’s influence. So how did this come to
be?

All I can say is that Peshek appeared to gradually
shift toward helping the mining companies between
1977 and 1979. In particular, I noticed the change
after some of Kennecott’s officials invited him to come
along to a mining meeting at Exxon’s corporate head-
quarters in Texas. When Peshek came back, I had the
feeling he was no longer on our side in this battle. 

I really became suspicious around 1978, when

Peshek called a meeting of the Town of Grant’s
Environmental Study Committee. We met at Mount
Senario College, where he presented us with a pro-
posal for a number of new mining laws that were not
at all what we wanted. When we complained, he
explained it was the best we could expect and that we
didn’t have the money or expertise to formulate the
laws ourselves. What an interesting statement for him
to make! It was supposed to be his job, as the public
intervenor, to help us formulate those new laws.

Peshek also told us at the meeting that the pro-
posal he presented to us had been drafted by James
Derouin. He recommended that we accept it, even if
we didn’t agree with everything it contained. He said
we could always work out the details later. Imagine
having your own lawyer suggest that you make an
agreement and negotiate the terms later! This, in
effect, is what Peshek was suggesting. Needless to say,
we didn’t buy into Derouin’s proposal, and our rela-
tionship with Peshek became more strained. I remem-
ber coming home after the meeting and hearing
Evelyn say, “There’s something fishy going on here.”

But a few months later Peshek appeared to be on
our side again. It was a crazy deal. To set the stage for
what happened, let me take you back to 1977 and a
little story about Ed May.

By the summer of 1977, it looked like Ed May had
done everything he could do for Kennecott in Rusk
County. In light of the Rusk County Board’s refusal to
issue a mining permit to the company in 1976, the
project was not going anywhere. So May left town
and moved to Rhinelander, Wisconsin, where he
worked several years for Exxon Minerals.

Kennecott, however, did not leave Rusk County
altogether. The company kept its office in Ladysmith,
and some of the mining officials continued to meet
with state legislators and the DNR in an effort to
move forward with the Flambeau Mine proposal.
During this time period, Peshek continued to evaluate
the scientific merits of the project. 

In late January of 1979, I got a letter from Peshek.
He invited me to come to Exxon’s offices in
Rhinelander, where he was going to depose Ed May
on the Kennecott proposal. He told me the question-
ing would last two days. I remember the date well,
because it was right after my brother Albon died at
the age of 84. 

As far as I know, I’m the only one Peshek invited to
witness the deposition, and I’m not sure why he
wanted me there. I guess I was the loudest mouth
around, and perhaps he was trying to appease me. Or
maybe he sensed that a number of us were somewhat
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mistrustful of him and wanted to convince us that he
was still on our side. At any rate, I asked Bob Plantz to
come along with me, and off we went to Rhinelander.

When I listened to how Peshek questioned Ed May
that day, it certainly didn’t sound like they were bud-
dies. May was very uncomfortable with the whole deal.
In fact, he was so rattled that when it was time for
everyone to break for lunch, he asked Bob and me if he
could eat with us. I guess we were the only two people
he could turn to, which really told me something.

The questioning lasted a full two days, just as
Peshek had said. In particular, he drilled May about
Kennecott’s plan to use pyrite-containing waste rock
to construct a dike around the proposed 130-acre tail-
ings pond. You see, pyrite has an acid-generating
potential and normally needs to be contained. On the
one hand, Kennecott was saying that it was safe to use
rock with less than 2 percent pyrite to construct the
dike, and on the other, they were admitting that rock
with 2 percent or more pyrite would have to be con-
tained as toxic waste within the dike.

Peshek kept asking May, “How did you decide that
2 percent is the dividing point at which waste rock
containing pyrite is considered either toxic or safe?”
Peshek listed a number of authorities on the subject,
pausing after each one to ask May, “Is this the source
that Kennecott used to draw its conclusion?” After
admitting that none of the cited authorities had pro-
vided him with the magical 2 percent figure, May
finally said, “Well, 2 percent seemed like a low num-
ber, so that’s why I used it.” He simply had picked it
out of the air!

It was amazing to see Ed May say something so
incriminating, right out in front of God and anybody
who was there to listen (by the way, the literature
shows that even a fraction of a percent of pyrite in
waste rock is dangerous in terms of acid-generating
potential).

To make a long story short, throughout the deposi-
tion May could not supply any real statistics to back
up the claims made in Kennecott’s mining permit
application. Because of this and for other reasons, the
DNR finally came out and said the project was no
good. 

Soon thereafter, May disappeared from the scene.
We heard tales of his travels to Australia and other
places around the world. But we were just glad he
was out of the state.

There is no doubt that Peshek did a good job in
deposing Ed May. But something didn’t feel right
about the whole thing. It seemed like Peshek was try-
ing to play both sides. Only a few months earlier he
had encouraged us to go along with all of Derouin’s
lousy proposals. And now he was standing up for us
by tearing Ed May apart. I have often wondered if the
real reason Peshek invited me to May’s deposition was
to try to soften me up so that I would trust what he
was getting ready to spring on us next—the “consen-
sus” process. 

CD-ROM Reference
CD 29-1. “Could Exxon escape mining pollution controls?” Capital
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The late 1970s and early 1980s were years of con-
flict in Wisconsin over the state’s mining laws and
how they should be changed. Many of the standard
operating procedures used by mining companies fell
outside of what was legal in Wisconsin, especially
with regard to groundwater protection. Rather than
working within the confines of existing laws, the min-
ing companies set about to change the laws or
develop ways of getting around them. Lawyers repre-
senting the mining interests did an excellent job of
convincing our state legislators to push through the
kinds of new laws that the mining companies needed
to carry on their activities. 

As far as I’m concerned, mining companies always
use dirty tricks to get what they want, and what hap-
pened in Wisconsin was no exception. The tactic
employed here was known as the “consensus” process.
It was a clever way of convincing legislators and the
unwary public to go along with whatever the mining
companies wanted. It was no real consensus at all, so
that is why I will continue to put quotation marks
around the word “consensus” as it appears in my book. 

We first heard about the “consensus” process in the
spring of 1979. That’s when Peter Peshek made a pres-
entation about it at a big mining meeting at Nicolet
College in Rhinelander. Anyone concerned with the
mining issue was there, including local people, envi-
ronmentalists, government officials, mining company
lawyers and representatives from the DNR. Peshek, in
his usual bubbly manner, announced that a new and
wonderful way of solving all our problems had been
hit upon. He called it the “consensus” process, and
promoted it as the ultimate in negotiations. 

Peshek explained that the “consensus” process was
a way for all of us to sit down together around a table

and thresh out our differences. The process would pro-
vide for the kind of give and take that would result in
everyone’s concerns being aired. He claimed that the
laws and rules developed through this type of face-to-
face encounter would please everyone, because all of
us would have a hand in the final agreement. 

He never mentioned that mining companies would
be able to afford thousands of dollars for legal help,
while the local municipalities would have almost no
money to pay for expert advice. Nor did he mention
that the lawyers representing the mining companies
were expert negotiators, while the local people had
very little experience doing this type of high-powered
bargaining. How could a small town compete? It
looked like everything was weighted in favor of the
mining companies.

What really puzzled me was that Peshek told me
afterwards that he had discussed the concept of “con-
sensus” negotiations with Dr. Steve Chapman of the
University of Minnesota. He told me Dr. Chapman
had agreed that “consensus” was a good way for us to
resolve our differences. Now, I knew Dr. Chapman
quite well. He was an expert on mining who had par-
ticipated in many of our meetings. He always gave
good advice on how to fight the mining companies, so
I could hardly believe he would support the type of
“consensus” negotiations being advocated by Peshek. 

I called Dr. Chapman to ask about his alleged
endorsement of what Peshek had proposed. He was
very familiar with the “consensus” process, and was
outraged that Peshek would even suggest he was in
favor of it. In fact, he blew his top and told me he
would never talk to Peshek again. Chapman
explained that “consensus” was the mining com-
pany’s way of saying, “Take my hand and I will show
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you the way.” I challenged Peshek on this matter
when I saw him a few weeks later at a meeting held at
Mount Senario College. He had little to say. 

Peshek would have been more honest if he had told
us what he really knew about who was out there pro-
moting “consensus.” In December of 1981, he wrote
an article for the Wisconsin Academy Review entitled
“New Metal Mining in Wisconsin.” In this article he
was a bit more candid about the origins of the “con-
sensus” process. Here is what he had to say (CD 30-1):

Two days after Kennecott saw its mining permit
application hearing adjourned in November 1976, a
Kennecott official told his superiors what had
become painfully obvious: “Getting into bed with
environmentalists might rub raw with many of our
colleagues, but in this day and age I cannot recom-
mend a better course of action for expedition of our
project.” 

Getting into bed with environmentalists? It sounded
as subversive as it turned out to be.

Peshek and the town’s attorney, Kevin Lyons, kept
pushing the townspeople to sit down and negotiate
with Kennecott as part of the “consensus” process. For
some reason, they didn’t want to accept the fact that
we had made up our minds and didn’t want to nego-
tiate. All we wanted to do was stop the mine. The
“consensus” process was no more than an attempt to
force us to continue talking.

Many of the meetings we attended from 1979 to
1983 were set up to promote this process. It’s not that
anyone would come right out and say to the local peo-
ple, “OK, we’re going to have a ‘consensus’ meeting
today.” It was just sort of a process that infiltrated and
influenced many of the meetings that were being held.
But, believe me, there was a lot more going on behind
the scenes in Madison, where most of the real negotia-
tions over the mining laws were taking place in private.

It’s true. The proposals for new mining laws were
never hammered out in the open. Representatives of
the DNR, lawyers from the mining companies, Peshek
and Lyons would come to the meetings we attended
with everything already done. They never really
asked for our input in shaping the proposals or modi-
fying them. They just said, “Here it is,” and then tried
to convince us to “buy in” to what they had already
decided. Some “consensus!” They simply wanted the
people to back the consensus they had forged among
themselves.

The “consensus” process was one of continuous
changes and additions to Wisconsin’s mining laws, a
bit at a time, until today our laws and rules on mining
are an almost useless and even dangerous hodge-

podge. The laws are complicated, difficult to under-
stand and even more difficult to administer. The
worst part is that they give almost no protection to
the people of Wisconsin or the environment. Rather,
we have a group of laws that set the multinationals
free to carry on their irresponsible activities at will.

It made me mad to see how Peshek misused the
word “consensus.” In a true consensus, everybody
must agree with the final product, no matter how
long it takes to bring people together. Even one per-
son can block the decision from going forward, as
long as he or she believes it is for the good of the
whole group. The final decision is not decided by a
majority vote; everyone takes ownership in the final
decision. As my friend Kira Henschel stated,
“Democracy is the voice of the majority. Consensus is
the voice of everybody.” It’s my understanding that
Native Americans traditionally used consensus to
make important decisions, and when done properly, it
truly is the ultimate in negotiations. 

For Peshek to refer to what he and the mining com-
panies were doing as “consensus” made a mockery of
the term. It reminds me of how those who are fanatic
about property rights refer to their cause as the “Wise
Use Movement.” Somehow a phrase that sounds
pretty good is used to gloss over something more
underhanded going on behind the scenes. Everything
gets twisted around.  

The people of the Town of Grant never agreed to
what was decided by “consensus.” So who was really
calling the shots? From the meetings I attended where
“consensus” was being pushed, it looked like the key
players were James Derouin of Exxon and Peter
Peshek. Others who participated as representatives of
the mining industry included Steve Braden and James
Wimmer of Kennecott, and James Ludwig and Jeffrey
Bartell of Inland Steel. Having these high-powered
lobbyists at the meetings was no big surprise because
they were probably paid quite well to be there. 

Any number of DNR officials also took part in the
“consensus” negotiations, including Robert Ramharter,
Chuck Hammer, Richard Henneger, Gordon Reinke and
Linda Bochert. In theory, their job was to watch out
for the best interests of the state during these negoti-
ations, but they just seemed to go along with what-
ever Derouin and Peshek wanted. Kathleen Falk was
no better. She was there representing Wisconsin’s
Environmental Decade, and her job at the meetings
was to stand up for our environmental concerns. You
would think she would have raised quite a fuss over
what was being proposed. But as far as I could tell,
she didn’t do a whole lot. 
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Of course, Kevin Lyons was at the “consensus”
meetings as well, supposedly to fight hard for the best
interests of the people of the Town of Grant. We knew
our limitations, so that’s why we had taken Pehek’s
suggestion to hire him in 1976. But for some reason,
Lyons constantly tried to get the town to back down
on its demands for tough mining controls and pushed
for the town to negotiate with Kennecott. Once he
even came out to my house to try to convince Evelyn
and me to soften our demands. I finally said to him,
“We’re not interested in negotiating. We want to stop
the mine.” Like the DNR officials and Falk, Lyons
seemed more interested in going along with Peshek
and Derouin than protecting the very point of view he
was charged to represent at these meetings.

Another person who pushed for laws and rules that
benefited the mining industry was Exxon lobbyist
James Klauser. I got the impression that he was
always there, lurking in the background. But I can’t
really pin anything on him. He was a pretty smooth
operator, akin to someone like Karl Rove. 

One or two of us from the Town of Grant tried to
make these meetings whenever we could. Evelyn and
I would go, or sometimes it would be Arlene and Tom
Ricci or John Styczinski. Many of these meetings were
in Madison, which meant driving a couple hundred
miles at our own expense to “negotiate.” 

By looking at who attended the meetings, I think
you can begin to see the devious nature of the “con-
sensus” process. The mining companies were sitting
there with their highly-skilled lawyers. And there we
were, many of us with far less experience along those
lines. Our whole lives revolved around our little farms
and factories. How could we compete? 

Plus, the whole idea behind “consensus” was that
mining would go forward, no matter what. A journal-
ist by the name of William Hurrle summed it up best
in an article that appeared in the March 2, 1990 issue
of the Isthmus. He wrote, “Peshek helped institute the
state’s “consensus” model for environmental bargain-
ing. It assumes everyone wants development.
Outright rejection of a project is not part of the
model. Thus, interveners can only attempt to mini-
mize damages; they can’t just say no—not even if no
is the ecologically correct answer” (CD 30-2).

This indeed is what happened. Despite the specific
recommendations from the people of the Town of
Grant, the laws being drafted by “consensus” did not
fulfill the expectations of the townspeople. The
response we got was, “This is the best you can get for
now,” or “Later on we will strengthen them up.” For
example, we felt that mining companies should be

responsible for supplying water to the local people, if
wells should suddenly go bad from mining. Well, the
law that was drafted by “consensus” says that, if a
well goes bad near a mining operation, the local
municipality must supply water to the affected people
immediately, which means the taxpayers will foot the
bill. This law is still on the books today.

As we attended meeting after meeting from 1979 to
1983, it became increasingly difficult for those of us
from the Town of Grant to see much difference
between Peshek’s views, Lyons’ views, the DNR’s views
and the views of the mining company. The people of
the Town of Grant were not part of any real “consen-
sus.” All the compromises being made seemed to favor
the mining industry. No matter what the meeting was
about, the same clowns were there, having their say.

As early as 1980 I no longer had any faith that
Peshek was working in the majority’s best interest.
My suspicions were confirmed when I went to a meet-
ing in October of 1980 known as the Environmental
Agenda Conference. I had been attending these
annual meetings ever since they started in 1976.
Representatives from environmental groups, as well
as ordinary citizens from around the state, would
assemble and make presentations to a committee that
was set up to help identify the state’s most pressing
environmental issues. Everyone then voted to select
four issues they believed were the most pertinent to
address during the following year. The idea was that
we would work together to focus our efforts. Mining,
nuclear power plants, nuclear waste and urban sprawl
were just a few of the issues selected over the years.

As an aside, the annual Environmental Agenda
Conference meetings continued to be held until about
1983 or 1984, when the group just kind of folded.
Today the Wisconsin Stewardship Network fulfills a
similar role.

In 1980, the Environmental Agenda Conference
was held in Poynette, Wisconsin. My neighbor Dale
Daggett and I arrived the night before the meeting
and had dinner with Peshek and Kathleen Falk, who
was there representing Wisconsin’s Environmental
Decade. I said to Peshek, “Peter, if I loved you like a
brother, I wouldn’t go along with this consensus
stuff.” He knew where I stood.

The next day at the meeting we started to discuss
the mining situation in the state. I was very surprised
when Falk got up and said she felt all the laws were in
place for mining in the state and that we didn’t need
to focus our efforts on it anymore. Peshek, of course,
quickly agreed with her. What a dumb thing for them
to say! There were no real laws in place at all, as evi-
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denced by the fact that Peshek and Falk themselves
took part in the “consensus” negotiations that
occurred over the next three years to develop the
state’s mining laws.

Yet, in front of the environmental community, it’s
almost as if Peshek and Falk were saying, “You don’t
need to worry about coming up with any mining reg-
ulations. The problem has been solved.” Despite their
comments, the group still voted to keep mining on the
priority list. 

From that point on I had no wish to work with
Peter Peshek, and I wasn’t too keen on Kathleen Falk
either. I just couldn’t believe they were acting in the
best interest of the environment or the town, even
though that’s what they were supposed to be doing.
As my story unfolds you will see how, time and time

again, Peshek and Falk would let us down. I don’t
know what kind of arrangement, if any, those two had
with each other. But Falk did go on to succeed Peshek
as Wisconsin Public Intervenor after Peshek left the
post for greener pastures. 

One thing I can say for sure, however, is that the
majority of the town’s residents never wanted any part
of the “consensus” process. They were overwhelm-
ingly against Kennecott. The real consensus among the
people was that Kennecott should pack up and leave.
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Some useful information about radioactivity lev-
els in Wisconsin came to our attention in early 1980.
A study known as the National Uranium Resource
Evaluation (N.U.R.E.) had recently been completed
by the United States Department of Energy. It
included a map of the Rice Lake Quadrangle, in which
Rusk County is located. In layman’s language, this
study pointed out any radioactive “hot spots” that
might exist due to the presence of uranium or other
radioactive materials. The study stated, “Commun-
ities within the favorable area [for uranium deposits]
are Ladysmith, Bruce, Chetek, Cameron, and Barron”
(CD 31-1).

You can imagine that caught our attention! Evelyn
quickly went about drawing a map to show exactly
where the N.U.R.E. study said there might be rich
deposits of uranium in Rusk County (Figure 31-1).
Her map also pointed out where Kennecott’s copper
deposits were located and where several different
uranium mining companies like Kerr-McGee and
Uranerz were looking for ore. 

Right about this time we also got word that
Noranda, a large Canadian mining company, had
leased the 200-acre Carl Schmidt farm in the Town of
Grant, bordering our farm to the east. And we heard
that the mining company was even more intent on
leasing the Marlo Vorce farm, located a little south-
east of Schmidt’s. We speculated that Noranda was
looking for uranium, but luckily Marlo never gave in.
The company eventually cancelled its lease with the
Schmidt family and left town. 

The interest in uranium mining wasn’t limited to
Rusk County. We knew that American Copper and
Nickel Company was looking for uranium next door in
Barron County. It had secured mineral rights to a 40-

acre parcel in the Town of Doyle, which borders Rusk
County in the Blue Hills. And, although we didn’t know
it at the time, rock samples that contained uranium lev-
els as high as any in the world had been found near
Armstrong Creek in Forest County (CD 31-2).

We just had to do something about this. It was bad
enough to think that Kennecott wanted to mine cop-
per, gold and silver next to the Flambeau River. But
the thought of someone coming here to mine uranium
almost scared the pants off us. To make matters
worse, it had been reported in the March 11, 1980
issue of the Daily Cardinal that U.S. Steel was drilling
for uranium in Waushara and Portage counties, on
land located “within the designated project bound-
aries of the Buena Vista Marsh Wildlife Area” (CD 31-
3). If the DNR would allow exploratory drilling for
uranium in a wildlife management area, what hope
was there for us?

Evelyn and I had been meeting with a number of
people in Barron County to discuss the hazards of ura-
nium mining and what we could do to stop it. In par-
ticular, we worked closely with William Simpson and
Bill DeNucci of the Town of Doyle. Together we
drafted a resolution to take to our respective town-
ships to ban uranium mining. It was passed by the
Town of Doyle at its annual meeting on April 1, 1980
(CD 31-4). Evelyn and I took the same resolution to
the voters of the Town of Grant a week later. 

We had a good turnout of people at the annual
meeting of the Town of Grant to listen to our concerns
about uranium mining and vote on the resolution.
Nobody in the town wanted to risk being exposed to
radioactivity, so of course the resolution passed by a
large majority (Figure 31-2). I took a similar resolu-
tion to the Rusk County Board of Supervisors on April

Rusk County Is Declared a 
Radioactive “Hot Spot” (1980)
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grew to include about a hundred members living in
nine different counties. They met on a monthly basis
to discuss issues of common concern.

Sandy invited Dr. Steve Chapman and me to speak
about uranium mining at the group’s June 1981 meet-
ing, and both of us were able to make it. The meeting
was held at the Trego Town Hall in Washburn County,
which was a 90-minute drive for me and more than a
2-hour drive for Dr. Chapman. The distance didn’t
matter to us because we wanted to spread the word
about the mining threat. Close to forty people came to
hear us speak on that unseasonably warm evening,
and I still remember how Dr. Chapman mesmerized
the crowd. Here is a smidgen of what he told the

15, 1980, and they passed it, too (CD 31-5). There
was no doubt the people had spoken.

At about the same time all of this was happening,
Evelyn and I were fortunate to meet a young woman
who was to become one of our closest allies in fight-
ing the mining companies – Sandy (Barrus) Lyon.
Sandy got so fired up when she learned about the
potential for uranium mining in northern Wisconsin
(and other corporate exploits, like a proposal from
her local utility to spray Agent Orange beneath its
power lines) that she decided to ask her friends in
Washburn and Sawyer counties to join her in forming
a new environmental group called Northern Alliance.
The organization, founded in August 1980, quickly

Figure 31-1. Map drawn by Evelyn Churchill showing the part of Rusk County considered favorable for uranium deposits and where land was
being leased by mining companies (1980).
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group, as reported in the June 11, 1981 issue of the
Superior Evening Telegram (Figure 31-3):

When mining companies buy mineral rights they
also are saying, ‘give us the quality of your water,
give us the quality of your forests, give us the quality
of your lives, and we’ll give you a few dollars.’ … Do
you really want to start this whole cycle of atomic
bombs and nuclear power plants rolling?

Of course, the crowd answered “No” to that question,
and by the time the meeting was ended, I could tell that
our support for stopping the giveaway of northern
Wisconsin to the mining industry was growing.
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Figure 31-2. The
voters of the Town of
Grant pass a resolu-
tion to ban uranium
prospecting and min-
ing (April 8, 1980).
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Figure 31-3. When Sandy
(Barrus) Lyon heard about
the possibility of uranium
mining in northern Wiscon-
sin, she quickly did her part
to sound the alarm. See CD
31-6 to read all the details
(Superior Evening Telegram,
June 11, 1981; republished
with permission).
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Mining companies are familiar with the idea
of “divide and conquer,” and I’m sure they were hop-
ing this would happen in the Town of Grant. 

In 1978, the unity of those who opposed the mine
started to show its first cracks. That’s when Peter
Peshek decided to turn up the heat to get us to buy
into the mining laws being drafted by James Derouin
of Exxon. Peshek said the proposed laws were the best
we could expect to get and that we should sit down
and negotiate with the mining company instead of
bucking them. The implication was that the Flambeau
Mine was going to become a reality and that we
needed to agree on a way to regulate it. 

This happened before Peshek sprang the idea of
“consensus” negotiations on us. But my opinion was
still the same. I said, “No, let’s stop the buzzards!”
Unfortunately, however, some of the people who I
thought were on my side began to go along with what
Peshek was saying. In particular, I remember how
Caryl Terrell, who worked with Wisconsin’s Environ-
mental Decade, came out and said that maybe the
best way to go would be to negotiate with the mining
company and try to get as much as we could get.
Other people, some of whom were close friends,
started talking the same way—as if Evelyn and I were
somehow out of step. Needless to say, we felt a lot of
pressure to go along with the negotiations and worse
yet, sensed that our support was slipping out from
under us.

One person who really got Evelyn mad was Paul
Prevenas of Prairie Farm, Wisconsin. Paul had sup-
ported us in our efforts and had even come out to the
farm on several different occasions to talk to us about
fighting Kennecott. But all of a sudden we found out
that he was agreeing with the Environmental Decade’s

stance that we should negotiate with the mining com-
pany. Hmmm. Neither Prevenas nor the Environ-
mental Decade seemed to understand that the people
of Rusk County had unequivocally stopped the mine in
1976. It was a done deal, so there was no need to
negotiate. What’s more, neither Prevenas nor the
Environmental Decade had helped shoulder the bur-
den of stopping the mine in the first place. Yet now
those same people were trying to tell us to back off.
Evelyn and I needed their support, not for them to try
to take over and call the shots. In retrospect, if we had
all stuck together, we could have kept the mining
company out for good. It was enough to make you
swear.

When Evelyn heard what Prevenas had said about
how we should negotiate with the mining company,
she said, “That little _______!” I was shocked to hear
that come out of her mouth because it was so totally
unlike her. In fact, in our whole life together, it was
the only time I heard Evelyn use that kind of lan-
guage. So I knew she was really mad.

We had to do something to keep from losing even
more people who had been on our side. So Evelyn and
I decided to take a little road trip across northern
Wisconsin to stop and see our friends and explain to
them why they shouldn’t go along with what Peshek
was saying. We started at Round Lake in Sawyer
County, where we met with Al and Mary Reinemann,
who never wavered in their support, and we ended up
in Forest County to talk to our friends at Crandon. For
two days we were on the road, and our message was
the same no matter where we stopped. We simply
said, “Don’t fall for this thing—that we have to nego-
tiate. Peshek is wrong.” And I’m glad to say that most
everyone decided to stick with us, and some who for

Dissension Arises Among the People 
of the Town of Grant (May 1981)
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a time were swayed by Peshek’s smooth talk eventu-
ally concluded that we were right and came back.

Unfortunately, however, the crack in town unity
that started to form in 1978 turned into a major split
in 1981. Once more Peter Peshek had a role in it, but
this time it had to do with his push for the “consen-
sus” process. Before that time, there was no real ani-
mosity among the townspeople, even where opinions
differed. But that all changed when a small handful of
people, including Tony Ziesler, Dale Daggett and
Leonard Gleason, decided to speak up in favor of
what Peshek wanted to do—and they were real nasty
about it. Before giving you the details, let me tell you
a little bit about these three fellows.

When I first met Tony Ziesler in the late 1970s, I
thought he was interested in stopping Kennecott, or
at least getting a better mining tax law passed in
Wisconsin. He was farming at that time and later
tried his hand at a number of different jobs. In terms
of education, I believe he had some sort of degree in
engineering. 

Ziesler and I agreed that the net proceeds mining
tax law passed by the legislature in 1977 was not
going to be of much financial benefit to the town,
should mining become a reality. I remember early in
the spring of 1981, when he took me and several oth-
ers to Madison in his camper to meet with Rep. Robert
Larson (R-Medford). We talked to Larson about push-
ing for a 12.5% severance tax on metallic minerals.
There is no doubt that Ziesler was on our side, at least
on this particular issue.

Dale Daggett supported us as well. He was a local
farmer who was one of the original members of the
Rusk County Citizens Action Group. He served as the
president of the organization in 1977 and was quoted
extensively in the February 3, 1977 issue of the
Ladysmith News regarding the goals of RCCAG (CD
32-1). The article was entitled, “Citizens Action
Group Clarifies its Purpose.” Daggett stated, “In our
first meeting we found that we had in common not
only a concern about the environmental hazards of
the proposed mine in Rusk County, but a concern
about the environment in general.”

Leonard Gleason, a retired bookkeeper, also spoke
out against the mine during the early days of our strug-
gle. He lived about a mile and a half from my farm and
was the clerk of the Town of Grant for many years. We
had a cordial relationship, and at first he and I were in
total agreement about stopping the proposed mine. I
remember how he came to the 1976 hearing on
Kennecott’s original environmental impact statement
and stated, “[If this mine is built], possibly the City of

Ladysmith and the Town of Grant and all the rest of us
are going to be going to the grocery store and coming
home with a five-gallon carboy of water on our shoul-
der because our wells aren’t fit to drink.” During the
mid 1970s and all the way up until 1980 we also
attended meetings together in Madison, Rhinelander,
Stevens Point and Crandon to protest how mining com-
panies were trying to take over northern Wisconsin.

But for some reason Leonard always seemed to
have a little bit of animosity toward me (like when he
told John Strasma in 1977 that he didn’t think I
should be selected as the executive secretary of
Wisconsin’s newly-created Mining Impact Board). It
might have been an ego thing with him. You see,
Gleason was the kind of guy who liked to be in with
the big shots, while I didn’t give a hoot who I told off. 

After Peshek came up with the idea of “consensus”
negotiations, I could sense that Gleason started to
drift away from those of us who opposed the mine.
And by 1981, he stopped going to meetings with us
altogether. It was just different. I think Peter was put-
ting little nuggets into him all the time.

Dale Daggett and Tony Ziesler also started to
change after Peshek began his push for “consensus”
negotiations. They just didn’t seem as interested in
helping me fight the mine, and I could tell they were
leaning more toward going along with Peshek. In par-
ticular, I knew something was not right when Ziesler,
who had been so gung ho on getting the mining tax
law changed, all of a sudden gave me a really lame
excuse for why he couldn’t come along with me to an
important meeting on the issue.

But nothing really came to a head between Ziesler,
Daggett, Gleason and myself until May of 1981. I
remember the day well. I had gone to some kind of
meeting about the mine that lasted until about 7:00
in the evening. And when I got home, Evelyn told me
that Gleason had called to say that Daggett and
Ziesler were over at his house and I should come over
to talk to them. Something seemed fishy about the
whole thing, but I still decided to head over there. I
must say, however, that I was not prepared for what
was about to take place.

When I got to Gleason’s house, Ziesler and Daggett
were still there, and they really lowered the boom
when I walked into the room. To start, Gleason said
that Peshek had recently called him on the phone and
said that if we wanted to get anything done, we’d bet-
ter “get in line.” And then all of them started chewing
me out for not going along with the idea of “consen-
sus” negotiations. I was shocked at how they treated
me. I knew we hadn’t seen eye-to-eye for quite some
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time, but I didn’t know they had developed such deep
feelings of animosity toward me.

The whole thing was a dirty trick. Those three guys
got me there all by myself to ream me out. I think they
figured they could bulldoze me into going along with
them. But I still wanted no part of it. When I finally
had enough of all ranting and raving, I said to them,
“I’m going home,” and I walked out.

So what was going on? In my opinion, Peshek
knew he couldn’t convince me and many of the others
in the town to go along with the idea of negotiating
with the mining company. So he preyed upon others
who for whatever reason were more prone to listen to
him and do something about it. Needless to say, from
that point on, Gleason, Ziesler and Dagget were no
longer interested in working with me on environmen-
tal issues or the 12.5% severance tax. Instead they
seemed to go along with whatever Peshek suggested
and kept trying to get me to fall in line.

The net result was that the people of the Town of
Grant were now openly divided. A schism in the town
developed, such as I had never seen before. And I
maintain that the boy behind it was Peter Peshek.

Despite the dissension that now existed in the
town, however, I can still say that a majority of the
voters never wanted any part of the “consensus”
process. This was proven over and over, especially at
the April 13, 1982 annual meeting of the Town of
Grant. More than two-thirds of the people who
attended the meeting voted for a number of resolu-
tions that ran contrary to what the “consensus”
process was trying to achieve. But that’s another
story.
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In 1981, during the height of the “consensus” nego-
tiations, there were a number of laws on the books
requiring the Department of Natural Resources to “pro-
tect, maintain and improve” the waters of the State of
Wisconsin. Two of the most important ones were Wis.
Stats. 144.025 and 147.01. These statutes have since
been shuffled around and renumbered in the law books
but technically are still the law of the land. 

I am setting this chapter aside to familiarize you
with these statutes because it will help you understand
just how badly the DNR violated the law and the pub-
lic trust when it agreed to the proposals developed
through the “consensus” process. In addition, these
statutes make clear what all of us have the right to
expect and demand from the DNR. It’s time for the
department to stop ignoring the law and start protect-
ing the public’s constitutional right to clean water. 

I’m getting a bit old for this, but I hope that once you
are familiar with these laws, someone will take the ini-
tiative to sue the DNR in court for overstepping its
authority in adopting the various “consensus” rules
that allow mining companies to pollute Wisconsin’s
water. 

Included for you to study are the most important
statutes that were violated by the “consensus” lawyers
and DNR officials in 1981. They are found in the
Wisconsin Statutes under Chapters 281 (Water and
Sewage) and 283 (Pollution Discharge Elimination).
As you read through these statutes, pay particular
attention to how Wis. Stat. 281.11 [originally Wis.
Stat. 144.025(1)] calls on the DNR to “protect, main-
tain and improve the quality and management of the
waters of the state, ground and surface, public and
private.” Also note that Wis. Stat 283.001 [originally
Wis. Stat. 147.01] sets a clear goal for the State of

Wisconsin of eliminating the discharge of pollutants
into the state’s waters! How much  clearer could the
legislators have been when these laws were drafted? 

WIS. STAT. 281.11 STATEMENT OF POLICY AND PURPOSE.
The department [of natural resources] shall serve as the
central unit of state government to protect, maintain and
improve the quality and management of the waters of
the state, ground and surface, public and private.
Continued pollution of the waters of the state has aroused
widespread public concern. It endangers public health and
threatens the general welfare. A comprehensive action
program directed at all present and potential sources of
water pollution whether home, farm, recreational, munici-
pal, industrial or commercial is needed to protect human
life and health, fish and aquatic life, scenic and ecological
values and domestic, municipal, recreational, industrial,
agricultural and other uses of water. The purpose of this
subchapter is to grant necessary powers and to organize a
comprehensive program under a single state agency for
the enhancement of the quality management and protec-
tion of all waters of the state, ground and surface, public
and private. To the end that these vital purposes may be
accomplished, this subchapter and all rules and orders
promulgated under this subchapter shall be liberally
construed in favor of the policy objectives set forth in
this subchapter. In order to achieve the policy objective of
this subchapter, it is the express policy of the state to
mobilize governmental effort and resources at all levels,
state, federal and local, allocating such effort and
resources to accomplish the greatest result for the people
of the state as a whole. Because of the importance of
Lakes Superior and Michigan and Green Bay as vast water
resource reservoirs, water quality standards for those
rivers emptying into Lakes Superior and Michigan and
Green Bay shall be as high as is practicable. [emphasis
added]

Existing Statutes Call for 
Non-Degradation 

of Wisconsin’s Waters
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These are the state laws that existed in 1981, when
the people of the Town of Grant were being pushed to go
along with “consensus” negotiations. In fact, Wis. Stat.
289.05 was on the books as well, specifically requiring
the DNR to write rules governing mining waste “in
accordance with any or all of the provisions under …
Chapter 283 [of the Wisconsin Statutes].” That of course
includes the provisions you just read. 

All of the statutes I cited are consistent with what is
known as the Public Trust Doctrine, a doctrine that is
rooted in the Wisconsin Constitution. Article IX, Section
1 of the Wisconsin Constitution clearly entrusts the state
with the care and protection of our water resources.
Attorney Melissa Scanlan wrote a lengthy report about
the doctrine that appeared in the Spring 2000 issue of
Ecology Law Quarterly (CD 33-1). She stated, “The
Constitution both imposes a duty on and gives authority
to the state to regulate navigable waters. It requires state
action to preserve and promote the trust, and it estab-
lishes public rights to use trust property.” When the
statutes I listed above were enacted, the government
was doing just that.

The Wisconsin Constitution also talks about how we
have “certain inherent rights” and that it is the duty of
our state officials to secure those rights for the public
(Article I). Many of us believe these rights include the
right to clean air and clean water and that the state and
federal governments should be concerned about protect-
ing our natural resources not only for those of us who are
living today, but for future generations. That’s what Walt
Bresette was talking about in the late 1990s when he
proposed a “Seventh Generation Amendment” to the
United States Constitution to prevent the taking of “com-
mon property” for private gain (CD 2-6). His suggestion
was consistent with the Public Trust Doctrine.

The statutes that require the DNR to “protect, main-
tain and improve” our water supply have never been
repealed. Nor have the state and federal constitutions
been amended to nullify the Public Trust Doctrine. So to
this day there is no legal basis for allowing anyone to
pollute Wisconsin’s waters. It’s as simple as that.

Unfortunately, having a good set of environmental
laws on the books is no guarantee that the state’s waters
will be protected. Two additional factors that come into
play are: (1) how the laws are interpreted by the state
agency charged with administering the laws; and (2) the
degree to which the laws are enforced. In other words, if
we have good laws but they are either misinterpreted or
not enforced by the responsible agency, we are back to
square one. That’s why the Wisconsin Legislature
decided to enact a subchapter of laws dealing with how
state statutes are to be administered. 

WIS. STAT. 281.12 GENERAL DEPARTMENT POWERS
AND DUTIES.
(1) The department shall have general supervision and

control over the waters of the state. It shall carry out
the planning, management and regulatory programs
necessary for implementing the policy and purpose of
this chapter. The department also shall formulate plans
and programs for the prevention and abatement of
water pollution and for the maintenance and improve-
ment of water quality. [emphasis added] 

WIS. STAT. 281.15 WATER QUALITY STANDARDS.
(1) The department shall promulgate rules setting stan-

dards of water quality to be applicable to the waters of
the state, recognizing that different standards may be
required for different waters or portions thereof. ...
Water quality standards shall protect the public inter-
est, which include the protection of the public health
and welfare and the present and prospective future
use of such waters for public and private water sys-
tems, propagation of fish and aquatic life and wildlife,
domestic and recreational purposes and agricultural,
commercial, industrial and other legitimate uses. In all
cases where the potential uses of water are in con-
flict, water quality standards shall be interpreted to
protect the general public interest. [emphasis added]

WIS.STAT.283.001STATEMENTOF POLICY AND PURPOSE.
(1) Although in recent years intensive efforts have been

made toward the abatement of pollution of the waters of
this state, pollution of these waters continues. Unabated
pollution of the waters of this state continues to arouse
widespread public concern. It continues to endanger
public health; to threaten fish and aquatic life, scenic
and ecological values; and to limit the domestic, munic-
ipal, recreational, industrial, agricultural and other uses
of water. It is the policy of this state to restore and
maintain the chemical, physical, and biological integrity
of its waters to protect public health, safeguard fish and
aquatic life and scenic and ecological values, and to
enhance the domestic, municipal, recreational, indus-
trial, agricultural, and other uses of water. In order to
achieve this policy, the legislature declares that:
(a) It is the goal of the state of Wisconsin to eliminate

the discharge of pollutants into the waters of the
state by 1985;

(b) It is also the goal of the state of Wisconsin that,
wherever attainable, an interim goal of water quality
which provides for the protection and propagation
of fish, shellfish, and wildlife and provides for
recreation in and on the water be achieved by 1983;

(c) It is also the policy of the state of Wisconsin that
the discharge of toxic pollutants in toxic amounts
be prohibited.

(2) The purpose of this chapter is to grant to the department
of natural resources all authority necessary to establish,
administer and maintain a state pollutant discharge
elimination system to effectuate the policy set forth
under sub. (1) and consistent with all the requirements
of the federal water pollution control act amendments of
1972, P.L. 92-500; 86 Stat. 816. [emphasis added]
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In a nutshell, the legislature empowered the various
state agencies (like the DNR) to write administrative
rules, subject to legislative review, to help ensure that
any law passed by the legislature will be correctly inter-
preted and enforced. To gain a better understanding of
how all of this works, take a look at the above essay enti-
tled “The Difference Between State Statues and Admin-
istrative Rules.”

You would think that between having some solid envi-
ronmental laws on the books and provisions to help en-
sure their correct interpretation and enforcement, we
would have been able to stop Kennecott cold in its tracks.
But  no! Unfortunately, one thing that cannot be legislated
is plain honesty. And the “consensus” lawyers showed no
integrity whatsoever when hammering out the laws and
administrative rules governing metallic mining in this

state. 
You see, in July of 1981, the mining companies were

given the “green light” to ignore state law and the
Wisconsin Constitution. That’s when the DNR endorsed
a new set of natural resource rules dealing with metallic
mineral mining. These “consensus” rules, which to this
day are part of the Wisconsin Administrative Code, will be
discussed in the next chapter. They allow mining com-
panies to do just about anything they want, regardless of
the consequences to our clean water supply.

CD-ROM Reference
CD 33-1. “The Evolution of the Public Trust Doctrine and the
Degradation of Trust Resources: Courts, Trustees and Political Power
in Wisconsin,” Ecology Law Quarterly, Spring 2000.

I’d like to tell you a little bit about the difference between state
statutes and administrative rules. As a good friend explained to
me, the legislature is like an architect, crafting the overall design
of the state’s laws. The various state agencies, on the other
hand, are the general contractors who figure out the details of
what needs to be done to carry out the legislature’s intentions. 

When the state legislature enacts a bill into law, the law is
assigned a statute number and published in the next edition of
the Wisconsin Statutes (http://www.legis.state.wi.us/rsb/
stats.html). But there has to be a way to enforce the law, and
sometimes a new law is sufficiently vague that it requires inter-
pretation. This is where the various state departments, or
administrative agencies, come into play.

Currently there are 18 different administrative agencies within
the State of Wisconsin’s executive branch. Examples include the
Department of Administration, the Department of Regulation
and Licensing, the Department of Justice, etc. In the case of
laws that affect natural resources, the state agency typically
charged with administering the law is the Department of Natural
Resources. 

State departments have been given the authority to estab-
lish, or promulgate, rules to enforce the law. And, accord-
ing to Wis. Stat. 227.01(13), once a rule is adopted, it “has
the effect of law.” For example, Wis. Stat. 281.12(1)
requires the DNR to develop programs “for the prevention
and abatement of water pollution and for the maintenance
and improvement of water quality.” After this law was
passed by the legislature, the DNR promulgated rules to
require certain specifications for sewage systems, indus-
trial wastewater facilities and community water systems. 

There is a whole section of the statutes devoted to how these
types of administrative rules are to be promulgated. It is found in
Chapter 227 of the Wisconsin Statutes, Subchapter II. In particu-

lar, Wis. Stat. 227.10(1) says, “Each agency shall promulgate
as a rule each statement of general policy and each inter-
pretation of a statute which it specifically adopts to govern its
enforcement or administration of that statute.” [emphasis added]

The idea behind this law is that the agency is supposed to for-
malize with rules how it chooses to interpret and enforce a
statute. Any such rules are subject to review by the legislature
and must go to a public hearing as a means of insuring that the
spirit of the law is upheld by the rules. 

In a political climate, however, it’s possible that an agency might
promulgate rules that are flawed and that the legislature might
even go along with the flawed rules. So Wis. Stat. 227.11(2)(a)
clearly states, “Each agency may promulgate rules interpreting
the provisions of any statute enforced or administered by it, if
the agency considers it necessary to effectuate the purpose of
the statute, but a rule is not valid if it exceeds the bounds of
correct interpretation.” [emphasis added] Ultimately, this
could end up in the courts.  

The various rules that have been adopted by the state’s admin-
istrative agencies are found in the Wisconsin Administrative
Code, and all of these rules are available on the internet
(http://legis.state.wi.us/rsb/code/). The rules promulgated by
the Department of Natural Resources are given the prefix “NR,”
which stands for natural resource rule. For example, Chapter
NR 182 of the Wisconsin Administrative Code is the chapter of
natural resource rules governing metallic mining wastes. Rules
promulgated by the Department of Administration are given the
prefix “Adm.” Rules promulgated by the Department of Justice
are given the prefix “Jus,” and so on.

One thing to remember is that by law, all of these rules have to
be consistent with the intent of the law. Wis. Stat. 227.10(2)
specifically states, “No agency may promulgate a rule which
conflicts with state law.” [emphasis added]

The Difference Between State Statutes and Administrative Rules
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Until the “consensus” lawyers came on the
scene, there was no doubt about it: the policy of the
State of Wisconsin was one of non-degradation of our
groundwater, lakes and streams. In other words, there
was no room for pollution, no matter what amount.
You had to leave the water as clean as you found it,
and it was up to the DNR to enforce that standard. 

Nevertheless, in 1977 things started to get off
track. A new law was passed to give the DNR the
power to write solid waste management standards
specific for metallic mining. It was the first step in
helping the mining industry get around the state’s
non-degradation policy. The law was incorporated
into Chapter 144 of the Wisconsin Statutes as Wis.
Stat. 144.435(2) and has since been renumbered to
Wis Stat. 289.05(2). It is found in the chapter of laws
entitled “Solid Waste Facilities.”

At first glance Wis. Stat. 289.05(2) doesn’t look too
bad. But when you read it closely, it’s clear that it
paved the way for the “consensus” lawyers to negoti-
ate a lenient set of waste disposal standards for the
mining industry. 

To start, the statute calls on the DNR to consider two
different factors when writing rules to regulate mining
waste: (1) the “special requirements” of metallic mining
operators; and (2) “any special environmental concerns
that will arise as a result of the disposal of metallic min-
ing waste.” I suppose you could interpret that to mean
the DNR is supposed to write especially tough rules for
mining. The bad environmental track record of the min-
ing industry warrants it. But no! That’s not what the
“consensus” lawyers had in mind. Instead of writing
tougher rules for mining, the DNR actually made the
rules more lenient than what you or I or any other type
of industry in Wisconsin has to follow! 

It certainly didn’t help any when another law was
passed in 1981(Assembly Bill 800) to give the DNR
the power to write groundwater rules specific for min-
ing. The law, originally numbered Wis. Stat.
144.83(4)(L), is currently found in Chapter 293 of
the Wisconsin Statutes as Wis. Stat. 293.15(11). It’s
interesting to note that this particular statute was
enacted after the “consensus” lawyers had already
drafted the special set of mining rules that are the
subject of this chapter. They put the cart before the
horse! 

WIS. STAT. 289.05 SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT 
STANDARDS. …

(2) With the advice and comment of the metallic mining
council, the department shall promulgate rules for the
identification and regulation of metallic mining wastes.
The rules promulgated to identify metallic mining
wastes and to regulate the location, design, construc-
tion, operation and maintenance of facilities for the dis-
posal of metallic mining wastes shall be in accordance
with any or all of the provisions under this chapter and
chs. 30 and 283. The rules shall take into consideration
the special requirements of metallic mining opera-
tions in the location, design, construction, operation
and maintenance of facilities for the disposal of metal-
lic mining wastes as well as any special environmental
concerns that will arise as a result of the disposal of
metallic mining wastes. In promulgating the rules, the
department shall give consideration to research, stud-
ies, data and recommendations of the U.S. environ-
mental protection agency on the subject of metallic
mining wastes arising from the agency’s efforts to
implement the resource conservation and recovery act.
[emphasis added]

C H A P T E R  3 4
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The laws I just cited make no sense at all. State pol-
icy calls for the elimination of pollution, pure and
simple, so no special rules should have been needed
for mining. But I’m sure the mining companies knew
that the only way they would be allowed to mine is if
they were allowed to pollute. They weren’t willing to
spend the kind of money needed to properly dispose
of the vast amounts of hazardous waste created by
mining. So their lawyers went about working with the
DNR under the guise of “consensus” to weaken the
state’s groundwater protection standards.

This is ridiculous, as you can see by the following
analogy: If someone moves into town who is a child
abuser and cannot or is not willing to change his ways,
does that mean you accommodate him by decriminal-
izing child abuse? Yet, when a mining company moves
into a small town, admitting that its project will pol-
lute the community’s water supply, the DNR says,
“Don’t worry. You don’t have to follow the rules.” 

You can imagine we raised quite a fuss about this.
We issued statements to the newspapers, attended
meetings and talked to the legislators, but our concerns
were ignored. One such meeting was held in Ladysmith
on January 31, 1981. Gerald Schurtz, then project
manager for the Flambeau Mine, downplayed the
potential for acid mine drainage from the mine, imply-
ing that we didn’t need to worry about it. But I was on
the agenda as well and emphasized that we had to
have good laws in place before mining took place. The
meeting, which dealt with not only groundwater regu-
lations but also a “consensus” proposal to lower the
state’s mining tax, was reported in the February 5,
1981 issue of the Ladysmith News (CD 34-1). 

After this particular meeting, Evelyn wrote a
thoughtful essay about how the mining companies were
pushing in on us from all sides. She stated (CD 34-2):

Let’s [place] the responsibility for the degradation of
the environment and the deterioration [of our feeling
of] community on those responsible for the damages,
the giant corporations, ever hungering for more prof-
its. … Let’s encourage the promulgation of groundwa-
ter rules tough enough so the companies will know
that they dare not pollute our precious groundwater.

WIS. STAT. 293.15 DEPARTMENT POWERS. …
(11) The department may ... promulgate rules establishing

groundwater quality standards or groundwater quan-
tity standards, or both, for any prospecting or mining
activity, including standards for any mining waste
site. [emphasis added]

But it was not to be. What really burned me up was
that even though the new groundwater rules were
supposedly being drafted by “consensus,” the people
of the Town of Grant were not included in any of the
meetings where the details were hammered out. It felt
like we were intentionally being kept in the dark. In
fact, not one of us was even invited to attend the
“consensus” meeting where the final draft of the
groundwater rules was to be approved; we only found
out about it by chance. Let me tell you the story. 

In July of 1981, Evelyn was at a mining meeting in
Hayward, Wisconsin. She heard through the grapevine
that there was going to be an important meeting at the
end of the month between some of the mining com-
pany officials and the DNR. I heard the same thing
from some local officials, so I called Richard Henneger
of the DNR to get the details. He informed me that,
yes, there was going to be a meeting on July 31st to
discuss and reach agreement on the new groundwater
rules for metallic mining! I was puzzled that a meeting
as important as this had not been advertised in the
newspapers and told Henneger that some of us from
the Town of Grant would be there.

Henneger responded by telling me two things: (1)
I shouldn’t bring all of Rusk County with me; and (2)
the meeting would be at 9 a.m. in Kennecott’s offices
in Madison, right across from the State Capitol. I
thought it rather odd that the DNR would hold such
an important meeting in a mining company office
rather than its own. But that is where we were told to
come, to the office of Steve Braden, one of
Kennecott’s attorneys. This just goes to show how the
DNR went out of its way to negotiate with the mining
companies. It was really insulting to think that
Kennecott was running the show. 

I went down to Madison on July 31, 1981 with
three of my best allies, Les Tiews, Sandy Lyon and
Wesley White, a Methodist minister who at the time
was Vice President of the Rusk County Citizens Action
Group. We got started shortly after 2 a.m. so we could
be there on time. We arrived at Kennecott’s offices by
9 a.m. and were met by Howard Bellman, a mediator
from the Department of Administration who was
there to chair the meeting. He told us they were not
quite ready to start and that we should go over to the
Capitol and stroll around for about an hour. We came
back at 10 a.m., but the room was empty. So we sat
there and waited. 

A short time later in came Richard Henneger,
James Derouin, Peter Peshek, Kevin Lyons, Kathleen
Falk, Steve Braden and several others, including
James Ludwig of Inland Steel and James Wimmer of
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Kennecott. They were all laughing, joking, shaking
hands and congratulating each other on what they
had just accomplished. 

What a slimy deal! It turns out everything had
been done before they came in to meet with us. We
were shocked. Instead of discussing anything with us
or conducting any type of hearing on the matter, they
simply read what they had agreed upon for the final
draft of these important rules. And even though Kevin
Lyons was there to represent the Town of Grant, he
did not even give us a copy of what they had put
together. Instead, James Ludwig brought a copy of
the rules over to us so we could follow along as the
proposal, now agreed upon, was read. As we listened,
it became clear that none of our concerns had been
factored into the “consensus.”

There is no doubt in my mind that James Derouin
had drafted the new rules, Peter Peshek went along
with them and the DNR merely rubber-stamped it. It
was clear from the conversations I witnessed that day.
Sandy Lyon recounts how she
saw Peshek put his arm around
Derouin’s shoulders and say,
“We couldn’t have done it with-
out Jim.” With Derouin’s in-
volvement, it’s no wonder the
new rules favored the mining
industry over the people of the
State of Wisconsin. 

You see, while it was up to
the DNR to write the rules to
regulate and control mining, it
was woefully inadequate and
unprepared for this enormous
responsibility. Maybe that’s
why they allowed people like
Derouin to do the work for
them. I can remember Peshek
saying as far back as 1978,
“Let Derouin draw up the reg-
ulations, and then we can
change anything we don’t like
later.” What a cop-out! It was
supposed to be Peskek’s duty
to represent the public on
important natural resource
issues such as these, not the
mining company’s.

But Peshek always seemed
to defer to Derouin. In fact, in
October of 1981, Wesley
White wrote to Peshek to get

more information about the proposed “consensus”
rules. But instead of answering White himself, Peshek
waited a full five months to respond, and then all he
did was send White a brief cover letter attached to a
seven-page analysis of the rules done by James
Derouin. It was clear who was running the show. I am
including Peshek’s letter here for you to see (Figure
34-1). In addition, Derouin’s analysis of the rules can
be found on the CD-ROM (CD 34-3).

I don’t know if the process whereby the final draft
of these rules was agreed upon in Kennecott’s offices
was legal or not. Only a court could decide it, but for
sure it was not done in the open manner with which
natural resource rules are to be promulgated. It
marked the beginning of a dark period in our struggle
with the mining interests and their supporters. 

The story of this important meeting was reported
in the August 6, 1981 issue of the Ladysmith News,
and the title said it all—“DNR moves toward more
lenient rules” (CD 34-4). Sandy Lyon was quoted as

Figure 34-1. Peter Peshek waits five months to respond to a citizen’s request for information about
the proposed new “consensus” rules. And then he does so by referring to a seven-page analysis of
NR 182 and NR 132 drafted by James Derouin of Exxon. See CD 34-3 for Derouin’s letter.
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saying, “The people of the state are being cheated by
this closed process of determining standards for water
quality. It seems that mining companies are having
the first say-so about our groundwater quality before
the public has a chance.”

The rules that were endorsed that day in Madison
eventually became three separate chapters of the
Wisconsin Administrative Code:
� Chapter NR 131 (Metallic Mineral Prospecting);
� Chapter NR 132 (Metallic Mineral Mining); and
� Chapter NR 182 (Metallic Mining Wastes).

They govern most aspects of metallic mining in
Wisconsin and are still on the books today. 

So what was it about these rules that got us so
upset? There were a lot of things, but it all boiled down
to the fact that the DNR was not fulfilling its duty to
“protect, maintain and improve” the waters of the State
of Wisconsin. I have some specific examples to share
with you that fall into four different categories: 

� Standards for “acceptable” levels of groundwater
pollution;

� Long-term care of mining waste dumps;

� Wetland protection; and

� Exemptions.

Standards for “Acceptable” Levels
of Groundwater Pollution
When the “consensus” lawyers drafted the new rules
for metallic mining, they decided it would be OK to
ease up on the state’s non-degradation policy and
allow mining companies to pollute the state’s ground-
water up to certain limits known as Maximum
Contaminant Levels (MCLs). This represented a very
significant change in policy for the State of
Wisconsin. For the first time, an industry was going to
be allowed to put mercury, lead, zinc and other toxic
substances into the state’s waters. 

It didn’t seem to matter to the “consensus” lawyers
that Wisconsin’s non-degradation policy was spelled
out in numerous state statutes and rooted in Articles I
and IX of the Wisconsin Constitution. How arrogant
and how illegal! Here we had a bunch of non-elected
officials over-riding statutes and even our Consti-
tution in the name of “consensus.”

MCLs are the same as drinking water standards.
They identify at what point water is considered to be
unfit to drink. The DNR issued a bulletin about MCLs
in late 1980 or early 1981, before the department
came under the influence of the “consensus” process

(Figure 34-2). It said, “In states where groundwater
supplies are already seriously polluted by oil drilling,
mining, natural conditions and many other factors,
drinking water standards may be okay [to define
acceptable levels of groundwater pollution]. The
standards are a way of judging how much the water
must be treated to reach a reasonable level of health
safety.” 

But the DNR went on to conclude that MCLs were
“not good enough for Wisconsin’s groundwater.” The
department explained, “Right now the vast majority of
Wisconsin’s groundwater is of far better quality than
that defined by these minimum drinking water stan-
dards. … So we aren’t asking how much treatment
[our] water [must be given] to be deemed relatively
risk-free. What we are asking is: Should we allow our
still-pure groundwater to be reduced in quality to that
defined by the minimum drinking water standards?
Should your neighboring landowner be allowed to
change the quality of your well water from naturally
pure to marginally acceptable?”

The department answered its own question with a
resounding “No!” It stated, “Drinking water stan-
dards—no matter how many contaminants they try to
cover—can never do an adequate job of preserving
the purity of Wisconsin’s groundwater supplies.” The
department’s recommendation was this:

No one should be allowed to change in any way the
groundwater lying beneath his neighbor’s property.
In this way, the two-thirds of Wisconsin’s citizenry
that rely on a pure and abundant groundwater sup-
ply will not need to worry that someone else is
changing, legally, the quality of their well water.

The decisions Wisconsin makes now about how
to protect its underground water resource are criti-
cal indeed. Once lowered, a pure quality of ground-
water is difficult, if not impossible, to retrieve, even
at great expense. Unless we make the right decisions
now, we may find ourselves without a pure resource
to protect.

If only the DNR had followed its own advice! In
1980 the department clearly was not in favor of using
MCLs to define “acceptable” levels of groundwater
pollution in Wisconsin. In fact, the Natural Resources
Board had unanimously reaffirmed the state’s policy
of non-degradation in October of 1980, and new rules
consistent with the department’s obligation to “pro-
tect, maintain and improve” the state’s waters had
been drafted.

The DNR issued a bulletin about these proposed
new portions of the Wisconsin Administrative Code,
NR 1.97 and NR 105, in early 1981. I am including
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Figure 34-2. The Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources endorses a non-degradation standard for the state’s groundwater just months
before endorsing NR 182 and NR 132 in 1981. What happened?
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the first part of the bulletin for you to see (Figure 34-
3) and the rest of it on the accompanying CD-ROM.
It’s clear the department’s goal was to preserve natu-
ral groundwater quality. 

But in 1981, all of a sudden the department went
against its own words and endorsed the “consensus”
proposal to give mining companies the privilege of
polluting Wisconsin’s pristine groundwater to MCL
limits. It’s a mystery to me how such a dramatic turn-

around in policy could take place without any input
from the legislature or the public. I have included the
exact wording of NR 182.075 as it existed at the time
of its enactment in 1982 so you can see for yourself.

So who decided the actual numbers that were to be
enforced as the MCL standards? We were told the pro-
posed MCLs for Wisconsin were based on the drinking
water standards set for New Jersey. I’m sure Derouin and
Peshek were pleased with those particular standards

Figure 34-2 (continued)
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because the values were about as lenient as you could
get. You see, New Jersey’s water was terribly polluted at
that time, and the state was trying to clean it up just
enough so people could drink it without getting sick.

Using those standards in Wisconsin made no sense
at all. My friend Tom Ward summed it up best with
the following example. He said, “I live close to the
Wolf River, one of the cleanest and most pristine
rivers in Wisconsin. These DNR rules make it legal to
pollute the Wolf to the point where it will be as dirty
as the drinking water in New Jersey.”

Yes, we had groundwater as pure as you could
imagine, whereas New Jersey was starting with just
the opposite. Why should we allow a mining company
to degrade our water to a level considered minimally
acceptable in New Jersey? Besides, water that is
deemed “safe” for people to drink can be toxic to
other forms of life. How arrogant to use drinking
water standards as the only measure for what is
acceptable in a world so full of diversity!

When Chapter NR 182 first became law, the MCL
standards applicable to mining were found in several
different parts of state and federal law: (1) Chapter
NR 109 of the Wisconsin Administrative Code (Safe
Drinking Water—renumbered to NR 809 in 1993);
and (2) Title 40, Chapter I, Parts 141 and 143 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (National Primary and
Secondary Drinking Water Regulations). While those
standards were nothing to brag about, things got even
worse in 1998, when NR 182 was amended to use the
groundwater quality standards listed in NR 140 of the

Wisconsin Administrative Code (Groundwater Quality)
rather than those listed in NR 809. As far as I can tell,
any substance that appears in both NR 809 and NR
140 has been given the same numeric standard. But
NR 140 (which is only 15 pages in length) is much
less comprehensive than NR 809 (111 pages in
length) in dealing with groundwater quality issues. 

For example, NR 140 includes no groundwater
enforcement standards whatsoever for radioactive
substances like uranium, whereas NR 809 contains
almost five full pages of regulations to protect the
public from being exposed to dangerous levels of
radioactivity. NR 140 also makes no mention of bac-
terial contamination of water supplies, while NR 809
deals with the issue in some detail.

I might add that when NR 182 was amended in
1998, the DNR repeated the same pattern of not
going out of its way to inform the public about what
was going on. In fact, I didn’t even know that NR 182
had been amended until early 2004, when I decided
to review what the rules said. And mind you, I do read
the legal notices in my local newspaper.  

No matter how you look at it—whether it’s the
original groundwater standards for mining enacted in
1982 or the amended standards quietly implemented
in 1998—mining companies in Wisconsin have been
allowed to turn our good, clean water into something
on the verge of being unfit to drink.

To add insult to injury, to this day NR 182.19
allows a mining company to apply for an exemption
to any groundwater enforcement standard, which

Figure 34-3.
Bulletin issued by
the DNR in early
1981 regarding
proposed natural
resource rules to
preserve the
state’s groundwa-
ter quality. The
goals outlined by
the department
were reversed
during the “con-
sensus” negotia-
tions later the
same year. See
CD 34-5 for the
complete text.
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(1) GROUNDWATER QUALITY. The policy of the State of Wisconsin is to
prevent degradation of natural groundwater quality.
Recognizing that some human activities have and will impact
groundwater, the state management practices must maximize
protection of this resource by minimizing those impacts. All
land disposal sites have varying soil properties, such as per-
meability and attenuation capacity, and none can provide the
perfect containment, regardless of engineering design and
operation standards, which would allow achievement of an
absolute nondegradation standard. … This section sets forth
the procedures and criteria by which the specific groundwater
quality protection standards and requirements for a mining
waste disposal site will be established. … The department
shall, pursuant to a hearing under s. 144.836, Stats. [renum-
bered to s. 293.43 in 1995] establish the groundwater quality
standards the site must meet; establish a compliance bound-
ary for meeting such standards; establish an intervention
boundary; and determine the adequacy of the contingency
plan relating to achieving such compliance. This “interven-
tion” in accordance with the contingency plan is intended to
ensure that appropriate actions are taken by the operator to
maintain the required groundwater quality at the compliance
boundary. 
(a) A mining waste site … shall not cause concentrations of

substances in groundwater at or beyond the compliance
boundary in excess by a statistically significant amount of
the groundwater quality standards provided for in this
section. …
2. The department shall apply the following criteria in

establishing the groundwater quality standards at the
compliance boundary:
a. For substances for which primary or secondary max-

imum contaminant levels (MCLs) have been promul-
gated in the state or national drinking water standards,
40 C.F.R. ss. 141 and 143, or ch. NR 109 [renum-
bered to ch. NR 809 in 1993] the groundwater quality
standards shall be:
1) The MCL, unless an exemption is granted pursuant

to s. NR 182.19; but in no case shall such exemp-
tion authorize concentrations which exceed the
level required to protect public health, safety and
welfare; or

2) A more stringent standard based on the following:
a) That the more stringent standard is achievable

based upon performance predictions and other
information available to the department relating
to the applicant’s proposed facility site and
design for which approval is sought. In estab-
lishing the more stringent standard the depart-
ment shall allow an appropriate factor for margin
of error above the level predicted to be achiev-
able; and

b) That circumstances of the site or the character-
istics of the substance make the more stringent
standard necessary to protect public health,
safety and welfare. 

b. Where the baseline concentration of a substance
subject to a state or national drinking water standard
exceeds the MCL set by state or national drinking 

water standards, the groundwater quality standard
shall be the baseline concentration of that substance
unless an exemption is granted pursuant to s. NR
182.19; but in no case shall such exemption author-
ize concentrations which exceed the level required to
protect public health, safety and welfare.

c. For substances toxic to humans for which a ground-
water quality standard is to be established and for
which no MCL has been promulgated, it shall be a
concentration sufficient to protect public health,
safety and welfare.

d. For other substances for which a groundwater quality
standard is to be established, it shall be based on the
following:
1) That the standard is achievable based upon per-

formance predictions and other information avail-
able to the department relating to the applicant’s
proposed facility site and design for which
approval is sought. In establishing the standard
the department shall allow an appropriate factor
for margin of error above the level predicted to be
achievable; and

2) That the standard is required to protect the public
health, safety and welfare.

3. The department may, in lieu of establishing a specific
groundwater quality standard, require that the appli-
cant monitor for that substance and report any signifi-
cant deviations from the concentrations projected in
the assessment …

(b) Compliance boundary. 
1. Maximum compliance boundary. The maximum com-

pliance [boundary] is 1,200 feet from the outer
perimeter of the mining waste site or at the boundary
of the property owned or leased by the operator,
whichever distance is less. For purposes of this sec-
tion, highways as defined in s. 340.01(22), Stats., shall
not be considered in determining the property bound-
ary. The applicant or operator may seek a variance,
modification or exemption to enlarge the maximum
compliance boundary pursuant to s. NR 182.19, but
in no event shall such a variance, modification or
exemption authorize a boundary which exceeds the
distance necessary to protect public health, safety and
welfare. …

(c) Contingency plan; intervention. …
1. Contingency plan. At the hearing conducted under s.

144.836, Stats. the department shall require the
applicant to submit a contingency plan which speci-
fies the remedial action and intervention which will be
taken if an analysis of groundwater samples indicates
with a reasonable probability that a violation of par. (a)
will occur. …

3. Intervention boundary. At the hearing conducted under
s. 144.836, Stats. the department shall establish an
intervention boundary between the outer perimeter of
the mining waste site and the compliance boundary. …
[emphasis added]

*Enacted in September 1982 (CD 34-6). Go to the CD-ROM to see how NR 182.075 was
renumbered in 1995 (CD 34-7) and amended in 1998 (CD 34-8).

NR 182.075 GROUNDWATER STANDARDS.*
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means pollution may be allowed to even higher lev-
els! Conceivably, once a community becomes tied eco-
nomically to a mining operation and pollution starts
to build up, the company could threaten to close its
operation unless it is given an exemption to any stan-
dard it has had trouble meeting. It is a no-win situa-
tion for those who live in the area.  

Another problem with NR 182 is that there are a lot
of chemicals for which no state or federal groundwa-
ter quality standards have been established. So you
might be wondering, “If a substance does not have an
existing enforcement standard, how much of it can a
mining company put into the water?” Well, the origi-
nal version of NR 182 took care of that problem, as
you can see for yourself by reading NR
182.075(1)(a)2.d. The rule allowed the DNR to come
up with its own standards but did not require the
department to consider the full spectrum of environ-
mental issues when making its decision. Instead, the
rule instructed the department to base any such stan-
dard on what the mining company said was achiev-
able and then make it even more lenient! That’s like
asking someone with a leaky gas tank, “How much
can you plug the hole without having to spend too
much money?”—and then giving him even more lee-
way. The original version of NR 182.075 also gave the
DNR the option of not establishing any enforcement
standard for a substance or ignoring the MCL if one
had been established [NR 182.075(1)(a)3]. 

The good news is that NR 182.075(1)(a)2.d and
182.075(1)(a)3 were repealed in 1998. But the bad
news is they were replaced with another rule so vague
that it offers little protection to the public [NR
182.075(1p)]. The new rule allows any amount of
pollution for substances that do not have an enforce-
ment standard specified in NR 140, as long as the pol-
lution does not have a “substantial deleterious
impact” on a current or future beneficial use of the
water. And we all know who can afford to hire the
best lawyers to define what constitutes a “substantial
deleterious impact.”

It gets even worse. The original version of NR 182
established a so-called “compliance boundary” around
the mining waste dump. Drawn on a map, it was a box
or circle 1,200 feet beyond the outer perimeter of the
dump or at the boundary of the property owned or
leased by the mining company, whichever was less [NR
182.075(1)(b)]. The significance of having this compli-
ance boundary was that it marked the spot where MCL
standards were to be enforced. Unfortunately, that
meant it would be legal for a mining company to pol-
lute the groundwater within the boundary to no limit. 

You might wonder how the “consensus” lawyers
could have gotten away with this. Well, they were a
bit tricky when they put together this rule. Instead of
clearly stating, “Unlimited pollution of groundwater
is permissible within the compliance boundary,” they
accomplished the same thing by only talking about
enforcing groundwater standards “at” the compli-
ance boundary. The net result was that, since the
standards were only to be enforced at the boundary,
no standards at all were applied to the groundwater
within the boundary! I wonder if such an act of omis-
sion could stand up in court. You can read the 
original wording of the rule for yourself [NR
182.075(1)(a)2.].

When NR 182 was amended in 1998, the term
“compliance boundary” was eliminated, so now NR
182 talks about a so-called “design management
zone,” defined in NR 140 as “a three-dimensional
boundary surrounding a regulated facility, practice or
activity.” But the boundary at which groundwater
standards are enforced for mining still remains at
1,200 feet and groundwater within the boundary can
still be polluted to no limit (CD 34-8).

Yes, mining companies have been given the unique
privilege of polluting the groundwater beneath their
mines and waste dumps to no end and allowing the
pollution to extend up to 1,200 feet beyond the
perimeter of the mine. They can even legally pollute
private wells that are located beyond the “design
management zone,” as long as the pollution does not
exceed enforcement standards! No other Wisconsin
industry is regulated so loosely. What it boils down to
is this: Your private well can be legally polluted by a
company like Exxon with substances such as cyanide,
arsenic, mercury, cadmium, chromium, lead, zinc,
nickel, copper, selenium, sulfuric acid and radioactive
compounds up to the point of being too toxic to drink. 

Another problem with the original version of NR
182 was that it specified a mining company could

NR 182.075 GROUNDWATER STANDARDS.* …
(1p) For any substance for which there is not an enforce-

ment standard and preventive action limit in ch. NR
140, the waste site, mine and other facilities on a min-
ing site may not cause concentrations which have a
substantial deleterious impact on a current beneficial
use or a significant future beneficial use of groundwa-
ter, such as drinking, irrigation, aquaculture, mainte-
nance of livestock, or maintenance of aquatic and
terrestrial ecosystems, as designated at a hearing
held pursuant to s. 293.43, Stats.

*Enacted in 1998
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“seek a variance, modification or exemption to
enlarge the maximum compliance boundary” [NR
182.075(1)(b)1]. I guess James Derouin wasn’t satis-
fied with his clients only being allowed to pollute the
groundwater within 1,200 feet of their waste dumps.
He wanted them to have the option of contaminating
aquifers that extended out much further. Even the
current version of the rule, found in NR 140.22(3)(d)
allows for the expansion of a mining company’s
“design management zone” beyond 1,200 feet. The
whole stinkin’ set of rules is a set-up for allowing
widespread groundwater pollution to go unchecked,
at least until the mining company has had enough
time to make its get-away. It’s a real crime.

The “consensus” lawyers who represented the min-
ing companies employed some very interesting logic to
help sell the idea of establishing “compliance bound-
aries” for mine sites. They said there should be no limit
to the degree of pollution allowed beneath a mining
operation and waste dump because an owner of pri-
vate property should be allowed to do whatever he
wants with his land. I guess they forgot that ground-
water moves and people living next door to mine sites
have rights, too. Early on, the “consensus” lawyers also
claimed that mining could not be done without pollut-
ing the groundwater, and that’s why the mining indus-
try needed its own set of special regulations. The only
thing right with that line of reasoning was that, yes,
metallic sulfide mining always causes pollution. 

To give you a feel for how large of an area can be
impacted by a “compliance boundary,” all you have to
do is look at the mine that was eventually built in the
Town of Grant. Even though this mine was very small
by industry standards, the mining and waste sites still
covered 180 acres. And when the land within the
1,200-foot “compliance boundary” was added to this,
the area increased to nearly a square mile, around
500 to 600 acres. Because of NR 182, no groundwater
safety standards were enforced within this area,
which even included land on the other side of the
Flambeau River and State Highway 27.

NR 182 is a tangled web of regulations that allow
mining companies to pollute Wisconsin’s groundwa-
ter as much as they want. Can you understand why
we were so upset when we saw the final draft of those
rules on July 31, 1981? All we could think of was how
something so terrible was being permitted to happen
in a state with groundwater far, far above the purity
levels set by MCL standards. Evelyn wrote, “This is
intolerable and immoral, as the clean drinking water
sources of the world are already disappearing so fast
that people are suffering from disease and dying.” 

Not only were these standards immoral; they were
illegal and continue to be illegal. Who did the “con-
sensus” lawyers think they were, overriding the state
statutes that called for the “elimination” of pollution
and ignoring the Wisconsin Constitution? As far as
I’m concerned, the DNR should be taken to court and
the rules allowing these lenient enforcement stan-
dards repealed on the basis of being in direct violation
of state law.

We should learn from Colorado’s experience. By
1993, after a century of mining pollution, Colorado
found it necessary to enact laws to prohibit lowering
the quality of the state’s groundwater drinking
sources. Now the state requires mining companies to
prevent discharges of mining pollutants, rather than
allowing the pollutants to build up in the groundwa-
ter. Do we need to wait a century for our DNR to wake
up to this reality?

Long-Term Care of 
Mining Waste Dumps
MCL standards and compliance boundaries were not
the only things that bothered us about the “consensus”
rules. Another major problem with NR 182 is that it
does not require mining companies to be financially
responsible for the care of their waste dumps in perpe-
tuity. NR 182.17(2)(b) states that the company’s
responsibility extends for a mere thirty years after the
mine closes, which laughably is referred to as “long-
term care.” What is thirty years in the grand scheme of
things? Nothing. What’s more, NR 182.17(10)(a) states
that the mining company can apply to the DNR for
“early termination” of its responsibilities once the mine
has been closed for only ten years! I have included the
exact wording of these rules for you to see.

Groundwater pollution from mining does not
always show up quickly, especially when the waste
dump is lined with plastic. It can take decades for
such liners to degrade, but once they do, you are
likely to have a real mess on your hands. This is espe-
cially true in the case of acid mine drainage, which
can last for centuries. 

But according to the “consensus” rules drafted in
1981, if the pollution doesn’t show up within ten to
thirty years of when the mine closes, the mining com-
pany could very well get off scot-free, leaving it up to
the taxpayers to foot the clean-up bill. 

When we first saw these rules, we were pretty
upset. They amounted to no more than requiring the
mining company to do routine cemetery care of the
mine site for a minimal number of years. In fact, years
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when you consider that superfund sites can cost tax-
payers millions of dollars to clean up. To add insult to
injury, Wis. Stats. 107.33 and 893.925 specify a three-
year statute of limitation on any claims made against a
mining company for “mining-related injuries”—and
the clock starts ticking from the time the injured party
should have known about the problem. Since NR
182.17 allows a mining company to cease routine
monitoring of a mine site after thirty years, how can
any problems be discovered in a timely fashion? 

So much for the wonderful “perpetual liability”
that the DNR claims Wis. Stat. 107.32 requires of
mining companies!

In 2000, the department finally promulgated a new
rule that appears to make some sense. NR 132.085 was
created to require mining companies to pay money into
an “irrevocable trust fund” as part of the permitting
process for a mine. The purpose of the trust fund is to
“assure adequate funds to undertake preventive and
remedial activities” that otherwise might have gone
unfunded. So now, for example, if “hazardous sub-
stances escape from the mine workings into the sur-
rounding environment after the mining operation has
ceased” or “remedial action is required as the result of
failure of a mining waste facility to contain the waste,”
the DNR can draw money out of the fund to deal with
the problem. The rule also states that the fund “shall be
created and maintained in perpetuity” (CD 34-10). 

Unfortunately, however, NR 132.085 is not fool-
proof. For starters, the DNR is required to use “conser-
vative risk considerations” when determining how
much money the mining company has to pay into the
fund. It’s all guesswork. What’s more, the rule does not
apply to any mines built before February of 2000, so
we’re on our own when it comes to the Flambeau Mine. 

Word has it that Kennecott will probably apply to
the DNR in 2016 for early termination of its responsi-
bility to care for its underground waste dump next to
the Flambeau River. If and when the mining company
decides to do this, my dear readers, I hope some of
you will step forward to raise a little hell.

Wetland Protection
Besides writing the rules that eventually became
Chapter NR 182 of the Wisconsin Administrative
Code, the “consensus” lawyers also drafted Chapter
NR 132, entitled “Metallic Mineral Mining.” As far as
I can tell, the only good thing about NR 132 is that it
contains a list of areas within the state considered
“unsuitable” for mining (e.g., the St. Croix River
Barrens). The rather lengthy list is found in NR

earlier Ed May and I had locked horns over the same
issue. I remember how he came to my office at school
one day to try to convince me that there was nothing
to worry about. Needless to say, May didn’t get any-
where with me. As we continued to talk, he became
visibly irritated and finally said, “Would you have us
responsible for perpetuity?” I responded by saying,
“Well, you’re causing the problem for perpetuity!” 

When we complained about the shoddy terms of
NR 182.17 to the DNR, the department referred us to
Wis. Stat. 107.32 to try to calm our fears. While NR
182.17 refers to routine care, maintenance and moni-
toring of a mine site for up to a thirty-year period,
Wis. Stat. 107.32, passed by the legislature in 1979,
talks about the actual liability of mining companies to
pay damages for “mining-related injuries” inflicted on
“person or property.” Since this particular statute
does not put a time limit on liability, to this day the
DNR maintains that the law holds mining companies
“perpetually liable” for damages (CD 34-9). 

But there are a few things wrong with the DNR’s
reasoning. Take a look at Wis. Stat. 107.32 and you
will see what I mean. It states that a mining company
is liable for “mining-related damages” regardless of
any change in ownership of the mine site or any reor-
ganization, merger, consolidation or liquidation that
affects the mining company. Tell me, how can a min-
ing company be held liable for damages once it’s been
liquidated? And even if the company were to pay
damages, that’s not the same as actually cleaning up
the pollution! Paying damages is just a way for the
company to try to compensate you for your misery.

What’s more, Wis. Stat. 107.31 puts a $150,000 cap
on any claim filed against a mining company. That pid-
dling amount of money isn’t likely to accomplish much

NR 182.04 DEFINITIONS. …
(27)“Long-term care” means the routine care, mainte-

nance and monitoring of a solid waste land disposal
facility following the closing of the facility. 

NR 182.17 FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY FOR LONG-
TERM CARE. …
(2) APPLICABILITY. …

(b) An owner of an approved mining waste facility shall
be responsible for the long-term care of the facility
for 30 years after closure.

(10)EARLY TERMINATION.

(a) The owner of an approved mining waste facility may
apply to the department for termination of its
responsibility for long-term care at any time after
the facility has been closed for at least 10 years.
[emphasis added]
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result in a minimization of disturbance to wetlands.”
But as you read further in the rules, it becomes clear
that the protection offered to wetlands by NR 132 is
more myth than reality. In fact, NR 132.06(4)(d)
states that if just three basic criteria are met, wetlands
can be used for the disposal of mining wastes! I have
included the wording of this rule, so you can see for
yourself. 

It wouldn’t be hard for a mining company to meet
the first criterion listed in NR 132.06(4)(d), the
requirement to demonstrate that the wetland is a
“technically and economically feasible” site for waste
disposal. In fact, at the 1976 hearing on Kennecott’s
Environmental Impact Statement, Ed May suggested
that it made good sense to use wetlands for waste
dumps. The natural shape of a wetland, like a bowl,
lends itself to being filled in with material. This means
the mining company would not have to bulldoze as
much land to create the waste site. Plus, the wetland’s
naturally-tight bottom, which helped create the wet-
land in the first place, would be useful in reducing
seepage from the dump. But does that mean we
should allow a mining company to dump heavy metals
and acid-laden sludge into a wetland? Surely not, but
according to NR 132.06(4)(d), the answer is “Yes!”

The other two criteria listed in NR 132.06(4)(d)
are so qualitative that I’m sure a mining company
could dream up a way to “prove” whatever was nec-
essary in order to get the OK to use a wetland as a
dump. It’s just not right that a decision regarding pub-
lic water resources can be based on what is conven-
ient or economically feasible for a mining company. 

Ten years after NR 132 was adopted, the DNR
decided to reorganize another chapter of the Wisconsin
Administrative Code, Chapter NR 103, to establish
water quality standards for wetlands. This would
have been a great opportunity for the DNR to correct
the error of NR 132 and make it clear that the state’s
wetlands were not for sale to the mining companies.
But no! I have a copy of a report issued by DNR
Secretary Carroll Besadny to the Natural Resources
Board on February 5, 1991 (DNR File Ref: 3200) that
shows how once again the DNR caved in to the
demands of the mining companies.

Basadny’s report provided background information
on the proposed set of rules. It also included a sum-
mary of public input and the department’s official
response to that input. What I found most interesting
were the comments from the mining companies. They
told the DNR that NR 132 already had addressed wet-
land issues in the context of mining. So they sug-
gested that the DNR exempt mining companies from

132.03(25) and is included on the CD-ROM for you to
see (CD 34-10). I encourage anyone who knows of spe-
cial places in Wisconsin that should be protected from
mining to petition the DNR to add them to the list.

Chapter NR 132 consists of regulations that govern
many different aspects of metallic mining. Included
are rules that cover the design and location of mines,
reclamation plans, inspections of mining sites and the
use of wetlands for mining activities. When it comes
to giving the mining companies a break, these rules
are every bit as bad as Chapter NR 182.

Let’s talk about wetlands. NR 132.06(4) starts out
on a positive note by saying, “The department has
been directed, pursuant to ch. 421, laws of 1977, to
assure that mining activities conducted in this state

WIS. STAT. 107.31 CLAIMS AGAINST MINING DAMAGE
APPROPRIATION. …
(4) LIMITATIONS ON AWARD. … 

(b) No award for a claim under this section may exceed
$150,000 for all injuries …

(c) No award for loss of society and companionship,
pain and suffering or mental anguish may exceed a
total of $20,000. … 

(d) No award may be made for punitive purposes.
(e) No award for a claim under this section may exceed

an amount equal to the balance in the mining dam-
age reserve accumulation.

WIS. STAT. 107.32 LIABILITY OF MINING COMPANIES.
A mining company is liable for damages for mining-related
injuries resulting from its prospecting, mining, refining or
smelting in this state if, and to the degree that, the ele-
ments of liability are established in accordance with law,
regardless of any change in the nature of the ownership of
the interests in the prospecting or mining site, refinery or
smelter held by the mining company and regardless of any
reorganization, merger, consolidation or liquidation affect-
ing the mining company.

WIS. STAT. 107.33 LIMITATIONS ON CLAIMS AND
ACTIONS FOR MINING-RELATED INJURIES.
The periods of limitation under s. 893.925 apply to all
claims and actions for damages arising under or gov-
erned by this subchapter. [emphasis added]

WIS. STAT. 893.925 ACTION FOR CERTAIN DAMAGES
RELATED TO MINING.
(1) A claim against the mining damage appropriation under

s. 107.31 to recover damages for mining-related injuries
shall be brought within 3 years of the date on which
the death occurs or the injury was or should have been
known. [emphasis added]
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having to follow the new rules. You can read from
Besadny’s report for yourself (CD 34-11):

Comment: Representatives of mining companies
commented that the rule should not apply to wet-
lands altered on a prospecting or mining site, since
specific provisions of NR 131 and 132 are applied in
these situations.

Response: Because legislation which regulates min-
ing in the state contains specific provisions related to
the impact of mining on wetlands, a new subsection,
NR 103.06(3), and a note were added to clarify this
issue. The wetland standards in NR 131 and 132 will
be applied where wetland alterations occur as a
direct result of operations on a prospecting or mining
site. These wetland standards for mining projects
were previously developed through a consensus
process involving environmental representatives,
mining interests and government officials. These
standards were adopted by the Natural Resources
Board and approved by the legislature.

The “new subsection” to NR 103 referred to in the
above response, NR 103.06(3), exempts mining com-
panies from having to follow the rules governing
water quality standards for wetlands. Instead, mining
companies can fall back on the weak rules laid out in
NR 132. It didn’t surprise me that the DNR did this,
because the department had given mining companies
special treatment all along. But it really bothered me
that the DNR would justify its actions by referring back
to the “consensus” process of 1981, as if the “consen-

sus” rules were a true representation of what the envi-
ronmental community really wanted. The DNR’s com-
ments served to further the myth that these rules
could be trusted to protect the environment.

Exemptions
Even though NR 131, NR 132 and NR 182 are rather
lengthy chapters in the Wisconsin Administrative Code
that cover over 110 pages, they provide no real regu-
lation of the mining industry. Instead, the DNR is
given carte blanche to do pretty much as it pleases.
The reason I say so is because NR 131, NR 132 and
NR 182 all contain clauses that allow the DNR to
grant exemptions, variances and modifications to
anything contained in the rules! All you have to do is
read NR 131.19(1), NR 132.19(1) and NR 182.19(1)
to see what I mean.

The reason the DNR could get away with authoriz-
ing such sweeping exemptions was that a statute was
passed in 1981 (as part of Assembly Bill 800) that
allowed them to do so. It was originally found in
Chapter 144 of the Wisconsin Statutes as Wis. Stat.
144.83(4)(j) and was renumbered to Wis. Stat.
293.15(9) in 1995.

Take a look at Wis. Stat. 293.15(9) and you will
see that it puts the wheels in motion for allowing
exemptions to any natural resource rules stemming
from Chapters 289, 292 and 293 of the Wisconsin
Statutes. Of course, those chapters are the ones deal-
ing with solid waste facilities, hazardous waste man-
agement, remedial action for hazardous waste spills
and metallic mining! In essence, this statute makes
the natural resource rules on metallic mining noth-
ing more than guidelines. This certainly works in
favor of the mining industry and against the com-
mon people, as was so forcefully proven during the
Kennecott project in Rusk County. A whole series of
exemptions were granted to the mining company
along the way to allow the Flambeau Mine to
become a reality.

You see, my dear readers, when a mining company
comes to town, you can never be sure of what you are
going to get, because all the rules can change mid-
stream.

You might be thinking, “Well, since the DNR didn’t
write tough rules for mining wastes, maybe the coun-
ties and towns could pick up the slack and come up
with their own standards to control mining pollu-
tion.” Guess again. In 1982 a law was passed that
repealed Wis. Stat. 144.44(2), which had given local
governments the express power to adopt standards

NR 132.06 APPLICATION TO MINE
(4) The department has been directed, pursuant to ch. 421,

laws of 1977, to assure that mining activities con-
ducted in this state result in a minimization of distur-
bance to wetlands. …
(d) The use of wetlands for mining activities, including

the disposal or storage of mining wastes or mate-
rials, or the use of other lands for such uses which
would have a significant adverse effect on wetlands,
are presumed to be unnecessary unless the appli-
cant demonstrates, taking into account economic,
environmental, technical, recreational and aesthetic
factors, that the site proposed for use: 
1. Constitutes a viable site;
2. Is the alternative which causes the least overall

adverse environmental impact; and
3. Will be used in a manner so as to minimize the

loss of wetlands and the net loss of the functions
which those wetlands may serve with respect to
related wetlands or other waters of the state, or
both, outside the proposed area of use. … As
used in this section, viable means technically and
economically feasible. [emphasis added]
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more restrictive than the state’s. The mining compa-
nies covered all their bases.

I believe all of these lenient “consensus” rules and
laws are technically illegal. Go back to the beginning
of this chapter and read Wis. Stat. 289.05(2) one
more time. You will notice that the statute clearly
states that any natural resource rules regarding min-
ing waste “shall be in accordance with any or all of the
provisions under this chapter and chs. 30 and 283.”
Wis. Stat. 283.001, which I shared with you in the
previous chapter, specifically calls for “eliminating the
discharge of pollutants into the waters of the state!”

The DNR and the “consensus” lawyers were guilty of
picking and choosing which parts of Wis. Stat.
289.05(2) they wanted to obey. They interpreted the
part of the law that called for considering the “special
requirements of metallic mining operations” to mean
that the mining industry could be regulated with more

lenient standards than what everyone else has to fol-
low. Yet they chose to ignore the clear requirement of
the statute to draft rules in accordance with Chapter
283 of the Wisconsin Statutes. You cannot have it both
ways! This is intolerable and must be changed. 

So these were the rules that were endorsed by the
“consensus” lawyers on July 31, 1981. Up until that
moment in Kennecott’s offices, the Department of
Natural Resources had carried out its charge to “pro-
tect, maintain and improve” the state’s waters. But
when the DNR agreed to the draft of what was to
become chapters NR 131, NR 132, and NR 182 of the
Wisconsin Administrative Code, that charge was violated.

The DNR proceeded to hold public hearings on the
proposed mining rules in September of 1981, but the
hearings were no more than a formality. The deal had
been struck, and the rules were officially adopted in
March of 1982. Needless to say, the people of the Town
of Grant did not sit still while all of this was going on,
as will become clear in the next chapter of my story.
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NR 131.19 EXEMPTIONS.
(1) The department may grant exemptions from the

requirements of this chapter [NR 131], if such exemp-
tions are consistent with the purposes of this chapter
and will not violate any applicable federal or state envi-
ronmental law or rule. [emphasis added]

NR 132.19 EXEMPTIONS.
(1) The department may grant exemptions from the re-

quirements of this chapter [NR 132], if such exemp-
tions are consistent with the purposes of this chapter
and will not violate any applicable federal or state envi-
ronmental law or rule. [emphasis added]

NR 182.19 EXEMPTIONS AND MODIFICATIONS.
(1) The department may grant exemptions from the

requirements of this chapter [NR 182] and modifica-
tions to any license, plan of operation, or other author-
ity issued under this chapter as provided in s. 289.30(6)
and 289.43, Stats., if such exemptions or modifications
are consistent with the purposes of this chapter and ch.
NR 132 and will not violate any applicable federal or
state law or regulation. [emphasis added]

WIS. STAT. 293.15 DEPARTMENT POWERS.
The department may: …
(9) Promulgate rules by which the department may grant

an exemption, modification or variance, either mak-
ing a requirement more or less restrictive, from any
rule promulgated under chs. 289 to 292 and this chap-
ter, if the exemption, modification or variance does not
result in the violation of any federal or state environ-
mental law or endanger public health, safety or welfare
or the environment. [emphasis added]
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During the fall of 1981 and into the spring of 1982,
several meetings were held in Ladysmith where the local
people were pressured to give up their principles and
agree to the proposed “consensus” rules for metallic min-
ing. The DNR, Peter Peshek, Kevin Lyons and the mining
company officials all tried to get a majority of the resi-
dents to support what the mining company wanted.

The extent to which those who favored the “con-
sensus” process would go to dupe us was demon-
strated at a special town meeting held on September
3, 1981. The purpose of the meeting was to decide
whether the Town of Grant would go along with the
proposed “consensus” rules or pull out of the negotia-
tions in an effort to seek tougher regulations. 

Arnie Hoffman, a reporter with the Eau Claire
Leader-Telegram, was well aware of the dissension in
the town over the mining issue and knew this meeting
was going to be dicey. He wrote an article that
appeared in the paper the day before we were to meet
and highlighted the differences between Town Clerk
Leonard Gleason and myself (Figure 35-1). He quoted
Gleason as saying, “We’ve been making rules for four
years and Lyons has done a good job for us. … We are
just one little township and can’t go on fighting this
forever. We don’t have the money.”

Hoffman, who was always very careful to report
both sides of the story, also interviewed me and
wrote, “[Churchill] said that he started to disagree
with the consensus approach about two years ago
when no provisions were being made for the mining
company’s liability for problems that may arise once
the company has left the area. … He also opposes the
consensus agreement because the mining companies
are involved in making the rules and the people in the
area will be stuck with them.”

Hoffman concluded, “Whether the township will
adopt the consensus rules or whether it will seek
stricter regulations should cause some debate before
the vote Thursday.” He certainly was right!

The meeting took place at the Rusk County
Courthouse in Ladysmith, and Kevin Lyons was there
to put the screws to us. Apparently Leonard Gleason
felt Town Chairman Peter Kostka was incapable of
conducting such an important meeting. Thus,
Gleason took over the meeting and chaired it himself,
while Kostka sat on the sidelines. The minutes of this
remarkable meeting were taped, but strangely
enough, the tape later disappeared.

The main thrust of the meeting was to try and con-
vince the townspeople that we needed to change our
tactics and go along with the “consensus” negotia-
tions. Lyons said the mining laws that were being
developed were the best we could get and that there
was no use fighting it. It felt like we were being
coerced into backing the “consensus” that the DNR,
the mining company lawyers, Peshek and Lyons had
worked out among themselves.

The meeting turned into an out-and-out showdown
between the two factions of the town. There was a lit-
tle sparring going on, to say the least. First the people
voted 41-37 to pull out of the “consensus” negotia-
tions. But then Lyons threatened us by saying we
would stand to lose money from the Mining Impact
Fund and a large grant if we stopped negotiating. What
a dirty trick! He failed to point out that if we didn’t
have a mine, we wouldn’t need any impact money. 

But many of the people couldn’t see through Lyon’s
scare tactics and were worried about the town losing
money. So a second vote was taken, and this time the
people voted 83-21 to continue the “consensus”

Townspeople Speak Out Against
“Consensus” Proposals (1981–1982)
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the mine. And in my opinion, they were tricked into
doing it by Lyons’ scare tactics. Besides that, the vote
would have never stood up in a court of law. Shortly
after this happened, a petition was circulated around
the town opposing the various bills and rules that had
been drafted through the “consensus” process. Most
of the townspeople signed it. 

Besides the illegal vote on supporting the “consen-
sus” process, another thing I remember from the

negotiations. The second vote, however, was techni-
cally illegal. Even though more people voted the sec-
ond time around, some of those who voted the first
time had already left the meeting. Wisconsin law pro-
hibits taking a second vote under such circumstances.
To vote on an issue again, another meeting should
have been posted and held.

This is the only time a majority of the people of the
Town of Grant voted in favor of anything to do with

Figure 35-1. Emotions run high as the voters of the Town of Grant prepare for a special meeting on the proposed “consensus” rules for metallic
mining. See CD 35-1 to read all the details (Eau Claire Leader-Telegram, September 2, 1981; republished with permission).
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there was a lot of turmoil in the town and certainly no
consensus among the people.

In fact, the meeting was so bad and filled with so
many shady, slimy and shifty actions that the next day I
consulted Melinda Olsen, the attorney from Ladysmith
who had helped us in the past. When she heard what
had happened, she stated there was no question that
the entire meeting was illegal. State statutes require the
town chairman to conduct any special town meeting,
but in this case the meeting had been chaired by the
town clerk. Melinda also commented on how the sec-
ond vote that was taken regarding the “consensus”
negotiations was illegal (CD 35-3). The whole episode
served to further divide the township.

Another meeting that showed how the townspeo-
ple did not agree with the “consensus” process
occurred on September 14, 1981. The DNR had
scheduled a hearing at the conference room of the
Pioneer Bank in Ladysmith because it wanted to
explain the meaning and implications of the proposed
“consensus” rules for mining. Many of us from the
Town of Grant were so irritated and disgusted with
what we had seen at earlier meetings that we decided
to go early and fill all the chairs. To make sure we had
enough people there on our side, RCCAG sent out a
letter written by Evelyn that explained the issues and
encouraged people to attend (CD 35-4).

When the mining officials came, the room was so
crowded that they were forced to stand along the wall
during the entire meeting, which lasted almost three
hours. The DNR and Peshek gave their usual empty
assurances about how these new mining rules were
going to be good for the community. It looked like

meeting was that Tony Ziesler and Leonard Gleason
tried to get a resolution passed to replace the mem-
bers of the town’s Environmental Study Committee,
including myself, with a new slate of people. Ziesler
was real nasty about it and went after me at the
meeting. I can still hear him saying, “Roscoe, you’ve
been the chair of the committee for a long time and
haven’t accomplished anything. What do you have to
show for it?” How ridiculous! By that time we had
already stopped the mine for five years and made
numerous recommendations to the state! After
Ziesler’s outburst, Gleason quickly pulled out a list of
replacements for the whole committee. He said he
had contacted everyone on the list and all of them
were willing to serve. 

There’s no doubt that Zielser and Gleason were out
to fry me. Robert Plantz, who at the time was as anti-
mining as any of us, challenged the legality of the res-
olution, because voting on such a monster was not
part of the posted agenda. We needed a legal opinion
here, but Lyons was conveniently out of the room
when all of this happened. Someone ran out to get
him, and when he came back, he had to agree that the
resolution was not in order. The motion was with-
drawn, and Gleason’s slate of individuals did not
replace the original committee members. 

I personally took plenty of abuse from both
Gleason and Ziesler that night. I never knew why they
disliked me so much for trying to stop a mine. But I
didn’t give an inch. I didn’t want to accept the mining
company’s “consensus.” I wanted to stop the mine.

The meeting, of course, was reported in the local
and regional newspapers (Figure 35-2). It was clear

Figure 35-2. In a meeting filled with intrigue and questionable actions, the voters of the Town of Grant decide to continue in the “consensus”
negotiations. See CD 35-2 to read all the details (Eau Claire Leader-Telegram, September 4, 1981; republished with permission).
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once again the DNR and our state officials were lined
up with the mining interests. 

But we didn’t buy what the DNR was telling us.
Forty people testified at the hearing, and all but six
spoke out against the “consensus” rules. The headline
of an article that appeared in a regional newspaper,
the Country Today, summed it up best: “Few support
proposed mine rule changes in Rusk County” (CD 35-
5). The Eau Claire Leader-Telegram covered the events
of the meeting as well (CD 35-6). 

While people were testifying during the meeting,
Peshek was doing some wheeling and dealing in the
hallway outside of the conference room. He had
brought with him a petition in support of new admin-
istrative rules for Wis. Stat. 107.05, the statute deal-
ing with how to take care of private wells damaged by
mining and to what extent mining companies would
be held responsible for such damages. What struck
me as odd was that he was asking people to sign the
petition without even showing them a copy of the
proposed rules! 

Peshek tried to get my signature on the petition,
even though he knew that I didn’t like anything the
“consensus” lawyers had done. He promised we could
work to change anything I didn’t like later, and that
for now he just wanted to get something on the record
to keep things moving along. Well, how dumb did he
think I was? Why should I sign something so nebulous
that I didn’t even know what I was signing? Plus, he
wanted my signature on the second page of the docu-
ment, which contained no other information on it. It
would have been all too easy to take that signature
and tack it onto other documents as well. Needless to
say, he didn’t get my cooperation. 

A few days later I sent a letter to Mr. James Peyton
of the Department of Justice, complaining about how
Peshek had tried to ram through his petition in such
an underhanded way. I concluded my letter by saying,
“I cannot see why Mr. Peshek was in such a rush for us
to sign [the petition asking for rules] … The matter of
mine operator responsibility for the effects of mining
on nearby wells is of such serious importance in the
lives of those who will be vitally affected, that the
issue of mining company responsibility should in no
way be made light of” (CD 35-7).

Well, getting back to the public hearings on NR
131, NR 132 and NR 182, another hearing on the pro-
posed rules took place three days after the Ladysmith
hearing, but this time in Milwaukee. As you might
imagine, the majority of people who testified were
against the proposed rules, just like they had been in
Ladysmith. And there was quite a bit of controversy.

Thomas Brock, a professor at the University of
Wisconsin–Madison, offered perhaps the most convinc-
ing testimony of the day (CD 35-8). You could tell he
didn’t like the proposed rules and that he knew what he
was talking about. Here is how Al Gedicks described the
scene in his book, The New Resource Wars:

Under the consensus groundwater rules, the mining
companies would be allowed to contaminate ground-
water to federal maximum contaminant levels for
drinking water, as specified in the Safe Drinking
Water Act. During public hearings on the DNR’s
adoption of these rules, Thomas D. Brock, the chair
of the Department of Bacteriology at the University
of Wisconsin at Madison, testified that it was not the
intent of Congress to allow high-quality waters to be
degraded to the levels specified by the Safe Drinking
Water Act, and that this act should not be used as an
excuse for allowing the degradation of Wisconsin
groundwater. 

Brock’s testimony was particularly noteworthy
because he was a member of the National Academy
of Science’s Safe Drinking Water Committee and a
co-author of a report made in conjunction with the
Safe Drinking Water Act. Brock concluded that the
consensus groundwater rules were not only inappro-
priate but unenforceable: “There can be no conclu-
sion other than that the mining companies, with
their superior legal and technical resources, will be
able to do virtually whatever they want to the
groundwater of Wisconsin.” 

The Wisconsin Water Well Association also went on
record against the proposed rules. This organization is
a statewide trade association that represents well
drillers and pump installers licensed in Wisconsin. At
the time of the hearings on the “consensus” rules the
group represented about 85 percent of the active
drillers in the state. Its attorney and executive secre-
tary, Ralph Nienow, drafted an official statement of the
organization’s position on NR 182 (CD 35-9). I have
included some of the highlights for you to see.

Now, the well drillers were the real experts in this
matter. After all, groundwater was their business! But
even with expert testimony from members of the
Wisconsin Water Well Association and Professor
Thomas Brock, the DNR didn’t listen. No real changes
were made to the rules as a result of the public hear-
ings, and the Natural Resources Board (NRB) pro-
ceeded to schedule a vote on the proposed rules for
February 24, 1982.

Evelyn and I had worked hard with RCCAG and
others around the state to get the word out and organ-
ize for the NRB meeting. And there was a groundswell
of people who came to testify against the idea of
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using MCLs to determine acceptable levels of ground-
water pollution in Wisconsin. In fact, the hearing
lasted for more than four hours, and most of the testi-
mony was against the proposed rules.

I especially remember the testimony of the
President of the Wisconsin Water Well Association,
Walter Maas. He was very well versed in the statutes
and made the point that nowhere in Wisconsin law
was the DNR authorized to allow pollution. He
emphatically stated (CD 35-10):

You are going to enforce minimum standards with
one hand and allow contamination to these same
standards with the other hand. At the same time you
are conducting these conflicting operations, what
has happened to the mandate of Chapter 144.025,
to protect, maintain, and improve the quality and
management of the waters of the state, ground and
surface, public and private?

We of the water well profession feel that NR 182
will put an unbearable burden on us at some time in
the future, because we may lack the necessary pure
water aquifers to be able to supply the people of the
State of Wisconsin safe water. Pure safe water is the
most valuable commodity the State of Wisconsin
has. It is high quality water, better than most states’.
Gentlemen, you must not allow our state waters to
be degraded to the poor quality of water in many
other states, nor to the minimum quality established
by the Federal Pure Drinking Water Law.

You would think the Natural Resources Board
would have listened to testimony like this with great
attention and taken it seriously. But no! They seemed
more interested in hearing what the DNR, the mining
companies and other big business interests had to
say. Those people, of course, claimed that a non-
degradation standard would stop business and eco-

� As far as the Wisconsin Water Well Association is con-
cerned, those portions of proposed code set out in NR
182.07 and 182.075 and 182.08 contain unusually lax
regulations in relation to preservation of the integrity and
purity of our groundwater aquifers. These sections of the
proposed code would emasculate existing statutory and
administrative code regulations in control of groundwater
purity and freedom from pollution as we understand it. 

� Our Association is opposed to any form of degradation
(contamination or pollution) of groundwater that would
peril the purity of groundwater. We believe that the pro-
posals set out in 182.075 and 182.08 and elsewhere in the
proposed Chapter 182 with various specifications provid-
ing for certain allowable degradation are contrary to the
safe water policies of the State of Wisconsin. It is con-
trary to the protective provisions of various statutes
related thereto. We oppose any administrative rules or
statutory regulations opening the door to degradation of
groundwater.

� Our Association position is that once you have allowed
introduction into groundwater aquifers of solids, metallic
particulates, chemicals or combinations thereof … you
have set an irretrievable course. … As far as we know,
there is no way in the art of geology or hydrology or any
of the related water sciences to purify this water or
cleanse it in a short span of time. As we understand it,
water once polluted in the underground reservoirs can
never be cleaned and purified.

� Groundwater cannot be contained; once degradation
starts, it can spread throughout the proximal groundwater
aquifers and interconnected aquifers depending upon
geology for indefinite distances.

� We disagree with provisions of 182.075 setting up com-
pliance boundaries and intervention boundaries and maxi-
mum contaminant levels. … [The rules] propose the
apparently arbitrary selection of a maximum compliance
boundary to be 1,200 feet depending on the geology,
underground water table and groundwater movement. The
establishing of any boundary, however the decision is
made, is in our opinion guesswork, as we do not know the
variables we are dealing with underground. 

� We also are of the opinion that it is impossible to establish
maximum contaminant levels to any degree of accuracy
and there are no assurances that such levels, whatever
they may be as established, will be sufficient to protect the
public health, safety and welfare.

� It appears that the mining industry may have put an inor-
dinate amount of pressure upon the DNR to develop
relaxed and liberalized rules permitting degradation and
pollution of groundwater … We contend that under no cir-
cumstances should Wisconsin water, whether ground-
water or surface, be contaminated. … It would be a
breach of previous water policies of our state to provide
industry with economic gain and then the mining opera-
tions disappear and we would sit with our polluted water.
[emphasis added]

Excerpts from the Official Position Paper of the Wisconsin Water Well
Association on Chapter NR 182, September 1981 (CD 35-9)
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to DNR Secretary Carroll Besadny, thought the pro-
posed rules were tough and comprehensive. Bochert
even had the audacity to say that the new rules were
“very close to what we had used in the past, the ‘no

nomic growth and that we had to change with the
times. 

In particular, James Derouin of Exxon and Linda
Bochert, who at the time was the executive assistant

Figure 35-3. The Natural Resources Board holds a lengthy hearing on the proposed “consensus” rules for metallic mining. Groundwater degra-
dation is the main point of contention (Country Today, March 3, 1982; republished with permission).
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detrimental effect’ standard.” Wow! Her logic escaped
me. I was also disappointed that Wisconsin’s Environ-
mental Decade, represented by Rochelle Lisse, went
on record in support of using MCLs to define accept-
able levels of groundwater pollution. 

There was a lot of controversy to be sure, and I guess
the Natural Resources Board felt the heat. Instead of look-
ing us in the eye and voting on the rules that day, they
decided to table the decision for a month. I am including
an article from the March 3, 1982 issue of the Country
Today that described what happened (Figure 35-3).

By tabling its decision, all the Natural Resources
Board did was postpone what we all knew was going
to happen. Yes, in March of 1982, the board pro-
ceeded to officially adopt the “consensus” rules. As far
as I’m concerned, however, the day the rules were
really adopted was July 31, 1981, in the comfort of
Kennecott’s offices in Madison.

So this is the story of NR 131, NR 132 and NR 182.
These rules were adopted for one purpose, and one
purpose only—to allow mining to proceed in
Wisconsin, knowing that whenever metallic mining
takes place, pollution of groundwater cannot be
avoided. It’s been over twenty years since these rules
were adopted, and it’s time they were repealed. We
must not allow mining companies to continue to
destroy our precious water resources. 
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try. It maximized corporate tax breaks while minimiz-
ing corporate accountability.

Needless to say, we were upset when we saw this
monster of a bill introduced on the floor of the
Wisconsin Assembly. There was no doubt that AB 800
contained significant changes in policy worthy of
public debate. But would you believe it? The “consen-
sus” lawyers tried to sneak this important bill through
the legislature in 1981 by attaching it to the state’s
budget bill. This is a common tactic used to avoid
public hearings on shady proposals. Luckily the
lawyers failed on this count, so we were able to voice
our concerns. Let me tell you what we had to say.

Mining Tax Provisions of AB 800
First, let’s talk about taxes. The people in the Town
of Grant certainly were not looking for the state to
lower the rate of the net proceeds mining tax. We
wanted to eliminate the net proceeds tax altogether
and replace it with a severance tax. That’s the only
way we figured the local governments would be
guaranteed a fair share of tax revenue. We decided
to shoot for a 12.5 percent severance tax, and our
representative in the Wisconsin Assembly, Rep.
Robert Larson (R-Medford), backed us up. It was
estimated that if we were successful, Exxon would
have to pay an extra $10 million in taxes during the
first year alone of its proposed mining operation at
Crandon. 

Well, the mining companies certainly didn’t like the
idea of paying more taxes, and neither did Rep. Lloyd
Kincaid (R-Crandon). Kincaid feared that if mining
taxes went up, perhaps Exxon wouldn’t want to mine in
Forest County anymore. He apparently had bought into

The Wisconsin Legislature Passes 
a New Mining Tax Law and the

“Environmental Trailer Bill” (1981)

C H A P T E R  3 6

Assembly Bill 800 (AB 800) came up for debate
in the Wisconsin Legislature late in 1981. It was an
important mining bill that was yet another mis-
guided result of the “consensus” process. It consisted
of two main parts, one dealing with mining taxes and
the other with environmental regulations (CD 36-1).
To put it mildly, AB 800 was a complicated bill that
caused us great concern.

As far as mining taxes were concerned, AB 800
called for lowering the amount of taxes paid by min-
ing companies to the State of Wisconsin. The bill
contained provisions to:

� Lower the rate of the net proceeds mining tax;

� Create additional tax deductions for mining com-
panies; and

� Increase the amount of tax-free profit that a mining
company could claim on its tax return.

In terms of environmental issues, AB 800 contained
all kinds of provisions to minimize the responsibility
of mining companies to pay for cleaning up the envi-
ronmental messes they were likely to cause. In effect,
the bill gave them free reign to pollute private wells
and public waters and then skip town, leaving the
average taxpayer to foot the clean-up bill. In particu-
lar, AB 800: 

� Allowed the DNR to rob the state’s Investment and
Local Impact Fund to clean up mining messes;

� Authorized the DNR to promulgate lenient ground-
water rules for mining; and

� Limited the responsibility of mining companies to
take care of private wells damaged by mining.

AB 800 was a dream come true for the mining indus-
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the mining company’s rhetoric about how the mine
would be good for the local economy and wanted to do
whatever he could to make the Crandon mine a reality.
According to an article published in the May 18, 1981
issue of the Milwaukee Sentinel (CD 36-2), Kincaid
complained that a 12.5 percent severance tax “would
actually cost mining companies more than what they
now would pay under the current net proceeds tax
law.” Hmmm. Why did he think we wanted it? 

Mining lobbyist James Klauser also got involved in
the debate. He came to Ladysmith in March of 1981 for
a meeting about mining taxation and maintained that
Wisconsin’s mining tax was too high to attract mining
companies into the state. He said the rate should be
lowered, lest we lose all the economic benefits and jobs
that mining could bring to Wisconsin. When I main-
tained that we needed a higher tax rather than a lower
one to make sure we had enough money to deal with
potential mining pollution, Klauser dismissed it as a
“horror story” that would cost people jobs (CD 36-3).

Unfortunately, when the “consensus” lawyers
drafted AB 800, they listened to people like Klauser
and Kincaid more than they listened to the people of
the Town of Grant.

Peter Peshek, Kevin Lyons, and John Strasma all
knew that we wanted a 12.5 percent severance tax.
We made sure they knew, because they were the ones
who were supposed to be representing us at the “con-
sensus” meetings. But they were not to be trusted. It’s
as if they didn’t listen to us at all—and wanted no one
else to listen to us either. Let me give you an example
of what I mean.

Evelyn and I planned to go to one of the “consensus”

meetings in Madison, where the mining tax law was to
be discussed. But when I mentioned it to Strasma, he
discouraged us from attending. He said the meeting
wouldn’t amount to much and that we didn’t need to be
there. Since we would have had to drive over 200 miles
to attend, we decided not to go. Only later did we find
out that the meeting had indeed been a very important
one, attended by representatives from Forest County.

It felt like Strasma had undermined us, and to this
day, I don’t know why. If I ever have the chance to see
him again, I’ll ask, “Why didn’t you deal straight out
with us?”

The final result of the “consensus” negotiations was
that AB 800 did not call for replacing the state’s net
proceeds tax with a severance tax. Instead, it actually
contained provisions to lower the existing tax rate!
The 1977 mining tax law had established tax rates
that varied from 6 to 20 percent, based on the com-
pany’s reported profits (CD 26-2). But AB 800 called
for rates of only 3 to 15 percent. This token of a tax is
still on the books today as Wis. Stat. 70.375(5).

Depending on how a company manages its opera-
tion, it shouldn’t be too difficult to take advantage of
the lowest tax rate possible. After all, everything is
based on the company’s own books.

When you look closely at the tax rates, you will
notice that the law requires no tax to be paid until
profits exceed $250,000. Before AB 800 came along,
the first $100,000 in mining profit was tax-free,
which was already bad enough. But this made things
even worse. What other business or person in
Wisconsin can get away with something like that?
Moreover, Wis. Stat. 70.38(2) states that if the same
company mines at more than one site in the state, the

WIS. STAT. 70.375 NET PROCEEDS OCCUPATION TAX ON
MINING OF METALLIC MINERALS; COMPUTATION. …
(5) RATES. The tax to be assessed, levied and collected
upon persons engaging in mining metalliferous minerals
in this state shall be computed at the following rates:

(a) On the amount from $250,001 to $5,000,000, at a
rate of 3 percent.

(b) On the amount from $5,000,001 to $10,000,000, at
a rate of 7 percent

(c) On the amount from $10,000,001 to $15,000,000,
at a rate of 10 percent

(d) On the amount from $15,000,001 to $20,000,000,
at a rate of 13 percent

(e) On the amount from $20,000,001 to $25,000,000,
at a rate of 14 percent

(f) On the amount exceeding $25,000,000, at a rate of
15 percent

“Holiday Greetings”
Before moving on, I have to tell you a little story about Rep.
Lloyd Kincaid (R-Crandon). He knew where I stood on mining,
and I think he might have felt a little threatened by how we
were trying to stop mining companies from coming into north-
ern Wisconsin. I can’t remember all the details, but a proposal
that Evelyn and I had been working on came up for debate in
the Wisconsin Legislature at Christmas time one year, and it
looked like our efforts had been scuttled. So of his own free
will, Kincaid wrote me a nasty little note about what had hap-
pened and ended the note by saying, “Merry Christmas! Ha!
Ha! Ha!” Can you imagine something like that coming from a
grown man, much less a state legislator? Well, it turned out
that Kincaid had been mistaken, and we really hadn’t lost the
battle. So I wrote a little note back to him and said, “Think you
made a mistake. Happy New Year! Ho! Ho! Ho!” I never heard
from him again.
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sites are to be assessed independently for tax purposes
(CD 36-4). In Rusk County, that meant if Kennecott
had decided to develop two mines at the same time,
one in the Town of Grant and the other on its property
in the Town of Flambeau (where the Thornapple
Deposit is located), the mining company could have
claimed $250,000 in tax-free profit for each mine. 

Another problem with the tax law developed by the
“consensus” lawyers is that mining companies are
allowed numerous deductions when computing their
taxes, as outlined in Section 70.375(4) of the Wisconsin
Statutes (CD 36-4). In fact, there are so many possible
deductions that we feared Kennecott might be able to
mine five or six years in the Town of Grant without pay-
ing any taxes at all. Without a doubt, Wisconsin’s min-
ing tax law is quite a deal for the mining industry.

Since this mining tax law formula is still being
used by the state, I’d like to give you some informa-
tion about how the taxes are collected and distrib-
uted. If a miracle occurs in a given year and a mining
company claims more than $250,000 in profit, the
company is  required to pay taxes on its net proceeds
to the state on or before June 15th of the following
year. Up until 1997, the state put 60 percent of this
money into Wisconsin’s Investment and Local Impact
Fund and the other 40 percent into a fund known as
the Badger Fund. 

The Badger Fund was created as part of AB 800 in
1981. But even though the fund was solely financed
by mining taxes, it was not earmarked for any proj-
ects related to mining impacts. Instead, half of the
interest that accrued on the fund was supposed to be
distributed as grants to help communities develop
recreational facilities, and the other half was to be
used by the state to help cover its financial commit-
ment to the public school system. Unfortunately,
however, after Kennecott started to pay net proceeds
taxes on the Flambeau Mine in 1995 and money
started to accumulate in the fund, it was raided by
the legislature to help balance the budget (CD 36-5).
And after that, the Joint Finance Committee decided
to do away with the Badger Fund altogether. So if
there are any future metallic mines in the state,
100% of the tax money will go into the state’s
Investment and Local Impact Fund.

So what happens to the money in the Investment
and Local Impact Fund? To answer that question, I
need to take you back in time to when the fund was
first created in 1977 (CD 26-2). The original intent of
the legislature was for the fund to be distributed
exclusively to municipalities impacted by mining. And
to this day, at least some of the money is still ear-

marked for towns and counties where minerals are
being extracted. Other municipalities, such as those
adjacent to a mine site, may be eligible for funds as
well. The state distributes any money owed to local
governments on the first Monday in January of each
year. But this only happens if there is any money in
the fund to distribute. It all depends on how much
profit, if any, the mining company claimed for the
previous reporting period.

Money from the Local Impact Fund is to be used
by local municipalities for things like environmental
monitoring, paying to repair roads that were dam-
aged by heavy mining equipment, hiring legal and
technical consultants and providing social services to
displaced workers after the mine closes. Since it is
very possible that a mining company may not pay
any net proceeds tax in a given year, we felt it was a
real risk to be counting on this tax to pay for impor-
tant programs such as these.

And our fears were realized in Rusk County. The
record shows that Kennecott paid $0 in net proceeds
taxes for the gold and copper ore it shipped out of
the Town of Grant in both 1993 and 1997. The law is
set up to allow this type of thing to happen!

If a mining company pays any net proceeds tax to
the state in a given year, it is possible for the local
governments impacted by the mine to receive some
sort of revenue from the Local Impact Fund. The min-
ing tax formula calls for the county to get a maximum
of $100,000 per year in taxes, which is known as a
“first dollar” payment, plus 20 percent of the total
taxes paid by the mining company to the state, up to
a maximum of an additional $250,000, which is
known as a “county additional” payment. So the
county can get up to $350,000 per year in mining tax
revenue, indexed for inflation. These amounts are
specified in Wis. Stats. 70.395(2)(d)1-1m.

Well, don’t get excited. Wis. Stats. 70.395(2)(d)(1m)
and 70.396(1) also specify that the county has to use
its mining tax revenue for “mining-related purposes”
only (CD 36-4). The money cannot be used for 
property tax relief or to help fund various county
assistance programs. No, the money can only be used
to take care of problems the county never would have
had in the first place, had there not been a mine.
What is the county to gain if it has to spend the little
amount of tax money it gets from the mining com-
pany to fix or monitor problems caused by the mine?
It would have made more sense if the tax law had
required the mining company to reimburse these
mining-related expenses directly to the county in
addition to making its tax payment. 
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Towns, cities, villages and tribal governments get
even less tax revenue than the county. Each receives a
“first dollar” payment of up to $100,000 a year,
indexed for inflation, but nothing more. You can read
all about it in Sections 70.395(2)(d)2-2m of the
Wisconsin Statutes (CD 36-4). The only good thing
about the deal is that towns, cities, villages and tribal
governments are allowed to spend the money how-
ever they please, instead of for “mining-related pur-
poses” only. My guess, however, is that most of the
money may need to be spent that way anyway.

Wis. Stat. 70.395(2)(e) spells out a “pecking
order” for how the money in the Local Impact Fund is
to be distributed (CD 36-4). It seems that those who
wrote the mining tax law were very aware of the fact
that the fund might not contain enough money to
make all the “first dollar” and “county additional”
payments specified in the law, so they prioritized how
the money would be doled out. Now, wouldn’t you
think this should have told the legislators something
about how undependable this tax really was? 

In terms of distributing money out of the fund, top
priority is given to making the “first dollar” payments to
the county, town and tribal governments. And if there is
not enough money in the fund to give everyone a full
“first-dollar” payment, there are provisions in the law to
pro-rate the payments. Once the “first dollar” payments
are made, the next priority is to distribute the “county
additional” payment, and finally, if any money is left, it
goes into a reserve fund that is used to reimburse
municipalities for various mining-related expenses. 

To show you how this works, I have an example of
how the tax money from the Flambeau Mine was dis-
tributed to the local municipalities in Rusk County.
For the 1996 tax year, Kennecott paid enough money
in mining taxes so that Rusk County, the Town of
Grant and the City of Ladysmith could each get a
“first dollar” payment. But there wasn’t enough
money in the fund to give Rusk County its full “county
additional” payment of $250,000 ($383,200,
adjusted for inflation). Instead it got only $172,876.
The records from the Wisconsin Department of
Revenue prove this.

I think you can see the problem here. It is possible to
have a mine in your midst and get hardly any tax rev-
enue out of it. And even if the mining company pays
enough money into the Local Impact Fund so the local
governments can get what they are entitled to receive,
there are restrictions on how the county can spend its
money. Even worse, there is a “cap” on the total
amount the local municipalities can receive. This
means that even if billions of dollars worth of ore are

shipped out of the area, the town, for example, will still
get no more than $100,000 per year in mining taxes.
This is wrong. Local municipalities should receive a
straight percentage of the taxes collected by the state.
After all, the resources are located within their borders,
and they are assuming the environmental risk.

As far as I know, the only money that a local gov-
ernment can really count on getting through the min-
ing tax law is a one-time “construction payment” of
$100,000. According to Wis. Stat. 70.395(2)(d)5.c,
this money has to be paid by the mining company up
front, within 30 days of when the company begins
constructing the mine (CD 36-4). But even that isn’t
all it is cracked up to be, because the mining company
is allowed to credit this amount against whatever it
owes later in net proceeds taxes. You can see what I
mean by reading Section 70.395(2)(dg) of the
Wisconsin Statutes (CD 36-4). 

Here is the crux of the problem with the mining tax
law: It limits each local government to a maximum in
tax payments but it guarantees no minimum, except for
the one-time “construction payment.” Think about it.

The only way a local government can get any addi-
tional money from the Local Impact Fund is to apply
for “discretionary grants” to pay for mining-related
expenses. For example, a school district can apply for
payments from the fund if its enrollment goes up
because of people moving into the area to work at the
mine. Or the county can apply for funds to hire a tech-
nical consultant if one has to appear before the DNR
regarding matters related to the mine.

Such requests are reviewed by the state’s
Investment and Local Impact Fund Board, which was
created in 1977 under Section 15.435(1) of the
Wisconsin Statutes (CD 26-2). But there are no guar-
antees that any local government will get grant
money. In fact, in 1999 the board conducted no grant
program at all due to lack of adequate funds. You see,
Kennecott hadn’t paid enough mining taxes to keep
the fund alive after the mine closed.

And guess what? When the Local Impact Fund was
created in 1977, it was financed to the tune of $2 mil-
lion from the state’s general fund (CD 26-2). The idea
was that this money would be paid back by mining
tax dollars as they started to roll in, but it doesn’t look
like the debt was ever paid. So you and I as taxpayers
were the ones who subsidized bringing mining into the
state. What a deal for the mining companies! They
should have paid this money into the Local Impact
Fund up front and been credited later as they started
to pay taxes. That would have been more fair than
taking it out of the general fund.
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If the legislature had passed the 12.5% severance
tax that we wanted instead of going along with the
“consensus” lawyers, the state would be in much bet-
ter shape today to collect adequate tax revenues from
mining companies. You can see what I mean by look-
ing at what happened in Rusk County. Some estimates
put the fair market value of the ore removed from the
Flambeau Mine at $750 million. A 12.5% severance
tax would have generated over $93.7 million in min-
ing tax revenue. But based on the net proceeds tax
formula enacted as part of AB 800, Kennecott paid
the state only $14.3 million.

I believe Wisconsin must change its ways and enact
a substantial severance tax on metallic minerals. It’s
the only way the state will be able to recognize any
real economic benefit from mining. I suggest pushing
for a 20 percent severance tax. That’s what the coal
industry has to pay in Montana, so why not make the
metallic mining industry pay the same amount in
Wisconsin? I encourage all of Wisconsin’s residents to
fight for such a tax so that some of the value of the
minerals being dug up and shipped out of Wisconsin
will remain behind to benefit our state and local
economies.

The “Environmental Trailer Bill”
Besides lowering the mining tax rate and failing to
guarantee the local governments any real tax rev-
enue, AB 800 contained a number of environmental
provisions that worked to the advantage of the min-
ing companies. This subsection of AB 800 was known
as the “Environmental Trailer Bill,” I guess because it
was a hodge-podge of mining regulations thrown
together into one package. I’d like to focus on three
parts of the bill that were of particular concern.

Allowing the DNR to Rob the State’s
Investment and Local Impact Fund to 
Clean Up Mining Messes
The first problem with the “Environmental Trailer Bill”
that I would like to discuss is how the bill contained
provisions to funnel money out of the Local Impact
Fund to pay for cleaning up pollution caused by min-
ing. When the Local Impact Fund was created in 1977,
it was to be used exclusively to provide the following
funds to the municipalities impacted by mining:

� One-time construction payments;

� “First dollar” payments;

� “County additional” payments; and

� Discretionary grants.

The Local Impact Fund was not meant to subsidize
the long-term maintenance of mining waste dumps or
to pay for replacing wells, cleaning up water pollution
or dealing with any other environmental damages
caused by mining. Those kinds of problems were
rightfully considered to be the responsibility of the
mining company itself. And if the mining company
was not willing or able to provide the money to clean
up its mess, the state had two different funds that
could be tapped: the Environmental Fund and the
Waste Management Fund. To this day, these funds are
meant to help pay for groundwater management pro-
grams and any needed environmental repairs in the
state.

The Environmental and Waste Management Funds
were created under Wis. Stats. 25.45 and 25.46 and
are separate from the Local Impact Fund. They are
supported by fees paid to the state by mining compa-
nies and anyone else who generates solid or haz-
ardous waste. Fees are based on the tonnage of waste
material generated and disposed of in dumps.
Funding also comes from other sources, such as fines
imposed on polluters. This makes sense, because
those who generate waste and pollute our waters
should have to pay for cleaning up their own mess. 

But wait! Along with all the other dumb proposals
arrived at by “consensus,” the “Environmental Trailer
Bill” called for repealing Wis. Stat. 70.395(2)(a), the
part of the 1977 mining tax law that said it was the
intention of the legislature that the Local Impact Fund:
(1) be used exclusively to provide funds to the munici-
palities impacted by mining; and (2) could not be used
to cover the “costs of mine reclamation for which the
person mining the metalliferous minerals is liable”
(CD 26-2). Instead, the new law authorized the DNR
to tap into the Local Impact Fund to pay for the long-
term care of mining waste sites and any immediate
repairs that might need to be made to those sites.

After AB 800 was passed, Evelyn wrote, “So now,
with [Wis Stat. 70.395(2)(a)] repealed, a big share
of the Local Impact Fund that should be used for the
good of the communities will be used to save the
mining companies money.”

For example, if a tailings dam breaks either during
mining or long after a mine closes, money from the
Local Impact Fund can be used to help clean up the
mess instead of holding the mining company respon-
sible. Or if acid mine drainage starts to occur during
mining or years after the mine closes, the Local
Impact Fund, if it has any money in it, can be fun-
neled over to the state’s Environmental Fund to pay
for mitigation. 
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It’s all spelled out in Wis. Stats. 70.395(2)(j)-(k)
and 20.370(2)(gr). These statutes say that if the
state’s Environmental and Waste Management Funds
do not have enough money to pay for long-term care
or repair of mining waste sites, the DNR can seize
money from the Local Impact Fund to help pay the
bill. It’s as simple as that, as you can read for yourself. 

I believe the “consensus” lawyers put provisions
like these into the “Environmental Trailer Bill”
because they realized the tonnage rates paid by min-
ing companies into the state’s Environmental and
Waste Management Funds are too low to ever cover
long-term care programs or the cost of cleaning up
toxic spills. For example, we estimated that
Kennecott might pay a mere $100,000 to $150,000
in tonnage fees over 22 years of mining, based on its
1976 Environmental Impact Statement. Now, that’s a
drop in the bucket when considering how environ-
mental damages can mount into the millions and
even billions of dollars. But rather than make the
tonnage fees higher for mining waste, the “consen-
sus” lawyers decided to shift the burden onto the
local citizens by robbing money from the Local
Impact Fund.

To make matters worse, all the “first dollar” pay-
ments, “county additional” payments and discre-
tionary grants we talked about earlier are paid only
after the DNR is given its cut to clean up mining pol-
lution. You can see what I mean by reading Wis. Stat.
20.566(7)(v), where the grand scheme of priorities is
set for disbursing money from the Local Impact
Fund. This statute, which is filled with references to
other statutes, talks about how the money received
into the Local Impact Fund from the net proceeds
mining tax, less the moneys appropriated to the DNR,
is to be disbursed to the local communities. 

Upon considering the high costs that accompany
environmental damages from mining, the high costs
of long-term care of waste sites and the fact that only
minimal amounts of money are deposited into the
Environmental and Waste Management Funds by
mining companies, it is easy to see that there is every
possibility that the biggest share of the Local Impact
Fund may be spent on waste management and envi-
ronmental clean-up programs. In fact, there might
not even be enough money left in the fund to make
“first dollar” payments to the local governments. 

And remember, the Local Impact Fund gets its
money from a net proceeds tax that might not gener-
ate any tax revenue. What if there is no money in the
fund to help pay for cleaning up a spill? Funds like
these need to be supported by dependable, up-front

money from the polluters, not the sorry system cob-
bled together by the “consensus” lawyers.

Authorizing the DNR to Promulgate 
Lenient Groundwater Rules for Mining
As a result of the “Environmental Trailer Bill” being
passed into law, the DNR has the authority to set up
special groundwater rules to govern metallic mining
[Wis. Stat. 293.15(11)] and is allowed to grant

WIS. STAT. 70.395 DISTRIBUTION AND APPORTIONMENT
OF TAX. …
(2) INVESTMENT AND LOCAL IMPACT FUND. …

(j) Prior to the beginning of a fiscal year, the [Investment
and Local Impact Fund] board shall certify to the
department of administration for payment from the
investment and local impact fund any sum neces-
sary for the department of natural resources to make
payments under s. 289.68(3) for the long-term care
of mining waste sites, if moneys in the waste man-
agement fund are insufficient to make complete
payments during that fiscal year … 

(k)Prior to the beginning of each fiscal year, the
[Investment and Local Impact Fund] board shall
certify to the department of administration for pay-
ment from the investment and local impact fund
any sum necessary for the department of natural
resources to make payments under s. 292.31 for the
environmental repair of mining waste sites, if
moneys in the environmental fund that are avail-
able for environmental repair are insufficient to
make complete payments during that fiscal year.
… [emphasis added]

WIS. STAT. 20.370 NATURAL RESOURCES, DEPART-
MENT OF. …
(2) AIR AND WASTE. …

(gr) Solid waste management-mining programs.
[There is appropriated to the Department of Natural
Resources] from the investment and local impact
fund, all monies received under s. 70.395(2)(j) for
the purpose of making payments for the long-
term care of mining waste sites under s. 289.68
and received under s. 70.395(2)(k) for the pur-
pose of making payments for environmental
repair of mining waste sites under s.
292.31(1),(3) and (7). [emphasis added]

WIS. STAT. 20.566 REVENUE, DEPARTMENT OF. …
(7) INVESTMENT AND LOCAL IMPACT FUND. …

(v) [There is appropriated to the Department of Rev-
enue] from the investment and local impact fund, all
moneys received under s. 70.395(1e) and (2)(dc)
and (dg), less the moneys appropriated under ss.
20.143(1)(r) and 20.370(2)(gr), to be disbursed
under ss. 70.395(2)(d) to (g), 293.33(4) and
293.65(5)(a). [emphasis added]
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exemptions or variances to any of the natural
resource rules that are written for the mining indus-
try [Wis. Stat. 293.15(9)]. 

I suppose you might be wondering, “Didn’t I
already read about this in an earlier chapter?” And if
so, you would be right, which leads me to my main
point: The “consensus” lawyers, including representa-
tives from the DNR, the mining industry and others,
drafted the lax groundwater standards for metallic
mining that are found in chapters NR 182 and NR 132
of the Wisconsin Administrative Code many months
before the department was given the legal authority to
do so. You may recall, the “consensus” lawyers fin-
ished their final draft of the natural resource rules for
mining on July 31, 1981. But AB 800, the proposal
that granted the DNR the authority to promulgate
such rules, was not passed by the Wisconsin
Legislature until November of 1981. It goes to show
how the “consensus” lawyers put the cart before the
horse and tried to ramrod the whole process.

Limiting the Responsibility of Mining
Companies to Take Care of Private Wells
Damaged by Mining
The “Environmental Trailer Bill” contained a number
of provisions to greatly limit the mining company’s
responsibility to take care of damaged wells. This
was of great concern to us because NR 182 had
already compromised the rights of private well own-
ers. You see, by the terms of NR 182, if a well starts
to show contamination from a mine or any other
source, the owner cannot appeal for restitution until
the water is polluted beyond the MCL limits. You just
have to accept the fact that certain amounts of heavy
metals can legally be put into your water. The mining
company cannot be held responsible, even if the
water is polluted up to the point of being unfit to
drink.

Another problem is that a mine might cause pri-
vate wells in the area to go dry. This can happen as
the result of dewatering. As the mining company digs
deeper and deeper to get out the ore, there is a very
real possibility that aquifers will be hit, causing
groundwater to leak into the mine pit or under-
ground shafts. The mining company typically deals
with this problem by pumping the water out of the
mine and disposing of it elsewhere. Unfortunately,
this may cause neighboring wells to go dry or lake
levels to drop. To complicate matters, the water that
accumulates in a mine is often contaminated with
metals or acids from the ore body. 

So what happens if a private well becomes con-

taminated or goes dry? Well, the “Environmental
Trailer Bill” had all the answers. The well owner can
file a complaint with the DNR, but the law requires
the well owner to prove the mine caused the damage
rather than requiring the mining company to prove it
did not [Wis. Stat.293.65(4)(b)]! This greatly pro-
tects the mining company. Moreover, until guilt is
established, the local township has to provide the
well owner with clean water, so the taxpayers bear
the burden instead of the mining company [Wis.
Stat. 293.65(4)(c)]. 

WIS. STAT. 293.65 DIVERSION OF SURFACE WATERS;
WITHDRAWAL OF GROUNDWATER; DAMAGE CLAIMS. …
(4) DAMAGE CLAIMS.

(a) As used in this subsection, “person” does not
include a town, village or city.

(b) A person claiming damage to the quantity or quality
of his or her private water supply caused by
prospecting or mining may file a complaint with the
department and, if there is a need for an immediate
alternative source of water, with the town, village or
city where the private water supply is located. The
department shall conduct an investigation and if
the department concludes that there is reason to
believe that the prospecting or mining is interrelated
to the condition giving rise to the complaint, it shall
schedule a hearing.

(c) The town, village or city within which is located the
private water supply which is the subject of the
complaint shall, upon request, supply necessary
amounts of water to replace that water formerly
obtained from the damaged private supply.
Responsibility to supply water shall commence at
the time the complaint is filed and shall end at the
time the decision of the department made at the con-
clusion of the hearing is implemented.

(d) If the department concludes after the hearing that
prospecting or mining is the principal cause of the
damage to the private water supply, it shall issue an
order to the operator requiring the provision of water
to the person found to be damaged in a like quantity
and quality to that previously obtained by the person
and for a period of time that the water supply, if
undamaged, would be expected to provide a beneficial
use, requiring reimbursement to the town, village or
city for the cost of supplying water under par. (c), if
any, and requiring the payment of compensation for
any damages unreasonably inflicted on the person as
a result of damage to his or her water supply. The
department shall order the payment of full compen-
satory damages up to $75,000 per claimant. ...

(e) If the department concludes after the hearing that
prospecting or mining is not the cause of any dam-
age, reimbursement to the town, village or city for
the costs of supplying water under par. (c), if any, is
the responsibility of the person who filed the com-
plaint. [emphasis added] 
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If the well owner loses his case against the mining
company, he has to reimburse the town for any water
he received in the interim, to say nothing of the legal
fees he will have incurred [Wis. Stat. 293.65(4)(e)].
I suppose he could challenge the DNR’s decision, but
what chance would an ordinary citizen have fighting
the likes of the DNR and a multinational corpora-
tion? The whole situation sounds pretty hopeless to
me.

My dear readers, it doesn’t have to be this way.
Just look at Montana, where a mining company is
immediately required to supply water to owners of
nearby wells that have gone bad. The mining com-
pany must bear the burden of proof rather than the
owner of the well, and that’s what we should have in
Wisconsin, too. 

The “Environmental Trailer Bill” also gave mining
companies a break, even if they were proven to be
responsible for polluting private wells. The law speci-
fies that the mining company must provide the well
owner with water and pay for any other damages, but
it places a $75,000 cap on each claim. Since pollution
from acid mine drainage can last for centuries, at some
point the $75,000 will certainly run out. It would have
made a lot more sense to hold the mining company
responsible for as long as the problem persists, don’t you
think? I am including the wording of the whole darned
statute so you can see for yourself how mining compa-
nies are greatly protected by the way Wisconsin’s laws
have been written [Wis. Stat. 293.65(4)]. 

Here is another example of how mining companies
can shirk their responsibility to clean up damaged
private wells: It turns out that if the problem was not
anticipated in the company’s plan of operation, the
DNR can use state money to mitigate the problem
rather than holding the mining company responsible
[Wis. Stat. 281.77(2)(b)]! I’ve included this particu-
lar statute for you to read because otherwise you
might not believe that something so absurd could be
on the books. It was another product of the “consen-
sus” process in 1981, but this time AB 936.

Because of Wis. Stat. 281.77(2)(b), if a mining
company doesn’t disclose in its application that a
particular problem affecting wells might occur, they
are off the hook! And why would they disclose such a
thing, knowing it would jeopardize their ability to
get a permit? It’s a no-win situation for the citizens of
the state. If a major problem arises, surely the mining
company will claim the problem was not anticipated,
which means the taxpayers will foot the bill.

As you can see, the mining laws and rules that
deal with protecting our groundwater and compen-

sating well owners are so inadequate, complicated
and uncertain that it would be difficult to get a min-
ing company to pay for any damages. When Evelyn
looked over the laws, she concluded that it might
make more sense to go directly to the state for help if
your well was damaged, rather than trying to get any
money from the mining company. You see, she found
there was a law on the books, Wis. Stat. 281.75, that
dealt with how any citizen could apply to the state
for help when a well goes bad. 

Wis. Stat. 281.75 is not a mining law, but rather a
general law to help people whose wells have become
contaminated for any number of reasons. In order to
be eligible for an award, the person has to submit
information regarding annual family income and
must fill out a form including the test results showing
that the private well is contaminated. But guess
what? When Evelyn read further into the law, she
found it contained a subsection that said a well
owner could not apply for compensation under this
statute if the pollution was caused by a mine! You can
read for yourself in Wis. Stat. 281.75(17)(b).

In particular, the law does not apply to any pollu-
tion that that can be compensated under chapters
107 or 293 of the Wisconsin Statutes. Of course those
are the chapters that deal with metallic mining. So
instead of having some sort of assurance that a well

WIS. STAT. 281.75 COMPENSATION FOR WELL 
CONTAMINATION. …
(17) APPLICABILITY. …

(b) This section does not apply to contamination
which is compensable under subch. II of ch. 107
or s. 293.65(4). [emphasis added]

WIS. STAT. 281.77 DAMAGE TO WATER SUPPLIES. …
(2)(b) If the department finds that a regulated activity

caused a private water supply to become contami-
nated, polluted or unfit for consumption by
humans, livestock or poultry, and if the regulated
activity is an approved facility, as defined in s.
289.01(3), the department may conduct a hearing
under s. 292.31(3)(f) . If the damage to the private
water supply is caused by an occurrence not antici-
pated in the plan of operation which poses a sub-
stantial hazard to public health or welfare, the
department may expend moneys in the environ-
mental trust fund that are available for environmen-
tal repair to treat the water to render it drinkable, or
to repair or replace the private water supply, and to
reimburse the town, village or city for the cost of
providing water. [emphasis added]
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decided to call our representative in the Wisconsin
Assembly, Robert Larson (R-Medford), to ask him to
vote for it. Larson told me later that Gleason had done
this at the last minute, just before the vote was to be
taken, and since Gleason was the town clerk, Larson
had assumed he was speaking for the town as a whole.
So he voted for the bill. Larson also mentioned how
surprised he was to learn after-the-fact that the towns-
people were so split over the issue. He really thought
he had voted for what the majority of the people
wanted. I have no blame for Robert Larson. Leonard
Gleason, on the other hand, is another story. 

With Peshek’s support, the mining company’s
influence and a disinterested legislature, AB 800
eventually became law. So instead of getting the 12.5
percent severance tax on mining that we wanted, to
this day we are stuck with a weak net proceeds tax
and a set of regulations that greatly reduce the min-
ing company’s environmental responsibilities. This
weak, inadequate and even dangerous mining bill
should never have been passed into law, and its pro-
visions need to be repealed.

This was a difficult time for those of us who
opposed the mine. After AB 800 was adopted, along
with NR 131, NR 132 and NR 182, I felt like my legs
had been cut out from under me. Everything we had
worked for had been smashed. The legislators
weren’t listening. Peter Peshek and Kevin Lyons, who
were supposed to be watching out for us, weren’t
listening. Kathleen Falk, who was supposed to be rep-
resenting the environmental community, was of no
help. And Tony Ziesler, Dale Daggett and Leonard
Gleason were just plain nasty. It would have been
easy to say, “To heck with it. We’ve done enough.” 

But then Evelyn put her arm around my shoulders
and said, “We can’t stop now. We have to work
harder.” And we did. That little wife of mine did a lot
of writing, and I did a lot of talking! We sent out more
letters to the newspapers and Evelyn wrote more
papers about the mining laws. It helped that there
were two of us to cheer each other on.

Before moving on, I simply must acknowledge
Evelyn’s efforts in bringing all of these complicated
issues regarding the mining laws to light. If it weren’t
for her tenacity and the many papers she wrote about
the mining issue, Laura and I would not have been able
to understand, let alone explain this tangle of laws. We
have quoted freely from Evelyn’s writings throughout
the book and would like you to see at least one of her
original papers in its entirety, so you can have a sense
of how this little farm wife labored so hard and so skill-
fully to fight for what she believed in.

owner could go to the state for help if a mining com-
pany contaminates his well, he is faced with having
to go through everything I outlined earlier, entailing
a DNR hearing and possibly a court case. 

Well, you can imagine that the people of the Town
of Grant were not very fond of AB 800 and the “con-
sensus” process by which it was developed. It was
clear to us that nothing about the bill had been
thought out very well, except for how to give the
mining companies a break.

The bill was debated by the legislature in the fall
of 1981, at the same time the DNR was reviewing NR
131, NR 132 and NR 182. So Evelyn decided to draft
a petition against the whole darned mess (Figure 36-
1). We circulated it among the people of the Town of
Grant in October of 1981, and by the time all was
said and done, 218 voters out of a voting population
of less than 350 had signed it. Unfortunately, how-
ever, a few people like Leonard Gleason, Tony
Ziesler, and Dale Daggett were still right in there,
supporting Peter Peshek and what the “consensus”
lawyers had proposed. 

Before AB 800 was voted on by the full legislature,
it had to get through the state’s legislative mining
committee. I came to Madison on October 31, 1981
with our signed petitions, ready to offer testimony at a
legislative hearing scheduled by the committee. It was
clear that two different groups were present that day
from the Town of Grant, with totally opposing views. I
mostly talked about how the state needed a stronger
tax law, not a weaker one. I also voiced concerns about
how the mining company was being let off the hook
when it came to taking care of contaminated wells.

Leonard Gleason, on the other hand, testified in
support of the proposal. He downplayed the well
water issue by saying, “I don’t know why we’re all
stirred up about this mining stuff. The water isn’t any
good there anyways.”

My brother Ed had come along with me to watch
the debate, and at one point we ran into Peter
Peshek. I introduced my brother to him, and Peshek
said, “Glad to meet you.” But my brother, who nor-
mally is quite gentle, responded by saying, “I’m not
so sure I’m glad to meet you.”

Despite the testimony of those of us from the Town
of Grant who were opposed to AB 800, the legislative
committee approved the bill and sent it to the floor of
the full assembly for a vote. And then something
really slimy happened.

It was clear, especially from the petition we had cir-
culated in the town, that a great majority of the towns-
people were against AB 800. But Leonard Gleason still
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On the following four pages you will find a paper
that Evelyn typed and supplemented with her own
hand-written notes (Figure 36-2). It is an analysis of

AB 800 that she presented at a public hearing held by
the Investment and Local Impact Fund Board. This
paper shows how she struggled to make the board

Figure 36-1. The residents of the Town of Grant show overwhelming opposition to AB 800, NR 131, NR 132 and NR 182. Nearly two-thirds of
the town’s voters signed a petition against the proposed legislation (1981).
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Figure 36-2. Evelyn Churchill studied and wrote countless papers on Wisconsin’s mining laws. She used her knowledge well at public hearings,
where she testified with a level of expertise that was hard to rival. This paper exposes some of the shortcomings of 1981 AB 800 (circa 1982). 
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Figure 36-2. (continued)
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Figure 36-2. (continued)
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Figure 36-2. (continued)
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aware of the numerous problems created by the pas-
sage of AB 800. And it also shows what a competent
partner I had in fighting the buzzards.
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the legislature with the help of Rep. Mary Lou Munts
(D-Madison). Even though Munts was a Democrat,
she sided with industry on environmental issues such
as these, and I had little respect for her.

Up until AB 936 became law, local municipalities
had the power to decide where waste dumps could be
placed within their borders. But no more! AB 936 cur-
tailed citizen involvement in the decision-making
process and handed the power to the DNR. In fact,
nowadays the DNR is virtually the sole decision maker
in such matters. Worse yet, the law can be construed
to give mining companies the power to condemn pri-
vate property for disposing of their waste! 

AB 936 passed the legislature in 1982 and was
incorporated into Chapter 144 of the Wisconsin
Statutes. Today its provisions are found in Chapters
289 (Solid Waste Facilities) and 291 (Hazardous
Waste Management) of the law (CD 37-2).

I would like to describe in greater detail the sec-
tions of Chapters 289 and 291 of the Wisconsin
Statutes that favor mining companies and other big
corporations over the people of the State of Wiscon-
sin. Some of these provisions were enacted in 1977,
before the time of “consensus” (CD 37-3). But you
can tell the mining companies still had their say. The
whole thing is pretty complicated, so I have grouped
the items of particular concern into six categories:

� Feasibility Reports;

� Determination of Need;

� Hearings;

� Negotiations;

� Local Approvals; and

� The Power of Eminent Domain

More Bad Legislation Resulting 
from “Consensus”: The Solid and

Hazardous Waste Siting Bill (1981)

C H A P T E R  3 7

The “consensus” process of the 1980s resulted in
many new mining and environmental laws that still
plague the state today. The big corporations that took
part in the negotiations had thousands of dollars at
their disposal for hiring the best of attorneys, while
the local townships, environmental groups and tribal
governments operated on limited budgets. It’s no
wonder the corporations came out ahead when the
final bills were drafted. 

Each proposed piece of legislation was presented
to the state lawmakers under the guise of being a true
consensus among all the groups involved in the nego-
tiations. So, of course these proposals had no trouble
getting passed. If the lawmakers had only looked
more closely, they would have seen how the “consen-
sus” proposals favored the mining companies over the
public. One example that deserves special attention,
in addition to those already discussed, is the law gov-
erning solid and hazardous waste facilities.

By late 1981, the “consensus” lawyers were knee-
deep in drawing up Assembly Bill 936 (AB 936), the
Solid and Hazardous Waste Siting Bill (CD 37-1). You
can bet the mining companies wanted to have free
rein on where they could dump their waste rock and
tailings and were looking for a way to soften up any
new regulations that might affect their options. So
even though AB 936 was a general bill dealing with
all solid and hazardous waste facilities in the state,
specific provisions were slipped in to protect the inter-
ests of mining companies and other big corporations.

The bill was drafted with the help of Exxon’s James
Derouin and a man by the name of James Morgan,
who represented one of the largest landfill companies
in the country, Waste Management, Inc. They did
their dirty work and then got the bill rammed through
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Well, I must say that at first glance, this statute
seems fairly comprehensive. And since mining opera-
tions typically produce millions of tons of waste that
contains heavy metals, acid and sometimes even
cyanide, it’s good to see that extra requirements are in
place to protect the public from being exposed to haz-
ardous substances. But wait! Take a look at another
statute, Wis. Stat. 289.29(1)(a), and you will see that
mining companies have been given special treatment
with regard to how their feasibility reports are han-
dled by the DNR.

In particular, Wis. Stat. 289.29(1)(a) makes refer-
ence to several other statutes and certain sections of
the Wisconsin Administrative Code to which the DNR

WIS. STAT. 289.29 DETERMINATION OF FEASIBILITY.
(1) CRITERIA FOR DETERMINATION OF FEASIBILITY; ENVIRONMENTAL

IMPACT.
(a) A determination of feasibility … for a facility for the

disposal of metallic mining waste shall be based
only on this chapter and ch. 291 and rules promul-
gated under those chapters with special considera-
tion given to s. 289.05(2) and rules promulgated
under that section. [emphasis added]

(g) An analysis of alternatives to the land disposal of
waste including waste reduction, reuse, recycling,
composting and energy recovery.

(h) A description of any waste reduction incentives
and recycling services to be instituted or provided
with the proposed facility.

(2) CERTAIN HAZARDOUS WASTE FACILITIES; ADDITIONAL REQUIRE-
MENTS. A feasibility report for a hazardous waste dis-
posal facility … shall include a list of all persons living
within 0.5 mile of the facility and information reason-
ably ascertainable by the applicant on the potential for
public exposure to hazardous waste or hazardous
constituents through releases from the facility includ-
ing, but not limited to, the following:
(a) A description of any releases that may be

expected to result from normal operations or acci-
dents at the facility, including releases associated
with transportation to or from the facility.

(b) A description of the possible ways that humans
may be exposed to hazardous waste or hazardous
constituents as a result of a release from the facil-
ity, including the potential for groundwater or sur-
face water contamination, air emissions or food
chain contamination.

(c) The potential extent and nature of human exposure
to hazardous waste or hazardous constituents that
may result from a release. [emphasis added] 

As far as I’m concerned, the “consensus” lawyers
could not have done a better job to give the mining
companies control over the most important aspects of
handling mining waste. Let me show you what I
mean. 

Feasibility Reports
The law governing where solid and hazardous waste
dumps can be located starts out on the right foot by
requiring that a “feasibility report” be written by the
person who wants to build the dump [Wis. Stat.
289.23(1)]. The statute lists a number of things that
need to be included in the report and specifies addi-
tional requirements for hazardous waste facilities
[Wis. Stat. 289.24(1)–(2)]. 

WIS. STAT. 289.23 FEASIBILITY REPORT REQUIRED;
DISTRIBUTION; PUBLIC NOTICE.
(1) FEASIBILITY REPORT REQUIRED. Prior to constructing a

solid waste disposal facility or a hazardous waste facil-
ity the person who seeks to construct the facility shall
submit to the department a feasibility report. 

WIS. STAT. 289.24 FEASIBILITY REPORT CONTENTS;
COMPLETENESS; DISTRIBUTION.
(1) CONTENTS OF FEASIBILITY REPORTS; PREPARATION. The depart-

ment shall specify by rule the minimum contents of a
feasibility report and no report is complete unless the
specified information is provided by the applicant. In
addition to the requirements specified under sub. (2),
the rules may specify special requirements for a feasi-
bility report relating to any hazardous waste facility.
The department may require a feasibility report to be
prepared by a registered professional engineer. A feasi-
bility report shall include:
(a) A general summary of the site characteristics as

well as any specific data the department requires by
rule regarding the site’s topography, soils, geology,
groundwaters and surface waters and other fea-
tures of the site and surrounding area.

(b) Preliminary engineering design concepts, including
the proposed design capacity of the facility and an
indication of the quantities and characteristics of
the wastes to be treated, stored or disposed.

(c) A description of how the proposed facility relates to
any applicable county solid waste management plan
approved under s. 289.10.

(d) A description of the advisory process undertaken
by the applicant prior to submittal of the feasibility
report to provide information to the public and
affected municipalities and to solicit public opin-
ion on the proposed facility.

(e) The proposed date of closure for the facility.
(f) Sufficient information to make the determination of

need for the facility under s. 289.28 unless the
facility is exempt under s. 289.28(2).
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must defer when evaluating a feasibility report for a
mining waste dump.  And therein lies a loophole for
the mining industry. Let me explain:

� The statute says that when the DNR reviews a fea-
sibility report for a mining waste dump, the
department must give “special consideration” to
Wis. Stat. 289.05(2) and rules promulgated
under that section of the law. As discussed at
length in a previous chapter, that’s the statute giv-
ing the DNR the authority to promulgate a special
set of rules to regulate metallic mining waste!
And the special set of rules, found in Chapter NR
182 of the Wisconsin Administrative Code, allows
mining companies to apply for all kinds of vari-
ances and exemptions to the section of the code
dealing with feasibility reports (or for that matter,
anything else). 

� Wis. Stat. 289.29(1)(a) also requires the DNR to
base its decision regarding the feasibility of a min-
ing company’s waste management plans on
Chapter 291 of the Wisconsin Statutes. Since that
particular chapter of the statutes is entitled
“Hazardous Waste Management,” you would
expect it might put some teeth into how mining
dumps are to be regulated. But don’t get excited.
Instead of setting up tough requirements for han-
dling hazardous waste from mining operations,
Chapter 291 lets mining companies off the hook
altogether. It grants the industry an exemption to
Wisconsin’s hazardous waste law by again default-
ing to Wis. Stat. 289.05(2) and NR 182. It’s all
spelled out in Wis. Stat. 291.35, which I have
included for you to see.

Yes, we are right back to square one, depending on
the weak rules set forth in NR 182 to regulate the
drafting and approval of feasibility reports for min-
ing dumps. In fact, Chapter NR 182 of the Wisconsin
Administrative Code governs all aspects of how
metallic mining waste is handled in Wisconsin. I
guess all the laws related to solid and hazardous
waste management that are found in Chapters 289
and 291 of the Wisconsin Statutes are just meant for
everyone else.

WIS. STAT. 291.35 RULES ON METALLIC MINING WASTES.
The requirements of this chapter [governing hazardous
waste management] shall be subject to s. 289.05(2).
[emphasis added] 

Besides NR 182, another set of  weak natural re-
source rules was developed in 1991 to specifically
govern the management of hazardous waste in
Wisconsin. These rules are found in Chapter NR 600
of the Wisconsin Administrative Code and are so
lenient that all mining waste, even if it contains haz-
ardous materials like cyanide and mercury, is regu-
lated as solid waste rather than hazardous waste. But
that’s another story.

Determination of Need 
Mining companies are notorious for covering acres
and acres of land with waste rock and toxic sludge.
This permanently destroys land that could have been
used for other things. Before the green light is given
to proceed with this kind of project, you would think
a mining company would have to somehow justify
creating such a blight on the landscape. In fact, it
would make sense to hold mining companies to a
stricter standard than what is set for municipal
dumps. After all, the neighborhood dump benefits all
the families in the area, while a mining dump only
benefits the shareholders of a private, for-profit cor-
poration who don’t even live close by. 

So what does the law have to say about all this?
Take another look at Wis. Stat. 289.24(1)(f), listed on
the previous page. Notice how it talks about “deter-
mination of need” for a waste facility and how facili-
ties listed under Wis. Stat. 289.28(2) are “exempt”
from this requirement. 

I think you can guess where I am going with this.
Yes, mining companies are listed in Wis. Stat.
289.28(2) as being exempt from having to justify the
need for their waste facilities. To see how this really
lets them off the hook, take a look at the statute that
lists the normal requirements for anyone else who
constructs solid and hazardous waste facilities in
Wisconsin [Wis. Stats. 289.28(1) and (3)].

I suppose the “consensus” lawyers might have
argued that since mining inherently produces millions
of tons of waste, there should be no need to justify
having a dump. But that’s a shallow argument
because the dump is needed by the company, not by
the community. And the legislators who voted to pass
AB 936 failed to discern the difference. At a bare min-
imum, the bill should have required mining compa-
nies to prove that the benefit to society from mining is
greater than the cost that society must bear to accom-
modate all the waste. But no! It’s as if mining has
been given priority status in Wisconsin.
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Hearings
Once the feasibility report for a mining waste dump is
completed, the next step is for the DNR to decide if
the project warrants an Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS). For starters, I cannot understand
how the DNR could ever conclude that an EIS was not
needed for a project as invasive as a metallic mining
waste dump.

At any rate, once the EIS for the dump is either
written or deemed unnecessary, the DNR is required
by law to publish a notice in the town’s official news-
paper to alert the public [Wis. Stat. 289.25(3)].
Unfortunately, however, the law does not require any
type of public hearing to be held unless specifically
requested by at least six citizens in writing [Wis.
Stats. 289.26(1) and 289.27(1)]. Now this really
bothers me. The state should be watching out for us
ordinary citizens and making sure we have a voice in
decisions as important as these. By not automatically
requiring a public hearing, the DNR almost guaran-
tees that this kind of proposal will be slipped through
without the public knowing anything about it.

It gets worse. Even if the public requests a hear-
ing on the project’s feasibility report and EIS, the
law states that the EIS cannot be challenged at the
hearing! Wis. Stat. 289.29(1)(c) specifically states,
“The adequacy of the environmental impact assess-
ment, Environmental Impact Statement or environ-
mental impact report is not subject to challenge” at
the informational hearing. You can read for yourself
(CD 37-2).

The public also is denied the right to question the
so-called “plan of operation” for the waste facility.
This plan includes, among other things, a description
of how the waste will be treated and stored, and how
the operator will maintain proof of financial responsi-
bility. These are certainly issues of public concern, but
Wis. Stat. 289.30(2) states that “the plan of operation
is not subject to review at any hearing” requested by
the public. Wow! If the public cannot challenge either
the EIS or the “plan of operation” at an informational
hearing, what else is left? According to Wis. Stat.
289.31(6), the public doesn’t even have the right to
request a hearing on the issuance of the actual oper-
ating license for the waste facility! This surely serves
to silence the voice of the people on a number of
important issues.

Negotiations
Wis. Stat. 289.33 sets up a policy for negotiation and
arbitration between an applicant who wants to con-
struct a solid or hazardous waste facility and the
affected community. The statute, which is over four
pages in length, is riddled with clauses that favor the
applicant (i.e., the large corporation) over the local
people. But I suppose it’s better than nothing. But wait!
“Nothing” is what the local people get if the applicant
happens to be a mining company. You see, Wis. Stat.
289.33(12)(d) states that the law governing negotia-
tion and arbitration for waste dumps does not apply to
mining companies. Hmmm. I guess that means only
the mining company and DNR will negotiate the terms
for mining dumps, leaving the public out in the cold.

WIS. STAT. 289.33 SOLID AND HAZARDOUS WASTE
FACILITIES; NEGOTIATION AND ARBITRATION. …
(12) APPLICABILITY. …

(d) Nonapplicability to mining waste facilities. This
section does not apply to any waste facility which
is part of a prospecting or mining operation with
a permit under s. 293.23 or 293.49. [emphasis
added] 

WIS. STAT. 289.28 DETERMINATION OF NEED.
(1) DETERMINATION OF NEED; ISSUES CONSIDERED. A feasibility

report shall contain an evaluation to justify the need for
the proposed facility unless the facility is exempt
under sub. (2). The department shall consider the fol-
lowing issues in evaluating the need for the proposed
facility:
(a) An approximate service area for the proposed facil-

ity which takes into account the economics of waste
collection, transportation and disposal.

(b) The quantity of waste suitable for disposal at the
proposed facility generated within the anticipated
service area. …

(c) The design capacity of [other] facilities located
within the anticipated service area of the proposed
facility …

(2) DETERMINATION OF NEED; EXEMPT FACILITIES. Subsections
(1) and (3) and ss. 289.24(1)(f) and 289.29(1)(d) do
not apply to:
(a) Any facility which is part of a prospecting or mining

operation with a permit under s. 293.45 or 293.49.
(b) Any solid waste disposal facility designed for the

disposal of waste generated by a pulp or paper mill.

(3) ISSUANCE OF DETERMINATION OF NEED. Except for a facility
which is exempt under sub. (2), the department shall
issue a determination of need for the proposed facility
at the same time the final determination of feasibility is
issued. If the department determines that there is
insufficient need for the facility, the applicant may not
construct or operate the facility. [emphasis added]
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Local Approvals
Chapter 289 of the Wisconsin Statutes really gives the
mining companies a break when it comes to getting
local approvals for constructing waste dumps. It’s
hard to believe, but the law does not require a mining
company to get any local approvals at all! Wis. Stat.
289.22(3) states that “any applicant subject to
s.289.33 shall undertake all reasonable procedural
steps necessary to obtain each local approval required
to construct the waste handling portion of the facil-
ity” (CD 37-2). But as you saw directly above, mining
companies are not subject to s.289.33! 

In fact, the law takes away the power of local munic-
ipalities to decide where any solid or hazardous waste
facilities can be constructed within their borders, not
just mining dumps. Instead this power is given to the
DNR. Wis. Stat. 289.33(5)(e) and (f) specifically state
that “a new or expanded facility is not subject to any
local approvals which are not preexisting local
approvals … [unless] they are specified as applicable in
a negotiation agreement,” and subsection (d) states
that “a new or expanded facility is not subject to any
preexisting local approvals which are specified as inap-
plicable in a negotiation agreement” (CD 37-2). That
means local zoning ordinances, resolutions, restrictions
or regulations might not have any weight at all in the
final decision and may be overturned to accommodate
whoever wants to build a dump.

This was a real victory for state government and
big corporations and a tremendous loss for counties
and townships. You see, prior to the passage of this
law, little towns could make their own decisions as to
where waste dumps could be located. In the case of
the Town of Grant, we could have told Kennecott
what locations were and were not permissible for
dumping its mining waste. There’s no doubt that put-
ting this power in the hands of the state was to the
advantage of the mining companies. I’m sure they
would rather deal with the DNR than face a local gov-
ernment. After all, the local people who would be
most directly affected by the mining company’s
actions would likely set up tougher standards than a
bunch of disinterested DNR officials in Madison.

I believe the idea of throwing out local zoning ordi-
nances and regulations when negotiating the terms
for a solid waste facility is unconstitutional, because
you have unelected officials overriding decisions made
by elected officials and the public. But instead of cor-
recting the mistake, the legislature actually expanded
this policy in 1988 when it passed a new mining law
known as the Local Agreement Law. You will read
much about this in a later chapter.

I’d like to make just one more comment before
moving on. If the local people don’t like where the
DNR decides a waste dump is going to be located, you
would think the public would at least be given the
right to appeal the decision. But no! At one time Wis.
Stat. 144.97 gave any person the right to petition for
a review of the necessity or reasonableness of any
order of the DNR. But that statute was repealed at
about the same time all the mining laws were being
written and changed. How convenient for the mining
companies!

The Power of Eminent Domain
AB 936 had already given away most of the public’s
rights to control where a mining waste dump could be
located. So why not top it off by giving the mining com-
pany the right to condemn our private property for this
purpose as well? Well, that’s exactly what the “consen-
sus” lawyers did. The bill contained a provision entitled
“Acquisition of property by condemnation” that eventu-
ally became Wis. Stat. 289.36 and is still on the books
today. I have included it for you to see.

You can imagine we did quite a bit of complaining
when we heard about this part of the bill. It was
unthinkable that a multinational corporation could
step into our community and condemn private prop-
erty for a waste dump. But we wondered about sub-
section (a) of the statute, listed above. Could it be
possible that a mining company, by law, really had the
authority to condemn private property? We found out
that the answer was “Yes!” Mining companies had the
authority to condemn property as the result of a law
enacted in the early 1970s, Wis. Stat. 32.02(12). I am
including the wording of the law for you to see, as it
appeared on the books when AB 936 was introduced
in the Wisconsin Assembly.

When we read the law, it was clear to us that Wis.
Stat. 32.02(12) certainly included mining companies

WIS. STAT. 289.36 ACQUISITION OF PROPERTY BY
CONDEMNATION.…
(2) PROPERTY MAY BE CONDEMNED. … Property intended for

use as a solid or hazardous waste facility may be con-
demned if all of the following conditions are met:
(a) The entity proposing to acquire the property for use

as a solid or hazardous waste facility has authority
to condemn property for this purpose.

(b) The property is determined to be feasible for use as
a solid or hazardous waste facility by the depart-
ment if that determination is required under s.
289.29. … [emphasis added]
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as being eligible to condemn private property for their
waste dumps, and we weren’t going to stand for that.
So we raised quite a fuss. The result was that a new
section was added to AB 936 to amend Wis. Stat.
32.02(12), and the amendment was passed into law
with the rest of the bill in 1982.

Now, at first glance it looked like we had accom-
plished what we wanted. Chapter 293 of the
Wisconsin Statutes deals with metallic mining, and the
amendment clearly stated that the power to condemn
property did not apply to “a person licensed under
Chapter 293.” Of course we were led to believe that
this amendment truly represented a substantial
change to the law. 

But Evelyn thought something was fishy about all
this. You see, mining companies are given “permits”
to mine under Chapter 293, not “licenses.” And the
two are not interchangeable! A mining company can
only be given a “license” to operate a waste facility
under Wis. Stat. 289.31(1), not Chapter 293!

It’s true. A license is not the same thing as a permit.
In fact, the issue had come up once before. I remem-
ber Gordon Reinke, a mining regulator with the DNR,
taking a fair amount of time to explain to us how a
license differed from a permit. So the amendment to
Wis. Stat. 32.02(12) accomplished nothing. Because

Wis. Stat. 32.02, as it Existed Before the
Enactment of 1981 Assembly Bill 936

WIS. STAT. 32.02 WHO MAY CONDEMN; PURPOSES.
The following municipalities, boards, commissions, public
officers and corporations may acquire by condemnation
any real estate and personal property appurtenant thereto
or interest therein which they have power to acquire and
hold or transfer to the state, for the purpose specified, in
case such property cannot be acquired by gift or purchase
at an agreed price: …
(12) Any person operating a plant which creates waste

material which, if released without treatment would
cause stream pollution, for the location of treat-
ment facilities. [emphasis added]

Wis. Stat. 32.02(12), as Amended by 1981
Assembly Bill 936

WIS. STAT. 32.02 WHO MAY CONDEMN; PURPOSES. …
(12) Any person operating a plant which creates waste

material which, if released without treatment would
cause stream pollution, for the location of treatment
facilities. This subsection does not apply to a person
licensed under chapter 293. [emphasis added]

of a technicality, mining companies still have the
power to condemn private property for their waste
dumps. It just shows how the mining company
lawyers were right there to put little phrases into the
law that knocked the hell out of what we wanted. It
was done so cleverly that it didn’t sound too bad until
we really looked at it. And by then it was too late!

At least we eventually figured out how the wool
had been pulled over our eyes. Evelyn even wrote a
report about it (CD 37-4). The title was, “Do the
Mining Corporations Still Have the Power of
Condemnation for Siting Mine Waste Facilities?” And
she showed, step by step, why the answer to the ques-
tion is “Yes!” I hope some of you who read this story
will have success in getting the law changed to take
away the power of eminent domain from mining
companies. 

I’d like to point out another “person” who has the
legal authority to condemn private or public land for
waste facilities, and that is the DNR. If you read Wis.
Stat. 32.02(16), you will see that the department has
the power to condemn land “for acquisition,” and the
statute does not limit what can or cannot be done
with such land (CD 37-5). How much chance do you
think you would have fighting the DNR if it wanted to
condemn your land for a mining waste facility? 

I might add that besides giving mining companies
a break in terms of how and where they can dispose of
their waste, the state also gives them a break in terms
of the fees they must pay for every ton of waste
pushed into their dumps. There are three separate
fees that generators of solid or hazardous waste have
to pay the state: groundwater, well compensation and
environmental repair fees. In addition, if the waste is
disposed of at a “nonapproved facility,” whoever
operates the dump has to pay the state what is known
as a tonnage fee. 

All of these fees go into a state fund that is used for
environmental management and repair. You can read
all about it in sections 289.62(2)(g), 289.63(4) and
289.67(1)(d) of the Wisconsin Statutes (CD 37-2). I
don’t know who was responsible for writing these
laws, but at least some of the provisions were slipped
through on the 1980 Budget Bill (CD 37-6). What it
boils down to is that mining companies pay between
ten and fifty times less than everyone else! For exam-
ple, the environmental repair fee for normal waste
disposers is 50 cents per ton, while mining companies
pay only 1 cent per ton. The facts and figures for all of
these fees are summarized in Table 37-1.

When it comes to regulations governing solid and
hazardous waste disposal and groundwater protec-
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tion, there is no doubt that mining companies receive
special treatment in Wisconsin. The “consensus”
lawyers had a lot to do with this. In fact, it would be
more accurate to refer to the “consensus” negotiations
as “special treatment” negotiations.

Before moving on, I’d like to tell you a little bit
about the demise of the “consensus” process. Up until
1986, mining company lawyers, DNR officials and a
number of legislators continued to extol the virtues of
“consensus” negotiations. In fact, the word “consen-
sus” was continually waved in front of the people of
Wisconsin as a bonanza for lawmaking. 

But eventually more people came to realize that
“consensus” was not all it was cracked up to be. The real
turning point came in March of 1985, when the League
of Women Voters held a seminar in Madison to discuss
Wisconsin’s model for “consensus” negotiations. 

Professors, legislators, environmentalists and mining
lawyers, as well as local, state and out-of-state officials

were invited to participate. Rep. Tommy Thompson (R-
Elroy), who later was to become our governor, was on
the panel for the morning session along with about six
to eight other people, including myself. Thompson did
not have a lot to say that day. But in general, the testi-
mony offered by others was overwhelmingly against
how the “consensus” process had played out in
Wisconsin. In particular, I am including an excerpt from
a paper presented by panelist Dr. Douglas J. Amy.

By the end of the meeting, it had become obvious
that using the word “consensus” to describe what had
happened to Wisconsin’s mining and environmental
laws was a misnomer. These laws did not result from
true consensus. They were the product of tremendous
pressure and influence by the mining companies and
almost no influence by the environmental groups or
the public. 

You can bet I had a lot to say at the meeting that
day. In fact, at one point Sen. Timothy Cullen (D-

By Douglas J. Amy

Policy negotiations do not always live up to expectations—
some of their advantages are over-blown and many of their
disadvantages are over-looked. Many of the following criti-
cisms of Wisconsin’s “consensus” process are typical of
other policy negotiation approaches, but were also specifi-
cally identified by observers of the Wisconsin process.

Access is the problem in all policymaking processes and
goes to the very heart of how fair and democratic those
processes are. Negotiated approaches might seem to reduce
this problem, but in practice, they do not. Those organizing
the negotiations have an interest in keeping the number of
participants small and manageable. Conveners usually
develop a set of explicit or tacit criteria to limit the number of
parties. These criteria may not be the most objective ones,
however. For instance, choice of participants may depend on
how likely they are to go along with some preconceived
notion of what the end product should be. Or on how willing
they are to be “reasonable”—to bend on the particular issue
being discussed.

Access may also depend on the political and economic power
of various interests. … This tends to exclude citizen and pub-
lic interest groups, especially locally-based groups.

The result of access problems is not only that some legiti-
mate groups are unfairly left out of the process, but that their
interests are ignored or sacrificed in the final policy outcome.
This is further compounded by the fact that the “consensus”
process has an image of widespread participation and agree-
ment on the policy choice, even though neither may be true. 

Another problem with negotiated processes is imbalance of
power between interest groups. … Power imbalances can
occur both within and outside the negotiation process. Within
the negotiations, the availability of information and expertise
may depend on a group’s size and resources. Negotiation
skills may also vary. As a rule, those in the business world
usually have the most experience in matters of strategy, since
negotiations are a common part of business dealings. Citizen
groups may bring the fewest skills to a session. …

The consensus process is not unique in favoring powerful
special interests, but it tends to hide that bias by giving the
strong impression that all parties participate equally in these
decisions.

Political assumptions built into the consensus process may
also foster inappropriate compromises. One of the most com-
mon of these assumptions is that the best policy outcome is a
compromise—one that splits the difference between opposing
views. However, when a conflict is between a narrow special
interest and the larger public interest, such a compromise may
not be the best policy. Or when policies involve moral or ethical
choices, some people may consider it unacceptable to compro-
mise between right and wrong. … 

Remedial action to be considered to reduce these inherent
political problems includes … [making] it clear to those in
government, the media and the public that the consensus
process does not always produce consensus, that its policy
products are likely to be no better and sometimes worse than
decisions made by other political means. [We must] eliminate
the “halo” around the process.

Potential Political Problems in Wisconsin’s “Consensus” Process (CD 37-7)
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Janesville) asked me, “Roscoe, what would you have
us do?” I responded, “I would have you, for a change,
listen to the people instead of the mining companies
before making your decisions.” He didn’t ask me any
more questions. 

CD-ROM References
CD 37-1. Chapter 374, Laws of 1981 of the Wisconsin Legislature,

published May 6, 1982.

CD 37-2. Chapters 289 (Solid Waste Facilities) and 291 (Hazardous
Waste Management), Wisconsin Statutes 2005–06.

CD 37-3. Chapter 377, Laws of 1977 of the Wisconsin Legislature,
published May 20, 1978.

CD 37-4. “Do the Mining Corporations Still Have the Power of
Eminent Domain?” by Evelyn Churchill, circa 1982.

CD 37-5. Wis. Stats. 32.01-32.03, Wisconsin Statutes 2005–06.

CD 37-6. Select portions of Chapter 221, Laws of 1979 of the
Wisconsin Legislature, published April 29, 1980.

CD 37-7. “Potential Political Problems in Wisconsin’s ‘Consensus’
Process” by Douglas Amy, March 1985.

Type of Waste Disposal Fee Amount Paid for Non-Mining Waste (per ton) Amount Paid for Mining Waste (per ton)

Tonnage Fee 1.5 cents for Solid Waste 0.1 - 0.5 cents for Solid Waste
15 cents for Hazardous Waste 0.3 - 1.5 cents for Hazardous Waste

Groundwater Fee 10 cents for Solid Waste 1 cent for Solid Waste
10 cents for Hazardous Waste 1 cent for Hazardous Waste

Well Compensation Fee 4 cents for Solid Waste Mining companies are exempt from
4 cents for Hazardous Waste this fee [Wis. Stat. 289.63(3)(b)]

Environmental Repair Fee 20-50 cents for Solid Waste 1 cent for Solid Waste
20-50 cents for Hazardous Waste 1 cent for Hazardous Waste

Table 37-1. Waste disposal fees paid to the state for non-mining waste versus mining waste [Source: Wis. Stats. 289.62, 289.63, and 289.67].
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represent the wishes of the majority of the people.
And we made it clear that we didn’t want him on the
board. But even though only a handful of people sup-
ported Ziesler, Kostka did not back down. 

Ziesler got the job. But he was only to hold the posi-
tion from February until April, when he got voted off
the board in the general election. He was replaced by
one of our allies, Clarence Wakefield. Things were
cooking in the Town of Grant! But the straw that broke
the camel’s back occurred in March of 1982, when
Kevin Lyons called a special meeting of the town’s vot-
ers. He said the meeting was of such great importance
that it should be held in closed session so that the
“enemy,” as he referred to the mining company, would
not find out what we were discussing. I, for one, had a
difficult time trying to figure out who the “enemy”
really was, because after the meeting was over, Lyons
went out the door and immediately gave a full report of
the proceedings to the Ladysmith News (CD 38-1)!

At this particular meeting, Lyons pushed hard for us
to accept the so-called “consensus” process and nego-
tiate with Kennecott. He even threatened us. He said
that since the mining company owned the property in
question, they could ask to have the land annexed to
the City of Ladysmith. He claimed this was certain to
happen if the people didn’t “shape up” and go along
with the “consensus” negotiations. Moreover, Lyons
said that he was certain Ladysmith would oblige and
annex the land. This meant the Town of Grant would
lose all control over the property and any possible
financial gain from the mine. Lyons also stressed that
if we fought the decision to annex the land, the Town
of Grant would have no more than a 15 percent
chance of winning the case. In other words, it was as if
he were saying, “Don’t fight. Give in.”

C H A P T E R  3 8

The Town of Grant Takes Bold Action 
at Its Annual Meeting (April 13, 1982)

By early 1982 many of us living in the Town of
Grant had had enough. We didn’t trust the “consen-
sus” process that the state was using to develop our
mining laws. The mining companies were influencing
the negotiations too much, and we were tired of not
being heard. The people who were supposed to be
representing us, including Public Intervenor Peter
Peshek and Town Attorney Kevin Lyons, were not
doing what we asked them to do. It felt like they were
in the mining company’s camp.

To make matters worse, a longtime member of the
Grant Town Board, Joe Teschler, died suddenly of a
heart attack. This was a real loss for us. Not only was
Joe a concerned town supervisor, but we could
always count on him to vote on our side. Now that he
was gone, someone new would have to be appointed
to finish out his term. And the choice was to be made
by our town chairman, Peter Kostka.

By this time it was clear that Kostka was sympa-
thetic to the mining company. He himself had sold
land to Kennecott, and it didn’t help matters that our
town clerk, Leonard Gleason, was an outspoken sup-
porter of the mine. 

Word got out that Kostka was going to appoint
Tony Ziesler to fill the vacancy. Wow! There’s no
doubt that Ziesler wanted the mine to be built and
was a strong supporter of the “consensus” process. He
also had an abrasive way about him, to put it mildly.
Many of us disagreed with everything for which
Ziesler stood. 

Needless to say, Ziesler was not acceptable to a
majority of the town residents to fill Joe’s position on
the town board. So we showed up in force at the town
board meeting where he was to be appointed. Many
of us got up and spoke about how Ziesler did not
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we quickly learned that Paul Clever had been
appointed to serve as parliamentarian for the meet-
ing. Needless to say, Cleaver supported the mine.

So why did we need a parliamentarian? Kostka had
been our town chairman for many years and certainly
knew the rules for conducting an annual meeting. No,
there was something more going on here. I think
those who supported the mine, like Gleason and
Ziesler, were worried that those of us who opposed
the mine might try to pass some motions that would
put a real damper on Kennecott’s plans. And I don’t
think they respected Kostka enough to believe he
could keep things under control. Moreover, these
guys had learned from the September 1981 meeting
chaired by Leonard Gleason that it was illegal to have
anyone besides the town chairman run the meeting.
So their solution was to have Kostka there to techni-
cally preside over the meeting, but to put Cleaver
front-and-center to exert a heavy hand and throw a
monkey wrench into whatever we wanted to do. In
my opinion, Gleason was the real push behind all of
this.

Those who organized the meeting also appointed
two sergeants at arms to keep order. One of them was
a husky young man by the name of Charles
Whittenberger, whom I had taught years earlier in the
sixth grade. I guess Cleaver, Gleason and the rest of
them were scared because they knew what they
planned to do at the meeting would not be popular
with us and a battle was about to be fought. They also
knew we were out for their hides because of how they
supported the mine. It felt like having Whittenberger
there was their way of trying to keep us anti-mining
folks properly cowed. What an insult!  

When Evelyn and I first went into the hall, we were
all alone, and we couldn’t have felt more deserted and
helpless. But then our friends in this struggle began to
come in, until we were surrounded by more than sev-
enty people, over twice the number that the other
side had. It was especially satisfying to see Tom Ricci
walk in with his two big, strapping sons. That sort of
neutered the effect of having Whittenberger watch us.

Peter Kostka  called the meeting to order, and we
started out by disposing of usual business. Then Peter
Peshek took the stage to update us on pending mining
bills in the state legislature. In particular, he spoke
about Assembly Bill 936 (AB 936), the Solid and
Hazardous Waste Siting Bill. Many of us knew all
about this bill, especially how it gave mining compa-
nies the power to condemn private property to use as
a waste dump. So you can imagine how surprised we
were when Peshek made a point of saying that the bill

I don’t know where Lyons got the notion that the
town had only a 15 percent chance of fighting off the
threat of annexation. It’s common for a town to stand
its ground when a city tries to steal part of its tax
base. We were paying Lyons to represent us, not
Kennecott or the City of Ladysmith. He should have
given us a pep talk about how we could win such a
battle instead of trying to make us feel helpless. 

The upshot of this meeting was that the people did
not swallow what was being shoved on them by Kevin
Lyons; and were furious about what was going on. It
felt like Lyons was trying to force us to negotiate away
our rights and abandon our concerns. It was then and
there that a majority of the townspeople decided it
was time to change lawyers. Lyons never came back,
and we officially fired him on April 13, 1982 at the
annual town meeting. 

Between having Ziesler on the town board and lis-
tening to Lyons’ talk of “consensus,” a group of us
knew we had to do something to bring order to the
Town of Grant once more. So we began to gather in
the evenings to devise a strategy to take matters into
our own hands. We studied the proposed mining bills
and talked about how to bring an end to the diaboli-
cal “consensus” process that was shaping our laws.
We met weekly and sometimes even more often, with
our focus being the annual town meeting that was
scheduled to be held on April 13, 1982. We carefully
set up our plan of action. Believe me, we sweated
over this for many weeks. 

The evening of the town’s annual meeting finally
arrived. Because a large crowd was anticipated, the
meeting was held at the auditorium of the old high
school in Ladysmith rather than the annex of the Rusk
County Courthouse where it was usually held. Sure
enough, the attendance was 110, one of the largest
ever for the Town of Grant. There was more drama at
this meeting than I’ve ever seen at a meeting before,
except for when the Rusk County Board denied
Kennecott’s permit to mine in November of 1976. 

It’s hard to describe how intense this meeting actu-
ally was. But, believe me, the sparks were high, bright
and frequent! It marked the biggest revolt of the Town
of Grant against the “consensus” process, and left no
doubt in my mind that the majority of people in the
Town of Grant did not want a mine. 

Leonard Gleason, Peter Kostka, Tony Ziesler, Dale
Dagget, Peter Peshek and other supporters of the
“consensus” process came to the meeting early. They
all sat together in a group on one side of the room.
Kevin Lyons was noticeably absent. An agenda had
been carefully prepared by the powers-that-be, and
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did not give the state or the mining companies the
power of eminent domain over our land! 

It’s as if Peshek was saying whatever he thought we
wanted to hear. But I knew he wasn’t telling the truth
because I had studied the law. It clearly included a
section entitled “Acquisition of Property by Con-
demnation,” so I challenged Peshek on the spot.

It just so happened that I had a copy of AB 936
with me (CD 37-1). When Evelyn and I were leaving
for the meeting, she saw it lying on the dining room
table and suggested that I take it along. What luck!
When Peshek made his statement about “eminent
domain,” I pulled out the bill and asked him to read
aloud the section about condemning personal prop-
erty. He hesitated, so I forcefully said, “Peter, read it!”
He did, and everyone there could see how he had mis-
led us.

Since the pro-mining group at the meeting
endorsed AB 936, my friend Les Tiews asked which of
them had studied the bill. None of them had. Our
group, on the other hand, had studied all of this for
nearly two months. We knew what the bill contained,
and we were not about to listen to something we knew
was not true. Peshek quickly retired from the platform
and left the room. I’m sure he felt the crowd’s animos-
ity toward him. Bob Plantz followed him outside and
said, “What are you doing out here, Peshek?” All he
could answer was, “I guess it’s not my day.” That was
the last time Peshek ever came to one of our meetings.

After Peshek left, our attention turned to a discus-
sion of township zoning. Until that time everyone,
including Kennecott, had assumed the town was zoned
under the county zoning ordinance. In fact, the town
had even held a meeting in September of 1975 to con-
sider a request from Kennecott to rezone its holdings
from farming and residential to industrial. But, as it
turns out, we were never zoned to begin with!

So at the annual meeting, one of those who favored
the mine proposed that the town board draw up a
township zoning code. That, of course, meant the
board would also be responsible for developing a code
to regulate mining. We knew if we allowed the board
to do this, we’d probably end up with a weak mining
ordinance that would mainly benefit the mining com-
pany. Needless to say, the sparks started flying.

After considerable discussion, the idea of allowing
the town board to develop its own zoning code for the
town was defeated. I then made a motion for the
town to adopt Rusk County’s zoning code instead,
and the motion was seconded. Now I wasn’t real keen
on county zoning either, but at least I figured it would
give us some sort of protection. Eventually we voted

on my proposal, and the hand vote showed 54 in
favor and 38 against. The townspeople by a good
majority had voted to adopt county zoning!

We were to pass five more resolutions that night,
all by a show of hands. Once we got started, it went
like clock work. We knew exactly the motions that we
wanted to make and who would make them. All six
resolutions passed by a strong two-thirds majority.

The second resolution was that all future mining
issues would be determined by a referendum vote of
the people and not by the town board. This guaran-
teed that the residents of the town would be directly
involved in the process of making decisions that were
likely to have profound and lasting effects on their
homes, occupations and environment. Dennis Reynolds
made the motion, Tom Ricci seconded it, and the
motion passed on a vote of 69 to 27.

The third resolution was made by Marlo Vorce and
seconded by Harry Peterson. It called for rescinding
the town board’s village powers. Having village pow-
ers meant that a board could make decisions without
getting the voters’ approval. These powers had been
adopted in 1980 under pressure from Kevin Lyons and
Kennecott. Since we believed that Lyons was trying to
influence the board to act against the will of the peo-
ple, it was to our benefit to weaken the board’s power
as much as possible. Sixty-three hands were counted
in favor of the motion, and it carried. I would tell you
how many dissenting votes were cast, except that
Peter Kostka, who was charged with counting hands,
threw his arms up in the air as if to give up!

The fourth resolution we passed was to fire Kevin
Lyons, who had been retained by the Town of Grant
since 1976 as town attorney. Lyons had been deeply
involved with the “consensus” process, and we knew
how the resulting laws had given us little environmen-
tal protection, especially when it came to our ground-
water. He was also supposed to be helping Rusk
County develop a tough metallic mining ordinance at
the time, and we were disappointed in the poor job he
was doing. It was evident that an overwhelming
majority of the voters no longer wanted Lyons to rep-
resent us, so Bob Plantz, who later became our town
chairman, made the motion to fire him.

I can still picture it like it happened yesterday. Bob
was sitting there, leaning forward with his elbows on
his knees and his hand on his forehead. All of a sud-
den he looked up and said, “Oh yeah, I make a motion
to fire Kevin Lyons.” It was so dramatic, you couldn’t
believe it. The motion was seconded by Ron Wallace
and 63 people voted in its favor. With that, Lyons dis-
appeared from the Town of Grant.
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The fifth resolution we passed was a moratorium
on exploring, prospecting and mining within the
township. Joanne Phetteplace made the motion, and
it was seconded by Tom Ricci. We talked about how
open pit mining could potentially destroy a large part
of our town with its acres of toxic waste, and how it
was certain to pollute the area’s groundwater and the
Flambeau River. We believed the welfare and safety of
the people would be endangered by mining and that
the laws were progressively offering less and less pro-
tection. We also pointed out that many other towns
were passing similar resolutions. Evelyn summed it
up best when she said, “It seems the time has come
for a halt to any plans for exploration and/or mining
in the Town of Grant.”

The mining moratorium resolution passed without
any problem on a vote of 53 to 18. Since we couldn’t
count on the state or our own town board to protect
us, we used the moratorium as a way of protecting
ourselves. It was truly a proclamation of the people!
None of the resolutions we passed that night was
more important than this one. I say so because if the
moratorium had been honored, there would never
have been a mine in the Town of Grant. In 1982,
before Wisconsin’s town government law was weak-
ened, the townspeople actually had the power to do
this! But that’s another story.

The mining moratorium resolution had the support
of over two-thirds of the town residents who voted at
the meeting. So in later years, whenever Kennecott
would announce that only a small group of residents
opposed the mine (as the mining company was prone
to do), we could look back to the 1982 annual meeting
and many other instances to prove they were wrong.

The mining moratorium resolution of 1982 was the
true voice of the voters of the Town of Grant.

The wording of the mining moratorium resolution
is included for you to see (Figure 38-1). Unfortun-
ately, I do not have a copy of the signed document to
show you because it mysteriously was ripped out of
the town clerk’s minute book sometime between April
of 1982 and April of 1983. 

The sixth and final resolution we passed that
evening was made by Tom Ricci to guarantee that the
same people who were already serving on the town’s
Environmental Study Committee would keep their
positions for another year. We felt the need to do this
because of how a handful of townspeople had tried to
replace the members of the committee at a meeting
held several months earlier. You may recall that
Leonard Gleason had recruited a new slate of people
at the time, and we thought he might try again.

After some discussion, during which Gleason’s wife
Dorothy, Tony Ziesler and Dale Daggett tried to make
it sound like those of us on the committee had accom-
plished nothing, Ricci’s motion passed by a margin of
6 to 1. And shortly thereafter, at 11:25 p.m., the
meeting was adjourned. We had been sitting there for
well over three hours! The minutes of this remarkable
meeting are included on the CD-ROM that accompa-
nies the book (CD 38-2).

All the resolutions we passed that night served to
take a lot of pressure off of not only the townspeople,
but also the town board. A concrete course of action had
been decided, and we could live with it. The board had
no choice but to follow what the people had decided.
The bottom line was that the people had the power to
do this, and the resolutions guaranteed us our rights.

Figure 38-1. The Town of Grant’s mining moratorium resolution, passed by a large majority of the town’s voters on April 13, 1982.
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This meeting helped put the mining issue on the
back burner, at least somewhat, from 1982 until
1987. We had a mining moratorium and county zon-
ing to protect us. Kennecott had no choice but to be
very quiet. This was big news and was reported in
both local and regional newspapers (CDs 38-3 and
38-4). The headline in the Eau Claire Leader-Telegram
said it best: “Town of Grant ditches mining rules,
attorney” (Figure 38-2).

After the smoke cleared from the annual meeting,
there were a number of casualties to report. Kevin
Lyons was the most obvious, in that we fired him. But
Peter Peshek and Leonard Gleason didn’t fare too
well, either. Let me explain. 

Peshek had been taken down a few notches at the
annual meeting, and after that we never saw him at
any of our meetings again. In fact, he left the Public
Intervenor Office about a year later, in 1983, to take a
job with a Madison law firm by the name of Dewitt-
Porter. He fit in real well there because this particular
law firm was known to represent large corporations
like Exxon and Union Carbide, and it also provided
legal assistance to Wisconsin Manufacturers and
Commerce, the state’s largest corporate lobbying
group. Since Peshek had been involved in putting
together a number of mining laws and DNR rules that
definitely favored the mining industry over environ-
mental protection and the rights of common people, I
bet Dewitt-Porter was glad to get him. And, by the
way, James Derouin and James Klauser were also
working for Dewitt-Porter at that time.

Besides Peter Peshek and Kevin Lyons, Leonard
Gleason kind of disappeared from the scene as well.

He certainly didn’t last much longer in his position as
town clerk. He decided not to run for reelection the
next year and was replaced by my good friend Dennis
Reynolds. When Gleason turned over the town
records to Reynolds, however, it was discovered that
the mining moratorium resolution we had passed at
the annual meeting was missing. This came back to
haunt us several years later, even though no one
could dispute that such a resolution had been passed.
But that’s another story. 

Gleason continued his support of the mine until
the end of his life in the early 1990s. Without a doubt,
he and I would never have been enemies if there had
not been a mine. After he died, it was said that his
wife told others, “Now Leonard can look down from
heaven and watch the mine being built.” 

Before ending my story of the Town of Grant’s
annual meeting, I have one more interesting little tale
to tell. It involves a gentleman by the name of Kris
Mayberry who was at the meeting that night. Kris was
a young lawyer from Hayward who I had met a few
months earlier.

To be more exact, Evelyn and I met Kris on a sum-
mer evening in 1981. My friend Sandy Lyon had
called to say that she knew of someone who wanted
to meet us. So I told her, “Bring him over!” And that
she did. A few days later, Sandy drove into our yard
with Kris in the front seat beside her. When they
arrived, Kris started to ask us a lot of questions about
mining and wanted to know what we were doing
about Kennecott. After talking to him for a while, I
asked if he’d like to take a little ride with me around
the farm. Everyone likes that, so I hitched up a cart to

Figure 38-2. The voters of the Town of Grant take bold action at their April 1982 annual meeting. The town board is stripped of any authority to negotiate
with Kennecott, the town attorney is fired and a mining moratorium is enacted. See CD 38-4 to read all the details (Eau Claire Leader-Telegram, April 14,
1982; republished with permission).
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me. He finished his story by saying, “I checked you out,
Roscoe, and you see whose side I’m on.” 

Peshek could not have helped but notice Kris at the
annual meeting. It must have surprised him, and I
wonder what went through his mind when he saw his
former associate sitting there, right next to the most
outspoken anti-mining people in the room. All I can
say is that Kris’ story capped off one of the highest-fly-
ing nights I ever had in my years of fighting the buz-
zards.
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one of our ponies, and we continued our talk as we
drove through the fields. 

Kris and I kept in touch after that, and I could tell
he was on our side. So you can imagine how happy I
was to see him walk into the room the night of the
annual meeting. He sat down in the chair just ahead
of me to watch the drama unfold.

After the meeting, many of us were feeling
euphoric, so we decided to go to a local restaurant to
hash things over and indulge in some coffee. We
invited Kris to come along with us, which he did. As
we sat there talking, all of a sudden Kris asked me,
“Roscoe, did you ever wonder why I first came out to
your farm to meet you?” I admitted that it had
crossed my mind, so he told me the rest of the story.

Sometime around May or June of 1981, Kris had
received a phone call from none other than Peter
Peshek! It turns out that Peshek and Kris had worked
together in Madison at one time, and Peshek knew that
Kris had moved to Hayward, which is only about 60
miles from Ladysmith. He told Kris there was a “zealot”
in the Town of Grant by the name of Roscoe Churchill
who was opposed to mining and asked him to check me
out! So that’s why Kris (who later, by the way, became
the Mayor of Hayward) first came to visit Evelyn and

The story of Kevin Lyons is especially interesting because it car-
ries over to the mining controversy at Crandon. There is no
doubt that Kevin Lyons left the Town of Grant on bad terms, but
he continued to represent the Town of Nashville in Forest County
in its mining negotiations with Exxon. So he was still able to
keep his hands on the mining issue. As far as I’m concerned,
Lyons didn’t do what the majority of people in the Town of
Nashville wanted him to do with regard to the proposed Crandon
mine, just like he had worked against the wishes of the people of
the Town of Grant. 

Lyons helped negotiate an agreement between the Town of
Nashville and the mining company at Crandon that threw out
local zoning codes and stripped the town of any power to resist
the project. Worse yet, the local officials later admitted to break-
ing Wisconsin’s open meetings law fifty-five times during the
negotiations (CD 38-5). The contract was signed by the Nashville
Town Board in December of 1996 over the strong protest of the
townspeople, and Lyons was part of the whole mess. When you
compare this to what happened in the Town of Grant in the late
1980s, in many ways it was like history repeating itself. 

Before the mining contract was signed by the Nashville Town Board,
I went to one of the board meetings to tell the people about our
experience with Kevin Lyons. Tom Ward, a fiesty and determined
opponent of the Crandon mine, had invited me to come. When I got
to the meeting, Tom was there along with some of my other good
friends like Karl Fate, Jim Wise, Joanne Tacopina and Chuck Sleeter.
When I saw how these people were fighting for their clean water, I
felt such compassion for them that I had to speak out. 

Lyons was sitting right there in the room, but I didn’t spare the
horses. I told the group how he hadn’t done what the people of
the Town of Grant asked him to do and that we had fired him.
Lyons just sat there and said nothing, and I didn’t get any
response out of the Nashville Town Board either. All they did was
go into closed session at the end of the meeting, as it seems
they were prone to do. 

I’m happy to say that the town board members I faced that
evening were voted out of office in 1997 by the people of the
Town of Nashville. And as you might expect, the board that was
elected to replace them proceeded to dismiss Lyons from his
position with the town.

Kevin Lyons and the Crandon Connection
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As we made our way across the country, we took
time for both business and pleasure. If you knew
Evelyn, you knew that she liked to have fun, but she
also wanted to take every opportunity she could to
learn more about all the impacts of mining. She was
not satisfied with just reading or hearing about these
things; she wanted to go and look for herself. So on
this particular trip, like all the other trips we took
during our years of fighting the mining companies,
we made an effort to visit mines that were along the
way—and some that were many miles out of the way!
The thought that we’d ever pass up the chance to
learn more about mining on one of our trips never
entered our heads, or at least not Evelyn’s.

So on our way to Washington we made a point to
stop and see the Berkeley Pit at Butte, Montana. What
a mammoth hole in the ground! It must have been at
least a mile across and a quarter mile deep. The sev-
enty-ton trucks that were hauling the ore needed 45
minutes to reach the top as they crawled around the
switchbacks. We had never seen anything like it. The
one thing it had in common with Kennecott’s proposal
to mine in Rusk County, however, was that it was a
copper sulfide mine.

Evelyn and I decided to stay overnight in Butte,
and that’s when we learned from some of the local
people that the mine was in the process of closing
down. Of course, they were worried about the
impending unemployment of the mine’s 800 workers.
And they were also concerned about what would hap-
pen to the groundwater in the area when the pit was
allowed to fill with water. 

Their fears were well-founded. The Berkeley Pit
stopped production in 1982. And when Evelyn and I
revisited Butte in 1988, we could see how the water

Our Trip to the State of Washington 
for Business and Pleasure (April 1982)

C H A P T E R  3 9

Spring had sprung! The snow was gone, maple
syrup was made, the town board was under control
and Kennecott Copper Corporation was laid to rest, at
least for the time being.

By the time of the 1982 annual meeting of the
Town of Grant, Evelyn and I had been involved in the
mining issue for over seven years. And during those
years we were still taking care of the farm, making
hay and raising a garden. It was a whale of a life, but
we were tired. It took a lot out of us to fight the min-
ing companies. And it was tiring to squabble with our
own townspeople, especially since we had worked so
well with them before 1981.

Evelyn and I needed a break from all of this, so we
decided to take a trip and drive out to see our daugh-
ter Arlene who lives in Seattle, Washington. We were
exhausted but feeling pretty chipper as we left on our
vacation. The six resolutions passed at the annual
meeting had brought things back to level again.

Evelyn and I started out on our trip on April 21,
1982. Our first stop was at a little park west of
Stillwater, Minnesota. The sun was so bright as we sat
on the tailgate of our pickup to eat a picnic lunch. For
the first time in several years, we were able to shake
the Kennecott burden off our backs. We felt 
so free.

The trip, like life itself, was not without sadness. It
was our first trip out west to visit our daughter and her
family since her husband had died of leukemia. And I
also knew this trip would surely be the last time I would
ever see my brother in Idaho, who was very ill with
emphysema. We also planned to stop in Spokane to visit
the family of a cousin who had recently died. But even
with all the feelings of personal tragedy, our trip out
west was one that I will always remember as wonderful.
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Professor Toole had died.
As we continued on our way to Seattle, Evelyn and

I crossed the Bitterroot Range and drove down into
Idaho. We soon began to notice a very ugly and
eroded-looking landscape. I said to Evelyn, “This
must be cut-over land,” because I knew the gigantic
lumber companies had a reputation of leaving some
terrible messes in the mountains of our western
states. But it looked even too terrible for that, and we
finally decided that only a mine could have caused
such devastation. Sure enough, the road signs told us
the story—we were approaching the Bunker Hill Lead
Mine near Kellogg, Idaho.

I had heard of the Bunker Hill Mine in the 1970s.
That’s when many school age children living close to
the mine’s smelter were found to have much higher
than the acceptable level of lead in their blood-
streams. In fact, blood tests done in 1974 showed
that 98% of the children living within a mile of the
smelter and more than 75% who lived from one to
two-and-a-half miles from the smelter had poten-
tially dangerous amounts of lead in their bodies.
That put them at risk for developing serious prob-
lems like mental retardation. 

By 1975, only men and sterile women were allowed
to work in the smelter at the Bunker Hill Mine
because any woman who might become pregnant was
in danger of giving birth to a mentally retarded baby.
The United States government eventually forced the
mine to close in 1982 because of all the problems
with lead poisoning, throwing 2,100 employees out
of work. This happened just shortly before Evelyn and
I were there.

We saw a newspaper article on our trip that said
eleven million dollars would be needed to clean up
the debris left by the Bunker Hill Mine (CD 39-1). The
money was not to be used to take care of the tailings
or make the landscape usable again. It was just to sort
of manicure the surroundings so that people could
live there. It will be centuries, if ever, before the area
will have much use again.

The Bunker Hill Mine continues to make the news,
even to this day. The October 2001 issue of
Smithsonian included a very good article about it by
Steve Kemper entitled “Tarnished Luster” (CD 39-2).
And, believe it or not, we also discovered there was a
connection between the notorious Bunker Hill Mine
and the proposed Crandon mine in Wisconsin. I have
written a little story about it for you to see.

After our detours to look at the Berkeley Pit, the
Anaconda Smelter and the Bunker Hill Mine, Evelyn
and I finally arrived in Seattle. We had a wonderful

in the bottom of the pit was thick and green. As you
know, one of the most common environmental prob-
lems associated with metallic sulfide mining is acid
mine drainage. The contaminated water typically
intermingles with the groundwater reserve and makes
its way into the lakes and streams in the area. 

That’s exactly what happened at Butte, and it con-
tinues to plague the people of Montana to this day.
The town’s drinking water supply is under constant
threat of contamination with arsenic, aluminum, cad-
mium, copper and lead. Neighboring streams have suf-
fered as well; the fishing in the Clark Fork and
Blackfoot rivers is nothing like it used to be. And mind
you, at one time these were prime trout streams. I
might add that the Berkeley Pit was designated a
Superfund site by the Environmental Protection
Agency in 1987 and, as my book goes to print, remains
the largest Superfund site in the United States.

When we left Butte to continue on our trip, it did
not take long for us to come across yet another eye
sore: huge piles of tailings that extended along the
freeway west of Butte for what seemed to be miles.
The mounds were higher than the telephone poles,
and the dust just blew off of them across the barren
landscape. The mess had been left behind by
Anaconda Mining Company, the same outfit that had
excavated the Berkeley Pit and operated a copper
smelter in the area from 1884 until 1980. 

We drove into the town of Anaconda, and it looked
like nothing could live there. Everything was covered
with that brownish, gray dust. There were bits of old
mining equipment strewn about. On the whole, the
town looked a disaster. You wouldn’t want to live
there for anything. The area was designated a
Superfund site by the federal government in 1983,
and like the Berkeley Pit, the cleanup is likely to con-
tinue for many years into the future—maybe forever.

In the late 1970s, I read several books by historian
Ross Toole that told the story of what mining had
done to Montana. The Rape of the Great Plains and
Twentieth-Century Montana: A State of Extremes were
two of them. His description of how the mining com-
panies made off with Montana’s treasures while leav-
ing behind a pittance in taxes and a ruined landscape
were so vivid that I knew he was someone I wanted to
meet. In fact, I had called Professor Toole in the fall of
1978 because Evelyn and I were planning a road trip
out west and were hoping to stop and see him on our
way through Montana. He was very cordial and said
he would be happy to meet with us. Unfortunately,
however, circumstances changed and we were not
able to make the trip until 1982. By that time,
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couple of weeks with our daughter and her family. We
went on picnics, saw movies, looked in stores and did
all the things that people who love each other do
together. And then it was time to start home.

Our first stop on the way back was to visit my
cousin’s family in Spokane, where we had much to
catch up on and discuss. Of course, we had to tell
them about our struggle with Kennecott in Rusk
County and what might turn out to be an even larger
battle with Exxon Minerals in Forest County. 

What a coincidence! My cousin’s daughter Tracy
said, “You know, I met a young couple by the name of
Phil and Robin Tawney at the University of Missoula.
They have been very active in the mining issue in
Montana. In fact, I think Phil worked as a paid lobby-
ist with the Montana Legislature to help get the state’s
mining laws changed.” She went on to say, “I even
have their phone number. I’ll call them for you.” She
did, and the Tawneys agreed to visit with us when we
passed through Missoula the following Sunday. Little

The Bunker Hill Mine near Kellogg, Idaho got into all kinds of
trouble with the Environmental Protection Agency in the
1970s and early 1980s because of problems with lead poi-
soning. So it was no surprise that sometime before the mine
was forced to shut down in 1982, its manager decided to
pack up and leave. The guy’s name was Robert Russell, and
he was quickly hired by Exxon Minerals to become the proj-
ect manager for the proposed Crandon mine in Wisconsin.
When I heard about Mr. Russell coming to Wisconsin, I won-
dered if he was trying to get away from his lead-spewing
mine so that his children, of which he had quite a few, could
breathe Wisconsin’s clean air. I also wondered if he would
leave Wisconsin after mining took its toll on the air and water
of our state as well.

Shortly after Evelyn and I saw the Bunker Hill Mine in 1982,
we were invited to attend a meeting about Exxon’s proposal
to mine at Crandon. The meeting was sponsored by the
Audubon Society and took place at Sevastopol High School in
Door County. Governor Anthony Earl, Stephen Born of the
University of Wisconsin–Madison, Dr. Johanna Clausen of
Nicolet College in Rhinelander and Robert Russell were on
the program.

Evelyn and I decided to go, even though it was more than 200
miles for us to drive. We really wanted to hear what the
speakers had to say and planned on asking Earl and Russell
some tough questions. It took about four hours to get there,
so we had plenty of time on our hands as we drove along the
highway. Somehow we got to speculating about what we
would say if we were given the chance to make a presentation
that day. Well, we put together a pretty good talk!

When we got to the high school, the head of the Audubon
Society of Wisconsin, Charlotte Zieve, met us at the door.
She seemed really worked up. You see, she had just found
out that Governor Earl and Stephen Born were not coming.
They had planned to fly together from Madison to Door
County, but because it was such a windy day, their plane
could not take off. What to do? I was so glad Evelyn and I
had outlined a talk in the car, because as soon as we arrived,
Charlotte asked me if I would fill in for Stephen Born. Of

course I said, “Yes.” 

It’s funny how things work out sometimes. Maybe there are
miracles. I don’t know if I always handled them right, but it
sure made life interesting.

So there I was on the stage with the rest of the panel. I don’t
remember who filled in for Governor Earl, but whoever it was
gave just a little talk, neither right nor left. I guess you can
say his speech wasn’t memorable! Next came Robert Russell,
the new project manager for the mine at Crandon. He hadn’t
been with the company very long, and his speech sounded
canned, like it had been written by somebody else. He mainly
talked about all the good that would come from the proposed
mine. 

Then came Dr. Johanna Clausen. Wow! Evelyn and I had met
her several years earlier, and we knew she felt the same way
we did about the Crandon proposal. It was a pleasure to hear
her speak. She gave an excellent picture of what the mine
could do to the Wolf River and the surrounding area. 

Then it was my turn. Well, I had ammunition against Robert
Russell, and I wanted the audience to know about this man
who was to manage the mine at Crandon. I told them how
Russell had been the manager of the Bunker Hill Mine in
Idaho and that Evelyn and I had been there to see the mine in
1982. I described how bad a mess had been left behind by
the mining company. And then I told the audience that the
mine had been closed down in 1982 by the Environmental
Protection Agency because lead poisoning had been found in
over 200 children living close to the mine. 

Needless to say, I showed no sympathy for Russell at all. The
result was that he didn’t look too good that day. It was like
picking feathers off a bird. When I got done with him, there
was nothing left. He later made a statement, or so I heard, that
he would never be on another panel with me again.

It turns out that Russell wasn’t in Crandon for too long before
he disappeared from the scene, and I don’t know where he
went. To this day the project at Crandon still has not gotten
the necessary state approvals to commence. I hope it never
does.

The Bunker Hill Mine and the Crandon Connection
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and prosperity was evident in all the activity around
town. Roads and pipelines were being built, and we
saw a number of new office buildings in the middle of
town. In my mind it proved that what we had been
told back home about how a large mining tax would
chase away mining companies was just plain wrong.

Nonetheless, Colstrip still looked like a typical min-
ing town, with shaky mobile homes on the outskirts,
muddy streets and debris lying all around. Hopefully
this will all be cleaned up when the mining company
leaves. You see, nowadays Montana has fairly tough
environmental laws that require companies to reclaim
the land when mining ceases. Even the native plants
such as sagebrush have to be replaced. But for sure the
land will never be the same. When the 60-foot layers
of coal are gone, the water-bearing layers of rock will
be gone, too. They cannot be replaced. And even if a
state has strong laws, a mining company will only do
as much as it is forced to do and nothing more. 

In many ways we have a worse situation in
Wisconsin. For example, if an ordinary citizen of
Montana loses his water due to a mining activity, the
company has to replace it. In Wisconsin, however, we
have a hopeless jumble of mining laws that practically
exempt the mining company from any such responsi-
bility. It makes it almost impossible for the average
citizen to win.

Evelyn and I knew that Montana had been through
some excruciating times with Anaconda Mining
Company and the other multinationals. So even
though the situation at Colstrip was not perfect, I felt
some encouragement. If Montana could finally make
strides against the huge mining companies after
nearly a century of watching them gut the landscape,
maybe there was hope for Wisconsin. It was going to
be a terrible battle, but maybe we still had a chance.
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did we know that this visit would lead to the forma-
tion of a new environmental group in Wisconsin, the
Wisconsin Resources Protection Council. 

When we met the Tawneys, they were a warm and
very informed couple. We felt so welcome in their
home. Phil was a law student at the time, and both he
and his wife were conservationists. Phil told us about
what he had accomplished as an environmental lob-
byist in Montana. It turns out he was in the middle of
things when the Montana Constitution was changed
in order to give the state more control over its natural
resources. This led to major changes in the state’s
mining laws.

Phil also was interested to hear about what was
happening in Wisconsin. We told him about our
encounters with mining companies, indifferent legis-
lators and our less-than-helpful DNR. He agreed that
we needed help to combat the powerful mining inter-
ests flocking into Wisconsin, especially Exxon Miner-
als Corporation. So Phil offered to come to Ladysmith
to help us organize the people of Wisconsin to fight
off the takeover of northern Wisconsin by the mining
industry. You will read much about this later.

Before we left, Phil told us about Montana’s mining
tax law. He and a number of capable Montana law-
makers had succeeded in getting the legislature to
pass a 30 percent severance tax on coal. We were sur-
prised to learn this because we had been told over
and over again by people like James Klauser and Rep.
Lloyd Kincaid (R-Crandon) that even a 12.5% sever-
ance tax on minerals would keep mining out of
Wisconsin and cost us jobs. So is that what happened
in Montana? Read on!

When Evelyn and I left the Tawneys to continue
our trip home, we decided to visit one more mine site
in Montana, a coal mine outside of Colstrip. It is here
where we saw the results of Montana’s 30 percent sev-
erance tax on coal. Had it discouraged mining? Not at
all! Colstrip was the most prosperous mining area we
had ever seen.

Yes, at Colstrip, with the highest mining tax any-
where in the United States or Canada, mining was
booming. Men were working, coal was being moved
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streams to become contaminated with sulfuric acid. It’s
no wonder that Sudbury looked black and lifeless. 

In 1972, when we passed through Sudbury again,
we found that a 1,200-foot smoke stack had recently
been installed to lift the fumes from the smelter high
into the atmosphere. This helped disperse the toxic
sulfur dioxide by-products over a much larger area to
the east of Sudbury. In fact, toxins from Sudbury even
began to show up across the Atlantic in Sweden,
where school children started a letter-writing cam-
paign against how the Canadian “Super-stack” was
polluting their air. 

By 1977, when we drove out to Maine to visit our
son again, I could see that the smoke stack was start-
ing to have a favorable effect on the immediate area
around Sudbury. In fact, enough grass had started to
grow that I actually saw a lawn mower! I was so
impressed that I took a picture of it. We also hap-
pened to see some brochures that told of the wonder-
ful fields of rye grass that now grew around Sudbury
and the mine site. So we decided to take a guided
tour to see how the land had been transformed. 

We looked out the window of the tour bus hard and
long, but there were no rich crops being harvested by
powerful combines as portrayed in the brochures. All
we saw was some scraggly rye grass struggling for
existence on the dikes. When I asked our tour guide
what they raised on the 3,600 acres of tailings, he
answered, with a big smile, “Dust.” He went on to tell
us how the dust was a major problem they had to con-
tend with whenever there was a wind. 

Another problem that plagued Sudbury was that
the area occasionally experienced a phenomenon
known as an “inversion layer.” That meant the fume-
laden smog would settle down on the city and be

Visiting Other Mine 
Sites Over the Years

C H A P T E R  4 0

Our trip to Washington in 1982 wasn’t the first
time that Evelyn and I visited a mine site as part of
our vacation. In fact, some of our earlier trips were
the ones that really motivated us to fight hard in
Wisconsin to protect our state from being pillaged
and raped by the multinationals.

Let me start out by telling you about Sudbury,
Ontario. Back in 1968, our son Edwin was the recipi-
ent of a fellowship for a Ph.D. degree at the University
of Maine in Bangor. He and his wife Shirley crossed
Canada on their trip to Maine that autumn by way of
Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario, where they got on Canada’s
Highway 17. This particular highway goes through
Sudbury.

When we decided to visit Ed and Shirley in the
early summer of 1969, Ed suggested that we plan our
trip so that we wouldn’t have to stay overnight in
Sudbury. He told us that when he and Shirley had
driven through there, it looked like the surface of the
moon and we would do well to pass through as
quickly as possible. We thought he was exaggerating,
but he wasn’t! I have never seen more total devasta-
tion to an area than what I saw at Sudbury in 1969.
Back then I wasn’t involved in the mining controversy,
but I could recognize destruction when I saw it. 

Sudbury is known as the “Big Nickel” and is the
largest nickel-mining and smelting area in the world.
Evelyn and I drove through this part of Ontario many
times on our trips to Maine. On one occasion we took a
tour of a refinery in Sudbury where they were heating
up the ore to 2,500 degrees Fahrenheit to remove the
nickel. The melted ore was so hot that it ran like water.
We saw molten sludge being dumped into the tailings
area and toxic fumes containing sulfur dioxide spewing
into the atmosphere. This is what causes lakes and
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Lake, formerly known as the “Uranium Capital of the
World.” About ten uranium mines were located there
in the 1980s, all of which have since shut down (the
last one closed in 1996). From an environmental
standpoint, Elliot Lake was a terrible place to mine
uranium because of all the lakes and streams in the
area. In particular, the Serpent River runs right through
the mining district where the radioactive tailings are
being stored and crosses the Serpent River First Nation
before emptying into Lake Huron.

The town of Elliot Lake didn’t exist before Rio
Algom of Canada moved into the area to develop these
uranium mines. And now that the mines are shut
down, many of the people who once lived there have
been forced to leave the city to find jobs elsewhere.

When Evelyn and I first visited Elliot Lake in 1981,
we had our grandchildren Eddie and Lisa with us. As
we drove around the area, we found a prosperous
town in the midst of a mining “boom.” The people we
saw looked like they were being paid well. Office
women were walking around in high-heeled shoes,
dressed to the nines. Men were wearing typical busi-
ness suits. The town had a feeling of money. The city
was prospering; there was no doubt of that. 

We heard there was a mining museum in town and
decided to take a look. We figured the kids would
enjoy it and were interested to see it ourselves. But
because of radiation dangers from the refined ura-
nium samples on display, the rules prohibited anyone
under twelve from going through the museum. So we
didn’t take the tour until two years later when we
stopped again, this time without our grandchildren. 

The small museum was connected to the city gov-
ernment buildings and contained all sorts of mining
photos, documents and mining paraphernalia. Sure
enough, we came across a display of processed ura-
nium ore known as yellow cake. The display was set
into the wall, behind plate glass. It looked so ominous
that Evelyn didn’t even want to breathe deeply when
we were there. We could understand why our grand-
children had not been allowed into the museum on
our earlier trip. 

Before we left town, we happened to meet the
Mayor of Elliot Lake. He was very friendly and most
informative. One thing he didn’t offer to talk about,
however, was the issue of radioactive waste. Evelyn
and I had done some research on the Elliot Lake
Mining District, and we knew that for several years
there had been a very serious leak of highly radioac-
tive waste into the Serpent River, so much that 75
miles of the river had become polluted. So I was curi-
ous to hear what the mayor would say when I asked

trapped there for a while. We were to find out a few
weeks later how terrible this could be. We were on
our way home from Maine, hauling a U-Haul trailer
full of antique furniture that we had bought when vis-
iting our son. We got to the south side of Sudbury in
the evening and stayed overnight. The next morning
at about 7 a.m. we drove into Sudbury, only to find
the air so thick with smog that we couldn’t even see
the street signs. We inadvertently got off the major
highway, and all I could do was keep bearing west to
try to get out of the city.

Now, I don’t mean to blame only the Canadians for
the big mess at Sudbury. Americans invested money in
this operation as well. For example, John Foster Dulles,
who served as Secretary of State in the Eisenhower
administration, was one of the big stockholders in the
Sudbury Mining District, and he made a lot of money
from his investment. Unfortunately for him, however,
he died of cancer before he could enjoy all that money. 

The whole story of Sudbury is too much for me to
cover right here. But for those of you who want to
learn more about the history of this area and the dev-
astating effects that mining had on it, I recommend
that you read The Big Nickel, by Calder Willingham.

When crossing Canada on Highway 17, another stop
that Evelyn and I frequently made was at Bruce Mines,
a small town about forty miles east of Sault Ste. Marie.
Here one could get a really good view of the “bust” part
of the “boom and bust” cycle that goes with mining.
Several small copper mines had been located in the
area in the mid-1800s. As we gathered information
about Bruce Mines, we found evidence of the usual
greed, theft, governmental dishonesty and heartbreak
that accompanied every mine we researched. 

Today Bruce Mines is a depressed little town which
is forced to cater to the tourist trade with articles from
its cottage industries. The “boom,” if there ever was
one, is long gone—and so is the town’s clean water. In
2002, the Government of Canada, the Government of
Ontario and the Town of Bruce Mines invested a total
of $2.6 million to upgrade the town’s water treatment
plant and construct a new water storage facility and
pumphouse. It seems the town’s municipal water sys-
tem was unable to supply clean, safe drinking water
to the 235 households in the area. So they had to go
outside the town to drill new wells and transport the
water to where it was needed. Back when the mines
were operating, nothing was disposed of in a careful
way. And now, over 150 years later, the taxpayers are
still paying the price.

Another sixty or so miles east of Bruce Mines and
fifteen miles north of Highway 17 is the town of Elliot
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Even Wisconsin has areas that have been polluted by
mining, including Hurley in Iron County and Shullsburg
in Lafayette County. Let me tell you a little bit about the
Champion Lead Mine outside of Shullsburg that closed
in 1920. Evelyn and I never visited this site, but it was
described quite well in the June 5, 1994 issue of the
Milwaukee Journal (CD 40-1):

Nothing grows on the three-story-high pile of red
mining waste that has been sitting one mile west of
this Lafayette County community since 1920. And
nothing lives in the highly acidic, yellow and red
water in a pond next to it. Year after year, rain and
melting snow wash zinc, arsenic and other toxic con-
taminants off the pile and into a nearby wetland and
an unnamed stream. 

The article went on to talk about how the DNR was
trying to get taxpayer money to “halt the ever-widen-
ing circle of pollution” that the abandoned mine was
creating. And this was going on more than seven
decades after the mine had closed! I think you can see
why we wanted to fight to keep mining out of the
Town of Grant.

I remember hearing a speech by U.S. District Judge
Miles Lord of Minnesota in the late 1970s. Judge Lord
grew up in a mining district, and for many years he
tried to get Reserve Mining Corporation to discon-
tinue emptying its polluting wastes into Lake
Superior. He said, “Corporations go on forever. I
despair of government being able to control the giant
corporations of this country. After mining starts, the
best you can expect won’t be quite as good as you
now have it.”

I would take it even further. After mining starts, I
believe the best you can ever expect is something that
will never even remotely resemble what you had
before. Metals mining is a destroyer, and Wisconsin’s
weak mining laws make us especially vulnerable.

CD-ROM Reference
CD 40-1. “Old mining waste site leaves a toxic legacy,”Milwaukee

Journal, June 5, 1994.

him if they had experienced any problems with han-
dling radioactive waste. 

He said there had been problems in the past, but
that now it was under control. I responded, “Well,
good. But how did you accomplish such a worthwhile
task?” He told us that they had solved the problem by
piling the radioactive waste—all 80 million tons of
it—on top of a plastic liner. 

He admitted that the Serpent River had become
contaminated and the trout in the river had died. But
he claimed that with using the new plastic liners, the
river was starting to clear up and the fish were begin-
ning to return. Well, what he had to say didn’t make
us want to wait around for a fish fry. In fact, the river
is still contaminated with radioactive waste to this
day.

My friend Kira Henschel visited the Elliot Lake
Mining District more than 10 years after my trip there
with Evelyn, and things still looked bad. Here is what
she had to say:

When I visited the Elliot Lake Mining District in
1995, the Rio Algom folks were so proud of the fact
that they were water-blasting the old tailings to turn
them into a slurry that could be pumped into some of
the lakes in the area. But as far as I’m concerned,
this just meant the tailings would be hidden from
sight, killing everything in the lakes. Some of the
sludge was also being pumped into artificial terraced
ponds, where they were trying in vain to grow some
measly water weeds.

The record shows that Rio Algom treated its work-
ers badly. The miners were not told about the haz-
ards of mining uranium at the time; they were even
secretly studied to see how quickly they’d come down
with cancer. To this day the Serpent River First
Nation has an extremely high level of cancer and still
cannot eat fish from the river. The venison is poi-
soned, too, from the radioactive dust still blowing off
of unreclaimed mine tailings. 

This is the same mining company that once held
the mineral rights to the proposed Crandon mine. It’s
ironic that in 1998, they offered to bring folks up to
Elliot Lake to wine and dine them as part of a prop-
aganda project to show the people of Wisconsin how
wonderful mining could be. 
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The mining moratorium resolution passed by the
voters of the Town of Grant in April of 1982 was one
of many mining moratorium resolutions passed by
townships in northern Wisconsin in the early 1980s.
To tell you the story of how these resolutions spread
across the state, I need to go back to April of 1980.
That’s when the Town of Grant in Rusk County and
the Town of Doyle in neighboring Barron County
passed similar resolutions to ban uranium mining
within their borders. As discussed in an earlier chap-
ter, Evelyn and I had worked closely with Bill
Simpson and Bill DeNucci of the Town of Doyle to
develop this resolution. 

After the towns of Doyle and Grant banned ura-
nium mining, Simpson, DeNucci, Evelyn and I contin-
ued to work together to encourage other townships to
pass similar mining moratorium resolutions. Georgette
Hostetler, who lived on a farm in Barron County,
joined us in our efforts.

I guess we did something right, because over 80
townships in northern Wisconsin eventually passed
mining moratorium resolutions not only against ura-
nium mining, but all metallic mining.

As is often the case, the real story of how the min-
ing moratorium concept spread from town to town
was a story of dedicated and hard-working people
who came together out of a mutual concern to protect
the land they loved—not only for their own families,
but for future generations. So let me tell you a little
bit about Bill Simpson, Bill DeNucci and Georgette
Hostetler, and what we did to promote the mining
moratorium idea around the state.

Bill Simpson was a most remarkably dedicated
man. He was a retired railroad depot agent who had
worked in Bruce, Wisconsin for many years and later

moved to the rural Rice Lake area in Barron County.
Sometime in the late 1970s he came out to the farm
to meet Evelyn and me. He told us that he had read
about what we were doing to fight the mine and
wanted to know what he could do to help. Simpson
was intent in his efforts to stop mining in Wisconsin,
if not indefinitely, at least until it could be done in a
way that would benefit the state financially and not
destroy our clean lakes, streams and underground
water supply. 

Simpson was generous with his time and his
money. He was the kind of guy who would hand you
a check for $50 or $100 to help you carry on your
fight. Even when he was ill, he never quit working on
the mining issue, right up until he died. He didn’t
draw attention to himself by making a big splash, but
was always there doing something to help. He was a
gentleman and a wonderful friend.

I have warm feelings for Bill DeNucci as well. I met
him on March 4, 1976, the day the DNR held its hear-
ing on Kennecott’s Environmental Impact Statement
in Ladysmith. DeNucci ran into Evelyn after the hear-
ing and told her that he wanted to meet me. Evelyn
said, “Why, sure. Just come out to the farm some-
time.” DeNucci’s response was, “No! I mean right
now!” So we met later that day, and we have been
friends ever since. 

In 1976 DeNucci was working for Mount Senario
College as a recruiter. He was just a young guy at the
time—tall and thin with lots of sparkle. Bill didn’t
have a lot of money, just like me. But that didn’t stop
him, with the support of his sweet wife Kathy, from
doing whatever he could to help us. Unfortunately,
however, after Bill came out against the mine, one of
the college administrators, a guy by the name of Ed

C H A P T E R  4 1

Mining Moratorium Resolutions Spread
Across Northern Wisconsin (1980–1982)
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The Indian tribes of Wisconsin also supported what
we were doing to stop mining. In particular I remem-
ber how Howard Cannon of the Oneida Nation sub-
mitted three different resolutions to the Oneida
Business Committee in August of 1982 to accomplish
the following:
� Establish a moratorium on storing nuclear wastes

in Wisconsin;
� Enact a moratorium on metallic mining; and
� Rescind an earlier agreement allowing mineral

exploration on the Oneida Reservation.

I am including one of Howard’s resolutions here for
you to see (Figure 41-2) and the other two on the CD-
ROM that accompanies my story (CD 41-4). All three
of them passed. Howard was on the tribal council at
the time and took seriously his responsibility to pro-
tect the interests of the tribe and community.

When you see the large number of mining morato-
rium resolutions that were passed by communities
across northern Wisconsin, it’s clear that the people of
our state were anxious to take the power into their
own hands to protect themselves against mining. As
my friend Al Reinemann from the Town of Round
Lake in Sawyer County said, “Local municipalities are
the only place where people in the area still have a
voice. We’ve tried on the state level, but we don’t have
the lobbying influence of the large corporations. The
legislature can change all the laws they want, but the
mining companies will have to come to northern
Wisconsin for the minerals. We’ll be here. They can’t
snowjob us anymore” (CD 41-5).

CD-ROM References
CD 41-1. “Barron, Rusk residents seek ban on mining exploration,”

St. Paul Pioneer Press, June 1, 1980.

CD 41-2. Letter distributed by Bill Simpson of the Town of Doyle in
Barron County, Wisconsin to encourage other townships to
enact mining moratorium resolutions, November 1981.

CD 41-3. “Townships follow Doyle’s lead, pass moratoriums on waste
dumps, mining,” Eau Claire Leader-Telegram, January 27,
1982.

CD 41-4. Correspondence between Howard Cannon of the Oneida
Nation and Roscoe Churchill, including copies of resolu-
tions passed by the Oneida Business Committee to protect
the Oneida Nation from being exploited by mining compa-
nies, August 1982.

CD 41-5. “Northern state counties fighting uranium miners,” Capital
Times, September 27, 1982.

Blackburn, started to treat him very disrespectfully.
Blackburn told Bill that it was inappropriate for staff
to get involved in controversial community “issues,”
even though he himself supported the mine! For this
and other reasons, Bill eventually left Mount Senario
College and took a job with the United States Postal
Service in Rice Lake. He has worked very hard over
the years to spread the word about how we need to
protect northern Wisconsin from metallic mining.

Georgette Hostetler also stepped forward to help
us in our struggle. She was a little farm wife who
lived outside of Cameron in Barron County and was
very interested in the world around her. She collected
signatures from people in her area regarding their
opinions on mining and found that out of 261 resi-
dents, only one believed that mining would be a good
thing for Barron County. To say the least, Georgette
was very concerned about protecting the environ-
ment. She invited Simpson, DeNucci, Evelyn and me
to a meeting at her farm in May of 1980 to discuss
what we could do to protect the area from being
destroyed by mining. This meeting was the start of
something big and was even reported in the June 1,
1980 issue of the St. Paul Pioneer Press (CD 41-1). 

The five of us decided to work together as a team
to encourage more townships in northern Wisconsin
to pass resolutions to ban uranium mining. And over
the course of about two years the resolutions evolved
into calling for not just a moratorium on uranium
mining, but a moratorium on metallic mining in gen-
eral. Simpson and DeNucci would go from town to
town in the Rice Lake area and beyond to set up
meetings with the local people, and then I would
come to speak about the hazards of mining. I could
not make it to all of their meetings, but I came when-
ever I could. 

Evelyn and I also worked with Simpson and
DeNucci to develop an informational letter to distrib-
ute to town officials (CD 41-2), and Evelyn wrote a
sample mining moratorium resolution for the various
towns to consider passing (Figure 41-1). As our story
caught on, the movement took on a life of its own.
Eventually at least 84 townships in 24 northern
Wisconsin counties passed mining moratorium reso-
lutions (CD 41-3).

Much of this happened even before we in the Town
of Grant had a chance to adopt our own mining mora-
torium resolution. But as you know, when our annual
meeting finally rolled around in April of 1982, the
townspeople showed up in force to pass a moratorium
with the exact same wording as the one we had dis-
tributed to the other towns.
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Figure 41-1. Sample mining moratorium resolution that spread across northern Wisconsin in the early 1980s.
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Figure 41-2. Mining moratorium resolution introduced by Howard Cannon of the Oneida Nation and passed by the Oneida Business Committee
on August 20, 1982.
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The Wisconsin Resources Protection
Council Is Formed (July 1982)

C H A P T E R  4 2

It’s time to tell you the rest of the
story of Phil Tawney, the young man
from Missoula, Montana who Evelyn
and I met on one of our trips out
west. In late July of 1982, Phil came
to Ladysmith to give us a skillful
hand in organizing a new environ-
mental group to fight the mining
buzzards in Wisconsin. He charged
us nothing to come and help us. All
he asked was that we pay for his
transportation, which we did. When
he arrived, Evelyn and I drove to
Minneapolis to pick him up at the
airport. And the rest, as they say, is
history.

Phil was a very capable man, and
the more we learned about him, the
more we were impressed. Phil had
lots of experience in legal matters,
lobbying and writing legislation to
protect the public and the environ-
ment from being exploited by min-
ing companies. Plus, he was just a
nice guy. 

Phil met with a group of us at
Mount Senario College in Ladysmith
on July 31, 1982 (Fig. 42-1). Invita-
tions had been sent out to environ-
mental groups throughout Wisconsin
and our friends from the Ojibwe,
Potawatomi, Menominee and Oneida
nations. All of us knew that even
though Kennecott’s project in Rusk
County had been stopped for the time Figure 42-1. Announcement posted for an important meeting that led to the formation of the

Wisconsin Resources Protection Council (July 31, 1982). 
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being, the mining company would likely be back, and
we were also concerned about Exxon’s proposal to mine
at the headwaters of the Wolf River in Forest County. In
addition, the mine sites for both the Flambeau and
Crandon projects were located in the ceded territory of
the Lake Superior Ojibwe, so our Native American
friends were in a unique position to protect the land. We
were hoping to get everyone’s help.

Over sixty people attended the meeting, and Phil
shared with us his experience as a member of the
Northern Rockies Action Group in Montana. That was
the citizens’ group responsible for helping to turn
around Montana’s mining laws in the 1970s. Phil
talked about how we in Wisconsin had the same envi-
ronmental and economic concerns as the people of his
state. Hearing of his group’s success gave us hope that
if we got organized, we could be successful in our
efforts to change Wisconsin’s terrible “consensus”
laws.

After listening to Phil speak, the people at our
meeting decided they wanted to form an organization

similar to the Northern Rockies Action Group. We did
not know what we were going to call our new organ-
ization, but by the time the meeting ended, I was
elected to be the group’s temporary chairman and Al
Gedicks the temporary secretary. We’ve held those
positions ever since, now for over 20 years!

Needless to say, our meeting with Phil Tawney was
quite a success. We even got some pretty good news-
paper coverage. A story appeared in the August 1,
1982 issue of the Milwaukee Journal entitled, “Forum
urged to lobby for strict mine laws” (CD 42-1), and
the Eau Claire Leader-Telegram ran a front-page article
on August 2, 1982 entitled, “Group aims to educate
public on dangers of mining laws” (CD 42-2). A third
article that explained quite well what we hoped to
accomplish in terms of new mining legislation
appeared in the August 5, 1982 issue of the Ladysmith
News (Figure 42-2). There was no doubt this was the
start of something big.

I cannot say enough about how valuable Phil’s
leadership was in getting the show on the road for us.

Figure 42-2. The formation of a new environmental lobbying group which later become known as the Wisconsin Resources Protection Council
made local news as well as news around the state (Ladysmith News, August 5, 1982; republished with permission).
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Before he came, we were kind of grappling in the
dark. None of us knew how to really get organized.
But now we were ready to jump on our horses and
ride!

On September 12, 1982 we got together for our
first real meeting. It was held in Medford, Wisconsin,
and that’s where we decided to name our new organ-
ization the Wisconsin Resources Protection Council
(WRPC). We also agreed on three main objectives for
the group, as outlined in our first press release 
(CD 42-3):
� To develop an awareness in the state of the incom-

patibility of mining with those industries which
form the basis of the state’s economy. The state’s
dairy, tourism, agriculture and forestry
industries are all dependent upon the
use of Wisconsin resources which may
be lost if mining takes place;

� To develop an awareness in the state of
the widespread nature of possible radio-
logical and toxic contamination of Wis-
consin’s groundwater and environment
from the mining of uranium and base
metals; and

� To restore meaningful citizen participa-
tion in resource utilization decisions.

When WRPC was first formed in 1982, we
focused much of our effort on stopping the
proposed Crandon mine. We knew we had
a tough battle on our hands to protect the
Wolf River from Exxon. The group met
monthly for the first year or so in places
like Tomahawk in Lincoln County, Rhine-
lander in Oneida County, Medford in
Taylor County and the Mole Lake (Sokao-
gon) Reservation in Forest County. We also
recruited new members to our organiza-
tion by circulating advertisements like the
one included here for you to see (Figure
42-3).

Since fighting the proposed mine at
Crandon was one of the first real tests of
WRPC’s effectiveness as a group, I’d like to
tell you a little bit more about our early
experience in getting the word out to the
people of Forest County about the dangers
of the mine. It wasn’t an easy proposition
for us. You see, even though WRPC was
pretty well organized from the start and
had picked up steam in other parts of the
state, our job was made harder in Crandon

by the local newspaper, the Forest Republican. Let me
explain. 

Early on, WRPC held many meetings in the Cran-
don area to try and educate the people about Exxon’s
proposal. While the local people were very concerned
about what we had to say, for some reason the Forest
Republican was not. And without good newspaper
coverage of our meetings, it made it more difficult to
build momentum against the mine. So what was
going on with the local newspaper?

To answer this question you need to know a little
bit about Russell Steel, the owner of the Forest Repub-
lican. I remember talking to Steel shortly after my
first trip to Crandon in 1977, when I came over to

Figure 42-3. Advertisement circulated by the Wisconsin Resources Protection
Council to recruit new members (circa 1982). 
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meet with the Forest County Board to talk about min-
ing. Steel had grown up in Ladysmith and married a
Ladysmith girl, so I felt comfortable approaching him.
At first I thought he was receptive to my concerns
about the Crandon proposal, but it didn’t take long for
me to notice a change. The paper began printing a
number of one-sided articles about how mining
would be of great benefit to the area, and you could
see the expensive newspaper ads that Exxon was buy-
ing. Those advertisements not only promoted mining,
but they helped support Steel’s business. 

Exxon even rented office space from the Forest
Republican. That made it real handy for the mining
company to get its propaganda out to the public. In
my opinion, once Exxon moved into the building, the
Forest Republican was of no use to the environmen-
tally concerned. You could almost hear Exxon saying,
“That takes care of that!”

This is what mining companies do. It reminded me
of how Ed May had gotten on a friendly basis with
the Ladysmith News and used the paper to the mining
company’s advantage. At any rate, we couldn’t count
on the Forest Republican to help us inform the local
people about all the problems with the Crandon 
proposal.

Things finally started to change for us in December
of 1983 when the Chairman of the Town of Nashville in
Forest County, John Schallock, decided to hold a mining
forum at the Nashville Town Hall. John was a good man
who was trying to do what he thought was right for the
town. He had no experience working with the kind of
people who represented Exxon, and he wanted to find
out more about the whole thing. He invited members of
both WRPC and the DNR to speak at the meeting. Al
Gedicks and I went as the WRPC representatives. 

A large crowd showed up that afternoon, even
though it was a snowy day. Many of those who came
were very pro-mining, but others certainly were not.
This is where I first met George Rock, a fireball of a
man who became a good friend of mine in the fight
for protecting our environment. 

At the meeting the DNR came across in its usual
inept way, raising no real concerns about the pro-
posed mine at all. But Al and I were loaded with infor-
mation about how such a project would impact the
Wolf River and the surrounding lakes. After much dis-
cussion George Rock raised his hand, stood up and
demanded, “Why haven’t we heard these concerns
before, and what are we going to do about it?” That
was the beginning of the uprising over there.

John Schallock died before the full drama of the
mine controversy at Crandon came to a head, but he

sure got something started that day. Yes, that cold,
snowy day brought the hot mining issue to the people
of Forest County as never before. And speaking of the
weather, when Evelyn and I drove home from the
meeting, it was snowing so hard that it was like driv-
ing through a stove pipe. We couldn’t see anything
until we reached the Rusk County line. I never forgot
that day, and I will never forget George Rock.

Let me tell you a little more about George. He and
his wife Marilyn are from Green Bay, Wisconsin and
now live on the Wolf River in Langlade County. They
also have a summer home on Pickerel Lake, which is
one of the lakes in Forest County that certainly would
be affected by the proposed mine. George and
Marilyn have become a relentless force in educating
the people of the Crandon area about mining and
have worked hard to reach the legislators and the
DNR. They also started a local chapter of WRPC in
Langlade County a number of years ago and have
contacted many people who since have joined the
fight. Marilyn has a quiet strength about her, and
George is one tough nut (Figure 42-4).

Speaking of people who are active in WRPC to this
day, I must also tell you about Tom Ward and his wife
Helen (Figure 42-5). They head up the Forest County
chapter of the organization and periodically send out
their own newsletter, the Wisconsin Resources
Protection Council Forest County Chapter News (CD
42-4). 

The best word I can use to describe Tom is “feisty.”
He has a very persistent way about him and is not
easily swayed or pushed back. Tom will scrap for
what he believes is right and at the same time has a

Figure 42-4. George Rock (center), his wife Marilyn (left) and Herb
Buettner (right) spread the word about the dangers of the proposed
Crandon mine. They are manning a booth at the Langlade County
Sports Show in Antigo, Wisconsin (Photo by Sonny Wreczycki of
Pickerel Lake, WI, April 12, 2002).
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big, big heart. Tom makes things move. He had a
stroke a few years ago and came out of it tougher
than ever, with Helen at his side. I have no doubt in
my mind that they will spend the rest of their lives
fighting the buzzards to keep the Wolf River pristine.
They are that kind of people.

Tom had a real battle on his hands from the start.
You see, after the days of John Schallock, the
Nashville Town Board came under the influence of
Exxon and its partner Rio Algom. The board eventu-
ally negotiated a contract with the mining conglom-
erate in the mid-1990s to build the mine and
repeatedly violated Wisconsin’s open meetings law in
the process. Well, Tom was not going to stand for
that! He spearheaded a lawsuit in 1997 with the help
of WRPC to prove the board had illegally excluded the
townspeople from the decision-making process that
had led up to the signing of the contract. Even though
it cost him a bundle, Tom wouldn’t give up. It was a
great victory when the town board finally admitted it
had violated Wisconsin’s open meetings law 55 times
during the negotiations. 

Al Gedicks explained the significance of this vic-
tory in one of WRPC’s newsletters: “When Wisconsin
Open Meetings Law violations are proven, citizens are
entitled to have a decision voided if the trial court
finds that public interest in enforcing the Open
Meetings Law outweighs the public interest in sus-
taining the Board’s actions.” Of course Tom and
WRPC took the next step and asked the court to void
the mining contract. But their request fell on deaf ears
in 2000 when Oneida County Circuit Judge Mark
Mangerson decided the contract was still valid. What

can I say? The buzzards are everywhere. 
To this day WRPC is a force in the state. Besides

George, Tom and Al, there are good people like Karl
Fate and Jim Wise who have kept the organization
alive and well. Karl has been the WRPC treasurer for
over ten years now (Figure 42-6). He is a gentle man
by nature but doesn’t hesitate to dig in deep to find
out what’s going on. And once he gets the details, he
turns around and does something about it. Karl is one
of the people who was instrumental in helping defeat
a proposal to mine the Lynne Deposit, located near
the Willow Flowage in Oneida County. He also played
an important role in forcing the mining company at
Crandon to change its plans for pumping wastewater
from the proposed mine site through a 38-mile
pipeline to the Wisconsin River at Hat Rapids,
upstream from Lake Alice (Figure 42-7). I’ve known
Karl for a long time. He knows a lot. He’s a steady
fighter. He’s a good man.

Jim Wise is another force in WRPC to be reckoned

with (Figure 42-8). He maintains WRPC’s post office
box in Tomahawk and works closely with Al Gedicks
on matters of interest to the group. Jim’s last name
fits him well. He is a wise man who has been dedi-
cated to protecting the earth for as long as I’ve known
him. He is not easily shoved around, but always a
gentleman. He’s bright. He’s determined. He’s an all-
around fine human being. Jim runs his own business
and is a dedicated family man. He takes good care of
his cute little wife and children. I have great respect
for him.

And then there is Al (Figure 42-9). He has served
as WRPC’s executive secretary from the very begin-
ning. There is no question he has been the main force
in keeping the organization going. Even though I am
the president of WRPC in name, Al is really the guts of

Where is Lake Alice?
I have to tell you a little story about that 38-mile wastewater
pipeline that Exxon wanted to build to the Wisconsin River as
part of the Crandon project. At one of the hearings on the pro-
posal, a number of people who lived on Lake Alice in Lincoln
County were upset about how the wastewater from the pipeline
would pollute their lake. One of the mining company officials at
the hearing responded by asking, “Where is Lake Alice?” Wow!
The guy had been trying to convince us that the mining com-
pany would be a good neighbor, and he didn’t even know that
Lake Alice was downstream from the Hat Rapids Dam. All we
could do was shake our heads, and the question, “Where is
Lake Alice?” turned into a kind of inside joke among many of
the local people. Not too long after his gaffe, the mining official
was transferred out of the area. 

Figure 42-5. Tom and Helen Ward, two of the Forest County leaders
in protecting the Wolf River from mining. They are pictured with their
dog Spuds (1998).
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Figure 42-7. Flotilla on Lake Alice in Lincoln County to protest
Exxon’s plans to build a wastewater pipeline from the site of the pro-
posed Crandon mine to the Wisconsin River. The flotilla was spon-
sored by ECCOLA, Environmentally Concerned Citizens of Lakeland
Areas, an environmental group based in Minocqua, Wisconsin (1997). 

Figure 42-8. Jim Wise (left) speaks at a conference on “Sustainable
Development in the Ceded Territory” held at Treehaven Center near
Tomahawk, Wisconsin. Also pictured are Joe Bresette, Chair of the
Great Lakes Intertribal Council (center) and Rusk County Board
Supervisor Al Barker (right) (Photo by Peter Borden of Madison, WI,
April 1991).

Figure 42-9. Al Gedicks consults with Roscoe Churchill at a rally
against the Flambeau Mine (Photo by David Skrupky of Turtle Lake,
WI, July 6, 1991). 

Figure 42-6. Karl Fate has always loved the outdoors. Here he is
pictured at the Sturgeon River Gorge in the Ottawa National Forest in
the Upper Peninsula of Michigan (Self-portrait, circa 1987).
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it. To this day he periodically sends out a newsletter
and newspaper clippings to all members (CD 42-5).
In this way he keeps us informed of the latest devel-
opments. 

Al is a deep thinker, an excellent writer and some-
one who was always there to help Evelyn and me
when we needed him. He is an intellectual and prob-
ably one of the most informed of any of us on mining
issues. He has seen the highs and lows of fighting the
buzzards over the years. And even when great disap-
pointments came along, Al never gave up. He remains
in the fight as strong as ever.

There is a deep relationship between people like
Al, Jim, Karl, Tom, George and me. There is no ques-
tion of how we feel toward each other. I’ve often said
that fighting the buzzards helped me meet some of
the most wonderful people I ever met in my life.
These men are some of them.

WRPC has developed a real reputation for taking
on the mining interests in the State of Wisconsin. The
environmental community and mining company

lawyers all know about our group. Besides working to
educate the people of Wisconsin about the hazards of
metallic mining, the organization continues to push
our legislators and DNR officials to improve
Wisconsin’s mining laws. I’m happy to say that WRPC
is a real pain in the neck to those who want mining at
any cost. 
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ember 1, 1984 issue of the Eau Claire Leader-
Telegram, Harkin stated that 22 percent of the land
surface in Rusk County was subject to severed mineral
rights, along with 70 percent of the land in Iowa
County, 30 percent of the land in Vilas County and 40
percent of the Chequamegon and Nicolet national
forests in northern Wisconsin (CD 43-1). And that
was just the tip of the iceberg. The newspaper went
on to state:

[Harkin’s] figures are based on land transactions
only since 1978, when new state laws made mineral
rights easier to trace. Harkin compared the job of
tracing mineral rights for earlier land sales with
looking for a needle in a haystack.

“It would be nice if we had a plat book for mineral
rights,” he said.

Harkin said such severed mineral rights sometimes
show up in property deeds and sometimes do not. 

So why is all of this important? The problem with
mineral rights is that whoever owns them has the
power of dominant estate. That means, should the
owner decide to mine for minerals, his rights take
precedent over the rights of the surface owner, no
matter how long the surface owner has lived there.
How unfair! It’s the surface owner who pays property
taxes year after year. Yet, the person who owns the
mineral rights has the real power over the land and
pays no taxes at all. 

Evelyn and I thought it was only right that those who
owned mineral rights should pay a tax on their hold-
ings. Besides Rusk and our neighboring counties, we
knew that the Crandon area might benefit from such a
law as well. Northwest Railroad at one time owned
most of the mineral rights in that part of the state.

But before the state could tax someone on his

The Proposal for a Tough Mineral Rights 
Bill Is Gutted by the Legislature (1984)

C H A P T E R  4 3

The early 1980s were not good years for
Wisconsin’s environmental and mining laws. Besides
the weak regulations governing groundwater protec-
tion and the disposal of solid and hazardous waste,
other bad laws were on the horizon. In particular, the
legislature passed a watered-down version of a pro-
posal known as the Mineral Rights Bill in 1984. The
original intent of the bill, which had been proposed
by the Rusk County Citizens Action Group, was to
make mining companies disclose where they owned
mineral rights in Wisconsin. If this bill had been
passed into law without first being gutted, our next
step would have been to ask the state to tax those
mineral rights.

Before getting into the specifics of the bill, let me
give you some background information. You may
know that owning a piece of property doesn’t neces-
sarily mean that you own the mineral rights beneath
it. In fact, it’s common for these rights to be separated
from the surface and owned by someone else. In other
words, the mineral rights are severed.

Much of the land in Rusk County, for example, was
owned at one time by lumber baron Ezra Cornell. He
later sold most of his property, but retained the min-
eral rights. After 30, 40 or even 50 years, the mineral
rights may have changed hands any number of times,
with no one really knowing who owns them now.
Indeed, it’s common nowadays for people to buy a
piece of land without knowing who owns the mineral
rights beneath it. 

Duncan Harkin, a professor of economics at the
University of Wisconsin–Madison, described the situ-
ation well at a meeting of the West Central Area Land
Conservation Association held in Menomonie, Wis-
consin in October of 1984. According to the Nov-
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mineral rights, the government would have to get an
accurate accounting of who owned those rights in
Wisconsin. And that is what we hoped to accomplish
with our bill. You see, mining companies like to keep
it quiet about where they have bought up mineral
rights. That way they can keep buying them at a
cheap price and surprise the public when they choose
to move ahead. The whole idea is to keep the public
as uninformed as possible. I’ve always said, “The
dumber the people are, the happier the mining com-
panies are.” 

At any rate, Evelyn and I, along with others in
RCCAG, worked with some of the state legislators to
draft a proposal in 1983 for a Mineral Rights Law.
Evelyn, of course, was the main one who wrote it up,
and I believe she modeled the proposal after a law
that had been enacted in Indiana. Needless to say, the
original bill looked good to us. It required all severed
mineral rights to be registered in a separate public
record to make it easy to identify who owned what
mineral rights. The bill also gave surface owners the
opportunity to regain the mineral rights beneath their
land if the rights had been severed. 

But when our bill got to the legislature, there was
so much pressure from the mining industry to weaken
it that we ended up with a law that accomplished
nothing (CD 43-2). The neutered version of our bill is
currently found in Chapter 706 of the Wisconsin
Statutes.

The Mineral Rights Law, Wis. Stat 706.057, starts
out by stating that the law is not meant to regulate
those who own both the mineral rights and surface
rights to a piece of property. It applies only to the
owners of severed mineral rights, which, in combina-
tion with the other elements of the law, makes it
harder for anyone to get a truly comprehensive list of
all the owners of mineral rights in the state.

The law goes on to define what it means to use one’s
mineral rights and specifies what a user has to do in
order to keep his mineral rights from lapsing [Wis. Stat.
706.057(2)–(3)]. I don’t know what all the baloney
about using one’s mineral rights was meant to accom-
plish, except scuttle the original intent of the bill. All
we were looking for was to require any owner of min-
eral rights to record his claim with the register of
deeds! But when the legislators shifted the emphasis of
the bill toward defining the use of mineral rights, it
became possible for them to insert a number of loop-
holes to protect the mining companies. Let me explain. 

Wis. Stat. 706.057(3) states that anyone who has
not used his mineral rights during the “previous 20
years” will lose them, and in such case the mineral

rights can be claimed by the surface owner. It’s almost
as if the law were encouraging people to step forward
and mine, which was the last thing we wanted. The
law also gives several different options for satisfying
the legal requirement for using your mineral rights,
and this is where the loopholes abound. You see, not
all the options for using one’s mineral rights have to
be recorded in an easily retrievable public record! It is
all spelled out in Wis. Stat. 706.057(2), included here
for you to see.

What we were really after with this law is found at
the very end of Wis. Stat. 706.057(2), in subsection
(e). That’s where it talks about recording mineral rights
as a “statement of claim” with the register of deeds for
the county in question. If this were the only option for
using one’s mineral rights, it would be easy to find out
who owns any given mineral rights because it would be
in a centralized public record. But the whole thing is
undermined by subsections (a)-(d) of the same statute.

WIS. STAT. 706.01 DEFINITIONS. …

(8m) “Mineral” means a naturally occurring substance rec-
ognized by standard authorities as mineral, whether
metalliferous or nonmetalliferous. [emphasis added]

WIS. STAT. 706.057 LAPSE AND REVERSION OF
INTERESTS IN MINERALS. …

(2) USE OF AN INTEREST IN MINERALS. In this section, an inter-
est in minerals is used if any of the following occur:
(a) Any minerals are mined in exploitation of the inter-

est in minerals.
(b) A conveyance of mineral interests is recorded

under this chapter.
(c) Any other conveyance evidencing a transaction by

which the interest in minerals is created, aliened,
reserved, mortgaged or assigned is recorded under
this chapter.

(d) Property taxes are paid on the interest in minerals
by the owner of the interest in minerals.

(e) The owner of the interest in minerals records a
statement of claim [with the register of deeds for
the county in which the interest in minerals is
located] … concerning the interest in minerals.

(3) LAPSE.
(a) Except as provided in par. (b) or (c), an interest in

minerals lapses if the interest in minerals was not
used during the previous 20 years.

(b) An interest in minerals which was not used during
the 20-year period prior to July 1, 1984, does not
lapse if the interest in minerals is used within 3
years after July 1, 1984.

(c) An interest in minerals which was used during the
period from 17 to 20 years prior to July 1, 1984,
does not lapse if the interest in minerals is used
within 3 years after July 1, 1984. [emphasis added]
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Transportation Company that own the mineral rights to
hundreds of thousands of acres in our state. 

An ordinary citizen who owns a piece of property
with severed mineral rights is likely to feel intimi-
dated by the prospect of a lawsuit against a major cor-
poration and not put in a claim to the mineral rights
at all. So nothing is likely to change.

Rusk County went up against Cornell University in
1990, regarding a 160-acre parcel of tax delinquent
farmland in the Town of Marshall that the county was
in the process of acquiring. The land originally had
been owned by Ezra Cornell, who sold it in 1897
while retaining half interest in the mineral rights.
Since the property was being obtained through tax
delinquency, Rusk County assumed it would become
the owner of not only the land, but also the mineral
rights. That had been the legal practice in Wisconsin
since at least the time of the Great Depression, when
many people were not able to pay their property taxes
and counties took title on the parcels. Along with the
parcel, the county got the mineral rights.

But in this particular case, Cornell University, as
Ezra Cornell’s beneficiary, decided to challenge Rusk
County over ownership of the mineral rights. I sup-
pose the impending development of the Flambeau
Mine got the university thinking about how it, too,
might be sitting on a gold mine in Rusk County.

At any rate, Cornell took the county to court, claim-
ing that the university had been deprived of its min-
eral rights without due process (CD 43-3). It hired the
Milwaukee law firm of Best and Friedrich to represent
its interests, and the high-powered attorneys who
came to town to argue the case were able to convince
the Rusk County Circuit Court to side with the univer-
sity. Rusk County responded by launching a challenge
to the ruling, and the 3rd District Court of Appeals
reversed the lower court’s decision in January of 1992.
Cornell tried to get the Wisconsin Supreme Court and
even the United States Supreme Court to review the
case, but the courts declined (CD 43-4).

We thought we had won a real victory, and the rul-
ing was considered to be precedent-setting. But all
that came to an abrupt end in March of 1994, when
Governor Tommy Thompson and Senator Mary
Panzer (R-West Bend) decided to get involved. As
described in the May 15, 1994 issue of the Wisconsin
State Journal, they pushed through a one-page bill at
the end of the spring legislative session “without a
hearing, floor debate or roll call vote.” The bill made
it legal for owners of mineral rights to “keep their
long-held rights when a county takes over a tax delin-
quent property” (Figure 43-1). 

You can see what I mean by first looking at subsection
(a) in combination with how the term “mineral” is
defined in the statutes.

At the beginning of Chapter 706 of the Wisconsin
Statutes, a mineral is defined as “a naturally occur-
ring substance recognized by standard authorities as
mineral, whether metalliferous or nonmetalliferous.”
What this means, in the context of Wis. Stat. 706.057
(2)(a), is that anyone can “use” his mineral rights by
merely selling or removing a little sand or gravel from
the property in question, because sand and gravel
qualify as “minerals.” This type of activity can be done
on a small enough scale so as not to draw attention to
the piece of property and is not necessarily part of any
public record. That makes compliance with the law
difficult to trace. In effect, it reduces the whole law to
no more than an honor system. And I don’t know
about you, but I don’t view mining companies as
being very honorable.

As far as subsections (b)-(d) of Wis. Stat. 706.057(2)
are concerned, it’s true that these uses, such as convey-
ing mineral rights to another party or paying property
taxes on the minerals, would be recorded in some sort
of official record, but not a centralized, easily retrievable
public record. Chances are you may never be able to
track down who really owns the mineral rights for a
particular piece of property.

When you read the Mineral Rights Law closely, it
also looks like anyone who used their mineral rights
between July of 1984 and July of 1987 is assured of
continued ownership of those rights, regardless of
whether or not they use their rights in the future [Wis.
Stat. 706.057(3)(b)–(c)].

When Evelyn saw the new law she said, “Who
owns what mineral rights will continue to remain
well hidden from the public. No one will be the
wiser.” It’s true. Mining companies can get around
recording their mineral interests with the register of
deeds while still preventing those rights from lapsing.
The owner of severed mineral rights still has undue
advantage over the surface owner, just like he did
before the new law was passed.

Another problem with the law is that according to
Wis. Stat. 706.057(9), if the surface owner makes a
claim on unused mineral rights beneath his land, it puts
him in jeopardy of having to go to court. You see, the law
gives the original owner of the mineral rights up to three
years after the surface owner puts in his claim to chal-
lenge the surface owner’s action in court. And in north-
ern Wisconsin, that means the surface owner would
likely go up against either Cornell University or some of
the other big corporations like Chicago & Northwestern
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In my opinion, the whole darned thing was han-
dled in a really slimy way. But Panzer, who continued
to serve in the Wisconsin Senate until 2004, saw
things differently. Here is what she had to say, as
reported in the Wisconsin State Journal (CD 43-5): 

[Panzer] said she found nothing unusual about the
way the bill passed. Cornell took the legislative rem-
edy after being shut down by the courts. “That’s
what we do here on a regular basis,” Panzer said.

I wouldn’t doubt that Panzer was accustomed to slid-
ing pro-business bills past the legislature on a “regular
basis.” That’s one of the reasons I had so little respect
for her. In my opinion, she was not to be trusted. In
fact, she even lied to her constituents about her qual-
ifications for becoming a state lawmaker! Before she
ran for public office in 1980, she requested that her
academic records be protected under the federal
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act, and she
proceeded to claim during the campaign that she had
earned a Bachelor of Arts degree in political science
from the University of Wisconsin-Madison. That claim
also appeared in her official resume in eleven editions
of the Wisconsin Blue Book (1981–2001). Well, she
had some real explaining to do in 2002, when it was
discovered that she had never graduated (CD 43-6
and CD 43-7)! Worse yet, despite the scandal, her
Republican colleagues proceeded to elevate her to the
position of Senate majority leader.

Getting back to my story, it goes without saying
that we were very displeased with Thompson and
Panzer’s “legislative remedy” that enabled Cornell
University and other out-of-state corporations to keep
their clutch on Wisconsin’s minerals. It was just one
more blow to the Mineral Rights Law enacted in
1984. All the little things that the lawmakers added to
and subtracted from our original bill brought the leg-
islation into line with what the mining companies
wanted. And the public was left hanging high and dry. 

By the way, we never got a law requiring taxes to
be paid on mineral rights either.
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Figure 43-1. Even though Cornell University lost in the courts when it
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Tommy Thompson and Sen. Mary Panzer were only too glad to provide
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Another law related to mining that changed
during the time of the “consensus” negotiations is
found in Chapter 710 of the Wisconsin Statutes, the
chapter entitled, “Miscellaneous Property Provisions.”
I am referring to Wis. Stat. 710.02, the law which
governs limitations on the amount of land in
Wisconsin that can be owned by foreigners. 

For as long as I can remember, Wisconsin law always
stated that no foreigner or foreign corporation could
own more than 640 acres of land in our state. But this
all changed when a provision was inserted into the law
in 1984 to make an exception for foreign mining com-
panies! As a result, there is no limit on the amount of
Wisconsin soil that can be controlled through leasing or
ownership by a foreign entity for mining. About
500,000 acres of northern Wisconsin are already under
the control of foreign and U.S. mining corporations.

The law also exempts other types of foreign corpo-
rations from the 640-acre limit on land ownership.
Among them are oil, gas and coal companies, pipeline
corporations and certain manufacturers. I’d like to
show you a letter to the editor that Evelyn wrote
about this sad state of affairs. It was written in
response to an article that appeared in Agri-View, in
which the problem of foreign acquisition of farmland
in the United States was downplayed (Figure 44-1).

Do you think that a country like Great Britain
would allow a United States corporation to buy up
unlimited amounts of British soil for mining or build-
ing a manufacturing plant? Yet, Wisconsin allows
some of the biggest polluters in the world to take con-
trol of our land and our beautiful northwoods.

State Laws Are Amended to Allow Foreign
Mining Companies to Buy Large 

Tracts of Land in Wisconsin (1984)

C H A P T E R  4 4

WIS. STAT. 710.02 LIMITATIONS ON NONRESIDENT
ALIENS AND CORPORATIONS.
(1) LIMITATION. The following persons may not acquire, own

or hold any interest, directly or indirectly, except an inter-
est used to secure repayment of a debt incurred in good
faith, in more than 640 acres of land in this state:
(a) Aliens not residents of a state of the United States.
(b) Corporations not created under the laws of the United

States or a state of the United States.
(c) 1. Corporations, limited liability companies, partner-

ships or associations having more than 20% of their
stock, securities or other indicia of ownership held or
owned by persons under par. (a) or (b).
2. Trusts having more than 20% of the value of their
assets held for the benefit of persons under par. (a) or
(b).

(2) EXCEPTIONS. Except as provided in sub. (3), Sub. (1) does
not apply to:
(a) Subject to sub. (5), any person acquiring an interest

in land by devise, inheritance or in the good faith col-
lection of debts by due process of law.

(b) Citizens, foreign governments or subjects of a foreign
government whose rights to hold larger quantities of
land are secured by treaty.

(c) Railroad or pipeline corporations.
(d) An exploration mining lease as defined in s.

107.001(1) and land used for mining and associ-
ated activities.

(e) Manufacturing activities specified under division D of
the standard industrial classification manual published
by the U.S. printing office, 1972 and later editions.

(f) Mercantile activities specified under divisions C, E, F,
G, H and I of the standard industrial classification
manual published by the U.S. printing office, 1972
and later editions.

(g) Leases for exploration or production of oil, gas,
coal, shale and related hydrocarbons, including by-
products of the production, and land used in con-
nection with the exploration or production.
[emphasis added]
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Figure 44-1. Letter to the editor written by Evelyn Churchill to expose how foreigners can legally buy unlimited acreage in Wisconsin (Agri-
View, February 17, 1989).
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The mining companies and our public intervenor,
Peter Peshek, worked together in 1981 to drastically
change state policy regarding the protection of
Wisconsin’s groundwater from mining pollution. But
this was just the beginning of the downfall of the pub-
lic’s right to clean water. When NR 182 and NR 132
were adopted in 1981 by “consensus” to regulate
metallic mining, it became legal for a mining company
to pollute the state’s groundwater up to the Maximum
Contaminant Levels (MCLs) specified in the state and
federal drinking water standards. But what about
anyone else? Could they pollute our water as well?

Before answering this question, let me refresh your
memory about the history of Wisconsin’s groundwater
protection policy. Before 1982, when the Natural
Resource Rules governing metallic mining were offi-
cially adopted, any pollution of the state’s groundwater
was considered unacceptable. Wisconsin had a non-
degradation policy endorsed by the Natural Resources
Board, which meant that anyone who used the state’s
waters had to leave the water as clean as he found it.
There was no need to establish numerical standards for
judging “acceptable” limits of pollution, because the
existing baseline was the standard you had to maintain.

In fact, as late as August of 1981 the DNR was still
issuing brochures in which it stated, “We can’t clean a
polluted groundwater supply; it’s usually not techno-
logically and economically feasible. But in Wisconsin
we still have time to prevent contamination. Doing so
is a matter of community, government, agriculture,
industry, and citizen effort” (CD 45-1).

Right from the start it was clear that the new DNR
rules which allowed a mining company to pollute the
water in our wells up to the federal drinking water
standards were inconsistent with state policy. So the

Wisconsin Resources Protection Council invited Hugh
Kaufman, an official with the Environmental Protec-
tion Agency, to come and speak in Madison about this
in July of 1983. 

Kaufman was very critical of the “consensus”
process that had shaped Wisconsin’s mining waste
rules in 1981 and had no use for the DNR rules that
had been developed. He stated, as reported in my
favorite student newspaper, the University of
Wisconsin–Madison’s Daily Cardinal, “Current regula-
tions [for mining] are not adequate to protect
groundwater from contamination, especially in envi-
ronmentally sensitive northern Wisconsin. ... It’s the
state’s duty to protect all businesses, industry and its
citizens, not just one 20-year industry” (CD 45-2).

The July 25, 1983 issue of the Eau Claire Leader-
Telegram also reported on Kaufman’s visit. The head-
line summed it up well: “EPA Official Says Mining
Standards are Inadequate.” The article talked about
how Kaufman believed taxpayers all too often were
stuck with shouldering the burden of cleaning up
after large corporations (CD 45-3):

[Kaufman] said many hazardous waste landfills and
questionable mining operations have been under-
taken because the public underwrites the risks of the
projects. The state mining waste laws should “put all
the financial risks on the backs of the people who
will be getting all the benefits,” Kaufman insisted. It
would have cost the Hooker Chemical Company
about $1 million to properly dispose of the wastes at
Love Canal; the cleanup has cost the public $100
million and the problem is far from being solved, he
said.

Needless to say, Kaufman recommended that the leg-
islature enact tougher laws to protect the state’s

Wisconsin’s Groundwater 
Pollution Law is Passed by 

the Legislature (1984)
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waters. And while he was in town, he also challenged
Robert Russell, who at the time was heading up
Exxon’s project at Crandon, to a debate on Wiscon-
sin’s mining laws. Russell declined (CD 45-4). 

Besides talking about what Kaufman had to say at
our meeting, the article in the Eau Claire Leader-
Telegram also made reference to Dr. Steve Chapman,
who believed strongly in having a non-degradation
policy for the state’s groundwater: 

Dr. Steve Chapman, a chemist and biologist who has
worked with mining in Minnesota, said Wisconsin
should develop a “non-degradation policy” for min-
ing such as that in Minnesota. “As long as you don’t
hold firmly to a non-degradation policy, you’re going
to be polluting from the outset,” he said. “Exxon and
Kennecott have bled Wisconsin in the planning
stage.”

But the legislature didn’t listen to Kaufman or
Chapman, and they didn’t listen to WRPC or any of
the concerned citizens of Wisconsin. It seems our law-
makers were only interested in listening to the mining
companies and other big business interests who
wanted the right to pollute our water. So instead of
amending NR 182 and NR 132 to give us greater pro-
tection from pollution, a bill was introduced in 1983
that weakened our groundwater protection even fur-
ther. I am talking about Assembly Bill 595 (AB 595),
which was to become Wisconsin’s new groundwater
law.

NR 182 and NR 132 allowed only mining compa-
nies to pollute our groundwater up to the federal
MCLs for drinking water. What AB 595 proposed was
to make it legal for anybody to pollute our groundwa-
ter to the same degree. This certainly was a very sig-
nificant change from the original state policy of
allowing no pollution at all!

As far as I’m concerned, we can thank the mining
companies for providing our legislators with the
model for Wisconsin’s groundwater law. In fact Kevin
Kessler, then chief of the DNR’s private water section,
warned against that very thing in May of 1981. As
reported in the May 22, 1981 issue of the Wausau
Daily Herald, “Kessler said the agency and those who
are concerned about groundwater quality need to
guard against using mining rules as precedent for the
overall code.” Kessler was quoted as saying, “There is
that danger. It’s a possibility we have to be very cog-
nizant of, and if the mining rules are precedent-set-
ting, we need to be careful it’s not a bad precedent”
(CD 45-5).

John Brogan of Green Bay, who served on the
Natural Resources Board in 1981, had similar con-
cerns to Kessler’s. He viewed the metallic mining
rules being developed at the time as no more than
interim rules that might very well need to be changed
at a later date. Brogan stated, as reported in the April
26, 1981 issue of the Appleton Post-Crescent, that
these interim rules should “include a provision for

To this day I hear people, some of whom should know better,
defend the use of MCLs for our groundwater standards. They
say, “Well, if you want industry, pollution is inevitable,” as if any-
one who doesn’t want to allow pollution is anti-business. They
also say, “We have to have some sort of standard, and that’s
what the MCLs give us.” But don’t let all of this fool you. These
are the same kinds of arguments that James Derouin used back
in 1977 when he discredited Wisconsin’s non-degradation stan-
dard and worked with Peter Peshek to develop a new groundwa-
ter policy for the state. Derouin stated, “When the only standard
is ‘thou shall not degrade the water,’ what does it mean? He
(Peshek) is striving for greater specificity, and I concur with him”
(CD 29-1). 

I would like to answer the question raised by Mr. Derouin by
saying this: When the only standard is ‘thou shall not degrade
the water,’ it means that the DNR is supposed to measure the
current groundwater quality in an area and use this as its
numeric standard for non-degradation. It’s as simple as that.
The DNR had no problem carrying out this policy in the past, at
least up until the time the mining companies came into our

state, so the department should be able to make the policy
work again. 

I agree with Mr. Derouin that numeric standards are needed to
monitor groundwater quality, but when he promotes MCLs by
saying they provide “greater specificity,” he forgets that greater
specificity does not necessarily mean greater protection. MCLs
are numeric standards that allow pollution, whereas measuring
current groundwater quality yields numeric standards that are
used to prevent pollution and preserve our resources. Besides,
it’s just as easy to measure current groundwater quality in an
area as it is to measure for arbitrary MCLs. So why not use the
current values as the standard?

And in terms of the argument that “pollution is inevitable if we
want industry, so we just have to live with it,” I would say this: In
this day and age of high technology, pollution does not have to
occur. The only time it’s “inevitable” is if the polluter isn’t willing
to spend the money to prevent a mess or clean it up once it has
occurred. Industrial polluters are making money off of their ven-
tures. The least they can do is leave our public resources as
clean as they found them.

So What’s Wrong with MCLs?
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amendment if necessary to comport with final
statewide groundwater policy and standards that will
be based on the department’s historic non-degrada-
tion policy” (CD 45-6).

Unfortunately, a bad precedent was set by the min-
ing rules developed in 1981. The rules were never
amended, and AB 595 took this bad policy and spread
it across the whole state. Just like NR 182 and NR
132, the proposed groundwater law was totally
inconsistent with the DNR’s charge to “protect, main-
tain and improve” the waters of the state.

AB 595 was drawn up by a legislative committee
known as the Special Committee on Groundwater
Management. This 16-member committee, estab-
lished by Wisconsin’s Legislative Council on January
28, 1982, consisted of five state representatives, three
senators and eight public members. I am including a
list of their names. If you look carefully, you will note
that James Derouin was included as one of the com-
mittee’s “public” members! In fact, Derouin was
appointed to the group’s Subcommittee on Compen-
sation for Groundwater Damages, and I have a meet-
ing announcement that shows he hosted at least one
of the subcommittee’s official meetings at his home
(CD 45-7). Talk about having the fox guard the hen
house! 

The Committee on Groundwater Management held
a hearing in Stevens Point on July 21, 1982 to get
input from the public on the new groundwater law it
was drafting. I was surprised to read in the July 22,
1982 issue of The Stevens Point Journal that Peter
Peshek, who attended the hearing, had all of a sudden
decided to talk tough about how the state’s ground-
water needed to be protected from pollution. Unfor-
tunately however, Peshek didn’t point his finger at the
multinational mining industry. Instead, he focussed
on Wisconsin’s farmers! Here is how the newspaper
reported Peshek’s testimony (CD 45-8):

According to Peter Peshek, the state’s public inter-
venor, there already is a groundwater management
policy on the statute books “to protect, maintain and
improve the quality and management of the waters
of the state, ground and surface, public and private.”

The committee should establish effective regula-
tory programs to prevent and, when necessary, abate
groundwater pollution, Peshek said, but the details
of such programs have been generally delegated to
appropriate state agencies.

Two of the most obvious groundwater issues are
regulations of animal waste and protection against
pesticide leaching, he said. … 

“Much of the recent debate on environmental reg-
ulation in the state has centered on whether

Wisconsin municipalities should be treated differ-
ently than the industrial community when it comes
to pollution of the state’s waters … (but) there
appears to be little justification for distinguishing
between municipal, industrial or agri-business pol-
luters. They all injure public rights in the ground-
water,” he said.

It looked like Peshek was talking out of both sides of
his mouth. He said he was worried about pollution
from animal waste and pesticides, when only a year
earlier he had helped write the “consensus” rules for
mining that allow unlimited pollution of the ground-
water beneath a mining site! And why didn’t Peshek
recite the statute that calls on the DNR to “protect,
maintain and improve” the waters of the state in
September of 1981, when the hearings were being
held on NR 182 and NR 132? By pushing for strong
DNR rules to regulate groundwater pollution from
farming, Peshek diverted attention away from all the
special treatment that had been given to mining

Members of Wisconsin’s
Legislative Committee on
Groundwater Management (1982)
Representatives

Mary Lou Munts, Chairman (D-Madison)

Patricia Goodrich, Secretary (R-Berlin)

Thomas Crawford (D-Milwaukee)

Gervase Hephner (D-Chilton)

Mary Panzer (R-West Bend)

Senators

Joseph Strohl, Vice-Chairman (D-Racine)

David Helbach (D-Stevens Point)

David Opitz (R-Port Washington)

Public Members

Roger Cliff, Madison

James Derouin, Madison

Myron Ehrhardt, Oakfield

Professor James Hoffman, Oshkosh

Terry Kakida, Milwaukee

Lonnie Krogwold, Amherst

Tom Kunes, Madison

Douglas Mormann, Stevens Point
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companies. For some reason, he seemed more willing
to rile up the farmers than people like James Derouin.

As far as I’m concerned, Peshek was a slippery guy.
Even though he had talked tough at the Stevens Point
hearing about the need to “prevent and abate” pollu-
tion caused by animal waste and pesticides, he still
didn’t push for a non-degradation standard for the
state’s new groundwater law!

When all was said and done, the final proposal
from the Committee on Groundwater Management
was just about as bad as the “consensus” rules for
mining. Not all the committee members were in
agreement, but the majority endorsed a bill that
called for: (1) creating a new set of groundwater pol-
lution standards similar to the MCLs that had been
established in the late 1970s; and (2) allowing any-
one to pollute Wisconsin’s groundwater up to those
levels. “Evelyn wrote, “Exxon and Waste Manage-
ment, Inc. did it again! This time they fooled the
whole state into handing the groundwater over to
them.” 

You can imagine we complained loudly to the legis-
lators about this proposal. We told them that if a com-
pany wanted to do business in Wisconsin, it should be
expected to clean up its mess and not degrade public
resources. We suggested that the solution to protecting
Wisconsin’s groundwater would be to amend or repeal
NR 132 and NR 182 rather than adopt a new law that
expanded the policy of polluting the state’s waters. But
the big business interests were behind AB 595. They
needed a weak law so they could continue to pollute
without having environmental regulations cut into
their profits, and the legislators fell all over themselves
to give industry whatever it wanted.

With the push from big business, it’s no surprise the
legislature went on to adopt AB 595 as 1983 Wisconsin
Act 410 (CD 45-9). It was a stinkin’ deal. Even though
the people by and large didn’t like what was happen-
ing, it was foisted on us. Governor Anthony Earl was in
office at the time and signed the bill into law on May 4,
1984. By the way, Earl went on to become a lobbyist for
the mining industry after he left office.

Wisconsin’s groundwater law is currently found in
Chapter 160 of the Wisconsin Statutes and is entitled,
“Groundwater Protection Standards.” I think it would
be more appropriate to call it “Groundwater Pollution
Standards.” There is no real protection there, so when
I refer to the groundwater law from here on out, I will
either put the word “protection” in quotes or simply
call it the groundwater pollution law. The actual
numeric standards called for in the law were estab-
lished in 1985 and to this day are found in Chapter

NR 140 of the Wisconsin Administrative Code.
Rep. Tom Crawford (D-Milwaukee) served on the

committee that drafted Wisconsin’s groundwater
“protection” law, but was clearly outnumbered when
it came to his concerns for the environment. After the
bill was passed by our lawmakers, he spoke out
against what he knew to be a bad piece of legislation.
So you can imagine how upset I was when
Wisconsin’s Environmental Decade sent out a
newsletter in May of 1984 in which they attacked
Crawford for his criticism of the groundwater law! I
wrote a letter to Bill Hauda, then coordinator of the
organization’s Legislative Action Network. You can
read the letter on the next page for yourself to see
what I said.

Before moving on, I’d like to talk a little bit about
the timing of when the state’s groundwater pollution
law was passed. You might think it goes unsaid that a
law has to be passed before rules are adopted to
administer it. That way everyone has to follow the
same basic law, and administrative rules specific to a
particular industry are created later, only if necessary.
But what seems so logical is not what happened in the
case of Wisconsin’s groundwater law and the Natural
Resource Rules that govern metallic mining. NR 132
and NR 182 were developed by the “consensus”
lawyers in 1981, almost three years before Assembly
Bill 595 was passed by the legislature to become the
state’s groundwater law. Talk about preferential treat-
ment for the mining industry! 

Even worse, when the groundwater law was
passed, the legislators in their infinite wisdom agreed
that since the DNR had already developed rules to
govern metallic mineral mining and metallic mining
wastes, mining companies should be made exempt
from all the regulatory requirements of the new
groundwater “protection” law. You can see for your-
self by reading Wis. Stat. 160.19(12). 

When you look closely at this particular statute,
you will note that it makes reference to Chapter 293
of the Wisconsin Statutes in terms of identifying activ-
ities exempt from the groundwater law. Of course,

WIS. STAT. 160.19 REGULATORY AGENCY; REVIEW OF
EXISTING REGULATIONS; DESIGN AND MANAGEMENT
CRITERIA … 
(12) The requirements in this section shall not apply to

rules governing an activity regulated under ch. 293
[Metallic Mining], or to a solid waste facility regulated
under subch. III of ch. 289 which is part of an activity
regulated under ch. 293 … [emphasis added]
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must abide by the state’s groundwater law. Yet a min-
ing company is given the special privilege of polluting
groundwater beyond the point of being safe to drink.
It’s amazing that the legislature allowed this, espe-
cially since the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) has determined that metallic mining puts more
toxic substances into the environment than any other
industry in the United States. You can see for yourself
by contacting the EPA in Washington, D.C. for its
annual Toxics Release Inventory report or visiting the
agency’s web page (CD 45-10).

I have one more point to make here. Because of the
exemption that allows mining companies to ignore
Wisconsin’s groundwater law, mining pollution is reg-
ulated by DNR rules, while all the rest of us have to
follow state law. As you might expect, it’s much easier
to get around rules than to get around the law. The
DNR can grant exemptions and variances to its min-
ing rules. But the law is the law. So no matter how
you look at it, the mining industry has been given an
exceptional amount of preferential treatment by the
state.

After the groundwater pollution law was passed in
1984, I was so darned mad that I knew we didn’t dare
give up. We just had to keep going. And sure enough,
almost ten years later we were able to get a shot at
toughening up the law. In 1993, Assembly Bill 341
(AB 341) was introduced in the legislature. It called
for regulating mining activities under the same
groundwater law as all other state-regulated facili-
ties. In effect AB 341 called for removing the exemp-
tion granted to the mining industry. Interestingly
enough, the DNR actually went on record in favor of
this bill, as shown by the department’s testimony to
the Assembly Committee on Natural Resources, sub-
mitted on June 9, 1993. The DNR stated (CD 45-11):

We see no reason why the same approach for
groundwater standards shouldn’t be applied to
mining activities as is applied to all other state
regulated activities. Therefore, we support pas-
sage of this bill.

Now, wouldn’t you think the legislature would have
passed a natural resource bill that was supported by
the state’s Department of Natural Resources? But no!
While it did pass the Democrat-controlled Assembly
by a good majority, Senate Majority Leader Michael
Ellis (R-Neenah) refused to allow a Senate vote on the
measure before the legislative session adjourned (CD
45-12). And even though Rep. Spencer Black (D-
Madison) and Sen. Brian Burke (D-Milwaukee) urged
Governor Tommy Thompson to call a special legisla-
tive session to address this and other mining issues,

Chapter 293 is the part of the law that governs metal-
lic mining! If it were not for this exemption, the whole
idea of allowing unlimited pollution within the “com-
pliance boundary” or “design management zone” of a
mine site would be illegal. The groundwater enforce-
ment standards that apply to everyone else would
have to be met within the actual mine site, which is
something the mining companies knew they could
not accomplish without great cost.

Every other polluting activity such as farmers’
manure pits and underground gasoline storage tanks

Letter to Wisconsin’s
Environmental Decade

May 17, 1984

Dear Mr. Hauda:

After reading your May 4th newsletter, I can see why I no
longer have any wish to be affiliated with the Environmental
Decade.

At one time some years back, I had the idea that the Decade
was an environmental organization. The Decade’s stand on
mining, hazardous waste issues, and the groundwater bill have
fully convinced many of us in the state that the Decade serves
the corporations much better than it serves those with real
environmental concerns.

The May 4th newsletter is an example of either being unin-
formed or misinformed. If you had really studied and
researched AB 595, and if you had really known what this law
does for Wisconsin, and if you are really environmentally con-
cerned, there is no way you could have supported AB 595. It is
a monster.

Representative Tom Crawford, who knew what was in AB 595,
should be praised for standing up against what he knew to be
bad legislation. Your attack on him was unwarranted and was
anything but a wise thing to do.

I hope that in the future the Decade can get its act together and
become a truly environmental organization again, and not the
political ally of the corporations who have dominated
Wisconsin’s legislation under the name of “consensus.” …

Usually I just let the Decade’s statements go unheeded; but
this letter was just too much to ignore. It is an insult to anyone
truly environmentally concerned.

I hope I am not counted as a member of your organization, as
I am in disagreement with much of what the Decade now pro-
motes. 

Roscoe Churchill

cc: Rep. Thomas Crawford
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CD 45-3. “EPA official says mining standards are inadequate,” Eau
Claire Leader-Telegram, July 25, 1983.

CD 45-4. “Exxon official declines chance to debate state mining
laws,” Eau Claire Leader-Telegram, August 5, 1983.

CD 45-5. “Mining groundwater rules seen as test of state policy,”
Wausau Daily Herald, May 22, 1981.

CD 45-6. “Brogan offers ‘balanced’ state panel,” Appleton Post-
Crescent, April 26, 1981.

CD 45-7. Official notice of a meeting of the legislative Subcommittee on
Compensation for Groundwater Damages, held at the home of
Exxon Attorney James Derouin, September 14, 1982.

CD 45-8. “State is called on to protect water,” Stevens Point Journal,
July 22, 1982.

CD 45-9. 1983 Wisconsin Act 410, published May 10, 1984.

CD45-10. Home page for U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Toxics Release Inventory (TRI) Program, July 2004
(http://www.epa.gov/tri/).

CD45-11. DNR testimony in favor of eliminating the special treatment
given to mining companies in Wisconsin’s groundwater
pollution law, June 9, 1993.

CD45-12. Letter to the editor by Evelyn Churchill, Ladysmith News,
May 19, 1994.

CD45-13. Letter to the editor by representative of WMC, Ladysmith
News, June 2, 1994.

the governor refused. It goes to show how effective
lobbying by the mining industry can be (CD 45-13).

A similar bill requiring mining companies to follow
the state’s groundwater law, Senate Bill 271 (SB 271),
was passed by the Democrat-controlled Wisconsin
Senate in 2001, but the Republican-controlled
Assembly wouldn’t even let the bill come to the floor
for a debate, much less a vote. Needless to say, the bill
died in committee.

So we are still stuck today with the terrible “con-
sensus” laws that were passed in the early 1980s. It
was no accident that these laws, which compromise
the public’s right to clean water, were adopted when
Kennecott and Exxon were lobbying for support of
their projects in Rusk and Forest counties. It’s time for
the legislature to wake up and correct the mistakes of
the past.

CD-ROM References
CD 45-1. “Safe water from the ground up,” a brochure issued by the

Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources, August 1981.

CD 45-2. “EPA exec voices concern for groundwater,” Daily Cardinal,
July 26, 1983.
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new nation were proud of their independence and
would no longer condone the idea of being a resource
colony for England or any other foreign country.

Figure 46-1. Roscoe Churchill with his fellow teachers at the West
Side Elementary School in Ladysmith. Pictured from left to right are
Harriet Rauhuet, Edna Gerber, Faye Cameron, Ona Goushaw, Roscoe
Churchill, Mildred Lemke and Clarene Boyer (circa 1950). 

How ironic that eventually some of the public offi-
cials in Rusk County were very willing to bow to the
power of a British multinational corporation and
allow that corporation to gouge into our landscape
and take out many millions of dollars worth of metal
ore! And all for a promise of maybe twenty-five jobs
for the local people and some $100,000 a year to the
town, county and city for five years. 

Wisconsin’s Town Government 
Law is Weakened (1984)

C H A P T E R  4 6

In 1984, Wisconsin’s town government law was
changed to strip away the power of the townspeople to
pass binding resolutions and ordinances at the annual
town meeting. Instead, all the power was turned over
to the town board. When I think about telling you the
story of how this came to be, I realize that this partic-
ular change in state law was not an isolated event.
Rather, it was part of a much bigger pattern of strip-
ping away the basic rights and freedoms of ordinary
citizens. As an old retired school teacher, it brings
back memories of a host of different things that I used
to teach my students, all of which touch on the sub-
ject of democracy. 

So to put everything into perspective, I would like
to share with you some of the things I taught my stu-
dents over the years when democracy in Wisconsin
was still intact, and how I would have to change my
lesson plans if I were to teach again (CD 46-1). 

I began my teaching career in a one-room Rusk
County rural school in 1937. Over the years I taught
at six different country schools in the area and then
for 20 years at the elementary school in Ladysmith
(Figure 46-1). I taught my students many different
subjects, including history, conservation and civics. I
continued to teach until 1969 when I became the
principal of the Ladysmith Elementary School, and I
served in that capacity until 1978. My, how things
have changed! I diligently went about writing my les-
son plans each day. But what did I know back then? I
was teaching by a book. If I were to teach again, I
would speak from experience.

In history, I taught my students about how a group of
people in what is now the United States had over-
thrown their British rulers and established a new nation
not beholden to any foreign power. The people of this
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Evelyn and I worked diligently for laws to protect the
integrity of our environment against mining pollution
and to guarantee the people of the state a fair return
on the metallic mineral resources being exploited. 

But alas! I learned very quickly that what I had
taught my students about how a bill becomes a law
was only a fragile skeleton of the actual process. I
watched mining company lawyers swarm through our
state capitol building in Madison, and these lobbyists
were able to convince a majority of our lawmakers
that the big corporations had better ideas for what
should be written into state law than the people who
lived here. It’s no wonder Wisconsin’s mining laws
were a disaster from the start. It would be hard to find
comparable laws in other states that give the multi-
national corporations more latitude than they now
have in Wisconsin.

In civics class I also taught my students about the
democratic election process. I told them how candi-
dates campaigned on the important issues facing the
public, and that the voters made their decisions based
on the facts. Little did I know what would happen to
some of the supervisors on the Rusk County Board
and myself in 1988, when we ran for reelection. One
group of candidates denigrated us to the extent that
many were not reelected to their positions. Instead of
giving the voters the facts, this group sent out cam-
paign literature full of insinuations, half-truths and
outright lies. Even though such actions are forbidden
by state law, it did happen in Rusk County.

In civics class I also taught my students about how
there were two bodies of government in the United
States that functioned as true democracies, school
government and town government. What made each
a democracy was that the voting public was the law-
making body, and the majority ruled. We talked about

If I were to teach about elections again, I would have to
caution my students to take the time to learn for them-
selves about the candidates instead of believing every-
thing they are told in slick advertisements. 

If I were teach about lawmaking again, I would have to
tell my students to be on guard so that our government
does not become one that is “of the corporations, by
the corporations and for the corporations.” 

Being a conservation-minded person, I made a
point of teaching my students about environmental
issues as well. I worked with members of the
Conservation Commission and later the Department
of Natural Resources to ingrain in my students an
understanding of our natural environment and meth-
ods of protecting our groundwater supply and pre-
cious wildlife heritage. I had faith that these
state-operated agencies would continue to protect the
environment so that Wisconsin would remain clean
and continue to provide a healthful habitat for people
and all other living things. I communicated that faith
to my students.

After I retired from my education career, I worked
with the DNR and the Natural Resources Board to try
to bring some measure of protection to the areas of
Wisconsin where metal mining was a distinct possibil-
ity. I can document many instances in the last two
decades where the DNR officials did not listen to the
people of Wisconsin who pay their salaries, and
where the DNR was all too willing to acquiesce to the
demands of the mining companies. When the DNR
adopted NR 182 and NR 132, it was a blatant action
on the part of the department to accommodate min-
ing at the expense of the local people. The problems
of environmental damage and pollution of our wells
were inadequately and incompletely addressed.
You’ve seen the rules, so you know what I mean.

In civics class I taught my students about state gov-
ernment and how laws are made. I had been thor-
oughly indoctrinated to believe that Wisconsin had an
exceptionally clean governmental process so far as
lawmaking was concerned, and I brought that idea to
my students. “Government of the people, by the peo-
ple and for the people” is what I taught. 

Little did I know that a number of years later I
would get involved in the legislative process myself.

Were I to teach conservation again, I would have to tell
my students to ask for an overhaul of the state’s
Natural Resource Rules and a tough reorganization of a
state agency that no longer serves its people well. 

Were I to teach history again, I would have to remind
my students that we must ever be on guard from being
turned into a resource colony in the name of corporate
profits.
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how school boards and town boards had no real
power, except to carry out the dictates of the elec-
torate. And I explained how other bodies of govern-
ment, such as the county board, state legislature and
congress, were really republics because of how they
consisted of elected officials who made all the impor-
tant decisions for us. 

School government in Wisconsin is technically still
a democracy, because decisions affecting the schools
are made by the people at the annual meeting, and
special issues can be decided by referendum vote at
the polls. However, it’s not the way it used to be. Up
until the 1950s, many small country schools existed
across the state. The local people paid the teacher’s
salary and all the other expenses that went with run-
ning a school. This meant the local people also con-
trolled most everything that happened in the school. 

But in the late 1950s, a big consolidation move-
ment took place in which most of the small country
schools were forced to merge with each other for
financial reasons or were swallowed up by the city
and village schools. With consolidation came more
state regulations for how the schools had to be run,
and the state gradually assumed more of the financial
responsibility for operating the schools. So today we
have a system where the state controls the purse
strings for the public schools, which means the state
also controls more of what happens within the school
system. So while we can say our public school system
is still a democracy, that is only partly true. 

Town government fared even worse than school
government over the years, as far as democracy is
concerned. When I taught civics from the 1940s to the
1960s, town government was truly a democracy in
the State of Wisconsin. The voters were the governing
body of the town. Any resident could propose a
motion or resolution at the annual meeting. If a
majority of those present favored the motion, it actu-
ally became a rule for governing the town, and the
town board was obligated to see that it was carried
out. So the people themselves were the lawmakers,
and that was really democracy. That’s why the
motions passed by the people of the Town of Grant at
their annual town meeting in 1982 had such power
and force. The town board had to honor whatever
was decided, including the mining moratorium, firing
Kevin Lyons, adopting county zoning and the other
bold actions that were taken.

But that all changed in 1984 when the state law
governing town government was rewritten to strip
away the power from the people and put it into the
hands of the town board. I have not been able to pin

down who or what force caused this to happen, but it
was done under the guise of “streamlining” our gov-
ernment. The result was that townspeople could still
present motions at the annual meeting, but even if a
large majority voted in favor of the motion, the town
board was no longer obligated to enforce it. And of
course mining companies excel in coercing local
elected officials into their camp and controlling them.
That’s how they get around voter opposition. 

We found this out the hard way when the mining
interests successfully got control of the Grant Town
Board in 1987. All of a sudden the town board
decided that the board would make all the decisions
on mining matters, regardless of how the people felt.
They grabbed the power away from the people. 

When you read Chapter 60 of the Wisconsin
Statutes, the chapter on town government, you will
see that voters have only those powers specifically
allotted to them under Wis. Stat. 60.10, and nothing
more. These powers include things like levying taxes,
giving village powers to the board, authorizing pur-
chases of land or buildings and appropriating money
for certain civic causes. In short, the people only have
charge of ordinary affairs.

The town board, on the other hand, is given the
authority to make public policy decisions such as
those related to mining, regardless of how the towns-
people feel about the issue. Here is the statute, passed
by the legislature in 1984, that gives this power to the
town board: 

The second part of the statute is especially con-
trary to the best interests of the public, because it
allows the board to enter into legal proceedings and
sign contracts without honoring the wishes of the

WIS. STAT. 60.22 GENERAL POWERS AND DUTIES. THE
TOWN BOARD: 
(1) CHARGE OF TOWN AFFAIRS. Has charge of all affairs of the

town not committed by law to another body or officer
or to a town employee.

(2) CHARGE OF ACTIONS. Has charge of any action or legal
proceeding to which the town is a party.

If I were to teach civics today, I would have to tell my
students that town government is no longer a democ-
racy and that the town board has become a dictatorial
force empowered to run the township.
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own standards for protecting themselves if they felt
state law fell short of the mark. Did it help the mining
company? Of course! Now a mining company had to
convince only two of the three members of a town board
to go along with its proposal, even if the vast majority of
the voters did not agree. That is exactly what happened
in the Town of Grant and the Town of Nashville.

I think the power of the local people to pass reso-
lutions and ordinances to protect themselves scared
the pants off the mining companies, and that’s why
the law was changed. Kennecott and Exxon knew
how the Town of Grant had stopped Kennecott cold in
its tracks in 1982 when the voters of the town passed
a mining moratorium resolution. And you can bet the
mining companies didn’t want something like that to
happen again. The easiest way to get around it was to
take away the power of the people. 

Should the law be changed back to what it was
before 1984? Of course! Unless the power to make
important decisions is put back in the hands of the
voters, the people of northern Wisconsin will con-
tinue to be defenseless in the face of the onslaught of
mining companies and other large corporations that
would rob us of our resources. 

If I were to teach history, conservation and civics
today to students who would become the future vot-
ers of Wisconsin, I would have to tell them about
what happened to Wisconsin in the 1980s and 1990s.
I would tell them the story of how we allowed the
British to exploit our resources, just like the English
did before the Revolutionary War. I would teach them
how the DNR defaulted on its responsibility to protect
the state’s resources for my generation, their genera-
tion and all generations to follow. There would be a
lesson about how the big corporations took over the
state’s lawmaking process. And I would have to admit
to these young minds that the precious democracy
once embedded in our town governments has been
stripped away. 

I would point out to my students that the moral of
the story is this: If the good people do not take part in
the democratic process, evil will prevail. And you can
bet I would encourage them to step forward to help
restore what has been lost.
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majority of the voters. Our experience in the Town of
Grant proved it. For example, in 1987 the Grant Town
Board, on the advice of an attorney, decided to ignore
the mining moratorium resolution passed by a large
majority of the town’s voters in 1982 and began nego-
tiations with Kennecott. When the people responded
by passing another mining moratorium resolution in
1988, the town board ignored us again. Despite our
pleas to wait, the board proceeded to sign a binding
contract with the mining company that allowed the
mine to be built.

The people were helpless. Once Kennecott had the
town board under its control, there were no govern-
mental avenues through which the townspeople
could work. It didn’t matter that a majority of the peo-
ple were against what was happening. The only
recourse we had was through the courts. But even
that was not totally satisfactory. For example, in 1989
and 1990 the townspeople sued the Grant Town
Board over its actions. But the town board turned
around and spent taxpayer dollars to defend itself
against the townspeople! That’s right. The townspeo-
ple sued the town board, and their own taxpayer dol-
lars were used to pay for the lawyer who defended
the board. It shows you just how crazy the system is.

If the town government law had not been changed
in 1984, there would have been no mine in the Town
of Grant. Why not? Because before 1984 the power to
make such decisions resided with the people, and the
majority of the people in the Town of Grant never
wanted a mine.

I’d like to jump ahead to the 1990s to tell you
about a similar situation that occurred in the Town of
Nashville in Forest County, the site of the proposed
Crandon mine. In 1996, the local townspeople pleaded
with their town board at an open meeting to not sign
a binding contract with the mining company, but they
were ignored just like we were in the Town of Grant.
This deal ignited a township revolt over there, and in
the 1997 spring election, 616 of Nashville’s 626 regis-
tered voters went to the polls and replaced the old
town board with a slate of mining opponents.
However, the contract with the mining company had
already been signed, leaving the new town board with
a legal battle.

I have always been suspicious of why the town gov-
ernment laws were changed in 1984. Did it in any way
help the local people? Of course not! It took away the
ability of the people to run the business of their own
town. And it deprived them of the power to set their
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ect at the time, came to the meeting to tell us how
upset he was with the ordinance. He accused the
county of trying to be a “mini-DNR” and said the code
would prohibit mining in the Town of Grant. Chris Kalka
of Holcombe and Sandy (Barrus) Lyon of Springbrook,
on the other hand, said the ordinance didn’t go far
enough. The meeting got front-page coverage in the
Ladysmith News, with much space devoted to
Schurtz’s comments (CD 47-1). 

Two weeks later the zoning committee held a pub-
lic hearing on the proposed code, and we could tell
that the people were all in favor of having a tough
mining code on the books. Dianne Bady of the Town
of Flambeau was quoted in the December 24, 1981
issue of the Ladysmith News as saying, “Establishing a
protective county zoning ordinance is crucial to the
future of Rusk County. Unfortunately, I don’t think we
can depend on the state to give us adequate protec-
tion. It may very well take a struggle to assure that
our environment and our health are not irreparably
damaged by mining” (CD 47-2). Diane’s comments
were fairly typical of what most people had to say at
the hearing. 

Out of twenty people who testified at the public
hearing, only Schurtz spoke out against the ordi-
nance. He complained about how much it would cost
Kennecott to comply with all the requirements of the
code and that there were too many restrictions. He
maintained that the ordinance would put his com-
pany out of business in Rusk County. My response was
to say, “Protection of the water has to be a concern for
the county and town. This ordinance is our last line of
defense.”

A reporter from the Eau Claire Leader-Telegram
who was at the hearing picked up on one particularly

The Rusk County Board Adopts a 
Tough Zoning Code for Mining (1984)

C H A P T E R  4 7

Rusk County adopted a tough zoning code for
metallic mining in June of 1984. But to tell you the
story of how this came about, I have to take you back
to late 1980. That’s when a number of us on the Rusk
County Board decided it was time for the county to
take matters into its own hands and develop a set of
regulations for mining. We had studied the state’s
mining laws, testified on proposals for new legislation
and attended many legislative sessions. We knew
what was happening in Madison and felt the state
laws were anything but adequate to protect the
county from being trampled on and ripped off by the
mining companies. The time seemed right for the
county to develop its own metallic mining code, one
that had some real teeth in it. 

We approached Kevin Lyons, the lawyer who had
been hired to represent the interests of the Town of
Grant, to see if he would do the work for the county.
Remember, this happened in late 1980 or early 1981,
before the Town of Grant had its big falling-out with
Lyons. 

Lyons agreed to help the county for a fee of $3,000.
We met with him and told him exactly what we had in
mind. Months passed, and when he finally showed us
a rough draft of a mining code for the county, we
could see that he had included some of the things we
wanted, but hadn’t gone far enough. Even though we
knew the document needed a lot more work, how-
ever, we still decided to make it available to the pub-
lic for comment. We wanted to get a feel for what the
people were thinking.

So the Rusk County Zoning Committee held an
informational meeting on the first draft of the pro-
posal on December 3, 1981. Of course Gerald
Schurtz, who was the manager of the Flambeau proj-
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we’d do better if we just put a sack over your head.”
Needless to say, we were not buddies.

With some fine tuning, the proposed mining code
passed the board by a good majority, and the story
made the front page of the Ladysmith News (CD 47-
4). What an accomplishment! Since we couldn’t count
on the state to protect the county from Kennecott,
Rusk County took it upon itself. The code we passed
in 1984 is still on the books today and is still as tough
as ever. In particular I’d like to tell you about three
provisions of the code that provide the county with
extraordinary protection:
� Requirements for the mining company to 

do extensive monitoring of area wells for
pollution;

� The creation of a trust fund to be used to take care
of damaged wells; and

� The establishment of a non-degradation standard
for the county’s waters.

Well monitoring
One of the strong points of the Rusk County Metallic
Mining Code is that it requires a mining company to
monitor, at its own expense, all wells within two miles
of its mine site for two years prior to mining and 30
years thereafter. Everyone knows that mining may put
wells at risk for contamination and that this kind of
pollution may show up miles away and many years
after the mine closes. So we figured it was only right
that the mining company should be held responsible
for monitoring our drinking water supply for more
than just a few years.

Trust fund
But what would we do if pollution all of a sudden
started to show up? We knew that state law didn’t do
much to protect us, so that’s why a provision for a
trust fund was added to the Rusk County Metallic
Mining Code. I believe this is one of the strongest fea-
tures of the code, in that it requires a mining company
to place a minimum of $1 million into a trust fund to
be used to: (1) provide water to anyone whose well
has been damaged by mining; and (2) replace any
contaminated, damaged or depleted wells. The money
is allowed to draw interest until the total amount in
the trust fund increases to $2 million. At that point
the mining company can get its money back by col-
lecting the next million dollars in interest. 

The code also contains provisions for disbursing a
portion of the money from the trust fund to the

interesting piece of Schurtz’s testimony. Here is an
excerpt from an article that appeared in the December
18, 1981 issue of the paper (CD 47-3):

[Schurtz] said a requirement that the company
apply for the permit under its principal name of
Kennecott rather than through Flambeau Mining Co.
would make it impossible to mine in Rusk County.
He did not elaborate.

Several people said Kennecott should assume
responsibility for post-mining activities because oth-
erwise Flambeau Mining Co. could be dissolved after
mining was completed and the public would have no
recourse for problems that could develop later.

Based on concerns like these and other issues raised
at the public hearing, the county knew it was on the
right track with the first draft of the proposal. But we
knew that more work needed to be done on the ordi-
nance, because Lyons hadn’t done everything we
asked. So we went back to Lyons and made clear what
we wanted him to do next. 

I don’t know if Lyons was scared to put in print all
of the tough language we wanted, or if he had been
swayed by the mining interests. But when the county
got the next draft of the ordinance back from him, no
one was satisfied. It was still too weak and contained
too many loopholes that benefited the mining compa-
nies. Lyons told us that he thought some of the provi-
sions we wanted were too tough, echoing what
Schurtz had said at the public hearing. Well, that’s not
what we wanted to hear. 

Needless to say, the county started to lose patience
with Lyons. It didn’t help matters when he turned in a
bill to the county for nearly twice the amount we had
agreed to pay him. So, after about two years of going
back and forth with Lyons on the mining ordinance, the
county decided to terminate its agreement with him
and look for another attorney to finish the project. It
took a while, but eventually we found Attorney Adrian
Lorbetske of Rhinelander, who was willing to listen to
us. He incorporated everything we wanted into the
ordinance, and the final proposal was taken to the Rusk
County Board for a vote in June of 1984. The ordinance
looked good and carried some wallop. 

The county board meeting went well and wasn’t as
raucous as you might have expected. I do remember,
however, talking to one of the county board supervi-
sors, David Willingham, who was not pleased with
the whole deal. Willingham continually argued with
me about mining and zoning issues, so this was noth-
ing new. Just before we went into the meeting to dis-
cuss the mining proposal, he said to me, “Roscoe, do
you think I talk too much?” My response was, “Well,
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county’s general fund, starting 30 years after the ini-
tial deposit is made. And any money remaining in the
account after 100 years is to be put into the general
fund as well. During the life of the trust, the balance
in the account can never drop below $500,000. If it
does, the mining company has to add enough money
to bring the total back to $500,000.

You may wonder where we got the idea of having
such a trust fund. As you know, Evelyn and I had trav-
eled across the United States and eastern Canada vis-
iting mine sites over the years. We were shocked to
see how devastated an area could look after a mine
had closed, and equally shocked to see the filthy air
and ugly creeks and rivers that went with mines cur-
rently in operation. We knew that Kennecott had a
terrible record of pollution close to the Salt River in
Utah. And now, under the subsidiary name of
Flambeau Mining Company, here was Kennecott in
Rusk County, about to invade an area right next to the
Flambeau River and only three miles from our home
in the Town of Grant. 

We wanted to make sure that if Kennecott did mine
here for gold, silver and copper, money would be laid
down in an escrow account to take care of any serious
problems that might arise. We did not want the local
residents to be held responsible for clean-up costs or
any financial problems. Our solution was to propose
to the local authorities that the mining company lay
down a million dollars before being allowed to mine
in Rusk County.

As usual, whenever we proposed something that
would give the local people protection from the pro-
posed mine, many of the county board members
would say, “You can’t do that.” But Evelyn was not eas-
ily put down. She decided to find out if what we were
proposing to do could be done legally. We checked
with everybody we knew, including the DNR. I will
always remember in particular how Bill Tans, a mining
regulator with the DNR who is a botanist by training,
was of no help to us at all. Let me tell you the story.

Evelyn had read in some of our mining literature
that Rio Blanco County in Colorado had done some-
thing similar to what we wanted to do with our trust
fund in Rusk County. The article said the county had
been approached by a coal mining company and the
local officials had responded by saying, “If you’re
coming in, you’ll have to put up some money to take
care of any problems you might cause.” This appar-
ently had been written into the agreement between
the mining company and the county. Well, you know
Evelyn! She got on her horse and rode. She sent a let-
ter to Rio Blanco County to get more information.

Evelyn promptly heard back that what the article
had said was true. The county’s agreement with the
coal mining company required the company to put
$15 million into a trust account before mining could
begin. So we were on the right track! 

Interestingly enough, the Rio Blanco County offi-
cial who responded to Evelyn’s inquiry also sent us
copies of two letters he thought we would want to
see. One had been written by none other than Bill
Tans of our own DNR. It turns out that Tans had asked
Rio Blanco County about its trust fund requirements
just as we had. Also included was the letter the
county official had sent back to Tans in which he con-
firmed that, yes, Rio Blanco County had asked for and
would receive $15 million up front from the mining
company, if the mine were to become a reality.

When I saw these letters I thought, “Maybe this Bill
Tans has some guts and will help us.” But, no! I was so
disappointed when I met him. In my opinion, he turned
out to be just another DNR boy, weak and out to help
the mining company. As a public servant, and especially
since he knew how hard we were working to get some
protection for the county, Tans should have put the
information he got from Rio Blanco County on the front
page! It was clear he knew that communities could
demand that a mining company put down money to
pay for problems down the line. But he never backed us
up on this. He very carefully stayed in the background
and never told the people of Rusk County that what
Evelyn and I were asking the mining company to do
was perfectly legal. Well, so much for the DNR. 

Tans could have helped us out here, but he didn’t.
And we never got anywhere with him on other issues
either. As far as I can tell, he always went along with
the DNR’s official line and never came out strong
against the mining companies. To me he was no more
than a scared little cat. But it didn’t matter in this
case. We were still able to convince the Rusk County
Board to include provisions for a trust fund in the
county’s mining ordinance. 

Non-degradation standard
One of the most important aspects of the Rusk County
Metallic Mining Code is that it requires the mining
company to leave the county’s groundwater as clean
as it found it. In other words, the code establishes a
non-degradation standard that is consistent with the
state laws you learned about earlier. Here is the exact
wording from the Rusk County Metallic Mining Code:

The groundwater standard in the County shall be a
standard of non-degradation; that is, no activity
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well. 
It took over three years, several lawyers and lots of

dedication to get the Rusk County Metallic Mining
Code completed and adopted. But it was worth it,
because it gave the county the protection it needed.
Unfortunately, however, through no fault of the code,
Kennecott eventually devised a way to get around the
county’s mining ordinance. But that’s another story.
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which results in a degradation of the present quality
or quantity of groundwater will be permitted.

This is a very important provision in the county’s min-
ing code, because it counteracts all the “consensus”
baloney that allows groundwater to be polluted until
it’s as dirty as the drinking water in New Jersey or
worse. Rusk County wanted to protect the public’s
statutory and constitutional right to clean water, and
invoking a non-degradation standard was the best
way to accomplish it. 

The Rusk county Metallic Mining Code contains
many other protective provisions beyond the ones
listed in this chapter, making the code one of the most
comprehensive I’ve ever seen. Other counties looking
to develop tough mining codes have used it as a
model, and it is included in its entirety on the CD-
ROM accompanying the book (CD 47-5). Perhaps
some of you who live in counties without good min-
ing regulations can take it to your local zoning admin-
istrators for consideration, so you can be protected as
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I, like many people scattered throughout the state,
had worked long hours for more than a decade bat-
tling Exxon. We especially had tried to make sure
that, should the Exxon project ever become a fact, we
would have good environmental laws in place to pro-
tect Wisconsin’s people and landscape. 

And, oh! We had fought the good fight against
over-paid corporate lawyers, under-informed and
indifferent legislators and a vacillating, overwhelmed
Department of Natural Resources. Our efforts had not
succeeded in getting the kinds of good mining laws
we wanted, but at least people were much more
aware of the dangers and negative impacts that
always come with metallic mining.

After Sandy called me, I thought of Martin Luther
King, Jr.’s often-heard statement: “I have a dream. I’ve
been to the mountain.” Here in Wisconsin so many of
us had a dream, too—a dream of stopping the multi-
national mining corporations from taking over the
state. We didn’t want them to reap huge profits at the
expense of leaving us with a pock-marked, contami-
nated landscape. But rather than “I’ve been to the
mountain,” for me it was, “I’ve been to the pits.” As
you know, Evelyn and I had seen nearly a dozen min-
ing operations in the United States and Canada over
the years. We didn’t like what we saw, so our dream
was, “Don’t let this happen in Wisconsin.”

As I digested the announcement that Exxon had
withdrawn its application, I longed to tell the news to
my good friend Dr. Steve Chapman, but he had
passed away several years earlier. I thought of his
favorite statement, the one he often used when called
upon to discuss mining issues. He would start out by
saying, “Mining is a dirty business.” At first I thought
Dr. Chapman meant the polluted rivers, the spoiled

Exxon Withdraws from Forest County
after Undermining Wisconsin’s 

Mining Laws (December 10, 1986)
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Ihave fought the good fight; I have finished the race;
I have kept the faith.

Those words spoken by St. Paul to Timothy flashed
through my mind when I received a phone call from
my friend Sandy Lyon on December 10, 1986. She was
calling from her office at radio station WOJB on the
Lac Courte Oreilles Reservation outside of Hayward,
Wisconsin. When I picked up the phone, Sandy said to
me, “Roscoe, what would make you the happiest of
any news you could hear?” Without any hesitation, I
answered, “Exxon Minerals is moving out of Forest
County.” And sure enough, that was it! Sandy told me
that Exxon had just announced it was withdrawing its
application to mine near the Wolf River and Mole Lake
Reservation. The company cited low mineral prices as
the reason. 

Figure 48-1. Exxon’s decision to pull out of Crandon makes head-
lines around the state. See CD 48-1 to read all the details (Antigo
Daily Journal, December 10, 1986; republished with permission).
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landscape and the horrible diseases like black lung
and cancer that mining often brings to a community.
He did mean all those things, but later I learned that
he had meant much more. 

Dr. Chapman was concerned with the tactics used
by powerful mining companies to get control of law-
makers, DNR officials, radio and television stations,
schools and the business people of a community.
Those of us living in Wisconsin who wrestled with
Kennecott and Exxon saw it happen. Too many people
had fallen under the influence of the mining compa-
nies. So you can imagine how happy we were to hear
that Exxon was leaving. It was like a burden being
lifted off us. 

But not everyone was pleased with Exxon’s deci-
sion, especially Tommy Thompson, who had just
taken office as the state’s new governor. Thompson
apparently was concerned about losing the business
and jobs he thought the mine would bring to the
state. On January 18, 1987, the Milwaukee Journal
ran an article with the headline, “Governor can’t sway
Exxon to keep mine process alive.” The article talked
about how Thompson had tried to no avail to per-
suade the executive vice-president of Exxon Minerals,
Ray Ingram, to resume applications for opening the
mine (CD 48-2).

Well, Thompson’s actions really got me mad. Here
we had been fighting for ten years to get Exxon out of
the state. And now when we finally got what we
wanted, he was trying to woo them back! 

Exxon claimed its reason for pulling out of the state
was that mineral prices were too low at the time. It said
that for the time being, it wouldn’t pay for the company
to develop a mine here. But those of us who had been
involved in fighting the project knew better. For one
thing, the Nashville Town Board in Forest County had
decided in October of 1986 that it would refuse any
permits to Exxon until after the Master Hearing on the
project, scheduled to be held in March of 1987. Exxon
may have figured that once the people really knew
what was going on, they would vote it down. But no
matter what the reason, Exxon was leaving town!

An interesting article about Exxon’s decision to
leave Forest County appeared in the February 1987
issue of Corporate Report Wisconsin (CD 48-3). The
article included photographs and interviews of a
number of people who had been in the middle of
things over there, including John Schallock of the
Town of Nashville, Linda Bochert of the DNR and
Waltrud “Wally” Arts, who was the public intervenor
at the time. My friend Herb Buettner, who owns an
inn on the Wolf River and has been a staunch oppo-

nent of the Crandon proposal for as long as I’ve
known him, was interviewed as well. All of these peo-
ple seemed to be in a state of shock, not knowing
what to expect next. Personally, I related best to how
Herb reacted. Here is what the article said:

Herb Buettner, owner of the Wild Wolf Inn near
Langlade, hugged his wife, skipped outside and
clicked his heels. 

I was also intrigued by what Wally Arts had to say
about the whole deal. You could tell she was really on
our side, especially when the interview turned to a
discussion of the “consensus” process. Here is what
the reporter wrote:

Even with the “consensus process,” there has not been
complete consensus among the main parties. For
instance, Waltrud “Wally” Arts says groundwater
remains a concern. The state-assigned public inter-
venor from the attorney general’s office, Arts reviewed
Exxon’s plans for compliance with state laws. “The
protection of public rights in water is an absolute
limit on DNR’s permitting ability,” she proclaims.

With the resources of the attorney general’s office,
she’s become the principal voice for those critical of
the priorities of Exxon and of the DNR.

When Exxon’s announcement came, she expressed
shock. Then she took part in a quick round of media
appearances. Her message: “This is not an environ-
mental victory. It is only a postponement. The proj-
ect still has problems.”

We were really proud of Wally back then. She is a
very bright woman, and we were lucky to have her on
our side. In fact, she came to our farm on several dif-
ferent occasions to talk to Evelyn about the state’s
mining laws and get her opinion on what needed to
be fixed. I can still see them sitting together at our
dining room table, with law books spread out around
them. I thought it was a real compliment to Evelyn
that Wally would come clear up from Madison to talk
to her and get her advice.

You can imagine how disappointed we were to
learn several years later that Wally had decided to
take a job with the mining industry. Noranda courted
her, and I imagine the money was just too good to
turn down. I heard about it in 1992, at a meeting in
Tripoli, Wisconsin that had to do with Noranda’s
intentions to mine near the Willow Flowage in
Oneida County. Wally came up to me at the meeting
and told me herself about her decision. I knew she
had turned down a mining company once before, but
I imagine Noranda had upped the ante. Even though
Wally made a point of telling me that she wasn’t leav-
ing for the money, I didn’t believe her.
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When I told Evelyn later that day about Wally, all
she said was, “I just don’t want to talk to her.” She
never made a big fuss about Wally switching sides,
but I could tell she was really hurt. To make matters
worse, Wally got real nasty a few years later, after
Noranda decided to abandon its plans to mine in
Oneida County. When the company officials pulled
the plug, the DNR tried to get them to pay a $300,000
bill to the State of Wisconsin for work done by the
DNR on the project. But instead of cooperating,
Noranda sicced Wally on ‘em. As reported in the
December 12, 1997 issue of the Isthmus, she sent a
letter to the office of DNR Secretary George Meyer in
which she stated, “Noranda has no legal responsibility
for any of the costs allegedly associated with this
project” (CD 48-4). She also accused the department
of being “antagonistic” toward Noranda and using
“questionable science” to evaluate the project. Her
letter had “lawsuit” written  all over it. I don’t know if
the bill was ever paid.

Well, getting back to my story … when Exxon left
Forest County in 1986, it was the second time in a
decade that a huge mining project had been stopped
by local citizen action. The first had been on
November 10, 1976, when Resolution 229 was passed
unanimously by the Rusk County Board to deny
Kennecott a permit to mine. After the Rusk County
Board’s action, Kennecott sort of slid out of the pic-
ture for a while and no longer appeared to be an obvi-
ous threat to northern Wisconsin. Unfortunately,
however, Exxon picked up where Kennecott left off
and managed to undermine the state’s environmental
laws over the ensuing ten years. 

Herein lies the tragedy: Even though Exxon left the
state in 1986, we are still suffering the aftermath of
all the political bargaining it did with our state law-
makers and DNR officials in the late 1970s and early
1980s. Laws were changed and weak administrative
rules were created during that time period, and all of
this flawed legislation is still on the books. As far as
I’m concerned, we can thank Exxon for the mess we
have today with Wisconsin’s environmental and min-
ing laws. Let me explain. 

During the early 1980s, Exxon carried out a some-
times erratic but steady push to rearrange the laws of
Wisconsin to accommodate its plans to build a mon-
strous zinc and copper mine at the headwaters of the
Wolf River. The company employed the usual kinds of
tactics used by mining companies to soften up the ter-
ritory, like making inroads with the local newspaper
and courting state officials. The idea was to set things
up so the mining company could make huge profits

and at the same time have little responsibility for the
inevitable destruction that always accompanies
metallic sulfide mining. 

The way Exxon accomplished this was to get
involved in the legislative process in Madison. It
seemed like whenever I went to the state capitol
building, I would see signs that Exxon lobbyists had
been there. It was obvious they were trying to get the
most influential lawmakers into their camp. For
example, I remember stepping into the office of Rep.
Marlin Schneider (D-Wisconsin Rapids) during one of
my visits to Madison in 1981, only to see an Exxon
company hard hat hanging there in plain sight.
Schneider had supported us in 1977 when we tried to
get a tough mining tax law enacted, but during this
particular visit he was not very cordial to me. I won-
dered if he had capitulated to Exxon’s smooth, relent-
less tactics.

Besides getting lawmakers on its side, Exxon also
manipulated the very process by which the state’s laws
and rules were being crafted. When Peter Peshek
announced in 1979 that he had come across the “con-
sensus” model as a wonderful new way for developing
laws, Exxon’s James Derouin and other mining com-
pany attorneys were all too ready to jump on the band-
wagon. They knew how to manipulate this insidious
process to their advantage, and I would dare say that
Exxon’s lawyers sat in on writing every law and DNR
rule on mining and environmental protection that was
written in our state in the early 1980s. To me it looked
like Derouin was the most influential of anyone in
shaping these new laws and rules (Figure 48-2). But
James Klauser, another Exxon lobbyist, was also very
tough in this regard.

And then after making sure that Wisconsin’s laws
and rules were weak enough for the mining compa-
nies to get away with murder, people like Derouin
proclaimed the laws were the most stringent in the
world! You can read for yourself in an article written
by reporter Richard Eggleston that appeared in the
February 25, 1982 issue of the Eau Claire Leader-
Telegram (CD 48-5). The article, which concerned the
public debate over NR 132 and NR 182, included the
following statement:

James Derouin of Madison, an industry attorney
who helped draft most of the environmental laws
enacted in Wisconsin in the last decade, said the pro-
posed rules were the “toughest and most comprehen-
sive in the entire world.”

I beg to differ. As a result of the mining industry’s
influence, today Wisconsin has a hodge-podge of com-
plicated mining laws that neither protect the public nor
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hold the mining companies accountable for their
actions. On top of this, the laws are difficult to wade
through and decipher. They are a lawyer’s paradise.

But it wasn’t enough for Exxon to help write our
laws. It also knew the DNR had the important role of
administering all the state’s mining laws and rules. So
the DNR had to be wooed as well, and surely it was!
It looked to me like Exxon’s lobbyists were right in
there with the DNR, nuzzling over them whenever
they could. This wasn’t hard for them to do, especially
since Exxon’s offices in Madison were located close to
DNR headquarters.

One of the best examples I have of how thick the
DNR got with Exxon goes back to 1981. Sandy Lyon
and I had agreed to be interviewed on a Madison pub-
lic radio station about the mining issue and what was
happening to the state’s mining laws. We were told
that a representative from the DNR would be there as
well, so we were chomping at the bit to get there and
have a good debate. We drove down to Madison in my
pick-up truck, of course at our own expense. 

Sandy and I arrived at the radio station before any-
one else showed up. We were curious to see who the
DNR would send to debate us and figured it would

be someone like Robert Ramharter
or Gordon Reinke. So you can imag-
ine how surprised we were to see
James Derouin, the Exxon lobbyist,
walk into the room. The station
announced that the DNR could not
be there, so the department had sent
Derouin in its stead. Wow! The DNR
had actually sent a mining lobbyist
to represent the department’s views!
It shows you the depth of the devilry
that was going on. 

Sandy and I felt sick and mad to
think the DNR would pull such a
trick as to send Derouin to debate us.
But Derouin didn’t have the last word
that day. We all had a chance to
express our views to the radio audi-
ence, and Sandy and I did our best to
inform people about the hazards of
mining and how our laws were not
good enough to protect us. As the
program drew near to a close, things
were getting a little sticky, and
Derouin was about to give a final
rebuttal to what we had said. 

But before Derouin could open his
mouth, a good friend of mine from

Milwaukee by the name of Bob Litzau called in with
some questions and tied up the program until it went
off the air! You see, Bob knew that the program ended
at 11:55, while Derouin apparently thought the inter-
view would go until noon (that’s why I believe Derouin
had held off with his rebuttal—so he could have the
last word). Well, Bob kept asking questions until it
was too late for Derouin to get in his licks. At that
moment I could have kissed Bob Litzau!

Sandy and I left feeling so jubilant. We had made
some darned good speeches, and before Derouin
could tear them apart, the program had ended. We
got in the pick-up and drove home.

Seeing how the DNR had sent Derouin to represent
the department’s views on a radio talk show con-
vinced me even more that Exxon had made great
inroads with the DNR. It was just another piece of evi-
dence pointing to the fact that our DNR had become
a pro-mining agency. There was no doubt about it. I
know, because I watched the DNR very carefully as
the department evaluated Kennecott’s proposal in
Rusk County, and I listened to the DNR at the
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) hearing in
Ladysmith on March 4, 1976. I also testified at the

Figure 48-2. In the early 1980s, Exxon lobbyist James Derouin managed to get appointed
to just about every committee established by the Wisconsin Legislature and DNR to draft
new environmental regulations for the state (Wisconsin Academy Review, Volume 28,
Number 1, December 1981; republished with permission).
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managed to dig a deep hole for the people of the State
of Wisconsin by undermining our laws, and the prob-
lem exists to this day. The only thing Exxon failed to
win was the support of the local people, which is some-
thing the mining company will never get.
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preliminary EIS hearing for the Exxon project at the
Nashville Town Hall in June of 1986. In every
instance the DNR did a shoddy job. To many of us it
seemed like the department officials just didn’t know
how to put together an EIS that actually addressed
the important issues, so they just accepted whatever
the mining company handed them as adequate. It
may have been a case of too much responsibility with
too little expertise in making critical decisions. And
the mining companies made the most of it. 

But what really bothered me was the attitude of the
DNR officials. I could see little evidence of concern for
the rights of the public and all too much concern with
getting the show on the road for the mining companies. 

By the time Exxon left the state in 1986, the mining
company had gained control over most of the regula-
tory process that affects mining. It had infiltrated the
State Capitol, helped draw up the state’s mining laws
and rules and convinced the DNR to support its efforts.
While Exxon didn’t dig its mine, the mining company

I must tell you a little bit about Bob Litzau. As I’ve said many
times, the only good thing that I got out of Kennecott coming to
town was meeting some of the most sincere, intelligent and
exciting people I have ever met. And one of them is Bob Litzau.

Bob is a bridge tender from Milwaukee. Our paths crossed on a
number of different occasions, but there are three in addition to
his call to the radio station that I remember so well. The first
time I met Bob, which was around 1980, we were at a mining
hearing at Crandon High School. It was easy to pick Bob out of
the crowd. He wore bib overalls that were unbuttoned at the
sides, a flannel shirt with the cuffs unbuttoned, unlaced work
shoes, and he had a small pigtail hanging down his back. Despite
looking a bit disheveled, he was impeccably clean.

When it was time for those in the audience to speak at the hear-
ing, Bob was right there. He waited for his turn, and when they
called his name, he sort of shuffled to the front of the room, sat
down and picked up the microphone. Then he began to talk. I
remember him saying, “I really don’t have much to say about
mining, but I have a few ideas.” Then he leaned back in the chair
and looked at the mining representatives in the back of the room.
He said, “Look at those mining guys, look at their nice suits!
Don’t they look nice?”

Then Bob began to talk, and, believe me, he was really well
informed. He taught everyone who was listening a thing or two
about the hazards of mining. By the time he finished his talk, the
“mining guys” had ducked into the hall out of sight!

Another time I ran into Bob was at a meeting in Waupaca, where
people from around the state had gathered to listen to represen-

tatives from the United States Department of Energy. The federal
officials were trying to explain to us why Wisconsin should have
a nuclear dump and how safe such a structure would be.

As they spoke, Bob was at the front of the room behind them. He
seemed to be setting up a microphone system. He had yards and
yards of wire which he was untangling and spreading out. He
was on his knees moving around, and sometimes he was very
close to the two men who were giving the presentation. At one
point the younger fellow was explaining how safe the proposed
nuclear waste dump would be. Bob was right behind him, simply
raised up his head and said, “Bullshit.” He then went back to
stringing wire. It sure took the guts out of the young guy’s pres-
entation, and the crowd enjoyed it.

Another time I remember well was when a mining hearing was
held in the assembly chambers at the State Capitol in Madison. It
was a serious meeting that was chaired by Rep. Marlin Schneider
(D-Wisconsin Rapids). Bob walked in with his usual overalls, a
sports coat and a belt with all kinds of cameras hanging off of it. 

As the testimony began, Bob got very busy. When those of us who
were his friends testified, Bob sat quietly in his seat. But when
someone who favored mining or who hoped to profit from mining
stood up to speak, Bob grew very active. He was taking pictures of
those speakers from all over the room, focussing his camera and
adjusting his equipment for close-ups. Finally someone asked,
“Who is that guy and what’s he doing?” All that Rep. Schneider
said was, “I don’t know, but I’m sure not going to stop him!” Bob
is really a character. Meeting him was one of the real benefits I got
from fighting the buzzards. He put sunshine in my soul.

My Friend Bob Litzau
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The first few months of 1987 were very pleasant
for Evelyn and me. After hiring a friend to stay at the
farm and take care of our horses, we headed for Tulsa,
Oklahoma. Our daughter and her husband were both
in school there, so we spent nearly three months away
from Wisconsin’s cold winter.

For the first time in over a decade, we were experi-
encing what it felt like to not have the mining compa-
nies press in on our lives. Kennecott had been fairly
quiet since about 1982, and in December of 1986
Exxon had backed away from the proposed mine near
Crandon. We had a welcome reprieve from the multi-
nationals that was to last for nearly five months.

When we came back to Rusk County in April, we
still had this sense of relief and went about preparing
for our spring farm work. I also had some time to
reflect on the whole mining issue and can remember
sitting at the kitchen table, trying to put down my
thoughts and feelings about mining companies and
the industry as a whole. It would have been naïve to
think we could get by without minerals. “We must
have them,” I said to myself, “but at what price?”

One book I had recently read was The Wilderness
War by Edward B. Weinstock. It stated that a pro-
posed Exxon oil shale project in Colorado was
expected to produce 8 million barrels of oil a day by
2010. Unfortunately, however, the project also had
the potential to contaminate the entire underground
water supply of Colorado! Weinstock also commented
on metallic mining operations and stated that a single
mine could produce as many as 20 million barrels of
toxic water a year. So no matter if Exxon were drilling
for oil in Colorado or returning to Wisconsin to dig for
metals, one thing was certain: Exxon would make off
with the profits, and either the Colorado or Wolf River

would pay the price.
How many rivers and how many watersheds can

future generations afford to lose because we have
contaminated them beyond use or resurrection? We
must find a better way to supply our mineral and
energy needs than one that lays waste to irreplace-
able resources, landscapes and groundwater supplies.

As I travel, I see huge junk yards of old machinery
rusting away instead of being recycled. I drive past
landfills that are not so visible to the public, but long
have been an unresolved problem. As I look at our
enormously productive farms and realize that nearly
every acre is covered with some poison every year to
combat weeds or insects, I am incensed at our apathy.
When I walk through the huge shopping malls and
see the endless displays of cheaply made garments
made from polyester that ultimately has been synthe-
sized from our dwindling oil supplies, I can’t help but
wonder at the intelligence of humankind.

Probably the worst source of pollution today is the
television, with its shoddy programs that undercut our
morals and tastes, and its even shoddier advertising
whose whole aim is to make us want things we don’t
need and would be better off without. All this, so some
huge corporation can make an undeserved profit that
can be used to develop more of our resources, to pro-
duce more things we don’t need, and in the process
contaminate more of our earth for perpetuity.

I would like to have had more time to reflect on
these issues. But all of a sudden in May of 1987 we
were informed that Kennecott was back in town with
plans to get its copper mine back on schedule. So
once again Evelyn and I were faced with having the
mining company press in on our lives. We had no
choice but to resume our fight.

A Time for Reflection 
(Early 1987)
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Sad to say, mining companies are like cancer; they
may go into remission, but you can bet they’ll be back.
We expected that someday Kennecott would return to
the Town of Grant and that Exxon would once again
rear its ugly head in Forest County. Unfortunately, we
were right on both counts. In May of 1987 came the
first announcement: “Kennecott is back!” But this time
there was a new owner, British Petroleum, which later
was bought by Rio Tinto Zinc of London. I’m sure the
British were very anxious to begin earning profits on
their new mining investments, including their property
in Rusk County.

In September of 1993, six years after pulling out of
Forest County, Exxon returned as well. Like Kennecott,
it had done some corporate restructuring before it
reappeared on the scene. But instead of a new owner,
Exxon came back with a new partner, Rio Algom of
Canada. And you can bet both companies were
chomping at the bit to race ahead with the Crandon
project. Because of our travels through Canada,
Evelyn and I knew that Rio Algom was the same min-
ing company that had polluted 75 miles of the Serpent
River in Ontario with radioactive waste. Needless to
say, we were quite concerned about Rio Algom’s envi-
ronmental track record as well as Exxon’s.

Focus on Rusk County
From here on out I will focus on telling the story of
what happened after Kennecott returned to Rusk
County, and I will leave the telling of the Crandon
story to others who know it better than I do. The ups
and downs of that particular struggle could fill
another volume, and I hope such a book is written
someday by the Native and non-Native people who

lived through the conflict and continue to live
through it to this day. There is just as much to learn
and pass on from their experience as there is from
ours in the Town of Grant. May the Crandon story be
written so that others can use the knowledge gained
to continue fighting the buzzards!

Getting back to Kennecott, let me tell you what
happened in May of 1987. Not only did Kennecott
come back to Rusk County with a new owner; it also
brought with it a new project manager to ram the pro-
posal through and get the show on the road. That per-
son was Larry Mercando, a Kennecott official who had
been working for the company in Salt Lake City. 

We were to learn much about Mercando over the
next six years. He bought a house on Shady Lane in
Ladysmith, and believe me, the name of that street
suited him well. Whenever I saw him smile, I felt like
I was looking at a shyster, and I came to regard the

Kennecott is Back and Bob Plantz
Changes Sides (May 1987)
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Figure 50-1. Larry Mercando standing in front of a drawing of the
Flambeau Mine site (News photo, City Pages, April 24, 1991).
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guy as no more than a corporate hatchet man.
Kennecott had learned from its earlier experience

in Rusk County how a local government could stop a
mining company cold in its tracks. In 1976 the county
board had denied Kennecott a permit to mine. In
1982 the Town of Grant passed a mining moratorium
resolution, and in 1984 the county enacted a tough
mining code. If Kennecott expected to get anywhere
with us in 1987, there was a lot of work to be done.

The second time around, Kennecott came to Rusk
County better prepared. In the chapters ahead you
will read about the company’s hard-hitting tactics,
including newspaper and radio propaganda, discred-
iting of the opposition, threats to jobs and of court
suits, dividing of the community, intimidation,
intrigue and the use of “gifts.” Mercando was an
expert in all of these things. The net result was that
after a decade of town and county governmental
actions to block the mine, it took Kennecott only one
year to undo everything we had accomplished.

To start, I’m sure that Kennecott and Exxon knew it
would be to their advantage to have a governor in
office who was supportive of mining. So I believe it
was no accident that Exxon lobbyist James Klauser

stepped forward to manage Tommy Thompson’s first
campaign for Governor of the State of Wisconsin in
1986. Once elected on the Republican ticket, Thomp-
son proceeded to reward Klauser with the job of
Secretary of the Department of Administration. That
meant Klauser could get his fingers into everything
handled by the governor’s office. Believe me, it didn’t
take long for us to see the results.

Kennecott returned to Rusk County with a bang on
May 27, 1987. Larry Mercando and several other
Kennecott officials held a news conference in the
office of Governor Tommy Thompson at the State
Capitol in Madison to make the big announcement.
They said Kennecott was planning to resume its
efforts to mine for copper, gold and silver in the Town
of Grant and that the project would be much smaller
than what the company had proposed in the 1970s.
They expected the mine would employ an average of
35 people over a five-year period and produce 1,000
to 1,500 tons of ore daily. This was big news around
the state, as you can see by reading an article that
appeared in the May 28, 1987 issue of the Milwaukee
Journal (Figure 50-2). 

It seemed kind of odd that Kennecott would want

Figure 50-2. Kennecott announces its plans to return to the Town of Grant in Rusk County, Wisconsin (“Kennecott revives copper mine plan,”
by Charles E. Friederich, Milwaukee Journal, May 28, 1987;©1987 Journal Sentinel, Inc.; republished with permission conveyed through
Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.).
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to return to Wisconsin only a few months after Exxon
had pulled out of Forest County. After all, we had
been told that the current market for base metals like
copper was too depressed to make mining profitable.
But the deposit in the Town of Grant contained pre-
cious metals like gold and silver as well. As the
Milwaukee Journal article explained, “Although cop-
per prices have not changed much since Exxon
shelved its plans, Kennecott is convinced that the
project will be profitable, in part because some gold
and silver ore is present in the deposit.” That may
have been the understatement of the year. By the time
all was said and done, Kennecott removed at least
334,000 ounces of gold and 3.3 million ounces of sil-
ver from the Town of Grant, and the amounts may
have been much higher. 

A couple things bothered me about Kennecott’s
news conference right from the start. First of all, the
mining company should have made its announcement
directly to the people of Rusk County rather than put-
ting on a dog and pony show in Madison. It showed
what little respect and concern the big shots at corpo-
rate headquarters had for the local people. They did
not care who they trampled over. All the company
wanted was to get at that valuable ore. The first word
we got of Kennecott’s new plans was from a newspa-
per article that appeared in the Ladysmith News the
day after the news conference (CD 50-1). 

Secondly, it was clear that Governor Thompson
was all in favor of Kennecott’s plans. Not only did he
host the company’s news conference in his own office,
but according to an article that appeared in the May
28, 1987 issue of the Milwaukee Sentinel, “Thompson
said his office would do whatever was necessary to
obtain necessary permits to clear the way for mining”
(CD 50-2). In fact, there was even talk that the DNR
might not require a new Environmental Impact
Statement to be written for the project, even though
the 1987 proposal was very different from what had
been proposed in 1976. 

It looked like having Klauser in the governor’s
office was already starting to pay off for the mining
industry. Within five months of Thompson’s inaugura-
tion, Kennecott’s project was clearly on the fast track. 

I might add that Thompson was pretty two-faced
about the whole thing. I was Vice Chairman of the
Rusk County Board at the time and had a chance to
discuss the mining project with the governor several
weeks after Kennecott’s announcement. Thompson
said to me, “If the county and the town don’t want
mining, they can’t come in” (CD 50-3). Right. That
didn’t sound at all like what he had said during

Kennecott’s news conference. Plus, it should have
been clear to Thompson that Rusk County and the
Town of Grant didn’t want mining! Both had passed
resolutions to keep Kennecott out until better laws
were passed by the state to protect our groundwater
and provide more mining tax revenue to the local gov-
ernments. The legislature hadn’t done anything in
this regard, and I’m sure Thompson knew it. After all,
he had been in the Wisconsin Assembly since 1966. 

Once the local people heard that Kennecott was
planning to come back, you can bet there was a lot of
talk around town. Unfortunately, however, we did not
know any of the details, except that the mining com-
pany was planning a smaller project than what had
been proposed in 1976 and intended to ship all the
ore out of Rusk County to be processed at a distant
site, maybe Michigan or Canada. This meant there
would be no tailings dump in the town. 

Well, we didn’t care if Kennecott was intending to
build a small mine or a large mine. In either case the
mining company would be digging a huge pit right
next to the Flambeau River, and we knew the state’s
laws were inadequate to protect the river and our
groundwater from contamination. Plus, no matter
what size the mine was going to be, the local people
still wouldn’t get a fair share of the tax revenue. 

A number of local people were interviewed by state
and local newspapers to get their first impressions of
Kennecott’s return. While those of us who were
opposed to mining talked about how the mine could
cause environmental problems and lower property val-
ues, those who favored the mine used the same kind of
dumb arguments I had heard too many times before.
For example, a local barber by the name of Jim Schultz
was quoted in the May 29, 1987 issue of the Milwaukee
Sentinel as saying that the state had passed strict laws
“to take care of the concerns of the so-called environ-
mentalists and the environment itself” and that he was
“delighted” to hear Kennecott was back (CD 50-4). I
guess Schultz didn’t know about NR 182, NR 132, AB
800 and AB 936. 

The Sentinel also interviewed Jim Weisenberger of
Ladysmith and reported the following:

Jim Weisenberger, a realtor and president of the
Ladysmith Development Commission, said the pro-
posed mine would “give the community a shot in the
arm” without damaging the environment.

At least the paper went on to disclose that Weisen-
berger had “managed Kennecott’s 2,900 acres in the
area for about 15 years,” so you knew where he was
coming from. And as far as Weisenberger’s claim that
the mine would give Ladysmith a “shot in the arm”
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ing around for ore. Bob happened to see the guy out in
his pasture, stringing wire along the ground to take
some kind of readings. Of course, the fellow hadn’t
asked permission. So Bob started after him. Now, Bob
was a big, strong man, and the guy was so scared when
he saw Bob coming at him that he just dropped his wire
and ran. Bob later rolled up the wire and put it in his
shed. I know, because he told me about it himself. 

I also remember how Bob forcefully told the DNR
at the March 4, 1976 hearing on Kennecott’s Environ-
mental Impact Statement that there were already too
many pollutants in the environment and we should
add no more. I just couldn’t understand how Bob
could go to the other side, knowing what he knew
from our many years together. But here he was, all of
a sudden in the mining company’s camp.

Bob avoided me after his interview with the Eau
Claire television station, and I never really confronted
him about why he had changed sides. I guess it just
hurt too much and I wanted nothing more to do with
him. Needless to say, from that point on Bob did not
work with us to try and stop the mine. He also gave us
no further help in our efforts to get better regulations
in place to control mining. And not only did Bob stop
helping us, but he started to actively support Kennecott
in its efforts to get the mine going. He wasted no time
once he jumped ship. 

We who knew Bob Plantz never understood his
drastic turnaround. The only thing I can think of that
changed between the time Bob supported us and
when he started to support Kennecott was that Larry
Mercando appeared on the scene. I’ve often wondered
if somehow Mercando got to Bob or threatened him.
We will never know, but what I can say for sure is this:
Losing Bob was a real blow to us. We lost not only a
strong partner in our struggle against Kennecott, but
also a good friend. It is doubtful that the wound will
heal or that the animosity will ever grow less.

Mining does funny things to people. I wouldn’t like
to live through 1987 or 1988 again.
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without harming the environment, you can draw your
own conclusions as to whether or not he was right
when you read the rest of my story. 

Besides getting a lot of newspaper coverage, the
story of Kennecott’s return to Rusk County made it
onto the television stations. In particular, I remember
how a reporter from WEAU in Eau Claire called one
morning to set up an interview with me regarding my
reaction to the news. Unfortunately, however, he was
scheduled to be in Ladysmith that same afternoon,
and I needed to take Evelyn to a doctor’s appoint-
ment. So I suggested to the reporter that he talk to
Bob Plantz instead, and I gave him Bob’s address and
phone number. You see, Bob had been elected
Chairman of the Town of Grant in 1983 and reelected
in 1985 and 1987. Everybody in the town knew he
was against the mine; that’s why we kept voting him
into office. I considered him to be one of our strongest
partners in the fight against Kennecott.

As soon as I got off the phone, I called Bob to tell
him about WEAU’s reporter coming to town. Evelyn
quickly gathered together some information for Bob
to use during the interview, and we took it over to his
house on our way out of town. We talked to Bob
briefly about what we thought he could say about our
concerns and trusted he would make a strong case for
why the public shouldn’t support Kennecott’s pro-
posal. Looking back, I can honestly say we had no
idea anything was wrong.

Boy, were we shocked later when we saw Bob’s
interview on television and read about it in the news-
paper! To say the least, his statements about
Kennecott’s intentions to build a smaller mine in the
Town of Grant were quite different from what we
expected. In fact, we just couldn’t believe what we
were hearing. Bob had actually endorsed the scaled-
down project! It couldn’t have been more blatant; Bob
had switched sides.

Here was a man who had worked with us from the
beginning against Kennecott and had always been
there to support us. But now he was saying that
maybe the “cut-back project” wouldn’t be too bad.
What could have happened to make him turn 180-
degrees? One can only speculate. A bribe was out of
the question. Bob was a successful dairy farmer and
didn’t need the money. Was it because he didn’t
understand the mining laws and their implications?
Hardly, since Bob had sat in on the legislative sessions
in Madison when the laws were being drafted. He
knew their inadequacies.

Did Bob want mining? No, he had even chased
someone off his property in the 1970s who was snoop-
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I must say Governor Thompson treated Evelyn and
me in a very respectful manner the day of our meet-
ing. He was polite, gracious and friendly without
overdoing it. We felt much at ease with him. When
Thompson met us at the door of his office, he made a
point of reminding me how we had sat side-by-side on
that panel in 1985 to discuss the “consensus” process.
And when I looked around the room, I saw that my
request had been honored; James Klauser was con-
spicuous by his absence. 

Thompson listened attentively to Evelyn and me
for an hour, not just the 30 minutes that had been
scheduled. We explained our concerns with Kenne-
cott’s project, and he promised to set up a mining
task force to gather information about the whole pro-
posal and examine the adequacy of the state’s mining
laws. He said he would make sure I was a member of
that task force, and he kept his word by appointing
me himself later that fall. I think he knew I had 
the loudest mouth around and was hoping to soften 
me up. 

At any rate, I couldn’t have expected our meeting
with the governor to have gone any better, and I did
not hesitate to tell the Ladysmith News how pleased I
was with the tone of Thompson’s comments (CD 51-
1). It really sounded like the governor wanted to
make sure that adequate environmental and eco-
nomic safeguards would be in place before any min-
ing was allowed in the state. Only later did I discover
that Thompson’s apparent concern for the people of
Rusk County was no more than a show. 

Evelyn and I had a long trip home that day.
Madison is 220 miles from our farm, and it takes at
least four hours of steady driving to travel between
the two. So on the way home we had a lot of time to

Evelyn and I Meet with Governor 
Tommy Thompson (June 1987)

C H A P T E R  5 1

With all the talk of mining in Rusk County, our
representative in the Wisconsin Assembly, Robert
Larson (R-Medford), thought it only fair that
Governor Tommy Thompson should hear from some-
one who actually lived in the potential mining dis-
trict. Larson was aware of the work that Evelyn and I
were doing with the Rusk County Citizens Action
Group, and he knew that most of the legislators and
DNR officials were not listening to our concerns. He
figured that we deserved to be heard, so he arranged
for Evelyn and me to have a half-hour conference
with Tommy Thompson in the governor’s chambers in
June of 1987. 

Even before we went to Madison for our meeting,
I’m sure Thompson knew where Evelyn and I stood on
mining. I had been on a panel with him two years ear-
lier where we discussed the “consensus” model for
drafting Wisconsin’s mining laws. He had to know
that I had no use for what the “consensus” attorneys
had done. 

And if Thompson didn’t already know it, he found
out real fast that there was no lost love between his
right-hand man James Klauser and myself. Since
Klauser had worked for Exxon as a lobbyist until 1986
and now was working for the governor, I figured he
might want to sit in on our conference with Thomp-
son. So when Rep. Larson made the arrangements for
the meeting, I told him to make sure that Klauser
wouldn’t be in the room.

To show you why I had such dislike for Klauser, I
am including a little article we wrote about him that
appeared in the May 21, 1990 issue of the Real
Flambeau News (Figure 51-1). In my opinion, Klauser
was one of those most responsible for helping the
mining companies infiltrate our state government.
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mull over what had happened in Tommy Thompson’s
office. Even though we had just met with the gover-
nor, we weren’t easily impressed by power. You see, by
1987 we had figured out that too many legislators
and DNR officials were no more trustworthy than the
mining company executives themselves. And we cer-
tainly were tired of getting the old Republican
runaround in Madison. I had never been a great fan of
Thompson’s, even though I must admit that I voted

for him in 1986. But again that wasn’t saying much,
seeing as he had run against Tony Earl, who certainly
didn’t rate as one of my heroes. 

Evelyn and I stayed on the freeway until we got to
Black River Falls. There we decided to take the
Highway 12 exit and drive to Augusta for a change of
scenery. That was fine and good, but on the freeway I
had set the cruise control of my car at 65 miles per
hour. When we got onto Highway 12, we were still so

Figure 51-1. A summary of the main reasons why those opposed to mining in Wisconsin wanted nothing to do with James Klauser, Secretary of
the Department of Administration. See Figure 1-2 for more information (Real Flambeau News, May 1990).
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At about that time Evelyn spoke up. She just hap-
pened to have some handouts with her concerning
the mine, and she offered them to the trooper. Leave
it to Evelyn to give a state trooper free literature
about the mine! He came around to her side of the car
to take what she had, and then he looked down at us,
two old crow baits who had driven several hundred
miles to try to convince Tommy Thompson to stop a
mine. I guess he was either impressed with what we
were doing or felt sorry for us. Who knows? Anyway,
he graciously took the papers Evelyn handed to him
and said, “You look like real good people. Just don’t
drive more than 53 miles per hour!” With a smile he
waved us on.

I have to admit that seeing those flashing lights
and being stopped by a state trooper raised my blood
pressure more than meeting with Tommy Thompson
in the governor’s chambers. Sometimes life is just too
thrilling!

CD-ROM Reference
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preoccupied with talking about our meeting with
Thompson that I kind of forgot I needed to slow down
to 55. But that was to change!

We came up over a small hill, and there was a state
trooper just waiting to catch someone speeding. His
lights started flashing, and they looked especially
bright to me. Naturally I pulled over and stopped. A
young trooper got out of the squad car and came
toward us. He politely asked for my driver’s license.
Then he said, “You were going a little fast I believe.” I
had to agree, because when I saw the flashing lights
and looked at the speedometer, it registered 62 miles
per hour. What could I say?

The trooper asked me where I lived, and I said I
was from south of Ladysmith. He responded by telling
me he was familiar with the area and had taken canoe
trips down the Flambeau River. Next he asked where
we had been. And when I told him that Evelyn and I
were on our way home from Madison, he asked why
we had been there. When I explained to the trooper
that we had just met with the governor to discuss the
proposed Flambeau Mine, he seemed a little startled.
He asked a few more questions about how our meet-
ing had gone and seemed interested to learn more
about what we were doing to oppose the mine. 
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you gag. John Terrill of the Ladysmith News, however,
went along with the mining company’s propaganda
and ran a front-page article in the July 2, 1987 issue
of the paper entitled “Mine would have less impact”
(CD 52-1).

I can still see Ed May all gushy with his teeth show-
ing as he talked about Kennecott’s new and improved
plans for the mine. But whenever we asked him a
question about the mining company’s liability or how
it would dispose of all the toxic waste, all we got was
a vague response. A comparison of the 1976 and 1987
mining proposals is included in Table 52-1.

The main difference between the two proposals had
to do with how the ore would be processed and the
open pit reclaimed. The 1976 proposal called for crush-
ing and processing the ore at a location just south of
the pit. This would have been noisy, dusty and pro-
duced many tons of toxic sludge destined to be stored
in a large tailings pond about a mile from the mine site.
There the pile of tailings would have remained forever,
with its toxic ingredients slowly but surely leaching
into the groundwater. In terms of the open pit, the plan
was to flood it at the end of mining, which would have
left us with a lake of questionable value. 

The 1987 proposal, on the other hand, called for all
the ore to be crushed and then shipped out of Wisconsin
for processing. This meant that no tailings would be
generated and hence no tailings pond needed. But the
mining company could not deny the fact that there still
would be up to 124 tons of toxic sludge produced per
day by a water treatment plant located at the mine site.
The company planned to push this sludge, full of heavy
metals and acid, into the unlined pit at the end of min-
ing, along with all the sulfide waste rock. Once the pit
was filled in, the plan was to cover the whole mess with

On June 24, 1987, Kennecott held a meeting in
Ladysmith to tell the local people about its new plans
to mine in the Town of Grant. Up until that time we
had been hearing a lot of rumors, so it was about time
we heard from the horse’s mouth what was being pro-
posed. Kennecott brought in Ed May to help with the
presentation, even though he was no longer the proj-
ect manager for the company. Since we were familiar
with his smiling face, I suppose Kennecott figured we
would trust him. 

But I didn’t view Ed May as someone to be trusted.
He had been in and out of Rusk County several times
over the years, sort of like a predator, and to me it
looked like he was moving in for the kill.

The meeting was held in the Ladysmith High
School auditorium, and a huge crowd was on hand. In
particular I remember seeing Bob Plantz sitting there
next to Leonard Gleason. When I saw those two old
white-heads who had been on opposite sides of the
battle now acting like friends, I knew for certain that
Bob was a gone goose. It just sort of made me feel
sad. It’s always been easier for me to handle someone
whose ideas are absolutely opposed to mine and is
consistent about it, than someone who has been on
my side and suddenly makes a shift. It’s painful to
lose faith in someone you once trusted. 

After everyone was settled in the auditorium, Ed
May got up and introduced Larry Mercando to us as
the new project manager for the mine. And then the
two of them proceeded to tell us about Kennecott’s
scaled-down mining proposal. They stressed that this
was a simpler project than what Kennecott had pro-
posed in 1976 and would be environmentally safe.
Mercando even compared the proposed mine to being
no more than a big gravel pit. It was enough to make

Kennecott’s New Mining 
Proposal (June 1987)

C H A P T E R  5 2
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topsoil and seed it down with prairie grass to hide what
was going on beneath the surface. 

The new plan decidedly was an improvement over
the first proposal, but still was nothing to brag about.
For example, Ed May and Larry Mercando didn’t
really talk about how the waste rock and sludge in the
backfilled pit would emit acid mine drainage and con-
taminate our groundwater supply and the Flambeau
River. When I argued this point with Mercando at a
later meeting, all he said was, “Churchill, you’re the
one who wanted us to fill in the pit, and we’ve done
what you wanted,” as if that was supposed to make
me shut up. 

Mercando made it sound like Kennecott was doing
us a big favor by filling in the pit, when in reality it
was to the mining company’s own advantage to do so.
You see, filling in the pit was a way to set things up so
that Kennecott could someday come back to remove
the deepest part of the ore body. Let me explain. 

The Flambeau Deposit was so deep that Kennecott
couldn’t possibly dig an open pit wide enough to get
out all the ore. It was a simple matter of engineering.
The company was constrained by the Flambeau River
on one side and State Highway 27 on the other. It
could dig an open pit only so deep before the walls
would start to collapse. So to get out the deepest part
of the ore deposit, the company would have to switch
to using underground shafts and tunnels. Kennecott
could hardly do something like that if there were a
lake above the ore body. 

I am including a map of the proposed mine site
that appeared in the June 17, 1990 issue of the
Wausau Daily Herald (Figure 52-1). It was based on a
drawing done by Foth and Van Dyke of Green Bay,
Wisconsin, a consulting firm hired by Kennecott to
help with the project. Also included is information
put together by Evelyn to describe the physical layout
of the mine site.

Feature

Life of the mine (excluding preproduction and
reclamation phases)

Employment during open pit phase of mining
(average)

Size of mine pit

Amount of ore removed

Ore processing

Disturbed acreage

Disposal of waste rock

Rehabilitation of the open pit, located next to
the Flambeau River

1976 Proposal

11 years (or up to 22 years, if open pit mining
is followed by underground mining)

78

55 acres at the surface
285 feet deep
1,000 feet wide
2,400 feet long

3.3 million tons

Ore will be processed immediately south of the
open pit. It will be crushed, mixed with water
and ground into a very fine slurry. The slurry
will then be fed into a series of tanks, and
chemicals will be added to make the minerals
float to the top. Toxic tailings that total 2.6 mil-
lion tons over the life of the project will be
pumped into a 156-acre waste pond located
over a mile away in a wetland area.

320 acres

The waste rock might be used to build a ski hill.

The open pit will be flooded with water from
the Flambeau River to form a  lake of question-
able value that will be over 200-feet deep. The
water is expected to become polluted with sul-
furic acid and heavy metals because of acid
mine drainage.

1987 Proposal

6 years

55

32 acres at the surface
225 feet deep
550 feet wide
2,600 feet long

1.9 million tons

Ore will be crushed and then shipped by freight
train to either Timmins, Ontario or Rouyn,
Quebec for processing. No tailings will be
produced.

181 acres

The waste rock will be pushed back into the
unlined pit.

The unlined open pit will be backfilled with
waste rock. Toxic sludge from an on-site water
treatment plant will also be pushed into the pit.
Groundwater will percolate through the whole
mess as it travels toward the Flambeau River.

Table 52-1. Comparison between Kennecott’s 1976 and 1987 proposals for the development of the Flambeau Mine [Source of statistics: Final
Environmental Impact Statements for the Flambeau Mine, Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources, 1976 and 1990 (CD 12-4)].
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Figure 52-1. Map of Kennecott’s proposed mine (Wausau Daily Herald, July 17, 1990; republished with permission).

The following information is based on a paper written by
Evelyn Churchill in 1990 (CD 52-2):

Overall Mine Site

The mine site will occupy a total of 181 acres where the pro-
posed open pit, waste rock stockpiles, wastewater treatment
facility, settling ponds and rail spur will be located. Nearly 40
acres of woods and 8 acres of wetlands will be destroyed and
135 acres of grassland scraped clean of topsoil, vegetation,
small animal communities and habitat. Another 11 acres of
wetlands will be indirectly affected. 

Mine Pit

The pit will be 32 acres in size, 225 feet deep, 550 feet wide,
2,600 feet long, and 140 feet from the Flambeau River (if

there are 12 blocks in a mile, that means the pit will be only
about one-third of a city block from the river bank).

Low Sulfide Waste Rock Stockpile

This pile will contain waste rock containing less than 1 per-
cent sulfur, but Kennecott has not explained how it came up
with using 1 percent as a cut-off. The pile will cover 40 acres
and be about 60 feet above existing grades (electric light
poles are about 30 feet tall).

There will be no liner under the low sulfur waste rock stock-
pile, so leachate from the waste will seep into the groundwa-
ter. This is worrisome because the Minnesota Pollution
Control Agency has reported that waste rock material con-
taining even less than 1 percent sulfides may produce toxic
heavy metal leachate.

The Proposed Physical Layout of the Flambeau Mine (1990)
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As you can tell from Evelyn’s description, we had
numerous concerns with the physical layout of the
mine site. Plus, we were worried about negative
impacts from the mining company’s wastewater dis-
charge into the Flambeau River. There were no guar-
antees that aquatic life would be protected from harm,
especially since the combination of the various metals
and chemicals being released into the river might
cause toxic effects due to synergism. We also had con-
cerns about noise, dust, soil erosion along the river
bank and whether or not the pit wall, especially on the
end closest to the river, would be stable enough to
avoid collapse. All of these issues were addressed by
Evelyn in the paper cited above (CD 52-2). 

Needless to say, there were so many problems with
Kennecott’s new proposal that I just couldn’t get
enthused about it, and neither could a lot of other
people. The opposition was as great as ever, and a
majority of the townspeople still did not want a mine.
The Mining Blues, sung to the tune of “My Darling
Clementine,” summed up our feelings quite well. I
don’t know who wrote it, but I have included the
words so you can sing along!

CD-ROM References
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CD 52-2. Paper written by Evelyn Churchill to describe the physical
layout of Kennecott’s proposed mine in the Town of Grant
and potential negative impacts of the project, 1990.

Oh, our Flambeau
Charming River,
Running acids and silts galore,
With little fishes belly
upwards,
Is this your fate,
Forevermore?

Oh, Rusk County,
Comely Homeland,
Now a British Colony,
RTZ will profit greatly,
From Rusk County’s
Tragedy!

Oh, our Flambeau
Charming River,
Flowing softly through field
and slough,
Are we lost and gone together?
Precious Flambeau,
Bid Adieu!

–Anonymous

High Sulfide Waste Rock Stockpile

Much of the waste rock put in this stockpile will contain 50
percent or more sulfides, mostly pyrite. The pile will cover 
27 acres and be 70 feet above existing grades at the end of
mining. 

It is expected that the sulfides in this stockpile will generate
sulfuric acid when exposed to water and air, and the acid will
in turn leach out toxic heavy metals from the rock. There will
be a liner and collection system beneath the waste pile so the
runoff can be treated in the mine’s wastewater treatment
plant. After being purified, the water will be discharged into
the Flambeau River.

Topsoil Storage Area

The topsoil will be removed from 135 acres, stored in a pile
and vegetated. An observation platform for mine visitors will

be constructed on top of this topsoil stockpile.

Wastewater Treatment Plant

Water will have to be pumped from the open pit both day and
night to keep the pit dry enough for men and machinery. This
water will be contaminated with acids, heavy metals, oil and
chemicals. The pit water and runoff from the high sulfur
waste rock stockpile, crushed ore storage area and haul road
will all be treated in the wastewater treatment plant and then
discharged into the Flambeau River.

Up to 124 tons of toxic sludge will be produced by the waste-
water treatment plant per day. This metal and acid-enriched
sludge will be dumped on the high sulfur waste rock pile and
pushed into the unlined pit at the end of mining along with
the high and low sulfur waste rock. Of course, groundwater
will then percolate through it.

The Mining Blues

Physical Layout (continued)
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of those who will live on those same parcels of land in
the future, after the owners who sold their rights have
died? What about those who live further down-
stream? And what about the river itself and all those
things that live in the river? Has anyone spoken for
them?

Wis. Stat. 30.195 is not only shortsighted, but a seri-
ous breach of the public trust. It shows that even back
in 1961, when the statute was first enacted, corporate
interests had infiltrated our legislature to work against
the public’s right to use and enjoy the waters of the
state. Those responsible for the passage of this law
ignored the fact that the state’s natural resources
belong to all the people and not just the highest bidder.

But that isn’t even the half of it. In 1987 the law
was amended to make it even weaker in terms of pro-
tecting public rights. This occurred at the same time
Kennecott was making its play to return to Rusk
County. Was it merely a coincidence? Let me tell you
the story.

It was no secret that the ore body Kennecott
intended to mine in the Town of Grant extended
beneath the Flambeau River, clear across to the other
side and beyond. We had seen the maps prepared by
Ed May and his colleague C.G. Schwenk in the mid-
1970s (Figure 53-1; CDs 1-5 and 4-2). Of course, the
mining company bought up the land on both sides of
the river when it moved into the Town of Grant.
What’s more, Ed May told me in 1974 that Kennecott
had asked the DNR early on for permission to change
the course of the Flambeau River so that the com-
pany’s holdings might be more accessible. Fortun-
ately, the department had turned down the request. 

For the company to even consider moving a river as
large as the Flambeau, there must have been something

State Law Says a Mining 
Company Can Alter 

the Course of a River (1987)

C H A P T E R  5 3

In 1961 the state passed a law that allows a mining
company or any other large corporation to change the
course of a navigable stream. That’s right. If a river or
creek of any size is getting in the way of a company
expanding its operation, all it has to do is apply to the
DNR for a permit to move or straighten the stream’s
natural channel. And if the company can prove that
doing so will “improve the economic or aesthetic
value” of its land without harming anyone else’s
rights, the DNR is required by law to issue the permit.
Could it get any worse? You bet! The DNR can grant
this type of request without even holding a public
hearing. You can read for yourself in Wis. Stat.
30.195, which has been amended several times over
the years, but is still on the books today.

Sure, anyone who owns river frontage upstream or
downstream from a proposed project can register a
complaint with the DNR. But it is ultimately up to the
department itself to pass judgement on whether 
or not that person’s riparian rights or the rights of 
the general public are likely to be compromised. You
tell me, if you lived next door to a multi-million 
dollar corporation, how much chance do you think
there would be of convincing the DNR that your ri-
parian rights were more important than the invading
company’s?

And here’s the real corker: Even if the department
concludes that moving the stream would be “detri-
mental … to the rights of other riparians located on
the stream,” the law still allows for the project to pro-
ceed, as long as all of the affected riparians have
given their consent. In other words, if the company in
question has enough money to “buy off” its neighbors
along the river, the project can still get the green light
from the department. Hmmm. What about the rights
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extraordinarily valuable beneath the surface. Sure
enough, we learned later that the richest gold in the
deposit was located close to the river bank. What’s
more, Ed May admitted that the gold did not stop at
the river’s edge, but rather extended “along most of
[the deposit’s] strike length” (CD 1-5).

When the DNR turned down Kennecott’s request to
change the course of the Flambeau River, the mining
company had no choice but to comply. You see, Wis.
Stat. 30.195 contained provisions that allowed the
DNR to impose specific penalties and take legal action
against anyone who unlawfully moved a stream bed.
Take a look at the original wording of sections (1), (5)
and (6) of the statute, and you will see what I mean.
It provided at least some kind of protection to the
public. 

Unfortunately, however, shortly after Kennecott
came back to town in 1987 with Larry Mercando, we
learned that 1987 Wisconsin Act 374 had been passed
by the state legislature to amend and weaken Wis.
Stat. 30.195 (CD 53-1). In particular, the statement in
section (1) of the statute that referred to specific fines
and penalties for violating the law was removed. The
act also repealed sections (5) and (6) in their entirety.
Those were the two sections of the law that gave the
DNR the express authority to stop anyone from
unlawfully changing the course of a stream!

Another part of the law that was weakened in 1987
was section (7). That’s the part that dealt with chang-
ing the course of a stream on publicly owned land.
The original statute specified that a permit could be
issued to alter the course of a stream on municipal or
county-owned land only if the county had a popula-

any manner affected by this section, nor does this section
create any liability on the part of the state for any such
damages, but a person who changes the course of a
stream or straightens a stream in accordance with a per-
mit granted pursuant to this section is presumed to have
exercised due care in such changing or straightening.

(5) RESTORATION OF UNLAWFULLY STRAIGHTENED STREAM. The
department of natural resources, upon its own finding
that the course of a stream has been changed or the
stream straightened in violation of this section and that
it is in the public interest to restore such stream to its
former course, may order the person who straightened
or changed the course of the stream in violation of this
section to restore such stream to its former course. If
the person fails to comply, or in good faith to begin to
comply, with such order within the time specified
therein, or in the case of appeal, within 20 days after
final judgment, he is subject to a forfeiture of not more
than $25 for each day such failure to comply, or begin
to comply, continues. [Author’s Note: This entire sec-
tion was repealed in 1987.] 

(6) CEASE AND DESIST ORDER. The department may order any
person violating or threatening to violate this section
to cease and desist from such violation or threatened
violation. If such person fails to comply with such order
within 5 days after issuance thereof, the department may
cause an action for injunction to be commenced in a
court of competent jurisdiction to have such order
enforced. Such order is not reviewable under ch. 227
[the chapter on administrative procedure and review].
[Author’s Note: This entire section was repealed in
1987.]

(7) APPLICATION OF SECTION. This section shall not apply to
municipal or county-owned lands in counties having a
population of 500,000 or more. [Author’s Note: The
population figure was changed to 750,000 in 1987].
[emphasis added]

WIS. STAT. 30.195 CHANGING OF STREAM COURSES
[Prior to Being Amended in 1987]
(1) PERMIT REQUIRED. No person shall change the course of

or straighten a navigable stream without a permit there-
fore having been granted pursuant to this section or
without otherwise being expressly authorized by statute
to do so. Any person violating this section shall be
fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more
than 6 months, or both. [Author’s Note: The wording
that imposed fines and/or prison time for violating this
section of the law was eliminated in 1987.]

(2) APPLICATIONS. Applications for permits required by this
section shall be made to the department of natural
resources upon forms prescribed by it. Applications
shall contain such information as the department rea-
sonably requires to enable it to act on the application.

(3) GRANTING OF PERMIT. Upon application therefore, the
department shall grant a permit to the owner of any land
to change the course of or straighten a navigable stream
on such land, if such change or straightening will
improve the economic or aesthetic value of the owner’s
land and will not adversely affect the flood flow capacity
of the stream or otherwise be detrimental to public
rights or to the rights of other riparians located on the
stream. If the department finds that the rights of such
riparians will be adversely affected, it may grant the per-
mit only with their consent. Such permit may be
granted on the department’s own motion after its own
investigation or after public hearing and after giving
prior notice of such investigation or hearing. [Author’s
note: In 2003, the requirement for the DNR to grant a
permit if all of the affected riparian owners have given
their consent was shored up. Instead of saying the DNR
“may” grant a permit under such circumstances, the
amended law says the department “shall” grant the 
permit.]

(4) LIABILITY FOR NEGLIGENCE. No common law liability, and no
statutory liability which may be provided elsewhere in
these statutes, for damages resulting from the changing
of the course of or from the straightening of a stream is in
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greedy mining companies wanting to push over river
beds on public land.

Wis. Stat. 30.195 was further amended in 2003
with the enactment of Wisconsin Act
118 (CD 53-2). The guts of the law did
not appear to change very much. But
since I am not a lawyer, I cannot say
for sure. For example, the 1987 version
of the law stated that someone could
alter the course of a stream if either:
(1) the necessary permit was obtained
from the DNR; or (2) a statute was
passed by the legislature to expressly
authorize the activity. But in 2003, for
some reason the wording was changed
to allow a stream to be moved if
“authorization has been granted by the
legislature.” Is that the same thing as
having the legislature enact a law? Or
are there other less stringent routes
that our lawmakers can take to grant
authorization? I don’t know. But I
would bet the multinationals somehow
benefitted from the change in wording.

One subtle but very important
change that was made to Wis. Stat.
30.195 in 2003 involved the use of the
word “may” versus “shall.” The origi-
nal statute included the following pro-
vision: “If the department finds that
the rights of … riparians will be
adversely affected, it may grant the
permit only with their consent.” In
2003, however, the wording was
changed so that the DNR shall issue

tion under 500,000. But Wisconsin Act 374 raised
that threshold to 750,000. I guess the state didn’t care
if another 250,000 people or so would be impacted by

You might be wondering how Evelyn and I were able to get a
detailed history of Wis. Stat. 30.195, especially since the
original law was enacted long before we got involved in fight-
ing Kennecott. Well, when Evelyn heard about this particular
law, she wanted to find out more about it. So she wrote to the
Wisconsin Legislative Reference Bureau in Madison to
request the law’s drafting record. Daniel Ritsche, a research
analyst with the bureau, was most willing to accommodate
Evelyn’s request and sent her information regarding the step-
by-step changes that were made to the law over the years
(CD 53-4). He also included a brochure explaining the various
types of information available to the public through the
Wisconsin Legislative Reference Bureau and how to go about
conducting legislative history research (CD 53-5). I mention

this because there may be other laws that you, my dear read-
ers, would like to research in a similar way.

In this day and age of the internet, you can also get informa-
tion about the history of many of our state statutes by visiting
the web page of the Wisconsin State Legislature. That’s how
Laura and I were able to get our hands on a copy of
Wisconsin Act 118, enacted in 2003. Just go to
http://www.legis.state.wi.us and click on “Wisconsin Law.”
Then select “Acts,” and you will be able to look up any act
passed by the Wisconsin Legislature since 1969 and read it
in its entirety. All you need to know is the year that the act in
question was passed and the “act number” assigned to it
(that information can be found in the Wisconsin Statutes, in
the footnotes that appear at the end of each statute). 

Researching Statutes

Figure 53-1. Residual gravity contour map of the Flambeau Deposit. Note how the
deposit extends beneath the Flambeau River (Geoscience Wisconsin, July 1977; repub-
lished with permission).
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the permit if: (1) the department has determined that
the proposed change will not be detrimental to the
public interest; and (2) all of the riparian owners,
even if they are certain to be harmed, have given their
consent. In effect, the amended wording removed any
discretionary authority the department had in such
matters. That made no sense at all. Moving a river
bed is a complicated issue; yet the law has reduced
the permitting process to a simple “black and white”
analysis of the situation.

Wisconsin Act 118 also made changes to the sec-
tion of Wis. Stat. 30.195 that deals with public hear-
ings. The new wording makes it appear that such
hearings will be part and parcel of the approval
process for altering the course of any stream. In par-
ticular, the amended law states that the “hearing pro-
visions of sections 30.208 (3) to (5) apply to an
application” (CD 53-3). But when you study those
sections of the law, it is plain to see that it’s all smoke
and mirrors. For example, Wis. Stat. 30.208(3) states
that hearings will be held “if the applicant has
requested a public hearing” or “the department deter-
mines that there is a significant public interest in
holding a hearing.” How likely is that? The law also
allows for a regular citizen like you or me to request a
hearing. Unfortunately, however, even if the depart-
ment honored the request, the kind of hearing pro-
vided for in the law would not carry any wallop. You
see, when it comes to altering the course of a river,
the law only allows for an “informational hearing” to
be held by the department rather than the kind of
full-blown public hearing that would hold state offi-
cials accountable for their actions. No matter what is
said at an “informational hearing,” the department
can still do whatever it wants. I know. I’ve been to a
number of “informational hearings” on mining-
related issues over the years.

Besides Wis. Stat. 30.195, another law that allows
corporations to disrupt Wisconsin’s waterways is Wis.
Stat. 30.20. This particular statute allows for the
removal of minerals beneath river beds and lakes. The
law appears to assume that in certain cases such proj-
ects could be carried out without disturbing the river
or lake that lies above the deposit. Considering that
groundwater flow is very complicated and not always
predictable, I think the law assumes too much. Worse
yet, the statute allows these types of contracts to run
for up to 75 years! I have included a section of this
shoddy statute for you to see.

When you look at Wis. Stat. 30.20(2)(b) closely,
you will notice that it only deals with regulating the
removal of minerals beneath the bed of a stream

owned by the state. It says nothing at all about a river
bed that might be owned by a person or corporation
(an individual who owns property that extends across
a river has legal claim to the river bottom). Does that
mean private parties have been given free reign to dig
up minerals beneath a lake or stream, even if it means
that a public waterway might be disrupted in the
process? I don’t know. The law is silent on the matter.
It’s a whopper of a loophole that persists to this day.

Kennecott and all other mining companies in
Wisconsin are really in the driver’s seat when it comes
to mining next to and under the state’s waters. In fact,
laws like Wis. Stats. 30.195 and 30.20(2)(b) allow
large corporations to play God with our lakes and
streams for their own economic gain. These laws
need to be repealed before any more mining is
allowed to take place in Wisconsin. Why should a
mining company be allowed to disrupt or change the
course of the Flambeau River or any of our rivers or
lakes just to increase its profits? 

In closing, let me say this: For someone to think he
can contaminate, twist around and ruin a river just
because he owns a little shoreline is just plain wrong.
I’ve been living next to the Deer Tail Creek for the past
sixty years (plus fifteen more years as a child, before
my father lost the farm during the Great Depression).
But I don’t own it. The water comes in on one end and
goes out the other. It just happens to flow where I

WIS. STAT. 30.20 REMOVAL OF MATERIAL FROM BEDS OF
NAVIGABLE WATERS [As Amended in 2003]. …

(2) CONTRACTS AND INDIVIDUAL PERMITS. …
(b) The department may enter into a contract on behalf

of the state for the removal and lease or sale of any
mineral, ore or other material from beneath the
bed of a navigable water that the state may own if
the contract will be consistent with public rights and
if the navigable water will not be disturbed in the
removal operation. A person seeking to enter into
such a contract shall apply to the department. Each
contract entered into under this paragraph shall con-
tain any conditions that the department determines
are necessary for the protection of the public interest
and the interest of the state. Each contract entered
into under this paragraph shall also fix the compen-
sation to be paid to the state for the mineral, ore or
other material to be removed. Each contract entered
into under this paragraph may not run for more than
75 years. Should any doubt exist as to whether the
state, in fact, owns such lake bed or stream bed such
contract or lease shall be for such interests, if any, as
the state may own. [emphasis added]
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happen to be. I don’t own the fish and I don’t own the
water. And neither does anyone else. We are all just
tenants in this world. 

CD-ROM References
CD 53-1. 1987 Wisconsin Act 374, published May 2, 1988.

CD 53-2. 2003 Wisconsin Act 118, published February 5, 2004.

CD 53-3. Wis. Stat. 30.195, as amended in 2003. 

CD 53-4. Letter written by Daniel Ritsche of the Wisconsin Legislative
Reference Bureau to Evelyn Churchill to outline the legisla-
tive history of Wis. Stat. 30.195, December 16, 1993.

CD 53-5. “An Introduction to Legislative History Research in
Wisconsin,” a brief prepared by the Wisconsin Legislative
Reference Bureau, June 1990.
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When you look carefully at the notice, you will see
that although the wording is a little hard to follow, it
clearly acknowledged that the town’s 1982 mining
moratorium was “in effect.” By the terms of the mora-
torium, it could only be lifted if the town determined
that the state had passed laws to adequately protect
the interests, health, safety and welfare of the resi-
dents of the town. Since such laws had not been
passed, the town board’s notice was correct; the min-
ing moratorium indeed was still in effect. 

So this special meeting to consider zoning changes
for the mine should never have been called! A mora-
torium is a moratorium. Plus, since the town was
under county zoning, it made no sense to call a town
meeting to consider rezoning the mining company’s
property. Kennecott should have petitioned the
county for such a change, not the town. So what was
going on? As you will see, this sham of a meeting laid
the groundwork for the town board to ignore the peo-
ple’s wishes and begin negotiating with Kennecott to
build the mine.

The day of the meeting came, but the town board
didn’t stick to its posted agenda. Instead, Plantz
allowed Larry Mercando and Ed May to take up a lot
of time presenting propaganda about how wonderful
the mine would be for the community. 

And when Mercando and May were done talking,
the meeting turned into an attack on the town’s mining
moratorium! Plantz announced that although the min-
utes of the 1982 annual town meeting showed that a
moratorium against mining had been passed by the
townspeople on a vote of 53 to 18, the actual copy of
the moratorium had been ripped out of the minute
book and could not be found. Some of us already knew
about this, because Town Clerk Dennis Reynolds had

Plantz Fails to Support the 
Town of Grant’s Mining 

Moratorium (August 1987)

C H A P T E R  5 4

Bob Plantz had been elected Chairman of the
Town of Grant in 1983 because everyone knew he
was against Kennecott, and the majority of voters in
the town didn’t want a mine. So when Plantz decided
to switch sides and support the mining company in
May of 1987, we were shocked and felt betrayed. All
of a sudden the same man who had stood side-by-side
with us at many a town meeting was no longer will-
ing to support and enforce the very resolutions
against mining that he himself had helped to write.

Because of how Wisconsin’s town government law
had been changed in 1984, Plantz was in a position
where he could legally make decisions contrary to
what the people wanted. And that’s what he and the
other board members did. To show you what I mean,
let me tell you about a special meeting of the Town of
Grant that Plantz called for August 22, 1987. The
posted agenda for the meeting was to consider zoning
changes that might be needed for the mine. I am
including the official notice for the meeting, as pub-
lished in the Ladysmith News (Figure 54-1).

Figure 54-1. Notice for a special meeting of the Town of Grant called
by Chairman Bob Plantz (Ladysmith News, August 1987).
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just fumbled around and didn’t acknowledge any-
thing except that the moratorium was missing.
Mercando even tried to make it sound like maybe
there had never been a moratorium! That buzzard got
everyone worked up with his talk about how we had
no real proof of what the moratorium had said. And
to make things worse, Plantz proceeded to threaten
us by saying the town would probably end up in court
if we didn’t go along with Kennecott.

Before the meeting ended, a motion was made by
the board to “continue working with the mining com-
pany.” But technically, that action had nothing to do
with the posted agenda for the meeting. The whole
thing was shady, and we left the town hall feeling dis-
gruntled. All I could conclude was that the actions
taken by the board were illegal because: (1) the min-
ing moratorium was still in effect; and (2) even if it
weren’t, the agenda of the special meeting had not
been followed. One thing was clear, however; the
Grant Town Board was now working against the
majority of the townspeople to support the mine. 

noticed the moratorium was missing when his prede-
cessor Leonard Gleason turned over the town records
to him in 1983. In fact, if you look at  the actual hand-
written minutes of the meeting, you can see where
Gleason wrote, with reference to the moratorium,
“Copy attached to this page” and where Reynolds
wrote the following note in the margin (Figure 54-2):

Attached copy was tore out before books were handed
to new clerk on 4-10-83.

By looking at the minutes you could also see the sta-
ple marks from where the moratorium had been
attached to the page. There was no doubt it had been
passed at the meeting and put into the record. So
even though the paper with the actual wording of the
resolution was missing, no one had ever made an
issue of it, at least until now.

What really burned me up was that Plantz had
been at the 1982 annual meeting when the mining
moratorium was passed. He could have cleared every-
thing up by telling the crowd what he knew, but he

Figure 54-2. The minutes of the April 1982 annual meeting of the Town of Grant, as recorded by Town Clerk Leonard Gleason, clearly showed
that a mining moratorium resolution had been passed by the voters. Unfortunately, however, the resolution was later ripped out of the book, as
indicated in the margin by Gleason’s successor, Dennis Reynolds. See CD 38-2 to read the complete minutes of the meeting.
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The proposed mine site for Kennecott’s project
was located totally within the Town of Grant and out-
side the Ladysmith city limits. But the property owned
by the mining company butted up to the city, and you
can bet there were those in Ladysmith who had dollar
signs in their eyes. The city was suffering financial
difficulties, and the city fathers were hungry for new
business, it seemed at any cost. So despite the fact
that the decision about whether or not to allow min-
ing in the Town of Grant rightfully belonged to the
townspeople, the City of Ladysmith decided to stick
its nose where it didn’t belong and push for the mine
to be built. The big question for the city was how to
legitimately get its finger into the pie. Let me tell you
the story.

Shortly after the August 1987 town meeting where
the town’s mining moratorium was attacked, I got an
unexpected visit from two Ladysmith officials, Mayor
Marty Reynolds and the city administrator, Alan
Christianson. They were aware of the turmoil in the
Town of Grant over the mine and came out to my
farm to talk to Evelyn and me about Kennecott’s pro-
posal. They said they wanted to learn more about
what we were doing to stop the mine. I had taught
both Marty and Alan in the sixth grade when I was a
teacher in the Ladysmith school system, and I thought
I knew them very well. In fact, I was under the
impression that they, too, wanted to figure out the
best way to stop Kennecott. I felt free to share my
thoughts and ideas with them and held nothing back.
In retrospect, I guess you could say I was pretty naïve.

Yes, once again I was to see firsthand the power of
Kennecott to influence people to go along with what-
ever the mining company wanted. 

The day that Christianson and Reynolds came out

to the farm, I explained to them that we had two big
things in our favor to keep Kennecott out of the Town
of Grant. The first was Rusk County’s metallic mining
code. It gave the county so much power to control
mining that negotiations could literally be stopped at
any point. We also discussed the Town of Grant’s min-
ing moratorium, another hurdle I hoped would make
it impossible for the mining company to proceed. And
since Reynolds and Christianson were city officials, I
told them that Ladysmith could deliver the final blow
to Kennecott by assuring the Town of Grant in writing
that the city would not, under any circumstances,
annex the mining company’s property. 

My concern went back to 1982, when Kevin Lyons
threatened the Town of Grant by saying that if we did
not go along with the “consensus” negotiations,
Kennecott would likely ask the City of Ladysmith to
annex the mine site. That meant the town would lose
all control over the mining company’s land and any
possible financial gain from the mine. Kennecott’s
2,750 acres covered about one-eighth of the town, so
this was no small matter. I told Christianson and
Reynolds that if the city could assure us it would not
annex Kennecott’s property, the pressure would be
taken off the town to negotiate. We could simply say
“No” to the mine. 

Reynolds told me that day that the city would not
annex Kennecott’s property, but he never put it in writ-
ing. You see, it turns out that he and Christianson had
not come to see me because they wanted to stop the
mine; it soon became clear that both men,
Christianson in particular, wanted to get the mine
going! 

Yes, after I gave Christianson and Reynolds all my
ideas about how to stop Kennecott, they turned

Ladysmith Wants a Piece 
of the Pie (Fall 1987)
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unemployed workers after Kennecott finished digging
up the ore and left town. 

Now, to this day I do not blame Ladysmith for
wanting to recoup any money that the proposed mine
was likely to cost the city. But Christianson should
have read a little further in the law. Wis. Stat.
70.395(2)(h) talks about how “municipalities adja-
cent to municipalities in which metalliferous minerals
are extracted” can be awarded money from the state’s
mining impact fund to help take care of problems
caused by mining. So the city didn’t have to annex
part of the property to be eligible for funding from the
state.

Plus, with Wisconsin’s weak mining tax law, there
was always the possibility that the mining company
would pay no taxes to the state, which meant there
would be no money coming back to Ladysmith as
either tax revenue or impact money. If Christianson
had really been concerned about the city getting stuck
holding the bag, it would have made more sense for
him to fight the mine. Then the mining-related prob-
lems that were likely to cost the city money would
never have occurred in the first place. And what good
was it to have a mine anyway, if you ended up using
all the money you got back from the state to fix prob-
lems caused by the mine? 

All that aside, the city was looking to come out
ahead with lots of money and new business opportu-
nities from having a mine next door in the Town of
Grant. And besides the money, the city fathers had
bought into Kennecott’s promise of providing people
with jobs. When you thought about it though, this
was really kind of dumb. Here we were sitting on mil-
lions of dollars worth of ore that rightfully belonged
to the people, and a foreign mining company was
offering to pay us a measly wage to dig it up and hand
it over to them! U.S. District Judge Miles Lord of
Minnesota described the situation quite well in a
speech I heard him give in the late 1970s:

Now, this is the way a mining company talks to you,
when you sit over a mining bonanza. They walk up
and say, “Say, Little George, I found a whole box of
money back here. It’s got your name on it, but,
George, don’t worry now. I’m going to fix it up. I am
going to give you a job, George. Every day you can go
back – get about 300 dollars out of the little box. You
take it over and put it in my boat over there. And,
just think, George, you will have employment!

Judge Lord knew what he was talking about.
Nevertheless, the thought of a few jobs and a little bit
of money prompted the City of Ladysmith to try to get
a piece of the action. 

around and used the information to the city’s advan-
tage. In fact, they took it a step further. Instead of
merely threatening to annex Kennecott’s land, the city
actually did it (Figure 55-1). The only good thing was
that the City of Ladysmith annexed just part of the
mine site rather than all of the mining company’s
holdings. I suppose Christianson didn’t dare push for
too much, or he knew there would be war. 

The veiled threat, however, still remained: If the
town didn’t cooperate, all of Kennecott’s land could
be annexed to the city, cutting the Town of Grant out
of any potential revenue from the mine. It was Lyons’
threat all over again, but this time it worked. Town
Chairman Bob Plantz and the rest of the town board
agreed to go along with a partial annexation. That
gave Ladysmith two things: (1) a bona fide piece of
the pie; and (2) the legal authority to participate in
negotiations with Kennecott.

Let’s first talk about the pie. What in particular did
Ladysmith hope to gain by annexing a portion of the
mine site instead of merely threatening to annex it? In
either case, the city was likely to succeed in forcing
the Town of Grant to negotiate with Kennecott. So
why go the extra step and actually annex the land?
Part of the answer to this question lies in Wisconsin’s
mining tax law. According to Wis. Stat. 70.395(2)(d),
the only way any local government, including a city,
can get state tax revenue from a mine is if at least 15%
of the ore body is located within the boundaries of the
municipality. In other words, it wasn’t good enough
for Ladysmith to be located next to the mine. If it
wanted to get any mining tax revenue from the state,
some of the ore body would have to be located within
the city limits.

According to news reports, Christianson claimed
the city needed this tax money to cope with the bur-
den that the mine was likely to put on the community
(CD 55-1). I suppose he was thinking about things
like higher demands for road maintenance or perhaps
all the social services the city might have to provide to

WIS. STAT. 70.395 DISTRIBUTION AND APPORTION-
MENT OF TAX. …
(2) INVESTMENT AND LOCAL IMPACT FUND. …

(d)2. If the mineable ore body is located in 2 contigu-
ous municipalities and if at least 15% of the
mineable ore body is in each municipality, each
qualifying municipality shall receive a full pay-
ment specified in this subdivision as if the ore
body were located solely within that municipality.
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Figure 55-1. To gain tax benefits from the Flambeau Mine and exert leverage in the negotiating process, the City of Ladysmith annexed a por-
tion of the mine site (Final Environmental Impact Statement for the Flambeau Mine, March 1990).
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But there is also a more sinister side to the story.
You see, more was going on with all the talk of annex-
ation than just a concern over Ladysmith’s economy.
When the city swallowed up part of the mine site, it
also gained the legal authority to participate in the
mining negotiations with Kennecott. And that’s where
the mining company, not the City of Ladysmith, made
out like a bandit. Let me explain. 

Kennecott knew that the Town of Grant and Rusk
County had gone on record against the mine in 1976.
And more importantly, when the mining company
returned in 1987, it also knew that nothing had really
changed in terms of the lack of town and county sup-
port for the mine. Surely Kennecott realized that its
best chance to get the green light would be for the
City of Ladysmith to go to bat for them. And the only
way for the city to legitimately get involved in the
negotiations would be for Ladysmith to annex a por-
tion of the mine site and push for approval of the proj-
ect. It was politics at its worst. 

Sure enough, when Governor Tommy Thompson
appointed his Ad Hoc Task Force on Mining (the one
he had mentioned to Evelyn and me when we met
with him in June of 1987), the City of Ladysmith was
given a place at the negotiating table. In fact, both
Christianson and Reynolds were appointed to repre-
sent the city in the talks. Especially with Christianson
involved, Kennecott’s negotiators may have figured
their proposal was a done deal. They needed a city
official on their side to make things fly, and that’s
exactly what they got with Christianson. In my opin-
ion, he did the company’s bidding.

In closing, let me say this: When Ladysmith
annexed part of the mine site, the city got only a sliver
of pie. The rest of the dessert, topped with ice cream,
was put on Kennecott’s plate.

CD-ROM Reference
CD 55-1. “Council adopts policy on annexation of mine property,”

Ladysmith News, October 15, 1987.
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The fall of 1987 was an action-packed time for
those of us who were concerned about Kennecott’s
mining proposal. The mining company filed its official
Notice of Intent (NOI) with the state to collect environ-
mental data on its mining project, and the DNR sched-
uled a public informational meeting in Ladysmith for
September 9, 1987 to receive oral comments. As Bob
Ramharter of the DNR explained in an article that
appeared in the September 3, 1987 issue of the
Ladysmith News, “The NOI is official notice to the pub-
lic and governmental agencies that a mining project is
being proposed and that Kennecott intends to collect
the necessary environmental data to support a mining
permit application.” The purpose of the September 9th
meeting was to give the public the chance to suggest
what kinds of data should be collected.

So Kennecott was no longer just talking about
wanting to mine in the Town of Grant; it meant busi-
ness and was putting the official wheels in motion.
Once the company collected the necessary environ-
mental information, the next step would be to file an
Environmental Impact Report (EIR) with the DNR,
and the department in turn would be responsible for
preparing the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).
See CD 56-1 for a summary of the steps involved in
Wisconsin’s mining permit review process.

The September 9th meeting in Ladysmith was well
attended, with about 130 people on hand to listen to
what the mining company and DNR had to say. Of
course the DNR officials and Larry Mercando down-
played the environmental problems that might occur
with the mine. It was kind of disgusting to see them
sitting there in their nice suits, trying to smooth the
way for a project that was likely to have such a nega-
tive effect on the common people. Here is how the

scene was painted in the September 17, 1987 issue of
the Ladysmith News (CD56-2):

DNR and mining company officials were dressed in
suits and ties, and words like “hydraulics” and “envi-
ronmental data” and “degradation of groundwater”
were frequent during the two-hour-long formal hear-
ing. But a town chairman wearing bib overalls took
less than a minute to sum up concerns given in more
lengthy comments from others. “I ain’t no expert on
this here hole, but I might wake up one day and find
my water’s not fit to drink,” said John Styczinski, Jr.,
who lives in the Town of Marshall about six miles
southeast of the proposed mine.

Other people commented as well, including my dear
Evelyn. I must pause here to mention that Evelyn’s
health was really deteriorating at the time. In fact, we
were soon to find out that she needed bypass surgery.
But she never gave up fighting the buzzards, and she
was at the September 9th hearing as if nothing were
wrong with her heart. She got up and said to the DNR,
“Good quality drinking water supplies will be more
valuable over the long run than copper, gold and sil-
ver.” Most of those present agreed with her, and by the
time the meeting ended, sixteen people had testified,
with only four in favor of the project.

On September 12, 1987, just a few days after the
hearing, Evelyn and I received notice from Governor
Tommy Thompson that he had appointed his Ad Hoc
Task Force on Mining. And just as he had promised
when we met with him in June, I was on the list of
appointees. The task force consisted of fifteen people,
including the Chairman of the Natural Resources
Board, Rusk County’s senator and representative in the
Wisconsin Legislature, local representatives from the
Town of Grant, Rusk County and City of Ladysmith,
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Kennecott’s project director for the proposed mine, the
Wisconsin Public Intervenor and representatives from
several different state agencies. I am including a list
with the names of all the individuals and a copy of the
task force’s official mission statement, as set forth in a
memo from Governor Thompson’s office (Figure 56-1).

As you can see by reading the mission statement,
the job of the task force was to gather information
about concerns over the proposed mine and examine
the adequacy of existing regulations to protect the
public and environment. Please also note that the
mission statement said nothing about the task force
doing anything to accommodate Kennecott’s request
to mine. We were just supposed to gather all the facts
and expose the pros and cons of the situation.

While all this sounded good, I believe Governor
Thompson’s real purpose in creating the task force
was to try and erase any opposition to the mine. The
set-up reminded me of the “consensus” negotiations
of the early 1980s, except this time a few local offi-
cials were officially appointed to the task force, which
made it look like we were being given more of an
opportunity to participate.

I would also like to draw your attention to the sec-
ond paragraph of the mission statement, where the
governor requested that the task force report back to
him by November 1, 1987. When Evelyn read this she
said to me, “Roscoe, that’s less than six weeks away!”
The deadline seemed unrealistic to accomplish such a
large task, and we knew we had to do some fast foot-
work to impress the state with our concerns.

One law in particular that we wanted to discuss at
the task force meetings and bring to the governor’s
attention was Wis. Stat. 144.87, which dealt with mod-
ifying mining permits. You see, even though Kennecott
was saying that its newest proposal was much smaller
than the project proposed in 1976, there was nothing
to stop the mining company from applying to the DNR
to enlarge the project and extract the entire ore body
once it got the initial permit to mine. And the DNR
could grant such a request without local approval or
even conducting a public hearing! I’ve included the
wording of the statute, which has since been renum-
bered to Wis. Stat. 293.55, so you can see for yourself.

Shortly after Governor Thompson named his task
force, Evelyn and I sent a letter to our friends, asking
them to immediately petition the DNR to prepare an
Environmental Impact Statement on the total extrac-
tion of the ore body, not just the small scaled-down
project that Kennecott was proposing at the time (CD
56-3). It made sense to us that the DNR should look at
the bigger picture. But I must admit that we weren’t

Members of Governor Tommy
Thompson’s Ad Hoc Task 
Force on Mining (September 1987)
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really sure if the department had the authority to pre-
pare an EIS for a project that had not been officially
proposed, so we also asked our friends to write to their
state legislators and request them to: (1) give the DNR
the necessary power to prepare the broader statement
that we wanted; and (2) amend Wis. Stat. 144.87 to
require a local permit as well as a DNR permit for any
substantial modification to a mining permit (CD 56-4).
We didn’t want to end up down the line with a smelter
and tailings pond in the Town of Grant without the
local people having a chance to stop it. 

We put all these requests in motion by the middle of
September, before the Governor’s Ad Hoc Task Force on
Mining held its first meeting. We were hoping to bom-
bard the members of the task force with so much infor-
mation about the problems with Kennecott’s proposal
and Wisconsin’s mining laws that they would have no
choice but to condemn the project. But I guess that was
wishful thinking. I had no idea what I was about to face
when I met with the other task force members. I guess
you could say I was pretty naïve about the workings of
the governor’s office.

Figure 56-1. Memo issued by Governor Tommy Thompson outlining the mission of his Ad Hoc Task Force on Mining (September 1987).
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For starters, Governor Thompson chose Stanton
(Pete) Helland to be the chairman of the task force. On
the surface that made sense to us. You see, Helland was
Chairman of the Natural Resources Board at the time,
so we figured he must know a lot about environmental
issues. Unfortunately, however, we soon learned that
he was just a businessman from the Wisconsin Dells
area who ran a boat line that catered to tourists. So
why would Thompson have put someone like that in
charge of a task force on mining, much less the Natural
Resources Board? The answer is simple: Thompson
was pro-business and his close adviser, James Klauser,
couldn’t have been more pro-mining. Having Helland
lead the Governor’s Ad Hoc Task Force on Mining
insured that business interests would be well repre-
sented when decisions were made about the mine.

Helland’s appointment told me that even though
Evelyn and I had listed a host of concerns about
Kennecott’s proposal to Thompson when we met with
him in June, the governor hadn’t really listened to us.

WIS. STAT. 293.55 MODIFICATIONS.
(1) (a) Application. An operator at any time may apply for

amendment or cancellation of a mining permit or
for a change in the mining or reclamation plans for
any mining operation which the operator owns or
leases. The operator shall submit any application
for the amendment, cancellation or change on a
form provided by the department and shall identify
the tract of land to be added to or removed from the
permitted mining site or to be affected by a change
in the mining or reclamation plans.

(b) Procedure. The department shall process the appli-
cation for an increase or decrease in the area of a
mining site or for a substantial change in the mining
or reclamation plans in the same manner as an
original application for a mining permit except as
provided under par. (d).

(c) Substantial changes. The department shall deter-
mine if any change in the mining or reclamation
plans is substantial and provide notice of its deter-
mination in the same manner as specified under s.
293.43(3)(b) 1. to 3.

(d) Notice. The department shall provide notice of any
modification which involves an increase or
decrease in the area of a mining site or a substan-
tial change in the mining or reclamation plan in the
same manner as an original application for a mining
permit under s. 293.43(3). If 5 or more interested
persons do not request a hearing in writing within
30 days of notice, no hearing is required on the
modification. The notice shall include a statement
to this effect. [emphasis added]

Otherwise he would have selected an environmental
person over a businessman to be the chairman of the
task force. Right from the start it looked like
Thompson was trying to smooth the way for the even-
tual permits that Kennecott needed to mine.

The first meeting of the Governor’s Ad Hoc Task
Force on Mining was scheduled for September 29, 1987
at the courthouse in Ladysmith. All the groups that were
represented on the task force, including the DNR, the
Department of Revenue, the mining company and local
governments, were asked to make presentations about
the issues they felt should be addressed by the state. So
before the meeting, those of us who were local officials,
including Alan Christianson, Marty Reynolds, Bob
Plantz, Mel Wedwick and myself, got together to discuss
the various options we had for dealing with Kennecott.

I, of course, stressed that Rusk County had passed
a resolution in 1976 to prohibit mining until the state
passed laws to adequately protect the local people
and that such laws still had not been written. I also
reminded the others that Rusk County had a tough
zoning code in place and the Town of Grant’s mining
moratorium was still in effect. My opinion was that
we should stand by the statutory right of citizens to
say “No” to mining, even if it meant going to court.

The other local officials, however, didn’t agree with
me. They thought we should at least give negotiations
with Kennecott a chance. Well, I had never supported
the idea of negotiating with Kennecott and I still
didn’t like the idea. But the others made it sound like
“negotiating” just meant we would talk over the pro-
posal with the mining company and debate the issues.
What harm could come of that? I responded by say-
ing, “You guys can ‘negotiate’ all you want, but the
bottom line is that we still need better laws in the
state before any kind of agreement is signed, and
Rusk County’s zoning code and the Town of Grant’s
mining moratorium must be honored.”

Much to my surprise, that outburst of mine led to a
sort of compromise. Up until then, we had discussed
five different options for dealing with Kennecott and
could not not agree on any of them. You can see the
list for yourself on the following page. I wholeheart-
edly agreed with the first four options, because they
reflected what I had been saying all along about the
need for better mining laws and the importance of
standing by the resolutions and ordinances that had
been drawn up by the town and county to regulate
mining. The fifth option, on the other hand, was the
exact opposite of what I wanted. It called for negoti-
ating an agreement with the mining company to
allow the mine to be built. 
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But all of a sudden we had a sixth option – one that
appeared to be a workable compromise. To my way of
thinking, it allowed for the local governments to talk
over the mining proposal with Kennecott, but speci-
fied that no deal could be struck without honoring the
terms of the Rusk County Metallic Mining Code and
the mining moratorium resolutions that had been
adopted by the town and county. We all agreed to
endorse this option as our official recommendation to
the full membership of the Governor’s Ad Hoc Task

Force on Mining. I still didn’t like the idea of “negoti-
ating” with Kennecott, but after arguing long and
hard with Christianson, Plantz and the others, it was
the best I could get. Besides, I really didn’t think I had
given anything away. I knew the town and county
mining ordinances had enough teeth to stop
Kennecott without any problem. And since Governor
Thompson himself had appointed me to the task
force, I really thought my words would carry some
wallop during any talks that might occur with the
mining company. I was sure I had enough ammuni-
tion so that no one in his right mind would go along
with Kennecott’s proposal.

I don’t know who typed up the final memo that we
forwarded to the full membership of the task force.
But in retrospect I can say that whoever did it was
very clever. The memo was filled with enough promi-
nent statements that were consistent with my own
views that I didn’t think I was signing anything that
could undermine my position against Kennecott. But
it turns out that signing that memo was the dumbest
thing I ever did during my years of fighting the buz-
zards. You see, the compromise option we agreed
upon for dealing with Kennecott contained a number
of words that I thought I understood—words like
“negotiate” and “correlate.” And it talked about giv-
ing “consideration” to the Rusk County zoning code
during negotiations. But as you will see, those words
were used in an ambiguous manner.

Only later would I learn that the others on the
committee apparently viewed “negotiating” as more-
or-less scheming to make sure that an agreement
could be reached to Kennecott’s liking. And the idea
that we were to “correlate” the negotiations with
“consideration” to Rusk County’s zoning code and the
town’s moratorium meant finding a way to get around
those restrictions. The memo even contained a state-
ment that I now realize laid the groundwork for a sin-
ister law that was to be passed by the Wisconsin
Legislature in 1988, the Local Agreement Law. But
that’s another story. Needless to say, if I had under-
stood from the beginning all the implications of what
I was being asked to sign, I would never have put my
name on it. To be honest, I got took. The complete
memo in all its glory can be seen on the CD-ROM that
accompanies the book (CD 56-5).

Almost immediately after signing the memo, I
thought I might have made a mistake. Something did
not feel right, but I still was ignorant of what was
really going on. So when I went to the first meeting of
the full task force in September, I sat on my hands a
little more than usual. I wanted to get a feel for what

A Summary of Options Offered by
Local Officials for Dealing with
Kennecott’s Mining Proposal
(September 1987; CD 56-5)

(1) Lobby state government to pass laws to adequately pro-
tect local property owners from economic losses due to
nearby mining operations and to return an equitable
share of mining tax dollars back to the local govern-
ments where mining occurs; or

(2) Stand by Rusk County’s resolution to deny Kennecott a
permit to mine, reject any and all efforts by Kennecott to
carry out its plan to open pit mine, and go to court, if
necessary, to protect the municipality’s position; or

(3) Stand by Rusk County’s resolution, as indicated in (2)
above and, at the same time, lobby for adoption of the
laws indicated in (1) above; or

(4) Stand by the statutory right of the citizens to say “no”
through zoning and other ordinances since it has been
found that mining will:

(a) endanger the public health, safety and welfare, 

(b) result in permanent and damaging effects on
the surrounding environment, and 

(c) significantly alter the quality of life in the com-
munity; or

(5) Attempt to negotiate with Kennecott an agreement that
will allow the company to open pit mine and to build
into that agreement maximum legal protection and other
benefits to Rusk County residents from the mining oper-
ation; or

(6) Negotiate with Kennecott as indicated in (5) and corre-
late that negotiation with consideration to the Rusk
County Zoning Code and other restrictive stipulations.

Subject to input from Rusk County residents we as local
members of the Task Force prefer option (6) provided maxi-
mum legal protection and other benefits for these residents
are built into the agreement.
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the task force was all about before
making any kind of big fuss. I listened
to the presentations made by the DNR,
the Department of Revenue and the
mining company. In particular I
remember how Larry Mercando said,
“We have a golden opportunity here.
Let’s not blow it” (CD 56-6). He was
right—Kennecott was about to ship
millions of dollars worth of gold out of
the Town of Grant.

It also bothered me to hear the chair-
man of the task force, Pete Helland, tell
us that we should “begin with the
assumption that existing safeguards are
adequate and seek further information
about alleged inadequacies” in the
state’s mining laws (CD 56-6). What a
ridiculous assumption to make! I knew I
had my work cut out for me.

During the meeting, the task force
also reviewed the memo that the local
officials had signed regarding options
for dealing with Kennecott’s proposal.
The various points were discussed, and
there was no real objection raised to
the idea that the local officials should
“negotiate with Kennecott and corre-
late that negotiation with considera-
tion to the Rusk County Zoning Code
and other restrictive stipulations.” The
meeting concluded with Helland
instructing the task force members to
come back in a month with any addi-
tional information or concerns to be
addressed.

Based on what I just told you about
the meeting, you can imagine how
upset I was to read the following head-
line in the Ladysmith News about what
had transpired: “Rusk members want
task force to urge local Kennecott deal” (Figure 56-2).

What? That certainly wasn’t my understanding of
what I had agreed to by signing the memo from the
local officials. But the paper’s editor, John Terrill, put
a very one-sided slant on the whole thing in his arti-
cle, making it sound like all the local officials on the
task force, myself included, were ready to jump on the
bandwagon for Kennecott. It was my first rude awak-
ening to the fact that I was in pretty deep and needed
a shovel.

And then the chips started to fall. As discussed in

the previous chapter, the Ladysmith News reported  on
October 15, 1987 that the Ladysmith City Council had
decided to annex part of the mine company’s prop-
erty (CD 55-1). And Terrill cleverly inserted a state-
ment in the article that implied the city might annex
the whole mine site “in the highly unlikely event that
negotiations break down and other involved units of
government take unreasonable positions.” While I
had heard that threat many times before, it really
struck me to see it in writing. The newspaper also
printed an article about how Larry Mercando wanted

Figure 56-2. The Ladysmith News feeds into the mining frenzy by implying to the public
that all the local officials want the mine to be built. See CD 56-7 to read the complete
article (Ladysmith News, October 8, 1987; republished with permission).
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Rusk County to exclude Kennecott’s project from the
county’s zoning code because he claimed the project
was so simple and so small that it didn’t need to be
regulated very closely (CD 56-8).

I was also concerned about how Alan Christianson
had already started to call meetings of the local offi-
cials to begin the negotiation process with Kennecott.
How could all this be happening so quickly, even
before the task force had made its final recommenda-
tions to the governor? No one was wasting any time
to get things moving.

By the time the second meeting of the Governor’s
Ad Hoc Task Force on Mining was held on October 15,
1987, I was pretty worked up. Besides all the con-
cerns I just mentioned, Evelyn and I still hadn’t gotten
an answer on what would happen to the people of the
Town of Grant in the event that Kennecott decided to
enlarge its project after the initial permit to mine was
granted. Certainly the task force could see that the
law needed to be changed so the DNR could not grant
such a request without local approval or preparing a
new EIS. And what about all the other inadequate
laws that we had complained about? Remember, the
task force had been charged by Governor Thompson
to gather information about all such concerns and
include its findings in a report to be delivered to him
by November 1, 1987.

Well, I was not about to be as quiet at the second
task force meeting as I had been at the first. And sev-
eral citizens who were concerned about the mining
proposal came to speak up as well. For starters, Chris
Kalka from neighboring Chippewa County stepped
forward to question whether it was wise to allow
Kennecott to do its own groundwater monitoring for
the project instead of having the DNR do an inde-
pendent analysis. Evelyn challenged the whole idea of
how NR 182 allowed pollution of our well water up to
arbitrary limits. And I made a fuss about how we
needed a better tax law and that the local govern-
ments were going to need funding for legal counsel to
assist them in any kind of negotiations that took
place.

But no matter what concerns we raised, they were
downplayed by the DNR and the rest of Thompson’s
boys on the task force as being unfounded or easily
taken care of by the department. And after much dis-
cussion, Pete Helland actually had the audacity to
state, “I feel the regulations are adequate” (CD 56-9).
Now I liked Helland as a person. But his area of
expertise was tour boats, and I doubted he had as
much information on the environmental laws as
Evelyn and I did. So who was he to stand before us

and proclaim that Wisconsin’s mining laws were good
enough to safeguard the public?

The only point Helland conceded was that he
believed Wis. Stat. 144.87 should be amended to
require local approval and a new EIS for any signifi-
cant modification to a mining project. He claimed he
intended to “plug that hole,” but I might point out
that the loophole still exists today.

I was clearly outnumbered on the task force. And
by the time the meeting ended, a decision was made
by majority vote to include the following statement,
among others, in a report to Governor Thompson (CD
56-9):

It is the conclusion of this Task Force that the exist-
ing environmental regulations governing mining
provide an adequate procedure for identifying signif-
icant adverse impacts to either the environment or to
public or private uses of the environment. The regu-
lations also provide for back-up systems and contin-
gency plans to protect against unexpected impacts.
… The laws are sufficiently comprehensive to regu-
late all aspects of a mining operation which could
affect the environment. Therefore, no changes to the
environmental regulations which apply to mining
are recommended.

Well, so much for the task force’s mission statement—
the one that charged us to “examine in detail the scope
and adequacy of regulatory safeguards designed to
protect the public interest and the environment.”

The task force also endorsed the idea that the local
governments should “tentatively negotiate” with
Kennecott. But with the blind eye that had been
turned to the shortcomings of Wisconsin’s mining
laws, what was to stop the local officials from giving
the horse away? I knew the cards were stacked
against me, so I emphasized at the meeting that even
if we were to negotiate with Kennecott, nothing
should be signed on the dotted line until everyone at
least had a chance to review the Environmental
Impact Statement for the project (which was yet to be
written). Unfortunately, my suggestion was not
included in the task force’s recommendation to the
governor. Instead, it merely stated the following:

The Task Force recommends that Governor Thomp-
son endorse the negotiations between Rusk County
and the local governments and Kennecott as the pre-
ferred means of resolving issues.

The upshot of the task force report was that a six-
member committee of local officials was created to
negotiate with Kennecott. It consisted of two mem-
bers of the Grant Town Board, two members of the
Rusk County Board, the Mayor of the City of
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Alan Christianson stood up and read a prepared state-
ment in which he suggested that the newly-created
committee hold its meetings in closed session. Wow!
That really startled me. I guess Christianson had a dif-
ferent view of what was going to happen at those
meetings than what was authorized in the statutes.
The DNR and a majority of the task force members

Ladysmith and Ladysmith’s administrator. I agreed to
be a member of the committee, which became known
as the Rusk County Mining Impact Committee, not
because I liked the idea of negotiating with
Kennecott, but because it was the only way I could
stay in the middle of things and fight.

Before going further, I’d like to talk about the
meaning of the word “negotiate,” since that’s what
the local Mining Impact Committee was charged to
do. According to Webster’s Dictionary, negotiate
means “to confer with another so as to arrive at the
settlement of some matter.” Read those words again!
It’s important to note that true negotiations do not
guarantee any particular outcome. If points of con-
tention cannot be resolved and negotiations break
down, so be it! And in the case of the Rusk County
Mining Impact Committee, even if most of the com-
mittee members went along with everything
Kennecott wanted, they still had no statutory author-
ity to draw up any sort of contract with the mining
company. That could only be done by the local gov-
erning bodies themselves. In retrospect, however, I
guess that’s not how Governor Thompson and his
cronies on the task force saw things.

We were assured by the state that it was perfectly
legal for the local officials to get together to negotiate
with the mining company, based on a law that had
been enacted in 1977, Wis. Stat. 144.838. This partic-
ular statute, renumbered to Wis. Stats. 293.33 and
293.43(4) in 1995, authorizes a local government to
form a Mining Impact Committee to deal with any
given mining proposal. Prior to 1988, when the law
was amended, it also limited the scope of the com-
mittee’s activities to a few specific things, such as
“analyzing the implications of mining” and “review-
ing and commenting on reclamation plans.” I am
including the wording of the statute, as it existed in
1987, so you can see what the Rusk County Mining
Impact Committee was really authorized to do when
it was created in 1987. When you read the statute,
please make note that, contrary to what the state had
told us, there is no mention of authorizing such a
committee to “negotiate” with a mining company,
much less draw up an outright contract to allow min-
ing. What’s more, there is no mention of giving a
Mining Impact Committee the power to: (1) override
local zoning authority; or (2) ignore local moratorium
resolutions. You will read much more about this later!

Getting back to the October task force meeting, I
have one more interesting observation to report. After
the members decided that a negotiating committee
should be established among the local governments,

WIS. STAT. 144.838 LOCAL IMPACT COMMITTEE.*
(1) A county, town, village, city or tribal government likely

to be substantially affected by potential or proposed
mining may designate an existing committee, or estab-
lish a committee, for purposes of:
(a) Facilitating communications between operators

and itself;
(b) Analyzing implications of mining.
(c) Reviewing and commenting on reclamation plans.
(d) Developing solutions to mining-induced growth

problems.
(e) Recommending priorities for local action.
(f) Formulating recommendations to the investment

and local impact fund board regarding distribution
of funds under s. 70.395(2)(g).

(2) A county, town, village, city or tribal government
affected in common with another county, town, village,
city or tribal government by a proposed or existing
mine may cooperatively designate or establish a joint
committee, but may also maintain a separate commit-
tee under sub. (1). Committees under this section may
include representatives of affected units of govern-
ment, business and industry, manpower, health, pro-
tective or service agencies, school districts, or
environmental and other interest groups or other inter-
ested parties. 

(3) Persons giving notice under s. 144.831 [i.e., mining
companies that have filed a Notice of Intent with the
DNR] shall thereafter appoint a liaison person to any
committee established under sub. (1) or (2), and shall
provide such reasonable information as is requested by
the committee. Operators and persons giving notice
under s. 144.831 shall thereafter make reasonable
efforts to design and operate mining operations in har-
mony with community development objectives.

(4) Committees established under sub. (1) or (2) may be
funded by their appointing authority, and may, through
their appointing authority, submit a request for operat-
ing funds to the investment and local impact fund
board under s. 70.395 …

(5) Any county, town, village or city receiving notice of the
filing of an application in the manner provided under s.
144.836(3)(a) or (b) shall refer the application and
reclamation plan to a committee established under sub.
(1) or (2), if any, for review and comment. [emphasis
added]

*Amended in 1988 to add point (g) under subsection (1)
and renumbered in 1995 to become Wis. Stats. 293.33
and 293.43(4).
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quickly endorsed Christianson’s request, and the
meeting was adjourned. It looked like the whole thing
had been planned out ahead of time and something
sinister was going on.

Looking back, I can say that Governor Thompson’s
move to form an Ad Hoc Task Force on Mining was a
clever way for the governor and his friends to get
around the resistance to Kennecott in the Town of
Grant and Rusk County. The local officials, without
any directive from the voters, proceeded to develop
what was to become known as the Local Agreement,
the contract between Kennecott and the local munici-
palities that eventually allowed the mine to be built.
Keep reading, and you will learn all the scabby
details.
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there wasn’t much I could do to stop them. If anyone
argues the point, just tell them to look at the final
contract that the committee negotiated with
Kennecott—it even gave away our right to free speech!
Most of the committee’s decisions were made on a
vote of 5-1, with yours truly in the minority. 

The six of us met as a group starting in the fall of
1987 to “tentatively negotiate” with Kennecott, and
we continued to meet routinely throughout the win-
ter and following spring. As far as the other members
of the Governor’s Ad Hoc Task Force on Mining were
concerned, I don’t know if they ever got together
again as a group or not. The only one I heard from
was Pete Helland, the chairman of the task force. He
came out to my farm on several different occasions to
talk to me about the negotiations.

I cannot stress too often that the mission statement
of the original task force was “to gather information
on area concerns relative to the proposed Kennecott

Members of the Rusk County
Mining Impact Committee
Town of Grant
Bob Plantz, Chairman
Charles Whittenberger, Supervisor

Rusk County
Melvin Wedwick, Chairman
Roscoe Churchill, Supervisor of District 19

City of Ladysmith
Marty Reynolds, Mayor
Alan Christianson, Administrator and City Planner

Negotiations with Kennecott 
(Fall and Winter 1987)

C H A P T E R  5 7

Even though 15 people had been appointed to
Governor Tommy Thompson’s Ad Hoc Task Force on
Mining, I recall the entire group meeting together
only twice in the fall of 1987. As discussed earlier,
both meetings took place in Ladysmith, ostensibly for
the purpose of listening to concerns about Kennecott’s
mining proposal and Wisconsin’s mining laws, dis-
cussing what could be done about those concerns and
making decisions from there. But it soon became clear
that the whole thing was a sham. In retrospect, I
believe the governor’s real purpose in bringing us
together was to smooth the way for the City of
Ladysmith to assume a leadership role in the negotia-
tions with Kennecott. Let me tell you the story.

Governor Thompson, the DNR and the City of
Ladysmith all wanted the mine to be built. But the
problem was that the Town of Grant and Rusk County
had been uncooperative in the past, and the City of
Ladysmith couldn’t negotiate a deal with the mining
company on its own. By September of 1987, the city
hadn’t even completed the partial annexation of the
mine site that was needed to legally give Ladysmith a
piece of the pie. So the city and “powers that be” did
an end run. They took advantage of the task force
meetings to push the idea that the town, county and
city should jointly negotiate with Kennecott. And that
is what the task force ended up endorsing—the for-
mation of a local negotiating committee that included
officials from Rusk County, the Town of Grant and the
City of Ladysmith.

So after the October 1987 meeting of the Gov-
ernor’s Ad Hoc Task Force on Mining, I found myself
on the Rusk County Mining Impact Committee with
five individuals who were willing to go along with
almost everything that Kennecott wanted to do, and
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mining venture and to examine in detail the scope
and adequacy of regulatory safeguards designed to
protect the public interest and the environment.” So
despite all the talk about “negotiating” with
Kennecott, I went to the meetings of the local mining
impact committee with the idea that we were going to
stick to the original mission statement and focus our
efforts on identifying the problems with Kennecott’s
proposal and Wisconsin’s mining laws. 

It didn’t take long for me to realize, however, that
the other members of the committee saw things dif-
ferently. They were not interested in merely dis-
cussing issues and identifying problems; they wanted
to work with Kennecott to find a way to get around
any roadblocks to the mine! There was nothing “ten-
tative” about this kind of negotiating at all.
Christianson and the others seemed to have no con-
cern that the town’s voters had legally passed a reso-
lution to prohibit mining in the township until more
protective laws were enacted by the state. It was as if
the moratorium did not exist.

Well, that was not my intent when I agreed to nego-
tiate. I wanted to stop the mine, not find a way to get it
going. So when I began to realize what was really hap-
pening—that the others were scheming to help
Kennecott—I complained loudly and said I wanted no
part of it. That’s when Pete Helland made a few trips
out to the farm to try to convince me to go along with
what the others wanted to do. He wasn’t nasty about it
at all. In fact, I think he had a friendly feeling toward
me. I remember one time in particular when he hap-
pened to stop by as I was climbing a ladder to put new
siding on the house. He was genuinely worried that I
might fall off the ladder and said that someone my age
shouldn’t be doing things like that. He also liked my
horses, which meant a lot to an old cowboy like me.

No, Helland was never mean or condescending.
But even though he treated me with respect, there
was no doubt in my mind that he had been sent on
Governor Thompson’s behalf to get the show on the
road for Kennecott. There was no way I could go
along with what he wanted me to do. Throughout the
negotiations, my position was never to give in to the
mining company, and everyone knew where I stood. I
believed the Town of Grant’s mining moratorium and
Rusk County’s mining code clearly prohibited the
mine, and it especially bothered me that we hadn’t
even seen a preliminary Environmental Impact
Statement for the project. So how could those guys be
negotiating a deal?

Needless to say, I was constantly at odds with the
other members of the Mining Impact Committee. The

only time we agreed on anything was when I signed
that memo to the full membership of the Governor’s
Ad Hoc Task Force on Mining that you read about ear-
lier—never again. And I wouldn’t have agreed to that
either, if I had really understood what they were try-
ing to do. As far as I’m concerned, Alan Christianson
was conniving, Bob Plantz was nasty, and Mel
Wedwick and Charles Whittenberger were ill-
informed. At least Marty Reynolds went along with
me some of the time.

When the Mining Impact Committee first started to
meet in late 1987, Christianson quietly and smoothly
moved into a leadership position, calling weekly and
bi-weekly meetings. His pushiness really bothered
me, because despite the city’s move to annex part of
the mine site, Ladysmith really had no business stick-
ing its nose into the Town of Grant’s business. So why
should Christianson be calling the shots? It was
enough to make you sick.

Worse yet, most of the meetings were held in closed
session, except Kennecott’s officials and high-powered
attorneys were still allowed to be present. That was
Christianson’s idea. I was the only one on the commit-
tee who really objected, except for a few times when
Reynolds backed me up. It didn’t seem right that
Kennecott’s representatives could sit in on the meet-
ings, when the public was shut out with no way of
knowing what was going on. I remember one meeting
in particular where my friend Dorothy Volkman com-
plained loudly as the motion was made to go into
closed session. Boy, was she mad! 

But for some reason Christianson and the others
were willing to shut out concerned citizens like
Dorothy while at the same time welcoming Kennecott
with open arms. They seemed to forget who they
were supposed to be serving. As the city administra-
tor, Christianson was paid with taxpayer dollars, and
the others were all elected officials. So why was
Kennecott being given special treatment over the
local citizens at these meetings?

In retrospect, I believe it was actually illegal or
unconstitutional for these meetings to be held in closed
session. Take a look at Wis. Stat. 19.85, the statute
dealing with closed sessions, and you will see what I
mean. It lists a number of reasons that can be used to
legally justify going into closed session. And there is no
mention of allowing a closed session to take place when
the issue at hand has the potential to affect the health,
safety and welfare of the people of the community. Those
are basic human rights, and the public should never be
barred from knowing about or providing input on mat-
ters that could affect them so greatly.
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As far as I can tell, the closest thing to justifying the
closed sessions held by the Mining Impact Committee
is found in Wis. Stat. 19.85(e). That’s where it says
that closed sessions are permissible for the purpose of
negotiating “specified public business, whenever
competitive or bargaining reasons require a closed
session.” But when you think about it, it’s not like we
were interviewing different mining companies to see
who would give us the best deal. Or what about sub-
point (g) of the statute? That’s the part that says you

can go into closed session if you need to confer with
your lawyer over a potential lawsuit. Hmmm. It might
have made sense for Christianson to use that reason,
especially since we were constantly being told that if
we did not cooperate with Kennecott, we might end
up in court. But alas! Christianson allowed Kennecott
to go into closed session with us! No, I believe the
only reason the committee voted time and time again
to go into closed session was to keep the public as
uninformed as possible. Needless to say, that’s not
one of the legal options.

One Kennecott official who attended the  commit-
tee meetings quite often and I found to be particularly
annoying was Larry Mercando, the project manager for
the mine. He always seemed to be in the background,
trying to influence the outcome. It reminded me of the
“consensus” negotiations of the early 1980s. But this
time, instead of steering the DNR and our state officials
toward enacting weak environmental laws, the mining
company was there to make sure that a lenient contract
was written to give Kennecott the gold.

As negotiations proceeded, the two main obstacles
facing Kennecott were:
� How to void the 1982 mining moratorium passed

by the Town of Grant; and
� How to drastically amend or bypass the Rusk

County Metallic Mineral Mining Code.

Kennecott launched a multi-pronged attack to deal
with its dilemma. First of all, besides siccing Larry
Mercando on us, the company sent some pretty high-
powered attorneys to our Mining Impact Committee
meetings to bat around ideas about what could be
done to ease the local restrictions on mining. I sup-
pose Kennecott was hoping to build sympathy among
the committee members so that we would all start
working together on its behalf. Another approach the
company took was to try to pressure the Rusk County
Board into weakening its zoning code.

One of Kennecott’s attorneys who was involved in
the negotiations with Rusk County was Henry
Handzel. He was an associate of Peter Peshek and
James Derouin—all three of them worked together at
the Madison law firm of DeWitt-Porter. Handzel sent
a letter to Rusk County Zoning Administrator Norm
Arndt on September 12, 1987 outlining nineteen
different parts of the Rusk County zoning code 
that were of “concern” to Kennecott (CD 47-5 and 
CD 57-1). For example, Kennecott wanted to dig
closer to the Flambeau River than the required set-
back, and the company felt that Rusk County’s non-
degradation standard for groundwater quality was
too strict. Handzel also complained about the code’s 

WIS. STAT. 19.85 EXEMPTIONS.
(1) Any meeting of a governmental body, upon motion duly

made and carried, may be convened in closed session
under one or more of the exemptions provided in this
section. The motion shall be carried by a majority vote
in such manner that the vote of each member is ascer-
tained and recorded in the minutes. No motion to con-
vene in closed session may be adopted unless the chief
presiding officer announces to those present at the
meeting at which such motion is made, the nature of
the business to be considered at such closed session,
and the specific exemption or exemptions under this
subsection by which such closed session is claimed to
be authorized. Such announcement shall become part
of the record of the meeting. No business may be taken
up at any closed session except that which relates to
matters contained in the chief presiding officer’s
announcement of the closed session. A closed session
may be held for any of the following purposes:
(a) Deliberating concerning a case which was the sub-

ject of any judicial or quasi-judicial trial or hearing
before that governmental body.

(b) Considering dismissal, demotion, licensing or dis-
cipline of any public employee or person licensed
by a board or commission …

(c) Considering employment, promotion, compensa-
tion or performance evaluation data of any public
employee over which the governmental body has
jurisdiction or exercises responsibility.

(d) … considering specific applications of probation,
extended supervision or parole, or considering
strategy for crime detection or prevention.

(e) Deliberating or negotiating the purchasing of public
properties, the investing of public funds, or con-
ducting other specified public business, when-
ever competitive or bargaining reasons require a
closed session …

(f) Considering financial, medical, social or personal
histories or disciplinary data of specific persons,
preliminary consideration of specific personnel
problems or the investigation of charges against
specific persons …

(g) Conferring with legal counsel for the governmental
body who is rendering oral or written advice con-
cerning strategy to be adopted by the body with
respect to litigation in which it is or is likely to
become involved. … [emphasis added]
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requirement for the mine to be constructed in such a
way as to control surface water runoff from a 24-
hour, 100-year storm. He said this added “unreason-
able cost to the project.” As you will see in a later
chapter, however, such a storm did in fact occur dur-
ing the mining years, much to the mining company’s
chagrin.

It’s clear from Handzel’s letter that Kennecott
either could not comply with a number of the require-
ments of the county’s zoning code or was not willing
to pay the costs associated with meeting those
requirements. The whole letter was peppered with
statements like:
� The costs involved with such a program are prohibi-

tive;
� This of course adds to cost;
� Such monitoring would add to the cost and delay

opening of the mine;
� It provides for an unnecessary duplication of efforts;

and 
� It creates additional time delays.

It’s as if Handzel was suggesting that Kennecott’s
inability or unwillingness to comply with county reg-
ulations was somehow the county’s fault and that the
county needed to fix it. How arrogant!

The purpose of the Rusk County Metallic Mining
Code was not to sanction everything Kennecott
wanted to do, find ways of saving money for
Kennecott or make the project move along faster. The
purpose was to protect the health, safety and welfare
of the people of Rusk County. It really bothered me
that at no time did Kennecott respect the decisions
that had been made by Rusk County to protect the
local people. It seemed like the mining company only
wanted to find a way to get around those decisions,
and Handzel was there to help make it happen.

As an aside, I’d like to mention that Henry Handzel
went on to represent other polluters besides
Kennecott. The most recent case of which I’m aware
involved Murphy Oil in Superior, Wisconsin. Handzel
represented the company in June of 2001 on charges
of emitting more than 20 times the allowable level of
sulfur dioxide into the atmosphere for the previous
decade. He tried to help Murphy Oil beat the Clean
Air Act in 2001 just as he tried to help Kennecott beat
the Rusk County Metallic Mining Code in 1987.

Here is another slimy detail: Not once when I was
sitting on the Rusk County Board did Kennecott
approach the board through the usual channels of
applying for a variance or conditional use permit to
deal with the company’s nineteen areas of “concern.”

Nor did it follow the simple legal procedure outlined
in Wis. Stat. 59.69(e) by which a landowner can
request a county board to amend specific provisions of
a zoning code. Of course, all such actions would have
been time consuming and open to public scrutiny.

In his letter, Handzel dismissed the idea of amend-
ing the zoning code as being too complicated an under-
taking. He wrote, “Such an approach would involve
numerous detailed amendments,” as if that were a
good enough reason to ignore accepted legal proce-
dure! As far as I’m concerned, it would have been more
honest if Handzel had written, “Such an approach
would involve numerous public hearings, and the min-
ing company doesn’t want the public to know what’s
going on.”

It’s clear that Kennecott wasn’t interested in play-
ing by the same rules that anyone else dissatisfied
with a zoning code has to follow. So what the mining
company decided to do was search for a way to cir-
cumvent the entire Rusk County Metallic Mineral
Mining Code. The first indication of this appeared in
Attachment B to Handzel’s letter, where he suggested
that perhaps the county should pass a new ordinance
to exempt open pit metallic mining operations such as
Kennecott’s from the county’s mining code altogether
(CD 57-1). Now how dumb did he think we were?
Why should a county pass an ordinance to exempt a
mine from a mining code?

Members of the Rusk County Zoning Committee
and the county’s zoning administrator were called
into the negotiations to discuss Handzel’s crazy pro-
posal along with other concerns over the project.
Since zoning was the crux of Kennecott’s problem, it’s
no surprise that these five individuals ended up
attending so many of the Mining Impact Committee
meetings that the committee started to look like it
had eleven members rather than just the original six. 

Kennecott tried to soften up the zoning committee
to the mining company’s way of thinking by inviting
the members to the mine site for a dog and pony
show in October of 1987. Even Ed May was on hand
to talk about how safe the project was going to be. Of
course John Terrill made a big splash about the whole
thing on the front page of the Ladysmith News, com-
plete with photographs (Figure 57-1). Here is an
excerpt from the article, where May talked about why
the county’s requirement for the mine pit to be at
least 500 feet from the Flambeau River made no
sense to Kennecott (CD 57-2):

May explained that the bedrock lying between the
river and the west edge of the proposed pit comes
within 10 feet of the surface, and it is not very
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permeable. “We consider 140 feet a safe and practi-
cal distance,” said May. “If the pit were restricted to
the 500-foot limit stipulated by the current zoning
ordinance, more than 40 percent of the ore body
could not be mined,” he added.

Ah, yes! That’s what it was all about—trying to get
around Rusk County’s zoning code so that Kennecott
could make off with the gold next to the river and not
have to worry about environmental safeguards.
Luckily there were good people like Phil Schneider,
Gene DuSell and Ray Kramer on the Rusk County
Zoning Committee who didn’t buy into what Ed May
was telling them. I also had and still have the utmost
respect for Norm Arndt. He was our zoning adminis-
trator during those turbulent times and never lost
sight of the fact that his primary responsibility was to
the people of Rusk County. None of these individuals
went along with Kennecott’s proposal to exempt the
mining project from the county’s mining code.

But it wasn’t for lack of effort on the part of either
Ed May or Henry Handzel.

With slick attorneys like Henry Handzel represent-
ing Kennecott in the mining negotiations, you might
be wondering who was there to watch out for the con-
cerns of the local governments. And that is what
brings me to the story of Attorney William Thiel. He
was with the law firm of Jordan, Herell and Thiel of
Eau Claire, Wisconsin and was hired jointly by Rusk
County, the Town of Grant and City of Ladysmith to
represent their interests in the talks. Thiel also

happened to be Rusk County’s corporate counsel at
the time.

I must say that Thiel was no match for Handzel or
any of the other Kennecott attorneys who came on
the scene, like Earl Tingey from Kennecott’s corporate
headquarters in Salt Lake City. It looked like the min-
ing company lawyers had Thiel so afraid of a lawsuit
over the mine that he was unwilling to raise any real
opposition to what Kennecott wanted to do.

I have little respect for William Thiel. It has always
been my opinion that he did not do much to protect
the interests of the people of Rusk County, the very
people he was paid to represent. I don’t think he was a
particularly bad guy. He just had no guts.

To start, I believe Thiel steered the Town of Grant,
Rusk County and the City of Ladysmith in the wrong
direction when he gave the Mining Impact Committee
a legal opinion about a “gift” of $60,000 that
Kennecott had offered to the local governments to
help speed negotiations. Each municipality was to
receive $20,000 to cover negotiating costs, but the
question was raised as to whether or not this was
proper. Thiel wrote a letter to the Mining Impact
Committee on December 1, 1987 in which he made
the following statements (CD 57-3):

The only “string” attached to such proposed gift, as I
perceive it, relates to the fact that Kennecott would
require that none of or any of the monies so trans-
ferred would be utilized by any of the municipalities
to engage Kennecott in litigation. The question has

been raised as to whether the munici-
palities may accept the monies in ques-
tion and, tangentially, it has also been
questioned as to whether this creates
any sense of impropriety or binds the
municipalities to act in a particular
fashion.

Without the necessity to cite author-
ity, I can positively state that each of the
municipalities involved has the ability
to accept gifts on behalf of its citizenry.
I would tend to characterize Kennecott’s
offer in the form of a gift, subject to the
condition above expressed.

It is my further opinion that, along
with the agreement of the municipalities
to abide by Kennecott’s condition, the
municipalities should make it clear to
Kennecott and Kennecott should so agree
that the offer of the gift and its transfer
to the municipalities does not bind the
municipalities to actually finalize a con-
tract with Kennecott.

I have a few comments to make here.

Figure 57-1. Ed May (left) makes his pitch to Rusk County Supervisors Don Molstad
(center) and Phil Schneider (right) for county approval to exempt Kennecott’s proposed
project from the terms of the Rusk County Metallic Mineral Mining Code (News photo,
Ladysmith News, October 29, 1987; republished with permission).
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First of all, I wondered just what the local govern-
ments were supposed to use the money for, if not to
defend themselves against the mining company’s
shady moves. Secondly, Thiel didn’t comment on the
fact that he would be getting paid out of this $60,000
“gift.” And finally, his suggestion that the money not
be tied to finalizing a contract with Kennecott fell by
the wayside. When the final contract was drawn up
between Kennecott and the local governments, you
will see later that a provision was inserted to say that
the local governments would receive their $60,000
gift “within thirty (30) days of executing of this
Agreement by all parties.” Hmmm. That sounded like
bribery to me.

If Thiel had been doing his job, he would have
steered the Mining Impact Committee clear of
Kennecott’s “gift” and instead posed the following
questions to the committee members: “If you accept
this money from Kennecott, how independent will
you be in the negotiations? Will you feel obligated to
go along with what Kennecott wants, even if the com-
pany’s proposal is not in the best interest of the com-
munity?” Those were the real dangers in accepting
the “gift.” That’s my theory, and I think I was right.

Another time Thiel let us down was in early 1988,
when the Rusk County Zoning Committee asked him
to prepare a conditional use permit for the Kennecott
project. You see, the county had not gone along with
Kennecott’s proposal to exempt the mining company
from Rusk County’s mining code altogether, but was
willing to at least consider giving the company a con-
ditional use permit to resolve several issues of con-
cern. Of course, any items not specifically addressed
in the conditional use permit were to be governed by
the terms of the original zoning code. That particular
point was made clear in Section 21 of the proposed
conditional use permit.

Well, that wasn’t good enough for Kennecott. The
company wanted nothing to do with the county’s min-
ing code, and Thiel didn’t have the guts to back up the
county’s right to set the terms for mining. Instead he
wrote a letter to the Chairman of the Rusk County
Zoning Committee, Gene DuSell, in which he sug-
gested that the county should perhaps go along with
Kennecott’s proposal to exempt the project from the
county’s mining code! The language of Thiel’s letter is
a bit complicated, but I want you to see how he failed
to take a tough stand for Rusk County. Here is an
excerpt, in which Thiel listed four main options for
how the county could proceed (CD 57-4):

As we are all aware, from the early days of negotiat-
ing on, Kennecott’s position has been that it either

needed a wholesale revision of the Rusk County
Zoning Code, an amendment to remove this mine
from the operation of the Mineral Mining Code
Subdivision thereof or some other form of legislative
accommodation to alter the impact of the Zoning
Code as to the instant mine. …

I believe that it is incumbent upon us to make a
final policy decision with respect to zoning and com-
municate it to Kennecott. I believe that this policy
decision may take one of the following positions:

(1) Ratification of one of Kennecott’s proposals as to
zoning controls—i.e., (a) wholesale revision of
the zoning code; (b) waiver of the mineral min-
ing code application to this mine by adoption of
amendatory language; or (c) a combination of
legislation and a permit.

(2) Reliance upon the conditional use permit pro-
posed, subject to either (a) express reference to
non-applicability of the Mineral Mining Code; or
(b) reliance upon the current language of Sec. 21.

(3) Some other form of amendments to the Rusk
County Zoning Code than those proposed by
Kennecott.

(4) Withdrawal from the table of the issue of zoning
controls.

My choice out of the options listed by Thiel would
have been (4) or perhaps (2)(b) because they pre-
served the county’s right to set the terms for mining.
If Kennecott couldn’t live with our zoning restrictions,
I figured the company should pack up its bags and go
back to Great Britain.

But Thiel recommended the opposite. He stated in
his letter, “I don’t recommend either (2)(b) or (4).”
Wow! He rejected the options that would have best
maintained the county’s control over the project and
instead encouraged us to accommodate the mining
company. That was hard for me to understand. There
is no doubt that Thiel knew Kennecott was either
unwilling or unable to abide by the terms of Rusk
County’s zoning code. That should have been his cue
to state the facts of the case and declare that because
of the mining company’s refusal to comply with the
code, and especially since the town’s mining morato-
rium was still in effect, Kennecott could not get its
permit to mine and negotiations should cease.

But no! I never saw Thiel really stand up to any-
thing that Kennecott wanted to do. He seemed to be
especially afraid that if we denied Kennecott a permit
to mine, the action might be construed as a “taking of
property” that would require public compensation. In
other words, Kennecott might sue the town and
county for lost revenue that resulted from not being
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able to mine. I didn’t understand Thiel’s fear,
especially since he himself admitted there was very
limited case law in this area. The following comments
are taken from a rather lengthy opinion letter he sent
to the task force in December of 1987:

There are relatively few zoning decisions which have
been reported construing the rights of an individual
to extract natural resources versus the rights of a
municipality to regulate, if not restrict such extrac-
tion activity under zoning codes. In fact, the major-
ity of opinions reviewed by this attorney concern
either the extraction of sand and gravel or, alterna-
tively, the drilling for gas and oil, as opposed to the
extraction of mineral ore.

Sure, some “takings” claims had been decided in favor
of the owners of gravel pits and gas rigs. But metallic
sulfide mining, with its terrible track record of serious
and unavoidable groundwater pollution, was cer-
tainly a whole different ball game! Yet, rather than
enthusiastically stressing this point, which would
have helped us defend Rusk County’s zoning code
against a “takings” claim, Thiel appeared to be more
interested in avoiding a costly legal confrontation. He
discouraged us from even trying to defend our zoning
code in court, as is clear from the following remarks
he made at the end of his letter:

It is obvious to me that were anyone to seek to chal-
lenge the Mineral Mining Code or any provision of it,
whichever side “lost” on the Circuit Court level on
issues raised would undoubtedly carry the matter to
the Appellate level with a concomitant requirement
that it dedicate substantial amounts of time and
legal expenses for reconciliation of local, county zon-
ing authority versus either state legislative or admin-
istrative preemption or relative to more traditional
forms of challenges to the local zoning ordinance.

Thiel’s outlook got even more dismal after he
attended a land use law seminar in February of 1988
on the topic of “takings.” He presented the members
of the Mining Impact Committee with a report on
what he had learned and the upshot was that he
believed we should continue to negotiate with
Kennecott in order to “limit our exposure to a dam-
ages lawsuit which could be filed by the owner of the
mining property for reasons for excessive delay or
unduly harsh restrictions placed upon Kennecott’s use
of its property in Rusk County” (CD 57-5).

Thiel also suggested in his report that our zoning
code and mining moratorium might be unenforce-
able! To me those were arguments one would’ve
expected from Kennecott’s lawyer, not our own. It felt
like instead of encouraging us to stand by our local

ordinances, he was suggesting we roll over and play
dead. If only Thiel had realized that some things are
so important that you have to be willing to fight, even
if it’s against a multinational corporation. We needed
an attorney who was willing to stand up for the
county’s zoning code and the town’s mining morato-
rium, not someone who gave in to threats. I knew that
negotiating out of fear would get us nowhere.

In my opinion, a coward is worse than an enemy.
With an enemy, you know where he stands, but with a
coward, you never know where he’s slinking away to.

At one committee meeting I was so disgusted with
Thiel that I asked him to come out in the hall with me.
I lit into him and said, “Bill, you’re just weak and too
afraid of these guys.” All he could say was, “I know
you feel that way.” He wasn’t any more able to defend
himself to me than he was to defend Rusk County’s
zoning ordinances to Kennecott.

The Mining Impact Committee continued to meet
from week to week with Kennecott throughout the
fall and winter of 1987, and I continued to buck what
the mining company wanted to do and how the other
committee members wanted to go along with it. I
was definitely outnumbered and also believed that
what was going on was technically illegal. I kept say-
ing, “You shouldn’t be doing this!” Not only was the
Town of Grant’s mining moratorium still in effect,
but it was clear that Kennecott could not or was not
willing to abide by the terms of Rusk County’s zoning
code.

It also seemed to me that the committee really
didn’t have the legal authority to be negotiating a con-
tract with the mining company. As discussed in the
previous chapter, Wis. Stat. 144.838 allowed Mining
Impact Committees to do things like “review and
comment” on mining applications and “analyze” the
implications of mining. Negotiating an agreement was
not on the list. Yet that was the direction in which the
talks between Kennecott and the Rusk County Mining
Impact Committee were going. In fact, I made such a
fuss about it that Thiel eventually agreed to issue a
legal opinion on the matter.

As you might expect, Thiel concluded that what
was going on was perfectly legal. He wrote a letter to
the members of the Mining Impact Committee in
which he cited a number of different statutes and
stated the following (CD 57-6):

It is my reasoned opinion that each of the municipal-
ities involved has the capacity legally to engage in the
negotiations at hand. This is not to say that the nego-
tiations must result in a contract, nor must the nego-
tiations result in amendments to the Zoning Code of
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Rusk County or otherwise result in local approval of
the proposed project. In any event, the entry into
these negotiations and the possible ratification by the
respective municipalities of a contract or contracts
are subjects within their scope of governmental
authority and power.

Well, I wasn’t disputing the fact that town boards,
county boards and city councils have the authority to
negotiate mining agreements. I was wondering about
the authority of an appointed mining impact committee
such as our own to assume that kind of power. I was
positive that our committee didn’t have the authority
to bargain away Rusk County’s zoning code or ignore
the Town of Grant’s mining moratorium, and yet those
were the kinds of things I heard being discussed at our
committee meetings. If Thiel had been on the ball, he
would have commented on the fact that Wis. Stat.
144.838, the law governing the activities of mining
impact committees, did not give our committee the
authority to do that kind of bargaining.

But the negotiations continued with Thiel’s blessing.

And by March of 1988, Kennecott and the Mining
Impact Committee had put together the basic outline
of a 34-section contract to allow Kennecott to mine!
Worse yet, almost everything had been done in closed
session. The people didn’t know what was happening,
except for a few details that were disclosed in an arti-
cle that appeared in the March 10, 1988 issue of the
Ladysmith News (Figure 57-2). It started out with the
following statement:

Representatives of Kennecott, the Town of Grant,
Rusk County and the City of Ladysmith have met
more than a dozen times, most of them in executive
session, in an attempt to reach a local agreement
governing operation of a proposed open pit copper
mine south of Ladysmith.

Did you notice how the phrase “executive session”
was used in the article? What a slick way for the edi-
tor of the paper to sugarcoat the fact that the meet-
ings had been held behind closed doors in an attempt
to keep the people out! 

Figure 57-2. The public is finally given a few details about the mining negotiations that have been going on for over four months behind
closed doors. See CD 57-7 to read the complete article (Ladysmith News, March 10, 1988; republished with permission).
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The others knew that I was pretty upset, to say the
least. And I absolutely refused to accept what the
committee was doing as legal, even though Thiel had
condoned the negotiations.

It turns out that I was right about how the Rusk
County Mining Impact Committee had overstepped
its authority—and Kennecott’s attorneys knew it even
though our own attorney did not. I say this because
shortly after Thiel issued his opinion on the matter, a
bill was drafted by Kennecott and slipped through the
Wisconsin Legislature to give our committee the
power to do what Thiel said we already had the
power to do. If Thiel had been right, why would
Kennecott have pushed for such a statute?

The new law, known as the Local Agreement Law,
was drafted specifically to help Kennecott get its per-
mit to mine in the Town of Grant. The story of how
the law came into being is filled with so much
intrigue that I will tell it separately in the next chap-
ter. But for now, suffice it to say that the Local
Agreement Law is one of the most sinister laws on the
books today and must be repealed.

CD-ROM References
CD 57-1. Letter written by Kennecott Attorney Henry Handzel to Rusk

County Zoning Administrator Norm Arndt, outlining nine-
teen different “concerns” that Kennecott had with the Rusk
County zoning code, September 12, 1987.

CD 57-2. “Zoning committee visits proposed mine site,” Ladysmith
News, October 29, 1987.

CD 57-3. Letter written by Attorney William Thiel to the Rusk County
Mining Impact Committee regarding a “gift” of money that
Kennecott offered to the local governments to assist them in
the negotiating process, December 1, 1987.

CD 57-4. Letter written by Attorney William Thiel to Rusk County offi-
cials regarding Kennecott’s displeasure with a conditional
use permit for the mine, April 5, 1988.

CD 57-5. Memo written by Attorney William Thiel to the Rusk County
Mining Impact Committee regarding a seminar he attended
on “takings” and other land use issues, March 1, 1988.

CD 57-6. Letter written by Attorney William Thiel to the Rusk County
Mining Impact Committee regarding the legal basis for the
committee’s negotiations, December 1, 1987.

CD 57-7. “Mine talks are progressing, but no agreement yet reached,”
Ladysmith News, March 10, 1988.

I’d also like to point out that the Ladysmith News
cited a “news release issued by the local committee”
as the source of its information for the article. As a
member of that committee, I can honestly say that I
knew nothing about such a press release, had nothing
to do with writing it and certainly did not approve of
its upbeat tone. I was especially offended by the fol-
lowing statement that implied the committee was
brokering a good deal for the community:

“Terms of the agreement largely go above and beyond
what is required by current state law,” the news re-
lease stated. “Many of the terms have been embraced
by Kennecott as mutually advantageous and the
company has suggested or expanded upon some of
them for that reason.”

Hogwash! While the newspaper article itself was
rather lengthy and talked about select issues being
discussed at the table, it managed to say hardly any-
thing about what was really going on at the meetings.
We were getting chewed up and spit out by the min-
ing company, as will become clear to you later when I
show you the actual terms of the contract. Instead of
sending a fancy news release to the paper about the
negotiations, Christianson or whoever wrote it should
have offered to make copies of the proposed contract
available to the public for review.

I was furious about the newspaper article, the
negotiations and everything else that was happening.
So I went to the next committee meeting with a pre-
pared statement. Here is what I said:

The majority of people in the past have said, “No, we
don’t want this project under the present legal struc-
ture.” So this committee in its wisdom is keeping the
local people out of the whole thing by holding its
meetings in closed session. As a member of this com-
mittee I want to see that the people of this area
become aware of what we are negotiating.

The people on the negotiating committee are taking
on a lot of responsibility for themselves. I will not
agree to use any of the results of this committee’s work
for a final agreement with the mining company until I
have seen an Environmental Impact Statement. We
are about as able to make these decisions as
Ladysmith’s basketball team is to play the Harlem
Globe-Trotters. Kennecott has unlimited legal help.

While we so naïvely negotiate on the local level,
Kennecott is in Madison persuading the DNR and the
legislators to make changes in the state laws and
natural resource rules so their project can be pushed
forward with the least local control possible.
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adequate laws exist to protect and promote the inter-
ests, health, safety and welfare of its residents.” Since
the provisions of the moratorium had not been met,
the mine could not proceed—or at least so I thought.

Kennecott’s other big problem was that Rusk
County had adopted a metallic mineral mining code
in 1984 that made it difficult for the company to
mine. The code contained provisions to guarantee
very good environmental protection for the area and
a fair share of profits to Rusk County from the gold,
silver and copper that were in the deposit.

The county had every right to enact this code
under its zoning authority, just as the town had the
right to adopt its mining moratorium in 1982. In
addition, Wis. Stat. 293.49(1)(a)6, which is still on
the books today, clearly prohibits the DNR from issu-
ing a mining permit unless “the proposed mining
operation conforms with all applicable zoning ordi-
nances.” With all these regulations in place,
Kennecott appeared to be stuck. 

While the mining company could have chosen to
go through the accepted channels of local govern-
ment to negotiate with the town to remove its mora-
torium and the county to amend specific sections of
its mining code, this would have entailed a public
process open to public scrutiny, and the mining com-
pany knew that the public didn’t want the mine! So it’s
no surprise that Kennecott took a back-door approach
and chose to scheme with members of the Rusk
County Mining Impact Committee to devise a way for
the mining company to get around both the morato-
rium and zoning code. Of course most of this was
done in closed session.

There were two problems with the negotiations
taking place:

Kennecott Drafts the Local 
Agreement Law (December 1987)

C H A P T E R  5 8

The mining industry and the Department of
Natural Resources would have people believe that the
Local Agreement Law that was passed by the
Wisconsin Legislature in 1988 gives townspeople a
better opportunity to protect their rights and their
resources when negotiating with a mining company.
Nothing could be further from the truth. All you have
to do is study what happened in the Town of Grant in
1988 to see that the sole purpose of the Local
Agreement Law is to enable a mining company to cir-
cumvent local zoning codes and resolutions.

I’m not just spouting off here. This chapter con-
tains several letters that explain very well how
Kennecott drafted the Local Agreement Law with the
idea of undercutting local zoning authority. And the
letters also show how Ladysmith Administrator Alan
Christianson, Attorney William Thiel and Senator
Walter John Chilson (R-Wausau) all did their part to
make sure the bill became law.

The Local Agreement Law was not designed with
the welfare of the people of Rusk County in mind. It
was designed so that a British mining company could
take out millions of dollars worth of gold, silver and
copper from the Town of Grant while paying a pit-
tance in taxes to the municipalities. It allowed
Kennecott to rob us of our resources while providing
the local people with a minimum number of jobs that
lasted only four years. So how could such a terrible
law get on the books?

You are already aware of how the Town of Grant
passed a mining moratorium resolution in 1982, sev-
eral years before the town government law was
changed to take this right away from the people. The
moratorium stated that mining could not take place
“until such time as the Town of Grant determines that
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� Wis. Stat. 144.838, the statute governing the activ-
ities of mining impact committees, did not give a
committee such as ours the authority to negotiate
an agreement with a mining company; and

� Even if the committee had possessed the authority
to negotiate an agreement, it was illegal for any
such contract to override local zoning codes and
resolutions.

I already discussed the first point in the previous
chapter, so let me focus on the second point right
now. It has to do with the concept of contract zoning.
Contract zoning means that a negotiated contract
includes terms that ignore zoning codes and ordi-
nances that have been adopted by a governing body.
For example, if a county zoning code requires a mine
to be at least 500 feet from a river, and a negotiating
committee proceeds to draw up a contract that allows
the mine to be built 140 feet from the river, that is
considered to be contract zoning. And as you might
expect, the State of Wisconsin has declared contract
zoning to be illegal. No one can override local zoning
decisions by contract. The only way around it is for
the governing body to amend its zoning ordinance or
grant a variance. And that process entails a public
hearing.

The problem for Kennecott was that Rusk County
wanted to leave its zoning code intact, and it was ille-
gal for the Mining Impact Committee to engage in
contract zoning to override the code or the town’s
moratorium. By law, Kennecott had to abide by the
existing ordinances. It was as simple as that.

Nevertheless, Christianson and the others on the
committee seemed bent on finding a way to help
Kennecott. They wanted to somehow bypass the
county board and the public hearing process and
grab the power themselves to exclude the mining
company from any zoning ordinances that stood in
the way. Talk about overstepping one’s authority! I
was the only one on the committee who kept saying
that all of this was illegal and we didn’t owe
Kennecott a thing.

The plot thickens. On December 3, 1987, Kenne-
cott Attorney Henry Handzel wrote a letter to Rusk
County Attorney William Thiel (CD 58-1). It seems
that the mining company wanted to get the ball
rolling on a new piece of legislation to facilitate nego-
tiations. In his letter, Handzel admitted that Kenne-
cott’s “initial research raised the concern that local
governments cannot restrict their zoning and police
powers by contract.” In other words, the mining com-
pany knew that contract zoning was illegal. Yet that is
exactly what Kennecott wanted the Mining Impact

Committee to do—override local ordinances as part
of a negotiated agreement.

By reading Handzel’s letter, it soon became clear
that the mining company was looking for a way to
legalize contract zoning! Kennecott’s way to accom-
plish this was by tampering with our laws on the sly
and drafting the language for what later became
known as the Local Agreement Law. An appendix to
Handzel’s letter contained the first draft of the bill
and is included for you to see (Figure 58-1). The
whole idea was outrageous, dastardly, devilish and a
slick way to sell out the county board and the public
to mining companies.

Handzel, of course, thought this bill was a great
idea and in his letter to Thiel cited several advantages
to enacting such a law:

First and foremost, it would allow the presently-
negotiated agreement to proceed largely intact which
appears to be the overriding preference of the local
government, the governor’s task force and Kennecott.
It would substantially eliminate the concerns over
the agreement’s legality and would provide all par-
ties to the agreement with an enforceable document.
The suggested language gives the local governments
additional options, but does not compel them to
enter into negotiations. It does not affect the state’s
rights or ability under the mining permitting process
whatsoever.

On December 8, 1987, only a few days after receiving
Handzel’s letter, Attorney Thiel sent his own letter to
the Mining Impact Committee, in which he talked
about the “illegal contract zoning condition” that had
been included in the agreement drafted by the com-
mittee (Figure 58-2). He went on to tell how
Kennecott had come up with a proposal to “eliminate
the defect.” In fact, he was so brazen as to start out
his letter with the following summary statement: “RE:
Proposed Legislation to Cure Contract Zoning Problem.”
I found his choice of words reprehensible. Since when
was it his job to help the committee and the mining
company find a way to break the law?

It’s also interesting to note that Thiel admitted to the
Mining Impact Committee in his letter that the “cure”
for the contract zoning problem had been drafted by
Kennecott itself, and he included a copy of the pro-
posed Local Agreement Law he had received from
Handzel. So, between Handzel and Thiel’s letters,
there is ample proof that I am right when I say that
Kennecott was responsible for drafting this sinister law.

The “cure” that Kennecott drafted for the contract
zoning problem gave an incredible amount of power
to the local negotiating committee. In particular, it
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Figure 58-1. First draft of the Local Agreement Law, as submitted by Kennecott Attorney Henry Handzel to Rusk County Attorney William Thiel
for review (December 3, 1987).
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Figure 58-2. Attorney William Thiel admits in a letter to the Rusk County Mining Impact Committee that the negotiated agreement with
Kennecott contains an illegal “contract zoning” provision, but that Kennecott has drafted a new law to “eliminate the defect” (December 8, 1987).
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allowed the committee to provide zoning clearance
for the mining project as part of a contract, or Local
Agreement. This meant the negotiated contract could
contain provisions allowing Kennecott to ignore the
requirements of the Rusk County Metallic Mineral
Mining Code and perhaps even bypass the town’s
moratorium. You can imagine I raised quite a fuss
when I learned what Kennecott wanted to ram
through the Wisconsin Legislature!

Equally troubling was the fact that Attorney Thiel,
who was supposed to be representing Rusk County,
endorsed what Kennecott had proposed. He wrote the
following in his December 8, 1987 letter:

It is my opinion that the state, acting through the
Legislature, would have the authority generally to enact
Sec. 144.839 Stats. as drafted by Kennecott’s represen-
tatives, thus altering the strict application of the law
against contract zoning in the instant situation.

What an interesting position for Thiel to take! You’d
think he would have been fighting to preserve the
county’s zoning authority rather than endorsing a
statute that gave it away. It sounded to me like he was
representing Kennecott rather than Rusk County.

I could tell we were on the verge of losing our last
great defense to keep Kennecott out of the Town of
Grant. And this was not something to be taken lightly.
Here is what Thomas Evans of the Wisconsin
Geological and Natural History Survey had to say
about the importance of zoning controls in an article
that appeared in the December 1981 issue of Wiscon-
sin Academy Review (CD 58-2):

At the core of state regulation is the zoning power of
local government. Without local zoning approval no
metallic mining operation can be granted a permit to
proceed. Local zoning remains the “ultimate regula-
tion,” reflecting the importance the State of Wiscon-
sin places on local initiative and control. In the midst
of much ado about state regulation, it is important
to remember that it is the local authority, the local
citizenry, that has the final say on the future of any
mining enterprise in Wisconsin.

I kept telling the others, “We should have no part of
contract zoning or supporting the kind of law that
Kennecott is proposing.” It just wasn’t right to accom-
modate the mining company to the point of having
the county lose its zoning authority. At no time did I
ever vote in favor of putting together the kind of con-
tract or state law that Kennecott wanted.

Then on December 23, 1987, I had to drop out of
the negotiations for several weeks. Evelyn’s heart con-
dition was acting up, and she had to be transported
100 miles by ambulance to a hospital in Marshfield,

Wisconsin for bypass surgery. It became my consum-
ing passion to take care of her. What a woman! Even
as she was recuperating in Marshfield with all sorts of
tubes coming out of her, there she sat in bed, writing
about the problems with Kennecott’s proposal and the
state’s environmental laws.

When I came back from my brief leave, I could
hardly believe what had happened in my absence.
Sometime in early January, the Mining Impact Com-
mittee had endorsed Kennecott’s draft of the Local
Agreement Law! The proposed legislation was pub-
lished in the January 14, 1988 issue of the Ladysmith
News, and the article quoted Attorney Thiel as saying
he believed the state had the authority to enact such
a law (CD 58-3).

But even worse, after the proposal was published
in the newspaper and endorsed by the Mining Impact
Committee, Kennecott proceeded to make several
very significant revisions to it. Of course, these were
not highlighted and discussed in the paper as the
original proposal had been. Take a look and you’ll see
why not (Figure 58-3)! Two new subpoints were
inserted that really put some teeth in the proposal. In
fact, their inclusion all but guaranteed that Kennecott
would get its permit to mine in Rusk County. Let me
explain.

First of all, take a look at lines 16–17 of the revised
proposal, underlined in Figure 58-3 and labeled as
Wis. Stat. 144.839(2)(f). This was a particularly devi-
ous provision inserted into the law to explicitly allow
the Mining Impact Committee to engage in contract
zoning! By giving the committee the power to decide
“the applicability or non-applicability of local ordi-
nances, approvals or resolutions” as part of a Local
Agreement, it allowed the Rusk County Mining
Impact Committee to specify that the Town of Grant’s
mining moratorium and Rusk County’s mining code
were “non-applicable” to Kennecott’s project!

Secondly, Kennecott must have been a bit worried
that someone might challenge the legal authority of
the Mining Impact Committee to negotiate any sort
of agreement with the mining company, much less
one that included contract zoning. You may recall
how I had said all along that Wis. Stat. 144.838 did
not give a committee such as ours the power to nego-
tiate contracts.

Fighting Evelyn’s heart condition as well as fighting the
mine were both life-and-death situations to us, but we
always had each other for support.
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Figure 58-3. Second draft of the Local Agreement Law prepared by Kennecott, including revisions inserted by the mining company after the
first draft of the law had been endorsed by the Rusk County Mining Impact Committee. In particular, note subpoint (2)(f) on lines 16–17 of the
document (January 1988).
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So to deal with this problem, the mining company
did two things:
� A new subsection, labeled as Wis. Stat. 144.839(3),

was inserted into the proposed law to authorize
local impact committees to negotiate agreements
(see lines 21–24 in Figure 58-3); and

� Subpoint (g) was added to Wis. Stat. 144.838(1) to
reenforce the newly-created Wis. Stat. 144.839(3)
and expand the authority of local impact commit-
tees (see lines 7–8 at the very bottom of Figure 58-
3 and page 277 of my story for the original wording
of Wis. Stat. 144.838).

Thiel, of course, offered a legal opinion on the revi-
sions that Kennecott had proposed for the new law.
He drafted a memo to the Mining Impact Com-
mittee on January 26, 1988 in which he stated,
“The January 1988 revision, in my opinion, consti-
tutes a clarification of the limitation of powers
placed in negotiating committees” (CD 58-4). What
an interesting view for him to take! Here we had a
Mining Impact Committee being given the power to
negotiate an agreement with a mining company
that threw out county zoning ordinances and local
resolutions, and Thiel described it as a clarification
of the limitation of powers? To me it was a clarifica-
tion of the boundless powers being given to the
committee.

Before any of this nonsense could become law, the
proposal had to be introduced in the Wisconsin
Legislature and passed by both houses. And you can
bet that Kennecott, along with certain local officials
like Alan Christianson, wanted it done quickly. So
Christianson wrote to our state senator, Walter John
Chilsen (R-Wausau), on January 8, 1988 to see if he
would co-sponsor the bill and get the ball rolling
(Figure 58-4). It’s interesting to note that
Christianson wrote this letter even before the first
draft of the proposal had been published in the local
newspaper for the public to see. He was wasting no
time.

Just like Thiel, Christianson admitted in his letter to
Chilsen that the Mining Impact Committee had
engaged in negotiations that might “well be construed
as contract zoning, ... and contract zoning is prohib-
ited by Wisconsin law.” Unfortunately, Christianson’s
way of correcting the problem was to ask Chilsen to
cosponsor Kennecott’s proposal to legalize the action.
Christianson concluded his letter with the following
comments:

The local units of government obviously want any
agreement to have sound legal basis. The Governor’s

Task Force anticipated a need for the State to legit-
imize various aspects of the negotiating process or an
agreement resulting therefrom. That point has been
reached. How this project evolves is, of course, signif-
icant as it will likely serve as a model for develop-
ment of other mining projects in Wisconsin.

You will see later that Christianson’s prediction was
accurate. What happened with the Kennecott project
did set the tone for what was to happen later in the
Town of Nashville in Forest County. In both cases,
local zoning codes were thrown out as a result of the
Local Agreement Law. So in terms of the “model for
development” provided by Kennecott for mining 
in Wisconsin, I guess it was a model for stripping 
the local communities of any power to oppose the
multinationals.

You might be wondering what approach the legis-
lators took to get a bill as slimy as this enacted into
law. The normal course of action would have been to
introduce the bill on the senate floor, have it assigned
to the appropriate standing committee, conduct pub-
lic hearings and then vote on it. But no! Sen. Chilsen
teamed up with our state representative, Robert
Larson (R-Medford), to avoid all of this by trying not
once, but twice to attach the proposal to the state
budget bill in early 1988, Assembly Bill 850.

Talk about a back-door approach to getting what
you want! Kennecott certainly knew that a proposal
as corrupt as this would never withstand the scrutiny
of public debate. So the logical alternative was to slip
it through as an amendment to the budget bill with-
out public notification or any public hearings.

Luckily, Rep. Spencer Black (D-Madison), who to
this day is one of our best allies in the Wisconsin
Assembly, succeeded in getting the amendment
pulled off the budget bill the first time around. But we
knew the fight was not over, so Evelyn wrote to Sen.
Chilsen in an effort to get more information.

We received a response from Chilsen dated March
3, 1988 (CD 58-5). In it, he mentioned that if the pro-
posed bill were to go through the usual channels of
government, there might not be enough time for the
legislature to act on it during the current session. He
then added, “Local officials have indicated that the
changes to Chapter 144 are urgent,” and that’s why
he intended to attach the proposal once more to the
budget bill. This time, however, to head off Rep. Black
at the pass, Chilsen arranged for the amendment to
be introduced as a conference bill. As such, it was
almost assured of passage.

That really got us upset—to think this important
bill wouldn’t even be the subject of a public hearing.
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Figure 58-4. Letter written by Ladysmith Administrator Alan Christianson, urging Senator Walter John Chilsen to sponsor a bill in the
Wisconsin Legislature to create the Local Agreement Law (January 8, 1988).
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So as a last ditch effort to defeat the bill, we wrote to
the majority leader of the Wisconsin Senate, Sen.
Joseph Strohl (D-Racine). He was known as an envi-
ronmental person, especially on nuclear power issues.
So we hoped he might be willing to help us. I must
say, though, that I knew it was a long shot.

You see, I had seen Strohl at meetings over the
years and tried to get his support on mining issues. But
I could never get any assurance from him that he
agreed with me on how mining needed to be better
controlled in Wisconsin. I remember one meeting in
particular that was held at Plover, Wisconsin to discuss
the state’s mining laws. It took place even before the
Local Agreement Law had been proposed. Strohl was
there and gave me the runaround instead of coming
out strong for better mining laws. I finally had enough
of listening to his baloney and said in disgust, “My
mother and Sunday school teacher taught me not to
use the kind of language that describes what you peo-
ple are doing here today.”

But Evelyn and I still decided to write to Strohl in
April of 1988. We were desperate, and we knew he
carried a lot of weight in the Senate. I must say that
Strohl wrote back to us fairly quickly, and at first
glance, it sounded like he was sympathetic to our con-
cerns. But when we looked more closely at the letter,
it was clear that he was speaking out of both sides of
his mouth. While saying he shared our concerns over
protecting the environment and that there was “no
greater gift that we can give to future generations
than a carefully preserved natural heritage,” he also
mentioned his concern over local zoning regulations
that “could present unreasonable demands on legiti-
mate mining operations” (CD 58-6).

I wasn’t too thrilled with Strohl’s letter, but I
decided to write to him one more time. After all, he
was the Senate majority leader and he was a
Democrat. If we could convince him to help us, I
knew we would have a good chance of defeating
Kennecott’s proposal. I told Strohl about some of the
shady dealings that were going on at the meetings of
the Rusk County Mining Impact Committee and that
the Local Agreement Law was only meant to legalize
these illegal acts. I concluded my letter by saying,
“You can help us to have some say in our destiny by
stopping s.144.839 from being attached to the Budget
Bill” (CD 58-7).

Evelyn and I also sent out a form letter to many of
the other legislators, urging them to vote against the
Local Agreement amendment (CD 58-8). Normally
we would have sent hand-written letters, which was
more our style, but time would not allow otherwise.

Here are a few excerpts:

To put it quite simply, this bill is an insult to every
zoned municipality in Wisconsin with a potential for
mining!

A local zoning ordinance, whether county, city or
town, is the only means whereby a community can
protect the residents from the adversities of mining,
or whereby a community can say “No” to an
unwanted mining proposal. Zoning for the protec-
tion of the public health, safety and welfare is the
very basis of land use decisions.

This bill, however, enables a mining company to
negotiate away the applicability of these very impor-
tant local protections, even to the extent of eliminat-
ing applicability of the total zoning ordinance for
mining, as is happening in Rusk County! This bill, if
passed, would make this action legal! …

We in the North are sick and tired of the state try-
ing to foist mining on us and more sick and tired of
being forced into subsidizing the profit-hungry cor-
porate conglomerates of the world!

Please remember, we are people, too, with all we
hold dear, environment, life style, economy, all being
jeopardized by the marauding corporations.

Please reverse this oppressive trend by voting “No”
to the amendment. The people of the Town of Grant
have spoken. They want no part of the Kennecott
proposal under the present inadequate laws.

Despite our efforts to convince Strohl and the other
legislators to stop Kennecott’s proposal from going
through on the budget, the bill became law in late
April of 1988. Not only did Strohl in particular fail to
do what we asked, but he actively supported the Local
Agreement provision! I found that really disgusting.
To our faces he had spoken as if he understood our
concerns. But he then proceeded to pull several other
Democrats with him to vote with the Republicans for
passage of the bill. I was told later that, true to style,
Governor Thompson had cut some sort of deal to
make this happen.

We lost the vote by 53 to 47. It was close, and if
Strohl and his cronies had voted with the other
Democrats, we might have won. But, you know, when
I saw the people who went the other way, the ones
who voted with the Republicans, they always seemed
a little ashamed. At least I could look myself in the
mirror. A few years later I attended a Democrat meet-
ing in Ashland, and Strohl happened to be there, too.
Needless to say, he stayed away from me.

I have included the wording of the Local
Agreement Law for you to see. Take a look and you
will notice that it is almost an exact match to what
Kennecott drafted. The law consists of two parts, orig-
inally numbered as Wis. Stats. 144.838(1)(g) and
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144.839. These numbers will always be in my mem-
ory because of how this law kicked the props out from
under us. Nowadays, however, the Local Agreement
Law is found in Chapter 293 of the Wisconsin Statutes
as Wis. Stats. 293.33(1)(g) and 293.41. Nothing else
has changed with the law over the years.

It is amazing that Kennecott could write its own
ticket like it did, and that the Wisconsin Legislature
would just go along with it. Of course, since the pro-
posal was slipped through on a budget bill, it was
never debated on its own merits and no public hear-
ings were held. The damage was done before most
people knew what had happened.

When I say that the only reason the Local
Agreement Law was developed was to help Kennecott
skirt local zoning codes, ordinances and resolutions
that stood in its way, I’m telling the truth. The letters
I’ve shown to you prove it.

Needless to say, I have no kindly feelings toward
the Local Agreement Law and believe it should be
repealed. And I’m not talking about repealing or
amending just a portion of the law; it’s so bad that we
need to get rid of the whole darned thing.

To start, a county, town, city or tribe doesn’t need to
sign a Local Agreement in order to regulate mining or
issue a mining permit. Local governments already
have zoning codes and local ordinances, developed in
a public forum, to accomplish the very same thing.
What the Local Agreement Law does is set up a
smokescreen to draw attention away from that fact. It
establishes the mind-set that mining is a foregone
conclusion in Wisconsin and that the local govern-
ments need to sit down with the mining companies to
work out the details. It accentuates entering into
agreements instead of first considering zoning powers
to control or deny mining. The law fails to make clear
that the option exists to say “No” to a mining project. 

The Local Agreement Law also sets up an artificial
feeling that the municipalities are really going to bene-
fit if they go along with the mining company and nego-
tiate an agreement that is separate from what local
ordinances allow. In reality, however, the law over-
whelmingly favors mining companies by allowing
them to override local regulations so they can mine on
their own terms. Local governments don’t stand a
chance in the negotiations. What you have is a multi-
national corporation bringing in its top-notch lawyers
to sit down and negotiate with us little guys who don’t
know beans from buckshot. And the mining company
gets away with doing all of this in closed session!

We must constantly be on our guard with this law.
It’s a no-win situation for the local governments, and

attempts have been made over the years to make the
law even more beneficial to the mining companies. For

The Local Agreement Law
WIS. STAT. 293.33 LOCAL IMPACT COMMITTEE.
(1) A county, town, village, city or tribal government likely to

be substantially affected by potential or proposed mining
may designate an existing committee, or establish a
committee, for purposes of:
...
(g) Negotiating a local agreement under s. 293.41(3).

WIS. STAT. 293.41 LOCAL AGREEMENTS.
(1) A county, town, village, city or tribal government that

requires an operator to obtain an approval or permit
under a zoning or land use ordinance and a county, town,
village or city in which any portion of a proposed mining
site is located may, individually or in conjunction with
other counties, towns, villages, cities, or tribal govern-
ments, enter into one or more agreements with an oper-
ator for the development of a mining operation.

(2) An agreement under sub. (1) shall include all of the
following:
(a) A legal description of the land subject to the agree-

ment and the names of its legal and equitable owners.
(b) The duration of the agreement.
(c) The uses permitted on the land.
(d) A description of any conditions, terms, restrictions or

other requirements determined to be necessary by
the county, town, village, city or tribal government for
the public health, safety or welfare of its residents.

(e) A description of any obligation undertaken by the
county, town, village, city or tribal government to
enable the development to proceed.

(f) The applicability or nonapplicability of county,
town, village, city or tribal ordinances, approvals
or resolutions.

(g) A provision for the amendment of the agreement.
(h) Other provisions deemed reasonable and necessary

by the parties to the agreement.
(3) A county, town, village, city or tribal government may

authorize the local impact committee appointed under s.
293.33 to negotiate an agreement under this section, but
the agreement may not take effect until approved by the
county, town, village, city or tribal government in accor-
dance with sub. (4).

(4) The county, town, village, city or tribal government shall
hold a public hearing on an agreement under sub. (1)
before its adoption. Notice of the hearing shall be pro-
vided as a class 2 notice, under ch. 985. After the public
hearing, the governing body of each county, town, vil-
lage, city or tribal government which is to be a party to
the agreement must approve the agreement in a public
meeting of the governing body.

(5) A state agency shall assist a county, town, village, city or
tribal government in enforcing those provisions of a
local agreement that are within the expertise of the state
agency. [emphasis added]
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example, take a look at the wording of the first part of
Wis. Stat. 293.41, where it says that a local govern-
ment “may” enter into a Local Agreement with a min-
ing company. At one point a bill was introduced in the
Wisconsin Assembly to change the “may” of the statute
to “shall,” making it mandatory for any municipality
with the potential for a mine site to enter into an agree-
ment with a mining company (CD 58-9). Luckily that
bill never became law.

But even though the law still says that a local

municipality “may” enter into a Local Agreement with
a mining company, it doesn’t deal with the very real
possibility that counties and towns may be forced to
do so. That is what happened in Rusk County when
Kennecott made subtle threats of having all its land
annexed to the City of Ladysmith if the town refused
to negotiate. There also were threats of Kennecott
suing the town if it wasn’t allowed to do with its land
as it pleased, and suing the county if it were forced to
abide by the Rusk County Zoning Code. There was

Statute Section What the Local Agreement Law does or fails to do
Wis. Stat. 293.33(1)(g) Allows an arbitrarily chosen committee that may or may not include elected officials to nego-

tiate a mining contract that has a high potential for endangering the health, safety and welfare
of the whole community. (That sounds unconstitutional to me.)

Wis. Stat. 293.41(1) Allows negotiations to take place between a local government and a mining company without
providing funding to the local government to hire competent legal counsel. (Municipalities
and tribal governments are generally unable to match the legal expertise of mining companies
during negotiations, both in cost and quality. Kennecott gave the local governments $60,000
to cover the expense of hiring one attorney, while Kennecott negotiated with a battery of
astute attorneys, backed by a legal research bureau.)

Wis. Stat. 293.41(2)(e) Coerces local governments into obligating themselves to support the mining project, no mat-
ter what. (When it comes to obligations, local governments should be obligated to protect
and enhance the health, safety and welfare of the public, not to enable a mining company to
develop a mine at any cost to the community.)

Wis. Stat. 293.41(2)(f) Allows an arbitrarily chosen committee that may or may not include elected officials to indis-
criminately throw out local zoning codes, ordinances and resolutions without going through
the usual channels of government. And all of this is done to accommodate a privately owned
firm. (This type of “power grab” by the mining companies defies our democratic system of
government.)

Wis. Stat. 293.41(2)(g) Fails to set restrictions on how or when an agreement may be amended. (This kind of loose
language is what mining company lawyers thrive on, as it opens up the public as well as the
environment to further exploitation.)

Wis. Stat. 293.41(3) Fails to make clear that negotiations having such a great potential to affect the health, safety
and welfare of the people of the community must be carried on in public rather than behind
closed doors. (Bargaining in closed session, with the public barred from any input on such
matters, could be challenged as being illegal and unconstitutional.)

Wis. Stat. 293.41(4) Requires that a public hearing be held before an agreement is adopted, but does not obligate
the governing body to honor what the majority of the voters desire. (In Rusk County, three-
fourths of the testimony at the public hearing over the Local Agreement was against the
agreement, but the Rusk County Board still voted to approve the contract. The same kind of
thing happened in the Town of Grant.)

Wis. Stat. 293.41(4) Allows an agreement to be signed before the final Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for
the project has been written, or even a draft EIS presented to the public for review. (In Rusk
County an agreement was signed with Kennecott over a year before the draft EIS was written
and almost two years before a hearing was held on the final EIS. Without having all the facts,
how can local officials make any kind of informed decision?)

Table 58-1. What is wrong with the Local Agreement Law (Wis. Stats. 293.33(1)(g) and 293.41).
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CD 58-1. Letter written by Kennecott Attorney Henry Handzel to Rusk

County Attorney William Thiel to address the issue of con-
tract zoning (Handzel’s letter included a draft of what was to
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CD 58-2. “New Mining Era Comes to Wisconsin,” a collection of articles
by Thomas Evans, Meredith Ostrom, James Derouin, Don
Behm, Peter Peshek, Gordon Reinke, Elizabeth Kohl and Philip
Bradbury, Wisconsin Academy Review, December 1981.

CD 58-3. “Council asks legislators to support mine change,”
Ladysmith News, January 14, 1988.

CD 58-4. Legal opinion offered by Rusk County Attorney William
Thiel regarding revisions that Kennecott made to the origi-
nal draft of the Local Agreement Law, January 26, 1988.

CD 58-5. Letter written by Sen. Walter John Chilsen to Evelyn
Churchill, explaining that “local officials” had requested
urgent passage of the Local Agreement Law, March 3, 1988.

CD 58-6. Letter written by Sen. Joseph Strohl to Roscoe and Evelyn
Churchill in response to their concerns over the proposed
Local Agreement Law, April 11, 1988.

CD 58-7. Letter written by Roscoe Churchill to Sen. Joseph Strohl,
urging the senator to block passage of the Local Agreement
Law, April 14, 1988.

CD 58-8. Letter written by Roscoe and Evelyn Churchill to state legis-
lators, urging them to vote against the proposed Local
Agreement Law, April 18, 1988.

CD 58-9. Paper written by Evelyn Churchill to criticize a proposed
amendment to the Local Agreement Law, circa 1990 .

nothing voluntary about these negotiations. They
were forced on us, and the Local Agreement Law
provided the means by which Kennecott could get
what it wanted.

There are a lot of things wrong with the Local
Agreement Law besides the ones I have already men-
tioned. I’ve summarized them in a table for you to see
(Table 58-1). It is my hope that the information will
provide you, my dear readers, with the kind of ammu-
nition needed to bring this law down, whether in
court or by legislative act.

I want all the authority to make decisions about
mining put back into the hands of the counties, towns,
cities and tribes of our state rather than allowing for-
eign mining companies to call the shots. I don’t want
any law on the books that supercedes local authority.

As far as I’m concerned, nothing that was done by
the mining companies during my years of fighting the
buzzards was more devilish than the enactment of the
Local Agreement Law. The law isn’t needed, and it
gives local governments a false sense of security while
the mining companies literally “dig in” to rob us of
our resources. Our experience in Rusk County and the
Town of Grant proves it.

Our protection lies in the power to deny mining
through zoning, and that power must be preserved in
its fullest capabilities. To repeat Evelyn’s words, “We
in the North are sick and tired of the state trying to
foist mining on us, and more sick and tired of being
forced into subsidizing the profit-hungry corporate
conglomerates of the world!”
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through it. And this was not a small amount of
waste. The company predicted that up to 124 tons
of the heavy metal and acid-enriched sludge
would be produced per day;

� Kennecott planned on mining only about the top
third of the ore body. So the toxic waste would be
sitting above the remaining two-thirds of the ore. If
Kennecott were to come back to mine the rest of
the deposit, the presence of toxic waste on top of
the ore body would constitute an environmentally
hazardous situation. Reopening old wastes to get
at the ore below would present double jeopardy to
the environment; and

� Before being used to backfill the pit, the sulfide-
containing waste rock and toxic sludge would be
stored near the Flambeau River, fully exposed to the
elements.

As you might imagine, using the mine pit as a waste
dump was a problem for Kennecott in terms of meet-
ing the various legal requirements of NR 182. In fact,
six different sections of the code were either in con-
flict with what Kennecott proposed to do or likely to
make compliance cumbersome. They are listed on the
following page. Take a look, and you will see how
these particular rules deal with a full spectrum of
issues, including where a waste dump can be located,
how it is to be designed, when it is to be inspected,
what kinds of monitoring tests have to be done, who
is to perform those tests and what types of records are
to be kept.

Even though these rules make good sense and are
meant to protect the health, safety and general wel-
fare of the community, they certainly didn’t fit with

The DNR Waives the Rules to 
Accommodate Kennecott (1988)

C H A P T E R  5 9

In December of 1987, at the same time Kennecott
was scheming to write the Local Agreement Law, the
mining company set about to convince the DNR and
the Wisconsin Public Intervenor to do away with the
little bit of protection that Chapter NR 182 of the
Wisconsin Administrative Code offered to the public. I
guess it wasn’t enough for the mining company to do
away with local zoning controls. It also wanted to
weaken any state regulations that might stand in its
way.

NR 182 governs the handling of metallic mining
waste. You know from earlier chapters that the code
was nothing to brag about to begin with. But
Kennecott still found the rules too restrictive. You see,
the mining company wanted to avoid building the
kind of lined waste disposal facility that ordinarily
would have been required by NR 182. Instead the
plan was to use the mine pit itself as a waste dump,
filling it with sulfide-containing waste rock and other
by-products of the mine at the end of operations. This
may have sounded like a good idea to Kennecott, but
it wasn’t. The following five reasons tell you why:

� Once mining was complete, there were no provi-
sions to line the pit before using it as a waste
dump;

� The crushed waste rock that was to be pushed back
into the unlined pit had an acid-generating poten-
tial due to its high sulfide content and also con-
tained heavy metals;

� In addition to the crushed waste rock, Kennecott
planned on pushing the toxic sludge from the
mine’s on-site water treatment plant into the
unlined pit where groundwater could percolate
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Kennecott’s self-serving plans. So in December of
1987, the mining company asked the DNR to make
several drastic changes to NR 182. Among them was
a proposal to amend NR 182.04(54), the rule that
defined the term “waste site.”

Kennecott suggested that NR 182.04(54) be
changed so that mine pits backfilled with mining waste
would not be considered “waste sites” in the legal
sense of the term. This was a very clever move on the
part of the mining company, because if its backfilled pit
were not legally defined as a “waste site,” none of the
other rules found in NR 182 would apply to the project!

This was by no means an insignificant request. And
you can bet that the DNR, the Wisconsin Public
Intervenor, the mining company and various attor-
neys representing the interested parties all had plenty
to say about it. In particular, I have copies of letters
that went back and forth between the following peo-
ple as Kennecott’s proposal was being debated:
� Robert Ramharter and Charles Hammer of the

DNR;

� Public Intervenor Kathleen Falk;
� Kennecott Attorney Paul Kent of the Madison law

firm of DeWitt-Porter;
� Kennecott Project Manager Larry Mercando; and 
� Rusk County Corporate Counsel William Thiel.

As far as I can tell, Kathleen Falk was the only one
out of the bunch who raised any concern over what
Kennecott was trying to ram through the DNR. But
as you will see, even though several important
changes were made to Kennecott’s proposal as a
result of her involvement, Falk still went along with
the guts of what the mining company wanted to
do—change the DNR rules so that the mining com-
pany could use the unlined mine pit as a waste
dump without having to comply with the six impor-
tant rules listed above. Let me tell you how the story
unfolded. 

When the proposed rule change was first given to
Kathleen Falk to review, she didn’t like it at all and
made no bones about it. She wrote a letter to Robert

1. NR 182.07 Location Criteria 

NR 182.07(1)(g) states that no person shall establish a
mining waste site “within an area which contains known
mineral resources at the time of initial application which
are likely to be mined in the future and lie within 1,000
feet of the surface.” Kennecott could not meet this
requirement because 2/3 of the ore body still remained
beneath the pit and the company had not ruled out extrac-
tion of the rest of the ore body in the future.

2. NR 182.11 Minimum Design Requirements

NR 182.11 lists minimum design and operation require-
ments for mining waste sites. Thirty-one different require-
ments are listed, which likely would have resulted in
Kennecott having to line the pit to minimize the potential
for groundwater pollution and construct a hazardous
waste facility for the toxic sludge from the water treatment
plant. 

3. NR 182.12 Inspections 

NR 182.12 lists twenty-six inspection requirements for
mining waste sites. Kennecott may have viewed this as a
cumbersome rule, in that it requires periodic inspections
to detect any environmental damage that might be occur-
ring as a result of leakage from the waste site. This rule
also requires that corrective action be taken if defective
conditions are found.

4. NR 182.13 Monitoring 

NR 182.13 lists twenty-three monitoring requirements for
groundwater, surface water, leachate and physical features,
such as landfill settlement. Again, meeting these require-
ments entails a fair amount of work, and perhaps Kennecott
did not want to face any problems that might be exposed.
For example, the rule lists a number of tests that must be
performed on groundwater quality and requires that reme-
dial steps be taken when problems are detected.

5. NR 182.135 Certified Laboratory

NR 182.135 requires the mining company to use a certi-
fied or registered laboratory to perform any required
tests. This rule insures that qualified laboratories are
doing the analyses instead of the mining company sub-
mitting its own data or hiring anybody it wants. It was
meant to build quality and objectivity into the process, but
Kennecott may have feared what a reputable laboratory
might discover and report.

6. NR 182.14 Record Keeping and Reporting

NR 182.14 lists twenty-five requirements for record keep-
ing and reporting. A wide range of information must be col-
lected by the mining company and made available to the
DNR for inspection, including everything from waste analy-
ses to reports of accidental discharges of pollutants into the
environment. I’m sure the less reporting that was required
of Kennecott, the better it was for the mining company. 

Natural Resource Rules that Conflicted with Kennecott’s Plans
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Ramharter of the DNR on December
4, 1987 in which she said the fol-
lowing (CD 59-1):

The Public Intervenor does … object
to the suggested alteration of NR
182.04(54). This proposed rule
would exempt mined and backfilled
open pits from the requirements of
NR 182 and allow only NR 132 to
apply.

NR 182 contains permit provi-
sions of environmental protection
beyond those in NR 132. These
additional requirements serve valu-
able functions. They include:

First, the feasibility report (NR
182.08) ensures that the applicant
engineers the pit in an environmen-
tally suitable manner by requiring
descriptions of the site, region,
waste characteristics and facility
design. NR 132 does not necessarily
require this same degree of engineer-
ing thoroughness.

Second, NR 182 requires owners
of waste sites to be financially
responsible for the long-term care of
a mining waste facility for up to 30
years, 10 years longer than that
required by NR 132 (NR 182.17). This longer time
period recognizes the possible delayed effects of mine
waste disposal, such as groundwater contamination.

Third, by enacting the proposed rule change, back-
filled open pit mines may not be considered “licensed”
mining waste disposal facilities. The owner or opera-
tor may then be excused from paying a “waste man-
agement fund fee” [sec. 144.441(3)-(5)], a
groundwater fee [sec. 144.441(7)], and an environ-
mental repair fee [sec. 144.442(1ml)]. … Applicants
who backfill their waste should bear their appropri-
ate share of the Waste Management Fund, Ground-
water Fund, and Environmental Repair Fund.

In conclusion, the Public Intervenor objects to the
proposed change to NR 182.04(54) as the change
would eliminate requirements of substantive envi-
ronmental value.

Falk did a good job of outlining the problems with
Kennecott’s proposed rule change, and Evelyn used
her letter as part of a hand-out to inform people of
what Kennecott was trying to do (CD 59-2). But the
Ladysmith News, true to form, gave the story a differ-
ent slant. Editor John Terrill ran a front-page story on
January 28, 1988 in which Kennecott and the DNR
downplayed the significance of the whole thing. Larry
Mercando, who was quoted in the article, made it

sound like the rule change amounted to no more than
eliminating a requirement to prepare a couple of
“redundant reports.” And Robert Ramharter of the
DNR commented on how “long-term care issues asso-
ciated with the proposed Flambeau mine” were
expected to be “minimal” (Figure 59-1).

Mercando also wrote a letter to Falk on December
7, 1987 in which he tried to sidestep her concerns
(CD 59-4). He claimed that doing the feasibility
report required under NR 182 would take too long,
cost too much and be a “duplication of effort,” since
comparable information had to be provided by the
mining company under NR 132. He also did some
“fuzzy math” to try to convince Falk that: (1) the min-
ing company’s 30-year responsibility for long-term
care of the mine site would not really change under
the new rules; and (2) the state would lose only about
$6,000 if Kennecott did not pay a tonnage fee on its
mining waste. It was the typical runaround you
would expect from the mining company. 

It later came out that Mercando’s $6,000 figure
was incorrect. Based on the company’s own records,
waste fees were really expected to approach
$100,000! This discrepancy was pointed out by Falk
in an article that appeared in the February 9,1988
issue of the Milwaukee Journal (CD 59-5). 

Figure 59-1. Kennecott tries to smooth the way for its mining project by asking the DNR to
change the natural resource rules governing mining waste. See CD 59-3 to read all the
details (Ladysmith News, January 28, 1988; republished with permission).
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The DNR was just as bad as Mercando in minimiz-
ing our concerns, as you can see from another article
that appeared in the Milwaukee Journal on January
12, 1988 (Figure 59-2). Robert Ramharter was asked
to comment on an issue very important to us—how
the rule change would decrease Kennecott’s liability
for physical maintenance of the mine site from 30
years to 20 years. His response was, “The department
does not consider [the change] significant because
we’re only talking about things like lawn mowing.”

Up until about March of 1988, it looked to me like
Falk was still trying to make sure that Kennecott
would not be exempt from following the rules con-
tained in NR 182. But before everything was said and
done, something happened that got me just plain
mad. You see, Evelyn and I made an appointment to
talk to Falk about the pending rule changes, and we
made the long trip to Madison to see her. You can

imagine how upset we were when, after driving four
hours and 220 miles to get there, we walked into
Falk’s office only to find her sitting there with several
representatives of the mining company. It turns out
that she had invited them to be part of our meeting
without telling us! Believe me, it felt like we had been
undercut and made me wonder who Falk was more
interested in representing—the public who she was
charged to represent, or the mining company.
Needless to say, we were not able to talk freely at the
meeting, and it was a wasted trip.

When Evelyn and I saw the final draft of what Falk,
the DNR and the mining company agreed to, we were
even more upset. You see, while Falk succeeded in
making sure that backfilled surface mines were not
going to be totally exempt from the requirements of
NR 182, a provision was slipped in to exempt all back-
filled underground mines, like the one proposed for
Crandon! And not only would such mines be exempt
from NR 182, but also Chapter 289 of the Wisconsin
Statutes, the chapter governing solid waste facilities.
These terrible exemptions were incorporated into the
code as NR 182.02(10), as you can see for yourself.

Surface mines like the one proposed by Kennecott
didn’t fare much better in the new rules that Falk and
the others agreed upon. Even though a mining com-
pany that backfills a surface mine still needs to com-
ply with some of the provisions of NR 182, like the
30-year requirement for long-term care and the pay-
ment of waste fees, a new rule was created to exempt
such mines from following many of the other impor-
tant provisions of NR 182. This rule, NR 182.02(11),
says that surface mines which are backfilled with min-
ing waste are subject to NR 182, except for ss. NR
182.07, NR 182.11, NR 182.12, NR 182.13, NR
182.135 and NR 182.14. Well, these are the six rules
I told you about at the beginning of the chapter—the
ones that deal with location criteria, minimum design
requirements, inspections, monitoring, the use of a
certified laboratory and record-keeping.

So in the flash of an instant, Kennecott did not
have to follow any of these very important regula-
tions. Although the route was a bit circuitous, this is
what they were after all along.

In addition to creating NR 182.02(10) and (11),
there were four other rule changes proposed at the
same time, all of which were designed to smooth the
way for mining projects in Wisconsin. For example,
rules were drafted to exempt Kennecott from follow-
ing the requirements of NR 182 that had to do with
filing a feasibility report and plan of operation for its
waste dump. It’s all explained in a letter that Attorney

Figure 59-2. The DNR shows its lack of concern over the ramifica-
tions of rule changes suggested by Kennecott (“Kennecott request on
rules criticized,” Milwaukee Journal, January 12, 1988; ©1988
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, Inc.; republished with permission con-
veyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.).
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William Thiel sent to the Rusk County Mining Impact
Committee on March 25, 1988. He also made it clear in
his letter that Falk, the DNR and Kennecott were all in
agreement on the creation of NR 182.02(10)–(11) and
the other rule changes. Here is an excerpt (CD 59-6):

I have previously advised you that the Public Inter-
venor, in conjunction with Kennecott, in consultation
with DNR staff, has recommended certain changes in
NR 182. The resulting language has been con-
curred on by the Public Intervenor, DNR staff and
Kennecott …

Section 1 of the proposed amendment would cre-
ate NR 182.02(10) and (11), the effect of which
would be to expressly allow the use of mining wastes
in site construction or reclamation concerning a
mine. Nonetheless, the use of such mining wastes,
with regard to surface mines, would cause the mine
in question to be subject to NR 182, with the
express exception of NR 182.07 and .11 to .14.
The said provisions pertain to the following subjects:
location criteria; minimum design and operation
requirements; inspections; monitoring; requirements
for certified or registered laboratory; and record
keeping and reporting. …

Having reviewed the language of the proposed
amendments and the accompanying materials, it is
my opinion that, for the most part, NR 182 contin-
ues to apply to a surface mine proposed to be back-
filled with mining waste. [emphasis added]

Wow! That last statement implied that Thiel had no
idea of what was really going on. How could he con-
clude that NR 182 would continue to apply “for the
most part” to Kennecott’s proposal, when exemptions
had been granted left and right? It was disgraceful for
Rusk County’s attorney, the DNR and Public
Intervenor to go along with all of these changes.

When Evelyn and I found out the full extent of what
the proposed rules meant, we sent a letter to Helen

Jacobs, who at the time was Chairman of the Natural
Resources Board. We stressed that Kennecott’s project
had a high potential for causing acid mine drainage
and groundwater pollution and that the company
should not be given any of the exemptions to NR 182
that it was seeking. We were sick and tired of how
Kennecott was comparing its project to a large gravel
pit in an effort to trick everyone and minced no words
about it. Here is an excerpt from our letter to
Chairman Jacobs (CD 59-7):

We hear how Kennecott’s proposal is comparable to
an oversized gravel pit. Poppycock! The reality is
that this is a metallic mine—and of the most pollut-
ing nature of all! Massive sulfide mineral mining!
Volumes have been written on the subject of the pol-
lution associated with mining of sulfide minerals
and the incapability and expense of trying to contain
the pollution.

Look to the Appalachian coal mining regions with
whole watersheds polluted with acid mine drainage,
and the Canadian experience with sulfide mining.

We also mentioned how the DNR seemed to agree
with us that the waste rock from Kennecott’s mine
would be toxic. You see, the department was requir-
ing that the mining waste be stored on liners before
being shoved into the pit and that any leachate col-
lected beneath the waste piles be put through a water
treatment plant before being discharged into the
Flambeau River. So we said to Chairman Jacobs:

The waste … is not going to change character just
because it is shoved off into the empty pit. It will con-
tinue seeping pollutants, only now [those pollutants
will go directly] into the waters, surface and ground.

We considered Kennecott’s plans for using the mine
pit as a waste dump to be no more than an experi-
ment. No one could predict the final outcome, but all
signs pointed toward disaster. So we certainly could
not see accommodating such a proposal by changing
the few rules the DNR had put in place to protect the
state’s waters from metallic mining pollution.

A public hearing was held on the proposed rule
changes on May 12, 1988 in Ladysmith. And you can
bet that Evelyn and I were there to voice our opinions.
I came with my spurs on and started out my testi-
mony by saying, “I am not real sure of why I still get
up out of my easy chair to appear before the DNR to
try to plead my concerns with proposed mining proj-
ects. I haven’t been too successful in the past.” Evelyn,
on the other hand, was always a lady. She took the
approach of methodically going through the proposed
rules and showing why the various exemptions being
proposed were not a good idea.

Rules Created to Accommodate
Mining Projects in Wisconsin
NR 182.02 APPLICABILITY. …
(10) Mining wastes used in the reclamation or construction of

facilities and structures on mining or prospecting sites or
for backfilling an underground mine or a prospecting
excavation shall be exempt from the requirements of ch.
289, Stats., and this chapter but shall comply with the
review and approval requirements of ch. 293, Stats., and
ch. NR 131 or 132.

(11) Surface mines which are backfilled with mining waste
shall be subject to the requirements of this chapter except
for ss. NR 182.07 and 182.11 to 182.14. [emphasis
added]
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details, our testimony is included in its entirety on the
CD-ROM that accompanies this book (CD 59-8 and
CD 59-9).

Unfortunately, however, nothing we could have
said that day would have mattered. The department’s
mind had already been made up. All the proposed
rules were adopted and are still on the books today.
The hearing was no more than a formality, like so
many other hearings we had attended over the years.

Back in 1976 when Kennecott’s first mining pro-
posal was evaluated by the DNR,  the department
stated that seepage from the mine’s waste dump (con-
taining tailings and sulfide waste rock) might “consti-
tute a long-term problem requiring surveillance for
centuries.”  But now all of a sudden we were told that
it was okay for the mining company to push hundreds
of thousands of tons of toxic sludge and waste rock
into an unlined pit right next to the Flambeau River
and forget about the usual monitoring, inspection
and reporting requirements. Getting all of this legal-
ized was quite an accomplishment for the mining
industry.

CD-ROM References
CD 59-1. Correspondence between Public Intervenor Kathleen Falk,

Robert Ramharter and Kennecott Attorney Paul Kent regard-
ing DNR rule changes proposed by Kennecott, December
1987–February 1988.

CD 59-2. Handout prepared by Evelyn Churchill regarding a proposed
rule change to NR 182, circa March 1988.

CD 59-3. “Kennecott asks DNR to waive requirements,” Ladysmith
News, January 28, 1988.

CD 59-4. Letter written by Larry Mercando to Public Intervenor
Kathleen Falk to downplay Falk’s concerns over exempting
Kennecott’s project from the requirements of NR 182,
December 7, 1987.

CD 59-5. “Rule changes favored to help Kennecott mine,” Milwaukee
Journal, February 9, 1988.

CD 59-6. Letter written by Attorney William Thiel to the Rusk County
Mining Impact Committee regarding proposed changes to
NR 182 endorsed by Kennecott, the public intervenor and
DNR staff, March 25, 1988.

CD 59-7. Letter written by Roscoe Churchill to Helen Jacobs, the
Chairman of the Natural Resources Board, to alert her to
numerous problems with the proposed rule changes to NR
182, March 15, 1988.

CD 59-8. Testimony of Roscoe Churchill at a public hearing on the
proposed rule changes to NR 182, May 12, 1988.

CD 59-9. Testimony of Evelyn Churchill at a public hearing on the
proposed rule changes to NR 182, May 12, 1988.

That’s not to mean Evelyn could not be feisty. She
just had a more gentle way about her that you could
hear in the tone of her voice. Here are a few com-
ments she made at the hearing with regard to her feel-
ings about the proposed rules and the performance of
the DNR and public intervenor:

The proposed rule changes are but another chapter
in the sad story of the steady deterioration of
Wisconsin mining regulations, through their draft-
ing by “consensus” or “negotiation” between the min-
ing companies and governmental officials and
agencies, that has been in progress since 1976.

Not only was the DNR drawn into this compro-
mising position, but by clever manipulation of the
mining companies, the public intervenor, who, by
law, is the defender of “public rights” in the environ-
ment, also has been drawn into this compromising
position.

The present proposed rule changes in NR 182 are
no exception, being a product of the combined efforts
of the DNR, the public intervenor and Kennecott’s
lawyers, deciding on terms agreeable to all. Too bad
if the public isn’t satisfied, but Kennecott must be
satisfied, so it seems!

There is no way that the DNR and the public
intervenor can outsmart a battery of legal expertise,
skilled in negotiation maneuvers and backed by
unlimited funds, in a negotiation situation.

As far as the public is concerned, this manner of
drafting rule changes under the coercion of mining
lawyers, cheats the public not only in the actual con-
tent and effects of the resulting rules; but, also, in the
public’s rights to the service of an unbiased public
intervenor.

The public intervenor can no longer take a stand
against the faults in the proposed rule changes. By
having taken part in the “consensus,” the public
intervenor has implied approval of the rule changes
and can no longer be a defender of the public rights
in that particular issue, even though there are glar-
ing faults in the proposed rules. It is that simple.

Evelyn then went on to discuss the various flaws in
the proposed rules and made a point of reminding the
DNR that the Environmental Impact Statement for
Kennecott’s project hadn’t even been written. She
said, “Since the EIS has not been prepared and many
studies are yet to be made, it seems that the DNR is
premature in thinking it can make sound enough
judgements at this time to warrant exempting
Kennecott from very important environmental safe-
guards in the NR 182 rules.”

There is much more I could tell you about what
Evelyn and I had to say to the DNR at the hearing. For
those of you who are interested in reading all of the
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board in the Flambeau School District, next door to
Ladysmith. But he was voted out after only one term.
I’m told he went into the school board meetings with
the attitude that he was going to run the show, and he
raised such a fuss that the people quickly decided
they wanted nothing to do with him.

Kaiser was full of ego, to say the least. One time he
even tried to get the county to rename the road that
ran past his farm to Kaiser Road. He was just that kind
of guy. I’m glad the county turned him down and that
the road, which is located in the Town of True in Rusk
County, is still called Hackett Road.

It has always been my belief that Kaiser’s ego was
much bigger than the man himself. Even though he
wasn’t an especially popular guy on the Rusk County
Board and had not even finished his first term, he told
one of the supervisors, Jerry Booth, that his goal was
to become the board’s chairman. Now that’s a posi-
tion voted on by the board members themselves, and
Jerry had been on the board long enough to know
that Kaiser was not the kind of guy we would elect to
be our leader. So he laughed a little over what Kaiser
had said and replied, “John, you don’t have the
chance of an icicle in hell.”

John didn’t forget. He apparently took it to heart
that there was no way the majority of us on the board
would elect him chairman. So if he were to have any
chance of gaining that powerful position, the logical
conclusion was that the composition of the board
would have to be changed!

What happened next was really a dirty deal. Kaiser
went on a rampage. He set about to coordinate a cam-
paign to unseat those of us on the board who dis-
agreed with him on important issues, especially
anything that had to do with taxes or zoning. For

Purging of the Rusk County 
Board (April 1988)

C H A P T E R  6 0

As I write down this story, I am reminded of an
old-time Western novel, where several plots are mov-
ing along at the same time, headed for an ultimate
collision. We’ve already talked about the first plot,
whereby the Local Agreement Law came into being.
But now let me turn your attention to a second story
line, this one involving a man by the name of John
Kaiser and his takeover of the Rusk County Board. You
see, even though the Local Agreement Law paved the
way for Kennecott to override Rusk County’s zoning
code, the county supervisors still had to approve of
the negotiated contract.

Twelve years earlier in 1976, the county board had
unanimously voted to deny Kennecott a permit to mine.
Many of those same supervisors, myself included, were
still on the board in 1988. So why should Kennecott
think that all of a sudden we would change our minds
and endorse an agreement that usurped the county’s
zoning authority?

Enter John Kaiser
John Kaiser was a local real estate agent who for a
time was the director of the Wisconsin Realtors
Association. He was elected to the Rusk County Board
of Supervisors in 1986 to represent District 3 in the
eastern part of the county. What I remember most
about the guy was that he had a real thirst for power.
It’s kind of interesting that Kaiser in German means
emperor. That suited his personality well.

During his first two-year term on the county board,
Kaiser didn’t make a point of tangling with me much
over the mine, but there was just something about his
personality and his pushiness that turned people off.
At one time he had been a member of the school
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example, he wanted nothing to do with a shoreland
zoning code that the county had adopted in 1986.
And an even bigger issue for him was a new half-per-
cent sales tax that the county had approved in
November of 1987. Anyone who voted for that tax
was targeted for defeat, including 13 out of Rusk
County’s 21 supervisors. 

I was on the Rusk County Finance Committee at
the time the new sales tax was enacted, so I knew the
real story behind it. The county had just lost several
hundred thousand dollars in federal aid. And with a
tight budget to begin with, we felt we had no choice
but to enact the tax so that the county could pay its
bills. Of course that little detail wasn’t pointed out by
Kaiser when he tried to paint us as a bunch of big
spenders who were taxing the people of Rusk County
out of house and home.

I am including the names of the supervisors who
Kaiser wanted to get rid of, including Rusk County
Board Chairman Mel Wedwick, whose job Kaiser
wanted. I’d also like to point out that the first six men
on the list happened to be people who supported me
all the way in my efforts to stop Kennecott. The next
four were kind of neutral on mining at the time, but
they didn’t speak out against me. And the remaining
two, especially Dave Willingham, supported Kenne-
cott’s proposal.
� Jerry Booth 
� Phil Schneider 
� Ray Kramer 
� Gene DuSell 
� Bob Martindale 
� Clair Wester
� Randy Tatur 
� John Lovely 
� Mel Wedwick 
� Roy Beebe
� Don Molstad 
� Dave Willingham
� Roscoe Churchill

At this point I need to pause and say that I’m not quite
sure if there was any sort of working relationship
between Kaiser and Kennecott during Kaiser’s first
two years on the Rusk County Board. But I can say
this: In my mind Kaiser had the kind of devious and
scheming personality that fit in real well with people
like Larry Mercando and the other mining company
officials. And I’m sure that Kennecott was hoping
Kaiser would succeed in getting rid of people like me.

Kaiser’s big beef with most of the supervisors, how-
ever, seemed to be over the half-percent sales tax, not
the mine. In fact, mining was never really brought up
as an issue during the campaign, at least openly.
Instead Kaiser stressed how he was in favor of “con-
servative government,” whatever that meant. He
might have figured it was best not to make Kenne-
cott’s proposal an issue, especially since most of the
people in Rusk County did not want the mine.

The whole idea of what was going to happen to the
mine, however, was still there as an undercurrent.
And I have always suspected that Kaiser’s campaign
was somehow tied in with Kennecott. I say so because
all of Kaiser’s recruits who managed to get elected,
and there were nine of them, voted to go along with
Kennecott’s proposal within 4 months of taking office!
That seemed to be more than just a coincidence to
me. You might also be interested to know that the
same group never did anything to rescind the half-
percent sales tax they had complained about so much
during the campaign. The tax still exists in Rusk
County to this day.

Getting back to my story, Kaiser had targeted a
record thirteen supervisors for defeat in the election.
In order to unseat that many incumbents, the first
thing he had to do was recruit people to run against
us, except in one or two cases where challengers had
already stepped forward. So Kaiser got real busy run-
ning around the county to round up potential candi-
dates.

But as you might imagine, that was a pretty big job
for one guy to handle, so Kaiser got some people to
help him. One such individual was Tom Heath, a well-
known dairy farmer who lived a few miles from
Kaiser’s home. Heath’s family owned thousands of
acres in the area, and he was a good Republican who
not only was quite influential, but fit in real well with
Kaiser’s conservative way of thinking. And as you
might expect, by and large the candidates that Kaiser
and Heath recruited were of that same mind set.

I don’t know all the details about who was respon-
sible for recruiting which candidates. But the guy who
signed up to run against Chairman Mel Wedwick in
District 5 was Stanley Kromrey, a local businessman
who was known to be a strong proponent of mining.
Kromrey owned a lot of land in the Town of
Flambeau, just north of Ladysmith, and had leased
about 280 acres to E.K. Lehmann and Associates of
Minnesota. The land was located right next door to
property owned by Kennecott, and it’s always been
my opinion that Kromrey was hoping that someday
his ship might come in.
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Fred Strahm was another individual recruited by
Kaiser’s henchmen, and in the election he ended up
defeating one of my best allies on the county board, a
farmer by the name of Gene DuSell. I have to hand it
to Gene for how he handled the whole thing. You see,
he was aware of how Tom Heath had been traversing
the county to help Kaiser recruit candidates, and it
got him mad that Heath had come all the way over to
his district to cause trouble. So Gene decided to make
a little phone call to Heath after the election. He told
him that he was thinking about building a new silo
and asked Heath, who had a silo dealership,  to stop
by and talk to him about it. Well, when Heath got
over to Gene’s farm, the conversation quickly shifted
from silos to the election, and Gene really lit into him
for how he had helped Kaiser knock so many people
off the board. Heath got an earful, to say the least! I
admired Gene for doing that. He was normally such a
soft-spoken person, so for him to ask a big-shot
farmer like Heath to come over to his place and tell
him off the way he did really took guts.

Strahm and Kromrey were just two of the candi-
dates who were recruited to run against the supervi-
sors that Kaiser wanted to defeat in the election.
Others included Tony Daniels, Dave Jandrt, Walter
Huse, Art Dixon, Ronald Wester, Ray Young, Weldon
Henrichs and Howard Olson. And then there was
Bernice Dukerschein. She challenged incumbent Dave
Willingham in District 13, but I’m not sure if Kaiser
recruited her, or if she decided to run on her own. At
any rate, the ballot was stacked with people who
Kaiser supported.

But that wasn’t even the worst of it. Kaiser’s strat-
egy to gain control of the county board went beyond
merely rounding up candidates. No, he and his
cronies took it a step further. At the last minute,
before most of us had any chance to respond, the
campaign turned libelous, as was later proven in
court. Let me explain.

On April 2, 1988, just three days before the election,
some nasty campaign letters showed up in the districts
of most, if not all the supervisors on Kaiser’s hit list. We
could tell it was a real coordinated effort because the
same basic letter was sent to each district, with just
minor changes made to attack the individual supervisor.
Whoever put the letters together checked into how we
had voted on various issues and proceeded to distort
our voting records to make us look bad. 

The rumor was that all the letters had been written
by Kaiser himself and run off on a printer in his office
near Ingram, about 15 miles east of Ladysmith. From
there the letters were distributed to the individual

candidates to circulate in their own districts. I really
believe that’s true because the letters were almost
identical in content and appearance. Besides that,
several of the candidates who Kaiser backed, includ-
ing Fred Strahm and Howard Olson, later claimed
they had nothing to do with writing or distributing
the letters that had gone out to the voters in their dis-
tricts. And when my fellow supervisor Phil Schneider
challenged Weldon Henrichs about the letter that
Henrichs had sent out against him, Henrichs blurted
out, “How did you know Kaiser wrote it?”

Those who supported Kaiser also placed a large
advertisement in the Ladysmith News on the Thursday
before the election (Figure 60-1). It targeted the same
13 supervisors who Kaiser wanted to defeat and,
according to the disclaimer at the bottom of the ad, had
been paid for by one of Kaiser’s friends, Al Rathsack. It
resembled the campaign letters that had been mailed
out, but now everyone and his brother could read
about the terrible things we had done.

Regardless of whether or not the letters and the
advertisement were written by Kaiser, I can tell you
with certainty that they were filled with the same
kind of rhetoric I had heard Kaiser spew out at our
county board meetings throughout his first term in
office—complaints about the county sales tax, social
programs and zoning controls. Just look at the first
paragraph of the paid advertisement, where it talks
about how people were paying too much in taxes to
support “elegant county programs and services” like
welfare and having a zoning administrator! That
sounded just like Kaiser. And in my opinion, using
misleading statements to distort our voting records
was the kind of thing that someone as stinkin’
crooked as Kaiser would do.

Let me give you a few personal examples of what
was so dishonest about the campaign letter and adver-
tisement. First of all, there was the issue of the Murphy
Dam, mentioned at the bottom of the first column of
the advertisement. This particular dam, located north
of Weyerhaeuser in Rusk County, had washed out in
1970 after a big storm. The dam originally had been
built around 1940 or so as part of a conservation proj-
ect, and the Wisconsin Conservation Commission had
been charged with watching over the lake that
formed behind it. I remember going there in the late
1940s, and how every fish caught in the lake was
weighed and measured by a member of the commis-
sion. Well, after the dam washed out and the lake
drained away, there was talk on and off about rebuild-
ing the dam, but nothing was ever done. And in 1986
the issue had come up again.
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Figure 60-1. Libelous advertisement that was printed in the Ladysmith News in an attempt to unseat thirteen county board supervisors who did
not see eye-to-eye with John Kaiser, a fellow supervisor who aspired to become county board chairman (March 31, 1988).
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I knew a lot of people had liked the fishing lake
that once was there, so I said I would be in favor of
the county trying to rebuild the dam, but only if we
could get a grant to do it. I made it clear that in no
way was I in favor of having the taxpayers foot the
bill, which was estimated at $500,000.

Well, when Kaiser’s campaign letter and advertise-
ment came out, I was painted as someone who had
voted to rebuild the dam with taxpayer dollars. And to
add insult to injury, the advertisement said, “Why
waste your money as a taxpayer to pursue a costly
project which has little chance of developing and,
even if permits could be obtained, are you prepared to
have your taxes raised so the county can build a dam
north of Weyerhaeuser?” It sure made it sound like I
was out there squandering public money, which was
anything but true. And by the way, the county later
did get a grant to rebuild Murphy Dam. The people
never had to pay a cent.

Another example of how my voting record was dis-
torted by Kaiser had to do with dog license fees. In
1986 the county board needed to come up with more
money to help fund the area’s animal shelter. So I
agreed during the first day of our two-day budget
meeting in November to go along with a hike in the
dog license fee from $5 to $10. But when I came home
from the meeting that night, I said to Evelyn, “You
know, it just isn’t right to charge that much. A dog is so
often some little kid’s pet, and a lot of families can’t
afford much.” So I went back the very next day and
made a motion to rescind the resolution we had just
passed. Almost everyone agreed with me, and the fee
was restored to $5. Well, when the campaign letter
and advertisement came out, people were only told
that I had “tried to raise the dog licenses to $10 each.”

And just like my voting record had been misrepre-
sented in the letter, so too was the voting record of the
other supervisors who Kaiser didn’t like. Bob Martin-
dale, for example, wrote a letter to the editor of the
Ladysmith News to tell the public about how he had
been wronged (CD 60-1). There was no question that
Kaiser wanted to get rid of us all.

Since most of the libelous campaign letters arrived
in people’s mailboxes the day before the election, it
gave us no time to respond. In my opinion, Kaiser
played as dirty as he could, and it worked. He was all
too successful in getting nine of the county’s twenty-
one supervisors unseated. You can see the election
results for yourself, as reported in the April 7, 1988
issue of the Ladysmith News (Figure 60-2). Please
note that even though Harold Flater and Rosemary
Manthei defeated the incumbents in their districts,

they were not part of Kaiser’s gang. And while Danny
Murray started out as a Kaiser recruit and defeated
incumbent John Lovely, he later switched sides after
realizing that Kaiser was up to no good.

I, too, had been targeted for defeat in the election
but managed to get reelected by four votes. I’m sure
the main reason I retained my seat on the board was
because my opponent, Howard Olson, had refused to
circulate Kaiser’s letter in my district. Don’t get me
wrong. The letter still went out, but it was sent by
someone other than Olson. I don’t know who did it, or
how many letters were mailed. All I can say is that
somehow I managed to survive, albeit by the
slimmest of margins. I have no explanation for my
win, except that, on balance, there were four more
people out there who thought I was a good guy than
who thought I was a bad guy. The bottom line was
that Kaiser did not get rid of me.

Phil Schneider, the supervisor from the Sheldon
district, also survived Kaiser’s attack. Phil’s opponent

Figure 60-2. Results from the 1988 Rusk County Board election.
Districts not listed were uncontested (Ladysmith News, April 7, 1988;
republished with permission).
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had mailed out Kaiser’s campaign letter a little earlier
than the other candidates, so Phil had an extra day to
do something about it. He went from house to house
in his district to show how bad and misleading the
statements really were. As a result, he was able to
keep his position as the supervisor for District 20 of
the Rusk County Board. Jerry Booth managed to get
reelected as well. But there was no doubt that a major
shake-up in the board had occurred (CD 60-2).

I can truthfully say that of the eight terms I served
on the Rusk County Board, the 7th term from 1988 to
1990 under Kaiser’s leadership was by far the worst.
It was the meanest two years I ever saw. I remember
the first meeting after the 1988 election. I looked at
Kaiser and his cronies and thought, “This can’t be
right. How can we have a bunch of clowns like this
running the county?” I just felt sick.

The new slate of county supervisors proceeded to
elect Kaiser Chairman of the Rusk County Board, as he
had planned. The vote was thirteen to eight, which
reflected how Kaiser’s recruits and a few incumbents
stood behind him. And then Tony Daniels, a farmer
from the western end of the county who had ridden into
office with the others, was elected by about the same
margin to replace me as the board’s vice-chairman. It
was all reported quite prominently on the front page of
the Ladysmith News (Figure 60-3).

The first order of business for Kaiser and Daniels
was to oversee appointments to the standing commit-
tees of the Rusk County Board. And that’s where
Kaiser’s recruits were rewarded. Even though most of
them had little experience in carrying out county board
responsibilities, they were put in positions of leader-
ship on the various committees. Apparently the main
criterion for being appointed was that you had to be
willing to support Kaiser in whatever he wanted to do.

Needless to say, I was stripped of nearly every com-
mittee assignment I had been given in the past. They
sliced me right off. I lost all of my important duties,
most notably my assignment to the county’s highway
committee. Instead I was placed on committees
where I was outnumbered by new board members
who were willing to do Kaiser’s bidding.

I also was concerned about the turnover in the
county’s zoning committee, since that committee was
involved in the mining negotiations. All of a sudden
four out of the five positions were given to Kaiser’s
faithful, including Stanley Kromrey, Fred Strahm, Ray
Young and Al Riphenburg (Riphenburg had been
reelected in an uncontested race). The only one
appointed to the committee who often sided with me
on mining issues was a good man by the name of
Harold Flater, but he was clearly outnumbered. 

The lowest blow to me, however, came on May 24,
1988 at a special meeting of the county board to dis-
cuss who would serve as Rusk County’s representa-
tives on the Mining Impact Committee. As you know,
Mel Wedwick and I had been on the committee all
along. But Wedwick had been defeated in the elec-
tion, and I certainly wasn’t to Kaiser’s liking. So the
newly-appointed zoning committee decided to rec-
ommend to the full county board that Wedwick be
replaced on the negotiating committee by John Kaiser
and that I be replaced by Tony Daniels (Figure 60-4).

Fred Strahm was the supervisor who took the lead
in submitting the actual resolution to change the
negotiators. It didn’t seem to matter to him or the rest
of Kaiser’s bunch that the Mining Impact Committee
was an off-shoot of the Governor’s Ad Hoc Task Force
on Mining and Governor Thompson himself had
appointed me to serve. My friend and fellow supervi-
sor Phil Schneider offered an amendment to Strahm’s

Figure 60-3. John Kaiser’s
takeover of the Rusk County
Board is big news. See CD 60-
3 to read the complete article
(Ladysmith News, April 21,
1988; republished with permis-
sion).
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resolution to keep me on the com-
mittee instead of giving my seat to
Daniels, but it failed on a vote of
twelve to eight. So I was replaced
by a guy who had little or no back-
ground on metallic mining or
Rusk County’s mining code!

Supervisor Jerry Booth just
had to speak up about the injus-
tice. As reported in the June 2,
1988, issue of the Ladysmith
News, he said, “I think we made a
mistake kicking off the best nego-
tiator we have. Roscoe is well
acquainted with all phases of
mining. I can’t see taking him off”
(CD 60-4). Even though Jerry was
a Republican, he always sup-
ported me on the mining issue.

Retired Supervisor Roger Albus
also came to my defense in a letter that was printed in
the June 9, 1988 issue of the Ladysmith News. His
words meant a lot to me because we had served
together on the board in 1976, when Kennecott’s first
proposal was voted down. Here are a few excerpts
from Roger’s letter (CD 60-5):

I suspect that the Rusk County Board was at some-
thing less than its best when it voted to drop Mr.
Churchill from its negotiating committee. If the Rusk
County Board had voted (myself included) for min-
ing a dozen years ago, today we might be seeing 75
unemployed miners in the unemployment line sign-
ing up for unemployment compensation, AFDC per-
sons lining up at the social services department and
others seeking general relief. … We would have no
gold, no silver, no copper and probably no money.
Roscoe, I salute you and thank you, and the commu-
nity of Rusk County should do the same.

I guess Strahm and a majority of the county board
supervisors didn’t share Roger’s sentiments. So
instead Kaiser and Daniels proceeded to represent
Rusk County at the negotiating table. What a pair! In
my opinion, the only thing those two guys knew
about mining was that they wanted it to happen. And
yet they had been entrusted to make decisions that
were bound to affect the health, safety and welfare of
the entire community. This was serious business, and
it was a crime to see them put in charge.

Needless to say, Kaiser’s dirty tactics to take over
the county board didn’t go over very well with the
supervisors who were defeated in the election or the
three of us who had barely managed to survive. So in

October of 1988 ten of us decided to file affidavits
with the Wisconsin Attorney General’s office, accus-
ing Kaiser and his cronies of making false statements
in the letter they had circulated to the voters before
the election. You see, Wis. Stat. 12.05 clearly pro-
hibits that kind of activity.

Unfortunately, however, Assistant Attorney General
Mary Batt felt the state would not be able to prove
criminal intent. So that left us the option of suing for
libel in civil court, which we decided to do. We met at
the home of former Supervisor Bob Martindale at
least a half-dozen times during the winter months to
prepare our lawsuit, and we filed the case on March
21, 1989 in Rusk County Circuit Court. Later the case
was transferred over to Chippewa County Circuit
Court in order to avoid a conflict of interest. You see,
the Rusk County Board was responsible for setting the
budget for the Rusk County Circuit Court.

Launching this civil action caught the attention of
the local newspaper, which meant that everyone
could read about what Kaiser and the others had been
accused of doing. As reported in the March 23, 1989
issue of the Ladysmith News, there were originally
eight defendants in the case, including seven county

WIS. STAT. 12.05. FALSE REPRESENTATIONS AFFECTING
ELECTIONS. 

No person may knowingly make or publish, or cause to
be made or published, a false representation pertaining
to a candidate or referendum which is intended or
tends to affect voting at an election.

Figure 60-4. John Kaiser’s hand-picked zoning committee recommended that John Kaiser and
Tony Daniels be put on the Mining Impact Committee, replacing Mel Wedwick and Roscoe
Churchill (Ladysmith News, May 19, 1988; republished with permission).
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Before moving on, I must tell you a little story about Fred
Strahm. Until Fred got mixed up with John Kaiser, I had
thought of him as a friend. We went to the same church and
enjoyed a cordial relationship for many years. It bothered me
that he was a member of the John Birch Society, but at least
on the surface we got along. After Kaiser helped Fred get
elected to the Rusk County Board, however, any kindly feel-
ings I had toward him evaporated. And it certainly didn’t help
matters when one of Fred’s first official acts as a county
supervisor was to submit a resolution that gave my seat on
the local Mining Impact Committee to Tony Daniels. I just
couldn’t be friends with him any longer.

This apparently bothered Fred, because one day he flagged
me down when he saw me driving along East 2nd Street in
Ladysmith. I pulled over and he got in the front seat of my
car to talk to me. He said, “Roscoe, we’ve been friends for
many years, and I’m still the same person I’ve always been.”
I responded by saying, “I guess that means I was mistaken
all along.”

I always found it interesting that some of the people who were
the least interested in supporting my efforts to stop Kennecott
were members of my own church in Ladysmith, the Church of
Christ. Even the minister and his wife, Russ and Becky Kinney,
were absolutely nonsupportive of my position. Don’t get me
wrong. They didn’t have to agree with me on everything. But I
had hoped that Pastor Kinney would at least acknowledge
what I was doing and show some concern. Shortly after he
and his wife came to town in the early 1980s, I remember
going over to the church office to talk to them about what I
was doing. I figured that as my pastor, Russ would be inter-
ested in what I had to say and might even offer to lend a help-
ing hand. But no! He and his wife just sat there and said hardly
a word. They were so noncommittal that I left feeling very frus-
trated. And my frustration only grew worse over time.

Sunday after Sunday, Russ would shake my hand and smile
when I left church but would never ask, “Well, Roscoe, how’s
your project going?” Instead he always looked beyond me to
the next person in line, as if he really didn’t give a hoot that I
was there. He and his wife, however, were very friendly with
some of the influential people around town who supported
the mine.  

It also bothered me when Becky Kinney took a job with
Weisenberger Realty, the local real estate office that managed
Kennecott’s 2,750 acres in the Ladysmith area. Now she
could work for Weisenberger if she wanted to. But she really
crossed the line when she went to a preliminary court hear-
ing on one of our lawsuits against Kennecott in the early
1990s and tried to tape record the proceedings for her boss.
The judge was outraged when he saw her sitting there with a
tape recorder and yelled, “Turn that thing off!”  

As you might expect, it became harder and harder for me to
feel at peace in my own church, which seemed to defeat the
whole purpose of going there. I remember saying to Evelyn,
“I leave church madder than when I got there.” And that’s
when Evelyn suggested that we start going to the United
Church of Christ in the nearby town of Conrath, a church she
had attended as a young lady. In her caring way, she could
see my pain and knew that we needed to make a change—
not because of the people within the church, but because of
the minister. One thing that always saved my soul was the
sweet gentleness of Evelyn.

We felt good about the pastor in Conrath, and he welcomed
us into the church. But it still was not an easy move for us to
make. I had been a lifelong member of our church in
Ladysmith, ever since I went there as a little kid with my
mother. And Evelyn joined in 1937 at the time we were mar-
ried. I served as a deacon and elder for several terms, and
Evelyn taught Sunday School and visited shut-ins. I also was
Chairman of the Board during the 1970s when the congrega-
tion voted to build a new church. I remember going around
to individual members of the church at that time to ask for
“faith promises,” which was the church board’s way of get-
ting a commitment from people to help pay for the new
building. And I also remember how proud everyone felt when
the debt was paid off in just five years. 

Evelyn and I tried to do our best to support the church, and
that’s why it hurt so much when the minister showed no
interest in supporting us. Because of how the mining com-
pany had infiltrated the very fabric of our church, we just had
to leave—even though we had many good friends there who
we were going to miss. It was just one more example of how
mining companies tear communities apart.

By the way, Evelyn and I never officially resigned our mem-
bership with the Church of Christ in Ladysmith, but for some
reason Pastor Kinney took it upon himself to remove our
names from the congregational roll. As a result, even though
I had been Chairman of the Board when the new church was
built, I was not even invited to attend the congregation’s
100th year anniversary in 2001. 

As long as I am talking about churches, it’s interesting to
note that the Methodist minister in town, Reverend Wesley
White, came out strong against the mine in the early 1980s.
I’d also like to mention that a number of the Catholic Sisters
from Ladysmith, Green Bay, Osseo and Sinsinawa were
always on my side when it came to protecting our precious
natural resources. To this day I appreciate all of them to the
bottom of my heart. They were able to look across religious
differences to see it was our shared duty to protect the earth,
even when it felt like my own church was against me.

Fred Strahm, Mining and Religion
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board supervisors and one unsuccessful candidate
from the 1988 election (CD 60-6). Two more defen-
dants were named a month later, Alan Rathsack and
Jack Christman. They had not run for office them-
selves, but were charged with helping Kaiser spread
his lies. Here is a list of the ten defendants:
� John Kaiser
� David Solsrud
� Tony Daniels
� Walter Huse
� Stanley Kromrey
� Art Dixon
� Raymond Young
� Ronald Wester
� Alan Rathsack
� Jack Christman

The only name on the list that you’ve never seen before
is that of David Solsrud. He was the supervisor for
District 2 of the Rusk County Board and had run unop-
posed in the 1988 election. He was named as a defen-
dant in our lawsuit because we believed he had worked
hand-in-glove with Kaiser to get the letters out against
us. I’d also like to point out that we did not sue my
opponent in the election, Howard Olson, because he
had refused to mail the libelous letters himself. The
same applied to Fred Strahm, although I still think
Strahm had raised no real objection to how someone else
distributed the letters for him.

The plaintiffs included three supervisors who had
managed to get reelected, including Phil Schneider,
Jerry Booth and myself, as well as six who had been
defeated. They included Randy Tatur, Ray Kramer,
Gene DuSell, Mel Wedwick, Bob Martindale and Don
Molstad. The other supervisors who lost their seats
declined to join the lawsuit.

We claimed in our case that the defendants had
sent out letters to potential voters containing infor-
mation that was “materially false and in violation of
Wisconsin Statute Section 12.05.” We also claimed
the statements in the letters were made “maliciously
and for the intended purpose of damaging the plain-
tiffs’ reputations, depriving them of the office of
county supervisor and subjecting them to public con-
tempt and embarrassment.” In terms of damages, we
decided to sue each of the defendants for $100,000.

But before the case could be heard in court, the
1990 election was upon us. So rather than the civil
court passing judgement on Kaiser and his accom-
plices, it was the people’s court that ultimately ruled
the day. Many voters must have felt the same way I

did, because Kaiser was soundly defeated in the elec-
tion by Rodney Brenner, a young man who had never
before served on the county board.

In addition, some but not all of those who had
been ousted from the board in 1988 were able to
regain their seats. What they did was take Kaiser’s
1988 campaign letter back to their constituents and
show how they had been wronged. In most cases it
worked, and many of those who returned to office
were even given the same committee assignments
they had held before. The main victory, though, was
that Kaiser was no longer around. He had gotten only
69 votes out of 220 cast! After that he just sort of dis-
appeared from the scene. I don’t think anyone felt bad
to see him go.

You will read more of the details of the 1990 election
later in my story. But for now let me finish telling you
about the lawsuit. Eventually Wester, Young, Huse,
Dixon, Daniels, Kromrey and Rathsack were dismissed
as defendants, because they apparently had not been
the real push behind the operation. So that left us with
taking Kaiser, Solsrud and Christman to court.

I cannot remember the exact date, but it was sev-
eral months after the 1990 election when our case
was finally heard in Chippewa County Circuit Court
by Judge Roderick Cameron. Attorney David Richie of
Eau Claire, who had been retained by Solsrud, quickly
moved for his client to be dismissed from the suit, and
Christman joined in the motion. Richie claimed that
even if his client had intentionally misrepresented our
voting records during the campaign, such an action
did not constitute defamation of character. After all,
most of the plaintiffs had either survived the attack or
been reelected to office in 1990. The judge agreed
and dismissed both Solsrud and Christman from the
case. So the only defendant who remained was Kaiser,
who had not joined in the motion for dismissal.

But we didn’t let Solsrud and Christman off the
hook that easily. Even though we could still go after
Kaiser, the fact that those two guys had been dis-
missed really damaged our case. So we appealed
Judge Cameron’s decision to the 3rd District Court of
Appeals. Unfortunately, however, we lost again, but
at least it was a split decision. As reported in the Eau
Claire Leader-Telegram, the majority opinion was writ-
ten by Judge Daniel LaRocque, who stated, “While we
do not condone such illegal campaign tactics as
allegedly used by Christman and Solsrud, misrepre-
senting how someone votes on an issue is not defam-
atory as a matter of law because it does not assault a
person’s character such that it would lower a person’s
esteem in a community” (CD 60-7).
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We, of course, did not agree with Judge LaRocque,
but rather with Judge R. Thomas Cane, who wrote
the dissenting opinion. As reported in the same news-
paper, he concluded that Solsrud and Christman had
tried to cast the plaintiffs as “individuals who waste
money in order to lower their estimation in the com-
munity and lessen their chances of reelection.” He
went on to make the following philosophical state-
ment that went to the core of our case:

This type of activity must not be condoned in a dem-
ocratic society. I recognize that in elections we must
allow rough and coarse comments concerning a
candidate’s qualifications, but the line must be
drawn when those comments are intentionally false
representations made to influence the election and
defeat the candidate.

A candidate for public office should never have to
accept intentionally false statements about his char-
acter that lower him in the community’s eye. Making
intentional false statements has never been protected
under the First Amendment, nor should it be.

Even though Judge Cane was in the minority on the
bench, his comments gave us some hope. So we
decided to take the case to the Wisconsin Supreme
Court, where it was heard on December 1, 1992 (CD
60-8). Unfortunately, we lost once more. It’s not that
any of the justices openly condoned what had hap-
pened to us. In fact, they seemed to agree that the
defendants had indeed violated Wis. Stat. 12.05. It’s
just that the majority believed the violation did not
constitute defamation of character. To this day, if you
go to Wis. Stat. 12.05 in the law books, you will find
the following footnote regarding the high court
decision:

Violation of s. 12.05 does not constitute defamation
per se. Tatur v. Solsrud, 174 W (2d) 735, 498 NW
(2d) 232 (1993).

After that final blow rendered against us by the
Wisconsin Supreme Court, the case that was pending
against Kaiser just kind of faded away.

While I didn’t agree with any of the rulings that
were made against us, I could live with it. At least the
court acknowledged that Kaiser’s campaign tactics
had been illegal, and the public saw him and his
cronies for the kind of people they were. But it sure
would have been nice if we had been awarded some
kind of damages by the court for how we had been
treated. Better yet, if only the judges could have
awarded damages to the county for what those fraud-
ulently-elected buzzards did between 1988 and 1990
to get the mine going! There is no doubt, it was the
county that was hurt the most by Kaiser’s actions, as
you will see as the rest of my story unfolds.
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We just couldn’t give up hope. Evelyn and I figured
that the Local Agreement Law was unconstitutional
and that we shouldn’t let it intimidate us. And as far
as the 1982 moratorium was concerned, we had no
doubt that it was valid but still figured we should try
to find a way to back it up. We finally decided that our
best bet would be to pass another mining moratorium
resolution to show once again how the majority of the
people of the Town of Grant felt, especially since the
laws that were supposed to protect the environment
and insure local control over mining projects had
deteriorated even further since the first moratorium
had been passed. 

With just two days remaining before the annual
town meeting, Evelyn and I decided to contact a
friend of ours by the name of Gordon McQuillen to
help us. He was an attorney with the law firm of
Cullen, Weston, Pines and Bach in Madison, and we
had known him for several years. Gordon was the
kind of guy who always made time for us whenever
we stopped by his office on a trip to Madison, and we
were hoping that he would make time for us once
more and give us some quick advice.

We called him up on the phone and explained the
situation—what the town’s 1982 moratorium had
said and how the townspeople had passed the resolu-
tion by a strong majority vote. We also told him that
despite the fact that the piece of paper with the actual
wording of the moratorium was missing from the
town records, there was ample proof that the resolu-
tion had indeed been enacted into law. In particular,
we mentioned that the minutes from the annual
meeting clearly made reference to the moratorium
and the fifty-three to eighteen vote by which it
passed. What’s more, a large number of townships in

Town of Grant Voters Pass 
a Second Mining Moratorium 
Resolution (April 12, 1988)

C H A P T E R  6 1

Aweek after John Kaiser and his recruits took
over the Rusk County Board, the annual meeting of
the Town of Grant was upon us. You can bet we were
more than a little concerned about the recent turn of
events at the county level, and we wanted to make
sure that the power we had at the town level to stop
the mine was not going to be ignored.

The townspeople had passed a mining moratorium
resolution in 1982 to deny mining in the township
“until such time as the Town of Grant determined
that adequate laws existed to protect and promote
the interests, health, safety and welfare of its resi-
dents.” But in August of 1987, Town Chairman Bob
Plantz had publicly announced that the resolution
was missing from the town records. He was pretty
nasty about the whole thing and made no effort to
back us up on the legitimacy of the moratorium. We
were left hanging.

And now with Kaiser in charge of the Rusk County
Board and the Local Agreement Law looming before us
to nullify the county’s zoning code, we were feeling des-
perate. Even if we could prove that the 1982 mining
moratorium had been passed by the townspeople, there
was talk that the Local Agreement Law might be used to
throw out that resolution, too. What could we do?

Our only choice at this point was to depend on the
annual town meeting to make our voices heard. In order
to spread the word about the seriousness of the situa-
tion and encourage people to attend, Evelyn typed up
an informational sheet that summarized how our rights
had steadily been undermined over the previous year by
Kennecott, the DNR, Governor Tommy Thompson and a
number of local officials (CD 61-1). She concluded the
letter by asking people, “Do you want negotiation that
barters off your rights and protections?”
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northern Wisconsin had enacted the exact same reso-
lution the same year, using ours as the template. If
necessary, we knew we could get certified copies of
those resolutions to establish the wording of our own.
After telling Gordon all this, we asked him if he would
give us a legal opinion on the matter and draft a new
mining moratorium resolution for us to take to the
annual meeting.

Even though it was very short notice, Gordon
agreed to help us. To start, he told us that he believed
our 1982 moratorium was valid and enforceable and
drafted a letter to that effect. But he also agreed that
it would be wise to get a new moratorium resolution
on the books, so he took the wording of the 1982
moratorium that we had given to him and modified it
slightly to fit the current situation. The letter and res-
olution arrived by special delivery the next day, just as
we were about to leave the house for the meeting. I
have included a copy of the resolution for you to see
(Figure 61-1).

When we arrived at the town hall, a lot of people
were already there and more kept coming. I’d say
there were close to a hundred of us altogether, and
most everyone seemed pretty anxious. Bob Plantz
presided over the meeting as town chairman, and
right from the start he sat there with an angry look on
his face. The townspeople took care of the usual busi-
ness first, like approving minutes, setting salaries and
talking about road maintenance. And then we were
plunged into a heated discussion over the mine. 

People were mad. Not only was our moratorium in
jeopardy, but we had passed a resolution in 1982 that
required all mining issues to be decided by referen-
dum vote of the townspeople. Yet we knew that Plantz
and Town Supervisor Charles Whittenberger, who
were both members of the Mining Impact Committee,
had already participated in at least a dozen closed
meetings with Kennecott. Well, bringing an issue to a
referendum vote is certainly different than having
your town board sit down with a mining company
behind closed doors to work out a deal. So some of
the townspeople started to ride Plantz about this at
the town meeting. And he did not respond to it very
well, as reported by correspondent Chris Kalka in an
article she wrote for the April 13, 1988 issue of the
Chippewa Herald Telegram (CD 61-2):

When one resident accused the board of meeting in
secret with Kennecott, Chairman Plantz leaped to his
feet and shouted, “They weren’t secret; those were
closed meetings.”

Plantz had no use for those of us who were clamoring
loudly about how we didn’t want the mine, and he
was really nasty and rude to us. It caused a lot of hard
feelings that day, believe me. What’s more, to bolster
his argument that the town board was doing nothing
wrong, he brought in Attorney William Thiel to give a
legal opinion about the validity of the town’s 1982
mining moratorium. It turns out that after the public
was told in August of 1987 that the resolution was
missing, the town board had hired Thiel to check into
whether or not the moratorium was enforceable.

I already had seen how Thiel buckled under to
Kennecott when he was representing Rusk County and
the Town of Grant at the meetings of the Mining Impact
Committee. So I must admit that I didn’t expect any-
thing better from him at our town meeting. I thought he
was just too scared to stand up for our rights. And what
I was about to hear reaffirmed my belief. 

Thiel got up and read a prepared statement in
which he proclaimed that the town’s 1982 morato-
rium was null and void! He said that the statutes sim-
ply didn’t allow townspeople to make land use

Attorney Gordon McQuillen, a
Wonderful Friend
I don’t know how Gordon McQuillen first got my name, but
sometime in the mid-1980s he called me up on the phone
to ask if he and two of his associates could drive up from
Madison to meet Evelyn and me. He had heard of us and
our struggle with Kennecott and, being an environmental
person himself, wanted to learn everything he could about
what was going on in the Town of Grant and what we were
all about. We said, “Sure, come on up!” And that was the
start of a very special friendship.

Gordon and his colleagues came to see us on a Sunday
afternoon with the idea that they were going to spend just an
hour or so with us. But Evelyn had prepared a nice little
lunch for them, and there was so much to discuss that they
stayed all afternoon! They were interested in our under-
standing of the mining laws, and we also talked about the
DNR and the politics of the whole thing. By the time they left
to go home, we knew we had made three new friends.

After that, Gordon helped us out whenever we called on
him. Not only did he give us good advice, but he had such a
kind way about him. You could tell he had an especially
warm feeling for Evelyn, and the feeling was mutual. In fact,
Gorden became kind of a hero to her. If we happened to be
in Madison on business, it was common to hear Evelyn say,
“Roscoe, why don’t we stop and see if Gordon is in today?”
Chances are he would be there, and no matter what he was
doing, he’d make room for us in his schedule. And there
was never any charge. That meant a lot to an old retired
couple like us. 
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Figure 61-1. Mining moratorium resolution passed by the voters of the Town of Grant at their annual town meeting on April 12, 1988.
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decisions. Worse yet, Plantz seemed ready to accept
Thiel’s word as the gospel truth. This stunned the vot-
ers, to say the least.

Well, I just couldn’t accept that the opinion of one
scared little lawyer could void a legally-adopted
moratorium.

So I got up and announced that I had gotten a legal
opinion to the contrary. I read aloud the letter from
Attorney McQuillen and the new mining moratorium
resolution he had drafted, and then the sparks flew!
Even Evelyn and my soft-spoken friend Tom Ricci got
caught in the cross fire, as you can see from Chris
Kalka’s news story (CD 61-2):

Evelyn Churchill said, “I see the subject of the valid-
ity of the moratorium as something we should be dis-
cussing in court.”

Chairman Plantz asked, “Do you want to chal-
lenge this in court?”

Churchill replied, “You’re the ones who hired the
lawyer; you are the ones challenging us.”

Tom Ricci, an area resident, said, “There is no question
that there was an attachment of the moratorium in [the
1982 minutes] and it was destroyed by someone who
didn’t like it.”

“That’s your problem,” Chairman Plantz shouted
back.

“No sir, that’s your problem,” said Ricci. “I think
the board is taking a license to go against the wishes
of the people.”

After about an hour of sparring, I finally moved to
have a ballot vote on whether the people wanted to
accept or deny the new mining moratorium resolu-
tion. Evelyn seconded the motion and it carried, so
ballots were distributed to the townspeople. By the
time the dust settled the final vote was forty-four in
favor of the resolution and twenty-nine against. So we
had a new moratorium on the books! And this time
our town clerk, a woman by the name of Erna
Krenzelok, not only stapled the resolution to the min-
utes, but she entered it into the record in her own
handwriting as well (CD 61-3). Erna always did her
job with care and precision. Not only was she a fine
town clerk, but she was a nice lady who was always
helpful to Evelyn and me whenever we needed infor-
mation about town business.

Passing a second mining moratorium resolution in
the Town of Grant was big news, but you wouldn’t
have known it from the article that appeared in the
April 21, 1988 issue of the Ladysmith News (CD 61-4).
Instead of focussing on our victory, editor John Terrill
decided to focus on what Plantz and Thiel had to say
about the whole thing. No one else was interviewed
for the story.

The article started out by quoting Plantz, who com-
mented on how the original moratorium was “just
plain gone” from the town’s records. He stated, “They
just passed it again. I think it’s the same one.” But
Plantz went on to suggest that none of this really mat-
tered because, “according to legal advice obtained by
the town board,” neither of the two moratorium reso-
lutions were valid. Of course, Plantz was referring to
the legal opinion of Attorney Thiel, who was quoted
in the same article as saying, “It is my belief that the
town moratorium on mining was void to begin with
because the townspeople didn’t have the authority to
adopt it.” What’s more, he maintained that even if the
1982 moratorium had been valid, “it was nullified
later by county zoning.”

I had no use for Terrill’s news report. He missed the
whole point. When the townspeople passed the new
moratorium resolution, it was our last ditch effort to
get Plantz to listen to us. The vote showed once more
that the majority of townspeople did not want the
mine. What the paper should have reported was this: 

If Chairman Plantz proceeds to sign a contract with
the mining company, he can never claim that he
was following the wishes of the town voters. 

That was the real news story, but Terrill made no
mention of it at all. Instead he only briefly acknowl-
edged that the Rusk County Citizens Action Group
had a differing point of view from that of Plantz and
Thiel. You can read the article for yourself (CD 61-4).

Even before Terrill’s article was published, we fig-
ured we wouldn’t be able to count on him to give us a
fair shake in the paper. So to make sure everybody
knew about the moratorium and what Kennecott was
trying to pull over on us in the Town of Grant, RCCAG
put a paid advertisement in the Ladysmith News that
appeared in the same issue as Terrill’s story (Figure
61-2). It explained everything. 

One problem, however, still remained. Even
though we had passed a new mining moratorium res-
olution, there was an important difference between
that resolution and the one enacted in 1982. And it all
boiled down to enforceability. You see, in 1982,
before the town government law was changed, the
town board was legally obligated to carry out any res-
olution passed by the voters at an annual meeting
unless the resolution was later rescinded by the
townspeople. But after the law was changed in 1984,
town boards could ignore any new resolutions
enacted by the people. So unless we wanted to go to
court to force the issue of the validity of the 1982
moratorium, the best we could do was hope that the
board would honor our newest moratorium. Right
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from the start the resolution was in
jeopardy of being brushed aside. 

And sure enough! On the advice of
Attorney Thiel, Plantz proceeded to
ignore the 1988 moratorium, and the
town board continued its negotiations
with Kennecott. It was as if the voice of
the townspeople meant nothing at all to
the Grant Town Board.

CD-ROM References
CD 61-1. Informational sheet prepared by Evelyn

Churchill to encourage townspeople to
attend the annual meeting of the Town of
Grant, April 1988.

CD 61-2. “Voters renew anti-mining moratorium,”
Chippewa Herald Telegram, April 13,
1988.

CD 61-3. Minutes of the 1988 annual meeting of the
Town of Grant, as recorded in the town’s
official records by Town Clerk Erna
Krenzelok, April 12, 1988.

CD 61-4. “Mining moratorium passed,” Ladysmith
News, April 21, 1988.

Figure 61-2. The Rusk County Citizens Action Group wanted everybody to know about the
mining moratorium and Kennecott’s shifty maneuvers (Ladysmith News, April 21, 1988).
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from seeing even a draft EIS, and the mining com-
pany was demanding that its project be given the
green light to proceed.

Larry Mercando was quoted in the July 28, 1988
issue of the Ladysmith News as saying, “To get an
Environmental Impact Statement is going to cost our
company four to five million dollars. Should we do all
this and then have the local people prevent the
mine?” Well, yes, if the EIS were to show that the
mine wouldn’t be safe! Mercando was such a hyp-
ocrite. He wanted us to risk everything by signing a
contract without having all the facts. Yet he didn’t
think Kennecott should have to risk losing its invest-
ment in an EIS. In my opinion, a mining company
must be willing to take that kind of financial risk if it
expects to come into an area, disrupt the environment
and take our resources.

The problem with these pushy corporations is that
they think spending a lot of money entitles them to do
whatever they want, to whomever they want, when-
ever they want. But things have to be done in the
proper order so that the rights of ordinary people are
protected. Too bad the local officials on the commit-
tee like Christianson, Kaiser and Plantz didn’t feel the
same way. They were all too ready to follow
Kennecott’s time line. As far as I’m concerned, they
weren’t negotiating to protect the public. It was a case
of trying to get the mine going as fast as possible.

A draft of the Local Agreement was released by the
Mining Impact Committee for public review in late
May of 1988, less than six weeks after Kaiser took
control of the Rusk County Board. It appeared in the
May 26, 1988 issue of the Ladysmith News as a legal
notice (CD 62-1). Up until that time, the committee
had done almost everything behind closed doors. So

The Terms of the Local 
Agreement (July 1988)

C H A P T E R  6 2

By late June of 1988, the Rusk County Mining
Impact Committee was close to putting the finishing
touches on the Local Agreement that would allow
Kennecott to mine in the Town of Grant. No one was
wasting any time. Kennecott had demanded that the
wording of the agreement be finalized by June 30th
and public hearings be held quickly so that the con-
tract could be signed, sealed and delivered to corpo-
rate headquarters in Salt Lake City, Utah by August 1,
1988. What a bunch of garbage! What business did
Kennecott have telling all of us when to jump and
how high? Yet the local officials on the Mining Impact
Committee scrambled to make sure that Kennecott’s
artificial deadlines would be met. 

The local officials who signed off on the agreement
included John Kaiser, Tony Daniels, Bob Plantz,
Charles Whittenberger, Alan Christianson and Marty
Reynolds. But as far as I’m concerned, the guys who
really called the shots were Larry Mercando and
Kennecott’s attorneys. When you see the terms of the
agreement and everything the local officials gave
away, you’ll understand what I mean.

Before getting into the specifics of the Local
Agreement, I’d like to comment on the timing of the
whole thing. Kennecott certainly had no legal basis
for demanding that the agreement be signed by
August 1, 1988. The reason I say this is that the
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the project
had not even been written by that time, much less
evaluated. Wisconsin Statute 1.11, known as the
Wisconsin Environmental Policy Act, was specifically
passed to make sure that the public would get as
much information as possible on projects such as
Kennecott’s before any final decisions were made. Yet
here we were in July of 1988, more than a year away
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you can imagine the public was anxious to read what
the local officials and Kennecott had decided among
themselves. The proposed agreement was over 50
pages in length, but the newspaper somehow man-
aged to cram it onto a single page for all to see.

When I got out my magnifying glass to read the
contract, I noticed that some of the most strategic sec-
tions of the agreement were missing, including infor-
mation about how much money the local governments
could expect to get from the mining company and
what would happen in the event that Kennecott

wanted to renegotiate the contract to expand its oper-
ation or mine for uranium. Another important section
regarding how the Town of Grant’s mining morato-
rium and Rusk County’s mining and wetland zoning
codes were to be handled was missing as well. After
the final details were worked out by Mercando,
Christianson and the others to the mining company’s
liking, copies of the complete proposal were made
available to the public during the second week of
July, about three weeks before the public hearings
were scheduled to take place.

Figure 62-1. Table of Contents for the Local Agreement between Rusk County, the Town of Grant, the City of Ladysmith and Kennecott for the
development of the Flambeau Mine. See CD 62-2 for the entire document (August 1988).
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The official title given to the contract was the
“Local Agreement between Rusk County, the Town of
Grant, the City of Ladysmith and Kennecott
Explorations (Australia) Ltd. for Development of the
Kennecott Flambeau Mine.” Besides having fifty-two
pages of text, there were eight exhibits attached to
the contract that included things like the plot plan of
the mine site, various maps, a copy of the waivers
and variances approved by the local impact commit-
tee and a copy of the conditional use permit that

was to be granted by Rusk County as part of the
deal.

The agreement is too long to print here in its
entirety, but let me say this: When we finally had a
chance to see what the mining company was trying to
foist on us, we were truly shocked. I am including a
copy of the Table of Contents so that you can see the
different sections included in the contract (Figure 62-
1), and I will discuss which sections in particular took
us to the cleaners. For those of you who want even

Figure 62-1 (continued)
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greater detail, the entire Local Agreement is available
on the CD-ROM that accompanies the book (CD 62-2).

The Most Egregious Sections of the
Local Agreement
So what was so bad about the Local Agreement?
Besides containing entire sections that were written to
Kennecott’s advantage, the contract was peppered
with key words, phrases and statements that man-
aged to undo the little bit of protection the contract
appeared to give us. Whoever wrote it was really
clever. As you read through the following examples,
please note that the sections are numbered just as
they appear in the contract’s Table of Contents.

Acceptable Waste Types
Section 9
The section of the Local Agreement entitled
“Acceptable Waste Types” had to do with the types of
materials that could be stored and disposed of at the
mine site. As part of the contract, the mining com-
pany agreed not to put any hazardous waste into the
pit. While that sounded good, the contract also said,
“This section shall not apply to any precipitate result-
ing from water treatment activities.” Well, that
referred to the acidic sludge from the water treatment
plant that we knew was going to be full of toxic heavy
metals! Normally the state would have required that
kind of hazardous waste to be disposed of in a lined
waste facility, but the mining company had worked
out a deal to shove the waste into the unlined pit at
the end of mining.

This section of the Local Agreement was of con-
cern to us for another reason. You see, we feared
that at some point Kennecott might apply to the
DNR for a permit to do cyanide heap leaching. That’s
a process by which heaps of waste rock are put on
top of some sort of pad and sprinkled with cyanide
solution to extract any gold, copper and silver that
might remain. The solution is collected beneath the
pile and further processed to remove the metal. It’s a
way to squeeze every last penny of profit out of the
rock.

It wasn’t far-fetched to think that Kennecott might
want to do this. After all, the mining company’s plans
called for laying down a huge liner on the side of the
pit on which to store the waste rock during mining,
with a collection system beneath it. It was the same
kind of set-up normally used for cyanide heap leach-
ing! And sure enough, when the DNR permit hearing

was held in 1990, testimony confirmed that the
Flambeau Mine had been designed to potentially
accommodate cyanide leaching.

But that wasn’t all. Kennecott had contracted with
Noranda Minerals of Canada to have the ore shipped
from Ladysmith to Timmins, Ontario (to be concen-
trated) and from there to Quebec (for smelting). Well,
Timmins is located in a gold-mining area, and there
was talk that part of the deal with Noranda might be
for the train cars to return to Ladysmith filled with
waste rock from the Canadian gold mines. That way
the gold-laced rock could be added to the piles at
Ladysmith for cyanide leaching! In other words, “You
do my smelting, and I’ll do your cyanide leaching.”
The train cars were going back and forth anyway, so
why not make the most of it?

We also wondered if the Canadians might use the
empty train cars to ship back some of the waste that
resulted from processing the Ladysmith ore. Just
because they were willing to do the smelting didn’t
necessarily mean they were willing to keep the many
tons of waste. All of these things were discussed at
our meetings. We didn’t know what to think, because
Kennecott wasn’t telling us much.

And it turns out that our fears were well-founded.
The laws and rules were all in place for waste rock to
come down to us from Canada, as Evelyn discovered
while studying the statutes. Here is what she found
out:
� Wis. Stat. 293.01(25) defines refuse in such a

broad way as to include “all waste materials
deposited on or in the prospecting or mining site
from other sources,”

� NR 182.04(30) defines mining waste as including
“any refuse, sludge or other discarded material ...
resulting from metallic mineral prospecting or min-
ing, or from the cleaning or preparation of miner-
als during prospecting or mining operations,”

� NR 182.04(54) goes on to define waste site as “any
land or appurtenances thereto used for the storage
or disposal of mining waste,” and

� NR 182.02(11) brings everything full-circle by
stating that “surface mines which are backfilled
with mining waste are exempt from following a
variety of natural resource rules meant to govern
mining wastes! [emphasis added]

The net result was that it would be perfectly legal for
Kennecott to bring mining waste from other sources
like the gold mines of Ontario or the smelters of
Quebec into our township, and for that waste to be
exempt from the normal rules for waste disposal.
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In case you are wondering where I am going with
all this, let me tell you what Section 14 of the Local
Agreement had to say about “Acceptable Waste Types”
for Kennecott’s project in the Town of Grant. The con-
tract stated that Kennecott would not “accept,
receive, store or dispose of any metallic mineral from
any other source without Local Impact Committee
approval” [emphasis added]. Well that left the door
open for the committee to do just that! And consider-
ing how the impact committee had already given the
horse away, we did not trust what might happen next.

Evelyn and I kept asking ourselves, “Why would
Kennecott even bring up something like this in the
contract, unless the company was thinking about
doing it?”

Hiring of Employees
Section 12
The contract stated that an average of 75 percent of
the mine workers who were employed “after the start
of ore shipments” would be local people. But it
defined a local person as anyone who had lived in the
area “for a period of at least one year prior to hiring.”
So someone who moved into the area to help with the
initial construction of the mine, which was expected
to take over a year, would be able to qualify as a local
resident by the time the ore shipments started!

Testing of Private Wells
Section 14
This section of the contract provided for the testing of
private wells within a small area close to the mine site
and a guarantee from Kennecott to take care of those
wells if they became contaminated due to the mining
operation. To show you how limited the test area was
and how meaningless the guarantee, take a look at a
map of the well guarantee zone proposed by
Kennecott (Figure 62-2) plus a second map showing
the direction of groundwater flow predicted for the
reclaimed mine site (Figure 62-3). 

You will notice from the maps that: (1) in general,
the predicted groundwater flow was toward the river;
(2) the contaminated groundwater moving through
the backfilled pit was headed away from the well
guarantee zone, not toward it; and (3) while the wells
within the guarantee zone might have been at risk for
groundwater drawdown, the guarantee did not cover
wells that went dry. Some guarantee! I suppose a
number of the private wells located north of the mine
site, between Blackberry Lane and the south bank of
the Flambeau River, to this day might be catching
contaminated groundwater moving north from the

mine site toward the river, but it’s hard to say for sure.
I don’t even know if Kennecott’s groundwater model-
ing has been proven accurate. 

All I can say is this: None of the private property
owners west of the mine site were included in
Kennecott’s well guarantee program, even though the
mining company had predicted that the direction of
groundwater flow through the backfilled mine pit and
the rest of the site would be in a westerly direction. It
was as if the mining company assumed or wanted
everyone to believe that the river formed some sort of
natural barrier beyond which the effects of the mine
could not be felt—even though the Flambeau River
was only about three to five feet deep next to the
mine site and the backfilled pit extended more than
200 feet beneath the surface. That made no sense at
all. Plus, what about pollution of the river itself? 

To make matters worse, the few private wells that
Kennecott agreed to test were only to be tested before
the mine was built. There was no commitment on the
part of the mining company to do routine follow-up
testing. So if a private well owner wanted to make
sure his water was fit to drink after mining com-
menced (i.e., at any point in time after 1991), he
would have to pay for the testing himself.

At least the contract included two concessions
from Kennecott regarding the protection of private
wells. The first was that if a well within the guarantee
zone was tested by the owner and found to be con-
taminated, Kennecott agreed to “test all active wells
within the [zone] immediately following such discov-
ery and also at least once a year thereafter and con-
tinue such testing for twenty years.” Unfortunately,
however, the contact also allowed the Mining Impact
Committee to waive this requirement and stated,
“Such waiver shall not be unreasonably withheld.”
Kennecott covered all its bases. 

A second concession made by the mining company
was that if contamination of a private well within the
guarantee zone was discovered within twenty years of
when the mine ceased to operate, the mining com-
pany would be presumed responsible for the failure of
the well and “provide an alternate and adequate
source of water for domestic consumption, and for
livestock consumption where applicable … until such
time as responsibility is proven otherwise.” In other
words, the burden of proof was put on the mining
company to prove it had not caused the contamina-
tion, rather than placing it on the well owner to prove
the mining company had.

This provision was worked into the contract
because of how we had clamored about the inade-
quacy of Wis. Stat. 293.65(4) to protect private well
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Figure 62-2. Well and property value guarantee zones for the Flambeau Mine (Final EIS for the Flambeau Mine, March 1990).
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Figure 62-3. Predicted steady state water table at the reclaimed Flambeau Mine site (Map adapted from figures provided in the Final EIS for the
Flambeau Mine, March 1990).
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owners. You may recall that this particular statute
says if a private well close to a mine becomes con-
taminated or goes dry, the well owner can file a com-
plaint with the DNR, but it’s up to the owner to prove
that the mine caused the damage rather than the min-
ing company to prove it did not. And until guilt is
established, the township rather than the mining
company has to provide the well owner with clean
water, shifting the burden onto the taxpayers. 

We made so much noise about Wis. Stat. 293.65(4)
that Kennecott had no choice but to relent. Like I said
earlier, however, the contract still did not cover wells
that might go dry, the guarantee zone was quite small
and its location absurd. But even if these problems
had been fixed, keep in mind that: (1) unless the well
owners within the guarantee zone took it upon them-
selves to pay for well testing, contamination from the
mine might go undetected for many years; and (2)
unless the contamination was discovered within
twenty years of when the mine ceased to operate, the
mining company would not be presumed responsible
(the last ore shipments were made from the Flambeau
Mine in 1997, which means the deadline is 2017).
Considering the fact that acid mine drainage may
take longer than twenty years to manifest and can
persist for centuries, Kennecott’s concession didn’t
mean very much.

Yet another problem with the contract was that the
baseline parameters Kennecott agreed to test in pri-
vate wells did not include radioactivity or heavy met-
als, the very contaminants we feared the most.
Instead, the contract allowed the company to get by
with testing for just a few basic things like field pH
and hardness. That meant once the mine closed and
the 20-year period mentioned above had passed, a
well owner might find himself in a real bind. If he
tested his well and discovered the water was radioac-
tive or contained toxic amounts of manganese, how
could he prove Kennecott was responsible without
having a baseline? Evelyn and I put together a flier to
pressure the local negotiators into dealing with this
issue, but our arguments fell on deaf ears (CD 62-3).

If only Rusk County’s mining code had been fol-
lowed! Then Kennecott would have been required to
hire an independent consultant to do comprehensive
testing of all wells within a two mile radius of the
mine on a continuous basis for two years prior to con-
struction of the mine and for at least thirty years after
the mine closed. I certainly would have felt better
with something like that. In fact, Evelyn and I
appealed to not only the local negotiating committee,
but the Rusk County Board to do something about the

inadequate well-testing provisions of the Local
Agreement. But that’s another story.

Loss in Property Value
Section 15
By the terms of the Local Agreement, the only way
someone living close to the mine could be compen-
sated for a loss in property value was if the Mining
Impact Committee determined that the decrease was
“solely” due to the mine. Now how could anyone
prove something like that? And what kind of training
did anyone on the Mining Impact Committee have to
evaluate such claims? In addition, the property value
guarantee zone established in the contract was lim-
ited in size and included absolutely no property
across the river from the mine site. Take a look at
Figure 62-2, and you will see how Kennecott’s prop-
erty value guarantee didn’t amount to beans!

Local Mining Impact Committee
Section 16
This part of the agreement called for establishing a
new Rusk County Mining Impact Committee within
ten days after the Local Agreement was signed. The 3-
member committee was to include the Chairman of
the Rusk County Board, the Chairman of the Town of
Grant and the Mayor of the City of Ladysmith “or
their designee(s) who possess no conflict of interest
relative to the Mine.” To me this was just a way to
continue the pattern of having a small select group of
people calling the shots while bypassing not only the
public, but the usual channels of government. In fact,
the Local Agreement talked about how the new com-
mittee might find it necessary to transact some of its
business in closed session!

According to the terms of the Local Agreement, the
new Mining Impact Committee was to keep minutes
of all its meetings, and the mining company agreed to
provide the committee with all kinds of information
to be kept in the file, including:
� Verifiable information as to the amounts and types

of ore removed on an annual basis;
� Copies of reports between the Operator and the

DNR; and
� Copies of complaints received by the Operator

from citizens, neighbors, local law enforcement
officers and the DNR.

I’m not aware of any of these documents or reports
having been released to the public during the mining
years, especially the “verifiable information” about
the amounts and types of ore removed from the
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deposit. But now that the mine has come and gone, it
would be interesting to contact the City of Ladysmith
for copies of this type of information as part of an
open records request, don’t you think?

Succession of Agreement
Section 19
This section of the contract stated that the Local
Agreement would “run with the land” and that
Kennecott could assign the contract to a subsidiary, a
sister company, its parent company or even an unre-
lated third party. The only thing required was that the
new owner show proof of financial capability. Wow!
That meant a company with an environmental track
record even worse than Kennecott’s might end up run-
ning the mine—just like in third world countries. The
agreement was clear on this point. It stated, “Upon
presentation of proof of financial capability, the par-
ticipating local governments shall not unreasonably
withhold consent to assignment.” [emphasis added]

Evelyn made the following analogy: “Our commu-
nity can be likened to a ship that is loaded with valu-
ables and indentured servants, passed from one
captain to the next.”

Sure enough, Kennecott eventually decided to
assign the agreement to its subsidiary, Flambeau
Mining Company (FMC),  and the paperwork was
sent from RTZ corporate headquarters in London to
Rusk County Corporate Counsel William Thiel in June
of 1989 (CD 62-4). That was less than a year after the
Local Agreement was signed. We expected this sort of
thing to happen at some point, because transferring
the project to a subsidiary was a way for Kennecott to
shield itself from future liabilities. You see, if a sub-
sidiary dissolves, the parent company is legally
responsible for the subsidiary’s actions for only two
years. Then the public is stuck with cleaning up any
mess that might occur.

But one thing confused us. You see, Flambeau
Mining Company was already in existence when the
Local Agreement was signed in 1988. The subsidiary
had been created in the 1970s when Kennecott first
sought a permit to mine. So why wasn’t the agree-
ment put in FMC’s name from the very beginning? We
never learned the answer to that question. But you
can bet it had something to do with the kind of “cre-
ative bookkeeping” that saves a corporation money.

Closing Plan
Section 20
According to this section of the Local Agreement,
Kennecott was not required to file a copy of its recla-

mation plans with the local governments until “prior
to commencing operation.” That meant the contract
would be signed without any guarantee to the com-
munity of how the land would be restored after
Kennecott was done digging its huge pit! I guess we
were just supposed to trust that the mining company
wouldn’t leave us with a polluted eyesore.

All the contract stated was that Kennecott would
consider several options for its property after mining
was complete, including “continuing to maintain
ownership, leasing portions to the Participating Local
Governments for use as an Industrial Park, or selling
the property and facilities.” And it was clear that no
matter what happened to the land, either Kennecott
or some other mining company would maintain the
mineral rights. For example, if the Town of Grant
wanted to rent one of Kennecott’s buildings on the
industrial site, the Local Agreement contained the fol-
lowing stipulations:

The lease agreement will state that the users of the
property will not resist, delay or interfere with any
future mining operation on property presently
owned by Kennecott in Rusk County, will not file
any complaints against Kennecott or successors who
may buy the property with respect to development
or operation of any mine facility on Kennecott’s
property, will vacate the premises, upon ninety
(90) days written notice to be exercised at the
Operator’s sole discretion … and that its opera-
tions on premises shall be such that it is capable of
physically vacating the premises within such period,
and will carry full liability insurance in an amount
sufficient to satisfy Kennecott. [emphasis added]

Talk about a demanding contract that ties one’s
hands! It’s no wonder no one rushed to rent
Kennecott’s buildings or property after the mine
closed—except, that is, for the Wisconsin Department
of Natural Resources. Yes, around 1999 the DNR
decided to rent one of Kennecott’s vacated buildings
at the mine site and continues to keep offices there to
this day. Does that mean the department cannot resist
any future mining projects on property owned by
Kennecott in Rusk County? According to the terms of
the Local Agreement, the answer is “Yes.”

In this section of the contract, Kennecott also
stated that once reclamation was complete, the min-
ing company would donate about 150 acres of land
close to the mine site to the participating local gov-
ernments. That may have sounded generous to some,
but the parcel turned out to be mostly swamp with no
real value to the community except for a section along
the highway that was high enough to be used by area
loggers for sorting and piling their logs. If you want to
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know who really benefited from this deal, it was
Kennecott. By donating the land to the local govern-
ments, the mining company was able to get out of
paying property taxes on it while still maintaining the
mineral rights. You see, as a condition for getting the
property, the local governments agreed to the follow-
ing:

The users of the property will not resist or delay fur-
ther development of the Flambeau ore deposit
and will not file any complaints against Kennecott
or subsequent mining companies with respect to
development or operation of a mining project
because of the proximity, use or impact of the further
development to the said parcel. [emphasis added]

So whether leasing its property to a third party or giv-
ing it away, it sounded like Kennecott was laying the
groundwork for future mining in Rusk County while
trying to squelch potential opposition. The right to
resist these anticipated mining projects was being
taken away from us, which sounded to me like a vio-
lation of the constitutional right to free speech.

But there’s more. The Local Agreement also speci-
fied that any party who acquired all or a portion of
Kennecott’s property and facilities located in Rusk
County would assume responsibility for environmen-
tal problems that might occur in the future!
Fortunately, the contract went on to state that the
new owner would only be responsible for environ-
mental damages that resulted from its own use of the
property. But when you think about it, if another min-
ing company came on the scene and pollution got out
of control, how could anyone prove who was really at
fault, especially if the DNR had already certified
Kennecott’s reclamation of the site as being complete?
In my opinion, this provision of the contract was a
set-up for making someone else responsible for clean-
ing up Kennecott’s mess down the line—or at least
muddying the waters. It’s the kind of situation in
which Kennecott and the new owner would likely end
up in a protracted court battle to determine liability
instead of either party getting down to business to
deal with the problem.

Operator Responsibility
Section 23
This part of the agreement talked about Kennecott’s
“commitment to long-term care of the mine” but only
required the mining company to maintain a security
bond for thirty years. And if Kennecott sought an
exemption to shorten the thirty-year time period and
the DNR agreed, the local governments were pretty

much obligated to go along with it. The contract
stated, “Such concurrence shall not be unreasonably
withheld.” [emphasis added]

Renegotiation
Section 24
Section 24 of the Local Agreement allowed the con-
tract to be renegotiated if: (1) Kennecott wanted to
expand the area, scope or intent of its operation
beyond what was originally approved; or (2) the min-
ing company acquired a “significant amount” of prop-
erty adjoining the original site. So once the
agreement was signed, Kennecott had its foot in the
door to get an even broader-reaching contract. For
example, I already mentioned how the mine had been
designed to potentially accommodate cyanide leach-
ing of waste rock to procure gold particles that other-
wise might be lost. And who knows what else the
mining company had in mind? What the whole thing
boiled down to was that the Local Agreement pro-
vided for unlimited enlargement of Kennecott’s lands,
its operation and its waste heaps.

This section also allowed the contract to be rene-
gotiated “in the event that uranium or thorium or
either of them are discovered within the mine site at
levels above natural background which would render
them to be merchantable and subject to possible min-
ing by the Operator.” So as far as we knew, we might
even end up with a uranium mine in our midst. This
was not unthinkable. As discussed in an earlier chap-
ter, a study by the United States Department of
Energy had concluded that Ladysmith and the neigh-
boring towns of Bruce, Weyerhaeuser, Chetek,
Cameron and Barron were in an area favorable for
radioactive deposits.

In general, this section of the Local Agreement was
downright terrible. One provision with which I
agreed, however, was that “at any time” after the DNR
granted the mining permit, the local governments
could “cause the [ratified] agreement to be opened
for renegotiation” if either of the following conditions
were met: 
� Kennecott tried to get additional waivers or vari-

ances from the DNR besides the ones already
agreed to in the contract and such waivers or vari-
ances were considered likely to have “an adverse
effect on the local community or reduce the
Operator’s requirement to protect the environ-
ment,” or

� New information were to become available regard-
ing “any significant adverse environmental or 
economic impact not contemplated at the time
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of negotiation of the agreement which has the
potential to cause significant damages to the 
environment and/or expand significantly the
financial burdens of any of the participating local
governments.”

Since the Local Agreement said that reopening the
contract could be demanded “at any time” after the
mining permit was granted, this may turn out to be
Rusk County’s salvation in the future. As you will see
later in my story, “significant adverse environmental
impacts not contemplated at the time of negotiation
of the agreement” have indeed started to manifest
themselves at the mine site. As my book goes to print,
let me say this: It’s not too late to request that the
Local Agreement be reopened to hold the mining
company accountable!

Conditional Use Permit
Section 27(a)
Even though Kennecott was planning on being
exempt from the Rusk County Metallic Mineral
Mining Code, the mining company couldn’t avoid
county zoning authority altogether. You see,
Kennecott also had to contend with the Rusk County
Comprehensive Zoning Code which contained more
general zoning regulations. For example, the county
had established uniform setback requirements for
highways and rivers that everyone had to follow,
whether it was a mining company that wanted to dig
a mine pit or a farmer who wanted to dig a manure
pit. And the county also had the authority to regulate
things like fencing requirements, how the mining
company’s access roads were to be built and what
time of the day blasting would be allowed.

So that’s why the mining company needed to get a
conditional land use permit from the county. It was
supposed to be a way for the county to protect its best
interests while allowing the mine to be built. And
what Section 27(a) of the Local Agreement said was
that the agreement was contingent on the conditional
use permit being issued.

That was fine and good, except the terms of the
conditional use permit gave a lot away. It’s where
Rusk County officially signed off on exempting
Kennecott from the county’s mining code! The county
also agreed to allow the mine pit to be only 140 feet
from the Flambeau River and 150 feet from the high-
way (mines normally had to be 300 feet from a river
and 1,000 feet from a state highway).

One of the few good things about the conditional
use permit, however, was that it made an attempt to
prohibit smelting, refining and processing of ore in

Rusk County. It also specified that Kennecott had to
comply with the county’s shoreland-wetland zoning
code and that sludge from the water treatment plant
could not be disposed of on the premises. Unfor-
tunately, however, when you see what Kennecott was
eventually allowed to do (e.g., shove the sludge into
the unlined pit at the end of mining), it demonstrates
how ineffective the county’s conditional use permit
really was.

If you are interested in learning more about the
terms of the conditional use permit, it is included in
its entirety on the CD-ROM that accompanies the
book (CD 62-5). But I would be remiss if I failed to
mention one more thing about it: The permit was
valid for forty years. Why forty years? Read on!

As mentioned above, the section of the Local
Agreement dealing with renegotiation talked about
the possibility of Kennecott buying more property,
enlarging its operation or perhaps even mining for
uranium. Also, laws were in place that: (1) required
the DNR to grant a permit to change the course of a
river, if doing so would improve the economic value
of the owner’s land [Wis. Stat. 30.195]; and (2)
allowed the DNR to enter into contracts for the
removal of any minerals from beneath the bed of nav-
igable lakes and waters [Wis. Stat. 30.20]. It looked
like the possibilities for Kennecott were endless, so
I’m sure the mining company wanted a conditional
use permit for as many years as possible.

Town of Grant Mining Moratorium is Void
Section 27(f)
This section of the Local Agreement really got me
mad, to say the least. It was an attempt to side-step
the legitimacy of the town’s mining moratorium. Here
is what the contract said:

A representation shall be made by counsel for the
Town of Grant that, in his opinion, a certain mora-
torium adopted against mining at the annual town
meeting held on April 13, 1982, and that certain
moratorium against mining adopted at the annual
town meeting on April 12, 1988, as pertaining to the
Mine which is the subject of this Agreement are void
and unenforceable. [emphasis added]

This was nothing less than the mining company tak-
ing the law into its own hands. Who was Kennecott to
say that a legally adopted moratorium was void and
unenforceable? And why should the mere opinion of
one gutless attorney, William Thiel, be enough to
throw out the proclamation of a clear majority of the
voters? Yet this is exactly what happened. Section 31
of the Local Agreement went on to call for “removing”
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rules that were to its disliking, just like you would
expect in a third world county.

Rusk County Mining Impact Fund
Section 30
This section of the Local Agreement dealt with the tax
revenue the town, county and city would receive from
the mine. As discussed in an earlier chapter,
Wisconsin’s mining tax law [Wis. Stats. 70.37-
70.3965, enacted in 1982] guaranteed us nothing
because the state would only collect taxes if the min-
ing company showed a profit of over $250,000 in a
single year. Of course,  the company’s profits were
determined according to the company’s own books,
and with the large number of write-offs that the law
allowed mining companies to take, we figured we
would be lucky if Kennecott paid any taxes at all. 

And even if the mining company happened to pay
some money to the state in net proceeds taxes, only a
portion of that money (60%) was earmarked for
Wisconsin’s Mining Investment and Local Impact
Fund (MILIF). That’s the fund from which the local
governments were supposed to be paid their fair
share of the assessed tax (i.e., the “first dollar” and
“county additional” payments you read about ear-
lier). It’s also important to note that by law, the DNR
could raid the MILIF to help pay for environmental
damages caused by the mine! 

Because of our clamoring about how the tax law
was ripping us off, Kennecott finally agreed to “guar-
antee” each of the three municipalities involved in the
negotiations the annual maximum “first dollar” pay-
ment (FDP) that local governments were entitled to
receive under the mining tax law, whether or not the
mining company showed a profit. That translated into
$100,000 to each municipality per year (adjusted for
inflation, using 1982 as the base year). That way, if
Kennecott didn’t pay enough money to the state in net
proceeds taxes to cover the “first dollar” payments,
the mining company would make up the difference—
at least that’s how it looked.

To help keep things straight, from here on out I will
refer to the “first dollar” payments made to the local
governments by the state as FDP

MILIF
and the balance

guaranteed by Kennecott as FDP
Kennecott

. In theory, the
Local Agreement guaranteed the following:

FDP
MILIF

+ FDP
Kennecott

= $100,000
Adjusted for Inflation

But the guarantee was an illusion. When we read the
fine print, we discovered that the “first dollar” money
guaranteed by Kennecott was to be paid “in propor-
tion to the number of tons of ore shipped in the cal-

the moratorium resolutions, and the following state-
ment was put into the contract:

Counsel for the Town of Grant represents that it is
not necessary to remove these moratoriums as these
certain moratoriums are void and unenforceable.

When we saw that these provisions had been inserted
into the Local Agreement, Evelyn and I called Attorney
Gordon McQuillen’s law firm in Madison to get some
help. We talked to Gordon’s partner, Attorney Richard
Thal, and told him what was going on. After getting
all the facts, he wrote us a letter in which he stated
the following (CD 62-6):

You have asked whether the local committee currently
negotiating with Kennecott has the authority to inval-
idate the moratorium which now prohibits mining in
the Town of Grant. It is my opinion that the local
Negotiating Committee has no authority to declare
the Town of Grant mining moratorium invalid.

As Attorney McQuillen indicated in his April 11,
1988 letter, the 1982 moratorium appears to be
valid. Furthermore, the fact that the moratorium
was reaffirmed by the April 12, 1988 Town Meeting
reinforces the validity of the moratorium.

On the other hand, William Thiel, legal counsel
for the County, maintains that the moratorium is
invalid because it has been superseded by County
land use regulations. Thiel’s opinion, however,
clearly cannot invalidate the Town of Grant mining
moratorium. Thiel offers legal advice; he has no
authority to make legal rulings. Thus, the
Negotiating Committee (an advisory body) certainly
has no authority to use Thiel’s opinion to invalidate
a Town Meeting resolution. …

Finally, I would point out that Kennecott has no
legal basis whatsoever for demanding a final local
agreement before it submits its mining permit appli-
cations to the Wisconsin Department of Natural
Resources. Accordingly, the Negotiating Committee
may reasonably request Kennecott to reconsider any
deadlines it has imposed upon the bargaining
process in light of the uncertainty over the validity of
the moratorium.

Well, Attorney Richard Thal’s opinion didn’t matter at
all to Kennecott, the Mining Impact Committee or
Attorney William Thiel. And just as the Local
Agreement demanded, Thiel stood by his declaration
that the moratorium resolutions passed by the Town
of Grant in 1982 and 1988 were void and unenforce-
able. This became the basis of a lawsuit that you will
read about later in the book.

Looking back on all this, I cannot help but con-
clude that Kennecott had assumed the role of a dicta-
tor. The mining company managed to throw out any
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CAP
MILIF

+CAP
Kennecott

=$250,000
Adjusted for Inflation

But upon close inspection, we found several problems
with Kennecott’s guarantee. First of all, Kennecott set
up the guarantee in such a way that it depended on
average copper prices and the amount of ore shipped
per year. So if either the price of copper or annual
production was down, the $250,000 “guarantee” was
meaningless. And what about the gold and silver?
Kennecott conveniently failed to work those prices
into the formula.

Kennecott also slipped a devious phrase into the
part of the Local Agreement regarding the “county
additional” payments. The contract said that the
$250,000 guarantee only applied to “full calendar
years” of mining. That meant the guarantee did not
include the first partial year of mining, when the rich-
est gold was to be shipped out of the country! We
expected that Kennecott would not be paying much in
net proceeds taxes to the state for that particular tax
year because of all the deductions the mining com-
pany could take for start-up costs. As a result, it was
not likely that the county would be getting its maxi-
mum “county additional” payment from the MILIF, so
we could have really used that $250,000 “guarantee.”
But instead, it looked like the most that each of the
local governments could expect to receive for the gold
leaving the country at the beginning of mining was
the $100,000 “first dollar” payment—or perhaps a lit-
tle more, if greater than 300,000 tons of ore were
shipped.

Whose idea was it to limit the guarantee regarding
the “county additional” payment to “full calendar
years” of mining? None other than Larry Mercando’s.
I have a copy of a letter sent by Mercando to Earl
Tingey, one of Kennecott’s attorneys, in which
Mercando outlined his proposal to exempt Kennecott
from not only paying the “guaranteed” money for the
first partial year of mining, but also the last (CD 62-
7). At the end of mining is when we once again
expected the mining company to pay hardly any
taxes to the state, but this time because of all the
deductions it could claim for reclamation expenses.
The other slimy thing about it was that we knew the
mining company might stockpile some of the richest
ore to ship out at the end of operations. So by not
guaranteeing the county any money during the last
partial year of shipping, we might be ripped off
again. 

The bottom line was this: At both the beginning
and end of mining, when it was most likely that the
county would receive little or no tax money from the
state’s net proceeds tax, neither would it receive any

endar year in question versus 300,000 tons.” So if
production were way down in any given year, we still
would get just a little bit of money or nothing from
Kennecott in exchange for letting them set up shop in
our town.

The only good thing about the “guarantee” was
that if the mine produced more than 300,000 tons of
ore in a given year, the local governments would
receive additional money from Kennecott, even if the
state had already paid out the maximum “first dollar”
payment of $100,000 to each municipality (adjusted
for inflation).

But even that guarantee didn’t amount to much.
You see, Kennecott’s mining permit specified a maxi-
mum production rate of 320,000 tons per year, which
was only 6.7% higher than the 300,000 ton figure
built into the equation as a denominator. So even if
we did manage to get $100,000 from the MILIF and
Kennecott came up with another 6.7%, it would only
amount to $106,700, which could hardly be consid-
ered a bonanza. To put things into perspective, one
need only look at Rusk County’s budget. The last year
I was on the Rusk County Board, which was 1991, the
county’s total annual budget was about $15 million,
which included money for the Rusk County Memorial
Hospital and a new jail plus ordinary budget items.
That made Kennecott’s offer of a maximum total pay-
ment of $106,700 to each municipality look like
peanuts, which it was.  

And it gets even worse. The Local Agreement went
on to say that it was Kennecott’s “intention” to pro-
vide the three local governments a minimum of
$1,500,000 in “first dollar” payments and Local
Agreement money over the expected five-year life of
the mine (i.e., $100,000 per municipality per year for
five years, assuming an annual shipment of 300,000
tons per year).  Well, an “intention” is not the same as
a guarantee! Plus, the so-called “guarantee” of
$1,500,000 was only good “provided no actions were
taken by the State of Wisconsin or the Participating
Local Governments which prevented the Operator
from Mining the Ore.” So if, for example, the state or
county shut down the mine because the Flambeau
River or our drinking wells were becoming polluted,
we were stuck again. Some guarantee!

As part of its “guarantee,” Kennecott also offered to
pay the county up to an additional $250,000 per year
(adjusted for inflation, using 1982 as the base year).
In that way, the county supposedly would receive the
maximum “county additional” payment (CAP) speci-
fied in Wis. Stat. 70.395(2)(d)1m. In theory, the
Local Agreement guaranteed the following:
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“county additional” money from Kennecott. Some
guarantee! And even if the county managed to get
some of the $250,000 maximum payment “guaran-
teed” by Kennecott for full years of mining, it came
with strings attached, just like the $100,000 pay-
ments you read about earlier. Specifically, the con-
tract stated that none of the Local Agreement money
could be used to “devise, initiate, continue or other-
wise pursue legislation, rulemaking or litigation to
suspend mining operations.”

The exact formulas for calculating the amount of
“first dollar” and “county additional” money to be paid
by Kennecott to the municipalities were not written out
in mathematical language in the contract. Instead, they
were only described in words. I suppose that way the
mining company figured we wouldn’t be able to see
what a rip-off the whole thing really was. In fact, the
descriptions were complicated enough that I would
wager the people who signed the Local Agreement did

not even know what they were signing. On the other
hand, if they did know and still proceeded to sign the
agreement, it didn’t speak well for their intelligence.

At any rate, we waded through all the garbled sen-
tences in an effort to figure out the exact equations
that were being described. I have included those
equations for you to see, so you can understand what
a rotten deal we got. 

At the very end of Section 30 of the Local
Agreement, Kennecott made its best and final offer
regarding guaranteed payments. The mining com-
pany said that after the conclusion of mining, if each
of the three municipalities had not received at least
$500,000 in payments (adjusted for inflation and
including both net proceeds tax revenue from the
state and Local Agreement money from Kennecott),
the company would make up the difference. Wasn’t
that generous, especially considering Kennecott was
about to remove about $750 million worth of ore?

After puzzling over the wording of the Local Agreement for
quite some time, it looked to us like the mining company 
was “guaranteeing” payment of money to the local govern-
ments based on two different formulas—one to cover the
maximum “first dollar” payments (FDP) cited in the state’s
mining tax law and a second to cover the maximum “county
additional” payments (CAP). 

My dear readers, before going further let me say this: If a
mining company approaches your community and offers you
any kind of deal involving mathematical equations, I suggest
that you insist the equations be written out in mathematical
language as opposed to just words, so that you can really see
what you’re getting. It will take the guesswork out of the
whole thing and expose any devious provisions that might
cause you to lose money.

In terms of the equations described by Kennecott in the
Local Agreement for the Flambeau Mine, my friend Laura
Furtman and I have taken the liberty of labeling the two types
of payments “guaranteed” by Kennecott as FDP

Kennecott
and

CAP
Kennecott 

(as compared to FDP
MILIF

and CAP
MILIF

which are paid
from net proceeds tax money). When you look at the formu-
las below, you will also see the abbreviation ∆GNP-d (the
factor by which the Gross National Product deflator (a meas-
ure of inflation) has changed between 1982 and the ship-
ment year in question). Here, then, are the formulas to the
best of our understanding: 

1. For partial or full calendar years of mining, the county,
town and city were each guaranteed the following annual
payment by Kennecott:

[$100,000 × ∆GNP-d × tonnage shipped] – FDP
MILIF

= FDP
Kennecott

300,000 tons

2. For full calendar years of mining, the county alone was
guaranteed the following additional payment:

[$250,000 × ∆GNP-d × Proportionality Constant (based on 

Copper price) × tonnage shipped] – CAP
MILIF

= CAP
Kennecott

300,000 tons

Here are the Proportionality Constants that Kennecott speci-
fied for calculating CAP

Kennecott
in the above formula:

COMEX Copper Price Proportionality Constant
(cents per pound)

Less than 65 0.0
65 but less than 70 0.2
70 but less than 75 0.4
75 but less than 80 0.6
80 but less than 85 0.8
85 or greater 1.0

In case you are interested to see a compilation of annual
average copper prices, I have included a table from the
United States Geological Survey for you to see on the CD-
ROM that accompanies the book (CD 62-8). There you will
also find values for the Gross National Product deflator (CD
62-9).

Formulas for Local Agreement Money to be Paid by Kennecott 
to the Local Governments
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True to his ability to distort the facts, Mercando
made it sound like the Local Agreement would guar-
antee the county, town and city a lot of extra money,
when in fact it paved the way for the mining company
to make off with Rusk County’s gold, silver and cop-
per with paying little in exchange. Kennecott was just
blowing smoke with all its “guarantees,” but the local
officials who signed the Local Agreement bought into
it hook, line and sinker.

Annexation of Land to the City of Ladysmith
Section 30(e)
In an earlier chapter we discussed how Town
Chairman Bob Plantz and the rest of the Grant Town
Board had gone along with the idea of allowing the
City of Ladysmith to annex part of the mine site. It
was the premise that allowed the City of Ladysmith to
get involved in the negotiations with Kennecott and
the threat that had hung over the Town of Grant from
the start. We just didn’t know when the annexation
would officially take place or how much land the city
would really grab. 

Section 30(e) of the Local Agreement answered
our questions. Here is what it said:

The Operator, in its capacity as owner of the real
property in which the Mine is situated, shall exercise
the right granted at Sec. 66.021, Wis. Stats., to peti-
tion to annex the following described property to the
City of Ladysmith:

A parcel of land located in Sections 9 and 10,
Township 34 North, Range 6 West, Rusk County,
Wisconsin, described as follows: Commencing at the
northeast corner of the southeast quarter of the
northeast quarter (SE 1/4 – NE 1/4) of said Section
10 … [Author’s note: a legal description of the prop-
erty ensued that went on for more than a page] …
thence north along the east line of said Section 10 to
the point of beginning.

The purpose of this requirement shall be to enable
the City of Ladysmith to be deemed eligible for first
dollar payments under Sec. 70.395(2)(d)2., Wis.
Stats. Said property description is presumed to
contain at least fifteen (15) percent (%) of the mine-
able ore body which is the subject of this Agreement. 

The only good thing about this section of the Local
Agreement was that it called for a partial annexation
of Kennecott’s property to the city rather than strip-
ping the town of everything. You can see a map of the
annexed lands by referring back to Figure 55-1.

Once it annexed part of the mine site, the city
became eligible to receive tax revenue from the state’s
Mining Investment and Local Impact Fund and the
extra “guaranteed” payments from Kennecott.  As far

as I’m concerned, it was Kennecott’s way of throwing
Alan Christianson a bone for his efforts to make sure
the mine became a reality.

Local Governments Will Not Oppose the Mine
Section 31
This section of the Local Agreement did no less than
violate our constitutional right to free speech and
formed the basis of another lawsuit you will read about
later in the book. Here is what the contract said:

Except as provided herein, the Participating Local
Governments and parties negotiating this Agreement
agree not to oppose the Mine or to take any
action which would serve to unreasonably delay
the construction of the Mine. The Participating
Local Governments also agree to take all action
necessary to assure that the Applicant is able to
obtain all approvals, permits, licenses and
moratorium removals, which may be necessary to
assure that the Mine can be constructed and is able
to commence operation. [emphasis added]

Wow! Talk about tying our hands! Those who signed
the Local Agreement were giving away the rights of
local officials to challenge anything that might delay
construction of the mine. The contract assured
Kennecott that the mining company would get
approval for all the following without a hitch:
� A conditional land use permit to skirt the require-

ments of Rusk County’s zoning code;
� Building permits;
� Sanitary permits;
� Zoning changes; and
� The invalidation of the town’s mining moratorium

resolutions.

And since the conditional land use permit from the
county was good for 40 years, our hands would be
tied for that long. The local governments couldn’t
speak out even if the mining company wanted to
enlarge the pit or do cyanide leaching to recover more
gold or copper down the road.

Kennecott again had assumed the role of a dictator,
making Rusk County nothing more than a resource
colony. Imagine an outfit in England telling us that
our elected officials could not speak out against the
mine, but had to do everything possible to make it go.
How could people be so dumb to accept this in
America? Barry Lynn, one of my good friends in the
fight, summed it up best in a letter to the editor that
was published in the June 2, 1988, issue of the
Ladysmith News. This is what he wrote:
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While the local negotiating committee is making its
accommodations with the mining company, it has
not distinguished itself in the use of either backbone
or judgement. It is still incredible that any public
official would be so indifferent to his responsibilities
as to submit to the terms stated in Section 31 of the
published agreement. In everyday vernacular it is
called, “Down on your belly, dog, and lick the dust
from my boots.”

Inapplicability of Rusk County Mining Code
Section 32(a)
Not only did Kennecott make sure that Rusk County’s
mining code was thrown out as part of the condi-
tional use permit issued by the county, but the same
stipulation was included as part of the Local
Agreement itself. It looked like the mining company
was taking no chances on this one.

It’s hard to believe that the very mining code devel-
oped by the county to deal with the impending
Flambeau Mine could be disposed of so blatantly. I
thought the mining officials would’ve at least tried to
be more subtle about it. But no! It’s clear they had no
shame, because the title of Section 32 of the Local
Agreement was “Inapplicability of Rusk County
Mineral Mining Code.” Here is what the contract said:

That portion of the Comprehensive Zoning Code
known as the “Rusk County Mineral Mining Code,”
which consists of Sections 6.3 to 6.11 inclusive of the
Comprehensive Zoning Code, shall not be applicable
to the Active Mine Area, Mine, Mine Operation and
railroad spur.

So there you have it. One sentence in the Local
Agreement wiped out all the work we had done to
develop a mining code to protect Rusk County. The
code had been passed in 1984 after three years of
work and was designed to make up for the lack of
adequate protection in the state’s mining laws. But
now it was gone.

If Rusk County’s mining code had not been thrown
out, the county would today have over a million dol-
lars in an interest-bearing trust account designed to
pay for replacing any wells damaged by the mine now
or in the future. And if it turned out that the money
wasn’t needed to dig new wells or truck in water, after
30 years the money would have started to transfer
into the county’s general fund. But since the mining
code was thrown out, we have no such nest egg.

Exempting Kennecott from Rusk County’s mining
code also subjected the county to the threat of unlim-
ited groundwater pollution within the 1,200-foot
compliance boundary of the mine. The county’s

mining code had called for a non-degradation stan-
dard, which meant Kennecott would have been
required to leave the groundwater as clean as it found
it. But instead we are now facing rising levels of pol-
lutants in the monitoring wells at the mine site. I
could go on and on.

When Kaiser, Daniels, Plantz, Whittenberger,
Christianson and Reynolds signed away Rusk County’s
mining code as part of the Local Agreement, it was a
slap in the face to not only the county’s zoning
authority, but to the local people who the code was
meant to protect.

Inapplicability of Rusk County 
Shoreland-Wetland Code
Section 32(b)
You may recall that the conditional land use permit
issued by Rusk County for the mine specified that
Kennecott had to comply with the county’s shoreland-
wetland zoning code. Well, forget that! Section 32(b)
of the Local Agreement stated that the county’s shore-
land-wetland zoning code would not apply to the
project. Here is what it said:

The County Shoreland-Wetland overlay zoning dis-
trict is not applicable to the Active Mining Area,
Mine, Mine Operation and Railway Spur.

Hmmm. It makes you wonder if John Kaiser and Tony
Daniels, who as county representatives were sup-
posed to be familiar with both the conditional land
use permit and the Local Agreement, even knew what
they were signing. In fact, I remember one occasion
when my friend Ted Styczynski asked Daniels if he
had even read the Local Agreement. Daniels’ response
was, “Well, no. That’s why we have an attorney.” How
dumb! It’s just one more example of how people like
Daniels knew little about the terms of the Local
Agreement and yet were willing to approve of it.

The section of the Local Agreement dealing with
Rusk County’s shoreland-wetland zoning code was as
blatantly improper as the section that invalidated the
county’s mining code. The mine site was located in a
swampy area right next to the Flambeau River, just the
type of area designed to be protected by the code. But I
guess all those rules to protect wetlands were only
meant for you and me, not a multinational corporation.

The contract also failed to call for any independent
survey of the water quality of the Flambeau River or
independent monitoring of the fish and other species
that lived in or near the river. Provisions should have
been set up for collecting this type of information,
with Kennecott footing the bill.
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Section 32 of the Local Agreement was a real
crime. It threw out both the mining and shoreland-
wetland zoning codes that had been enacted by Rusk
County. How could codes like these be deemed “inap-
plicable” to the mining project, except for the influ-
ence of a multinational corporation and the devilry of
the Local Agreement Law?

Invalidation
Section 36
This section of the Local Agreement stated that if a
court of law invalidated any of the following sections
of the contract, the entire contract would be void:
� Section 27—This section required Rusk County to

grant the desired conditional land use permit and
the town to declare its moratorium resolutions void
and unenforceable;

� Section 31—This section prohibited the local gov-
ernments from speaking out against the mining
project and required them to take all action neces-
sary to assure that Kennecott could mine; and

� Section 32—This section threw out Rusk County’s
mining and shoreland-wetland zoning codes.

Kennecott knew it needed all these provisions to
mine in the way that it wanted to mine. So if a court
threw out any of these sections, it sounded like the
mining company would take its marbles and go home.
But we could not even count on that, as you will see
later when I tell you the story of the successful legal
challenge we mounted against Section 31 of the Local
Agreement.

Modifications
Section 39
This part of the Local Agreement looked like it would
protect the local governments from anything being
changed in the agreement without their approval.
Here is what it said:

There shall be no modifications to this Agreement,
except those which are mutually agreed to by all of the
parties hereto and which are reduced to writing and
executed with the same formality as this Agreement.

While this sounded good, Kennecott didn’t hold up its
end of the bargain. To give you one example, the con-
ditional use permit issued by the county stated that
the mining company had to be in compliance with “all
relevant state and federal regulations,” except for a
number of specific DNR variances and exemptions that
were listed in the permit. Later on, however, Kenne-
cott applied to the DNR for a new exemption so that

the mining company wouldn’t have to monitor the
groundwater in the area for radioactivity, turbidity
and organic compounds. The county board, which by
that time was no longer controlled by John Kaiser,
was opposed to the move and even passed a resolu-
tion against it. So there was no way the exemption
could have been construed as “mutually agreed to by
all of the parties.” Yet the mining company got its way
with the blessing of the DNR.

I could go on and on about the terrible terms of the
Local Agreement and how Kennecott was allowed to
do as it pleased. When you look at the whole picture,
it’s clear the people of Rusk County and their envi-
ronment were no more protected than the proverbial
Babes in the Woods!

People like Larry Mercando, of course, dismissed
those of us opposed to the terms of the Local
Agreement as being uninformed troublemakers who
would be against mining no matter what. And you can
bet he did his best to make this contract look like a real
win for the community. In fact, even several years
after the agreement was signed, Kennecott ran an
advertisement in the Ladysmith News about how won-
derful the Local Agreement was for the community
(Figure 62-4). I just gag to read it.

You have the facts, my dear readers. The Local
Agreement benefited no one but Kennecott. It seems
the local officials were so bent on allowing Kennecott
to mine that they allowed the community to be taken
for a ride. And to make matters worse, once the con-
tract was released for public review, we had just a few
weeks to get organized before the public hearings
were held. It wasn’t an easy time for those of us
opposed to the mine, but we never gave up fighting.
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CD 62-1. Draft of Local Agreement, Ladysmith News, May 26, 1988.
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water and blasting issues, 1988.

CD 62-4. Sworn affidavit of George Beals, President of Flambeau
Mining Company, regarding the transfer of the Local
Agreement from Kennecott to FMC, June 1989.
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CD 62-7. Letter written by Larry Mercando to
Attorney Earl Tingey with suggested
language for the section of the Local
Agreement dealing with tax payments
to the local governments, November
20, 1987

CD 62-8. Table of annual average copper prices
in the U.S., as reported in “Metal
Prices in the United States through
1998,” a publication available on the
Web page of the United States Geo-
logical Survey, July 2002 (http:
//minerals.usgs.gov/minerals/pubs/
metal_prices/).
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Figure 62-4. Flambeau Mining Company tried to convince the people of Rusk County that the
Local Agreement was a good deal for the community (Ladysmith News, February 13, 1992).
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the proposed agreement with all the final changes made
by the Mining Impact Committee and Kennecott were
made available for public review at the Rusk County
Courthouse and Ladysmith City Hall.

We were also told that the Grant Town Board and
Rusk County Board would vote on whether or not to
accept the terms of the Local Agreement immediately
following the public hearings! In fact, several other
important decisions were to be made as well. According
to the public notice that appeared in the Ladysmith
News, the Grant Town Board would also vote on: (1) the
company’s request to rezone its property from agricul-
tural to industrial; and (2) whether or not to ratify the
conditional land use permit that Kennecott needed to
mine (Figure 63-2). Everything was to be taken care of
at once. No one was wasting any time.

Rusk County, the Town of Grant 
and the City of Ladysmith Approve 
the Local Agreement (July 1988)

C H A P T E R  6 3

The Local Agreement was a lengthy and compli-
cated document that contained many provisions of
concern to the people of the Town of Grant. We knew
that to truly understand what the contract said and
organize a case against it would take the community
at least several months of diligent work. Besides that,
we didn’t even have an Environmental Impact
Statement to help us understand the true ramifica-
tions of the project. How could an informed decision
be made at this stage of the game?

None of that seemed to matter to John Kaiser, Bob
Plantz and Alan Christianson. They were dancing to
the music of the mining company and proceeded to
schedule public hearings on the Local Agreement for
July of 1988, less than a month after the final draft of
the contract had been released to the public.

The July 7, 1988
issue of the Ladysmith
News laid it all out
(Figure 63-1). The
paper reported that the
negotiations between
Kennecott and the local
governments had been
completed during the
last week of June and
that the Town of Grant
would hold a public
hearing on the agree-
ment on July 25th.
Rusk County’s hearing
was to be held even ear-
lier, on July 22nd, and
the City of Ladysmith’s
on July 28th. Copies of

Figure 63-1. Public hearings on the Local Agreement are scheduled to be held within one month of when
the Mining Impact Committee and Kennecott released the final wording of the contract to the public. See CD
63-1 to read the complete article (Ladysmith News, July 7, 1988; republished with permission).
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But time is what we needed. We had less than three
weeks from when the announcement appeared in the
paper to when the public hearing in the Town of
Grant was to be held. As soon as Evelyn and I saw the
schedule, you can imagine we got real busy. What we
decided to do was draft a petition for the townspeople
to sign, asking Bob Plantz to hold things up until a
special town meeting could be held to address our
concerns. The petition started out with the following
statement to make it clear to Plantz that he was obli-
gated to listen to us (CD 63-3):

We, the electorate of the Town of Grant, by virtue of
having established a moratorium on mining, by
virtue of having removed village powers from the
Town Board, and by virtue of having empowered the
electorate with decision-making on mining matters,
are therefore the governing body of the Town of
Grant in all matters pertaining to mining.

The petition went on to talk about how Kennecott did
not have a legal right to demand that the Local

Agreement be signed before the mining company sub-
mitted its mining application to the DNR. It also men-
tioned that the electorate had not been given enough
time or information to adequately review the contract
before the scheduled hearing. We asked that a special
town meeting be held for the purpose of establishing
a new date and time for the hearing. At a bare
minimum we felt the decision on the Local Agreement
should be delayed until after the state had completed
its Environmental Impact Statement for the project,
which wasn’t expected to happen for more than a
year. A lot more information could come to light by
then, and we figured the people deserved to know the
facts before the contract was signed and our hands
were tied. What’s more, why do an EIS if it wasn’t
going to be factored into the final decision?

Within two days of circulating the petition among
the town’s voters, we were able to get over eighty sig-
natures. That was more than twice what was required
by law for a special town meeting to be held, as spec-
ified in Wis. Stat. 60.12(1)(b). But from the start, the
clock was working against us. We wanted to schedule
our meeting as quickly as possible, before Plantz had
a chance to sign the Local Agreement on July 25th.
But according to Wis. Stat. 60.12(3), we had to wait a
certain number of days after our special town meet-
ing was posted before it could take place. So the ear-
liest date we could get was August 4, 1988.

We presented our request for the special town meeting
to Bob Plantz on July 9, 1988, over two weeks before

WIS. STAT. 60.12 SPECIAL TOWN MEETINGS.
(1) WHO MAY CONVENE. A special town meeting may be con-

vened if:
(a) Called by a town meeting.
(b) A written request, signed by a number of electors

equal to not less than 10 percent of the votes cast in
the town for governor at the last general election, is
filed with the town clerk.

(c) Called by the town board.
(2) TIME, DATE AND PURPOSE TO BE STATED. If a special town

meeting is requested or called under sub. (1), the time,
date and purpose of the meeting shall be stated in the
request or as part of the call.

(3) NOTICE. The town clerk shall, not more than 20 nor less
than 15 days before the date of a special town meeting,
publish a class 2 notice of the meeting under ch. 985.
The notice shall state the purpose, date, time and loca-
tion of the meeting. If notice is posted, the same time
and content requirements apply. …

(6) JURISDICTION. Any business which may be transacted at
an annual town meeting may be transacted at a special
town meeting.

Figure 63-2. Official public notice for the meeting of the Grant Town
Board at which the Local Agreement, Kennecott’s rezone request and
the county’s conditional use permit were to be approved. See CD 63-2
to read the corresponding notice for Rusk County (Ladysmith News,
July 7, 1988).
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the public hearing on the Local Agreement was sched-
uled to take place. We also published an official notice
of the meeting in the July 21, 1988 issue of the
Ladysmith News (Figure 63-3). But of course Plantz
wouldn’t wait for us. As reported in the same issue of
the paper, he maintained that Kennecott said the con-
tract had to be signed by August 1st, so it was neces-
sary to keep the original hearing date of July 25th (CD
63-4). How ridiculous! What was Kennecott going to
do if we waited a few more days? Go away? No, I’m
sure the August 1st deadline had been imposed by
Kennecott because the mining company did not want
to risk giving the people enough time to study the Local
Agreement or learn what the Environmental Impact
Statement might show. The alleged “deadline” was
nothing more than a ploy to scare the town board into
acting quickly. Unfortunately, it worked.

Figure 63-3. Legal notice for the special town meeting called by the
voters of the Town of Grant to decide a new date and time for the pub-
lic hearing on the Local Agreement (Ladysmith News, July 21, 1988).

Once we knew the hearings were inevitable, Evelyn
and I worked with our friends in the Rusk County
Citizens Action Group to get the word out so that lots
of people would come and testify. We even distributed
a flier and an informational sheet about the Local
Agreement. Here are a few excerpts  (CD 63-5):

Sign up to talk. Don’t be afraid—You can always
read it from a paper. Don’t let them scare you into a
time limit for talking. Everybody has the right to
have his/her say.

Remember the Boston Tea Party! If they had been
afraid, we wouldn’t be U.S.A. today. And what you
do about these upcoming hearings is just as impor-
tant as the Boston Tea Party. That is not just idle
talk. Kennecott’s parent corporation is British
Petroleum, with a large percentage of the corpora-
tion owned by Kuwait Oil Corporation.

If the number of people overflow the hall, we must
demand a rescheduling of the date and place of hear-
ing. We must show them that we love our country,
county and town, and are not about to give it up to
foreign, ruthless destroyers without a good bustling
fight! Encourage all you meet to come to the hear-
ings. See you there!

And we did see a lot of people there! I’d like to tell
you about all three of the public hearings that were
held, starting with the one conducted by the Rusk
County Board, then the Town of Grant’s and finally
the City of Ladysmith’s. Each hearing was filled with
plenty of drama, but there is no doubt in my mind
that the local officials had made up their minds to
allow Kennecott to mine even before the first citizen
had a chance to speak.

Rusk County’s Public Hearing on the
Local Agreement
The Rusk County Board went through the motions of
having a public hearing on the Local Agreement on
July 22, 1988. But before giving you the details, I’d like
to point out that the hearing itself was paid for by
Kennecott. Yes, that’s right—Kennecott agreed to pick
up the tab for the meeting! When Evelyn asked Kaiser
point-blank during the hearing if he thought this might
influence the board’s decision, all he said was, “No.”

The hearing was held at the county’s Law
Enforcement Center in Ladysmith and lasted about
two and a half hours. The public was there in force,
with the crowd estimated at about a hundred. In fact,
many people had to stand at the back of the room or
out in the hallway.

No one was allowed to speak for more than three
minutes, unless someone else gave his or her time to
you. By the time the hearing ended, about thirty peo-
ple had testified, two-thirds against the mine. I have
included some of the testimony for you to see, both
here and on the CD-ROM that accompanies the book
(CD 63-6).

In particular, Evelyn started out her testimony with
the following statement that underpinned her con-
cerns not only for our family, but all the families of
Rusk County:

I am Evelyn Churchill. I live in the area on a farm
that was bought by George Churchill in 1899, 5
miles south of Ladysmith on County Trunk G; and it
is my hope that Churchills following us will be able
to continue living there.

As you might imagine, Evelyn had written out her tes-
timony ahead of time and came to the hearing with
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Here is some of the testimony from Rusk County’s public
hearing on the Local Agreement, as reported in the July 28,
1988 issue of the Ladysmith News (CD 63-6):

Michael Doran, addressing his comments to the board, said
he felt like an unjustly condemned man with only a few min-
utes to speak before he is hanged. He talked of a way of life
and an ecology in Rusk County that should be preserved.
“You may hang us by approving this forced agreement (but)
there may come a time when you will lament your hasty, self-
serving actions.”

Barry Lynn, referring to his former home in Utah, said, “I’ve
lived with this company for 25 years,” and came to Rusk
County to escape them. “You’ve been played for suckers and
swallowed the bait whole.” He said he will “know which peo-
ple to point the finger at” when the consequences of mining
come. “We’ll not let you forget.”

Tony Ziesler, who was yielded additional speaking time, said
he was involved with mining from the beginning and went to
Madison with Roscoe Churchill and others to get mine regu-
lations passed. The group split in 1982 when one element
“wanted to stop, not regulate mining,” Ziesler said.

Ziesler said Churchill was instrumental in passing a county
zoning ordinance that stopped the mine. “If we’re going to
have mining, let’s regulate it,” he said, noting that mining is
going to occur. He described the proposed mine agreement
as “the best we could get” and chided opponents for using
“fear tactics” to win support. In an emotional moment, he
said the innuendo that he and the Grant Town chairman are
“in the mining company’s back pocket has got to stop.”

Tom Ricci, who also spoke longer, said he didn’t think
everyone in the Rusk County Citizens Action Group is
against mining. He said they want a safe place for their
children and grandchildren. Ricci said the county is taking 
a chance by approving a local agreement ahead of the EIS.
He also said the county board was in possible conflict of
interest as the special meeting was paid for by Kennecott.
He also questioned well and property guarantees in the
agreement.

Chuck Ericksen, who noted he was from northern Minnesota,
said only in recent years have communities had the opportu-
nity to say “no” to mining. Referring to the boom and bust
cycle, he said, “We can’t expect them (the mining company)
to be concerned with our welfare. It would be nice if we could
trust Kennecott, but that would be foolhardy.”

Ericksen said people have a right to a healthy environment,
clean air and water. A community’s long-term economic ben-
efit depends on a healthy environment, he added. “Too many
questions are not answered,” he concluded, and said, “We

need the EIS.”

Gertrude McBain said the “poison pen letters” that were cir-
culated prior to the last board election brought about a new
board, and suggested that the mine interests may have had
something to do with it. She said there was no reason to
pour over the wording of the agreement, as it provides pro-
tection to Kennecott.

Paul Cleaver, who said he has run drill rigs in mines, said he
knows what can and cannot affect groundwater. He said the
conclusions of Foth and Van Dyke, the Green Bay firm that did
a hydrology study of the proposed Kennecott mine, are cor-
rect. He said other comments made were of “an imaginary
nature.”

Evelyn Churchill, appearing in opposition to the agreement,
suggested that after the agreement is approved by the
county, it would have no more say. … Churchill said that if
Kennecott gets its way, that leaves the gate open for other
companies to come in.

Churchill recommended that baseline data should include
testing well water for radioactivity, lead, mercury and other
heavy metals. As it now stands, “unless we have money to
test our own well, we won’t be able to claim they polluted it.”

Churchill also pointed out that the section on well guarantees
covers contamination of wells, but doesn’t say what will hap-
pen if wells dry up.

Roscoe Churchill said, “I don’t want to see this mine, but I
think it’s going to come.” He described the agreement as a
“direct giveaway” by the local committee, and said it con-
tained “almost no environmental protection.”

Churchill said the well testing proposed in the agreement was
not inclusive enough. He also asked why the agreement
spanned 40 years, when the mine is supposed to operate for
much less than that period of time.

Churchill said that by accepting the agreement and $60,000
to cover negotiating costs, the local committee can no longer
work for different mining rules. “We can be bought pretty
darn cheap,” he said.

Churchill said that refilling the pit after mining is an unproven
method of mining. He said he’s looked at a lot of mines and
“haven’t seen one that didn’t pollute the air and water.”

Tom Paulsen objected to the agreement. He said action
should be postponed until after an EIS. He thought the well
guarantees were inadequate, and said the monetary guaran-
tees were small in comparison to Kennecott’s projected prof-
its. He also said recycling of copper and producing copper
elsewhere were alternatives to local mining. “I don’t think
there’s enough benefit to outweigh the costs.”

Testimony from Rusk County’s Public Hearing on 
the Local Agreement (July 22, 1988)
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everything typed on several sheets of paper. But as
the hearing wore on, she began to realize that there
wouldn’t be time for her to say everything she wanted
to say. So she started to cross off whole paragraphs
from her prepared statement. I’ve included that copy
for you to see, complete with all her last-minute edit-
ing (CD 63-7). Evelyn’s mind was constantly engaged
in trying to figure out the best way to inform people
of the problems with Kennecott’s proposal. Three
minutes was hardly enough time.

Even though a clear majority of the people who
spoke at the hearing were against the mine and had
valid concerns like Evelyn’s, it made no difference to
Kaiser or his cronies on the Rusk County Board, includ-
ing people like Tony Daniels, Ray Young, Fred Strahm,
Art Dixon, David Solsrud, Walter Huse and Dave Jandrt,
to name just a few. They wanted to approve the Local
Agreement immediately after the hearing ended, with-
out even taking time to review the written testimony
that had been submitted by citizens who couldn’t attend
the meeting. And since Kaiser and his boys were in the
majority, we couldn’t stop them.

Kaiser had requested an ordinance to be drawn up
ahead of time that called for approving the Local
Agreement, the county’s conditional land use permit
and Kennecott’s rezone request at one fell swoop. But
before the board could vote on the ordinance,
Supervisor Phil Schneider offered an amendment to
make the county board’s decision subject to a binding
county-wide referendum. That would have gone a
long way to protect the public’s rights, so of course I
seconded the amendment. After a fair amount of dis-
cussion, a vote was taken among the nineteen super-
visors present. Kaiser abstained, which was his
prerogative as chairman, but the others did his dirty
work for him by voting 14 to 4 to defeat the amend-
ment. And then they proceeded to approve the ordi-
nance by the same margin. Phil Schneider, Mary Will,

Rosemary Manthei and I were the only supervisors to
vote against approving the contract.

This was one of my darkest moments on the Rusk
County Board—when I heard a majority of the super-
visors vote in favor of the Local Agreement. I saw
twelve years of trying to educate the board of the true
impacts of mining go right down the drain. I have
always believed that the Local Agreement would
never have made it past the county board if Kaiser
had not led the attack in early 1988 to purge the
board of its progressive members.

Even though Kaiser remained silent for the final
vote, he definitely ruled the day.

The Town of Grant’s Public Hearing
on the Local Agreement
The next hurdle for Kennecott was the public hearing
scheduled for July 25th at the Grant Town Hall.
Needless to say, a majority of the residents of the
town did not want the mine, but we expected that
Town Chairman Bob Plantz would not listen to us.

The town hall was packed for the hearing, even
though it was held at 4:00 on a Monday afternoon.
Ninety or so people were there, including about 20
who had to stand outside on the porch. We started out
by pleading with Plantz to honor the petition we had
submitted to him earlier and not hold the public hear-
ing or sign the contract until after our special town
meeting was held on August 4th. But when Plantz
turned to Attorney William Thiel to get his opinion on
the matter, Thiel said the board could ignore our peti-
tion. Needless to say, Plantz willingly followed his
advice and the hearing began.

You may recall that Thiel had also declared the
town’s mining moratorium invalid at an earlier meet-
ing. What a crime that someone who was hired to
watch out for the best interests of the townspeople

Ray Young, board supervisor and local plumber, said he’s
worked with wells and groundwater all over the county. “I’d
rather drink the water out of the (mine) pit than drink the water
out of some guy’s well” polluted by barnyard runoff. Young said
well water in the Town of Grant is bad now, and said 90 percent
of the wells are polluted before mining. He said he wasn’t
against progress and noted the copper resource is there.

Ken Loda, former Weyerhaeuser resident and now a geolo-
gist working for the federal government in Nevada, said a lot
of misinformation and half-truths are being spread about

mining as it exists today. He said he has permitted a dozen
gold mines. “They know what they’re doing,” said Loda about
the mining companies. He added that standards for health
and the environment must be met. He said federal law pro-
tecting the environment takes precedence.

Michelle Pederson said she will be 58 at the end of the 40-
year agreement and asked county board members how old
they will be. She said the reason for the local agreement was
to save Kennecott money. “Who’s more important—
Kennecott or your youth?” she asked.

Public Hearing Testimony (continued)
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The City of Ladysmith’s Public
Hearing on the Local Agreement
Rusk County and the Town of Grant had already suc-
cumbed to Kennecott. The only local government left
to approve the Local Agreement was the City of
Ladysmith. I’m sure Larry Mercando felt this one was
a piece of cake. After all, the city’s administrator, Alan
Christianson, had pushed the negotiations from the
start and Mayor Marty Reynolds had gone right along
with it. By the way, Reynolds also happened to be the
son-in-law of John Kaiser.

Sure enough, the hearing lasted only about 25
minutes. Six people spoke, all of them in favor of the
mine. I didn’t even bother going. According to the
August 4, 1988 issue of the Ladysmith News, those
who testified talked about how the mine would bring
new jobs to the area for our young people and boost
the local economy. One person in particular who used
that line of rhetoric was Jim Weisenberger, Kenne-
cott’s real estate agent.

Weisenberger also talked about how Kennecott was
less demanding than many other industries that move
into local communities. What? Kennecott had
demanded that our zoning code and moratorium be
declared “inapplicable” to its project and had spent
years demanding that the state’s environmental laws
be weakened. That sure sounded demanding to me!

All I could conclude was that Weisenberger didn’t
know what he was talking about. Here is how his tes-
timony was reported in the paper (CD 63-10):

Jim Weisenberger, local realtor who manages
Kennecott’s property in Ladysmith, said that mining
will increase property values, rather than lower them
as some have suggested.

President of the Ladysmith Industrial Develop-
ment Corporation, Weisenberger said some indus-
tries wishing to come into a community seek loans
and demands. He said Kennecott has a good reputa-
tion, and added that he could vouch for it. He said a
mine would pump new dollars into the local econ-
omy.

In case you think I’m being a bit too hard on Weisen-
berger for his rosy comments, you can make up your
own minds when you read later in my story about
Kennecott’s “good reputation” around the world and
see the hard financial data about how the mine
impacted the local economy.

After listening to people like Weisenberger and a
few others who supported the mine, like former
assemblyman Willis Hutnik and a carpet salesman by
the name of Burt Larson, the Ladysmith City Council

would, throughout this turmoil, instruct the town
board to ignore the voters! It also should be noted
that Attorney Thiel was slated to be paid for his serv-
ices from a $60,000 “gift” that Kennecott had prom-
ised to give the local municipalities after the Local
Agreement was signed. You can draw your own con-
clusions about that.

The hearing went on for about two hours. As
described in the July 28, 1988 issue of the Ladysmith
News, “Town Chairman Bob Plantz presided, keeping
each speaker limited to three minutes with an egg
timer operated by town clerk Erna Krenzelok” (CD
63-8). Evelyn came to the hearing with her testimony
typed out, just as before, but this time she under-
standably spoke more directly to the concerns of the
townspeople and explained how the state’s mining
laws did not protect them (CD 63-9). Two people
offered their time to Evelyn so she could finish speak-
ing. Everyone wanted to hear what she had to say and
most of them agreed with her.

As other people came forward to speak, there was
no doubt that the majority of those present did not
want the mine. But evidently Plantz was more afraid
of Larry Mercando, who sat there staring everyone
down, than he was of his constituents. Despite all the
townspeople telling him off and asking him to wait,
he shrugged his shoulders and said, “Well, I’m going
to sign it.” The other two board members, Charles
Whittenberger and Tom Riegel, followed suit. So
much for the democratic process and town govern-
ment! The Town of Grant was never again to be free
of the influence of Kennecott.

We were devastated by Plantz’s action. Many of us
had worked for more than a dozen years to stop
Kennecott’s project, at least until Wisconsin had bet-
ter laws in place to control mining. Once the Local
Agreement was signed, however, it made our battle
grim indeed.

After the meeting I was so enraged by how Bob had
betrayed us that I went up to him and forcefully said,
“Bob, we’ve known each other almost all of our lives.
We played together, we worked together and we even
fought the mining company together—and now this.
Bob, I no longer have any respect for you at all.” Bob
had no response. He just turned and walked away
from me.

I believe Bob always had a big burden on his head
after that day. You could tell just by looking at him.
The spark was gone. I saw it most clearly when Evelyn
passed away and Bob came to the visitation. When he
saw her in the casket, he just stood there and said,
“She was a great woman.” And then he cried.
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Figure 63-4. Final page of
the Local Agreement for the
Flambeau Mine, complete
with the signatures of John
Kaiser, Melanie Meyer,
Charles Whittenberger, Robert
Plantz, Tom Riegel, Marty
Reynolds, Alan Christianson
and J. Burgess Winter
(Please note that Rusk
County Clerk Melanie Meyer
signed the document as a
witness only. She was not a
member of the local negoti-
ating committee).
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proceeded to approve the agreement on a vote of five
to one. The council members included Ron Moore,
Ken Brown, Brad Huff, Arnold Hoff, Dave Kroening,
Dan Gudis and Elroy Ludvik. The only dissenting vote
came from Brad Huff, who didn’t buy in to all the talk
about how the mine would bring prosperity to
Ladysmith. He felt strongly that the community
should not risk environmental protection to make a
quick buck. I really had to hand it to Brad. Even
though the other council members pressured him to
vote in step, he stood alone to oppose the mining
company. To this day, he is very proud of how he
voted “No” to the Local Agreement. So am I.

After the Ladysmith City Council approved the
mining contract, there was one unfinished item of
business—the official signing of the agreement by all
three local governments. Kennecott wanted to waste
no time. Arrangements were made for representa-
tives of the Town of Grant and Rusk County to be
present at the city council meeting so that everyone
could sign the agreement as soon as the last domino
fell.

So the Local Agreement was signed on August 1,
1988 at Ladysmith City Hall. The signatures of the
local officials are included for you to see, as they
appeared at the end of Section 42 of the Local
Agreement (Figure 63-4). But in case you have trou-
ble reading the handwriting, I’ve listed their names as
well.

You might be interested to know that before the ink
had a chance to dry on the contract, Kennecott issued
a $20,000 check to each of the three municipalities to
cover negotiating expenses. That was the “gift” the
mining company had promised in 1987, but the tim-
ing surely made it look more like a pay-off. I guess
Kennecott was pleased with what the local officials
had done. Is it any wonder?

Once the agreement was signed, Larry Mercando
moved ahead quickly. The very next morning he
caught a flight to Salt Lake City to deliver the signed
contract to corporate headquarters. His mission had
been accomplished.
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After Bob Plantz, Charles Whittenberger and
Tom Riegel signed the Local Agreement for the Town
of Grant on August 1, 1988, the people of the town
didn’t just roll over and play dead. We were mad!
Even though these three guys comprised the town
board, they hadn’t represented the majority of the
town’s voters when they agreed to the terms of the
mining contract. In fact, there were many things
wrong with the picture:
� The board didn’t have the legal authority to ignore

the mining moratorium resolution that had been
adopted by the townspeople in 1982 or the resolu-
tion passed at the same time that called for all min-
ing-related issues to be decided by referendum
vote. Since these resolutions had never been
rescinded by the town’s voters, they still carried the
force of law;

� The town’s voters had passed a second mining
moratorium resolution in April of 1988. This hap-
pened after Wisconsin’s town government law was
weakened, which unfortunately meant the resolu-
tion was not legally binding on the town board. But
Plantz, Whittenberger and Riegel still should have
honored the wishes of the people they had been
elected to represent; and

� Over 80 townspeople had legally petitioned the
board to postpone the public hearing on the
Local Agreement until such time that “would be
satisfactory for the rights, interests and conven-
ience of the majority of the citizens of the town.”
But the hearing took place on July 25, 1988,
even before the Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS) for the project had been written. As a
result, the town’s voters were denied their

statutory right to review the EIS before the all-
important decision was made to allow Kennecott
to mine.

Besides all this, we just couldn’t understand how
Plantz, Whittenberger and Riegel could have been so
dumb to sign a contract that gave so much to
Kennecott and so little to the community. My friend
Barry Lynn summed it up best in a colorful letter to
the editor of the Ladysmith News in which he talked
about the “follies and foibles of human nature”
(Figure 64-1).

It’s no wonder that those of us who felt slighted
by the town board’s action decided to go ahead
with the special town meeting we had scheduled
for August 4, 1988. We just had to see if we could
turn things around. But there was one problem. You
see, the official notice for the meeting, as published
in the July 21st and July 28th issues of the
Ladysmith News, stated that the purpose of the spe-
cial meeting was to set a later date for the public
hearing on the Local Agreement. And that’s the
agenda we were required to follow by law. Since the
town board had gone ahead and held the public
hearing in the interim, did that mean the issue was
a moot point? 

Not to Evelyn! She believed we could shift gears
from being proactive to reactive and still be able to
conduct business within the realm of the posted
agenda. What we planned to do was discuss at the
meeting how our rights had been violated by the
town board’s hasty review and approval of the Local
Agreement and take whatever action was necessary
to schedule a new public hearing for a later date.
With this strategy in mind, Evelyn typed up an

C H A P T E R  6 4

Special Meeting of the Town 
of Grant (August 4, 1988)
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informational sheet to encourage people to attend the
meeting and make their voices heard (Figure 64-2).

The meeting was held on a Thursday evening at
Mount Senario College in Ladysmith, and the presid-
ing officer was Town Chairman Bob Plantz (as
required by law). About 50 people were in atten-
dance, and you can bet we were out for Plantz’s hide.
To start, a resident of the Town of Grant by the name
of John Spalding challenged Plantz over how the
town board had ignored our petition to postpone the
public hearing on the Local Agreement. Spalding,
who was not one to cower, said to Plantz, “Did you
have the legal right to do what you did, hold a meet-
ing when 80 people requested a change in time?” 

Plantz of course had no real answer for him, so
Spalding proceeded to make a motion for Plantz to
get a legal opinion on the matter from the Wisconsin
Towns Association, a state-wide organization de-
signed to give legal advice to town boards. The
motion passed without any problem, but I don’t know
if Plantz ever did anything about it. I imagine not,
because he was all too accustomed to accepting the
opinion of Attorney William Thiel, who repeatedly
told the board to ignore us.

But that wasn’t our biggest concern of the evening.
We had a signed mining contract staring us in the face,
and the majority of us were not about to accept the
terms of the contract or the fact that the town board
had voted to approve it. 

Evelyn and I came to the meeting with a resolution
that we thought would solve the problem (Figure 64-
3). Not only did it explain how our rights had been vio-
lated by the town board’s actions, but it proclaimed that
the July 25th public hearing on the Local Agreement
and the town board’s approval of the contract were null
and void. The resolution also called for holding the offi-
cial public hearing on the contract after the Environ-
mental Impact Statement for the project had been
written by the DNR and reviewed by the public. 

The resolution passed on a vote of 29 to 9, much to
Plantz’s dismay. So once again over a two-thirds major-
ity of the voters made it clear they did not want to give
Kennecott the green light to proceed with its mine.

Evelyn and I were elated over the victory, and it
gave us a much-needed shot in the arm. But not so
fast! When the next issue of the Ladysmith News hit
the press, we were shocked to see the front page
(Figure 64-4). We had  expected the headline to read
something like “Mining contract declared void,” but
instead it said “Grant board to ignore action at special
meet[ing].” The story started out with the following
statement:

The Grant Town Board will ignore a special town
meeting resolution “nullifying” board approval of a
local agreement for copper mining. “The opinion of
the attorney was to ignore it, so that’s what we will
do,” said Town Chairman Bob Plantz on Monday,
referring to advice he obtained from County
Corporate Counsel William Thiel. 

The story was also reported in the Eau Claire Leader-
Telegram, and Plantz made it clear that the town
board was prepared to go to court, if necessary, to
defend its decision to ratify the Local Agreement. You
can read for yourself (CD 64-1):

A mining agreement between the Town of Grant and
Kennecott Copper Corporation is “valid, binding and
effective” despite a motion at a recent special town
meeting to void the pact, said William Thiel, an Eau
Claire lawyer retained by the Town Board. … 

Town Board Chairman Robert Plantz said the
panel has no plans to nullify the mining pact. “We
don’t intend to do anything,” Plantz said. “That’s the
advice of our attorney. We’ll just let them take it to
court.” State law doesn’t give residents at a special
town meeting the power to make binding decisions
on the town board, Thiel said.

So we had been thwarted by Plantz and Thiel again,
just like when they ignored the town’s mining mora-
torium resolution, the resolution that called for all
mining issues to be decided by referendum vote, and
the petition of the townspeople to postpone the

Figure 64-1. Letter to the editor written by Barry Lynn to protest the
signing of the Local Agreement (Ladysmith News, August 11, 1988).
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Figure 64-2. Informational sheet distributed by the Rusk County Citizens Action Group to encourage people to attend a special meeting of the
voters of the Town of Grant to set a new date and time for a public hearing on the Local Agreement (July 1988).
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Figure 64-3. Resolution written by Roscoe and Evelyn Churchill to nullify the town board’s approval of the Local Agreement and set a new date
for a public hearing on the proposal (August 1988).

public hearing on the Local Agreement. And just like
before, the legality of the board’s decision to ignore
the directive of the town’s voters was questionable. 

Thiel was technically correct that the town govern-
ment law no longer required the town board to listen
to the people. But could the board members legally
ignore us if it meant they were denying us our statu-

tory right to review the EIS before a binding decision
was made on the mining proposal? And even a more
basic question haunted Evelyn. She asked, “Why
would the statutes give the people the power to call a
special meeting, if what was decided at the meeting
meant nothing in the end?” The laws were inconsis-
tent, to say the least. 
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All I can say is that if Plantz had run to the voters
for advice as often as he ran to Thiel, we would have
been much better off. I could go on an on about how
disappointed and angry I was with Plantz over how
he disregarded the wishes of the people who elected
him to office. But out of respect for Bob’s sweet wife
and family, I will limit my tirade.

I would, however, like to say more about Attorney
William Thiel. Time and time again he issued decrees
that went against the townspeople and favored the
mining company, even though he supposedly had
been hired to represent us, not Kennecott. In fact, it
appeared that Thiel had a real conflict of interest in
the whole matter. First of all, he was slated to be paid
for his legal work out of the $60,000 “gift” that
Kennecott promised to give the local governments

upon successful ratification of the con-
tract. Moreover, Thiel had been hired by
the Rusk County Mining Impact Com-
mittee to help the committee get the mine
going, and yet agreed to represent the
Town of Grant on mining issues, where a
majority of the voters wanted to stop the
mine. Plantz should have never hired
Thiel in light of these major conflicts of
interest, and Thiel should have never
accepted the offer.

Evelyn wrote a letter to the editor of
the Ladysmith News about William Thiel
that was printed in the August 17, 1988
issue of the paper. Included below is a
mixture of comments from the rough
draft of her letter and the final edited
version  (CD 64-3):

Simply put, is it ethical for the town
board to even consider hiring an attorney
to proclaim judgements against the
majority vote in the township, regardless
of whether it is about mining or some
other situation?

We must also question how much weight
Mr. Thiel’s opinions on the town meeting
actions actually carry. The answer is, “Not
much.” It takes a court ruling to establish
whether the town meeting actions are
valid or not; and an attorney’s opinion or
even a dozen attorneys’ opinions cannot be
a substitute for a court ruling.

Nevertheless, the town board was will-
ing to sign away the town’s moratorium
as invalid on one attorney’s opinion, in
spite of the conflict of interest, in spite of
the town meeting mandates, and in spite
of the fact that the board was signing 

away the protections and rights of the community
with it. 

To say the least, such advice from any attorney is
presumptuous and especially so from one with a con-
flict of interest. The reason for town meetings is to
direct the board. No attorney has the authority to
thwart that legal right. As such, advice to the town
board to ignore town meeting directives might be
classified as interfering with orderly and lawful gov-
ernmental proceedings.

The attorney appears to ignore the precepts of our
land, “government for the people, by the people” at
the town level, and apparently is promoting, instead,
government by Kennecott or whatever giant corpora-
tion may follow Kennecott. 

Has Mr. Thiel overstepped his realm of jurisdiction
in assuming to be the mouthpiece and guiding light

Figure 64-4. Once more the people of the Town of Grant are ignored by the town
board on the advice of Attorney William Thiel. See CD  64-2 to read the complete
article (Ladysmith News, August 11, 1988; republished with permission).
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When the Nashville Town Board in Forest County ignored its
constituents and signed a Local Agreement with Exxon in
1996, the town’s voters came to the next election in force and
voted the town chairman and both town supervisors out of
office. With that in mind, you might be wondering how the
people of the Town of Grant reacted at the polls after Bob
Plantz, Charles Whittenberger and Tom Riegel signed the
Local Agreement with Kennecott in 1988. Were they booted
out of office as well? Let me tell you the story.

Interest was very high in the April 1989 election in the Town
of Grant. My friend Tom Ricci from the Rusk County Citizens
Action Group decided to run against Bob Plantz for the chair-
manship of the town, and my friends Darlene Vorce and Tom
Rousseau ran for the two supervisor positions. Their cam-
paign was as straightforward as it could be, as you can see
by reading the campaign advertisement they placed in the
March 30, 1989 issue of the Ladysmith News.

We had an unusually large turnout for the election (close to
250 voters out of an adult population of perhaps 590), but
unfortunately Tom Ricci lost by a vote of 163 to 83, and
Darlene received 89 votes, as compared to Tom Riegel’s 154
and Charles Whittenberger’s 153 (Tom Rousseau’s vote count
was not reported in the paper). So we were stuck with the
same town board. 

How could that happen? Before the 1989 election, the towns-
people had always voted against the mine by about a two-
thirds majority. So why would they reelect the same town
board that had betrayed them by signing the Local
Agreement?

In retrospect, I think it all boiled down to two things: fear and
ignorance. You see, after the mining contract was signed, Bob
Plantz told people that if the board had not gone along with the
proposal, the City of Ladysmith would have probably annexed
the entire mine site, leaving the Town of Grant out in the cold

with regard to any potential mining tax payments (CD 63-8).
What’s more, he told my friend Mel Pedersen that if the town
tried to back out, the mining company would likely file a “tak-
ings” claim against the town to compensate for lost income.
Those were the same lame arguments we had heard earlier
from Kevin Lyons and William Thiel when they tried to prod the
townspeople into going along with Kennecott. 

But by April of 1989, when those arguments were used once
more, one important thing had changed: The Local Agree-
ment had been signed by the City of Ladysmith and Rusk
County as well as the Town of Grant, which probably made
the threats look more plausible to the average voter. What’s
more, you can bet that the mining company flunkies were out
there knocking on doors and calling as many people as they
could to spread fear among the voters. That’s why I believe
Plantz, Riegel and Whittenberger were reelected. People were
scared of what might happen if our town government bucked
the proposal after the city and county had already signed on.
In a way the whole thing was comparable to how George W.
Bush got reelected President of the United States in 2004
even though he had clearly lied to the American people about
“weapons of mass destruction” in Iraq. On the one hand,
people were upset with what he had done. But on the other,
Bush had people so scared of what might happen if the coun-
try “changed course” that they voted for him anyway. I’ve
always said that you can’t fight if you’re scared. And unfortu-
nately, mining companies and politicians know it.

Another factor that came into play in the 1989 election was
that some of the voters felt like the props had been kicked out
from under them and totally lost faith in the system. You see,
up until 1987 everyone thought Plantz was against the mine
and that we could count on him to represent us. And we also
took confidence in the fact that both the town and county had
adopted resolutions against the mine. But then everything
changed when Plantz switched sides. We thought the mine
was stopped, and all of a sudden it wasn’t. That was a real
blow to us. It broke up the whole township and caused some
people to throw in the towel. 

At any rate, after Plantz, Riegel and Whittenberger got
reelected in 1989, I saw a real change in town government.
People no longer responded to issues by going to town meet-
ings, and the net result was that our town government deteri-
orated to nothing. In 1991 no one even bothered to run
against the incumbents; in 1993 Henry Golat (who was pro-
mining) was elected to fill Charles Whittenberger’s vacated
seat; and in 1995, when Bob Plantz decided to step down,
Tom Riegel was elected chairman and Fred Stevens (who
usually sided with me) was elected to serve with Golat as
town supervisor.

There’s no doubt that I just described a bleak picture. And it
was made worse by the fact that a lot of our fighters either
died or moved away during the time period in question. But
don’t get me wrong. The people of the Town of Grant never
gave up fighting the mine. We just gave up on town govern-
ment. And for that I must ultimately blame the change in
Wisconsin’s town government law. When the law was

The Fate of the Grant Town Board

Figure 64-5. Opponents of Kennecott’s mining project tried to
unseat the incumbent town board members who had signed the
Local Agreement (Ladysmith News, March 30, 1989).
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for the Town Board of Grant? His actions make you
wonder who is really running the town. At the bottom
line we find Kennecott calling the shots, followed
through by Attorney Thiel and passed on to the town
board that follows his advice explicitly!

In summary, the least that can be said is that it is
time for the town board to wake up, realize where the
attorney’s advice is coming from and leading to, and
begin action to preserve rather than tear down the
rule of the people of the township, before it’s too late!

But despite all our complaining about the Local
Agreement and Thiel’s conflict of interest, the board

stood by Thiel’s decree and ignored the resolution
from our special town meeting. It looked like we were
headed for court. 
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amended in 1984 to take the power out of the people’s hands,
true democracy fell by the wayside. We could no longer count
on our elected officials to represent the majority vote. Yes,
that is what the change in the state’s town government law

did to us. We were left with no choice but to attack the min-
ing company ourselves through citizen action and leave the
town board behind to wallow in its misery.
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We were feeling desperate. The Local Agree-
ment had been signed by the town, county and city
officials in August of 1988, even though the majority
of local people didn’t want a mine. We needed to get
the word out about what was happening to us. If more
people knew, maybe we could put enough pressure on
the state to stop the mining company, or perhaps
Kennecott would back out and leave. 

The Wisconsin Resources Protection Council and
Earth First! decided to organize a canoe flotilla on the
Flambeau River in October of 1988 to protest the
mine and draw attention to our plight. It was the first
of three or four flotillas that were organized at vari-
ous times between 1988 and 1992. Our purpose was
to demonstrate that environmentalists from all
around the state were concerned with the possible
toxic and radioactive contamination of the Flambeau
River from Kennecott’s proposed mine.

One of the main organizers of the October 1988
flotilla was Bob Kaspar. He was a postal worker from
Madison who was very active in the Midwest
Headwaters chapter of Earth First!, located here in
Wisconsin. Bob was a big guy, maybe 6-foot 3-inches
or so. He spoke loud and clear, punctuated his sen-
tences and wasn’t afraid of anything. He was quoted
in the September 29, 1988 issue of the Ladysmith
News as saying, “We plan to send a message to
Kennecott. If they continue with their plans to mine
we’ll be back, again and again” (CD65-1). I really
liked Bob and admired his determination.

Besides Bob, another Earth First! activist by the
name of Roger Featherstone was right in the middle
of organizing the 1988 flotilla. Roger could be pretty
darned tough when it came to protecting and taking
care of our precious earth, but he was always very

much of a gentleman to Evelyn and me. Whenever we
saw him, he had a grin on his face. But there was this
feeling that, boy, he meant business. Roger had
worked with people like Tom Galazen and Will Fantle
in the mid-1970s to stop a nuclear power plant from
being built near Durand, Wisconsin, and after that he
moved to Arizona. But in 1988, here he was, back in
Wisconsin to fight off another destructive project.
Roger was the kind of man who wasn’t afraid to make
a bold statement and risk getting thrown in jail—not
to draw attention to himself, but to accomplish some-
thing for the public good.

I also must mention Harold Flater, who helped us
out with our first flotilla by providing canoes.
Harold, who was known to everyone as Tubby,
owned a tavern at the confluence of the Flambeau
and Chippewa rivers, and he also had a canoe rental
business. I knew him because he was on the Rusk
County Board and always backed me up on mining
issues. With his business right there on the
Flambeau, I imagine Tubby felt strongly about pro-
tecting the river. And he wasn’t afraid of Larry
Mercando either. In fact, I remember one county
board meeting in December of 1990, where Tubby
made a point of announcing that Mercando had been
wining and dining some of the county board supervi-
sors during the mine negotiations and after the rati-
fication of the Local Agreement. Mercando, of course
responded by saying, “I don’t remember ever paying
anybody’s bill.”

At any rate, after the plans were made for the
flotilla, I drove over to Tubby’s tavern to see if we
could rent some of his canoes. He agreed and brought
up a whole truck load on the day of the protest, but
he never charged us anything!

Canoe Flotilla to Protest the 
Mine (October 2, 1988)
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The starting point for the flotilla was Memorial
Park in Ladysmith. Over sixty people came to partici-
pate despite the fact that it was a cold, windy day.
Evelyn and I were getting a bit too old to paddle and
portage, so our job was to stay on shore to help organ-
ize everything and talk to people as they arrived at
the park. But let me tell you, it was quite a sight to see
all those people jump into Tubby’s canoes to make the
four to five-mile trip down the Flambeau River to the
mine site! There were close to twenty canoes in the
water, and many of the protestors carried signs and
banners proclaiming, “Kennecott is the Pits” and “Just
Say No to Mining.” 

After paddling perhaps a half mile and portaging
around the paper mill dam, the canoeists headed
toward the old “Wagon Bridge” on Highway G. That’s
where Evelyn and I drove to watch the fleet come down
the river. It was so impressive to see the canoes keep

coming around the bend that we couldn’t help but
wave wildly and cheer as our friends paddled beneath
the bridge and headed off toward the mine site. 

Next we drove to the end of Kennecott Drive, a
dead-end road close to where the canoes were going
to pull out of the river onto the mining company’s
land. We waited for everyone to arrive and then had
a big meeting right there. I remember in particular
how our Native American friends offered tobacco and
wild rice to the Flambeau River. And then Secretary of
State Doug La Follette, who had paddled down the
river with my daughter Susan, gave a brief talk about
how the mine was unnecessary, bad for the environ-
ment and just shouldn’t be built.

Many others spoke at the rally as well, including
our faithful friend Al Gedicks. In fact, Al even wrote
an article for the November 1988 issue of the Earth
First! Journal in which he talked about how
Kennecott had overrun the democratic process in the
Town of Grant in the 1980s just like it had overrun
the democratic socialist government of Chile in the

My Friend Doug La Follette
Doug La Follette is a most dedicated environmental person,
and I have tremendous respect for him. He has several very
important attributes that have benefited those who struggle
to protect our world from being plundered by the multina-
tionals. He’s honest; he’s very bright; he’s a thinker; and
he’s not afraid of those who criticize his efforts. In 1991 he
wrote the book, The Survival Handbook—A Strategy for
Saving Planet Earth (Wisconsin’s Environmental Decade,
Madison, WI, 1991), which I encourage all of you to read. 

When I first met Doug in April of 1976, he promised to look
into our concerns with Kennecott’s mining proposal. He
kept his word and never failed to help us. Every time we
called on him we got results. I hope Doug can feel in his
heart just how much it meant to Evelyn and me to have him
on our side.

I remember one time in particular when Doug came to
Ladysmith to testify at the permit hearing for Kennecott’s
original mining proposal in 1976. After he had spoken for
five minutes, Hearing Examiner David Schwarz said to him,
“Your time is up.” Doug’s response was, “What if I don’t
stop? Are you going to carry me out bodily? I’m a citizen of
this state, and I’ll talk as long as I want.” And he did.

Doug has no respect for mining companies and never had
anything good to say about Kennecott’s proposal. He
thought we should keep them out if we could. I only wish
the other elected officials in Madison had been as con-
cerned about protecting our environment for future genera-
tions as Doug La Follette continues to be to this day.

Figure 65-1. Several canoe flotillas took place on the Flambeau
River between 1988 and 1992 to protest the development of the
Flambeau Mine (Photo courtesy of Joyce Melville of Madison, WI,
July 1992).
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1970s (CD 65-2). In the article he characterized the
October flotilla as “the first demonstration of regional
resistance” to Kennecott’s project and suggested that
more demonstrations were likely to follow. He was
right. 

I cannot tell you what a great feeling of comfort it
gave Evelyn and me to see that other people were
concerned about what was happening to us. After
years of fighting the mine, we were thrilled to see
people from across the state and beyond come here
for the flotilla. We were so thankful to have their
support.

The flotilla got good news coverage, just as we had
hoped. The Chippewa Herald Telegram ran a front-
page article with the headline, “Activists protest at site
of proposed Kennecott mine,” and Roger Featherstone
was quoted as saying (Figure 65-2):

Northern Wisconsin is beautiful in the fall. We
should take time to listen to the earth and what it
has to tell us. And think what it will be like here with

a 200-foot deep hole 100 feet from the river. We got
our point across and I think Kennecott will hopefully
think twice before trying to ram something down the
throats of the people of northern Wisconsin. 

It was a peaceful rally, but of course there were sher-
iff ’s deputies there to watch us. As Bob Kaspar wrote
in the November 1988 issue of the Earth First!
Journal, “No arrests were made, although some par-
ticipants noted the presence of sheriff ’s deputies in
the woods behind the rally site, guarding against ter-
rorist Earth First!ers out to trample Kennecott’s
leaves” (CD 65-4).

At the end of the rally Emma Ericksen, the young
daughter of two of our friends in the fight, helped
Evelyn plant an acorn as a symbolic gesture of pre-
serving our resources for future generations (Figure
65-3). I’m sure that Emma’s parents, Chuck and Cindy
Ericksen of Ladysmith, were hopeful that an oak tree
would spring up and be well-established by the time
their daughter was grown. As I sit here writing today,

Figure 65-2. Activists assemble in Ladysmith in October of 1988 to canoe the Flambeau River in protest to Kennecott’s mining proposal. See
CD 65-3 to read the complete article (Chippewa Herald Telegram, October 3, 1988; republished with permission). 
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that was more than seventeen years ago.
I cannot say that I ever went back to visit
Kennecott’s property there along the
river, but I trust the tiny acorn took root.

CD-ROM References
CD 65-1. “Canoe Flotilla to protest mine,” Ladysmith

News, September 29, 1988.

CD 65-2. “Kennecott Mine Rises from Dead,” Earth
First! Journal, November 1988.

CD 65-3. “Activists protest at site of proposed
Kennecott mine,” Chippewa Herald
Telegram, October 3, 1988. 

CD 65-4. “Flotilla Floats Flambeau,” Earth First!
Journal, November 1988.

Figure 65-3. In a symbolic gesture of preserving the earth’s natural resources for
future generations, Emma Ericksen (left) plants an acorn at the Flambeau Mine site
with the help of Evelyn Churchill (October 2, 1988).
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In October of 1988 the Rusk County Citizens
Action Group rented the Miner Theater auditorium in
Ladysmith for what Evelyn and I thought was going to
be a big meeting of people from around the area who
were opposed to Kennecott’s project. The Local
Agreement had been signed several months earlier,
and we expected everyone would spend the after-
noon trying to figure out what to do next.

Many people came that day, about fifty altogether,
but the meeting turned out to be something quite dif-
ferent than what Evelyn and I had anticipated. All of
a sudden it became clear to us that these people had
assembled to honor us for our environmental work!
We were really surprised.

There was a nice appreciation ceremony, including
a talk by Secretary of State Doug La Follette. He
acknowledged Evelyn and me for “providing leader-
ship in the critical fight to ensure that our children
can enjoy the unique surroundings of the Flambeau
River” and presented us with a framed commendation
bearing the official seal of his office (Figure 66-1).

Next we went to the Peace Garden in Ladysmith’s
Memorial Park, where our friends planted a pagoda
dogwood tree in our honor that stands there to this
day. Michael Doran, along with another dear friend
by the name of Jackie Pederson, were two of the driv-
ing forces in coordinating this lovely program. Many
of the details of the day’s festivities were reported in
an article that appeared in the October 20, 1988 issue
of the Ladysmith News (Figure 66-2).

If it hadn’t been for Kennecott, I never would have
met many of the fine people who came to honor
Evelyn and me that day. So I guess I can thank the
mining company for at least something!

Evelyn and I are Honored as
Environmentalists (October 16, 1988)

C H A P T E R  6 6

Figure 66-1. Commendation presented by Secretary of State Doug La
Follette to Evelyn and Roscoe Churchill for their tireless efforts to protect
the unique surroundings of the Flambeau River (October 16, 1988).
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Figure 66-2. Evelyn and Roscoe Churchill are honored for their environmental work at a gathering organized by members of the Rusk County
Citizens Action Group (Ladysmith News, October 20, 1988; republished with permission).
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Life can be most interesting! I was well past
middle age before I ever sat in a courtroom to watch
a lawsuit unfold. But by the time I got to be an old
man of eighty, I had been part of several legal es-
capades. In fact, there were six, some of which you
read about earlier and others which are yet to be
discussed:
� Appealing the DNR’s decision to approve the

Environmental Impact Statement for Kennecott’s
first mining proposal in the Town of Grant (Filed
July 15, 1976);

� Suing John Kaiser and his cronies for distributing
false campaign information during the 1988
Rusk County Board election (Filed March 21,
1989);

� Taking the Grant Town Board to court over sign-
ing the Local Agreement (Filed March 30, 1989);

� Challenging Flambeau Mining Company, the
Town of Grant, Rusk County, the City of
Ladysmith, DNR Secretary Carroll Besadny,
Wisconsin Attorneys General Donald Hanaway
and James Doyle and DNR Hearing Examiner
David Schwarz over the constitutionality of the
Local Agreement and the Local Agreement Law
(Filed December 19, 1990).

� Suing the DNR and Flambeau Mining Company
to halt mine construction due to the discovery of
endangered species at the mine site (Filed July
31, 1991); and

� Taking the DNR to court to prove the department
had the power to say “No” to sulfide ore mining
in Wisconsin (Filed July 12, 1995).

These court battles were no small matter to an old

guy like me who should have been sitting at home in
his rocking chair. And they weren’t any fun for Evelyn
either. Mind you, she was a sweet and gentle woman
who seldom raised her voice, who never talked about
other people, but who got to the place where she was
willing to risk all to stop the greedy mining company.
It’s not that we were trying to cause trouble. It’s just
that when people get mad enough or frustrated
enough they will sometimes throw caution to the
wind and go to court. At least that’s what Evelyn and
I did.

We truly believed that the Flambeau Mine was
the king pin to a new mining district that would
spread across northern Wisconsin. Evelyn wrote, “If
we cannot stop the Flambeau Mine, there is small
possibility that we will be able to stop any future
mining projects in northern Wisconsin. The
Flambeau Mine sets the precedent; and the laws
and rules are all in place for it to happen! It is this
serious, that if we do not win the battle of the
Flambeau Mine, it is very likely that we have lost
the war!” So we kept fighting, even if it meant
going through costly court battles and risking the
loss of our property and assets.

Our first legal battle was waged in 1976, because
we didn’t think it was right that the DNR had decided
its own Environmental Impact Statement, examined
by its own representatives was acceptable to itself! We
thought someone neutral should have evaluated the
document. And while a decision was never rendered
in the case, the important thing was that we were able
to tie up Kennecott in court for about four months.
That gave the Rusk County Board enough time to get
organized and pass a resolution to deny the mining
company a permit to mine.

Townspeople Sue the Grant 
Town Board (March 1989)
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Our second lawsuit was successful in a roundabout
way as well. John Kaiser had succeeded in taking over
the Rusk County Board in 1988 by spreading false
campaign information about those of us on the board
who didn’t see eye-to-eye with him. The court agreed
that Kaiser and his recruits had broken the law, but no
damages were awarded. Nonetheless, the case served
to publicly expose those guys for what they had done,
and the real judgement was passed down by the vot-
ers in the next election.

After tangling with the DNR in 1976 and John
Kaiser in 1988, we filed our third lawsuit in late
March of 1989. That is when Evelyn and I decided to
sue the Town of Grant and Town Chairman Bob
Plantz over signing the Local Agreement.

Plantz and the two town supervisors had agreed to
the terms of the contract on July 25, 1988 in the face of
great opposition from the residents of the Town of
Grant. Time went on, and not knowing what else to do
to halt this insidious process of suppressing the major-
ity vote, we decided to go to court. We were hoping to
prove that the town’s 1982 moratorium was valid and
enforceable and that the power to approve or reject a
mining contract rested with the town’s voters rather
than the town board. If we won on either point, the
Local Agreement with Kennecott could not stand. And
if we lost, it was still a good way to show the town
board how irritated we were with their actions and
bring the story to the attention of more people.

Late in 1988, we engaged the law firm of
Thornton, Black, Wachowski and Grosskopf, S.C. of
Eau Claire, Wisconsin to represent us, and Attorney
Richard Wachowski put together an official Summons
and Complaint that he filed with the Rusk County
Circuit Court on our behalf on March 30, 1989 (CD
67-1). We asked the court to issue a declaratory
judgement on two separate issues:

� The validity of the mining moratorium resolution
passed at the annual meeting of the Town of Grant
on April 13, 1982; and

� The legal interpretation of Wis. Stat 144.839(4), as to
what constitutes the “governing body” of a town.

In terms of the first issue, Attorney Wachowski stated
in his brief that “a justiciable controversy exists as to
whether the mining moratorium resolution … is
valid and enforceable and precludes any mining
activity in the Town of Grant or agreements by the
town board to approve and facilitate mining activity
in the town.”

We of course believed the moratorium was valid
and that Bob Plantz and the town board had violated

the terms of the moratorium by signing the Local
Agreement. We focussed on the 1982 moratorium in
our lawsuit rather than the one passed by the towns-
people in 1988, because the former had been adopted
before the state’s town government law was revamped
in 1984. When the 1982 moratorium resolution was
passed by the town’s voters, there was no question it
carried the force of law.

And even in terms of Wisconsin’s new town gov-
ernment law, it was clear that the 1982 moratorium
was still valid. Wis. Stat. 60.10(2) states, “A resolu-
tion that is continuing remains in effect until
rescinded at a subsequent town meeting by a number
of electors equal to or greater than the number of
electors who voted for the original resolution.”

The 1982 moratorium had never been repealed or
rescinded by the town’s voters. And it had been in
effect for six years when the Local Agreement was
signed. Bob Plantz and the town board had no right to
enter into a contract with Kennecott while this resolu-
tion was still on the books, and we were asking the
court to uphold the moratorium as a legally binding
expression of the people’s will. If the judge agreed
that the 1982 moratorium carried the force of law, we
really thought we could stop the mine.

The second issue brought up in our lawsuit dealt
specifically with the Local Agreement Law, Wis. Stat.
293.41 [formerly Wis. Stat. 144.839]. Section (4) of
this statute states that the “governing body” of the
town must approve a Local Agreement in a public
meeting of the “governing body.” Even though
Wisconsin’s town government law gives most deci-
sion-making authority to the town board, Wis. Stat.
293.41(4) does not specifically define the term “gov-
erning body.” We were asking the court to issue a
declaratory judgement as to who really has the power
to approve a Local Agreement, the town board or the
voters assembled at an annual or special town meet-
ing. Although it was a long shot, we hoped the judge
would decide that the power rested with the voters.

Judge Frederick Henderson was assigned to hear
the case. Evelyn and I were the plaintiffs, and the
defendants, who were represented by Attorney
William Thiel, were Bob Plantz and the Town of
Grant. Of course more people were involved in the
lawsuit than just us. Evelyn and I had the backing of
the Rusk County Citizens Action Group and its fund-
raising capabilities. And Bob Plantz and the Town of
Grant had the backing and financial support of
Kennecott. I say this because even though Kennecott
had not been named a defendant in the case, the
court allowed the mining company to intervene on
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October 16, 1989. That meant Kennecott’s high-paid
lawyers could come into the courtroom to help undo
our case, which they most certainly did.

A lot happened even before Kennecott got involved
in the lawsuit. For starters, Judge Henderson sent a
letter to Attorneys Richard Wachowski and William
Thiel on August 15, 1989, asking for more informa-
tion about the 1982 mining moratorium resolution
and the annual town meeting at which it had been
passed (CD 67-2). In particular, Henderson wanted to
know if we had a poll list from the meeting and if
both attorneys were satisfied that those who had
voted on the moratorium were indeed “duly qualified
electors of the Town of Grant.” He also inquired if the
annual meeting had been held at the same location as
previous annual meetings, since that would have
made a difference in terms of “notice requirements.”
Finally, Henderson registered his concern over the
fact that the signed moratorium resolution had been
torn out of the town's record book, which meant he
had no official document upon which to base a ruling. 

Evelyn and I did our best to answer Judge
Henderson's questions in a letter we sent to our attor-
ney (CD 67-3). We certainly had not expected the
judge to ask about a poll list or whether those who had
voted on the moratorium were duly qualified voters in
the Town of Grant. Of course there was no poll list!
There had never been a poll list at any town meetings
that I attended. It's something that just was not done.
We all knew each other and recognized each other at
our annual meetings. That's all we ever relied upon.
So the 1982 annual meeting had been held as all other
annual meetings had been held—without a poll list.
Moreover, there were two sergeants at arms directing
the vote count, so measures had been taken to insure
that voting was done properly. 

For Judge Henderson to suggest that he needed
proof of our being duly qualified voters was just plain
insulting, although I must admit that he had the law
on his side. In 1982 when the moratorium was
passed, Wis. Stat. 60.16 was still on the books that
stated, “The town clerk shall be clerk of such town
meetings and keep faithful minutes of the proceedings
and a correct poll list containing the names of all per-
sons voting thereat” (emphasis added).

When the town government law was rewritten in
1984, poll lists became optional, as you can see by
reading Wis. Stat. 60.11(7). I suppose the legislature
no longer deemed such lists necessary because the
voice of the town's voters had been neutered by the
other changes to the law. But in 1982, Clerk Leonard
Gleason really should have kept track of who was vot-

ing. And it came back to haunt us later.
In terms of Judge Henderson's inquiry about the

location of the meeting, all we could say was this:
Ordinarily the Town of Grant's annual meetings had
been held in the annex of the Rusk County
Courthouse. However, in 1982 it was held in the audi-
torium of the old high school in order to accommo-
date a bigger-than-usual crowd. We did not check into
how the meeting had been posted, but based on the
fact that 110 people were in attendance, no one could
accuse us of holding the meeting in secret!

The judge's final concern had to do with the fact
that the wording of the original moratorium resolu-
tion was not part of the minutes that had been sub-
mitted to him for review. When the moratorium was
passed at the annual meeting in 1982, we had no
thought other than that our elected officials would
duly sign the moratorium, properly record it and pre-
serve the record as required by law. But we were mis-
taken. When Clerk Leonard Gleason turned over the
town's records to his successor Dennis Reynolds in
1983, the resolution was missing. 

We never had any doubts as to what the morato-
rium said. It clearly halted all metallic mineral explo-
ration, prospecting and mining in the township until
such time that the people of the Town of Grant deter-
mined that “adequate laws existed to protect and pro-
mote the interests, health, safety and welfare of the
residents of the town” (Figure 38-1). The terms to lift
the moratorium had not been met. In fact, to the con-
trary, laws had been passed after 1982 that further
weakened the protection and rights of people who
lived in potential mining areas.

But how could we prove this in court? To start,
Evelyn and I figured we could use circumstantial evi-
dence to help establish the terms of the moratorium.
Specifically, we knew that during 1981 to 1983 over
80 townships in northern Wisconsin, including 8
townships in Rusk County (Wilkinson, Thornapple,
Marshall, Lawrence, Hubbard, Dewey, Flambeau and
Big Bend), had enacted moratorium resolutions with
exactly the same or similar wording to the Town of
Grant's. We knew this for a fact because we had pro-
vided many of those townships with a copy of our
own resolution, typed by Evelyn, to use as a template

WIS. STAT. 60.11 ANNUAL TOWN MEETING. …
(7) POLL LIST. An annual town meeting may require the

clerk of the town meeting to keep a poll list with the
name and address of every elector voting at the meet-
ing. [emphasis added]
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(Figure 41-1). On that basis we were fully prepared to
stipulate the wording of the Town of Grant's morato-
rium to the judge (CD 67-4). 

Moreover, we hoped that Bob Plantz would vouch
for the fact that what we were saying was true. After
all, he had been on our side when the resolution was
passed and had taken part in crafting not only the
moratorium, but all six of the mining-related resolu-
tions we introduced at the April 13, 1982 annual
town meeting. What's more, Bob was at the meeting

to publicly debate the resolutions, had introduced one
of them himself for a vote and later celebrated the
victory with us. We figured that if Bob had any
integrity at all, he would admit what he knew.

But no! When we read the legal brief submitted by
Kennecott Attorney John Koeppl on December 8,
1989, it made reference to an affidavit provided by
Bob Plantz that in effect stated the official wording of
the moratorium resolution was “unknown.” How
untrue! Bob knew exactly what the mining morato-
rium resolution said. He had been there in our kitchen
when it was drafted.

Bob's unwillingness to share what he knew about
the moratorium was not the least of our worries.
Attorney Koeppl's legal brief also made reference to
an unflattering affidavit from Larry Mercando, and
Koeppl added his own misleading statements into the
mix. For example, the brief said, “Neither the Grant
Town Board nor the Rusk County Board adopted or
approved the Moratorium Resolution.” Well, of

Why Wasn’t a Copy Made of the
Signed Moratorium?
Before moving on, you might be wondering why Evelyn and
I did not keep a copy of the signed mining moratorium res-
olution that was passed at the town’s annual meeting in
1982. After all, Evelyn had typed it herself, and we certainly
kept extensive records on everything else that happened
over the years!

While helping me write this book, Laura asked if I could
explain the mystery, but I just couldn’t remember why a
copy of the signed document had not been made. So Laura
dug through Evelyn’s files to try to find a clue. She found
the original typed copies of all the other resolutions that
had been passed that night, like the one to fire Attorney
Kevin Lyons and another that required all mining issues to
be decided by referendum vote. But of course the morato-
rium was not there.

All that Laura and I could conclude was that the moratorium
resolution was considered to be so important that Evelyn’s
original typed copy must have been turned over to the
town clerk right after the meeting to insert into the record.
And that’s the last we ever saw of it.

I cannot begin to explain how frustrated Evelyn was when
the moratorium was found to be missing and she was not
able to go to her files and pull out a signed copy. All we
could find were moratorium resolutions that we knew were
the same as ours (indeed, Evelyn had typed the template in
the early 1980s), but passed by other townships. And while
the minutes of the 1982 annual meeting reflected that a
moratorium had been passed, as did newspaper accounts
of the meeting and personal correspondence from the time,
it wasn’t the same as having the actual document in our
hands.

On the advice of Rusk County District Attorney Allen
Kenyon, we submitted a copy of Evelyn’s moratorium tem-
plate to the Grant Town Board in March of 1988, along with
a letter requesting that it be attached to the minutes of the
April 13, 1982 annual meeting (CD 67-5). Unfortunately, the
town board never did anything about it.

Always the Advocate
In late October of 1988, the Milwaukee Journal sent a
reporter by the name of Katherine Esposito to interview
Evelyn and me about our struggle against Kennecott.
Katherine was a very pleasant young woman, and she
stayed with us for at least three days. She even brought
a photographer with her by the name of Jason Tetzloff.
Katherine wanted to learn all about us, not only in terms
of our environmental battles, but what we were like as
ordinary people. She had no qualms following us into
the barn and around the farm as we did our daily chores.
I even hitched up my two Belgian mares, Babe and Dolly,
and took her out for a sleigh ride across the fields, since
there had been an early snow that year. I think she really
liked that.

Katherine’s article about us didn’t appear in the paper
until the following September. By that time we had filed
our lawsuit against the Grant Town Board in Rusk
County Circuit Court and were awaiting the judge’s deci-
sion. Katherine knew all about it because she had kept in
touch with us over the months. So before the article
went to press, she added a few comments about the
lawsuit.

We were pleasantly surprised when we saw Katherine’s
story in the Milwaukee Journal. It appeared as a feature
article in the paper’s Sunday news magazine on
September 17, 1989. I have included the first page of the
story for you to see here (Figure 67-1) and the complete
article on the CD-ROM that accompanies the book (CD
67-6).
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Figure 67-1. Roscoe and Evelyn Churchill became well known around the state for their work to protect Wisconsin from the hazards of sulfide
ore mining. See CD 67-6 to read the complete article (“Always the Advocate,” by Katherine Esposito with photographer Jason Tetzloff,
Wisconsin—The Milwaukee Journal Magazine, September 17, 1989; ©1989 Journal Sentinel, Inc.; republished with permission conveyed
through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.).

course they hadn’t! This was an action legally carried
out by the town’s voters, and it didn’t need approval
from either the town board or county board. In 1982,
the voters were the governing body.

Koeppl also did his best in the brief to further the
myth that Wisconsin has “tough mining laws.” You

could see him reaching out for the judge’s sympathy.
He stated in the brief, “Mining is strictly regulated
under Wisconsin Law. The permitting process takes
more than three years and requires extensive studies
of environmental impact and strict compliance with
comprehensive regulations. ... To date, Flambeau
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Mining Company has over $10,000,000 invested in
the development of a mining plan, an operating plan,
and a reclamation plan for the Flambeau Mine and in
the compilation of the information and materials nec-
essary to obtain the permits required to operate the
mine.” That had absolutely nothing to do with the
merits of the case! I think it would have been more
honest if Koeppl had written, “Kennecott has invested
millions of dollars in this project, so you had better
ignore the townspeople’s rights and let us go ahead.”

Later in the brief Koeppl also talked about “police
powers” and “zoning authority” to try to make a case
for why he believed the voters at the 1982 Town of
Grant annual meeting did not have the power to
enact a mining moratorium. He even made reference
to a 1988 opinion rendered by then Attorney General
Donald Hanaway on the matter. Hanaway, who I
viewed as one of Governor Tommy Thompson’s shills,
stated, “It is my opinion that such a resolution is
unenforceable” (CD 67-7). Unfortunately, however,
both Koeppl and Hanaway had redefined the issue
into something that it wasn’t. Clearly, back in 1982,
before Wisconsin’s town government law was
changed, the voters had the power to say, “No, we
don’t want a mine.” It had nothing to do with police
powers or zoning authority.

Koeppl’s legal brief was rather lengthy but is
included in its entirety on the CD-ROM that accompa-
nies the book (CD 67-8). Reading it will give you a
better appreciation of how multinational mining cor-
porations mislead people. But besides that, I want
you to know the legal strategy that was used against
us, so if and when any of the other eighty-or-so min-
ing moratorium resolutions passed by Wisconsin
townships in the early 1980s are challenged, you will
have a “one-up” on what kinds of arguments to expect
and pitfalls to avoid.

In particular, don’t let any mining company lawyer
or government official use the town government stan-
dards established in 1984 to build a case against the
moratorium resolutions adopted by towns between
1981 and 1983. As far as I know, those resolutions are
grandfathered. The people had every right to enact
them as legally-binding directives on the town board.
And according to the law, the only way to reverse such
a resolution is for the town’s voters to rescind it at a
subsequent town meeting.

All that aside, it took about nine months for a deci-
sion to be made on our lawsuit. And we were disap-
pointed to find out in January of 1990 that Judge
Henderson had ruled in favor of Kennecott, Bob
Plantz and the Town of Grant. The judge filed his

decision on January 18, 1990, the official order was
entered into the record on February 9, 1990, and on
February 16, 1990 the judge issued his summary
judgement (CD 67-9). Henderson declared our 1982
mining moratorium invalid and unenforceable on the
grounds that our annual town meeting had not been
properly posted nor had a poll list or proper minutes
been kept. So as a result of Town Clerk Leonard
Gleason not doing his job, all business done at the
meeting was deemed invalid.

In his ruling, Henderson did not comment on the
substance of the 1982 moratorium, nor did he say a
town could not pass a binding moratorium resolution.
In fact, Henderson stated that a town meeting was
not incapable of passing a valid and enforceable
moratorium. Here is what he wrote (CD 67-9):

The court does not ... rule the annual town meeting
to be incapable of passing resolutions limiting min-
ing. Such a ruling would be far too broad. The reso-
lution passed on April 13, 1982 failed because those
people presiding at the meeting did not follow the
directives of the statutes then in force. The Court con-
cludes that violation of the notice statutes, and the
statute requiring a poll list and faithful minutes ren-
ders the resolution invalid. The Court need not ren-
der an opinion on the broader question of what
authority a town meeting has.

As far as I’m concerned, Judge Henderson’s decision
did not invalidate the substance of our moratorium,
which is good news for the eighty-or-so other town-
ships that passed mining moratorium resolutions in
the early 1980s. To the contrary, the judge’s decision
supported the idea that such resolutions could be
legally adopted at a town meeting even today and still
carry some wallop. Here is what he wrote:

... If properly drafted and all statutory requirements
are satisfied, a moratorium limiting mining might
be appropriate for action at a town meeting under
the implied authority of a statute such as
60.10(2)(i).

The statute to which Judge Henderson referred, Wis.
Stat. 60.10(2)(i), is part of Wisconsin’s current town
government law. So even though the judge ended up

WIS. STAT. 60.10 POWERS OF TOWN MEETING. …
(2) DIRECTIVES OR GRANTS OF AUTHORITY TO TOWN
BOARD. …

(i) By resolution, the town meeting may authorize the
town board to engage in watershed protection, soil
conservation or water conservation activities bene-
ficial to the town.
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ruling against us in this particular lawsuit, he left the
door open a crack to support the rights of townspeople
to have a say on mining issues. I respected him for that.

In his ruling Judge Henderson also addressed the
second part of our lawsuit that dealt with who was
the “governing body” of the town and had the right to
approve a Local Agreement—the town board or the
townspeople. Here is what he wrote:

The Plaintiff ’s argument that the Town Board of the
Town of Grant is not a “governing body” under the
statute is not convincing. Although §144.839 Stats.
1987-88 does not specifically state who is the gov-
erning body of a town, common sense tells us the
Town Board is a governing body. Several other
statutes come to the same conclusion. …

The Court does not have to decide whether the
town meeting is also a “governing body.” It is not
necessarily a one or the other proposition. As long as
the Town Board is a “governing body” and they fol-
lowed the statutory requirements of §144.839 the

local mining agreement is valid. …
Since the resolution of the town meeting is

invalid, and since the Town Board had authority to
enter into the local mining agreement because it is a
“governing body” as contemplated by §144.839(4)
the Court grants summary judgment of dismissal in
favor of the Intervenor [Kennecott] and Defendants
[Robert Plantz and the Town of Grant].

Henderson also declared as part of his ruling that
the Local Agreement signed by the town board on
August 1, 1988 was valid and enforceable with
respect to the Town of Grant. And with that our case
was dismissed

Of course the judge’s decision made the front page
of the Ladysmith News (Figure 67-2). There were all
kinds of quotes from Judge Henderson’s ruling and
what Bob Plantz, Larry Mercando and John Koeppl
had to say about it. But what really bothered me was
that the story stated, “The Churchills could not be
reached for comment.” Apparently the editor of the
paper, John Terrill, had not tried very hard to reach
us, because we were home the whole time. So Evelyn
and I decided to write a letter to the editor that
appeared in the next issue of the paper to explain our
side of the story (Figure 67-3).

Even though this should have been a simple law-
suit, we lost for two reasons:
� We could not surmount the problem that the origi-

nal mining moratorium resolution was missing
from the town records. Whoever tore it out of the
minute book, and I believe it was Leonard Gleason,
really did a disservice to the community; and

� Even though Kennecott had not been named a
defendant in the case, it was allowed to intervene
with its high-powered attorneys. We were in over
our necks; we were fighting the big boys.

Of course we didn’t agree with Judge Henderson’s rul-
ing, because it was based on technicalities rather than
the substance of the case. So we filed an appeal with
the 3rd District Court of Appeals on April 19, 1990
(Case number 90-0640). In addition, our friend Bill
Simpson from the Town of Doyle stepped forward to
help us. He filed a legal brief with the court on behalf of
82 other townships in northern Wisconsin that had
enacted mining moratorium resolutions similar to the
Town of Grant’s (CD 67-11). We were hoping that with
the help of these other townships, we would be able to
establish, once and for all, the legitimacy of all the min-
ing moratorium resolutions that had been adopted
across the north, including our own.

But no! Kennecott objected to the court’s consider-
ation of Simpson’s brief and succeeded in getting it

Figure 67-2. The Ladysmith News gives prime coverage to the 
dismissal of the Churchills’ lawsuit against the Town of Grant, but
fails to interview the Churchills to get their side of the story. See 
CD 67-10 to read all the details (Ladysmith News, January 25, 1990;
republished with permission).
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Figure 67-3. Roscoe and Evelyn Churchill comment on Judge Henderson’s ruling in a letter to the editor (Ladysmith News, February 1, 1990).
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thrown out on a technicality. The legal problem was
merely that the brief had been mailed to the court too
soon after the motion was filed. The court agreed with
the mining company, which was represented once
more by Attorney John Koeppl, and would not con-
sider the brief (CD 67-12). As a result, we were left
standing alone, and the eighty-two townships that
had signed on to Simpson’s brief were denied the
chance to defend their democratically-enacted restric-
tions on mining.

The Court of Appeals reviewed our case and ren-
dered a decision on November 27, 1990. Unfortun-
ately, we lost again, as reported prominently on the
front page of the Ladysmith News (CD 67-13). While
Judge Henderson had ruled that the moratorium was
invalid due to how the annual meeting had been
posted and the failure to keep proper minutes, the
appellate court did not address that issue. Instead
Judge Daniel LaRocque, who wrote the majority opin-
ion, stated, “We decline to rule on whether the afore-
described procedures at the town meeting invalidated
the resolution because we conclude that the local
agreement by the town board is consistent with the
terms of the resolution” (CD 67-14).

What? You may recall that the 1982 moratorium
resolution required laws to be enacted to adequately
protect the residents of the town before mining could
proceed and that it was up to the townspeople to
determine when that condition had been met. The
appellate court’s ruling meant that it didn’t matter if
the moratorium were valid or not, because the Local
Agreement satisfied the concerns expressed by the
townspeople in the moratorium resolution. Let me try
to explain the court’s reasoning.

In its ruling, the court talked about how a section
of the Local Agreement Law, Wis. Stat. 144.839(2)(d)
[renumbered to Wis. Stat. 293.41(2)(d) in 1995],
requires a Local Agreement to contain “a description
of any conditions, restrictions or other requirements
determined to be necessary by the county, town, vil-
lage, city or tribal government for the public health,
safety or welfare of its residents.” The court then went
on to comment on how the Local Agreement signed
by the town board included provisions for “setbacks
from adjacent properties, gates and security fencing,
limited hours of operations, limited access to nearby
roads, requirements for hiring local residents, manda-
tory testing of nearby private wells and the formation
of a local impact committee to monitor all activities
associated with the mine.” The Court concluded that
these provisions “necessarily addressed the concerns
set out in the moratorium.”

What a bunch of baloney! Just like before, the deci-
sion really didn’t address the heart of our case. It was
a simplistic analysis of the concerns set forth in the
moratorium. For example, before allowing Kennecott
to mine in the Town of Grant, we wanted a guarantee
that the mine would not pollute our wells, streams,
rivers and underground water supplies. Did the
appellate court really think that the flimsy provisions
in the Local Agreement for testing wells and having a
local impact committee monitor all mining activities
would accomplish this? How absurd! It made me
wonder if the appellate judges were under the thumb
of Governor Tommy Thompson.

We did not take our case to the Wisconsin Supreme
Court. Evelyn and I hardly had the finances to keep
on fighting Kennecott, especially since our lawsuit
against John Kaiser was going on at the same time. I
suppose the mining company was banking on this.
After all, a multinational corporation has very deep
pockets
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I would like to tell you a little bit
about how we paid for the legal help
we needed during our many years of
fighting the buzzards. Evelyn and I
were not rich by any means, at least as
far as our bank account was con-
cerned. But if you could measure
wealth in terms of friendships, I guess
you might say we were millionaires. 

Our first two legal battles (where
we sued the DNR in 1976 and John
Kaiser in 1989) did not cost a whole
lot of money. But when Evelyn and I
knew we were headed for court to
uphold the validity of the town’s min-
ing moratorium resolution, we figured
the bills would be more than we could
handle on our own. That’s when a
number of our friends, including Tom
Ricci, John Styczinski, Al Gedicks and
Bill Simpson, stepped forward to help
us. What we decided to do was set up
a legal defense fund through the Wis-
consin Resources Protection Council
and contact people to ask for contri-
butions (Figure 68-1).

Letters were mailed to members of
the immediate community, and we
also wrote to the various townships
around the state that had passed their
own mining moratorium resolutions.
We viewed our legal battle as a way of
defending all the mining moratoriums
in the state, not just our own, and
hoped these townships would see the

Almost Broke — How 
We Got Money

C H A P T E R  6 8

Figure 68-1. Letter sent by Tom Ricci and Roscoe Churchill to members of the commu-
nity, asking for help in meeting legal expenses to defend the Town of Grant’s mining
moratorium resolution (October 27, 1988).
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value in helping us. Here is an excerpt from one such
letter (CD 68-1):

Since what happens here in the Town of Grant will
decide the fate of the other moratoriums, we are
bringing this matter to your attention and that of
the other townships. If all townships that have
placed moratoriums on mining donated equally
towards the expected legal costs, the hardship would
be distributed and minimal to any one township.
This is our plea to you.

Simply put, we need your help! We suggest a
donation of $100 or more or whatever you feel you

can afford. No donation is too small or too large.
Your donation will be helping your township, as well
as the Town of Grant.

Every time we asked for money by sending out a letter
to our friends, people responded. And money also
started to come in from a newsletter that the Rusk
County Citizens Action Group began publishing 
in 1990, the Real Flambeau News. We tried other
money-making ventures as well, including selling 
t-shirts with the motto “Mining is a Dirty Business” and
note cards that were decorated with a drawing 

Figure 68-2. The Rusk
County Citizens Action
Group undertook various
fundraising activities to
help cover the cost of
fighting the multinational
mining corporations
(Real Flambeau News,
May 21, 1990).
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of the Flambeau River (Figure 68-2). The cards
were designed and donated by Jean Buchanan
of Barronett, Wisconsin, one of our supporters
in the fight.

I also must mention my friend Ruth Merrill
of Hawkins, Wisconsin and a professional car-
toonist by the name of Jim Ridings of
Herscher, Illinois. Ruth, who was a member of
RCCAG, teamed up with Jim to raise money
for us by creating and selling copies of a comic
book about Kennecott’s follies in Rusk County
(Figures 68-3, 68-4 and 68-5). The name of
the comic book was the Flambeau Funnies.
Copies sold for $2 a piece, and all proceeds
went to RCCAG to fight the mining compa-
nies. When I recently asked Jim how he and
Ruth got together for the project, here is what
he told me:

I have been a friend of Ruth since our college
days in 1969, and we were involved in many
social movements during those turbulent
years. In the early 1990s, she contacted me
and explained the mining situation. She
asked if I would draw some cartoons for the
protest effort, and these grew into two comic

Figure 68-4. When it came to
discerning the truth about
Kennecott’s empty promises,
cartoonist Jim Ridings had a
real knack for putting things
into perspective (Flambeau
Funnies, Issue #1, 1990;
republished with permission).

Figure 68-3. Members of the Rusk County Citizens Action Group like Ruth and
Bill Merrill were quite creative in finding ways to raise money for the organiza-
tion (Cartoon by Jim Ridings, 1990).
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Figure 68-5. Cartoonist Jim Ridings created the Flambeau Funnies to help raise money for the Rusk County Citizens Action Group (Cover of the
Flambeau Funnies, Issue #1, 1990; republished with permission).
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books. I don’t know how effective they were, but I
was glad to help.

After seeing just a few of Jim’s cartoons, I think you’ll
agree they were very effective in exposing Kennecott,
our state officials and the DNR for what they were.
And for those of you who are interested in seeing even
more of Jim’s handiwork, both issues of the Flambeau
Funnies can be enjoyed in their entirety on the CD-
ROM that accompanies the book (CD 68-2). It sure
did my heart good to see how Ridings rode Larry
Mercando (who he dubbed “Mr. Sorry No-Can-Do of
FlimFlambeau Mining Company”), Tommy Thomp-
son (the “For Sale” governor) and our DNR officials
(who said, “Can Do” to Kennecott’s request to “take
$500 million in ore, make Rusk County a toxic waste-
land, beat a hasty retreat and answer to no one”). I
hope Jim knows how very much Evelyn and I appreci-
ated his talent and willingness to help us.

Besides selling t-shirts, note cards and comic books
to raise money, RCCAG also depended on outright
donations from people around the state. I remember
in particular how a group of our friends from the
Crandon area, headed by Herb Buettner, got together
in the early 1990s to raise $1,000 for us. And then
there were the Catholic Sisters from Ladysmith and
other parts of Wisconsin who helped us as well. Some
of the Sisters gave us money and others were there to
speak out at meetings to voice their concern about
protecting our precious natural resources for future
generations. In particular, the following Sisters come
to mind:

� Sister Mary John Van Der Loop and the Sisters of
Servants of Mary (Ladysmith, WI);

� The Sisters of St. Francis of the Holy Cross (Green
Bay, WI);

� Sister Toni Harris of the Dominican Sisters
(Sinsinawa, WI); and

� Sister Betty Wolcott of the Sisters of St. Francis of
Assisi (Osseo, WI). 

Despite everyone’s efforts to support us and help pay
our legal expenses, however, money was tight. And
quite a few dollars had to come out of our own pock-
ets. But whenever I wanted to hold back because I
thought we couldn’t afford to keep going, Evelyn
would say, “We’ve got to do it.” And with the help of
our friends and several kindhearted lawyers who at
times lowered their hourly fees or even cancelled our
bills, like Attorney Gordon McQuillen of Madison,
Attorney Keith Rodli of River Falls and Attorney
Richard Wachowski of Eau Claire, we were able to
keep fighting.
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Two important things happened in our battle
against Kennecott on the exact same day, March 30,
1989. Besides filing our lawsuit in Rusk County
Circuit Court against Bob Plantz and the Town of
Grant regarding the validity of the town’s mining
moratorium resolution, we also served the Depart-
ment of Natural Resources with a number of different
petitions for administrative rule-making. We knew
there was a good chance we wouldn’t win our court
case, so it was more important than ever to convince
the DNR to amend the natural resource rules govern-
ing metallic mineral mining (NR 132) and metallic
mining wastes (NR 182) to better protect the commu-
nity against mining pollution.

NR 132 and NR 182 had been endorsed by the
DNR on July 31, 1981 and officially adopted by the
department in March of 1982. The rules were totally
unacceptable to us because of how they gave special
treatment to the mining industry at the expense of the
public. In particular, NR 182.075 to this day allows a
mining company to pollute the groundwater within
1,200 feet of a mine site to no limit, despite the fact
that: (1) the mining company does not “own” the
groundwater—the public does; and (2) groundwater
moves! In fact, so much leeway is given to the mining
company that the water in public and private wells
can be polluted up to the point of being unfit to drink.
You read all about it in Chapter 34 of my story.

Evelyn never lost sight of how these rules needed to
be changed. Over the years she wrote six petitions ask-
ing the DNR to amend various sections of NR 182 and
NR 132. The petitions dealt with the following topics:
� Precisely defining what is meant by “protection of

the public health, safety and welfare,” a phrase
that appears commonly in the rules;

� Creating new procedures for how the DNR handles
requests to grant modifications to mining permits
and exemptions or variances to DNR rules;

� Requiring professional supervision of the construc-
tion of mining waste facilities;

� Increasing the frequency and scope of DNR inspec-
tions of mining operations;

� Establishing tougher groundwater quality stan-
dards; and

� Requiring an Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS) to contain information regarding the mone-
tary value of groundwater.

The petitions are included in their entirety on the CD-
ROM that accompanies the book (CD 69-1), as is
Evelyn’s analysis of them (CD 69-2). But for now let
me draw your attention to a newspaper article writ-
ten by Evelyn to explain the crux of our concerns
(Figure 69-1). Whoever did the typesetting garbled
her sentences a bit, but the main points ring clear. In
addition, a brief summary of each of the six petitions
is included below.

Defining What is Meant by
“Protection of the Public Health,
Safety and Welfare”
The phrase, “protection of the public health, safety
and welfare,” appears frequently in NR 132 and NR
182 in connection with concerns about water quality.
But nowhere in the rules is the phrase defined. Evelyn
and I felt a clear, concise definition of the phrase was
needed to keep the DNR on track and hold the depart-
ment accountable for its actions.

Citizens Petition the DNR to Amend 
the Natural Resource Rules Governing

Metallic Mining (March 1989)
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We of course felt that the only way to protect the
public health, safety and welfare would be for the
department to enforce a non-degradation standard
for the state’s waters instead of allowing pollution to
occur up to the arbitrary Maximum Contaminant
Levels (MCLs) established for drinking water. We
reminded the DNR that the aim of rule-making is to
interpret the intent of the law and cited in our petition
a number of statutes that call for the department to
enforce a non-degradation standard. We wanted the
DNR to consider the welfare of the state’s citizens
above that of the profit-seeking corporations.

Procedures for Requesting
Modifications to Mining Permits 
and Exemptions or Variances to 
DNR Rules 
Wis. Stat. 289.30(6) [originally Wis. Stat. 144.44(3)
(c)] allows the DNR to grant modifications to an
approved plan of operation for a mining waste facility.
Wis. Stat. 293.55 [originally Wis. Stat. 144.87] gives
the department the authority to modify an approved
mining permit or reclamation plan. In addition, Wis.
Stat. 293.15(9) [originally Wis. Stat. 144.83(4)(j)]
allows the DNR to promulgate rules by which the
department can grant an exemption or variance to any
of the natural resource rules governing metallic min-
eral mining and metallic mining wastes (the rules can
be made either more or less restrictive). As a result of
being given all of this authority by the legislature, the
DNR promulgated several rules to establish proce-
dures for modifying mining-related permits and grant-
ing exemptions and variances to the rules on mining.
Unfortunately, we found major flaws in how the
department decided to wield its power. 

Let me start by explaining the difference between a
modification, exemption and variance. Here is how
Evelyn distinguished the three terms in our petition:
� “Modification” means a partial alteration of a

requirement [the term normally pertains to a
change made to an approved permit, license or
plan]; 

� “Exemption” means freedom from a requirement
[the term is generally used when a law or adminis-
trative rule is declared inapplicable to a project];
and

� “Variance” means a disagreement with and devia-
tion from a requirement [in general, the term is
used when the numeric standards established by
an administrative rule are altered].

Let’s first talk about “modifications.” Wis. Stats.
289.30(6) and 293.55 and NR 182.19(5) all discrim-
inate against the state’s citizens and give preferential
treatment to mining companies when it comes to
requesting a modification to an approved mining per-
mit or reclamation plan. You see, both of the cited
statutes (and NR 182.19(5) by inference) allow a
mining company to request a modification to an
approved permit or plan, presumably to make the
permit or plan more lenient. But neither the statutes
nor rules explicitly contain provisions to allow ordi-
nary citizens to request a modification to make an
existing permit or operating plan more stringent. If
new technologies arise that offer greater environmen-
tal protection, why should citizens be prevented from
requesting that the permit be modified to require the
mining company to utilize the improved technology?

Figure 69-1. Newspaper article written by Evelyn Churchill to inform
the public of the need for revisions to the natural resource rules gov-
erning metallic mining. Please pardon how the newspaper garbled
some of her sentences (Ladysmith News, August 17, 1989).
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The DNR’s handling of “exemptions” is not much
better. According to the terms of NR 182.19(2) and
NR 132.19(2)(c), the only citizens who can request
an exemption to provide more stringent regulation of
a mining project are those who are listed as official
“parties” to the Master Hearing. That leaves every-
one else out. And while some of the wording in NR
182.19 and NR 132.19 is convoluted and open to
interpretation, it appears on close inspection that
that all such citizen requests have to be made at least
30 days before the Master Hearing. A mining com-
pany, on the other hand, can request an exemption to
allow less stringent regulation of the project at any
time, either before the Master Hearing or after the
permit has been granted. Worse yet, under certain
circumstances the DNR can grant the types of exemp-
tions and permit modifications asked for by the min-
ing company without even holding a public hearing.
It’s all spelled out in NR 132.19(5) and NR
182.19(5).

Another shortcoming of NR 132 and NR 182 is that
no specific rules are established with regard to the
granting of “variances” to the mining rules. NR
132.19 talks only about exemptions to the rules, and
NR 182.19 makes mention of exemptions and permit
modifications, but nothing more. As Evelyn explained,
“Rules covering exemptions and modifications cannot
be considered as covering “variances.” The definition
of the terms do not necessarily overlap.” 

The absence of specific rules governing variances is
no small matter. In our experience, Kennecott asked
for a number of variances to the DNR rules before its
mining permit was granted. For example, NR
132.18(1)(c) requires that a mine be at least 300 feet
from a river. But Kennecott was granted a variance
that allowed the mine to be only 140 feet from the
river. We were allowed to comment on that variance
request during the Master Hearing. But what if the
request had been made after the permit had been
granted? There is nothing in the DNR rules to prevent
such a situation from occurring, much less insure pub-
lic participation in the decision-making process. We
saw it as a giant loophole in the regulations.

All of the aforementioned procedural problems
were of great concern to us. We felt that the people of
the state should have, at the very least, the same
opportunity as a mining company to request: (1)
exemptions and variances to the mining rules; and
(2) modifications to mining permits. So in our peti-
tion we requested that any municipality, tribal gov-
ernment or group of five citizens, whether or not an
official “party” to the Master Hearing, be given the

right to request any of these changes at any time. We
also asked that the department provide an opportu-
nity for public informational hearings and contested
case hearings on any such request made by a mining
company. We wanted to make sure that the people of
the community would be on equal footing with the
multinationals when it came to requesting and evalu-
ating any changes to the conditions for mining.

Professional Supervision of the
Construction of Mining Waste
Facilities
NR 182 requires a registered professional engineer to
design a mining waste facility such as a tailings dam
and to take a look at the facility after it has been built.
But there is no requirement that the engineer super-
vise the actual construction of the facility to insure the
integrity of how it is built. Since residents of a mining
area stand to be directly and severely impacted in the
case of dam failure or accidents due to structural
faults in dike construction, we believed that the state
should require a registered professional engineer to
supervise the actual building of these waste facilities
from start to finish.

DNR Inspections of Mining
Operations
NR 182.12 and NR 132.14 state that the DNR may
inspect a mining operation or a mining waste facility
to make sure the mining operation is in compliance
with state laws and rules. But in general the inspec-
tions are left up to the mining company to perform
itself. We didn’t think a system of self-inspection was
adequate to protect the environment or public safety.
So we suggested that several rules be created to
require that:
� Inspections be done by the DNR on an irregular

basis, averaging not less than one partial inspec-
tion per month and one complete inspection per
calendar quarter;

� DNR inspections occur without prior notice to the
mining company; and

� Copies of all inspection records and reports be
made available to the public at a central location in
the county.

Our requests were patterned after federal laws for the
inspection of surface coal mines. We believed that hard
rock mining, a much more complicated activity than
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surface coal mining, certainly merited inspection rules
at least as strong as those used for the coal industry.

Groundwater Quality Standards
This petition attacked NR 182.075, the natural
resource rule that allows a mining company to pol-
lute the state’s waters up to the arbitrary Maximum
Contaminant Levels (MCLs) established for drinking
water. The whole issue of MCLs was discussed in
great detail earlier in the book. But for now suffice it
to say that we found it highly insulting that the state
would allow a foreign mining company interested
only in profits to come in and pollute our surface
and groundwaters. Clean water is essential for the
health of the public and the environment as a
whole, and NR 182.075 does nothing more than
trick people into thinking that MCL standards are
adequate to “protect the public health, safety and
welfare.”

Evelyn even found a study done in 1988 by the
United States General Accounting Office (GAO) that
implied the use of MCLs as groundwater quality stan-
dards was not a good idea. Here is how the GAO sum-
marized its findings (CD 69-3):

We found that states continue to use drinking water
standards as groundwater standards. However, the
appropriateness of doing so is debatable. We found
that groundwater quality in 91.8 percent of the loca-
tions we studied surpassed drinking water standards
for all substances measured. That is a positive result.
However, in examining the implications of adopting
drinking water standards as groundwater protection
standards we found that their adoption would allow
the potential for degradation of a considerable
amount of groundwater.

Our petition to the DNR mentioned that Wis. Stat.
144.025(1) [renumbered to Wis. Stat. 281.11 in
1995] requires the DNR to “protect, maintain and
improve” the quality of the state’s waters, and we
also included some information from the Wisconsin
Attorney General’s office to help make the case for
requiring the DNR to enforce a non-degradation
standard. You see, when reviewing the history of
Wis. Stat. 144.025(1), Evelyn discovered that
Attorney General Robert Warren (R-Green Bay) had
written an opinion in 1974 (63 Atty. Gen 260) in
which he stated that certain actions, even though
statutory, may be denied if they “would be counter-
productive in achieving the goals set out in s.
144.025(1)” (CD 69-4). Wow! Allowing pollution
to MCLs was certainly counter-productive to main-

taining the quality of the state’s waters, so the
Attorney General’s opinion definitely supported
what we were trying to accomplish with our
petition!

Another interesting fact was that the DNR had
recently decided to adopt a non-degradation standard
for certain spring-fed trout streams in the state. So we
argued that it only made sense to apply the same
standard to the groundwater responsible for feeding
such streams

Information to be Included in the
Environmental Impact Statement
This petition dealt with the fact that mining exploits
the irreplaceable and valuable groundwater of the
state as well as our irreplaceable and valuable miner-
als. We believed the DNR had overlooked Wisconsin’s
groundwater as an economic commodity of great value
when NR 132 and NR 182 were written, and that the
impact of mining on the purity and value of our
groundwater should be included as part of the
Environmental Impact Statement for any mining proj-
ect. As Evelyn wrote in the petition, “Only after peo-
ple are forced to buy drinking water because of
polluted water supplies do they realize the high value
of clean drinking water.”

We thought this problem should be quantified by
the DNR up front. After all, Wis. Stat. 1.11 calls for an
EIS to include information about “the relationship
between local short-term uses of the human environ-
ment and the maintenance and enhancement of long-
term productivity” as well as “any irreversible and
irretrievable commitments of resources which would
be involved in the proposed action.” So we asked in
our petition that the natural resource rules be
amended to require that the following pertinent
information be included in the EIS for any mining
proposal:
� A detailed study of the groundwater pollution that

could be expected from the mining site and waste
dump, with the perimeter of the study zone being
the boundary at which no further changes in
groundwater quality are anticipated; and

� A translation of the above study results into mone-
tary values, so that the worth of our clean ground-
water as a perpetual renewable source of drinking
water could be quantified. In addition, we felt the
costs of treating acid mine drainage and the dis-
posing of treatment sludge should be factored into
the monetary assessment.
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We believed this type of analysis was the only way
to get a grasp on the value of our groundwater. Then,
instead of giving our clean water away to the mining
companies to use as a waste receptacle, we figured
the state could demand full payment for all that stood
to be lost. Or perhaps the department would be
inclined to not allow mining at all!

So how did the DNR react to our six petitions?
Fortunately, ignoring us was not an option, You see,
according to Wis. Stat. 227.12, “a municipality, an
association which is representative of a farm, labor,
business or professional group, or any 5 or more per-
sons having an interest in a rule may petition an agency
requesting it to promulgate a rule.” We certainly were
able to round up the required number of signatures, so
the Natural Resources Board was obligated to schedule
a hearing to discuss all of our requests.

To tell you the whole story, however, I need to take
you back to 1986, because that’s the first time we sub-
mitted these particular petitions to the DNR. At that
time Kennecott appeared to be out of the picture,
because the mining company had not yet returned to
the Town of Grant with its new, scaled-down mining
proposal. But in 1986, Exxon was actively seeking a
mining permit to develop the Crandon deposit in
Forest County. So we joined forces with our friends in
the Crandon area to get signatures on the petitions. In
particular, George Rock of the Wisconsin Resources
Protection Council and Sonny Wreczycki of the Rolling
Stone Lake Protection and Rehabilitation District were

at my side to push for the rule changes, as reported in
the May 30, 1986 issue of the Milwaukee Sentinel (CD
69-5). Two other friends from the Crandon area who
were right there to help us fight the buzzards were
Dorothy and Warde Tyra. I have the utmost respect for
all these people.

The hearing on our petitions was held in July of
1986. But despite our claims that the rules needed to
be changed in order to protect the groundwater of
northern Wisconsin and pristine streams like the Wolf
River, the Natural Resources Board decided to deny
all six of our requests. This of course was done on the
recommendation of the DNR, represented by DNR
Secretary Carroll Besadny’s executive assistant, Linda

WIS. STAT. 227.12 PETITION FOR RULES.
(1) Unless the right to petition for a rule is restricted by

statute to a designated group or unless the form of pro-
cedure for a petition is otherwise prescribed by statute,
a municipality, an association which is representative
of a farm, labor, business or professional group, or any
5 or more persons having an interest in a rule may peti-
tion an agency requesting it to promulgate a rule.

(2) A petition shall state clearly and concisely:
(a) The substance or nature of the rule making

requested.
(b) The reason for the request and the petitioners’

interest in the requested rule.
(c) A reference to the agency’s authority to promulgate

the requested rule.
(3) Within a reasonable period of time after the receipt of a

petition under this section, an agency shall either deny
the petition in writing or proceed with the requested rule
making. If the agency denies the petition, it shall
promptly notify the petitioner of the denial, including a
brief statement of the reason for the denial. If the
agency proceeds with the requested rule making, it shall
follow the procedures prescribed in this subchapter.

My friend Sonny Wreczycki
One does not easily forget someone like Sonny Wreczycki.
His easy smile makes him a most likable person—but don’t
be fooled. Sonny is tough, and he is well-informed about
the area that the proposed mine at Crandon would exploit.
He has done detailed map work of the mine site and the
surrounding wetlands and can clearly explain what would
happen to the groundwater, lakes and streams around
Crandon should the mine ever become a reality. With the
support of his sweet wife Mimi, Sonny is tireless in spread-
ing the word about what the buzzards are trying to get away
with in his part of the state. When I see Sonny, I always
think that this gentle giant of a man is big enough to scatter
the mining guys all by himself!

Figure 69-2. Roscoe Churchill and Sonny Wreczycki have
worked together for many years to fight the multinationals. Here
they are pictured at the Forest County Courthouse on the day
that Judge Janine Geske upheld the validity of a Local
Agreement to build the proposed Crandon mine (photo by Sandy
Lyon of Springbrook, WI, March 8, 2001).
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Bochert. Bochert, you may recall, had helped draft
the “consensus” rules in the early 1980s. She kept
showing up now and then like a bad penny to defend
the department’s policy of allowing the mining indus-
try to pollute the state’s waters.

I am including a copy of a newspaper article that
appeared in the Northcountry Journal in September of
1986 regarding our petitions (Figure 69-3). In particu-
lar, it focussed on the board’s 5-2 vote to deny our
request for more stringent groundwater protection stan-
dards. The only members of the board who sided with
us were John Brogan of Green Bay and Helen Jacobs of
Milwaukee. I was pleased to see that the article exposed
the DNR for what it was—an agency full of doubletalk.
On the one hand Linda Bochert was quoted as assuring
everyone that the department could use more restrictive
standards than MCLs to protect groundwater quality at
mine sites. But at the same time we knew that Robert
Ramharter of the department had already admitted the

DNR intended to use MCLs as the enforcement standard
for the Crandon project.

Public Intervenor Waltraud Arts, who at the time
was one-hundred percent on our side, was quick to
point out how the DNR was misleading the public.
She knew that the department’s statements about
how the rules protected our groundwater did not
match the reality of the situation. Here is how her
comments, as well as those of Linda Bochert, were
reported in the Northcountry Journal:

“Bochert clearly said the DNR would not automati-
cally use MCLs,” says Waltraud Arts, the state
Department of Justice Public Intervenor appointed to
represent the public interest in mining issues.

“Yet that’s precisely what the DNR is doing on the
Exxon permit!” says Arts. “They’re washing their
hands of responsibility. Where is the rationale? What
is their justification?” …

Summarizing the majority position, Bochert said,
“The (past) decisions by the DNR Board and the

Figure 69-3. DNR doubletalk helps convince the Natural Resources Board to reject a citizen petition asking for a non-degradation standard for
the state’s waters (Northcountry Journal, September 1986; republished with permission).
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Legislature were to reject as unrealistic and unwork-
able the approach which would tolerate absolutely
no change in the background condition of the
groundwater.”

As you might imagine, just like Waltraud Arts, Evelyn
was anxious to get in her two-cents worth on what
Bochert had to say about groundwater protection
standards. She wrote a thoughtful essay that I am
including below for you to see, in which she chal-
lenged Bochert’s claim that a non-degradation stan-
dard was “unrealistic and unworkable.”

After all our requests for rule-making were rejected
by the Natural Resources Board in 1986, we didn’t give
up. We circulated various combinations of our petitions
two more times, in 1987 and 1989. And two more
times the petitions were rejected, with Linda Bochert
taking the lead role in shooting them down. We got
nowhere at all with the department, as made clear in
an article that appeared in the August 25, 1989 issue of
the Eau Claire Leader-Telegram (CD 69-6).

I am including on the CD-ROM that accompanies
the book a copy of the letter that Bochert sent to the
petitioners in 1989 to inform us that our requests had
been denied (CD 69-7), as well as Bochert’s official
report to the Natural Resources Board in which the
recommendation was made to ignore our concerns
(CD 69-8). Reading these documents will give you a
“one up” on dealing with the DNR the next time
someone makes a similar request to strengthen the
state’s mining rules.

But there is more to tell! If a citizen does not agree
with a rule-making decision made by the Natural
Resources Board, it is possible to appeal the decision
to the state legislature’s Joint Committee for Review
of Administrative Rules. This particular committee
has the authority to suspend rules that, among other
things, conflict with existing state law, fail to comply
with legislative intent or impose an undue hardship.
It can also suspend rules if an emergency occurs
related to public health or welfare.

That sounded like the right committee for us to
contact, so in November of 1989 the Rusk County
Citizens Action Group passed a resolution in support
of asking the Joint Committee “to investigate, hold
hearings and where warranted, suspend the adminis-
trative rules in question, until the whole legislature
can pass on their merits” (Figure 69-4). And we fol-
lowed up by sending a letter to Sen. John Plewa (D-
Milwaukee) and Rep. John Antaramian (D-Kenosha),
the two men who shared the chairmanship of the
Joint Committee (Figure 69-5).

People across the state wholeheartedly supported
this move of ours to put the heat on the DNR, and sev-
eral friends, including Al Gedicks of the Wisconsin
Resources Protection Council and Jeff Peterson of the
Wisconsin Greens, sent their own letters to Sen. Plewa,
encouraging him to launch an investigation into the
DNR’s actions (CD 69-9).

For a while it looked like we were making progress.
In particular, Sen. Plewa sent a letter to DNR Secre-
tary Besadny in January of 1990, requesting more
information about the DNR’s denial of our petitions
(CD 69-10). Unfortunately, however, that’s the last
we heard. No further action was taken.

So, my dear readers, we still have the same terrible
natural resource rules on the books today as we did in
1982. Three times we submitted petitions to the DNR
to amend NR 132 and NR 182, and three times we
were denied. But it is not too late. With the informa-
tion I have provided to you in this chapter, it is my
hope that someone will take the initiative to resurrect
the petitions once more. They are filled with Evelyn’s

A Non-degradation Standard for
Groundwater Protection is
Necessary and Workable
By Evelyn Churchill

Despite mining-influenced legal classification of mining
wastes as non-hazardous, the reality of the situation is:
Mining Wastes Are Hazardous. Current experience of old
mining states in the West demonstrates that, all too vividly.
Severe pollution is arising from long abandoned mines, has
killed off fish in streams; and surface waters need water
treatment before they are drinkable. Unfortunately, this pol-
lution is on the increase and is expected to go on for cen-
turies in many cases. Contact Leadville or Minturn,
Colorado and they can tell you all about it.

Although Ms. Bochert maintains that a non-degradation
standard for groundwater quality is unworkable, western
mining states, namely: Arizona, California, Idaho, Colorado,
Missouri and New Mexico, currently have non-degradation
as the groundwater quality standard. Possibly, now that
they are experiencing the pollution of past mining, they are
trying to protect what clean groundwater yet remains.

Traditionally, the Wisconsin DNR’s policy has been one of
non-degradation, until the mining companies came to our
state! Representatives of Kennecott, Exxon, U.S. Steel and
Wisconsin Manufacturers and Commerce joined the DNR in
the early 1980s to set up mining rules addressing mining
company needs. That is when the pollution standard for
groundwater quality was born.
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legal research which is still relevant today. And the
DNR’s reasoning for denying our requests is still as
dumb as it was in the 1980s. We just need to have
someone in charge of the DNR who will listen to us.
May you succeed in making the case for protecting
our precious resources from being exploited by the
multinational corporations of the world!
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One day in the spring of 1989, my friend Sandy
Lyon called Evelyn and me on the phone with a sug-
gestion that we host the annual Protect the Earth
Festival at our farm the following September. This
was to be the fourth such meeting of environmentally
concerned Native and non-Native peoples in northern
Wisconsin. The idea behind the festival was to bring
everyone together to talk about the hazards of metal-
lic sulfide mining and any other environmental prob-
lems facing Wisconsin. We also were concerned about
social issues, including the need to honor Native
American treaty rights. Sandy felt several hundred
people from around the state would likely attend the
two-day event, open to the public.

Now Sandy is a dynamic lady full of ideas and
enthusiasm, and she has deep concerns for what the
Native Americans call Mother Earth. She also is pretty
persuasive. By the time she called us about having the
Protect the Earth event at our farm, she had already
done a great deal of planning, and Evelyn was quite
enthusiastic when she heard all of Sandy’s ideas. We
just had to say “Yes.” We were closely tied to the peo-
ple who were likely to come to the festival, and it
seemed like our farm would be a good place to meet.

Sandy suggested the event be held on the Sunday
and Monday of Labor Day weekend. That way people
could arrive at our farm on Sunday morning to set up
camp and begin meeting with each other in the after-
noon. But I need to explain something here. Instead
of one event, it was really going to be two! You see,
the first day of the festival was to consist of people
getting together in talking circles at our farm to dis-
cuss environmental and social issues of mutual con-
cern. It was aptly called the Many Paths Gathering,
and Sandy worked with two of my friends from north-

western Wisconsin, Jeff Peterson and Larry Dodge, to
organize it. The second day of the event, planned for
Memorial Park in Ladysmith, was to be the traditional
Protect the Earth Festival where there would be
speakers, music and lots of good food.

Someone designed a really nice flier for the event
(Figure 70-1), and Jeff and Larry were even able to get
a $750 grant from the Wisconsin Community Develop-
ment Fund to help cover some of the expenses related
to the festival, like printing and mailing the flier. In
addition, the Rusk County Citizens Action Group sent
out its own letter encouraging people to come to the
event and join us in our efforts to protect Wisconsin’s
precious natural resources (CD 70-1). It’s clear that a
lot of people were bound and determined to make the
weekend gathering a big success.

Protect the Earth Festival at 
Oak Knoll Farm (September 1989)

C H A P T E R  7 0

Figure 70-1. Flier for the Protect the Earth Festival and Many Paths
Gathering held at the Churchill farm in 1989. See CD 70-2 for more details.
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Evelyn and I began planning early. We wanted to
be sure we were prepared for all the people who
would be camping overnight on the farm. Our back
field was the best place for setting up tents, so that’s
where we decided the camp site would be. The field
starts with a high knoll topped with oak and birch
trees and then slopes eastward toward the Deer Tail
Creek. We had recently christened our farm “Oak
Knoll” after this very spot. The oaks sprang up there
in the late 1940s, after my father cleared out the
birch.

I love this land, and Evelyn and I were so excited to
think we would be sharing it with our friends who
had helped us all along in our efforts to protect places
just like this.

Among our tasks to get ready for the event was
harvesting the second-crop hay from the field where
the campers would be staying. Otherwise my crop
was sure to be trampled and our guests would have a
hard time setting up their tents. You might be inter-
ested to know that one person who helped me bale

the hay the day before the festival was none other
than Secretary of State Doug La Follette!

Now I respect Doug’s ability to get things done on
environmental issues, and it’s a pleasure to see him
make waves at the State Capitol. But when it comes to
farm work, I guess you could say he is sort of a “city
boy.” So it was interesting to watch him bouncing
around on the hay wagon trying to stack bales! But he
stayed right at it. I can see him yet—the Secretary of
State out in my field, helping me make hay so we
could host the Protect the Earth Festival at our farm.
You’ve got to love someone like that.

Besides cutting the hay, we needed to make sure
that people coming to the gathering would have
plenty of fresh water for drinking and washing. So I
loaded a wagon with milk cans, filled them with
water and set the wagon at the edge of the field. It
worked pretty well.

However, there was one more problem to solve.
Toilet facilities were needed for several hundred peo-
ple. I don’t know how the word got out that we were

Jeff Peterson, a true activist
I met Jeff Peterson in the 1980s, when he stepped
forward to help us in our struggle against
Kennecott. Jeff is a school teacher from Luck,
Wisconsin. And he is the kind of guy that … well,
when you see him in a crowd, you just feel glad.
When it comes to Wisconsin’s natural resources
and the state’s political arena, he is one of the most
concerned people I have ever met. And he isn’t just
talk. Jeff has been very active in the Wisconsin
Green Party and has run for state office on several
different occasions.

Jeff is willing to put himself on the line to work for a
better world, even if it means being thrown in jail
for acts of nonviolent civil disobedience. He is an
activist in the finest sense of the word. Over the
years he has networked with other concerned peo-
ple in northwestern Wisconsin, like Larry Dodge of
Cumberland and Steve Pearson of Danbury, to pro-
mote peace and justice both locally and globally. In
fact, to this day Jeff, Larry and Steve publish a
newsletter called the Global/Local Forum (originally
the Forum) that is devoted to spreading the word
about social and environmental issues that cut to
the very core of human existence. When I see all
that Jeff has done and continues to do, I cannot
help but feel great affection and admiration for him.

Figure 70-2. Jeff Peterson of the Wisconsin Greens holds the megaphone
for Roscoe Churchill at one of many protests against the Flambeau Mine
(News photo, Ladysmith News, July 5, 1990; republished with permission).
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in a bit of a predicament, but a few days before the
event was to take place, two young fellows came out
to the farm and offered to dig a latrine and put up a
temporary outhouse for us. I had never met these
men before, but as I recall, my friend Chuck Ericksen
from Ladysmith had something to do with it. At any
rate, they worked real hard and built an outhouse at
the edge of the field, below the bank a little ways.
There was some brush there, too, so the whole thing
ended up being pretty much hidden from view. The
outhouse was a two-room two-holer—you know, one
for Ma and one for Pa. While a bit crude, it was very
adequate. After all, most of the people were going to
be using it for only one night.

The weekend finally arrived. By Saturday night
people were beginning to move in, and on Sunday
morning they kept coming and coming. Doug La
Follette was there acting as a guide, directing people
where to park and pitch their tents. He had spent some
time helping to plan the layout for the event and had
even put together a hand-out for people, including a
map of our farm (CD 70-3). Without all his help,
things certainly would not have gone as smoothly.

The weather was so beautiful that Sunday, with the
sun shining brightly as people arrived. Eventually we
had about 60 tents and over 150 people in our back
field. There was even a large tepee on the side of the
hill. It was pretty darned impressive.

People came from all over Wisconsin, and some

from Minnesota and Michigan as well. In particular I
was glad to see so many of my Indian friends come to
share their knowledge with us. It just felt right to see
them sitting on the hillside where their ancestors
might have sat many years earlier. We had a wonder-
ful mix of people, and everyone shared a common
concern to protect the earth.

On Sunday afternoon, people got together in five
different talking circles out in my hay field to discuss
the following issues of concern (Figure 70-3):

� Kennecott and Exxon’s plans to mine in northern
Wisconsin;

� Ojibwe treaty rights;

� Peace and resistance (including third world
issues);

� Women’s rights; and

� Alternative politics (including the politics of the
Green Party).

I walked from circle to circle to sit in on each discus-
sion for a while, and it was so inspiring. But I must
admit that my main job was to serve as host and keep
everything moving, so I couldn’t participate in the
talks as much as I would have liked. Later, however,
the individual circles got together in a large group to
report what everyone had learned and discuss strat-
egy, so that gave me a chance to get up to speed.
Larry Dodge facilitated the discussion, and after the

Figure 70-3. There was no shortage of interest in discussing issues of environmental and social concern at the Many Paths Gathering that
was held at the Churchill farm. People camped and assembled into talking circles in Roscoe’s hay field (Photo by Sandy Lyon of Springbrook,
WI, September 1989). 
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meeting he got together with several of his friends to
write a summary report of what had transpired.

Lucky for us, Larry was part of a collective of ten or
so people from northwestern Wisconsin that published
a periodical called the Forum. The magazine dealt with
the same kinds of social and environmental issues that
had been discussed in our circles. So what Larry
decided to do with some of his $750 grant was to pub-
lish and mail out a special edition of the magazine
devoted to our meeting! The issue was entitled “The
Oak Knoll Statement” in honor of the Churchill farm
where the talks had taken place (CD 70-4).

Many important issues were discussed that day in the
“talking circles” out in the field. But I would like to tell
you in particular about the circle that dealt with Ojibwe
treaty rights. At first glance you might think this has
nothing to do with my story of fighting the mine, but
nothing could be further from the truth. Let me explain.

Several months before the gathering at our farm,
specifically on July 4, 1989, an organization known
as the Midwest Treaty Network (MTN) was founded
at the Lac du Flambeau Reservation located in north-
ern Wisconsin. As described on the group’s own web
page (http://www.treatyland.com), the Midwest
Treaty Network is “an alliance of Indians and non-
Indians dedicated to supporting Native American sov-
ereignty in the western Great Lakes region” (CD
70-5). When people came to the Protect the Earth
Festival at my farm, many of them were geared up to
build on the foundation of this new organization.

So what does Native American sovereignty have to
do with protecting the earth? Plenty! People like Walt
Bresette came to the talking circle on Ojibwe treaty
rights and helped us understand that protecting
Native American treaty rights is in step with our strug-
gle to protect northern Wisconsin from being
exploited by multinational corporations. You see, Rusk
County is located within the ceded territory of the
Ojibwe, as is Forest County and many other counties
with potential mining sites (CD 70-6). And when the
United States government took possession of the land
in the 1800s, part of the deal was that tribal members
could continue to hunt, fish and gather resources from
the land, just as they and their ancestors had always
done. Since the ceded territory is not part of the out-
right Indian reservations, the term “off-reservation
harvesting rights” was coined to describe this particu-
lar treaty right. As explained by the Midwest Treaty
Network, it is a right “similar to selling your land but
retaining water or access rights” (CD 70-5).

Treaty rights are not to be taken lightly by any per-
son, any government or any corporation. In fact,

treaties are no less than international agreements
between the United States government and the
Indian Nations. According to Article VI of the U.S.
Constitution, “… all Treaties made, or which shall be
made, under the authority of the United States, shall
be the supreme Law of the Land.” And this sanctity
has been upheld in federal court.

So how does this relate to mining? Not only do the
Ojibwe love their ancestral hunting grounds and want
to protect the land from being destroyed by multina-
tional corporations, but because of their off-reserva-
tion treaty rights to hunt, fish and gather, they have a
legal right to defend the resources of the ceded terri-
tory from being exploited and degraded. Think about
it. What it boils down to is this:

For example, if a nuclear power company wants to
use northern Wisconsin’s granite bedrock as an
underground nuclear waste dump, and it’s clear that
radiation from the dump could harm the deer, pheas-
ants, ducks, fish and plants in the area, the tribe could
make a case in court for denying the company a per-
mit for the dump. The same scenario could be applied
to mining companies whose projects are likely to
cause acid mine drainage that would kill fish and
aquatic plants like wild rice.

There is no doubt in my mind that treaty rights are
a real concern to corporations that want to move into
northern Wisconsin and exploit our resources (CD 70-
7). In fact, in the late 1980s, Gov. Tommy Thompson
seemed obsessed with trying to finagle a state buyout
of Ojibwe treaty rights. He was aided by U.S.
Representative James Sensenbrenner, a Republican
congressman from the southern part of the state who
actually introduced legislation on the federal level to
do away with Ojibwe treaty rights altogether!

Many of us thought the efforts put forth by Thomp-
son and Sensenbrenner were not only racist, but part of
a hidden agenda to promote northern Wisconsin as a
mining district. Luckily those two buzzards failed. But
the whole incident served to reaffirm the idea that
treaty rights could very well be the key to blocking mining
projects and other corporate ventures that are likely to
damage the environment and degrade our resources.

Native and non-Native people have common ground
in wanting to protect Wisconsin’s northwoods from
being exploited, and that is what helped bring all of
us together for the Protect the Earth Festival at Oak
Knoll Farm. Those who participated in the “talking

Protecting treaty rights helps protect the environment.
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When white people in Wisconsin hear the phrase “treaty rights,”
the first thing that pops into their heads is spearfishing. Well,
there is a lot more to treaty rights than spearing. But I would
like to spend some time talking about spearfishing because,
believe it or not, it factors into the mining controversy.

The 1989 Protect the Earth Festival was held during the time
period of the spearfishing crisis in northern Wisconsin. I’m
talking about all the abuse the Ojibwe endured at the hands of
red-necks who threw stones at them, threatened them and
called them names, just because the tribes were exercising
their legal right to spear fish in their ancestral waters. Some
of the white guys, including fishermen and people who
owned resorts and cabins on the lakes, even got in front of
the Indians at the boat landings to cut them off from getting
to the water. But the Ojibwe didn’t retaliate. They just went
about their business.

I support the Ojibwe’s
right to spear fish.
They were doing it
long before the white
man showed up on the
scene, and the tribes
retained the right to
hunt, fish and gather
resources in the ceded
territory as part of the
deal when the treaties
were signed. They
have had everything
else taken away from
them, and some peo-
ple are just ready to
take the last little bit
they have. If the Ojibwe
want to spear fish
where their ancestors
did, I wholeheartedly
support them.

But some white sports-
men to this day claim the
Indians’ right to spear
threatens the supply of
fish for everyone else.
Well, that doesn’t make
any sense at all because
tribal fishermen don’t
harvest that many fish.
You can see for yourself
(Figure 70-4). In fact,
the Ojibwe have done far

less damage to the environment than all those white people
who have polluted our lakes and streams with industrial
waste and gone beyond their bag limits of fish.

No, I think what’s really going on is more an issue of how
some mean-spirited white guys think that “Indians only belong
on the reservation” and that honoring treaty rights somehow
gives Native Americans special treatment they don’t deserve. If
a red-neck were to sign a contract, I’m sure he would raise
quite a fuss if the other party didn’t honor the terms. Yet the
same guy thinks it’s OK to ignore a contract signed between
the U.S. government and the Ojibwe Nation. That’s the kind of
irrational thinking that turned into harassment and violence
against tribal fishermen, especially during the late 1980s. It
makes me almost ashamed to be a white man when I see how
other whites treated the Ojibwe in such a derogatory way.

Spearfishing and mining
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Graph 70-1. This graph shows a comparison of walleye harvest by treaty fishermen and state-licensed
anglers in Wisconsin. See CD 70-8 for more information on tribal fishery management [Source: Seasons of
the Ojibwe, a publication of GLIFWC, 2004; republished with permission].
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circle” that dealt with Ojibwe treaty rights were inter-
ested in helping the newly-formed Midwest Treaty
Network get organized so that treaty rights could be
better protected. As people shared ideas in the circle,
a plan emerged to organize three core groups within
the Midwest Treaty Network:
� An education committee to gather and distribute

information on treaty issues;
� A speakers’ bureau to provide knowledgeable speak-

ers on treaty issues to communities and schools;
and

� A legal committee to research, study and formulate
legal strategy regarding treaty issues.

The Midwest Treaty Network has grown into an effec-
tive organization for protecting Native rights in a peace-
ful way, and everyone benefits as a result. As described
on the Network’s web page, MTN’s goal is to “build
bridges between Indian and non-Indian communities”
in order to promote the mutual concerns of “peace,
environmental protection and economic stability” (CD
70-5). For example, in 1995 the Network started a cam-
paign known as the Wolf Watershed Educational Project
to help raise public awareness about the hazards of the
proposed Crandon mine.

Helping the Midwest Treaty Network get organized
was one of the most important things to come out of
the Protect the Earth gathering in 1989. It really
pleased Evelyn and me to know that something so
good had happened right here on our farm.

While a lot of work was accomplished the first day
of the gathering by all those who participated in the
talking circles, we also had time for some fun! One
thing people enjoyed doing was walking around the

farm and seeing the beauty of Deer Tail Creek. In par-
ticular, I remember how Amy Ackley, a niece to my
Ojibwe friend Fred Ackley, came up to Evelyn and me
and said, “You live in paradise.” And that’s what the
festival was really about: Saving this paradise we call
Mother Earth for future generations to use and enjoy.

As evening approached, you can imagine that peo-
ple were getting hungry. The Rusk County Citizens
Action Group had volunteered to serve dinner, and a
big share of the cooking was done right in our house.
Let me tell you, things were humming in the Churchill
kitchen that day! A lot of women brought food and
offered to help Evelyn, and our daughters Susan and
Ann were there to assist with the preparations as well.
They all did their best to make sure everyone felt wel-
come and had enough to eat.

After dinner we sat around a large bonfire near the
tepee in my field and listened to the words of the
Ojibwe spiritual leaders. And then there was a full
evening of fun! The Mole Lake Drum and singers
came to provide entertainment, and you could just
feel the love among everyone there. As the hours
slipped by, Evelyn and I began to get tired. So we
decided to sneak out and go to bed, leaving the party
for the younger folks to enjoy.

The next morning I saddled my little paint mare,
April, rode up to the encampment and stood in
silhouette on the hilltop with the sun shining on me. I
guess you could say I was putting on the dog a little bit!
Next I rode among the tents and called out a greeting
so everyone would be up and ready for breakfast and
the day’s program. Some of the campers had gotten up
even earlier to participate in a sunrise ceremony con-
ducted by Lakota tribal member Dale Looks Twice.

To address the problem, the Midwest Treaty Network came
forward in 1989 to coordinate what was called the Witness
for Nonviolence program. Hundreds of people, both Native
and non-Native, were trained to serve as a peaceful presence
at the boat landings, to watch and document all the nasty
things that were being done to the Ojibwe. Those were very
tense times, but the witnesses stayed on the scene and did
their job. Eventually the harassment subsided. I encourage
you to get all the details by reading Walleye Warriors, an
intense book about the spearfishing crisis and the Witness
for Nonviolence program written by Walt Bresette and Rick
Whaley (ISBN USA 1-930149-00-X).

Now here is the tie-in to the mining controversy. At the time
of the battle over spearing rights, Walt remarked how the
white sportsmen and Indians were fighting over fish that they

couldn’t even eat! The mercury levels in the fish were too
high to be safe for consumption. Walt pointed out that the
real threat to our water, forests, fish and wildlife was not
spearing—it was metallic sulfide mining, acid rain, timber
exploitation, nuclear waste dumps and all the other activities
that pollute and destroy the land. He taught us that we share
common ground in wanting to protect our resources from
being degraded. The Midwest Treaty Network has built on
that truth as a way to bring people together. Even sportfishing
groups and the tribes are now working together to preserve
the fishery. That’s quite an accomplishment!

As Walt said, Native and non-Native people in northern
Wisconsin have more in common with each other than they
do with our state government or multinational corporations.

Spearfishing and mining (continued)
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Before going further, I would like to acknowledge
the Flambeau Valley Peace Coalition, a group of
Catholic Sisters and lay people from the Ladysmith
area who provided breakfast for everyone that morn-
ing. Sister Mary John Van Der Loop and Dorothy
Volkman were two of the main ones who were there
to help. And I must mention that their support went
way beyond putting breakfast on the table for our
guests. The Flambeau Valley Peace Coalition was very
concerned about the Kennecott proposal and on many
occasions put articles in the newspaper about mining
and how we needed to protect our water resources.

After breakfast, the game plan was to head over to
Ladysmith’s Memorial Park for a full day of listening
to speakers and celebrating our beautiful earth with
singing and dancing. Sandy Lyon even arranged for
WOJB to broadcast the event live. Besides all that, a
flotilla to the mine site was planned for mid-after-
noon, similar to one that had taken place in October
of 1988. Bob Kaspar of Earth First! offered to organize
it, just as he had before.

But all of a sudden our plans had to be changed.
You see, even before we were finished with breakfast,
clouds started to roll in from the west and it started to
rain. We had no place on the farm to shelter such a
large number of people, and the original plans to
meet at Memorial Park for the day would not work
either. Evelyn and I started calling around town to see
if we could find a place where we could go and con-
tinue the meeting. But we did not have any luck and
were at a loss for what to do.

Then all of a sudden our friend Dorothy Volkman
came to us. She said she had made some phone calls
herself and had gotten permission for us to use the
gymnasium in the Catholic school for the day. It was
such a relief to have a place to get all those people out
of the rain! I’ve known Dorothy for a long time. She
lives her Christian faith and is a true environmental
person. I really appreciated how she helped us that day.

So off to the gym we went! WOJB moved with us
so that the radio station could broadcast the full day
of events, and I remember how Al Gedicks gave the
keynote address to a packed room. Many others like
Walt Bresette spoke as well. I can also picture my
friend Skip Jones, who came to sing and play his gui-
tar for everyone. I’ve known Skip for a long time. He’s
traveled to so many of our gatherings over the years
to provide music and share ideas. I can say with cer-
tainty that Skip, who lives on the Stockbridge-Munsee
Reservation near Bowler, Wisconsin, is a person who
is dedicated to doing nothing but good in the world.

Then I got a big surprise. While we were in the gym

having our meeting, all of a sudden Fred Ackley and
several other Mole Lake tribal members walked into
the room, carrying with them their big drum for mak-
ing music. They proceeded to set up a drumming cir-
cle. Then Fred stood up, looked toward me and said,
“That old guy always comes to our meetings at Mole
Lake, so we thought it was only fair for us to come to
this meeting.” He quickly added, “Will Evelyn and
Roscoe Churchill please come here by the drummers?
We would like to dedicate this song to you.”

I still get pretty emotional when I think about it. So
many people who I have come to love were there.
Sometimes life can be wonderful.

There was a lot happening inside the gym that day,
to say the least. But there is even more to tell you.
Despite the heavy rain, about 20 people still decided
to march through downtown Ladysmith with a 50-
foot banner that said “Just Say No to Mining.” And
about 35 more took off in canoes down the Flambeau
River to the mine site, where close to 90 people gath-
ered to listen to more speeches (while being watched
by several deputies from the Rusk County Sheriff ’s
Department). All of this got the attention of several
newspapers around the state, including the Milwau-
kee Sentinel, Capital Times, Eau Claire Leader-Telegram
and of course the Ladysmith News (Figure 70-5; CD
70-9 and CD 70-10). But the best reporting by far was
done by Jeff Peterson and Larry Dodge in an article
they printed in the Forum. It contained a number of

Figure 70-4. Skip Jones (left) and Walt Bresette (right) attended
many Protect the Earth Festivals over the years. Here they are pic-
tured at the 1992 gathering that was held at the Lac Courte Oreilles
Reservation near Hayward, Wisconsin (Photo by Kathy Olson of
Stone Lake, WI, July 1992). 
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nice photographs and really got to the heart of what
the two-day festival was all about (CD 70-11).

Several months later another fine article about the
Protect the Earth Festival appeared in a Madison
newspaper called the Isthmus (Figure 70-6). It was
written by reporter William Hurrle and included
information not only about our Labor Day get-
together, but a good overview of the mining contro-
versy. I still remember how William came to the
festival to see what was going on and then stayed
afterwards to sit down with Evelyn and me to ask us
about our involvement in fighting the mine. We had
never met him before, but I was struck by how he
treated us with such respect. To this day I run into
William every once in a while, and I’m always glad to
see him. There is little doubt he is a strong worker for
the environment.

While most everything went very well during the

Protect the Earth Festival at our farm, I do have one
unfortunate incident to report. A few days after the
event was over, I got a threatening phone call from
the DNR. It seems a disgruntled tavern keeper in the
area (who happened to favor the mine) had reported
me to the department for having built an outhouse in
my field to accommodate the crowd. I was told that a
DNR warden had stopped by to look at the two-room
two-holer when I wasn’t home and that I had to stop
using it as a toilet. I was instructed in no uncertain
terms, “Tear it down!” 

I was amazed by the conversation and asked the
gentleman from the DNR if he thought I was really
going to walk a quarter of a mile to relieve myself
(that’s not quite the word I used) when I had more
comfortable facilities in my house. But he wouldn’t
listen and insisted that I tear the outhouse down. My
response was, “No, I don’t think so. I might store a

Figure 70-5. The 4th annual Protect the Earth Festival was a big success, despite heavy rainfall that forced the second day of the event to be
held indoors (Ladysmith News, September 7, 1989; republished with permission).
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Figure 70-6. The
Protect the Earth
Festival at the
Churchill Farm
spurred a feature
article about the
mining controversy
in a Madison news-
paper. See CD 30-2
to read the complete
story (Isthmus,
March 2–8, 1990;
republished with
permission.
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Before moving on, I would like to tell you a little bit about the
history of the Protect the Earth gatherings. It all started in
1986, when the United States Department of Energy was
considering northern Wisconsin as the site for a nuclear
waste dump. As you might imagine, many people in the state
were really upset by this. Among them was Jim Schlender of
the Great Lakes Indian Fish and Wildlife Commission
(GLIFWC). GLIFWC is an organization that represents the
interests of eleven Ojibwe tribes in Michigan, Minnesota and
Wisconsin.

Jim, being the man he was, decided to do something about
his concerns. He came up with the idea of organizing a rally
to mount GLIFWC’s opposition to the proposal. With the help
of many others, his vision became a reality.

The rally was held at the Mole Lake Reservation in northeast-
ern Wisconsin, and it succeeded in making the public more
aware of the problems with the Department of Energy’s pro-
posal. But, just as important, the rally helped bring Indian
and white people together to work toward a common goal.
Mind you, this rally took place in 1986, at the height of the
spearfishing crisis in northern Wisconsin. But at this particu-
lar rally, everyone came together to show their support for
protecting our Mother Earth from being defiled. The nuclear
waste dump was never built.

That first Protect the Earth rally started a tradition. Almost
every year since, there has been a similar gathering in north-
ern Wisconsin, where Natives and non-Natives “hook up” for
the earth and for each other. In 1987, the focus changed
from nuclear waste dumps to Kennecott’s proposal to mine
in Rusk County, which as you know is in the ceded territory
of the Lake Superior Ojibwe. So for three years in a row,
1987 to 1989, the gatherings were held in Ladysmith. The
Lac Courte Oreilles Ojibwe, whose reservation is outside of
Hayward, Wisconsin have also hosted the event several
times. Mining is always a topic of discussion.

As my friend, Sandy Lyon, said, “Protect the Earth works
symbiotically with the anti-mining movement. It allows peo-
ple to love one another, to laugh together, to talk together
and to be serious together. Mailing lists and hearings are not
enough to sustain the movement. Protect the Earth is the
roses on the table and the slices of bread. It keeps people
together. It feeds their heart and soul.”

An important symbol of the Protect the Earth gatherings is
the Protect the Earth Staff. It is difficult for me to write about
this, because the staff is considered sacred. But what I can
tell you is that Walt Bresette had a hand in getting this whole
thing started. He had a vision of something being created
that could be passed from person to person as an honor and
a focus of power. Walt didn’t know what this something

would be, but the idea of a staff came to him. And the details
were revealed to him in the death of a friend, Tom Saunders
of Prairie Farm, Wisconsin.

Tom was a good man, a farmer who was concerned about
how so many family farms were going out of business
because of all the economic pressures they faced. He even
helped organize a “Farm Aid” concert to help raise money for
those in need and was acknowledged by Jesse Jackson for
his efforts. Tom would get so caught up in helping others
that more than once he jumped into his car to take off to a
meeting without filling his gas tank, only to run out of gas on
the way! He was a real activist.

Tom had no use for agribusiness and chose to farm with
horses. He always wore a red handkerchief around his neck
and had a twinkle in his eye. When you shook his hand, you
knew that you were shaking the hand of a real man, a real
farmer. You just had to love him. So you can imagine how
sad we were to learn in 1989 that Tom had been killed in a
logging accident. When Walt heard the news, he said, “Now’s
the time to make that staff—but from wood not felled by
man.”

“Wood not felled by man?” Dick Brooks, a good friend of
Walt, pondered those words. And all of a sudden it occurred
to him. “Beavers,” he said, “Let’s go look for a beaver dam.”
So Dick and his friend Don Garr took a walk along the
Namekagon River, close to Springbrook, until they came
upon a beaver dam—wood not felled by man. And there,
sticking up out of the water, was what was to become the
Protect the Earth Staff. The top had been gnawed by the
beavers into a shape that resembled a bear. Dick and Don
respectfully took the branch from the water, and Don, who is
an artist in wood sculpture, later shaped the branch into a
staff. He would be the first to admit, however, that most of
the work had already been done by the beavers.

The staff was brought to the Protect the Earth gathering at
Oak Knoll Farm in 1989, and Tom’s wife and son, along with
10 or so others, ran the staff about three miles from the farm
to where everyone was gathering in Ladysmith for our meet-
ing. It rained along the way, as if tears were washing the
staff. We then had a ceremony in which an eagle feather was
blessed by Ojibwe spiritual leader Joe Shibaiash from the
Fond du Lac Reservation in Minnesota. Joe then tied the
feather to the staff in honor of Tom Saunders.

Since that first feather was tied to the staff in 1989, many
more have been added in honor of those who are fighting the
good fight to protect our Mother Earth. Traditionally, these
feathers are added during a Protect the Earth gathering. One
year a feather was added for Hilary Waukau, and in 1991,
Walt tied a white eagle feather onto the staff for Sandy

The History of the Protect the Earth Festival 
and the Protect the Earth Staff
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little hay in it!” All he could say to that was, “Well,
you at least have to tear out the seat!” 

What a lot of fuss over a piddling outhouse! Well, I
never tore the building down, but it eventually just
sort of disintegrated. I salvaged a few 2 x 4’s from it,
but nothing else remains for the DNR to worry about. 

It’s interesting that a copper mine can dump pol-
luted wastewater into a river and the DNR goes along
with it, but the department thinks it’s dangerous for a
few people to pee on a gravel hillside for one day.
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organization’s web page, October 2001 (http://www.treaty-
land.com).

CD 70-6. “Ojibwe Ceded Territories and Member Tribes of GLIFWC,”
a map created by Jonathan Gilbert, Masinaigan, Spring
2002.

CD 70-7. “Fish Tales—For multinational mining companies,
Wisconsin’s spearfishing wars are a gold mine,” City Pages,
April 24, 1991.

CD70-8. Seasons of the Ojibwe, a publication of the Great Lakes
Indian Fish and Wildlife Commission, 2004 Edition, pp.
12–27; republished with permission.

CD 70-9. “Dozens turn out against mining,” Milwaukee Sentinel,
September 5, 1989.

CD70-10. “Mining protesters turn out,” Eau Claire Leader-Telegram,
September 5, 1989.

CD 70-11. “Many Paths Gathering draws 50 plus groups to camp-
out,” Forum, Fall 1989.

(Figure 2-16). In 1993, when the Protect the Earth gathering
was held at the Lac du Flambeau Reservation, a feather was
added for Evelyn and me. It was a great honor. As I write, I
believe there are about twenty or so feathers on the Protect
the Earth Staff.

After the Protect the Earth gathering at Oak Knoll Farm, Walt
presented the staff to Evelyn and me to hold in our care for
the following year. We felt honored to be the first keepers of
the staff and hung it up on the wall in our living room. Others
have been entrusted with the staff as well, and many have
carried it over the years. Walt had the staff in his care when
he “walked on” in 1999.

Walt used to say that the staff was for “someone who needed
it or deserved it.” You see, according to the tradition, anyone
who has touched the staff is with the person who carries it. I
have been at meetings where the staff has been passed rever-
ently from person to person in the room, because we all have
our own power to share. And that power goes into the staff to
help protect our Mother Earth.

Figure 70-7. The Protect the Earth Staff (Photo by Kathy Olson of
Stone Lake, WI, April 1996).

The History of the Protect the Earth Festival (continued)
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About eight months after the Local Agreement
was signed by officials from the Town of Grant, Rusk
County and the City of Ladysmith, Kennecott finally
completed its Environmental Impact Report (EIR) for
the project. This particular report is different than an
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), in that the
EIR is the responsibility of the company to draft,
rather than the DNR. It is meant to give the state a
detailed look at what the project entails and how 
the company expects the project to impact the
environment.

Once the company submits its EIR to the
Department of Natural Resources, it is up to the
department to review the report, confirm that the
information is accurate and identify any additional
concerns to be addressed. The DNR is then responsi-
ble for compiling a draft Environmental Impact
Statement (DEIS) for the public to review. Based on
comments received, the DEIS is revised by the
department and then issued as the final Envir-
onmental Impact Statement (FEIS). It is the FEIS
that goes to the Master Hearing and must be
approved by the state before any permits can be
granted.

These are the kinds of things we expected
Kennecott and the DNR to include in the official
reports required as part of the review process for the
proposed mine:
� Baseline monitoring data for groundwater 

quality;
� Information about how the mine was expected to

affect groundwater quantity and quality;
� A list of variances to DNR rules that would have

to be granted in order for the mine to be built;

� How the company proposed to protect the
Flambeau River from acid mine drainage; and

� Whether or not there were any endangered
species in the area that might be threatened by
the project.

This kind of information is pretty basic and also
pretty important. So I just couldn’t understand how
people like John Kaiser, Bob Plantz, Charles
Whittenberger, Tom Riegel, Marty Reynolds and Alan
Christianson could have signed the Local Agreement
without even seeing the Environmental Impact
Report, much less the Environmental Impact
Statement. One could truly say, “They bought a pig in
a poke.”

Kennecott set up an aggressive timetable for secur-
ing the necessary state permits to get its mining proj-
ect underway (Table 71-1). The company planned to
submit its Environmental Impact Report to the DNR
in March of 1989 and figured the final Environmental
Impact Statement could be completed by the depart-
ment within six months of that date. Ultimately,
Kennecott hoped to start shipping ore out of the Town
of Grant by January of 1991. As you will see, how-
ever, we managed to put a little dent into that sched-
ule. No ore was shipped until May of 1993. But that’s
getting ahead of my story.  

Kennecott delivered its Environmental Impact
Report and about a dozen different permit applications
to the Department of Natural Resources on April 3,
1989. The six-volume EIR, prepared by the Green Bay
engineering firm of Foth and Van Dyke, contained
about 2,000 pages. Project manager Larry Mercando
bragged in the March 23, 1989 issue of the Ladysmith
News that the EIR and all the related reports, if stacked,
measured more than four feet in height (CD 71-2).

The Draft Environmental 
Impact Statement is 

Released (September 1989)

C H A P T E R  7 1
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But what caught my eye more than Mercando’s
flashy comments about the “tremendous job” done by
Foth and Van Dyke was a statement made by Robert
Ramharter of the Department of Natural Resources.
He was a bit more forthright than Mercando, as you
can see by reading the following information that
appeared in the April 6, 1989 issue of the Ladysmith
News (CD 71-3):

[Robert Ramharter] said that a major part of DNR’s
review effort would be concerned with evaluation of
the mine’s effect on the area’s groundwater. The
material surrounding the ore body and the backfilled
waste rock have the potential to release contami-
nants such as sulfate, copper and iron. The mining
operation would also cause groundwater levels in the
immediate vicinity of the mine to drop, potentially
affecting nearby surface waters and wetlands.

“Kennecott has found it more difficult than antic-
ipated to complete the technical phase of the ground-
water modeling analysis,” Ramharter added. “As a
result it will take extra effort by the department to
make sure we have an adequate basis for predicting
potential groundwater impacts.”

Hmmm. The groundwater modeling for the project
was one of the most important parts of the report, and
it was clear from Ramharter’s statement that Kenne-
cott’s consulting firm had not done a good enough job
of evaluating the risks. He might have been thinking
back to December of 1988, when a DNR consultant
discovered that Kennecott had submitted flawed
water table maps to the department. And those were
the very maps that were supposed to be used for mak-
ing predictions about how the mine would affect the
groundwater and streams in the area!

As reported in the December 6, 1988 issue of the
Milwaukee Journal (CD 71-4), Public Intervenor
Kathleen Falk, who disclosed the map fiasco to the
public, stated that Kennecott’s plans for studying the
groundwater impacts from its mine contained serious
discrepancies that could skew the study results. She

asked the company to update its maps and provide
additional information to the DNR. But, based on the
above statement from Ramharter, apparently not all
the problems had been fixed.

It was somewhat reassuring to us that both
Ramharter and Falk had been paying close attention
to Kennecott’s groundwater modeling in late 1988
and early 1989. Unfortunately, however, that’s the
last we heard of it. When the DNR released its 173-
page draft Environmental Impact Statement in
September of 1989, all of a sudden Ramharter
changed his tune. He spoke as if all the serious prob-
lems alluded to earlier had miraculously disappeared,
even though the draft EIS contained little if any inde-
pendent verification of the mining company’s predic-
tions. You can read Ramharter’s rosy assessment of
the situation for yourself, as reported in the
September 2, 1989 issue of the Eau Claire Leader-
Telegram (CD 71-5):

“It appears that based on the analysis to this date,
which is preliminary, I think the project could meet
state standards with a few slight changes. … I think
there is not a lot of groundwater affected, and any
groundwater that is affected does not flow into the
Flambeau River,” [Ramharter] said.

Well, we didn’t buy what Ramharter was saying. He
apparently was relying on Kennecott’s own ground-
water modeling, which he himself had questioned
only five months earlier. And it wasn’t comforting to
hear that he thought the groundwater wouldn’t be
affected. Where was his proof?

Another area of concern to us involved all the vari-
ances that Kennecott was requesting for its project.
The DNR rules that were created in 1981 to regulate
mining were nothing to brag about to begin with,
and they had been further weakened in 1988 when
several new rules were adopted to exempt Kennecott
from a host of requirements. But that wasn’t enough
for the mining company. When Kennecott applied for

Event Date
Collection of baseline groundwater quality data (Kennecott) October 1987 through October 1988

Completion of Environmental Impact Report (Kennecott) March 1989

Issuing of draft EIS (DNR) June 1989

Issuing of final EIS (DNR) September 1989

Master Hearing (DNR) January 1990

Granting of permits (DNR) March 1990

First ore shipments (Kennecott) January 1991

Table 71-1. Original Kennecott timetable for the Flambeau Mine project [Source: Ladysmith News, January 12, 1989 (CD 71-1)].
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its permits and submitted its EIR, the company asked
the DNR to grant five additional variances and exemp-
tions to NR 132. This was totally permissible,
because as pointed out earlier, Wis. Stat. 293.15(9),
NR 132.19 and NR 182.19 give the DNR authority to
grant variances and exemptions that are less restric-
tive than what is ordinarily required. Here are the
five rules that Kennecott wanted to bend or throw
out:

� NR 132.06(4): This rule consists of three pages
of requirements meant “to assure that mining
activities conducted in this state result in a mini-
mization of disturbance to wetlands.” Kennecott
certainly didn’t want to be bothered with this
rule. After all, a typical swamp of perhaps 15
acres or more ran right through the mine site,
complete with mosquitoes and cattails. There was
even a drainage ditch on the property from years
gone by. There was no doubt the area qualified as
a wetland. So as far as Kennecott was concerned,
NR 132.06(4) would have to go!

� NR 132.18(1)(c): This rule states that a mine
shall not be “within 300 feet of a navigable river.”
Kennecott needed a variance to this rule because
it wanted to dig its pit 140 feet from the
Flambeau River. To put it into perspective, con-
sider this: There are 12 city blocks in a mile, so
granting the variance meant the pit would be less
than 1/3 of a block from the river. That would
certainly increase the risk of pollution, but
Kennecott didn’t seem to care. I think the com-
pany was only interested in getting out as much
gold as it could.

� NR 132.18(1)(d): This rule states that a mine
shall not be located “within a floodplain.”
Kennecott needed an exemption to this rule
because the pit was to be located in the floodplain
of the Flambeau River. I’m sure Kennecott didn’t
think this rule was any big deal. After all, what
were the chances of having a flood in Rusk
County? Unfortunately, however, Ladysmith
experienced what was known as a “hundred year
flood” while the mine was in operation, and the
Flambeau River came within 20 horizontal and 4
vertical feet of the mine pit.

� NR 132.18(1)(e): This rule states that a mine
shall not be located “within 1,000 feet of the
nearest edge of the right-of-way of any state trunk
highway.” Kennecott wanted a setback of only
150 feet from State Highway 27, so that’s why the

variance was requested. This of course raised
safety concerns among many of us, but Kennecott
didn’t care.

� NR 132.18(1)(f): This rule states that a mine
shall not be located “within wetlands, except pur-
suant to the criteria established in s. NR
132.06(4).” First of all, you can disregard the ref-
erence to NR 132.06(4), because as shown above,
Kennecott asked for an exemption to that rule,
too! The bottom line was that Kennecott wanted
to dig its mine pit in the middle of a wetland,
even though doing so would put our groundwater
quality at risk.

When I saw what the mining company wanted to do
and how the DNR was all set to go along with it, all I
could conclude was that the whole system was set up
to allow more-or-less nonregulation of the project. It
really bothered me that the DNR was about to free
Kennecott from crucial environmental requirements
and allow the mining company to set up its own rules
for the location of its operation.

And, mind you, these five exemptions were in addi-
tion to the waivers that Kennecott had been awarded
in 1988, when NR 182.01(10) and (11) were created
to allow the mining company to backfill its mine pit
with toxic mining waste and avoid certain require-
ments for inspections, monitoring, recordkeeping and
design of its waste facility. All of this would ultimately
result in a substantial increase in the mining com-
pany’s profits and a substantial decrease in environ-
mental protection. Here is how the company stood to
profit:

� Kennecott could mine the additional ore between
the original 300-foot mark from the river and the
new 140-foot mark. This supposedly was where
some of the richest gold was located;

� Kennecott could mine additional ore without
regard to disturbing wetlands, getting too close to
the highway or being in a floodplain;

� Since the waste rock was going to be pushed into
the pit upon completion of mining, the company
did not have the expense of hauling the rock
away;

� The company did not have to line the pit for
storing the waste rock and toxic sludge from the
wastewater treatment plant. It certainly would
have been quite expensive to construct and
maintain an impermeable waste basin of this
size; and
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� Being exempt from the standard design and oper-
ation requirements for the waste site undoubtedly
saved Kennecott money by allowing the company
to cut corners. And by not having to comply with
the normal inspection and record keeping require-
ments, it decreased the likelihood of any prob-
lems being discovered that would cost money to
fix. It also saved on administrative costs.

Kennecott stood to gain a lot from these exemptions
and variances, but what about us? Evelyn was very
upset and wrote the following:

Variances should not be allowed without definite
concessions of equal value to the state. The mining
regulations and rules were adopted primarily to pro-
tect the environment, and when variances are
granted that exempt the mining company from these
environmental protections, it goes without saying
that the company should be required to provide com-
pensation for that privilege and for the increased
costs to the public associated with increased environ-
mental damage.

But when we read the draft Environmental Impact
Statement for the project, there was no mention of
the state seeking compensation for what the DNR was
about to give away with all the variances and exemp-
tions. It’s ironic that mining companies are poised to
sue a municipality over “takings,” if they feel the gov-
ernment is depriving them of their rightful income.
Yet, the state doesn’t have the courage to require a
mining company to pay for depriving the public of
environmental safeguards.

The DNR printed a summary of the DEIS in the
September 28, 1989 issue of the Ladysmith News for
all to see (CD 71-6). I couldn’t believe how blatant
some of the statements were regarding: (1) how little
control over pollution we were being asked to accept;
and (2) how little effort had been put into creating a
workable reclamation plan for the mine site. You can
see for yourself in the following statements from the
DNR summary:

The proposed monitoring activities may not detect
significant releases of pollutants to the environment.
No monitoring of air, surface water or terrestrial or
aquatic ecology is proposed. The proposed ground-
water monitoring program would not include
enough sample points to assure that unexpected
problems were identified. …

The reclamation plan does not propose a final end
use for most of the mine site. The planned revegeta-
tion would include non-native species which could
interfere with the establishment of natural commu-
nities. The 5-acre wetland which would be created at

the west end of the pit would be of uncertain biolog-
ical and hydrological value.

I think you can see why many of us were not too
thrilled with the draft Environmental Impact
Statement issued by the DNR. And to make matters
worse, the DNR gave us only four weeks to wade
through all the material before scheduling a public
meeting to receive our comments! My friend Al
Gedicks got real busy real fast and drafted a letter
that he distributed through the Wisconsin Resources
Protection Council to inform people of the many
problems with the DEIS. I am including a copy of it
here for you to see, because it summarizes everything
so well (Figure 71-1).

The public meeting on the DEIS was scheduled
for Friday, October 6, 1989 at 6:30 PM in Ladysmith.
It happened to be the same evening as Ladysmith
High School’s homecoming game and the twenty-
five year reunion of our 1964 championship football
team. Some people complained about how the meet-
ing conflicted with these other events that local peo-
ple wanted to attend. But, as reported in the October
5, 1989 issue of the Ladysmith News, we were told
that this particular date had been selected for the
meeting because “it was the first available [date]
after the 30-day waiting period following issuance
of the DEIS” (CD71-7). I guess it was more impor-
tant to the DNR to expedite everything for
Kennecott than to make sure the public could actu-
ally attend the meeting.

Despite the scheduling conflict, however, more
than two hundred people showed up for the meeting
and at least fifty of us testified. Almost everyone who
spoke was against the mine. I guess you could say we
were not a happy bunch. Besides criticizing the con-
tents of the DEIS, we also took several of the DNR
officials to task. In particular, Attorney Chuck
Hammer and the department’s mining specialist,
Robert Ramharter, had little reason to feel proud of
their part in the permitting process, as the public
gladly informed them of the unsatisfactory job they
were doing. Here are a few excerpts from an article
about the meeting that appeared in the October 12,
1989 issue of the Ladysmith News (CD 71-8):

Wisconsin DNR’s ability to protect the Flambeau
River and groundwater from a proposed copper mine
was a major target of participants in a six-hour
hearing Friday night in Ladysmith.

Anti-mine speakers blasted the DNR’s draft
Environmental Impact Statement as an indication
the environment could not or would not be protected.
Ladysmith educator Chuck Ericksen said he was
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Figure 71-1. Letter sent out by Al Gedicks of the Wisconsin Resources Protection Council to inform the public of the many problems with the
DNR’s draft Environmental Impact Statement for Kennecott’s project (September 1989).
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Figure 71-1. (continued)
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Figure 71-1. (continued)
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opposed to the “mood of deregulation” that he felt
had “influenced the document.” … [He also told] the
DNR representatives that “lapdog” was a better word
for their agency than “watchdog” in light of the draft
EIS.

Several [speakers] were rude, interrupting those
who spoke favorable of the proposed copper mine.
One man shoved a DNR attorney, nearly bringing an
abrupt halt to the session.

A person identified to the DNR as “I am Dead,”
wore a fake gas mask. A man in an anti-mine T-shirt
used the Lord’s name in vain while berating the DNR
and ripping pages from the 131-page environmental
impact statement and throwing them to the floor.

I also remember seeing Larry Mercando at the meet-
ing, sitting there with the DNR officials and being
pretty smug about the whole thing. You see, even
though the public didn’t like what the DEIS con-
tained, he had nothing to worry about because the
Local Agreement had already been signed. The only
agency that could possibly give the mining company
any serious problems at this point was the DNR, and
that was unlikely. I cannot say often enough that I
never saw the DNR stand up to the mining company.

When Mercando got up to speak at the meeting, he
made a point of mentioning the “monumental
amount of data” the company had submitted to the
DNR and that the project would be “truly good for
everybody including the environmentalists” (CD 71-
8). He also commented on how his company had
thoroughly reviewed the department’s DEIS, at which

point someone yelled out, “You wrote it!”
There was no doubt the public was riled up, and

because of the large number of people who wanted to
speak, the meeting didn’t end until about 12:30 in the
morning. The DNR promised to make changes to the
DEIS based on our comments, but we didn’t believe it
and made no bones about it. I bet Chuck Hammer and
Robert Ramharter were glad to get out of Ladysmith
that night and head back to Madison.

Before moving on I’d like to say this: The fact that
a Local Agreement could be negotiated and signed
even before a public hearing had been held on the EIS
should be a lesson to any community that faces a
potential mining project. It’s unthinkable that in the
face of great opposition and not even knowing what
the draft EIS would expose, the local officials in Rusk
County, the Town of Grant and the City of Ladysmith
would have tied our hands to a mining proposal like
this. Those guys had no business negotiating a con-
tract with Kennecott in 1988, much less signing it.

We had no idea when the final Environmental
Impact Statement would be released by the DNR. But
just a few weeks after we met with the department,
another meeting was held in Ladysmith regarding the
mine (Figure 71-2). This time it was run by David
Schwarz of the Wisconsin Department of Adminis-
tration. He came to town to lay out the rules for the
upcoming Master Hearing on Kennecott’s proposal,
where the state would pass judgement on the FEIS for
the project and decide whether or not to issue
Kennecott the necessary permits to mine. Schwarz

Figure 71-2. Public notice for a prehearing conference scheduled by the State of Wisconsin Division of Hearings and Appeals regarding the
Master Hearing for the Flambeau Mine. Please note that the difficult-to-read notice is reproduced here in its original size (Ladysmith News,
September 28, 1989).
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really seemed to be jumping the gun, especially since
the FEIS had not yet been written and the Master
Hearing could not take place for at least 120 days after
the FEIS was released to the public. There’s no doubt
the whole darned thing had been put on the fast track.

Of all the people who came to the meeting to hear
what Schwarz had to say, I think the one who surprised
him and Kennecott’s attorneys the most was gaiashkibos,
the tribal chairman of the Lac Courte Oreille Ojibwe. As
far as I know, the mining company had never even con-
sidered how the tribe might feel about the mining proj-
ect. But the proposed mine was located in the ceded
territory of the Lake Superior Ojibwe, and gaiashkibos
minced no words. He made it clear to Schwarz that the
tribe intended to register its opposition to the mine at
the Master Hearing. As reported by Al Gedicks in his
book, The New Resources Wars, the following statement
was made by gaiashkibos:

The company is saying it will be here for six years.
Their liability goes for another 30 years. We’re going
to be here forever.

The issue of treaty rights added another level of com-
plexity to the whole permitting process that I’m sure
Kennecott did not welcome, but Evelyn and I were
thrilled!

After our meetings with the DNR and David
Schwarz in October of 1989, it took the department
several months to finalize the Environmental Impact
Statement. But when the FEIS came out in March of
1990, there was no appreciable difference from the
draft. The whole deal reminded me of what had hap-
pened to us in 1976, the first time Kennecott tried to
get a permit to mine. Both times the DNR used the
mining company’s own data to write what was sup-
posed to be the department’s EIS, and both times the
DNR ignored input from the public.

Hundreds of copies of the FEIS were distributed
locally and throughout the state. And the Master
Hearing was scheduled for July of 1990. Evelyn and I
knew we faced an uphill battle. But we just couldn’t
quit.

Kathy Olson, a correspondent for the Saint Paul
Pioneer Press, came out to the farm to interview
Evelyn and me about the whole thing. I believe it was
the first time we met her, but we could tell she was a
kindhearted person. You see, Kathy was not only

interested in what she called the “who, what, where,
when and why” of the situation, but the personal side
to our struggle. She listened intently as Evelyn said to
her, “We don’t consider ourselves activists, although
we’ve been called that. Our home is in danger, and we
just have to get out there and do something. I’m just
glad we still have the energy to keep up the fight.”

Kathy also took the time to walk with me out to the
pasture to see my horses and take a few photos. I said
to her, “We’ve been through a lot. This farm and the
horses, it’s a sedative for me. It’s nice to go out and
see something that doesn’t have any meanness in it.”
And those were the kinds of quotes that ended up in
an article that Kathy wrote about us, along with
plenty of hard facts about the “who, what, where,
when and why” of what we were facing in our strug-
gle against Kennecott. Evelyn I were so pleased to see
the final result when it appeared in the newspaper on
March 18, 1990 (CD 71-9).

But we could not bask in Kathy’s story for very
long. The Master Hearing was only four months away,
and there was much to do in the mean time, including
trying to survive a nasty county board election. Keep
reading! 
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Ziesler really went after me in the election, and he
didn’t waste any time. For starters, he tried to lure
supporters by holding meetings in the Broken Arrow
Tavern in the Town of Willard, just south of the Town
of Grant (both townships were in District 21). He also
sent out a campaign letter full of lies and half-truths,
just like John Kaiser had done in 1988. In particular,
he lied about our court case regarding the validity of
the town’s 1982 mining moratorium. Here’s an
excerpt from a letter he mailed to the voters in my
district on March 30, 1990, just four days before the
election (CD 72-2):

My opponent is not satisfied with Judge Henderson’s
decision regarding the Mining Moratorium. He now
filed an appeal with the appellate court in Madison.
According to the Grant town records, nearly $100,000
was spent on legal fees for this mining issue. When is
this going to stop?—when we are all bankrupt? Our
county and towns can be held liable for buying back
the mine or paying interest [on the company’s]
$20,000,000 investment. The interest alone would be
twice our county levy. Can you afford that?

Scare tactics and lies. Ziesler was good at it. Well,
Evelyn wasn’t going to sit still for this. So in her own
gentle and yet forceful way she wrote a letter to the
editor of the Ladysmith News to set the record straight.
There wasn’t enough time for the paper to print it
before election day, but it appeared two days later, in
the April 5, 1990 issue (Figure 72-2). In addition, the
town treasurer’s report given at the annual meeting a
week after the election showed that the total amount
spent by the town on legal fees in 1989 was
$4,223.67. Of that, only $1,589.67 had been spent on
matters related to the Kennecott project, hardly the
$100,000 cited by Ziesler.

Ziesler Tries to Knock Me Off 
the Rusk County Board (April 1990)

C H A P T E R  7 2

In January of 1990, a pleasant young woman by
the name of Pam Powers came out to the farm to
interview Evelyn and me about two different battles
we were facing: the ongoing struggle to keep
Kennecott out of the Town of Grant and a more recent
fight that had developed over the upcoming Rusk
County Board election. Pam spent a lot of time getting
to know us, and she even interviewed some of my
friends and colleagues for the story—people like
Dorothy Volkman (a member of the RCCAG), Mary
Frankfourth (a teacher who had worked with me
when I was the principal of the Ladysmith Elementary
School) and Mary Will (a fellow Rusk County Board
Supervisor). The final result of Pam’s efforts was an
article entitled “Not a quitter—Churchill’s fight enters
16th year.” It appeared in the January 29, 1990 issue
of the Eau Claire Leader-Telegram (Figure 72-1).

It turns out that Pam was right. I knew that I could
not be a quitter if I wanted to retain my seat on the
Rusk County Board. You see, Tony Ziesler of the Town
of Grant had apparently decided in late 1989 that I
needed to be replaced as the Supervisor for District 21
and that he was the best one for the job. As reported in
the February 15, 1990 issue of the Ladysmith News, he
stated, “The current significant issue is to bring unity
and harmony within our township. We had a split in
1982 over the mining issue, and I want to help bring
people back together as a unit” (CD 72-1). Hmmm.
Ziesler had been one of the main guys who had caused
the town to split in the early 1980s when he teamed
up with Leonard Gleason and Dale Daggett to support
Peter Peshek and the “consensus process.”  He was a
staunch supporter of the mine, and I was soon to learn
that he could be a nasty campaigner as well. Let me
tell you the story.
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Figure 72-1.
Even though the
going was rough
for those who were
fighting against
Kennecott, people
all around the
state knew that
Roscoe Churchill
was not a quitter.
See CD 72-3 for
the complete story.
(Eau Claire
Leader-Telegram,
January 29, 1990;
republished with
permission).
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upset because we didn’t get everything we wanted.
Well, if RCCAG had participated in developing the
“consensus” rules, it certainly was unbeknownst to
us!

Bochert also told Plewa that we “repeatedly” sent
“lengthy letters” to the department and that we had
“mischaracterized” some of the DNR rules we were

Ziesler even sent out some of the same
campaign literature John Kaiser had used
against me in 1988. I thought that was
really kind of dumb, considering how a
number of the supervisors had taken Kaiser
to court for libel and the decision was still
pending at the time of the 1990 election.

But what really surprised me was a letter
circulated by Ziesler that had been written
by Linda Bochert, the executive assistant to
DNR Secretary Carroll Besadny. I had never
seen the letter before, but it contained
derogatory statements about the Rusk
County Citizens Action Group and had been
sent by Bochert to Sen. John Plewa (D-
Milwaukee) and Rep. John Antaramian (D-
Kenosha) in February of 1990.

You may recall that Plewa and
Antaramian were the co-chairmen of the
state legislature’s Joint Committee for
Review of Administrative Rules. RCCAG had
written to them in November of 1989
regarding the DNR’s decision to deny five
petitions for rule-making that we had sub-
mitted to the department. We asked the
Joint Committee to investigate the situation
because we disagreed with the DNR’s deci-
sion. But the committee never did anything
about it—or at least we thought. Little did
we know that Linda Bochert had reviewed
our letter to the legislators and responded
by sending her own letter to Senator Plewa.

In her letter, Bochert repeated the same
rhetoric the DNR had been using all along to
justify its lousy mining rules. Well, we had
not written to Plewa and Antaramian to get
the DNR’s opinion on the rules! We had writ-
ten to the Joint Committee because we did
not agree with what the DNR had been
telling us and wanted the committee to take
the department to task!

Bochert’s letter, which you can read in its
entirety on the CD-ROM that accompanies
the book, was belittling to the Rusk County
Citizens Action Group, to say the least (CD
72-4). She referred to us as a “small coali-
tion” of concerned citizens from the Ladysmith area
who didn’t approve of the “consensus” rules and told
Plewa that our opinions ran “contrary to the position
held by essentially all other informed parties.” She
claimed RCCAG had participated in writing the natu-
ral resource rules for mining and that we were just

Figure 72-2. Letter to the editor written by Evelyn Churchill to counter the false
information distributed by Tony Zielser, Roscoe’s opponent in the 1990 Rusk
County Board election (Ladysmith News, April 5, 1990).
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questioning. The implication was that we were a
bunch of uninformed troublemakers who Plewa did
not need to bother answering. And he didn’t.

Bochert’s letter again showed how the DNR was
more interested in taking care of the mining interests
than the citizens of the state. But, getting back to my
story about the 1990 Rusk County Board election, the
letter was just the kind of thing Ziesler needed in his
effort to convince the voters that I was a flake.

But how did Ziesler get his hands on what Bochert
had written? I must reiterate that I had never seen
Bochert’s letter until one of my constituents showed it
to me after receiving it in the mail from Ziesler. No,
we who had first contacted Senator Plewa never
received an answer from the Joint Committee.
Moreover, Ziesler had no way of knowing that Evelyn
and I had written to Senator Plewa, much less that
Bochert had responded. And why would Ziesler have
access to correspondence between the DNR and the
Joint Committee? It was a mystery to me.

All I can say is that somebody must have supplied
Ziesler with the information. I was later told the min-
ing company was behind it, and that Kennecott had
even helped Ziesler pay for mailing his campaign
packet, complete with Bochert’s letter, to the voters.
But unless Ziesler ever decides to talk, we’ll never
know for sure.

It just so happened that Secretary of State Doug La
Follette was visiting Evelyn and me on the Saturday
that Ziesler’s nasty letter arrived in people’s mail-
boxes. And when Doug saw it he was so enraged that
he himself wrote a letter to all my constituents,
explaining the errors in what Ziesler had sent them.
We barely had enough time to get Doug’s letter out
before the election. But we mailed it that same
Saturday night, so people got it on Monday. 

By the time all the drama had played out, I beat
Ziesler in the 1990 Rusk County Board election. The
vote was 107 to 95.

I seldom see Ziesler anymore, and though we
might speak, there is no warmth between us. Isn’t it
strange how a mine can create enemies?

I’m including a summary of all the 1990 Rusk
County Board election results for you to see because
there is more to tell than just the story of how Tony
Ziesler failed to beat me (Figure 72-3). The election
was also interesting in terms of what happened to
John Kaiser and those who had ridden into office with
him in 1988. But first a little background information
is in order.

Once Kaiser and his cronies got control of the Rusk
County Board, it was only a matter of time before
their true colors became visible. Not only were they
pro-mining, but they were nasty to some of the best
employees the county had on its payroll. Kaiser’s way
of dealing with situations was to let the heads of the
various departments know who was the boss.

Take the example of the county’s social worker!
She had been doing a fine job of locating delinquent
fathers so they could be prosecuted and made to pay
child support. For every person she caught, the

The Rest of the 
Linda Bochert Story
A few months after Tony Ziesler circulated Linda Bochert’s
letter in an attempt to discredit me and take my seat on the
Rusk County Board, I was at an environmental meeting in
Wausau. Many people were there to discuss the mining
issue, including citizens, DNR officials and mining company
executives. Anyone could sign up to make a few comments,
and I did. When I got up to the front of the room to speak,
all of a sudden I saw Linda Bochert sitting off to the side of
the room with some of Kennecott’s officials, nice and cozy. I
made a few comments about what I originally had wanted
to say and then decided to tell the group about what Linda
Bochert had done to me.

I said, as I pointed to where she sat, “There’s Linda Bochert
from the DNR, sitting with the mining people. I’d like to tell
you a little story about her.” The audience turned to look at
Bochert, and then they listened, quiet as a mouse, as I pro-
ceeded to tell my story. I told them how Evelyn and I had
petitioned the DNR to toughen the state’s mining rules, and
that we had decided to write to Senator Plewa when we
could see that we weren’t going to get anywhere with the
department. I explained that we never got a response from
the senator, and didn’t know why until we happened to see
a letter written by Linda Bochert to Senator Plewa. I
explained how she had characterized me and the other
members of the Rusk County Citizens Action Group as a
bunch of off-beat troublemakers. It’s no wonder Plewa had
not taken us seriously.

I then gave the details of how I didn’t know about Bochert’s
letter until my pro-mining opponent in the Rusk County
Board election circulated it to my constituents in an effort to
discredit me. I said, “I’ve always wondered how Linda
Bochert’s letter to Senator Plewa could have gotten into the
hands of my opponent.” I pointed my finger at her again
and said, “There’s the DNR lawyer who wrote it. There she
is right now.”

Needless to say, Bochert didn’t say a word. She turned
bright red. The audience didn’t say much either, but rather
just looked at her. About two weeks later Bochert left her
position at the DNR. I don’t know why.
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county made a little money. When she came to Kaiser
with her new budget, however, I witnessed how he
ripped her apart and tore her proposal to shreds. She
even started crying. Here she was doing the best job
she could, and he was treating her as if it were unrea-
sonable to have the county continue to support her
efforts.

A second example of Kaiser’s ineptitude involved
the county nurse, who was involved in family planning
and educating kids about contraception. When Kaiser,
Tony Daniels and a third supervisor by the name of
David Jandrt reviewed her budget, they started snick-
ering and saying things like, “We know what she’s
ordering!” That got me mad. Here was our county
nurse doing a professional job. They didn’t know beans
about what she was doing, and yet they were making
fun of her. I finally said to them, “You guys don’t like
the idea of abortion—neither do I. But when a nurse
tries to educate and help kids so they won’t need to
have abortions, you make fun of that. Then when they
have their own babies and need welfare, you’re the first
guys to holler. Which way do you want it?”

Kaiser also was nasty to the county’s zoning
administrator, Norm Arndt. Norm was a good man
who was very concerned about doing his job well. In
particular, Norm was against allowing overdevelop-
ment of the county’s lakes, and that didn’t sit well
with Kaiser. You see, Kaiser had dammed up a trout
stream years earlier to create Lake Laverne in the
Town of Richland in Rusk County. And being a realtor,
he wanted to sell a lot of very small parcels around
the lake, smaller than what the county would allow.

Norm fought Kaiser on this, and he also was against
the mine. As you might imagine, Kaiser was on his tail
constantly. Unfortunately, Norm eventually resigned.

Kaiser’s bunch also alienated the Native
Americans. In November of 1989 the board voted to
allocate money for Rusk County to take part in a fed-
eral court case against the Lac Courte Oreilles Ojibwe.
The lawsuit challenged the tribe’s right to harvest
timber in the ceded territory. Supervisors Art Dixon
and Stan Kromrey were especially loud about wanting
the county to be part of the case (CD 72-5). When I
voted against the resolution to provide funding for
the lawsuit, I told the others, “Indian treaties remain
the law of the land!” But I was clearly outnumbered.
In fact, I cast the only dissenting vote.

I finally became so enraged at Kaiser’s high-
handed way of handling people and how he had

Rusk County Board Politics Turn
Nasty Once More
The same kind of shenanigans pulled by John Kaiser in
1988 to try to weaken the county’s zoning authority resur-
faced in the world of Rusk County politics in 2002. But this
time it wasn’t John Kaiser who was trying to change the
zoning code to allow bigger buildings to be built closer to
the county’s lakes and rivers on smaller and narrower lots.
You see, he died in the 1990s from cancer. Instead the
problems were being caused by his son Phil and some
other realtor-types like Duane Taylor who were elected to
the board in 2002. And just like John Kaiser and his cronies
showed no respect for Rusk County Zoning Administrator
Norm Arndt in the 1980s, Phil Kaiser and Duane Taylor were
downright nasty to CeCe Tesky, a fine woman who served
as our zoning administrator from 1998 to 2003.

As far as I’m concerned, a guy like Phil Kaiser, who runs the
family real estate business and serves on the Rusk County
Board to this day, is only interested in changing the county’s
zoning regulations in order to line his own pockets. He has
an obvious conflict of interest and shouldn’t be allowed to
mess with the rules. But he certainly has tried. In fact, as
soon as Kaiser and his cohorts got on the board in April of
2002, they were so pro-development and anti-environment
in their dealings that a number of us in Rusk County felt we
just had to do something about it. So we formed a new
organization in November of 2002 called the Rusk County
Waters Alliance. One of the things we do to this day is show
up in large numbers at county board meetings where envi-
ronmental issues are being discussed. On occasion we
voice our opinions, but most of the time we just sit there
and watch the board members who we don’t trust. It’s been
very effective!

Figure 72-3. Election results from the 1990 Rusk County Board elec-
tion. Note how John Kaiser and several of his cronies, including Fred
Strahm, Walter Huse and Raymond Young, were handily defeated
(Ladysmith News, April 5, 1990; republished with permission).
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as the state-owned forestlands controlled by the DNR.
“The towns of Grow, Hubbard and Flambeau have

a total of around 2,200 acres of state-owned public
lands (managed by the Public Lands Commission)
with the Town of Grow topping at 900 acres. Other
townships having public lands owned by the state
are Dewey, Grant, Hawkins, Marshall, Murry and
Richland. … These Rusk County Public Lands are in
jeopardy. Lehmann and Chevron or any other min-
ing or exploration company can go directly to the
Public Lands Commission and request permission to
explore, prospect and mine on these Rusk County
Public Lands.”

Getting back to my story, there is no doubt in my
mind that people associated John Kaiser with E.K.
Lehmann’s efforts to get into Rusk County. And I’m
sure that worked against him at the polls in 1990, just
like his overbearing personality got a lot of people
mad. At any rate, Kaiser was taken to the cleaners in
the election, losing to a young dairy farmer and for-
mer teacher by the name of Rodney Brenner. The vote
was 151 to 69. A couple of Kaiser’s cronies who had
ridden into office with him in 1988 were defeated as
well, including Fred Strahm, Walter Huse and Ray-
mond Young.

Two weeks after the election, the Rusk County
Board met to elect a new chairman, and I had the
pleasure of seeing Kaiser come into the board room
with his tail drooping. He really looked whipped and
nobody was feeling sorry for him either—nobody. You
could just see the people in the courthouse grinning.
They were glad to see him out of there.

Bernice Dukerschein was elected to be the new
Rusk County Board Chairman. At first I thought she
might be all right, but it didn’t take long for me to
conclude that all Dukerschein was interested in was
Dukerschein. She ended up supporting the mine,
even to the point of violating standard county board
procedure to help Kennecott proceed with its project.
But that’s another story.

I was pleased, however, that after the election I
was made chairman of the Rusk County Finance
Committee. I also got back my seat on the county’s
highway committee, which was the fun part. I
remember going to a regional meeting of county high-
way departments in Spooner, Wisconsin shortly after
the election. When the Rusk County contingency
walked into the room, everybody seemed glad to see
us and cheered. They knew what a dirty deal we had
gotten before, and everyone yelled, “Welcome back!”
That did us a lot of good.

It’s too bad, though, that none of us could undo all
the harm that Kaiser and his cronies did while in

neutered me as an effective board member that I went
to see Rusk County Sheriff Gary Fetting. I said to him,
“How much would it cost me to hit John Kaiser? I
drive a team of horses. Each of them weighs almost a
ton, so Kaiser doesn’t look very big to me. I just want
to hit him hard enough to knock him down, and if I
can do it for a fine of a hundred dollars or so, I’m
going to do it.”

Sheriff Fetting didn’t get too excited. He said he
understood how I felt because he felt the same way!
But he added that getting into a fight would hurt my
reputation more than my punch would hurt Kaiser.
And he also pointed out the potential for legal and
punitive action. So against my deepest desire I
watched that nasty little man bulldoze the county
board for two years.

Kaiser also had more than a little interest in mining.
You see, he owned office space in the Village of
Hawkins, about 20 miles east of Ladysmith, and was
renting it to E.K. Lehmann and Associates of Minne-
sota. In 1989 and 1990, during Kaiser’s term as county
board chairman, E.K. Lehmann tried three times to
lease Rusk County forestland for prospecting. Yes, three
times Kaiser allowed Lehmann to approach the board
with contract proposals that involved land in the Town
of Big Bend in southern Rusk County (and three times
the county supervisors voted it down). The property in
question was forestland located southeast of Fireside
Lake and next to the Ice Age Trail, a National Scenic
Trail that features glacial land forms. 

The people of Rusk County were up in arms over
what Lehmann wanted to do. As reported in the April
5, 1990 issue of the Ladysmith News, several public
hearings were held in March of 1990, and “nearly
everyone” was against allowing any kind of prospect-
ing or mining on county forestland (CD 72-6). As part
of her testimony, Evelyn brought up the fact that the
state’s Public Lands Commission had recently leased
land in Oneida County to E.K. Lehmann and that this
move might set a precedent for Lehmann or other
mining companies gaining access to over 3,000 acres
of state-owned land in Rusk County, 79,000 acres in
other counties, and another 175,000 acres to which
the state owned mineral rights. Did we really want to
sacrifice our county forestland to the mining compa-
nies as well? Here is how Evelyn’s comments were
reported in the Ladysmith News (CD 72-7):

“Rusk County has about 3,300 acres of state-owned
land managed by the Public Lands Commission,”
reported [Evelyn] Churchill in a typed text which she
distributed along with a clipping from a Madison
newspaper. This timberland, she said, is not the same
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office. I look back on Kaiser’s two years as Rusk
County Board Chairman with much sadness. That’s
when the Local Agreement was signed, setting the
stage to allow a foreign mining company to rip off the
Town of Grant and leave hundreds of thousands of
tons of toxic waste next to the Flambeau River.
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As soon as Larry Mercando came to the area in
1987, he started to talk nonstop about how Kennecott
was concerned about the welfare of the community
and wanted to be a “good neighbor.” But it soon
became apparent in the most vivid way possible that
Mercando was there for just one purpose, and that
was to get a copper mine going, no matter how many
people he had to trample, who they were or what he
had to overcome. Plain and simple, his job was to
overwhelm all opposition to Kennecott’s proposal.

Mercando had a big job in front of him, considering
how a majority of people in the Town of Grant and
Rusk County didn’t want the mine. At first he tried to
convince us to go along with him by talking about
how the mine would bring lots of money into the
community and be safe for the environment. He
referred to anyone who brought up concerns about
pollution as being misinformed and even accused us
of spreading lies. And all the while we kept hearing
about how the mining company wanted to be a “good
neighbor” to us all.

Many of those who were against the mine were
labeled by Mercando as “outsiders” who had no right
to voice their opinions. What struck me as hypocriti-
cal about this was that Mercando himself had come
here from Utah and was working for a British mining
company. In my opinion, that made him and his com-
pany the real “outsiders.”

Mercando apparently realized that his acid tongue
and belligerent attitude were not convincing enough
people to support the proposed project. So in 1990
the mining company engaged Wood Communications
Group, a public relations firm located in Madison,
Wisconsin, to publish a little mining periodical named
the Flambeau News. The first issue was mailed directly

to our homes in January of 1990, along with a per-
sonalized letter from Larry Mercando to tell us about
how the newsletter was meant to be “informational
and enjoyable” (CD 73-1). Subsequent issues were
distributed as a weekly or bi-weekly insert to the
Ladysmith News. The newsletter continued to be pub-
lished until sometime in 1993, when Mercando
moved back to Salt Lake City.

The Flambeau News was full of articles to make the
mining company look like a fine and upstanding
member of the community and also contained
derogatory statements about anyone who was
opposed to the mine. The newsletter was usually no
more than four pages in length and sometimes
included upbeat letters from citizens and business
leaders in the community who were pro-mining. It
also had a section entitled “Questions and Answers,”
where any concerns that the community had about
the mine were laid to rest.

I am including the front page of the February 15,
1990 issue of the Flambeau News for you to see, so you
can get a feel for how the mining company tried to
reassure the community that everything was going to
be all right (Figure 73-1). Also note the “Rusk County
Calendar” that was printed on the front page for the
community’s benefit. Wasn’t that a nice, neighborly
touch? The rest of this particular issue can be found on
the CD-ROM that accompanies the book (CD 73-2).

To give you a feel for the types of articles printed in
the Flambeau News, here are some of the front-page
headlines that appeared over the months:
� “Local Mining Agreement Guarantees Millions for

Rusk County”
� “New Poll Reveals Strong Public Support for Mine”

The Flambeau News and 
the Real Flambeau News

Hit the Press (1990)

C H A P T E R  7 3
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Figure 73-1. The front page of the February 15, 1990 issue of the Flambeau News, a newsletter published by Flambeau Mining Company to try
to convince the people of Rusk County that the mining company was going to be a “good neighbor” and that those who were opposed to the
mine were no more than uninformed troublemakers. See CD 73-2 for the complete issue. (Flambeau News, February 15, 1990).
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Lyon and Al Gedicks helped us write the articles.
The first issue of our newsletter came out on March

24, 1990. Among other things, it included a small
article about what we hoped to accomplish by pub-
lishing our story (Figure 73-3). We knew the mining
company had unlimited funds to try to discredit any-
thing we might say, but we also knew that we had the
truth on our side.

Figure 73-3. The Rusk County Citizens Action Group decided to
publish the Real Flambeau News to counteract the propaganda being
spread by Kennecott (Real Flambeau News, March 1990).

The layout of our newsletter was made to look like
Kennecott’s, as you can see by comparing the front
page of the Flambeau News (Figure 73-1) with the front
page of the the Real Flambeau News (Figure 73-4). In
addition, we made a point of discussing the same top-
ics brought up by Mercando, so it was kind of like a
debate going on between us.

For example, look closely at the two front pages
I’ve shown you. The Flambeau News featured a story
about how Evelyn and I had lost our lawsuit against

� “Local Agreement Provides Safeguards for Com-
munities”

� “Mine Protest Fizzles … Again”
� “Flambeau Mining to Sponsor Junior Achievement

Program”
� “Permits Detail Ways Environment Will Be

Protected”
� “Join Flambeau Mining Company in Celebrating

Earth Day Every Day!”

While the Flambeau News tried to make it sound like
the mining company was a being a “good neighbor”
and that the mine would give the local economy a
boost and be safe for the environment, there was a
condescending and nasty undercurrent to the whole
thing. For example, the January 1990 issue of the
newsletter contained an article entitled “Environ-
mental Protection Important.” While the title sounded
good, the article belittled anyone opposed to the mine
by implying we gave “flowery speeches” about the
environment that were based on “unfounded feel-
ings” rather than “good sound scientific facts” 
(CD 73-1).

Other articles oversimplified and downplayed spe-
cific concerns voiced by the community. For example,
the March 1, 1990 issue of the Flambeau News
included a story entitled “Mining Not a Threat to Rusk
County Wetlands” (CD 73-3). The article calmed our
fears about the mine being located in a swampy area
next to the Flambeau River—and the mining com-
pany was able to explain everything in less than 250
words!

Another topic of discussion that came up in the
newsletter was our concern over the fate of an eagle’s
nest located about a mile downstream from the mine
site. Since eagles were an endangered species, we
thought the DNR should be concerned about the
impact that blasting from the mine might have on
nesting behavior. As usual, the DNR didn’t think there
would be a problem. And Mercando did his part by
thoroughly addressing the issue in the “Questions and
Answers” section of the February 15, 1990 issue of
the Flambeau News (Figure 73-2).

When Evelyn and I saw the first few issues of the
Flambeau News, I said to her, “What can we do about
this?” After talking it over, we decided that we could
publish our own newsletter to counteract Mercando’s
propaganda. We didn’t think he was telling the real
story of what mining was all about, so we thought
we’d call our newsletter the Real Flambeau News. The
Rusk County Citizens Action Group (RCCAG) spon-
sored the newsletter, and good friends like Sandy

Figure 73-2. Kennecott used its newsletter to provide oversimpli-
fied answers to concerns raised by people of the community
(Flambeau News, February 15, 1990).
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Figure 73-4. The Real Flambeau News was designed to mimic the Flambeau News, except the goal of the Rusk County Citizens Action Group
was to tell the real story about the hazards of sulfide ore mining rather than sugarcoat it. See CD 73-4 for the complete issue. (Real Flambeau
News, March 24, 1990).
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I’d like to tell you the rest of the story of the eagle’s nest that
was located downstream from the Flambeau Mine site. The
nest was in a big tree maybe 150 yards from the river on a
piece of land owned by Donald Raasch, a local farmer and
postal worker who had refused to sell his land to the mining
company. Don’s property was located on the east side of the
river and butted right up to Kennecott’s holdings. The nest was
probably about three-quarters of a mile from the mine site.

We had known about the eagle’s nest for many years and saw
it as a prime example of the delicate ecology that Kennecott's
mining project was threatening to disrupt. But for some rea-
son, important issues such as these were not getting much
attention in the news. Lucky for us, however, that was about
to change! 

In November of 1989, the Ladysmith News printed an article
about a DNR initiative called the Wisconsin Adopt an Eagle
Nest Program (CD 73-5). Any group could participate in the
program by donating $100 to the department, and in
exchange the donor would be given an official “adoption cer-
tificate” for an eagle’s nest located somewhere in the state.
The money, in turn, was used to help fund the DNR’s bald
eagle recovery efforts. The program was created sometime in
the mid-1980s and still exists today. 

The article that appeared in the Ladysmith News talked about
how the DNR was offering a special gift certificate for the hol-
iday season so that anyone could give an eagle’s nest “adop-
tion” as a gift. Evelyn saved the news story, and a short time
later the Rusk County Citizens Action Group decided to send
an application form with the $100 fee to the DNR. We did it
on behalf of the Ladysmith Elementary School so that the
school children could sponsor the nest located downstream
from the mine site. The story made the front page of the
Ladysmith News, where I was quoted as saying that we
hoped adopting the nest would bring home the point that
there were endangered species in the area and provide a dif-
ferent focus of attention in the mining talks (CD 73-6).

The DNR was quoted in the article as well. But instead of con-
gratulating us for getting involved in the program, the depart-
ment decided to show its pro-mining bent. In particular,
Frank Vanecek, the DNR’s wildlife manager for Rusk and
Taylor counties, stated ,without offering any evidence, that
the proposed mine “would be far enough from the nest to
insure the birds’ safety.” Now I fully expected the department
to say something like that, because I never saw the DNR
stand up to the mining company. But what really surprised
me was that DNR Warden Jerry Carow was quoted in the
same article as saying that the nest downstream from the
mine site had already been adopted for the school children by
someone else! It sure sounded fishy to me, but Carow

claimed that the Wildlife Restoration Association had paid the
fee earlier on behalf of the Ladysmith Elementary School. So
that kind of left RCCAG out in the cold. 

Shortly after we made our effort to adopt the eagle’s nest, a
nasty editorial written by Larry Mercando appeared in the
Flambeau News. In the article, he portrayed himself as being
concerned about protecting the environment and endangered
species while painting the rest of us as a bunch of cowardly
troublemakers. Here are a few excerpts to show the type of
condescending, twisted and negative attacks that were typical
of Mercando (CD 73-7):

For many years my wife Jacki and I have been heavily
involved with worldwide activities to protect our wildlife.
Our interests and concerns have not only been with the pro-
tection of eagles, but also the protection of dolphins,
whales, elephants, baby harp seals, snow leopards, and
pandas. … Our involvement is based on our love of these
beautiful creatures of nature and not based upon some ulte-
rior motive.

We are greatly disturbed that individuals would hide behind
such an important and worthy cause to advance their
relentless attempts to stop the development of the
Flambeau Mine. … If these individuals are so concerned
with the protection of the eagles, why didn’t they establish
an “Adopt an Eagle Nest Program” ten or twenty years ago
when the future of the eagles was really in doubt? Why did
they wait until now when the eagle population is having a
dramatic growth and the species may warrant a reclassifi-
cation from endangered to the less critical “threatened” cat-
egory? This lack of prior action suggests, in my opinion,
that their concern lies less with the wellbeing of the eagles
than with their own determination to stop the mine.

Several months after Mercando professed his love of endan-
gered species, we heard that the eagle’s nest on Don’s prop-
erty had mysteriously toppled from the tree top where it had
solidly rested for many years. Of course there was a lot of
talk about what had happened to the nest. Don told one of my
friends that he believed the mining company had come onto
his property and knocked it down. He might have been right,
especially since there hadn’t been any kind of big wind
storms in the area at the time the nest tumbled to the ground.
Besides, it’s no secret that developers sometime try to get rid
of eagles so they don’t have to deal with the kinds of building
restrictions that go along with having an endangered species
in the area. In my opinion, Kennecott wasn’t above doing
something like that, but no one could prove the mining com-
pany did it. Luckily, the eagles rebuilt the nest.

But here’s the real corker. In February of 1991 an article
appeared in the Flambeau News about how the mining com-

The Rest of the Story of the Eagle’s Nest
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pany had just donated some money to the Ladysmith Ele-
mentary School to help the children adopt the very same
eagle’s nest we had tried to adopt for them a year earlier! So
what about the DNR’s claim that the nest had already been
adopted for the children by the Wildlife Restoration Associa-
tion? Not a word was said about it, and the department pro-
ceeded to accept Kennecott’s donation. Then Mercando, true
to form, made a big fuss in the Flambeau News over how the
mining company had done such a wonderful thing for the
children (Figure 73-5).

Wow! Mercando had accused us earlier of hiding behind the
“important and worthy cause” of protecting eagles to
advance our own “relentless attempt to stop the development

of the Flambeau Mine.” I’d like to paraphrase his words by
saying this: A year later Mercando turned around and hid
behind such an important and worthy cause to advance his
own relentless attempt to get the Flambeau Mine going. He
was guilty of the same tactics he had accused us of using,
and the DNR went right along with it.

By the way, the DNR kept the $100 that the Rusk County
Citizens Action Group had given the department in late 1989
to adopt the eagle’s nest close to the mine site. But instead
we were given a nest located in a different part of the state.
Boy, were we mad! It was one dirty thing right after the next
with both the DNR and the mining company.

Figure 73-5. One year
after turning down a
$100 donation from
RCCAG to adopt an
eagle’s nest close to the
mine site for the
Ladysmith Elementary
School, the DNR accepts
a donation from
Kennecott for the exact
same nest. Larry
Mercando is pictured
here in the students’
classroom (Flambeau
News, February 28,
1991).

Eagle’s Nest (continued)
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Bob Plantz and the Grant Town Board over the valid-
ity of the town’s mining moratorium resolution. And
Larry Mercando was quoted as saying he was eager to
move beyond the “baseless and costly” lawsuit we
had waged. Well, we countered Mercando’s newslet-
ter by featuring a story on the front page of the Real
Flambeau News about how we were going to appeal
the judge’s decision! And as far as our case being
“baseless” was concerned, we pointed out that Judge
Henderson had stated, as part of his ruling, “A strong
argument exists that a town meeting has the implied
power to consider resolutions such as a moratorium
on all mining.”

Also take a look at Mercando’s front-page article enti-
tled “Experts Say Flambeau Mine No Threat to
Groundwater.” While Mercando was quoted as saying,
“We understand that we have a responsibility to the
environment and to the people here,” we ran a front-
page article in the Real Flambeau News about how
Kennecott had recently been named to the “Top 10” pol-
luters list by the National Wildlife Federation. The rest
of this particular issue of our newsletter can be seen on
the CD-ROM that accompanies the book (CD 73-4).

I’d also like to comment on how the Real Flambeau
News responded to a column called the “Good
Neighbor Spotlight” that appeared in Mercando’s

newsletter from week to week. The column had noth-
ing to do with mining and seemed to be no more than
a public relations tool to try to convince people that
Kennecott was concerned about our overall welfare.
Each week there was a little article featuring a group
like the Ladysmith Kiwanis Club, the Rusk County
Aging Unit, the Girl Scouts or some other organiza-
tion that was providing a public service to the com-
munity. The implication was that Kennecott, too, was
such a “good neighbor.”

Well, we couldn’t resist commenting on the kind of
neighbor that Kennecott’s parent corporation, Rio
Tinto Zinc, had been to other communities around
the world. So we came up with our own version of the
“Good Neighbor Spotlight” that I have included for
you to see (Figure 73-6).

The Rusk County Citizens Action Group published
seven issues of the Real Flambeau News in 1990, and
in 1991 we changed the name of our newsletter to the
Real Mining News to reflect how we were dealing with
the mining issue in general and not just fighting the
buzzards in Rusk County. We continued to publish our
periodical about two or three times yearly up until
1993. Since then, we have put out an occasional
issue, but far less frequently than when we were in
the midst of the mining crisis.

Figure 73-6. The Real Flambeau News told the community about what a “good neighbor” Kennecott’s parent corporation had been to the peo-
ple of Papua, New Guinea (Real Flambeau News, March 24, 1990).
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The real RCCAG “troopers” who were always there
to help Evelyn and me get the newsletter out and do
whatever needed to be done were Arlene and Tom
Ricci, John and Ted Styczinski, Gertrude McBain,
Dorothy Volkman and Marie Ringstad. I can still pic-
ture all of them in our kitchen, folding, stapling and
addressing hundreds of newsletters and licking just as
many stamps. And I can also see Evelyn right there in
the middle of everything, helping with the newsletter
as well as acting as hostess. She would always make a
nice little lunch whenever the group got together to
put out a new issue. It kind of alleviated the pain of
all that work.

I must also acknowledge Rick and Lynn Kroening
of Ladysmith. To this day they own Cloverland Press,
the company that did the layout for our newsletter
and printed it. The Kroenings always gave us a good
deal, did a nice job and treated us well.

RCCAG did not have a lot of money to get the
newsletter started, but we managed to scrape
together what we needed. After we sent out a few
issues, however, people started to send us contribu-
tions, and the newsletter eventually became the
group’s main money-making venture.

During the 1990s, our mailing list consisted
of the voters in the Town of Grant, elected offi-
cials like the members of the Rusk County
Board, other interested citizens in the county
and many people from around the state who
had signed our petitions and expressed support
for our cause. We sent out as many 800 or 900
issues at a time. That was quite a few stamps to
buy, but Evelyn never complained. She always
provided the spark that helped us to rally and
would justify the bills by saying, “This is some-
thing we need to do.”

The Real Flambeau News soon became a
thorn in Mercando’s flesh. It was filled with
articles challenging Mercando’s claims, expos-
ing Kennecott’s record on pollution and updat-
ing people on the latest events. We wanted
Kennecott to realize that it had some competi-
tion, and I think the Real Flambeau News really
got on the company’s toes. Here were a bunch
of farmers putting out a newsletter that looked
like Kennecott’s and made the mining com-
pany look bad. Whenever we published an
issue, Mercando would react. I think it drove
him a little crazy.

In particular, I’d like to show you an article
that appeared in the April 12, 1990 issue of the
Flambeau News, right after we started to print

our newsletter. The mining company, and I am assum-
ing the remarks were written by Mercando, com-
mented on a number of articles that appeared in the
March 24, 1990 issue of our newsletter. The targeted
articles included, among others, the one mentioned
earlier about how Kennecott had been named to the
National Wildlife Federation’s “Top 10” polluters list.

Mercando’s response showed how nasty and mean-
spirited he could get when his back was to the wall.
Not only did he accuse the National Wildlife
Federation of misusing data from the Environmental
Protection Agency when assembling its list of pol-
luters, but he also accused RCCAG of “trying to fool
the people of Rusk County with factual distortions
and half-truths about mining in general and the
Flambeau Mine in particular” (Figure 73-8). He also
maliciously called our newsletter the “Fake News.”
How typical of Mercando! Anyone who disagreed
with him was accused of being guilty of uttering mis-
statements and untruths.

Little did Mercando know that Dr. Gerald Poje, an
environmental toxicologist with the National Wildlife
Federation, would hear of the mining company’s

Figure 73-7. Evelyn and Roscoe Churchill work as a team to mail
out RCCAG’s newsletter, the Real Flambeau News (Photo by Kathy
Olson of Stone Lake, WI, 1992).
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Figure 73-8. Although Kennecott’s Larry
Mercando tried to present the image of
being a “good neighbor” to the community,
the mining company could get downright
nasty when its back was to the wall
(Flambeau News, April 12, 1990).
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claim that the National Wildlife Federation had “mis-
used data they obtained from the EPA.” Dr. Poje pro-
ceeded to publicly challenge Mercando to a debate on
the issue, as reported in the April 1990 issue of the
Real Flambeau News (Figure 73-9). As you might
imagine, Mercando was not up to Dr. Poje’s challenge
and refused to debate. But at least it temporarily
stopped Mercando from shooting off his mouth about
Kennecott’s wonderful environmental record.

I think Mercando knew that our little newsletter was
pretty powerful stuff, and he probably figured the only
way to counteract it would be to focus his efforts on
convincing those in Rusk County who were in a posi-
tion of power that the Real Flambeau News was full of

lies. After all, they were the people who would ulti-
mately be making the decisions about the mine. So he
sent a letter to all the members of the Rusk County
Board in April of 1990—except for me. I guess he didn’t
want me to know about it, but several board members
were very glad to see that I got a copy (Figure 73-10).

Mercando’s letter showed to what extent he would
go to destroy his opposition. He used the terms “half-
truths, distortions, and outright lies” when referring
to the contents of our newsletter, but did not tell what
the lies were. He referred to those who opposed the
mine as a “small, but vocal opposition,” instead of
admitting that an overwhelming majority of towns-
people had always spoken out against the mine.

Figure 73-9. Kennecott’s off-
the-cuff remarks about the
integrity of the National
Wildlife Federation did not go
unnoticed. A toxicologist with
the Federation challenged Larry
Mercando to a debate (Real
Flambeau News, April 1990).
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On the second page of his letter, Mercando
sounded rather pathetic when he discussed his wife’s
health and how he felt they had been subjected to an
unfair and “personally vitriolic” assault. It’s as if he
were crying out for pure sympathy because he real-
ized he couldn’t win on the facts.

Mercando’s desperate letter proved to me that we
were on the right track with our newsletter! And you
can bet that we never backed off. In retrospect, I can
say that the Real Flambeau News accomplished two
things over the years. First of all, it helped us get the
word out about the hazards of sulfide ore mining and
the underhanded tactics used by mining companies.
And the second thing it did, which pleased me to no
end, was to bug Mercando.

CD-ROM References
CD 73-1. Complete copy of the first issue of the Flambeau News,

along with a letter written by Larry Mercando to his Rusk
County “neighbors” to introduce them to the newsletter,
January 1990.

CD 73-2. Complete copy of the February 15, 1990 issue of the
Flambeau News.

CD 73-3. “Mining Not a Threat to Rusk County Wetlands,” Flambeau
News, March 1, 1990.

CD 73-4. Complete copy of the first issue of the Real Flambeau
News, March 24, 1990.

CD 73-5. “Adopt an eagle nest for the holidays,” Ladysmith News,
November 30, 1989.

CD 73-6. “Eagle nest adopted in mine fight,” Ladysmith News,
January 18, 1990.

CD 73-7. Guest editorial by Larry Mercando in which he belittled
RCCAG’s effort to adopt an eagle’s nest, Flambeau News,
March 15, 1990.

Figure 73-10. Larry Mercando sent a letter to each member of the
Rusk County Board—except for Roscoe Churchill—in a rather
pathetic effort to discredit the Real Flambeau News (April 25, 1990).
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Did you know that the Wisconsin Department of
Natural Resources has no special rules in place to reg-
ulate the disposal of radioactive mining waste in our
state? Unfortunately, it’s true. This flaw in the natural
resource rules took a toll on us in the Town of Grant
in 1990. And I want you to know the story, my dear
readers, in the hope that someone will renew our
efforts to fix the problem.

To set the stage, I have to take you back to 1980,
when Evelyn and I first became aware of the fact that
radioactive minerals like uranium and thorium might
be present in Rusk County. The National Uranium
Resource Evaluation (N.U.R.E.) had recently been
completed by the United States Department of
Energy, and the report included a map that clearly
showed Rusk County and its neighbors, including
Barron, Sawyer and Washburn counties, as part of a
radioactive “hot spot” zone (Figure 31-1; CD 31-1).

Not only were we concerned that Kennecott might
want to mine for uranium in the Town of Grant, but
there was also the possibility that mining for copper or
gold might bring up enough radioactively-contaminated
waste rock to be unsafe for the community. We felt it
was important to have some safeguards in place to pro-
tect people from exposure to radiation, so we took a res-
olution to the Town of Grant’s annual meeting in April
of 1980 to ban uranium mining in the town (Figure 31-
2). It passed by a large majority and has never been
rescinded. But you already know about that.

What you don’t know is that several months after
we voiced our concerns about radioactivity, some
very interesting negotiations took place that involved
the following individuals:
� Gerald Ortloff, Regulatory Affairs Manager for

Exxon Minerals Company, USA;

� James Derouin, Attorney for Exxon;

� Peter Peshek, Wisconsin Public Intervenor;

� Kathleen Falk, Representative of Wisconsin’s
Environmental Decade; and

� James Wimmer, Kennecott lobbyist.

The topic of discussion was setting standards for
acceptable limits of radioactivity in mining waste, and
I have copies of a number of letters that went back
and forth between Ortloff, Derouin, Peshek, Falk and
Wimmer as they tried to work through the problem. It
was all part of the “consensus” negotiations that took
place in 1980, when the natural resource rules gov-
erning metallic mining (NR 132) and metallic mining
wastes (NR 182) were being written.

The first letter I would like to tell you about was
written by Exxon’s Gerald Ortloff to James Derouin,
the attorney who represented Exxon in the “consen-
sus” negotiations. In the letter Ortloff voiced his con-
cerns over radioactivity limits for mining waste that
had been proposed by Public Intervenor Peter Peshek.
Now I’m no expert on radioactivity, but radium-226 is
often what’s measured, and the amount of radiation is
reported in picocuries (pCi) per gram or liter. Peshek
had proposed that NR 182 include the following
radioactivity limits for mining waste, in terms of
radium-226 concentrations:
� 5 pCi/g for solid waste; and
� 30 pCi/l for liquid waste.

Any waste products with higher levels of radioactivity
than these would be considered “radioactive waste,” sub-
ject to a special set of handling rules yet to be developed.
The limits proposed by Peshek were consistent with rec-
ommendations from the Environmental Protection
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Agency at the time, but Ortloff had a “nagging con-
cern” that the standards were too strict. In particular,
he was concerned that waste rock from the proposed
Crandon mine might contain enough radioactivity to
exceed the 5 pCi/g limit. He listed some facts and fig-
ures in his letter to Derouin about the amount of radi-
ation one might expect the rocks at Crandon to give
off and then had the gall to make the following
statement:

I believe that these data from the literature are suffi-
cient to make us all reflect upon the possibility that
the proposed limits are so low that they would
unnecessarily complicate metallic mining waste
management in Wisconsin by making various metal-
lic mining wastes subject to different regulatory
codes. [emphasis added]

Ortloff ’s words made it sound like the mining com-
pany considered protecting the people of Crandon
from exposure to radiation as an unnecessary compli-
cation to its mining project! It really bothered me that
he raised no concerns about public safety. But then
again, he wasn’t the one who would be living next to
the piles of waste. No, Ortloff only seemed concerned
about making sure that some pretty weak radioactiv-
ity standards were adopted by the state to give the
mining company smooth sailing.

Ortloff suggested that the state avoid the issue alto-
gether by simply refusing to define “radioactive mining
waste” for the time being. That way, no standards
would be set at all! You may find that hard to believe,
but you can read Ortloff ’s letter for yourself on the CD-
ROM that accompanies the book (CD 74-1). He ration-
alized the idea by mentioning that the DNR was
planning to develop special rules for uranium mining
and radioactive waste by June 30, 1982. So he figured
it could wait until then. I bet what he was really hop-
ing, however, was that if the rules were not drafted as
part of NR 182, perhaps they would never be written,
giving mining companies free reign to pile up radioac-
tively-contaminated waste rock in our towns.

After Ortloff sent his letter to Derouin, Derouin fol-
lowed up by sending his own letter to Public
Intervenor Peter Peshek and Kathleen Falk of
Wisconsin’s Environmental Decade (CD 74-2). Since
Peshek and Falk were involved in developing the
“consensus” rules, I suppose Derouin felt he needed
to get them on his side to ram through what the min-
ing company wanted. Derouin informed Peshek and
Falk of Ortloff ’s concerns and suggested it would be
kind of dumb to make the radioactivity limit for min-
ing waste so strict that the standard might be
exceeded by most of the potential mine sites in the

state. He seemed to forget that the standard was sup-
posed to be based on public safety rather than what
was convenient for the mining companies!

In his letter, Derouin also asked Peshek and Falk to
consider the idea of waiting until later to define what
was meant by “radioactive waste.” And he told them
he was forwarding a copy of his letter and the infor-
mation from Ortloff to Kennecott lobbyist James
Wimmer. He figured the company would want to
know what was going on, and I’m sure he was right!

These letters simply confirm the interest and con-
cern that many people had over the allowable limit of
radioactivity in mining waste. It also brings to light
how little was really known about the radioactive
content of the ore bodies in Wisconsin. The most
important fact, however, was that Exxon did not want
the new rules for metallic mining waste to prevent it
from mining at Crandon. And the only way Ortloff
and Derouin could be assured that NR 182 would not
interfere with the mining project was to weaken the
proposed standard for radioactivity or somehow get
around it.

So what eventually happened? If you read NR 182,
you will find that to this day, no standards at all are
included to control the amount of radioactivity per-
missible in mining waste! The rules that were sup-
posed to be developed by June 30, 1982 were never
written. All we have is NR 182.02(9) that says the
DNR might develop specific rules for radioactive min-
ing waste in the future, even though the Flambeau
Mine has already come and gone! I have included the
wording of NR 182.02(9) so you can see for yourself
how the whole issue was skirted.

NR 182.02 APPLICABILITY.
(9) Pursuant to s. 293.13(2)(a), Stats., the department

may classify prospecting and mining activities accord-
ing to the type of minerals involved. The department
recognizes that the minimum standards contained in
this chapter may be insufficient in regulating ura-
nium prospecting and mining operations and the dis-
posal of radioactive waste resulting from these and
other metallic mining operations. Accordingly, the
department shall cooperate with the department of
health and social services and the radiation protection
council, pursuant to ss. 254.34(1)(a) and 254.36, to
assist in defining the term “radioactive mining waste.”
The department shall continue its evaluation of dis-
posal practices for such wastes and shall, if necessary,
request that rules be adopted to regulate uranium
prospecting and mining and radioactive wastes
resulting from any metallic prospecting or mining
operation. [emphasis added]
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But even though the mine was located in an area des-
ignated a radioactive “hot spot,” the DNR rules did
not require the mining company to monitor how
much radiation would be emitted from the piles.

To try to discredit our concerns about radioactivity,
Kennecott printed a mean-spirited letter written by Tom
Evans of the Wisconsin Geological and Natural History
Survey in the April 12, 1990 issue of the Flambeau
News. Evans, who also worked for the University of
Wisconsin-Extension, said the following (CD 74-3):

Uranium resources were the target of a few companies
active in Wisconsin around 1980, but no anomalous
concentrations of uranium were identified sufficient
to warrant further exploration and no companies are
currently interested in uranium. To raise the specter
that uranium or other radioactive minerals are the
target of exploration or could be produced as byprod-
ucts of development is irresponsible and an apparent
attempt to deliberately mislead the public.

What Evans failed to mention was that over 80 towns
in northern Wisconsin had enacted mining morato-
rium resolutions around 1980, including bans on ura-
nium exploration and mining. Wouldn’t that explain

It looks like Peshek and Falk gave in to what Ortloff
and Derouin wanted, to the detriment of protecting
the public health, safety and welfare. Now weren’t
they fine environmental stewards? Evelyn even wrote
to the DNR in June of 1990 to ask whether or not any
rules had been written to regulate radioactive mining
waste in the state, and the department’s Gordon
Reinke wrote back to say that special rules were con-
sidered “unnecessary” (Figure 74-1).

The only thing NR 182 requires is that groundwater
be monitored for radioactive contamination during
mining. But Kennecott even got an exemption to that
rule, as will be discussed below. Strict rules regulating
radioactive mining waste need to be written for our
state, especially in light of the fact that radioactive
“hot spots” exist in northern Wisconsin.

So how does all of this fit in with my story of
Kennecott in Rusk County? For starters, Kennecott
planned to generate so much waste rock from its mine
that the piles would cover close to seventy acres of
land and be anywhere from sixty to seventy feet high.
These piles were to be located less than one mile from
the edge of Ladysmith, a city of about 4,000 people.

424 The Buzzards Have Landed

Figure 74-1. Despite
the fact that the
Flambeau Mine was
to be located in a
radioactive “hot spot”
zone, the Wisconsin
DNR did not find it
necessary to develop
regulations for han-
dling radioactive
mining waste (June
29, 1990).
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why “no anomalous concentrations of uranium” had
been found and no companies were “currently inter-
ested” in uranium? What’s more, if there really was no
interest in mining uranium in Rusk County, why had
Kennecott included a section in the Local Agreement
about renegotiating the contract “in the event that
uranium or thorium or either of them are discovered
within the mine site at levels above natural back-
ground which would render them to be mer-
chantable” and subject to mining? Perhaps most
importantly, however, Evans failed to acknowledge
that harmful levels of radiation might still be emitted
from the waste rock even if “merchantable” amounts
of uranium were not present. It sounded to me like
Evans was the one misleading the public—not us.

Another odd coincidence was that for some
unknown reason, Kennecott failed to test the area’s
groundwater for baseline radioactivity, even though
such monitoring was a requirement of NR 182. Had
Kennecott feared the results might interfere with its
plans to mine in the Town of Grant and omitted the
testing on purpose? Let me tell you the story, and you
can make up your own minds. 

In late 1989 Lyman Wible of the DNR sent a letter
to Kennecott regarding “the department’s proposed
compliance boundary and groundwater standards for
… the mine near Ladysmith” (CD 74-4). Wible sited
the various DNR rules governing the project and pro-
ceeded to list the MCLs for over 60 substances that
the company was required to monitor by law.

Wible also mentioned that he had discovered a prob-
lem with Kennecott’s groundwater monitoring pro-
gram. You see, the company had already completed the
required baseline testing at the mine site but had not
tested the water for the following required elements:
radioactivity, turbidity and organic compounds. Of
course, some sort of corrective action needed to be
taken. Mind you, this happened in 1989, well before
the mining operation got underway in 1993. There
should have been plenty of time to conduct these rela-
tively simple tests and submit the legally required data.

But no! Even though Ladysmith was located in a
uranium “hot spot” zone and Kennecott was laying
the groundwork for the possibility of uranium min-
ing, the DNR took the side of the mining company to
downplay the need for monitoring. Wible stated the
following in his letter:

In reviewing the baseline groundwater monitoring
program completed by Kennecott, we have con-
firmed that the samples were not analyzed for the
primary organic, turbidity, or radioactive MCLs
as required under s. NR 182.075(1)(d)5. The

Department does not see a need to monitor for
these substances but the company must formally
request an exemption from these requirements.

It sounded like Wible was saying, “Just apply for an
exemption and everything will be all right.” And
that’s what Kennecott did. The company applied for
an exemption and got it without a hitch. So the very
standards that had been established by the DNR to
protect the public health, safety and welfare were all
of a sudden deemed irrelevant! And not only was
Kennecott excused of monitoring these parameters as
part of the baseline, but it didn’t have to monitor
them while the mine was in operation either.

This was a crooked deal, not only because the
groundwater should have been monitored for
radioactivity, but because turbidity and organic com-
pounds should have been monitored as well. In terms
of turbidity, blasting at the mine site had every possi-
bility of riling up the groundwater with silt, even to
the point of making the water totally unfit to use. And
as far as organic compounds were concerned, we
knew Kennecott would be using lots of gasoline,
diesel fuel, oil, grease and who knows what other
kinds of organic compounds at the mine site. There
was no way of knowing what might show up in our
groundwater after mining got underway. Giving the
mining company an exemption to monitoring for
these things would hinder the discovery of potentially
serious compromises to water quality and make it
harder to assign blame to Kennecott.

But as you know from earlier chapters, the DNR
has the power to grant exemptions and variances to
its own rules. And that is what the department
decided to do. And we couldn’t count on the Rusk
County Metallic Mineral Mining Code to help us
either, because the Local Agreement had thrown it
out. There was, however, a ray of hope. You see, the
county still had the authority to deny exemptions
requested by Kennecott by virtue of provisions con-
tained in three separate legally-binding documents:

1. The Local Agreement—The ratified Local Agree-
ment listed all the exemptions and variances that
were approved as part of the agreement. But no
mention had been made of an exemption to NR
182.075(1)(d)5, which is the exemption that the
mining company needed in order to ignore require-
ments for groundwater testing. In addition,
Section 39 of the Local Agreement specified that
any modification to the contract had to be agreed
upon by all parties, which included Kennecott and
the three local governments. Here are the exact
words: There shall be no modifications to this
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(3) and (5) of the Comprehensive Zoning Code or their
successors.

3. The Rusk County Comprehensive Zoning Code—
Even though the Local Agreement had declared the
county’s mining code to be “inapplicable” to
Kennecott’s project, the rest of the Rusk County
Comprehensive Zoning Ordinance was still in
effect. And Section 7.1 of that code specified that
any change to a Land Use Permit had to be
approved by both the town board and the Rusk
County Zoning Committee. The exemption Kenne-
cott was seeking constituted such a change.

So it was clear by virtue of the Local Agreement, the
Conditional Land Use Permit and the Rusk County
Comprehensive Zoning Code that any new exemp-
tions or variances requested by Kennecott had to be
approved by Rusk County, the Town of Grant and the
City of Ladysmith—or at least we thought.
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Agreement, except those which are mutually agreed
to by all of the parties hereto and which are reduced
to writing and executed with the same formality as
this agreement.

2. The Conditional Land Use Permit issued by Rusk
County to Kennecott—Section 12 of the ratified
Conditional Land Use Permit listed all the exemp-
tions and variances that were approved as part of
the permit issued by the county, and the list did not
include an exemption to monitoring the groundwa-
ter for radioactivity, turbidity or organic compounds.
Moreover, Section 34 of the permit included the fol-
lowing statement: In the event that, during the period
of time covered by this permit, the Permit Holder shall
apply for variances from applicable federal or state
laws or regulations, other than those identified at Sec.
(12) above, … the process of additional or different
conditions shall be governed by Sec. 7.1 and 7.2(1),

NR 182.075(1)(d)5 originally required mining companies to
monitor groundwater for all parameters specified in the
state or national drinking water standards. That made sense,
because no one could say for sure what substances might
end up in the state’s groundwater after mining commenced.

We didn’t agree with how the DNR gave Kennecott an
exemption to monitoring Rusk County’s groundwater for
three of those parameters, including radioactivity, turbidity
and organic compounds. But at least the mining company
had to apply for the exemption, which brought the whole
issue to the public’s attention. Unfortunately, this particular
rule was amended in 1998, so that nowadays a mining com-
pany does not necessarily have to monitor for any particular
parameter listed in the natural resource rules. It is up to the
DNR to pick and choose on its own which of those parame-
ters will apply to a particular project. That means certain sub-
stances could be eliminated from the list without the public
knowing about it.

This is a very significant change in the rules, because we
can no longer assume that the DNR is starting out by requir-
ing the mining company to monitor all the parameters con-
sidered essential for protecting the public health, safety and
welfare. In effect the department has been given the power
to grant what normally would have been an exemption to the
rules without having to go through a public process.

I have included the wording of NR 182.075(1)(d)5 as it
appeared on the books in 1989 (when the DNR granted
Kennecott its exemption) and the current version, NR
182.075(1u)(e), so you can see what I mean:

The Story of NR 182.075(1)(d)5

NR 182.075 GROUNDWATER STANDARDS [AS ENACTED
IN SEPTEMBER 1982].

(1) GROUNDWATER QUALITY. …
(d)5 Groundwater shall be monitored in the vicinity of

the waste site on a monthly basis for at least 12
consecutive months prior to disposing of waste at
the site to determine baseline water quality.
Parameters analyzed shall include those identified
in the state or national primary and secondary
drinking water standards, indicator parameters as
specified by the department, parameters identified
as important in the waste material, and any other
parameters deemed appropriate by the department
for the specific conditions of the waste site.
[emphasis added]

NR 182.075 GROUNDWATER STANDARDS [EFFECTIVE
MAY 1998].
(1u)(e) Groundwater shall be monitored at locations

approved by the department in the vicinity of the
prospecting or mining site on a monthly basis for at
least 12 consecutive months during the initial site
preparation and construction phase at the prospect-
ing or mining site to determine baseline water qual-
ity. Parameters analyzed shall include those
substances identified in ch. NR 140 [Groundwater
Quality] and specified by the department for
monitoring, indicator parameters as specified by the
department, parameters identified as important in
the waste material, and any other parameters
deemed appropriate by the department for the spe-
cific conditions of the site. [emphasis added]
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But instead of going through the normal channels
of government to get approval for its latest request,
Kennecott sent a letter to Attorney William Thiel,
who had been retained by the county to offer advice
on mining matters. Kennecott explained to Thiel that
the mining company wanted to get an exemption to
NR 182.075(1)(d)5 in addition to the exemptions
and variances already approved in the Local
Agreement and Conditional Land Use Permit. Thiel
in turn contacted Kathleen Falk, who by this time had
become a public intervenor, to get her opinion on the
matter.

Hmmm. What business did Thiel have contacting
Falk about Kennecott’s request when he hadn’t even
apprised the members of the Rusk County Board of
the situation? Falk wasn’t a member of any of the
local governing bodies that had the authority to
decide on the exemption. And even though she was
somewhat familiar with the groundwater issues sur-
rounding the proposed mine, Falk was by no means
an expert. No, I cannot say for sure why Thiel ran to
her, but I can tell you how the whole thing played
out. 

After contacting Falk, Thiel wrote a letter to the
chief elected officials of Rusk County, the Town of
Grant and the City of Ladysmith (Figure 74-2). First
of all he told them about the exemption that
Kennecott was seeking. And then he reported the
following regarding his discussions with Kathleen
Falk:

I am advised and understand that [Falk] has no
objection, on behalf of her agency, to the granting
of this variance. Specifically, the Public Intervenor
agrees with Kennecott that testing for [organic
compounds, turbidity and radioactivity] would be
superfluous.

What an interesting position for Falk to take! As a
public intervenor, she was charged with watching out
for the public’s best interest in natural resource mat-
ters. But instead of insisting that the mining company
conduct some relatively simple tests that could poten-
tially expose a serious health hazard, she greased the
skids for Kennecott with her comments. As far as I'm
concerned, the real issue here was that the mining
company didn't want to be liable for what the tests
might show. And Falk went along with it.

I’d also like you to take a close look at Thiel’s let-
ter and notice the date (April 10, 1990) and to whom
it was addressed (Town Chairman Robert Plantz,
Mayor Marty Reynolds and Rusk County Board
Chairman John Kaiser). Besides being the chief
elected officials of the three local governments, those

guys had been pegged to sit on a three-member Local
Mining Impact Committee created as part of the
Local Agreement. I imagine that’s why Thiel directed
his comments to them. At any rate, he clearly told
Plantz, Reynolds and Kaiser, “It is my recommenda-
tion that we do not oppose [Kennecott’s] request.”
But not so fast! There were several things wrong with
this picture:

1. As discussed in a previous chapter, Section 16 of
the Local Agreement called for the formation of a
Local Mining Impact Committee within 10 days
of the ratification of the agreement. This com-
mittee was supposed to be made up of the chief
elected officials of the county, town and city, or
their designees. But no official action had taken
place to establish the committee. And even if it
had, the only authority granted to the committee
under Section 16 of the agreement was to moni-
tor the mining company’s activities, hold public
meetings and report findings to the local govern-
ments. The committee had no decision-making
authority.

2. Thiel’s letter should have been addressed to the
full governing bodies of the town, city and county,
where the real power presided to act on
Kennecott’s request. In particular, Kaiser had no
business getting involved in this issue. He had
just been voted off the county board on April 3rd,
and his last day in office was to be April 17th. It
looked like Thiel was trying to help the mining
company ram something through while Kaiser
was still technically the county board chairman!

3. By side-stepping the Rusk County Board, Grant
Town Board and Ladysmith City Council, Thiel
was ignoring the terms of not only one, but three
separate legally-binding documents: the Local
Agreement, the Conditional Land Use Permit
granted to Kennecott and the Rusk County
Comprehensive Zoning Code.

But none of that seemed to matter to Thiel or the offi-
cials who had assumed the role of the Local Mining
Impact Committee, because on May 29, 1990 two of
the committee members got together on their own
and agreed to the exemption Kennecott had pro-
posed! By that time the composition of this quasi
committee had changed to include the following
members:

� Bernice Dukerschein, Rusk County Board Chairman;

� Bob Plantz, Grant Town Chairman; and

� Alan Christianson, Ladysmith Administrator.
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Figure 74-2. Letter
written by Attorney
William Thiel to the
chief elected officials
of Rusk County, the
Town of Grant and
City of Ladysmith
regarding Kenne-
cott’s request for an
exemption to certain
groundwater moni-
toring requirements.
Thiel cites Public
Intervenor Kathleen
Falk’s support for
granting the exemp-
tion (April 10, 1990).



And even though Kennecott was a British firm, he
accused those people opposed to the mine of being
“un-American!” You can read for yourself in an article
that RCCAG published in the July 9, 1990 issue of the
Real Flambeau News (Figure 74-4).

True to his word, Mercando proceeded to bulldoze
right over the top of the Rusk County Board and any-
one else who got in his way. And it was done with the
help of our own county board chairman, Bernice
Dukerschein. You see, after the Rusk County Board
passed its resolution against the exemption requested
by Kennecott, the board had 30 days to file the neces-
sary paperwork with the DNR to halt the department’s
approval of the request. I trusted Dukerschein to make
sure the deadline was met. But instead of promptly for-
warding the resolution to the DNR, she contacted the
county’s corporate counsel, Attorney Steve Anderson,
to take a look at it. They dawdled around long enough
to miss the deadline. And by the time I found out, it
was too late to do anything about it.

I don’t know if it was due to incompetence or by
design, but Dukerschein’s inaction constituted a breach
of her responsibility as Rusk County Board Chairman.
She could have been taken to court over this and
charged with a felony, as you can see by reading Wis.
Stat. 946.12(3). But I had already been the plaintiff in
three other law suits over the mine, and Evelyn and I
just didn’t have the energy or money to go through
something like this again.

Needless to say, the DNR chose to ignore the resolu-
tion that had been passed by the Rusk County Board
and allowed Kennecott to bypass the normal testing
requirements for radioactivity, turbidity and organic
compounds. Were the events that led up to this merely
coincidental? Or was it a calculated effort to help
Kennecott avoid facing public safety standards that the
mining company knew it could not meet?

I don’t know about you, but none of what hap-
pened looked coincidental to me. When it comes to

WIS. STAT. 946.12 MISCONDUCT IN PUBLIC OFFICE.
Any public officer or public employee who does any of the
following is guilty of a Class E felony: …
(3) Whether by act of commission or omission, in the offi-

cer’s or employee’s capacity as such officer or
employee exercises a discretionary power in a manner
inconsistent with the duties of the officer’s or em-
ployee’s office or employment or the rights of others
and with intent to obtain a dishonest advantage for the
officer or employee or another. [emphasis added]

Dukerschein and Plantz were the two committee mem-
bers who went along with Kennecott’s request for the
exemption, and I bet Christianson would have as well.
But as reported in the July 5, 1990 issue of the
Ladysmith News, for some unknown reason Christian-
son was absent from the meeting (CD 74-5).

What a slimy deal! Dukerschein and Plantz did not
have the authority to approve this exemption on
behalf of Rusk County or the Town of Grant. And even
if Christianson or Reynolds had been at the meeting
to represent the City of Ladysmith, they didn’t have
the authority to do so either. The situation boiled
down to this:

A few local officials simply took it upon themselves to
assume the role of the Local Mining Impact Commit-
tee without legal sanction and proceeded to make
important decisions without legal authority.

Well, I wasn’t going to put up with anything like that.
So on June 26, 1990 I took a resolution before the
Rusk County Board in an attempt to force Kennecott
to monitor the groundwater for radioactivity, turbid-
ity and organic compounds. The resolution declared
that the Local Mining Impact Committee had
exceeded its authority by approving the exemption to
NR 182.075(1)(d)5 and that the approval was there-
fore invalid. The resolution also stated that Kennecott
had violated the terms of the Local Agreement by fail-
ing to get approval for the exemption from the local
governing bodies.

Two county board supervisors, Art Dixon and Al
Riphenburg, tried to get the resolution tabled but
failed. The county then proceeded to proclaim its feel-
ings about the whole matter by passing the resolution
on a roll call vote of 11 to 10. I have included the actual
resolution for you to see (Figure 74-3)

This was a big story and was reported prominently
on the front page of the Ladysmith News (CD 74-5).
But all Larry Mercando said in the article was that
there had been a “misunderstanding” regarding the
exemption and that the mining company had done
nothing wrong. Mercando also claimed that Kenne-
cott had checked for radioactivity in 14 different core
samples from the ore body and that radiation levels
were “well below EPA standards.” But, my dear read-
ers, if that were really the case, why do you think he
was so opposed to doing the required testing?

While Mercando’s comments to the local newspa-
per were pretty tame, Evelyn and I happened to hear
an interview he gave on public radio about the county
board’s decision. Mercando actually had the gall to
state, “[The board’s action] has no relevance, we don’t
need their approval, all we need is DNR permission.”
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Figure 74-3. Resolution passed by the Rusk County Board of Supervisors to invalidate the action of the Local Mining Impact Committee to
approve Kennecott’s request for an exemption to NR 182.075(1)(d)5 (June 26, 1990).
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mining, the DNR has always been a weak noodle, and
mining companies will use any tactic they can think
of to get what they want.

CD-ROM References
CD 74-1. Letter written by Exxon official Gerald Ortloff to Attorney

James Derouin regarding radioactivity standards for mining
waste, August 14, 1980.

CD 74-2. Letter written by Attorney James Derouin to Public Intervenor
Peter Peshek and Attorney Kathleen Falk to downplay the need for
strict radioactivity standards for mining waste, August 18, 1980.

CD 74-3. Letter to the editor by Thomas Evans, Flambeau News, April
12, 1990.

CD 74-4. Letter written by the DNR’s Lyman Wible to Kennecott’s Larry
Mercando regarding the compliance boundary and ground-
water standards for the proposed mine, November 1, 1989.

CD 74-5. “County board ignores its lawyer, calls variance approval
invalid,” Ladysmith News, July 5, 1990.

Figure 74-4. Larry Mercando
shows his disregard for the
Rusk County Board and anyone
opposed to the mine (Real
Flambeau News, July 9, 1990).
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The Master Hearing for Kennecott’s mining pro-
posal was fast approaching. This was the all-important
hearing where the state would pass final judgement
on the Environmental Impact Statement and permit
applications for the mine. The hearing was scheduled
to begin on July 16, 1990, and the battle lines were
drawn: Kennecott and the DNR vs. the people of the
Town of Grant and other environmentally-minded
individuals from across the state and beyond.

The final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS)
for the project had been released by the Department
of Natural Resources several months earlier, in March
of 1990, and a brief summary of the statement
appeared in the Ladysmith News (CD 75-1). Of course
the department immediately announced that the proj-
ect would meet state environmental standards. Here
is what Robert Ramharter of the DNR had to say in a
press release (CD 75-2):

Our analysis indicates that the environmental
impacts of the project would generally be short-term
in nature and within the allowable limits prescribed
by state law. To date, we have found no reason to
expect that the project could not meet regulatory
standards.

You can bet that Larry Mercando made the most out of
Ramharter’s statement. He plastered it across the front
page of the Flambeau News and highlighted a number
of other positive comments made by the DNR regard-
ing the project (Figure 75-1).

Well, we didn’t believe the impacts of the mine
would be “short-term in nature.” And even if the mine
could meet state standards, the groundwater protec-
tion rules in Wisconsin were so weak that being in
compliance didn’t mean a whole lot. Evelyn and I
knew it, everyone in the Rusk County Citizens Action

Group knew it, the Wisconsin Green Party knew it,
our Indian friends knew it, and so did the members of
the Wisconsin Resources Protection Council, the
Flambeau Valley Peace Coalition and the Mississippi
Watershed Alliance. It turns out that even people in
London who were affiliated with an organization
called PARTIZANS (People Against Rio Tinto Zinc And
Its Subsidiaries) knew it. So we all decided to get
together and do something about it.

The result was a big protest rally on June 27, 1990
in front of Kennecott’s little office building on Lake
Avenue in Ladysmith. Two of the main organizers
were my friends Jeff Peterson and Jan Jacoby from
the Wisconsin Green Party, and I was really pleased
with what they put together. Somewhere between 75
and 100 people showed up for a peaceful demonstra-
tion that lasted several hours. There were speeches
and skits and lots of protest signs.

Everyone was chomping at the bit to tell Larry
Mercando just what they thought of his mine. But
even though a number of Kennecott’s employees were
inside the building (and I think old Larry was one of
them), for some reason the door was locked! Luckily
we had a megaphone with us, so maybe Larry still
heard our speeches (Figure 70-2). And even if he did
not, he could at least look out the window and read
the protest signs. Here’s what some of them said:
� Children Come Before Dollars
� RTZ—Go Mine in Hell
� Say No-Can-Do to Mercando
� Import English Beer, Not English Mining

Conglomerate
� Thompson’s DNR—Dept. of National Rape
� Natural Beauty is a Resource Too

Drama Leading Up to the 
Master Hearing (July 1990)
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Figure 75-1. Kennecott and the Wisconsin DNR worked hand-in-hand to try to convince the people of Rusk County that there would be no
problems with the proposed mine (Flambeau News, March 29, 1990).
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The whole rally was a big success and was reported
prominently on the first three pages of the July 5,
1990 issue of the Ladysmith News (CD 75-3). We even
held a mock wedding ceremony during the protest to
portray how the DNR (the Justice of the Peace) was
getting ready to hitch up the people of the State of
Wisconsin (the innocent bride) to the mining com-
pany (the flamboyant groom/proverbial corporate
pig). During the skit the crowd was asked, “Does any-
one here present know why these two should not be
forever joined? Speak now or forever hold your
peace!” Well, plenty of people started hollering. As

reported in the newspaper, “Shouting protestors
called for the bride to pull out to save the environ-
ment. One protestor said they should make hot dogs
and pork chops out of the RTZ pig.” Needless to say,
the wedding was called off—to the delight of the
bride and the crowd.

I have included a news photo of the wedding for
you to see (Figure 75-2). My friend David Skrupky
was the Justice of the Peace, Jan Jacoby played the
reluctant bride, and my buddy John LaForge deliv-
ered a showstopping performance as the cigar-smok-
ing RTZ pig.

Let me tell you a little bit about PARTIZANS. The organization
is based in London and networks with people around the
world who are concerned about how multinational mining
corporations destroy the environment and rob native peoples
of their land rights. The situation in Rusk County certainly fit
the bill. Kennecott was owned by Rio Tinto Zinc (RTZ) of
London, our groundwater and the Flambeau River were at
risk of becoming cesspools, and the Lake Superior Ojibwe
had off-reservation treaty rights to hunt, fish and gather in
the area of the proposed mine. PARTIZANS knew what was
happening to us and stepped forward to help.

I believe my first contact with PARTIZANS came through
Sister Toni Harris, a Dominican nun from Sinsinawa,
Wisconsin. She called Evelyn and me one day in the spring of
1990 to tell us about the organization. Of course we were
interested in what she had to say. Besides telling us about

PARTIZANS, Sister Toni also mentioned that the Sinsinawa
nuns held some stock in RTZ as a way of having a voice at
the annual shareholders’ meeting. She told us she had talked
to an RTZ executive about the Flambeau Mine and said to
him, “Now suppose this mine causes some environmental
problems that the company is responsible to clean up. What’s
going to happen?” He replied, “Don’t worry. By that time we
will be long gone.”

Later in 1990, Sister Toni made arrangements to travel to
Ladysmith to meet with Evelyn and me. When she came to
our farm, she brought two visitors from England with her—
Roger Moody (the founder of PARTIZANS) and Rev. Crispin
White. So there we were—a Catholic nun, an international
activist, a British minister, a farmer and a housewife plotting
strategy against one of the biggest multinational corporations
in the world!

PARTIZANS (People Against Rio Tinto Zinc And Its Subsidiaries)

Figure 75-2. Should the
world’s biggest mining company
RTZ (left) be hitched to the
People of Wisconsin (right)?
The DNR was prepared to per-
form the ceremony but the
crowd at the mining demonstra-
tion intervened to stop the union
(Caption and news photo,
Ladysmith News, July 5, 1990;
republished with permission.)
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The demonstration was tame enough, but I imag-
ine the whole thing must have made Mercando feel a
little bit uneasy. In fact, I have often wondered if the
mining company had anything to do with a guy who
showed up at the rally with a gun. That’s right. After
the rally started, a few of us noticed a van pull up and
park between two buildings across the street from
Kennecott’s office. The driver looked kind of suspi-
cious—like a real red-neck. As people milled around
during the protest, I managed to get close enough to
the van to look inside. And there on the seat next to
the guy was a gun. A couple of my friends saw it, too.
Fortunately, the fellow just sat there watching us for a
while and eventually drove off. No one knew who he
was, but my guess was that he might have been some
kind of sleazy private cop. 

Hiring someone like that would have fit in real well
with the mining company’s tactics. Kennecott always
seemed to have a bunch of hoods on its side. But we
foiled them. We weren’t there to be violent. We were
there to make a point and have a little fun.

I have included a number of news photos from the
demonstration, so you can see for yourselves what it
was like. It was exciting to fight the buzzards that
way, and it gave Evelyn and me a real good feeling to
know that so many people were on our side. Many
who came lived close by, and others were from as far
away as southwestern Wisconsin and Minnesota. I
even received a letter from PARTIZANS in England to
tell us the organization was holding its own demon-
stration in support of our cause the very same day at
RTZ’s world headquarters in London. What a boost to
know that attention was being drawn to our struggle
by people who lived four thousand miles away!

It showed that Kennecott’s proposal to mine next
to the Flambeau River was truly an issue of wide-
spread concern. But Larry Mercando, true to form,
tried to turn it all around by dismissing the protestors
who came from further away as “outsiders.” And even
though the rally was a huge success and received
extensive coverage in the Ladysmith News, the mining
company’s Flambeau News printed just a short article
about it entitled “Mine Protest Fizzles … Again” (CD
75-4). Mercando was a real expert at twisting things
around to try to make us look bad.

There was one thing about us, however, that
Mercando couldn’t distort—We were there for the
long haul, and he hadn’t heard the last from us.

CD-ROM References
CD 75-1. “DNR Summarizes Environmental Impact Statement,”
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Figure 75-3. Members of the Mississippi Watershed Alliance dis-
played protest signs in front of the Flambeau Mining Co. office in
Ladysmith as part of a protest that attracted demonstrators from north-
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Figure 75-4. This skeleton sported a Kennecott hard hat and a sign
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CD 75-2. “DNR releases Final Environmental Impact Statement on
proposed mine,” Ladysmith News, March 15, 1990.

CD 75-3. “Demonstrators protest mine,” Ladysmith News, July 5,
1990.

CD 75-4. “Mine Protest Fizzles … Again,” Flambeau News, July 5,
1990.

What to Do if You are 
Called an Outsider
I suppose many people could call me an “outsider.” I can’t
tell you how often I’ve made the 120-mile trip to Crandon to
get together with my friends who are opposed to having a
mine at the headwaters of the Wolf River. I’ve gone 200
miles to be in Madison to protest what was happening in our
lawmaking chambers. I’ve traveled 60 miles to Hayward, 100
miles to Whitehall, 60 miles to Fairchild and 40 miles to
Perkinstown to put in my two-cents worth whenever there
was talk of mining in those communities. And Evelyn and I
made many trips to towns around the state to ask people
from outside our own community to help us as well!

To call someone an “outsider” just because he or she does
not live on the precise spot where a mine, a high-voltage
power line, a high-capacity well or any other sort of con-
traption to commercialize our natural resources will be built
is just plain ridiculous. What happens to one community
affects the rest of us. The Flambeau River doesn’t just run
through Rusk County. It begins seventy to eighty miles
northeast of Ladysmith and runs into the Chippewa River
some twenty miles southwest of town. And the water even-
tually empties into the Mississippi River. So what happens
in Rusk County can affect a large part of the state and even
the nation. The same is true of the Wolf River. Everything is
connected in one way or another, and the resources belong
to all of us.

My dear readers, if some developer calls you an “outsider”
for stepping forward to help the people of Crandon who
face the prospect of a mine, the Cree people of Manitoba
whose land is being flooded so that a hydroelectric power
company can run its gigantic electric lines through the
northwoods of Wisconsin, or the people of Mecan Springs,
Wisconsin who have a water-bottling company sitting on
their doorstep, ready to drain their wells, what you can do is
turn the insult into a compliment. Here is what you can say:

Of course we have come here from outside the commu-
nity, but that doesn’t make us “outsiders.” What you are
proposing to do is so destructive that the impact may be
felt far beyond the place where you want to set up shop.
The fact that we would come this far to voice our con-
cerns is a testament to how widespread the effects of
your actions may be. A project with far-reaching negative
impacts like yours requires a far-reaching response from
people like us. The distance we travel is proportional to
the seriousness of the situation.

And I wouldn’t hesitate to point out to the developer, which
quite often may turn out to be a multinational corporation,
that you live much closer to the project than the shareholders
and corporate executives do.So who is really the“outsider?”

Figure 75-6. Kennecott displayed a banner outside its office that
said “We Support Responsible Mining,” but the protestors astutely
covered the word “responsible” with an American flag (Photo by
Kathy Olson of Stone Lake, WI, June 27, 1990). 

Figure 75-5. UW–La Crosse sociology professor Al Gedicks was
one of many speakers during the mine protest in Ladysmith. He said
RTZ has their foot in the door and it should be smashed (Caption
and news photo, Ladysmith News, July 5, 1990; republished with
permission).
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I cannot say too many times that a majority of the
people in the Town of Grant were opposed to
Kennecott’s project. It was obvious at the draft
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) hearing you
read about earlier, where more than 50 people testified
against the proposal. And the opposition only contin-
ued to grow, as shown by the fact that over 200 people
came to testify at the Master Hearing in July of 1990.

Before getting into the specifics of what happened at
the Master Hearing, I would like to give you some infor-
mation about how the process was structured. To start,
the hearing was set up to evaluate both the final
Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) and the min-
ing company’s permit applications at the same time,
which many people in attendance did not realize. You
see, back in 1976, when Kennecott’s original mining
proposal was evaluated, two separate hearings were
held eight months apart, one to evaluate the FEIS and
the other to consider the actual permit applications.

But all that changed with the enactment of the
Master Hearing Law in 1977, which rolled the two hear-
ings into one. Wis. Stat. 293.43, which is still on the
books today, calls for one decision to be passed down by
one individual on one day. The arrangement certainly
favors the mining companies, because people no longer
have several months to digest what they have learned at
the FEIS hearing and organize an attack before the final
decision is made on the permit.

The other big change from the hearings held in
1976 concerned the admissibility of testimony into
the official record. Before the Master Hearing Law
was passed, any person could get up and testify with-
out having to be sworn in or represented by an attor-
ney. In legal jargon, that kind of testimony is called
noncontested, in contrast to contested testimony

which is rendered by experts under oath and subject
to cross-examination. In 1976 the hearing examiner
was obligated to consider everyone’s comments, both
noncontested and contested, when making the final
decision.

While people can still offer noncontested testimony
during a specially-designated part of the proceedings,
the Master Hearing Law states that the only testimony
the hearing examiner is allowed to use in making the
final decision is the sworn testimony given during the
contested case portion of the hearing. Anyone who
wants to participate in that part of the hearing has to
register as an official party or interested person at least
thirty days before the hearing begins. Here is how all of
these legal terms were explained by David Schwarz of
the Wisconsin Department of Administration in an arti-
cle that appeared in the October 26, 1989 issue of the
Ladysmith News (CD 76-1):

[Official] parties to the proceedings have certain
rights and will be able to participate fully from start to
finish, according to Schwarz. They will be part of the
“discovery” process, which will allow all parties to
learn who will be called as witnesses and determine
the content of that testimony in advance of the hear-
ing through written interrogatories, depositions and
requests for production of documents, records and
inspections. Parties also will be allowed to call wit-
nesses and will be a party to any lawsuit potentially
filed in the matter …

People classified [as interested persons] will be
allowed to testify subject to cross examination, but
will not be able to cross-examine other witnesses nor
participate in the discovery portion of the proceeding.

As you can see, the contested case portion of the
Master Hearing resembles a court hearing, and

Local Opposition at the 
Master Hearing (July 1990)
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participating in it opens the person up to an expen-
sive legal process that involves not only providing
sworn testimony, but giving depositions, being cross-
examined and even hiring expert witnesses to support
a particular point of view. The safest thing to do in
such a case is to hire a lawyer, which can easily run
into thousands of dollars. This of course cuts down
the odds of having common people testify during the
contested case portion of the hearing and limits them
to offering noncontested testimony.

So does the opinion of the general public rendered
during the noncontested phase of the proceedings have
any legal bearing at all on the final decision made by
the hearing examiner? The answer is an emphatic “No.”
The only testimony that counts is that from the official
parties, interested persons and expert witnesses hired
by the parties. You can read for yourself in Wis. Stat.
293.43(5), which is the section of the Master Hearing
Law that deals with how testimony is weighed.
Subsection (c) of the statute clearly states, “The record
shall consist of the contested case portion of the pro-
ceeding,” and that any other views will be “placed in the
file of the proceeding and shall be given appropriate pro-
bative value by the hearing examiner or decisionmaker”
(emphasis added). That’s just a nice way of saying that
for all practical purposes, testimony offered by the

public during the noncontested portion of the hearing
is thrown into the circular file.

So the deck is stacked in favor of those participants
who can afford to hire their own attorneys and expert
witnesses for the contested case portion of the Master
Hearing. For us that meant Kennecott and the
Wisconsin DNR.

Key Players in Kennecott’s 
Master Hearing
Twelve individuals registered as official parties to the
Master Hearing on the Flambeau Mine project. They
included representatives of Kennecott (Attorneys
John Koeppl and Henry Handzel), the Wisconsin
Green Party (Jeff Peterson), the Rusk County Citizens
Action Group (Bill Merrill and Tom Ricci), the Lac
Courte Oreilles Tribal Government (gaiashkibos), the
Wisconsin DNR (Attorney Charles Hammer), the gov-
erning bodies of Rusk County, the Town of Grant and
City of Ladysmith (Attorney William Thiel), the
Wisconsin Public Intervenor’s Office (Attorney
Kathleen Falk), the Wisconsin Conservation Congress
(James Bray), the Flambeau Valley Peace Coalition
(Dorothy Volkman) and the Wisconsin Resources
Protection Council (Roscoe Churchill). Of course
some of us who registered as official parties were not
attorneys, so we hired attorneys to help us.

Fifteen individuals also registered as interested per-
sons, including Evelyn and our friends John Styc-
zinski, Arlene Ricci, Ted Styczinski, Kathy Kuduk, Joe
Witt, Ruth Merrill and Michael Gardner. Each of them
was ready and willing to step forward and offer testi-
mony under oath, despite the risk of being put
through the ringer by attorneys from Kennecott and
the DNR. The names of all the key players, including
the official parties, interested persons and attorneys,
are included in Table 76-1 for you to see.

Another key player was David Schwarz, the hearing
examiner from the Department of Administration who
was sent by Governor Tommy Thompson to oversee the
hearing and render the final decision. Schwarz hap-
pened to be the same official who had conducted the
state permit hearing on Kennecott’s original mining pro-
posal in November of 1976. That project included plans
for leaving the community with a 55-acre toxic lake and
a 156-acre tailings pond. You may recall how Schwarz
reluctantly called off that hearing when the Rusk
County Board passed a resolution to deny Kennecott a
permit to mine. So here was the same little buzzard
back again, but this time presiding over the Master
Hearing with a whole new set of rules to guide him.

WIS.STAT.293.43(5)HEARINGSONPERMITAPPLICATIONS....
(5) HEARING PROCEDURE.

(a) At the opening of the hearing, the hearing examiner
shall advise all persons present of their right to
express their views either orally or in writing, under
oath or otherwise, and of the legal effect of each
form of testimony. ... The presentation of these
views need not be under oath nor subject to cross-
examination. A written record of unsworn testimony
shall be made.

(b) Persons who wish to participate as parties shall file
a written notice with the hearing examiner setting
forth their interest at least 30 days prior to the
scheduled time of the hearing or prior to the sched-
uled time of any prehearing conference, whichever is
earlier, unless good cause is shown.

(c) The record shall consist of the contested case por-
tion of the proceeding. Views given under par. (a)
and all written comments submitted from any source
shall be placed in the file of the proceeding and
shall be given appropriate probative value by the
hearing examiner or decisionmaker. …

(f) Each approval or denial of a license or permit consid-
ered at the hearing under this section shall be made
in findings of fact, conclusions of law and an order
setting forth reasons with clarity and in detail.
[emphasis added]
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I wasn’t the only one who was disappointed to see
Schwarz in charge of the proceedings. Attorney Larry
Leventhal, who represented the Lac Courte Oreilles
Ojibwe, actually submitted a motion at one of the pre-
hearing conferences asking Schwarz to step down as
hearing examiner. You see, Leventhal had obtained a
signed affidavit from a Milwaukee Journal reporter
who had spoken to Schwarz about the upcoming
hearing. The reporter claimed that during the conver-
sation Schwarz had conveyed a feeling of “disdain”
toward the tribe and a predisposition to ignore what-
ever the Ojibwe might say during the hearing. You
can read for yourself in an article that appeared in the
July 5, 1990 issue of the Ladysmith News (CD 76-2).

Not only did Leventhal feel that Schwarz should
recuse himself from the hearing because of possible bias
against the Ojibwe, but so did Attorney Waring Fincke,
who represented the Wisconsin Green Party, and
Attorney Harry Hertel, who had been hired to represent
the Wisconsin Resources Protection Council (WRPC).
When the three attorneys confronted Schwarz at the
prehearing conference, however, Schwarz just got all
puffed up and announced that he was the chief hear-
ing examiner for the state and had done his job well
for 17 years. And that was the end to that (CD 76-2).

But could we really trust Schwarz to give the
Native Americans an even shake? The question was
answered for me later during the same meeting. You

see, Leventhal made a request that Schwarz recognize
U.S. Indian Treaty Rights as the supreme law of the
land during the hearing. But Schwarz put him off and
said he would deal with that particular issue after the
hearing was over (CD 76-2). Need I say more? 

Schwarz’ unwillingness to consider treaty rights up
front really got me mad. And I got even madder when
I read an article in the Wausau Daily Herald that com-
mented on what Larry Mercando thought of the
tribes. Here is what the news story said (CD 76-3):

Kennecott’s operations manager, Larry Mercando,
said treaty rights are irrelevant to the dispute. “We
own the land and we own the mineral rights,”
Mercando said.

It looked like we were in for a long fight. It’s tough to
battle a multinational corporation, especially when it
shows no regard for the law, international treaties or
the rights of individuals. And since Kennecott had
also infiltrated our state government and the deci-
sion-making process, how could we hope to come out
on top?

As the Master Hearing approached, the Ladysmith
News and several area newspapers began to focus
attention on what was about to take place (Figure 76-
1). It was truly a big event, and the Wausau Daily
Herald even ran a special three-part series during the
first week of the hearing entitled “Mine Games—
Should Wisconsin Play?” The first feature article

Attorney James Koeppl Same Kennecott

Attorney Henry Handzel Same Kennecott

Attorney Charles Hammer Same Wisconsin DNR

Attorney William Thiel Same Rusk County, Town of Grant 
and City of Ladysmith

gaiashkibos Attorney Larry Leventhal Lac Courte Oreilles Tribal 
Attorney Tracey Schwalbe Government

Attorney Kathleen Falk Same Wisconsin Public Intervenor

Jeff Peterson Attorney Waring Fincke Wisconsin Green Party

Roscoe Churchill Attorney Harry Hertel Wisconsin Resources Protection
Council

William Merrill None (William cross-examined witnesses, Rusk County Citizens Action Group
even though he was not an attorney)

Thomas Ricci None Rusk County Citizens Action Group

James Bray None Wisconsin Conservation Congress

Dorothy Volkman None (Dorothy cross-examined witnesses, Flambeau Valley Peace Coalition
even though she was not an attorney.)

Table 76-1. Individuals who registered as official parties and interested persons for the Master Hearing on Kennecott’s mining proposal
[Source: Ladysmith News, October 26, 1989; (CD 76-1)].

John Styczinski, Jr. Conrath, WI

Walter Nied Hawkins, WI

Daryl Marie Minneapolis, MN

Mary Ganzel Wascott, WI

Arlene Ricci Ladysmith, WI

Ted Styczinski Conrath, WI

Evelyn Churchill Ladysmith, WI

Kathleen Kuduk Hawkins, WI

Joseph Witt Ladysmith, WI

Ruth Merrill Hawkins, WI

Paul Kuhlman Washburn, WI

Ulf Gafvert Ladysmith, WI

Michael Gardner Ladysmith, WI

Dale Daggett Ladysmith, WI

Jay Hart Exeland, WI

OFFICIAL PARTIES

Name Legal Representation Affiliation

INTERESTED PERSONS

Name City, State
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Figure 76-1. The Master Hearing on Kennecott’s proposal dominated the local news in Ladysmith for several weeks. See CD 76-4 to read the
complete article (Ladysmith News, July 12, 1990; republished with permission).
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talked about Kennecott’s terrible mining record in
Utah and included an interview with my neighbor
and friend, Barry Lynn. Barry had moved to the Town
of Grant from Salt Lake City to get way from mining
pollution. He knew all about Kennecott’s track record
out West and the mining company’s sleazy tactics to
make inroads into a community. And he wasn’t afraid
to talk about it (CD 76-5).

The second part in the Wausau Daily Herald series
talked about how Kennecott’s mining proposal had
divided our community and included interviews with
Bob Plantz, Larry Mercando and myself (Figure 76-2;
CD 76-6). And the third feature article focussed on the
first day of testimony at the Master Hearing (CD 76-7).

The Noncontested Portion of the
Master Hearing
The Master Hearing on Kennecott’s project, including
both the noncontested and contested portions, took
over three weeks to conduct. It started on July 16th
and ended on August 7th. The noncontested portion
of the hearing was held first, and some expected it
would last only one, or at most two days. But we
knew better than that. You see, dedicated people like
Joyce Melville and Jeff Peterson, who were active in
the Wisconsin Green Party, helped us get the word out
so that there would be a ground swell of people at the
hearing. And our Ojibwe friends, including Walt
Bresette and gaiashkibos, did the same in the Native
American community. As a result, so many Native and
non-Native people showed up to testify on the first
day of the hearing that the noncontested segment had
to be extended to three long days. And even then
some people were turned away.

I can look back in my mind and see the crowd of
people who gathered. It’s quite a picture. I see friends
you’ve gotten to know in my story, like Les Tiews,
Sandy Lyon, Walt Bresette and Jeff Peterson, and oth-
ers you will soon meet, including Cassandra Dixon,
Kerm Benson, Jim Bray and Wayne Meyers. These
were dignified people who stood out as men and
women of integrity and power. You could feel it in
them, and they came to the hearing well-informed
and ready to take a stand. Needless to say, they urged
the hearing examiner not to grant the thirteen differ-
ent permits and six variances requested by the mining
company.

You already know most of the points that those of
us opposed to the mine wanted to make in front of
David Schwarz, so I won’t spend a lot of time talking
about that. Instead you can take a look at a brief sum-

mary of our arguments that appeared in the August
1990 issue of the Real Flambeau News (Figure 76-3).
I have also included a copy of Evelyn’s hand-typed
testimony on the CD-ROM that accompanies this
book for those of you who are interested in learning
more of the details (CD 76-8).

What I would like to do right now is tell you a lit-
tle bit about the people themselves who gave of their
time and energy to help us in the Town of Grant. In
particular, the first day of the hearing was very excit-
ing because of a young woman by the name of
Cassandra Dixon. Evelyn and I knew Cassandra from
seeing her at various environmental meetings, and we
also knew her mother Gertrude and father George,
who was a professor at the University of Wisconsin–
Stevens Point. It’s fair to say that the entire Dixon fam-
ily was very concerned about protecting the environ-
ment, especially from nuclear dangers. Whether it
was nuclear power plants, radioactive waste dumps,
the mining of radioactive minerals or the testing of
atomic weapons, the Dixons wanted no part of it. In
particular, the family was instrumental in stopping
the development of a nuclear power plant near
Rudolph, Wisconsin in the mid-1970s (CD 76-9), and
Gertrude and George co-authored a book with
Charles Huver and Naomi Jacobson in 1979 entitled
Methodologies for the Study of Low-Level Radiation in
the Midwest. It dealt with measuring radioactive fall-
out in Wisconsin and talked about the adverse effects
of radiation on our food supply and health. In the
1980s the Dixons also helped put the kibosh on the
United States Department of Energy’s plans to store
nuclear waste in northern Wisconsin.

Needless to say, Cassandra grew up in an atmos-
phere where people were committed to protecting the
earth from man-made destruction, including every-
thing from nuclear waste to acid mine drainage. So it
was no surprise that she drove 170 miles from her
home in Wisconsin Dells to take part in the Master
Hearing on the Flambeau Mine. Cassandra is a rather
quiet woman but well aware of what is going on in
environmental circles, and she is not afraid to get
involved. To this day, she devotes her life to working
on issues of social and environmental justice.

Cassandra certainly made her point at the Master
Hearing! She came dressed as the Grim Reaper and
slowly walked up and down the aisle leading to the
stage where David Schwarz sat. She carried a basket
with her that was filled with dead fish (smoked
salmon) and one-by-one laid them at Schwarz’s feet.
When the police attempted to remove Cassandra from
the room, my friend Jeff Peterson tried to block them
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Figure 76-2. The
Wausau Daily
Herald ran a series
of feature articles
about Kennecott’s
mining proposal
during the first
week of the Master
Hearing. See CD
76-5, CD 76-6, and
CD 76-7 for the
complete series
(Wausau Daily
Herald, July 16,
1990; republished
with permission).
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Figure 76-3. There is no doubt that a majority of people who testified at the Master Hearing were against Kennecott’s project. Some of their
major arguments are summarized here (Real Flambeau News, August 6, 1990).
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and both he and Cassandra were arrested
(Figure 76-4). You can read the complete news-
paper account of what happened on the CD-
ROM that accompanies this book (CD 76-10).

Another person who took a real stand at the
hearing was Kerm Benson. I had never met
him before, but when I heard him speak, I
knew we would become good friends. And we
did. Kerm came to testify on behalf of
Muskies, Inc., a sportfishing group with over
6,000 members in the United States and
Canada. To this day the group refers to its
members as “America’s Most Conservation-
Conscious Anglers,” and Kerm exemplified
that. He was a founding member of the
Chippewa Falls, Wisconsin chapter of the
organization, and this particular group had a
special interest in Kennecott’s proposal
because its members had spent a lot of time
and money stocking young muskies in Lake
Holcombe, downstream from the mine site.

Kerm had done his homework on the
Environmental Impact Statement, and he
knew the mining company’s plans were lax
when it came to protecting the fishery. You
could just feel the power in him when he
spoke at the hearing. Here is how his testi-
mony was reported in the July 19, 1990 issue
of the Ladysmith News (CD 76-11):

Spokesmen for Muskies, Inc. and the
Wisconsin Wildlife Federation spoke in oppo-
sition to the proposed open pit copper mine
south of Ladysmith in testimony Monday
afternoon at the noncontested case portion
of the Master Mine Hearing.

Kermit Benson, a director at large for the
6,000-member Muskies, Inc., said: “We are
opposed to the mining project because we
feel that it poses a serious threat to the fishery. In
spite of assurances that this project will be environ-
mentally safe, we think it is too risky.” …

Benson, citing the Final Environmental Impact
Statement, said bioassays will be required after dis-
charge (from the mine site into the Flambeau River)
begins. If the tests are failed, Flambeau Mining Co.
would be required to retest and attempt to eliminate
the cause of the problem. Meanwhile, the toxic dis-
charge would continue.

Benson also said the FEIS states that Lake
Holcombe could be adversely affected if water quality
of the Flambeau River is degraded. “How long would
it take Flambeau Mining to correct problems that
could come up and how many fish in the Flambeau
are going to die in the meantime?”

“Why doesn’t the impact statement say that
Flambeau Mining will be required to halt mining
operations until the problems are corrected? What if
the attempt fails? In the event of a major fish kill,
will Flambeau Mining Co. pay for the restoration of
the fishery? I doubt it,” he said.

“Mining is the real long-term threat to the envi-
ronment and the fishery in Northern Wisconsin. It
has the potential to make the Indian spearfishing
controversy look like a piece of candy,” added
Benson.

Kerm knew what he believed and wasn’t afraid to
express it. He had been a muskie fisherman for many
years, although his arthritic hands eventually made it
difficult for him to continue his sport. But more

Figure 76-4. Ladysmith Police Chief Norm Rozak talked to Cassandra Dixon of
Wisconsin Dells in an attempt to get her to leave the Ladysmith High School
auditorium after she put dead fish on the auditorium stage. She and Jeff Peterson
of the Wisconsin Greens were arrested (Caption and news photo, Ladysmith
News, July 19, 1990; republished with permission).
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importantly, he was a strong conservationist and saw
the proposed mine for what it was—a threat to the
Flambeau River. Kerm even wrote several articles for
Muskie magazine about how mining can negatively
impact our fisheries and invited me to speak at a
meeting of his local chapter of Muskies, Inc.

Kerm was a person who came to me with his whole
heart. There was no holding back. And I’m so glad
that I also had a chance to meet his sweet Ojibwe
wife, a writer and poet by the name of Caroline
Martin Benson. When Kerm “walked on” several years
ago, I felt a great loss. 

Another person at the hearing who really
impressed me with his testimony was Jim Bray. Jim
was the associate director of the Wisconsin Wildlife
Federation and also served as a delegate to the
Wisconsin Conservation Congress. He drove about
125 miles from Mosineee, Wisconsin to attend the
hearing, and after a long day of listening to others
speak and offering his own testimony, he had to drive
back home to go to work the next day. Now that’s
dedication! I first met Jim in the early 1980s, when he
came to Rusk County to speak out against the mine.
And he kept coming back whenever we needed him.

Jim cited all kinds of problems with the FEIS in his
testimony and stated that the Wisconsin Wildlife
Federation wanted to go on record against the mine.
Besides providing a lot of information about acid mine
drainage, Jim brought attention to the fact that the

mining company planned to monitor the fish in the
Flambeau River for toxicity just once a year and to col-
lect samples nine miles downstream from the mine
instead of right at the mine site! You didn’t have to be
an “expert witness” to know that something was wrong
with that picture. Yet, the fact that Jim’s testimony was
offered during the noncontested portion of the hearing
(as was Kerm’s) meant it carried no weight in the final
decision. I think you can see the injustice!

On the lighter side, my friend Sandy Lyon was at the
hearing as well and brought other people with her. I
remember how she wasn’t feeling very well during the
proceedings, as if she might have the flu. She even left
the room at one point to call her doctor to set up an
appointment for a Lyme Disease test. But a few days
later we found out what was really going on. All that
wooziness was morning sickness! To this day when
Sandy looks back on the Master Hearing, she gets a big
smile on her face and says, “I thought I had Lyme, but
instead I had a baby!” As my book goes to press, her lit-
tle Sage is fifteen years old.

Despite the fact that Sandy wasn’t feeling well at the
hearing, she still stepped forward to testify. And you
could tell she was all steamed up about trying to get
David Schwarz to listen to us. Her testimony, as usual,
was well-prepared and to the point. We’ve always been
able to count on her.

One more person I would like to mention from the
first three days of public testimony is Wayne Meyers.

Both his mother and wife are Lac Courte
Oreilles Ojibwe, and Wayne was one of
many tribal members who came to the
hearing to testify against the mine. I
remember him well because of how kind
he was to Evelyn and me. Wayne visited
us several times at our home and hon-
ored us by bringing his children to meet
us. We also had the pleasure of being
invited to his home in Cornell,
Wisconsin, where we were treated with
such respect and thoughtfulness.

The other Native Americans who
attended the meeting were impressive as
well. In fact, representatives of all six
Ojibwe tribes in Wisconsin testified
against the proposal—Lac Courte Oreilles
(LCO), Mole Lake, Red Cliff, Lac du
Flambeau, Bad River and St. Croix. These
good people came as concerned fathers
and mothers, worried about protecting
our clean water and insuring good hunt-
ing and fishing for our children and 

Figure 76-5. Kerm Benson of Muskies, Inc. testified with passion against Kennecott’s
proposal to build the Flambeau Mine (News photo, Eau-Claire Leader-Telegram, July
17, 1990; republished with permission).
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generations to follow. They also spoke of treaty rights
and how the state and mining company should have
consulted the tribes about potential environmental
harm from the mine, but hadn’t.

The Ladysmith News printed a large article about
the testimony offered by the Native Americans at the
hearing (CD 76-12). In particular, it mentioned how
the tribal chairman of the Lac Courte Oreilles Ojibwe,
gaiashkibos, had recently traveled to England to
attend the annual shareholders meeting of Rio Tinto
Zinc. He had seen firsthand how the huge multina-
tional corporation conducted business and that its
officers were not concerned about honoring treaty
rights. So as part of his testimony at the Ladysmith
hearing, Gaiashkibos said to Schwarz, “If you believe
RTZ has your best interest at heart, you’re badly mis-
taken. Their only concern is profit and loss.”

Another interesting fact shared by gaiashkibos was
that nineteen members of the British Parliament had
submitted a motion to the House of Commons on
June 27, 1990 in which they condemned RTZ for forc-
ing itself on the people of northern Wisconsin! The
motion blatantly accused the mining company of “rid-
ing rough shod over people’s rights and environmen-

tal issues all for the sake of short-term profits fired by
greed.” I don’t know who was behind getting the
motion to the floor of the House of Commons, or if it
was even passed, but it’s clear that people on the
other side of the ocean were sympathetic to our
cause. I have included the complete wording of the
motion for you to see, as reported in the November
1990 issue of the Real Flambeau News (Figure 76-6).

The most important thing gaiashkibos did at the
hearing was read a resolution against the mine that
had recently been adopted by the LCO Tribal
Government (CD 76-12). The resolution spoke of the
tribe’s right to hunt, fish and gather on ceded lands and
also pointed out that the Bureau of Indian Affairs,
which was part of the United States Department of the
Interior, did not support Kennecott’s mining proposal.
The whole thing drew attention to the fact that allow-
ing a mine to be built in the ceded territory of the Lake
Superior Ojibwe was not a matter to be decided only
by Kennecott and the State of Wisconsin. Treaty rights
derive from international contracts between the Indian
Nations and the United States.

Since Kennecott’s mining proposal was impinging
on areas of federal jurisdiction, you would think that

Figure 76-6. Even members of the British Parliament went on record against Kennecott’s plans to ride rough shod over the people of northern
Wisconsin (Real Flambeau News, November 1990).
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Hearing Examiner David Schwarz would have been
concerned about what gaiashkibos said. But it didn’t
seem to phase him at all. In fact, nothing seemed to
phase Schwarz, as person after person came forward
to testify against the project (Figure 76-7).

In general, the public pointed out that the Environ-
mental Impact Statement did not address our real
concerns. But I must say there was at least one section
of the EIS with which we totally agreed. It dealt with
an alternative action that could be taken by the state
instead of permitting the mine and was called the “No
Action Alternative.” I’ve included the exact wording
for you to see. It’s what the majority of people who
testified at the Master Hearing wanted.

By the time all was said and done, one hundred
eighty people testified against the mine and only one
in its favor during the first three days of the hearing.
That was pretty darned impressive and was reported
prominently in the Real Flambeau News (Figure 76-
3). I might add that the numbers would have been
even more impressive, except that Schwarz closed
down the noncontested part of the hearing before
everyone had been given a chance to speak. He tried
to pacify the crowd by announcing that common peo-
ple would be given another chance to testify at the
very end of the hearing. But we knew what was really
going on. Because of the Master Hearing Law, none of
our testimony counted. So of course Schwarz was
anxious to move on to the next phase of the hearing,
where the sworn testimony was to be rendered.

The Contested Case Portion 
of the Master Hearing
The contested case portion of the hearing, with all its
lawyers, expert witnesses, sworn testimony and cross-
examination, officially got underway on July 19,
1990. It consisted of about twelve days of testimony,

The No Action Alternative
“The no action alternative includes no mining because the
necessary mining permits are not granted. If no action is
taken, the drill holes, soil borings, and monitoring wells
could be permanently abandoned and the sites graded and
revegetated. The drill sites would eventually revert to forest
or would become meadow or farmland.

The alternative of not proceeding with the project would
allow the current environmental resource trends and cul-
tural processes to continue. Lands actively farmed would
continue to be leased for agricultural purposes in the future.
Without this project, the character and environmental qual-
ity of the area would remain in approximately its present
state.

The no action alternative would eliminate the negative
impacts of the project on Rusk County, the Town of Grant,
and the City of Ladysmith. Short-term aesthetic, noise, sur-
face water, and traffic impacts would not occur. Long term
concern over groundwater contamination would not exist.”

Source: Final EIS for the Flambeau Mine, January 1990.

Figure 76-7. A crowd estimated at between 200 and 250 attended the opening session of the Master Hearing in the Ladysmith High School
auditorium. … Only one local resident spoke in favor of the mine (Caption and news photo, Ladysmith News, July 19, 1990; republished with
permission).
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with the first seven and last two days in Ladysmith
and the intervening days in Madison. I guess the
hearing was moved to the state capital for a few days
to accommodate the DNR officials who were slated to
testify. Unfortunately, however, moving the proceed-
ings 220 miles away to Madison also cut down on the
number of local people who could stop by and listen
to what the DNR had to say. 

In terms of legal representation, I’ve already men-
tioned some of the attorneys who were present, includ-
ing John Koeppl and Henry Handzel for Kennecott,
Chuck Hammer for the DNR and William Thiel for Rusk
County. And then there were the attorneys for the good
guys, including Larry Leventhal and Tracey Schwalbe
for the Lac Courte Oreilles Ojibwe, Waring Fincke for
the Wisconsin Green Party and Harry Hertel for the
Wisconsin Resources Protection Council.

I must also mention my friends Dorothy Volkman and
Bill Merrill, who represented the Flambeau Valley Peace
Coalition and RCCAG. Even though they were not attor-
neys, Dorothy and Bill registered as official parties to the
proceedings, which was permissible under the statute
mentioned earlier, Wis. Stat. 293.43(5)(b). That meant
they were allowed to cross-examine the mining com-
pany’s expert witnesses and henchmen, which they did!
In effect, Dorothy and Bill served as lawyers for the com-
mon people, and we were so grateful to have them on
our side. There is no doubt they were very well informed
about the mining situation and aware of the various
environmental issues that needed to be considered.

Attorney Waring Fincke, a Bear of
an Attorney and a Good Friend
The first time I saw Waring Fincke was when he came to
Ladysmith in July of 1990 to represent the Wisconsin Green
Party at the Master Hearing. He was a person one would not
be apt to overlook. A criminal attorney from Milwaukee,
Waring had traveled north to provide his services to the
Greens for free because he opposed what Kennecott wanted
to do and was worried about the prospect of a mining dis-
trict rising up in northern Wisconsin.

One could almost say that Waring was a bear of a man. He
was big, brawny and had a beard. He just looked tough, but
there was always a twinkle in his eye, even as he faced the
hearing examiner, sparred with the mining company
lawyers and cross-examined witnesses. Waring easily held
his own. He was not only strong, but very well informed
about the proposed Kennecott mine.

Waring stayed with Evelyn and me in our modest little farm
house during the hearing. He was a pleasant guest who
noticed things and could talk about most any subject with
intelligence. We got well acquainted, and both Evelyn and I
could see that Waring was not only competent, but just a
nice guy.

Waring is the kind of guy who, when he meets a friend,
gives the person a big bear hug. And when he tackled the
mining people at the Master Hearing, they must have felt
they had been tackled by a bear. I remember hearing Waring
emphatically say, “I’m a criminal lawyer, and what’s going
on here is criminal!”

A year or so after Waring helped us at the Master Hearing,
Evelyn and I were in Milwaukee visiting relatives. When I
called him up to say hello, he happened to be home and
immediately asked me, “Where are you, and where are you
going?” I told him that we were at my brother’s house and
about to leave for home. He quickly responded, “You will be
passing by not too far from my house on your way home.
Come this way, and I will have breakfast for you.”

Of course we went. And that busy criminal lawyer who had
donated his services to help us at the Master Hearing took
the time to cook a nice meal for Evelyn and me. He made
some special pancakes, and they were really good.

To this day I see Waring from time to time, and he still gives
me a big bear hug whenever we meet. He even picked me
right up off the ground when I saw him at an environmental
meeting that happened to fall close to my 86th birthday. So
I guess I can thank Kennecott for at least something. The
mining company accidentally brought into my life a good
and unforgettable friend.

Figure 76-8. Attorneys Harry Hertel (center) and Waring Fincke
(right) participate in the Master Hearing on Kennecott’s mining pro-
posal (July 1990).
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On the first day of the contested case hearing,
Attorney Waring Fincke came out slugging. Right off
the bat he asked Schwarz to suspend the hearing,
based on all the serious concerns with the FEIS raised
by the public during the first three days of noncon-
tested testimony. Of course Kennecott Attorney John
Koeppl quickly objected to Fincke’s request, saying the
motion was premature. Little Charles Hammer, who
always sided with the mining interests, weighed in as
well. Here is what he said, as reported in the July 26,
1990 issue of the Ladysmith News (CD 76-13):

DNR attorney Hammer agreed [with Koeppl], noting
that the FEIS is not meant to support anything. The
bulk of the evidence is instead in the materials sub-
mitted with the permit applications.

How arrogant of Hammer! To me it suggested a disre-
gard for anything the public had to say about the
FEIS. This was later confirmed when Hammer stated
that the DNR officials had worked “as hard as they
possibly could” to review the proposal as quickly as
they did and therefore had not “had the time to come
and listen to the public testimony” (CD 76-14). Wow!
It kind of sounded like Hammer viewed the mining
company as his employer rather than the taxpayers
who were paying his salary.

What emerged was a picture of a state agency
working under pressure to process Kennecott’s appli-
cation on the mining company’s timetable. Much of
the correspondence between the mining company or
its agents and the DNR contained references to this
pressure (“As you are aware, this project is on an
accelerated schedule, and therefore we request that
the department complete its review of this data in an
expeditious manner …”—October 7, 1987 letter from
Foth & VanDyke to the DNR). This may explain why
so little of the company’s data was subjected to inde-
pendent verification and why so many holes in the
studies went unnoticed until the hearing.

But the public’s opinion didn’t seem to matter to
Hammer—nor to the hearing examiner. As you might
expect, Schwarz refused to grant Fincke’s motion to
suspend the proceedings, and the contested case
hearing began.

The first item on the agenda was to hear opening
statements from the various attorneys. Take a look at
the next page, where I have included a few excerpts
from what Attorneys Koeppl, Fincke and Schwalbe
had to say. The quotations show how Koeppl tried to
present the mining company as a “steward of the
earth,” but that Fincke and Schwalbe were not fooled
for one minute.

In terms of the witnesses who appeared at the con-
tested case hearing, it’s no surprise that RCCAG, the
Wisconsin Resources Protection Council, the Wiscon-
sin Green Party and the other official parties on record
against the mine could not afford to hire a lot of
experts to offer testimony. As I recall, we had about
fifteen witnesses altogether, including six experts
brought in by the Lac Courte Oreilles Ojibwe. The bal-
ance consisted of concerned citizens like Jeff
Peterson, Evelyn and myself. We spoke as our own
experts, based on knowledge from having studied the
proposal, the mining laws, Kennecott’s track record
and what mining had done to other communities. Of
course, giving sworn testimony entailed being cross-
examined by the mining company’s polished and
aggressive attorneys. I’m sure that scared a lot of peo-
ple off, or we would have had many more citizens
speak out during this part of the hearing.

The mining company, on the other hand, wasn’t
afraid at all. It had thousands of dollars to spend on
bringing in expert witnesses and did. In fact, Kennecott
hired 15 experts to speak on its behalf. The DNR was
also well represented, with 20 department officials
offering testimony in support of the mine. Kennecott,
of course, bragged up the qualifications of all the min-
ing company and DNR witnesses in the Flambeau News
to try to convince the public that anyone who knew
anything supported the project (CD 76-15).

As the hearing progressed, Kennecott proved that
by spending a lot of money, it could find people to
conduct studies that supported just about any claim
the mining company wanted to make. I’m not trying
to imply that these people were dishonest or corrupt;
they were simply doing the job they were paid to do.
However, it was obvious that while each “expert” may
have had great knowledge in a particular area of
study, not one of them had a grasp of the totality of
the project or the broad scope of the issues involved.

Time and time again Kennecott’s “experts” admit-
ted under cross-examination that they had never
worked on this type of mine in this type of deposit, or
that they had no real world data to work from, just
computer models or synthesized waste products to
approximate real conditions. Often they would
respond to a question from the opposition by saying,
“That concern is outside the scope of my study,” or
“That is beyond my area of expertise.” You didn’t
have to be an expert to realize there was something
wrong with that sort of limited knowledge. It’s as if
the big guns from Kennecott and the DNR had no
grasp of how things were interconnected in the real
world.
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Larry Mercando’s testimony was no better, and it
really tickled me to see how Attorneys Waring Fincke
and Harry Hertel went after him. Hertel started off by
mentioning something about Mercando’s campaign
contributions, implying that the mining company had
tried to buy its permits rather than earn them. As you
might imagine, that line of questioning was cut off
real fast by the hearing examiner. But that didn’t mat-

ter to Waring Fincke. He continued to expose
Mercando’s sleazy tactics, as you can see in this
excerpt from an article that appeared in the July 26,
1990 issue of the Ladysmith News (CD 76-16):

Fincke was restrained from asking Mercando Tuesday
about whether he was involved with Flambeau
Mining and the efforts to change Department of
Natural Resource regulations to protect water

Here are excerpts from the opening statements made by Attor-
neys John Koeppl, Waring Fincke and Tracey Schwalbe at the
Master Hearing for Kennecott’s mining proposal, as reported in
the July 26,1990 issue of the Ladysmith News (CD 76-13):

Mining Company Statement (Attorney John Koeppl)

In his opening statement, Flambeau Mining Company
Attorney Koeppl said, “I was here for every minute of testi-
mony given during the public hearing segment of the Master
Hearing, and accepted on behalf of my client the responsibil-
ity of one who is called to bear witness. In doing so, I listened
to the people, heard and like you, Mr. Schwarz, was envel-
oped by the outpouring of their hearts, their souls, their con-
cerns, their fears, their anger, their frustration, their visions,
and their quest.”

“Many witnesses suggested that my client considers them to
be radical, revolutionary or un-American for opposing the
mine. That is a misperception. Wisconsin’s stringent mining
laws afford anyone, regardless of race, origin, home, means,
affiliations, education, age, or interest with the right to partic-
ipate in this Master Hearing in a role which is as great or as
small as each person selects. This is participatory democracy
at its best—and it was the duty of each witness, as children
and stewards of the earth to avail themselves of that right.

“We too come before you, Mr. Schwarz, as stewards of the
earth. It is our hope that by the end of this hearing you, as
well as the concerned citizens who have questioned the envi-
ronmental integrity of this project, will realize that under
Wisconsin’s law, environmental stewardship and mining are
not conflicting endeavors.” …

Wisconsin Green Party Statement (Attorney Waring Fincke)

Attorney Fincke commended Koeppl for his opening state-
ment, saying it was “very good.” Fincke said he was glad to
see that the outpouring of emotion and concerns got to Mr.
Koeppl. He also said he was glad Koeppl noted that his client
doesn’t consider mine opponents as radicals, revolutionaries
or un-American. “Too bad Mr. Mercando doesn’t see it that
way,” said Fincke.

Fincke said the issues raised over and over during the three
days of public testimony have not been addressed. Fincke

said Koeppl did not refer to the track record of Kennecott/
RTZ. And DNR Attorney Hammer did not state why five vari-
ances to the mining law were requested and necessary.
“Neither said the project is environmentally safe,” noted
Fincke. “They said it was environmentally safe within the
law.” … No comment was made on how Wisconsin’s mining
laws were revised and diluted by those people seeking the
permits in the first place, Fincke maintained. …

Fincke urged the hearing examiner to take an active role in
the hearing by examining witnesses and exhibits, taking his
cue from the questions raised during three days of public tes-
timony.

Lac Courte Oreilles Tribal Government Statement (Attorney
Tracey Schwalbe)

In her opening statement, LCO attorney Schwalbe referred to
the treaties of 1837, 1842 and 1854 as the law of the land.
She said members of the LCO tribe are not “outside agita-
tors” nor “special interest groups.” She said LCO will “never
be a conquered tribe” and is part of the great Ojibwa Nation.

Schwalbe said she was not only asking Schwarz to interpret
the federal treaties as they have been by the federal courts,
but asking the DNR to abide by them. She raised four issues
of note:

1. She said the three treaties referred to above are the
“supreme law of the land” and are binding on the tribes as
well as the United States. She cited a Washington (State)
court decision which said there must be protection of the
fishery in order for Native Americans to fish. She said the
standards of Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCLs) don’t
meet the federal standards for protection, and she said the
record of FMC-Kennecott-RTZ has been poor. She sug-
gested if the state grants permits it will be a unilateral
action that would infringe upon the tribe and its rights.

2. She said a regional environmental impact statement is
needed before any mining permits can be granted.

3. Schwalbe said a legal problem exists concerning the Local
Agreement and local mining moratoria.

4. She said mining is not in the best interests of the health
and welfare of the people of Wisconsin.

Opening Statements
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quality. After an objection by the mining attorney,
Fincke said the followup question was to be on what
Fincke called “a conspiracy to change the law” and
“an end run of local zoning ordinances.”

“I apply the laws of the State of Wisconsin accord-
ing to the best of my ability,” the examiner pro-
claimed, and he told Fincke if he wished to raise the
issue referred to, it should be in court.

Instructed that he could make “an offer of proof,”
Fincke told the examiner for the record that he
believed it could be determined there was a concerted
effort on behalf of Kennecott and its subsidiaries to
effect substantial and radical changes in water qual-
ity regulations of the DNR and to put in place provi-
sions of state law which allow abrogation of a
precursor to development of this project, and that
those changes were made at the request of this par-
ticular company and were made with the specific
purpose for to come back in and have this project
approved under more relaxed standards.

DNR Attorney Charles Hammer began to ask
what standards the Wisconsin Greens lawyer was
referring to, when the examiner cut off discussion of
the issue. …

Even though Schwarz tried to silence him, Fincke could
not resist challenging Mercando on one more point. He
asked him if the mining company was prepared to
“guarantee the environmental safety of Rusk County
and the Flambeau.” All that Mercando could say was,
“We are going to guarantee that we are going to follow
the regulations of the state” [emphasis added], to which
Fincke responded, “So that’s as far as you are going to
take this guarantee, the regulations of the state.”

Fincke brought to a head what we had been saying
all along: It’s meaningless for a mining company to fol-
low the state’s mining laws and rules when the regula-
tions aren’t tough enough to protect the environment.

I think Mercando was really feeling the heat. And
as you might expect, there was a backlash. It took the
form of a front-page article that appeared in the
August 9, 1990 issue of the Flambeau News (CD 76-
17). Instead of taking the high road and admitting the
mining company had indeed helped manipulate and
weaken the state’s mining laws, Mercando’s newslet-
ter shifted the focus to a whole different topic. True to
form, he tried to belittle those of us who were
opposed to the mine and make us look like a bunch of
fools. Let me tell you the story.

Jeff Peterson of the Wisconsin Green Party, along
with David Penning and David Egan, who had come
to testify for the Lac Courte Oreilles Ojibwe, were
three dedicated, good men who were knowledgeable
about the mining issue and unafraid to voice their
opinions. As part of the line of questioning, each was

asked by Kennecott’s attorney if he had fully read the
technical and scientific documentation supporting the
FEIS and fully read all the proposed permit language
for the project.

Now that was kind of a dumb question to ask these
three witnesses or any other witness. Larry Mercando
himself had bragged just before the hearing began
that so much information was on file regarding the
mine that the stack of documents measured more
than 12 feet high (Figure 73-1). So of course anyone
with an ounce of sense would have realized that
Peterson, Penning and Egan could not have read
everything. In fact, I would bet that neither Larry
Mercando nor any of the mining company or DNR
witnesses had fully read the material either.

But to show you how mean-spirited, conniving and
nasty Mercando could be when his back was to the
wall, I’d like you to see the headline that appeared in
the Flambeau News about the testimony of Peterson,
Penning and Egan (CD 76-17):

Mining Opposition Witnesses Admit They Never
Fully Read the Technical Submissions or the
Proposed Mine Permits—Mercando Says Lack of
“Homework” May Explain Opposition

Talk about twisting the facts! And Mercando, to fur-
ther the distortion that these well-informed men did
not know what they were talking about, was quoted
in the article as saying, “I’ve said all along that any
objective person who studied all the facts would have
to conclude that this mine will be environmentally
sound, and I couldn’t figure out why Mr. Peterson and
others were saying some of the things they were. Now
we know why … they haven’t done their homework.
I’m embarrassed for them.”

All I can say is this: Mercando must have been
pretty scared of the knowledge shown by my friends,
or he wouldn’t have felt it necessary to attack them
the way he did. I have the utmost respect for Jeff
Peterson, David Penning and David Egan.

Evelyn and I spoke during the contested case por-
tion of the Master Hearing as well. And I am includ-
ing an excerpt from Evelyn’s sworn testimony for you
to see. She started out by saying, “I am not appearing
as an expert in either science or law, and should not
have to be, to help decide whether the proposed mine
is good for our community or not.” And then, as you
might expect, she proceeded to review the mining
laws to show how the DNR was “stretching its author-
ity beyond a reasonable limit to ensure Kennecott a
permit to mine, while shutting out the public as much
as possible and ignoring the possible dangers to the
environment.” 
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I could go on and on about all the testimony given
during the contested case portion of the hearing. But
let me conclude with one bright spot, the testimony of
gaiashkibos. He had testified earlier during the non-
contested portion of the hearing and came back to
offer sworn testimony as well. And, believe me, he
handled Attorney John Koeppl so skillfully that it was
a real pleasure to watch. To start, Koeppl tried to hand
gaiashkibos some papers to read as the basis for fur-
ther questioning, but the tribal chief just sat there and
did not pick them up. And then when Koeppl pro-
ceeded to ask specific questions, gaiashkibos either
gave blunt answers without offering much informa-
tion or asked the attorney to restate the question, as if
he had not understood what was said. By the end of
the interrogation, Koeppl was so flustered that he did

not know if he was afoot or on horseback. In a dis-
gusted tone of voice Koeppl finally said, “Well, I have
no more questions.” Then, as gaiashkibos walked past
Evelyn and me to his seat, he gave us a wink.

Many people besides those of us sitting in the room
heard the testimony of gaiashkibos and the others
who spoke at the Master Hearing. And for that I must
give credit to WOJB, the radio station of the LCO
Ojibwe. It broadcast the entire Master Hearing live,
from start to finish. When you dialed in FM 88.9 dur-
ing those three weeks, you heard no music or morn-
ing news, because the tribe felt that broadcasting
both the noncontested and contested portions of the
hearing was the most important service the station
could offer. The radio announcer who faithfully came
day after day to moderate the broadcast was Dave

Here is part of Evelyn Churchill’s testimony from the con-
tested case portion of the Master Hearing on Kennecott’s
mining proposal (CD 76-18):

I have been a resident of Rusk County for over 60 years and a
resident in the Town of Grant for the past 45 years. I was
trained in elementary education, and have spent most of my
life as a farm wife and homemaker.

I am not appearing as an expert in either science or law, and
should not have to be, to help decide whether the proposed
mine is good for our community or not. However, since we
were thrown headlong into this controversy for the past 15
years, because we happen to live near where Flambeau
Mining Company (Kennecott-RTZ) wants to mine—3 miles
from the orebody—I have kept track of the law and rulemak-
ing for mining to the best of my ability, have done research
on mining, and visited a number of mining areas in both the
United States and Canada, both active and abandoned.

When told that mining nowadays is much different and more
safe now than in the old days, I always want to point out that
the major change is that technology has evolved from pick
and shovel mining to the ability now of mining companies to
move whole mountains, enlarging tremendously the amount
of toxic wastes as they mine out ever decreasing amounts of
metals from the volumes of earth exploited. The basic
method of building waste basins has not changed much; and
no guarantees can be made that they will not develop persist-
ent, severe pollution, for perpetuity, over much greater areas.
…

In my opinion the DNR, because of heavy pressure from min-
ing interests, is pushing its regulation authority to whatever
point is needed to insure Kennecott-Flambeau Mining
Company a permit to mine, which, in my opinion, is beyond

its legislated authority. I base my conclusions on the follow-
ing laws and rules, in regard to DNR actions:

[Evelyn proceeded to go through the various laws and DNR
rules governing mining. She also discussed how Kennecott
had requested rule changes in 1988 that further weakened
environmental protection and how the DNR had gone right
along with the mining company’s requests.]

Basically, Kennecott-Flambeau Mining Company is setting the
rules for its project. The regulator has become the regulated.

Citizens of the state, as well as the mining companies, have
the right to petition for rule changes under s. 227.12. And
three times a group of citizens, myself included, attempted to
get rule changes in the mining and mining waste rules that
would give decided protection to the environment and the
local residents—changes that were entirely feasible. … Each
time we were denied our requests on the grounds that the
DNR saw no need for the changes and that the DNR was per-
fectly capable of handling the mining company as the rules
stood.

If this is what is happening to the rules before mining, I
deplore what will happen after mining starts. …

There can be no question in these two polarized treatments
… that the DNR is guilty of favoritism to a special interest
group and listens not to the people they are supposed to pro-
tect under s. 144.025 [renumbered to ss. 281.11, 281.12,
281.15 and 283.001 in 1995]. … It is my conclusion that the
DNR is stretching its authority beyond a reasonable limit to
ensure Kennecott-Flambeau Mining Company a permit to
mine, while shutting out the public as much as possible and
ignoring the possible dangers to the environment through
such action.

Evelyn’s Testimony
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Collins, a man who always did his best to inform peo-
ple of what was really going on in the world.

Before leaving my discussion of the contested case
portion of the hearing, I’d like to comment on how the
editor of the Ladysmith News, John Terrill, handled the
big job of reporting on what all the expert witnesses
had to say. To start, a lot of attention was paid by the
newspaper to the sworn testimony of those who sup-
ported the mine. For example, here are the headlines
from a number of news articles that featured testimony
from the DNR and Kennecott:
� “Mine would have no impact on fisheries, Pratt

contends” (CD 76-19);
� “Ramharter commentsonproposedmine” (CD76-20);
� “How will mine affect eagles?” (CD 76-21);
� “Blasting expert testifies on Flambeau Mine plans”

(CD 76-22); and
� “Examiner, witnesses in Madison for 3rd week of

Master Hearing” (CD 76-23).

Radio Station WOJB
Before moving on, I would like to give you a little more
information about radio station WOJB because it is such an
important asset to the people of northwestern Wisconsin.

Besides broadcasting the entire Master Hearing live in 1990,
WOJB has broadcast other important public hearings over
the years. For example, in 1986 WOJB was in Stevens
Point, Wisconsin for a hearing over a proposal to locate a
nuclear waste dump between Hayward and Ashland. In fact,
if it had not been for WOJB, there wouldn’t have even been
a sound system in the room so people could hear and be
heard.

Anyone who turned on the radio that day heard Hilary
Waukau say, “Over the dead bodies of the Menominee
Warrior Society will there be radioactive waste in
Wisconsin.” This was pretty powerful stuff for the people of
northwestern Wisconsin to hear, and it shook them up. In
fact, once people heard what was going on over the radio,
more of them came to the hearing to testify. Sandy Lyon
was WOJB’s program director at the time. She said, “By the
people being able to hear the voices of their neighbors, it
emboldened them to join their neighbors.”

WOJB was also on the floor of the Wisconsin Assembly in
Madison, Wisconsin to broadcast live the debate over a
Mining Moratorium Bill that you will read about later in my
story. It all happened on January 21, 1998. I was there and
saw how announcer Eric Schubring stayed in the Assembly
chambers with all of his radio equipment until almost mid-
night, so the people back home could hear what was hap-
pening. The passionate words of Rep. Frank Boyle
(D-Superior), who supported the bill, and the cold and cal-
culating words of Rep. Lorraine Seratti, (R-Spread Eagle),
who did her best to gut the legislation, were broadcast for
all to hear. Now that’s a real service. No other radio or tele-
vision station or any of the newspapers gave the public that
kind of information. People could really see their legislators
for what they were.

As I write my story, WOJB has been providing this kind of
service to the people of northwestern Wisconsin for over
twenty years. The station has helped to give us a bigger
voice on important issues, like mining and treaty rights. In
the true sense of the word, WOJB is a community radio sta-
tion. It is run by Native and non-Native people who are
working together to help all of us know, understand, love
and protect our Mother Earth. And nowadays you don’t
even have to live in northwestern Wisconsin to listen to the
station, because it is broadcasting over the internet at
www.wojb.org.

Figure 76-9. Al Gedicks was on hand to participate in and chronicle
many of the important events in the environmental community’s
lengthy struggle against Kennecott. Here he is pictured in front of
radio station WOJB’s banner at the Master Hearing (July 1990). 
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When it came to the expert testimony of those of us
who were opposed to the mine, however, the newspa-
per was not so generous with providing coverage. In
particular, Terrill did not report at all on the testi-
mony of the scientists brought in by the Lac Courte
Oreilles Ojibwe. The only way people heard what
these qualified experts had to say was by sitting
through the hearing in person, listening to the pro-
ceedings on radio station WOJB, or reading a letter to
the editor that my friends Arlene and Tom Ricci
shamed Terrill into printing. Here is an excerpt from
the Riccis’ letter (CD 76-24):

Treaty rights have become an issue in the review
process of the mining permit for the Ladysmith mine.
We were surprised, therefore, that the Ladysmith
News did not consider newsworthy the testimony of
the expert witnesses called by the Lac Courte Oreilles
(LCO) Chippewa.

Your coverage of DNR and mining company wit-
nesses was fulsome. But not one word on the LCO
witnesses! In the interest of democracy, in the inter-
est of the informed citizenry on which a democracy
depends, we hope that you will at least publish this
summary of testimony by two of the six witnesses.
We heard it thanks to WOJB.

Judy Pratt-Shelley is a biologist for the Great
Lakes Indian Fish and Wildlife Commission. She was
called as an expert witness for the LCO, a party to
the contested case portion of the mining permit
process. The band is concerned that traditional hunt-
ing, fishing and gathering of resources in or near the
Flambeau River may be affected by metal mining on
its banks.

In general, Pratt-Shelley challenged the adequacy
of the traditional approach used by the DNR to study
the possible impact of mining on organisms near the
mine site. The study looks at isolated species at iso-
lated sites. Ms. Pratt-Shelley’s professional training
as an ecologist requires her to consider species as
part of an interconnected system. … She was espe-
cially concerned with what she called “heavy metal
bioaccumulation.” …

Pratt-Shelley [also] criticized the levels of hydro-
gen-sulfide emissions permitted by the DNR. She
explained that hydrogen sulfide is highly toxic to
aquatic life. She observed that the lowest levels that
can be measured by the DNR’s conventional equip-
ment are still higher than levels that are toxic to
aquatic life. More sensitive equipment is available to
detect these lower levels, according to Larry Brooks,
the next witness called by the LCO.

Brooks conducts research in environmental stud-
ies at the University of Wisconsin in Superior.
Currently his laboratory is under contract to the US
Environmental Protection Agency to develop water

quality standards for hydrogen sulfide emissions.
Although Brooks acknowledged, under cross-exami-
nation, that the DNR is not currently violating EPA
standards for sulfide emissions (since they don’t yet
exist), he is convinced that sulfur waste from mining
activity near the Flambeau will impact aquatic life
negatively. … Brooks described the DNR’s current
standard for hydrogen sulfide emissions—5 parts per
billion—as “extremely toxic” to aquatic life.

The information conveyed by the LCO expert wit-
nesses was pretty important stuff. Yet, if it hadn’t been
for WOJB and two conscientious citizens who heard
the station’s broadcast and sent a letter to the editor
of the local paper, most people would not have heard
about it at all. Not only were we fighting the mining
company and the DNR, but the Ladysmith News as
well.

Final Day of the Master Hearing
The Master Hearing ended on August 7, 1990 after a
total of about fifteen days of testimony. And as prom-
ised earlier, Schwarz allowed the public one last
chance to register comments before he declared the
hearing closed. About thirty-five people testified that
final afternoon, nineteen against the mine and six-
teen in its favor. Since the pro-mining forces had
made such a lousy showing at the beginning of the
hearing (only one person out of 181 had testified in
favor of the mine), I suppose they tried a little harder
to roust up a few people at the end. But we still out-
numbered them.

Three petitions were also presented to the hearing
examiner that day. The first was brought in by Jim
Schultz of Ladysmith, who claimed he had a petition
with 337 names in support of the mine. Schultz ran a
barber shop in town, and I wouldn’t doubt that he col-
lected some of the signatures there. He blatantly sup-
ported the mine, and I found him to be really kind of
obnoxious about it. It was like having a feisty little
dog nipping at your heels. That’s what he was like—a
real irritation.

The next petition was presented by Charles
Craemer who lived next door to Ladysmith in Bruce.
He had the signatures of 565 Rusk County citizens
who opposed the mine. And then a third petition was
presented to Schwarz with approximately 185 addi-
tional signatures against the proposal. I guess you
could say that kind of cancelled out what Schulz had
tried to do! And when you counted up the total num-
ber of people who had spoken during the first three
days of noncontested testimony and the final day of
the hearing, about 200 people were on record against
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the mine and less than 20 in favor.
I can honestly say that those who spoke in support

of the mine on the last day of the hearing appeared to
be largely uninformed about what the FEIS had to
say. They tended to speak in generalities about how
the community needed jobs and tax revenue, as if
Kennecott’s mine would be the answer to all our prob-
lems. Well, we knew the FEIS had made mention of
only “about 40 local jobs” that would result from the
six-year project and that we weren’t guaranteed much
tax revenue either. It’s as if those who testified on the
mining company’s behalf had taken their cues from
Kennecott and the DNR. In fact, one local lawyer by
the name of Dan Merriam actually admitted that he
hadn’t studied the EIS but was sure the DNR had done
a good job. That kind of testimony meant nothing at
all.

But guess what! When the Ladysmith News
reported on what happened during the last day of tes-
timony, the paper proclaimed, “Most of the public tes-
timony heard Tuesday was in support of the proposed
mine … Among those who commented was James
Schultz, Ladysmith, who introduced a petition with
337 names in support of the mine” (CD 76-25). And
that was it! There was no mention of the other two
petitions that contained about 750 signatures against
the mine, and it was just untrue that more people had
testified in favor of the mine than against it.

Well, my friend Joyce Melville had come to listen to
the testimony and wasn’t going to let Terrill get away
with that kind of shoddy reporting. You see, Joyce was
a university professor who taught writing courses and
was keenly aware of the need for responsible journal-
ism. So she took her pen in hand and wrote a letter to
the editor to set the record straight. And in her ladylike
way she also managed to chide Terrill a little bit. You
can see for yourself (Figure 76-10).

Schwarz Makes His Decision
At the end of the hearing, Schwarz gathered up all his
papers and went home. By law he had 90 days to
make his decision [Wis. Stat. 293.49(1)], so we
expected to hear something by November 5, 1990.
But the deadline came and went without a word from
the hearing examiner. All we could do was keep
waiting.

Those of us who testified during the contested case
portion of the Master Hearing thought our testimony
would have to be considered by Schwarz when he sat
down to review all the documents and expert
testimony from the hearing. But no! Even before the

hearing commenced, the DNR had gone on record in
opposition to much of the information provided in
our legal briefs, including the briefs submitted by the
Lac Courte Oreilles Ojibwe. You see, the department
had reviewed the information and concluded we were
not “experts.” So the DNR officials claimed our testi-
mony should not be allowed into the official record or
given any weight.

In fact, the DNR went to great lengths to try to dis-
qualify everybody’s testimony except its own and that
of Flambeau Mining Company! In doing so, the
department stated that it did not necessarily argue
with the validity of the testimony, only that it was pre-
sented by people who were not “experts” and that
some of the issues raised appeared to be “outside the
scope of the Master Hearing decision-making

Figure 76-10. Professor Joyce Melville calls the editor of the
Ladysmith News to task for his inaccurate portrayal of the final day of
public testimony at the Master Hearing (Ladysmith News, August 16,
1990).
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process.” In other words, even if the tribes and the
environmental groups were right, the DNR didn’t
want to talk about it. And since we couldn’t afford to
hire a lot of “experts,” the DNR insured that the min-
ing company would be able to take advantage of its
deep pockets to overcome the perfectly valid objec-
tions of the local people and tribes.

Instead of going on and on about this, I will direct
your attention to a cartoon drawn by Jim Ridings that
shows the predicament we were in (Figure 76-11).

Unfortunately, David Schwarz agreed with the
DNR’s arguments against the validity of our testi-
mony, and much of what we said during the contested
case portion of the hearing was struck from the
record. Here is how Al Gedicks described the scene in
his book, The New Resource Wars:

While the Indian-environmental coalition did offer
some expert testimony, the hearing examiner sus-
tained the objections of the company and the DNR
regarding the admissibility of evidence relating to the
consideration of Chippewa treaty rights, the need for

a comprehensive regional environmental impact
statement, the consideration of the corporate track
record of RTZ, and the company’s disregard for local
zoning and township moratoria on mining. From the
perspective of the mine opponents, the most critical
issues of the project were not allowed to be discussed
or to become part of the record.

Schwarz wouldn’t even accept testimony that dealt
with the Local Agreement, the document that replaced
Rusk County’s zoning code for regulating the project.
Now that was a real crime. The Local Agreement was
filled with provisions damaging to local welfare and
control. When it was signed by the local officials, it
was just so much gravy on the already battered-down
power of the local voters. You read earlier about the
shady methods used to get the agreement ratified and
how the terms of the contract had been violated when
the DNR allowed Kennecott to disregard certain
requirements for groundwater testing.

Schwarz must have known all this. And I’m sure he
also knew that the law said no mining permits could

Figure 76-11.
Cartoonist Jim
Ridings captures the
essence of the stu-
pidity of Wisconsin’s
Master Hearing Law
(Flambeau Funnies,
Issue #1, 1990;
republished with
permission).
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be granted unless the proposed mining operation con-
formed with all applicable zoning ordinances [Wis.
Stat. 293.49(1)(a)6]. Yet he absolutely refused to
accept testimony on the contents of the Local
Agreement, the circumstances surrounding its devel-
opment or whether the terms of the contract had been
honored thus far. Instead he apparently considered
the Local Agreement to be valid and without fault. So
a contract that: (1) had been negotiated in closed ses-
sion and paid for by Kennecott; (2) bypassed local
zoning codes; (3) ruled out the town’s moratorium
resolutions; and (4) squelched the freedom of speech
of local elected officials was not challenged at all by
the hearing examiner or the DNR.

It seems the only thing left for Schwarz to base his
final decision upon was the testimony offered by
Kennecott and the DNR. So without any regard for the
environmental issues raised by those opposed to the
mine, the treaty rights issues raised by the Native
Americans or the legal issues surrounding the Local
Agreement, Schwarz proceeded to grant the mining
company everything it wanted—all thirteen permits
and six variances that were needed to mine.

The decision was handed down by Schwarz on
January 14, 1991, and it was splashed all across the
front page of the Ladysmith News (CD 76-26). I
remember the date well because it was the same day
the United States entered the first Gulf War. It felt like
a double-barrel whammy. American soldiers were
going to Iraq, and the British were coming to
Ladysmith. It was like getting kicked when you were
already down. I don’t know if I ever felt so low during
our long struggle.

To top it off, the mining permits that Schwarz
issued to Kennecott were good for the life of the mine!
You see, even though Wisconsin law requires that
gravel pit permits be renewed every five years, Wis.
Stat. 293.49(6) says that metallic mining permits
“shall be valid for the life of the project” unless can-
celed or revoked. So if new and more environmentally
protective technology is developed while a mine is in
operation, there is no leverage to make the mining
company use it.

Schwarz couldn’t have done a better service for
Kennecott if he had been one of the mining com-
pany’s own employees. It appears there was nothing
we could have said to change his decision, even
though our testimony was the result of long hours of
study and preparation. Schwarz gave no credit to
those of us who were concerned about the environ-
ment. It was enough to make you want to swear.

Shortly after the decision was handed down, the

Eau Claire Leader-Telegram ran a three-part series of
articles entitled “Mining: The North at a Crossroads”
(CD 76-27). What a fitting title! Northern Wisconsin
was truly on the verge of being trampled by the multi-
national mining corporations of the world. We knew
that Exxon was waiting in the wings to get into Forest
County, NDU Resources of Vancouver had its eye on
Taylor County and Noranda was snooping around in
both Oneida and Marathon counties. We could only
guess which project would be approved next. And
that’s why we just couldn’t quit.

And quit we didn’t. Before Schwarz’s signature on
Kennecott’s permits had dried, the Lac Courte Oreilles
Ojibwe filed a request with DNR Secretary Carroll
“Buzz” Besadny to review the hearing examiner’s
decision. As reported in the February 6, 1991 issue of
the Wisconsin State Journal, LCO contended the mine
had the potential to harm the environment, thereby
violating the tribe’s legal right to hunt, fish and
gather food in the ceded territory (CD 76-28). Evelyn
also sent information to LCO Attorney Marie Butler to
help the tribe make the case that Schwarz’s decision
was flawed (CD 76-29). But Besadny dismissed the
Ojibwe as easily as Schwarz had done. He stated, “I
do not believe that further proceedings in this matter
would produce relevant substantive evidence that
was not available at the time of the hearing, or
already in the record” (CD 76-30).

Even though Besadny tried to silence the tribe, the
Lac Courte Oreilles Ojibwe knew they had another
line of defense—the federal courts. So they decided
to launch a lawsuit to safeguard their treaty rights
against Kennecott’s assault on the ceded territory.
Unfortunately, however, LCO was not able to get very
far, as reported in the March 26, 1991 issue of the Eau
Claire Leader-Telegram (CD 76-31):

The planned suit was dropped after the LCO band
learned it would have to put up two assurity bonds
before filing any lawsuit against the company. No
assurity company was willing to bond such a law-
suit because the bond total would have been deter-
mined by Flambeau Mining Company, said tribal
attorney Marie Butler. [WOJB station manager]
Dick Brooks called the assurity bond an “economic
subversion of democracy” and added, “The tribe
still has treaty rights and property rights issues
that have not been resolved. If you don’t have the
resources of the mining companies, your opportu-
nity to get a fair hearing is substantially reduced.”

Dick was absolutely right. Those of us who were
opposed to the Flambeau Mine project were fighting
many different forces: the mining company, the DNR
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officials who sat huddled next to Kennecott’s lawyers
during the hearing, the Department of Administra-
tion’s David Schwarz, economic constraints and the
legal system itself.
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The main thing that helped keep Evelyn and me
from giving up our fight against Kennecott in the fall of
1990 was the strong support we felt from our many
friends in the struggle. In fact, when I look back on my
years of fighting the buzzards, much of my story is a
story of love—love that Evelyn and I felt coming our
way from all the dedicated, good people who banded
together to help us, and all the love we felt in our hearts
for them. It’s like we had a second family.

Attending the annual Protect the Earth Festival was
one way for all of us to get together and recharge our
batteries. And the festival that was held over Labor Day
weekend in September of 1990 was no exception. It
took place on the pow-wow grounds of the Lac Courte
Oreilles (LCO) Reservation outside of Hayward,
Wisconsin, and Evelyn and I were so happy to be there
with our friends (Figure 77-1; CD 77-1). Let me tell
you a little bit about some of my special memories.

Many people spoke at the event, including several
who came from far away to be with us. In particular, I
remember Roger Moody of PARTIZANS, who was visit-
ing from London at the time and even came out to the
farm to meet with Evelyn and me (Figure 77-2). And
then there was Winona La Duke, an Anishinaabikwe
activist from the White Earth Reservation in Minnesota.
I didn’t have a chance to really get to know Winona, but
I have much respect for her and her political beliefs. In
1990 she was very pregnant, but still full of energy as
she spoke to the crowd (Figure 77-3). Ten years later, in
2000, she ran for Vice President of the United States on
the Green Party ticket with Ralph Nader.

Besides good speakers, we had a lot of good music
at the festival. My friend Skip Jones was there with
his guitar and pleasant singing voice (Figure 77-4),
and we also heard from a number of Native American

musicians. I was touched by how these performers,
just like Roger and Winona, had traveled many miles
to be with us. For example, John Trudell (Santee
Lakota) flew in from California with his Grafitti Band
to perform an evening concert for us, and we were

The Ballad of Roscoe 
Churchill (September 1990)

C H A P T E R  7 7

Figure 77-1. Roscoe and Evelyn Churchill attend the 1990 Protect
the Earth Festival at the Lac Courte Oreilles Reservation (Photo by Al
Gedicks of La Crosse, WI, September 1990).
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our gathering (Figure 77-5). You may remember him
from his role as Chief Ten Bears in the movie Dances
with Wolves. But more important, Floyd is an environ-
mental activist and a proud founder of the American
Indian Movement (AIM).

also treated to the music of Bobby Bullet (Lac du
Flambeau Ojibwe), Frank Montano (Red Cliff Ojibwe)
and Floyd Red Crow Westerman (Dakota). I might
add that Floyd, who is both an actor and musician,
left his movie set in Canada for a few days to attend

Figure 77-3. A very pregnant Winona La Duke speaks to the crowd
at LCO with enthusiasm and love for our Mother Earth (Photo by Al
Gedicks of La Crosse, WI, September 1990). 

Figure 77-5. Floyd Red Crow Westerman performed music at both
the 1990 and 1991 Protect the Earth Festivals at the LCO Reservation
(Photo by Kathy Olson of Stone Lake, WI, September 1991).

Figure 77-4. Skip Jones (right) provided music at many Protect the
Earth Festivals over the years. Here he is seen with Walter Craft as
they prepare to perform at the 1991 festival held at the LCO
Reservation (Photo by Mike Wyatt of Madison, WI, September 1991).

Figure 77-2. Roger Moody of PARTIZANS came from London to
address the crowd at the 5th annual Protect the Earth Festival (Photo
by Al Gedicks of La Crosse, WI, September 1990).
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about it. He recounted how he first met me in the 1980s
at a mining rally at Lake Nebagamon in Douglas
County, Wisconsin. That was Eric’s first involvement
with the mining issue. Looking back on that day, here is
what he told Laura:

I was impressed with how college kids and people of
all ages saw Roscoe as a leader. He was putting him-
self out on the line and making a difference. I
remember how someone at the rally had a little tele-
vision set in one of the cabins close by. Roscoe had
been filmed for a news story, and people knew it was
going to air that day. When it came on, everyone
dropped everything they were doing to catch that one
little sound bite. I was so impressed.

I knew I wanted to write a song about Roscoe, and
I wanted to do it while he was still alive. People often
have songs written about them after they’re gone.
But I said to myself, “Well, no! Roscoe deserves to
have a song written about him now.” The tune I used
was adapted from a Woodie Guthrie melody, and it

On Sunday afternoon at the festival, everyone was
sitting around listening to speeches and enjoying the
music. Things were starting to wind down, but all of
a sudden I got a real surprise from a young friend of
mine by the name of Eric Sorensen, who also hap-
pens to be a fine musician. Eric got up on the stage
and announced, “I’m dedicating a song to Roscoe
Churchill.” I didn’t know what to say, especially when
I heard the words. Not only was the song dedicated to
me, but it was about me!

The name of Eric’s song was the Ballad of Roscoe
Churchill. He later recorded it on an album entitled
Eclecticution (©1999 Stringth Productions, Meno-
monie, WI), and I have included the words for you to
see. Needless to say, I was very touched by what Eric
wrote, and everyone at the festival thought it was
great. 

Many years after Eric performed his song for me, my
friend Laura Furtman had a chance to speak to him

By Eric Sorensen

Roscoe Churchill is a regular guy, much like you and me,
He ain’t no saint, but he fights real hard against the 

Kennecott Company, old Roscoe, 
The Kennecott Mining Company.

Now Kennecott wanted to dig a little copper right in 
Roscoe’s own back yard.

He tried to ask the county for a little information, but he 
found the going mighty hard, did Roscoe,
Found the going mighty hard.

But that only made him want to ask a lot of questions,
and he learned a thing or two,

He saw what would happen to the land and the water, and
he knew what he had to do, did Roscoe,
Knew exactly what he had to do.

He spoke to the East, and he spoke to the West, on the TV
and the radio,

And everywhere he went he said the very same thing:
“That Kennecott has got to go,” said Roscoe,
It’s time for the people to say “No!”

Well, the Kennecott stooges said, “He’s just one guy, and 
he’s getting on in years.

We’ll bide our time and recite the company line: There’s 
nothing to fear at all (says Kennecott),
Absolutely not a thing to fear.”

But Roscoe kept on making sure the people heard the truth, 
he got the DNR to take another look,

And with the help of lots of other dedicated folks we got 
some brand new laws on the books.
Thanks, Roscoe, for all the chances that you took.

For it’s always easier to look the other way and figure
everybody knows what they’re doing,

But when greed and power come into play it will bring us
all to ruin, dear people,
Bring us all to ruin.

And we owe a lot to Roscoe Churchill and his fight against
the Kennecott,

But they’ll be around after he’s long gone, so it’s up to us,
ready or not, folks!
Up to us, ready or not!

We’ve got to keep on asking lots & lots of
questions, and then ask about a million more,

‘Cause our quality of life ain’t worth any price to be had
from a measly pile of ore, no thanks!
Our Mother Earth will not be made a whore.

And Roscoe Churchill is a regular guy, much like you
and me.

He ain’t no saint, but he fights real hard against the
Kennecott Company, old Roscoe,
He does it for you and me.

The Ballad of Roscoe Churchill



memories. I see names like Joyce Melville, Al Gedicks,
Tom and Arlene Ricci, Bill and Ruth Merrill, Chuck
and Cindy Ericksen, Al and Cheryl Barker, my daughter
Susan, Jeff Peterson, Kathy Kuduk, Dave Collins, Judy
Gosz, Debi McNutt, Karl Fate, Kathy Olson, Steve
Pearson, Bob and Margaret Olsgard, Jan Jacoby, Bob
Gough, Paul De Main, Doug La Follette, John Trudell,
Roger Moody, Ellen Smith and Rick Whaley, to name
just a few. Sandy signed her name as well and added the
following words:

Will get those buzzards—with eagles.

CD-ROM Reference
CD 77-1. Flier for the 1990 Protect the Earth Festival held at the Lac

Courte Oreilles Reservation near Hayward, Wisconsin.
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was a big treat for me to play it for Roscoe at the
Protect the Earth festival.

It’s not that Roscoe is pure goodness and light. He’s
a regular guy, warts and all, willing to put himself on
the line and take a stand. He is plain-speaking, to-the-
point and a little rough around the edges. I thought to
myself, “If he can do it, that means any of us can do
it.” And that’s the point of my song.

I’d also like people to know that while the name of
the mining company in the song is Kennecott, the
company changed its name several times, much like
a felon. It shows the true nature of those people. The
name changes, but it’s the same stink.

Eric’s song was written with such feeling, and I hope
he knows in his heart that his words really touched
my heart. I appreciated how he saw me for who I
really was—not a saint, but just a regular guy. And to
this day, whenever I hear the verse about how the
mining company tried to
write me off because I was
“getting on in years,” it gets
me fired up all over again and
I want to dig my spurs right
into the buzzards! Eric could
not have honored me with a
finer tribute.

Besides the gift of Eric’s
song, there was another pleas-
ant surprise in store for Evelyn
and me at the Protect the
Earth Festival. And I think our
dear friend Sandy Lyon had
her greasy little mitt in it.
Before everyone went home,
we were presented with a
framed “Thank you” signed by
many of the people who were
there (Figures 77-6 and 77-7).
It’s been hanging in our bed-
room ever since.

Looking at all the signa-
tures brings back such good

Figure 77-6. Evelyn and Roscoe Churchill pose with LCO Tribal Chairman gaiashkibos at the Protect the
Earth Festival (Photo by Kathy Olson of Stone Lake, WI, September 1990).
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Figure 77-7. Miigwetch means “thank you” in the Ojibwe language. And that’s what the people who signed their names to this tribute wanted to
say to Roscoe and Evelyn Churchill for their many years of fighting to protect the earth for future generations (September 1990).
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Even before David Schwarz handed down his
decision to grant Kennecott a permit to mine in the
Town of Grant, citizens from all over Rusk County and
beyond knew what was coming down the pike. And
no one wanted to sit around waiting. We simply had
to do something to try and stop the whole affair. So in
September of 1990, Evelyn and I decided to draft a
petition asking the Rusk County Board to rescind the
Local Agreement with Kennecott and declare a
county-wide moratorium on mining (Figure 78-1).
That way, even if Schwarz granted the permit, the
mining company would be stopped in its tracks. 

It was a long shot, but we went ahead. Copies of
the petition were circulated far and wide, and we
even took out a quarter-page advertisement in the
Ladysmith News, urging people to sign the petition
and contact their county board supervisors (Figure
78-2). People really responded. In a period of just a
few weeks, over 2,000 signatures were collected,
including nearly a thousand from Rusk County voters. 

Larry Mercando had constantly harped about how
it was just a “small group of outsiders” who opposed
the mine. So he didn’t know what to say about all
those signatures. But, true to form, he quickly devised
a strategy to try to undermine what we were doing.
He sent out about 4,000 letters to his “dear Rusk
County neighbors” to discourage them from signing
the petition, claiming it was “riddled with distortions
and outright lies” (Figure 78-3). 

Mercando even included with his letter a two-page,
professionally-typeset report that listed all the things
wrong with our one-page, hand-typed petition (CD 78-
1). For him to do something like that, we must have
really rocked his boat. The title of his little report was
“Some Things are Black and White,” and of course we

were portrayed as the guys wearing the black cowboy
hats while the mining company was dressed in white.
But I have to hand it to my Evelyn. She quickly
responded by writing a critique of Mercando’s report
that showed how he was the one distorting the facts
about the Local Agreement, not us (CD 78-2). 

Mercando also included a stamped postcard with
his letter for people to sign and return to the Rusk
County Board to tell the supervisors what they
thought of the Local Agreement. In fact, he included
two postcards with each letter—one for Ma and one
for Pa. People were asked to check one of two state-
ments on the back of the card. On first glance, it
looked like everyone was being given a real choice in
the matter. But it turned out that the two statements
were worded in such a way as to guarantee Mercando
a positive result. Let me explain.

Both statements on the back of the card actually
supported the Local Agreement! It was done in a dis-
torted kind of way that intertwined supporting the
agreement with declaring your support for the con-
cept of environmentally-safe mining. Mercando got
somewhat of a positive response from his deceptively-
worded card, and then he turned around and claimed
that 900 or so people had returned the cards in sup-
port of upholding the Local Agreement. Of course he
failed to mention that about 3,000 people had not
returned the card at all, which could have been inter-
preted to mean they were against the mine, and about
80 more had returned the card and made the effort to
write in that they wanted the county board to rescind
the Local Agreement. I have included a copy of the
postcard, so you can see for yourself what I am talk-
ing about (Figure 78-4). Whoever designed the card
was a master of deception.

Attempt to Rescind the Local 
Agreement (September 1990)
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Figure 78-1. Roscoe and Evelyn Churchill drafted this petition asking the Rusk County Board to rescind the Local Agreement. Over 2,000 sig-
natures were collected (September 1990).
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Figure 78-2. Those
opposed to Kennecott’s
project went all out to col-
lect signatures on a petition
against the Local Agree-
ment. This advertisement
urging people to act
appeared in the local news-
paper (Ladysmith News,
September 20, 1990).
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Things were rapidly coming to a
head, and the Rusk County Board
decided to take up the citizens’ petition
against the Local Agreement at its
September 25, 1990 board meeting.
Before the meeting was held, however,
Ladysmith Administrator Alan Chris-
tianson got his hands on a copy of the
petition and took it upon himself to
share it with Attorney William Thiel,
the lawyer who had been hired to rep-
resent Rusk County on mining matters.
Christianson was always sticking his
nose where it didn’t belong, and I was
not too fond of Thiel either because of
how he always gave in to the mining
company. 

After seeing the petition, Thiel pro-
ceeded to draft a letter to Bernice
Dukerschein, the chairman of the Rusk
County Board. And in his cowardly way,
he cautioned her against the board
adopting any type of resolution to
rescind the Local Agreement or place a
moratorium on mining (CD 78-3). Thiel
suggested that otherwise the county
would face certain legal action and be
sued for breach of contract. In particu-
lar, he referred to Section 31 of the
Local Agreement that was entitled
“Local Governments Will Not Oppose
the Mine.” That part of the contract
obligated the local governments to say
or do nothing that would “unreason-
ably delay the construction of the
mine.” Thiel added, “Adoption of a
rescission resolution could cause an
unreasonable delay to occur.”

A copy of Thiel’s letter was distrib-
uted to the county supervisors at the
meeting, as if to scare us into submis-
sion. What a bunch of baloney! Were
we really supposed to sit back quietly
and let Kennecott get by with anything
it wanted? Section 31 of the contract
clearly violated our constitutional right
to free speech. In fact, I remember rais-
ing quite a fuss about that very issue at
a public meeting held in the auditorium
at Mount Senario College. I can still see
Mercando perched on one of the steps
leading up to the stage at the front of

Figure 78-3. Letter sent by Larry Mercando to his Rusk County “neighbors” to try to counter-
act the public petition circulated against the Local Agreement (September 14, 1990). 

Figure 78-4. Postcard that Larry Mercando asked people to sign and mail to the Rusk
County Board of Supervisors. Note that no matter which option was checked, Mercando
could claim the respondent supported the Local Agreement (September 1990).
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the room. Referring to Section 31 of the agreement,
he said, “Well, Churchill, it never stopped you from
talking.” I responded, “You’re darn right it hasn’t
stopped me!” I guess I was more ornery than most.

Besides talking about the county’s obligations
under Section 31 of the Local Agreement, Thiel also
included in his letter a number of comments designed
to discredit the contents of the petition. He claimed
the petition contained a number of “misstatements”
and information that was “patently untrue.” My dear
readers, if I didn’t know better, I’d swear the letter
had been written by Larry Mercando himself.

Despite how Thiel felt about the whole situation,
Supervisor Phil Schneider and I proceeded to intro-
duce a resolution at the board meeting to rescind the
Local Agreement and place a moratorium on mining
in the county (Figure 78-6). We didn’t know if it
would pass, especially because some of John Kaiser’s
cronies like Stan Kromrey, Tony Daniels, Art Dixon,
Dave Jandrt, Al Riphenburg and Dave Solsrud were

still on the board. And I certainly didn’t trust Bernice
Dukerschein either. But I truly believed that Phil and
I might have enough votes on our side to prevail. 

Besides that, plenty of citizens were on hand to
offer their encouragement. As reported in the October
4, 1990 issue of the Ladysmith News, “About 80 per-
sons were seated in the audience at the Law Enforce-
ment Center meeting room, about 30 packed the
aisles, the outside hall was filled and there were peo-
ple standing outside the building as the board meet-
ing was called to order” (CD 78-4). There’s no doubt
the vast majority of the people there wanted the reso-
lution to be adopted, and many of them spoke up at
the meeting.

But before we could vote, Dukerschein stepped for-
ward to read aloud a second letter she had received
from Attorney Thiel. Here are a few excerpts (CD 78-5):

Please be advised that I received a telephone call
from Earl Tingey, legal counsel for Kennecott Corpor-
ation and Flambeau Mining, relative to the possible

Despite all the disheartening things that went on at the Rusk
County Board meetings during the late 1980s and early
1990s, one bright spot for me was my fellow supervisor, Phil
Schneider (Figure 78-5). I’d like to tell you a little bit about
him, because I couldn’t have had a better friend on the
board. Phil always backed me up and wasn’t afraid to fight
the buzzards. So who was this man?

Figure 78-5. Roscoe Churchill and Phil Schneider, sitting on a
porch that Phil built for Roscoe in 2001 (Photo by Laura Furtman 
of Webster, WI, May 2001).

When Phil first got elected to the Rusk County Board in
1986, he really stood out as an individual. First of all, he

didn’t look like your typical county board supervisor. The
rest of us were old guys who came to the meetings wearing
our suits and ties, or dresses for the ladies. In fact, having a
moustache was almost enough to get me branded a radical! 

Phil, on the other hand, was much younger than most of us
and dressed very casually. But it was his full beard and
ponytail that really got the attention of the other board mem-
bers! I remember one fellow who had been on the board for
quite some time saying to me, “What do you know about
this guy?” Well, I had known Phil for several years. He had
helped me put new roofs on my farm buildings and was very
good at it. So I told the fellow, “Phil is one of the best
roofers I have ever worked with.” And that’s all I said.

It wasn’t long before the board members found out about
Phil’s most outstanding qualities. He was always well
informed about the issues at hand because he did his home-
work before coming to the meetings. And he was well able to
get his views across to the rest of us. Plus, Phil was just
pleasant to be around. I also realized early on that he was a
real conservationist. You could feel his love for the outdoors,
the rivers and woods.

Besides all that, to this day Phil is one of my very best bud-
dies. He is a fine carpenter, fully capable of building a house
or a machine shed. He is the person I turn to first, whenever
I need to do repairs around the farm. But most of all, I like
Phil because even when the issues are serious and urgent,
like during that county board meeting of September 25,
1990, he remains gentle but firm.

My Buddy Phil Schneider
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Figure 78-6. Resolution introduced by Rusk County Board Supervisors Roscoe Churchill and Phil Schneider at the September 25, 1990 board
meeting to rescind the Local Agreement and place a moratorium on mining (continued on next page).
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Figure 78-6 (continued)
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introduction of a resolution on September 25, 1990,
to rescind the Local Agreement.

Mr. Tingey advised me, in no uncertain terms,
that should such a resolution be adopted by the
Board of Supervisors, Flambeau Mining would con-
sider Rusk County to have breached its contract. ...
Mr. Tingey’s comments on behalf of Flambeau
Mining only affirmed my own observations on behalf
of the County that, should such a resolution be
adopted, because of the potential that a resolution
rescinding the Local Agreement could delay or pro-
hibit the opening of the mine, Flambeau Mining
Company will not roll over and play dead, so to
speak.

In light of the very real potential that such action
could subject Rusk County to a substantial amount
of damages, I would reiterate my previous comments
to you and recommend that the County not adopt a
resolution rescinding the Local Agreement.

As far as I’m concerned, Thiel’s letter sounded more
like he was representing Kennecott than Rusk County.
Instead of encouraging us to get rid of that crooked
contract with the mining company, all he could talk
about was how the county might be sued. Unfortun-
ately, however, a number of the board members really
seemed shaken over the letter and what Section 31 of
the Local Agreement said. And it certainly didn’t help
matters that Mercando and his flank of attorneys
were sitting in the front row, directly facing the super-
visors as the threatening letter was being read. 

As might be expected, all the scare tactics caused
some of the board members to back off. But not me.
My comment about the whole darned mess was this:

There are a lot of things in this agreement that are
wrong. There can be just as much trouble for you
people if you don’t rescind this agreement as if you
do.

Nonetheless, a motion was made by Supervisor Stan
Kromrey to table the resolution indefinitely. It carried
on a vote of 14 to 7. The seven supervisors who stood
up to Kennecott by voting to rescind the Local
Agreement included Gene DuSell, Dan Zimmer,
Harold Flater, Mary Will, Ray Kramer, Phil Schneider
and myself. And the fourteen who sided with
Kennecott were Dave Solsrud, Rodney Brenner,
Gerald Booth, Stan Kromrey, Dennis Severson, Tony
Daniels, Art Dixon, Dave Jandrt, Rosemary Manthei,
Ron Wiltrout, John Lovely, Al Riphenburg, Leonard
Jablonski and Bernice Dukerschein. I guess it didn’t
matter to the majority of the board members that
2,000 people had signed a petition against the Local

Agreement and that the meeting room was overflow-
ing with people who were against the mine. The ques-
tion that haunted me was this: Who were those
fourteen supervisors representing? 

I wonder to this day why people who are elected or
appointed to public jobs often show so little dedica-
tion and so little guts when it comes to standing up to
protect the rights of common people and the integrity
of our natural resources. All too often they cave in to
the demands of powerful multinational corporations,
and I dare say that sometimes it looks like they are
putting their own greed ahead of the public good.

It’s interesting to note that Stan Kromrey, who
headed up the effort to defeat our resolution, owned
some property right next door to a large tract of land
that had been purchased by Kennecott in the Town of
Flambeau (where the Thornapple Deposit is located).
What’s more, E. K. Lehmann of Minnesota had leased
Kromrey’s land with the option to buy it for nearly
$600,000. So it’s no surprise that Kromrey backed
most everything the mining company wanted to do.
In fact, to some people it appeared that he had a real
conflict of interest, which prompted a private party to
request an investigation of Kromrey’s dealings by the
Rusk County Sheriff ’s Department. Unfortunately,
nothing ever came of it.

The story you’ve just read was fairly typical of how
Mercando always got his way with the Rusk County
Board. Whenever someone would try to get
Kennecott’s project altered or changed, Mercando
would be on hand, sitting where he and his cohorts
could stare at the supervisors. His attempt to intimi-
date the board always seemed to work. Needless to
say, by the fall of 1990 I had become very discouraged
with our struggle.

CD-ROM References
CD 78-1. Larry Mercando’s report entitled “Some Things are Black

and White,” September 1990.

CD 78-2. Evelyn Churchill’s critique of Larry Mercando’s report,
September 1990. 

CD 78-3. Letter written by Attorney William Thiel to Rusk County
Board Chairman Bernice Dukerschein, encouraging the
board to uphold the Local Agreement, September 19, 1990.

CD 78-4. “Use ‘extreme caution’ before reneging on mine pact, lawyer
tells supervisors,” Ladysmith News, October 4, 1990.

CD 78-5. Second letter written by Attorney William Thiel to Rusk
County Board Chairman Bernice Dukerschein regarding a res-
olution to rescind the Local Agreement, September 19, 1990.
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It was October of 1990, and those of us opposed to
the mine were feeling pretty hopeless. We had run
into a brick wall with the Rusk County Board of
Supervisors and the Department of Natural Re-
sources. And we were still waiting to hear the final
decision on the mining permit from Hearing Exam-
iner David Schwarz, who hadn’t shown us much sym-
pathy during the Master Hearing. Was there anything
we could do to turn the tide against Kennecott?

One evening I happened to be watching television
and saw a film about Dr. Martin Luther King’s Free-
dom March of 1965. That’s when he and thousands of
his supporters marched 54 miles from Selma to
Montgomery, Alabama to protest how blacks were not
allowed to vote. Several months after the march, the
Voting Rights Act was passed by Congress and signed
into law by President Lyndon Johnson. The march
had played a key role in focusing national attention
on a problem that had gone unresolved for way too
long. And it worked. 

Watching that film inspired me. We could have our
own Freedom March in Rusk County! That way we
could bring our issue to the attention of people all
across the state and build an even broader base of
support for our cause. Plus, it would help us debunk
the mining company’s claim that just a “small group”
of people opposed the mine. 

In a way we were dealing with our own civil rights
issues—the right to a clean environment and freedom
from being controlled by a multinational mining cor-
poration. There is no doubt we had a bunch of foreign
buzzards trampling on our personal rights. They kept
saying how we were wrong to pass resolutions at our
town meetings, we were the troublemakers, we were
the outsiders, and they were the good guys. But all

they wanted to do was steal our resources and get out
as fast as they could. And they thought they could do
whatever they wanted, just because they had bought
the land. 

To make our march a success, I figured we could
invite everyone we knew who was against the mine
and Kennecott’s takeover of our community. The Rusk
County Citizens Action Group immediately began to
notify local people and others around the state. We
also got help from a chapter of PARTIZANS that had
recently formed in the area and the Wisconsin Greens. 

While we were doing our best to encourage lots of
people to come to the march, Larry Mercando was
busy doing just the opposite. He decided, out of his
unique concern for the welfare of the people of Rusk
County, to publish a letter in the November 8, 1990
issue of the Flambeau News that warned people to
stay away from the Freedom March so they wouldn’t
get hurt (Figure 79-1). He tried to paint those coming
to the march as a bunch of dazed and radical out-
siders who were looking for confrontation. He even
renamed our march the “March on Ladysmith.” That
caught the eye of my friend Cheryl Barker who lived
next door to Ladysmith in Glen Flora. Here is an
excerpt from a letter she sent to the editor of the
Ladysmith News (CD 79-1):

I don’t know who came up with the name “Freedom
March,” but I like it. The name is reminiscent of the
spirit on which this country professes to be based;
thus Larry thought it was confusing, so he clarified
things by calling it the “March on Ladysmith.” This
is reminiscent of “Raid on Entebbe,” “Attack by the
Klingons,” etc. and opens the way for Larry to sug-
gest that the people of Ladysmith lie low, with eyes
closed, while the outsiders rage through town.

The Freedom March 
(November 10, 1990)
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Figure 79-1. Larry Mercando did his best to keep people away from the Freedom March, but his scare tactics didn’t work (Flambeau News,
November 8, 1990). 
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Speaking of outside influence ... Larry’s Public
Relations firm called the St. Paul Pioneer Press and
stated that no article [about the march] was to
appear, unless the PR firm had been contacted for
input. Can you beat it? Here’s a British company,
with a project officer from Utah, trying to mine in
Wisconsin and run a Minnesota newspaper—and
Larry talks about people from Hawkins [in Rusk
County], like they’re from Toowoomba, Australia.

I agree with Cheryl. It’s ironic that Mercando would
refer to people from Wisconsin as “outsiders,” when
he was the real outsider who was causing all the trou-
ble. In fact, as far as I’m concerned, Mercando was the
worst thing in the neighborhood. He had not sent out
his little letter because he was concerned about peo-
ple getting hurt at the Freedom March. No, his only
concern was scaring people away so they wouldn’t
participate and give credence to our cause. But it did
not work.

The march took place on November 10, 1990. The
weather was cold, windy and raw, but over 500 peo-
ple came to Ladysmith on that Saturday afternoon
and marched without complaining. Showing their
opposition to Kennecott was more important to them
than keeping warm. We started with a rally at the
DNR Ranger Station on Highway 8, about a mile west
of Ladysmith, and from there we marched into town.
So many people joined along the way that a solid line

of protesters stretched along the highway from the
ranger station clear to the Rusk County Courthouse in
the center of town. It was pretty darned impressive
(Figure 79-2).

To be sure, the local police and sheriff ’s boys were
present to keep order. But I must say, they also pro-
vided a real service by directing traffic and keeping
people to the side of the road. In fact, Evelyn and I
ran into Sheriff Dean Meyer that day, and he even
gave us a ride to where we needed to go after the
march was over! I must say that Meyer and I often did
not see eye-to-eye on Kennecott, but he always
treated me with respect and I always voted for him
when election time rolled around. 

Among those who marched with us were farmers,
medical doctors, college professors, teachers, nurses
and Native Americans. Many of them were from Rusk
County and carried protest signs that said so. But
Mercando, who certainly didn’t know enough to rec-
ognize who in the crowd was local and who was not,
still wrote us off as a bunch of “outsiders.” Sure, some
of the marchers were from outside the community.
But that was a real asset to our cause rather than the
detriment Mercando made it out to be. It showed that
what Kennecott was trying to do to us in Rusk County
was such a serious breach of the public trust that peo-
ple from other parts of the state and beyond felt the
need to help us. It also brought to light that the mine

Figure 79-2. Over 500 concerned people participated in the Freedom March against Kennecott along U.S. Highway 8. The long line of marchers
stretched for more than a mile (News photo, Ladysmith News, November 15, 1990; republished with permission).
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had the potential to affect not only local people, but
the tribes and those who lived downstream from the
mine site. We were dealing with broad issues con-
cerning democracy and how our water resources
belonged to everyone. It wasn’t just a local problem to
be dealt with by local people. Still, Mercando kept
referring to the marchers as “outsiders” while calling
himself a “Partner in Progress” (Figure 79-1).

My friend Barry Lynn summed up the “outsider”
issue best in a letter to the editor that appeared in the
November 15, 1990 issue of the Ladysmith News.
Here is an excerpt (CD 79-2):

Outsider or insider is not the point. The point is
that Ladysmith is the test case for something that
is going to affect and that is of vital concern to all
of northern Wisconsin and to all who live south of
us through whose lands the waters of the
Flambeau River will flow. The people of adjacent
areas are entirely within their rights to be con-
cerned and to come here to express those concerns
because this matter affects them as much as it
does those of us who live here. We must get this
matter into true perspective and begin to realize
the seriousness of what we are dealing with.

The route of the Freedom March just happened to go
by Kennecott’s office in town, which strangely enough
was not occupied that day. When the marchers
arrived, they stopped to make speeches and placarded
the office’s entrance with anti-mining signs. As
reported in the November 15, 1990 issue of the
Ladysmith News, two students from Northland College
in Ashland, Wisconsin also tried to climb the water
tower next to the office building to put up a “No Mine”
banner (CD 79-3). They were promptly arrested with-
out incident by the Ladysmith Police, and their banner
was confiscated. Later that weekend, however, some-
one managed to put up a similar banner even higher
on the tower, and it hung there for several days.

All of the marchers were peaceful, even the two
college kids who got arrested. But I can’t say the same
for all the people we saw along the way. In particular,
there were a few local businessmen who stood on the
sidewalk and yelled at us, saying we should all go
home and quit causing trouble. Obscene names went

with those insults. Oddly enough, the merchants were
yelling at the same people who were their regular
Ladysmith customers. I especially remember Bert
Larson, who ran a carpet store on the corner of First
Street and Lake Avenue. It was really something to
hear what came out of his mouth, especially consider-
ing that his wife Dorothy had been the Mayor of
Ladysmith in the 1970s.

The march ended on the lawn of the Rusk County
Courthouse. And there we heard many people speak,
including Tom Maulson, a Lac du Flambeau Ojibwe
who wasn’t afraid to throw Larry Mercando’s lies right
back in his face. As reported in the November 1990
issue of News From Indian Country, Tom said, “These
are not outside agitators. If we don’t stop it now, there
won’t be a tomorrow” (CD 79-4). We also heard from
Jeff Peterson, Al Gedicks and Lac Courte Oreilles tribal
member Marilyn Benton. What Marilyn said really
touched my heart, so I would like to end my story of
the Freedom March with her words (CD 79-4):

I am a representative of the Ojibwa Nation—our
people have been living to protect the Earth. We
are told as long as we take care of the Earth, the
Earth will take care of us. If we don’t take care of
the Earth, we will stop living. My purpose here
today is to tell you that you are doing the right
things. When our grandfathers met, they did not
agree to destroy, but to share this land. Our neigh-
bors must rise up now. The Indian people will join
hands with people of other color—fulfilling
Ojibwa prophecy. What will the message be? 

The people responded, “All one people, all one Earth!”

CD-ROM References
CD 79-1. Letter to the editor by Cheryl Barker, Ladysmith News,

November 15, 1990. 

CD 79-2. Letter to the editor by Barry Lynn, Ladysmith News,
November 15, 1990.

CD 79-3. “March to courthouse protests mine,” Ladysmith News,
November 15, 1990.

CD 79-4. “500 people opposed to mining march on Ladysmith,
Wisconsin,” News From Indian Country, November 1990.
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The success of the Freedom March in November of
1990 gave Evelyn and me a real boost. And before we
knew it, we were in the thick of starting up yet
another lawsuit to try and stop the mine. This time
we decided to sue Kennecott, Rusk County, the City of
Ladysmith, the Town of Grant, DNR Secretary Carroll
Besadny and Hearing Examiner David Schwarz. We
were out to get all the buzzards! Wisconsin Attorney
General Donald Hanaway was also named in the com-
plaint, because we believed the Local Agreement and
Local Agreement Law violated the Wisconsin and
United States constitutions—and it was the attorney
general’s duty to defend our democratic rights.

I guess you could say I was in the middle of a pud-
dle all the time. I did everything I had the strength 
to do.

Evelyn and I knew that a lawsuit of this magnitude
was a big undertaking and that we couldn’t do it
alone. So we contacted a number of people in Rusk
County who had spoken out against the prospect of
having a copper mine in the Town of Grant. We told
them what we wanted to do and asked if they would
be willing to join us in a class action suit against the
Local Agreement. Sixteen of them said, “Yes,” so we
were on our way! What proceeded to unfold was the
most expensive and exasperating lawsuit of any we
launched. Let me tell you the story.

Evelyn and I started out by hiring Attorney Harry
Hertel to represent us and the other plaintiffs in the
lawsuit. Hertel was with the law firm of Hertel,
Carson, White, Schilling and Barr of Eau Claire and
was the same attorney who had represented the
Wisconsin Resources Protection Council during the
Master Hearing. He had done a good job for us at the
hearing, and we hoped he would do a good job again. 

In all honesty, however, it was really Evelyn who
put the basic case together for the plaintiffs. You see,
even though she was not a lawyer, Evelyn had a real
knack for pulling what we needed out of the law
books and a keen understanding of the whole picture
to boot. We shared our ideas about the case with
Hertel and Evelyn also wrote up some information
about the Local Agreement and the Local Agreement
Law for him to review (CD 80-1). What Hertel did, in
turn, was take the information we gave him, put it
into legalese and file it in court. And of course Hertel
was also the one who handled any official correspon-
dence between the plaintiffs and the other parties
involved in the case.

I’d also like to acknowledge how my friend Allen
Barker helped us out. Allen was a member of the Rusk
County Board of Supervisors, having joined the board
in January of 1991 to finish out the term of
Supervisor Dan Zimmer. Allen, who worked at the
Super Valu grocery store in Ladysmith, was glad to
take over for Zimmer, who gave up his seat to devote
more time to his insurance business. I was glad, too,
because Allen always backed me up on mining issues.
He also got pretty involved as one of the plaintiffs in
our lawsuit and wrote a letter to our attorney that
contained some real insight into how Kennecott
might attack our case (CD 80-2). Barker, who was a
bit of a joker, also included some humor in the letter,
suggesting that Governor Thompson might try to
influence the lawsuit by inviting the presiding judge
to go fishing with him on opening weekend!

Before moving on, I’d like to tell you a little bit
about how we paid for Attorney Hertel’s services.
Evelyn and I took primary responsibility for paying
the legal bills that started to pile up, but we were

Lawsuit Seeking to Invalidate the 
Local Agreement (December 1990)
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helped by the fact that Hertel lowered his hourly rate
from $90 to $35 for much of the work he did for us. I
think he really believed in what we were doing. But
even so, we estimated the court case might end up
costing us anywhere from $5,000 to $20,000. We
needed help!

And that’s where a number of our friends stepped
forward to lend a helping hand. Herb Buettner, Al
Gedicks and the Catholic Sisters from Green Bay sent
us some pretty hefty checks, with much of the money
coming out of their own pockets and the rest from col-
lections they took up for us. Money also came in from
our newsletter to help pay the bills. And I must also
tell you about the efforts of a very special friend who
worked so hard to raise money for our cause. Her
name was Linda Craemer. 

Linda was an elementary school teacher who lived
next door to Ladysmith in the Village of Bruce. She
was a cute little woman and also kind of feisty. Linda
happened to hear part of a radio broadcast of the
Master Hearing on WOJB, and that’s what got her all
stirred up. She decided to help organize a local chap-
ter of PARTIZANS and proceeded to set up a “No
Mining Defense Fund” to help raise money for us. I’ve
included copies of three of her fund-raising letters on
the CD-ROM that accompanies this book (CD 80-3).
People really responded! Linda’s efforts and the gen-
erosity of many other people like Herb, Al and the
Catholic Sisters sure helped take the sting out of pay-
ing all those legal bills. Evelyn and I really appreci-
ated the help.

By the way, once Linda got involved in fighting
Kennecott, she really got involved. Besides working
with PARTIZANS, she participated in many of the
protests against the mine (Figure 80-1). Linda even
got arrested once with Walt Bresette and several oth-
ers who dared to take part in a peaceful protest at the
mine site. She didn’t want to see Kennecott get con-
trol of our area, and I respect how she had the
courage to do something about it.

Major Points of the Lawsuit 
We took a multi-prong approach to our lawsuit, and I
guess that’s why we ended up suing seven different
parties in the case:
� Kennecott, Rusk County, the Town of Grant and City

of Ladysmith were sued because we believed the
Local Agreement was invalid and unconstitutional;

� DNR Secretary Carroll Besadny and Hearing
Examiner David Schwarz were named as defen-
dants because we wanted the court to issue an

injunction preventing Schwarz from authorizing
Basadny to grant any mining permits to Kennecott;
and

� Wisconsin Attorney General Donald Hanaway was
named in the complaint because, as mentioned
earlier, we wanted the court to declare both the
Local Agreement and the Local Agreement Law
unconstitutional. When James Doyle took office as
Wisconsin Attorney General in January of 1990,
shortly after the lawsuit was filed, the suit trans-
ferred over to his name. It then became Doyle’s
responsibility to make sure our constitutional
rights were protected.

In a nutshell, here were the four major arguments
that we made in our case: 

1. Section 144.839 of the Wisconsin Statutes [the
Local Agreement Law, renumbered to Wis. Stats.
293.33(1)(g) and 293.41 in 1995] is unconstitu-
tional as a result of its passage in violation of
Article IV, Section 18 of the Wisconsin Constitution.

Article IV, Section 18 of the Wisconsin Constitution

Figure 80-1. Linda Craemer helped battle Kennecott by organizing a
local chapter of PARTIZANS and participating in many a protest. Here
she is seen taking part in a vigil in front of the mining company’s office
in Ladysmith (Photo by Al Gedicks of La Crosse, WI, July 1991). 
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deals with the titles that are given to private bills
being debated by the legislature. While at first glance
that may sound kind of trivial, let me explain why it’s
not. I’m no lawyer, but to the best of my understand-
ing, a private bill is one that treats one class of citizens
differently from another. It is sometimes referred to as
a local bill or classification legislation.

The bill that became the Local Agreement Law fell
within the definition of a private bill. Here is what it
said:

A county, town, village, city or tribal government
that requires an operator to obtain an
approval or permit under a zoning or land use
ordinance ... may ... enter into one or more
agreements with an operator for the development
of a mining operation. [emphasis added]

The bill clearly created a separate class between coun-
ties, towns, villages, cities and tribal governments
that require operators to obtain an approval or permit
under a zoning or land use ordinance, and those same
governmental subdivisions that do not. Since two dif-
ferent classes were created by the bill, it qualified as a
private bill.

So what? The Wisconsin Constitution requires that
the subject matter of any private bill be addressed in
the title of the bill. The idea is that if anyone is getting
special or unique treatment in a piece of legislation, it
needs to be exposed up front.

Well, that certainly didn’t happen in the case of the
Local Agreement Law. The bill was sneaked through
the legislature as an amendment to the 1988
Executive Budget Bill with no mention of the Local
Agreement provision in the title of the bill. As such,
the Local Agreement Law was passed in violation of
the Wisconsin Constitution. 

2. Since the Local Agreement Law is unconstitu-
tional, the Local Agreement entered into between
the Town of Grant, Rusk County, the City of
Ladysmith and Kennecott should be declared
invalid as a result of its passage pursuant to an
unconstitutional provision of the Wisconsin law.

All this meant was that since the Local Agreement
Law was unconstitutional, any Local Agreement
negotiated as a result of the law should be considered
invalid. 

3. Section 31 of the Local Agreement signed by
Kennecott and the local governments violates the
freedom of speech of the plaintiffs in violation of
Article I, Section 3 of the Wisconsin Constitution
and the First and Fourteenth Amendments to the
United States Constitution, as well as equal

protection of the law. As such, it should be
declared invalid as an unconstitutional exercise
of governmental power.

Let me start out by reviewing what Section 31 of
the Local Agreement said: 

Section 31. LOCAL GOVERNMENTS WILL NOT
OPPOSE THE MINE

Except as provided herein, the Participating Local
Governments and parties negotiating this Agreement
agree not to oppose the Mine or to take any action
which would serve to unreasonably delay the con-
struction of the Mine. The Participating Local
Governments also agree to take all action necessary
to assure that the Applicant is able to obtain all
approvals, permits, licenses and moratorium
removals, which may be necessary to assure that the
Mine can be constructed and is able to commence
operation.

As a result of this provision, officials of all three of our
local governments, county, town and city, were sub-
ject to gag rule for the 40-year lifetime of the mining
permit. Surely that couldn’t be legal. It restricted the
rights of present and future elected officials to act in
the best interest of their constituents. Moreover,
Article I, Section 3 of the Wisconsin Constitution
states the following:

Every person may freely speak, write and publish
his sentiments on all subjects, being responsible
for the abuse of that right, and no laws shall be
passed to restrain or abridge the liberty of speech
or of the press.

The First Amendment to the United States Constitu-
tion says the same thing:

Congress shall make no law ... abridging the free-
dom of speech or of the press; or the right of the
people peaceable to assemble, and to petition the
Government for a redress of grievances.

And finally, the 14th Amendment, Section 1, to the
United States Constitution states the following:

... no state shall make or enforce any law which
shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citi-
zens of the United States; ... nor deny to any per-
son within its jurisdiction the equal protection of
the laws.

It was clear that Section 31 of the Local Agreement
was muzzling local officials and thereby violating
their freedom of speech. I even have letters showing
how the Mayor of Ladysmith, Marty Reynolds, was
concerned about what he could and could not say
about the mine when he was running for the
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Wisconsin Assembly in 1990 (CD 80-4). And a number
of us on the Rusk County Board who were opposed to
the mine, including supervisors Ray Kramer, Dan
Zimmer and myself, were concerned that Kennecott
might sue us if we were to voice our opinions at the
county board meetings. In fact, we feared that the
very filing of our lawsuit might result in Kennecott
going after us for damages, even though we were
merely exercising our freedom of speech. 

Worse yet, a number of citizens who joined the
class action suit told me that they had contacted their
duly-elected representatives in Rusk County, the Town
of Grant and City of Ladysmith to ask them to speak
out against the mine. But some of the representatives
responded by saying they were reluctant to do so
because of the language of the Local Agreement. So
Section 31 even prevented citizens from being heard.
Truly, that had to be unconstitutional. All of us were
being robbed of our freedom of speech.

We thought we had a real winning argument with
this part of the lawsuit. And better yet, we knew that
if the judge declared Section 31 of the Local
Agreement to be invalid, the whole Local Agreement
would fall. You see, Section 36 of the Local
Agreement said the following:

Section 36. INVALIDATION

Invalidation of any items of the Agreement by a
court, except paragraphs 27, 31 and 32, shall not
invalidate the remainder of this Agreement.
Invalidation of either paragraphs 27, 31 or
32 shall invalidate the entire Agreement.
[emphasis added]

Wow! Our hope was pinned right here. It seemed like
the case was ours to win.

4. The plaintiffs are entitled to a temporary and
permanent injunction, prohibiting the Town of
Grant, Rusk County, the City of Ladysmith and
Kennecott from carrying out the terms and condi-
tions of the Local Agreement, and further halting
Hearing Examiner David Schwarz from authoriz-
ing DNR Secretary Carrol Besadny to issue per-
mits for the mine.

We felt that if the permitting process were not
halted immediately and the mining project com-
menced, we could very well suffer irreparable harm.
We also knew that once the mining permits were
granted, it would add another level of complexity and
expense to the lawsuit. On that basis we asked the
court to grant an injunction so that everything would
be put on hold until the matter was decided in court.

Getting Ready to Go to Court
Before we filed our case in circuit court, I decided to
let the Rusk County Board know what was happening.
After all, the county was going to be named as one of
the defendants in the lawsuit because of how John
Kaiser had signed the Local Agreement. And I wanted
to be up front with my fellow supervisors. 

The county board was scheduled to meet for two
days in November of 1990 to consider regular business
and the annual budget. I made my announcement on
the first day of the meeting and tried to explain the sit-
uation as best I could. As reported in the November
14, 1990 issue of the Eau Claire Leader-Telegram, I
stated, “I want the court to make a ruling whether or
not this is a legitimate contract and if we have to abide
by it” (CD 80-5).

I made it clear to the supervisors that the lawsuit
didn’t have to be an expensive proposition for the
county. I pointed out that those of us filing the suit
were not asking for any money as part of a settle-
ment, but rather just a declaratory judgement from
the court. I also explained that the county attorney,
Steve Anderson, had indicated to me that this type of
lawsuit would not have to be costly to any of the par-
ties, because all we were doing was presenting infor-
mation about the Local Agreement to the court and
asking the judge to render a decision. The only way
the lawsuit could get expensive is if the county or any
of the other defendants tried to influence the out-
come by hiring an attorney to defend the Local
Agreement.

Wow! Did my announcement get the attention of
Supervisor Stanley Kromrey! We never saw eye-to-eye
on mining issues, or much else for that matter, and I
guess this was the final straw for him. He went into a
tirade, trying to make me out as a loose cannon who
was costing the taxpayers money. It didn’t matter that
even the county attorney had agreed the lawsuit need
not be expensive. Rusk County could simply default in
the action and let the judge decide on the merits of
the case. Or if the case were to be challenged, cer-
tainly the mining company would lead the defense
with its own attorneys. There was no need for the
county to spend a lot of money. But that didn’t matter
to Kromrey. No, he had had enough of me and was
out for my hide. 

I can still see it like yesterday. After making a big
fuss about the lawsuit, Kromrey got up out of his chair
and walked over to where Larry Mercando was sitting
in the front row of the meeting room. After consulting
with him for a few minutes, Kromrey returned to his
seat and just sat there with a smug look on his face.
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He was pretty quiet for the rest of the meeting. But he
came back the next day, when the board was sched-
uled to review the annual budget, and lowered the
boom. He made a motion to add $40,000 to the tax
levy to cover the “expensive legal fees” the county
might incur because of the lawsuit against the Local
Agreement! The whole thing looked pretty fishy to
me, especially because of how Kromrey had consulted
with Mercando earlier. 

There was a heated debate among the supervisors
over Kromrey’s proposal. You see, the Rusk County
Finance Committee, which I chaired, had worked hard
to come up with a hold-the-line budget for the county.
And Kromrey’s $40,000 proposal, besides being dumb,
required a 2.8% boost in the local tax levy. As reported
in the November 22, 1990 issue of the Ladysmith
News, Supervisor Phil Schneider characterized the
move as a “scare tactic,” and Harold Flater said the
increased levy would take money “out of peoples’
pocketbooks” (CD 80-6). Supervisors Art Dixon and
Tony Daniels, on the other hand, were only too glad to
back up Kromrey and in the process slipped in a few
personal digs of their own against me. 

The board must have argued over Kromrey’s pro-
posal for at least an hour. But Kromrey would not back
down. He said he “wanted taxpayers to know what
was being spent to deal with opposition to the mine
from environmentalists.” How mean-spirited! It
sounded like he was willing to slap the taxpayers with
a $40,000 increase in taxes just to get their attention
and rile them up. In fact, as reported in the Ladysmith
News, Kromrey later admitted that he had asked for
the tax hike to specifically make the point that I,
Roscoe Churchill, was costing the taxpayers money
(CD 80-6). 

Before the vote was taken on Kromrey’s proposal,
Supervisor Jerry Booth pointed out that if the county
really needed money to cover the expense of a law-
suit, there was more than enough in the county’s gen-
eral fund. In fact, Rusk County had over a million
dollars on hand! But the board still panicked and
voted 11-10 to increase the tax levy. So while trying
to prove that I was the one who was costing the tax-
payers money, Kromrey laid an unnecessary $40,000
onto the backs of the working people of Rusk County.
That didn’t go over too well with the public. Of
course, when the lawsuit finally went to court, Rusk
County spent almost nothing on legal fees.

I might add that I offered a resolution at the January
1991 board meeting to put the $40,000 levied as a
result of Kromrey’s action into an interest-bearing
account to be applied toward the 1992 tax levy. At least

that way the taxpayers’ money could have been applied
to future legitimate expenses. But the resolution was
defeated on a vote of 15-5 (Figure 80-2).

Filing the Lawsuit 
On December 19, 1990 Attorney Hertel moved ahead
with our lawsuit and filed it in Rusk County Circuit
Court (CD 80-7). It was put on the docket as case
number 90-CV-137. Normally Judge Frederick Hen-
derson would have been the presiding judge, but we
asked for a substitute. By law each party to the law-
suit could make one such request, and we didn’t want
Henderson because of how he had ruled against us on
our mining moratorium case earlier that year. So
instead of Henderson, Judge Roderick Cameron of
Chippewa County was assigned to hear the case. We
were pleased with the choice, because we knew a lit-
tle bit about Cameron’s record and figured he would
give us a fair shake. 

But Kennecott was allowed to petition for a substi-
tute judge as well, and the mining company decided
to exercise its right shortly after Judge Cameron was

Figure 80-2.
Supervisor Stanley
Kromrey burdened
the taxpayers of
Rusk County with
$40,000 of unnec-
essary taxes in
1991. But when
Roscoe Churchill
tried to rectify the
situation, the pro-
mining supervisors
rallied enough
votes to defeat
Roscoe’s proposal
(Minutes from the
January 1991 meet-
ing of the Rusk
County Board,
Ladysmith News,
February 21, 1991).
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named. I don’t know if it was a stalling tactic or if the
mining company really didn’t like Judge Cameron,
but the case ended up going before Judge Richard H.
Stafford of Chippewa County. My dear readers, I don’t
know what to tell you about Judge Stafford. I guess
you can make up your own minds as you read what
happened. But let me say this: My opinion is that we
would have been better off with Judge Cameron. 

When we filed the case in court, 18 people were
named as plaintiffs, including Evelyn and myself. The
story was reported prominently on the front page of
the Ladysmith News (CD 80-8) and in newspapers
around the state (Figure 80-3). But when some of the
plaintiffs saw their names appear on the official court
summons, they got a little scared of what might be in
store for them. And it didn’t help matters any when
Kennecott’s lawyer, John Koeppl, made it clear that he
planned to depose each and every one of us, which
meant he would be interrogating us under oath to get
at the facts of the case. Koeppl was the attorney who
had represented Kennecott at the Master Hearing. He
was with the law firm of DeWitt-Porter, the same firm
that employed the likes of Henry Handzel, Peter Peshek
and James Derouin. I knew we were in for quite a fight.

The facts of our case were so clear-cut that Koeppl
certainly could not have expected to learn much from
deposing regular citizens like us. Everything we knew
had already been spelled out in the legal brief filed
with the court. If Koeppl had really been interested in
learning more about our case, he would have deposed
someone who was an expert on constitutional law or
the freedom of speech! No, I think something else was
going on here, and one word describes it: intimida-
tion. I once heard an attorney say, “Depositions are
sometimes undertaken by nasty defendants solely for
the purpose of harassment,” and I think that applied
to Kennecott. The mining company was hoping to
scare some of us off by scheduling all those deposi-
tions. Unfortunately, it worked. A number of plaintiffs
began to worry about personal liability and feared
that Kennecott might turn around and try to sue them
out of revenge.

Attorney Hertel tried to quell everyone’s fears by
coming to Ladysmith to meet with the plaintiffs on
December 26, 1990. He gave an excellent overview of
our case and was very optimistic about the whole thing.
He explained that we were, in effect, fighting for basic
democratic rights that were being taken away from us by
a multinational corporation. Hertel also answered ques-
tions and reassured us that there was little reason to be
concerned about being countersued by Kennecott, sim-
ply because the mining company had no real grounds

for filing any kind of legal action against us. 
But the prospect of being deposed by Kennecott’s

razor-sharp attorneys was enough to make people
shake in their boots, and eight of the plaintiffs
decided to drop out of the lawsuit within a month of
when the case was filed in court. Some of them
claimed there was a misunderstanding when the law-
suit was filed and that they had agreed to be wit-
nesses, not plaintiffs. But I think most of them were
just plain scared that Kennecott might come after
them and sue for court costs or frivolous action,
despite what Hertel told us. 

While we lost a number of the original plaintiffs,
we were fortunate that eleven other friends stepped
forward to join us in the class action suit. The net
result was that we ended up with a total of twenty-
one individuals who were willing to go to court and
fight. The amended complaint with the new list of
plaintiffs was filed with the court on January 14,
1991 (CD 80-9), and I have included the names of
those brave people for you to see. 

Evelyn and I thought we had a real chance of winning
our case in court. The lawsuit was very comprehensive
in nature, and we had a good attorney to help us. I

Plaintiffs Who Filed Suit in an
Attempt to Invalidate the Local
Agreement (January 1991)

Allen and Cheryl Barker, Glen Flora, WI

Virginia Burns, Ladysmith, WI

Roscoe and Evelyn Churchill, Ladysmith, WI

Hazel Ann Churchill-Jerry, Ladysmith, WI

Michael Doran, Ladysmith, WI

Kathleen Kuduk, Hawkins, WI

James Landreth, Bruce, WI

Thomas Lent, Ladysmith, WI

Gertrude McBain, Ladysmith, WI

Ruth Merrill, Ladysmith, WI

Julie Reinaas, Ladysmith, WI

Thomas and Arlene Ricci, Ladysmith, WI

Effie Stoppe, Ladysmith, WI

John Styczinski, Conrath, WI

Ted Styczinski, Conrath, WI

Dorothy Volkman, Ladysmith, WI

Zella West, Ladysmith, WI

Joseph Witt, Ladysmith, WI
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Figure 80-3. News of
the lawsuit against the
Local Agreement was
reported around the
state (Milwaukee
Sentinel, December
21, 1990; reprinted
with permission of the
Associated Press).
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guess you could say I was kind of naïve, but I really
trusted that everything was going to be OK. I wrote a
memo to all the plaintiffs in January of 1991 to share
my thoughts and offer some words of encouragement.
Here are a few excerpts (CD 80-10): 

Basically, Kennecott accomplished the negotiation of
the Local Agreement by using threats of court suit
and threats of annexing its property to Ladysmith,
thus bringing all three of the local governments
under Kennecott’s control. Kennecott/RTZ continues
to keep the local governments under its control by
the use of threats. This was demonstrated, publicly,
at the September Rusk County Board meeting, when
a letter from Attorney William Thiel, containing
threats of Kennecott suing if the Board rescinded the
Local Agreement, was read. The Board’s reaction was
to table indefinitely the motion to rescind the Local
Agreement Thus the county board, as well as the
town and city are still under Kennecott’s control.

It can be expected that similar threats of
Kennecott suing will be used, hoping to scare
off our court case. ...

At some point, this strangle-hold on our commu-
nity and its elected officials by a foreign mining cor-
poration must be broken, if we wish to continue as a
free people. 

Courts were instituted by the founders of our
nation for just that purpose—to bring justice where
injustice is being perpetrated. The courts are not per-
fect, that is true. However, the alternative, no courts,
would be the ultimate of hopelessness. Our court sys-
tem was instituted for our protection and our use. It
was not intended to be used as a threat to enslave
people, as Kennecott has been and is still doing.

Essentially, what we are seeking in the courts is
redress from totalitarian control of our lives and our
governments by a multinational mining corpora-
tion. We are not interested in once again becoming
“colonies” for profiteering by foreign powers.

I concluded the memo by saying, “Here we come, mak-
ing history!” Even though I knew we had a rocky road
before us, I felt very optimistic. Little did I know that
my prediction of how Kennecott might once again use
threats to scare many of the plaintiffs would material-
ize several months later in such a dramatic way.

Defendants Respond to 
the Complaint
After contributing to the shake-up in our original list
of plaintiffs, Kennecott continued to chip away at our
case. In late January of 1991, Attorney John Koeppl
filed an official answer to our complaint with the
Rusk County Circuit Court. It was a 42-point paper in

which he explained the mining company’s position
and accused the plaintiffs of acting in bad faith. He
included the following statements, which I’m sure
were meant to scare us (CD 80-11):

In reliance upon the local agreement, Flambeau
Mining Company has expended more than
$5,000,000 in connection with the Applications and
the Master Hearing since August 1, 1988. ...

Upon information and belief, either (a) this
action has been commenced and is being used and
continued, in bad faith, solely for the purpose of
harassing or maliciously injuring Flambeau Mining
Company or (b) the plaintiffs know, or should know,
that their claims are without any reasonable basis in
law or equity and cannot be supported by a good
faith argument for an extension, modification or
reversal of existing law.

WHEREFORE Flambeau Mining Company
demands judgment dismissing the plaintiffs’
Amended Complaint upon its merits, with prejudice,
together with reasonable attorney fees, costs and dis-
bursements determined under §814.14, and such
other and further relief as may be appropriate. 

The threat of getting stuck with court costs or possibly
being sued by Kennecott for maliciously interfering
with its $5 million investment got our attention real
fast. In fact, the fear was so real that Evelyn and I
decided to rearrange our finances to try to protect our
assets from being seized. And I know of at least one
other plaintiff who took steps to make sure the min-
ing company couldn’t go after his house and land. I
think you can see, my dear readers, the psychological
burden that Kennecott laid on all our heads. Even
though we knew the mining company was not likely
to succeed in suing us, the mere possibility of it hap-
pening started to gnaw away at people. In fact, I think
it even started to worry our attorney. You see, if a case
is found by the courts to be frivolous, the attorney as
well as the plaintiffs must stand court costs. 

I’ve included a letter that Hertel sent to the plaintiffs
on January 30, 1991 in which he talked about the pos-
sibility of Kennecott suing us for frivolous action and
how “a bad judge on a bad day might decide adversely
to our position” (Figure 80-4). Needless to say, none of
us found that to be particularly reassuring!

There were other troubling things about the law-
suit besides the threat of being sued by Kennecott. In
particular, I’d like to focus on what the other defen-
dants in the case did to contribute to our problems. 

To start, let me tell you about Hearing Examiner
David Schwarz and DNR Secretary Carroll Besadny.
Basically, those two guys ignored our lawsuit alto-
gether, but they still managed to deliver a real blow to
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Figure 80-4. Letter
written by Attorney
Harry Hertel to the
plaintiffs in the law-
suit, discussing the
possibility of
Kennecott suing the
plaintiffs for frivolous
action (January 30,
1991).
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the case on January 14, 1991. That’s the day Schwarz
announced the state’s approval of Kennecott’s mining
permits. So right off the bat, the part of our lawsuit
that asked the court to issue an injunction to stop
Schwarz and DNR Secretary Carroll Besadny from
granting Kennecott the necessary permits to mine
became a moot point. Our lawsuit had been filed in
court almost a month before Schwarz handed down
his decision, but that didn’t seem to matter to him at
all. It looked like he and Besadny were marching to
Kennecott’s drumbeat. 

With this setback to our case, we shifted gears and
tried to get the court to issue a temporary restraining
order to halt any physical work at the mine site until
after the lawsuit was decided. A court hearing to con-
sider the request was scheduled for February 12,
1991, but Kennecott’s lawyer was able to get the
hearing postponed not only once, but several times.
As far as I know, a decision was never made on grant-
ing any kind of restraining order, one way or the
other. Eventually it didn’t matter.

Shortly after Schwarz granted Kennecott its mining
permits, Rusk County joined the other defendants in
making its presence felt in the lawsuit. At the
February county board meeting the supervisors
passed a resolution to hire Attorney William Thiel to
represent the three local governments in court.
Supervisor Tony Daniels made the motion, which also
called for any resulting legal fees to be divided among
the county, city and town. 

You can imagine that a number of us were opposed
to Daniels’ motion. First of all, the county had no
right to hire an attorney for the Town of Grant or City
of Ladysmith, much less make the town and city pay
for the attorney’s services. But what bothered me
even more was how Thiel had always been a weakling
when it came to dealing with Kennecott and seemed
all too willing to cater to whatever the mining com-
pany wanted. That was my experience with him in the
past, and I was sure we couldn’t expect anything bet-
ter from him now. My friend Gertrude McBain echoed
these concerns at the county board meeting when she
read aloud a letter from PARTIZANS that included the
following statements (CD 80-12):

Mr. Thiel has shown his bias in favor of the mine by
documented actions taken by him to represent the
interests of the Flambeau Mining Company to the
county board. Therefore, by endorsing the hiring of
Mr. Thiel the county board would be displaying their
bias in favor of the Flambeau Mining Company.

It is the duty of the county board to represent the
interests of the citizens of Rusk County and not to
make decisions contrary to their expressed opposi-

tion to mining in the proximity of the Flambeau
River and the Rusk County Memorial Hospital, the
College of Mt. Senario, the nursing home, the elderly
housing, the medical center and the Sisters’ house.

Therefore be it resolved that since the lawsuit is
protecting the rights of all citizens and that the hir-
ing of any lawyer is unnecessary and that the hiring
of Mr. Thiel would be highly prejudicial, the county
board should vote against such a proposal.

I wholeheartedly agreed with Gertrude and PARTI-
ZANS. Not only was Thiel the wrong guy to hire, but
there was no need for the county to hire any attorney,
especially since the plaintiffs were not seeking money
as part of the settlement. All we wanted was a ruling
on the constitutionality of the Local Agreement. Here
is how my comments at the meeting were reported in
the February 21, 1991 issue of Ladysmith News (CD
80-13):

Churchill told the board that money was not the
issue of the suit. “I don’t want money. If you think
I’ve made money on this thing, I’d like to show you a
few of the checks I have written.” Churchill said three
major concerns of his are groundwater, “foreign cor-
porations making our laws, and the economics of the
situation.”

“If you people want to sit here and say that all is
going to be okay, that is your privilege ... but I am
not going to quit.”

I tried to make it clear to the county board that the
main thrust of the lawsuit was against Kennecott, not
the local governments. But the supervisors neverthe-
less decided to hire Thiel on a vote of 14-5. Those
who voted with me included Ray Kramer, Phil
Schneider, Gene DuSell and Rodney Brenner 

By the way, at the same county board meeting, the
supervisors voted on a resolution submitted by Ber-
nice Dukerschein to ask the state’s Northwest Regional
Planning Commission to “prepare a proposal for pro-
viding technical assistance to Rusk County in the
development of specific plans for use of anticipated
mining net proceeds revenues.” What a waste of
money! Didn’t Dukerschein think we had the brains to
figure out how to spend the money ourselves? I spoke
up and said, “It’s ridiculous to take this to a group of
people in another county and ask them to tell us how
to spend this little pittance we are getting.” But the
supervisors still voted 14-6 in favor of Dukerschein’s
idea. The only good thing about it was that the resolu-
tion was first amended to require the county to get
quotes from several other consultants besides the
Northwest Regional Planning Commission.

The county board voted to waste a lot of taxpayer
dollars that day. Attorney William Thiel would be
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paid to represent the local governments against the
twenty-one citizens who had filed the lawsuit, when
all the plaintiffs were trying to do was protect the best
interests of the public. And the county was getting
ready to hire a bunch of outsiders to tell us how to
spend the little bit of money we might receive from
the net proceeds mining tax.

To add insult to injury, at the end of the meeting
Paul Cleaver came forward under the guise of want-
ing to give a presentation to the board about ethics.
Cleaver was one of the guys from the Town of Grant
who had gone along with Peter Peshek and the “con-
sensus” process in the 1980s. We were always butting
heads over the mine, and I didn’t trust him at all. Sure
enough, even though Cleaver said he was going to
talk about ethics, here is what really happened when
he got up to speak, as reported in the Ladysmith News
(CD 80-13):

Paul Cleaver from the Town of Grant was listed on
the Feb. 12 County Board agenda to give a presenta-
tion entitled “ethics” but when he immediately
focused on Supervisor Roscoe Churchill, a staunch
mining opponent, the presentation was promptly
curtailed.

“Is this what I am going to have to put up with,
Bernie?” Churchill asked Board Chairman Bernice
Dukerschein after Cleaver, near the front of the meet-
ing room, began to talk about the “conduct” of a
“board member” in a voice inaudible from the
reporters’ table.

Dukerschein asked the county corporation coun-
sel, Steve Anderson, for advice, and Anderson
advised against allowing “specific allegations.” He
added, “This is not an appropriate body, an appro-
priate time,” suggesting that Cleaver find another
means of dealing with his concern.

And with that, the February 12, 1991 meeting of the
Rusk County Board ended. But the drama continued.
For starters, I fully expected that Attorney William
Thiel, who had just been hired to represent Rusk
County in the lawsuit, would quickly draft a paper to
file with the court in an attempt to undo our case.
And sure enough, he did. But what really surprised
me was that the papers he submitted to the court
were dated February 11, 1991, the day before the
county hired him! You can see for yourself by examin-
ing the documents, which I have included on the CD-
ROM that accompanies the book (CD 80-14 and CD
80-15). It kind of makes you wonder who was really
calling the shots.

The brief that Thiel filed with the court on behalf
of Rusk County, the Town of Grant and the City of
Ladysmith was similar to the one submitted by

Kennecott Attorney John Koeppl. In particular, it con-
cluded with the same accusation that the plaintiffs
were acting in bad faith to harass or maliciously
injure the defendants and the same threat that the
plaintiffs might end up paying court costs and “fur-
ther relief as the Court deems to be equitable.”

There was no doubt that the defendants were hit-
ting us hard. The only one who didn’t come after us
was Attorney General James Doyle, but we hadn’t
really accused him of doing anything wrong. At any
rate, the other defendants gave us more than enough
grief to keep us busy. It was going to be a long haul.

Kennecott Deposes the Plaintiffs
Attorney John Koeppl deposed all the plaintiffs in the
lawsuit in April of 1991. The first depositions were
held on April 4th and the last on April 29th. Evelyn
and I did our best to provide all the plaintiffs with
enough information about the case so they would
know how to answer any questions raised by Koeppl.
In fact, we sent out two separate letters to the plain-
tiffs in January and March of 1991 to help prepare
everyone for the ordeal (CD 80-16 and CD 80-17).
The Rusk County Citizens Action Group also ran an
advertisement in the Ladysmith News to educate the
public as to what was happening (Figure 80-5).

Koeppl did his homework as well. In particular, he
sent a letter to Attorney Harry Hertel on March 14,
1991 in which he suggested that our lawsuit was
pointless (CD 80-18). I think it was Koeppl’s way of
trying to wear down Hertel’s defenses. Koeppl stated
that even if we won the lawsuit and the Local
Agreement Law were declared unconstitutional, there
was legal precedent for the courts to allow any exist-
ing permits, such as those granted by Hearing
Examiner David Schwarz to Kennecott, to stay intact.
He also suggested that if we won the lawsuit,
Kennecott would merely have its land annexed to the
City of Ladysmith in order to avoid problems with
meeting the county’s zoning code. If we lost the case,
on the other hand, there was always the threat of hav-
ing to pay court costs and being charged with frivo-
lous action for having wasted Kennecott’s time. 

I think that all of this really started to get to Hertel.
He had been very cooperative early on when we put
together the legal brief for our case in December of
1990. And even as late as March 5, 1991, he went to
bat for us by informing Kennecott that he had sched-
uled a court hearing with Judge Stafford for the pur-
pose of getting a temporary restraining order against
mine construction (CD 80-19). But after Koeppl sent
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him the letter about how pointless our case was,
something happened to Hertel. All of a sudden he
wasn’t doing what we wanted him to do. Evelyn
would send him letters filled with information about
the case. But when we’d travel to Eau Claire to discuss
those issues with him, we would discover that he
hadn’t even read the material, and he would spend
maybe five minutes with us. He wasn’t doing much of
a job, and he knew we were dissatisfied. It felt like he
wanted to get out.

We were especially disappointed with how Hertel
handled the depositions. He was supposed to be there
to raise objections to any inappropriate questions that
Koeppl might ask us. But Hertel turned out to be of
little help. He mostly just sat there and did nothing as
Koeppl drilled into us, and for some of the depositions
he wasn’t even present. Instead he sent a young asso-
ciate who, like Hertel, didn’t help the plaintiffs take
the heat they were getting from Koeppl. I never once
heard either Hertel or his associate say, “I object.” All
I could conclude was that they were not prepared to
battle the likes of a multinational mining corporation.

The plaintiffs really could have used some help
from Hertel. You see, being deposed by Attorney John
Koeppl was enough to make anyone holler. He inter-
rogated each of us for at least two to three hours, and
it felt like he was trying to prove we were a bunch of
nuts. Some of the plaintiffs took it in stride, but oth-
ers got quite upset, with several even crying on the
stand. Koeppl dug right into us.

My deposition took place on April 25, 1991, which
happened to be one of the days that Hertel’s associate
was there instead of Hertel himself. Koeppl asked me
a myriad of questions, in fact so many that I was on
the stand for five hours. He bored right into my gut. It
felt like he knew everything I had ever said or done to
fight the mine and was out to discredit me. He would
hold up a document and gruffly ask, “Do you remem-
ber writing this?” Then he would quickly follow up by
asking me, “Why did you write this?”

Koeppl also asked me some personal questions that
I thought had no bearing on the case. But Hertel’s
associate just sat there and didn’t object to anything
that Koeppl said. It was disgusting. I thought that’s
why we had an attorney there, to protect our rights.

Besides feeling frustrated with my own attorney,
the whole ordeal left me with feelings of great hatred
toward Koeppl. I couldn’t help but dislike him and
wanted to kick him right in the teeth. But even
though I had to sit there and answer his stupid ques-
tions for five hours, I kept my cool. There was no
shouting. I simply answered the questions. But

Figure 80-5. Informational advertisement written by Evelyn Churchill to
inform the public of how Kennecott was slowly but surely taking over the
community and local governments (Ladysmith News, April 18, 1991).
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believe me, my stomach was in knots after taking that
many hours of abuse. It was a miserable deal.

After Koeppl was done with me, everyone took a
late lunch, and when we came back it was Evelyn’s
turn. Koeppl drilled her for four long hours. It was
enough to make you swear, seeing how he went after
such a frail-looking little seventy-three year old
woman with a heart condition. But I wish you could
have seen how Evelyn handled herself on the stand!
She wasn’t nasty, but every time she answered a ques-
tion, she cleverly added more information than what
Koeppl had bargained for.

Here’s an example: Koeppl asked Evelyn if she
knew Bob Plantz. She responded by saying, “Oh, yes,”
and then she just laid it all out. She told the story of
how someone from the mining company had tres-
passed on Bob’s land to lay down some wire to test for
minerals in the ground and how Bob had chased him
off. Well, Koeppl didn’t want something like that in
the record, so he quickly said, “Strike that!”

Evelyn kept embellishing her answers, but never
said anything mean or nasty or out of line. I was fas-
cinated by it. By the end of the questioning, she had
Koeppl completely upset. He finally said in a frus-
trated tone of voice, “That’s enough!” And when
Evelyn got off the stand, he wouldn’t even say, “Thank
you,” or “Good bye, Mrs. Churchill.” I think he didn’t
know what to do with her because he knew she had
all the facts and couldn’t be fooled.

Before moving on, I’d like to mention that years
later, after Evelyn passed away, I ran into Koeppl at a
meeting in Trempealeau County. He came up to me
and said how sorry he was to hear that Evelyn had
died. I think his conscience was eating on him and he
had some feelings of guilt over how he had treated
such a gentle woman—and maybe even how he had
treated an old tough nut like me. At any rate, he knew
Evelyn was pretty darned sharp and said to me, “She
was a great lady.” That’s not too bad, when your
enemy can say something like that about you. 

Well, getting back to my story, Hertel was of little
use to us while Koeppl was deposing all the plaintiffs.
And to make matters worse, I don’t believe Hertel
deposed any witnesses on our behalf, even though we
wanted him to question at least a few people. For
example, it would have been useful for Hertel to
depose Attorney General James Doyle to get his opin-
ion on the constitutionality of the Local Agreement
Law or to depose someone from the American Civil
Liberties Union regarding how Section 31 of the Local
Agreement denied local officials the right to speak out
against the mine. But no. Hertel discouraged us from

deposing any of the critical parties. It felt like he had
given up on the case.

And then Hertel threw us for a real loop. On April
16, 1991, before Koeppl was even done deposing all
the plaintiffs, Hertel sent a letter and sworn affidavit
to Judge Stafford, asking the judge to allow him to
withdraw from the case as our counsel! Here is what
Hertel wrote (CD 80-20):

I have been advised that the plaintiffs no longer
wish to retain my services as counsel. Please
review and sign the enclosed order granting my
withdrawal as counsel of record.

Wow! Hertel’s letter caught us totally by surprise. We
were unhappy with how he was handling our case,
but we certainly hadn’t asked him to resign. He was
all we had, and we felt it would be almost impossible
to find another attorney at this late stage of the game
to give us the kind of legal help we needed. So what
was really going on with Hertel? Evelyn jotted down
her thoughts on the matter (CD 80-21), and I had a
few of my own. Here is what we concluded: 
� When Hertel agreed to help us in late 1990, he

probably had not realized what he was going to
run into with Koeppl and was overwhelmed;

� Even though Hertel was our attorney, he had
started to buy into Kennecott’s legal arguments
about our case being pointless;

� Hertel may have felt intimidated by Kennecott’s
threat of suing the plaintiffs for frivolous action;
and

� It may have been a matter of money. Hertel had
mentioned to us on occasion that he had a heavy
workload, and it sounded to me like he wanted to
spend more time on cases that would be more
lucrative to his law firm.

At any rate, Hertel had not been forthright with Judge
Stafford when he stated in his sworn affidavit that the
plaintiffs “no longer wished to retain” his services. So
Evelyn and I sent a letter to the judge, objecting to
Hertel being allowed to withdraw from the case. And
so did Arlene and Tom Ricci (CD 80-22). As a result,
Hertel agreed to stay on for the time being, but he
increased his hourly rate.

Unfortunately, however, things continued to dete-
riorate with Hertel to the point where Evelyn and I
felt we had no choice but to look for another attorney
to finish out the case. We talked to Doug La Follette
about what was going on, and he offered to contact
Attorney Roger Buffett of Madison to see if he might
be able to help us. We had met Roger in the 1970s,
when he participated in several mining meetings that
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we attended in Madison. He was a likable and kind
man who sometimes referred to himself as the Patron
Saint of Lost Causes. Well, we didn’t think our cause
was lost, but we certainly were in need of a saint to
help us. So of course we were pleased when Roger
agreed to come to Ladysmith to talk to the plaintiffs.

The meeting was set for May 16, 1991, and Roger
did his homework in advance. For starters, he tele-
phoned Hertel to inform him that we had requested
his assistance, and he proceeded to ask Hertel about
the specifics of the case. Roger handled the whole
thing in a very respectful manner, not only because he
was a nice guy, but because I’m sure he was hoping to
gain Hertel’s cooperation rather than alienate him. In
the course of the conversation, he told Hertel that he
would be driving to Ladysmith to meet with us in a
few days, and he also set up an appointment to meet
with Hertel himself (CD 80-23). Everything was done
aboveboard, and I imagine Hertel was relieved to
know that someone else would be helping with the
case or perhaps even assuming full responsibility.

Evelyn and I were relieved, too. You see, we were
planning to travel to Seattle, Washington in June of
1991 to attend our daughter Arlene’s wedding. And
we were worried about what might happen while we
were gone, especially if Hertel were left in charge of
the case. We needed someone in a hurry, and it looked
like Roger fit the bill. But we also knew that replacing
Hertel with another attorney had to be a group deci-
sion, so we patiently waited for the meeting where all
of the plaintiffs would have a chance to hear what
Roger had to say.

The day finally arrived, but Roger almost didn’t
make it! While on his way from Madison to my place,
his car broke down about 60 miles south of Ladysmith
and had to be towed to a garage in Eau Claire. He
called me from a little bar outside of Augusta where
he was stranded, and my friend Tom Ricci and I took
off in my 1979 Ford LTD to pick him up. Luckily there
was enough time so that the meeting did not have to
be cancelled. No matter what we did, there always
seemed to be a little extra excitement!

The meeting with Roger went well. He knew we
were fighting the big boys and that it was likely we
wouldn’t get everything we wanted. But we could tell
he had a real spark to him and wasn’t the kind of guy
to give up. And that’s the kind of lawyer we needed.
While some of the plaintiffs felt we should stick with
Hertel, the decision was made to hire Roger to take
over the case. The plan was to retain both attorneys
until Evelyn and I returned from our trip to Seattle
and then let Hertel go. After the meeting ended,

Roger stayed overnight with Evelyn and me, and the
next day we drove him to Eau Claire to pick up his car.

We informed Hertel of our plans to hire Roger, and
Hertel responded by sending a letter to Judge
Stafford in which he informed him that we had “con-
tacted other counsel to serve as either co-counsel or
assume full representation in the case” (CD 80-24).
He also asked the judge to reschedule an upcoming
meeting to accommodate Roger’s schedule. So it
looked to us like the transition was going to be
smooth.

It was a big burden off our shoulders to know that
Roger was eventually going to take over the case.
When Evelyn and I left on our trip to Seattle in the
middle of June, at least we had some peace of mind.
Little did we know that the lawsuit was soon to fall
apart, through no fault of our own. Let me tell you
what happened.

Evelyn and I were out of town for about two
weeks. While we were away, we didn’t hear anything
from Hertel about what was going on with the law-
suit. That didn’t surprise us at all, because we
assumed nothing would happen until we got back
and officially turned the case over to Roger. But on
the eve of the 4th of July, when Evelyn and I were on
the Amtrak train coming home, Koeppl put the
squeeze on the plaintiffs back home. It was the same
old threat of a frivolous lawsuit if a settlement were
not forthcoming. I don’t know exactly what Koeppl
said to them, but it was apparently enough to scare
the pants right off some of the plaintiffs, and the
threat must have scared Hertel, too. Of course, we
could not be reached for our opinion.

By the time we got home, several of the plaintiffs
had agreed to settle the case, and all the details had
been worked out between Koeppl and Hertel.
Unfortunately, the agreement they reached gave away
almost everything we wanted. Roger tried to inter-
vene and help the plaintiffs as much as he could, but
there was nothing he could do to stop Koeppl’s push.
You see, Hertel was still the official attorney of record
with the court. 

You can imagine how Evelyn and I felt when we
returned from Seattle to find out that Hertel had gone
ahead and reached an agreement on behalf of the
plaintiffs while we were gone! Not all the plaintiffs
were in favor of the deal that had been struck, and
Evelyn and I hadn’t been consulted at all. Hertel later
said that he didn’t know how to get in touch with us
because we were out of town, but I don’t think he
tried very hard to track us down. Surely all of this was
in the works before we got on the train and he could
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have called us at our daughter’s home in Seattle—and
why couldn’t he have waited one more day for us to
return? We were absolutely floored and just plain
shocked that Hertel had done what he did. 

Evelyn and I were the ones who had put the case
together, paid a large share of the bills and did all the
running around to keep things on track. We had
worked so hard and pulled so many things together to
make this case work. But the minute we were gone,
all our efforts evaporated, just like a pile of snow in
the sun. The decision was taken out of our hands!

Attorney Harry Hertel was mainly a criminal
lawyer by trade. But I think he committed a crime
himself by settling the case in our absence, especially
when he knew we were in the process of hiring
another attorney to take his place. I don’t think he
really earned any of the money he charged us. But he
got it, and a lot of it came out of the pocket of Old
Man Churchill. In fact, Evelyn and I had to pay about
$4,000 in legal bills to Hertel after he cut the deal
with Kennecott behind our backs. With the help of
friends, we finally got the bill paid off two years later,
in November of 1993.

In retrospect, I really question what Hertel was try-
ing to do. Had the mining company gotten to him? As
I mentioned earlier, there was talk around town from
the very beginning that Kennecott might sue the
plaintiffs for frivolous action and even go after our
attorney. Is that why Hertel gave in to Kennecott—
because he got scared and was trying to protect his
own hide? To this day, whenever I run into Hertel, he
kind of looks at me out of the corner of his eye, as if
he doesn’t quite know how I’m going to react to see-
ing him. After all, I have been known to speak my
mind!

Losing the case was a big blow, especially since I
was feeling sorry for myself anyway. I had recently
been diagnosed with prostate cancer and weighed
less than 140 pounds (which wasn’t a lot of muscle on
a 6-foot frame). And Evelyn had severely injured her
hand in June and needed to go through several sur-
geries. Besides all that, we were getting old, and
Evelyn’s heart was failing And now some of our
friends and fellow-plaintiffs had signed off and
reached a settlement with the mining company while
we were out of town—with the help of a lawyer we
were in the process of letting go. I was totally dis-
gusted with the whole deal. I was sick, not just in my
body, but in my heart.

That was the summer I decided I had had enough.
It felt like there was nothing more I could do. Even
though it had been a tough row to hoe, Evelyn and I

had never even thought of quitting. But this latest
turn of events was hard to take.

I learned a lesson. When you go in with a group of
people to fight for a cause, you have to lay it out real
tough so there is no doubt what the course of action
will be. Just because people are your friends, it
doesn’t mean they will do what you want them to do.
I think the mining company knew that Evelyn and I
were out of town and took advantage of the fact that
we weren’t there to shore everyone up. It reminded
me of how Alan Christianson and the others on the
local negotiating committee rammed through a draft
of the Local Agreement Law when I was unavailable
because of Evelyn’s bypass surgery. They struck when
we were incapacitated.

There’s no use blaming anyone right now over
what happened in 1991. Not all the plaintiffs agreed
with the settlement, and those who did are still my
friends and I love them just the same. But Evelyn and
I sure were hurt.

Excerpts from the Stipulation
So what was the negotiated settlement? Before
Evelyn and I left for Seattle, the plaintiffs had never
talked about giving in to the mining company. Yet, a
stipulation was agreed upon and filed with the court
in July of 1991 that gave the mining company exactly
what it wanted. It was signed on the plaintiffs’ behalf
by Attorney Harry Hertel and on the defendants’
behalf by Attorneys John Koeppl and William Thiel. I
have included a few of the key points of the stipula-
tion for you to see (CD 80-25):

1. The Defendant parties to the Local Agreement
agree that Section 31 of the Local Agreement can-
not apply to individual members of the governing
boards of the Defendant Municipalities, and that
past, present, and future board members may
oppose the mine and not be inhibited from doing
so either individually or officially.

Well, that certainly sounded like it was a statement
in our favor, but I’d like to explain a subtlety here that
made all the difference. You see, what we really
wanted was for the defendants to concede that
Section 31 of the Local Agreement was outright
invalid and unconstitutional. Then we could have
made a case for throwing out the entire Local
Agreement. As you know, Section 36 of the contract
clearly stated that if Section 31 were found to be
invalid, the remainder of the agreement would be
invalid as well.
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Of course, Kennecott could not risk admitting that
Section 31 of the Local Agreement was unconstitu-
tional, so instead the mining company conceded that
individual members of the local governing boards
could indeed speak out against the mine, even though
that’s not what Section 31 said. Hertel took the mining
company’s concession as being good enough and did
not insist that the judge rule on the constitutionality
of the provision. So Kennecott got off the hook. 

The way I look at it, Kennecott threw us a bone. In
effect the company was saying, “Roscoe, you can
mouth off as much as you want.” But in reality it did
not matter because everything else had been given
away.

2. Since the commencement of this action, the
Plaintiffs have become aware of the Wisconsin
Court of Appeals decision in Cornwell v. City of
Stevens Point, 159 Wis. 2d 136, 464 N.W. 2d 33 (Ct
App., 1990), which held that where contracts are
found to violate the constitution or state law, the
courts will not intervene in the relationships cre-
ated by those contracts. As a result, Plaintiffs fear
that even if Section 144.839, Stats. should be
declared unconstitutional, permits issued pur-
suant to the Local Agreement would not be dis-
turbed by the Court, although said Local
Agreement might not be enforced by the Court.

This stipulation was used to undo our efforts to
have the Local Agreement and Local Agreement Law
declared unconstitutional. The plaintiffs were told
that even if the contract signed between Kennecott
and the local governments was found to violate the
Wisconsin Constitution, the court would probably be
reluctant to disturb the permits already issued to the
mining company by the DNR. It’s as if Kennecott were
saying, “The whole thing is a moot point.”

To make its case, the mining company cited a law-
suit heard by the Wisconsin Court of Appeals in 1990,
Cornwell v. City of Stevens Point. The case involved the
constitutionality of a contract signed between a pri-
vate property owner (the Bill Cook Chapter of the
Izaak Walton League) and the City of Stevens Point,
whereby the city agreed to reimburse the Izaak
Walton League for all real estate taxes payable on its
property in exchange for allowing the city to annex
the land and pump the groundwater from beneath it
for municipal use. After signing the contract, the city
proceeded to annex the property, but the agreement
was later challenged in court by Ronald Cornwell, a
Stevens Point taxpayer. He maintained the contract
violated the uniform taxation clause of the Wisconsin
Constitution. The court ruled in favor of Cornwell

insomuch as the contract was declared unconstitu-
tional but did not intervene to void the annexation
(CD 80-26). By analogy, Koeppl maintained that even
if the court found the Local Agreement between
Kennecott and the local governments to be unconsti-
tutional, the permits already issued to the mining
company by the State of Wisconsin would stand.

When Evelyn and I asked an attorney to look over
the Cornwell decision and give us an opinion, we
were told that the case did not necessarily apply to our
lawsuit. You see, only two parties were affected by the
contract that came under fire in the Cornwell case
(the City of Stevens Point and the Izaak Walton
League), whereas our case amounted to a civil rights
suit that involved a third party, the general public.
That’s no small difference when it comes to how cases
are viewed by the court. At least the point would have
been worth arguing instead of just conceding that the
mining company was right.

And you know what? Even if Koeppl had been cor-
rect and the Cornwell decision really had applied to
our case, there was more to the ruling than what he
apparently wanted us to see. Specifically, the
Cornwell court made the following statement with
reference to a lawsuit heard by the Wisconsin
Supreme Court in 1965, Ehrlich v. City of Racine:

The rule in Wisconsin is that even though con-
tracts that violate the constitution or state law or
policy are void, the courts will not intervene in the
relationships they have created. … This rule was
followed in Ehrlich where, even though the court
found the contract between the city and the
annexed property owner to be unconstitutional
and thus unenforceable, it refused to invalidate
the annexation. [emphasis added]

The key phrase in the above statement was that an
unconstitutional contract was unenforceable. So by
analogy, if the Local Agreement had been found to be
unconstitutional, the court would have had no choice
but to view the contract as void. And if the local gov-
ernments had proceeded to ignore the terms of the
Local Agreement (e.g., by choosing to enforce the
Town of Grant’s mining moratorium, the Rusk County
Metallic Mining Ordinance or the Rusk County
Shoreland-Wetland Zoning Code) and Kennecott had
taken them to court, there’s a very real chance that
the court would have refused to enforce the contract!
After all, why would a court rule in favor of enforcing
a contract that was unconstitutional? In other words,
it would not have mattered if the court had allowed
Kennecott to hold onto the permits issued by the DNR
because the mining company could not have gotten
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very far without having a workable contract in place
with the local governments. I would love to have said
to Koeppl, “The whole thing is a moot point!” It’s puz-
zling to me that Hertel did not make an issue out of
this to help our case. He truly let us down.

3. Under the terms of the Local Agreement, if
Section 31 were to be declared invalid by the
Court, then the Local Agreement would be void,
and the Plaintiffs contend that the Flambeau Mine
would be barred by local zoning ordinances;
while the Defendant parties to the Local Agree-
ment have contended, among other things, that
even if the agreement were nullified, under
Cornwell, the mine could still proceed, and also
that should the county zoning ordinance apply,
the Flambeau Mine property would be annexed to
the City of Ladysmith and the mine construction
would continue.

Here it was again! A threat of annexation. The min-
ing company convinced Hertel and some of the plain-
tiffs that even if we won this lawsuit, the mine would
be built because the mining company would get
around the ruling by having all of its property
annexed to Ladysmith. So not only would there be a
mine, but the Town of Grant would be left out in the
cold in terms of getting any tax revenue from it.

After living with the annexation threat for more
than a decade, Evelyn and I weren’t upset by what
Kennecott was saying. No self-respecting city council-
man would have dared face the ire of the townspeople
by approving of total annexation and cheating them
out of monies promised by Kennecott. No, we could
hardly believe the City of Ladysmith would confront
the town with such a verdict.

What’s more, even if Kennecott could have circum-
vented the Rusk County Metallic Mining Ordinance by
having its land annexed to Ladysmith, Koeppl failed
to mention that the county’s shoreland zoning ordi-
nance would still apply. Wis. Stat. 59.971(7) [renum-
bered to Wis. Stat. 59.692(7) in 1995] clearly stated,
“[A shoreland zoning] ordinance enacted under this
section by a county continues in effect in any shore-
land area annexed by a city or village after May 7,
1982 unless the city or village adopts, maintains and
enforces a zoning ordinance … which is at least as
restrictive as the county shoreland zoning ordinance.”
If Kennecott’s project had been subject to the Rusk
County Shoreland-Wetland Zoning Code, it would
have put a real damper on the mining company’s
plans. It did not speak well for Hertel that he either
wasn’t aware of this statute or, if he was, failed to use
the argument in our defense. 

4. The Plaintiffs wish to avoid both any economic
hardship to the citizens of Rusk County, and any
irreparable damage to the environment of Rusk
County, and since under the Cornwell decision,
Flambeau Mining Company might avoid its obliga-
tion to make payments to the local municipalities
under the Local Agreement, but still construct the
mine under the permits issued, in light of conces-
sions being made by the Defendants, the Plaintiffs
believe that further continuing this litigation
would not serve well either of their objectives.

Wow! Even more threats. The plaintiffs were told
in no uncertain terms that if they did not settle imme-
diately, not only would Kennecott petition to have all
of its holdings annexed to the City of Ladysmith, but
the mining company might even “avoid its obligation
to make payments to the local municipalities under
the Local Agreement.” The one thing Koeppl failed to
explain, however, was this: If the monetary provisions
of the Local Agreement were to be ignored by
Kennecott, how could he expect the sections of the
contract that voided the Town of Grant’s mining
moratorium and threw out Rusk County’s metallic
mining and shoreland-wetland zoning codes to still
stand? It’s like he wanted to have it both ways, but
Hertel didn’t see through it. 

I must say that the cavalier way in which Koeppl
handled the issue of the enforceability of the Local
Agreement made me wonder if, in general, such con-
tracts are really no more than fluff. Could it be that
the only thing that really matters in Wisconsin’s per-
mitting process for mining is what the DNR decides? I
guess only a court of law could sort through all of
this, but other communities faced with the prospect of
mining should take heed.

5. Because a declaration that Section 144.839,
Stats., is unconstitutional would not stop the
Flambeau Mine from being constructed, and could
jeopardize the financial payments required by the
Local Agreement, the Plaintiffs believe that such
declaratory relief would be better pursued where
a local mining agreement has not yet been entered
into. The parties agree that this Court shall not
make any finding as to the constitutionality of
Section 144.839, Stats., nor shall dismissal of this
action be construed as evidence of laches should
these Plaintiffs or others seek similar declaratory
relief with respect to said statute in the future.

This was Koeppl’s final blow to our case. He may
have figured that the Local Agreement Law would not
survive a court challenge, so what better way to
protect the mining company than to take the issue off
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Figure 80-6. Declaratory
Judgment issued by Judge
Richard H. Stafford in the
case against the Local
Agreement (July 9, 1991).
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the table? Koeppl did acknowledge, however, that in
the future someone could still wage a lawsuit over the
constitutionality of the Local Agreement Law. He was
right, and I hope that you, my dear readers, will pur-
sue the matter before any more Local Agreements are
signed by potential mining communities in the state.

Closing Comments
There is not much more I can tell you about the lawsuit.
Our best shot at stopping Kennecott was snatched away
from us in the stipulation worked out between Harry
Hertel and John Koeppl. Needless to say, Evelyn and I
felt like the props had been knocked out from under us.

The stipulation also included wording for the judge
to use when issuing his final ruling on the case. And
Judge Stafford used exactly what Koeppl and Hertel
gave him, word for word. I have included a copy of
the declaratory judgment, rendered on July 9, 1991,
for you to see (Figure 80-6). The only good thing
about it was that the ruling freed the local officials to
speak out against the mine without having to worry
about being sued for violating the terms of the Local
Agreement. That may come in handy in the future,
especially since acid mine drainage problems have
already started to develop at the reclaimed mine site.
But that’s another story.

We didn’t have to lose this lawsuit, but we did.
Kennecott’s scare tactics worked, and you can’t fight if
you’re scared. 

Later on, Evelyn and I tried to get the files for our
case back from Attorney Hertel. But he kept putting us
off to the point where Evelyn and I finally just showed
up at his office one day to get them. When we arrived,
Hertel hardly knew where to find the papers, and he
seemed reluctant to give them to us. I was so irritated!
I told Hertel that he hadn’t done the job we had hired
him to do—and that we had paid him money for noth-
ing. At least he finally turned over the papers.

When you look at all the stinkin’ things that hap-
pened to us in this legal case, you might say we were
crazy for taking on such a powerful opponent as
Kennecott Copper Corporation. But even though we
lost this and other lawsuits, the cases all brought to
light what was really going on and surely exposed the
personalities of everyone involved, from John Koeppl
to my sweet but tough Evelyn. We learned about the
kinds of tactics that big corporations use to overcome
the resistance of ordinary people. We also saw that no
matter how important the environmental issue is, the
final decisions all boil down to politics and money.
The driving force that brings about these corporate

endeavors is profit at any cost. 
Was I crazy for fighting the Buzzards? Maybe, but

I’d do it again. I couldn’t have respected myself if I
had done anything less.
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While Evelyn and I were in the middle of wag-
ing our lawsuit against the Local Agreement, another
battle was brewing in Rusk County. And we had no
idea it was coming. In fact, the story you are about to
read has as much intrigue and crookedness as any-
thing you have come across in my book. It is the tale
of how those who supported Larry Mercando and
Kennecott tried to take over the Rusk County
Democratic Party. Let me tell you what happened.

My friend Ted Styczinski
called me on a December
afternoon in 1990, shortly
before Christmas, to remind
me that the Rusk County
Democrats were going to be
meeting that night. He said,
“Roscoe, we have to elect
officers tonight. Be sure to
be there.”

Ted was the chairman of
our local party, and he and
his brother John had taken
on most of the responsibility
for party activities over the
years. I must admit that I
and many of those who
claimed to be Democrats in
Rusk County were all too
willing to let Ted and John
do most of the work and
often missed the monthly
meetings. So Evelyn and I
decided that we had better
go and show some support.
We had joined the Rusk

County Democrats several years earlier because Ted
and John were always willing to help us in our efforts
to stop the mine.

Despite Ted’s phone calls to remind people to come
to the meeting, there were only seven party members
who gathered at the appointed place that evening. But
all of a sudden Paul Cleaver and and a guy by the name
of Phil Strobl came into the room with seven of their
friends. We were flabbergasted. Cleaver and Strobl had

The Takeover of the Rusk County
Democratic Party (December 1990)

C H A P T E R  8 1

Figure 81-1. John Styczinski (left) and his brother Ted (right) never gave up fighting Kennecott and to
this day are working hard to protect the environment for future generations (Photo by Roscoe Churchill
of Ladysmith, WI, 2003).
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never attended any of our meetings before, and neither
had most of the others who came with them. But here
they all were, asking to join the Democratic Party!

The Democrats had always stood for protecting
the environment and fighting against Kennecott. So
why would a pro-mining guy like Paul Cleaver and
his cohorts want to become members? Not only was
Cleaver real nasty and loud when it came to support-
ing the mine, but he was often seen in the company
of Larry Mercando, so much that we thought of him
as Mercando’s right-hand man. What’s more, he was
the same guy who had tried to ramrod the Town 
of Grant’s annual meeting in 1982 and silence the
anti-mining sentiment of the public. You may recall,
that’s the meeting where the townspeople really
rocked Cleaver’s boat by passing a total of six resolu-
tions against the mine. But now that same little 

man was standing before us in 1990, claiming to be a
Democrat.

At first we had no idea what was happening. But it
soon became apparent that these people had come for
one purpose and one purpose only, to take away con-
trol of the local Democratic Party from Ted and John
Styczinski and the rest of us who opposed the mine.
And they were poised to succeed, because according
to our meeting rules, people who signed up as first-
time members at an election meeting were allowed to
vote.

The Rusk County Republican Party was already
dominated by those who supported Kennecott. Its
members were mostly business people and those who
were active in the Ladysmith Area Chamber of
Commerce. And now it looked like those same inter-
ests wanted to control the Rusk County Democrats,

I’d like to tell you a bit about John and Ted Styczinski. These
two brothers were among the first individuals in Rusk County
to come out against the Kennecott mine. In the early 1970s,
whenever I went to a mining meeting, John and Ted were sure
to show up. They were never loud, but not afraid to speak out
either. And they always had their facts straight.

I remember an informational meeting on the Flambeau Mine
that John attended at Mount Senario College in 1990. The
meeting concerned the DNR’s Environmental Impact
Statement for the mine. John asked three of the DNR officials
who were there if they had seen the mining company’s analy-
sis of the core samples removed from the ore body. Of
course they hadn’t, so John quickly said to them, “Here
you’re writing an Environmental Impact Statement, and you
don’t even know what’s down there!” He was rightfully upset
with the shoddy review process, and he let the DNR know it. 

John and Ted put in many hours as members of the Rusk
County Citizens Action Group, and to this day John serves as
its president. He and Ted were always there to help get out
the group’s newsletter, the Real Flambeau News. They also
presented resolutions against mining nearly every year at our
regional Democratic Party convention, and they helped me so
I could present resolutions, too.

If that wasn’t enough, John and Ted also went year after year
to the Wisconsin Conservation Congress meetings to help get
resolutions adopted to protect the environment against min-
ing. And John has traveled many times with me to Forest
County and other locations around the state to speak out
against the proposed Crandon mine.

Besides working on mining issues, the Styczinski brothers

have been active in the National Farm Organization to try to
increase milk prices for the small dairy farmer, and John has
served in local government. He was the Chairman of the
Town of Marshall in Rusk County for many years and was the
force that convinced the town’s voters to pass a mining
moratorium resolution in the early 1980s that still stands
today. John also was elected to the Rusk County Board in the
mid-1990s, where he proved to be one of the most informed
supervisors on any environmental issue that came up. When
John first joined the Rusk County Board, the Ladysmith
News printed a nice biography about him that you can read
on the CD-ROM that accompanies this book (CD 81-1).

John and Ted are men of principle. And here’s just one more
example of what I mean: In 1995, the Rusk County Board
decided to cut back the general relief program offered by the
county to the poor. John thought that was kind of hypocriti-
cal, especially since the board normally began its meetings
with a prayer asking that the poor be remembered in any
decisions that were to be made.

John said, “Half of the time you start with a prayer that says
to remember the less fortunate, and then you do this.” So he
decided to make a motion that the board no longer start its
meetings with a prayer until such time that the board
restored the general relief program. The story was picked up
by several newspapers, including the National Catholic
Register. Even though John’s motion failed to carry, the
board decided to renew the relief program for one more year!

So, my dear readers, John and Ted Styczinski are the kind of
good people I have been hanging around with for over twenty-
five years. It’s the best pay-off I got from fighting the buzzards.

John and Ted Styczinski, a Couple of True Democrats
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too. They apparently figured the best way to accom-
plish this was to overpower us and elect their own
people to take control. I wouldn’t doubt that Larry
Mercando had a hand in the whole thing. He seemed
to be working overtime at getting community leaders
and local politicians pulled in under the Kennecott
umbrella. 

Strobl and Cleaver had brought enough people
with them that evening to give them a majority of the
votes. And they also had the nerve to present a list
that contained the names of people who wanted to
vote by proxy. Well, that wasn’t permissible, but it was
still interesting to see who was on the list. In particu-
lar, Marty Reynolds’ name was there. You see, Strobl
had recently managed Reynolds’ successful campaign
for the Wisconsin Assembly on the Democratic ticket.
The whole thing had a smell to it. 

The upshot of the December invasion of our meet-
ing was that, as shocking as the devil, Ted and John
Styczinski were voted out of office as our local party
officials. Strobl was elected Chairman of the Rusk
County Democrats, and Cleaver, who definitely was
no Democrat, became the vice-chairman. 

Mining companies do their worst dirt during the
holidays, when people are too busy to pay attention,
and this was the dirtiest Christmas present Kennecott
could have given us. It now appeared that Mercando’s
men were in control of both the Republican and
Democratic parties in Rusk County! Those of us who
had always supported Ted and John in their struggle
to keep the Democratic Party alive in Rusk County
were left to flounder. Our lifeline to the state Demo-
cratic Party had been cut.

At first we were dumbfounded, and then we got
mad. We made up our minds that even though Strobl
and Cleaver now headed our party, they were not
going to control it. We took to the phones and the
mail to contact those in Rusk County with Democratic
leanings. We informed them of what had happened
and asked them to attend the next monthly meeting
of the Rusk County Democrats.

The people we contacted responded. Oh, did they
respond! Some thirty-five of them came to the next
meeting, and they were not in a very pleasant mood.
Interestingly enough, almost none of the people who
had joined the party with Strobl and Cleaver in
December were there. 

Strobl called the meeting to order with Cleaver at
his side. We quickly disposed of old business, and
then the fun began. Strobl must have felt he was in a
hornet’s nest as those 35 enraged individuals lit into
him. He was bluntly told to resign because he would

never be able to control the party. And we accused
him of playing a dirty trick on us by trying to take
over our organization when he had never even
attended a single meeting. We really dressed him
down, and all he could do was sit there, squirm and
listen. 

Strobl put in a very grueling two hours trying to
defend his position. When asked why he had wanted
to be chairman of our local party, the best he could
muster was, “I always wanted to attend the
Democratic National Convention.” Strobl did not
resign that evening, but the writing was on the wall.

The Democrats were back in full force! We couldn’t
wait for our next meeting, wondering who would
dare to show up to chair it. When the evening finally
arrived, for some unknown reason Strobl could not be
there. So our new vice-chairman, Paul Cleaver, ran
the meeting in his stead. I wish you could have seen
it. There sat Cleaver like a piece of red meat in front
of a pack of hungry wolves. All he could do was ask if
there was any new business, and there certainly was!
The group was loaded with anti-mining resolutions. It
must have been real frustrating for Cleaver to sit there
in front of that hostile crowd and watch us unani-
mously pass one anti-mining resolution after another. 

It’s evident that Cleaver, like Strobl, got a big enough
dose of us. I guess you might say the Democrats smoth-
ered the buzzards, because neither of them ever came
back. Cleaver, who was confined to a wheel chair,
claimed he dropped out because of health problems.
But that didn’t seem to stop him from going out to sup-
port the Republican candidate for our state assembly
district two years later, a woman by the name of Linda
Lybert. Needless to say, Cleaver did not renew his mem-
bership with the Rusk County Democrats.

After a time, and with the permission of the
Wisconsin Democratic Party, the Rusk County Dem-
ocrats elected Bill Volkman, the husband of my friend
Dorothy Volkman, to complete Strobl’s term as our
party chairman. The next year Ted Styczinski came
back as our leader, and he and his brother John con-
tinue to be a real force in the Rusk County Democrats
to this day. Just like before, only a handful of people
attend the meetings on a regular basis. But in the hin-
terlands are many who approve of Ted and John’s
efforts and dedication and are just waiting to spring
into action if needed.

CD-ROM Reference
CD 81-1. “John Styczinski, Jr. selected for position as county super-

visor,” Ladysmith News, January 19, 1995.
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In March of 1991 a new set of Natural Resource
(NR) rules governing the management of hazardous
waste took effect in Wisconsin. They are still on the
books today and are found in the following chapters
of the Wisconsin Administrative Code:
� Chapter NR 600—General [Regulations for

Hazardous Waste Management]; and
� Chapter NR 605—Identification and Listing of

Hazardous Waste.

At the time these rules were being developed by the
DNR, I must admit I was not aware of what was going
on. For some reason the department did not go out of
its way to seek input from those of us in the Town of
Grant who were fighting Kennecott, even though the
mining company had plans to dump more than seven
million tons of toxic waste right next to the Flambeau
River. If a notice appeared in the local newspaper
about any kind of public hearing on the new rules, I
guess I missed it. 

In keeping with the tradition of the “consensus”
rules of the early 1980s, Wisconsin’s rules on haz-
ardous waste give mining companies all kinds of spe-
cial treatment when it comes to the disposing of toxic
chemicals and acid-generating waste rock. I imagine
that Kennecott and Exxon knew they would be up the
creek if they had to follow the same rules as everyone
else—not because they couldn’t follow the rules, but
because they were not willing to sacrifice profit to pay
for the proper disposal of their toxic waste. So of
course the DNR accommodated them.

When a mining company mines for copper, zinc,
gold and silver, millions of tons of hazardous waste
are produced along the way. Part of the problem is
that base and precious metals are commonly found in

nature mixed with sulfides and toxic heavy metals like
mercury and lead. Once the rock is broken up into
chunks and the sulfides are exposed to air and water,
sulfuric acid forms. The acid in turn leaches the heavy
metals out of the rock to form a toxic soup. That is
how poisonous substances like mercury, lead, cad-
mium, zinc, copper, arsenic and selenium end up in a
mining town’s groundwater, lakes and streams. Acid
mine drainage always occurs when sulfide ore bodies
are mined. It is not a worst case scenario; it’s the
norm.

The other problem with metallic sulfide mines is
that hazardous substances are often brought to the
mine site to be used for processing the ore. I am talk-
ing about a technique known as heap leaching. Tons of
toxic substances like cyanide, sulfuric acid, copper sul-
fate, sodium dichromate, sulfur dioxide and xanthates
are dissolved in water or some other solvent and sprin-
kled over piles of ground-up rock to leach out the min-
erals. The solution is then collected underneath the
pile and concentrated. The process requires tremen-
dous amounts of solvent and a sprinkler system for
saturating the rock with the toxic chemicals. Some-
times the dissolved chemicals are even injected into
the ground so that the desired minerals are dissolved
right where they lie (in situ) and then pumped out!

By its very nature, metallic mining puts local water
supplies at risk for becoming contaminated with some
pretty nasty acids and chemicals. Realizing this, the
DNR in its infinite wisdom decided to tackle the prob-
lem head-on. The department adopted two whole
chapters of natural resource rules, NR 600 and NR
605, to protect the public from exposure to hazardous
waste and then proceeded to declare that mining
waste, even if it contains cyanide and other poisonous
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substances, is not hazardous! I guess the DNR officials
figured that if they didn’t call mining waste “haz-
ardous,” it meant we would be safe. You may think
I’m kidding, so I have included the actual wording of
the rules for you to see.

As a result of the exemptions found in NR 600 and
NR 605, metallic mining waste in Wisconsin is subject
to a more lenient set of disposal standards than what
is normally applied to hazardous waste. While that
saves the mining companies a whole lot of money, it
makes no sense at all for the environment. Sulfide
waste rock is certain to generate sulfuric acid and
release heavy metals into the groundwater. And while
that is bad enough, what’s even harder to accept is
that the exemption also applies to any toxic chemicals
used in processing the ore! 

NR 600.02 APPLICABILITY.
This chapter applies to persons who generate, transport,
recycle, store, treat or dispose of solid waste that meets
the criteria for hazardous waste under s. NR 605.04.
Except as otherwise provided, this chapter does not apply
to solid waste facilities or solid waste generators or trans-
porters that manage only:
(1) Non-hazardous solid waste,
(2) Metallic mining wastes resulting from a mining oper-

ation as defined in s. 293.01(9), Stats., or
(3) A combination of wastes described in subs. (1) and

(2). [emphasis added]

NR 605.05 EXEMPTIONS.
(1) The following materials are excluded from regulation

as hazardous wastes: ... 
(j)  Mining overburden returned to the mine site.
(k) Solid waste from the extraction, beneficiation and

processing of ores and minerals, including coal,
phosphate rock and overburden from the mining
of uranium ore, except as provided by 40 CFR 266
Subpart H for facilities that burn or process haz-
ardous waste. For purposes of this paragraph, ben-
eficiation of ores and minerals is restricted to the
following activities: crushing; grinding; washing;
dissolution; crystallization; filtration; sorting; siz-
ing; drying; sintering; pelletizing; briquetting; cal-
cining to remove water or carbon dioxide; roasting,
autoclaving, or chlorination in preparation for
leaching, except where the roasting, autoclaving or
chlorination or leaching sequence produces a final
or intermediate product that does not undergo fur-
ther beneficiation or processing; gravity concentra-
tion; magnetic separation; electrostatic separation;
flotation; ion exchange; solvent extraction; elec-
trowinning; precipitation; amalgamation; and heap,
dump, vat, tank, and in situ leaching. [emphasis
added]

We are not talking about small amounts of haz-
ardous substances being exempt from proper han-
dling at mine sites. If the Crandon mine is ever built
in Forest County, it may use up to 20 tons of cyanide
per month for leaching gold, silver, zinc and copper
from the crushed ore. Yet, by the terms of Wisconsin’s
hazardous waste rules, the miners will be allowed to
mix all that cyanide with waste rock and push it into
a landfill or abandoned mine shaft without following
accepted procedures for handling hazardous waste.
The same applies to toxic sludge from wastewater
treatment plants at mine sites.

Think about it. You and I are not allowed to throw
a car battery that might contain a pint of sulfuric acid
into the garbage. Nor can we pour a few ounces of
cyanide down the drain or dump twenty pounds of
sulfide-containing waste out in the field. No, we have
to pay to have those toxic substances disposed of
properly in a hazardous waste facility. But when it
comes to a mining company that in one year’s time
might go through hundreds of tons of cyanide, pro-
duce thousands of tons of acidic sludge and pile up
millions of tons of crushed sulfide-containing waste
rock, the DNR turns a blind eye and decides that any-
thing involved with mining can be disposed of as
common garbage. 

When the DNR decided to be lenient on the classi-
fication of mining waste, it also conveniently forgot to
require that mining companies comply with the
department’s “mixing rule” for hazardous waste.
According to the rule, which most everyone else in
the state has to follow, nonhazardous waste that is
mixed with hazardous waste is automatically classi-
fied as hazardous waste (CD 82-1 and CD 82-2). So if
your business mixes 20 tons of cyanide with 20 tons
of dirt, the DNR concludes that you now have 40 tons
of hazardous waste—and your disposal costs may
have just doubled! But not so with mining. If 20 tons
of cyanide is mixed with 20 tons of dirt, the mining
company has 0 tons of hazardous waste and 40 tons
of nonhazardous waste that can be pushed into a
hole. It’s hard to imagine how the DNR could have
been any more blatant and reckless in showing special
treatment to the mining companies.

Even before NR 600 and NR 605 became law, the
DNR had given its blessing to Kennecott’s plans for
dumping all of its hazardous waste into the unlined
mine pit next to the Flambeau River and covering up
the whole mess with a little dirt. So I guess the
department had to adopt the lenient provisions of NR
600 and NR 605 to legitimize what it had already
decided the mining company would be allowed to do.
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Evelyn wrote an article for the March 24, 1990 issue
of the Real Flambeau News to highlight the preferen-
tial treatment being given to Kennecott (Figure 82-1).
She mentioned how the mining company was plan-
ning to dump more than 88 million cubic feet of toxic
waste right outside of town. And then she added,
“Better not try that with your bag of lawn clippings!”

The only good thing about the whole deal was that
the ore from the Flambeau Mine was scheduled to 
be processed in Canada instead of Rusk County, so 
at least that part of the toxic waste wouldn’t be
dumped next to the river. But when we looked at the
bigger picture, our gain was Canada’s loss. Besides
that, we still got stuck with millions of tons of sulfide-
containing waste rock and thousands of tons of poison-
ous sludge from Kennecott’s wastewater treatment
plant. 

It’s clear that mining companies were singled out
for preferential treatment in the natural resource rules
governing hazardous waste in Wisconsin. So how

could the DNR get away with something like that?
The answer lies in Wis. Stats. 291.35 and 289.05(2),
discussed in an earlier chapter. Wis. Stat. 291.35
exempts mining companies from following the state’s
hazardous waste law, Chapter 291 of the Wisconsin

Figure 82-1. When it comes
to regulating the disposal of
hazardous waste, there is no
denying that the DNR is
tougher on regular citizens
than it is on the mining indus-
try, even though metallic min-
ing has been shown to release
more toxic substances into the
environment than any other
industry in the United States
(Real Flambeau News, March
24, 1990).

WIS. STAT. 291.35 RULES ON METALLIC MINING WASTES.
The requirements of this chapter [governing hazardous
waste management] shall be subject to s. 289.05(2).
[emphasis added]

WIS. STAT. 289.05 SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT STAN-
DARDS. …
(2) … In promulgating the rules [for identifying and regulat-

ing metallic mining waste], the department shall give
consideration to research, studies, data and recommen-
dations of the U. S. environmental protection agency on
the subject of metallic mining wastes arising from the
agency’s efforts to implement the resource conservation
and recovery act. [emphasis added]
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McCombs, who asked me to sign and forward them to
the Environmental Protection Agency and the
Wisconsin DNR. The letters, which I believe were
drafted by the Mineral Policy Center in Washington,
D.C. and the Mining Impact Coalition of Wisconsin,
called for strengthening federal and state hazardous
waste regulations. The two letters explain all the
details much better than I can, so I have included a
copy of each on the CD-ROM that accompanies the
book in the hope that you, my dear readers, will keep
the struggle alive (CD 82-3). Otherwise we will be
faced with more and more mining pollution and
Superfund sites. 

Why should we allow a dirty business that’s out to
make a buck destroy our drinking water, lakes and
streams? It reminds me of a t-shirt that RCCAG sold in
the early 1990s (Figures 68-2 and 77-1). It said,
“Mining is a dirty business. Keep Wisconsin Clean.”

CD-ROM References
CD 82-1. “What is Hazardous Waste?,” a publication of the Wisconsin

Department of Natural Resources, 1998.

CD 82-2. Managing Your Hazardous Wastes: A Guide for Wisconsin
Small Quantity Generators, Wisconsin Department of
Natural Resources, pp. 13–14, 1993.

CD 82-3. Sample letters drafted by environmental organizations to
urge the Environmental Protection Agency and the
Wisconsin DNR to regulate metallic mining waste as haz-
ardous waste, August 1997.

Statues. Instead, Wis. Stat. 289.05(2) instructs the
DNR to “give consideration” to recommendations
from the United States Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) when writing rules for the handling of
metallic mining waste. The EPA’s recommendations,
in turn, are based on the federal government’s Re-
source Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA).

So what is the Resource Conservation and Recovery
Act? It is a piece of legislation that has been amended
over the years by the United State Congress to create
federal programs for the management of hazardous
and nonhazardous waste. It started out as the Solid
Waste Disposal Act of 1965 and was amended in 1976
to include more specific provisions for handling haz-
ardous waste. That was all fine and good, but in 1980
a provision known as the Bevill Amendment was
tacked onto the law to exclude mining waste from the
federal hazardous waste requirements found in the
act. So it’s no wonder that the Wisconsin DNR fol-
lowed suit by exempting mining waste from the
state’s hazardous waste rules as well.

Mining interests have infiltrated all levels of gov-
ernment, federal, state and local. We need to get the
Bevill Amendment repealed on the federal level and
change Wis. Stat. 291.35, Wis. Stat. 289.05(2), NR
600.02 and NR 605.05 on the state level, so that min-
ing companies have to follow the same hazardous
waste rules as everyone else. In 1997, I received sev-
eral sample letters on this topic from my friend Alice
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So far, my dear readers, the story you have read
has been a complicated tale of Kennecott’s quest to
mine in the Town of Grant, the many battles we
waged in and out of court to try to stop them, and
the steady erosion of Wisconsin’s environmental
laws. But all that cannot compare to the complexity
of what happened between May of 1991 and June of
1992 in response to a small clam found in the
Flambeau River. Believe me, the discovery of the pur-
ple wartyback clam just downstream from the pro-
posed mine site caused quite a stir in Rusk County,
the State of Wisconsin and beyond! You see, that par-
ticular mollusk, whose scientific name is Cyclonaias
tuberculata, is on Wisconsin’s list of endangered
species.

Before telling you the story of the clams, let me
set the stage by reminding you that Kennecott had
received its permits to mine from the Wisconsin
DNR in January of 1991 and was planning to pro-
ceed quickly with clearing trees, building roads and
fences, and doing whatever else was necessary to
prepare the site for excavation. As you might imag-
ine, the imminent threat of having a huge mine pit
blasted into the earth right next to the Flambeau
River required immediate and decisive action on
our part. Things really started to heat up in the
Town of Grant as we tried to figure out what to do
next!

In fact, so many different story lines began to play
out at the same time, including the discovery of
endangered species near the mine site, that I have no
choice but to jump back and forth between stories as
I continue to write. To help you keep track of every-
thing that will be covered in the next few chapters,
without giving away all the details, here is the overall

sequence of events:
� Kennecott receives its permits to mine from the

State of Wisconsin, based on an Environmental
Impact Statement that concluded there were no
threatened or endangered species at the mine
site (January 14, 1991).

� Endangered or threatened clam, fish, turtle and
dragonfly species are found in and around the
Flambeau River (May 1991–April 1992).

� A series of protests known as Flambeau Summer
gets underway to block mine construction until
the endangered species issue and other concerns
regarding the mine are adequately addressed by
the DNR. A number of my friends are arrested
along the way for acts of nonviolent civil disobe-
dience (July 1991–June 1992).

� Kennecott starts to build a fence around the mine
site and clear forestland along the Flambeau
River (July 1991).

� The Lac Courte Oreilles Ojibwe and national
Sierra Club launch a lawsuit against Kennecott
and the DNR in Dane County Circuit Court in
Madison, Wisconsin to force the issue on the
endangered species and stop the mining com-
pany in its tracks. A temporary injunction to halt
mine construction is awarded (July 31,
1991–August 29, 1991).

� I decide to resign from the Rusk County Board of
Supervisors because I believe it’s possible to be
more effective in the fight against Kennecott by
working from the outside (August 1991).

� Kennecott lashes out in the local newspaper
against those who oppose the mine, and the 

Endangered Clams are Found in 
the Flambeau River (May 1991)
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Rusk County Citizens Action Group responds
(September 1991–June 1992).

� The DNR issues a shoddy supplemental Environ-
mental Impact Statement regarding the endan-
gered species found near the mine site and does
not even hold a bona fide public hearing on its
findings. The whole mess prompts further
protests and arrests (April 1992–June 1992).

� Blasting starts at the mine site (May 1993).
Many of the events listed above revolved around the
discovery of the purple wartyback clam and several
other endangered species near the mine site. You
might not think that a two-inch mollusk like a clam
could create a lot of havoc or throw a wrench in the
plans of the largest mining company in the world. But
it most certainly did! Let me tell you the story.

The Department of Natural Resources had claimed in
its 1990 Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for
Kennecott’s project that there were no endangered
species in the area surrounding the proposed Flambeau

Mine (CD 83-1). In fact, Larry Mercando made a big
deal out of that “fact” in an article that appeared on the
front page of the March 29, 1990 issue of the Flambeau
News, shown in an earlier chapter (Figure 75-1).

All I can say is that the only reason Kennecott and the
DNR hadn’t found any endangered species when they
were working on the EIS for the mine was that they
apparently hadn’t looked very hard. Mercando and DNR
Secretary Carroll Besadny must have just cringed when,
on May 27, 1991, DNR biologists who were conducting
a routine mussel survey in the Flambeau River discov-
ered two forty-year-old specimens of the purple warty-
back clam only seven-tenths of a mile downstream from
where Kennecott planned to discharge the mine’s
wastewater into the river (Figure 83-1). Man, that was
news! You see, the purple wartyback clam had been
added to the state’s endangered species list just two
years earlier, in 1989.  

Now don’t get me wrong. The DNR wasn’t looking
for endangered species as part of its review of

Figure 83-1. Map printed in the Ladysmith News shows the location of endangered purple wartyback clams found in the Flambeau River. The
clams were discovered after the DNR proclaimed that no endangered species existed at the mine site. See CD 83-2 for the complete news article
(Ladysmith News, June 6, 1991; republished with permission). 
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You might wonder why the discovery of the purple wartyback
clam was of such concern to those of us opposed to the
mine. Or, as reporter Rogers Worthington of the Chicago
Tribune put it, “Why care about a creature with a name only a
mother clam could love?”

Well, the discovery of the endangered clams was important to
us for several reasons. First of all, it gave us a new strategy for
trying to stop Kennecott in its tracks. We believed all kinds of
laws were being broken by the DNR and the mining company
in trying to skirt the endangered species issue. And that meant
many opportunities to take the buzzards to court. It felt like we
had been given a new lease on life. 

But for now I would like to focus your attention on another
more important reason for being concerned about the clams.
And it is summed up best in the words of Chief Seattle:

This we know: the earth does not belong to man, man
belongs to the earth. All things are connected like the
blood that unites us all. Man did not weave the web of life,
he is merely a strand in it. Whatever he does to the web,
he does to himself.

Now, I’m no biologist, but an excellent article about the impor-
tance of the purple wartyback clam (and other endangered spe-
cies found later at the mine site) appeared in the August 1991
issue of Masinaigan, the official publication of the Great Lakes
Indian Fish and Wildlife Commission (GLIFWC). When I read it,
I was surprised to learn that clams are to rivers what canaries
are to coal mines! They are very important to a river ecosystem
and hence the web of life. Here are a few excerpts from the arti-
cle, written by policy analyst Robin Goree (CD 83-3):

I have frequently been questioned about the worth and
importance of the little unglamorous creatures imperiled by
the mine and other human activity along the Flambeau
River, so I interviewed various experts on endangered
species, asking specifically how these creatures fit into the
greater web of animal and human interconnections.

Among the endangered species found at the mine are the
purple wartyback clam, the bullhead mussel, the gilt darter
minnow and the pigmy snaketail dragonfly. Each of these
animals is indigenous to the Flambeau River, each has
carved a niche and plays a role in the world of the river.

The purple wartyback clam is a freshwater mussel. At one
time it was found all over the country in the Mississippi
drainage area, from Alabama north to Wisconsin, west to
Kansas and east to Pennsylvania. The bullhead mussel is
rarer than the endangered purple wartyback clam.

Clams are very important to the ecosystem of a river. They
are “filter feeders” and therefore their population density
indicates their role in a given river system. Clams may filter
up to two liters of water in an hour and in some areas there

are up to 100 clams per square meter of river bottom.

In biological terminology clams are termed “primary con-
sumers,” because they consume plankton which is at the
base of the food chain. Plankton are plant and animal
organisms, generally microscopic, that float or drift in great
numbers in water. Plankton turn sunlight into energy; clams
are one of the few animals that can utilize the energy from
plankton and store it in their meat. The energy from the
plankton, converted by the clam, then becomes accessible
to other creatures—fish, otters and humans—for food.

There has been some talk about moving the clams from the
area near the mine to a safer environment, but that process,
when attempted before, has been a failure. The mortality
rate, according to experts on malacology (clams) has been
unacceptably high. The purple wartyback can live up to 80
years and it takes them approximately 4 to 5 years to repro-
duce, so it could be 15 or more years before it is known if a
transplant can reproduce successfully. …

The very rarity and sensitivity of these clams give them the
modern function of “bioindicators” or barometers of the
health of the river. Because these indigenous clams are rel-
atively sedentary and long-lived filter feeders, their tissues
are histories of the river. Like canaries in a coal mine, they
absorb the poisons in their atmospheres. When they can-
not survive in a given river it may mean that the water is no
longer safe for other creatures higher up on the food chain.
Clams are especially sensitive to copper and other heavy
metals as well as to sedimentation. …

Some people might argue and say that there are so few of
these endangered species left that they are no longer fulfill-
ing their traditional roles in the river system. This may be
true, but these animals may have another role as well.

Their role as extremely complex and sophisticated organic
bioindicators should not be overlooked because the sensi-
tivity to changes in the environment of these rare animals
cannot be duplicated. It would be impossible for humans to
devise more accurate monitors of our environment than
those which already exist in the forms of purple wartyback
clams, gilt darter minnows and pigmy snaketail dragonflies.

Is it any wonder we were concerned about protecting the
clams? Not only did their existence in the Flambeau River pro-
vide us with a brand new tactic for opposing the mine, but the
clams were truly important in their own right. Robin Goree’s
comments led me to the following conclusion: While Kennecott
had the technology to build mines all over the world and invent
new ways of making money, the mining company could never
reproduce the miracle of a clam sitting at the bottom of the
Flambeau River, filtering water and feeding into the chain of
life. How many more strands of this fragile web can be cut
before it is too late to save life as we know it?

Why Worry About Clams?
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Kennecott’s project. Rather, the survey was part of the
normal relicensing procedure for the Thornapple Dam
on the Flambeau River, as required by the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission. Without that survey,
the existence of the clams probably would have never
come to light.

But there they were, endangered species in the
Flambeau River! We thought this latest turn of events
should have been enough to cause the DNR to order a
suspension of work on the mine until the issue was
researched and resolved. After all, it was the depart-
ment’s job to protect native plants and animals from
becoming extinct. But I guess the DNR officials in
Madison kind of forgot about that, as you will see as
my story unfolds.

The discovery of the endangered clams probably
generated as much news as anything pertaining to the
mine. I have a huge folder with comments made by
Larry Mercando, DNR personnel and concerned citi-
zens about the matter. First of all, the Ladysmith News
ran a front-page story on June 6, 1991 entitled “Rare
clam found in river below Flambeau mine site” (CD
83-2). In it, Robert Ramharter of the DNR was quoted
as saying, “A number of factors may affect habitat on
that stretch of the river: There is an impact from dams
changing natural river flow and depth. There are dis-
charges from the City of Ladysmith sewage treatment
plant and the Pope and Talbot Paper Company. And
eventually the outflow from the Flambeau mine will be
a part of that equation. Every effort will be made to
promptly and thoroughly determine the number of
clams in the river and what they mean for river activ-
ity.” It sounded like he was saying some of the right
things, at least on the surface. 

But then the article went on to quote Jack Sullivan,
the DNR’s water quality standards supervisor. He
talked about the “stringent discharge limits” that had
been set for the mine’s wastewater treatment plant, as
if that were enough to protect the endangered clams
from any harm. Well, we all knew the wastewater
treatment plant was no more than a short-term fix to
maintain water quality. You see, even if the treated
water was clean enough to drink, we still had the con-
cern about all the acids and heavy metals that were
expected to leach from the unlined waste pit directly
into the river after Kennecott closed the mine and
shut down the wastewater treatment plant! I’m talk-
ing about the kind of problem that developed at the
Callahan Mine in Maine, where fish and clams cannot
survive to this day because of chronic leaching prob-
lems from waste rock, even though the mine has been
closed for over thirty years.

I don’t know if Sullivan’s understanding of the sit-
uation was really as limited as it sounded, or if he just
didn’t want to admit that the heavy metals from the
waste pit might eventually kill the endangered clams.
But what I can say for sure is that Sullivan’s statement
was the writing on the wall. Yes, it was clear that the
DNR was getting ready to let Kennecott off the hook
again. In fact, I can find no better example than the
story of the clams to show how the DNR did every-
thing in its power to make sure the mine would
become a reality. 

After the clams were discovered in May of 1991, the
DNR sent two divers to look for more specimens over
the next couple of weeks. The June 13, 1991 issue of
the Ladysmith News was only too glad to run a front-
page article entitled, “No new clams found in
Flambeau,” but the divers had only been searching for
three days! The article ran side-by-side with another
entitled “Clams won’t delay start of mine work” (Figure
83-2). In it, Robert Ramharter basically said that find-
ing endangered clams was not a good enough reason to
stop the mine from moving forward. He indicated there
was no reason to be concerned about the clams, since
wastewater discharge from the mine would not start for
some time and would be “extremely clean.” 

Ramharter showed no real concern for the endan-
gered species. He went on to state, “If our studies
show reason for concern about the clam, they will be
the type of thing that can be addressed through mod-
ifications [in Kennecott’s wastewater treatment
process].” Hmmm. How did he know that? I found
Ramharter’s trust in Kennecott’s ability to protect the
clams from harm to be pretty disgusting and short-
sighted. Just like Sullivan, he made no mention of
how heavy metals were expected to seep out of the
unlined waste pit into the river for centuries after the
mine closed! Nor did he acknowledge that clams are
notorious for bioaccumulating heavy metals. He also
said nothing about how Kennecott’s clearing and bull-
dozing of so much land right next to the Flambeau
River might result in sediments getting into the river
and harming the clams.

To make matters worse, several weeks after the
purple wartyback clam was discovered in the
Flambeau River, a second endangered species, the
bullhead mussel, was found close to the mine site by
DNR divers. Ramharter admitted the mussel, Pletho-
basus cyphyus, was even less common than the purple
wartyback clam, but that didn’t seem to bother him at
all. He was quoted in the June 20, 1991 issue of the
Ladysmith News as saying, “We’re convinced the limits
[of the mine effluent] provide a high level of
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Figure 83-2. After three days of searching the Flambeau River turned up no new specimens of endangered clams, the DNR quickly concluded
that the issue was a moot point. See CD 83-4 and CD 83-5 to read all the details (Ladysmith News, June 13, 1991; republished with permission). 
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protection. I don’t think [the discovery of a second
rare clam] changes the picture much” (CD 83-6). It
just shows you what a pro-mining bent the DNR offi-
cials had. Their minds were already made up.

And the Rusk County Board wasn’t any better. It
turns out that even before the endangered species were
discovered in the Flambeau River, a Rusk County
native by the name of Ken Parejko had suggested to
the board that the county hire someone to independ-
ently monitor the Flambeau River for potential
changes in water quality due to the mine (CD 83-7).
Ken was an expert in aquatic ecology who had earned
his doctorate in biology, so he knew what he was talk-
ing about. He even offered to do the monitoring him-
self and was more than willing to reduce the usual fee
for conducting such a study. You see, not only was
Ken a competent scientist, but he had a real love and
concern for the Flambeau River.

Once the endangered species were found in the river,
Ken’s proposal became even more relevant, and the
Rusk County Board decided to take up the issue at its
June 1991 meeting. Ken was there to explain the impor-
tance of early detection of changes in water quality and
how such monitoring could help save the river and the
endangered species. But no! The same old crowd,
including people like Larry Mercando, Jim Weisen-
berger and Paul Cleaver, spoke out against what Ken
wanted to do. And the same old supervisors like Stanley
Kromrey, Al Riphenburg and Dave Jandrt rallied
enough votes to defeat the proposal. I guess none of
them saw the need to hire Ken because they figured the
DNR could take care of anything and everything that
needed attention. It was kind of ironic. Those who sup-
ported the mine knew how the DNR had failed to even
find the endangered species earlier, and yet they still
trusted the department to protect the clams from harm.
Or perhaps they just didn’t care. You can read for your-
self in a news article that appeared in the June 27, 1991
issue of the Ladysmith News(CD 83-8). 

No one who wanted the mine to be built seemed to
give a hoot about the discovery of the endangered
species—neither the Rusk County Board nor the DNR,
and certainly not Kennecott. In fact, the mining com-
pany kept working on getting the site ready for mining
as if nothing had happened at all, and the DNR did
nothing to stop them. 

Now that was totally wrong and also against the
law. You see, according to Adm 60.06(1)(i) of the
Wisconsin Administrative Code, the DNR is required to
prepare a supplement to an Environmental Impact
Statement whenever any significant new circum-
stance arises after the preparation of the final EIS but

before the project is well underway. We felt that dis-
covering endangered species at the mine site long
before any construction was scheduled to take place
certainly fit the bill of a significant new circumstance!

The administrative code goes on to state, “If a sup-
plement is prepared it shall be distributed and
reviewed in the same manner as a draft EIS or a final
EIS.” That meant we were entitled to have a public
hearing on the endangered species issue and voice
our concerns about how Kennecott’s project might
affect the clams! But there’s even more: Until that
supplemental EIS on the endangered species was
written and a public hearing held, the EIS process for
Kennecott’s project could not be considered complete.
And according to Wis. Stat. 293.49(2), mining per-
mits can only be issued or denied after “completion of
the public hearing record.” To me that meant the per-
mits granted to Kennecott earlier would have to be
suspended by the DNR, at least for the time being. 

Besides that, NR 2.16 clearly allows a contested
case hearing to be reopened for the taking of further
evidence that is “newly discovered or was not avail-
able at the time of the hearing,” if the evidence is con-
sidered necessary for a just disposition of the case. 

Wow! It looked like we had a strategy for not only
suspending Kennecott’s permits, but actually reopen-
ing the Master Hearing process. And we felt that per-
haps we could even permanently stop Kennecott. You
see, according to Wis. Stat. 293.01(28), areas that
contain habitat required for the survival of endan-
gered species are by definition “unsuitable” for min-
ing. And Wis. Stat. 293.49(2)(a) clearly states that
any mining permit for a surface mine must be denied
if the site is considered “unsuitable.” I have included
the exact wording of all the critical rules and statutes
I just mentioned. Take a look, and you will under-
stand why the discovery of the endangered clams
breathed new life into our struggle to stop the mine. 

Despite all these clearly written rules and statutes,
however, you will see as my story unfolds that the
DNR fought us all the way on protecting the endan-
gered species at the mine site. The department balked
at preparing a supplemental EIS (SEIS) to address the
issue and made no move whatsoever to put the brakes
on Kennecott’s plans to get the mine underway. We
were not surprised by the department’s inaction
because it was consistent with how the DNR had pan-
dered to the mining company all along. But the whole
thing really got us mad, and you can bet we were not
about to sit still for how the department was shirking
its responsibilities. So read on for tales of lawsuits and
protests, all done in the name of protecting our
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precious natural resources and endangered species for
future generations!

CD-ROM References
CD 83-1. Claims made by the DNR that no endangered species were

known to exist at the mine site, Final EIS for the Flambeau
Mine, March 1990.

CD 83-2. “Rare clam found in river below Flambeau mine site,”
Ladysmith News, June 6, 1991.

CD 83-3. “The clam, the mussel, the minnow and the dragonfly vs.
Flambeau Mining,” Masinaigan, August/September, 1991.

CD 83-4. “No new clams found in Flambeau,” Ladysmith News, June
13, 1991.

CD 83-5. “Clams won’t delay start of mine work,” Ladysmith News,
June 13, 1991.

CD 83-6. “Second rare clam found in Flambeau,” Ladysmith News,
June 20, 1991. 

CD 83-7. “Ecologist calls for insect sampling of river to safeguard against
‘bugs’ in mine project,” Ladysmith News, May 2, 1991.

CD 83-8. “Independent river monitoring during mining opposed, 
15-5,” Ladysmith News, June 27, 1991.

ADM 60.06 CONTENTS OF AN EIS.
(1) (i) If the department makes substantial changes in the

proposed action that are relevant to environmental
concerns, or if there are significant new circum-
stances or information relevant to environmental
concerns that have bearing on the proposed action
or its impacts, that arise after preparation of the
FEIS, but before substantial implementation of the
action, the department shall prepare supplements to
the FEIS. If a supplement is prepared it shall be dis-
tributed and reviewed in the same manner as a
DEIS or a FEIS as provided in s. Adm 60.07. [empha-
sis added]

NR 2.16 REOPENING HEARINGS.
When a hearing in a contested case is closed, no further
evidence shall be received, except by order of the depart-
ment or the hearing examiner reopening a closed con-
tested case for the taking of further evidence upon
application of a party showing to the department’s or hear-
ing examiner’s satisfaction that the evidence is newly dis-
covered or was not available at the time of the hearing
and that the evidence is necessary for a just disposition
of the case. [emphasis added]

WIS. STAT. 293.01 DEFINITIONS. …
(28) “Unsuitability” means that the land proposed for

prospecting or surface mining is not suitable for such
activity because the prospecting or surface mining
activity itself may reasonably be expected to destroy
or irreparably damage either of the following:
(a) Habitat required for survival of species of vegeta-

tion or wildlife designated as endangered
through prior inclusion in rules adopted by the
department, if such endangered species cannot be
firmly reestablished elsewhere.

(b) Unique features of the land, as determined by state
or federal designation and incorporated in rules
adopted by the department … which cannot have
their unique characteristic preserved by relocation
or replacement elsewhere. [emphasis added]

WIS. STAT. 293.49 MINING; DEPARTMENT GRANT OR
DENIAL OF PERMIT. …
(2) Within 90 days of the completion of the public hearing

record, the department shall deny the mining permit if
it finds any of the following:
(a) That the site is unsuitable for surface mining, if the

application is for a proposed surface mine. [empha-
sis added]
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By July of 1991 our options to stop the mine were
running out. Even though endangered clams had been
found in the Flambeau River, Kennecott did not put
any of its plans on hold. The company was getting
ready to build a security fence around the mine site,
clear trees along the river and bulldoze the land. And
the DNR was nowhere to be found. It looked like we
had lost the battle, but we just couldn’t give up.

To make matters worse, Noranda Minerals of Toronto
had recently announced it would be applying for state
permits to mine near the Willow Flowage in Oneida
County, about sixty miles northeast of Ladysmith (CD
84-1 and CD 84-2). And another Canadian mining com-
pany, NDU of Vancouver, unveiled preliminary plans for
constructing an underground copper and gold mine in
the Chequamegon National Forest next door to us in
Taylor County (CD 1-4). It felt like the Canadians had
been waiting to see what the DNR was going to do with
Kennecott’s application, and now that the Flambeau
Mine had been approved, they were ready to jump on
the bandwagon. We had said all along that if Kennecott
got a permit to mine, it would pave the way for northern
Wisconsin becoming a mining district. And it looked like
we were right.

Those of us who opposed the mine had gone the
legal route and the legislative route to try to stop
Kennecott and had gotten nowhere. So it looked like
the time had come for more drastic action. And that’s
where some of my younger and more energetic
friends stepped forward to plan a series of peaceful
but spirited protests that came to be known as
Flambeau Summer. The name was a take-off on
Redwood Summer, the campaign that took place in
California in 1990 to save the giant redwood trees
from being cut down by loggers. 

Flambeau Summer Starts 
with a Rally at the Grant 
Town Hall (July 6, 1991)

C H A P T E R  8 4

Figure 84-1. Roscoe and Evelyn Churchill, as they appeared in July
of 1991 at the first protest rally of Flambeau Summer (Photo by
David Skrupy of Turtle Lake, WI, July 6, 1991).
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I cannot tell you how grateful Evelyn and I were to
see our friends take over during the summer of 1991
and push the confrontation with Kennecott to a
higher level. You see, we were getting old, and both
of us were kind of out of commission at the time. I
was seventy-five and a little bit on the drippy side
because of my prostate cancer, and that loving little
wife of mine was caught up taking care of me and
researching the best diet to put me on to fight my
cancer. Evelyn also had her left hand in a big cast and
arm in a sling because of how she had caught her
thumb between a rope and barn post while trying to
handle a yearling colt. Part of her thumb had been
sliced off in the accident, and several grafts were
required to give her back some function in her hand.
Luckily she was right-handed, but it was still a bur-
den for her.

So while Evelyn and I participated in the protests
of Flambeau Summer as best we could, the big push
did not come from us. Instead I need to give credit to
people like Jan Jacoby, Jeff Peterson, Joyce Melville,
Will Fantle, Walt Bresette, John LaForge, David Skrupky
and Linda Craemer, all of whom you read about ear-
lier in my story. And then there were others, including
Barb Katt, Susan Bash, Sean Guilfoyle and Lois
Pfluger, who you are about to meet. They, along with
hundreds more, were the people of Flambeau Sum-
mer. Let me tell you the story.

Flambeau Summer actually started several months
before the summer of 1991. That’s when Jan Jacoby
issued a press release to announce the formation of a
new anti-mining group called Northern Shield. I have
included a copy of the release, as it appeared in the
April 1991 issue of Midwest Headwaters Earth First!
News (Figure 84-2). Jan made it clear that the group
was “putting out the call to folks around the state that
the time has come to make a stand against corporate
greed and the destruction of our environment.” She
also predicted that an upcoming demonstration
planned by Northern Shield would lead to numerous
arrests.

I want you to know that Northern Shield was not
some shoddy organization just out to make trouble.
Its members were good people who were trying to do
the right thing for the environment and our democ-
racy in a nonviolent and meaningful way, even if it
meant being thrown in jail. To guide its actions, the
group adopted the following set of principles devel-
oped by the Women’s Peace Camp at Seneca, New
York in 1983:
� Our attitude will be one of openness and respect

toward anyone we encounter;

� We will not engage in physical or verbal violence
toward anyone we encounter;

� We will not bring or use any drugs or alcohol other
than for medical purposes;

� We will carry no weapons; and
� We will not run.

Several members of Northern Shield, including Jan
Jacoby, David Skrupky and Barb Katt, also spent a
couple hours with Rusk County Sheriff Dean Meyer in

Figure 84-2.
Jan Jacoby
issues a
press release
to inform the
public about
the formation
of a new
group
pledged to
using nonvio-
lent civil dis-
obedience to
stop mining
(Midwest
Headwaters
Earth First!
News, April
1991).
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April of 1991 to discuss the group’s plans to protest
the mine and find out what kinds of charges and
penalties people might face for their actions. It was
Northern Shield’s way of saying to the sheriff, “Hey,
this is our motivation, these are our principles, and
we do not advocate violence.” My friends were hop-
ing that if Sheriff Meyer knew a little more about
them and they knew a little more about him, it would
diffuse some of the tension. And to a point it worked.
You see, it’s always easier to demonize someone you
don’t know. 

Later that month Northern Shield also contacted
everyone who testified in opposition to the mine at the
Master Hearing to invite them to Mount Senario
College in Ladysmith for a nonviolence training ses-
sion (Figure 84-3). People needed to know their
rights, how they could channel
their concerns and anger in a non-
violent way and what the conse-
quences might be. I think you can
see that the organizers of Flambeau
Summer approached the whole
thing with a lot of care and concern
and respect for people’s rights.

The story of the formation of
Northern Shield and the impend-
ing demonstrations against Kenne-
cott was picked up by several
regional newspapers, including the
Saint Paul Pioneer Press (CD 84-3)
and the Superior Evening Telegram.
I especially enjoyed the Telegram
article because it put a human face
on what Flambeau Summer was all
about, and the face the reporter
chose to feature was that of Jan
Jacoby (Figure 84-4).

Jan was quoted in the article as
saying that her phone had been
ringing off the hook with people
volunteering to join the Flambeau
Summer demonstrations being
planned by Northern Shield, and
she added that about eighty percent
of those who called her lived within
a 50-mile radius of Ladysmith.
When asked if she was afraid of
being arrested for demonstrating
against Kennecott, Jan responded,
“If I have to go to jail and pay a fine
for what I believe in, then I guess
that’s what liberty is all about—

constantly questioning things that you see as immoral.
I guess I’m ready. I have times when I get somewhat
frightened about it, but I’m not really frightened
because I think the underlying conviction overrides all
that.” In terms of Northern Shield’s immediate plans,
she stated, “There’s not that much going on right now.
We’re waiting for [the mining company] to do some-
thing awful and stupid that we can react to. It’s when
things start happening at the [mine] site that things
will start to pick up.”

And Jan was right. The “awful and stupid” thing
that the mining company did was ignore the discovery
of the endangered clams in the Flambeau River in June
of 1991 and instead move forward with its plans to
clear trees, bulldoze the land and construct a security
fence around the mine site. As Jan promised, the

Figure 84-3. In anticipation of planned demonstrations against the Flambeau Mine, people
across the state are contacted to participate in a nonviolence training session (April 12, 1991).
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Figure 84-4. As
Kennecott gets closer
to physically disrupt-
ing the land along the
Flambeau River to
build its mine, talk of
demonstrations and
nonviolent civil dis-
obedience hits the
news. See CD 84-4 to
read the complete
article (Evening
Telegram, May 1,
1991; republished
with permission).
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people of Flambeau Summer were there to respond. Oh,
did they respond! 

The first event planned as part of Flambeau
Summer was a rally on the grounds of the Grant Town
Hall scheduled for July 6, 1991. Plans were made to
start the day with an Indian pipe ceremony performed
by our Ojibwe friends and then give anyone and
everyone who wanted to speak the opportunity to
address the crowd about the crisis we faced. We also
looked forward to having a little fun by sharing food
and listening to musical performances by a number of
local artists, including a fine fiddler by the name of
Randy Sabien. About 1,500 posters were sent out
across the state to advertise the event, and up to a
thousand people were expected to come (Figure 84-
5). I must admit, however, that even a turnout of two-
hundred would have thrilled Evelyn and me! Some
people also planned to march to the mine site after
the rally to set up camp on Kennecott’s property as a
nonviolent way of showing their opposition to the
mine. But before getting into all that, let me tell you
how the Grant Town Board, the Rusk County Board
and Larry Mercando all tried to undermine our plans.

In July of 1991, we had the same people on the

Grant Town Board as we did in 1988 when the Local
Agreement was signed. Bob Plantz was our chairman,
and Charles Whittenberger and Tom Riegel were the
two town supervisors. I don’t know whose idea it was,
whether someone on the board or perhaps even Larry
Mercando, but after we publicized our plans to meet
at the Grant Town Hall for our rally, the town board
decided to pass an ordinance that required us to get a
permit from the town chairman and purchase a hefty
liability insurance policy before we could assemble on
town property! In my opinion, it was no more than a
ploy to keep us out of there.

I have included a copy of the rather complicated,
three-page ordinance for you to see on the CD-ROM
that accompanies the book (CD 84-5). It certainly
didn’t look like the kind of thing that could have been
put together by Plantz, Whittenberger or Riegel on
their own. They must have used our taxpayer dollars
to hire a lawyer to do it or been provided with a copy
by Kennecott. 

Plantz was quoted in the Saint Paul Pioneer Press
as saying, “We have a pretty big jail [in Rusk County],
and I expect we will have that jail full.” But Jan
Jacoby shot back that the ordinance was a “blatant
attempt” to try to stop the rally and added, “We have
a right to assemble unless they have changed the
Constitution in the last couple of weeks” (CD 84-6). 

Jan was right. The Grant Town Hall belonged to
the public. People had always gathered at that spot
for meetings over the years and never needed a per-
mit before, so why now? What’s more, it was all but
impossible for us to procure the kind of liability insur-
ance policy that the town board demanded. The new
ordinance in effect denied public use of public prop-
erty, something that was downright unconstitutional.
Well, we were not about to let the Grant Town Board
trample on our rights, so we decided to notify the
American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) of the situa-
tion. The organization quickly responded by telling
Plantz that he would be in court if the board didn’t
rescind its order. Plantz backed off.

But it wasn’t only the Grant Town Board that tried
to put a kibosh on our plans. The Rusk County Board,
with Bernice Dukerschein at the helm, decided to beef
up its trespassing ordinance less than two weeks
before our rally and march were scheduled to take
place. The county supervisors voted to increase the
maximum fine for trespassing from $500 to $1,000
and extend the jail time that could be imposed for a
violation. Now wasn’t that nasty? They sure were out
to do whatever they could to protect the mining
company.

Jan Jacoby, a Woman of the Earth
Jan Jacoby is a strong person. I don’t mean she has big
muscles, but rather that she is strong in her beliefs, her
commitments and her desire to do what she believes is
right. She also has a very strong feeling and love for the
earth on which she lives and the environment in which she
finds herself. She is willing to fight for clean streams, a
healthy landscape and fair, decent government. So when
Kennecott came to town, Jan took a stand against the
destructive forces of the mining company. She didn’t want
the land, the water, the government and the social fabric of
the area to be destroyed.

Jan Jacoby is a fighter. She’s not concerned with getting all
dressed up to try and impress people. She is a woman of
the earth, which is the highest compliment I could pay her. I
remember one time in the early 1990s when Jan came to
Ladysmith for some sort of big meeting on the mine. Evelyn
and I invited her and others who had driven from further
away to camp in our yard overnight. Jan didn’t bring a tent,
but instead of asking to stay in the house with us, she went
off on her own and slept under a big white ash in the middle
of the field to the southwest of my barn. Two bobcats had
been cited earlier in the area, and she heard one of them
during the night. But that didn’t bring her scared and run-
ning into the house. She stayed nestled in her sleeping bag
until daybreak. What a woman!
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Figure 84-5. Poster to announce the first of a series of anti-mining protests known as Flambeau Summer (Artwork by Francene Hart of Webster,
WI, July 1991).
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And then there was Larry Mercando. He, of course,
set out to paint us as a bunch of criminals. About a
week before the rally, he mailed a letter to his “Dear
Rusk County Neighbors” in which he belittled the pro-
testers as a “small group” of unhappy people who
hadn’t been able to “persuade any of the responsible
governmental authorities and experts that there was
any merit to their arguments.” That, he concluded
was why we were now resorting to “violating the
law.” Mercando implied in his letter that there could
be some real trouble at the rally and that protesters
would be prosecuted by the proper legal authorities
with “Flambeau Mining Company’s complete support
and cooperation.” I think it was Mercando’s way of
trying to intimidate people from not only participat-
ing in the rally, but even coming out to watch it. I’m
sure he didn’t want anyone to witness the magnitude
of opposition to the mine, even though he still
claimed we were a “small group.”

I’ve included a copy of Mercando’s letter for you to

see (Figure 84-6). When you read it you’ll notice how
he repeatedly characterized the protesters as being
out to “violate the law.” He subtly used phrases like
“unnecessary confrontation” and “illegal intimida-
tion” to describe our actions and characterized the
rally as no more than an effort to “disrupt” and
“harass” the community. In short, he portrayed us as
barbarians. It fit right in with the smear tactics he had
been using all along. 

As you might imagine, the local and regional news-
papers showed a lot of interest in the Flambeau Mine
controversy in the days leading up to the protest. The
Wisconsin Green Party, of which Jan Jacoby and Jeff
Peterson were members, issued a press release on
June 24, 1991, stressing the nonviolent nature of the
rally (CD 84-7). And the Saint Paul Pioneer Press
decided to pit Larry Mercando against Al Gedicks on
the editorial page, three days before the rally. Each
man was asked to answer the question, “Should open
pit mining proceed in northern Wisconsin?” I guess

Figure 84-6. While accusing the protesters of acts of “illegal intimidation,” Larry Mercando does his best to intimidate the public from partici-
pating in a peaceful demonstration against the Flambeau Mine (June 27, 1991).
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you know whose response I believed! Mercando, true
to form, talked about the “stringent environmental
protections” that were in place for the mine, but Al
really took him to task. You can read both editorials in
their entirety on the CD-ROM that accompanies the
book (CD 84-8). But for now, here are a few excerpts
from what Al had to say:

The State of Wisconsin’s approval of Kennecott/
RTZ’s open pit copper mine in Ladysmith was an-
nounced on the same day that the United States went
to war against Iraq. The war for oil overshadowed
the war for Wisconsin’s mineral resources. However,
the announcement of a major protest rally and mine
site occupation for Saturday has once again put the
mining issue in the forefront.

Kennecott’s Ladysmith project is a precedent for
opening up large-scale and ecologically devastating
mining activity across northern Wisconsin. The scope
includes 10 potential mine sites, along with the pro-
cessing and waste disposal facilities. All of these
potential mine sites are in wetland areas and in close
proximity to the headwaters of the state’s major
rivers.

Despite Wisconsin’s so-called “tough” mining
laws, the Department of Natural Resources granted
Kennecott six variances, including permission to con-
struct a mine less than 300 feet from a river. While
Kennecott has convinced the DNR that it can safely
construct an open pit copper mine 140 feet from the
Flambeau River, there is hardly anyone who believes
that six to ten mining projects, with accompanying

toxic waste piles and acid mine drainage, will not
pose a threat to the environment and economy of
northern Wisconsin. …

Kennecott/RTZ has announced a July 9 date for
the beginning of mine construction. While mining
executives and state officials see this mine as
inevitable, they have been wrong before. The envi-
ronmental-Indian alliance that resisted the Exxon-
Crandon mine project for a decade was consistently
ignored until it forced Exxon’s withdrawal from the
project in 1986.

Now, that same citizen, environmentalist and
Indian alliance confronts the world’s largest mining
company at Ladysmith to resist resource plunder in
the Northwoods.

I appreciated how Al’s editorial stuck to the issues we
faced regarding the mine. I wish I could have said the
same about an article that editor John Terrill printed
in the Ladysmith News two days before the rally. But
no! While I have to credit Terrill for running a story
entitled “Protest organizers stress that July 6 rally will
be peaceful” (CD 84-9), he kind of neutered anything
positive that the organizers said by printing another
story alongside it entitled “Ignore Anti-Mine Rally,
Lawmen Advise” (Figure 84-7). What’s more, the sub-
title to that particular article wrongly implied that
Rusk County Sheriff Dean Meyer and Ladysmith
Police Chief Norm Rozak had received death threats in
connection with the rally! The story started out by
saying that the sheriff and police chief were asking

Figure 84-7. Days before the scheduled protest, the Ladysmith News prints an article asking people to stay away from the rally. Larry Mercando
couldn’t have done a better job himself to discourage turnout. See CD 84-10 for the complete article (Ladysmith News, July 4, 1991; republished
with permission).
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I thought it was pretty fitting that the rally was
held on the grounds of the Grant Town Hall. You see,
the building had been moved kitty-corner from its
original location on the southwest corner of State
Highway 27 and County Highway P years earlier
when Kennecott bought the land on which it stood!
So here we were, in front of a building that symbol-
ized how the mining company had been pushing us
around since the 1970s. I’ve included a photo of the
Grant Town Hall as it looked in 1991 (Figure 84-8). It
has since been torn down and rebuilt in a more mod-
ern style.

You might be wondering how all those hundreds of
people who came to the rally fit onto the town hall
grounds. To start, we parked our cars along the sides
of the roads, wherever we could do so legally. But
some people had to walk quite a ways, especially since
some “No Parking” signs mysteriously appeared on the
day of the rally along Highways 27 and P, near the
town hall. We were careful to abide by the signs, espe-
cially since the Rusk County Sheriff ’s Department was
patrolling up and down the roads all day. The deputies
said they were guarding against illegal parking, but I
think they mostly just wanted to watch us. Luckily, the
ACLU had two observers on hand to watch the
deputies, and there were some repercussions.
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people to stay away from the protest “in an effort to
keep things from getting out of control.” It also
included some of the same rhetoric we had heard
from Mercando about how people were gearing up to
“break the law and get arrested.”

So what was going on with those claims of death
threats? According to the Ladysmith News article,
both Meyer and Rozak said they had received letters
in early May of 1991 that threatened them with death
“if their agencies helped the mining company.” Now I
certainly didn’t blame the sheriff and police chief for
going public with that kind of information. But I ques-
tioned the timing, I questioned where those threats
had come from and I questioned Terrill’s attempt to
link the threats to our rally. First of all, the threats
were reportedly mailed to Meyer and Rozak in early
May, so why did they wait until just a few days before
our rally in July to inform the public? Second, I don’t
know of anyone in our group who would have done
something like that. I’ve often wondered if Mercando
or one of his stooges had anonymously mailed the
death threats in an attempt to make us look bad. We
will never know. And third, how could Terrill jump to
the conclusion that the threats had been made by
someone associated with our rally? He had nothing to
link the two together.

There is no doubt that the Ladysmith News, the Rusk
County Sheriff ’s Department, the Ladysmith Police
Department, Larry Mercando, the Rusk County Board
and the Grant Town Board had all done their part to
discourage people from attending our rally. But it did
not work! When the day of the rally arrived, at least
500 people gathered at the Grant Town Hall, and some
estimates put the crowd as high as 700 to 800. People
came from all over the state, many on their own and
some from environmental groups. Quite a few Native
Americans were there as well, especially Lac Courte
Oreilles tribal members. We all knew the proposed
mine was just the tip of the iceberg and that it was
important to deal with it head-on. Mining companies
were looking to develop other mines in northern
Wisconsin, and this was the test case. Those who gath-
ered also shared a common concern for protecting the
Flambeau River and its wildlife.

So let me tell you about the rally itself. As you
might expect, it was a lot of work for my friends with
Northern Shield to get ready for a gathering as large as
this. Evelyn and I did what we would to help, and I
even hauled my old hay wagon over to the town hall
to serve as a stage. Along with all the work, however,
there was a lot of excitement and fun. We knew we
were with friends, and that was real nice.

Figure 84-8. The original Grant Town Hall. A lot happened inside
and outside this building over the years as the local people fought to
keep a multinational mining company from invading their small town
(1991). 
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Figure 84-10. Flambeau Mining Company, alias Kennecott, alias Rio
Tinto Zinc, sent a representative to the rally (Photo by David Skrupky
of Turtle Lake, WI, July 6, 1991).

Figure 84-11. The news media showed up in force to cover the rally.
There was no doubt that those opposed to the mine were more than
just a “small group” of people (News photo, Ladysmith News, July
11, 1991; republished with permission).

You see, shortly after the day of the rally, the ACLU
sent a letter to Sheriff Meyer, questioning what the
department had been doing that day. According to an
article that appeared in the July 18, 1991 issue of the
Ladysmith News (CD 84-11), the letter stated that the
ACLU wanted to “understand” the department’s prac-
tices and policies regarding the rally. In particular, the
letter asked for information about “a license plate
check on parked cars during the rally, a personnel
memorandum on officer assignments, and correspon-
dence with the Department of Transportation regard-
ing ‘No Parking’ signs on Wis. 27 near the town hall.”
I don’t know whatever came of the request, but I sure
was glad that the ACLU was watching out for us.

Oh well, getting back to the rally, by 10 in the morn-
ing a lot of people had already gathered at the town
hall. Many brought protest signs and propped them
up or waved them in the air (Figures 84-9 and 84-10).
And a lot of news reporters were there as well. As
reported in the July 11, 1991 issue of the Ladysmith
News, “about 30 media organizations were repre-
sented at the demonstrations, including nine televi-
sion stations” (CD 84-12). Believe me, they had their
cameras all lined up, ready to go (Figure 84-11). And,
of course, my favorite radio station, WOJB-88.9FM,
was there as well (Figure 84-12).

Eugene Begay, an Ojibwe and Navaho tribal elder,
opened the rally with an Indian pipe ceremony and
told us, “We are here today to protect all life that is a
part of this land. Not only here in Ladysmith,

Figure 84-9. The protest rally at the Grant Town Hall drew hundreds
of people from across the state and beyond. The Rusk County
Sheriff’s Department estimated the crowd at 400, but other figures
ranged from about 200 (according to Kennecott) to nearly 800
(according to organizer Barb Katt). No matter who was right, the rally
was a resounding success (Photo by David Skrupky of Turtle Lake,
WI, July 6, 1991).
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Wisconsin, but in the surrounding area, because my
people say that everything is to be in balance in order
for life to survive, in order for life to be good, in order
for people to be happy and healthy, there must be a
balance in life. And that’s why we are here today—to
stop the destruction to Mother Earth, the removal of
these things they want out of it, so that we can pre-
serve life for ourselves and our children, and our chil-
dren’s children and the children yet to come.”

While Begay was talking, all of a sudden two
eagles flew overhead. He pointed to them, and we all
looked up and clapped. We took it as a sign that our
prayers were being heard. 

And with that, the rally was under way! The hay
wagon worked out well as a stage, and we even had a
microphone to use. Many got up to speak as part of the
program, including people like Rusk County Board
Supervisor Allen Barker, Al Gedicks, Tom Maulson of
the Lac du Flambeau Reservation, Jan Jacoby and
myself (Figures 42-9, 84-14 and 84-15). I remember

One person who stood out in the crowd on the day of our
rally was Bea Swanson, not because she tried to draw atten-
tion to herself, but because of her wonderful legacy (Figure
85-13). Bea was an Ojibwe grandmother from the White
Earth Reservation in Minnesota who often used her drum to
get across her point. And she brought her drum to Ladysmith
on the day of our protest rally at the Grant Town Hall.

Bea had a history of standing up for people’s rights even
though she was a rather shy person. She drummed at the boat 

landings for treaty rights during the spearing crisis and was
penalized for spearing at Lake Mille Lacs, Minnesota in 1993.
As a good friend observed, “Bea was scared stiff, actually
shaking on the landing while people were jeering and cursing
her. But she just stood there, taking it. If somebody asked a
question, she never raised her voice. This is why when she
talked, people listened. She didn’t make a lot of noise, but was
always the leader. She was exceptional” (CD 84-12).

Bea also drummed at the White House for peace before the
Gulf War began in 1991, earning her a place in a Doonesbury
cartoon. At the time, President George H. Bush was quoted
as saying that he couldn’t sleep because of all the “damn
drums.” Bea, on the other hand, was quoted in the March 13,
1991 issue of the Minnesota Daily as saying that her drum
represented the heartbeat of the people who, like her, were
“not interested in Scud missiles, how they are built and what
they can do. I’m interested in the people of Baghdad, what’s
happening with the babies, what’s happening with the old
people. How many lives are we taking while trying to protect
our oil resources?”

Needless to say, we were honored to have Bea attend our
rally in the Town of Grant in 1991. Just three years later, she
died of cancer at the age of 65. The CD-ROM that accompa-
nies my book includes a touching story about her that
appeared in the Minneapolis Star Tribune at the time of her
death. I encourage you to read it so you can learn more about
this quiet woman who “believed in issues so strongly that
she needed to speak” and did it with her drum (CD 84-13).

Bea Swanson, Anishinaabikwe Grandmother

Figure 84-13. Bea Swanson, Anishinaabikwe grandmother whose
heartbeat and drumbeat filled those she met with hope for a better
world (Photo by Jeff Peterson of Luck, WI, July 6, 1991).

Figure 84-12. Dick Brooks of radio station WOJB-88.9FM inter-
views Jan Jacoby at the rally. WOJB was instrumental in getting the
word out about the hazards of mining to the people of northern
Wisconsin (Photo by David Skrupky of Turtle Lake, WI, July 6, 1991). 
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telling the crowd about how Larry Mercando kept
referring to those of us opposed to the mine as a
“small group” of disgruntled people. And then I
added, “We may be disgruntled, but we’re not small!”
The crowd went wild.

I also remember how my friend Sue Bash from
Ladysmith got up to tell the group a personal story
about how she had learned to swim in the Flambeau
River. You could tell this part of the country was very
dear to her and that she had a total grasp of what the
mining company was out to do. I have a soft spot for
Sue in my heart because I had her as one of my sixth
grade students. She was a real bright little girl who
was very energetic and had lots of ideas. And as an
adult, she was one person who had no fear of taking
Mercando head on. I remember one time in particular
when she accused him, right to his face, of being
nothing more than an alcoholic. She bearded him
right in his den.  

After listening to talks for several hours and shar-
ing our picnic lunches, we moved into the next phase
of the protest. That’s when several hundred of us
decided to take a little walk. We marched along the
side of Highway 27 with our signs and flags until we
got about a half-mile north of the Grant Town Hall
and could see the proposed mine site (Figures 84-16
and 84-17). At that point, about 75 protesters who
were willing to risk arrest and fines of up to $1,000
for trespassing decided to leave the road and walk
onto Kennecott’s property, even though it was clearly
posted with “No Trespassing” signs (Figure 84-18).
Evelyn and I and most of the others kept walking up

Figure 84-14. Using a hay wagon as a stage, Roscoe Churchill
addresses the crowd about Kennecott’s takeover of the town (Photo
by David Skrupky of Turtle Lake, WI, July 6, 1991). 

Figure 84-15. Roscoe Churchill, who received a standing ovation
when introduced to the group, starts out his talk by saying, “You
must be my friends to be here”(Photo by David Skrupky of Turtle
Lake, WI, July 6, 1991).  

Figure 84-16. Some of the protesters carry flags as they start walk-
ing north along Wisconsin Highway 27 to the mine site (July 6,
1991). 
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the highway another half-mile or so to the actual
place where the pit would be dug. After we got there,
we took a good hard look at what was about to be
destroyed by the mining company, and then we
turned around to come back. It was a peaceful march,
and a number of people who drove by honked their
horns and cheered us on.

When we came back to the place where the other
protesters had turned off onto Kennecott’s land, we
decided to join them. And there we all took part in
another rally with drumming and chanting. It was the
group’s way of reclaiming the ceded territory for the
Anishinaabe people. Evelyn and I went home after
that, but about 35 of the protesters decided to spend
the night right there on Kennecott’s property (Figures
84-19, 84-20 and 84-21). They had brought tents and
sleeping bags with them, and friends brought in food,
supplies and even home-made ice cream in a show of
support. I imagine the mining company didn’t want to
make a big scene over this, especially with all the tel-
evision, radio and newspaper reporters watching
them. As a result, no arrests were made. Here is how
my friend Barb Katt described the scene in an article
she wrote for the Northern Sun News (CD 84-14):

Tents went up amid singing, sign-posting, prayer and
celebrating, and by night-fall 35 people remained
and prepared to spend the night, risking a police
roundup at any time. Meetings about what to do
began as the sheriff ’s cars passed by without stop-
ping. In a test of the skills we had been working on
all winter, this amazingly diverse group of people

patiently discovered the path that would be agreed
upon by all, and after 24 hours on the site a press
release was issued announcing our withdrawal and
promising our return to reoccupy the land if
Kennecott proceeds with construction.

Most people left quickly, although there were nine
of us still there when the sheriff ’s deputies pulled in
with their ten-minute warning. We complied with
their order to leave.

I thought it was kind of interesting that the Rusk
County Sheriff ’s Department made no move to expel
the campers from Kennecott’s property until after all

Figure 84-17. It was
not just a “small
group” of demonstra-
tors who marched
along Highway 27 to
protest against the
Flambeau Mine. There
were several hundred,
including over thirty
who decided to camp
overnight on the min-
ing company’s prop-
erty (Photo by David
Skrupky of Turtle Lake,
WI, July 6, 1991).

Figure 84-18. Protesters are not deterred by Flambeau Mining
Company’s “No Trespassing” signs (Photo by David Wougl, July 6,
1991).
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the reporters had gone home. But at least it was done
in a cordial way (Figure 85-22). And make no mis-
take! Even though there were no dramatic arrests to
report on the 10 o’clock news, the campers had made
their point in front of the television cameras about
Kennecott’s invasion of the Town of Grant and the
mining company’s disregard for the endangered
species at the mine site. And they made it clear that
Larry Mercando had not heard the last from them. All
of these sentiments were echoed in the press release
from Northern Shield alluded to by Barb. Here are a
few excerpts:

We achieved our announced aim to occupy the site

and set up an encampment, and the coalition will
maintain an ongoing monitoring presence.

We now call upon the people of Wisconsin to
demand that Kennecott/RTZ postpone construction
at the mine site until adequate studies have been
done on the five endangered and threatened species
in the Flambeau River. If Kennecott ignores this call
for a postponement, we will take further action to
prevent mine construction.

As you might expect, the story of our rally and the
overnight campout was covered by newspapers across
the state. I have included an article from the Milwau-
kee Journal for you to see (Figure 84-23). And the
CD-ROM that accompanies the book contains a vari-
ety of articles that appeared in the Ladysmith News
(CD 84-12, CD 84-15 and CD 84-16), Wisconsin State
Journal (CD 84-17), Eau Claire Leader-Telegram (CD
84-18), Saint Paul Pioneer Press (CD 84-19) and
Northern Sun News (CD 84-20). There’s no doubt the
rally was a huge success.

But you certainly wouldn’t have known it by read-
ing the July 11, 1991 issue of the Flambeau News. The
mining company actually had the gall to run a front-
page article with the headline, “Mining Opponents
Fail to Get Support” and a second article entitled “The
Failed Protest.” Both stories were so outrageous and
mean-spirited that I have included them for you to
see (Figure 84-24). In the first article Kennecott
claimed we had “consistently predicted” a crowd of
1,200 people for the rally, but that only a little more
than 200 had come. They lied on both ends. When
Northern Shield first planned the rally and issued a
press release, the group stated that a crowd of up to
1,000 people (not 1,200) was anticipated (CD 84-7).
And mind you, that was before the Rusk County Board
upped the maximum fine for trespassing to $1,000
and the sheriff issued a statement asking people to
stay away from the rally. We didn’t know what effect
all that might have on the turnout. And in terms of
the actual number of people who came, the Rusk
County Sheriff ’s Department estimated the crowd at
400, and I believe the number was really closer to 700
or 800, as reported by the organizers.

Then, too, for the mining company to say in the
second article that many of those who came “were
not, by and large, from Rusk County,” but rather from
states like California and Texas, was just plain dumb.
If the mining company wanted to get picky about
where everybody was from, they should have looked
at where Mercando was from (Utah), or Ed May
(South Wales, England), or where the owners of
Flambeau Mining Company lived (England). To

Figure 84-19. About 35 protesters decide to camp on Kennecott’s
land overnight. Pictured in the foreground are Lionel Trepanier (far
left), Jeff Peterson (center) and Jan Jacoby (far right) setting up a
tent (Photo by David Wougl, July 6, 1991).

Figure 84-20. Protesters wave their flags and set up camp for the
night, despite Larry Mercando’s warning about the land being
infested with ticks (Photo by David Wougl, July 6, 1991). 
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brand us as “outsiders” made no sense at all. The only
real outsider involved with Kennecott’s project was
Kennecott itself. 

When I saw those two articles in the Flambeau
News, it was clear the mining company was out to
show that our rally was no more than a small gather-
ing of outsiders and a failure when in reality it had
been a large gathering of citizens from Rusk County

and around the state that had been quite successful.
That type of distortion was typical of Mercando, even
though he often accused us of distorting the truth. 

In the same issue of the Flambeau News, there was
a front-page story about a truly small group of people
who had gotten together on the day of our protest to
show support for the mine. I believe the gathering had
been arranged by Linda Lybert, the Executive Director
of the Ladysmith Area Chamber of Commerce. Lybert,
who had joined the chamber just three months ear-
lier, was as pro-mining as she could be. And so was
chamber member Frank Beer and a number of other
local merchants who belonged to the group. I think
they saw the mine as a way to bolster their own busi-
nesses in town and were more interested in making a
few bucks than protecting the environment for their
children and grandchildren.

At any rate, the Flambeau News ran a story in
which Linda Lybert reported that more than 25 peo-
ple had attended a “hastily convened press confer-
ence” on July 6th in support of the mine (CD 84-21).
Hmmm. She must have counted the reporters who
wandered over from our rally as part of the total,
because according to the July 7, 1991 issue of the Eau
Claire Leader-Telegram, there were only about eight
people there (CD 84-22)! And the Saint Paul Pioneer
Press said there were only six (CD 84-19). Those who
showed up to support the mine included people like
Jim Schultz, Frank Beer and Jim Weisenberger, who I
kind of viewed as the Three Stooges. At any rate,
Mercando was quoted in the article as saying that he

Figure 84-21. Those who
camped on Kennecott’s prop-
erty followed the principles of
nonviolence and peacefully
left after spending one night
(Photo by Jeff Peterson of
Luck, WI, July 7, 1991).

Figure 84-22. A Rusk County deputy helps Linda Craemer pack up
her camping gear as the first protest of Flambeau Summer ends on a
cordial note (July 7, 1991). 
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Figure 84-23. The Milwaukee Journal was just one of many newspapers across the state that covered the protest rally at the Grant Town Hall
(“Sheriff puts off arresting mine protesters,” by Don Behm, Milwaukee Journal, July 7, 1991; ©1991 Journal Sentinel, Inc.; republished with
permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.).
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Figure 84-24. The Flambeau News labeled the July
1991 rally at the Grant Town Hall a failure, contrary to
what was reported by numerous newspapers across
the state (Flambeau News, July 11, 1991).
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was “gratified by the strong show of local support”
shown at Lybert’s little rally. Wow! The mining com-
pany had branded our rally a failure because, by its
own account, we had “only a little more than 200 pro-
testers.” Yet it viewed the pro-mining rally as being a
success when only eight people had shown up! Tell
me, how did Kennecott figure that?  

I could go on and on with stories about the first
protest rally of Flambeau Summer. But let me tell you
just one more interesting tidbit. Shortly after the rally,
the Grant Town Board passed a new ordinance that
prohibited large gatherings on town property without
prior permission and forbade people to leave their
vehicles unattended on town property. It was kind of a
watered-down version of the earlier ordinance that had
gotten the board in trouble with the ACLU. Chairman
Plantz claimed the ordinance was needed because of
liability concerns. And there were also rumors that he
had complained of us leaving a mess after our rally,
despite the fact that the grounds had been carefully
policed and cleaned. At any rate, I think Plantz just
wanted to make sure that no more rallies like ours
would ever happen on town property again.

The people of Flambeau Summer never returned to
the Grant Town Hall. But they stayed on the alert, and
as soon as Kennecott made a move to start construc-
tion at the mine site, the protesters were back, just
like they had promised. They showed up at the mine
site and in front of Kennecott’s offices in Ladysmith to
try to block the mining company’s plans from moving
forward, even to the point of using their own bodies
as barriers. The high drama of those encounters,
which resulted in many arrests, is what follows. So
keep reading! 
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A headline that appeared in the July 11, 1991
issue of the Milwaukee Sentinel said it all: “Nine pro-
testers arrested for trespassing at mine” (Figure 85-1).
Yes, the protests of Flambeau Summer escalated to a

higher level just a few days after our rally at the Grant
Town Hall. My friends had warned Kennecott that if
the mining company did not postpone construction at
the mine site and deal with the endangered species

Demonstrations Continue and 
Arrests are Made (July 1991)
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Figure 85-1. After
Kennecott refused to
delay construction of
the mine to insure
the protection of
endangered species,
a higher level of
resistance emerged
from concerned citi-
zens (“Nine protest-
ers arrested for
trespassing at mine,”
by Buz Swerkstrom,
Milwaukee Sentinel,
July 11, 1991;
©1991 Journal
Sentinel, Inc.; 
republished with 
permission conveyed
through Copyright
Clearance Center,
Inc.).
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issue, “further action” would result. But Kennecott
ignored them and started preparatory work on the
site on July 9, 1991, just as they had planned. And the
very next day, about thirty protesters were back, just
as they had promised. It was time for a showdown!

Those who came to the mine site to make their pres-
ence known on behalf of the endangered species
included people from different towns around the area,
including Jan Jacoby from Clayton, Will Fantle from
Eau Claire, John LaForge and Barb Katt from Luck and
Pat Gomez from Elmwood. And some came from as far
away as Madison, including Tim Cordon, Tamara Hill,
Bonnie Urfer and Kate Willems. In case you are won-
dering why I went to the trouble of mentioning these
nine people in particular, it’s because they risked their
own hides that day to stand up for their beliefs, to the
point of being handcuffed and thrown in jail by the
Rusk County Sheriff. Believe me, any of my friends
who were so determined to stop Kennecott in a nonvi-
olent way that they were willing to go to jail deserve
to be mentioned by name and have their story told. So
let me tell you what happened! 

When the protesters arrived at the mine site on
July 10, 1991, the mining company was just starting
to clear brush and put up a fence around its property.
So what my friends decided to do was symbolically
stop the fence from going up. There was no pushing
or shoving or yelling. Instead the protesters sat down
wherever the next post hole was to be dug and quietly
talked to the workers about why the fence shouldn’t
be built (Figure 85-2) .

It was a peaceful protest. The only prop my friends
brought to the site was a large banner that they used

as part of a blockade across an access road to the
mine site. The banner said, “Stop! Wait! Endangered
Animals Here! DNR Where Are You?” The protesters
blocked the road for about an hour and a half and
turned away several vehicles. I have included a pho-
tograph for you to see (Figure 85-3).

I wasn’t at this demonstration, but an investigator
with the Rusk County Sheriff ’s Department eventu-
ally showed up to videotape the protesters, and
shortly thereafter Sheriff Dean Meyer and several of

Figure 85-2. Members of Flambeau Summer take a nonviolent
approach to blocking fence construction at the mine site by sitting in
the workers’ path and encouraging them to take an “environmental
holiday” (Photo by David Skrupky of Turtle Lake, WI, July 10, 1991).

Figure 85-3. Nine members of
Flambeau Summer use a banner
and their own bodies to block an
access road leading into the mine
site. From left to right, they are
John LaForge (sitting), Tamara Hill,
Tim Cordon, Jan Jacoby, Bonnie
Urfer, Barb Katt (sitting), Kate
Willems (sitting), Will Fantle and
Pat Gomez (Photo by David Skrupky
of Turtle Lake, WI, July 10, 1991).
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his deputies arrived on the scene. They proceeded to
arrest nine people for “trespassing and entry onto a
construction site,” even though the protesters had
stayed close to the edge of Kennecott’s property . My
friends were handcuffed, finger-printed, photo-
graphed and thrown in jail, just like they were
criminals (Figures 85-4, 85-5 and 85-6). Will Fantle

told me that he was even strip-searched. The treatment
they got certainly went beyond what was called for,
especially since all the protesters had adhered to the
principles of nonviolence during the demonstration. 

Later on the same day, the American Civil Liberties
Union got involved. And after spending about four
hours in jail, the nine branded criminals were
released on their own recognizance with citations
stipulating fines of $350 apiece. You can read a lot
more about the arrests in an article that appeared on
the front page of the July 11, 1991 issue of the
Evening Telegram (CD 85-1).

But there is a lot more to the story. Two reporters
from a cable broadcast station, WYOU Community
Television, Inc. of Madison, Wisconsin, had come to
the mine site to videotape the demonstration, and
they were still there when the sheriff arrived. The
reporters, Todd Price and his friend who goes by the
single name of Luciano, tried to continue filming as
the arrests were made (Figure 85-7). But for some
unknown reason, one of the deputies decided to
interrupt them and ask for press credentials (Figure
85-8). And even though Price told the deputy that he
and Luciano were producing a documentary for

Figure 85-4. Barb Katt of Luck, Wisconsin is literally “picked up”
by deputies of the Rusk County Sheriff’s Department for trespassing,
as the other protesters and a few employees of the mining company
look on (Photo by David Skrupky of Turtle Lake, WI, July 10, 1991). 

Figure 85-6. Jan Jacoby of Clayton, Wisconsin had said in May of
1991, “I’ve come incredibly close [to being arrested] a few times. I
think my time is running out and that this is going to be the sum-
mer.” She was right (Photo by David Skrupky of Turtle Lake, WI, July
10, 1991).

Figure 85-5. John LaForge of Luck, Wisconsin (left) is handcuffed
by a deputy while Pat Gomez, a water specialist and college instruc-
tor from Elmwood, Wisconsin, is led away by Sheriff Dean Meyer.
The man with the video camera is taping for the Rusk County
Sheriff’s Department (Photo by David Skrupky of Turtle Lake, WI,
July 10, 1991).
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television, moments later Sheriff Meyer demanded
that the two reporters surrender their tapes! 

When Luciano questioned the sheriff ’s right to con-
fiscate the tapes, Meyer threatened to arrest him for
disobeying an officer. Well, Luciano had not come to
Ladysmith to get arrested! So he took the tape out of

his camera and started to say to
Meyer, “OK, I will give you the
tape, but only if you give me a
written statement that says I was
coerced into giving it to you.”
But before Luciano could finish
his sentence, Meyer grabbed the
tape out of his hands and said,
“Tell your lawyer to talk to my
lawyer about that!”

I guess the Sheriff didn’t
want the public to turn on the
evening news and see all those
peaceful protesters concerned
about endangered species being
led away in handcuffs. The scene
certainly didn’t make the Rusk
County Sheriff ’s Department or
Kennecott look very good. 

Later on that day, Price and
Luciano went to the Rusk County

Law Enforcement Center to try to get their tapes back.
They ended up talking to Tom Starr, the county’s assis-
tant district attorney. And then, as reported in the July
18, 1991 issue of the Ladysmith News, “Starr met with
the sheriff and suggested copying and releasing the
tapes, which was done, according to Meyer” (CD 85-2).
The upshot was that the tapes were finally returned to
the two reporters about five hours after they had been
confiscated.

Sheriff Meyer and Attorney Starr, of course, main-
tained that everything done by the sheriff during the
arrests had been perfectly legal. In fact, the Ladysmith
News article that I cited above had the following
headline: “Sheriff says he’d have been ‘negligent’ not
to seize videocassettes as evidence.”

In the article, Sheriff Meyer was quoted as saying,
“You can’t steer away from doing your job.” And
Attorney Starr added that it was justifiable for the
sheriff to seize the tapes because they possibly con-
tained additional evidence of the alleged crime that
the sheriff otherwise would not have seen. Starr also
maintained that if Meyer hadn’t seized the tapes
when he did, the sheriff might have never been able to
get his hands on the tapes again.

The article went on to suggest that an associate of
Price and Luciano had tried to block the sheriff ’s
department from videotaping the protest by parking a
truck in front of the department’s camera. But Price
and Luciano had come alone, and as you can see for
yourself, the guy shooting footage for the sheriff was
right there in everyone’s face (Figure 85-8). What’s

Figure 85-7. Luciano videotapes the scene as the police move in to arrest the protesters (Photo
by David Skrupky of Turtle Lake, WI, July 10, 1991).

Figure 85-8. A deputy of the Rusk County Sheriff’s Department
harasses reporter Todd Price by asking him for press credentials
while another department employee films the encounter. Price’s
videotape was later seized by the sheriff (Photo by David Skrupky of
Turtle Lake, WI, July 10, 1991).
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more, Meyer admitted in the same article that he him-
self had stood in front of Luciano’s camera to block
him from filming. What a double standard!

Meyer was also quoted as saying that one of the
reporters had been “real aggressive” with his video
camera, in fact so aggressive that Meyer had felt the
need to tell the reporter to “back up.” But look at the
photographs one more time! The guy who really
needed to “back up” was not Luciano (Figure 85-7),
but rather the cameraman for the Rusk County
Sheriff ’s Department (Figure 85-8).

The Ladysmith News would have done a better
service to the public and to the reporters if it had
mentioned that the sheriff ’s action of seizing Price
and Luciano’s tapes violated both the First and Fourth
Amendments to the United States Constitution as
well as the Privacy Protection Act. It’s as if no one,
including the sheriff, had ever heard of the concept of
properly executing a search warrant or subpoena to
secure the evidence of a crime. 

Price and Luciano knew they had been wronged
and were interested in doing something about it. They
weren’t looking for money but felt they at least
deserved a public apology. Then, the very next day,
Price received an unexpected phone call from
Attorney Robert Dreps, who worked for the Madison
law firm of LaFollette and Sinykin. I don’t know how
Dreps had learned of the dispute over the tapes so
quickly, but he told Price that he understood there
had been an altercation between the two reporters
and the Rusk County Sheriff and that it appeared to
be an open-and-shut case. LaFollette and Sinykin had
done legal work for the American Civil Liberties
Union of Wisconsin in the past, and the firm’s interest
in pursuing the matter was so great that Dreps offered
to take the case over the phone, without even meeting
the two reporters. Plus, he and his colleague, Attor-
ney Jeff Kassel, offered to do the work pro bono!
Needless to say, Price and Luciano were glad to get
the help and agreed to pursue the matter in court. 

Once the news got out about how the reporters had
been treated by the sheriff, Price and Luciano’s tele-
phones started ringing off the hook. Newspapers, tele-
vision stations and magazines were all interested in
reporting the story. In fact, Luciano was on the evening
news on Madison television the day after the incident.
And of course, every time Price and Luciano gave an
interview, they talked not only about what had hap-
pened to them, but about the mining issue. In a way,
the whole thing backfired on Kennecott. As a result of
the sheriff ’s indiscretion, a lot more people ended up
hearing about: (1) what Kennecott was trying to ram

through in the Town of Grant; and (2) “the police-
state mentality in Rusk County,” as my friend Al
Gedicks put it. The story turned into a bigger deal
than if Meyer had let the reporters keep their tapes.

Attorneys Dreps and Kassel immediately pushed
forward with the lawsuit against Sheriff Meyer and
within two weeks of the incident had filed a com-
plaint on behalf of Price and Luciano in federal court.
Here is how the case was explained in the July 24,
1991 issue of the Milwaukee Sentinel (CD 85-3):

The lawsuit contends that the seizure was a violation
of the First Amendment because it prevented the
reporters from [fully] taping the arrests and delayed
their use of the tapes, which were broadcast on
WYOU and WKOW in Madison and WEAU in Eau
Claire.

Meyer violated the Fourth Amendment because he
did not have a warrant, and violated the [federal]
Privacy Protection Act, which prohibits the seizure of
news media documentary materials without a sub-
poena or warrant, the lawsuit said.

The case was assigned to U.S. District Judge John
Shabaz in Madison, but it was so cut and dried in
favor of the two reporters that the insurance carrier
for the Rusk County Sheriff ’s Department wanted to
settle it out of court. And settle they did. The whole
thing ended up costing the taxpayers of Rusk County
about $10,000, which is what the lawyers agreed to
as the final settlement.

I also have more to tell you about what happened
to the nine protesters who were arrested and charged
with trespassing. Five of them, including Jan Jacoby,
Will Fantle, John LaForge, Barb Katt and Pat Gomez,
decided to contest their arrests, and a jury trial was
scheduled to be held in Rusk County Circuit Court on
October 16, 1991, in front of Judge Frederick
Henderson. There was a lot of drama that day, and I’ll
always remember how the protesters’ attorney, Keith
Rodli of River Falls, Wisconsin, so deftly handled the
case. 

First of all, Rodli questioned the mining company’s
security guard who claimed he had witnessed the
crime. Rodli asked him, “Do you recognize any of the
alleged trespassers?” The witness responded by say-
ing, “Yes,” and then pointed to someone in the court-
room who turned out to be a member of the defense
team! Everybody laughed. Here Kennecott had gone
to court to go after those peaceful protesters, and its
star witness couldn’t even identify them! 

Rodli also asked a second witness, who happened
to be the construction supervisor for Kennecott,
“Whose land is involved here?” You see, Kennecott
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had originally purchased the property in the early
1970s, but Flambeau Mining Company was named as
the owner on the “No Trespassing” signs that were
posted at the site (Figure 84-18). As reported in the
October 24, 1991 issue of the Ladysmith News, the
witness first answered Rodli by saying, “It’s owned by
Flambeau Mining Company,” but later he added,
“Well, it is called Flambeau Mining, but it is owned by
Kennecott” (CD 85-4). That’s all Rodli needed to hear.
You see, by law the “No Trespassing” sign should have
indicated that Kennecott was the owner, if indeed that
was the case. 

The Rusk County prosecutor, Attorney Al Kenyon,
tried to argue that Kennecott and Flambeau Mining
Company were one and the same, but Rodli wouldn’t

back down. He had done his homework and had a
photograph of the “No Trespassing” sign to show the
judge. He then asked for the case to be dismissed
because the county had not established that
Flambeau Mining Company rather than Kennecott
was the owner. The judge agreed and the case was
over! The story was covered prominently in regional
and local newspapers, including the Saint Paul
Pioneer Press (CD 85-5).  

Jan Jacoby summed it up best when she said, “The
mining company wasn’t clear in court on who they
really were!” I guess being Kennecott on one day and
Flambeau Mining Company the next may have worked
well when Kennecott was applying for its permits and
trying to make it sound like it was a hometown 

In light of how Rusk County Sheriff Dean Meyer seized the
videotapes of the two reporters from Madison who were
recording the demonstration at the mine site on July 10,
1991, you might be wondering how I was able to get the vari-
ous photographs that appear in this chapter. For that I need
to give credit to my friend David Skrupky who lives about 50
miles west of Ladysmith in Turtle Lake, Wisconsin. I’d like to
tell you a little bit about David, because he risked his hide
more than once to help us in our struggle.

David has a degree in biology and worked about 15 years for
Sargent-Welch Scientific Company of Skokee, Illinois, head-
ing up the company’s biology division in Turtle Lake. After
that he decided to become an educator, first working with
cognitively disadvantaged and “at risk” kids and later becom-
ing a high school biology teacher. David is a quiet man, not
the kind to push his talents out for people to stumble over.
But he knows what’s going on and has devoted much of his
spare time to protecting the earth around him, rivers, forests
and all. 

In October of 1989, David appeared at the hearing on the
draft EIS (DEIS) on Kennecott’s project. Being a biologist, he
asked the DNR for information on a threatened plant species
that reportedly had been found in the area close to the pro-
posed mine. Of course, he was ignored. But David never for-
got about the issue, and he was one of the people who
helped organize the protests of Flambeau Summer to help
protect the threatened and endangered species that were dis-
covered in and around the Flambeau River. 

David was present at the mine site to photograph the demon-
stration that took place on July 10, 1991. And he was still
there when the Rusk County Sheriff arrived on the scene and
confiscated the videotapes of Todd Price and Luciano. At that
point, fearing that the sheriff might seize his film as well,
David walked across to the other side of Highway 27 where

some of the other protesters were standing, and there
removed the film from his camera to keep it safe. And that,
my dear readers, is why I have been able to show you actual
photographs of how my friends were hauled away by the
sheriff’s department. David used his head, just like I have
always known him to do!

Figure 85-9. David Skrupky holds a protest sign outside of
Kennecott’s offices in Ladysmith (Photo by Al Gedicks of La
Crosse, WI, August 2, 1991).

David Skrupky, a Photographer Willing to Take a Chance
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company. Or maybe it will help
them in the future to avoid
responsibility for paying to
clean up the pollution that has
already started to occur. But in
this particular case it sure tick-
led me to see how they lost at
their own corporate shell game.

The bad thing about all of
this was that the court proceed-
ings cost the people of Rusk
County $12,000. It was not
cheap to have a jury trial, and I
don’t know why Kennecott did
not have to foot the bill for
what amounted to a frivolous
lawsuit. But the mining com-
pany got off scot-free. Between
this case and that of the two
reporters mentioned earlier,
Rusk County taxpayers paid
out more than $20,000 for
dumb actions on the part of the
sheriff ’s department. And as
you will see later, the City of
Ladysmith got itself in a similar spot because of a
mistake made by the Ladysmith Police Department.
That particular debacle cost the taxpayers an addi-
tional $3,500. I think all this money should have
been deducted from the revenues that Kennecott
later claimed the local governments received from
the mine.

The organizers of Flambeau Summer didn’t let any
of the arrests or court cases break their spirit. They
continued to stage peaceful but poignant protests
over the next year or so. In fact, just a few days after
the first arrests, they tried to occupy Larry Mercando’s
office in downtown Ladysmith! I was there to see
what happened, and believe me, the police were
everywhere. Let me tell you about it.

When the protesters first arrived at Flambeau
Mining Company’s small building at 10 in the morn-
ing on July 12, 1991, Larry Mercando was inside. But
the front door was locked and no one could enter. So
a number of my friends, including Robert Hoffman,
Ken Rabe, Sean Guilfoyle, Joyce Melville and Sharon
Gulseth of Madison, Lois Pfluger of Sarona, and Jeff
Peterson, John LaForge and Barb Katt of Luck, impro-
vised by sitting down in front of the door so that
Mercando couldn’t leave (Figure 85-10)! The protest-
ers also turned away UPS and Federal Express deliv-
eries and hung up a “Going Out of Business” sign on

the building (Figure 85-11). Of course, everything
was done in a peaceful and nonviolent way.

I wonder what Mercando thought when he looked
out the window, saw about thirty people with picket
signs and then started to hear footsteps on the roof!
You see, Ken Rabe and Jeff Peterson decided to climb
on top the building and hang up the same large banner

Figure 85-10. Larry Mercando locked the front door of Kennecott’s office building in Ladysmith
to protect himself from the vicious demonstrators who gathered outside. Pictured are (left to right)
Barb Katt (foreground), Sharon Gulseth (standing), John LaForge, Sean Guilfoyle, Ken Rabe, Jeff
Peterson, Robert Hoffman, Joyce Melville and Lois Pfluger (Photo by Kathy Olson of Stone Lake,
WI, July 1991).

Figure 85-11. Protesters taped signs onto the windows of
Kennecott’s office in Ladysmith as part of a peaceful protest on July
12, 1991 (Photo by Al Gedicks of La Crosse, WI, July 12, 1991).
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that had been used two days earlier at the mine site
(Figure 85-12).

Poor Larry apparently felt the need to call the cops,
because, as described in the July 13, 1991 issue of the
Saint Paul Pioneer Press, all of a sudden we were
descended upon by Rusk County deputies, Ladysmith
police and even a few state troopers (CD 85-6)! And
by 1:00, seven of the protesters had been arrested,
hand-cuffed, hauled down to the police station and
booked, including Joyce Melville, Lois Pfluger, Sean
Guilfoyle, Robert Hoffman, Sharon Gulseth, Ken Rabe
and Jeff Peterson. They were charged with disorderly
conduct (even though not one of them had acted out
during the protest or resisted arrest), fined $150
apiece and released on signature bonds.

For some reason the cops were always there to
make sure that some little woman didn’t hurt Larry
Mercando. In particular, I have included two photo-
graphs of my friend Joyce Melville being arrested that
day (Figures 85-13 and 85-14). I knew Joyce quite
well. She was a professor of English at the University
of Wisconsin-Madison and anything but violent. The
only reason she was dangerous to Larry Mercando
was that she could outthink him. Yet, I witnessed how
the cops closed in on her outside of the mining com-
pany’s office building, as if she were a criminal. And
with that big smile of hers shining, she was led to the
police car, frisked, hand-cuffed and sped away to be
booked. As you can see from the photos, it took three
cops to control that wild woman.

I might add that as soon as
Joyce and the other protesters
were hauled to the police sta-
tion, little Larry hightailed it
out of the building and was
driven away by a private secu-
rity guard (Figure 85-15).

It really bothered me how
the local law enforcement
officers were all too eager to
jump on anyone who pro-
tested against the mine. I
think Mercando and the min-
ing company pushed them to
do it. All during our fight, the
cops seemed to be every-
where, doing whatever they
could to protect Kennecott.
But we didn’t let that stop us.
Other demonstrations took
place in 1991 and 1992, as
Kennecott got closer to blast-

ing its way into the bedrock next to the Flambeau
River. And, yes, there were also more arrests.

As I bring this chapter to a close, I must admit that
Evelyn and I were getting a little old to be in the mid-
dle of all the demonstrations that took place in
defense of the Flambeau River, and we were tied up
in our own struggles with the DNR and legislature.
But we really appreciated how the people of
Flambeau Summer supported us and kept things
stirred up. They were good people who were so frus-
trated and mad that they just had to do something.

Figure 85-12. As demonstrators start to gather on the street in front of Kennecott’s office building in
Ladysmith, Ken Rabe and Jeff Peterson climb onto the roof to hang up a protest sign (Photo by Kathy
Olson of Stone Lake, WI, July 12, 1991).

Figure 85-13. As if she had committed a heinous crime, Joyce
Melville is frisked, hand-cuffed and given a ride to the police station
(Photo by Kathy Olson of Stone Lake, WI, July 12, 1991). 
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Joyce was very proud of her arrest for civil disobedience on
July 12, 1991, and rightly so. It turns out that her father,
Charles Callison, was the first paid lobbyist in Congress for
the National Audubon Society in the 1960s, so it seems that
she had it in her blood to be concerned about protecting our
natural resources. Joyce was quoted in the August 26, 1991
issue of the Capital Times as saying the following, with refer-
ence to the Flambeau Mine (CD 85-7):

I believe this project was pushed through in a mis-
leading and illegal way. By strict adherence to the let-
ter of the law, it may have been OK. But there were
15 years of pressure from very rich mining compa-
nies to massage the laws so that ordinary citizens in
that area no longer had any control about what hap-

pened in their community. I feel the spirit of the laws
has been violated.

I had one arrest in me because it felt like an enor-
mous step for a sort of overly genteel academic to
feel pushed to the wall to do this. It was a real delib-
erate, practical, carefully planned decision. I wanted
to be ready to break the law, pay the fine, serve the
time or whatever the law required, because I believe
in a law-governed society.

It’s kind of interesting that I’m finding a role as an
activist in my middle age. In some ways I see it as a
continuation of what my father was good at with an
additional spin – of being willing to consider being
arrested along with others. People at work have
either embarrassed me by cheering and congratulat-
ing me, or they sort of turn white and say “I saw you
on Television being frisked and arrested.”

I’ve become an activist because I feel a need to get
my life straight before it’s over.

As you can see, Joyce was an activist and made no bones
about it. Though she was very much a lady with a gentle,
pleasant voice, no one had any doubt about what was
important to her. I recall how Evelyn and I first met her at a
meeting in Madison. We had been invited to take part in a
program centered on the proposed Flambeau Mine, and
when Joyce greeted us with her smiling face, both of us
liked her immediately. It would have been hard not to like
her.

Joyce was soon deeply involved in the mining issue. She
spent lots of time and energy and used her keen mind to try
to stop the Flambeau Mine from becoming a reality. When the
cops arrested her in July of 1991, I was struck by the con-
trast between this thoughtful, gentle woman and the husky
gendarmes who descended on her. She must have been
much more dangerous than those who knew her could have
suspected, this lady, this university professor, our wonderful
friend. She might have weighed 130 pounds, but the cops
were taking no chances.

Our sweet Joyce died of cancer on May 31, 2002. She was
only 61 years old and left us all too soon. Those of us who
knew her felt great sorrow that she could no longer fight for
what she believed so wholeheartedly was right. I had great
respect for this woman.

As an aside, Joyce collected many photos over the years of
the gatherings and protests that were part of the grassroots
opposition to the Flambeau Mine, and I was lucky to be able
to draw on her album for many of the photos that appear in
this book.

Joyce Melville, a Genteel and Thoughtful Fighter

Figure 85-14. The cops close in to arrest University of Wisconsin
Professor Joyce Melville for disorderly conduct. All Joyce had
done was sit in front of Kennecott’s door and smile (Photo by Al
Gedicks of La Crosse, WI, July 12, 1991).
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And after all other avenues failed, they chose the
route of nonviolent civil disobedience. I think John
LaForge spoke for the whole group when he said, as
reported in the October 17, 1991 issue of the Saint
Paul Pioneer Press, “We are justified, legally and
morally, to prevent a greater harm by committing a
petty offense” (CD 85-5).
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You can bet that Larry Mercando was not going to
let a few endangered species get in the way of
Kennecott’s plans to build the Flambeau Mine, no
matter how many protesters showed up to goad him.
The British-owned mining company had come to the
Town of Grant for one reason and one reason only—
to turn a handsome profit for its shareholders.
Mercando’s motives were clear. But what really disap-
pointed me was that even the Wisconsin Department
of Natural Resources seemed uninterested in protect-
ing the endangered species that had been found in the
Flambeau River. Clearly, we should have been able to
expect better than that from a department charged
with protecting the state’s natural resources.

By July of 1991, a total of three endangered species,
including the purple wartyback clam, bullhead clam
and pygmy snaketail dragonfly, had been found close
to the site of the proposed Flambeau Mine. In addi-
tion, two threatened species of fish, the gilt darter and
river redhorse, had been sited at one time or another.
According to Wisconsin law, the presence of those five
fragile species should have caused some big changes
in Kennecott’s plans to develop the Flambeau Mine.
But not so, according to the DNR. The department
refused to reopen the permitting process to consider
the endangered species issue and made no move to
put Kennecott’s plans on hold. It looked like Wiscon-
sin’s environmental laws were meant to be broken, at
least when it came to Kennecott. 

Believe me, no one was looking to get involved in
another costly lawsuit to correct the injustice. Evelyn
and I were still trying to pay off the bills from the last
one! But after failing to get anywhere with the DNR by
staging protests, writing letters to DNR Secretary
Carrol “Buzz” Besadny and appearing in front of the

Natural Resources Board, those of us opposed to the
mine had no choice but to go to court. Fortunately, the
Lac Courte Oreilles Ojibwe and Sierra Club stepped
forward to spearhead the lawsuit and take on the buz-
zards. It gave Evelyn and me a much-needed breather.

Before getting into all the details of the court case,
let me give you some information about the laws gov-
erning Wisconsin’s endangered species. That way you
will be able to see what the DNR was supposed to be
doing and understand the basis for the lawsuit. 

Wis. Stat. 29.604 clearly calls on the DNR to pro-
tect Wisconsin’s endangered and threatened species.
The statute starts out by saying, “The legislature finds
that certain wild animals and wild plants are endan-
gered or threatened and are entitled to preservation
and protection as a matter of general state concern”
[emphasis added]. The law charges the DNR with
establishing an endangered and threatened species
list, which is currently found in Chapter NR 27 of the
Wisconsin Administrative Code, and then proceeds to
say that no person may “take, transport, possess,
process or sell” any species on that list. The word
“take” is defined in NR 27.01(8) to include, among
other things, killing animals and injuring or destroy-
ing plants, the exact things we feared Kennecott
would end up doing.

Before ever issuing Kennecott a permit to mine, the
DNR should have done a thorough survey of the
Flambeau River and the wetlands and forests in the
immediate vicinity of the proposed mine to check for
the presence of endangered and threatened species.
But the department had not done so, in violation of
the Wisconsin Environmental Policy Act, Wis. Stat.
1.11, discussed in an earlier chapter. In addition, NR
150.22(2) clearly requires that an Environmental
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Impact Statement include information about how a
project might affect such species. But again the DNR
had ignored the requirement of the law.

And then there were all the other rules and statutes
mentioned previously that govern the Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS) process. I am talking about
Adm 60.06(1)(i) that calls for the department to
write a supplemental EIS if “significant new circum-
stances” arise after the final EIS has been approved,
but before the project is well underway. And don’t for-
get about Wis. Stats. 293.49(2)(a) and 293.01(28)
that require the DNR to deny any permit for a surface
mine if the project “may reasonably be expected to
destroy or irreparably damage” habitat required for
the survival of endangered species.

The reason I mention all these laws is to make the
point that the DNR was not doing its job. You may
recall how the words, “DNR, Where Are You?” had
appeared on a large banner carried in the protests of
Flambeau Summer (Figure 85-3). Well, the question
had been posed for a very good reason! Where was
the DNR when the department was supposed to be
looking for endangered species? And where was the
DNR, now that such species had been found and the
agency was supposed to protect them? 

But, as shocking as the devil, there is even more to
tell you. It turns out that long before the final
Environmental Impact Statement had been issued by
the DNR in March of 1990, the department knew that
endangered species were likely to be present in the
Flambeau River. And the department had consciously
decided to do nothing about it! The absence of informa-
tion about endangered species in the final Environ-
mental Impact Statement was not just a simple
oversight on the part of the DNR. It was an outright
dereliction of duty and, in my opinion, a criminal
offense. You see, the department had deliberately misled
the public during the EIS process. Let me explain.

On July 5, 1989, the director of the DNR’s Bureau
of Endangered Resources, Ron Nicotera, sent an inter-
nal memo to Ed Jepsen in the department’s Bureau of
Environmental Analysis. In the memo, Nicotera noted
that his office had no record of the DNR ever having
performed complete surveys for endangered species
in the area close to the mine site. And he specifically
drew attention to the fact that no surveys for clams
had ever been done on that part of the Flambeau
River, even though endangered clams like the purple
wartyback might very well be there. Of course,
Nicotera proceeded to recommend that such surveys
be conducted. He wrote, “Due to a lack of existing
aquatic species information, especially with respect to

mussels, we recommend that all areas of potential
impact be surveyed for endangered resources.” 

WIS. STAT.29.604 ENDANGERED AND THREATENED SPE-
CIES PROTECTED.
(1) PURPOSE. The Legislature finds that certain wild animals

and wild plants are endangered or threatened and are
entitled to preservation and protection as a a matter of
general state concern. The federal endangered species
act of 1973 and the Lacey act together provide for the
protection of wild animals and wild plants threatened with
worldwide extinction … The states, however, must also
assume their responsibility for conserving these wild ani-
mals and wild plants and for restricting the taking, pos-
session, transportation, processing or sale of endangered
or threatened wild animals and wild plants within their
respective jurisdictions to assure their continued sur-
vival and propagation for the aesthetic, recreational and
scientific purposes of future generations. … The legisla-
ture further finds that the activities of both individual per-
sons and governmental agencies are tending to destroy
the few remaining whole plant-animal communities in
this state. Since these communities represent the only
standard against which the effects of change can be
measured, their preservation is of highest importance,
and the legislature urges all persons and agencies to
fully consider all decisions in this light. …

(4) PROHIBITION. Except as provided in sub. (6r) or as per-
mitted by departmental rule or permit:
(a) No person may take, transport, possess, process or

sell within this state any wild animal specified by the
department’s endangered and threatened species list.

(b) No person may process or sell to another person a
wild plant of an endangered or threatened species.
… [emphasis added]

NR 27.01 DEFINITIONS. …
(8) “Take” means shooting, shooting at, pursuing, hunting,

catching or killing any wild animal; or the cutting,
rooting up, severing, injuring, destroying, removing
or carrying away any wild plant. [emphasis added]

NR 150.22 PREPARATION AND CONTENT OF THE
ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS OR ENVIRONMENTAL IM-
PACT STATEMENT. …
(2) CONTENTS OF AN EA OR EIS. The environmental analysis

shall emphasize significant environmental issues. …
While the format may vary, the environmental analysis
shall include:
(a) A summary of the process used to identify major

issues and the issues identified for detailed analysis.
… In making this evaluation, the department shall
consider:

1.  The extent of short-term and long-term environmen-
tal effects including secondary effects; particularly to
geographically scarce resources such as historic or
cultural resources, scenic and recreational resources,
prime farmlands, threatened or endangered species
or ecologically critical areas. [emphasis added]
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But somehow Nicotera’s memo was ignored by oth-
ers within the department and filed away. Needless to
say, the studies were never done. I have included a
copy of Nicotera’s memo for you to see (Figure 86-1).
Look carefully at the date, because it proves that the
endangered species issue had been brought to the
attention of DNR officials two months before the draft
Environmental Impact Statement for Kennecott’s proj-
ect was released to the public, eight months before the
final EIS came out and one year before the Master
Hearing was held. Yet the public was never told. Could
it have been a mere oversight? I think not, especially
when you realize that Nicotera’s memo had been sent
to the DNR’s Bureau of Environmental Analysis and
carbon-copied to three different officials within the
department. In fact, as reported in the July 16, 1991

issue of the Wisconsin State Journal, Linda Bochert of
the DNR later admitted that the memo had even been
seen by Robert Ramharter, the DNR official charged
with overseeing Kennecott’s project (CD 86-1).

Besides that, Nicotera also sent a letter about the
endangered species issue to Jon Gumtow of Foth and
Van Dyke, the firm hired by Kennecott to prepare an
Environmental Impact Report for the project. On
April 3, 1989 Nicotera wrote, “Please note that com-
prehensive endangered resource surveys may not
have been completed for the Kennecott project area.
As a result, our data files may be incomplete. The
absence of known occurrences does not preclude the
possibility of their presence” (CD 86-2). Surely Foth
and Van Dyke should have taken the cue and made
sure that thorough and complete surveys were

Figure 86-1. The “Clamgate” memo.
Months before the EIS is released to the
public, the director of the DNR’s Bureau
of Endangered Resources, Ron Nicotera,
recommends that the department conduct
surveys at the mine site for endangered
species. Nicotera was ignored (July 5,
1989).  
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conducted. After all, they had been hired by
Kennecott to take care of that very type of thing. But
no! Foth and Van Dyke dropped the ball on the endan-
gered species issue, just like Nicotera’s colleagues at
the DNR had done. The whole darned deal smelled
pretty fishy to me.

I must also mention that we would have never seen
what Nicotera wrote regarding the endangered spe-
cies, except for the efforts of Rep. Frank Boyle (D-
Superior) and Rep. Harvey Stower (D-Amery). They
obtained the information through an open records
request in June of 1991. In my opinion, the DNR and
Kennecott withheld Nicotera’s comments from the
public on purpose, because they knew it would com-
plicate the approval process for the mine and slow
things down. Ramharter himself admitted in a memo
dated June 17, 1991 that one of the reasons the
department had decided to forego Nicotera’s recom-
mendation for a clam survey was because “at the time
the recommendation was developed, the department
was about three weeks from sending the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement to the printer” (CD
86-3). It was far easier for the department to say, as it
did in both the draft EIS and final EIS:

No threatened or endangered plant or animal
species are known to inhabit the project area or
the Flambeau River adjacent to the mine site.

A lot of us referred to the DNR and Kennecott’s cover-
up of the whole deal as “Clamgate.” And it didn’t help
matters any when the department decided to forbid
its biologists from talking to the public about the
endangered species issue. I guess you could say the
scientists were forced to “clam up!” As reported in the
July 3, 1991 issue of the Saint Paul Pioneer Press, “The
issuance of a gag order on the Department of Natural
Resources scientist who discovered endangered
species in the Flambeau River … has riled critics of
mining and of the DNR. David Heath, a biologist spe-
cializing in the study of clams and mussels, spoke
publicly last week but is now forbidden to do so. …
Linda Bochert, executive assistant to DNR secretary
Carroll “Buzz” Besadny, said that until the DNR issues
a statement regarding the endangered species, Heath
could not talk on the subject” (CD 86-4).

Wow! The element of intrigue on top of the obvi-
ous disregard shown by the DNR for the state’s envi-
ronmental laws and rules was just too much to ignore.
All I could think of was that banner from the protests
of Flambeau Summer: Where was the DNR when Ron
Nicotera issued his memo? And where was the DNR,
now that the public wanted the full story? 

Where was the DNR? Certainly not in the Town of

Grant or Rusk County to take care of the endangered
species! So some of the protesters of Flambeau
Summer decided to seek out Secretary Besadny and
Linda Bochert in Madison, where they were holed up
in their comfortable offices. It was kind of a last-ditch
effort to settle things without having to go to court.
Let me tell you and show you what happened! 

About a dozen protesters, including Al Gedicks,
Joyce Melville and Sean Guilfoyle, assembled outside
DNR headquarters in Madison on July 15, 1991. They
distributed a handout about the endangered species
issue to the public (CD 86-5), including a copy of the
infamous memo from Ron Nicotera. Some of the pro-
testers also carried signs, and it turned out to be a real
media event. Al Gedicks was quoted in the July 16,
1991 issue of the Wisconsin State Journal as saying, “If
we don’t get [a supplemental Environmental Impact
Statement], Flambeau Summer will make this the
hottest summer in Wisconsin history” (CD 86-1). 

I would also like to mention a University of
Wisconsin–Madison student by the name of Dawn
Dubats who participated in the protest. She assumed
the role of a purple wartyback clam and stood next to
another protester who was wearing a Carroll Besadny
mask. Dawn held a sign that said, “I Wish He [Besadny]
Were an Endangered Species!” I have included a photo-
graph of Dawn for you to see (Figure 86-2).

Figure 86-2. University of Wisconsin-Madison student Dawn Dubats
assumed the role of a purple wartyback clam to make the point that
the DNR was shirking its responsibility to protect endangered species
(Photo by Al Gedicks of La Crosse, WI, July 15, 1991).
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After talking to people in front of the DNR build-
ing, the protesters went inside and headed to
Besadny’s office. It was a peaceful procession, and
when they got to Besadny’s door, Sean Guilfoyle
stepped forward to read a statement to the press
(Figure 86-3). It outlined a series of demands regard-
ing the endangered species issue. As reported by Al
Gedicks in his book, The New Resource Wars, the DNR
was asked to do the following three things:
� Conduct a supplemental EIS on the endangered

species;
� Stop all activity at the mine site until the supple-

mental EIS was completed; and
� If the species could not be adequately protected,

require changes in the conditions for the operation
of the mine, including possible revocation of the
permits.

Besadny apparently felt the pressure to respond to the
protesters, because he and Linda Bochert agreed to
hold an impromptu press conference with the demon-
strators outside his office. But Besadny ended up talk-
ing out of both sides of his mouth. On the one hand
he said the department took the endangered species
issue “very seriously,” but on the other, he wasn’t will-
ing to halt construction of the mine.

Besadny gave the same line to Lac Courte Oreilles
Tribal Chairman gaiashkibos, who wrote to the depart-

ment on July 9, 1991 to express concern over protect-
ing the endangered species. You may recall that LCO
had been an official party to the Master Hearing, and as
a result the tribe was certainly in a position to make its
voice heard on the issue. Here are a few excerpts from
gaiashkibos’ letter, which can be read in its entirety on
the CD-ROM that accompanies the book (CD 86-6):

In light of recent discovery of several endangered and
threatened species within the Flambeau River near
the site of the proposed copper mine of Flambeau
Mining Company, it is apparent that the public has
not been fully apprised of the likely effects of the pro-
posed project. Therefore, the Lac Courte Oreilles
Band of Lake Superior Chippewa Indians (LCO)
demands that your department prepare a supple-
mental Environmental Impact Statement to consider
the potential impact on threatened and endangered
species of the proposed project. It is anticipated that
public hearings will be an integral part of the sup-
plemental impact statement process. …

Proper attention was not given to the effect of the
project upon endangered species in either the draft
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) or the final
Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS). Neither
document shared with the public relevant informa-
tion with regard to endangered species of which your
department was aware. Thus, the whole purpose of
the EIS, in this area, was undermined, and the docu-
ments did not serve as a compilation of reliable
information upon which the public might make
informed decisions.

Your department remained unaware of any poten-
tial impact upon endangered species by not requiring
or conducting basic and necessary observations in
this area. Your department did not follow the recom-
mendations of your own endangered species staff as
to activities necessary to determine the potential
presence of endangered mussels and other species
varieties. … Essentially, the information was con-
cealed by your department. The public, through the
declaratory statements in the DEIS and FEIS, was led
to believe that there were no endangered species that
were threatened. A more truthful statement would
have been that a determination as to the effect on
threatened species would require certain studies
which were recommended to DNR officials by staff
responsible for this concern and which your agency
did not elect to perform. …

LCO believes that it is the clear obligation of your
department, in light of information now available,
to undertake a supplemental EIS regarding endan-
gered and threatened species. We request that such be
undertaken immediately, and that all project licenses
and permits previously issued, be suspended during
the pendency of this process. Please immediately
advise as to DNR intentions in this regard.

Figure 86-3. Sean Guilfoyle, a spokesman for Flambeau Summer,
addresses the press outside the office of DNR Secretary Carroll
Besadny (Photo by Mike Wyatt of Madison, WI, July 15, 1991).
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As you can see, gaiashkibos minced no words. Too
bad Besadny couldn’t muster up enough courage to
be as straightforward in his response. All he told
gaiashkibos was that the DNR considered the dis-
covery of the endangered species to be a “serious
matter” and that he would get back to him within
thirty days regarding whether or not the depart-
ment would prepare a supplemental EIS. And as far
as gaiashkibos’ request to suspend Kennecott’s per-
mits was concerned, Besadny dismissed such an
action as being unnecessary. This is what he wrote
(CD 86-7):

Since there will be no process wastewater discharge
from the mine for approximately one year, there will
be adequate time to modify the wastewater permit if
the evaluation shows that it is necessary to do so to
protect any threatened or endangered species. 

Hmmm. Besadny seemed to forget that clearing trees,
stripping vegetation and topsoil and bulldozing a hun-
dred-or-so acres of land and swamp right next to the
Flambeau River might cause just as much harm to the
various endangered species at the mine site as waste-
water discharged from the mine! He totally disre-
garded or had no concept of the following problems:
� Clearing the land possibly meant destroying criti-

cal habitat for the endangered dragonfly species
found in the vicinity of the mine;

� Since a complete survey for endangered plant and
animal species had not been done for the project
area, bulldozing the land and wetlands next to
the Flambeau River might destroy such species
without anyone even knowing they were present;

� Sedimentation problems might occur in the river
as a result of soil erosion and stormwater runoff
from so many acres of exposed surface, harming
or possibly killing the endangered clams known
to be in the river; and

� During their early life, clams generally need a
specific “host species” to survive. Often it’s a fish,
but sometimes it can be an amphibian or sala-
mander. According to the literature, the “host
species” for the purple wartyback clam wasn’t
even known. So it’s possible that wetland destruc-
tion next to the Flambeau River might end up
killing the clams by eliminating their “host
species,” especially if it was an amphibian.

As you can see, Besadny had oversimplified the prob-
lem when he assured gaiashkibos that there was noth-
ing to worry about for the time being. But gaiashkibos
knew better and was not about to take “No” for an

answer when it came to the tribe’s request for
Kennecott’s permits to be suspended. So he wrote
back to Besadny on July 22, 1991 and said the fol-
lowing (CD 86-8):

In your correspondence you seem to assume that the
wastewater discharge from the mine poses the only
potential threat to endangered and threatened
species. However, without adequate study it is an
open question whether a threat also exists arising
from the adverse consequences of site preparation
including surface runoff, erosion and increased sedi-
mentation, together with alteration of the river bed
and other habitat. We may not have additional
chances to save endangered species. Thus, every pre-
caution should be imposed in favor of preservation of
habitat for such species until adequate information
indicates the scope of alteration of habitat that
would not be threatening to these species. …

Our people have always appreciated that humans
have a relationship and responsibility to all living
things of the earth. We trust that the State of Wisconsin
subscribes to this principle, not only by words but by
enlightened actions of its agencies.

Well, I wasn’t holding my breath for the DNR to act
on the endangered species issue in an “enlightened”
way, and neither was gaiashkibos. And sure enough,
within a few days of gaiashkibos sending his letter to
Besadny, the department proved once more that it
was unwilling to rise to the occasion. You see, the
Natural Resources Board (NRB) was scheduled to
meet in Ashland, Wisconsin on July 25, 1991, and
three people from the Flambeau Summer coalition
decided to go there to repeat the same three
demands the group had made to Secretary Besadny
in Madison. I wish you could have been there to
watch my friends David Skrupky, Sean Guilfoyle and
Jeff Peterson take on the board! They conducted
themselves as the gentlemen they are and laid all the
facts out straight, to the point and clear enough so
that even Governor Thompson’s appointees on the
board should have been able to understand it. But
the NRB responded in the same arrogant way it had
done so many times before and refused to do any-
thing about the problem. Here is how the scene was
reported in the July 26, 1991 issue of the Milwaukee
Sentinel (CD 86-9):

The Natural Resources Board did not consider action
on the mine issue Thursday while meeting in
Ashland. … State mining law includes a provision for
suspending permits in an emergency, but no emer-
gency exists, said agency spokesman George Meyer.
Erosion barriers will protect the river during site
preparation, meaning the mine won’t discharge
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pollutants into the river for a year or more, he said.
…

“It was ludicrous” for two mining opponents who
addressed the Natural Resources Board Thursday to
accuse the DNR of suppressing information about
endangered species, Meyer said. “We found the
species. We’ll protect them.” 

“Ludicrous?” In my mind, the only thing ludicrous
about the whole deal was how the DNR was ignoring
the law, ignoring the facts and making light of the sit-
uation. Yet, our options seemed to be running out,
short of going to court and suing the buzzards. 

To make matters worse, Kennecott started moving
in heavy equipment like bulldozers, backhoes, buzz-
saw slashers, graders and dump trucks during the last
week of July to begin site preparation in earnest.
Within a week’s time, a significant amount of con-
struction and clearing had taken place. I know,
because my friends Bill Volkman, Dorothy Volkman
and Sue Bash drove over to the site and documented
what was happening (CD 86-10). What bothered me
the most about the whole deal was that Kennecott
was cutting down all those trees and bulldozing all
that land, knowing that the endangered species issue
had not been resolved. What happened to all that talk
about the mining company being a “good neighbor?”  

After witnessing how the people of Flambeau
Summer and the LCO Ojibwe were being stonewalled
by the DNR, the John Muir Chapter of the Sierra Club
decided to step forward and get involved in the con-
troversy. Chapter members were concerned about
how the Environmental Impact Statement for Kenne-
cott’s project had been inaccurate and deceptive with
regard to endangered species and believed the integ-
rity of the whole Environmental Impact Statement
process was at stake. Just like gaiashkibos and the rest
of us, they felt the DNR was mishandling the whole
thing. The final result was that the Sierra Club joined
forces with the LCO Ojibwe to initiate a lawsuit on
July 31, 1991 against the DNR to force the issue of
protecting the endangered species. 

The complaint was filed in Dane County Circuit
Court on July 31, 1991, and the case was assigned to
Judge George Northrup (Case No. 91-CV-2972).
Attorneys involved on our behalf included E. Marie
Butler and Larry Leventhal, who represented the LCO
Ojibwe, and Roger Buffett, who had been retained by
the national Sierra Club. The legal brief they submitted
to the court included a comprehensive history of the
DNR’s blunderings on the endangered species issue. It
is rather lengthy to read but included in its entirety on
the CD-ROM that accompanies the book (CD 86-11).
The bottom line was that the petitioners asked the

judge to require the DNR to prepare a supplemental EIS
on endangered species and suspend all the mining
company’s permits in the interim (Figure 86-4).

My friend Carl Zichella, who at the time was the
Midwest Regional Director of the Sierra Club, issued a

Carl Zichella, Just a Good Guy
I’m not sure when Evelyn and I first got acquainted with
Carl Zichella, but he’s one person I’m glad we met. He just
was a good guy, pitching for the right things all the time.
Whenever I heard him speak on environmental issues, he
knew what he was talking about and was very sincere. You
could tell he had done his homework. 

I have a lot of affection for Carl, and so did Evelyn. And I
think he kind of liked us, too! In particular, Carl always
treated Evelyn like a lady. I remember one time when we
were in Madison and he overheard us phoning our daughter
Susan for a ride. Well, Carl was not about to let Evelyn and
me do any waiting or any walking. So he announced to us,
“I’m going to take you wherever you need to go.” And he
did. We really appreciated his kindness.

If you were in a struggle, Carl was the kind of guy you’d
want on your side. Besides being well-informed, he wasn’t
afraid to speak up and take on the big boys. And he also
had a colorful way of saying things! After the Sierra Club
and LCO Ojibwe filed their lawsuit to protect the endangered
species, Carl issued not only a press release from the Sierra
Club, but also a personal statement. Here are a few excerpts
from the latter (CD 86-14):

� The effort to open this mine has been fraught with
controversy. Since the contested Master Hearing it has
appeared to many of us that the DNR has become
increasingly hell bent to permit this mine regardless of
any environmental considerations that might arise.

� The state has done no surveys of endangered clams
in the Flambeau River. How can they claim in their
EIS, then, that none, nor any other endangered
species were present? Are they clairvoyant?
Perhaps the Amazing Kreshkin wrote the endan-
gered species section of their EIS. I wasn’t aware he
had replaced Ron Nicotera.

� The DNR does not know what organisms serve as
the host species for the purple wartyback or the
bullhead clams. Yet they claim that hypothetical
emissions levels from the mine (which they accept
as if Moses had delivered them to James Klauser)
will not be great enough to destroy these species.

Carl was well able to carry on serious business and still
have a twinkle in his eye! I was sorry when he moved to
California in 2000. The west coast’s gain was a real loss to
the environmental people of Wisconsin.
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Figure 86-4. This is the final page of
the legal brief submitted on behalf of
the LCO Ojibwe and Sierra Club in
their lawsuit against the DNR. It sum-
marized what the petitioners wanted
the court to do in response to the
DNR’s mishandling of the endangered
species issue. See CD 86-11 to read
the complete brief (Dane County
Circuit Court, Case No. 91-CV-2972,
July 31, 1991).
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dandy press release about the lawsuit that was picked
up by newspapers across the state (CD 86-12). I have
to give credit to John Terrill of the Ladysmith News for
how he handled the story. He ran it on the front page
of the paper and included almost everything Carl had
to say (Figure 86-5). The only thing Terrill left out was
one line where Carl really blasted the DNR by saying:

The magnitude of [the department’s] failure speaks
volumes about the arrogance with which they’ve
approached this project. Their attitude has been:
“What’s a few clams and bugs? We’re going to allow
this project no matter what we find.”

I would also like to mention a story about the lawsuit
that appeared in the August 1, 1991 issue of the Saint
Paul Pioneer Press. It started out by giving some back-
ground information on the matter and went on to
state, “DNR officials have acknowledged they ignored
recommendations for biological studies of the area
while the permits were pending.” A number of people
were quoted in the article, including LCO Vice
Chairman Al Trepania, Larry Mercando, Attorney
Larry Leventhal and Attorney Roger Buffett. Here is
what each of them said (CD 86-15):
� Al Trepania: “We should not allow endangered

species to perish because we did not have time to
look for them. The DNR shows such contempt for
the chain of life that it does not even look for
endangered species.”

� Larry Mercando: “There’s no basis to their claims.
Water quality standards for mine discharges are
strict enough to protect endangered species.”

� Larry Leventhal: “The DNR’s action was abusive …
a violation of Wisconsin statutes and certainly a
violation of the treaty rights of the Lac Courte
Oreilles people.”

� Roger Buffett: “What is endangered is the integrity
of the environmental impact statement process.”

The first hearing on the lawsuit took place on August
5, 1991 in front of Judge Northrup. Of course, the
attorneys representing the LCO Ojibwe and Sierra
Club (the plaintiffs) were present, as well as the legal
counsel for the DNR (the defendant). But Kennecott
Attorney John Koeppl showed up, too, even though
the mining company had not been named a defendant
in the case. Koeppl quickly proceeded to file a motion
with the court to allow Kennecott to intervene in the
lawsuit, and since the mining company definitely had
an interest in the final outcome of the case, the judge

Figure 86-5. The LCO
Ojibwe and Sierra Club
make news around the
state and beyond by fil-
ing a lawsuit against the
DNR to stop the largest
mining company in the
world from mining next
to the Flambeau River.
See CD 86-13 to read the
complete story (Lady-
smith News, August 8,
1991; republished with
permission).
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agreed. That meant the plaintiffs would now have to
face not only the DNR’s attorneys, but Kennecott’s
powerful legal team. It was the same thing the mining
company had done to Evelyn and me in 1989 in our
lawsuit against the Grant Town Board. You may recall
how the court allowed Kennecott to intervene in the
case and the mining company proceeded to send John
Koeppl into the courtroom to go after us.

Kennecott was not the only party to make a request
of Judge Northrup at the August 5th hearing. The
LCO Ojibwe and Sierra Club stepped forward to ask
the judge to issue an immediate restraining order
against Kennecott to stop the mining company from
continuing to clear its land next to the Flambeau
River. You see, the plaintiffs knew it would take at
least a month for the lawsuit to play out in court, and
in the meantime Kennecott might totally strip the
land of trees and vegetation. Clearly, the mining com-
pany needed to be stopped at once.

As reported in the August 8, 1991 issue of the
Ladysmith News, Attorney Koeppl and DNR Attorney
Lisa Levin “argued against the temporary restraining
order, saying that the petitioners had not shown that
irreparable harm was being done at the mine site”
(CD 86-16). But I don’t know how Koeppl and Levin
could have made that argument with a straight face.
Possibly killing endangered species sounded pretty
“irreparable” to me.

At any rate, Judge Northrup responded to the plain-
tiffs’ oral request for a restraining order by saying he
needed to get all the facts before making a decision.
He gave the LCO Ojibwe and Sierra Club attorneys
four days to submit their request in writing and pro-
vide him with additional information. He also set the
hearing date on the matter for August 23, 1991.

What Attorneys Buffett, Leventhal and Butler de-
cided to do in response to the judge’s request for more
information was refine the original legal brief they had
filed on July 31, 1991 to focus more attention on legal
standards for “irreparable harm” and how the approval
of the mine had been based on a “fraudulently mislead-
ing” EIS. The amended complaint was filed on August
9, 1991 and I have included the main points for you to
see on the following page. In addition, I’d like to share
with you the following statement from the brief,
because it really hit the nail on the head (CD 86-17): 

Even on a balancing test, the plaintiffs should clearly
prevail. The harm which may be done to endangered
species, and to the biodiversity the plaintiffs seek to
protect and enjoy, may indeed be irreparable. As we
have said previously, if the mining company must
wait three months or three years, to assure protec-

tion of these species, there will not be one ounce less
copper or one gram less gold in the ore body.
Wisconsin, through its program for protecting and
restoring the habitat for endangered species has
(with respect to some species) shown that rehabilita-
tive measures can be productive. In the absence of
such measures, however, an endangered species may
become an extinct species.

The lawsuit waged in defense of the clams was as solid
as it could be. But Kennecott acted like nothing was
wrong. The mining company actually picked up the
pace to clear the mine site after the lawsuit was filed!
By the beginning of August, about sixty people were
hard at work cutting down tress, stripping the topsoil,
bulldozing the land and using heavy equipment right
along the river (CD 86-18). I think Kennecott figured
that if enough work was done to prepare the site before
the case was heard in court, the judge would be less
likely to stop the project. The mining company showed
no regard whatsoever for how its actions might harm
the sensitive endangered species in the area. 

Well, the people of Flambeau Summer weren’t about
to put up with that kind of behavior from Kennecott!
So while waiting for the court to act on the plaintiffs’
request for a restraining order, a number of protesters,
including Ray Starrett, Phyllis Hodgson, Jan Jacoby,
Jeff Peterson, Marsha Stelzer, Al Gedicks, David
Skrupky, Will Fantle, Ruth Merrill and Linda Craemer
took matters into their own hands. They showed up at
Kennecott’s little office building in Ladysmith on
August 2, 1991 for a peaceful demonstration and were
able to get inside the building before anyone had a
chance to lock the door (Figure 86-6). Then they pro-
ceeded to hand Larry Mercando a “Citizens’ Injunction
to Stop Mining Construction” (Figures 86-7). Here is
how Al Gedicks described the scene in his book, The
New Resource Wars:

In early August, thirteen Flambeau Summer
activists visited Kennecott’s downtown Ladysmith
office and served Larry Mercando with a citizens’
injunction. “Kennecott/RTZ’s frenetic construction
activity next to the Flambeau River has created a
state of environmental emergency in Ladysmith,”
said Jan Jacoby. “We are here today to present you
with a citizens’ injunction to halt all activity at the
mine site until the courts have ruled on the merits 
of the case against the DNR. To deliberately acceler-
ate the pace of construction activity while these crit-
ical legal and ecological issues are unresolved is 
eco-terrorism.” 

But Mercando wouldn’t listen to what Jan and the
others had to say. Instead he called in the police, who
were only too glad to come and protect him from all
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those wild protesters. In the process, two demonstra-
tors who quietly refused to leave the building on their
own were arrested for disorderly conduct. As you can
see from the photos, the first one to be hauled down
to the station, my friend Ray Starrett of Marshfield,
Wisconsin, was really a handful for the cops (Figure
86-10). And the second one, a gentle woman by the
name of Phyllis Hodgson, was just as difficult to

control (Figure 86-11). 
Before the court had a chance to rule on the

request from the LCO Ojibwe and Sierra Club to sus-
pend Kennecott’s permits, the DNR decided to throw
us a bone. Secretary Besadny announced that the
department had agreed to prepare a supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement (SEIS) on the
endangered species at the mine site, even though he

1. Hearing Examiner David Schwarz based his decision to
allow the mine on faulty information. 

When Schwarz issued the permits for the Flambeau Mine
on January 14, 1991, he cited certain “Findings of Fact” to
justify his decision. In particular, Schwarz included the fol-
lowing “facts” in his report, which were listed by LCO and
the Sierra Club in their legal brief:

� The proposed project will not have an adverse
impact on plant life and resources, the fishery
resource of the Flambeau River or wildlife including
the eagles nesting approximately 1.15 miles south
of the mine site. There are no threatened or endan-
gered plant or animal species on the site; and

� The content of and procedures utilized to prepare
and circulate the Draft and Final Environmental
Impact Statements comply with the requirements
of sec. 1.11, Stats., and Ch. NR 150, Wis, Adm.
Code. The final EIS adequately apprised the pub-
lic of the environmental and economic issues
raised by the project. [emphasis added]

The legal brief went on to say, “These essential findings,
upon which each of the permits and approvals were
granted, were inaccurate or incorrect, because, petitioners
believe, the original EIS was fraudulently misleading.”

2. Despite recommendations from the director of the
DNR’s Bureau of Endangered Resources, no survey for
endangered species was performed by the department. 

The legal brief referred to the July 5, 1989 letter written by
Ron Nicotera to Ed Jepsen and stated, “In spite of … con-
cerns and recommendations forwarded by the Director of
Endangered Resources to the department’s Environmental
Analysis Unit on July 5, 1989, well before the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement was issued on
September 6, 1989, there was no serious attempt made
before the issuance of the Final Environmental Impact
Statement to locate any of the species listed as endan-
gered by the department.” 

3. Kennecott shares responsibility for the glaring omis-
sions in the record. 

As stated in the brief, “Mr. Nicotera’s April 3, 1989 letter to
Flambeau’s agent preparing its Environmental Impact
Report should have provided adequate warning that the
state was required to pay some attention to possibly
endangered species. Thorough inventories by Foth and
Van Dyke, the environmental consultants, should have
located at least two of the three species which have since
been found in the vicinity of the mine, since all three
appear to have lived there for some time.”

4. The DNR has oversimplified the issues involved in pro-
tecting the endangered clams. 

The brief stated, “The Wisconsin Department of Natural
Resources seems to want to rely primarily on the protec-
tion given “aquatic resources” by the wastewater dis-
charge limitations. Mere protection of the aquatic
resources through stringent regulation of the processed
wastewater, however, does nothing to protect endangered
resources against changes such as those contemplated in
the water regulatory permits issued … The concerns
expressed … should clearly show the Court that we are
here dealing with matters of such scientific complexity
that only by referring this matter back to the agency with
clear instructions not to “sweep difficult questions under
the rug,” can the goals of Wisconsin Environmental Policy
Act be fulfilled in this case.”

5. The legal standard for establishing “irreparable harm”
has been met.

There really was no precedent in the Wisconsin courts for
issuing a restraining order against a project because of a
faulty EIS process. But the legal brief mentioned how
“Wisconsin’s Environmental Policy Act (WEPA), by refer-
ence, incorporates the standards of the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).” And the brief went on
to cite plenty of case law from the federal courts to estab-
lish that Kennecott’s actions indeed fit the definition for
causing “irreparable harm.” 

Main Points in the Legal Brief Filed on Behalf of the LCO Ojibwe and
Sierra Club to Stop Construction of the Flambeau Mine (CD 86-17)
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still maintained the DNR was not legally required to
do so (CD 86-19). I suppose he hoped this gesture of
good will would make the plaintiffs drop the lawsuit.
But it didn’t work. You see, as reported in the August
8, 1991 issue of the Ladysmith News, Besadny also
announced that Kennecott would be allowed to pro-
ceed with clearing the land along the Flambeau River
while the SEIS was being written (CD 86-20). It felt
like the DNR had missed the whole point. We had no
choice but to proceed in court.

And now I need to tell you about a really dirty deal.
In my opinion, it shows to what length those people
who supported Kennecott would go to undermine our
court case—indeed, to the point of endangering peo-
ple’s lives. When you read what happened, you may
find it hard to believe. But let me tell you the story. 

In preparation for the August 23rd hearing on the
restraining order, the LCO Ojibwe decided to hire a
clam expert by the name of Marian Havlik from La
Crosse, Wisconsin to coordinate a survey of the

Flambeau River with the scientists of
the Great Lakes Indian Fish and Wildlife
Commission. Havlik had devoted over
22 years of her life to the study of fresh-
water mussels and had her own com-
pany, Malacological Consultants, that
specialized in doing river surveys for
various clam species. In fact, to this day
Havlik is known as the “Clam Lady of
America’s Rivers.” In a way she re-
minded me of Evelyn. Both women had
educated themselves in later life to
become experts in their respective
fields—by reading books, talking to
people, writing to state and federal
agencies, taking field trips, visiting uni-
versities and getting their feet wet, one
way or another! 

Figure 86-6. Jan Jacoby’s face says it all: “Oops, Larry, you forgot to lock
the door!” (Photo by David Skrupky of Turtle Lake, WI, August 2, 1991).

Figure 86-8. Marsha Stelzer from Rice Lake, Wisconsin participates in
the August 2, 1991 demonstration outside Kennecott’s office in
Ladysmith (Photo by Al Gedicks of La Crosse, WI, August 2, 1991).

Figure 86-7. Jeff Peterson (right) delivers a “Citizens’ Injunction to Stop Mining
Operations” to Kennecott’s project director Larry Mercando (center). Of course, the cops
were there to protect Larry (Photo by Al Gedicks of La Crosse, WI, August 2, 1991).
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At any rate, Havlik made plans to do a preliminary
survey of the Flambeau River in mid-July of 1991 to
look for any clams, and particularly endangered clams
living close to the mine site. The LCO Ojibwe wanted to
get some independent information about what was
really there, instead of just depending on what the DNR
was going to tell the judge in court. And I could hardly
blame the tribe. Would you, my dear readers, have
trusted the DNR to come clean with complete and accu-
rate information, knowing what you know from read-
ing my story? 

At any rate, Havlik completed her initial survey of
the river and submitted her findings to the court in a
sworn affidavit dated July 24, 1991 (CD 86-21). She
noted that she had found “several empty shells of the
purple wartyback mussel” and that the river bottom in
the vicinity of the mine was “apparently ideal freshwa-
ter mussel habitat.” She went on to state, “An adequate
study must be conducted to map the areas inhabited by
mussels upstream, in the vicinity of, and downstream of
the Flambeau Mine site to actually determine the diver-
sity and density of the existing mussel population.”

Figure 86-9. Dorothy Volkman (center), a longtime ally of Roscoe
and Evelyn Churchill in fighting the mine, participates in a demon-
stration outside Kennecott’s office. Fellow activists Ruth Merrill (left)
and Linda Craemer (right) are also pictured (Photo by Al Gedicks of
La Crosse, WI, August 2, 1991).

Figure 86-10. Ray Starrett, a spokesman for the Wisconsin Green
Party, is handcuffed, hauled away and charged with disorderly con-
duct (Photo by David Skrupky of Turtle Lake, WI, August 2, 1991).

Figure 86-11. Phyllis Hodgson is arrested for disorderly conduct as
Al Gedicks (left) photographs the scene. The police apparently feared
that Phyllis might harm Larry Mercando (Photo by David Skrupky of
Turtle Lake, WI, August 2, 1991).
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Clearly, more work needed to be done, so Havlik
decided to initiate a second, more thorough survey of
the river bottom in mid-August. With the court date
fast approaching, there was no time to lose. She made
plans to bring two professional divers and a data con-
sultant with her on the first day, and she also put the
word out to recruit a team of volunteers (Figure 86-
12). She needed people to do simple things like wade
through shallow parts of the river to find clams, scoop
up samples, record information and man her small
boat as she and the other divers surveyed the bottom
of the river. According to Havlik, the work she had for
the volunteers was “simple enough for even the DNR
to do!” In fact, she referred to the small team she put

together as a “Citizens’ DNR.”
In addition to recruiting about six volunteers, Havlik

also welcomed a couple of reporters who wanted to
join her on the expedition. They were Todd Price and
Luciano, the same reporters from Madison whose
videotapes had been confiscated by Sheriff Dean Meyer
about a month earlier. I really had to hand it to those
two guys. Todd told me later that every time he and
Luciano came to Ladysmith to cover the mining issue,
an unmarked police car would show up out of nowhere
to follow them around with a videocamera, as if they
were some sort of criminals. But they still kept coming
back to do their job of reporting the real story of what
was happening in the Town of Grant.

Figure 86-12. In order to keep
expenses down, malacologist
Marian Havlik recruited a
“Citizens’ DNR” to assist her in
surveying the Flambeau River
for clams. See CD 86-22 for a
copy of the complete flier
(August 1991).
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The date that Havlik set for her survey was August
17, 1991. And as a courtesy, she notified both the
DNR and mining company of her plans, telling them
when and where she and the volunteers would be
working. She also had her team of volunteers come to
the Thornapple Campground, located just north of
Ladysmith, the night before the survey for an orienta-
tion session. She brought lifejackets and waders for
everyone and lots of containers for the samples she
anticipated collecting. It looked like she was prepared
for anything and everything. Little did she know what
was in store for her the next day.

Yes, my dear readers, it’s time to tell you about the
dirty deal I referred to earlier. Here is what happened:
The first part of the Flambeau River that Havlik
planned to survey was the stretch running from the
Northern States Power (NSP) dam in Ladysmith to
the mine site. She had enough equipment and people
for two boats, and the launch point was located a
short distance upstream from the Wagon Bridge on
the east end of Ladysmith. When the boats entered
the river, the water was absolutely quiet. That was no
surprise to Havlik, because the Flambeau River was
normally quite tranquil. The big surprise, however,
came about ten minutes later, when a blast of water
came down the river from the dam, raising the water
level eighteen inches to two feet above normal within
a few minutes. You see, unbeknownst to Havlik and
her team, the operator of the NSP dam had decided to
open the gates.

The rush of water caught everyone off guard, and
Havlik’s two boats were swept downstream toward
the Wagon Bridge. The first boat went underneath the
bridge and made it through without crashing into the
bridge’s concrete supports. But the second boat carry-
ing Havlik, Luciano and several volunteers was not so
lucky. It started to take on water, turned on its side
and proceeded to slam into the bridge where it
remained pinned against the concrete supports. Those
in the first boat could only watch with horror as their
friends held onto the side of the crippled boat for dear
life. The current was too strong for anyone to reach
them.

The only option to save the crew was for each per-
son, one by one, to let go of the capsized boat and
trust the current to carry them downstream to safety.
And it worked! Those in the first boat were able to
fish everyone out of the water and return to shore.
Luckily, no one drowned, but there is no doubt that all
on board could have been killed.

Price, who was in the first boat, caught the after-

math of the accident on videotape. And believe me, it
was quite a sight to see Havlik’s boat wedged between
those concrete pillars. It took a tow truck to dislodge
it, and the boat had to be pulled up over the side of
the bridge. Havlik also lost some pretty expensive
equipment that day, as did Luciano. He told me later
that he held onto his camera when he was in the
water, even though he didn’t know if the camera was
still working, and kept filming for as long as he could.
When I asked him why he took such a chance, he said,
with a laugh in his voice, “There was nothing else to
do!” He later dried out the camera and developed the
film. As expected, the camera could not be fixed, but
the film was okay up until the time the boat capsized.

The tragedy under the Wagon Bridge put an end to
Havlik’s survey. But we didn’t just shrug our shoulders
and walk away. People started asking questions.
Could it be that Havlik’s efforts to survey the river
had intentionally been scuttled? I for one did not trust
the power company that controlled the dam. You see,
power companies and mining companies tend to cozy
up to each other (I suppose because mining compa-
nies use lots of electrical power and power companies
like to sell lots of electricity). I also knew that
Kennecott had been told when and where Havlik was
going to conduct her survey, so the information could
have easily been passed on to someone else. Another
interesting tidbit was that, as reported by Al Gedicks
in The New Resources War, “the dam operator nor-
mally did not change the water level on the weekend
because of how it could endanger those who used the
river for recreation.” Putting all those things together,
was it any wonder we suspected foul play?

My friend Sue Bash, who was one of Havlik’s vol-
unteers that day, wanted the public to know what had
happened and the seriousness of the situation. So she
wrote a brief article and submitted it to the Ladysmith
News as a paid advertisement (Figure 86-13). As Sue
mentioned, “Thank goodness there wasn’t anyone
else out on the river [that day], like a Boy Scout
canoe trip!”

Without a doubt, there was a lot of drama and
intrigue leading up to the August 23, 1991 court
hearing on the endangered species issue. It was a wild
summer, to put it mildly, and a lot of strong personal-
ities were headed for a clash. On the one hand we had
Larry Mercando, Carroll Besadny and Linda Bochert,
who were like three peas in a pod. And on the other
we had gaiashkibos, Carl Zichella, Marian Havlik and
the people of Flambeau Summer. It was anyone’s
guess how it would all turn out.
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By the time the hearing on the restraining order
against Kennecott was held, the mining company had
removed the timber and scraped the topsoil off nearly
90 acres of land along the Flambeau River. It felt like
a defiant move on the company’s part to show every-
one that the backwoods people of northern Wisconsin
weren’t going to stop the largest mining company in
the world. It was clear to us that Kennecott had no
regard for the community, no regard for the Native
people, no regard for Wisconsin’s environmental laws,
no regard for due process and certainly no regard for
the endangered species. And the fact that the DNR
had gone along with the whole mess told us the
department was no better. The question in all of our
minds, however, was whether or not Judge George
Northrup would see things the same way we did.

Attorney Lisa Levin, who worked in the Wisconsin
Attorney General’s office, was assigned to represent
the DNR in the case. But for all practical purposes, it
looked like she had been sent by the state to represent
the mining company. Right off the bat she teamed up
with Kennecott Attorney John Koeppl to try to get our
lawsuit dismissed by the court. Here was the strategy
they used, as reported in the August 8, 1991 issue of
the Ladysmith News (CD 86-16):

Arguments [were] raised whether the petitioners
have legal standing to challenge issuance of mining
permits at this point. Following the granting of the
mine permits by state hearing examiner David
Schwarz in January 1991, parties to the Master
Hearing had a limited time frame to appeal that
decision in circuit court. No appeal was made.

In terms of the “limited time frame” we had for filing
an appeal to Schwarz’s decision, here is what Levin
was talking about:

� Wis. Stat. 227.49 states, “Any person aggrieved by
a final order [in a contested case] may, within 20
days after service of the order, file a written peti-
tion for rehearing.” Since Schwarz’s decision was
handed down on January 14, 1991, that meant we
had until February 3, 1991 to request a rehearing
on the matter; and

� Wis. Stat. 227.53(1)(a)2 states, “Unless a rehear-
ing is requested under s. 227.49, petitions for
[judicial] review under this paragraph shall be
served and filed within 30 days after the service of
the decision of the agency upon all parties.” That
meant we had until February 13, 1991 to file any
kind of lawsuit. 

Unfortunately, our complaint was not filed with the
court until July 31, 1991. The defense team argued
that since we had not acted quickly enough to chal-
lenge the permits, we were out of luck. I guess it did
not matter to Levin and Koeppl that Schwarz’s deci-
sion had been based on incorrect and incomplete
information—and that none of us had seen the
DNR’s “Clamgate” memo until after the clock had 
run out. 

What’s more, you may recall from an earlier chap-
ter that the LCO Ojibwe had indeed filed a request
with DNR Secretary Carroll Besadny in early February
of 1991 to review Schwarz’s decision. Even though
the tribe did not know about the endangered clams at
the time, concerns were raised about how the mine
had the potential to harm the environment and
thereby violate the tribe’s treaty rights. But Besadny
had dismissed the LCO Ojibwe’s request by saying, “I
do not believe that further proceedings in this matter
would produce relevant substantive evidence that
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was not available at the time of the hearing, or
already in the record” (CD 76-30). Boy, was he wrong!

Besides Levin’s claim that the LCO Ojibwe and
Sierra Club had missed the deadline for filing an
appeal to Schwarz’s decision, she also maintained the
plaintiffs had missed several deadlines for challeng-
ing the contents of the EIS itself. Here are the relevant
statutes:
� Wis. Stat. 293.43(3)(c) states, “Individual persons

may submit written comments [on an Environ-
mental Impact Statement] within 120 days of the
date of issuance of the statement.” Since the final
EIS was issued in March of 1990, that meant we
had until July of 1990 to submit any written chal-
lenge to the DNR’s claim that no threatened or
endangered species were present at the mine site;
and

� Wis. Stat. 227.44(3) states, “Opportunity shall be
afforded all parties [at a contested case hearing] 
to present evidence and to rebut or offer counter-
vailing evidence.” Since the Master Hearing on 
the Flambeau Mine had commenced on July 
16, 1990 and concluded on August 7, 1990, Levin
claimed that’s when we should have mounted our
challenge. 

I must emphasize once more that none of us had even
seen the “Clamgate” memo until June of 1991. But
Levin was not to be deterred. She maintained that
since the memo had been on file at the DNR since July
of 1989 (when it was first written), it was in effect
our own fault that we had not found it in time to do
something about it (CD 87-1). Wow! As Al Gedicks
stated in his book, The New Resources War, “The logi-
cal implication of [Levin’s] motion was that the pub-
lic should not assume that the EIS is a truthful
document and should take responsibility for verifying
every statement in the EIS by examining DNR files in
detail.” Needless to say, Judge Northrup did not buy
into any of the defense team’s arguments about how
our clock had run out. 

And for the record, I’d like to point out another
statute that had more relevance to our case than any
of the ones cited by Levin and Koeppl. And that’s Wis.
Stat. 293.85(3) which clearly allows the DNR to can-
cel a mining permit at any point in time “if the permit
holder intentionally made a false statement in the
permit application or intentionally omitted informa-
tion from the permit application which was material
to permit issuance.” That’s what we were really talk-
ing about in our case. In fact, this particular statute is
so important that I have included it here in its entirety
for you to see.

The hearing on the restraining order took place as
scheduled in Dane County Circuit Court on August
23, 1991. And as reported in the August 24, 1991
issue of the Milwaukee Sentinel, Judge Northrup
made it clear from the beginning that the fundamen-
tal question to be answered was this (CD 87-2):

Did the public have any meaningful opportunity to
participate in [the environmental impact statement
process], if the public was led to believe there were
complete surveys of endangered species in the area
and if the public was led to believe there was no rea-
son for concern in that regard?

Attorneys Larry Leventhal, E. Marie Butler and Roger
Buffett, the legal team representing the Lac Courte
Oreilles Ojibwe and Sierra Club, must have been
elated to hear Judge Northrup say what he did,
because they were fully prepared to prove the DNR
had not surveyed the mine site for endangered
species until after the mining permits were issued.
What’s more, the record showed that one of the
“facts” cited by Schwarz to justify his decision to
allow the mine was that “no threatened or endan-
gered plant or animal species” were present at the
site. Clearly, the public had been misled.

To prove the point about how the DNR had failed
to look for endangered species at the mine site and
then simply claimed there were none, the plaintiffs
put Ron Nicotera on the stand. You may recall,
Nicotera was the director of the DNR’s Bureau of
Endangered Resources and the same guy who had
written the “Clamgate” memo. As reported in the
Milwaukee Sentinel article, Nicotera confirmed for the
court that “a recent clam census on the nearby
Flambeau River—conducted after an endangered
species was unexpectedly discovered and after the
DNR had issued permits for the mine—was the DNR’s
first and only endangered species survey in the area”
[emphasis added].

And then, as kind of a one-two punch, Attorney

WIS. STAT. 293.85 CANCELLATION OF PERMIT. The
department may, after hearing, cancel:
(1) The prospecting permit for a prospecting site that is the

site of a violation of this chapter [Chapter 293—Metallic
Mining].

(2) The mining permit for a mining site that is the site of a
violation of this chapter.

(3) A mining or prospecting permit, if the permit holder
intentionally made a false statement in the permit appli-
cation or intentionally omitted information from the
permit application which was material to permit
issuance. [emphasis added]
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Leventhal called Marian Havlik of Malacological
Consultants as a witness. You see, even though
Havlik’s own survey of the river had been called off
due to rough water and the capsizing of her boat, she
was still willing and able to serve as a valuable source
of information at the hearing. The judge listened
intently as she explained to him how the endangered
clams “could prove highly sensitive to silt running off
the mine construction site and to traces of copper in
mine wastewater” (CD 87-1). George Spangler, a fish-
eries professor at the University of Minnesota, also
witnessed to the fact that the so-called “host species”
for the endangered clams wasn’t known, making any
effort to save the clams more difficult. 

The factual information presented to the judge by
the LCO and Sierra Club witnesses was hard to refute.
In fact, it was so hard to refute that I guess the only
hope Kennecott had was to hire a witness who was
willing to say something so outrageous that it ended up
backfiring! And this, my dear readers, is what brings
me to the story of the Texas clam expert.

Arthur Clarke of Portland, Texas was a malacologist
who came to Madison to offer testimony on behalf of
Kennecott regarding the endangered clams. As far as I
know he had never been to Wisconsin, but he acted like
he knew anything and everything there was to know
about the Flambeau River and the clams that lived in it.
He gave the judge a little bit of information about the
purple wartyback clam and said the mine wouldn’t
harm it. But where was his proof? And then he pro-
ceeded to talk about the bullhead mussel, at which
point his testimony went from the sublime to the ridicu-
lous. Here is what Clarke said, as reported in the August
29, 1991 issue of the Ladysmith News (CD 87-3):

“The Bullhead clam, in my opinion, isn’t present in
the Flambeau River. I feel that it was planted in the
river. It’s the best way to cause trouble.”

What? At first I couldn’t believe what I was hearing.
Did Clarke really think that those of us opposed to the
mine would be able to get our hands on specimens of
endangered clams, much less plant them in the river
for someone to find? The whole darned thing was so
silly that a number of people in the audience actually
started to laugh. Here is how Al Gedicks described the
scene in his book, The New Resources Wars: 

Chippewa attorney Larry Leventhal asked Clarke
why he didn’t say anything in his report about the
potential planting of the clams. Clarke replied, “I
didn’t know I was going to be retained [by
Kennecott].” Leventhal then asked him how mine
opponents would have known exactly where to plant
the clams, and all the other dead bullhead clam

shells, so that he could find them. At that  point,
some of the courtroom spectators could hardly con-
tain their laughter and Kennecott attorney John
Koeppl objected to continuing this line of question-
ing. The judge dismissed the witness.

When you think about it, I guess the easiest way for
Kennecott to get around the whole endangered
species issue was to suggest that the clams had been
planted. But the whole thing was so over the top that
it made the mining company look pretty dumb. I
remember hearing Walt Bresette say later, “The clam
was planted alright. It was planted by the creator.
That’s his home there in the river.”

Almost as unbelievable as Clarke’s testimony was
the coverage it got in the Ladysmith News. The front-
page news story started out by saying, “One of two
species of endangered clams found in the Flambeau
River near the site of the Flambeau Mining Company
open pit copper mine may have been planted there by
mine opponents.” The article went on to highlight
what Clarke had said about the bullhead clam but said
absolutely nothing about how Leventhal had ripped
the testimony apart. And there certainly was no men-
tion of how the audience had broken into laughter.
No, editor John Terrill only reported the part of the
story that made us look bad. But that wasn’t even the
half of it! Right next to the article about the hearing
was another story about how I had just announced my
resignation from the Rusk County Board. I have
included both for you to see, as they appeared side-by-
side on the front page of the paper (Figure 87-1).

Hmmm. One headline said “Expert believes clam
was planted in Flambeau River,” and next to it the
reader saw this: “Churchill quits post on board.” The
juxtaposition almost suggested the two stories were
related! Did I resign because my misdeeds had been
uncovered? Well, you’ll have to read the next chapter
of my story to find out! For now, let’s get back to the
hearing on the restraining order.

After the case was heard by Judge Northrup, he
said that he needed a few days to look everything
over before rendering a decision. And on August 29,
1991 he announced his ruling (CD 87-5):

All permits issued [to Kennecott] which relate to
either site preparation or mining operations and
activities shall be suspended pending completion
of a Supplemental Environmental Impact Study
by the Department of Natural Resources.

Wow! We got what we wanted! The judge went on to
state that the injunction would be in effect until thirty
days after the DNR completed its supplemental EIS
on the endangered species. He also criticized the DNR
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Figure 87-1. The plot thickens. News of the alleged planting of an endangered clam in the Flambeau River is run side-by-side with a story about Roscoe
Churchill resigning from the Rusk County Board. See CD 87-3 and CD 87-4 to read each story in its entirety (Ladysmith News, August 29, 1991; repub-
lished with permission). 

By August of 1991 I was pretty disappointed with the
prospect of continuing my work on the Rusk County Board.
The chairman of the board, Bernice Dukerschein, had proven
difficult for me to work with and had even violated her oath of
office by not following through on all the resolutions passed
by the board. The mine I had fought so hard to oppose was
close to becoming a reality. What’s more, I had recently been
diagnosed with prostate cancer, and my doctor felt I just did
not need the added aggravation.

And, believe me, serving on the Rusk County Board was
aggravating! In fact, it may have been the hardest thing I did
during those years of my life - facing the county board all the
time. Invariably my guts would be tied in knots, especially
when John Kaiser was chairman. I knew there would always
be a confrontation. It was just plain hell. I didn’t mind climbing
on the DNR and the mining company. But when you’re quar-
reling with the people living around you, it’s a different deal. 

Even my last county board meeting was rough. I spoke out
against a proposed landfill in the Town of Stubbs in Rusk

County because I feared it would turn into a dumping ground
for garbage from Minnesota. But Bill Rands, the president of
Rusk County Landfill, Inc., assured the board that it was the
company’s intention to serve the immediate area and not take
out-of-state waste. To make a long story short, The board
approved the project, the Town of Stubbs got paid a pittance
as part of the deal, Rands turned around and sold or some-
how transferred the facility to another company called Waste
Management, Inc., and that company started filling up the
dump with garbage from Minnesota.

That’s the kind of stuff I got tired of dealing with. So I turned in
my letter of resignation on August 27, 1991, after having
served for fifteen years on the board. I wrote in the letter,
“Because I no longer believe that the Rusk County Board is the
way in which I can work for my environmental concerns and
because I want to use what energy I have to work with those
individuals and organizations that are working for the protec-
tion of Northern Wisconsin’s forests, groundwater, and farming
communities, I resign from the Rusk County Board today.” 

Resigning from the Rusk County Board
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from the bench, stating that the EIS written by the
department “was so fundamentally flawed they [the
DNR officials] have to be embarrassed” (CD 87-6). I
guess the testimony of the Texas clam expert didn’t
impress the judge very much!

We could tell from Northrup’s ruling that he had
taken the testimony of Marian Havlik to heart, as well
as the various issues raised by Attorneys Leventhal,
Butler and Buffett in their legal brief. As reported in
the August 30, 1991 issue of the Saint Paul Pioneer
Press, the judge stated, “The possibility of irreparable
harm to wildlife warrants an injunction until the DNR
thoroughly reviews the situation” (CD 87-7). And
when talking about the supplemental EIS to be pre-
pared by the DNR, Northrup cautioned the depart-
ment that “considering only the effects of wastewater
dumping, and not other possible pollution—such as
that from site preparation for the pit mine itself—may
not be enough” (CD 87-6).

The only thing Northrup allowed Kennecott to do
in the interim was carry out DNR-approved erosion
control work at the site. As you know, the mining
company had already cleared the trees and other veg-
etation from a 90-acre area, and all that bare land
needed to be stabilized so that sediment wouldn’t get
into the river and harm the clams. But all other activ-

ity at the site was to stop immediately. Here were the
judge’s words, as reported in the Saint Paul Pioneer
Press (CD 87-7):

“Given the size of the project and what is involved in
it, the further along it goes the more rationale there
is for not stopping the project,” Northrup said.
“Anything that is going to involve a substantial
investment … is under the injunction,” he added. He
said he did not want to give Flambeau [Mining
Company] the opportunity to argue in a few months:
“You can’t stop us now.”

This was big news! Besides the articles already cited,
the story was reported across the front pages of the
Milwaukee Sentinel and Wisconsin State Journal and
even in the Chicago Tribune (Figure 87-2). News of
the judge’s decision also appeared in London’s
Financial Times, where the September 3, 1991 issue
included an article entitled, “US Copper Development
Halted by Mussel-Power.” I must admit, however, that
my favorite article about the whole ordeal was writ-
ten by reporter Paul DeMain for the September 1991
issue of News From Indian Country. The article stood
out because of how it included the thoughtful per-
spective of the Lac Courte Oreilles tribe. And, besides
that, Paul was the only reporter who commented on
the silliness of the Texas clam expert’s testimony! You

Figure 87-2. The story of how a multi-national mining company had been stopped cold in its tracks made headlines around the state and
beyond (Chicago Tribune, August 30, 1991; reprinted with permission of The Associated Press).
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can read all of these articles on the CD-ROM that
accompanies the book (CD 87-8–CD 87-11).

A news article that really disappointed me, how-
ever, was the one that appeared in the September 5,
1991 issue of the Ladysmith News. Sure, it was on the
front page of the paper, but it was really slanted
toward the mining company’s perspective. Instead of
quoting officials from the LCO tribe and Sierra Club,
who had won the case, the only person who the edi-
tor apparently had time to interview was Larry
Mercando, who had lost! And all Mercando could talk
about was how the mining company was going to
appeal the decision and up to 50 people were going to
lose their jobs as a result of the ruling (CD 87-12).

The paper even ran a separate, front-page statement
from the mining company that talked about how
Kennecott disagreed with the judge’s decision (CD 87-
13). It was kind of fun to sit back and listen to all the
griping, knowing the mine had been stopped. But the
editor would have done a better service to the public
by printing a front-page statement from gaiashkibos
or Carl Zichella about how the ruling was a real vic-
tory for the environment.  

Well, Evelyn wasn’t going to put up with all that
whining from Mercando in the newspaper. So she
wrote a letter to the editor of the Ladysmith News to
tell people the real story about what had happened
(Figure 87-3). In particular, she pointed out that it

Figure 87-3. Evelyn Churchill, at the age of 73, branded Kennecott an “Environmental Outlaw” and was able to cite enough facts, figures and
statutes to prove it (Ladysmith News, September 19, 1991)! 
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was disingenuous for Mercando to complain about
how the injunction was going to cause people to lose
their jobs. You see, most of those people had been
hired after the mining company knew the lawsuit was
in the works! Evelyn called it like she saw it when she
wrote, “Flambeau Mining’s recent environmental
assaults at the mine site were done with full knowl-
edge that  a court injunction was a possibility … and
commencement of mine construction at this time
gave a false message to contractors who had con-
tracted in the belief the work would continue.”

Once the decision was made by Judge Northrup to
halt mine construction, Kennecott immediately
teamed up with the DNR to appeal the ruling, claim-
ing that Northrup had no authority to suspend the
state-issued mining permits. As you will see, however,
by the time the case was heard by the Wisconsin
Court of Appeals on June 2, 1992, the whole thing
was a moot point because the injunction had expired.
As a result, the appeal was dismissed by the court (CD
87-14).

But let me tell you what happened in the interim!
Besides launching a legal assault against Judge
Northrup’s decision in the courts, the mining com-
pany also launched a physical assault against the
mine site itself by ignoring the ruling. You see,
Kennecott had the gall to continue clearing its land
next to the Flambeau River for several days after the
injunction was handed down. 

When we saw what was happening and started to
scream, the mining company claimed it was only try-
ing to “stabilize” the work that had already been done
at the site. But according to the court order, the com-
pany was only supposed to carry out DNR-approved
erosion control work. And we could hardly believe
that clearing more land had been recommended by
the department. No, it appeared the mining company
officials were simply trying to put as much time and
money into the project as possible so that the courts
would be less likely to “pull the plug” on them later.
At least that’s how it looked to me as I drove by the
site at the very end of August and saw how everyone
was working like crazy.

And as far as the need to “stabilize” the site was
concerned, Kennecott had implied to Judge Northrup
at the court hearing that a sophisticated erosion con-
trol system was already in place. In fact, Robert
Sinclair, the construction manager for the mine, had
brought all kinds of maps and photographs of the sys-
tem to court and bragged about how the dikes, fences
and settling ponds were designed to control the
runoff from a once-in-25-year rainfall of 4.6 inches in
24 hours. What’s more, on the day the judge
announced his decision, the Flambeau News printed a
front-page story entitled “Erosion Control Plan in
Place and Working Well” (Figure 87-4). If indeed
what Sinclair had told the judge on August 23rd was
true and what the mining company printed in its

Figure 87-4. Kennecott claims in its
August 29, 1991 newsletter that the
erosion controls at the mine site are
working well. See CD 87-15 to read
the complete article (Flambeau News,
August 29, 1991). 
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newsletter on August 29th was true, how could
Kennecott expect us to believe that the feverish activ-
ity we had witnessed at the mine site on August 30th
and 31st was for erosion control? It appeared, one
way or another, that the mining company had been
caught in a lie. The words “contempt of court” crossed
my mind more than once.

On September 4, 1991, before Kennecott had a
chance to do much more harm at the mine site, repre-
sentatives of the LCO tribe, the Sierra Club, the DNR
and Kennecott got together to draft a legally-binding
agreement regarding permissible activities at the
mine site. The net result was that Kennecott was
required to immediately carry out a number of very
specific activities to stabilize the site, in addition to
maintaining the erosion control program already in
place. Anything else was prohibited for the duration
of the injunction. 

It looked like everything was coming together to
protect the endangered species. But then, in the
beginning of September, something very interesting
happened that seemed to prove Kennecott had been
bluffing when it told Judge Northrup and the public
about the wonderful erosion control program in place
at the mine site. Let me tell you the story!

On Friday, September 6, 1991 it started to rain in
the Town of Grant. It wasn’t a really heavy rain, but
by the time Sunday afternoon rolled around, we had
gotten about 1.8 inches. Even though the rainfall
was less than half the amount that Kennecott had
claimed its erosion control plan could withstand
within a 24-hour period, and even though the min-
ing company had stated in the Flambeau News that
the erosion control system was “working well,” it
washed out at two different control points! I guess
either the mining officials had lied about the
amount of work done on the system, or maybe they
had just figured wrong. At any rate, a plume of mud
about 10 feet wide appeared in the Flambeau River
on Saturday and extended at least a mile down-
stream from the mine site. I know because I saw
photographs of the river. What’s more, the DNR
issued a report on September 10, 1991 that con-
firmed the presence of a plume (CD 87-16). Here is
how the scene was reported in the September 12,
1991 issue of the Milwaukee Sentinel (CD 87-17):

Bales of straw that barricaded a ditch at the south-
west corner of the mine site washed out Friday night
and again on Saturday or Sunday, dumping clay
into the nearby Flambeau River, said Robert
Ramharter of the Department of Natural Resources’
Bureau of Environmental Impact. …

A man who lives down the river from the mine
site, who asked that he not be identified, said a 10-
foot wide plume appeared in the river on Saturday
and Sunday and extended at least a mile down-
stream from the mine. He said he had never seen the
river turn cloudy before.

And then the fun really started! Kennecott and the
DNR teamed up to downplay the situation, and they
did it by spreading a lot of misinformation. Here are
some examples:
� Kennecott issued a press release in which it

claimed that “over 6 inches of rain” had fallen in
the area instead of the 1.78 inches reported by
the ranger station in Ladysmith. It seems the
mining company decided to count the 3.45
inches of rain that fell on Sunday evening and
Monday morning as part of the total, even
though that rain fell after the erosion control sys-
tem had already failed (the rain on Sunday night
did, however, cause the system to wash out at a
third control point).

� Kennecott’s news release also blamed the court
injunction for “preventing completion of some key
components of the erosion control and surface
water management plans.” But the injunction had
been issued only seven days earlier, and the judge
had instructed the mining company to continue
with its erosion control efforts.

� Robert Ramharter of the DNR said, as reported in
the Milwaukee Sentinel article cited above, that:
(1) the runoff was little different than what would
have occurred from a freshly plowed field near the
river; (2) the DNR was sure that fish and other
aquatic organisms in the river had not been
harmed; (3) this was not an abnormal occurrence
for a river; and (4) most aquatic life could easily
survive the type of short-term event that had taken
place. And in stark contrast to what we had been
told by malacologist Marian Havlik, Ramharter
proclaimed, “Clams are not vulnerable to tempo-
rary changes in water quality like silt flowing into
a stream during a storm. They just clam up” (CD
87-17).

How dumb! Luckily, reporter George Stanley of the
Milwaukee Sentinel was up to the task of exposing the
misleading statements made by Kennecott and the
DNR and wrote a news story that laid it all out. I have
included a copy of the article for you to see (Figure
87-5).

After Stanley’s article hit the press, Kennecott
pulled back and let the dust settle for a while, both
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figuratively and literally. But several months later, the
mining company decided to launch another misinfor-
mation campaign to try to shift the blame for its failed
erosion control system onto the Sierra Club. The
whole thing was so slimy that I don’t even want to
waste time talking about it. You can learn the dirty
details for yourself by reading a paid advertisement
that the mining company placed in the February 6,
1992 issue of the Ladysmith News (Figure 87-6). The
only comment I have is this: It’s interesting that
Kennecott waited almost five months to make its out-
rageous allegations about: (1) the “heavy week-long
rains” that had caused the erosion control system to
fail; and (2) how Kennecott had gotten a bum rap for
“damage that was done because the Sierra Club
would not listen.” I suppose the mining company fig-

ured that if it waited long enough to spread its lies,
people would forget what really happened and be-
lieve what they were told. At any rate, we knew the
whole mess was Kennecott’s fault.

Before moving on, there is just one more story I
need to tell you about the injunction. Again, it
involves an advertisement, but this time it was an
expensive full-page advertisement that appeared in
the September 26, 1991 issue of the Ladysmith News
with no mention of who paid for it (Figure 87-7). It
started out with the following statement:

We are concerned business leaders, community lead-
ers and residents of Rusk County and would like to
go on record to express our concern about the impli-
cations of pending legislation and the impact the
recent injunction has had, and could have, on the

Figure 87-5.
Misinformation circulated by
Kennecott regarding the fail-
ure of its erosion control
system is exposed by
reporter George Stanley of
the Milwaukee Sentinel
(“Erosion protection gives
way,” by George Stanley,
Milwaukee Sentinel,
September 14, 1991;
©1991 Milwaukee Journal
Sentinel, Inc.; republished
with permission conveyed
through Copyright
Clearance Center, Inc.).
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future growth of Rusk County.
The recent court-ordered injunction imposed by

Judge Northrup has had an immediate impact on the
economy of Rusk County and the potential for future
growth. Approximately 88 people were employed at
the mining site at the time of this injunction, and an
additional 30 were scheduled to be added on this
week. As a result of the court action over 100 jobs
will be lost in the next six weeks. …

It is not right that oppositionists who
are not Rusk County residents and are not
being affected by the recent injunction,
impose their views on the people of the
county who live, work, pay taxes, and
want the further growth and economic
development of the area. 

Several other statements were made in the
ad as well, followed by a list of signatures
from people who supposedly were upset
with Judge Northrup’s decision. Of course,
most of the signatures were hard to read
and many contained no information about
where the person lived. And the signatures
had been cut and pasted together for the
advertisement, so you couldn’t even say
for sure that everyone had really signed
the statement at the top of the page! Those
are common tricks used by people who
want to make it look like they have more
local support for a particular cause than
might really be the case.

But for the sake of argument, let’s say
that the statement really had been signed
by nearly a thousand Rusk County resi-
dents, as Kennecott claimed. The whole
thing was still a dirty deal. A court of law
had decided the injunction was necessary
to protect the endangered clam and drag-
onfly species at the mine site, and yet
those of us opposed to the mine were
being blamed for the loss of jobs. It was
Kennecott and the DNR’s fault that things
had come to this, not ours. After all, they
were the ones who had ignored Ron
Nicotera’s memo to do a mussel survey of
the Flambeau River. None of the people
who signed the letter seemed to care at all
about the endangered species. In fact, I
remember hearing one local person by the
name of Verna Perona say at a public
meeting “What’s so good about dragon-
flies? When I’m fishing and they fly
around my face, I kill them!”

The newspaper advertisement also
referred to those opposed to the mine as a bunch of
“oppositionists who are not Rusk County residents.”
It was the same kind of rhetoric Mercando had been
using all along. Even though we didn’t know who
paid for the advertisement, it sure looked like
Mercando had a hand in writing it.

Evelyn was very much bothered by the suggestion

Figure 87-6. Kennecott tries to belittle the Sierra Club by placing an advertisement
in the Ladysmith News five months after the erosion incident occurred (Ladysmith
News, February 6, 1992).
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Figure 87-7. It’s
not clear who paid
for this expensive
full-page newspa-
per advertisement
or if all the signa-
tures were even
legitimate. But the
pro-mining senti-
ment was clear
and served to
deepen the rift
within the commu-
nity (Ladysmith
News, September
26, 1991).
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that it was mainly people from outside the community
who opposed the mine, rather than the people who
lived in Rusk County. So she wrote a letter to the edi-
tor of the Ladysmith News that summarized many of
the different local actions that had been taken
between 1975 and 1990 to oppose the mine. You
already are familiar with everything that appeared on
Evelyn’s list, so for now just let me share with you the
final words of her letter (CD 87-18):

All of these Town and County actions of
an official nature should not be regarded
lightly and shoved aside as of no con-
cern. They represent the democratic
ideals of our state statutes and legisla-
tive intents of home rule by the people,
and represent the wishes of many,
many people, not just a few.

Judge Northrup was also bothered by
Kennecott’s advertisement in the paper.
On the same day it came out, he sent a let-
ter to all the parties in the lawsuit to voice
his concern about how the issue was
being misrepresented to the local people.
He wrote, “I encourage the parties to try
the issues in Court, not the news media. If
the news media in northern Wisconsin is
accurate, the public is intentionally being
misled about the legal issues and Court
ruling in a massive public relations effort.
This unnecessary expense is contrary to
orderly resolution of the issues in a legal
proceeding”  (CD 87-19).

But even a reprimand from Judge
Northrup didn’t stop Larry Mercando
from trying to rile up the local people
even more over the injunction. The Jan-
uary 23, 1992 issue of the Ladysmith
News contained a paid advertisement
from Kennecott in which everyone was
reassured that the endangered species
were “not in danger of becoming
extinct.” And the ad ended with the fol-
lowing statement: “It sure would be nice
if some of those folks who are so all-fired
up about the purple wartyback clam
would spend a little more time being
concerned about another Wisconsin
endangered species—the unemployed
Rusk County worker” (Figure 87-8).
Besides being nasty, the advertisement
was full of misleading information, as
pointed out by Al Gedicks in a letter to

the editor that was printed in the Ladysmith News sev-
eral weeks later (CD 87-20).

All I can say is that we knew it was going to be a long
winter of being attacked by Kennecott while waiting for
the DNR to complete its supplemental Environmental
Impact Statement on the endangered species. The min-
ing company reminded me of a skunk caught in a live
trap. You could bet they were going to raise quite a stink
while under confinement!  

Figure 87-8. Kennecott ignored Judge Northrup’s request to “try the issues in Court,
not the news media” by placing divisive advertisements in the local newspaper
(Ladysmith News, January 23, 1992).
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After the Texas clam expert, Arthur Clarke, tes-
tified under oath that he believed some of the endan-
gered clams found in the Flambeau River had been
planted there by mining opponents, I couldn’t resist
having a little fun with it. So I wrote the following

spoof entitled “Who Planted the Clams?” Evelyn
would not let me send it to the newspaper to be
printed because she said, “Somebody is going to
believe it!” As you will see later, it turns out she was
right. But for now, here’s the story.

So Who Planted the 
Clams? (Fall 1991)

C H A P T E R  8 8

by Roscoe Churchill

Because it’s been preying on my mind ever since the “Texas
clam expert,” Arthur Clarke, made his announcement that the
bullhead clam had been planted in the Flambeau River just
below where Flambeau Mining Company (RTZ) is planning to
dump its waste water, I decided to come clean. However, I
couldn’t come forward as long as I was on the Rusk County
Board, because of Section 31 of the Local Agreement that
says I must not oppose the mine and must do all that’s nec-
essary to get it going. So I resigned.

Arthur Clarke announced that the Bullhead clam was proba-
bly planted in the Flambeau River by some anti-mining
people. He also said it was highly unlikely that the bullhead
clam would be found in the middle of the river, as they are
usually found in the shallower water near the banks;  and that
the clams found were of such perfect condition that they
couldn’t have been in the fast flowing water very long.

Such wisdom just shows the depth of intelligence that always
influences mining and DNR decisions. 

First of all, I don’t know anyone who could be more anti-min-
ing than Evelyn and I are. So, unlikely as it seems, it was
Evelyn and I who planted the purple wartyback and the bull-
head clams last spring. I guess the dragon flies and the min-
nows got there by themselves. 

Let me assure you that it was no easy project. What spurred
us on to tackle such an endeavor was the fact that our law-
suit challenging the Local Agreement with Kennecott was fal-
tering for lack of money and needed dedicated legal help. We
simply had to think of a different means of attacking the
whole scabby issue, or Flambeau Mining Company would be
tearing up the countryside.

Then one evening as we were sitting around emotionally
shattered at the prospect of losing out to those foreign dev-
ils, Evelyn had an inspiration. She said, “What about the
endangered species?”  I said, “The DNR says there aren’t
any.”  She then replied in her thoughtful way, “Maybe there
could be!”  The idea took root from there.

Now let’s talk about some of the difficulties we had to over-
come. We knew that the DNR had to survey the Flambeau
River above the Thornapple Dam before its operating license
could be renewed. Maybe if during that survey the DNR
found a purple wartyback clam or a bullhead clam, it might
affect the Flambeau Mining permit. But first we had to know
when the survey was to be implemented (and that’s a good
word) and exactly where they would be looking.

Mr. Clarke had said that the clams were found in an unlikely
spot, in the middle of the river. Well, we knew you would
expect to find the clams in shallow water closer to the shore.
But we figured that the DNR would look in an area where they
wouldn’t expect to find anything. So, we just naturally chose

Who Planted the Clams?
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About a year after I wrote my story about planting
the clams, Evelyn and I attended an environmental
meeting at Treehaven, a natural resource education
center near Tomahawk, Wisconsin. The conference
had been organized by Al Gedicks and Walt Bresette
to help create stronger ties among different groups of
people, Native and non-Native, opposed to mining.
The idea was that if we could all come together, listen
to various viewpoints and agree on a common strat-
egy, we could better coordinate our efforts to protect
northern Wisconsin from all those hungry mining
companies.

The two-day conference started on October 31,
1992. About eighty people were in attendance,
including many who you, my dear readers, have
already met—people like Jim Wise, Fred Ackley, Tom
Maulson and, of course, Al and Walt. And then there
were other friends who you will get to know in later
chapters—like Zoltán Grossman and Debi McNutt,
two of my environmental pals who drove close to
two-hundred miles from Madison to attend the meet-
ing, and Bob Schmitz, a very special friend from
Green Bay. It made Evelyn and me feel so warm inside
to be with all these good people.

the middle of the river. Remember, the environmental impact
statement had stated that there weren’t any endangered
species. 

Well, as usual it wasn’t easy to acquire reliable information
from the DNR about where and when the survey would be
done. Seven miles of fairly fast-flowing river made it pretty
difficult to know the exact spot we should plant the clams so
the DNR would find them. Eventually we found out what we
needed to know, but I am not at liberty to tell you who in the
DNR helped us.

To figure out where in the state there might be some clams
that we could use, we had to go to someone more informed
than the DNR, which had said there weren’t any endangered
species in the Flambeau. So, we turned to a University of
Wisconsin-La Crosse professor and a La Crosse malacologist
to see if they could locate a few clams.

They contacted a former Public Intervenor to find out if there
was any possibility of his knowing where there might be
some endangered species. He was the logical person to ask
because he was involved as legal counsel to get a new com-
mercial landing dock in La Crosse and had run into some
endangered species in his work.

The upshot of it was that our two friends were able to get us
more than a gallon of very fresh healthy unscratched clams
and send them to us. These clams were in such fine condi-
tion that Evelyn and I tried boiling a few;  and they were so
delicious that we used up almost the whole bucketful and had
only a few left to plant. Incidentally, that proves that the for-
mer employee of the Rusk County Aging Unit, who said, “You
can’t eat them, so what good are they?” had never tried eat-
ing bullhead clams. She wasn’t too enthused about the
endangered dragonflies either.

But the real job was getting the clams planted. We didn’t want
to involve other people so we had to drag our 14-foot alu-
minum boat for nearly a quarter of a mile to the Flambeau
River. The last couple hundred yards were pretty darn
swampy. And wood ticks!!! Mr. Mercando was right. The
ticks were unbelievable. A couple of times we had to turn the

boat over and scrape them off the bottom. It made the boat
hard to drag.

We gave up on using our 10-horse Mercury outboard as it
weighed about 70 pounds. Evelyn was 73 years old at the
time, and had open heart surgery three years before;  and I
have asthma which slows up my breathing  and prostate
trouble which slows up - never mind. And I was 74 at the
time. So dragging that heavy motor was just out of the ques-
tion.

And even after we got the boat launched it was really difficult
locating the particular spot to plant the clams so they would
be found. Remember, on the river at night, everything looks
alike. Anyway, I’m not such an accomplished swimmer, and
Evelyn is no genius at controlling a boat in a river current. We
could have been drowned. But thank goodness, the water
wasn’t raging that night like it was when Marian Havlik, the
malacologist, attempted to survey the river for pollution and
the power dam operator opened the gates and let the river
roar down to the Thornapple Dam. She almost drowned.

We were really relieved to get the boat back up the river. Even
though the current was fairly slow that night, we were
exhausted when we dragged our tick-infested boat back to
the trailer. We were ready to head back home!

We really felt good when the announcement was made that
the DNR was more clever than we had given them credit for.
The DNR had actually found what we planted!

How do you suppose that Mr. Clarke, the Texas clam expert,
found out what we were doing? We never told anyone until
now. The moon wasn’t out much that night and we had trou-
ble finding our spot that night. I can’t understand how he did
it. Maybe he is an expert!

Now we hope this solves the question of who planted those
clams in the Flambeau River;  and if you doubt my story just
come and look at the bloody scratches on our boat from
when the ticks hit it.

It’s a relief to get this off our minds and conscience.
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There was a lot of spirited talk at the conference.
After all, it was 1992. Kennecott was gearing up to
dig its hole next to the Flambeau River in Rusk
County; Exxon was waiting in the wings, anxious to

resume its push to mine near the Wolf River in Forest
County; and Noranda was circling overhead, getting
ready to swoop down on a site near the Willow River
in Oneida County. Northern Wisconsin was under

Figure 88-1. Reporter Ron Seely didn’t take the bait from a spy who sent false information to the Wisconsin State Journal about an environmental con-
ference held at Treehaven Center near Tomahawk, Wisconsin (Wisconsin State Journal, January 31, 1993; republished with permission).
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attack by the multinationals! What’s more, the whole
issue of the endangered clams in the Flambeau River
had never been settled to our satisfaction. Yes, there
was plenty to talk about.

One of the speakers I remember well was a clam
expert who gave a little lecture about the life cycle of
clams. He even brought along a number of specimens
to show us, including shells from the purple warty-
back clam and bullhead mussel. It was interesting to
finally see what the clams at the center of our lawsuit
against the DNR looked like, and everyone was curi-
ous to learn as much as they could about them.

Well, I just so happened to have a copy of “Who
Planted the Clams?” with me at the conference that
day. You see, I kept a copy in my briefcase because I
enjoyed reading it to friends and making them laugh.
I had never ventured to read it at a public gathering,
but what can I say? We were there, the clam expert
was there, I had the story in my hands and it felt like
the right time for a public debut. So I read the story
aloud for all to hear. Everyone laughed and thought it
was funny. And then, since there was much more
work to be done at the conference, we got back to
business.

A few weeks later I got a call from Ron Seely, one
of my favorite reporters who to this day works for the
Wisconsin State Journal. He asked me a few questions
about the endangered clams and then told me that he
had received an anonymous eight-page memo in the
mail about our meeting at Treehaven. And if you can
believe it, the memo contained the following under-
lined statement: “Roscoe Churchill stated that the
mussels considered endangered species and found at
the Flambeau mining site by the DNR had been
placed there by him and his wife.” The memo also
suggested that my rather shy friend Al Gedicks was in
favor of “blowing up bulldozers” to stop mining com-
panies from taking over northern Wisconsin! Nothing
could have been more ridiculous or further from the
truth. All I could do was laugh, but then I got kind of
mad.

It seems someone had sent a spy to our meeting at
Tomahawk and was trying to get the newspaper to
buy into a distorted view of what had been discussed.
Evelyn and I were shocked to think that such a thing

could have happened. I guess we were kind of naïve
and trusted that all the people who came to our gath-
erings were friends. In retrospect, however, I do recall
that a kind of sneaky-looking guy was at the meeting
who no one seemed to know. He hung around the
edges, listening to everything but not saying a lot. I
don’t know if he was the troublemaker, but I can say
this: The spy and whoever sent him picked the wrong
journalist when they decided to send their anony-
mous memo to Ron Seely. You see, Ron knew us bet-
ter than that, and that’s why he telephoned Evelyn
and me to get the real story of what had happened.

It must have angered Ron that someone had spied
on us and then tried to use the information to slander
us in the newspaper—and that whoever had done it
was too much of a coward to even sign his name. So
Ron proceeded to call some of the people who “trav-
eled in pro-mining circles” to try to find out who
might have planted a stool at our meeting. In particu-
lar, he talked to Ed Wilusz (Wisconsin Manufacturers
and Commerce), James Wood (Wood Communica-
tions Group, Kennecott’s public relations firm) and
Robert Ramharter and Bill Tans of the DNR. But no
one confessed.

Needless to say, the anonymous memo was never
published in the paper, but I’m sure that Ron’s calls to
the people who were cozy with Kennecott caused
some uneasiness in mining circles. And I bet the arti-
cle he wrote for the Wisconsin State Journal bothered
them even more (Figure 88-1). You see, Ron was
astute enough to report the real story—not that
Evelyn and I had been accused of planting the clams,
but rather that someone had been spying on us at our
meeting and had tried to pass off information to the
newspaper that just wasn’t true.

I can think of no better way to end this chapter
than with the words used by Ron Seely to describe the
sentiment of those of us targeted by the mysterious
memo:

The entire escapade has left a bad taste in the
mouths of Wisconsin’s mining opponents. But it also
leads them to believe they may be doing something
right if their opponents are so worried that they send
spies to keep track of them.

Yes, we were doing something right!
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As you know from the earlier chapters of my
story, 1991 was a real ripsnorter of a year for those of
us opposed to the Flambeau Mine. David Schwarz
approved Kennecott’s mining permits in January. The
lawsuit that over twenty of us in the Town of Grant
waged against the Local Agreement was well under
way by February. I was diagnosed with prostate can-
cer in March. Endangered species were discovered in
the Flambeau River in May. Evelyn seriously hurt her
hand in June. Flambeau Summer started in July, with
many protests and arrests to follow. The lawsuit to
protect the endangered species went to court in
August. And the injunction to stop Kennecott took
hold in September, followed by attacks from the min-
ing company throughout the rest the year. I’ve often
said that if you could live through all that, you could
live through almost anything.

But there is even more to tell you about what hap-
pened on the mining front that year. You see, a num-
ber of important mining bills were introduced in the
Wisconsin Legislature in 1991. It seems that with the
approval of the Flambeau Mine and the fact that other
mining companies were knocking at the door, a num-
ber of legislators became concerned about getting
some better mining laws on the books. The net result
was that three separate bills were introduced in the
Wisconsin Assembly and Senate to protect local com-
munities in the state from being exploited by mining
companies. As you will see, each bill met a different
fate, ranging from dying in committee to being passed
by both houses in the legislature, only to be vetoed by
Governor Tommy Thompson. At least one of the bills
survived, albeit in a weaker form than what its spon-
sor intended. Let me tell you the story. 

1991 Assembly Bill 81 
The first bill I would like to discuss is 1991 Assembly
Bill 81 (AB 81) that was drafted by Rep. Harvey Stower
(D-Amery) and co-sponsored by Rep. Frank Boyle (D-
Superior), Rep. Spencer Black (D-Madison), Sen. Russ
Decker (D-Schofield) and Sen. Robert Jauch (D-
Poplar), among others. This bill was like a dream come
true for Evelyn and me. When it was first introduced
on the floor of the assembly on February 7, 1991, it
contained provisions to prohibit uranium mining in the
state, repeal the Local Agreement Law and deny min-
ing companies access to our state parks and forests (CD
89-1). But that wasn’t even the half of it! During the
course of debate in the Wisconsin Assembly, the bill
was actually strengthened. In particular, Stower and
Boyle added an amendment to: (1) impose a two-year
moratorium on mining in Wisconsin; and (2) require
mining companies to abide by a non-degradation stan-
dard for the state’s waters. In summary, the amended
bill that was voted upon by the full assembly on July 3,
1992 called for each of the following things:
� Enacting a two-year moratorium on mining in

Wisconsin, so as to provide time for the legisla-
ture to review the state’s mining laws and close
major loopholes;

� During that two-year period, prohibiting mining
under any permit issued before the effective date
of the legislation (that meant the Flambeau
Mine);

� Requiring the DNR to promulgate rules to pre-
vent the lowering of surface and groundwater
quality by mining or the disposal of mining waste
(in other words, the bill called for a non-degra-
dation standard);

Proposals for Tougher Mining 
Laws are Debated (1991)

C H A P T E R  8 9
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� Denying the DNR the authority to grant exemp-
tions, modifications or variances to the newly-
created non-degradation rules for the state’s
waters (both ground and surface);

� Expanding the scope of the Environmental
Impact Statement process for any mining request
to require a regional assessment of the environ-
mental, economic and social impacts associated
with multiple mines;

� Requiring the DNR to prepare a regional EIS for
any mine already permitted by the department
(i.e., the Flambeau Mine) and to require any such
mine to abide by the newly-created non-degrada-
tion standard for the state’s waters;

� Requiring the DNR to process one mining appli-
cation at a time, so that one project would have
to be approved or denied before work on the next
EIS could begin;

� Banning all uranium mining in the state;
� Prohibiting mining on sites located in wetland or

shoreland areas;
� Repealing the Local Agreement Law in its

entirety;
� Prohibiting the DNR from issuing a mining per-

mit for any project that would cause a net nega-
tive economic impact in any part of the state;

� Making parent companies of subsidiary opera-
tions responsible for any mining-related dam-
ages;

� Denying mining companies access to state parks
and forests; and

� Prohibiting the Natural Resources Board from
selling state lands for the purpose of mining.

Wow! That was a quite a bill, and I had to hand it to
Stower for having the guts to write something that
progressive and the perseverance to fight for it. I’m
sure that Wisconsin Manufacturers and Commerce
(WMC), Governor Tommy Thompson, Kennecott,
Exxon and any other mining company looking to
mine in Wisconsin must have just gone crazy when
they saw it.

I believe that Stower pushed as hard as he did with
this bill because he knew the state’s mining laws were
pretty darned weak and that the future of northern
Wisconsin was at stake. Stower was quoted in the
March 26, 1991 issue of the Eau Claire Leader-Telegram
as saying that he would “prefer to see clean industries
like tourism and recreation abound in northern
Wisconsin rather than the digging of our land.” And
then he added, “I believe we’re at a crossroads in

Wisconsin. I think we should be conservative before
going into this” (CD 89-2).

Sen. Russ Decker, the lead co-sponsor of the bill in
the Wisconsin Senate, was thoughtful in his analysis
of the situation as well. In the same newspaper arti-
cle, he talked about Governor Thompson’s claim that
Wisconsin had the “toughest mining laws in the
nation.” And he proceeded to tear that argument
apart by suggesting the governor had confused the
word tough with the word complicated:

While the Wisconsin mining law is the most com-
plicated in the nation, the states of Minnesota,
South Dakota, Maine, California, Montana, Idaho
and Oregon all have aspects of their mining laws
that are more stringent than the law in Wisconsin.
I think it is very important to note that saying
Wisconsin has a complicated mining law does not
necessarily mean that law is tough. [emphasis
added]

Decker was right. The only thing “tough” about
Wisconsin’s mining laws was that they were tough to
read and tough to make sense out of.

As you might imagine, Stower and Decker’s bill
took a lot of heat from those who wanted mining in
the state at any cost. In fact, Stower told me that the
mining companies hired over twenty high-powered
lobbyists to try to defeat it. And I believed him. You
see, according to the state Ethics Board (that’s the
board that monitors lobbyist activity and prosecutes
the violation of statutory standards of conduct) pro-
mining forces spent at least $135,700 for lobbying
during the first six months of 1991 alone, and that
didn’t even include money spent by Wisconsin Manu-
facturers and Commerce. You can read more for your-
self in an article that appeared in the August 1, 1991
issue of the Wisconsin State Journal (CD 89-3).

When public hearings were held on the bill, repre-
sentatives from Kennecott, Noranda, WMC and the DNR
all complained that the proposal would make it impos-
sible to mine in Wisconsin (CD 89-4 and CD 89-5). In
particular, Noranda was up in arms because the com-
pany was hoping to mine in Oneida County, close to
the Willow Flowage (CD 84-2). If the provision of
Stower’s bill that prohibited mining in wetlands
became law, Noranda knew it would be up the creek.
Lobbyist Tony Earl, who had served as Wisconsin
Governor from 1983–1987, was quoted in the June 11,
1991 issue of the Milwaukee Sentinel as saying, “If you
can pick mining out and apply restraints that amount
to a prohibition, you can do the same thing for other
enterprises that these people (mining opponents) don’t
like. It clearly sets a bad precedent” (CD 89-6). 
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Poor Tony! By his logic, it shouldn’t be right to pro-
hibit child molesters from running day care centers
either! In my opinion, you sometimes have to single out
people or businesses for special restrictions, if their
track record warrants it. I remember going to one of the
hearings on Stower’s bill and saying, “If anyone can
prove that mining can be done in a safe manner, I will
draw in my horns. But I just haven’t seen it” (CD 89-7).

Despite the whining from people like Tony Earl,
whose law firm was paid over $50,300 by Noranda
for lobbying in the first half of 1991, AB 81 somehow
managed to pass the Wisconsin Assembly on a vote of
50-49! Believe me, it was quite an accomplishment
for Stower to win that vote.

If only the Senate had been as kind! But no. There
were just too many senators who were anxious for
mining companies to move into the state. In particu-
lar, Sen. Roger Breske (D-Eland) was worried that
Stower and Decker’s bill might interfere with Exxon’s
plans to develop the Crandon mine at the headwaters
of the Wolf River in Forest County. Breske criticized
the bill as “a drastic step designed to go around DNR
authority and the wishes of northern Wisconsin” (CD
89-2). And of course, he also talked about how the
state had “stringent mining regulations” in place,
making the bill unnecessary. Even though Breske was
a Democrat, in my opinion he didn’t know beans from
buckshot when it came to anything about mining,
except for how to try to get it going.

Crandon Mayor Dorothy Kegley, Tomahawk Mayor
Richard Beirlich and Lincoln County Board Super-
visor Gene Schmidt also spoke out against AB 81. But
I must say they didn’t have anything of substance to
offer to the debate. Kegley started out by praising the
DNR for “looking out for our well being” and then
added, “To reinvent the wheel … is to satisfy the
biased whims of mining opponents.” Beirlich said that
those of us who supported AB 81 offered “a lot of
emotionalism and no fact.” And Schmidt implied that
AB 81 was nothing more than “legal overkill” (CD 89-
8). None of those comments surprised me because
Kegley, Beirlich and Schmidt all came from areas tar-
geted by Exxon and Noranda for mining. And, as you
know from what happened to us in Rusk County, min-
ing companies work hard to get the support of local
elected officials and oftentimes succeed in convincing
those officials to ignore the wishes of the local people
who elected them to office.

At any rate, Stower and Decker’s bill died in
committee in the Wisconsin Senate and didn’t make it
onto the floor for a vote. But I hope that all the provi-
sions contained in that bill will be resurrected again
some day.

1991 Assembly Bill 27
Assembly Bill 27 (AB 27) was introduced on the floor
of the assembly by Rep. Spencer Black on January 29,
1991. It was co-sponsored by Rep. Harvey Stower,
Sen. Russ Decker and Sen. Robert Jauch, among oth-
ers. The bill was designed to protect land held in the
public trust from being mined. In particular, AB 27
prohibited the following (CD 89-9):

� Mining in all state parks, forests and wildlife areas; 

� Mining on any other land under the jurisdiction or
co-jurisdiction of the DNR, for example the
Chippewa Flowage and the Chequamegon Nation-
al Forest; and

� Selling public land for the purpose of mining.

You may be thinking, “Weren’t those provisions also
included in Rep. Stower’s AB 81?” And if so, you would
be right. You see, there was no assurance that a bill as
far-reaching as Stower’s would pass the assembly,
much less the senate, so Black tried to get at least one
of the important sections of the bill passed on its own.
Plus, Black pushed for a vote on AB 27 before Stower’s
bill came up for a vote on the floor of the assembly so
that he and Stower could get an idea of “where the
votes were” on AB 81 (CD 89-10). In other words,
Black knew that AB 27 was less controversial than AB
81, so any legislator who voted against AB 27 would
certainly be lost on AB 81 as well. Of course, that was
useful information for Black and Stower to have as
they put together their strategy for advancing AB 81.

The whole thing was thought out very well, as Rep.
Black was (and to this day is still) prone to do. What’s
more, AB 27 was particularly timely because NDU
Resources Ltd., a mining company from Vancouver,
British Columbia, was gearing up to apply for federal
and state permits to mine in the Chequamegon
National Forest in Taylor County (CD 1-4).

AB 27 really picked up steam around the state.
Sen. Decker was quoted in the July 18, 1991 issue of
the Ladysmith News as saying, “Only mining lobbyists
and politicians testified against the bill [at a hearing
held in Wausau]. Every citizen who came forward
urged us to protect these public lands” (CD 89-11).
And he was right. I know, because I was there. 

Decker also made the argument that many acres of
public land had been donated to the state by compa-
nies and citizens for conservation purposes. Surely
those folks hadn’t intended for the DNR to turn
around and allow those thousands of acres of unique
and wild habitat to be destroyed by mining. Here is
how the situation was described in the Ladysmith
News article cited above:
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I’ve heard it said that once people get elected to public office,
they quickly forget about the average voter back home. They
become enamored with their new positions of power and just
worry about getting reelected. Now I’ve been watching
Wisconsin’s legislators for enough years to know that is often
true. But not always! Maybe I was just lucky, but I met some
very dedicated lawmakers over the years who were truly ser-
vants of our state. You’ve already read about Rep. Harvey
Dueholm (D-Luck) and Sen. Henry Dorman (D-Racine). But
let me mention just a few more of the most outstanding legis-
lators who I came to know and respect.

Rep. Pat Smith (D-Rice Lake) served in the Wisconsin
Assembly during the late 1970s and early 1980s. She grew
up in northern Wisconsin and never forgot her roots. I
remember Pat, who died in December of 2002, as a dedicated
and hardworking legislator who always did what she believed
was in the best interest of the state. Whenever I was at a min-
ing meeting and Pat happened to be there, she would listen
to my proposals, study them and invariably lend her support.
What’s more, she wasn’t afraid to let everyone know exactly
where she stood. I never had a more staunch supporter.

Then there was Rep. Stan Lato (D-Gilman) who represented
Rusk County in the Wisconsin Assembly for several terms
during the 1970s. Stan was a farmer before he became a leg-
islator—a big raw-boned fellow with a steady straightforward
manner. As he plowed fields, milked cows and made hay, he
decided that he should do something to right some of the
wrongs he was aware of in his world. So his son took over
the farm and Stan went to Madison to be our assemblyman.

When Stan first arrived at the State Capitol to fulfill his new
obligations, he heard all about the wonderful copper mine
proposed for the Town of Grant. Being a practical man, at
first he supported the project because he was told how safe it
would be and how much it would add to the economy of
Rusk County and the State of Wisconsin.

But then several of us who were opposed to the mine met

with Stan, and we gave him a more realistic view of the situ-
ation. He listened, looked into Kennecott’s proposal more
closely and soon became our ardent supporter. What’s more,
he introduced us to other members of the legislature who he
thought could help us. When Stan learned of a need to act,
he acted! And there was no pretense about him. He was
what he appeared to be.

Unfortunately, Stan did not succeed in getting legislation
passed to help us fight the mine. He, like so many others,
could hardly compete with the smooth-talking lawmakers
who had been influenced by Kennecott. I don’t believe his
years in the Assembly were pleasant ones, and he tired of his
fruitless efforts to bring honesty and integrity to that legisla-
tive body. He decided not to run for reelection in 1978, but
while in office surely tried to do something good for the peo-
ple he had been elected to serve. Stan died in 2002 of cancer.
I speak of him with respect and affection.

The next legislator I would like to tell you about is Rep. Harvey
Stower (D-Amery). He was a United Methodist minster who
succeeded Harvey Dueholm as the representative of the 28th
Assembly District in the early 1980s when Dueholm retired.
During his four terms in office, Stower was not one to raise
his voice, but in a quiet way could still get his point across.
And as far as mining was concerned, well, he was not fooled
by any of the mining company propaganda. In fact, he felt so
strongly about stopping Kennecott that he drove seventy miles
to testify against the mine at the Master Hearing in 1990. He
was one lawmaker I felt free to contact on legislative matters
even though I was not in his district. In many ways Harvey
was of the same caliber as my dear friend Steve Chapman—
just a good guy, the kind of man you could trust with your
most valued possessions and know they would be safe.

Harvey was also a good listener. Evelyn and I had all kinds of
ideas about laws that needed to be passed, and he took our
words to heart. What’s more, Harvey had his own vision of
how to protect the state from greedy mining companies, and

There Are Good Legislators

Figure 89-1. Rep. Pat
Smith (D-Rice Lake)
served in the Wisconsin
Assembly as the repre-
sentative of the 75th
Assembly District from
1978 to 1984 and faith-
fully worked for stronger
mining laws throughout
her term in office (Wis-
consin Blue Book, 1979).

Figure 89-2. Rep. Stan
Lato (D-Gilman) was a
farmer who served in the
Wisconsin Assembly from
1974 to 1978 as the rep-
resentative of the 87th
Assembly District. He was
a sincere man who always
tried to do what was best
for his constituents (Wis-
consin Blue Book, 1975).
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when he drafted AB 81 in 1991, we were absolutely thrilled.
Even though the bill, which included provisions for a mining
moratorium, did not become law, Harvey’s actions surely
paved the way for the mining moratorium bill that eventually
passed the legislature in 1998.

Harvey was and continues to be a fine man and good friend
whose word is truly his bond. Wisconsin should have a legis-
lature made of such men and women.

Next I would like to tell you a little bit about Rep. Spencer
Black (D-Madison). He was elected to the Wisconsin
Legislature in 1984 to represent the 77th Assembly District
and serves in that capacity to this day. The best description of
Spencer that I can give to you is this: He is truly an environ-
mental person and a real scrapper. 

Spencer has many attributes, one of which is knowing the
facts before he speaks his mind. Another is his ability to
stand up to the endless shenanigans pulled by the Republican
legislators as they try to undermine bills that would protect
our rivers, lakes and green earth. Spencer has always been
willing to wade into the fray if he feels the environment will
be damaged. Besides all that, he is a gentleman.

One of the things I will always remember about Spencer is

how he wouldn’t give up fighting until the legislature passed
a mining moratorium law. It’s the subject of a whole chapter
later in the book. But for now let me say that when Spencer’s
bill was signed into law in 1998, it was an answer to a prayer.
And even though Evelyn was no longer here to share in our
joy, somehow I think she was smiling at Spencer, as I saw
her do so many times when she was still alive.

Another good legislator I would like to tell you about is Sen.
Russ Decker (D-Schofield). He is one of my favorite people,
and I am greatly pleased with how he has represented me in
the 29th Senate District since 1990. I hope he stays there for
many more years. Russ is honest, straightforward, smart,
energetic and very personable. Another thing I like about him
is that he has a pragmatic approach to problems, probably
related to his skill as a bricklayer. He works for the right bills
and tries to get programs going to benefit the area he repre-
sents. I look upon Russ Decker as one of the top, if not the
top senator in the Wisconsin Legislature. As you might
expect, Evelyn liked him, too!

Russ beat out the Republican incumbent, Sen. Walter John
Chilsen, in 1990 to become our senator. Boy, were we happy
about that! And ever since Russ arrived in Madison, he has
really gotten things done. In 1991 he worked hard to get the
Bad Actor Law passed, which helps to keep mining compa-
nies with bad reputations from gaining a foothold in Wiscon-
sin. And over the years he has lent his support to many other
proposals to strengthen the state’s mining laws. What a con-
trast to Chilsen, who was responsible for getting the Local
Agreement Law tacked onto the state’s budget bill in 1988!

Russ and the other state legislators I just mentioned are a
few of the many who helped me along the way. I think you
can see that the caliber of people on my side was really high.
Just look at them! They were people of principle, not out to
fill their pocketbooks but rather to do good in the world.
Whenever I get discouraged about what’s happening in state
government, I think of the good legislators like Pat, Stan,
Harvey, Spencer and Russ, and it helps keep me going in my
fight to stop the buzzards.

Figure 89-3. Rep.
Harvey Stower (D-
Amery) was a rather
quiet man, but in 1991
he drafted AB 81, one of
the gutsiest mining bills
ever debated by the
Wisconsin Assembly. He
served as the represen-
tative of the 28th
Assembly District for 8
years (Wisconsin Blue
Book, 1991).

Figure 89-4. Rep.
Spencer Black (D-
Madison) has a lot to
smile about. He has rep-
resented the 77th
Assembly District in the
Wisconsin Legislature
since 1984 and has never
given up fighting for the
environment (Wisconsin
Blue Book, 1991). 

Figure 89-5. Sen. Russ
Decker (D-Schofield) has
represented the 29th
Senate District in the
Wisconsin Legislature
since 1990. But he has
never forgotten his years
as a bricklayer and as a
result knows the heart-
beat of the people
(Wisconsin Blue Book,
1991).
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Sen. Decker said that citizens and companies like
Consolidated Papers and Northern States Power
have made it clear that the lands they have donated
to the state should be used for conservation and
recreational use. Northern States Power sold the
Chippewa and Turtle Flambeau Flowages to the state
for the appraised value which was considerably less
than private developers were willing to pay. “We had
a strong urge to keep the land in the public interest,”
said Jim Musso from N.S.P. “We felt they were
unique and should remain as is.” Consolidated
Papers [also] donated nearly 20,000 acres to create
the Mead Wildlife Area “to be used forever for wildlife
and conservation purposes,” according to a brochure
distributed by the DNR.  

With that type of information staring them in the face
and the clamoring of people from around the state to
pass AB 27, the majority of legislators in Madison
could not help but vote in favor of the bill. As a result,
AB 27 passed the assembly on a vote of 67-30 and the
senate by 19-14! All that remained was for Governor
Thompson to sign the piece of legislation into law. But
don’t get too excited. As you might expect, Thompson
vetoed the bill. And like a coward, he did it late on a
Friday afternoon when a lot of people weren’t around
to watch. Rep. Black summed it up best when he said,
“[The governor] is ashamed of his action and he
should be ashamed. If he wasn’t ashamed, he would
not try to hide it.” You can read for yourself in an arti-
cle I have included from the Saint Paul Pioneer Press
(Figure 89-6).

By the way, an attempt to override Thompson’s veto
failed on a vote of 55-40 in the Assembly. And because
of that veto, along with a host of other anti-environ-
mental actions taken by the governor, Thompson
received a grade of F+ for the 1991–1992 legislative
session from a number of state environmental organiza-
tions (Figure 89-7). “Toxic Tommy” got his due reward.

1991 Senate Bill 240
Of the three bills I mentioned at the beginning of the
chapter, Senate Bill 240 (SB 240) was the only one to
eventually become law. It was drafted by Sen. Russ
Decker and co-sponsored by Sen. Brian Burke (D-
Milwaukee), Sen. Russ Feingold (D-Middleton), Rep.
Spencer Black and Rep. Harvey Stower, among oth-
ers. When first introduced by Decker in the spring of
1991, the bill was called the Mining Open Records
Enforcement (M.O.R.E.) act. It later became known as
the “Bad Actor Bill” because it provided a way for the
state to weed out companies seeking mining permits
in Wisconsin, based on their past performance.

Figure 89-6.
Despite the fact
that citizens and
legislators from
all over the state
wanted to protect
Wisconsin’s state
parks from being
mined, Gov.
Thompson
vetoed the meas-
ure (Saint Paul
Pioneer Press,
July 13, 1991;
reprinted with
permission of
The Associated
Press).
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At the time that Decker proposed his bill, Wiscon-
sin law did not require the state to look closely during
the permitting process at a mining company’s history
of breaking environmental laws. The only thing of
any consequence that the applicant had to disclose
was if: (1) the company, its parent corporation or any
of its major subsidiaries had forfeited a reclamation
bond for failure to clean up a mine site in Wisconsin
within the previous twenty years; or (2) the company
had previously failed and was continuing to fail to

comply with any of Wisconsin’s mining laws. In either
case, the DNR was not allowed to issue the company
a permit to mine. I might add that the law also
required the company to disclose whether or not it
had forfeited a reclamation bond in any other state
within the previous twenty years, but the law did not
allow such information to be used as the basis for
denying a permit to mine in our state. The only thing
that really mattered was the company’s track record
in Wisconsin.

Needless to say, the law was pretty meaningless.
For starters, the only active metallic mine in the state
within the previous twenty years had been the
Jackson County Iron Mine near Black River Falls,
Wisconsin. And that particular mine, which closed
permanently in 1986, was not a metallic sulfide mine.
What’s more, the company that had operated the
mine, Inland Steel, was not one of the buzzards cir-
cling over Wisconsin in the 1990s. No, the companies
we were worried about, Kennecott, Exxon and
Noranda, had no mining history at all in our state.
And even though we knew these companies had des-
picable environmental records around the world,
Wisconsin’s permitting process did not even require
disclosure of: (1) any failure to reclaim a mine site
outside of the United States (for example, in Canada);
(2) any violation of a state environmental law in the
United States besides the failure to reclaim a mine
site; (3) any failure to comply with a federal environ-
mental protection law like the Clean Water Act; or (4)
any violation of the environmental laws of foreign
countries. The people of Wisconsin deserved to know
the answers to these questions and for the answers to
make a real difference in the permitting process.
That’s what Sen. Decker’s bill was designed to fix.
Here is what the senator had to say about the bill in a
press release that appeared in the June 13, 1991 issue
of the Ladysmith News (CD 89-12):

Mining companies who have refused to clean up
damage and have stuck taxpayers with the tab have
no business trying to mine in Wisconsin. People in
northern Wisconsin have a right to know what kind
of operation a company has run in other places. If
metal prices make it enticing for mining companies
to come into Wisconsin, we want to make sure that it
will be done environmentally safe by responsible
companies. The M.O.R.E. act will give an advantage
to mining companies who have shown that they are
just that; safe and responsible.

Decker’s press release went on to give specific examples
of how various communities in the United States had
been shafted by the mining industry. For example, he

Figure 89-7. It was hard to get good mining laws on the books,
considering the fact that Governor Tommy Thompson catered to
industrial polluters (Capital Times, May 5, 1992).
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mentioned that seven companies had left Montana
and “saddled taxpayers with clean up costs from envi-
ronmental damage caused by cyanide spills” and that
thirteen companies in Colorado had been cited for
violations that ranged from “cyanide contamination
to mining without a permit.” Those were the kinds of
companies that Decker’s bill sought to keep out of
Wisconsin. Specifically, SB 240 contained provisions
to (CD 89-13):
� Require the applicant to report any actions, civil or

criminal, taken against the applicant, its parent
corporation, or any of its subsidiaries within the
previous twenty years for violating any environ-
mental protection law of Wisconsin, any other state,
the federal government or Canada;

� Require denial of a mining permit if the applicant,
its parent corporation or any of its subsidiaries was
currently violating any environmental protection
law of Wisconsin, any other state, the federal gov-
ernment or Canada, unless the applicant showed
that the violation was being remedied;

� Allow denial of a mining permit if the DNR deter-
mined that the applicant, its parent corporation or
any of its subsidiaries was a bad environmental risk,
based on the company’s history of environmental
violations in the United States and Canada within
the previous twenty years; and

� Allow the state to suspend any mining permit if it
were discovered that the company had not
reported all its environmental violations when
applying for its Wisconsin permit.

Wow! Decker’s bill hit the mining companies where it
really hurt. It was no secret that a lot of them, like
Kennecott, Exxon and Noranda, had many skeletons
in the closet—and now those skeletons would be
exposed to the public and allowed to play a role in the
permitting process! As you might imagine, the bill
really riled up the mining companies and anyone who
wanted mining in northern Wisconsin.

In fact, Wisconsin Manufacturers and Commerce
got so upset with Decker’s bill and the mining bills
introduced by Rep. Harvey Stower and Rep. Spencer
Black during the 1991–1992 legislative session that
the director of WMC, Robert Fassbender, felt com-
pelled to put together a big pro-mining forum in
September of 1991 to try to bring the “voice of rea-
son” to the regulatory process (CD 89-14). A lot of
pro-mining big shots were invited to speak and par-
ticipate in panel discussions, like James Haney and
James Buchen (WMC), Gordon Reinke and Larry
Lynch (Wisconsin DNR), Bernice Dukerschein (Rusk

County Board), Tony Earl and Paul Kent (attorneys/
lobbyists), James Wimmer (lobbyist), Linda Lybert
(Ladysmith Area Chamber of Commerce) and James
Wood (Wood Communications Group).

And then there was Thomas Evans of the Wisconsin
Geological and Natural History Survey. He was invited
to the forum to present a feel-good paper about
Wisconsin’s mining laws that he had written with the
assistance of a grant from WMC. According to Evans,
the report, which was entitled “An Overview of
Metallic Mining Regulation in Wisconsin,” needed to
be written because there was “too much talk on the
issue” by people who didn’t know what the regulations
really said. His comment felt like a real slam against
those of us who were fighting for better mining laws.
And the fact that a state geologist like Evans had been
paid to write the paper by WMC made me wonder
how objective the report could really be. Even Sen.
Russ Decker expressed doubts about having a “power-
ful lobbying group such as WMC provide money to a
state-financed agency for such a report” and stated,
“I’m concerned that a special-interest group has gotten
to a geologist like Evans” (Figure 89-8).

I believe Decker was right. I already had misgivings
about Evans from when he had belittled our concerns
over the presence of radioactive minerals in the state
(CD 74-3). And it didn’t help matters any when I read
another article in which he and James Klauser glee-
fully talked about how a number of international min-
ing companies were interested in doing exploratory
drilling in northern Wisconsin. Evans proudly stated,
“Wisconsin is signaling the mining industry that
prospects are good for doing business here … The
People’s Republic of Wisconsin, as they used to call
us, has undergone its own revolution” (CD 89-15). Is
it any wonder I was skeptical of what Evans would
say about Wisconsin’s mining laws in the little report
he prepared for WMC?

Sure enough, Evans’ report contained some pretty
dumb statements about how great the state’s mining
laws were. For example, he wrote, “Wisconsin’s
metallic mineral regulations affirm the importance of
the local government’s role with respect to mineral
operations by requiring mining operations to be in
compliance with local ordinances and regulations”
(CD 89-16). It’s as if Evans had no understanding at
all of the Local Agreement Law and how Kennecott
had used it to throw out the Town of Grant’s mining
moratorium and Rusk County’s Metallic Mining Code.
Either Evans didn’t understand the law or was inten-
tionally trying to sugarcoat it. At least that’s how it
looked to me.
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Getting back to my story, you can bet that the peo-
ple who attended WMC’s little pro-mining forum
wanted nothing to do with Rep. Decker’s “Bad Actor
Bill,” and neither did anyone else who had been influ-
enced by the mining industry. But think about it!
When those people stepped forward to argue against
Decker’s bill, they were in effect confirming what we
had said all along—that mining companies have a
bad environmental track record around the world and
cannot be trusted to abide by the law. For example, as
reported in the November 1, 1991 issue of the
Milwaukee Sentinel, Sen. Michael Ellis (R-Neenah)
said that under Decker’s plan, “You may as well just
shut the door. There would be no mining in
Wisconsin” (CD 89-17). In other words, Ellis was
admitting that mining companies could not pass the

test of being responsible, law-abiding citizens. My
dear readers, I rest my case!

Kennecott weighed in on the bill as well. In fact, as
reported in the November 7, 1991 issue of the
Milwaukee Sentinel, “The mining giant [threatened to]
pull all mining operations out of the state and organize
a boycott of mining-related equipment made in
Wisconsin” if too tough a bill were enacted by the leg-
islature (CD 89-18). It kind of made it sound like the
company knew it couldn’t pass the test proposed by
Decker. And indeed that was the case. Ron Seely and
Jeff Mayers of the Wisconsin State Journal did a nation-
wide check on Kennecott’s run-ins with environmental
regulators and put together a very informative article
about the whole thing that appeared in the March 27,
1991 issue of the Wisconsin State Journal.

Figure 89-8.
Wisconsin
Manufacturers and
Commerce did its
best to bring
together an influ-
ential group of
pro-mining people
to discuss how to
put the brakes on
proposals for
tougher mining
laws (Wisconsin
State Journal,
September 26,
1991; republished
with permission).
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Seely and Mayers’ article was the fourth of a five-
part series on mining that the two reporters wrote for
the paper (CD 89-19–CD 89-23), and it contained
information about a number of environmental crimes
that Kennecott had committed in the United States.
For example, you may recall from your own reading
how hundreds and hundreds of migratory birds were
killed in Nevada in 1988 when they mistook a cyanide
tailings pond for a lake. Well, that was a Kennecott
operation. And by law, the company did not even
have to report a crime as terrible as this to the State of
Wisconsin when applying for its permits to mine in
Rusk County.

Despite the clear need for the state to consider a
mining company’s environmental track record as part
of the approval process for a mining permit, Decker’s
bill had tough going on its first round in the
Wisconsin Senate. In particular, Sen. Roger Breske
tried to delay senate action on the proposal, and
when the bill finally got to the floor on October 31,
1991, it was defeated on a vote of 18-15 “as tempers
flared” (CD 89-17 and CD 89-24). But Decker didn’t
give up. He sat down at the table with Breske and
managed to work out a compromise. The final bill
stated that instead of reporting all environmental vio-
lations over the previous twenty years in the United
States and Canada, the applicant only had to report
the following violations that had taken place over the
previous ten years in the United States (CD 89-25):
� Forfeitures of reclamation bonds;
� Felony convictions for violating environmental pro-

tection laws;
� Any bankruptcy that resulted in failure to reclaim a

mining site; and
� Any permanent revocation of a mining permit

because of failure to reclaim a mining site.

And as far as requiring the DNR to deny a permit was
concerned, the applicant, its parent corporation or
any of its major subsidiaries had to be found guilty of
at least two felonies or any of the other items listed
above. Of course, an ongoing violation of any of
Wisconsin’s mining laws was also considered grounds
for denying a permit, just like in the original mining
statute.

The amended bill passed the senate on a vote of
29-4, made it through the assembly on a voice vote
and was signed into law on April 28, 1992 by
Governor Thompson. Decker would be the first to
admit that he didn’t get everything he wanted. But
the passage of SB 240 was still was quite an accom-
plishment. For those of you who are interested, the

exact wording of the Bad Actor Law can be found on
the CD-ROM that accompanies the book (CD 89-26).

In 1997, Decker introduced another bill, SB 342, to
try to toughen up the Bad Actor Law. Besides requiring
a mining company to provide more information about
its criminal past, SB 342 included provisions to fix
some of the other problems with Wisconsin’s mining
laws. For example, the bill called for repealing the
section of the Local Agreement Law that allowed a
local mining agreement to throw out legally adopted
zoning codes and ordinances. The bill also specified
that a local mining agreement could not be signed
until after the Environmental Impact Statement had
been prepared. It was a great piece of legislation, but
unfortunately the senate Republicans blocked it from
going anywhere. I have included a copy of the bill on
the CD-ROM that accompanies the book, in the hope
that someone will reintroduce it in the legislature at
some point in time (CD 89-27). 

So there you have it, my dear readers. There was a
lot of action in the Wisconsin Legislature in 1991 that
made Kennecott and a number of other mining com-
panies kind of nervous, to say the least. But before
moving on, I must tell you about one other thing that
happened in 1991 that got the mining companies and
Governor Thompson pretty upset.  It had to do with a
letter written by Secretary of State Doug La Follette. 

As you know, Doug wasn’t one to keep his mouth
shut when he saw the environment being attacked. So
after Kennecott was awarded its permit to mine in
Rusk County and it was clear that other mining com-
panies were getting ready to move into the state, he
decided to stir the pot. And he did it by posting a let-
ter in a number of regional newspapers, asking tourists
to write to Governor Thompson and express their con-
cerns about mining (CD 89-28). Now at first glance
you might not think that such a letter would accom-
plish very much. But here’s the clincher: Doug sent his
letter to newspapers all over the place, including
papers in Wisconsin, Illinois, Iowa and Minnesota! 

Boy, did that get Thompson mad! As reported in
the March 19, 1991 issue of the Saint Paul Pioneer
Press, “The letter incensed Thompson, a Republican
who has touted tourism as one of the state’s fastest-
growing industries. Thompson countered that Wis-
consin has the toughest mining permit law in the
United States” (CD 84-3). All I can say is that Doug’s
letter must have succeeded in outraging a lot of peo-
ple from neighboring states who like to vacation in
Wisconsin, and they must have put the heat on
Thompson. Otherwise old “Toxic Tommy” wouldn’t
have blown up the way he did.
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Sometimes life is wonderful!
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With all the activity going on in Wisconsin in
1991 to oppose mining, it’s no wonder that Kennecott
decided to ramp up its attack against those of us who
were giving the mining company grief. I think Larry
Mercando was getting sick of trying to explain away
all the facts we had thrown in his face about mining
pollution, and I bet he was tired of court cases, pro-
testers, certain lawmakers and our outspoken
Secretary of State.

So in March of 1991 came the big announcement:
Kennecott was launching a statewide public relations
campaign to counteract all the “half truths, misstate-
ments and distortions” being spread by people like
Evelyn and me against the mine. You can read for your-
self in an article that appeared in the March 15, 1991
issue of the Wisconsin State Journal (Figure 90-1).

Mercando’s rhetoric was nothing new to us. He had

been accusing us of spreading misinformation ever
since he came to Ladysmith in 1987. And as far as
Kennecott launching a “public relations campaign”
was concerned, we were already dealing with that
kind of nonsense from the mining company on a
weekly basis—every time the Flambeau News was
delivered to our homes as an insert to the Ladysmith
News. No, the only thing that had changed was that
Mercando was now trying to spread his propaganda
statewide. He probably realized that he couldn’t make
the case for the mine with the people of Rusk County,
so instead he was going to try to recruit people from
outside the community to help him.

Imagine that! Mercando, who constantly criticized
“outsiders” for opposing the mine, all of a sudden
thought it was okay for outsiders to help him pressure
the local authorities to make sure the mine was built.

Kennecott Goes on 
the Offensive (1991)

C H A P T E R  9 0

Figure 90-1. Kennecott launches a statewide public relations campaign to counteract the “misinformation” being spread by mining opponents
(Wisconsin State Journal, March 15, 1991; republished with permission).
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As part of Kennecott’s new PR campaign, the min-
ing company asked Wood Communications Group of
Madison to put together a fancy report designed to
discredit those of us opposed to the mine. You may
recall, Jim Wood and his firm had been hired by
Kennecott in January of 1990 to produce the
Flambeau News, which they continued to do until
sometime in 1993. I guess you could say they had a
proven track record of being more than willing to help
the mining company spread its propaganda to the
public, so I imagine that’s why Mercando approached
Wood for help with his latest scheme. At any rate,
when the report that Kennecott requested was com-
pleted in March of 1991, it contained a list of 77 dif-
ferent statements, mostly made by the Rusk County
Citizens Action Group, that the mining company
claimed were either “half-truths, distortions or mis-
statements.” And later the report was expanded even
further to include 100 items (CD 90-1). Of course,
each of our “misstatements” was accompanied by a
response from Kennecott to explain why we were
wrong. To set the tone, the report started out with the
following proclamation:

Documenting this unfortunate record is not some-
thing Flambeau Mining enjoyed, but we are per-
suaded that the public’s right to know means that

while people have a right to know whatever anyone
wishes to tell them, they also have a right to know
the truth.

I’m sure glad that Larry was watching out for all of us.
But the problem was that Kennecott’s little report was
filled with the mining company’s own lies and distor-
tions! There isn’t enough room here to list all of the
items that were covered in the report, but I have
included a few examples to show you what we were
up against. They are reproduced in their original form
so you can see the professional layout. Kennecott and
Wood Communications apparently put a lot of time
and money into researching and preparing the docu-
ment. And the fact that Mercando saw the need to do
something like this told me we were really getting to
him.

Let’s first talk about item number 18 on
Kennecott’s list of “half-truths” that Mercando wanted
to correct (Figure 90-2). It had to do with our claim
that the Local Agreement had been “negotiated and
ratified in closed sessions in probable violation of the
Wisconsin open meetings law.” As you can tell by
reading Kennecott’s refutation, the mining company
was quite adamant about pointing out that: (1)
Wisconsin law allows a governmental body to meet in
closed session; (2) the local negotiating committee

Figure 90-2. Kennecott,
with the help of its pub-
lic relations firm, put
together a report that
listed over 100 state-
ments that had been
made by mining oppo-
nents and which the
mining company
claimed to be untrue.
Here is item number 18
from the list (1991).
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had voted to do so; and (3) I, Roscoe Churchill, had
participated in those closed meetings. What the min-
ing company failed to mention, however, was that I
had consistently voted against going into closed ses-
sion, only to be outvoted every time, and that
Kennecott’s representatives were often allowed to sit
in on those “closed” meetings while the local resi-
dents were kept out. It would have been more truth-
ful for the mining company to say that the meetings
were selectively closed and that I had wanted nothing
to do with the whole mess.

And one more thing! In its refutation to item num-
ber 18, Kennecott distorted what Wisconsin’s open
meetings law really says about going into closed ses-
sion. Just because certain types of negotiations are
“sensitive” or “delicate,” it doesn’t mean they can auto-
matically be held behind closed doors, especially when
the public health, safety and welfare is at stake. No, the
law lists specific conditions that must be met before a
meeting can be closed to the public. And as discussed
in an earlier chapter, what went on in the closed meet-
ings of the negotiating committee didn’t qualify.

In my opinion, the only half-truths or misstate-
ments in Kennecott’s memo regarding item number
18 were the ones made by the mining company itself!

The word that comes to mind is this: obfuscation.
More of the same can be seen in item number 82

that dealt with the numerous variances the DNR had
granted to Kennecott to legitimize the proposed proj-
ect (Figure 90-3). The part I liked best about
Kennecott’s response to our statement can be found at
the very end of the refutation. Take a look! The min-
ing company actually said, “Two variances requested
by Flambeau Mining were granted to provide envi-
ronmental protection benefits, and not to benefit the
Company.”

To which of the variances was the mining company
referring? Could it be the one that allowed wetlands
to be disturbed? Or how about the second and third
variances that were granted, the ones that allowed
the mine to come within 150 feet of the Flambeau
River and 1000 feet of Highway 27? The fourth vari-
ance allowed the mining company to build in a flood-
plain, and the fifth one said that the mining company
didn’t have to monitor the groundwater for radioac-
tivity, turbidity or organic compounds. Those were
the choices, my dear readers. Which two do you think
were granted to “provide environmental protection
benefits?”

There were many other things wrong with what

Figure 90-3. The only
thing distorted about
item number 82 on
Kennecott’s list of “half-
truths, misstatements
and distortions” was the
mining company’s refu-
tation to RCCAG’s state-
ment (1991).
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the mining company had to say about item number
82—and for that matter, all the other items on
Kennecott’s list. In fact, Evelyn was so upset with
what Mercando was trying to sell the public that she
sat down and typed up responses to some of the state-
ments that had been made in the report. In particular,
I have included her analysis of item number 82 on the
CD-ROM that accompanies the book (CD 90-2). And
believe me, she called it like she saw it. She started
out her paper by saying, “Mr. Mercando’s refutation to
item number 82 is unadulterated distortion and a
misstatement.” Then she made her case, as she was
prone to do, by citing numerous natural resource
rules. And she ended her report with the following
statement:

In summary, Mr. Mercando is guilty, as usual, of the
very accusations fired at his victims.

As you might imagine, Mercando made sure that his
report was distributed to the members of the Rusk
County Board. In fact, he actually had the gall to sug-
gest to the supervisors that they keep his report on
hand to use as a reference! In a letter that accompa-
nied the report he wrote, “I hope that you will keep
this information and will refer to it when you hear or
read a statement made about the mine, Flambeau
Mining Company, its parent companies or the permits
that authorize and regulate the operation of this proj-
ect” (CD 90-1). Now that was pretty slick. I suppose
he hoped the board members themselves would help
spread his propaganda whenever an issue was raised.

Besides the list of “distortions and refutations” that
Mercando submitted to the Rusk County Board in his
effort to “set the record straight,” the mining company
also began running a series of advertisements called
“A Miner’s Journal” in the Ladysmith News sometime
around January of 1992. The ads faithfully appeared
on page 3A of the newspaper from week to week until
mid-1993 when the mine was up and running.
Kennecott also paid to have the ads printed in the
Rusk County Shopper so that people who didn’t buy
the Ladysmith News would still get to see them. It was
a way for the mining company to have regular contact
with the local people. That was real handy because,
as Alexander Hamilton once said, “No character, how-
ever upright, is a match for constantly reiterated
attacks, however false.” But that’s another story.

Mercando’s little weekly ads were written to sound
downright neighborly. Whenever I read them, I almost
got the feeling that Uncle Larry was sitting next to the
fireplace with me, sharing words of wisdom.

You’ve seen some of the advertisements in earlier
chapters (Figures 14-4, 62-4, 87-6 and 87-8), but I’d

like to show you a few more right now. For example,
take a look at Figure 90-4! This particular ad was
designed to convince people that everyone in the com-
munity would benefit from Kennecott’s “environmen-
tally responsible” mine next to the Flambeau River,
even the “birds, fish and wildlife.”

Two other ads that really pulled at my heartstrings
came out around Christmastime in 1992. The first
mentioned how the mining company was going to
donate $100 to ten different charities in the area
(Figure 90-5). Wow! That sure was generous, espe-
cially considering that Kennecott was about to
remove approximately $750 million worth of ore
from the Town of Grant. Could one ask for a better
neighbor?

The second ad appeared in the newspaper on

Figure 90-4. Even the birds were singing because of the prospect
of having a mine in the community—at least according to Kennecott
(Ladysmith News, December 10, 1992).
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Christmas Eve and apparently was designed to prey on
people’s sympathy for all those poor Kennecott employ-
ees in Rusk County who were spending their first
Christmas away from home (Figure 90-6). In the
process, however, the mining company exposed the fact
that some of the best-paying jobs associated with the
project had been given to people from outside the com-
munity! According to the ad, the company’s technical
supervisor, chief chemist, human relations manager,
electrical technician and chief water treatment operator
had all moved here from other states to work on the
mine. And yet Kennecott had boasted about all the good
jobs the company was going to bring to the local people.
It looked like Mercando had been caught in a lie.

As you can see, we were bombarded with lots of
mining company propaganda in the local newspaper
in the early 1990s. In fact, I don’t think you could
open a single issue of the Ladysmith News from
January of 1990 until well into 1993 without seeing a
large article or ad that promoted the mine. Mercando
even got some of his material into regional newspa-
pers like the Eau Claire Leader-Telegram. For example,
the July 7, 1991 issue of the paper ran a feature story
about Mercando entitled “Mine manager tells of
involvement in conservation” (Figure 90-7). In that
article we learned about how Mercando and his wife
Jacki had adopted two whales named Patches and
Silver and that the Mercandos belonged to a number

Figure 90-5. Kennecott made no bones about it. The company had
been moved by the Christmas Spirit to share its wealth with the com-
munity (Ladysmith News, December 3, 1992).

Figure 90-6. While trying to stir up sympathy among the people of the
community for its new employees, Kennecott inadvertently demonstrated
that the best-paying jobs at the mine had been given to people from out-
side the state (Ladysmith News, December 24, 1992).
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of different environmental groups. You can bet I was
pleased when my friends Jim Nichols of Eau Claire
and Jeff Peterson of Luck wrote to the paper a short
time later to expose Mercando for what he really was
(Figure 90-8).

Besides trying to get his message across in the
newspapers, Mercando also decided to go to the air-
waves to promote the mine. That’s right. Starting in
April of 1992, we could dial in our local radio station,

WLDY 93.1FM, and hear “Mining Talk” every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday, right after the morning news.
I never listened. The show was sponsored by
Kennecott and hosted by none other than Larry
Mercando. I wish we could have called in and talked
to him while he was on the air, but you had to submit
any questions ahead of time in writing.

Before moving on, I just have to show you what I
believe were the two nastiest and most condescending

Figure 90-7. Larry Mercando put on a happy face and tried his best to convince the public that he was concerned about protecting the environ-
ment. See CD 90-3 to read all the details (Eau-Claire Leader-Telegram, July 7, 1991; republished with permission).

Figure 90-8. Jim Nichols of
Eau Claire and Jeff Peterson of
Luck were not about to let Larry
Mercando get away with paint-
ing himself as an environmen-
talist (Eau Claire Leader
Telegram, July 1991). 
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ads that Kennecott put in the local newspaper to belit-
tle the Rusk County Citizens Action Group. They were
quite large and featured quotes from two of our coun-
try’s pioneering statesmen, Abraham Lincoln and
Alexander Hamilton. But believe me, the quotes were
not used in a very statesmanlike manner.

For starters, Abraham Lincoln was quoted as say-
ing, “You can fool all of the people some of the time,
and some of the people all of the time, but you can’t
fool all of the people all of the time” (Figure 90-9).
And of course, the ad went on to make it sound like
we were the ones who were trying to fool all of the
people all of the time. All I can say is that I wish I had
thought of using that quote first!

Kennecott ran the Abraham Lincoln advertisement
in response to an ad that the Rusk County Citizens
Action Group had printed in the newspaper a week
earlier (Figure 90-10). Take a look at what RCCAG

said, my dear readers, and then you can decide for
yourselves if our advertisement was “full of
unfounded assertions and just plain misstatements,”
as claimed by Kennecott.

The mining company’s Alexander Hamilton adver-
tisement was just as misleading (Figure 90-11). The
quote that Kennecott selected from the Revolutionary
War hero was the one I mentioned earlier: “No char-
acter, however upright, is a match for constantly reit-
erated attacks, however false.” But I still maintain
that the words applied to Mercando, not us. You see,
he was constantly reiterating half-truths and distor-
tions in an effort to brainwash the public. In particu-
lar, he and his supporters kept saying the following
things over and over and over:

� Wisconsin has the toughest mining laws in the nation.

� Only a small group of people opposes the mine.

Figure 90-9. Kennecott quoted Abraham Lincoln in an effort to make it look like the mining company was taking the high road. But the rest of
the advertisement showed how low the company could sink (Ladysmith News, December 19, 1991).
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� Those who oppose the mine are outsiders.

� The arguments raised against the mine are mis-
statements, half-truths, distortions and lies.

� The mine will bring lots of jobs and money to Rusk
County.

� The project will be conducted in an environmentally
safe and responsible manner.

RCCAG responded to Kennecott’s Lincoln and
Hamilton ads with its own paid advertisement in the
Ladysmith News (Figure 90-12). We called a spade a
spade and stated, “Flambeau Mining Co., owned by

Rio Tinto Zinc, British Mining Corp.,
buys half-page ads to insult and dis-
credit those who attempt to truth-
fully inform the public of corporate
oppression and corporate assaults on
the environment.” And then we
showed, point by point, how
Kennecott and the DNR had worked
together to ram through a project
that was not in the public’s best
interest. The ad concluded by saying,
“What could be more shameful to
our state than the DNR teaming up
with foreign Mining Giants against
the people of Wisconsin?”

Instead of quoting Alexander
Hamilton and using his words
against us, Kennecott would have
been more honest if it had quoted
Joseph Goebbels, the German
Minister of Propaganda for Adolph
Hitler, and applied the words to itself
and the DNR:

If you tell a lie big enough and keep
repeating it, people will eventually
come to believe it. The lie can be
maintained only for such time as
the State can shield the people from
the political, economic and/or mili-
tary consequences of the lie. It thus
becomes vitally important for the
State to use all of its powers to
repress dissent, for the truth is the
mortal enemy of the lie, and thus
by extension, the truth is the great-
est enemy of the State.

The advertisements I just showed
you, as well as the items you saw
from Mercando’s county board list of
“distortions and refutations” speak

volumes about Mercando’s integrity and honesty. But
let me give you just one more example. Larry once
wrote, with respect to our efforts to rescind the Local
Agreement, “I hate to sound like a broken record, but
if you look at the facts there is no legal, environmen-
tal, economic or public justification for rescinding the
Local Agreement. Those who say otherwise aren’t
playing straight” (CD 90-4). Well, at least Larry
admitted he sounded like a “broken record.” And that
fit in real well with the Alexander Hamilton quote
Mercando had tried to use against us!

In the same article, Mercando went on to compli-

Figure 90-10. The Rusk County Citizens Action Group kept the heat on Kennecott by put-
ting advertisements in the local paper to inform the public about mining issues (Ladysmith
News, December 12, 1991).
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ment the people who supported the mine by saying,
“It’s hard to put anything over on people, and I think
… people really do evaluate issues based on facts and
truth. They respect people who tell it like it is and
they don’t appreciate those who try to mislead them.”
When I read that statement all I could think of was
that I, too, respected people who told it like it was.
Unfortunately, however, that didn’t include Mer-
cando. And I would say that to his face.

Our “good neighbor” Larry moved back to Salt
Lake City sometime in 1993, after most of the gold
had been shipped out of Rusk County. I must say that
he did his job well, crushing anyone he could who
stood in the way of bringing the proposed mine into
reality. As far as the community was concerned, how-
ever, it would be impossible to accurately measure the
extent of his negative impact.

How does one measure broken friendships, lost
business, corrupt and inadequate government offi-
cials, dishonesty, greed and broken promises? I’m sure
I don’t know, but after having spent most of my
eighty-plus years as a farmer and teacher, and having
served eight terms as a county board supervisor, I
know I never saw my community more divided and
more economically stressed than during the mining
years.

I’ve heard it said that everyone has a breaking
point at which he or she cannot stand up against the
continuing pressure. And with Mercando we were
feeling the pressure from two different extremes. First
there was the “nice” Larry Mercando who promised us
money and jobs and tried to make it sound like he
was only interested in being a “good neighbor.” And
then there was the “nasty” Larry Mercando who spoke

Figure 90-11. As if quoting Abraham Lincoln wasn’t enough, Kennecott’s follow-up advertisement quoted Alexander Hamilton in an attempt to
discredit RCCAG (Ladysmith News, January 2, 1992).
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with an acid tongue and threw accusa-
tions, lies and threats at many of us.

Well, not everyone caved in to Dr.
Jeckel and Mr. Hyde, but many did. You
have already seen in earlier chapters
how some of our local officials switched
sides when the pressure got to them.
Even the local newspaper seemed to find
it much easier to publish full page arti-
cles that extolled the merits of mining
than to print letters written by long-time
residents who did not see the Flambeau
Mine as an asset.

Thankfully, however, many people
were able to withstand the pressure and
keep fighting. Otherwise we would have
been trampled on even more. In fact, if
we hadn’t fought the buzzards from the
very beginning and stopped Kennecott
the first time around in 1976, right now
Rusk County would have a 55-acre toxic
lake on the south end of town and a 156-
acre tailings pond full of acid and heavy
metals on the old Bud Waller farm.
Those important victories were the kinds
of things we had to keep remembering in
order to keep going. And that, my dear
readers, is what we did.
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Opposition to Mining in Rusk County,” a
report issued by Kennecott, June 1991.

CD 90-2. Paper written by Evelyn Churchill to refute
statements made by Kennecott, 1991.
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servation,” Eau Claire Leader-Telegram,
July 7, 1991.
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Figure 90-12. The Rusk County Citizens Action Group was not about to let Kennecott
get away with its insulting statements about those who opposed the mine (Ladysmith
News, January 9, 1992).
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One particular organization in Rusk County that
I knew little about until Kennecott came to town was
the Ladysmith Area Chamber of Commerce. I never
had reason to attend any of the chamber meetings
because I was a farmer and educator, not a business-
man. But I must admit that I was always a little leery
of the group, even in the 1970s when the organization
went by the name of the Ladysmith Community Club.
You see, in 1976, the first time Kennecott tried to get a
permit to mine in the Town of Grant, the club had
gone on record in favor of the mine at the EIS hearing
for the project. And that, my dear readers, was the
same proposal that would have left the community
with a toxic lake and a huge, poisonous tailings dump!

At the time of that hearing, I still thought I was a
Republican. But when I listened to the members of
the Ladysmith Community Club offer their testimony
in support of the mine, it started to get me wondering
about my political affiliation. Most, if not all, of those
people were Republicans, and many seemed more
interested in personal gain and lining their own pock-
etbooks than doing what was best for the common
people or certainly the environment. About a year
later, after talking to a number of Democratic and
Republican legislators in Madison, I came to the real-
ization that I indeed was in the wrong Party. I
switched sides in June of 1977 and have been a
Democrat ever since. 

Of course, that put me at odds with the people who
ran the Ladysmith Community Club and later the
Ladysmith Area Chamber of Commerce. They were
too intertwined with the Republican Party to suit me.  

Now don’t get me wrong. When I complain about
the Ladysmith Area Chamber of Commerce, I am not
talking about all the businesses in Ladysmith. No, I

have strong feelings for Ladysmith in my heart. It has
always been my home town. All my life I have
shopped there. It’s where I went to high school, where
my kids went to school and where I worked for 29
years as a teacher and principal. And over the years I
enjoyed doing business with a number of the mer-
chants in town—people like Jerry Burch, who ran the
local feed mill, Bill van Doorn and Dan Schreiber at
Lake Avenue Auto, Daisy Felland, who had a little gro-
cery store on the east end of town, Gordon and
Eleanor Malaise, who always had what I was looking
for at their Ben Franklin Dime Store, and Martin
Hoveland, the owner of the Ladysmith Pharmacy.
These were just a few of the good people in town who
were truly concerned about their customers.

My gripe was not with the majority of business
owners in Ladysmith. My complaint was with the
chamber organization itself, the people who controlled
the chamber in the early 1990s, and several of the
business members who showed little regard for the
feelings of their customers in the Town of Grant. I
don’t want to spend a lot of time telling you about all
those guys because I have so little respect for what
they did as chamber officials and chamber members.
But I would be remiss if I failed to give you at least a
few details of the preferential treatment that the
chamber leaders gave to Kennecott and certain others
within the chamber who supported the mine.  

To start, I need to tell you a little bit about Linda
Lybert, who served as the very first executive director
of the Ladysmith Area Chamber of Commerce. She
was hired in 1991 and stayed until 1993 when the
chamber fell apart and dissolved. It seems that when-
ever Lybert got involved with something there was a
lot of ruckus, and her stint with the chamber was no
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exception. What especially caught my attention was
how she fawned over the mining company, even to
the point of allowing Kennecott to have its own spe-
cial committee within the chamber to promote the
mine and allowing that committee’s monies to be co-
mingled with the chamber’s general fund. But what
bothered me even more was that no matter what
Linda Lybert did in her capacity as executive director
of the chamber, even when her actions appeared to be
questionable, the chamber’s board of directors always
backed her up. 

Shortly before Lybert was hired by the Chamber of
Commerce, the organization went on record once
more in support of having a mine in Rusk County, just
like the group had done in 1976. But this time it was
at the Master Hearing for Kennecott’s revised pro-
posal. Chamber President Tom Pynch, who was a rel-
ative newcomer to the area and stayed for just a few
years, made the following statement on the final day
of the hearing, as reported in the August 16, 1990
issue of the Flambeau News:

I am president of the Ladysmith Area Chamber of
Commerce, co-chairman of the [chamber’s] tourism
committee and a local businessman. I would like to
say that the chamber has passed a unanimous resolu-
tion in favor of this mining project if it is environmen-
tally safe. And our Wisconsin DNR has a reputation in
this country of being one of the best in the country and
we are willing to accept their decision as to whether
this is environmentally safe.

As co-chairman of the tourism committee, I
should have made this statement at the last public
session, but I was—I wanted to welcome all those
people that—that weren’t from this area that were
here, because they were just proof ahead of time that
mining is good for tourism, so we appreciated their
being here.

As a local businessman, I have a substantial
investment in the community, and I work for the bet-
terment of this community, and I believe that this
mining project will provide economic development to
our committee—or to our community that we have
been looking for in the form of jobs. And every dollar
that—it is my understanding that every dollar that
is made off the job at the mine or any job actually
turns around about seven times in the community.
So you end up with the guy at the gas station appre-
ciating the business, the guy at the grocery store, and
throughout the community. And I thank you.

As you might imagine, I thought Pynch’s statement at
the hearing was kind of dumb—especially the part
about  how he viewed the concerned people who had
come to testify at the Master Hearing as tourists! At
any rate, Pynch was in charge of the chamber in 1991

when Linda Lybert was hired as the organization’s
executive director. She was picked from among eight
applicants, I presume at the urging of the chairman of
the chamber’s search committee, Frank Beer. Beer
was a local businessman who ran an electronics store
in town, the Ladysmith Radio Shack. He became
chamber president about a year after Lybert was hired
and was still in charge when it dissolved in 1993.
Beer was very open in his support of the mine, which
did not enhance my respect for him.

In September of 1991, Lybert and the chamber
decided to get more involved in supporting the mine.
And I wouldn’t doubt that Larry Mercando had at
least something to do with it. You see, he was on the
warpath! Judge George Northrup had just issued the
injunction against Kennecott, and some pretty tough
mining bills were being debated in the Wisconsin
Legislature—the ones that had been proposed by Rep.
Harvey Stower, Sen. Russ Decker and Rep. Spencer
Black. It was no secret that Mercando needed all the
help he could get to make sure Kennecott’s project
moved forward. And the logical place for him to get
that kind of support was from those who were in
charge of the Ladysmith Area Chamber of Commerce.

Sure enough, Linda Lybert was only too willing to
accommodate the mining company’s needs. For
starters, she tried to rally some local support for the
mine by inviting people to a meeting in Ladysmith on
September 5, 1991. I didn’t get an invitation from
Linda, but according to the Ladysmith News, about
150 people came to Greenwood Manor on the west
side of town to hear what she had to say (CD 91-1). 

Lybert began the meeting by telling the group, “We
think it’s about time we showed that Rusk County
really is in favor of this mining project” [emphasis
added]. I don’t know to whom Lybert was referring
when she used the pronoun “we” in that statement,
but she proceeded to do the same song and dance
routine that Larry Mercando had relied upon many
times over the years. She talked about how the mine
would be “environmentally safe,” but offered no hard
evidence to back her claim. And, as you could tell
from reading the newspaper article cited above,
everybody got riled up after Lybert and several others
in the group talked about how just a small group of
local residents opposed the mine and that most of the
protesters were outsiders who were trying to tell
everybody else what to do.

The same old crowd backed up what Lybert had to
say at the meeting, including people like Bernice
Dukerschein, Stanley Kromrey, Al Riphenburg, David
Solsrud and Tony Daniels. If a few more of John
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Kaiser’s old cronies from the county board had been
there, they would have had a quorum! Several others
who spoke up included:
� Paul Cleaver, the Republican who had schemed to

take over the Rusk County Democratic Party in
December of 1990 and had bucked me on the mine
from the very beginning;

� Jack Christman, who had been sued along with
John Kaiser for his role in distributing false cam-
paign literature during the 1988 Rusk County
Board election;

� Jay Hart, who had worked at several different
mines over the years and claimed that Kennecott’s
project would be a “shot in the arm for Ladysmith”
and posed “no threat” to the Flambeau  River; and

� Wayne Couvillion, who ran a video rental store in
town but had made arrangements to take a leave of
absence so that he could go to work for Kennecott.

Some of the people I just mentioned complained at
the meeting about how those of us who opposed the
mine were getting too much attention in the newspa-
pers and on television. But to tell you the truth, when
I read the newspaper account of what they had to say
about us, it kind of tickled me. You see, their com-
ments confirmed once more that Flambeau Summer
had been a huge success in drawing media attention
to the problems with Kennecott’s proposal. And better
yet, all the griping suggested to me that we had really
gotten under the skin of those who blindly supported
the mine! 

The thrust of the message that Lybert delivered to
the group was that it was time for those who sup-
ported Kennecott to get organized and prove to the
world that the vast majority of people in Rusk County
backed Kennecott all the way. Now that was a tall
order of business! But a core group of mine support-
ers were bound and determined to get the word out to
the news media that those of us who opposed the
mine were either: (a) local residents who were in the
minority; or (b) outsiders who didn’t count. And
based on the front-page coverage that the Ladysmith
News gave to the group’s first meeting, it appeared
that Lybert’s followers had gotten off to a good start
(Figure 91-1). 

But there’s more to the story. Lybert’s meeting
with the mine supporters happened to take place in
Ladysmith on the day before Governor Tommy
Thompson was scheduled to visit Glen Flora, a small
village about 10 miles east of Ladysmith. He was
coming to present the village with a state grant for
$121,500 to pay “half the costs of improved road

access for Artisans, Inc.,” a screen-printing shop that
happened to be owned by Bernice DuKerschein’s
family (Figure 91-1). I’m sure Lybert knew all 
about the governor’s visit and viewed it as a great
opportunity for the state’s pro-mining governor 
to hear from Ladysmith’s pro-mining Chamber of
Commerce. 

Sure enough. When Lybert met with the mine
supporters on September 5th, she passed around a
letter for people to sign. It criticized the injunction
imposed on Kennecott by Judge George Northrup
and stated, “We would like to see this project begin
as soon as possible, without any further delays.” And
the next day she presented the letter to Governor
Thompson (Figure 91-1). On top of that, the same
letter appeared in the Ladysmith News, complete
with signatures, two weeks later as a paid advertise-
ment. I’d show you a copy of the ad right now, my
dear readers, except you’ve already seen it in an ear-
lier chapter (Figure 87-7). It’s the same ad that
caught Judge Northrup’s attention and prompted
him to write the following statement: “I encourage
the parties to try the issues in court, not the news
media. If the news media in northern Wisconsin is
accurate, the public is intentionally being misled
about the legal issues and court ruling in a massive
public relations effort” (CD 87-19). I guess that tells
you what Judge Northrup thought about the cham-
ber’s slimy tactics.

A second show of support for the mine that the
chamber planned took place on September 20,
1991. It was the same day that state legislators were
scheduled to be at the Rusk County Courthouse in
Ladysmith to get public input on the state’s mining
laws and what needed to be changed. Rep. Marty
Reynolds, who at the time was our state representa-
tive in Madison, chaired the meeting. And about
twenty-five or so people got up to talk, as reported
in the September 26, 1991 issue of the Ladysmith
News (CD 91-4). Evelyn and I were among those
who testified, but I must say that it was a little hard
for us to hear what everyone had to say.  You see, the
chamber had arranged for some big trucks, tractors,
front-end loaders and cars to circle around the
courthouse while the meeting was being held and
make a lot of noise. It was their way of showing sup-
port for the mine.

Right during the meeting, for perhaps an hour or
so, we heard shifting gears, roaring motors, honking
horns and lots of rattling as the trucks drove round
and round the building. The Ladysmith News reported
that about 150 people joined in the caravan and that
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it was about a half-mile long (CD 91-5). Linda Lybert
stated, “We thought it would be a good time to show
there is indeed a lot of support for the mine in Rusk
County,” but I thought the whole thing was disrup-
tive, rude and showed a certain amount of arrogance
on the part of the mine supporters. Lybert’s gang was
acting like a bunch of bullies, trying to show us how

big they were. But if they had gotten out of their
trucks, my dear readers, I don’t think they would have
looked so big. 

Despite all the noise, the meeting kept on going as
if the trucks weren’t even there. Eventually the cara-
van kind of fizzled out, and the remainder of the
three-hour hearing was much quieter.

Figure 91-1. The Ladysmith News gives prime coverage to the efforts of Linda Lybert and the Ladysmith Area Chamber of Commerce to support
the mine. See CD 91-1–CD 91-3 to read the complete articles (Ladysmith News, September 12, 1991; republished with permission). 
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It may have caught you by surprise to see the name Marty
Reynolds pop up in this chapter. Yes, he was elected to the
Wisconsin Legislature in 1990 as the representative of the
87th Assembly District, which at the time included parts of
Rusk, Taylor, Chippewa and Price counties. I have known
Marty for a long time. He was one of my sixth grade stu-
dents, a bright, likable boy. Of course, like most children he
grew up and struggled with life’s problems. By trade, he was
a plumber and electrician and also installed heating units as
part of his business in Ladysmith.

Marty got interested in politics somewhere along the way and
eventually was elected Mayor of Ladysmith. He served three
terms in that capacity between 1986 and 1991 and was the
mayor when Kennecott returned to Rusk County in 1987.
Because of his position, he automatically became a member
of Governor Tommy Thompson’s Ad Hoc Task Force on
Mining that was set up in the fall of 1987 and was also
named to the local negotiating committee that met with
Kennecott to draw up the Local Agreement. It was then that
Marty and I began to disagree on the Flambeau Mine.

Ladysmith was in a bad financial situation at that time, and
many thought the mine could be a boon to the city. I imagine
the Ladysmith City Council and even Marty’s father-in-law,
John Kaiser, put pressure on him whenever he had a decision
to make. Anyway, while serving on the local negotiating com-
mittee, Marty usually went along with Alan Christianson, Bob
Plantz and the other committee members who supported the
mine. However, there were a few times when he voted with
me to not have the meetings go into closed session.

But in the end Marty went along with the other committee
members who endorsed the Local Agreement Law that had
been drafted by Kennecott in 1987, and shortly thereafter he
signed a Local Agreement on behalf of the City of Ladysmith
that allowed Kennecott to mine in the Town of Grant. I strenu-
ously opposed both the agreement as well as the awful law
that legitimized the process.

About a year after signing the Local Agreement, Marty
decided to run for the Wisconsin Assembly on the
Democratic ticket. He won that race in 1990, and after he got
to Madison, I can say in all honesty that he didn’t buck me on
anything. He was always available if one wished to contact
him on legislative issues, and I really think he tried to do
some good at the State Capitol. In fact, even though he had
some mixed feelings about it, Marty voted for Rep. Harvey
Stower’s progressive mining bill, AB 81, that called for
imposing a two-year moratorium on mining in the state (CD
91-6). I think it got him mad to learn that the DNR had
ignored the recommendation of its own specialist to do a sur-
vey of the Flambeau River for endangered species, and that’s
why he voted the way he did. At any rate, even though AB 81

never became law, another mining moratorium bill was pro-
posed in 1997, this time by Rep. Spencer Black. Marty
backed that bill wholeheartedly, and it eventually became law.

Another mining bill supported by Marty was AB 661. In fact,
he didn’t just support it—he wrote it! The bill was introduced
in the Wisconsin Assembly in October of 1991 and was
designed to, among other things, help local governments that
were negotiating a Local Agreement pay for needed legal and
technical advice (CD 91-7). Now I still maintain that we
should get rid of the Local Agreement Law altogether and
handle mining proposals through local zoning ordinances.
That being said, at least Marty’s bill was an improvement over
what took place in Rusk County during the negotiations for
the Flambeau Mine. Here is how Marty described one of the
main provisions of the bill (CD 91-8):

Assembly Bill 661 will require a mining company to
pay up to $150,000 to the state Mining Impact Board.
The money will be forwarded to local governments to
fund legal counsel and technical experts in the areas
of transportation, utilities, economic, social and envi-
ronmental impacts and municipal services for the ben-
efit of the community.

AB 661 contained other provisions as well, such as a require-
ment for the DNR to prepare an Environmental Impact
Statement for every mining permit. The bill eventually passed
the Wisconsin Assembly and Senate, albeit in an amended
form, and was signed into law by Governor Tommy
Thompson on April 28, 1992. You can read all about it on the
CD-ROM that accompanies the book (CD 91-9).

I also need to tell you about AB 341, the Mining Groundwater
Protection Bill that Marty introduced in the Wisconsin
Assembly in 1993 (CD 91-10). That particular bill, discussed
in an earlier chapter, would have subjected mining operations
to the same groundwater protection laws that apply to all
other industries in Wisconsin. And it was written in such a
way as to apply to the Flambeau Mine! Larry Mercando really
got upset with that one. He was quoted in the Real Flambeau

Representative Marty Reynolds (D-Ladysmith)

Figure 91-2. Marty
Reynolds served in the
Wisconsin Legislature as the
representative of the 87th
Assembly District from 1990
to 2002 (Wisconsin Blue
Book, 1991).
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I guess you can tell that Linda Lybert and her mining
buddies in the chamber were not my favorite people.
And it didn’t help matters any when they proceeded
to form an official committee within the chamber
whose sole purpose was to promote Kennecott’s mine.
The committee called itself the Environmentally
Responsible Mine Group, or ERMG, and it consisted
of the same chamber members who had attended
Lybert’s pro-mining meeting in September of 1991
and had organized that noisy caravan. The only dif-
ference was that now they had an official name for
themselves. The members were the kind of guys who
supported Kennecott one-hundred percent and liked
to talk about how the mine would be environmentally
safe and bring jobs to the county. I think their main
motivation, however, was that they thought their own
businesses might benefit from the mine.

Jim Weisenberger, the realtor who managed Kenne-
cott’s 2,900 acres in the Ladysmith area, was right in
the middle of helping the chamber’s new mining group
get organized. He was a member of ERMG’s steering
committee, which also included Jim Schultz (a local
barber), Jim Moss (the manager of Club 8, a supper
club west of Ladysmith), Norb Christman (the manager
of the local True Value hardware store), Dave
Willingham (a Rusk County Supervisor who always
bucked me on the mining issue), Linda Lybert and Paul
Cleaver. Weisenberger was quoted in the February 6,
1992 issue of the Flambeau News as saying:

This spring we’ll be looking to keep supporters
updated on legislation; we’ll keep abreast of the work
of the Wisconsin Manufacturers and Commerce
Mining Committee; and we’ll work together to iden-
tify other ways of showing our support for environ-
mentally responsible mining. [emphasis added]

Now I had a problem with what Weisenberger had to
say. He was trying to equate “environmentally respon-
sible mining” with Kennecott’s project, when the two
things were not one and the same! It was a slick way
of trying to build support for the mine without dis-
cussing the real issues. It also bothered, but didn’t sur-
prise me to hear of the tie-in between the chamber’s
mining group and Wisconsin Manufacturers and
Commerce (WMC). From the very beginning, going
back to the days when the state’s mining laws were
being written, it appeared to me that WMC’s lobbyists
were only interested in helping the mining industry
rob us of our resources. They knew no more about
“environmentally responsible mining” than the most
ignorant person in the county. But here they were,
infiltrating our local Chamber of Commerce. 

One of the mucky-mucks at WMC headquarters in
Madison, a guy by the name of James Buchen, even
made a trip to Ladysmith in February of 1992 to meet
with the chamber’s mining group. He told the mem-
bers, as reported in the February 20, 1992 issue of the
Flambeau News, “Your support for environmentally
responsible mining and the economic benefits it will
bring is important and makes a real difference in the
halls of the Capitol.” At the same meeting, Buchen
also announced that WMC was planning to hold its
quarterly mining conference in Ladysmith the follow-
ing June. Yes, it looked like Rusk County was going to
be seeing a lot more of the big-money interests that
belonged to WMC. And Mercando kept accusing us of
bringing in outsiders to stir the pot!

Lybert was really proud of the chamber’s mining
group. In fact, in 1992 the chamber published a list of
its major accomplishments for the previous year, and
the formation of that particular group was ranked
right up there with sponsoring the annual Christmas

News as saying, “We don’t like it. We think it’s totally unnec-
essary. … Having such a bill passed would force another
hearing that we would have to go through” (CD 91-11).

We sure were pleased that Marty had introduced such a bill.
In fact, Evelyn wrote a letter to the editor of the Ladysmith
News to inform the public of the bill and expose how
Mercando and Governor Tommy Thompson were collaborat-
ing to defeat it (CD 91-12). Unfortunately, even though the
bill passed the Democrat-controlled assembly, it died in the
Republican-controlled senate. And when a bill similar to
Marty’s was introduced in the Wisconsin Senate in 2001 (SB
271), it passed the Democrat-controlled senate, only to be
killed by the Republican-controlled assembly. I hope, my dear
readers, that someone has the courage to introduce that bill
again and again and again—until it becomes law.

Marty continued to serve in the Wisconsin Assembly until
2002, when he chose to step down and run for Wisconsin
Lieutenant Governor on the Libertarian ticket. He lost that
race and is now back to being a regular citizen. I was very
disappointed to lose him as my state representative in
Madison and to lose him as a Democrat. He was a hard
worker throughout his six terms in office. He constantly had
to struggle against great odds, considering how the state
government was controlled by Republicans during that time.

If Marty had decided to run for reelection in 2002 as a
Democrat, you can bet I would have supported him. It always
seemed to me that he tried to represent the people who had
elected him to state office. But now I have a Republican as
my representative instead, and all I can say is that I wish we
had Marty back.
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parade and coordinating a welcome home for the
troops returning from Desert Storm.

Besides listening to all the baloney from Lybert,
Buchen and Weisenberger about how great the cham-
ber’s mining group was, we also had to put up with
the comments of Norb Christman, the chairman of the
group’s steering committee. He didn’t seem to like me
very much and, believe me, was right in there with
Mercando. Even before Kennecott came to town, Norb
and I weren’t buddies—but at least I could say we got
along. I bought all kinds of things from him at his
hardware store—paint, wrenches, pipes and even a
new water heater. But after Norb came out in support
of the mine and got real nasty about it, I no longer felt
comfortable going into his store. And I don’t think I
was the only one who felt that way. All of a sudden his
customers seemed to drop right off, and he eventually
went out of business.

By the way, Norb was the son of Jack Christman,
the same guy you read about earlier who helped John
Kaiser in his overthrow of the Rusk County Board in
1988. I didn’t hold that against Norb, but I must say
that both father and son could be pretty darned
ornery when they talked about those of us who
opposed the mine. And so could some of the others
who were members of the chamber’s mining group.

To show you what I mean, take a look at the fol-
lowing excerpts from a news article written by Rob
Zaleski of the Capital Times! Zaleski, who to this day
is one of my favorite Madison reporters, had come to
Ladysmith in March of 1991 to interview some of the
local people about the mine. Along the way he came
across a group of “local merchants” in a Ladysmith
café who were irritated with those of us who opposed
the mine, to say the least. The merchants refused to
give their names to Zaleski, just like you might
expect, so I cannot prove who really said what. But I
have my suspicions, and let me say this: What you are
about to read is the same kind of snarly talk that I
heard from a number of the local businessmen who
belonged to the chamber’s mining group. Here is
what Zaleski reported (CD 91-13): 

Derisive laughter fills the air. It is a cool, gray
Monday morning and several regulars at the
Indianhead Café are pondering a reporter’s question
about the open pit copper mine that the Flambeau
Mining Company—a subsidiary of Kennecott
Corporation—plans to develop just a mile south of
town.

They describe themselves as “local merchants.”
But they don’t want their names printed and they’re
hesitant to say anything at all—especially to a
reporter from Madison—for fear of alienating their

neighbors.
But if I’m really seeking the truth, one man says,

the truth is that only about 3 percent of the residents
of Rusk County oppose the mine.

“Of course,” another man adds, “those are the
ones always getting the headlines. Everyone else sup-
ports the thing.” 

Then, the anger begins to spill out of them—like
hot syrup running over their pancakes.

Most of those who oppose the mine, insists one
man, are the “long-haired hippie types” who showed
up last summer for a hearing at Ladysmith High
School.

“Scum of the earth,” snickers another in bib over-
alls.

“And it’s a good thing the [Flambeau] river is
only 5 feet deep,” snarls a man in a red and black
flannel shirt. “Otherwise a lot of them protesters
would be in [the river] right now wearing cement
shoes.” …

[Even] John Terrill, the longtime editor of the
weekly Ladysmith News, … isn’t above getting
caught up in the emotions of the issue. He says he
heard second-hand that officials at Ladysmith High
School had to fumigate their auditorium last sum-
mer “after all those protesters showed up for the
hearing.”

Fumigate?
“Yeah, because of lice,” he says. 

I think you can see there was a lot of tension in
Ladysmith over the mine. And when the Chamber of
Commerce formed its mining group, things just got
worse. Instead of coming up with solid facts to sup-
port their claim that the mine would be environmen-
tally responsible, those who belonged to the group
seemed to be more interested in making a show of
force, like when they drove all those big trucks and
front-end loaders around the Rusk County
Courthouse in September of 1991. Worse yet, the fact
that the group was sanctioned by the Ladysmith Area
Chamber of Commerce gave those guys a certain
amount of credibility I felt they didn’t deserve.

You might be wondering how the chamber got away
with being so intimately involved with promoting the
business of one single member like Kennecott, when
there were so many other businesses in the area that
could have used some help. Well, the chamber officials
kept referring to the mining group as a “self-sustaining
committee of the chamber” responsible for raising its
own money, as if that somehow justified the preferen-
tial treatment. At least that’s how ERMG was described
by Norb Christman in several articles that appeared in
the Flambeau News and a fund-raising letter that was
sent to various business establishments in Rusk County
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(CD 91-14 and CD 91-15). But even though the min-
ing group raised at least some of its own money by
sending out letters, hosting a few dinners and selling
tee-shirts, the line between the Chamber of
Commerce and Kennecott always seemed a little
blurred to me. And it turns out that I wasn’t the only
one to notice.

Eventually, some businessmen in the community
decided that the Ladysmith Area Chamber of
Commerce had overstepped its bounds by forming a
special group to promote the mine. In particular, the
owner and manager of the Gerard Hotel in Ladysmith,
a man by the name of Terry McGinness, became con-
cerned over what he perceived to be going on in the
chamber office. In December of 1992 he wrote a letter
that listed a series of ethical problems regarding Linda
Lybert and the mining group and sent it to every

chamber member (CD 91-16). McGinness asserted
that Kennecott was receiving special treatment not
afforded to other members. In fact, no other business
had its own separate committee within the chamber. 

McGinness made the following claims about the
chamber’s mining group, all of which were confirmed
in a subsequent investigation conducted by  an inter-
nal chamber committee:

1. Employees of the chamber were being used for the
mining group’s fundraising activities and computer
operations during business hours;

2. Chamber postage, stationary and envelopes were
being used for mailings from the mining group,
and the paper trail for reimbursing the chamber
was difficult to follow; and

3. Funds meant to promote the mine were being co-
mingled with other chamber monies in a single

Two of my favorite reporters are competitors in the Madison
newspaper market, even to this day. One of them is Ron
Seely of the Wisconsin State Journal and the other is Rob
Zaleski of the Capital Times. Each of these men has inter-
viewed me on occasion over the years, and I have read a lot
of their articles. Both strike me as very concerned individuals
who want to get at the truth. They were always friendly to
Evelyn and me and willing to give us a fair shake when they
reported on the mining controversy in Ladysmith. You can’t
ask for more than that in a reporter.

I still run into Seely now and then at environmental meetings
he is covering for the paper. And whenever he sees me, he
comes over to talk to me about what’s going on. And Zaleski,
well, I’ll always remember how he drove up from Madison
and came out to my farm to interview Evelyn and me in
March of 1991. I can honestly say that no matter where I
have seen these two men, whether at DNR meetings or at my
kitchen table, both have treated me with respect and have
always listened to what I had to say.  

I have already told you the story about how Seely received
an anonymous memo that claimed Evelyn and I had planted
the endangered clams in the Flambeau River. And you saw
how he went to the effort to report the real story of how
someone had apparently sent a spy to one of our environ-
mental meetings. Well, I have a similar story to tell you
about Zaleski.

Rather than receiving an anonymous memo about those of us
who opposed the mine, Zaleski received a lot of anonymous
comments about us from a few “local merchants” who he
interviewed at the Indianhead Café in Ladysmith in March of
1991. They referred to us as the “scum of the earth” and said

we should be thrown in the Flambeau River wearing cement
shoes. Well, just like Seely knew there had to be more to the
story than a few comments from people who weren’t even
willing to identify themselves, so did Zaleski. I’m not sure
how he got my name, but he called me up on the phone after
he was done interviewing the nameless merchants and asked
if he could come out to the farm to meet Evelyn and me. Of
course we said, “Why sure!”

A short time later Zaleski arrived at the farm and I met him at
the door. Evelyn was upstairs at the time, primping a little
because she knew we were getting company, so Zaleski and I
went into the living room to talk a little bit while we waited for
her. When Evelyn came into the room and Rob looked up and
saw her, he seemed real surprised and said, “Well, you’re a
nice looking couple!” I guess after hearing all the rough talk
at the Indianhead Café about those of us who opposed the
mine, maybe he thought we were going to look like we had
been dragged out from underneath something! At any rate,
we had a good discussion about the mine. Rob asked a lot of
questions. But even more important, he really listened.  

From the very start, both Zaleski and Seely have been very
friendly to me. That’s the way it’s been. They are sincere and
gentle in their ways, and I really like both of them. I feel com-
fortable with both of them. I trust both of them. And I think
both of them respect the fact that I’ve been scrapping with
the powers that be. 

I respect those two guys for how they have handled their jobs
over the years. I wouldn’t hesitate to go to either of them with
any story that I felt was worth telling. Like I said at the begin-
ning, you couldn’t ask for more in a reporter than what you
get with Seely and Zaleski.

Ron Seely and Rob Zaleski — My Favorite Madison Newspaper Reporters
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checking account, and there was no strong account-
ing backup.

Those were not the only problems that McGinness
brought up in his letter. He also accused Lybert of
wrongdoing during her 1992 campaign for the
Wisconsin Assembly. You see, Lybert had unsuccess-
fully run for office on the Republican ticket in an effort
to unseat Rep. Marty Reynolds. And McGinness had
solid evidence that Lybert had asked chamber employ-
ees to do campaign work for her on chamber time and
that Lybert herself had worked on her campaign during
business hours. She was accused of using the office
phone to participate in conference calls with political
operatives in Madison and having campaign materials
delivered to the chamber office. The whole thing
looked pretty shady, especially since the chamber was
partially financed with public money and the by-laws of
the organization called for the chamber to remain non-
partisan. Yet Lybert, the Republican Party and
Kennecott all seemed to be mixed up together. 

The same afternoon that McGinness’ letter was
received by the chamber members, McGinness got a
call from Jeanette Effertz, a chamber member who
was the co-owner of the Davis Motel on the west side
of Ladysmith. She was a supporter of Lybert in her bid
for the Wisconsin Assembly. Effertz said she couldn’t
believe that McGinness had sent his letter to everyone
in the chamber and asked him how he could do such
a thing. McGinness responded by saying that the files
in the chamber office would prove his allegations
were based on fact.

Guess what happened next! Approximately 90
minutes after the discussion between McGinness and
Effertz, Linda Lybert telephoned the Ladysmith Police
Department to report that the chamber office had
been entered and burglarized! She claimed that some
files were missing and others had been altered and
left strewn about the office. This handily interfered
with any effort to gain access to public documents
that might have supported McGinness’ allegations
and incriminated Lybert and the mining group.

As you might imagine, the story prompted a fair
amount of media interest. The Eau Claire Leader-
Telegram reported in its December 17, 1992 issue, “An
apparent break-in this week at the Ladysmith
Chamber of Commerce office has raised suspicions
that either the organization’s executive director or
chamber members who were investigating her activi-
ties were involved” (Figure 91-3). The article went on
to mention that according to Ladysmith Police Chief
Norm Rozak, “There was no indication of forced entry
or damage to the chamber’s headquarters, and the

only items found missing were files and keys to a file
cabinet.” No one was ever charged.  

On the evening of December 17, 1992, shortly
after the alleged break-in, the chamber’s board of
directors held a meeting. Chamber member Leif
Ringstad was there as a spokesman for McGinness,
who was not in attendance. Ringstad, the son of my
friend Bob Ringstad, asked sixteen different questions
of the board of directors, based on the letter that
McGinness had sent out regarding the activities of
Linda Lybert and the chamber’s mining committee.
Chamber President Frank Beer, who had been defend-
ing Lybert’s actions all along, was really put on the
spot.

Rather than discussing the allegations made by
McGinness and Ringstad or moving to hire an inde-
pendent auditor, Beer announced that the board
would not respond to the charges at that time. Instead
he decided to appoint a special committee of chamber
members to examine the allegations laid by McGinness.
Hmmm. Since the allegations involved the mishan-
dling of public money, Beer really should have asked
several representatives from the governing bodies of
the City of Ladysmith and Rusk County to serve on
the committee as well. But he refused, saying that the
city and county would be able to read the report of
the committee when it became available in January of
1993. Beer also refused to allow Ringstad immediate
access to the records of the Chamber of Commerce,
saying the records would not be made available for
inspection until January 11, 1993. It felt like Beer was
trying to control the entire investigation. You can read
for yourself in an article that appeared in the
December 18, 1992 issue of the Eau Claire Leader-
Telegram (CD 91-17).

I must also mention that McGinness and Ringstad
were was not alone in voicing their complaints against
Lybert. The chamber’s office manager and a second
employee stepped forward to submit letters that docu-
mented how Lybert had asked them to do campaign
work for her on chamber time, like folding and stapling
campaign letters. One of the employees even said she
believed that Lybert’s letters were sent out using stamps
meant for tourism packets. All of this information was
include in a complaint that Ringstad eventually filed
with the State of Wisconsin Elections Board on January
8, 1993 (CD 91-18). The complaint alleged that
Chapter 11 of the Wisconsin Statutes governing cam-
paign financing had been violated by Linda Lybert, her
campaign chairman and treasurer, and the voting mem-
bers of the chamber’s board of directors. They were
accused of violations concerning “in kind” contributions
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and the use of public money and/or property for
Lybert’s campaign.

The committee that Beer appointed to get to the
bottom of all this was chaired by Rev. Paul Walter (the
minister of the Episcopal church in Conrath) and also
included Ken Bergsbaken (my dentist), Bonnie Dixon
(a loan officer with the Security State Bank in
Ladysmith), Mark Halada (a loan officer with the
Pioneer National Bank in Ladysmith) and Robert
Hansen (a chamber member who I didn’t know). The

committee’s investigation took about
three weeks, and when the members
filed their official report, they agreed
that 20 out of the 23 allegations
made by McGinness against Lybert
and the mining group were true. It
seemed like a real victory for
McGinness and the others who had
called Lybert to task. But not so fast!
At the end of the report the commit-
tee made a number of statements
that appeared to contradict what they
had learned. Here is what the com-
mittee concluded (CD 91-19):

1. There was no wrongdoing or irre-
sponsibility evident in the manage-
ment of chamber funds;

2. Whether or not the chamber by-
laws were materially violated by
Lybert during her political cam-
paign was a judgment call beyond
the purview of the committee;

3. There was no apparent wrong-
doing in relation to the chamber’s
support of the mine; and

4. Unless very specific new evidence
was provided to demonstrate wrong-
doing on the part of individual
chamber officers and employees, the
matter should be closed and not
reopened.

What? It looked like the committee
had turned a blind eye to what Lybert
and her mining group had done in the
chamber office. And to make matters
worse, instead of reprimanding
Lybert, the committee’s report came
down hard on McGinness and Ring-
stad, accusing them of “a carefully
orchestrated attack” on the integrity
of the chamber in general and Linda

Lybert in particular. The report stated that the com-
mittee felt “premature and distorted press releases had
been issued which … unfairly undermined the reputa-
tion and credibility of the Chamber of Commerce” and
that it believed McGinness and Ringstad had been
involved in issuing those press releases. The report
went on to state, “We condemn this kind of behavior
in the strongest possible terms. It is unfair, unethical,
and certainly works contrary to the best interests of
the people of Ladysmith and Rusk County.” To me, it

Figure 91-3. Right after Linda Lybert learned that chamber records were going to be exam-
ined as part of an investigation against her, she reported that the chamber office had been
burglarized (Eau Claire Leader-Telegram, December 17, 1992; republished with permission).
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would have made more sense if the committee had
written that about Lybert and the mining committee.

So in the committee’s eyes, what Lybert and the
mining company had done was above reproach, but the
acts of McGinness and Ringstad were reprehensible. 

To make matters worse, Pat Williams, a chamber
member who ran an antique store in town, came to
the next general membership meeting of the chamber
in January of 1993 with a petition asking for
McGinness and Ringstad to be permanently expelled
from the organization for conduct unbecoming
chamber members. The petition also called for the
expulsion of board member Richard Tuisl, who had
helped McGinness and Ringstad in their efforts.

McGinness responded to Williams’ action by send-
ing a letter to the editor of the Ladysmith News in
which he wrote, “If Pat Williams demands my expul-
sion from the chamber as an alternative to answering
these concerns, then in keeping with McCarthyism …
that’s their choice. I intend to continue raising these
questions until they are adequately answered” (CD
91-20). He knew he was right to raise ethical issues
about Lybert and the mining group and was not about
to back down. As far as I know, the board of directors
never acted on Williams’ vindictive petition.

At the chamber’s January 1993 meeting there was
also a heated exchange between Beer and Ringstad
regarding the need for an external audit of the cham-
ber’s financial records. Ringstad was concerned that
there was not proper accounting for all of the cham-
ber’s expenditures. Indeed, there appeared to be a
negative balance of $11,000 between revenues and
expenditures. An audit would surely show how Lybert
and the mining group had been spending the cham-
ber’s co-mingled funds.

But Chamber President Frank Beer did not want
the audit, even though it had been recommended by
the same committee that reviewed McGinness’
charges against Lybert. Beer had indicated earlier that
he would do everything the special committee sug-
gested. But even though Ringstad read from the tran-
script of the meeting where Beer had pledged his
cooperation, Beer would not budge.

Larry Mercando didn’t want the audit either. He
was at the meeting and said that it didn’t seem fruit-
ful to waste $1,500 for an extensive audit, and that
people should do something positive instead of con-
tinuing their petty quibbling. At that point Ringstad
yelled out, “Public money is not petty when it is not
accounted for.” As far as I know, an audit was never
done.

And in terms of the complaint that Ringstad filed

with the Wisconsin Elections Board, nothing came of
that either. You see, in the interim, Lybert’s campaign
manager Carol Christman (the wife of Jack Christman
and mother of Norb Christman) filed a complaint
with the Elections Board against a group that had
supported Marty Reynolds in the election. And on top
of that, Lybert herself filed a lawsuit in circuit court
against Ringstad, claiming that he had no right to file
his complaint with the Elections Board when the
chamber had already exonerated her of wrongdoing.
The whole thing turned into a big mess. In fact, the
legal counsel for the state Elections Board stated, “If
this complaint were a television series, it would be
‘Twin Peaks’” (CD 91-21).

The Elections Board decided to defer any action on
Ringstad’s complaint until after the lawsuit filed by
Lybert had been tried. But Lybert eventually dropped
the suit, and that was the end of the story.

As you might imagine, the whole debacle at the
Chamber of Commerce caused a lot of hard feelings in
Rusk County. And the net result was that the very
organization designed to promote local businesses
ended up having a hand in the demise of some of the
shops in Ladysmith. At least that’s how it looked to
me. You see, people from the Town of Grant com-
prised much of the customer base for the businesses
in Ladysmith, especially since part of the city was
located in the Town of Grant. So of course people
from the town worked and shopped there. And since
a majority of people from the Town of Grant never
supported the mine, many of them stopped patroniz-
ing the stores whose owners disagreed with them on
this very important issue. In fact, a number of the
businessmen who followed Lybert and Beer’s lead by
speaking out in favor of the mine saw their businesses
drop to nothing. I already told you about Norb
Christman and his True Value hardware store, but
there were other casualties as well.

Take a look at Jack Christman! Before he became a
vocal advocate of Kennecott, he had a very successful
army surplus and clothing shop called Webb’s Army
Surplus. I used to buy shoes, boots, shirts, overalls
and underwear there myself. But once Jack took a
position in favor of the mine, anyone in the Town of
Grant who didn’t want the mine surely wasn’t going
to buy anything from him. His business really suf-
fered. In fact, he ended up closing the store and tak-
ing an office job with Kennecott. Other businesses
that eventually closed or changed hands included
Ditmanson’s clothing store and the local J.C. Penney.
While all of this cannot be blamed on Kennecott, the
mine certainly didn’t boost those local businesses,
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and hard feelings among the local people may have
hastened their demise.

Speaking of hard feelings, one guy who didn’t help
matters any was Jim Schultz, who ran Jim’s Barbers
in Ladysmith. He had some buttons printed up that
said, “Rusk County Yes!—Protesters No!” and adver-
tised them in the Flambeau News (Figure 91-4). It
wasn’t the first time that Schultz had publicly come
out strong for the mine, and it wasn’t his last. But to
me it really looked like his business took a hit when
his customers from the Town of Grant saw what he
was doing.

Before leaving my discussion of the Ladysmith Area
Chamber of Commerce and Linda Lybert, there is one
more story I must tell. It has to do with the Rusk
County Information Center and how the Chamber of
Commerce took over the building that housed the
center, booted out the senior citizens who were selling
their crafts there and replaced the seniors’ hand-made
items with a display of jackets and tee-shirts that pro-
moted the mine. It’s quite a scabby tale and shows the
extent to which the pro-mining forces pushed the
local people around.

To start, let me give you some background infor-
mation. The Rusk County Information Center came
into being in 1966. It was the brainchild of the city’s
Tourist Promotion Committee, an offshoot of the
Ladysmith Community Club. The center was built on
the northeast corner of Miner Avenue and Highway
27 in downtown Ladysmith for $14,000 and was
deeded to the city. The money came from pledges
made by 116 area businesses.

The center was designed to serve both the business
community and the public. It housed the Ladysmith
Community Club, which later became the Chamber of
Commerce, and was a place where tourists could get
information about the area. And in terms of commu-

nity service, one of the center’s stated objectives was
to “furnish an outlet for senior citizens to market their
handicraft items.” This made the center eligible for
funds from the State Commission on Aging.

The center was without question a big success. The
building soon became filled with crafts ranging from
wooden toys to handmade quilts and sweaters. For
years, whenever Evelyn needed an especially nice
birthday or Christmas present, she would go to the
information center and always found something
unique. She bought pillow cases, hand-knit items and
even recipe books. She was pleased, the person who
received the gift was pleased, and the one who cre-
ated the item must have felt a great satisfaction to
know that what he or she had created was appreci-
ated and actually had dollar value.

This pleasant little shop continued to operate as
part of the Rusk County Information Center for over
20 years—until Linda Lybert and the Ladysmith Area
Chamber of Commerce decided to take over the build-
ing in early 1992. It seems that Lybert needed so
much office space that the craft shop had to be elimi-
nated! All of a sudden the handicrafts came down,
and the senior citizens were notified by postcard to
come and get them.

Lybert, however, for some reason was still able to
find enough space in the building to display and offer
for sale a line of t-shirts, sweatshirts and jackets
embossed with a logo that had been designed for the
chamber’s mining group. The clothing, which I’m told
was made by Artisans in Glen Flora, was also pro-
moted in the Flambeau News. Take a look at Figure
91-5, and you will see how Norb Christman was
quoted as saying the items would “help increase the
[mining] group’s visibility around Rusk County.” I
guess it was the chamber’s answer to the t-shirts we
had been selling for several years that said “Mining is

Figure 91-4. A
few local busi-
nessmen like
Jim Schultz
came out strong
in support of
the mine, but it
didn’t help their
businesses one
bit (Flambeau
News, July 25,
1991).
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a Dirty Business” (Figure 68-2).
You could tell from reading the articles in the

Flambeau News that Norb Christman and his father
Jack were really proud of those mining shirts and
jackets. Jack chaired a special subcommittee of the
mine group that was charged with overseeing the
merchandise, and he even offered the items for sale at
Webbs Army Surplus. But later on we found out that
even though the mining group had claimed to be a
“self-sustaining committee of the chamber, ” neither
the group nor Kennecott had paid to have all those
jackets made. Instead, at least some of the clothing
was paid for with money out of the chamber’s general
fund! That meant if the jackets didn’t sell, it would be
the chamber’s loss.

Well, let me get back to the senior citizens. As you
might imagine, they were kind of upset that they could
no longer display and sell their craft items at the Rusk
County Information Center. Some felt the craft shop
had been pushed out of its rightful home by a pro-min-
ing Chamber of Commerce. Gertrude McBain, a senior
who designs and sells jewelry to this day, sent a letter

to the editor of the Ladysmith News in which she
wrote the following (CD 91-23):

With the advent of the mining company and its
aggressive campaign to observe the proposed open
pit mine as a major attraction to the tourist trade,
the original crafts of the senior citizens along with
the locally produced products such as maple syrup,
honey and cheese, were removed from the city-owned
(which means owned by the people of the commu-
nity) information center. ...

It is not new to senior citizens to be deprived of
benefits that have been taken for granted over a con-
siderable period of time. Seniors, the most defense-
less part of the community, without consultation or
consent, were summarily removed, and new, if not
exactly adequate arrangements were made for them
by the powers that be. With this short-sighted atti-
tude another community service has been replaced
by the pressure of POWER.

Several years after the seniors were booted out of the
Rusk County Information Center, it looked like they
might be given a chance to sell a few of their craft
items at the mine site! By that time the mine was well
underway and Kennecott had constructed a small
viewing center on top of a waste heap next to the
open pit. I still recall how Rusk County Board
Chairman Bernice Dukerschein proudly announced in
February of 1994 that there were plans to enlarge the
building so that the community could set up an infor-
mation center to promote Rusk County to the tourists
who came to see the mine. As reported in the
February 10, 1994 issue of the Ladysmith News,
Dukerschein also stated that “selected items could be
offered for sale to the visitors” (CD 91-24).

I guess I could appreciate Dukerschein’s concern in
wanting to take advantage of the Flambeau Mine
viewing center. You see, by 1994 she could see that
very little money was going to be coming into Rusk
County’s coffers from mining taxes. So I suppose she
wanted to cash in on the tourists who came to enjoy
the beauty of an open-pit copper mine! In fact, I even
wrote a little satire about the whole deal that was
printed in the Ladysmith News (Figure 91-6).

In all seriousness, however, this was a sad situa-
tion. In her excitement to talk about the possibility of
having an information center and community shop in
the mining company’s little hut, Dukerschein failed to
mention that Ladysmith had built an information cen-
ter for the community years ago. And if it hadn’t been
for the pro-mining leadership of the Ladysmith Area
Chamber of Commerce, I believe that center would
have stayed in operation and Dukerschein wouldn’t
have needed to scramble to find space for promoting

Figure 91-5. The Ladysmith Area Chamber of Commerce was anx-
ious to display and offer for sale a line of clothing that promoted
Kennecott’s mine. Unfortunately, in order to help make room for the
items in the Rusk County Information Center, a long-standing dis-
play of senior citizen crafts was pushed out of the building. See CD
91-22 to read the complete article (Flambeau News, March 5, 1992).
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what Rusk County had to offer.
She seemed to forget that at the
time the seniors were being
pushed out of the Rusk County
Information Center, she had
wholeheartedly supported the
chamber’s invasion of the build-
ing and anything else that Lybert
wanted to do. I found the whole
thing to be really disgusting.

And with that my story of the
Ladysmith Area Chamber of Com-
merce has come to an end. The
only remaining detail to share
with you is that the chamber qui-
etly died in 1993, after losing a
number of its members and much
of its financial support. Yes, by
May of 1993 the mining jackets
had disappeared from the cham-
ber office and the board of direc-
tors recommended dissolution of
the entire chamber organization
(CD 91-25 and CD 91-26). Shortly
thereafter Linda Lybert slipped
away from the scene.

By the way, the plans to build
the addition onto Kennecott’s
viewing center just didn’t happen.
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While Larry Mercando and the Ladysmith Area
Chamber of Commerce were busy trying to rally sup-
port for the mine, the Department of Natural
Resources was busy putting together its supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement (SEIS) on the
endangered and threatened species living at the mine
site. And just like Mercando and the chamber did
whatever they could, fair or foul, to undercut those of
us who opposed the mine, the process by which the
DNR developed and evaluated the SEIS was a sham
that served to undercut the legal requirements of the
Wisconsin Environmental Policy Act. Let me tell you
the story.

After the DNR agreed to prepare a supplemental
report on endangered species, those of us concerned
about the issue wanted to make sure the department
did a thorough and complete job. In particular, Carl
Zichella and Caryl Terrell of the Sierra Club contacted
the DNR to find out the details of what the depart-
ment was intending to do. I’m sure they were hoping
to hear about plans to: (1) conduct a comprehensive
survey of the mine site to find any and all endangered
species living there; (2) determine the life cycles of
those species and; (3) perform experiments to deter-
mine the short-term and chronic effects of mining on
species survival. But what Zichella and Terrell found
out instead was that the DNR was only planning to do
a literature search and a few short-term toxicity stud-
ies geared toward the already discovered species.

Zichella and Terrell were apparently upset by what
they were told, because they proceeded to send a let-
ter to DNR Secretary Carroll Besadny on September
20, 1991 to register their concerns about the limited
and inadequate scope of the department’s plans. They
also made some concrete suggestions for how the

department could put together a truly meaningful
SEIS and stressed that it was important for the
department to involve the public in the entire process
from start to finish. They also suggested that if the
DNR did a shoddy job on the SEIS, the department
might very well end up in court. Here is how they
ended their letter (CD 92-1):

We hope that the Department will fulfill its mandate
to fully protect endangered resources in the state by
conducting a full and open process … We realize that
doing this job right will take time. We feel, however,
that it would take more time to litigate an inade-
quate attempt to supplement the original EIS. We
believe the effort is absolutely needed to ensure pro-
tection for state threatened and endangered species.  

The Rusk County Citizens Action Group felt the same
way as the Sierra Club about the potential danger the
mine posed to endangered species and the impor-
tance of getting the public involved in the SEIS
process. In fact, we collected signatures on a petition
and sent our own letter to Secretary Besadny on
October 4, 1991 to request that the department solicit
public input on the scope of the SEIS and conduct a
full round of public hearings on the final report (CD
92-2). We knew we were entitled to that kind of
involvement because of the terms of the Wisconsin
Environmental Policy Act and the administrative rules
governing implementation of that act, as discussed in
an earlier chapter.

I don’t recall hearing back from Besadny on our
petition. But Zichella and Terrell got a real milk-toast
response to their letter in late October. Even though
the Sierra Club had requested the DNR to do some
very specific things like identify the host species of the
endangered clams and study how combinations of

The DNR Completes its Shoddy 
Supplemental EIS (April 1992)
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toxic heavy metals from the mine might cause cumu-
lative negative effects on the species of concern, the
department stated, “It appears that most of your sug-
gestions are general in nature and have been
addressed” (CD 92-3).

Well, Zichella wasn’t going to stand for being
blown off like that. He ripped the DNR in a news arti-
cle that appeared in the November 11, 1991 issue of
the Wisconsin State Journal. He stated, “[The depart-
ment officials] pretend they’re going to listen to what
the public has to say, but in actuality they’ve made up
their minds to do a half-baked job. It’s essentially a
fraud. The decision has been made, and now they’re
trying to justify their decision before it comes out.
The most important thing to Tommy Thompson and
the DNR is to allow the mine to proceed” (CD 92-4). 

And in terms of our request that the DNR seek pub-
lic input in determining the scope of the SEIS, all the
department did was quietly issue a “Notice of Public
Comment Opportunity” on November 4, 1991 that
gave us only three weeks to submit suggestions for
studies that needed to be done (CD 92-5). I didn’t
even hear about it until 10 days into the comment
period, when the official notice finally appeared in
the Ladysmith News.

So why weren’t we told earlier, especially consider-
ing the limited time frame for submitting comments?
According to the January-February issue of Green Net,
the original notice distributed by the DNR was not
sent out to any newspapers around the state! Instead,
it was “apparently placed in the mailboxes of the press
room in the state capitol building, which represents
almost exclusively Madison and Milwaukee” (CD 92-
6). What better way to keep the people of northern
Wisconsin—the people who lived closest to the pro-
posed mine—from getting involved! The whole thing
looked pretty shady to me.

My friend David Skrupky, a biologist who had
voiced concerns about endangered species as early as
October of 1989, happened to hear about the com-
ment period just a few days before it was due to close.
He lived only fifty miles from Ladysmith in Turtle
Lake, Wisconsin and was clearly upset that the DNR
had not done a better job of publicizing the comment
period. He wrote a stinging letter to the department
that I have included for you to see (Figure 92-1).
Among other things, he asked the DNR to extend the
comment period and to include the concerns of the
sovereign Indian Nations in the report. But David’s
request fell on deaf ears. All I could think of was what
Carl Zichella had said—Yes, it looked like the DNR
had made up its mind to do a half-baked job and was

not about to listen to the public.
The DNR proceeded to work on the supplemental

Environmental Impact Statement over the winter
months, and the final report was released to the pub-
lic on April 15, 1992. To no one’s surprise, the depart-
ment’s Robert Ramharter was quick to announce that
the SEIS had turned up “nothing unexpected, nothing
dramatic.” You can read for yourself in an article I
have included from the front page of the April 16,
1992 issue of the Ladysmith News (Figure 92-2). The
newspaper also pointed out that “work at the mine
site south of Ladysmith could begin as early as May
14.” You see, according to Judge George Northrup’s
decision, construction could resume 30 days after the
report was released. Of course, we thought that
meant only if the SEIS was acceptable to the public
and no major problems had been identified in the
report.

I guess we should not have made that assumption.
You see, the SEIS started out by saying, “The depart-
ment has prepared this document to relay its findings
to the interested public. The report does not necessar-
ily have any legal status or function” [emphasis
added]. That was a nice way of saying that the report
could be ignored! The DNR proceeded to state that
the permitting process for the mine had been com-
pleted in January of 1991, when Hearing Examiner
David Schwarz handed down his decision to approve
the permits, and that the thirty-day deadline for filing
a legal challenge to the decision had long passed. It
was the same line of baloney that DNR Attorney Lisa
Levin had tried to pass off on Judge George Northrup
when we went to court to get the restraining order
against Kennecott. And just like before, the depart-
ment refused to acknowledge that we had not known
within thirty days of Schwarz’s decision that the pub-
lic had been lied to regarding the presence of endan-
gered species at the mine site.

The other problem with how the DNR chose to han-
dle the endangered species issue was that even though
a supplemental report had been written, the depart-
ment claimed a bona fide public hearing on the SEIS
was not required by law. Hmmm. Adm 60.06(1)(i)
clearly states that “if a supplement is prepared, it shall
be distributed and reviewed in the same manner as a
draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) or a
final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS).” That
meant we were entitled to have a full public hearing on
the supplement. If any problems with the report were
discovered, the DNR was supposed to fix them. And if
the problems couldn’t be fixed, the mining permits
were supposed to be revoked. It was as simple as that.
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Figure 92-1. The DNR did
a poor job of informing the
public about opportunities
to help shape the SEIS
process, as shown in this
letter written by biologist
David Skrupky of Turtle
Lake, Wisconsin
(November 21, 1991).
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But somehow the department concluded that Adm
60.06 didn’t apply to the situation with Kennecott!
Here is what the DNR wrote in a report issued on
August 2, 1991 (CD 86-19): 

The only provision of law which has been cited as
actually authorizing [a supplemental Environmental
Impact Statement], Section Adm 60.06 of the
Wisconsin Administrative Code, applies solely to the
Department of Administration. The Department of
Natural Resources’ responsibilities under the Wisconsin
Environmental Policy Act are defined in Chapter NR
150 of the Wisconsin Administrative Code. There is
no reference to a supplemental Environmental Impact
Statement in Chapter 150.

Wow! The department conveniently forgot to men-
tion that David Schwarz, who approved Kennecott’s
mining permits, was indeed part of the Department of
Administration! And if you wanted to get right down
to it, LCO Tribal Chairman gaiashkibos had known
about Adm 60.06 and did write to Schwarz in July of
1991 to request that the hearing examiner schedule
public hearings on any SEIS that might be prepared

by the DNR—or to reopen the Master Hearing if the
department failed to produce such a document (CD
92-8). But Schwarz had not honored the request. As
you can see, we were really getting the runaround. 

By the way, the DNR’s claim that Chapter NR 150
of the Wisconsin Administrative Code does not make
reference to the preparation of supplemental Environ-
mental Impact Statements is worrisome. It sets a bad
precedent for the department ignoring any supple-
mental reports that might be prepared for other proj-
ects within the department’s jurisdiction. If indeed
what the DNR lawyers said is true, that loophole in
the natural resource rules needs to be plugged. It
makes no sense at all.   

Getting back to my story, what the situation boiled
down to was this: The DNR was not about to
acknowledge that the SEIS prepared by the depart-
ment had any legal standing or required any bona
fide public hearing. The official line was that the SEIS
could be used to help the DNR “modify existing per-
mits” but not to void them. So right off the bat, the
department made it clear that no matter what the
report contained, Kennecott would be allowed to pro-
ceed with its mine. In effect, the endangered species
issue became a moot point, as you can see by reading
the introductory page from the SEIS (Figure 92-3).  

So what was going on here? In my opinion, the
DNR’s goal in minimizing the importance of the
endangered species issue was to help Kennecott max-
imize its profits. After all, time is money. And the min-
ing company had a timetable in place for getting all
that gold out of Rusk County. To hell with democracy
and the Wisconsin Environmental Policy Act! 

Sure enough, as soon as the SEIS came out on April
15th, the DNR started the clock ticking to allow
Kennecott to resume mine construction. John Terrill
was only too glad to run an article on the front page
of the Ladysmith News entitled “Work on mine will
resume in 30 days” (Figure 92-4). Worse yet, the DNR
scheduled no public hearing at all, but instead agreed
to hold an “open house” to discuss the report on June
3rd, three weeks after Kennecott was due to be back
at work. Well, you might imagine that some of us
raised a little fuss about that, as will be discussed in
the next chapter. But for now suffice it to say the
whole thing was a real sham. 

When I studied the SEIS, I could understand why
the DNR didn’t want to hold a public hearing on it. It
was plain to see the department had done a shoddy
job that favored the mining company. The study did
not even include any direct toxicity tests on species
comparable to the purple wartyback mussel, the 

Figure 92-2. As soon as the DNR released its supplemental EIS on
the endangered species, the department downplayed the significance
of the report. See CD 92-7 to read the complete article (Ladysmith
News, April 16, 1992; republished with permission). 
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bullhead mussel or the pygmy snaketail dragonfly!
Instead the tests were conducted on paper floater
clams, fathead minnows and water fleas, and the
results were extrapolated to the real species of con-
cern. Believe me, the DNR did more with those few
small fish than Christ did when he fed the multitude.
I thought the DNR was charged with protecting our
endangered species. But the department was acting
like its first and foremost charge was to protect the
mining company.

The SEIS was about 110 pages in length and con-
tained a 2-page summary statement that is included
on the CD-ROM for you to read (CD 92-10). It found
no fault with Kennecott’s plans at all, except to sug-
gest that the amounts of allowable cadmium and
nickel in the mine’s wastewater might be too high.
But the DNR proceeded to downplay even that by

suggesting the upper limits of those toxic heavy met-
als were not likely to be reached in the effluent being
discharged into the river (CD 92-11). 

In terms of the other information included in the
report, let me first admit that I am no expert on
endangered species. Luckily, however, some of my
friends knew quite a bit about the various issues
addressed in the supplemental Environmental Impact
Statement and could explain things in an understand-
able way. In particular, aquatic ecologist Ken Parejko,
malacologist Marian Havlik and sociology professor
Al Gedicks got together to pool their ideas and write
a paper that exposed a number of problems with the
SEIS. Here are a few excerpts (CD 92-12): 

� The most obvious problem with [the SEIS] is that
the opportunity for public comment is not sched-
uled until June 3, 1992, which is three weeks

Figure 92-3. The DNR undercut
any help that mining opponents
might have received from the SEIS
by declaring the report had no
legal standing (An Evaluation of
Endangered Resources in the
Flambeau River and a Supplement
to the Environmental Impact
Statement for the Flambeau Mine
Project, State of Wisconsin
Department of Natural Resources,
April 1992, p. 1).
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after mine construction will have begun! What is
the point of a public hearing on the endangered
species in the Flambeau River after mining has
already begun? If there is any possibility that the
commencement of mining activity may endanger
the habitat for the endangered species, the public
should have an opportunity to voice those con-
cerns before mining activity starts up.

� Nowhere in this document does the DNR admit that
the department was negligent and irresponsible in
issuing a draft and final EIS without conducting a
survey of endangered species in the Flambeau River
and then misleading the public into believing that
such surveys had been conducted.

� By agreeing to prepare a supplemental Environ-
mental Impact Statement several days after LCO
and the Sierra Club filed their lawsuit last July, the
DNR implicitly admitted that one was required. It
appears that the DNR agreed to do an SEIS in
order to avoid being ordered by the court to pre-

pare one. Now the department thinks it can call
this document something other than an SEIS and
avoid all the rules governing the EIS.

� In performing the bioassay testing on the paper
floater mussel, the DNR ignored the recommenda-
tions of its own biological staff. In July, 1991,
DNR biological staff person David Heath strongly
argued against using the paper floater mussel as
the test organism. He stated, “As I understand the
purpose of doing bioassay tests is to ensure pro-
tection of endangered mussels. The paper floater
mussel is a very common, ubiquitous, environ-
mentally generalized and tolerant species. I am
afraid test results using this animal may not
translate into usable information for the goal of
listed species protection.”

� The DNR also rejected bioassay testing on the pur-
ple wartyback and bullhead mussels because, as
stated in an internal memo, “Conducting toxicity
tests on these species would clearly be considered
research and, as such, cannot be completed in the
near future with the resources available to the
department.” In other words, the DNR adopted
Kennecott’s corporate timetable for determining
what kind of testing would least interfere with
getting the mine into production. The legislation
regarding endangered and threatened species does
not say that these species will be protected only if
it is convenient for the corporate timetable of
mining companies and the resources of the regula-
tory agency.

� The SEIS is riddled with contradictory statements.
For example, page i of the document states, “It is
likely that additional occurrences of species
[endangered or threatened] would be identified
with further surveys.” Yet on page 6 it says that
“the existing database is sufficient to assess the
potential impacts of the mine operation to endan-
gered and threatened species.” … How can we
know what effect the mine might have on endan-
gered or threatened species without even knowing
what those species are?

� The supplement correctly states that chronic toxi-
city tests, as opposed to acute toxicity tests, are
meant to represent “a substantial portion of the
natural life expectancy of the organism.”  Yet indi-
vidual purple wartybacks were found as old as 40
years old, and chronic test bioassays were only
done [on the paper floater mussels] for 4 days.
Can 4 days reasonably be considered a “substan-
tial portion of the natural life expectancy” when it
amounts to 0.025 percent of the life expectancy?
This is especially noteworthy in that chronic tests
of even short duration indicated some toxicity.
The supplement in fact admits (p. 50) that there

Figure 92-4. To hell with public hearings! The DNR released its
SEIS on the endangered species on April 15, 1992, allowed mine
construction to resume on May 15th and held an “open house” meet-
ing with the public to discuss the SEIS on June 3rd. See CD 92-9 for
the complete article (Ladysmith News, April 16, 1992; republished
with permission).
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may be chronic effects in the mixing zone, where
the effluent plume is not completely diluted. There
is, in fact, likely to be such an effect. …

� Water hardness has a drastic effect on the toxicity
of heavy metals, with softer water generally being
more toxic. Yet the lowest hardness values used in
bioassays were 50mg/l, when in fact on p. 6 of the
supplement appendix it notes that actual
Flambeau River hardness values range from 32-
51 mg/l. Bioassays should have used the lowest
hardness encountered, not the upper range. This
is a conceptual flaw in the bioassay. 

And the report went on and on to identify other prob-
lems with the SEIS. You can imagine that after read-
ing what Parejko, Havlik and Gedicks had to say, we
couldn’t help but conclude that the DNR had done a
really poor job in writing the SEIS. And that was a
matter of great concern to us. You see, even with the
minimal amount of work done by the DNR to survey
the mine site, nine endangered or threatened species
had been found or were assumed to exist in the area
of the proposed mine—and all of them were at risk of
being harmed! They included  the following:
� Purple Wartyback Mussel 
� Bullhead Mussel 
� Pygmy Snaketail Dragonfly 
� Extra-Striped Snaketail Dragonfly 
� St. Croix Snaketail Dragonfly 
� Gilt Darter 
� River Redhorse 
� Greater Redhorse
� Wood Turtle 

In terms of how rare these species were, the DNR
assigned a state rank of S-1 to the purple wartyback
mussel, bullhead mussel and extra-striped snaketail
dragonfly. That meant the species were considered to
be “critically imperiled in Wisconsin because of
extreme rarity (5 or fewer occurrences or very few
remaining individuals) or because of some factor
making them especially vulnerable to extirpation
from the state.” The other species listed (with the
exception of the St. Croix snaketail dragonfly, dis-
cussed below) were more common in Wisconsin but
still considered rare. And on a global level, while the
purple wartyback mussel was considered secure, the
pygmy snaketail dragonfly, extra-striped snaketail
dragonfly and bullhead mussel were all ranked as rare
and “vulnerable to extinction.”

The St. Croix snaketail dragonfly deserves special
mention. No one knew this particular species of

dragonfly existed until 1989, when it was first dis-
covered along the St. Croix River in Wisconsin.
Specimens were later collected along the state’s
Chippewa River as well, and in June of 1991 the
dragonfly was found along the Flambeau River near
the mine site. Bill Smith of the DNR’s Bureau of
Endangered Resources stated in January of 1992 that
as far as the department knew, the St. Croix,
Chippewa and Flambeau rivers represented the “total
universe for this species” (CD 92-13 and CD 92-14).
Yet, when the SEIS for the Flambeau Mine was issued
three months later, it didn’t even mention the St.
Croix snaketail dragonfly. You might be interested to
know that the species was eventually assigned a state
rank of S-1 and a global rank of G-1, meaning its
existence was “critically imperiled” not only in
Wisconsin, but globally.

Of course, Larry Mercando tried to mislead the
public about the seriousness of the endangered
species issue from the start. You have already seen an
advertisement that Kennecott ran in the Ladysmith
News and Rusk County Shopper several months before
the SEIS was even released, in which we were
accused of yelling “Fire” over the potential for the
mine to harm the endangered clams and dragonflies
(Figure 87-8). It would have been nice if Mercando
had told the truth in that advertisement and acknowl-
edged that at least four of the endangered species at
the mine site—the bullhead mussel, pygmy snaketail
dragonfly, extra-striped snaketail dragonfly and St.
Croix snaketail dragonfly—were vulnerable to extinc-
tion not only in Wisconsin, but around the world.
Instead he only mentioned two of the four species
and falsely claimed they were “not in danger of
becoming extinct.”

Another problem I had with Mercando and some of
the DNR officials like Robert Ramharter was that they
agreed with the conclusion drawn in the SEIS that
there were only two types of impacts from the mine
that could affect endangered and threatened aquatic
species: (1) discharge of sediments from mine ero-
sion; and (2) discharge of wastewater from the mine
operation. No one said anything about the issue of
acid mine drainage, even though numerous authori-
ties had written volumes about it in relation to metal-
lic sulfide mining, the resultant pollution could
persist for centuries and the problem was considered
to be inconquerable. 

Acid mine drainage generally develops long after
mines have been abandoned. It pollutes the groundwa-
ter and can cause massive fish kills in otherwise pris-
tine waters. The U.S. Bureau of Mines has estimated
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that around 10,000 miles of streams have been con-
taminated by mining waste. Yet when the DNR wrote
its supplemental report on the endangered species, it
did not address the problem of chronic pollution at
all. The department didn’t even attempt to come up
with a model for acid mine drainage from the
Flambeau mine, even though mussels are known to
bioaccumulate heavy metals. Instead, the department
included the following statement in the SEIS: 

After the mine closes, groundwater [will] flow
through the backfilled pit and discharge into the
river. This groundwater could contain substances
from the backfilled material. However, the very low
rate of groundwater flow through the pit would limit
the potential impact to surface water. 

To show you how dumb that statement was, let me
go back to the example of the Callahan Mine in
Maine which closed in 1972 and is now a superfund
site. Goose Cove, where this mine was located, has
ocean tides coming in and out each day as well as
two freshwater streams emptying  into it. Yet, fish
and clams still cannot survive there because of
chronic leaching problems.  If daily tides have not
been able to dilute out that type of pollution in
almost thirty years, why should we believe the
Flambeau River could do any better?

Yet Larry Mercando and the DNR only talked
about the purity of the water coming out of the
wastewater treatment plant when discussing poten-
tial impacts to the endangered species. Sure, the
mining company could clean up that water so it
would be “clean enough to drink,” as I so often
heard Mercando say. In fact, in May of 1995 the min-
ing company even invited the finalists from the
state-wide Alice in Dairyland beauty pageant to
come to the mine and drink the water! But what
about the water that would continue to percolate
through the toxic materials in the unlined waste pit
and make its way into the Flambeau River after the
mine closed and the water treatment plant was shut
down? I don’t think Alice in Dairyland would have
wanted to drink that!

Mercando and the DNR did a good job of diverting
attention from the real issue. You can see for yourself in
an advertisement that Kennecott ran in the April 16,
1992 issue of the Ladysmith News (Figure 92-5). Besides
failing to mention the issue of acid mine drainage, the
advertisement also misled the public by implying
research had been done on the same species of endan-
gered clams living in the Flambeau River, when in real-
ity a more hardy type of clam had been used by the DNR
in its studies.

Mercando followed up on his paid advertisement
by sending out a letter to his “Dear Rusk County
Neighbors” on May 15, 1992. He wrote that the SEIS
provided “proof” that the mine would not be a factor
in the survival of the endangered species. He also
reassured those families “whose livelihood was inter-
rupted as a result of the Dane County Court-ordered
injunction” that they could “look forward to a regular
paycheck again” (CD 92-15).

But not so fast! The Lac Courte Oreilles Ojibwe and
Sierra Club weren’t going to stand around and let
Judge Northrup’s injunction expire without a fight.
The DNR clearly had done a shoddy job on the SEIS,
and the situation warranted taking the department
back to court. So a new lawsuit was filed in Dane
County Circuit Court in May of 1992 as Case Number
92-CV-2057, and it was assigned to Judge Angela
Bartell. In a nutshell, LCO and the Sierra Club wanted
the judge to rule that: 

1. The Wisconsin DNR had failed to fulfill the require-
ments of the Wisconsin Environmental Policy Act
in connection with the issuance of the SEIS for the
Flambeau Mine project;

2. The site of the proposed Flambeau Mine was
unsuitable for surface mining pursuant to NR
132.03(25)(a) of the Wisconsin Administrative
Code;

3. The DNR’s supplemental Environmental Impact
Statement was inadequate to address the potential
impact of the mine on endangered and threatened
species recently discovered at or near the site of the
mine;

4. The DNR would have to incorporate additional sci-
entific studies, incorporate meaningful public com-
ments and reopen and resume a formal contested
case Master Hearing on all issues previously deter-
mined in connection with the permits granted to
Flambeau Mining Company;

5. The DNR would have to issue new formal written
findings and conclusions regarding the impact of
the mine project upon endangered or threatened
species; and

6. All permits associated with the Flambeau Mine
would be suspended until the DNR completed the
SEIS process and hearing process. 

Wow! That was quite a list of requests to put before
Judge Bartell, and I had to hand it to Attorneys Larry
Leventhal, E. Marie Butler and Roger Buffet for con-
tinuing to fight in such an aggressive and comprehen-
sive way. Unfortunately, however, the judge wasn’t
willing to challenge the DNR’s authority in the matter,
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and she dismissed every single one of the requests in
her ruling of June 12, 1992 (CD 92-16). It was a real
blow to us, and I might add that we also had some
misgivings about the fact that Judge Bartell was the
wife of Attorney Jeffrey Bartell, a mining company
lawyer who had participated in the “consensus” nego-
tiations of the 1980s.

No, we just couldn’t seem to win in this battle
against Kennecott. But you can bet we weren’t about
to give up. In particular, two important events took
place in Rusk County before Judge Bartell rendered
her decision. First of all, Kennecott resumed work at
the mine site on May 14, 1992, exactly 30 days after
the SEIS was released. And second, the DNR held an

“open house” to discuss the results of the SEIS with
the public on June 3, 1992. Each of these events was
met with a fair amount of interest on our part, to say
the least. Yes, you are about to see how things heated
up once more in the Town of Grant.

CD-ROM References
CD 92-1. Letter from Carl Zichella and Caryl Terrell of the Sierra

Club to DNR Secretary Carroll Besadny, September 20,
1991.

CD 92-2. Letter and petition from the Rusk County Citizens Action
Group to DNR Secretary Carroll Besadny requesting the
department to facilitate public participation in the SEIS
process, October 4, 1991.

CD 92-3. Letter from the Wisconsin DNR to the Sierra Club to answer
concerns about the SEIS process, October 25, 1991.

CD 92-4. “Sierra Club official rips DNR,” Wisconsin State Journal,
November 11, 1991.

CD 92-5. “Notice of Public Comment Opportunity,” Wisconsin
Department of Natural Resources, November 4, 1991.

CD 92-6. “Wisconsin DNR Tries to Minimize Public Comment,”
Green Net, January-February 1992.

CD 92-7. “Supplement to EIS released Wednesday,” Ladysmith
News, April 16, 1992.
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by the DNR or, if none was prepared, to reopen the Master
Hearing, July 22, 1991.
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April 23, 1992.

CD 92-10. Summary statement from the SEIS prepared by the
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Flambeau Mine site, April 1992.

CD 92-11. “DNR may revise wastewater permit,” Ladysmith News,
April 23, 1992.

CD 92-12. “Problems with the DNR’s Supplement to the
Environmental Impact Statement for the Flambeau Mine
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Parejko, malacologist Marian Havlik and sociology profes-
sor Al Gedicks, 1992.

CD 92-13. Letter to the editor by Arlene Ricci, Ladysmith News,
February 6, 1992.
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CD 92-15. Letter written by Larry Mercando to his “Dear Rusk County
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CD 92-16. Ruling of Judge Angela Bartell in LCO and the Sierra Club
vs. Wisconsin DNR (Dane County Circuit Court, Case No.
92-CV-2057, June 12, 1992).

Figure 92-5. According to Kennecott, the SEIS had proven that
everything would be hunky-dory for the endangered clams living in
the Flambeau River (Ladysmith News, April 16, 1992).  
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The big day finally arrived—May 14, 1992. After
being stopped for over eight months by Judge George
Northrup’s injunction, Kennecott was ready to resume
work at the mine site (Figure 93-1). Ironically, the
DNR had made no attempt to hold a public hearing
on the supplemental Environmental Impact State-
ment on the endangered species before allowing the
mining company back to work, even though the
necessity of completing that report was the reason
the mine had been put on hold! Shutting out the pub-
lic like that was a clear violation of the Wisconsin
Environmental Policy Act, but that didn’t seem to
matter to the DNR or Kennecott. It did, however, mat-
ter to us. And I want to tell you, my dear readers,
what we decided to do about it.

As soon as we heard that Kennecott was going to
resume bulldozing its land along the Flambeau River,
those of us opposed to the mine started to think about
what we could do to let people know that the public
was being bulldozed as well. After talking it over with
each other, we decided the time was right to stage yet
another protest demonstration at the mine site. My
friends from Flambeau Summer, including Jan Jacoby,
Jeff Peterson and Will Fantle, quickly stepped forward
to get everything organized, and the date was set for
May 14th at the north gate of the mining company’s
property. 

When the day of the demonstration arrived, about
fifteen to twenty of us showed up with protest signs,
along with a number of reporters who were anxious to
talk to us (Figure 93-2). A variety of personalities were
present, and each had something special to add to the
mix. For starters, my friend Sandy Lyon was there with
her husband Dick Brooks and baby daughter Sage.
Both Sandy and Dick were working for radio station

WOJB-88.9 FM at the time, and Dick had brought his
tape recorder and microphone with him to interview
people. While he was doing that, Sandy happened to
notice an abandoned car parked alongside Blackberry
Lane, close to where the protest was taking place. And
when she looked more closely, she saw there was a
small movie camera inside, propped up on the passen-
ger’s seat and pointed at the gate where we were
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Walt Bresette Risks His Hide 
to Help Us (May 14, 1992)

Figure 93-1. The DNR allowed Kennecott to resume work at the
mine site before holding a public hearing on the SEIS. See CD 93-1
to read the complete story (Ladysmith News, May 14, 1992; repub-
lished with permission).
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assembling—and it was running! She figured the cam-
era probably belonged to the mining company and
decided to stand in front of it for the whole protest! I
would love to have seen Larry Mercando’s face, if and
when he was shown the film. All he would have seen
was a lot of footage of Sandy’s back side! 

Another person who came that day was Walt
Bresette. He brought with him the Protect the Earth
Staff and a war club that had once belonged to Black
Hawk, a war chief with the Sauk and Fox nations in

the 1830s. He kept the war club, which was wrapped
in a red piece of cloth, at his side. But he hung the
Protect the Earth Staff, adorned with eagle feathers,
high up on Kennecott’s chain-link fence for all to see.
There he stood, beneath those feathers blowing in
the wind, as television, radio and newspaper re-
porters stepped forward to interview him. It was
quite a sight to see (Figure 93-3).

I don’t think anyone asked Walt about the war
club, because they had no idea he had such a thing
with him. But for those of you who are interested to
learn more about the club, its history and how Walt
happened to become its keeper, I refer you to the CD-
ROM that accompanies the book (CD 93-2). There
you will find an interesting story about Chief Black
Hawk’s war club from Walleye Warriors, the book I
told you about earlier that Walt wrote with his friend
Rick Whaley. 

As Walt talked to the reporters that day, he
explained to them how the DNR had ignored the issue
of treaty rights when approving Kennecott’s mining
proposal, and he also mentioned the danger that the
mine posed to the Flambeau River. He was quoted in
the May 15, 1992 issue of the Saint Paul Pioneer Press
as saying, “I now have a need to speak out and act out
against a rogue government. The State of Wisconsin
has abdicated its fiduciary responsibility to protect
the Lake Superior Chippewa. Our needs have not
been addressed” (Figure 93-4).

Then, all of a sudden, Walt decided to climb a tree
that was right next to Kennecott’s fence and went so
far out on a limb that he was able to drop down onto
the mining company’s property! Three of my friends
followed him over the fence—Jan Jacoby, Sean
Guilfoyle and Sharon Gulseth (Figure 93-5). I wish

Figure 93-2. Demonstra-
tors assemble outside
Kennecott’s gate to protest
resumption of work at the
mine site (Photo by Kathy
Olson of Stone Lake, WI,
May 14, 1992).

Figure 93-3. Red Cliff Anishinaabe Walt Bresette came to the
protest bearing the Protect the Earth Staff and Black Hawk’s war club.
He spoke eloquently to reporters regarding the issues at hand (Photo
by Kathy Olson of Stone Lake, WI, May 14, 1992).
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my old body had been limber enough to climb over
the fence, too. Walt was right when he said we had a
“rogue government,” and I really admired how he had
the courage to do something about it.

Once Walt got on the other side, he ran over to
some earth movers that were parked alongside a serv-
ice road and “gave the giant tires a few blows with his
war club,” as described by reporter Kathy Olson in the
Pioneer Press article cited above. Next Walt went over
to a huge pile of dirt that had an American flag flying
atop it. Being a war veteran, he had great respect for
the flag, and it really bothered him to see it flying
over land being looted by RTZ. He said, “This is a
British mining company. An American flag should not
be flying over the site.” 

Walt proceeded to respectfully lower the flag and
folded it military style with the help of his three
friends. Sean Guilfoyle then carried the flag over to
where the rest of us were waiting and threw it over the
fence, where it was caught by my friend Linda
Craemer. In the mean time, Walt sat down on the pile

Figure 93-4.
The May 14,
1992 protest at
the mine site
received good
coverage in the
news media
(Saint Paul
Pioneer Press,
May 15, 1992;
republished with
permission).

Figure 93-5. Jan Jacoby scales Kennecott’s chain-link and barbed
wire fence to join Walt Bresette, Sean Guilfoyle and Sharon Gulseth on
the other side (Photo by Kathy Olson of Stone Lake, WI, May 14, 1992).
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of dirt where the flag had been flying, had a cigarette
and patiently waited to be arrested by the Rusk County
deputies who were there watching us (Figure 93-6).
When you take a stand like that, you make yourself vul-
nerable. But, Jiminy, you get some satisfaction, too.

Before the day was done, Bresette, Jacoby, Guilfoyle
and Gulseth were all arrested and charged with tres-
passing. In addition, Guilfoyle and Craemer were
accused of theft because of their part in removing the
flag from the mine site. Each of them posted bond, so
at least no one had to stay in jail. But, boy, was I mad
about the whole darned thing! Those were good peo-
ple who had been arrested, people who were sincerely
trying to protect the earth and protect our freedoms.
Linda Craemer described the caliber of her fellow-pro-
testors in a heartfelt letter to the editor of the Lady-
smith News. She wrote (CD 93-3):

Some people holler at us “get a job.” Few realize
what a job and what a commitment protesting is to
the protestor. Remember, it is an unpaid position. …
The people I have been protesting with are not lazy
“no-job” people but people of all walks of life, com-
mitment and accountability. People that have taken
time from their very busy lives, like all of us, to carry
the banner with hope for the future and survival of
our planet.

But the sheriff ’s department acted like they were no
more than common criminals.

In fact, when I think about it, the sheriff ’s depart-
ment was always there to rope us in, when in reality
Kennecott was the criminal, not us. And what got me
especially mad the day Walt was arrested was that we
were being watched by not only a group of Rusk
County deputies, but also a state trooper! According
to the Ladysmith News, fourteen authorities were sent
to control us—almost one cop per protester. I went
over to the county boys and chewed them out. I said,
“Aren’t you ashamed to be treating us like a bunch of

Figure 93-6. Walt Bresette holds Black Hawk’s war club high in vic-
tory after he and his friends removed the American flag from the
British mine site. Also pictured is the Rusk County deputy who
arrested him (Photo by Kathy Olson of Stone Lake, WI, May 14, 1992).

Kathy Olson—A Kindhearted
Reporter and Photographer
If you look closely at the news article shown in Figure 93-4
to see who wrote it and read the caption to each and every
photograph in this chapter to see who took it, you will find
the name of reporter Kathy Olson. I introduced you to Kathy
in an earlier chapter, but I just have to tell you a little bit
more about her.

During the mining years, Kathy was a correspondent for the
Saint Paul Pioneer Press and always made a point of keep-
ing track of Evelyn and me. She was the kind of reporter
who went out of her way to report both sides of the story,
and as a result picked up on little details that other
reporters often missed. That’s why so many of her articles
are included in my book and on the CD-ROM for you to see.
They’re darned good.

Kathy was also a fine photographer and brought her camera
to many of the anti-mining events that she covered over the
years. In fact, I knew she had a lot of photos that pertained
to my story, so I decided to ask her if I could use some of
them in my book. I was so pleased when she said, “Yes.”
You see, it’s one thing to tell you the story of the Flambeau
Mine, but quite another to show you.

Besides being a good reporter and photographer, Kathy is
also a kindhearted person who has a caring way about her. I
remember one time when she called on the phone to tell
Evelyn and me to quick turn on the television set because a
program was airing about a mining disaster in Minturn,
Colorado. Bryant Gumbel of NBC was the reporter, and he
was telling the story of how a mining company had pumped
contaminated wastewater into some deserted mine shafts,
only to have the water bubble up into the town’s streets.
Kathy even went out of her way to get us a tape of the pro-
gram because she knew it was of such interest to us. To
this day, I still have that tape.

Kathy has always been one of my favorite reporters. She
knows how to remain objective while still being kind to the
people who are the subjects of her stories. That’s a great
combination of traits for a news person to have.
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hoodlums? These are peaceful people.” Then I
pointed to the state trooper, a guy by the name of
Daryl Kinnear, and said, “And what’s that thing doing
here?” It was more than I could take. Kinnear
should’ve been out on the highway doing his job. But
there he stood, staring at us.

Next I drove into town and chewed out Sheriff
Dean Meyer, too. He said, “Roscoe, I’m surprised at
you!” You see, we had always worked well together
when I was on the county board. I responded by say-
ing, “I’m surprised at you, sending out all those guys
to ride herd on us!” What a wild time for an old man!
I proceeded to go home, and some of my friends who
had been at the protest came over to the farm. We sat
and visited and then watched ourselves on the
evening news!

By the way, a few years after the protest, I was
caught speeding on Highway 27 by the same state
trooper I had called a “thing.” It was a Sunday morn-
ing, and Evelyn and I were on our way to hear our
son-in-law Tim preach at his church in Exeland. I did-
n’t have cruise control, and when we got over the top
of a hill, there sat a patrol car. I looked down at my
speedometer and saw I was going 62 mph.

The lights started flashing, and the patrolman
pulled me over. When he came over to talk to me, you
can imagine how I felt to see that it was Daryl
Kinnear. I made no apology. I just sat there and didn’t
say a word. He must have been smiling inside as he
wrote me a ticket for $89. I guess he got his revenge.

Getting back to my story, a number of local and
regional newspapers reported on our protest rally at
the mine site. You already saw the carefully written
and accurately reported story by correspondent Kathy
Olson (Figure 93-4). But I’d also like to show you the
other extreme—a carelessly written and inaccurately
reported article that appeared in the Flambeau News.
The June 3, 1992 issue of the mining company’s little
newsletter said that “protesters stormed [the site],
climbed the Flag pole, and tore down the site’s 8 x 12
foot United States Flag.” What? Nothing could have
been further from the truth. But there it was, in black
and white (Figure 93-7).

The newsletter also reported that Larry Mercando
went over to the local veterans’ office in Ladysmith to
tell everyone there about “the protesters’ disrespect
for and abuse of the U.S. Flag.” In fact, he put on such
a great performance that Mike Naczas, the building
and grounds superintendent, actually gave Mercando
the veteran association’s flag to fly at the mine site
until the mining company could get another one! You
could just feel how Mercando was doing whatever he

Figure 93-7. The Flambeau News, published by a British mining
company, tried to appeal to American patriotism by publishing a
warped account of what had happened to the United States flag flying
over the mine site (Flambeau News, June 3, 1992).
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could to divide the community—and what better way
to accomplish that than to wrap himself in the flag? It
was enough to make you sick.

Well, we all loved and respected Walt and weren’t
about to put up with Mercando trying to defame him
or the rest of us. So we put our own advertisement in
the Ladysmith News to tell the real story of what had
happened (Figure 93-8).

As I bring this chapter to a close, I am reminded of
the words of Viktor Frankl: “What is to give light must
endure burning.” There was plenty of burning going
on in the Town of Grant. And after the arrests of May
14, 1992, the next round was due to take place on
June 3rd. That’s when the DNR planned to hold its
sham public hearing on the supplemental Environ-
mental Impact Statement. I’ll tell you all about it in
the next chapter.

CD-ROM References
CD 93-1. “Work at mine site to resume May 14,” Ladysmith News,

May 14, 1992.

CD 93-2. “Black Hawk’s War Club,” a story from Walleye Warriors by
Rick Whaley and Walt Bresette, Writer’s Publishing
Cooperative, Warner, N.H., 1994.

CD 93-3. Letter to the editor by Linda Craemer, Ladysmith News, July
18, 1991.

Figure 93-8. Mine opponents stepped forward to correct the misin-
formation spread by Kennecott regarding the removal of the
American flag from the mine site (Ladysmith News, June 18, 1992).
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In retrospect, I suppose we should have seen it com-
ing. Two months before any kind of public meeting
was held on the supplemental Environmental Impact
Statement for the Flambeau Mine, Evelyn and I trav-
eled to Tripoli, Wisconsin, for what we thought was
going to be a public hearing on another mining matter.
The hearing was set up by the DNR to discuss a Notice
of Intent (NOI) that had been filed with the depart-
ment by Noranda Minerals of Toronto, Ontario. The
Canadian mining company, which happens to have a
terrible environmental record, wanted to mine for
zinc, copper and lead in the Town of Lynne in Oneida
County, about 60 miles east of Ladysmith. And by fil-
ing an official NOI with the Department of Natural
Resources, Noranda was making it clear to both the
state and the public that the company intended to
start collecting the necessary environmental data to
support a mining permit application.

The purpose of the meeting at Tripoli was to give
the public a chance to comment on the early stages of
Noranda’s proposal and suggest what kinds of data
should be collected as part of the approval process.
Unfortunately, that meeting turned out to be a sham,
just like the one held in Ladysmith in June of 1992 to
discuss the SEIS on the endangered species in the
Flambeau River. Let me tell you the story, starting
with what happened at Tripoli.

Evelyn and I were very concerned about Noranda’s
intentions to mine in Oneida County. The proposed
mine site was in a wetland area close to the Willow
Flowage, a part of the state famous for its beauty and
clean, fishable waters. It surely wasn’t the kind of place
suitable for the kind of big open pit mine that Noranda
wanted to build. So when we heard about the public
hearing at Tripoli, Evelyn and I were anxious to go. We

wanted to warn the people of Oneida County about
the dangers of metallic sulfide mining and how min-
ing companies are prepared to force local communi-
ties into accepting their proposed projects by
whatever method is most expedient. 

Evelyn summed it up best when she said, “Too long
the public has been kept in the dark concerning min-
ing company tactics in “persuading” local people to
accept their proposals.” So off to Tripoli we went, pre-
pared to tell lots of tales about what had happened to
our small community after Kennecott moved into Rusk
County. Unfortunately, we had nary a chance to do so.

You see, the meeting that day could hardly be con-
strued to be a public hearing, as nobody, NOBODY
had the opportunity to speak to the public concerning
his or her thoughts on the subject at hand. Instead the
meeting was arranged so people could walk along
and question and talk with individual members of the
DNR staff who were sitting behind tables set up
around the perimeter of the room. And that was it!
Believe me, it was a slick way of trying to make it look
like the DNR officials were listening to us, when in
reality they just sat there like bumps on a log. It cer-
tainly was no public hearing. Worse yet, it prevented
those of us who knew the facts about the hazards of
sulfide mining from telling anyone else about it. 

I hate to sound cynical, but I think that’s what the
department had in mind. By not holding a traditional
public hearing with rows of chairs and a microphone
at the front of the room, it helped to silence any resist-
ance to the project. There’s no doubt that those of us
who attended the meeting were robbed of our right to
a public forum and that such a situation could only
benefit Noranda and hurt the unsuspecting public. 

Needless to say, Evelyn and I weren’t too keen on the

The DNR’s Sham Public Hearing 
on the SEIS (June 3, 1992)
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meeting format. We had come to Tripoli to talk to the
people, not the DNR staff. Evelyn had even typed up her
comments ahead of time, so she wouldn’t forget any
important points she believed the public needed to
hear—things about Wisconsin’s mining laws, acid mine
drainage and subversive mining company tactics. But
there was no opportunity for her to take those carefully
prepared notes out of her purse and use them.

I must admit that we were caught off guard by what
the DNR pulled over on the public that day. But Evelyn
and I decided that we were not about to be silenced!
Right after the meeting, that busy little wife of mine sat
down and wrote a letter to some of the area newspa-
pers to give the public a feel for what was going on
with Noranda’s mining proposal. I don’t know if her let-
ter was published by any of the papers in Oneida
County, but at least she tried to get the word out! She
also sent her analysis of Noranda’s NOI to the DNR in
Madison so that her concerns would be entered into
the public record. I found a draft of at least part of what
she sent to the department, including the first page in
which she boldly told the DNR officials exactly what
she thought of their little meeting at Tripoli (CD 94-1):

I feel the “public informational hearing” at Tripoli,
April the 8th, has to be classed as a sham, simply a
tactic to suppress public participation in the assess-
ment of a mining proposal, and that it violates the
intentions of the Wisconsin Environmental Policy Act.

You can imagine how we felt a week after the Tripoli
meeting, when the DNR announced it would be hold-
ing a “public informational meeting” in Ladysmith to
discuss the results of the department’s SEIS on the
endangered species living in the Flambeau River (CD
92-7). Could it be that the department was going to
hold the same kind of sham public hearing like the
one we had witnessed at Tripoli?

We weren’t sure what to expect, but one thing we
knew for certain was that the pro-mining people from
the Ladysmith Area Chamber of Commerce were
likely to show up at the meeting to spread Larry
Mercando’s propaganda about how “safe” and “envi-
ronmentally responsible” the mine was going to be.
We also knew that none of those people would have
any facts or figures to back up their claims because no
such facts or figures existed! So we decided to have a
little fun with the situation and came up with the fol-
lowing idea: Since Mercando’s followers were so sure
the mine would not harm the environment, why not
ask them to personally guarantee it in writing?

And that’s exactly what we did. The week before
the DNR meeting was due to be held in Ladysmith,
the Rusk County Citizens Action Group placed a paid

advertisement in the Ladysmith News and Rusk
County Shopper. The advertisement consisted of a
pledge that we asked Kennecott’s supporters to sign
and return to us. It contained the same kinds of state-
ments that the pro-mining people had been tossing
out to the public all along about how the mine would
not harm anyone’s health and there was no real dan-
ger of heavy metals getting into our groundwater. As
part of the deal, we also challenged those who signed
the pledge to put up their own money to ensure a non-
toxic, healthy future to all (Figure 94-1). 

What the advertisement boiled down to was quite
simple. We were asking Mercando’s little band of sup-
porters to “put their money where their mouth was.”
Linda Craemer of nearby Bruce helped coordinate the
pledge campaign, but I don’t think any of the forms
were returned to her either before or after the hearing
was held!

RCCAG’s advertisement was not the only thing
about the Flambeau Mine that appeared in the May

Figure 94-1. In anticipation of the “open house” on the SEIS, mine
opponents asked mine supporters to put their money where their
mouth was (Ladysmith News, May 28, 1992).
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28, 1992 issue of the Ladysmith News. There was also
a front-page article about the upcoming hearing on
the SEIS in which Robert Ramharter of the DNR
extolled the virtues of the “open house format” that
the department had used at Tripoli. He said, “The
open house format meeting fosters a more productive
dialogue between the department and interested peo-
ple and is much more efficient for collecting public
comments than the traditional hearing format” (CD
94-2). Hmmm. He seemed to forget that one of the
most important functions of a true public hearing is to
inform not only the government officials, but the pub-
lic of what everyone has to say. And the “open house
format” denied us that opportunity. 

A third item of interest that appeared in the same
issue of the newspaper was an advertisement from
Kennecott (Figure 94-2). As you might expect, the
mining company came out one hundred percent in
favor of the DNR’s new meeting format. After all, hav-
ing us talk into a tape recorder at the back of the room
rather than into a microphone at the front of the room
meant the public would not hear about all the prob-
lems we had discovered with the SEIS.

I must admit, however, that what bothered me even
more than Kennecott’s praise of the new format was
how the mining company seemed to be in collusion
with the DNR over the whole thing. Take a look at the
advertisement, keeping in mind that it appeared in the
paper a week before the meeting was held! The mining
company was so in tune with how the DNR was plan-
ning to conduct the meeting that it made me wonder
if the whole idea to alter the public hearing format
had come from the mining industry itself.

Of course, Kennecott’s advertisement tried to make
it sound like the new meeting format had been devel-
oped with the public’s best interest at heart. Good old
Uncle Larry expressed his concern about how public
hearings could be “pretty intimidating” to some people
and concluded, “For all of us who have always been too
nervous to get up in front of a room full of people, this
is a welcome improvement.” I wonder if Mercando was
thinking about me when he wrote that. Perhaps he was
worried that I might shake, quiver and blush if I had to
get up in front of the room to speak my mind. No, I’d
say that Uncle Larry wasn’t thinking of anyone but
Larry. What do you think, my dear readers?

The SEIS hearing took place at the National Guard
Armory in Ladysmith on June 3, 1992, and you can
bet that Evelyn and I came with our spurs on. We
were hoping that somehow we would be able to get
up in front of the group to speak our minds and show
our resistance to Kennecott, no matter what kind of

meeting format the DNR intended to use. And a lot of
other people came to the meeting with the same idea.
In fact, many of them didn’t even know about the new
meeting format. They had come from near and far
expecting a true public hearing. 

As soon as Evelyn and I entered the building, we
could tell that we were going to meet a lot of resist-
ance that day. First of all, it may not seem like much to
you, but we passed by three ladies in the hallway who
allegedly were selling food in the interest of the
Veterans Memorial Association in town. Well, we had
never gone to a public hearing where food was offered
for sale by the veterans, and two of the three women
behind the table were outspoken supporters of the

Figure 94-2. Kennecott praised the DNR’s new “open house pubic
hearing” format. But the mining company failed to point out that the new
format violated the very premise upon which public hearings are based,
the democratic right of people to hear and be heard by their neighbors
and other concerned citizens (Ladysmith News, May 28, 1992).
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mine. All I could think of was how Larry Mercando
had gone to the veterans’ office just a few weeks ear-
lier to accuse those of us who opposed the mine of
ripping down his American flag and being unpatri-
otic. Had he suckered the veterans into setting up a
food table at the hearing in order to send a subtle
message to the public that they supported the mine?
Who knows? Crazier things had happened. 

At any rate, we proceeded to walk past the food
table to the meeting room and discovered, just like we
expected, that the room was not set up for a regular
public hearing. There were no rows of chairs in the
middle of the room, but rather a number of tables
around the perimeter with signs hanging above them.
It was just like that dumb deal at Tripoli. We were
given a hand-out that explained the “open house for-
mat” (CD 94-3), and from there were sent on our way
to speak to the various DNR specialists at each little
station. All they did, however, was listen to our com-
plaints and then explain to us why we had nothing to
worry about. As far as the DNR was concerned, the
mining company had everything under control.

According to the hand-out, there was supposed to be
a “discussion area, with seating available” set up out-
side the building “to facilitate the exchange of com-
ments in a group setting.” It looked like that was the
closest thing to a public hearing we were going to get.
So we went outside to take a look, only to discover that
nothing was there—no tent, no chairs, no microphone,
no tables, no podium, no DNR officials, no nothing! 

We went back inside and found out that if we
wanted to say more than what we had already told
the officials at the various stations, we could either
write down our comments on a form or say whatever
we wanted to say into a tape recorder. We were also
encouraged to pick up written information pertaining
to various aspects of the mine from a long table at one
end of the room. I guess the DNR figured maybe that
way we could answer our own questions. What more
could anyone want? 

Plenty! That pathetic excuse for a public hearing
wasn’t at all what we wanted or were entitled to get.
There was a large crowd of us who had come to
protest loudly and forcefully against the SEIS as part
of a public forum. My friend Gertrude McBain
described the situation well in a letter to the editor of
the Country Today. Here is what she said (CD 94-4):

After being confronted by large audiences opposed to
the DNR support for mining interests (when the
Flambeau Mine in Ladysmith was in the permitting
process), the DNR decided to change its public meet-
ing format to the “one on one” method. This is not

only an insult to us in the North but it also denies us
the right to hear and to be heard by other interested
persons at the DNR hearings. 

Being aware of how tired these DNR reps are of
hearing from the articulate and well-informed local
concerned citizens who have been critical of the
DNR-Kennecott relationship, it is easy to understand
that this format is a desirable one from the DNR
point of view.

Yes, just like at Tripoli, it appeared the meeting in
Ladysmith had been designed to prevent the public
from becoming informed about all the dirty tricks the
mining company was pulling. The format kept people
who knew what was going on from telling other peo-
ple what they should know. How could you get your
story out when your only option was to sit down and
speak into a tape recorder? It was a super-duper dirty
trick. My dear readers, we need to be on the guard so
that this type of sham public hearing does not become
a pattern with the DNR. 

Well, we weren’t going to put up with that type of
rip-off by the DNR, especially when it came to some-
thing as important as the SEIS. We expected a public
hearing and demanded that we get one. Believe me,
we raised quite a fuss that day! The DNR officials,
including Bill Tans, didn’t quite know what to do with
us as we continued to complain about how we were
being cheated. Eventually the department relented and
borrowed a tent from the local unit of the National
Guard to set up outside the meeting hall for us. 

Tans and a few others from the DNR came into the
tent and sat there to listen to our complaints and con-
cerns. In their usual style, however, they failed to post
a sign to inform the public that an open discussion was
taking place outside the building. I complained about
that to an attendant, and someone finally put up a sign
that said “Discussion” with an arrow directing the way.
But I suppose it really didn’t matter how many people
showed up. You see, as far as I know, our testimony
never became part of any official record. So much for
having a public hearing! It was a waste of our time.

The most interesting thing about our little meeting
with Tans took place late in the day, when Cassandra
Dixon walked into the tent with her face painted
white and wearing the same grim reaper outfit that
she had worn to the Master Hearing. She brought
with her some small smoked fish that she placed in
conspicuous places to make the point that mining
would pollute our rivers and kill our fish. And then
she stood behind Tans, silently watching him as he
spoke (Figure 94-3).

Cassandra eventually left the tent to go into the
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building where the rest of the meeting was taking
place. And that’s when the situation escalated—not
because of Cassandra, but because of the Ladysmith
Police. You see, they decided to cart her off to jail!

One of our friends, Susan Bash, observed what
happened. She told us that after Cassandra entered
the room in her costume, an unidentified woman
walked over to Officer Terry Erdman, one of the
Ladysmith policemen who was there to watch us. The
woman pointed to Cassandra and said to him, “Arrest
her.” Erdman proceeded to walk over to where
Cassandra was standing and confronted her about her
appearance. Well, Cassandra knew that she had every
right to be at the meeting dressed the way she was
dressed. But she wasn’t about to argue about it. So
she just sat down on the floor and refused to leave.

Dick Brooks of radio station WOJB-88.9 FM was
there to broadcast the meeting live, and when he saw
what was happening, he went over to interview
Cassandra (Figure 94-4). Anyone could tell that she
was a sweet person who had dressed like the grim
reaper to show her dissatisfaction with mining. And
that’s all there was to it. But I guess the idea of “free
speech” didn’t register with the Ladysmith Police
Department. A few minutes later, Erdman told
Cassandra that he was arresting her “for being in here
like this” and dragged her out of the room with the
help of another officer (Figure 94-5).

Later on Susan pointed out the woman to us who
had told the police to arrest Cassandra, but we didn’t
know who she was. We did happen to notice, how-
ever, that she wandered around the room for much of
the day with a representative from Kennecott’s public
relations firm, Wood Communications of Madison.

Cassandra was held in jail until around 11:30 that
evening, when she was turned loose. They had to
release her because she had done nothing wrong and
never should have been arrested in the first place. But
what made the whole thing even worse was that when
the Ladysmith Police finally decided to let her go, they
showed no regard for the fact that here was a little
woman being sent out on her own in the middle of the
night. The whole thing smelled more than any of those
smoked fish that Cassandra had brought to the hearing.

Cassandra wasn’t the only one to be arrested and
taken to jail that day. So was my friend John LaForge.
But unlike Cassandra, John didn’t even make it into
the tent or the meeting room before he was hauled
away. Let me explain.  

While people were milling around the display
tables that had been set up by the DNR in the Armory,
John arrived outside the building wearing a nice suit

Figure 94-3. Bill Tans of the DNR (center) tried to act like nothing
was wrong, but you can bet that Cassandra Dixon, dressed as the
grim reaper, really made him nervous (Photo by David Skrupky of
Turtle Lake, WI, June 3, 1992). 

Figure 94-4. Dick Brooks of radio station WOJB-88.9 FM inter-
viewed Cassandra Dixon after she sat down on the floor of the meet-
ing room in protest (Photo by David Skrupky of Turtle Lake, WI, June
3, 1992).

Figure 94-5. Deprived by the Ladysmith Police of her right to free
speech, Cassandra Dixon was dragged out of the meeting room and
hauled off to jail (Photo by David Skrupky of Turtle Lake, WI, June 3,
1992). 
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and tie. Oh yes, he was also
wearing the same papier-
mâché pig head he had worn
in July of 1990, the time we
held that mock wedding cere-
mony between RTZ and the
people of the State of Wis-
consin (Figure 75-2). Jan
Jacoby, who had played the
role of the bride that day, was
at his side once more. The
two entered the building and
walked over to the hallway
that led to the meeting room.
John made no sound and said
not a word. But he surely cre-
ated a stir. 

True to form, the Lady-
smith Police were standing by
to protect the mining com-
pany and the DNR from any-
one who looked like he or she
might offend the powers-that-
be. And Officer Terry Erdman,
the same guy who had ar-
rested Cassandra, proceeded
to arrest John. The whole
thing was reported on the
front page of the June 4, 1992
issue of the Eau Claire Leader
Telegram (Figure 94-6).

I must say, however, that
an even better account of
what happened to John was
written by Jan Jacoby, who
witnessed the whole thing. I
have included a copy of what
she wrote for you to see,
because it contains a lot of
first-hand details about the
police-state mentality of the
officers who were on duty.
You might also be interested
to know that a University of
Wisconsin–Milwaukee film
professor by the name of Rob
Danielson happened to be at
the SEIS hearing and videotaped John being dragged
to the police car. The scene is included in a video that
Danielson produced about the issues surrounding
metallic mining development in Wisconsin’s North-
woods. He released the film, entitled “From the Ground

Up,” in 1993, and I have included a promotional
brochure about it on the CD-ROM that accompanies
the book (CD 94-6). 

After John was arrested, the police kept him in jail
for only one night. Like Cassandra, he had done nothing

Figure 94-6. The only thing worth reporting about the sham public hearing on the SEIS was that sev-
eral protesters were arrested and taken to jail. See CD 94-5 to read all the details (Eau Claire Leader-
Telegram, June 4, 1992; republished with permission).
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by Jan Jacoby

John came into the building from the parking lot, wearing a
corporate (RTZ) pig head made of papier-mâché. Just out-
side the door, he was interviewed by a camera person from
Channel 14, the public access station. John told him how he
was going in to attend the hearings, as he had “paid for
them” as a corporate contributor, etc., etc. The mood was

silly and there was laughing. The camera interviewer asked
questions one would ask a parody-situation character.

When we got to the front door of the building, John entered
and only got in a little way, up to the hallway that led into the
main room where the “hearings,” or rather the “tables-on-
display” were set up. An officer stepped in front of John and
said, “I’m sorry, but you can’t go in there like that.” John
said, “Why not? These are public hearings.” The officer
repeated himself and said to someone else, “Go get the ser-
geant.” The officer seemed shaky, uncertain, and frightened.

Both John and I questioned the officer and asked, “What are
the conditions for being allowed in there?” John repeatedly
stated, “It shouldn’t matter how I’m dressed; these are public
hearings.” We also asked, “What are you thinking of? What
are you doing?” And we said, “You can’t do this; this is
wrong.”

Meanwhile, the sergeant had come up to the officer, and both
were standing in John’s way and saying, “Let’s go outside.”
But John kept saying he had a right to go in there, and he
began to walk around the officers. At that point they grabbed
his arms and shoulders, moving firmly and quickly (Figure 94-
7). They said to John, “You’re under arrest.” It was alarming.

John then sat down on the floor, right in front of the officers,
as nonviolence training teaches. I again asked, “What exactly
are your guidelines for who’s allowed or not allowed in there?
What are your orders?” I asked this in a non-threatening way,
but the officer moved his eyes away from mine, tightened his
mouth, and would not answer. I asked again, “What stuff isn’t
allowed?” The officer then said, “This protest stuff.”

John had sat down in the middle of the hallway, and a
woman soon came by and said to him, “You’re in the way
there.” John apologized and moved immediately to a spot off
to the side. The sergeant then said again, “You’re under
arrest.” John asked, “What are the charges?” The sergeant
responded, “Obstruction.”

The officers then dragged John outside. He removed the pig
head as he was being dragged and rolled it toward me, and I
took it. Then they hand-cuffed him and put him in the squad
car (Figure 94-8). They were not slow and calm and careful
with John. They banged his head on the car door, probably
not on purpose, but they certainly weren’t careful.

I made some disparaging remarks about this being like the
Soviet Union in the 50s and went back into the building.
Twenty minutes later another friend, David Skrupky, was told
he could not be in the room with a sign he had brought
regarding mining. It was about 24 x 18 inches, and he was
told, “You can’t have that sign in here.” 

We were funneled into an outdoor tent area with our signs,
masks and costumes. So we had our own talking circle and
held interviews that were separate from the DNR presenta-
tion room. No sign of disagreement, “protest,” or dissent
was allowed in the main building. I wasn’t kidding about the
Soviet Union.

Just Like in the Soviet Union—Notes from John LaForge’s Arrest

Figure 94-7. John
LaForge, wearing a
pig mask, is
escorted out of a
public meeting by 
a Ladysmith
Policeman who
apparently was not
familiar with the
United States
Constitution (Photo
by David Skrupky of
Turtle Lake, WI,
June 3, 1992).

Figure 94-8.
After being
dragged out of the
building by
Ladysmith Police,
John LaForge is
hand-cuffed
before being taken
to jail. His only
“offense” was that
he tried to enter
the building wear-
ing a pig mask
(Photo by David
Skrupky of Turtle
Lake, WI, June 3,
1992). 
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illegal, and the police could not come up with any for-
mal charges to lay on him. Since he clearly had been
wronged, John eventually decided to file a legal claim
against the City of Ladysmith. And with Attorney
Keith Rodli and the American Civil Liberties Union to
help him, he asked the city for $25,000 in damages.
As described in the October 8, 1992 issue of the
Milwaukee Sentinel, the claim included “$5,000 each
for alleged violations of the First, Fifth and
Fourteenth Amendments along with unlawful arrest
and false imprisonment” (CD 94-8). 

The City of Ladysmith got some legal advice and was
promptly told that they had better try to negotiate with
John because they had no case. So that’s what they did,
and John agreed to settle out of court for $3,500.

When John got his check, he said to someone,
“What will I do with this money?” His friend
responded, “Why don’t you give some of it to the Rusk
County Citizens Action Group?” John agreed that it
was a good idea and proceeded to write out a nice
check to our group for $250. I guess you can say that’s
the only thing we got out of the DNR’s sham public
hearing on the SEIS! 

CD-ROM References
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April 8, 1992.
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28, 1992.

CD 94-3. Hand-out prepared by the DNR for the open house informational
meeting on the department’s supplemental Environmental
Impact Statement for the Flambeau Mine, June 3, 1992.
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Who is this man who would risk arrest by dressing up as a
cigar-smoking corporate pig? I suppose I could say he is the
same man who risked arrest by sitting in front of the gate at
the Flambeau Mine to block vehicles from entering the site in
July of 1991. And he is also the same man who took the time
one summer to come out to my farm and help me build the
foundation for a cabin that Evelyn had dreamed about for
many years. Who is this man who I am pleased to call my
friend? His name is John LaForge. 

No matter what I have seen John do over the years, he has
always done it with passion. He is not the kind of guy to sit on
the sidelines and just watch life go by. He jumps right in to do
his part to build a better world. He helped us out in the Town
of Grant on a number of different occasions as we fought our
battle against Kennecott. He had no use for the multinational
corporation that was trying to take over our community.

John LaForge is an activist to the nth degree. You have seen
from my story how he is not afraid to put his life and body on
the line for the things in which he believes, even if it means
being arrested for civil disobedience. John is not a violent
man. In fact, he’s rather gentle in his demeanor. But he is as
strong as steel, and there is no wavering with him. When he
believes in something, you can bet he’s going to do some-
thing about it. He has lots of ginger.

John’s interests range well beyond fighting the multinational

mining corporations that have their eye on northern
Wisconsin. One of his main causes, which resulted in a stun-
ning victory in late 2004, was to bring an end to the United
States military’s Project ELF. The acronym stands for
Extremely Low Frequency radio waves, and the purpose of
this military installation, which was constructed beneath the
ground near Clam Lake in Ashland County, Wisconsin during
the Cold War, was to communicate first-strike instructions to
the Navy’s nuclear-armed Trident submarines. John protested
at the site on numerous occasions over a twenty-year period
and never gave up hope that the facility would someday be
fully dismantled. You can imagine how happy we were to
learn in September of 2004 that the Navy had finally agreed
to pull the plug on the project. At the time, John was quoted
as saying, “We did it! This is another victory for nonviolence,
because everybody who has confronted this nuclear war sys-
tem has been made stronger by the experience. No attention
was ever paid to ELF unless we were out there putting our-
selves in legal jeopardy. After so many years of action, trials,
and jail-goings, cynics said to us, ‘You’ve failed.’ But we had-
n’t lost, because we never gave up” (CD 94-7).

When I think about it, I guess that’s why I like John so much.
Even in the face of great adversity, he sticks to his principles,
doesn’t give up hope and manages to keep fighting without
raising his fists. That’s quite a powerful combination of traits
for a man to have.

John LaForge, an Activist to the Nth Degree
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Even though Kennecott’s project was delayed a
bit while the supplemental Environmental Impact
Statement on endangered species was being written
and evaluated, the net result was that as usual, the
mining company could do no wrong in the eyes of the
DNR. Sure, as a result of the SEIS process, the depart-
ment eventually decided to reduce the amounts of
nickel and cadmium permitted in the mine’s waste-
water, which was a victory of sorts (CD 95-1). But we
had wanted so much more and felt we had lost the
battle.

The whole mess over the endangered species really
brought to light just how sloppy the DNR had been in
its approval process for the mine. For the DNR to say
in the original EIS that there were no endangered
species in the area was not only negligent, it was a
downright lie. And then to deny the people of the
Wisconsin a bona fide public hearing on the SEIS
compounded the injustice by violating the require-
ments of the Wisconsin Environmental Policy Act.

You have read much in my story about how the
DNR never stood up to protect the people of
Wisconsin or our environment against the hazards of
metallic sulfide mining. Whether it was the drafting
of groundwater rules in 1981 that allowed mining
companies to pollute our drinking water, or bending
over backwards in 1992 to dismiss the importance of
protecting the endangered species in the Flambeau
River, the DNR always seemed to come down on the
side of mining. 

I remember confronting Bill Tans of the DNR about
the department’s bias toward mining at a meeting
that was held in Rhinelander in March of 1992. The
response I got from him was that Wisconsin’s laws
were set up to “facilitate” mining, in other words, help

bring about mining. Well, I certainly could believe
that statement! But then Tans went on to confuse the
issue by saying that the DNR had no “position” on
mining. He stated, “Department staff are neither in
favor nor against mining, but are responsible for
assuring compliance with the laws and codes to the
best of their professional ability.” To me that state-
ment was very misleading and did not come to grips
with the actual facts.

You see, the lawmakers put the DNR in the position
to either favor or oppose mining by authorizing the
agency to regulate mining by rule. It all goes back to
1973, when Wis. Stat. 293.13(2)(a) became law, giv-
ing the DNR the power to adopt, by rule, “minimum
standards for exploration, prospecting, mining and
reclamation.” And as discussed in an earlier chapter,
Wis. Stat. 293.15(6)-(11) expanded that authority
greatly, to the point of allowing the department to
grant exemptions, variances or modifications that
were either more or less restrictive to any of the natu-
ral resource rules! Having that kind of power cer-
tainly put the DNR in a position to either favor or
oppose mining.

There are a number of statutes on the books that
should have guided the department to use its power
wisely and make the right decisions for the people of
Wisconsin. Evelyn studied those laws with great
intensity and put together the following list:
� Wis. Stat. 281.11 clearly states that the depart-

ment has a responsibility to “protect, maintain and
improve the quality and management of the waters
of the state, ground and surface, public and pri-
vate.” 

� Wis. Stat. 283.001(1)(a) declares, “It is the goal of
the state of Wisconsin to eliminate the discharge of

Over a Decade of 
Proof that the DNR is 

Pro-Mining (1981–1992)
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pollutants into the waters of the state by 1985.”
� Wis. Stat. 281.12(1) says, “The department also

shall formulate plans and programs for the pre-
vention and abatement of water pollution and 
for the maintenance and improvement of water
quality.”

� Wis. Stat. 281.15(1) instructs the department that
“in all cases where the potential uses of water are
in conflict, water quality standards shall be inter-
preted to protect the general public interest.”

� Wis. Stat. 293.13(2)(b) charges the department to
develop minimum standards for identifying and
preventing significant environmental pollution
from mining.

� Wis. Stat. 293.49(1)(a)4 says a mining permit can
only be issued if the DNR finds that “the proposed
mine will not endanger public health, safety or
welfare.”

� Wis. Stat. 293.15(9) states that the DNR can not
grant exemptions, modifications or variances that
would “endanger public health, safety or welfare
or the environment.”

� Wis. Stat. 293.13(2)(d)4 requires the DNR to deny
a mining permit if it can “reasonably be expected”
that the mining activity will cause “irreparable
environmental damage to lake or stream bodies …”

� Wis. Stat. 23.09(1) states that the purpose behind
Wisconsin’s conservation laws is “to provide an
adequate and flexible system for the protection,
development and use” of the state’s natural
resources. In other words, resources are not to be
developed and used to the exclusion of protecting
the state’s waters or any other natural resources

for future generations.

With a list of laws like that to back them up, the DNR
should have had no trouble standing up to the mining
companies to protect the people of the State of
Wisconsin from being exploited and our natural
resources degraded. Unfortunately, the record shows
that the DNR ignored the law and chose to favor min-
ing at the expense of public safety and clean water.
All you have to do is look at Chapters NR 132 and NR
182 of the Wisconsin Administrative Code. Those rules
set toxic standards for groundwater quality at mine
sites, allow disposal of mining wastes in wetlands and
put no real limits on the exemptions that can be
granted to the mining industry. 

So hearing Bill Tans tell us in March of 1992 that
the DNR had no “position” on mining didn’t go over
too well in the Churchill household. I decided to
write a letter to the editor of the Ladysmith News to
talk about the folly of what Tans had told us (CD
95-2). For example, I mentioned how the DNR
allows mining companies to dispose of mining
waste in wetlands, and then I posed the question,
“Are farmers permitted to build manure pits in wet-
lands?”

Evelyn took out her pen as well. In fact, she sat
down and wrote two papers, one that outlined the
laws that give the DNR bureaucratic control over
mining (CD 95-3), and a second, included here for
you to read, that listed various actions taken by the
department between 1981 and 1992 that proved
the department was not neutral, as Tans alleged,
but rather pro-mining. The evidence is hard to
refute. 

Evelyn was always quite gentle in her ways, but
even she could not sit still for anyone telling us that

by Evelyn Churchill, 1992

If you think the Department of Natural Resources (DNR) for
the State of Wisconsin is committed to the protection of the
environment in its decisions on and regulation of mining, you
are dead wrong!

A review of DNR actions over the past decade reveals that the
DNR’s first priority was and is to get mining going in
Wisconsin, with environmental protection taking back seat.

1. As far back as 1981, the DNR, at the prompting and input of
major mining interests including Kennecott, Exxon, U.S.
Steel, and Wisconsin Manufacturers and Commerce, 

adopted rules for groundwater quality for mining and its
wastes that allow destruction of clean groundwater drinking
sources (NR 182.075). The DNR did not have to do this.

There is no standard in the rules limiting the degree of pol-
lution in the area taken up by the mining operation, mining
wastes and 1,200 feet beyond the perimeter of the mining
and waste areas. This is a grand set-up for the mining
company—a waste facility not required to be leak proof!

2. Rules were also adopted at this time that permit mining
and the dumping of toxic wastes in wetlands. The DNR did
not have to do this.

Our Pro-Mining DNR
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The DNR practices a DOUBLE STANDARD for groundwa-
ter quality and wetlands—one for ordinary citizens, such
as you and I, and another for mining companies that really
is a license to pollute and destroy.

3. The DNR agreed to rule changes for Exxon that allowed
the company to refill mined-out tunnels with toxic mining
wastes, when there is documented proof that such a prac-
tice pollutes the groundwaters. The DNR did not have to
do this.

4. The DNR refused to make rule changes requested by
local citizens that would have provided much greater envi-
ronmental protection. These included requests for:

a. Stricter inspection rules.

b. Having professional engineers supervise the construc-
tion of waste facilities.

c. Allowing the public to participate in the decisions on
variances, exemptions and modifications to the permit.

d. Enforcing a non-degradation standard for the state’s
groundwater.

5. The DNR designed to inveigle local governments into
negotiating an agreement with Kennecott for mine start-
up. They promoted mining by telling citizens they had
nothing to worry about and that Kennecott’s proposal was
“environmentally safe.” The DNR approved of the negotia-
tions, knowing full well that local laws prohibited mining
and the negotiations were being held in closed session.
The DNR did not have to do this.

6. The DNR agreed to rule changes that exempted Kennecott
from a major part of the waste rules. This enabled the
operation to be set up for cyanide leaching for gold; and it
exempted the company from the requirement to dispose
of the toxic wastes in a properly lined waste facility.
Instead, plans are to dump them in the unlined mined-out
pit. The DNR approved of this environmental hazard.

7. The DNR granted Kennecott variances less restrictive in
order for the company to be able to open-pit mine up to
140 feet from the river and less than 500 feet from the
highway, and all this next to the city limits. It is hard to
think of approving a worse set of circumstances. The DNR
did not have to do this. 

8. The DNR excused Kennecott’s deliberate violation of the
DNR requirement to do a year-long baseline monitoring
study for radioactivity, turbidity and organic compounds.
They granted the company a variance to those require-
ments, knowing they were very pertinent to Kennecott’s
proposal. The DNR did not have to do this.

9. The terms of the Local Agreement were so suppressive of
local democracy and in violation of the law, that Kennecott,
with Governor Thompson’s help, got s. 144.839 [renum-
bered to s. 293.41 in 1995] sneaked through on the 1988

budget bill to make it legal for a mining company to over-
ride and void local zoning and local resolutions when
negotiating an agreement with a local impact committee. 

Now the DNR is telling the public that s. 144.839 is a good
law, saying it gives a local community greater power,
when the DNR knows full well that this is not the truth.

10.The DNR refused to include the following adverse impacts
in its Environmental Impact Statement: mental and physi-
cal stress to the people of the community, costs in money,
time and taxes, loss of local autonomy to corporate
tyranny, break-down of community, and anxiety over the
loss of a clean environment. These impacts resulted from
actions perpetrated on local citizens by Kennecott in its
efforts to force the community to accept the proposed
open-pit mine.

11.The DNR did not protest when David Schwarz, the hearing
examiner, refused to take any testimony on the scandalous
intrigue and suppression involved in the negotiation of the
Local Agreement; and then proceeded to rule the Local
Agreement as a substitute for county zoning!

12.There are many other actions denoting the DNR’s commit-
ment to get mining going in the state. The DNR:

a. Refused citizens’ requests for a special informational
hearing on the final Environmental Impact Statement
(FEIS) for the Kennecott proposal.

b. Was delinquent in not taking special effort to inform
the public that the Master Hearing covered both the
Environmental Impact Statement and the application for
mining; and that public testimony had no weight in the
final decision, as made clear in s. 144.836(4)(c) [renum-
bered to s. 293.43(5)(c) in 1995].

c. Deliberately neglected to properly survey for endan-
gered species (This is generally labeled as a violation of
the law.)

d. Challenged the court injunction that halted Kennecott
from continuing its massive insult of mine construction
which further endangered the “endangered species.”

e. Violated the intent of the Wisconsin Environmental
Policy Act by not retracting Kennecott’s permit and
reopening the Master Hearing to consider the endangered
species violation.

f. Violated public hearing rights by holding a sham so-
called “public hearing” on the supplementary EIS pertain-
ing to the endangered species found in the Flambeau
River. 

The DNR has proved itself over and over as an agency in
complicity with the multinational oil and mining corpora-
tions, committed to permitting their exploitation of the oil
and mineral wealth of Wisconsin, with protection of the
environment as a secondary concern.
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the DNR had no “position” on mining. The facts reveal
otherwise, and that’s why she couldn’t help but write
about it. Yes, my dear readers, the DNR has promoted
and continues to promote mining through its rule-
making and all the decisions it makes that favor min-
ing companies over the state’s citizens. The DNR
needs to change its “position” by repealing its pro-
mining rules and recreating new rules that are consis-
tent with the law and protect the people of the State
of Wisconsin and our environment. 

There is no statute that mandates the DNR to pro-
tect foreign mining corporations. But the department
sure acts that way. Instead of catering to the mining
companies, it’s time the DNR followed the real man-
date of the law, which is to protect the public health,
safety and welfare and eliminate the discharge of pol-

lutants into the state’s waters. Unless the current DNR
rules and policies are changed to accomplish what the
state statutes demand, mining companies are almost
assured that any proposal they make will be
approved. Why? Because the DNR insists on going its
own stupid way.
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By June of 1992, there was nothing left to stop
Kennecott from proceeding to build the Flambeau
Mine. Judge Angela Bartell had ruled against the Lac
Courte Oreilles Ojibwe and Sierra Club in their law-
suit against the DNR, and the department was not
about to do any more research into the endangered
species issue, much less reopen the Master Hearing.
The whole thing appeared to be a done deal, and
Evelyn and I felt like all our efforts had been
smashed.

But then we got a real boost in the arm from our
pal Jeff Peterson. He and his friends in the Wisconsin
Greens believed that strong citizen action might still
be able to stop the buzzards, and the Greens had a lot
of youthful energy to do something about it. Jeff
wrote a letter to a number of organizations around
the state that were concerned about preserving the
environment of northern Wisconsin, and he invited
them to come to Rusk County for a Mining Summit
(Figure 96-1). The meeting was to be held on June
27, 1992 in the basement of the Pioneer State Bank 
in Ladysmith, with the purpose of bringing people
together to develop a unified approach to opposing
the development of a mining district in northern
Wisconsin.

We were thrilled with Jeff ’s idea and his willing-
ness to take the bull by the horns. You see, even
though Evelyn never made an issue of it, I could see
that her health was failing. She continued to write
papers and come up with ideas for how to stop
Kennecott, but we were in our mid-70s. And there
was only so much that a couple of old-timers like us
could do. So Jeff ’s letter really perked us up. In fact,
Evelyn proceeded to send out her own letter to all the
people on Jeff ’s list. In her caring way, she wanted

them to know that RCCAG would provide a lunch
after the meeting! She also included in her letter 
a number of suggestions for how we could work
together to put Kennecott on the run. She was not
about to give up this battle, as you can see from the
following excerpt (CD 96-1):

We are taking this opportunity to let you know that
we are already embarking on a new venture, geared
towards halting the Kennecott mine. Maybe good,
maybe not, but anyway a try, now that all fences are
down.

Because we need statewide support for our cam-
paign, we are loosely organizing under “Families
Against Corruption Together Stand Up,” or FACTS.
… Our immediate goal is to make it so uncomfort-
able for Mr. Mercando and Kennecott/RTZ that they
will seek an excuse for leaving.

In brief, our plan of action:

1.  Weekly ads in the local paper exposing
Mercando’s false propaganda, and leaflets doing
the same.

2.  Name gathering in support of stopping the
Kennecott mine.

3.  Flood Larry Mercando, RTZ, Linda Lybert, Jack
Christman, Jim Weisenberger, the Local Impact
Board, Robert Plantz, Al Christianson and
Bernice Dukerschein with letters of protest and
educational material, with copies to the local
papers.

4.  Rallies.

5.  Door to door canvassing of business places, com-
munity leaders, churches, etc. giving information
and gathering names in protest.

Those were the ideas that Evelyn and I planned to bring
to the Mining Summit, and we sure were pleased when

Keeping the Struggle 
Alive (Summer 1992)

C H A P T E R  9 6
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the day finally arrived and we had a good turnout. I bet
there were close to forty people in the room, and every-
one had the same goal: to stop Kennecott and prevent
the takeover of northern Wisconsin by foreign mining
companies. The problem we ran into at the meeting,
however, was that everyone seemed to have a different
idea for how to reach the goal. Some spoke of nonvio-
lent civil disobedience, while others were more inter-
ested in working through the legislature, electing new
government officials, organizing rallies, putting adver-
tisements in the local newspaper or sending letters of
opposition to the DNR and Kennecott. 

We all knew we had an uphill battle, so people
were a little on edge to begin with. And with all the

different ideas being tossed around the room and no
clear agreement on how to coordinate our efforts,
some of those in the group started to get frustrated. In
fact, I was worried the meeting might actually break
up. But when it started to get kind of loud, all of a
sudden Walt Bresette stood up. And with his quiet
voice and gentle smile, he pointed out the value in all
the different approaches that had been proposed and
helped us understand that we could all go about
doing things in our own way and still be connected by
our common goal. He used the analogy of the sepa-
rate but equally beautiful petals of a sunflower, all
connected to the same center. And then he said, “You
are all my brothers and sisters.” 

Figure 96-1. The
Wisconsin Greens were
steady partners with the
Rusk County Citizens
Action Group in the fight
against Kennecott and
helped coordinate the
efforts of many other
groups opposed to the
mine (June 1992).
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As Walt talked, the room became quiet and calm.
It’s like he gathered a flock of wayward chickens and
brought us into the clutch. We left feeling like the
brothers and sisters Walt had called upon us to be and
ended up working together real well for our common
goal.

One of the first projects the group undertook after
the meeting was a canoe flotilla down the Flambeau
River on July 25, 1992. My friend Will Fantle had a lot
to do with organizing the event, and I have included
here a copy of a flier he put together to spread the
word (Figure 96-2). Over 50 concerned citizens and
tribal members gathered at Memorial Park in
Ladysmith that day, right next to the Flambeau River.
And Evelyn and I were there to act as hosts, greeting
people who had driven in from all around the state to
show their opposition to the mine. There was no big
preaching that day, but a few brief speeches were
given. And, believe me, there was a lot of discussion
as all of 25 canoes took to the water!

There is no doubt the flotilla was a successful

event. It gave us a real lift and even made the news. I
am including here an article and some photographs
that appeared in the July 30, 1992 issue of the
Boscobel Dial (Figures 96-3 and 96-4). Now Boscobel
is a town located about 170 miles south of Ladysmith
in Grant County, so you might be wondering why that
particular newspaper would even mention our flotilla.
Well, the article was written by the paper’s owner,
Ralph Goldsmith, who happened to be a native of the
Town of Grant. I was just a few years younger than
Ralph and had gone to high school with both him and
his wife. 

Ralph mentioned in the article that his dad could
have probably bought the site where all the gold was
buried in the Town of Grant for a few hundred dol-
lars. And he was right. I know, because my dad con-
sidered buying that piece of property in the early
1930s, when it was up for sale. But the land was too
swampy and rocky to suit him, so he passed it by. It
kind of makes me wonder what might have been.

Besides the flotilla, a number of us worked
together after the Mining Summit to put advertise-
ments in the Ladysmith News to counteract the propa-
ganda that Mercando kept feeding the public. That
wasn’t a new strategy on our part, as you know from
having seen some of our advertisements in earlier
chapters. But at the Mining Summit we discussed the
idea of putting a weekly ad in the paper, just like
Kennecott was doing with its series, “A Miner’s
Journal.” Unfortunately, however, the cost was too
high—about $125 per advertisement—and we
weren’t able to come up with enough money to do it.
But that didn’t stop us from speaking out in the news-
paper. We just kept doing what we had been doing all
along. And that was to write letters to the editor,
which were free, and to put an occasional ad in the
paper whenever we could come up with the money. 

Another idea that came up at the Mining Summit
was for people to participate in Ladysmith’s annual
Mardi Gras parade that was scheduled for July 19,
1992. We figured it would be a golden opportunity to
get the word out to the public about how bad the
mine was going to be for the environment. Between
four and five thousand people were expected to line
the streets to watch the parade—a captive audience
destined to see and hear all that passed before it.

As Evelyn explained to the people at the meeting,
anyone could participate in the parade. Entries could
be as simple or big and beautiful as you wanted, rang-
ing from walking along the street and passing out
leaflets, to displaying a sign on a bicycle, car or pick-
up, to building an elaborate float. And better yet,

Figure 96-2. People were invited from far and near to show their
opposition to the Flambeau Mine by taking part in a canoe flotilla
down the Flambeau River (July 1992).
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Figure 96-3. Writer and publisher Ralph Goldsmith grew up in Rusk County and worked for the Ladysmith News before moving to Boscobel,
Wisconsin. He never lost his warm feelings for the people and the land he left behind, as evidenced by the story he wrote about the July 1992
canoe flotilla (Boscobel Dial, July 30, 1992 republished with permission).
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Figure 96-4.
About fifty protest-
ers took to the
water for a canoe
flotilla on the
Flambeau River in
July of 1992. Al
Gedicks (with
megaphone) and
Roscoe Churchill
(seated) are pic-
tured in the photo
at lower right
(Boscobel Dial,
July 30, 1992;
republished with
permission).
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there was no entry fee! All you had to do was fill out
a form (which Evelyn provided to everyone at the
meeting) and show up. 

People were enthused about the idea, and Evelyn
and I decided to do our part by having our own entry
in the parade. We cleaned up my old 1970 red Land
Cruiser and hitched a hay wagon to it. And on top the
wagon I put my fourteen-foot Alumacraft fishing
boat, the same one Evelyn and I had used to plant the
clams! Inside it we propped up a 4 x 8 foot plywood
sign that said: 

Boat for Sale!
Now that Kennecott is going to ruin the Flambeau,
Won’t need it for fishing.

As we drove down the street, there was a lot of cheer-
ing, but I remember seeing one fellow who sat there
in his lawn chair looking kind of mad and shaking his
head. He had been a friend of mine until Kennecott
came to town. In fact, we even used to play cards

together. But now my old Republican friend was in
total disagreement with me on the mine, and he sure
didn’t like our float.

As I bring this chapter to a close, let me say that
those of us opposed to the mine had many different
ways of keeping the struggle alive. Whether it was
our wild float in the Mardis Gras Parade, a letter to
the editor, an advertisement the Ladysmith News, an
act of nonviolent civil disobedience or a canoe flotilla
on the Flambeau River, all of our ideas were the
petals of the flower that Walt had talked about. And
despite the efforts of Kennecott to proceed with its
mine, we knew the flower wasn’t going to die. 

CD-ROM Reference
CD 96-1. Letter written by Evelyn Churchill to those coming to

Ladysmith to participate in a mining summit organized by
the Wisconsin Greens, June 23, 1992.

Figure 96-5. Roscoe Churchill
always meant business when it came
to fighting the buzzards, and the sum-
mer of 1992 was no exception. He is
shown here at a public meeting that
took place in Ladysmith on June 3,
1992 to discuss the SEIS for the
Flambeau Mine. A few weeks later he
participated in a mining summit
organized by the Wisconsin Greens.
The following month he entered an
anti-mining float in the local Mardi
Gras parade, and on July 25, 1992 he
took part in a canoe flotilla down the
Flambeau River. Roscoe’s intensity
never waned (Photo by Jason Tetzloff,
courtesy of the Eau Claire Leader-
Telegram, June 1992).
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Whenever a mining company
comes into a depressed area, the people
are told that the mine will create jobs,
generate tax money, give a shot in the
arm to the local economy and bring
prosperity. At least that is what we were
told by Kennecott, a subsidiary of Rio
Tinto Zinc of London. How noble of a
British mining company to want to help
out the poor taxpayers of Rusk County!

In 1992, however, the two highest-
ranking executives at Rio Tinto Zinc, Sir
Derek Birkin and Robert Wilson, gave
quite a different story of how the mining
company viewed us commoners in the
United States. And to make matters
worse, even though we already knew
about RTZ’s history of environmental
and social injustice around the world,
we learned of additional problems the
mining company had caused in Nova
Scotia, Canada. What you are about to
read certainly shattered the myth that
RTZ/Kennecott was a “good neighbor.”

To start, RTZ Chairman Sir Derek
Birkin was quoted in the October 23,
1992 issue of London’s Financial Times
as saying that since society as a whole
benefited from mining, the costs of
cleaning up old mine wastes should be
paid by taxpayers (CD 97-1). It was such
an outrageous thing for him to say that
we just had to put an advertisement in
the Ladysmith News to tell the public
about it (Figure 97-1). Birkin was also

RTZ Executives Show Their 
True Colors (Fall 1992)

C H A P T E R  9 7

Figure 97-1. RTZ Chairman Sir Derek Birkin and Chief Executive Officer Robert Wilson
talked rather freely to the British news media about their philosophy of how to turn a
profit for RTZ. But they probably didn’t bank on their words showing up in this paid
advertisement (Ladysmith News, May 13, 1993).
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quoted in the June 8, 1992 issue of Forbes magazine
as saying, “Unashamedly, we put the interests of our
owners first.” I guess that doesn’t say much for how
he viewed workers, the environment, democratic gov-
ernments and ordinary citizens.

The same issue of Forbes reported that Birkin had
been knighted by Queen Elizabeth in 1990 at the
request of British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher.
That was right about the time Kennecott was getting
ready to mine in the Town of Grant and indicated to
me that the Prime Minister was all too happy to see a
British mining company gouge the people of the
United States to make a profit for Great Britain. It
sure got me mad to think that Birkin’s shrewd busi-
ness dealings in Rusk County had helped the old boy
become a knight while the poor people who lived here
didn’t profit a bit.

There’s no doubt that Birkin and his company had
figured out how to capitalize on our capitalistic sys-
tem. They hired peons to get the ore out of the
ground, and away they went. And I might add that it’s
not just mining companies that know how to take
advantage of the system. Big corporations in general
come in by hook or crook to exploit any little pocket
of wealth they can find, whether it’s by creating fac-
tory farms out of small family farms, drilling for oil in
ecologically sensitive areas or buying up the world’s
clean water to bottle and sell at a profit. They manip-
ulate local governments and local people to get any-
thing they want and paint those who resist them as
being kooks. Even the Hudson’s Bay Company fit the
mold in the late 1700s when it paid the French trap-
pers pennies for beaver pelts, leading to the decima-
tion of the beaver population—and all so that the
European gentry, willing to pay a pretty penny, could
have fancy top hats. It’s disgusting.

Robert Wilson, RTZ’s chief executive officer, also fit
the mold of the ruthless corporate executive. He was
quoted in the November 1992 issue of Institutional
Investor as suggesting that it was less risky for RTZ to
pursue projects in undeveloped countries because of
all the problems the company faced from the environ-
mental movement in nations like the United States.
Saying things like that surely didn’t make him sound
sympathetic to protecting the Flambeau River from
acid mine drainage! In fact, to prove his point about
how the environmental movement was costing his
company time and money, Wilson held up the exam-
ple of the Flambeau Mine. He complained, “The cop-
per-mining project we are trying to develop at
Flambeau, Wisconsin has been through at least four
public hearings and interminable reviews over the

past twenty years.” Hearing him whine like that made
me feel kind of proud of how we had slowed the proj-
ect down.

The opinions of Birkin and Wilson showed the min-
ing company’s obvious preference for ramming
through projects rather than taking the time to make
sure the environment was protected. It only reaf-
firmed what we had known all along: RTZ was not
the “good neighbor” it was cracked up to be.

You have seen examples of RTZ’s bad environmen-
tal track record sprinkled throughout the book. But to
further the point, I’m including below a list of some of
the high points, or rather low points that are part of
RTZ’s environmental legacy around world. And for
those of you who are interested in getting all the
details, I recommend reading Plunder!, a very inform-
ative book written by Roger Moody (PARTIZANS,
London, England, 1991). As described in a book
review that appeared in the June 1992 issue of
Multinational Monitor, Moody’s book is a “compre-
hensive history of RTZ’s misdeeds and of efforts by
activists to counter the company’s onslaught against
indigenous communities, workers and the environ-
ment” (CD 97-2).

Some of the Low Points in
Kennecott/RTZ’s Environmental
Legacy (CD 97-5)

1. As reported in the book Plunder! by Roger Moody, peo-
ple living near Kennecott’s Bingham Canyon Mine in
Utah “recorded an appalling increase in respiratory
infections” from 1985 to 1987, when dust blew off
mountainous piles of waste rock generated by the huge
open pit copper mine. Local authorities measured partic-
ulate levels eight times the federal air quality standard
“as dust blotted out daylight.”

2. In 1989, the National Wildlife Federation cited the
Bingham Canyon Mine as the ninth largest polluter in the
United States.

3. In 1991, Kennecott was forced to pay the State of Utah
$12 million in compensatory damages for polluting Salt
Lake County’s surface and groundwater with acid and
heavy metals from the Bingham Canyon Mine. The U.S.
District Court ruling was filed on July 30, 1991 (CD 3-3).

4. In March of 1990, Kennecott was fined $40,000 by a Reno,
Nevada court and assessed another $50,000 in restitution
after more than 1,400 migratory birds died in cyanide-
tainted tailings ponds at the Alligator Ridge gold mine.

5. RTZ and its Australian associate CRA (Conzinc Rio Tinto
of Australia) not only severely polluted twenty miles of
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To add to the list of RTZ’s misdeeds, Evelyn and I
received an unexpected letter in early 1992 from a
woman living in Nova Scotia, Canada. Her name was
Carolyn Brown, and she had experienced life with
RTZ as her “good neighbor” from 1986 to 1992, when
RTZ built and operated the East Kemptville Tin Mine,
located about 28 miles northeast of Yarmouth.
Somehow she must have heard about our plight in
Rusk County and decided to warn us about what had
happened to her community when RTZ came to
town. Now, when people you don’t even know feel
compelled to warn you about potential harm, it really
gets your attention! And that’s exactly what Carolyn’s
letter did to us. In fact, Evelyn and I even put an arti-
cle about it in the May 1992 issue of the Real Mining
News (Figure 97-2).

This chapter wouldn’t be complete without telling
you about how Larry Mercando “weighed in” on RTZ’s
environmental track record. After all, even though

Figure 97-2. Even though Carolyn Brown of Nova Scotia, Canada had never met Roscoe and Evelyn Churchill, she felt compelled to write to
them about how RTZ had taken advantage of her small community (Real Mining News, May 1992).

the East Finnis and Finnis rivers in Australia’s Northern
Territory in the 1960s, but also “refused to contribute
anything toward the clean up,” as reported in Plunder! .
The federal government was left holding the bag for
$23.8 million.

6. RTZ’s Bougainville copper mine in Papua, New Guinea
was forced to shut down by an uprising of native people
in 1989, but only after the mine had ruined the country’s
Jaba River. Scientists concluded that all aquatic life in
the Jaba Valley had been killed because of pollution and
sediment from the mine’s tailings dump.

7. A 1976 report by the Ontario Ministry of the
Environment concerning an RTZ uranium mine in the
Elliot Lake region of Ontario concluded, according to
Plunder!, that “eighteen lakes in the Serpent River sys-
tem had been contaminated as a result of uranium min-
ing to such an extent that they were unfit for human use,
and all fish life had been destroyed.”
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Mercando worked for Kennecott, his boss was ulti-
mately RTZ.

Well, Larry put a couple of advertisements in the
Ladysmith News to allay any fears we might have
about RTZ. The first one appeared in the April 9, 1992
issue of the paper and was entitled “RTZ, the British
Mining Giant” (Figure 97-3). As you can see by read-
ing it, Larry wanted us to know that “even though
RTZ is big, it’s run by people—just like you and me.”
He then went on to highlight the Rossing Mine in
Namibia to show just how caring the company was.

I don’t think Larry banked on my friend Al Gedicks
seeing that advertisement. You see, Al is a sociologist
who knows all about how mining companies push

their weight around in third world countries, rape the
land and treat native peoples like dirt. He deeply
cares about social and environmental justice and is
passionate about bringing the stories of these people
to light. I have included a letter to the editor for you
to see that Al wrote in response to Larry’s advertise-
ment (Figure 97-4). It tickled my gizzard to see how
he nailed that buzzard.

The same day that Al’s letter appeared in the
Ladysmith News, Kennecott ran another ad extolling the
virtues of the Rossing Mine, as well as the Greens Creek
Mine that was located in Tongass National Forest in
Alaska. Yes, we were told that both mines exemplified
how RTZ was an “environmentally responsible giant”

Figure 97-3. Kennecott used the example of the Rossing Mine in
Namibia to make the point that RTZ was a “responsible company that
cares about the environment and its employees.” Hmmm (Ladysmith
News, April 9, 1992).

Figure 97-4. Al Gedicks wasn’t fooled by Kennecott’s slick advertise-
ment about the Rossing Mine in Namibia. He wrote a letter to the editor
to set the record straight about the social and environmental atrocities
that had taken place at the site (Ladysmith News, April 23, 1992).
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(Figure 97-5). It was enough to make you gag. You see,
the Greens Creek Mine, just like the mine in Namibia,
was no prize. We had come across an article in the
August 22, 1990 issue of the Christian Science Monitor
that talked about how Kennecott had been fined
$500,000 by the Environmental Protection Agency for
excessive discharges of trace metals during the start-up
phase of the Greens Creek Mine and that the company
was under investigation by the State of Alaska for
spilling copper concentrate into the harbor at Hawk
Inlet on Admiralty Island (CD 97-4). And things only
got worse for the Greens Creek Mine, as pointed out in
an advertisement that my friend Sandy Lyon put
together for the June 10, 1993 issue of the Ladysmith
News (Figure 97-6).

With everything I’ve just told you, my dear readers,
you might be wondering why the DNR didn’t really
scrutinize Kennecott/RTZ’s track record when the
mining company applied for its permit to mine in
Wisconsin. After all, who would want to allow a com-
pany to mine here, when it had such a bad history of
causing pollution and disrupting native communities
around the world? Had the DNR never heard of the
term “Bad Actor?”

Well, you have to remember that Sen. Russ Decker’s
Bad Actor Law didn’t take effect until 1992, two years
after Kennecott had been given its permit to mine in
Rusk County. But even if that law had been on the
books in 1990, it would not have prevented Kennecott
from building the Flambeau Mine. You see, the
Republicans watered down Decker’s bill so much that
to this day the DNR still is not required to consider the
full foreign and domestic track record of a mining com-
pany when evaluating a permit application.

Consider this—As of 1996, RTZ owned mines in 36
different countries around the world, and the number
is probably even higher today. The record clearly

Figure 97-5. Kennecott cited the Rossing Mine in Namibia and the
Green’s Creek Mine in Alaska as two examples of environmentally
responsible mining, but mining opponents knew otherwise
(Ladysmith News, April 23, 1992)

Figure 97-6. Mining companies try to put the best face on existing
mining projects when trying to convince a community to let them
move into the area. But eventually the truth comes out (Ladysmith
News, June 10, 1993).
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shows the kind of social and environmental devasta-
tion that the British mining giant has caused far and
wide. Yet, if RTZ wanted to come back and mine in
Wisconsin today, the DNR could not cite any of the
company’s foreign misdeeds as a reason for denying a
permit. No, to this day the DNR does not have enough
legal backing, gumption or guts to keep a company
like RTZ out of our state.

CD-ROM References
CD 97-1. “Mine wastes responsibility questioned,” Financial Times,

October 23, 1992.

CD 97-2. Book review of Plunder!, Multinational Monitor, June 1992.

CD 97-3. “Mining opponents detail firm’s poor track record,” Evening
Telegram, August 21, 1991.

CD 97-4. “Mine openings trouble Alaskans,” Christian Science
Monitor, August 22, 1990.
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Several times in the 1980s the Rusk County
Citizens Action Group petitioned the DNR to amend
NR 182, the chapter of natural resource rules govern-
ing metallic mining wastes. As discussed in Chapter
69 of my story, we wanted the state to adopt a non-
degradation standard for our groundwater instead of
allowing mining companies to pollute water to the
point of being unfit to drink.

In 1992 we decided to petition the DNR once more.
With Kennecott on the verge of blasting its way into
the bedrock next to the Flambeau River, we hoped
that perhaps some new standards for groundwater
protection could be enacted in time to make a differ-
ence. As usual, Evelyn did the research to put
together the petition, and I was the blunt instrument
that made a lot of noise about it to DNR Secretary
Carroll Besadny. Little did we know that before the
ordeal was finished, Besadny would resign his post as
DNR Secretary and we would be faced with the
prospect of dealing with Peter Peshek as the new DNR
Secretary. Let me tell you the story.

In September of 1992, nine residents of Rusk
County signed a petition asking the DNR to repeal NR
182.075 and adopt rules to:
� Prohibit discharge of mining pollutants into the

state’s groundwater, including but not limited to
chemicals, acids and heavy metals; and

� Prohibit any variances less restrictive or exemp-
tions to the non-degradation standard.

Evelyn included lots of information in the petition
about why these changes were needed, and she
backed up her claims by citing numerous statutes. You
can see for yourself by reading the complete petition,
which is included on the CD-ROM that accompanies
the book (CD 98-1). 

We submitted the petition to the DNR on
September 15, 1992, and RCCAG also tried to get the
public involved by distributing a flier that provided
information about the issue (CD 98-2). It included a
map that showed the so-called “compliance bound-
ary” for the mine, a brief history of the project and a
summary of the grassroots opposition to the
Flambeau Mine that had taken place between 1975
and 1992. We also put an advertisement in the
September 10, 1992 issue of the Ladysmith News in
which we laid out the facts about NR 182.075 and
asked people to contact their legislators to demand
that the state’s natural resources rules be changed to
protect our drinking water (Figure 98-1).

We were especially concerned about the lax stan-
dards set by NR 182.075 for the mine’s compliance
boundary. You may recall that the boundary is drawn
1,200 feet beyond the perimeter of the mine and
waste sites. For Kennecott’s proposal, it encompassed
an area of 535 acres and extended beyond Highway
27, Blackberry Lane and the Flambeau River. Within
that area the mining company could pollute the
groundwater to any degree, as long as the legally
defined Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCLs) were
not exceeded at the boundary itself. In my opinion,
535 acres was an awfully large area to allow
Kennecott to contaminate, especially when the DNR
to this day is all too ready to make a farmer, who
might be milking twenty-five cows, move his water
well if the department deems it to be too close to the
barnyard (it happened to Laura’s brother).

I spoke before the Natural Resources Board (NRB)
at its September 24, 1992 meeting in Wisconsin
Rapids concerning the petition. I pointed out that our
request was of the utmost urgency and that we

Almost Peter Peshek! 
(January 1993)
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expected a prompt response. Shortly thereafter,
around the middle of October, I received a letter from
the DNR. It sounded like things were moving along
and we could expect the Natural Resources Board to
act on our request soon. But another month went by,
and all we got from the department was another let-
ter similar to the first, acknowledging that our peti-
tion had been received and was being evaluated. We
still had no idea when the NRB would really do any-
thing about it.

We knew from the statutes that the DNR is required
by law to address citizen petitions within a “reason-
able period of time.” It’s all spelled out in Wis. Stat.
227.12(3), which I have included for you to see. Yet,
over two months had gone by with no official action
on our request. And while we waited for the DNR to
do something, Kennecott continued to busily prepare
the mine site for blasting. That was hard to take, so I
sent another letter to Secretary Besadny toward the
end of November to let him know we were getting
tired of waiting (Figure 98-2). 

Besadny wrote back several weeks later. He clearly
disagreed that our request was urgent and repeated
the DNR rhetoric about how the Kennecott mine was
“absolutely no threat to the drinking water of the peo-
ple of Ladysmith and the surrounding area” (Figure
98-3). He then signed off on the case, stating that he
would be retiring from his post as DNR Secretary in
January of 1993 and that he trusted his staff to han-
dle our request in a timely manner.

And then the fun began! With Besadny leaving
office, it was up to the seven members of the Natural
Resources Board to appoint a new DNR Secretary to
lead the department. And you may not believe this,
my dear readers, but the person they selected was
none other than Peter Peshek, the former public inter-
venor who had pushed the “consensus” negotiations
on the people of the Town of Grant in the early 1980s.
What a shock to those of us in northern Wisconsin

WIS. STAT. 227.12 PETITION FOR RULES. …
(3) Within a reasonable period of time after the receipt of

a petition under this section, an agency shall either
deny the petition in writing or proceed with the
requested rule making. If the agency denies the peti-
tion, it shall promptly notify the petitioner of the denial,
including a brief statement of the reason for the denial.
If the agency proceeds with the requested rule making,
it shall follow the procedures prescribed in this sub-
chapter. [emphasis added]

Figure 98-1. Mine opponents rallied support for a petition to repeal
and recreate NR 182.075 (Ladysmith News, September 10, 1992).
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who were opposed to mining!
You may recall that Peshek had left

the Public Intervenor Office in 1983
to join the law firm of DeWitt-Porter
in Madison. At that time, the Wis-
consin Resources Protection Council
raised quite a fuss about the move.
Don’t get me wrong. We were glad to
see Peshek leave the Public Inter-
venor Office because he clearly had
not fulfilled his responsibility to pro-
tect the public’s best interest in natu-
ral resource issues. No, our concern
with Peshek’s decision to switch jobs
focussed on where he was moving—to
DeWitt-Porter, a law firm known to
represent big business interests like
Union Carbide, the Wisconsin Paper
Council, Exxon and Wisconsin Manu-
facturers and Commerce.

Because of Peshek’s central role in
developing the “consensus” rules for
mining and his part in developing
Wisconsin’s solid waste laws, his
move to DeWitt-Porter represented a
real conflict of interest. The March 24,
1983 issue of the Eau Claire Leader-
Telegram explained the problem in
one sentence (CD 98-3):

Under guidelines of the American
Bar Association and the State Bar of
Wisconsin, Peshek is not to work for
any client that he had a role in reg-
ulating while working for the state. 

The Leader-Telegram article went on to
mention that Peshek had struck a deal
with Attorney General Bronson La
Follette and the state Ethics Board
regarding the conflict of interest issue.
In exchange for being allowed to join
the DeWitt-Porter team, he promised
to “avoid involvement in matters” that
interfaced with work he had done for
the Justice Department. But how
naïve did he think we were? Once at
DeWitt-Porter, even if Peshek did not
assume the role of “official counsel of
record” for the mining and landfill
companies represented by the firm,
what was to stop him from using his
expertise and political connections to
help those clients behind the scenes?

Figure 98-2. Roscoe Churchill’s letter to DNR Secretary Carroll Besadny urging action on
the citizen petition to repeal and recreate NR 182.075 (November 23, 1992).
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Keep in mind that all of this was happening in
1983, at the same time Exxon was trying to get
approval from the state to mine at Crandon. As you
might expect, those of us in the Wisconsin Resources
Protection Council were not about to sit still for hav-
ing the Wisconsin Public Intervenor turn around and
join the law firm that represented Exxon’s interests in
our state. So here is what we did, as reported in the
Leader-Telegram (CD 98-3):

A citizens’ group urged the state Wednesday to sus-
pend its consideration of a mine permit for Exxon
Minerals Co. because an official who helped draft
mining rules is joining a law firm that represents
Exxon. Roscoe Churchill of Ladysmith, president of 

the Wisconsin Resources Pro-
tection Council, said he also
would ask the Legislature to
review Wisconsin’s mining
laws and regulations as a
result of the move by public
intervenor Peter A. Peshek.
“And that is just the begin-
ning,” Churchill said. 

Well, we could complain all we
wanted, but nothing came of it.
Peshek joined DeWitt-Porter,
just like he said he was going to
do. And he proceeded to repre-
sent a number of businesses
with questionable environmen-
tal records, like Browning-Ferris
Industries (a landfill giant) and
Noranda. So much for Peshek’s
promise to the Wisconsin Attor-
ney General and State Ethics
Board to “avoid involvement in
matters in which he participated
while working for the Depart-
ment of Justice!” I might also
add that Exxon and Kennecott
continued to use DeWitt-Porter
for legal services after Peshek
joined the team. The whole
thing stunk to high heaven.

There was no doubt in my
mind that Peshek’s move to rep-
resent polluters, right after hav-
ing served in the Public Inter-
venor Office where he had regu-
lated those same polluters, was
illegal. But for some reason the
state didn’t come down on him.
And he continued to practice at

DeWitt-Porter until 1993, when the DNR Secretary
position became available and the Natural Resources
Board picked him as their man. At that time we were
faced with the exact opposite problem: Peshek was
poised to become the top dog at the DNR, where he
would be charged with regulating the same polluters
he had taken money from as clients. 

In January of 1993, the Shepherd Express splashed
a cartoon and wonderfully-blunt news story about
Peshek’s pick as the new DNR secretary across the
front page of the paper. The cartoon showed Peshek
shaking hands with the proverbial “corporate pol-
luter” (Figure 98-4). And the story, written by reporter
Scott Kerr, talked about the many oddities surrounding

Figure 98-3. DNR Secretary Carroll Besadny did not agree that the petitioners’ request for a revi-
sion of NR 182.075 was urgent, even though Kennecott was poised to start blasting at the mine
site within a few months (December 8, 1992).
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Peshek’s choice by the NRB to head the
agency. The article started out with a sec-
tion called “The Peter Principle,” in which
Kerr talked about Peshek’s questionable
clientele at Dewitt-Porter. He wrote, “For a
decade, Peshek’s financial lifeblood has
been pumped by corporate clients whose
interests are frequently at odds with the
DNR’s mission.” And then Kerr proceeded
to follow up the observation with plenty
of examples of what he was talking about.
For example, he mentioned how Peshek
was a paid lobbyist for Talctron, “an outfit
[with] the hots to strip-mine the state’s
Mead Wildlife Refuge” (Figure 98-5).

Kerr also included a section to his story
entitled “About Those Tough New Regs.”
That’s where he talked about how Peshek
had betrayed us during his years as
Wisconsin Public Intervenor. Kerr explained
how Peshek was supposed to watch out for
the public’s best interest when the DNR set
about to develop new mining regulations in
the early 1980s, but that Peshek had instead
worked with Exxon’s James Klauser to do
just the opposite. After noting just how bad
the “consensus” rules turned out to be for
the environment, Kerr added, “And how
was this accomplished? Not by public voice
or referenda, but by corporate-government
collusion spearheaded not by an elected
public official, but by Peter Peshek, the
Wisconsin Public Intervenor” (Figure 98-6).

Besides Peshek’s personal conflicts of
interest in becoming the new DNR secre-
tary, we were also concerned about how
some of the other DeWitt-Porter attorneys
and their clients might benefit from hav-
ing Peshek in charge of the DNR. I already
mentioned that Peshek wasn’t the only attorney at the
firm to serve as legal counsel for mining interests and
other corporate polluters. For example: (1) James
Derouin represented Exxon during the “consensus”
negotiations of the early 1980s; (2) Henry Handzel
was Kennecott’s attorney during the negotiations for
the Flambeau Mine and helped draft the Local
Agreement Law in 1987; (3) John Koeppl represented
Kennecott during the Master Hearing on the
Flambeau Mine in 1990 and in several lawsuits that
we filed to stop the mine; and (4) James Klauser had
been an Exxon lobbyist before becoming Governor
Thompson’s Secretary of Administration in 1986. Yes,

companies like Exxon and Kennecott knew where to
go to get the kind of legal help they needed to pave
the way for their projects in Wisconsin: the law firm
of DeWitt-Porter. And now one of DeWitt-Porter’s
men was poised to become the regulator of a number
of the firm’s clients.

There is no doubt we had a real mess on our hands
with Peshek being selected for the top DNR post. As
columnist Steven Walters of the Milwaukee Sentinel
put it, “a one-time solid-waste and mining lobbyist”
had been named “steward of Wisconsin’s natural
resources” (CD 98-5)! Artist Stuart Carlson, also with
the Sentinel, pointed out the irony of the situation in

Figure 98-4. Political cartoonist OVED wasn’t afraid to call a spade a spade. The
prospect of having Peter Peshek become the new DNR Secretary meant the depart-
ment and the environment were in “deep doo-doo.” Also, please note the buzzard feet
and feathers (Shepherd Express, January 14, 1993)!
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a cartoon that appeared in the December 14, 1992
issue of the paper (Figure 98-7).

When we thought about someone like Peter Peshek
being named to head the DNR, we couldn’t help but
wonder about the degree of corruption that had to
exist in the political system for such a thing to happen
in the first place. As Kerr pointed out in his article, “In
a political environment which can, with a straight
face, pick a Peshek as guardian of the state’s natural
resources, the nominee’s fate is almost beside the
point” And he was right.

What was especially puzzling about Peshek’s
choice as DNR Secretary was that it happened in late

1992, before changes in the law
were made to give the governor
rather than the Natural Re-
sources Board the authority to
choose the DNR Secretary. Yes, in
1992 Wisconsin still had a sys-
tem in place that was supposed
to insulate the DNR from day-to-
day politics. The idea was that if
the DNR Secretary was chosen
by the Nat1ural Resources Board,
which is comprised of regular cit-
izens rather than elected offi-
cials, the department would be
able to stay on course to protect
and enhance the state’s natural
resources.

So what went wrong in 1992,
when the NRB chose someone
like Peshek to head the depart-
ment? Obviously, no system is
perfect, and in my opinion,
Governor Tommy Thompson
knew how to take advantage of
the flaws. To this day, the mem-
bers of the NRB are appointed by
the governor, must be approved
by the Wisconsin Senate and
serve six-year staggered terms.
And by 1992, Governor Tommy
Thompson had been in power for
six years, long enough for him to
have appointed every single
member of the Natural Resources
Board. But instead of naming
environmental advocates to the
board, Thompson chose people
with strong pro-business inter-
ests. On top of that, the senate

did not block his appointments. Here is how Scott
Kerr described the situation in his Shepherd Express
article (CD 98-4):

It is painfully easy to demonize Peshek, but he is more
a symptom than a problem personified. … [As] long-
time environmental advocate and Secretary of State
Douglas La Follette [said], “We live in a democracy. If
you elect Tommy Thompson twice, he has the total
appointments to the DNR board. The people of
Wisconsin have twice chosen the Thompson/Klauser
law firm of DeWitt-Porter to run the state.”

So who were the members of the Natural Resources
Board in 1992, when Peshek was selected to be DNR

Figure 98-5. Peter Peshek represented corporate polluters while working for the law firm of
DeWitt-Porter. Yet the Natural Resources Board saw fit to name him Secretary of the DNR in late
1992. See CD 98-4 for the complete article (Shepherd Express, January 14, 1993; republished
with permission).
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Secretary? They included Stanton “Pete” Helland (the
president of a tour boat line), Herbert Behnke (a
retired marketing director for a company that special-

ized in artificial insemination of livestock), Trygve
Solberg (a grocer), Mary Jane Nelson (a banker),
Neal Schneider (a funeral director), James

Tiefenthaler (a cookie-making equipment
salesman) and Stephen Willett (an attor-
ney). Take a look at what reporter Scott
Kerr had to say about these individuals
(Figure 98-8)! Besides pointing out that not
a single one of them had an “environmental
advocacy background,” he suggested that
“political loyalty and connections—not
resource expertise” were the main qualifica-
tions that Thompson had used when mak-
ing his selections. For example, Kerr
mentioned that James Tiefenthaler had
given Thompson $1,300 in political contri-
butions before being appointed to the board
and that Stephen Willett had given the gov-
ernor $1,000. Kerr also pointed out that
Willett, while serving as the city attorney
for Phillips, had refused to shut down a
local plating company for violating DNR
pollution laws. Worse yet, he happened to
be working for the plating company at the
same time! I could go on and on.

Figure 98-6. Peter
Peshek’s role in devel-
oping Wisconsin’s
mining regulations was
anything but laudable
from the standpoint of
people concerned
about environmental
protection (Excerpt
from “Peter Peshek:
Pols’ pirate or pawn?,”
Shepherd Express,
January 14, 1993;
republished with
permission).

Figure 98-7. Cartoonist Stuart Carlson was right on the money. Having a former
strip mining lobbyist in charge of the DNR was going to “mean a few changes” for
the department (Milwaukee Sentinel, December 14, 1992; ©1992 Journal Sentinel,
Inc.; republished with permission).
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As far as I’m concerned, Thompson clearly abused
the system by appointing a bunch of clowns to the
Natural Resources Board, who in turn appointed a
clown as Secretary. Even though the members of the
NRB said that Peshek was their choice to lead the
department, he was in effect an appointee of Gover-
nor Thompson. 

If you think we raised a fuss when Peshek left the
Public Intervenor Office to join DeWitt-Porter in
1983, you should have seen what happened when he
wanted to leave the law firm in 1993 to become the
head of the DNR! As you might imagine, people
across the state were outraged that the Natural
Resources Board had even considered Peshek for the

job of DNR Secretary, much less had given him
the green light. Environmental groups and
many of us who had worked with Peshek on
the mining issue flooded the powers-that-be
in Madison with phone calls and letters to
voice our displeasure. My friend Al Gedicks
also sent out a letter to the members of the
Wisconsin Resources Protection Council to
inform them of the problem, along with a peti-
tion to recall Peshek as DNR Secretary (CD
98-6). It was clear that Peshek had few friends
up in this country. 

Governor Thompson stood by Peshek as his
choice, just as we expected. But what really
bothered me was that Wisconsin’s Environ-
mental Decade, with Jim Arts at the helm as
executive director, came out in favor of the
appointment. And so did Francis “Bill”
Murphy, the chairman of the Wisconsin
Conservation Congress. You can read for your-
self in another section of Kerr’s article, this
one aptly entitled “The Strange Bedfellows
Cliché” (Figure 98-9).

As we grappled with the situation, we won-
dered if there was anything we could do to
force the Natural Resources Board to recall its
appointment of Peter Peshek. But it looked
like the board’s decision was final. As far as I
know, it wasn’t even subject to review by the
legislature. But then we got a break. Attorney
General James Doyle issued a 17-page report
to the Natural Resources Board, in which he
outlined how state and federal conflict of
interest laws made it illegal for Peshek to
assume the full duties of DNR Secretary. Rep.
Spencer Black also made it clear that the
assembly’s Environmental Resources Com-
mittee, which he chaired, would scrutinize

Peshek’s numerous conflicts of interest, if the board
did not recall the appointment (Figure 98-10).

There was so much public opposition to Peshek’s
selection as DNR Secretary, and he had so many con-
flicts of interest, that I guess he finally saw the writing
on the wall. Yes, Peshek played it smart and stepped
down before he even had a chance to begin his new
duties as DNR Secretary. What a relief! We almost had
Peter Peshek, a “one-time solid-waste and mining lob-
byist,” as the new “steward of Wisconsin’s natural
resources.” Believe me, there was a lot of celebrating
up north when his name came off the DNR roster. 

Instead of taking over the DNR, Peshek ended up
staying with the law firm of DeWitt-Porter. In fact, he

Figure 98-8. When you look at their backgrounds, it’s not hard to figure out
why the members of the Natural Resources Board selected Peter Peshek to be
DNR Secretary in 1992 (Excerpt from “Peter Peshek: Pols’ pirate or pawn?,”
Shepherd Express, January 14, 1993; republished with permission). 
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is still there today, even as my book goes to print. The
only change is that the firm is now known as DeWitt,
Ross & Stevens. I recently looked at the firm’s web
page on the internet and read Peshek’s biography. It
started out by referring to him as the “dean of
Wisconsin environmental law” and then proceeded to
mention how he had “played a major role in creating
Wisconsin’s environmental laws and regulations,
including those on mining, landfill siting, groundwa-
ter standards and remediation, recycling, upland sand
and gravel mining, asphalt production, and brown-
fields remediation.” Attention was also drawn to the
fact that Peshek had been the state’s “Public
Intervenor for Environmental Affairs from 1976 to
1983, serving as citizens’ advocate in framing
Wisconsin’s environmental regulatory structure.”
Hmmm. To me it would have been more honest to
characterize Peshek as “Wisconsin’s very own James
Watt.” I still remember when my friend Dianne Bady,
who served as the President of RCCAG for a number
of years, called him that in the early 1980s. It made
state headlines!

When I saw Peshek’s biography, all I could
think of was how he had promised Attorney
General Bronson La Follette and the state
Ethics Board in 1983 that if he were to join the
DeWitt-Porter law firm, he would steer clear
of any clients who needed help on issues he
had dealt with in his professional capacity as
Wisconsin Public Intervenor. Yet to this day he
blatantly promotes his services to that very
clientele! In my opinion, any court cases that
Peshek may have won for corporate polluters
during his years at DeWitt-Porter should be
reopened and challenged on the basis of his
conflict of interest. The laws he helped to craft
as public intervenor are still on the books, so
he still has no business representing clients
who are regulated by those laws. As Peshek
continues to promote himself as an authority
on environmental law, I wonder if he is bank-
ing on the fact that most people are not aware
of the promises he made earlier regarding the
scope of his private practice. But some of us
have not forgotten, and it’s time the state
Ethics Board did something about it.

Getting back to my story, you may be won-
dering who the new DNR Secretary turned out
to be. After the fiasco with Peter Peshek, the
board members decided to appoint a man
from within the ranks of the department
instead of going with an outsider. They settled

on George Meyer, who at the time was the head of the
department’s Division of Enforcement. I wasn’t too
thrilled with that choice either. You see, Meyer just
didn’t strike me as being a strong leader. Plus, he had
weighed in on the endangered species controversy in
1991 and supported the department’s position that
there was no reason to stop mine construction while
the supplemental EIS was being written. Meyer was
no aspirin tablet for our problems, but at least it was
better than having Peshek in there.

And that brings me back to the story I began at the
beginning of the chapter about how nine of us in Rusk
County had submitted a petition to the Natural
Resources Board in September of 1992, asking for
changes to NR 182.075. After the turmoil of selecting
a new DNR Secretary had passed, the department
slowly got back to business. And in May of 1993, we
finally received notification that the Natural Resources
Board would be taking up our petition at its June 24,
1993 meeting at Nicolet College in Rhinelander.

There was a big crowd of people at the
Rhinelander meeting, and a number of us testified

Figure 98-9. The endorsements that came in for Peter Peshek’s appointment
to the post of DNR Secretary were filled with as much intrigue as the appoint-
ment itself (Excerpt from “Peter Peshek: Pols’ pirate or pawn?,” Shepherd
Express, January 14, 1993; republished with permission).
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before the board’s Environmental Quality and
Enforcement Committee in the morning. I was not
pleased with the treatment we got that day, to say the
least. The committee members just sort of pushed us
out of the way. One member in particular was nasty
and downright rude to us, like we were not important
at all. He answered our questions with a sharpness
that felt very disrespectful. There was no feeling that
he was interested in what we had to say. I certainly
didn’t expect that kind of treatment from a state
agency. 

Then in the afternoon the entire Natural Resources
Board reviewed the petition. Unfortunately, however,
DNR Attorney Charles Hammer recommended to the
board that the petition be denied. Hammer was one
person for whom I had little respect. When it came to
mining, I never saw him take a position to help the
people of Wisconsin. In my opinion, he always sided
with the mining company. And this was no exception.
I am including the official summary of Hammer’s
report on the CD-ROM for you to see (CD 98-7). If
you take a look at it, please note the date that the
DNR staff, including Secretary Meyer, signed off on
approving the report and Hammer’s recommendation
to deny our petition. It was June 8, 1993, more than
two weeks before the public meeting was held. It goes

to show that the DNR officials had made up
their minds even before they heard what we
had to say. 

As you might expect, the Natural Resources
Board did not grant our request that rules be
developed to prohibit the discharge of mining
pollutants into the state’s groundwater. Board
member Stephen Willett moved that the
board deny our petition, and James
Tiefenthaler seconded the motion. It carried
unanimously. As you know, all the board
members had been appointed by Governor
Tommy Thompson. 

Sometime after the June meeting of the
NRB, I attended another board meeting, this
time in Madison. I made a point of telling the
entire board how rudely we had been treated
by the Environmental Quality Committee in
June. You see, not all the board members had
been present for the morning session where
we were treated like second-class citizens.
When Herb Behnke, a board member from
Shawano, heard what had happened, he was
angry and apologized to us on behalf of the
board. He said, “Roscoe, you’re always a gen-
tleman and I’m sorry you were treated that

way.” I appreciated the apology, but a reversal of the
board’s decision to deny our petition would have been
preferable.

CD-ROM References
CD 98-1. Petition submitted by citizens of Rusk County to the DNR,

asking that NR 182.075 be repealed and recreated to estab-
lish a non-degradation standard for the state’s waters with
regard to mining waste, September 1992.

CD 98-2. Map and fact sheet distributed by RCCAG to explain the
negative ramifications of NR 182.075 and the history of the
grassroots opposition to Kennecott’s project, September
1992.

CD 98-3. “Group asks state to suspend Exxon mine permit debate,”
Eau Claire Leader-Telegram, March 24, 1983.

CD 98-4. “Peter Peshek: Pols’ pirate or pawn?” Shepherd Express,
January 14, 1993.

CD 98-5. “Capitol Week,” Milwaukee Sentinel, December 14, 1992.

CD 98-6. Letter and petition sent out by Al Gedicks to raise opposi-
tion to Peter Peshek’s appointment as DNR Secretary,
December 19, 1992.

CD 98-7. Official recommendation of DNR staff to deny the petitioners’
request to repeal and recreate NR 182.075, June 8, 1993.

Figure 98-10. Both Attorney General James Doyle and Rep. Spencer Black went
on record to voice concerns over Peter Peshek’s numerous conflicts of interest
(Excerpt from “Peter Peshek: Pols’ pirate or pawn?,” Shepherd Express, January
14, 1993; republished with permission).
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The winter of 1992-1993 was a very long winter
for those of us in the Town of Grant who were
opposed to Kennecott’s project. We were waiting to
see what the Natural Resources Board was going to do
with the petition to revise NR 182 that we had sub-
mitted to them in September. And we correctly
sensed, as confirmed in June of 1993, that the peti-
tion was going to be denied. So in the interim we
went about pursuing yet another strategy to try to
protect our groundwater from being polluted by the
mining company. It played out as a series of eleven
different letters that went back and forth between the
Rusk County Citizens Action Group, the Mining In-
vestment and Local Impact Fund Board in Madison,
Evelyn, Bernice Dukerschein (Chairman of the Rusk
County Board), Bob Plantz (Chairman of the Town of
Grant), Ron Moore (Mayor of the City of Ladysmith),
Steven Anderson (Rusk County’s corporate counsel)
and Larry Mercando. Those letters are the topic of this
chapter.

The central figure in all the letter-writing was
Evelyn, and the topic of discussion was her insistence
that provisions be made to do comprehensive baseline
water quality testing on all the private wells close to
the mine site. It was the only way we believed we
could hold Kennecott accountable for problems that
might show up in local wells if the mine could not be
stopped.

You already know about the terms of the Local
Agreement and how the mining company was only
required to do a few basic water quality tests (like
field pH and hardness) on a small number of private
wells located close to the mine. In fact, only 25 pri-
vate wells were tested (in addition to 21 wells located
on Kennecott’s property), and the required tests did

not include checking for copper, zinc, lead, or other
heavy metals that might be expected to pollute the
water. Nor were there any requirements for Kennecott
to test for radioactivity, turbidity or organic com-
pounds. That type of data might be collected if some
of the basic tests started to go foul, but that was it.
You can see for yourself by reading Section 14(d) of
the Local Agreement, the part of the contract that
dealt with the testing of private wells.

It was a bad situation all around. To start, signifi-
cant amounts of heavy metal pollution might occur in
private wells without anyone knowing about it until it
was too late. And once the problem was discovered, it
would be exceptionally difficult to pin it on the min-
ing company, unless each well that became contami-
nated had positive proof of its purity before mining. To
make matters worse, Wis. Stat. 293.65(4)(c), dis-
cussed in an earlier chapter, requires the town, not
the mining company, to initially supply water to own-
ers of private wells who claim their wells have
become polluted or gone dry as a result of mining.

Mercando Maligns Evelyn 
Over Well Water 

Testing (February 1993)

C H A P T E R  9 9

Testing of Private Wells
An excerpt from Section 14 of the Local Agreement:

The [baseline] parameters to be tested are: field pH, field
conductivity, acidity, chemical oxygen demand, iron,
hardness, alkalinity and chlorides. Tests are to be con-
ducted in accord with standard EPA or DNR approved meth-
ods. If the tests indicate a significant adverse change in any
of the parameters from the baseline data, the Operator will
perform additional tests for other elements such as sul-
fates, arsenic, cadmium, chromium, lead, mercury and zinc
to determine the cause of the change. [emphasis added]
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Unless the individual can prove the mining company
is responsible for the problem, which generally means
going to court with reliable evidence, the well owner
himself or the taxpayers get stuck with the bill for
supplying clean water or digging a new well. 

In all fairness, I need to remind you that during the
negotiations for the Flambeau Mine we did get some-
what of a concession from Kennecott regarding liability
for well failures. The Local Agreement stated that if a
well owner within the well guarantee zone discovered
evidence of well contamination within 20 years after
the mine ceased to operate, the company would supply
water to the well owner until “such time as responsibil-
ity was proven otherwise.” But that little guarantee
wasn’t all it was cracked up to be. Consider this:
� The well guarantee area was too small to include

all the wells that might be impacted by the mine;
� The private well owners still had to take it upon

themselves to have their wells tested and pay for
the testing;

� Unless the contamination was discovered within
twenty years of when the mine closed (a relatively
short period of time in the grand scheme of
things), the terms of Wis. Stat. 293.65(4)(c) would
once more prevail; and

� The “guarantee” did not explicitly cover wells that
might go dry from dewatering of the mine.

Another problem we faced in terms of water quality
testing was that the Local Agreement included no pro-
visions for independent monitoring of the Flambeau
River. Without comprehensive and reliable baseline
data for evaluating adverse changes in water quality
and habitat conditions, how could Kennecott be held
accountable for polluting the river or killing the fish,
clams or other aquatic species living in the Flambeau?

By November of 1992, Kennecott was on schedule
to start blasting at the mine site the following spring.
We knew that if we wanted to get the necessary base-
line water quality data on private wells and the
Flambeau River, we had to do something quickly. And
that is what started the cascade of letters mentioned
at the beginning of the chapter. Keep in mind that all
we were trying to do was get the kind of baseline
water quality data that was needed to protect the
public’s interest in its clean drinking water supply and
the health of the Flambeau River. 

The first letter I would like to tell you about was
sent by the Rusk County Citizens Action Group to the
state’s Mining Investment and Local Impact Fund
Board in November of 1992. You may recall that one
of the responsibilities of that particular board is to

review requests from communities for financial help
in dealing with the adverse impacts of mining. If the
board decides that a given project is worthwhile, it
can award the community a grant. It sounded like the
right place for us to go! The problem, however, was
that the law governing such payments only makes ref-
erence to awarding grants to municipalities and school
districts, not organizations like RCCAG [Wis. Stats.
70.395(2)(f)-(h)]. But we were so desperate for help
that we thought it was at least worth a try. And even
if we failed to get a grant, we figured it was a way for
us to make a statement about the serious flaws in the
Local Agreement.

The letter we sent to the board included a request
for funding to do baseline water quality testing of all
private wells within at least a two mile radius of the
mine site (CD 99-1). We specifically stated that we
wanted to test the wells for radioactivity, turbidity,
organic compounds and all substances included in the
federal primary drinking water standards, like heavy
metals. And while we were at it, we also requested
money to set up an independent monitoring program
for the Flambeau River.

After receiving our letter, the Mining Investment
and Local Impact Fund Board replied by telling us,
just as we expected, that it was not authorized to
work with organizations like ours, but rather only
with the local governing bodies. So our next move
was to try to inform the people of Rusk County about
how their wells needed to be monitored. In that way
we hoped the public would put pressure on the Rusk
County Board and Grant Town Board to apply as
municipalities for a grant from the state. 

To spread the word, Evelyn wrote a letter to the
editor of the Ladysmith News that was published in
the January 7, 1993 issue of the paper. It summarized
everything so well that I have included a copy for you
to see (Figure 99-1).

After sending her letter to the paper, Evelyn also de-
cided to take the next step by sending a letter to
Bernice Dukerschein. The purpose in writing Duker-
schein was two-fold. As chairman of the Rusk County
Board, she was the one who could get the ball rolling in
terms of having the county apply to the Mining
Investment and Local Impact Fund Board for a grant to
do well testing. But just as important, Dukerschein also
sat on the local Mining Impact Committee that had
been created pursuant to Section 16 of the Local
Agreement. The three-member committee, which con-
sisted of the chief elected officials of the county
(Dukerschein), the Town of Grant (Chairman Bob
Plantz) and the City of Ladysmith (Mayor Ron Moore),
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was supposed to hold public meetings on mining
issues, listen to complaints from citizens, keep official
minutes of everything that transpired and pass any
complaints on to the local governments. I have in-
cluded the exact wording from Section 16 of the Local
Agreement for you to see.

Evelyn’s letter to Dukerschein was as reasonable as
it could be (Figure 99-2). She explained the danger
that the mine posed to the groundwater of Rusk
County and how the taxpayers were at risk for having
to foot a huge clean-up bill. All Evelyn asked of
Dukerschein was to call a meeting of the Mining
Impact Committee to “listen to these complaints, dis-
cuss them and pass them on to the local governing
bodies for their consideration.”

But no! Instead of calling a meeting of the impact
committee, Dukerschein skirted the issue. All she did
was send Evelyn a brief note on February 11, 1993 in
which she said that she had given a copy of Evelyn’s
letter to Alan Christianson, Bob Plantz and others

Figure 99-1. Evelyn Churchill wouldn’t take “No” for an answer. When the state’s Mining Investment and Local Impact Fund Board turned down
RCCAG’s request for funding to do well water testing, Evelyn took the issue to the public (Ladysmith News, January 7, 1993).

Local Mining Impact Committee
An excerpt from Section 16 of the Local Agreement:

… The Local Impact Committee, at its discretion, shall
review, discuss, and inspect the mine site during reason-
able time and with reasonable notice, hold public meet-
ings, and report findings to the Participating Local
Governments on the following:

a. Any complaints received by the Operator or Committee
from citizens relative to the Mine and this Agreement.

b. Specific compliance by the Mine Operator with this
Agreement and DNR regulations.

c. Potential dangers, imminent hazards or public nui-
sances and recommended actions to mitigate them.

d. All other items that are pertinent to the Mine including
transportation to and from, construction, operation,
maintenance, closure and long-term care of the site.
[emphasis added]
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“who might have information helpful to us” (CD 99-
2). We wondered who those “other” people might be
and later found out that Dukerschein had sent
Evelyn’s letter to none other than Larry Mercando! 

How do I know? Dukerschein
sent another letter to Evelyn on
March 16, 1993 (CD 99-3), and
included with it a copy of a letter
that Mercando had written in
response to Evelyn’s concerns.
Dukerschein made no mention of
holding any kind of public meet-
ing to discuss the need for well
testing, but rather said that she
hoped Mercando’s letter would
answer Evelyn’s questions. Of
course, when Evelyn read Mer-
cando’s letter, all he did was talk
about why, in his opinion, the
mine posed no threat to the local
wells, and in the process he dis-
credited Evelyn to a shocking
degree. In fact, the whole letter
seemed designed to malign my
hardworking little wife, as
Mercando tried in his usual slimy
way to prove that those of us who
opposed the mine were unreli-
able and uninformed. 

Before getting into the specifics
of what Mercando wrote, let me
say this: Until Evelyn passed
away in 1996, she was one of the
most informed lay persons in
Wisconsin regarding the state’s
mining laws and the adverse
impacts of metallic sulfide min-
ing. Anyone who knew Evelyn
would attest to that fact. When
she studied a particular statute or
any of the numerous reports she
collected on mining, she was like
a dog with a bone, holding on
until she got the facts out of it.
Her mind was as good as it comes.
In fact, much of the technical/
legal information contained in
this book was gleaned from her
writings. 

Yet, Mercando had the gall to
refer to Evelyn in his letter to
Bernice Dukerschein as “someone

who seems unable to distinguish between her own prej-
udices and the facts of the situation.” He claimed that
her objectivity was “distorted” and her ability to
acknowledge the facts “obscured.” Even today, reading

Figure 99-2. Evelyn contacted the local Mining Impact Committee to voice her concerns
about well water testing. Even though she followed proper protocol, as outlined in the Local
Agreement, her concerns went unanswered by the committee (February 2, 1993).
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what Mercando wrote about Evelyn gets me so mad
that I would like to punch him in the nose. I have
included that nasty letter for you to see in its entirety,
because it shows the length to which Mercando would
go to try to destroy someone who he knew had her facts
straight (Figure 99-3).

For Mercando to infer in his letter that Evelyn did
not know what she was talking about was not only
insulting, it was a lie, plain and simple. I know that
what Evelyn said about the inadequacy of Kennecott’s
well testing program was true. Not only was I familiar
with the terms of the Local Agreement, but I had been
at the meeting of the local negotiating committee
where Mercando himself made it clear that the mining
company was not willing to test the wells close to the
mine site for heavy metals. I can see it like yesterday.
He sat there and said that if we wanted that kind of
testing done on the wells, we would have to pay for it
ourselves.

No such testing was ever done. But to further con-
fuse the issue, Mercando actually implied in his letter
to Dukerschein that the wells had been tested for
heavy metals. Take a look at the first page of his let-
ter, and you will see what I mean! While Mercando
cleverly assured Dukerschein that “two rounds of
tests” had been conducted on “all active wells in the
guarantee area,” you will note he didn’t say what
kinds of tests had been done, except that they were

Figure 99-3. Letter written by Larry Mercando in which he maligned
Evelyn Churchill for her valid concerns over the inadequacy of
Kennecott’s well testing program. In the process of accusing Evelyn
of distorting the truth, Mercando demonstrated that he himself was
the true master of deception (February 19, 1993).
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“consistent with the requirements of the Local Agree-
ment.” Well, as you know, the Local Agreement did
not require baseline testing for heavy metals. Indeed,
when we looked at the data from several of the wells
tested by Kennecott’s consultant, Foth & Van Dyke, no
results were reported for heavy metals. You can see
for yourself in a representative well testing report that
I have included for your review (Figure 99-4). 

There is no doubt in my mind that Mercando was
guilty of the very thing he accused Evelyn of doing—
distorting the truth. Here is another example: On the
second page of his letter, Mercando criticized Evelyn’s
use of the term “sludge” to describe the heavy metal

laden waste that would be
coming out of the mine’s
wastewater treatment plant.
Poor Larry found her choice of
words to be “provocative and
alarming.” He told Duker-
schein that the “sludge” in real-
ity was “precipitated dirt and
rock that contains an excess of
lime which will actually be
beneficial in reducing the
amount of metals which can be
dissolved into the water in the
backfilled pit.” Hmmm. Who
do you think was distorting the
truth, Evelyn or Mercando?

Mercando also complained
about Evelyn’s reference to the
“toxic waste rock” that would
be pushed back into the pit at
the end of mining. According
to Larry, that rock was no
more than the “same material”
that had been removed from
the ground, “with the excep-
tion that it will no longer con-
tain the rock with the highest
metal content because this
rock will be shipped out of
state for the production of
copper.” He conveniently for-
got to mention that the other
big difference was that the
rock would now be crushed,
greatly increasing its surface
area and the likelihood for sul-
furic acid to form, which in
turn would dissolve toxic
heavy metals out of the rock

and into the groundwater. Here’s an analogy to explain
Larry’s reasoning: If crushing the rock really made no
difference, then it shouldn’t matter to the coffee
drinkers of the world whether they grind their beans
before brewing that first cup of coffee in the morning or
put whole beans into the coffee maker. Think about it.

Even the DNR could not deny the pollution poten-
tial of ground-up rock versus solid rock. Here is what
the department had to say in a report entitled “An
Overview of Mining Waste Management Issues in
Wisconsin,” published in 1995:

While sulfide mineral dissolution does occur natu-
rally, the mining process may result in much greater

Figure 99-4. Baseline water quality data collected on one of the private wells close to the Flambeau
Mine site. Note that no testing was done for heavy metals (July 11, 1989).
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extent of reaction and higher reaction rates. This is
because the mining process relocates the sulfide min-
erals from a fairly isolated location in the ground to
the surface, where the minerals are much more easily
exposed to water and oxygen, which are the two
other necessary components to develop acid
drainage. Also, mining tends to break the rock into
smaller fragments, dramatically so in the case of
tailings, thereby increasing the surface area of the
sulfide minerals available for oxidation. Both of
these factors serve to substantially increase the rate
at which the sulfide mineral dissolution occurs and,
therefore, the development of acidic conditions is also
accelerated.

Let me give you another example from Mercando’s
letter to show the extent to which he would mislead
the public. It involves Evelyn’s description of the
filled-in mine pit as an “underground waste dump.”
Mercando found her choice of words to be offensive
and countered that the open pit would be “backfilled
in a manner that will provide the very best protection
to the environment, a method which has been recom-
mended by regulatory groups and actually advocated
by Roscoe Churchill in the 1970s.” Well, I have a few
comments of my own to make about that! 

First of all, filling in an unlined mine pit with toxic
sludge and crushed-up metallic sulfide waste rock
was not my idea of providing “the very best protec-
tion to the environment!” If Mercando didn’t think his
filled-in pit constituted a dump, I wonder what it was.
And as far as his suggestion that the whole thing was
my idea, nothing could have been further from the
truth. My main gripe about the open pit proposed by
Kennecott in the 1970s was that I didn’t want the
mining company to flood it, leaving us with a toxic
lake. I never advocated filling in the pit with sludge
and crushed waste rock, especially if it was unlined.
To even suggest such a thing was absurd.

Mercando also found fault with how Evelyn sug-
gested that the Flambeau Mine might some day end
up on the National Priority List as a Superfund site.
He accused her of focussing on the types of pollution
caused by old mines using old technology, as if the
Flambeau Mine were in a class of its own. Mercando
of course failed to mention that the Environmental
Protection Agency had written a report in which it
was suggested that even modern mining practices
would not be able to protect the environment from
acid mine drainage. Here is what the report said:

While some mines on the National Priority List
(NPL) began operations before the turn of the cen-
tury, only a handful of the NPL mines entirely ceased
operations prior to 1970. Of the 52 NPL sites studied

by the EPA, 12 are currently active. By definition,
these mines represent current mining practices.
Therefore, at best, less than half of the National
Priority List mine sites can be said to definitely rep-
resent past mining practices. Tailings, mine water,
and waste rock are the highest volume wastes gener-
ated by all past and current mining operations. It is
important to note that the chemical characteris-
tics of these waste streams are seldom affected by
changes in technology; these waste streams
depend primarily on the composition of the ore
being mined. [emphasis added]

In other words, the main determinant of pollution
was the type of ore body being mined, not the tech-
nology being employed! Mercando totally missed
Evelyn’s point about the likelihood of a metallic sul-
fide mine ending up on the Superfund list—and he
probably did it on purpose.

I could go on and on about how slimy Mercando’s
letter was, like the part where he talked about how
groundwater pollution close to Kennecott’s Bingham
Canyon Mine in Utah was due to “naturally occurring
leaching of the extensive mineralization in the area
over thousands of years and the tailings from a lead
operation conducted by another company in the
1890s.” If that were true, I wonder why Kennecott
had agreed to pay $12 million to the State of Utah in
1991 to compensate for the damage (CD 3-3).

When all was said and done, however, what both-
ered me most about Mercando’s letter was how he
could pick on someone like Evelyn. She was a gentle
woman. She could speak up, but she was still gentle
when she did. So for that buzzard to malign her as
though there was something wrong with her mind
really burned me up. And then for Dukerschein to
shove Mercando’s letter back at Evelyn as an answer
to her request for a public meeting was just plain
dumb.

To add fuel to the fire, Mercando didn’t stop with
just writing a letter to Bernice Dukerschein. He also
put several paid advertisements in the Ladysmith
News to counter the idea that our groundwater was at
risk for pollution. One of the ads contained a checklist
of all the marvelous things that Kennecott was doing
to “prevent adverse affects on groundwater quality or
levels” (CD 99-4). And a second ad, which sounded a
lot like the letter Mercando had written about Evelyn,
mentioned how a few people in the community had
“allowed their opposition to mining to cloud their
judgment and distort the facts” (Figure 99-5).

Evelyn knew what she was up against. In fact, she
wrote a letter to the editor of the Ladysmith News in
March of 1993, in which she talked about how
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Kennecott was trying to make those who opposed the
Flambeau Mine look like “some kind of know-nothing
troublemakers.” She also pointed the finger at Larry
Mercando and said the only reason he had been hired
was to “squelch local opposition and get the mine
going.” Then she added, “Discrediting those opposing
a mine proposal is routine stock-in-trade of mining
companies interested in opening up new mining terri-
tory” (CD 99-5). It’s interesting to note that Evelyn
actually wrote this before she saw the nasty letter that
Larry Mercando had written about her!

Later on, Evelyn also wrote a letter to Dukerschein
in which she criticized the Rusk County Board
Chairman for forwarding her letter to Larry Mercando
instead of handling it through the local Mining
Impact Committee. She made it clear that Mercando’s
letter had insulted her and added, “If I had wanted
Larry Mercando’s opinion, I needed only to contact
Larry Mercando myself. His letter to you is totally
irrelevant to my request and, regretfully, appears to
indicate where your allegiance lies” (CD 99-6). 

In addition, Evelyn asked Dukerschein to send her
a copy of the procedural rules that governed the
meetings of the local Mining Impact Committee. You

see, we were still hoping that we could work with the
committee on the well testing issue, and Evelyn
wanted to know how to go about getting the topic put
on the agenda. But the letter she got back from
Dukerschein, which was also signed by Bob Plantz
and Ron Moore, was quite disturbing. It stated, “The
Local Impact Committee has no committee-specific
written rules for meetings as such” (CD 99-7).

What? With the committee having no set rules to
follow for how to conduct business, Evelyn was at a
loss for how to get her complaints addressed. Surely
Dukerschein, Plantz and Moore understood that all
Evelyn wanted was to be put on the committee’s
agenda, but not one of those three miserable individ-
uals had the decency to say, “Why don’t you come to
our next meeting, and we will listen to what you have
to say.” No, they just gave her the runaround. But
Evelyn would not give up. As a last resort she sent a
letter to Bob Plantz in which she stated, “Possibly, I
was not clear enough in my request,” and then she
specifically asked for a copy of the committee’s rules
for “scheduling and publicizing the meetings of the
Local Impact Committee, or for the agendas to be fol-
lowed” (CD 99-8).

Evelyn really could have used a little help from the DNR in
early 1993. That’s when she was getting the runaround from
Bernice Dukerschein, Bob Plantz, Ron Moore, Steven
Anderson and Larry Mercando regarding her request that
something be done about the inadequacy of Kennecott’s well
testing program. It’s not that we were accustomed to getting
help from the department on environmental issues of con-
cern to us. It’s just that something quite interesting happened
in late 1993 that suggested the DNR could have easily helped
us out by funding the kind of water monitoring program
Evelyn wanted, if the department had been so inclined.

You see, an announcement was made in the December 9,
1993 issue of the Ladysmith News that the DNR had offered
to fund a water quality improvement project for a 175 square-
mile area in western Rusk County. Unfortunately for us, the
designated area did not include the mine site or the Flambeau
River. Rather, the DNR had selected the Soft Maple/Hay Creek
Watershed to receive the funding, expected to top a million
dollars over a ten-year period. The money was to be used for
doing a “complete inventory of soil and water resources”
within the watershed and “installing conservation practices
such as barnyard runoff systems, manure storage facilities,
stream fencing and erosion control systems” (CD 99-11). I
thought the whole thing was a good idea, especially since a
landfill company by the name of Waste Management, Inc.

was in the process of getting ready to construct a 2.9 million
cubic yard dump in the Town of Stubbs, right in the middle of
that watershed.

The county board jumped at the opportunity to get the state
aid and approved the 10-year project at its December 1993
meeting. Even as I write my book, the program is operational,
helping to protect the waters of western Rusk County. But
what I found kind of ironic about the whole thing was that the
grant was awarded at the exact same time that the Flambeau
Mine was getting underway, a project that was expected to
generate 4.7 million cubic yards of sulfide waste rock and
toxic sludge, which ultimately would be pushed into an
unlined pit right next to the Flambeau River. And while the
DNR offered the million dollar grant to the western part of
Rusk County, we in the Town of Grant were: (1) fighting tooth
and nail to get a complete inventory done of the Flambeau
River’s resources; (2) trying to get state aid to monitor our
wells; (3) begging the DNR to protect the river and ground-
water close to the mine site from acid mine drainage; and (4)
raising concerns about the unlimited levels of pollution
allowed within the mine’s 0.8 square-mile “compliance” zone.

It was a funny deal. The DNR apparently found it easier to give
money to an area threatened by a landfill company with a lined
waste facility and farmers with manure pits than deal with
Kennecott, the biggest polluter of them all.

DNR, Where Were You?
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Plantz did not reply to Evelyn. Instead he referred
her letter to Rusk County’s corporate counsel, Steven
Anderson, who in turn sent Evelyn a letter that was
just as disturbing as the one she had received from the
committee. He, too, admitted there were “no specific
written rules of the local Mining Impact Committee
with regard to who schedules meetings and who cre-
ates agendas for meetings” (CD 99-9). Wow! The
vehicle that had been created as part of the Local
Agreement to supposedly address “potential dangers,
imminent hazards or public nuisances and recom-
mend actions to mitigate them” was apparently mak-
ing up its own rules, and doing it on the fly.

Evelyn was not about to sit still for such non-
sense. So she wrote to Attorney Anderson on
April 15, 1993 and made the following statement
to show how ridiculous the situation really was
(CD 99-10):

It is my understanding that there are no rules
applying to how the Local Impact Committee
will handle citizen complaints; and that it is
more or less discretionary, at this point, with the
committee or any of its members on how citizen
complaints will be handled.
In my case, of which all are probably aware,

the County Chair referred my valid concerns
directly to Larry Mercando, mining official, who
in turn, in a reply to the County Chair, pro-
ceeded to invalidate my concerns in his own
unique manner, and furthermore, proceeded to
discredit me with a number of remarks concern-
ing my personal abilities and qualifications. … 
My question at this point has to be: In the

future will citizen complaints be handled in the
manner in which mine was; if not, what will be
the policy of the committee in handling citizen
complaints? I will be awaiting a reply to this
important question.

Needless to say, Anderson never got back to
Evelyn with any sort of policy for how the com-
mittee would handle citizen complaints, and the
committee never addressed Evelyn’s concerns. So
much for the terms of the Local Agreement or
being treated with any degree of respect. In the
absence of a response from Anderson to suggest
otherwise, we had no choice but to draw the fol-
lowing conclusion: The Mining Impact Com-
mittee’s policy for dealing with citizen complaints
was to run to Larry Mercando for advice and then
dismiss the complaints as having no merit. At
least that’s what happened to Evelyn. 

This type of shoddy treatment was not an iso-
lated event. Rather, it was just another example

of how the rights of local people were trampled on by
the mining company, with the blessing of our local
leaders. And the person who ramrodded the whole
darned thing was Larry Mercando. Evelyn summed it
up best when she wrote the following: 

It is simply terrible the extent these powerful corpo-
rations will go to subjugate the local people and their
democratic governments so they can go on exploiting
our minerals. Their tactics include using threats,
bribes, intrigue, false promises, manipulation, dis-
crediting the opposition, controlling local politics,
breaking down local laws, polarizing the anti-min-
ing against the pro-mining people, and whatever else

Figure 99-5. In all honesty, here is what this ad should have said: “It’s too
bad that a few people allow their support of mining to cloud their judgement
and distort the facts—especially when it comes to something as important
as the environment. It does all of us a disservice” (Ladysmith News,
February 25, 1993).
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is expedient. We have seen it all with Larry
Mercando, the last person sent here by Kennecott to
subdue our community. Our rights have gone right
down the drain, and in such a subtle and under-
handed way. It is frustrating.

Evelyn was too much of a lady to say it, but what it
boiled down to was this: Mercando really was a dirty
buzzard.
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by referring to a letter written by Larry Mercando, March
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Iam not going to do a lot of writing
in this chapter, because a picture is
worth a thousand words. But let me at
least set the stage. In March of 1993,
right after Evelyn saw the nasty letter
that Larry Mercando had written
about her, she decided to put together
an advertisement for the Ladysmith
News. Evelyn always believed in the
importance of enacting a mining
moratorium in the state. And with our
backs to the wall, it seemed like the
right time to bring up the topic once
more. With help from our friends, we
put the ad in not only the Ladysmith
News, but also the Rusk County
Shopper. I have included a copy for
you to see (Figure 100-1). 

I guess Larry Mercando had heard
about all he wanted to hear from us.
In a desperate attempt to shut us up,
he put a full-page advertisement in
the very next issue of the Ladysmith
News, and it was one of the most crim-
inal advertisements I ever saw printed
in support of the mine. I say “crimi-
nal,” because the ad was designed to
pit neighbor against neighbor so that a
foreign mining company could make
off with the gold, copper and silver
that really belonged to all of us. 

Take a look at the ad, and you will
see what I mean (Figure 100-2). It
was written to sound as if Kenne-
cott’s employees, pictured in a group

Kennecott Gets Desperate 
and Pits Neighbor Against 

Neighbor (April 1993)

C H A P T E R  1 0 0

Figure 100-1. As options ran out for stopping Kennecott, those who opposed the mine
made another push for the state to enact a mining moratorium (Ladysmith News,
March 25, 1993).
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Figure 100-2.
No person in
particular was
given credit for
making the
statements in
this advertise-
ment or paying
for it. But all
fingers pointed
to Larry
Mercando, who
had everything
to gain by
dividing the
community
(Ladysmith
News, April 1,
1993).



photograph, were speaking out about all the “half-
truths and distortions” being spread by a “small group
of misguided and ill-informed people.” Worse yet, all
those smiling workers who claimed they could “ensure

the environmentally responsi-
ble reclamation of the mine
site” were asking their friends
and neighbors, who were also
my neighbors, to help put an
end to the “lies.” While some
of the people in the photo
undoubtedly agreed with the
sentiment, the words surely
sounded more like those of
Larry Mercando than anyone
else on the block. I would dare
say that Mercando put his
words into their mouths as the
ultimate way of causing hard
feelings among the local peo-
ple and dividing the commu-
nity. After all, divide and
conquer was his game.

Also note that Mercando’s
advertisement contained no
mention of who paid for it. Did
Larry really think he could fool
us into believing that the peo-
ple in the photograph had said
all the things in the ad, much
less agreed to foot the bill?

About all we could do in
response to Mercando’s ad was
show the community that Ken-
necott was not as concerned
about its employees as the min-
ing company wanted everyone
to believe. The truth of the mat-
ter was that Kennecott cared
little about the people in the
photograph or any of its other
employees around the world.
The bottom line for the mining
company was the almighty

dollar, as pointed out in our own advertisement that
appeared in the April 15, 1993 issues of the Ladysmith
News (Figure 100-3). Like I said, a picture  is worth a
thousand words.

Figure 100-3. When push came to shove and dollars were involved, Kennecott was all too ready to
lay off employees at its mining operations around the world. There was no reason to expect that the
Flambeau Mine would be any different (Ladysmith News, April 15, 1993).
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The day Evelyn and I had fought so hard to pre-
vent finally arrived. On May 6, 1993 the first blasting
took place at the mine site, and within thirty days
thousands of tons of enriched gold ore had been
shipped out of the country. I’d like to tell you a little
bit about those first few months of mining activity
and give you some information about not only the
value of the gold that Kennecott removed from the
site, but the amount of taxes the company paid on
that gold. First, however, there are a few more stories
to tell about the final weeks leading up to the blast-
ing, including the tale of how Kennecott decided to
sell all the ore it was about to mine in Rusk County to
Noranda Minerals of Toronto, Ontario.

We had known for quite some time that Kennecott
planned to ship the ore from the Flambeau Mine to
another state or perhaps even Canada to be concen-
trated and/or smelted. It was a concession that the
mining company had made to us in 1987, when it
returned to Rusk County with a renewed push to build
the mine. You may recall that the original plan that
was voted down by the Rusk County Board in 1976
had called for concentrating the ore at an on-site
plant in Rusk County and then shipping the concen-
trate out west to be smelted. That plan would have
left us with a 156-acre tailings pond.

Because of the change in Kennecott’s plans, we
knew the ore would be leaving Rusk County as
crushed rock. It’s just that we didn’t know where it
would be sent. At one point Kennecott talked about
shipping the ore to its facilities in Utah for processing
or perhaps to the White Pine copper smelter in the
Upper Peninsula of Michigan. But neither of those
options panned out. I imagine that shipping almost
two million tons of ore 1,400 miles cross-country to

Utah might have been too expensive for the mining
company. And even though the White Pine Mine was
only about 200 miles from Ladysmith by rail, it had
been cited by the Environmental Protection Agency in
1992 as being Michigan’s most prolific polluter and
was in the process of being sued over air emissions
that were five times the legal limit. Now don’t get me
wrong. I doubt that Kennecott cared about the poor
environmental record of the White Pine Mine. No, I
think the company just didn’t want to step into a hor-
net’s nest.

As an aside, it turned out that Kennecott was wise
to avoid striking a deal with the owner of the White
Pine Mine. The mine was shut down by the EPA in
1997, shortly after Walt Bresette and his friends sat
on the train tracks crossing the Bad River Reservation
to block the risky shipment of sulfuric acid across
those rickety tracks to the mine (CD 2-5).

Besides sending the ore to Utah or the Upper
Peninsula of Michigan for processing, a third option
for Kennecott was to ship it to Canada. In particular,
Noranda Minerals had a facility in Timmins, Ontario
for concentrating ore and another in Rouyn, Quebec
for smelting it. By rail, the ore could be shipped from
Ladysmith to Rhinelander (WI) to Escanaba (MI) to
Sault Ste. Marie (Michigan/Ontario) to Timmins
(Ontario), which was a total of about 640 miles by
rail, and from there another 90 miles to Rouyn
(Quebec). That certainly was a lot closer than Utah,
and the route was also desirable because it went
through mostly rural, wooded and wild country
rather than a lot of big American cities. Besides that,
the State of Wisconsin had recently used taxpayer dol-
lars to upgrade the section of track going east from
Ladysmith to the Michigan border. Hmmm.

C H A P T E R  1 0 1

The Flambeau Mine Starts 
Production and Kennecott Makes 

Off with the Gold (May 1993)
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At any rate, Kennecott went into negotiations with
Noranda, and the Canadian mining company ended
up buying the entire output of ore from the Flambeau
Mine. So now we had Kennecott and Noranda work-
ing together—what a pair! Both had terrible track
records on environmental and social issues. At least
you could say they were well matched.

We first heard about the deal between Noranda
and Kennecott in December of 1992, when the story
was reported on the front page of the Ladysmith
News. Here are a few excerpts (CD 101-1):

Flambeau Mining Company and Noranda Sale
Corporation, acting on behalf of Noranda Minerals,
Inc., announced Monday that they have signed a let-
ter of intent confirming that they have reached
agreement on a plan for the sale of the “total output
of ore for the life of the Flambeau Mine.” The letter
of intent states that the agreement is subject to final-
ization of a binding contract and establishment of
acceptable rail rates.

Larry Mercando, vice president of Flambeau
Mining Company, indicated in a news release that
he and his company were pleased with terms
of the agreement. “Flambeau has always
intended to ship the ore out of Wisconsin for
sale and processing, but we wanted to make
sure maximum recoveries could be obtained
in the most efficient manner, and equally
important, that the company the ore went to
had the ability to process it in an environ-
mentally responsible manner. Noranda met
both of those criteria. As a result of this
agreement, the Flambeau Mine is one step
closer to commencing operations, which
should be welcome holiday news for those in
Rusk County looking forward to economic
benefits the mine will produce.”

Under the terms of the agreement,
Noranda will accept delivery of approxi-
mately 1.8 million dry short tons of ore con-
taining copper and small amounts of gold
and silver over the six-to-seven-year life of
the mine. The ore contains approximately
10.5 percent copper, making it one of the
richest copper sulfide ore deposits in the
world. Flambeau will crush the ore to pieces
of less than 8 inches in diameter and ship it
by rail to one of two Noranda processing
sites. Most of the ore will be shipped to a
Noranda associate company in Timmins,
Ontario, Canada, where it will be processed
into concentrate before being shipped to the
Noranda copper smelter in Rouyn-Noranda,
Quebec, Canada. A small amount of the ore
will be shipped directly to the smelter.

Wow! The part of the article where Mercando talked
about Noranda being able to process the ore in an
“environmentally responsible manner” was news to
me. In fact, when three of the Ojibwe tribal leaders in
Wisconsin heard about the contract between
Kennecott and Noranda, they decided to write an
open letter to Noranda to urge the Canadian mining
company to cancel the agreement, mainly because of
environmental concerns. The tribal chairmen, includ-
ing gaiashkibos (Lac Courte Oreilles), Tom Maulson
(Lac du Flambeau) and Arlyn Ackley (Mole Lake
Sokaogon), minced no words when they wrote, “We
urge Noranda to stop participating in this environ-
mental destruction of our homeland and cease the
occupation, division and exploitation of our commu-
nity for corporate profit. … We ask that all Canadians
of conscience support our Anishinaabe (Chippewa)
treaty rights.” The letter was sent to the Toronto Sun,
one of Canada’s largest newspapers, where it was
published on April 15, 1993 for all to see (Figure 101-
1). Unfortunately, Noranda didn’t listen and the deal
with Kennecott went forward.

Figure 101-1. Open letter sent by Ojibwe tribal chairmen to Noranda, urging the
Canadian mining company to cancel its agreement to buy the ore from the
Flambeau Mine. See CD 101-2 for more details (Toronto Sun, April 15, 1993).
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Before moving on, I’d like to give you a little more
information about the amounts of gold, copper and
silver in the Flambeau Deposit—or at least what we
were told about the size and value of the ore body.
When the final Environmental Impact Statement for
the Flambeau Mine was published in 1990, it

included a section entitled “Gross Value of the
Orebody,” and here is what it said (CD 101-3):

Calculations on the gross value of the orebody were
developed largely from published data but should be
viewed as preliminary only. More definitive informa-
tion on the gross value of the orebody would have to
be based on careful analysis of drilling data.
However, that information was not available to the
Department of Natural Resources. The assumptions
used for calculating the gross value of the orebody
are explained below.

Recoverable quantities of copper, gold, and silver
are contained in the estimated 1.9 million ton ore-
body. An August 1989 report published in the
Engineering and Mining Journal characterized the
orebody as containing 10.5% copper, 0.1 troy ounces
[3.1gm] of gold per ton of ore and 2.1 troy ounces
[65 gm] of silver per ton of ore. These quantities
were used to calculate the … gross values of the ore-
body.

The FEIS also included two tables of values that esti-
mated: (1) the minimum gross value of the ore body;
and (2) the value of the ore body at 1990 prices. I
have included those tables for you to see (Figure 101-
2). But I suggest that you take the information with a
grain of salt. You see, Kennecott had apparently with-
held its drilling data from the DNR (which state law
allows mining companies to do, as discussed in an
earlier chapter), so the the information in the FEIS
was no more than a regurgitation of the official com-
pany rhetoric about the value of the ore. What’s more,
the article from the Engineering and Mining Journal
that was cited by the DNR in the Environmental
Impact Statement was a seven-page article about Rio
Tinto Zinc’s assets that devoted all of three sentences
to the Flambeau Mine (Figure 101-3)! It was hardly
an impressive reference.

Getting back to my story … After Kennecott
enlisted the help of Noranda to process the ore from
the Flambeau Mine, the mining company went into
full gear to prepare the mine site for blasting. And by
March of 1993, a lot of work had been accomplished
under the supervision of Jeff Tygesen, a Kennecott
man who had been brought in from the Bingham
Canyon Mine in Utah to oversee day-to-day opera-
tions. The water treatment plant was nearing comple-
tion, and the mining company had its chemistry lab
up and running. But even more important, the first
140,000 of the 500,000 or so cubic yards of sand,
gravel and stone that covered the ore body had been
dug up and placed in stockpiles. That process, known
as preproduction stripping, had started in earnest at
the beginning of February. As far as I know, it

The Grip of Large Corporations 
on Newspapers
I’ve complained often in my story about how Kennecott
seemed to have a real grip on the Ladysmith News.
Whenever a story was reported on the mine, it looked to me
like the editor went out of his way to put the best possible
light on whatever Kennecott was trying to pull over on us.
That kind of reporting enabled the mining company to walk
away from a number of bad situations smelling like a rose.

Indeed, finding a way to influence newspapers is a tactic used
by large corporations to bamboozle the public into giving
away whatever the company is trying to get—be it gold, tim-
ber or pure drinking water. The same kind of situation played
out in the case of the Toronto Sun, when the Ojibwe tribal
leaders tried to get their open letter to Noranda published in
the paper. Here is how Al Gedicks described what happened
in a personal letter he wrote to my friend David Skrupky:

Dear Dave,

I’m enclosing a copy of the ad and press release
that AAnniisshhiinnaaaabbee  NNiiiijjiiii sent out last week about the
Noranda smelting contract for the Ladysmith ores.
The TToorroonnttoo  SSuunn’’ss legal department advised the
paper against running the ad until they had docu-
mentation on every single assertion in the ad—they
told us this was necessary because the ad was
attacking a major corporation—horror of horrors!
This is sheer nonsense, but we had no trouble pro-
viding them the documentation anyway. We’ll see
what excuse they can come up with now for not
running it. Whether they run it or not, we’ve already
gotten coverage of the press release from the Eau
Claire paper and TV stations. If the paper runs the
ad, we should get a lot of Canadians upset about
how Kennecott is using Ontario and Quebec as a
dumping ground for wastes that are unacceptable
by U.S. environmental standards.

The struggle continues on many fronts.

Warm wishes,

Al Gedicks

Well, the Toronto Sun eventually did publish the advertise-
ment from the tribal leaders. The paper could not deny the
truth in what had been written.
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involved no blasting, but rather
just a lot of big machinery.

For several months, large bull-
dozers, earthmovers, end loaders,
backhoes and 50-ton mining
trucks could be seen at the mine
site, busily moving the overbur-
den. And as you might imagine,
the process took quite a toll on the
landscape. You can see for your-
self in a photo I have included
from the March 11, 1993 issue of
the Ladysmith News (Figure 101-
4). Keep in mind that the site of
the pit and the area southeast of
the pit (where the high-sulfide
waste rock was to be stored) was
originally covered with hayfields
and swamp, and the area to the
north of the pit (where the low-
sulfide waste rock was to be
stored), had a lot of brush, birch
trees, popple and alder that

needed to be cleared before the mining project could
proceed.

By the end of April, the Ladysmith News was
reporting that the east end of the pit was about 30
feet deep and the miners had started to hit chert
ridges (CD 101-6). Chert, which resembles flint in its
composition and ability to resist erosion, was directly
on top of the ore body. When the miners hit it, they
knew they were getting close to the prize. It’s also
interesting to note that Kennecott had to go down
only about ten feet at the west end of the pit before
hitting solid rock. That was the part of the pit closest
to the river. In fact, we were later told that the richest
gold ore was found at the very top of the deposit, near
the river, and that the miners had to dig only about 12
feet before striking it. That part of the ore body was
what geologists call a gossan layer, meaning the gold
in it had been enriched through oxidation and weath-
ering over millions of years (CD 101-7).

I’m not sure of the exact dimensions of the gossan
layer. But the ore body was tabular in shape (kind of
like a slab of concrete set on edge), and the gossan
layer ran along the top of it (like a long bar of gold sit-
ting on the top edge of the concrete slab and running
along its length). Take a look at the cross section of the
ore body shown in Figure 101-5 and you will see what
I mean. The gossan layer was about 60 feet wide and
20 feet deep, at least according to how it was described
by Ed May and C.G. Schwenk in the July 1977 issue of

Figure 101-2. The DNR had no drill samples of its own to report in the final EIS for the
Flambeau Mine and was not privy to Kennecott’s data, so the department simply regurgitated
what the mining company said regarding the size and value of the Flambeau Deposit (Final
EIS for the Flambeau Mine, March 1990).

Figure 101-3. This sketchy information from an article about RTZ’s
acquisition of BP Minerals in 1989 is what the DNR quoted in the
FEIS for the Flambeau Mine to establish the value of the Flambeau
Deposit. See CD 101-4 to read the complete article (Engineering and
Mining Journal, August 1989; republished with permission conveyed
through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.).
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Geoscience Wisconsin (CD 1-5 and CD 4-2). What’s
more, May stated that the gossan layer had been
“developed and preserved along most of [the
deposit’s] strike length,” which meant the “bar of
gold” was about 2,400 feet in length and ran from the
mine site clear across to the other side of the
Flambeau River and beyond! Maybe that’s why
Kennecott had approached the DNR in the early
1970s about the possibility of changing the course of
the Flambeau River to facilitate its mining project.

As Kennecott drew closer to “striking gold” in the
Town of Grant, here is what the Ladysmith News
reported about the impending ore shipments and
what would happen to the gold and copper, once it
left the Town of Grant (CD 101-5):

The gossan material will be shipped by rail directly
to a smelter in Quebec beginning as early as April,
according to Mercando. Shipments are expected to
total nearly 400 cars. Shipments of the copper sul-
fide ore to a processing plant in Timmins, Ontario,
should begin in June, according to the present plan.

About 13 gondola cars of ore will be shipped each
day. …

Flambeau Mining Co. was to meet Monday with
representatives of Wisconsin Central Ltd. regarding
shipment of the ore to Sault Ste. Marie. From there it
will be hauled by Canadian Pacific.

The copper ore from the Flambeau mine is not
only rich but dense. It weighs about 3.3 tons per
cubic yard. Copper ore from the mammoth
Bingham Canyon mine in Utah, by contrast,
weighs 2.7 tons per cubic yard. Because of its den-
sity the ore can be shipped in low-sided gondola cars.
[emphasis added]

I have a comment to make about what the Ladysmith
News reported. First of all, it was truly remarkable to
think that the first 400 carloads of ore were expected
to contain so much gold that the ore could go directly
to the smelter in Rouyn without having to go to a con-
centrating plant first. It’s unusual for ore to be that
enriched. In fact, in 1993 the Snip Mine in British
Columbia was producing the richest gold ore of any

Figure 101-4. By March of 1993, two months before the actual blasting started, Kennecott had transformed the landscape next to the Flambeau
River into something that looked like the moon. See CD 101-5 to read the complete article (Ladysmith News, March 11, 1993; republished with
permission).
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gold mine in Canada—30 grams per ton. And even
that ore had to be concentrated before going to the
smelter.

But just think! We were being told that the gold ore
from the Flambeau Mine was so pure that 400 car-
loads of it could go right from the Town of Grant,
three miles from my farm, to the smelter in Canada
without any stops in between. It made me think back
to what Gordon Reinke, the head of the DNR’s Mine
Reclamation Section, had told us years earlier about
the value of the ore. Not once, but several times I
heard him say that in his whole life he had never seen
core samples as rich in gold as those from the
Flambeau Deposit. Ed May had said the same thing in
1977 (CD 1-5). In fact, the word around Rusk County
was that the Flambeau ore body was perhaps the rich-
est gold deposit every discovered in the history of

mining! Considering that pure gold was selling for
about $360 per troy ounce in the domestic market in
1993, we knew Kennecott had much to gain from its
mine in the Town of Grant (Figure 101-6).

Yet, when Greg Fauquier, the general manager of
the Flambeau Mine from 1993 to 1994, was asked
about the value of the ore removed from the deposit
in 1993, he downplayed the whole situation by saying
the shipments were “possibly slightly higher in grade”
than what would be mined in the future (CD 101-8).
What an understatement!

The copper in the deposit was nothing to laugh
about either. We had been told in the FEIS that the
ore body contained 10.5% copper, as compared to
0.6% at Kennecott’s Bingham Canyon Mine in Utah.
And sure enough, after the mine closed, reports
confirmed that the ore shipments had averaged just

Figure 101-5. This cross-
sectional diagram of the
Flambeau Deposit shows how
the ore body was tabular in
shape and capped with a rich
layer of gold (gossan) that was
about 60 feet wide and 20 feet
deep. The gossan layer
extended along most of the
deposit’s strike length of 2,400
feet. See Chapter 4 of my 
story for a description of the
various terms used in the dia-
gram (Geoscience Wisconsin,
July 1977; republished with
permission).
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slightly less than the projected figure—8.9% over the
four-year life of the mine. If the ore had not been so
rich, Kennecott could not have afforded to ship it to
Canada without concentrating it first. There would
have been too much dead weight.

I had no trouble believing that the copper ore was
rich. You see, in the 1920s Evelyn’s dad worked part-
time for Rusk County as a road man. And one day
when he was out pulling the grader behind a team of
horses, he dug up a piece of copper about as big as my
head and kind of round like a head, too. What a find!
It sat on their living room floor for years, close to the
bedroom door. I can still see it in my mind. It kind of
turned green over the years and was so heavy that I
could hardly lift it. So, yes, I knew there was rich cop-
per in the area.

To demonstrate just how rich in copper the ore
really was, consider this: The Institute of Lake
Superior Geology (ILSG) reported in 1997 that out of
1.9 million tons of ore mined by Kennecott in Rusk
County, about 400,000 tons of it was so rich in copper
that it went straight to the smelter, just like the gold
(CD 101-9). What’s more, the article reported that the
direct-smelting ore had averaged up to 30 percent
copper, which meant much of the material was even
more concentrated than that! The rest of the copper
ore, which was still quite rich by industry standards,
first went to Timmins to undergo a process known as
flotation milling. That entailed grinding the ore to a
powdery consistency, putting it into large vats of
water, adding chemicals and agitating the mixture to
separate the copper. Concentrates resulting from that
type of process typically contain between 20% and
35% copper. But since most of the Flambeau ore was
quite rich to begin with, perhaps some of the concen-
trate that was shipped to the smelter was even richer.
We were not told.

Another remarkable fact about the Flambeau Mine
concerns the sheer volume of enriched material that
was mined. As reported in the ILSG article, “The
Flambeau Mine was one of the highest grade orebod-
ies ever mined. The supergene enriched ore was
mined to a depth of 180 feet on the eastern end, and
220 on the western end of the open pit.” Since the
final depth of the pit was 220 feet, that meant the
enriched material, first gold and then copper, was
mined throughout the entire life of the mine!

In terms of a return on investment for Kennecott,
even though copper prices in the United States were
at a six-year low of $0.91 per pound in 1993, they
were on the upswing and reached a high of $1.38 per
pound in 1995, right when the Flambeau Mine was in

full production (Figure 101-7). And let’s not forget
about the silver in the deposit either, which was sell-
ing for $4.30 per troy ounce in 1993 and rose to
about $5.20 per ounce during the mining years in
Rusk County (CD 101-10). Those figures added up
nicely for Kennecott, especially when you consider
that the Flambeau Mine produced 3.3 million ounces
of silver and 181,000 tons of copper in addition to the

Figure 101-6. Gold prices in the U.S. were relatively stable at about
$380 per ounce during the mid-1990s when the Flambeau Mine was
in production (“Metal Prices in the United States through 1998,” a
publication available on the web page of the United States Geological
Survey, July 2002; http://minerals.usgs.gov/minerals/pubs/
metal_prices/index.html).

Figure 101-7. Copper prices in the U.S. rose to a high of $1.38 per
pound in 1995, during the time period that Kennecott was mining in Rusk
County (“Metal Prices in the United States through 1998,” a publication
available on the web page of the United States Geological Survey,
July 2002; http://minerals.usgs.gov/minerals/pubs/metal_prices/
index.html).
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gold, at least according to Kennecott’s figures.
Perhaps it was even more.

With so much money to be made by Kennecott and
so much risk to be borne by the people of Rusk County
in terms of possible pollution, you can bet that we
wanted to keep close tabs on what Kennecott was
doing. So when we heard in May of 1993 that
Kennecott was about to start blasting at the mine site,
the members of the Rusk County Citizens Action Group
decided to get together and send a letter to Larry
Lynch, a mining regulator with the DNR (Figure 101-
8). We wanted to make sure the DNR would be inspect-
ing Kennecott’s activities on some kind of regular basis
and asked Lynch to notify us beforehand of the exact
time and place that each inspection would take place.

Our intent was to accompany the DNR on those
inspections as a sort of “Citizens’ DNR.” You see, an
article had just appeared in the April 29, 1993 issue of
the Wisconsin State Journal entitled “DNR Water
Plant Inspections Lag 5 Years Behind Schedule,” and
we didn’t want the same problem happening at the
mine site (CD 101-11). If anything went wrong, we
wanted to know right away and receive copies of the
relevant reports.

Unfortunately, Lynch did not follow through on
notifying us of any DNR inspections at the mine site,
and none of the requested reports were sent to us
either. It made me wonder how many inspections
were actually done by the department, or if the DNR
just kind of let Kennecott monitor itself.

Figure 101-8. The Rusk
County Citizens Action Group
put the DNR on notice that
RCCAG intended to accompany
the department on any inspec-
tions conducted at the Flambeau
Mine site (May 5, 1993).
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Oh well, after trying our best to stop Kennecott and
prod the DNR to do the job it was supposed to be
doing, we finally had to resign ourselves to the fact
that blasting would soon begin. And on May 6, 1993
Evelyn and I heard the first boom. It kind of sounded
like distant thunder, and when we realized what it
was, I was so darned mad I didn’t know what to do.
My blood boiled. I suspect Evelyn felt the same way,
too, but she wasn’t as belligerent about it.

Once the blasting started, it didn’t take Kennecott
long to start shipping out the gold. The very next
week the Ladysmith News printed a front-page story
about how the first 12 carloads of ore had been
hauled out of Ladysmith on May 11, 1993, bound for

Canada (CD 101-12). And just
like we had been told earlier,
the paper confirmed that those
first carloads contained gold of
such high purity that it could go
directly to the Noranda smelter
in Rouyn, Quebec.

The story of the opening of
the mine was reported in many
newspapers besides the Lady-
smith News. In particular, a fea-
ture article appeared in the May
16, 1993 Sunday Edition of the
Saint Paul Pioneer Press (Figures
101-9 and 101-10). Larry Mer-
cando was quoted in the article
as saying that the mine was a
“thing of beauty.” The quote from
me was a little different.

Eventually we learned a few
more details about the amount
of gossan material being mined
and the rate at which it was
being shipped. Based on infor-
mation provided by Larry Mer-
cando, the Ladysmith News
reported that shipments were
expected to average 15 cars per
day and that each of the first 28
railroad cars shipped to Rouyn
had contained about 87 tons of
the super-enriched gossan ma-
terial (Figure 101-11). But two
big questions still remained: (1)
For how many days would the
gossan material be shipped; and
(2) What was the concentration
of gold in that material?

Without knowing the exact
answers to those questions, we still knew that
Kennecott was making off with a lot of gold while
leaving the people of the Town of Grant with a lot of
acid-generating waste rock. Ironically, much of that
waste consisted of the sulfide mineral pyrite, also
known as “fool’s gold.” And we couldn’t resist telling
the public that indeed we were being taken for fools
by Kennecott (Figure 4-4).

I’m sure that Mercando didn’t want to give out too
many details about the amount of gold leaving the
country. But based on what he told the Ladysmith
News, it sounded like all the ore shipped to Canada
before June 22nd had come from the gold-bearing
gossan layer. Here is how Mercando’s comments were

Figure 101-9. The opening of the Flambeau Mine did not put an end to the differences of opinion
over the merits of the project. See CD 101-13 to read the complete article (Saint Paul Pioneer
Press, May 16, 1993; republished with permission).
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Figure 101-11. Kennecott could not resist telling the public that the Flambeau Mine was profitable. But at the same time the company was care-
ful not to divulge detailed information about the true value of the deposit. See CD 101-14 to read the complete article (Ladysmith News, May 20,
1993; republished with permission).

Figure 101-10. Roscoe
Churchill wanted nothing to
do with Kennecott. Not only
was he concerned about the
inadequacy of Wisconsin’s
mining laws to protect the
environmental and financial
interests of the community,
but he hated the mining
company’s slimy tactics. See
CD 101-13 to read the com-
plete article (Saint Paul
Pioneer Press, May 16,
1993; republished with per-
mission).
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reported in the June 24, 1993 issue of the paper (CD
101-15):

Mercando said some copper ore has been mined and
it was loaded into rail cars on Tuesday [June 22,
1993]. Material shipped hereto-
fore was gossan, a weathered
layer of material at the top of the
deposit containing a higher con-
centration of gold. The copper
ore will be shipped by rail to a
concentrator plant in Timmins,
Ontario, Canada. “They will be
ready to process it by the 5th of
July and we need to start delivery
by the end of the week,” Mer-
cando told the “News.”

Based on what Mercando said, that
meant the mining company shipped
gold-bearing gossan out of the Town
of Grant for about 40 days. De-
pending on whether or not the 15
car/day average reported in the
paper included shipping on week-
ends, that worked out to be any-
where from 450 to 600 carloads of
gossan [30-40 days x 15 cars per
day], as compared to the 400 car-
loads that had been predicted ear-
lier. And if Mercando’s figure of 87
tons of ore per carload was accu-
rate, that meant anywhere from
39,000 to 52,000 tons of enriched
gold ore left the country [450-600
carloads x 87 tons per carload]. But
that’s where my calculations must
end. You see, Kennecott never gave
us any believable figures about the
concentration of gold in the gossan
layer. I think the whole idea was to
keep us ignorant.

Sure, Larry Mercando told us in
one of his paid advertisements in
the Ladysmith News that there was
0.1 ounce (about 3 grams) of gold
per ton of ore (Figure 101-12). But
that figure appeared to make no
sense at all. You see, according to
the Canadian Minerals Yearbook,
there were at least ten gold mines in
Canada in 1993 that were produc-
ing mill-grade ore that contained
anywhere from 10-30 grams of gold
per ton. The Flambeau Mine, on the

other hand, was not only considered in mining circles
to be unusually rich in gold, but was producing direct-
smelting ore. In my opinion, those numbers suggested
that the concentration of gold in the gossan material

Figure 101-12. Larry Mercando claimed the amount of gold in the Flambeau Deposit was
comparable to “a needle in a haystack.” But on close scrutiny, his numbers did not add up
(Ladysmith News, August 12, 1993).
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from the Flambeau Mine had to be at least ten times
higher than Mercando’s figure of 3 grams per ton, or
the ore could not have gone directly to the smelter.

But herein lies the rub. Look more closely at what
Mercando said in the ad, and you will understand
why I believe to this day that he was a master of
deception! Mercando cleverly stated that the 0.1
ounce of gold per ton figure was the average amount
of gold in the entire ore body, not just the gossan
layer. It was a way to make it look like the gossan
layer was less concentrated in gold than it really was.
Here’s an analogy: If you mix a 1-ounce shot of 80-
proof Jim Beam Whiskey with 99 ounces (about 3
liters) of sour, you will end up with 100 ounces of a
0.8-proof “drink” that’s so dilute you cannot even
taste the whiskey. Larry was trying to get us to focus
on the diluted drink instead of the bottle of Jim
Beam.

Mercando’s estimate of the amount of gold per ton
of ore was apparently pulled directly from the final
EIS for the Flambeau Mine (Figure 101-2). And we all
knew the mining company had offered no proof to
back the accuracy of that claim (either to the public or
the DNR). What’s more, Mercando conveniently
failed to mention in his little advertisement how
much the ore body weighed. A “0.1 ounce of gold per
ton” figure doesn’t mean a whole lot if you don’t say
how many tons of ore you mined! At least the FEIS
had included a 1.9 million ton estimate for the
amount of ore to be shipped to Canada, which meant
the amount of gold in the ore could be calculated at
190,000 ounces [1.9 million tons of ore x 0.1 ounce of
gold per ton]. But again, I must stress that none of
these numbers were backed up with any real data
from the mining company’s drillings—that informa-
tion had been withheld from the DNR and the public.

For the sake of argument, however, let’s assume
that the ore shipped from the Flambeau Mine really
did contain 190,000 ounces of gold. Mercando still
would have been caught in a lie in his advertisement.
You see, if we assume a gold price of $360 per ounce
(the going rate in 1993), that meant the 190,000
ounces of gold would have topped $68 million dollars
in value, not the “several hundred thousand dollars”
that Mercando claimed.

Even the mining company itself eventually contra-
dicted what Mercando told us about the amount of
gold in the Flambeau Deposit. When all was said and
done, Kennecott reported that the mine had produced
334,000 ounces of gold, most of which was appar-
ently mined in the first two months. And who knows
if even that figure reflected all the gold that was taken

out of the ground. We were totally at the mercy of
Kennecott to report the facts accurately. At any rate,
that much gold, using 1993 prices, was worth about
$120 million [334,000 ounces of gold x $360 per
ounce], a little more than what Mercando had told us,
don’t you think?

Before moving on, I have one more point to make
about Mercando’s ad. You will note that he said the
amount of gold in the Flambeau Deposit was compa-
rable to “a needle in a haystack.” But if that were true,
how could Kennecott ship the ore directly to a smelter
without having to concentrate it first? In May of
1993, the Ladysmith News clearly stated, “The rela-
tively soft gossan material, which appears red from
iron oxide staining, is rich enough to go directly into
a smelter, according to Mercando” (Figure 101-11).
Yet, in August of 1993 Mercando backpedaled and
said, “As a matter of fact, the sand in the gossan layer
is what makes it saleable because companies who
process ore need sand for the processing operations”
(Figure 101-12). Right. Did he actually expect us to
believe that Kennecott would ship hundreds of car-
loads of sand to Canada and that Noranda would be
dumb enough to buy it? There were just too many
extreme contradictions between what Mercando told
us from one day to the next. Nothing added up.

Another confusing set of numbers regarding the
composition of the Flambeau deposit appeared in the
1997 edition of Minerals Yearbook, an annual publi-
cation of the United States Geological Survey that is
available nowadays on the internet (http://minerals.
usgs.gov/minerals/pubs/state/index.html). Tom
Evans of the Wisconsin Geological and Natural
History Survey authored the text after the mine
closed and included the following information about
the productivity of the mine (CD 101-16). Please note
that Evans used metric tons to report the amounts of
ore, so I have inserted the U.S. ton equivalents to clar-
ify the values:

Total production from the property since its opening
in May 1993 is 1,720,000 metric tons [1,892,000
U.S. tons] of ore averaging 8.9% copper and 3.43
grams per ton gold [3.1 grams per U.S. ton]. Three
different ores were produced—about 363,000 tons
[400,000 U.S. tons] of direct smelting copper ore,
136,000 tons [150,000 U.S. tons] of gold-bearing
gossan ore, and the rest being a copper milling ore.
The direct smelting ore and the gossan were
processed at Noranda’s Horne smelter in Rouyn,
Quebec, and the copper milling ore was sent to
Falconbridge’s facilities in Timmins, Ontario. The
company estimates that 1.8 to 2.7 million tons [2-3
million U.S. tons], averaging 2% to 3% copper,
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remain below the 69-meter maximum depth of the
open pit. The open pit has been filled with waste rock
as part of the final reclamation of the site.

If Evans was correct and 150,000 U.S. tons of gold-
bearing gossan ore was produced by the mine, that
meant over 1,700 rail cars full of gossan eventually
went directly to the smelter [150,000 tons ÷ 87 tons
per car], not the 400 cars we were led to believe by
Mercando. I might add that some of the gossan mate-
rial mined in 1993 was stockpiled at the mine site and
shipped out in 1997, so that may be why Evans’ figure
of 150,000 tons of gossan is so much higher than the
39,000 to 52,000 ton figure I estimated earlier for the
amount of gossan shipped in 1993.

Evans’ figures regarding the amount of gossan
material mined by Kennecott seemed more believable
to me than Mercando’s, but I still didn’t trust the
information he put together regarding the productiv-
ity of the mine. For one thing, Evans made no men-
tion of all the silver that was produced by the mine,
even though the mining company had told us earlier
that the ore body contained about 2.1 troy ounces (65
grams) of silver per ton. What’s more, he reported
that the mine produced 1.72 million metric tons of
ore that contained an average of 3.43 grams of gold
per ton. That worked out to about 196,650 ounces of
gold, whereas Kennecott reported that the mine pro-
duced 334,000 ounces of gold. At $360 per ounce,
that’s a $50 million discrepancy!

There is no way of really knowing how much gold
was in the gossan layer of the Flambeau Deposit, but
I do have one more bit of information to tell you. In
1996, a paper came out of the geology department at
the University of Utah-Salt Lake City entitled “Gold
enrichment in the Precambrian age gossan of the
Flambeau VMS deposit, Rusk County, Wisconsin.” It
stated that the gossan layer of the Flambeau Deposit
contained an “unusually high gold concentration,”
which is something we already knew. But then the
paper got more specific, claiming the concentration of
the gold in the gossan material was “over 1.0 ounce
per ton.” That meant there was at least 30 grams of
gold per ton, and who knows how much higher it
really was. What’s more, the article said the gold
grains were “extremely pure (over 950 fine gold)” and
that this suggested the grains had “precipitated as
pure gold” (CD 101-17).

As you might imagine, with so many different
numbers floating around, there was a lot of hearsay
and scuttlebutt about the true value of the ore body.
As soon as the mine opened, we started to hear stories
about the unbelievable amount of gold that was being

unearthed by the miners and that pure nuggets were
being lifted out of the ground in clumps. In fact, one
miner bragged about how he was going to snatch a
nugget to hang on his watch fob. But the company
apparently found out about it and suddenly
announced that if any of the miners got off their
machines while working, they would be fired on the
spot!

Bob Plantz added to the frenzy about the richness
of the deposit when he told the story of seeing a
garbage can full of gold ore so heavy that the only
way it could be moved was by using a big front-end
loader. There was also talk about how the mining
company wanted to put tarps over the carloads of
gold being shipped to Canada so that the dust would
not blow off during transport. We couldn’t help but
conclude that anything falling off one of those cars
would have been worthwhile picking up.

I might add that there was also some back-and-
forth between Larry Mercando and the Rusk County
Citizens Action Group over the value of the gold in
the Flambeau Deposit. Much of it had to do with a
rumor we heard that the first shipment of gold ore to
Canada was worth $51 million. That was quite an
amazing figure and we wanted to know if it was true.
So we put a little advertisement in the June 3, 1993
issue of the Ladysmith News (Figure 14-3) in which
we point-blank asked the mining company, “How
much is the gold in the gossan layer worth, in dollars
and cents?” Well, Larry came back in the very next
issue of the paper to try to squelch any speculation
about the value of the gold. He started out by claim-
ing that the mining company had provided our state
and local officials with “complete and accurate” infor-
mation about the richness of the gold in the ore
deposit (I guess he was referring to the little article I
showed you in Figure 101-3 that was referenced by
the DNR in the final EIS for the project). Next he
stated, “The first shipment of 12 rail cars of gossan
was valued at less than $100,000” (even though the
ore was so concentrated in gold that it went straight
to the smelter). And then, in classic Mercando style,
he proceeded to accuse us of distorting the truth.

To be honest, I think the blame for the predicament
in which we found ourselves—not being able to say
with certainty how much ore was being shipped out
of the country and how much it was worth—clearly
fell on our state legislators in Madison. I’ve already
told you about how Wis. Stats. 293.47(3)(b) and
107.15(4) allow mining companies to withhold
prospecting and exploratory data from the Depart-
ment of Natural Resources and the state geologist.
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But it gets even worse. Once the ore is mined, Wis.
Stat. 70.38(1) allows the company to keep much of
its financial information confidential. Only desig-
nated employees of the Department of Revenue and
the state geologist have access to seeing the com-
pany’s books and records. Not even the Secretary of
State can look at the financial reports. I know that for
a fact because at the time Kennecott was mining, I
asked Secretary of State Doug La Follette to see if he
could find out how much gold Kennecott was ship-
ping out of Wisconsin, and he ran into a brick wall.

If even the Secretary of State was given the
runaround, I guess it’s no surprise that Rusk County,
the Town of Grant , the City of Ladysmith and the
general public were kept in the dark as well.

In fact, when it comes right down to it, even the
Department of Revenue was kept in the dark regard-
ing the accuracy of the mining company’s tax returns.
You may think I’m pulling your leg, but take a closer
look at what Wisconsin’s mining laws say, and you
will see what I mean.

For starters, you just saw how Wis. Stat. 70.38(1)
specifies that only the state geologist and a few spe-
cially-designated employees of the Department of
Revenue can examine a mining company’s financial
records. While some people might think that’s more
than adequate, consider the following: You know from
reading Wis. Stat. 107.15(4) that the state geologist
does not have access to any of the company’s drilling
data that has been classified as “proprietary or confi-
dential.” What’s more, the geologist has no data of his
or her own regarding the types and amounts of ore
shipped from the mine. You see, when Wisconsin’s
mining laws were written, no provisions were
included to allow the DNR or anyone else to inde-
pendently monitor the mining company’s activities. So
how is the state geologist supposed to know whether
or not the company’s financial records correlate with
the true value of the ore? And in terms of the employ-
ees of the Department of Revenue who are allowed to
inspect the company’s financial records, they are in the

WIS. STAT. 70.38 REPORTS, APPEALS, ESTIMATED
LIABILITY.
(1) REPORTS. On or before June 15, persons mining metal-

liferous minerals shall file with the Department [of
Revenue] a true and accurate report in the form the
department deems necessary to administer the tax
under s.70.375. The books and records of the person
shall be open to inspection and examination to employ-
ees of the department designated by the secretary
and to the state geologist. [emphasis added]

same boat as the state geologist. Not one of them has
access to any independent data regarding the types and
amounts of ore shipped from the mine.

The whole thing is a set-up for being ripped off.
Consider this analogy with the logging industry:
When trees are cut on county forestland, the county
tries to keep track of the amounts and types of trees
being harvested so that it can receive just compensa-
tion. In the old days, the loggers had to fill out a slip
for each load of logs they hauled out of the forest.
They deposited the slips into a “ticket box” alongside
the logging road, the tickets were collected by the
forester, and the loggers were charged accordingly. As
you might expect, however, this type of honor system
didn’t work very well, and the counties ended up los-
ing money on “missing” truckloads of logs. So nowa-
days things are done differently. The county forester
cruises the land to estimate the volume and quality of
the cordage before the trees are cut, and oftentimes
the logs are piled up so that the county can scale and
grade them before they are shipped. But you know
what? Even with these kinds of checks and balances,
any county forester will tell you that it’s impossible to
keep track of every load of logs.

Compare that to the mining industry! No state or
local officials are at the mine site to monitor the types
and amounts of ore being shipped, even though a
“missing” rail car of gold ore might be worth a mint.
The mining company just expects the Department of
Revenue to trust what it writes down on its tax return,
kind of like the loggers of old expected the county
forester to trust what they wrote down on their log-
ging slips. This kind of special treatment given to the
mining industry makes no sense at all, especially con-
sidering that the state’s minerals are “valuable, irre-
placeable natural resources which, once removed, are
forever lost as an economic asset to the state” [Wis.
Stat. 70.37(1)(b)]. Shouldn’t the state or county be
policing the mining industry at least as closely as they
police the logging industry?

The case of the Flambeau Mine showed just how
bad the system really was. Governor Tommy
Thompson, the DNR and our state legislators went
along with blinders and didn’t push to find out any-
thing about the real value of the ore body. In my opin-
ion, all we knew about the rail cars leaving the Town
of Grant was what Larry Mercando lied to us about.
We never found out anything for sure—and neither
did the Department of Revenue.

This type of situation needs to be changed. If and
when another mining company is given a permit to
mine in Wisconsin, our state and local officials must
be able to find out what is really being shipped out of
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the state. Otherwise we may find ourselves in a situa-
tion where all of Wisconsin’s valuable minerals have
been carted away for a pittance in taxes. I suggest
that Wis. Stat. 70.38 be amended to include a provi-
sion for independent monitoring of the types and

amounts of minerals present in the ore being shipped.
I also propose that the information be made available
to the public. Why should we allow the fox to guard
the hen house?

With all the questionable statutes in place that

The net proceeds mining tax form that a mining company has
to fill out for the State of Wisconsin is pretty namby-pamby. It’s
less than four pages in length and basically asks the mining
company to “fill in the blanks” regarding the types, amounts
and values of the minerals being mined. And of course, there’s
also a section in which the company can claim all sorts of tax
deductions. I’ve included a copy of the form in its entirety on
the CD-ROM that accompanies the book (CD 101-18), and
you can also find it on the web page of the Wisconsin Depart-
ment of Revenue (http://www.dor.state.wi.us/ust/index.html).
Just look for form MT-001.

For now I’d like to focus on Schedule B of the form, which is
shown below (Figure 101-13). That’s where the mining com-
pany is required to list the types and amounts of minerals
that it mined and shipped the previous year, as well as the
selling price of the ore.

There are two rather remarkable things about Schedule B that
I would like to point out. First of all, you will notice that the
mining company does not have to submit any proof that the

facts and figures it has reported regarding the mined miner-
als are accurate. You know as well as I that when we submit
our personal income tax returns to the state, we have to
attach a W-2 form to prove that what we said about our
income is true. Yet a mining company that may be shipping
millions of dollars worth of ore out of the state per year does
not have to submit any sort of documentation with its tax
return to prove the accuracy of its claims.

A second problem with Schedule B is that the mining com-
pany only has to pay taxes on the ore that it sold during the
previous year—at least that’s how it looks to me. That means
if the company decides to stockpile some of the ore (which
Kennecott did with a portion of the rich gossan from the
Flambeau Mine), the state is left holding the bag. Wouldn’t it
be nice if we could delay paying our income taxes as well?

The whole thing shows once more how the state has gone
out of its way to make it easy for the mining companies. They
don’t have to follow the same rules that ordinary citizens
have to follow.

Wisconsin’s Net Proceeds Mining Tax Form

Figure 101-13. When filing its annual Wisconsin net proceeds mining tax return, a mining company must report the types and amounts
of minerals mined and shipped the previous year, as well as the selling price of the ore. Unfortunately, however, the state has no real way
of verifying that the reported production values are truthful (Wisconsin Department of Revenue, Form MT-001, Schedule B, 2004).
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make it difficult for the state to receive just compen-
sation for its valuable mineral resources, you might be
wondering how much money Kennecott ended up
paying to the State of Wisconsin for all the gold it
took out of Rusk County. For purposes of discussion,
let’s assume that the mine produced 334,000 ounces
of gold (as claimed by Kennecott), and let’s also
assume that the gold sold for $360 per ounce to yield
$120 million. With that much gold and a fair amount
of copper and silver being mined in the state in 1993,
you might expect that the State of Wisconsin, the
Town of Grant, Rusk County, and the City of
Ladysmith would have made out pretty well in taxes.

But no! Records from the Wisconsin Department of
Revenue show that Kennecott paid $0 in taxes to the
State of Wisconsin on the rich gold ore shipped to
Canada in 1993. As you know, Wisconsin’s mining tax
law lists all kinds of tax deductions that can be taken
by companies for everything from soup to nuts,
including start-up costs. So I guess it was just a mat-
ter of Kennecott’s accountants making the most of
what the law had to offer. The whole thing was a real
crime, especially considering the fact that the mining
company’s parent corporation, Rio Tinto Zinc, posted
record pre-tax profits of $1.5 billion in 1994 (when
the taxes on Kennecott’s 1993 shipments of gold nor-
mally would have come due). What’s more, take a
look at Figure 101-14, and you will see that copper
and gold accounted for much of RTZ’s record profits—
the very metals being mined in Rusk County.

In light of the fact that Kennecott owed the State of
Wisconsin $0 in taxes on the gold shipped to Canada
during the first year of mining, we were also worried
about what might happen during the last year of pro-
duction. You see, that’s when the company could once
again claim numerous tax deductions, but this time for
expenses associated with closing the mine. And sure
enough, newspaper accounts confirmed that
Kennecott had stockpiled some of the rich gossan
material mined in 1993 and shipped it to Canada right
before the mine closed in 1997. The final result was
that the mining company paid $0 in net proceeds taxes
to the Department of Revenue on the stockpiled gold.

Later on I will give you more details about the net
proceeds taxes paid by Kennecott to the state for each
year the Flambeau Mine was in production, but for now
let me say this: It’s unthinkable that the mining com-
pany would have paid $0 in taxes to the State of
Wisconsin for shipping millions of dollars worth of gold
from Rusk County during the first and last years of min-
ing. And during those years, a lot of copper and silver
were shipped out as well! It demonstrates how

Wisconsin’s net proceeds mining tax law, enacted in
1981 and still on the books today, definitely favors min-
ing companies over the citizens of the state. If the legis-
lators had enacted a 20 percent severance tax on
metallic minerals, similar to what Montana imposes on
coal, Wisconsin would have received $24 million in
taxes from Kennecott on the estimated $120 million
worth of gold removed from the mine, to say nothing of
the copper and silver. But as you will see in a later chap-
ter, the state received a grand total of only $14.3 million
in tax revenues from Kennecott for all the gold, copper
and silver shipped over the mine’s four-year lifetime.

Montana would be a good model for us to follow in
Wisconsin. As Evelyn wrote, “In 1973, the people of
Montana joined forces, threw out the legislators that
didn’t listen, and even made a new constitution. They
levied a 30 percent severance tax on the value of the
coal mined, so something would be coming back for
the good of the state’s people. If Montana could do it,
so can we in Wisconsin.” And even though Montana
later dropped its tax rate on coal to 20 percent, it’s still
a heck of a lot better than what we have in Wisconsin.

I stand firm in my belief that Wisconsin should
impose a hefty severance tax—at least 50 percent—
on any metallic ore mined in the state rather than
depending on a net proceeds tax formula. And to
make the point, I submitted an opinion piece to the
Milwaukee Journal that was printed in the June 27,
1993 issue of the paper (Figure 101-15). When you
look at places like Saudi Arabia, rich with oil, the
sheiks demand enough tribute to provide for educat-
ing the nation’s children, building roads, getting busi-
nesses started and helping families. Our legislators,
on the other hand, have demanded virtually nothing
from the mining companies to compensate for
removal of our irreplaceable resources worth hun-
dreds of millions or possibly billions of dollars. I

Figure 101-14. Kennecott’s parent corporation, Rio Tinto Zinc,
posted record pre-tax profits of $1.5 billion in 1994, the same year
that Kennecott paid $0 in net proceeds taxes to the State of Wiscon-
sin on the rich gold ore shipped from the Flambeau Mine. See CD
101-19 for more information.
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believe that as a free people, we should call a halt to
this outrageous theft by foreign corporations before
our resources and economy are totally depleted.

Of course, Larry Mercando had to respond to my
opinion piece with his own that was printed a few
weeks later in the same newspaper. But all he did was
downplay the value of the ore body while at the same
time brag about all the tax revenue the mine would
generate for the state. And, true to form, he also

accused my letter of containing “misstatements, inac-
curacies and out-right errors.” You can read for
yourself (Figure 101-16).

While all the arguing was going on, Kennecott con-
tinued to ship rich gold and copper ore out of the
state without paying its fair share of taxes. And I
might add that one of the worst things about the
whole deal was that the local governments really
could have used the tax revenue. For as long as I can

Figure 101-15. Roscoe
Churchill called for the state
to rethink its tax policy on
mining so that enough tribute
was demanded of mining
companies to bring prosperity
rather than poverty to the
state (Milwaukee Journal,
June 27, 1993).
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remember, Rusk County has been one of the poorest
counties in Wisconsin—and that didn’t change during
the mining years.

Evelyn wrote a letter to the editor of the Ladysmith
News in February of 1994 that summed up the whole
stinkin’ mess better than I can, so I’ve included it for
you to see (Figure 101-17).

In summary, I guess all I can say is that the start of

mining in the Town of Grant in 1993 marked the start
of the rip-off that the Daily Cardinal had warned us
about in 1974. And things didn’t improve as
Kennecott continued to ship ore to Canada over the
next four years. I challenge any of those who sup-
ported the mine to prove me wrong when I say that
Kennecott paid a pittance in taxes for what it took out
of a little mine in the Town of Grant.

Figure 101-16. In an
effort to counter Roscoe
Churchill’s opinion
piece, Larry Mercando
resorted to his usual
tactics of praising the
mine and maligning his
opponents (Milwaukee
Journal, July 11, 1993).
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Iguess it wasn’t enough for Kennecott to strip us of
hundreds of millions of dollars worth of gold, copper
and silver and get away with paying just a fraction of
the ore’s value in taxes. No, the mining company also
felt the need to strip us of our constitutionally-guar-
anteed right to wade the Flambeau River! Now that
was truly outrageous and showed how the mining
company continued to invade our lives throughout its
stay in the Town of Grant. In this particular instance,
the issue that brought things to a head was our per-
sistence in wanting to monitor the clams on the bot-
tom of the Flambeau River for the effects of acid mine
drainage. 

Before telling you the story of how Kennecott
spread its tentacles to the river bottom, let me refresh
your memory regarding the history of our efforts to
set up some sort of independent monitoring of the
Flambeau River:
� June 1991: Dr. Ken Parejko presented a proposal

to the Rusk County Board to do detailed testing
of insect species living in the sediments of the
Flambeau River. The studies were designed to
detect changes in river ecology before such
changes showed up in larger species. But the
county board, under pressure from Larry
Mercando, denied the requested funding.

� August 1991: The Lac Courte Oreilles Ojibwe
decided to hire a clam expert by the name of
Marian Havlik to do a survey of the Flambeau
River in coordination with scientists from the
Great Lakes Indian Fish and Wildlife Commission
(GLIFWC). Unfortunately, Havlik’s studies were
cut short when the operator of a nearby dam
upstream from the mine site decided to open the

floodgates, raising the river level about two feet
and causing her boat to capsize. 

� November 1992: The Rusk County Citizens Action
Group approached the Wisconsin Investment and
Local Impact Fund Board for a grant to help mon-
itor area wells and the Flambeau River, but 
the board responded by saying it could only 
award grants to local governing bodies, not
organizations.

� February 1993: Evelyn wrote a letter to Rusk
County Board Chairman Bernice Dukerschein,
asking her to call a meeting of the county’s
Mining Impact Committee to address complaints
over inadequate testing of the community ’s
water supplies. However, Dukerschein referred
Evelyn’s letter to Mercando, who proceeded to
dismiss Evelyn’s concerns in a condescending
way.

I think you can see the pattern of how those in posi-
tions of authority thwarted any effort we made to get
reliable data on the health of the Flambeau River.
Good people like Ken Parejko, Marian Havlik, the sci-
entists at GLIFWC and Evelyn certainly had the best
interest of the river and the community at heart. Yet
Bernice Dukerschein and Larry Mercando, who ap-
peared to care little about what the mine might do to
our water supply, ended up calling the shots and
shooting us down. It was a real crime. 

Sure, Kennecott was required to do limited envi-
ronmental testing at the mine site for a relatively
short period of time—for thirty years after the mine
closed and perhaps only ten, as specified in NR
182.17(2)(b) and (10)(a). But there was no mention
in any of the mining permits or the Local Agreement

Kennecott Threatens 
Those Who Wade the 

Flambeau River (July 1993)
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of getting an independent and comprehensive set of
baseline data on the health of the river and following
up on the long-term potential for acid mine drainage.
That’s the kind of pollution that could take decades to
show up, long after the mining company was gone.
And it’s the kind of pollution that had the potential to
slowly but surely kill off the fish, clams and other
aquatic species living in the river.

What’s more, when we looked at NR 182.17(2)(b)
and (10)(a) more closely, it appeared that it was up to
the DNR to decide what types of environmental test-
ing would be required of Kennecott once the mine
closed (as part of the 10 to 30 year monitoring pro-
gram for the reclaimed mine site). So we had no guar-
antee that the river would even factor into the
program! You may think it’s ridiculous to even think
such a thing, considering that the mine was only 140
feet from the Flambeau River. But it turns out that we
were right. As will be discussed at length in a later
chapter, the DNR only required Kennecott to collect
data on the health of the Flambeau River for about
four years after the mine closed, from 1997 to 2001.
During those years (and also while the mine was in
operation), the company collected limited data
regarding surface water quality and the accumulation
of heavy metals in the sediment, fish and crayfish of
the Flambeau River. But this type of mandatory test-
ing was discontinued in 2001 with the blessing of the
DNR. As my book goes to print, some data continues
to come in from Kennecott on a voluntary basis, but
it’s limited to a few tests done twice a year for pollu-
tants in the surface water.

As mining started to get underway in the Town of
Grant, the real issue for us was that we didn’t want
Kennecott’s limited, short-term testing of the
Flambeau River to be rubber stamped and approved
by the DNR as being an adequate appraisal of what
was going on at the mine site. And we knew that
whether or not we could get a grant to help pay for
independent studies of the river, we just had to plow
ahead and hire someone to help us. It was our only
hope of protecting the community’s long-term inter-
est in the health of the river.

Evelyn did a lot of footwork on finding someone to
conduct the appropriate studies. In particular, she
knew of a professor at the University of Wisconsin-
Eau Claire who was an expert on clams. His name was
Professor Terry Balding, and he had studied and pub-
lished research on the kinds of clams found in the
Chippewa River. Since the Flambeau River joins the
Chippewa about 13 miles downstream from the mine
site, Evelyn thought Professor Balding might be inter-

ested in studying the clams of the Flambeau, too. So
she wrote to him and they corresponded back and
forth for a time. 

We were so happy when Professor Balding wrote to
us in January of 1993 to say he was willing to take on
the project (CD 102-1). He provided us with his fee
schedule, and arrangements were made to hire him
through the Rusk County Citizens Action Group. His
plans were to conduct a clam survey the following
summer.

Professor Balding knew how Marian Havlik’s study
had been foiled in August of 1991 by high water, so
he also mentioned in his letter that, “High water is a
big problem—it would not be possible to complete
this study if we had an unseasonable amount of rain.
Additionally, there has to be some way to know in
advance when the dam in Ladysmith will be opening
and closing.” But otherwise it looked like he was
ready to go! He even came out to the farm so we
could meet him in person. 

Professor Balding began his survey work in the
summer of 1993, just as planned. He started out
about three miles downstream from the mine site,
and slowly made his way toward the area where
Kennecott was discharging its wastewater into the
river. But when he got to that last mile, the most crit-
ical mile to survey in terms of how the effluent might
affect the clams, all of a sudden he backed out on us.
We received a letter dated August 12, 1993 in which
he wrote, “I regret to inform you that I will not be able
to fulfill my obligation to Rusk County Citizens
Action, as I had previously planned.” That was a terri-
ble disappointment. We thought we had something
good going, and all of a sudden it got shot down.
What had happened?

It turned out that Larry Mercando had been up to
his usual dirty tricks. And in this particular case it
involved a threat he made to the Great Lakes Indian
Fish and Wildlife Commission (GLIFWC) that was
eventually relayed to Professor Balding. You see,
GLIFWC was planning to conduct its own study of the
clams in the Flambeau River as part of its effort to
protect the tribes’ interest in the natural resources
located within the ceded territory of the Lake
Superior Ojibwe. And on July 6, 1993, the commis-
sion sent a letter to the DNR to inform the depart-
ment of its intentions to survey the river. The DNR of
course ran to Larry Mercando with the information. I
imagine both the DNR and Kennecott were worried
that something might turn up in the survey to inter-
fere with the mining company’s project—like more
endangered clams. At any rate, Mercando responded
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to the news of the survey by sending a threatening let-
ter to GLIFWC. 

Mercando started out the letter rather tamely by
saying, “While we do not believe that the additional
monitoring program you have proposed is necessary,
we have no objection to your program provided that
this program is coordinated with Flambeau Mining
Company personnel and that Flambeau Mining
Company personnel are allowed to be present during
your sampling activities” (CD 102-2). His rationale
was that Kennecott wanted "to ensure the integrity of
the results for comparative purposes." So much for
getting an independent analysis!

Even more ridiculous about Mercando's letter was
a claim he made about trespassing. He correctly
stated that since Kennecott owned property on both
sides of the Flambeau River, it owned the bottom of
the river between those properties. But then he went
on to say that any researcher who stepped on the bed
or bank of the river while conducting studies, absent
the mining company’s permission, would be guilty of
trespassing on Kennecott’s land. How ridiculous! I
own both sides of the Deer Tail Creek where it cuts
across my property, but I cannot keep anyone from
wading the creek or picking up any living creatures
that lie on the bottom. Nor can someone stop a trout
fishermen from wading a stream and even coming up
on shore as long as he doesn’t go beyond the high
water mark. So why should Kennecott think that it
could keep someone from surveying the bottom of a
river for clams? Here are Mercando’s exact words:

Since Flambeau [Mining Company] is the riparian
owner on both sides of the Flambeau River, its con-
sent would be required for any of the biological sur-
vey activities which require activities on the bed or
the bank of the Flambeau River. In the absence of our
consent, such activities are actionable as a trespass. 

What it boiled down to was this: Mercando conve-
niently forgot that the public has a constitutional
right to use any navigable stream in the state. The
Flambeau River certainly fit the definition of a navi-
gable stream. And the right to wade it is and always
has been guaranteed by Article IX, Section 1 of the
Wisconsin Constitution. 

At any rate, Professor Balding found out about
GLIFWC’s plans to monitor the clams in the Flambeau
River and decided to talk to the commission about his
survey. And that’s when he learned that the mining
company had threatened to charge GLIFWC’s
researchers with trespassing if they went ahead and did
their studies without getting permission from the min-
ing company to walk on the river bottom. Knowing

that was apparently enough to scare off Professor
Balding from continuing to work for us. He wrote a
letter to Evelyn in which he complained about how
Kennecott would allow him to continue his research
“only under their terms” and added, “I don’t want to
be arrested for trespass” (CD 102-3). 

We figured that Mercando was wrong to deny the
public its right to wade the Flambeau River, and we
knew that he had carbon copied his letter to Larry
Lynch, a mining regulator with the DNR in Madison.
So we contacted Lynch to see if he could help us.
Unfortunately, Lynch was of no help at all. In fact, he
told us that he agreed with Mercando’s assessment of
the situation! Now anyone working for the DNR cer-
tainly should have known better than that, or at least
should have known where to look to get the answer.
After all, the department was charged with regulating
the state’s streams and was supposed to be the
authoritative agency on natural resource issues. 

In particular, if Lynch had read Chapter 30 of the
DNR’s Waterway and Wetland Handbook, he could
have proven that Mercando was wrong. You see, the
handbook, which now is available on the internet
(http://www.dnr.state.wi.us/org/water/fhp/hand-
book/), makes the following statement:

Determination of ownership of a streambed or
lakebed may have various consequences. In
Wisconsin the beds of streams, whether navigable or
nonnavigable, are owned to the middle or thread of
the stream by the owners of the adjacent shorelands.
Beds of natural navigable lakes are owned by the
State [Bigsby v. Parish, 148 Wis. 421 (1912)].
Private ownership of the bed of a navigable
stream has always been subject to the overriding
public right of navigation and to other public
rights in navigable waters [Munninghoff v.
Wisconsin Conservation Commission, 255 Wis. 252
(1949)]. The Wisconsin Supreme Court has
repeatedly used strong language to underline its
support of the public rights in navigable waters.
[emphasis added]

The Waterway and Wetland Handbook also makes ref-
erence to a department memo that specifically
addresses the right of an individual to wade a stream.
The memo states that there is no valid legal basis for
the owner of land adjacent to a stream to prosecute
an individual for trespassing, as long as the individual
who is wading the stream remains within the area
where water currently exists (Figure 102-1). That
memo was written in January of 1986, years before
we brought up the issue to Larry Lynch. Yet, Lynch
backed the mining company’s false claim that we
would be trespassing if we did a survey of the river
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bottom. How disgusting! Lynch should have spoken
up for the taxpayers who were paying his salary.

We knew that both Lynch and Mercando were out
in left field, so we went ahead and got a lawyer. We
hired Attorney Keith Rodli, who had helped us out on
several different occasions. He agreed with our posi-
tion that Kennecott’s threat to bring trespassing
charges against individuals walking along the bottom
of the Flambeau River was bogus. Specifically, he
wrote a letter in which he stated that since the
Flambeau River was a navigable stream, citizens had
the right to "fish, boat and engage in other activities

within the navigable stream." He went on to say, "This
includes taking ‘critters and clams’ out of the water
and from the waterbed" (Figure 102-2). 

Unfortunately, Attorney Rodli’s opinion was not
enough to convince Professor Balding to come back
and complete his survey for us. I guess Mercando's
scare tactics and lies did what they were designed to
do. In fact, to this day I know of no independent mon-
itoring data that has been or is being collected on the
river. 

Before leaving this story, I would like to mention
that Evelyn and I wondered if there was more to

Figure 102-1. This
insert to the DNR’s
Waterway and
Wetland Handbook
shows that there is
plenty of case law to
support the public’s
right to wade a
stream. But the DNR
did not come to the
defense of those who
wanted to survey the
bottom of the
Flambeau River for
clams (January 10,
1986).
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Mercando’s threat of charging us with trespassing
than met the eye. She wrote, “Has it occurred to any-
one that Kennecott doesn’t give a hoot about how
many endangered species might be found in the river
beside their mine; but that they may be worried stiff
that we might be picking up nuggets of GOLD as we
are looking for clams?” After all, the river bed was at
the same elevation at which gold was being mined,
and the deposit was known to extend beneath the
river bed to the other side.

In case you think the idea of finding gold on the
river bottom was far-fetched, it really wasn’t. All you
have to do is look at a diagram I have included on the
CD-ROM that accompanies the book (CD 102-4).
Evelyn pulled it out of the 1976 Environmental Impact
Statement for the Flambeau Mine to back up her the-
ory. It clearly showed how the gold-rich gossan layer
more or less lined up with the river bottom. And when
we thought about it, if not for gold, why would
Kennecott have gone to the extremes we witnessed to

Figure 102-2. After reviewing
Wisconsin’s statutes and adminis-
trative rules, Attorney Keith Rodli
concluded that the public had the
right to survey the bottom of the
Flambeau River for clams and
other aquatic life (October 19,
1993).
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keep people like Ken Parejko, Marian Havlik,
GLIFWC’s scientists and Terry Balding from surveying
that stretch of the river? The fact that the mining
company even invented a trumped-up trespassing
charge to keep us off the river bottom suggested that
the stakes were high. 

Greed can do funny things to people. And no mat-
ter what Kennecott’s reason was for wanting to keep
us off the river bottom, be it the presence of endan-
gered clams or nuggets of gold, the fact remained that
the mining company showed no respect for the rights
of common people. Kennecott stole our gold, violated
our constitutional rights and accomplished the whole
thing while smiling at us and pretending to be our
“good neighbor.”

CD-ROM References
CD 102-1. Letter from Professor Terry Balding to Evelyn Churchill

regarding his proposed clam survey of the Flambeau River,
January 25, 1993.

CD 102-2. Letter from Larry Mercando to Neal Kmiecic of GLIFWC in
which Mercando threatened to charge GLIFWC with tres-
passing on company land, July 14, 1993. 

CD 102-3. Letter from Professor Terry Balding to Evelyn Churchill in
which he informed Evelyn that he would not be completing
his survey of the Flambeau River, August 12, 1993. 

CD 102-4. Diagram showing the elevation of the bottom of the
Flambeau River relative to the mine pit, EIS for the first
Flambeau Mine proposal, 1976. 
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There were a lot of smiles that day on the make-
shift stage put up for the official dedication of the
Flambeau Mine. The date was July 31, 1993, and all
the big shots who had helped to make the mine a real-
ity were under one tent—people like Governor
Tommy Thompson, Larry Mercando, Bernice
Dukerschein and Bob Plantz. Kennecott Corporation
even flew in its chief executive officer, Bob Cooper,
and the company’s vice president of mineral mines,
Greg Boyce, from corporate headquarters in Salt Lake
City. And of course, our old friend Ed May showed up
for the festivities as well (Figure 103-1).

I could understand why the Kennecott officials
were smiling. You see, the dedication ceremony was
held about ten weeks after the mine started produc-

tion, and by that time the richest gold had been
shipped out of the country. But what puzzled me was
that Tommy Thompson, Bob Plantz and Bernice
Dukerschein were smiling, too. They apparently did
not have a clue about how the town, county and state
had been stripped of millions of dollars worth of gold
in just a few short weeks and would continue to be
ripped off throughout the life of the mine.

Look closely at the photo of the officials who were
on the stage for the dedication ceremony! There is no
doubt they were ringing the bells and looking pretty
smug that day. But what’s even more important to
consider is that none of them are in Wisconsin any
longer. Bob Plantz and Bernice Dukerschein died
within a few years of when the mine closed, Tommy

The Flambeau Mine is Officially
Dedicated (July 31, 1993)
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Figure 103-1. Bob Plantz
addresses the invited
guests at the Flambeau
Mine dedication ceremony.
Others who spoke included
(left to right) Bernice
Dukerschein, Larry
Mercando, Ed May, Gov.
Tommy Thompson and
Kennecott executives Greg
Boyce and Bob Cooper. See
CD 103-1 to read the news
article (News photo,
Ladysmith News, August 5,
1993; republished with
permission).
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Thompson is no longer our governor and Larry
Mercando skipped town in September of 1993 (less
than five months after the mine started production)
to go back to a comfortable office job in Salt Lake City.
Even John Kaiser, who is not on the picture, died a
number of years ago. Yet the mess that all those peo-
ple helped to create in the Town of Grant will be with
the people of Rusk County forever.

The situation highlights the brevity of our exis-
tence on this earth and the injustice of a system that
allows people to make reckless decisions that will
impact all those who come after them. The local peo-
ple I hold most responsible for pushing the mine
down our throats and leaving posterity with a real
burden include the following:
� Alan Christianson;
� John Kaiser;
� William Thiel;
� Bernice Dukerschein; and
� Bob Plantz.

I have so little respect for any of them. Kaiser,

Dukerschein and Plantz did not follow the wishes of
the majority of people they were elected to represent.
Thiel never stood up to the mining company, even
though the local governments paid him to represent
our best interests. And Christianson had no business
ramrodding the negotiations when the mine site was
located outside the city limits of Ladysmith. But, as
you know, each of these people played a key role in
helping Kennecott get its permits to mine.

And a hundred years from now, if it even takes that
long for acid mine drainage to impact the Flambeau
River, none of those guys will be here to deal with the
mess they created. All of them, even those who are
still alive today, will long be dead and buried. 

That being said, let me tell you a little bit about the
dedication ceremony that took place at the mine site.
First of all, as reported in the August 1, 1993 issue of
the Eau Claire Leader-Telegram (Figure 103-2), mem-
bers of the audience, “who enjoyed hot and cold hors
d’oeuvres under the tent,” were there by invitation
only. And as you might expect, I was not among the
three-hundred or so people in attendance. But even if
I had been invited, I can say in all honesty that I

Figure 103-2. The big
shots who attended the
dedication ceremony for the
Flambeau Mine must have
felt kind of small when they
were forced to huddle under
a tent during a torrential
downpour that interrupted
the program (Eau Claire
Leader-Telegram, August 1,
1993; republished with
permission).
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would not have gone. The idea of seeing Larry
Mercando, Tommy Thompson, Ed May, Bernice
Dukerschein and Bob Plantz all together on one stage
was something I could do without.

By sending invitations to its own select crowd,
Kennecott probably thought it could keep away any-
one who might want to rain on its party. But in terms
of the big picture, it didn’t work out that way. You see,
the ceremony was interrupted by a torrential down-
pour! As reported in the Leader-Telegram article, even
Tommy Thompson was silenced by the storm. Like
everyone else, he had to sit there and wait “for the
pounding rain to subside” before he could make his
speech. 

When Thompson finally took the podium at about
10:30 that morning, he tried to make light of the
weather by making a smart-alecky remark about
those of us who opposed the mine. He said, “The only
correct thing [the opponents] have said about the
mine was that it will be a wet, rainy day before that
mine opens up.”

Larry Mercando tried to be upbeat about the unco-
operative weather as well. In response to the three
inches of rain that fell that day, he stated, “God has
baptized this project. I think it’s God’s way of accept-
ing the project.” But to me the thunder and lightning
and all that rain said just the opposite. In fact, a local
woman by the name of Jo Faith Martin wrote a letter
to the editor of the Ladysmith News that summed up
how so many of us felt about the huge thunderstorm
and its timely occurrence (Figure 103-3).

The rain interfered not only with the morning pro-
gram at the mine site, but the activities planned by

Kennecott for the rest of the day. You see, in order to
give the impression that the public as a whole was
being included in the day’s festivities (and not just
the select group that had been invited to attend the
dedication ceremony in the morning), Kennecott
invited the community to attend an afternoon picnic
at O.J. Falge Park. The park was less than a mile from
the mine site, and people were told that Governor
Thompson would be stopping by on his way out of
town to address the crowd. Plans were also made to
take busloads of people back and forth between the
park and mine site to view the pit. The mining com-
pany referred to that part of the day’s activities as
“Site Tour III” because similar bus tours had been con-
ducted on two previous occasions. 

Kennecott put an advertisement in the newspaper
to tell the public about the event and invite everyone
to come and help celebrate the official dedication of
the mine (Figure 103-4). But what I found most inter-
esting about the invitation was the fine print that
appeared at the bottom of the ad. Take a look and you
will see what I mean! Those who wanted to come to
the park were told that they had to mail a coupon to
the mining company ahead of time and could not just
show up in person. In all fairness, I suppose the min-
ing company wanted to get a handle on the number
of people who might be coming so that there would
be enough food for everyone. But the fine print also
stated, “Submission of this coupon does not guaran-
tee your reservation. Due to limited space, Flambeau
Mining Company reserves the right to honor reserva-
tion requests at its own discretion.” Hmmm. The idea
that O.J. Falge Park might not be able to accommo-
date the crowd seemed far-fetched to me. Worse yet,
did Kennecott really think it could keep people from
setting foot in a public park? It sounded to me like the
disclaimer was designed to keep all of us “trouble-
makers” from showing up with our protest signs.

At any rate, those of us opposed to the mine had no
interest in crashing Kennecott’s party, and I don’t
know of any of my friends who sent in a coupon to
attend the picnic. But because of all the bad weather,
the picnic and bus tours ended up getting called off
anyway! Tommy Thompson didn’t even stick around
to greet the public in the afternoon. As far as I was
concerned, it was no loss. 

Kennecott rescheduled the picnic for a week later
at a different location. The company chose Club 8, a
restaurant about 3 miles west of Ladysmith on
Highway 8 where other pro-mining meetings had
taken place over the years. According to an article in
the August 19, 1993 issue of the Flambeau News,

Figure 103-3. As far
as those who opposed
the mine were con-
cerned, it was quite
appropriate that thun-
der and lightning
interrupted the dedica-
tion ceremony for the
Flambeau Mine
(Ladysmith News,
August 5, 1993). 
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nearly 850 people came that day. But in the same
newsletter, which you can read in its entirety on the

CD-ROM that accompanies the book, there were a
number of photographs that suggested it was a much

Figure 103-4. Kennecott
put out an open invitation
to the public to attend an
outdoor celebration in
honor of the official dedi-
cation of the Flambeau
Mine. But the fine print
suggested that some peo-
ple might be turned away
(Ladysmith News, July
22, 1993).
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smaller crowd (CD 103-2). Now don’t get me wrong.
I imagine a fair number of people showed up for the
free food and a chance to see what was going on at
the mine site. But claiming the total was close to 850
seemed like a stretch of the imagination to me.

Besides trying to create a lot of hoopla over the
official dedication of the Flambeau Mine, Kennecott
also made a big fuss over the viewing center that
opened at the mine site that same sum-
mer. For quite some time Mercando had
tried to get everyone to believe that the
mine was going to become a new tourist
attraction for the area, kind of like the
mammoth Bingham Canyon Mine in
Utah. And of course he told us that when
all those tourists came to town, they
would “do what tourists always do … eat
in area restaurants, buy souvenirs for the
folks back home, stay in area motels and
enjoy the area’s other attractions” (Figure
103-5). Unfortunately, even though we
were told that several thousand people
came to see the mine over its four-year
life, the tourists didn’t spend a lot of
money in Ladysmith. Financial indicators
prove it, as you will see in a later chapter.

Still, the Ladysmith Area Chamber of
Commerce bought into the rhetoric about
how the mine would bring lots of tourist
dollars to area businesses. Chamber
members worked with Kennecott in early
1992 to make plans for the viewing cen-
ter, and it officially opened on June 16,
1993. 

The center was located on top of a pile
of dirt overlooking the mine pit (Figure
103-6). It was a small shack where visi-
tors could have a panoramic view of a
giant hole in the earth and watch with
binoculars as Wisconsin’s resources left
for Canada (Figure 103-7).

Inside the shack were a few displays
about the geologic history of the ore
body, the wonderful environmental safe-
guards built into the project and even
Wisconsin’s tough mining laws. The
Ladysmith News ran a feature story about
the whole thing (CD 103-3), but I had no
interest in seeing it.

In fact, I never took a tour of the mine
site except on one occasion, a couple
years after the mine started production. I

would not have gone on my own, but for some reason
the mining company kept inviting me to come and
take a look. I suppose it was because I was raising
more of a stink over the mine than most, and the com-
pany was hoping to indoctrinate me. At any rate, I
was curious to see the operation and finally decided
to accept the invitation. 

A group of us met at the water treatment plant,

Figure 103-5. Kennecott’s suggestion that the Flambeau Mine was going to become
a tourist attraction gave the community false hope of striking it rich over the tourist
trade (Ladysmith News, March 12, 1002).
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Figure 103-6. The Flambeau Mine viewing center was located on top of a pile of dirt overlooking the mine pit. See CD 101-15 to read the news
article (News photo, Ladysmith News, June 24, 1993; republished with permission).

Figure 103-7. People could go outside the viewing center to get an unobstructed view of the mine pit. Merlin Holman (center) was hired 
by Kennecott to explain the operation to visitors. See CD 101-15 to read the news article (News photo, Ladysmith News, June 24, 1993;
republished with permission).

http://wp.me/a2Qyvo-w3
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where we were loaded onto small buses. And from
there we went along the same winding roads that the
ore trucks were using, up and down over mounds of
dirt. We did not go down into the pit, but there were
heaps of dirt and waste rock all over the place. At one
point we saw a big pile of crushed ore that looked just
black. It was sitting next to the railroad tracks, ready
to be shipped. I had such a feeling of disgust and
anger down in my bosom that all this was going on. I
wasn’t sightseeing for pleasure, I can tell you that.

They also took us to where the wastewater from
the water treatment plant was being dumped into the
river. And they let us walk over to the river’s edge to
take a look. That’s when somebody from Kennecott
came up to where I was standing and wanted to take
a picture of me with Ed May. I was not happy about
the idea because I figured the company would only
use the photo for some kind of propaganda. But
despite my angling to get away from the camera lens,
I think the guy eventually got a picture of me standing
right where the wastewater was coming out of the
pipe.

Besides taking that bus tour, I also climbed up the
hill to the viewing center one day to take a look at the
pit from the observation platform. When I got to the
top, there stood a guy who wasn’t exactly a friend of
mine. His name was Jay Hart. He was an outspoken
supporter of the mine who had been hired by
Kennecott to man the viewing center and hand out
information to the public. He cautiously gave me a lit-
tle packet of propaganda and eyed me carefully as I
walked around the room and out onto the platform.
We barely spoke a word to each other. 

That’s the only time I went to the observation plat-
form. Once was enough. It was beyond me to figure
out why anyone would want to ooh and aah over a
potential Superfund site. In my mind, it would have
made more sense to ooh and aah over the beauty of
the Flambeau River. In fact, in 1994 the river was
named one of the leading canoeing spots in all of
Wisconsin (Figure 103-8). Yet, the very mine that was
being promoted by Kennecott and the Ladysmith Area
Chamber of Commerce as a short-term tourist attrac-
tion had the potential to destroy the long-term tourist
dollars brought in by those who enjoyed the river for
its scenic beauty.

I didn’t bother trying to convince Hart that day at
the viewing center that the mine was a bad deal. It
wouldn’t have done any good, because he knew who
I was. But what really tickled me was how my grand-

son Erik Aandal went out to see the mine when he
was here visiting us from the State of Washington.
Hart didn’t know that he was related to me, and Erik
asked him all kinds of questions and really lit into him
about how horrible the mine was. Hart tried to
defend what Kennecott was doing, but Erik held his
own and then some. I was so proud of him, and
Evelyn was especially pleased. You see, she wasn’t
well enough to ever tour the mine site or climb up the
hill to the observation platform, so it meant a lot to
her that her grandson was not only interested in an
issue that was so important to her, but took the time
and made the effort to raise some ruckus about it. 

Despite all the excitement that Kennecott tried to
create in the community by opening a viewing center,
giving tours of the mine site and even bringing
Governor Tommy Thompson and the company’s CEO
to Ladysmith for the mine’s dedication ceremony, we
weren’t fooled. Our gold, silver and copper were
being shipped out of the country as fast as Kennecott
could dig them up. And all we were getting in
exchange was a small percentage of the ore’s value in
taxes and a big hole in the ground that eventually
would be filled in with toxic waste rock. So why all
the hoopla?

CD-ROM References
CD 103-1. “Flambeau Mine is dedicated,” Ladysmith News, August 5,

1993.

CD 103-2. Flambeau News, complete issue, August 19, 1993.

CD 103-3. “Visitor’s center opens at mine,” Ladysmith News, June 17,
1993.

Figure 103-8. The real tourist attraction in Rusk County was the
Flambeau River itself, not the mine that threatened to pollute it
(Ladysmith News, May 5, 1994; republished with permission).
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Laura and I puzzled for many weeks over which of
Evelyn’s endless letters and articles to include in our
book. We could not include everything that came from
her pen or her word processor, because what Evelyn
created could easily have been a book in itself. But
what you are about to read is one of her writings that is
particularly significant in this day and age of corporate
assault on the world’s precious natural resources.

To set the stage, let me take you back to the spring
of 1992, when the DNR was fumbling around with
the endangered species issue. Evelyn was feeling ter-
ribly discouraged at that time. She was 74 years old
and knew her health was deteriorating. But even

more important to her was the fact that the mining
problem loomed larger than ever. In her exasperation,
she had to show what she really believed.

So in her own quiet way, she methodically and pre-
cisely listed her feelings in a document she called the
Declaration of Independence from Corporation Oppres-
sion and Destruction (Figures 104-1 and 104-2). She
did not resort as I would have to calling the despoilers
of our earth “buzzards” or worse. But rather she made
her point in a dignified, respectful manner, using the
format and many of the same phrases and sentences
found in the original Declaration of Independence. Her
feeling was that just as our forefathers declared their

Evelyn Pens the Declaration of
Independence from Corporation

Oppression and Destruction
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Figure 104-1. Roscoe
Churchill is seen here in
his home, standing next to
Evelyn’s Declaration of
Independence from
Corporation Oppression
and Destruction (Photo by
Laura Furtman of Webster,
WI, February 2005).
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freedom from foreign oppression, we had to do the
same in order to preserve those freedoms given with
the Declaration of Independence signed by them.

I remember how surprised I was when she showed
me what she had written. I knew she was working on
something but had no idea of the magnitude of the
project. We decided to have the whole thing profes-
sionally typeset by Cloverland Press, the same printer
that did such a nice job for us over the years on the
Real Flambeau News. The final document looked very

official and reflected the fact that Evelyn had spent
many hours composing it.

I feel a bit choked up as I sit here writing this
story, thinking of Evelyn’s efforts to try and bring jus-
tice to a world dominated by multinational corpora-
tions. Even as it became harder for her to do the
kinds of physical things she loved to do, like garden-
ing or walking back to the Deer Tail Creek, her mind
never stopped working. Please take a few minutes
then to read Evelyn’s gift to us all!

Figure 104-2. Evelyn
Churchill penned the
Declaration of Independence
from Corporation Oppression
and Destruction in 1992 and
modeled it after our country’s
Declaration of Independence. It
was delivered to the offices of
Gov. Tommy Thompson and
DNR Secretary George Meyer
on March 14, 1994. See CD
104-1 for an enlarged copy of
the original declaration, com-
plete with signatures, and CD
104-2 for an easily-repro-
ducible copy of the document.
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DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE 
FROM CORPORATION OPPRESSION AND DESTRUCTION

as adapted by Evelyn Churchill from the Declaration of Independence

When in the course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to throw off the yoke of
oppression and destruction of homeland, and to assume among the powers of the Earth, the separate and
equal station to which the laws of nature and Nature’s God entitle them, a decent respect for the opinions
of manhood requires that they shall declare the causes which impel them to act.

We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal with certain inalienable rights,
that among them are:

The right to pure groundwater to drink,

The right to fertile acres for nourishing food,

The right to uncontaminated air,

The right to the town-meeting as the forum for community decisions, as established with the founding
of these United States,

The right to make their own decisions concerning the natural resources, and

The right to hold sustainable jobs.

T hat whenever any corporation power becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right of the people to
alter or to abolish it and institute new laws that shall seem more likely to effect their safety and happi-
ness.

When a long train of abuses and usurpation, pursuing invariably the same Object, clearly shows a
design to reduce them under absolute Despotism, it is their right, their duty, to throw off the yoke of
oppression and destruction and to provide new Guides for their further security.

S uch has been the patient sufferance of the citizens of Wisconsin and such is now the necessity which
constrains them to curtail the power of the oil and mining corporations. The history of these corpora-
tions in Wisconsin is a history of repeated injuries and usurpation, all having in direct object the estab-
lishment of an Absolute Tyranny over the citizens of Wisconsin in the matter of their Natural
Resources.

To prove this, let Facts be submitted to a candid world:

Despite the razing of the virgin forests of northern Wisconsin and the diminishing of the wildlife and
wilderness areas that resulted, northern Wisconsin is still a land of great beauty and productivity. Its
lakes, streams, remaining forests and farmlands provide food and enjoyment and its groundwaters
pure drinking water for all who live there. Its tourism, agriculture and forestry occupations are the
backbone of the state’s economy.

But, now, like a thief in the night, the oil and mining corporations have taken control of hundreds of
thousands of farm and forest lands, with the intention of putting the final scorch to northern
Wisconsin.

Already, their announced discoveries denote plans for extensive mining all across northern Wisconsin.

The minerals lay within the ancestral territory of the Ojibwa, Potawatomi, Oneida, Menominee, and
Winnebago Indian Tribes. These lands have been retained by Indian Tribes, by treaty with the United
States, for fishing, hunting and other food gathering.

The northern orebodies are massive sulfide deposits (massive sulfide meaning over 50% sulfide min-
erals). The mining of such deposits results in acid and heavy metal pollution of the lands and waters,
with the potential for huge fish kills and poisoned groundwater, often long after abandonment of the
mines.

There is no cost effective technology for successfully preventing or mitigating such pollution.
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Without question, the pollution of such mining would deteriorate or destroy wild rice beds, fish,
wildlife, medicinal plants etc., and thus, unforgivably violate the Indian Tribes’ food gathering rights
on their ceded territories.

Although “Progressive” Wisconsin is renowned for its democratic ideals, the present leadership
seems blinded to the immoral and overpowering tactics used by the oil and mining corporations to
accomplish their goal of oil and mineral extraction.

The legislators were duped by the mining corporations into passing laws that actually permit the min-
ing corporations to destroy pure groundwater drinking sources, and that permit the mining corpora-
tions to destroy wetlands by mining in them and dumping toxic mining wastes into them.

The legislators were duped into passing laws that enable the mining corporations to bind local com-
munities and their heirs and Indian Tribes by contract terms that would hold them helpless while the
mining corporations gut out their countryside of its mineral wealth and devastate their lands and
waters.

Our leadership seems oblivious to the most damaging aspects of mineral exploitation by the oil and
mining corporations, including the following:

Unethical and suppressive measures used by the corporations to force people to accept their pol-
luting operations,

Breakdown of the local communities,

Serious long-term acid and heavy metal pollution resulting from the mining of sulfide minerals
as occur in northern Wisconsin,

Replacement of sustainable tourism, agriculture, and forestry industries with short-term “boom
and bust” jobs and swollen welfare rolls, that always accompany mining.

This will be the legacy of mining throughout northern Wisconsin if mining proceeds.

We are sick and tired of being “targeted” for the greed of the oil and mining corporations, their deceit,
bribes, lies and threats which force us to accept their suppression of our rights and destruction of the
ecological basis of life itself.

We cannot and MUST not stand idly by while the future of coming generations is being systematically
destroyed by the oil and mining corporations.

I n every stage of these oppressions, we have appealed to our legislators and state leaders for redress in
the most humble terms. Our repeated petitions have been answered only by repeated injury.

N or have we been wanting in attentions to our Department of Natural Resources, that was established
to be the Protector of our environment, land, air and waters.

We have appealed to their native justice and magnanimity to disavow these usurpations by the oil and
mining corporations which would inevitably bring devastation to our lands, air and waters, and sick-
ness and death to nature and mankind.

T hey, too, have been deaf to the voice of Justice and Consanguinity. We must therefore, Acquiesce in the
necessity, and hold them as enemies of the Earth, and of the Health, Safety and Welfare of humankind.

We, therefore, the Representatives of the citizens of Wisconsin who have been aggrieved, assembled,
appealing to the Supreme Judge of the World, for the rectitude of our intentions, do, in the Name, and
by the Authority of good people of Wisconsin, solemnly publish and declare, That these citizens of
Wisconsin are, and of Right ought to be Free and Independent of the oppression and destruction of
their lands by the oil and mining corporations.

A nd, that as free citizens of Wisconsin, they have the full power to control their own natural resources
necessary for life itself, clean air, water and land.

A nd for support of this Declaration with a firm reliance on the protection of the Divine Providence, we
mutually pledge to each other our lives, our fortunes and our sacred Honor.
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Before asking people to sign the declaration,
Evelyn got up to address the crowd at Lac du
Flambeau. Keep in mind that the little woman who
took the stage to talk about the document she had put
together had been maligned by Larry Mercando in a
most despicable way. She had been brushed aside by
the chairman of the Rusk County Board when trying
to get answers. She had felt the ominous pressure of
Kennecott’s officials and the weakness and timidity of
the DNR in standing up to those mining officials. But
she would not give up. She seized the opportunity to
talk to her concerned friends at the Protect the Earth
gathering to let them know what they could do in
these desperate times. 

Before going further, I would like you to pause and
read a few excerpts from what Evelyn said that day at
Lac du Flambeau (see below). Her words provide a real
insight into what motivated her to write the Declara-
tion of Independence from Corporation Oppression and
Destruction. Not only will you be able to see her tenac-
ity in fighting the buzzards, but her love and respect for
our nation, the northwoods of Wisconsin and the
Native American people who taught our forefathers the
principles of democracy.

For many years a copy of Evelyn’s Declaration of
Independence from Corporation Oppression and
Destruction hung in our kitchen, across from the wood
stove. We mounted it on tag board and covered it with
plastic to protect it from getting soiled. In 2003 Laura
had it professionally framed for me as a Christmas
present, which I really appreciated. Now it hangs on
the north wall of my bedroom (Figure 104-1). 

As was true of the original Declaration of
Independence, the document penned by Evelyn was
signed by individuals who approved and supported its
tenets (Figure 104-2). In particular, many of our
friends added their John Hancock to the declaration
on July 31, 1993. That’s when the 8th annual Protect
the Earth Festival was held at Lac du Flambeau
Reservation, about a hundred miles northeast of
Ladysmith. It also happened to be the exact same day
that Kennecott was holding its dedication ceremony
for the Flambeau Mine. I thought it was kind of
appropriate that as our friends were signing the
Declaration of Independence from Corporation Oppres-
sion and Destruction under sunny skies at Lac du
Flambeau, the mining company’s dedication cere-
mony was getting rained out at Ladysmith. 

Here are some excerpts from Evelyn Churchill’s speech at the
Lac du Flambeau Reservation on July 31, 1993 (CD 104-3):

The question is asked, now that Kennecott has been
permitted and is going great guns, why for heaven’s
sake do you keep on struggling? Why not stop and
just enjoy life as much as you can? But you know, we
simply can’t quit—at least not with a clear con-
science. We probably can’t stop Kennecott any-
more—but who knows for sure—greater miracles
have happened. But what we can’t have happen is a
string of Ladysmiths all across northern Wisconsin,
heaven forbid! So we continue on.

But you know, even though it is most discouraging to
see the destruction going on and feel helpless to stop
it, I am very encouraged for other reasons. I see a
new day approaching. I see cracks appearing here
and there in the armor of the corporations. Maybe it’s
wishful thinking, but again maybe not. …

As we go on, it becomes more and more clear that
you can’t have so-called “environmentally safe” min-
ing. It is in the very nature of the mining process
itself. Mining is destruction, and there is no way that
laws can be made to change that fact. It’s a trade-
off—either no mining and a safe environment or min-

ing and a devastated environment.

So now the question is, just what can we do to stop
the spread of the Kennecott disease? I want to take
you back a bit to the very beginning of the United
States, when the immigrants from Europe who set-
tled in this great continent were feeling the corrup-
tion, oppression and unjust taxation as a colony of a
foreign power, Great Britain, for the raw resources of
this continent. 

Did they just cave in and give up? Not on your life!
And they did something about it—at the very risk of
their necks! They declared their independence from
that foreign power; and had to fight a bloody war
because of it. Then these pioneers, valuing the free-
dom they gained, established a form of government
far above any other in Europe through which they
hoped to bring liberty and justice to all.

I want to point out something very important that you
may not know. The democratic ideals woven into the
new government came straight from their neighbors,
the Native American tribes! Did you know that? The
Indians had been practicing pure democracy ever
since who knows when, and our forefathers saw it
was good and adopted their principles of democracy.

Evelyn Speaks at Lac du Flambeau
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When I got up to speak to the crowd at Lac du
Flambeau, I was a bit more coarse than Evelyn in get-
ting my point across, as you can see for yourself (CD
104-4):

I am just burned up with the whole unholy mess! I
came here so we can get some strategy going to put
some brakes on Kennecott; and so we can make sure
that Noranda and Exxon cannot continue the rape of
northern Wisconsin with no regard for its citizens or
its resources. … I get tired of the fight and angry that
my energy is less than it once was. Sometimes I
believe that the Old West has the right idea. Our
state government has failed us; and we have to take
it back from the despoilers. … 

If your children mean anything to you, you can-
not sit back and let the corporations and rotten pol-
luters continue their aggression. Let’s band together,
shout from the roof-tops, raise whatever hell we
must; but let’s stop the corrupt polluters from further
destroying our way of life, our environment and our
political system! 

I am an old white man of Yankee extraction,
whose ancestors have been in what is now the U.S.
since early in the 1600s. I can tell you I feel much
closer to the Native people of Wisconsin than I do to

the misguided white people who have been responsi-
ble for destroying our environment, our resources
and our democratic system.

I extend my hand to the Chippewa, the Oneida,
the Menominee and the Potawatomi to join together
to stop the destruction of our beautiful Wisconsin. 

After Evelyn and I were done speaking at Lac du
Flambeau, a number of people stepped forward to
read and sign the Declaration of Independence from
Corporation Oppression and Destruction. We also took
the document to other gatherings over the course of
about a year, and by the time all was said and done,
64 people had signed it. That wasn’t too bad, consid-
ering that 57 people had signed the colonists’
Declaration of Independence in 1776! There was no
doubt that all who added their signatures to Evelyn’s
declaration shared a common resolve to “throw off
the yoke of oppression and destruction” put upon us
by the multinational corporations of the world.

But there is even more to tell you. Just as the orig-
inal Declaration of Independence was eventually pre-
sented to the colonists’ oppressors, we decided to
present our declaration to those who were oppressing

Why aren’t these facts being taught in our schools?
Good question.

Now, just as back in 1776, it seems that our immedi-
ate basic problem is the infringement on our rights
and physical surroundings and well-being by foreign
powers, this time in the form of multinational corpo-
rations, and that that is where we have to start.
Whether it is mining, the nuclear issue or waste dis-
posal, we run head on into the corporate powers.

So as a starting point, RCCAG, joined by the
Wisconsin and UW Greens of Madison and the Wolf
River Lakes and Streams Association, have declared
our Independence from Corporation Oppression and
Destruction. I will read a portion of our document,
modeled after the nation’s Declaration of
Independence, so you have an idea of what is in it. It
is also printed in larger type and mounted so you can
read it at your leisure and decide if you might not
want to join us. …

Fortunately, and this is so important, we can make
changes in our government if we find it does not
serve us properly, without going to war or without
violence of any kind. We should be thankful over and
over for the vision of those who put the constitution
together by providing for such changes.

Our declaration of independence from the oppression
of the corporation at this point is simply a statement

of our position, one that we feel can unify the envi-
ronmental groups and the Indian tribes towards a
shared goal- in other words, help us walk together.
This document will be presented to our state leaders
at the appropriate time. …

So once again, as in the beginning of these states,
the Native Americans are showing us the way. We,
now, as being many, many of us can bring about a
change in laws that will really protect our earth, curb
the powers of the corporations and ban the mining of
sulfide minerals.

I climbed my mountains, the gravel knoll behind our
barn, covered with oaks—where many of you pitched
your tents at the Protect the Earth Gathering in
1989—what a magnificent sight that was!

I saw a vision as I looked at the peaceful scene of the
Deer Tail Creek flowing through the pasture with alders,
elderberries and the thornapples along its banks as little
birds flitted in and out singing their songs.

I could see the larger picture of that scene repeated
throughout our Northwoods, and knew that it is our
sacred trust to forever preserve it.

I knew right then that we as a many of us, Native
Americans and immigrants together, can overcome—

We can overcome the evil force of the corporations
pressing in on us. Thank you.
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us. Yes, on March 14, 1994 Evelyn and I delivered a
copy of the Declaration of Independence from
Corporation Oppression and Destruction, complete
with signatures, to the offices of Governor Tommy
Thompson and DNR Secretary George Meyer. 

I remember the day well. Evelyn and I were in
Madison, along with hundreds of others, to partici-
pate in a rally urging the DNR to respect the rights of
citizens and put a stop to the mining of sulfide miner-
als in Wisconsin. It seemed like the perfect opportu-
nity to track down the powers-that-be and deliver our
declaration to them.

We did not get to see either Thompson or Meyer
face-to-face to discuss the declaration. But that didn’t
matter to us. I doubt that any of the colonists had a
chance to see King George either!

A few days after we took our Declaration of
Independence to Madison, Evelyn wrote a letter to
Governor Thompson to confirm that he had indeed
received the document and because she wanted to
explain the meaning of it to him. Here is an excerpt
(CD 104-5):

The 1994 “Declaration of Independence” is dedicated
to new laws in Wisconsin and changes in leadership
if necessary to obtain those laws—laws that will
throw off the yoke of unconscionable mining corpo-
rations, and that will empower the DNR to truly pro-
tect and improve Wisconsin’s air, land and waters, its
wildlife and fish habitat, and its forests—laws that
will insure the right of residents of the state and
future generations, to clean waters for drinking,
arable lands for nourishing food, uncontaminated
air, democratic civil rights, and their right to sus-
tainable occupations.

It is a violation of the basic democratic tenets of
the State of Wisconsin that multinational corpora-
tions are allowed to overcome and oppress the citizens

of Wisconsin while robbing them of irreplaceable
minerals and their clean environment, as has hap-
pened in Rusk County. … 

Citizen participation in mining decisions has
fallen to a near zero, because of the collaboration of
state leaders, lawmakers, and the DNR with the min-
ing corporations in the creation of laws and rules for
mining. It is time for those representing the citizens
of Wisconsin to serve those they represent, rather
than the multinational mining corporations.

Evelyn was hoping for a reply from Thompson, but I
don’t believe he ever wrote back to her. One could
only wonder if he or Secretary Meyer ever read her
Declaration of Independence from Corporation Oppres-
sion and Destruction or if they would have appreci-
ated the thought contained in it, if they had.

CD-ROM References
CD 104-1. Declaration of Independence from Corporation Oppression

and Destruction, as penned by Evelyn Churchill in 1992
and delivered to the offices of Governor Tommy Thompson
and DNR Secretary George Meyer on March 14, 1994 (sig-
natures included).

CD 104-2. Easily reproducible copy of Evelyn Churchill’s Declaration
of Independence from Corporation Oppression and
Destruction, 1992. 

CD 104-3. Speech given by Evelyn Churchill at the 8th annual Protect
the Earth Festival at Lac du Flambeau Reservation, July 31,
1993.

CD 104-4. Speech given by Roscoe Churchill at the 8th annual
Protect the Earth Festival at Lac du Flambeau Reservation,
July 31, 1993.

CD 104-5. Letter written by Evelyn Churchill to Gov. Tommy Thomp-
son regarding the Declaration of Independence from
Corporation Oppression and Destruction, March 16, 1994.
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The winter of 1993–1994 was an interesting time
in the Town of Grant. In a way, things settled down a
bit. Larry Mercando was no longer in Rusk County,
having left in September of 1993 to head Kennecott’s
Research and Development Group in Salt Lake City
(CD 105-1). And right around the time that our “good
neighbor” disappeared from the scene, so did the
weekly installments of “A Miner’s Journal” that had
been running in the Ladysmith News since January of
1992. Kennecott even stopped publishing its little
newsletter, the Flambeau News. Once the mine was up
and running, I suppose the mining company no
longer felt the need to pay its public relations firm,
Wood Communications Group, to come up with ways
to educate us.

The person who took Mercando’s place as general
manager of the Flambeau Mine was a man by the
name of Greg Fauquier, a native of Canada who most
recently had been the manager of Kennecott’s
Bingham Canyon copper mine in Copperton, Utah
(Figure 105-1). That’s the same mine I mentioned
earlier that had been cited by the National Wildlife
Federation in 1989 as being one of the “Top 10” pol-
luters in the United States. So now the same guy who
had helped create that environmental mess was here
to take charge of the mining operation in Ladysmith.
We were not very pleased.

We didn’t hear a lot from Fauquier during his brief
tenure of 13 months at the Flambeau Mine. Mercando
had laid the groundwork for the mine to go forward,
so all the new manager had to do was move in to get
the job done. There were a few stories in the local
paper that quoted Fauquier about various aspects of
the mining operation (CD 105-2), but nothing like we
had seen when Mercando was running the show.

One thing that happened shortly after Fauquier
became general manager of the mine, however, really
caught our attention. Kennecott decided to petition
the DNR to allow the company to increase the mine’s
maximum production rate to 450,000 tons of ore a
year (Figure 105-2). While that number in and of
itself did not mean a lot to us, when we compared it

Kennecott Petitions to 
Close the Mine One 

Year Early (January 1994)

C H A P T E R  1 0 5

Figure 105-1. Greg Fauquier, who earlier had been the manager of
Kennecott’s Bingham Canyon Mine in Utah, replaced Larry Mercando
in October of 1993 as the new general manager of the Flambeau
Mine (News photo, Ladysmith News, December 16, 1993; repub-
lished with permission).
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to what the Local Agreement had specified for a pro-
duction rate (300,000 tons per year) and what the
DNR ended up approving in the mining permit
(320,000 tons per year ± 10%), the change
amounted to a 28 percent increase in the maximum
production rate approved earlier by the DNR and a 50
percent increase over what the public had been told
when the Local Agreement was signed.

At first glance, a substantial increase in the rate of
ore production may not have sounded like anything
for the community to worry over. After all, the same
total amount of ore was going to be mined. It’s just
that it was going to be mined faster. But that was the
problem. By going from a maximum production rate of
352,000 tons per year (320,000 tons plus 10%) to
450,000 tons per year, the life of the mine would be
shortened by three and half months for each year that
the accelerated rate was in effect. By the time all was
said and done, that meant the mine would close about
a year early, costing the community an estimated $1–2
million in lost wages and property taxes. Let me tell
you the story.

When Kennecott was originally awarded its permit
to mine in 1991, we were told that the mine would be
in production for about five years. Since the first
blasting took place in May of 1993, we assumed
Kennecott would continue to dig ore until the middle

of 1998, followed by several years of reclamation
activities at the site. The specified rate of ore produc-
tion was important to us because it had a bearing on
all of the following:
� How long the community could count on the jobs

created by the mine;
� How long local businesses could take advantage of

spin-off benefits from having a mine in the area;
� Daily amounts of dust and fumes entering the

atmosphere;
� Noise intensity from blasting and the use of heavy

equipment;
� Rate of discharge of heavy metals into the

Flambeau River from the water treatment plant; 
� Whether or not the mine’s employees would be sub-

jected to unduly-long working hours; and
� The amount of property taxes paid on the mine

site.

As much as most of us wanted to see the Flambeau
Mine come to an end as soon as possible, the above
list demonstrated that there were negative economic
and environmental impacts associated with shorten-
ing the duration of the project. The employees of the
mine, local taxpayers, the business community and
the natural environment were all likely to suffer.

But that didn’t matter to
Kennecott. On January 31,
1994, less than nine months
after the mine started to ship
ore, Greg Fauquier wrote a
letter to Larry Lynch of the
DNR to advise him that
Kennecott wanted to increase
its rate of production (CD
105-4). He cited the fact that
Section 3.c.(3) of the Local
Agreement allowed for the
possibility of such a change in
the mining company’s plans.
And then he listed three rea-
sons for the request: (1) the
mining company had under-
estimated the size of the gos-
san layer (Wow! Even more
gold!); (2) the processing
plant in Timmins could han-
dle a larger volume of ore per
hour than had been previ-
ously estimated; and (3) Nor-
anda wanted Kennecott to

Figure 105-2. Within a year of starting to ship ore from the Flambeau Mine, Kennecott was already
asking the DNR to change the terms of the mining permit. See CD 105-3 to read the complete article
(Ladysmith News, March 31, 1994; republished with permission).
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accelerate the shipments of direct smelting ore because
of a shortage in copper concentrate. 

While all of those things may have been true, I
think the real reason that Kennecott wanted to
increase its rate of production was that the average
price of copper was on the rise. In fact, it reached an
all-time high of $1.38 per pound in 1995 (Figure 101-
7), and I’m sure Kennecott wanted to take advantage
of the improved market conditions. The only problem

was that the mining permit granted by the state had
specified a maximum annual rate of production. So
by law the mining company had to appeal to the DNR
before it could dig up the ore faster and secure those
higher profits.  

Wis. Stat. 293.55 [formerly Wis. Stat. 144.87] out-
lines the procedure to be followed by the DNR when
considering a proposed modification to a mining per-
mit. The law states that a mining company may

To make inroads into a community, mining companies like to
talk about all the jobs and extra business that the project will
bring to an area. At least that’s what we were told in the Town
of Grant. And it’s the same argument that has been used in
Forest County to promote the Crandon mining proposal.

But what no one tells the community is that mining compa-
nies are notorious for moving into an area, taking out the
most valuable ore and closing shop ahead of schedule, put-
ting hundreds of people out of work and leaving behind a big
mess. That’s what happened at the Callahan Mine in Maine
and the East Kemptville Tin Mine in Nova Scotia, to name just
a few. What’s interesting about the Flambeau Mine, however,
was that we were warned about such a possibility as early as
1976, when Neal Dimick of Eau Claire testified at the
Environmental Impact Statement hearing that was held on
Kennecott’s original proposal.

Neal reminded the DNR that copper was a precious commod-
ity that would only go up in value. And he cautioned the state
against giving it away to a profit-hungry corporation that
might close shop early, leaving us holding the bag. Here is
what he said:

Mr. Dimick: My name is Neal Dimick. I’m from Eau Claire,
Wisconsin. I’m only a five-year resident of Wisconsin, but I
plan to make it my home for the rest of my life. So I’m con-
cerned for that reason. …

I would like to know exactly what penalties there would be if
the Flambeau Mining Company were to fold before its pro-
posed length of duration—what they are in monetary terms
and what other penalties may be exacted. I ask this because
another Kennecott subsidiary, Callahan Mining Company, in
Brooksville, Maine, closed after less than five years after its
projected life had been 10 to 20 years. I feel this is relevant
because … the market value of the ore is something which is
going to steadily escalate; it will not go down. It will continue
to escalate.

I’ve got a quote from C. Harry Burgess, who was Develop-
ment Vice President of Kennecott, regarding that. He said, “I
think it is essential to point out that copper deposits are
exceedingly rare things. I am not saying that oil deposits are

abundant, but certainly comparatively they are. And probably
a dozen districts in the world contain a very large proportion
of all the mineable copper we know of today. A copper
deposit like that at Butte, Montana, is probably as rare as the
Coleman diamond.” And this statement was made at a con-
ference about the impact of economic nationalism on key
mineral resources and industries. 

I take that to mean that the resource, the nonrenewable
resource, we have here in Rusk County, has an absolute value
that is not going to decline. Any delay we cause by hearing
this out, taking time to study it, taking time to explore all pos-
sibilities is not going to hurt the economic situation of Rusk
County in the long run.

It will be to the advantage of Kennecott Corporation, a
profit-making corporation, to extract that ore as soon as
possible at a price as low as possible, to pay as little tax as
possible, and then to hold onto the ore until the price con-
tinues to escalate. As I say, the value will only increase.

So, again, I would like to know what penalties would
Flambeau face for phasing out its operation ahead of
schedule …

Duwayne Gebken, an environmental specialist with the DNR’s
Bureau of Environmental Impact, responded to Neal’s ques-
tion at the hearing as follows:

Mr. Gebken: If they went completely through the mining
phase and merely were ahead of schedule and reclaimed the
land, as in their original reclamation plan, there would be no
penalty.

Wow! Neal Dimick was far-sighted enough to see something
that many of us had not even thought of when Kennecott first
tried to get a permit to mine in the 1970s. Unfortunately, the
DNR did not take Neal’s words to heart back then. And the
department did not listen to us in 1994, when we were faced
with the exact same scenario that Neal had predicted. It’s like
we were back at that same EIS hearing. The DNR saw nothing
wrong with Kennecott closing the mine ahead of schedule
and certainly was not going to levy any kind of penalty
against the mining company for doing so. 

It’s Not Unusual for Mining Projects to Shut Down Early
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request a modification “at any time” and that the
department must first decide whether or not the pro-
posed change is “substantial.” If the change is deemed
to be substantial, the public must be notified of the
proposed change, but there is no absolute require-
ment that a public hearing be held. The law states, “If
5 or more interested persons do not request a hearing
in writing within 30 days of notice, no hearing is
required on the modification.”

I’d like to make a few comments about the short-
comings of this statute before talking more about
Kennecott’s proposal to close the mine early. First of
all, the law says that modifications may be requested
“at any time.” That’s a set-up for the mining company
to hold off on controversial requests until after the
permit has been granted. For example, if Kennecott
had said at the very beginning that it was going to try
to fit five years worth of mining into four years, there
would have been even more resistance to the proposal
at the Master Hearing. Who knows? Maybe the public
would have put so much pressure on the hearing
examiner that the permit would have been denied.
But since the mining company made the request after
the permit was awarded, it was more likely that
Kennecott would get its way.

Another problem with the law is that it does not
define what the term “substantial” means. If some-
thing I view as a substantial change is not considered
to be substantial by the DNR, there is no mechanism
to force a public hearing on the issue. And even if the
DNR does view the change as substantial, there is still
no guarantee that a hearing will be held. Only if at
least five people happen to see the notice in the news-
paper about the proposed change and then proceed to
request a hearing, will a hearing be held—at least
that’s what the law implies. It’s not right that after
going through an extensive review process, a mining

WIS. STAT. 293.55 MODIFICATIONS.
An operator at any time may apply for amendment or can-
cellation of a mining permit or for a change in the mining
or reclamation plans for any mining operation which the
operator owns or leases. … The department shall deter-
mine if (the proposed) change in the mining or reclama-
tion plans is substantial … The department shall provide
notice of any modification which involves an increase or
decrease in the area of a mining site or a substantial
change in the mining or reclamation plan … If 5 or more
interested persons do not request a hearing in writing
within 30 days of notice, no hearing is required on the
modification … [emphasis added]

permit could be substantially altered without the
DNR even holding a public hearing on the issue. But
the law allows for such a thing to happen.

It gets even worse. The law says, “If 5 or more
interested persons do not request a hearing in writing
within 30 days of notice, no hearing is required.”
Hmmm. Is that the same as saying, “If 5 or more
interested persons do request a hearing, a hearing is
required?” Think about it. As you will see shortly, our
experience in the Town of Grant suggests that the
two statements are not interchangeable. Besides
that, if the DNR does agree to a hearing, the statute
does not specify the type of hearing to be held—
whether it’s to be a contested case hearing requiring
lawyers and sworn testimony, or a traditional public
hearing, where an official notice is put in the news-
paper, anyone can get up and speak, a record is made
of the testimony and the public’s comments are fac-
tored into the final decision. Of course, the latter
option would be preferable to the average citizen
who cannot afford to hire an attorney. 

These are important legal points that need to be
clarified by either the legislature or the courts. I say
that because in the case of Kennecott’s request to
increase its production rate, Larry Lynch of the DNR
apparently took it upon himself to interpret the
ambiguous wording of Wis. Stat. 293.55 to Kennecott’s
advantage. He had a real heyday using the terms “hear-
ing” and “contested case hearing” interchangeably, as if
the traditional public hearing did not even exist. And
he also used the term “public meeting” very loosely, as
if it were roughly the same thing as a traditional public
hearing. Larry turned the whole darned thing into a
word game. And unfortunately, we didn’t figure out the
semantics until it was too late. 

Before giving you all the dirty details, here is a
summary of what Lynch did to foil our request to have
a public hearing on Kennecott’s request: 
� He decreed that Kennecott’s proposed change by

which the life of the mine would be shortened by a
year, at a cost of $1–2 million to the community,
did not represent a “substantial” modification to
the permit. Who was Lynch to make that kind of
determination?

� When Evelyn and I approached Lynch about the
possibility of having a public hearing on the pro-
posal, he told us that since the modification was
not deemed by the department to be “substantial,”
the DNR would not hold a hearing. Who was Lynch
to decide that a public hearing was not necessary?

� When Evelyn continued to insist on having a pub-
lic hearing, Lynch told her that he would consider
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scheduling a hearing, but only if the Rusk County
Board voted in favor of the DNR doing so. Who was
Lynch to put that type of condition on honoring our
request?

� Once Lynch realized that Evelyn had indeed writ-
ten a resolution for the county board to consider
regarding our request for a public hearing, he con-
tacted the county board chairman to say that if the
county board voted in favor of a hearing, the hear-
ing would have to be conducted as a contested case
hearing rather than a traditional public hearing.
That meant people would have to give sworn testi-
mony and be represented by an attorney, which
many of us could not afford to do. That really got
Evelyn’s hackles up. Who was Lynch to decide
whether we would have a public hearing or a con-
tested case hearing?

� Lynch proceeded to suggest to us that the DNR had
no choice but to grant Kennecott’s request unless
we could demonstrate that the proposed modifica-
tion would wipe out all economic benefits pro-
vided by the mine to the community. Who was
Lynch to set the bar that high?

As you might imagine, I have little respect for Larry
Lynch, who continues to work for the Department
of Natural Resources to this day. At no time did I
ever feel he was working in the best interest of the
people of the State of Wisconsin. Instead, he was all
too anxious to do whatever the mining company
wanted, whether it was Kennecott or Exxon. In my
mind, he never considered the wishes of the local
people when making his decisions. And whenever
we succeeded in forcing an issue, he was right there
to put another roadblock in our way. After watching
his performance at the department over the years, I
have practically no assurance that he will ever do
anything to benefit the state’s citizens over the min-
ing industry. Larry Lynch is right at the bottom of
the barrel with the other buzzards in my story. 

I was especially angry with Lynch in 1994, when he
made Evelyn jump through all those hoops to get
some sort of public hearing on Kennecott’s request to
close the mine early. All she wanted the department
to do was provide information about the early closing
in a public forum so that people would have a chance
to learn what was going on, ask questions and voice
concerns. It was a reasonable request, especially com-
ing from a frail little woman whose health was start-
ing to fail. You see, right about the time that all of this
was happening, Evelyn went to see her heart special-
ist in Marshfield, Wisconsin. She knew her heart was

really bad, and when she came home from the
appointment, she said to our daughter Susan, “I think
I’m just going to slip away.” And I watched her start to
slip away, even as Lynch continued to make her jump
higher and higher.

But Evelyn kept fighting. First of all, when Lynch
claimed that closing the mine one year early did not
represent a “substantial” change to the project, she
proceeded to research the issue to find out exactly
how much money the early closing would cost the
community in terms of lost wages and property taxes.
She contacted Alan Christianson in March of 1994 to
get an estimate of the mine’s annual payroll, and he
wrote back to say that it was close to $1.8 million (CD
105-5). 

And in terms of Kennecott’s property tax liability,
Evelyn figured the mining company would save about
$325,000 in the long run by speeding up its produc-
tion rate. You see, the reclamation plan for the mine
called for removing all the mining company’s build-
ings, sheds and project facilities at the end of mining
and restoring the area to natural prairie. While we
supported that plan and wanted all the buildings
eventually to be removed, the fact remained that if
those buildings were removed a year early, property
taxes would drop off a year early as well. Between
that loss and the loss in wages, we figured that clos-
ing the mine early would cost the people of Rusk
County about $2 million. That was quite an economic
hardship to place on a county that was already among
the poorest in Wisconsin. 

But there’s more! You may recall that when
Kennecott was seeking its permits to mine, we were
told that area merchants would get a real boost from
all the business the mine would bring to town. If
indeed that line of reasoning was true, those same
merchants would now be expected to take a real hit
from the mine shutting down early. Unfortunately, we
did not know how to put a price tag on something like
that, so it was not included in our estimate of lost
revenue. 

Another factor to consider was pollution. We
expected the faster production rate to result in more
concentrated discharges of air and water pollutants
into the environment, to say nothing of higher levels
of noise pollution. But again, translating that into
dollars was difficult. So we went with our original $2
million estimate, convinced that it was a conservative
figure.

Once we got a feel for the costs involved in allow-
ing Kennecott to speed up its production rate, it was
difficult to understand how the DNR could claim the
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proposed change was not “substantial” or worthy of a
public hearing. I don’t know where Larry Lynch grew
up, but like I said, $2 million is a lot of money to a
poor rural community. Worse yet, when Evelyn talked
to several members of the county board and one of
our town supervisors about the issue, she learned
they had not even been consulted by the DNR.

Evelyn wrote letters to Lynch in both April and May
of 1994 to voice her concerns about Kennecott’s plans
and encourage the department to schedule a public
hearing (CD 105-6 and CD 105-7). Here is an excerpt
from her first letter:

The proposed modification would certainly cause a
great hardship on the mine workers (70-80 local
employees) and on their families. These people have
planned their lives and finances in anticipation of
receiving that year’s salary. Also the community,
where most of that year’s salary would be spent,
about $1,800,000 total, would lose out.

The unemployment rate at present in Rusk
County is 14.5%. The mine was locally approved
with the idea of providing jobs. Consequently, to
deliberately throw the mine workers back onto the
unemployed list a year sooner than planned, is a vio-
lation of the intent of the local officials when they
signed the Local Agreement. Flambeau Mining/
Kennecott is well aware of that fact, but chooses to
ignore it.

Yet, in spite of these substantial adverse impacts
on the local citizens, there is no mention of any
proposed public hearing that would give these
citizens the opportunity to express their opinions
on Kennecott’s plans to shorten its mining operation
by one year. …

Without question, the DNR has full authority and
capability for initiating citizen participation pur-
suant to s.144.87, simply by recognizing the
requested modification for what it really is—a sub-
stantial change having adverse economic impacts
directly affecting the welfare of local workers, their
families and the community in general. In which
case, a public hearing could be held if requested by
five or more persons.

Once again the DNR is faced with the choice of
whether to patronize a foreign mining company, or
to decide in favor of the citizens of Wisconsin. Will
the DNR decide to do the latter and hold a public
hearing on Kennecott’s plans to cut its promised five
years of mining to only four years? Will the DNR
thus provide an opportunity for citizen participa-
tion? That is our hope.

Lynch responded to Evelyn’s letter by saying he would
“consider” holding a public hearing on Kennecott’s
request, but only if the Rusk County Board passed a res-

olution to that effect. I suppose he figured there was no
way that such a thing would happen. But he was in for
a big surprise. Evelyn proceeded to draft a resolution
for the county board to consider (Figure 105-3), and
our friend and neighbor Laurence Arts, who had
replaced me on the county board as the supervisor for
District 21, got it put on the agenda for the May 24,
1994 county board meeting. It was a straight-forward
resolution that simply asked the DNR to conduct the
public hearing that so many of us wanted.

In anticipation of the county board meeting,
Evelyn sent a letter to each of the supervisors on the
board to explain the seriousness of the situation and
ask for their support. She concluded the letter by say-
ing, “The least the DNR can do for the citizens is hold
a public hearing” (CD 105-8). And she was right. In
fact, even Bernice Dukerschein was hard-pressed to
find fault with what Evelyn said and agreed to co-
sponsor the resolution.

Evelyn and I also sent out a letter through RCCAG
to encourage our neighbors and friends to attend the
county board meeting and voice their support for the
resolution (CD 105-9). And believe me, as soon as we
got the word out about Kennecott’s plans and how the
DNR was balking on having a public hearing, the out-
cry across the state by concerned people was immedi-
ate and loud. There was considerable grumbling
about the proposed rip-off and considerable support
for forcing the DNR to conduct a public hearing on
the matter.

Another person who Evelyn contacted was
gaiashkibos. We knew the Lac Courte Oreilles Ojibwe
would be interested in what was happening and that
we could count on them to help push for a public
hearing. Evelyn gave the LCO tribal chairman all the
information she had. And then she stated, “At this
point, I will emphasize that my husband Roscoe and I
are as opposed as ever to the Flambeau Mine and any
other proposed mining in northern Wisconsin; but
now that this mine is a reality and we can’t stop it, we
at least want decent treatment of the people from this
foreign mining giant” (CD 105-10). 

Somehow Lynch got wind of the fact that the
county board was going to be voting on Evelyn’s reso-
lution at its May meeting, and I think it really rocked
his boat. You see, all of a sudden, four days before the
county board was to meet, Lynch sent a letter to
Bernice Dukerschein in which he discouraged the
county board from taking up the resolution (CD 105-
11). He stated, “Should the Rusk County Board of
Supervisors adopt a resolution calling for a hearing at
this time it would be premature, in that the notice of
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the modification has not yet been published.” He also
repeated the DNR’s position that the proposed change
did not constitute a substantial change. And then he
really lowered the boom. He said, “If a hearing is
requested, it would be conducted as a contested case
hearing, with testimony being given under oath and
subject to cross examination. Further, the party
requesting the hearing has the burden to present a
case against the proposed modification and must
demonstrate why the Department should not issue
the modification.”

It looked like Lynch was trying to avoid a tradi-
tional public hearing on the matter at all costs. I sup-
pose he didn’t want the mining company’s
shenanigans to turn into a big public spectacle. And
claiming that our only recourse was to have a contested

case hearing was a convenient way for him to put a
monkey wrench in the whole thing. You saw the word-
ing of Wis. Stat. 293.55, my dear readers. It talks
about the DNR conducting a “hearing” over proposed
modifications to mining permits, not necessarily a
contested case hearing. No, that idea apparently came
from Larry Lynch, or perhaps his cohort in the DNR’s
legal division, Attorney Chuck Hammer. Believe me,
the DNR pulled every dirty trick it could to try and
stop the public from knowing what was going on.

Besides sending his letter to Dukerschein, Lynch
made the 220-mile trip from Madison to attend the
county board meeting at which Evelyn’s resolution
was to be considered. There were a lot of citizens
there as well, in part due to the letter sent out by
RCCAG and also the fact that the Ladysmith News had

Figure 105-3. Resolution
drafted by Evelyn Churchill,
requesting the DNR to hold a
public hearing on Kennecott’s
request to increase its annual
production rate (May 24, 1994).
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run a front-page article about the contro-
versy a week earlier (Figure 105-4). There’s
no doubt that the public supported passage
of the resolution and that Lynch was one
against many. But at the meeting he contin-
ued to insist that having a public hearing
was not an option for us, and that if any
kind of official hearing were to be held, it
would have to be conducted as a full-blown
contested case.

No one on the county board wanted to
deal with hiring attorneys to fight this
thing—at least not yet. And neither did the
public. All we wanted was a chance to get
the details about the proposed modification,
ask questions and have the DNR address our
concerns. 

Lynch listened to what we had to say at
the meeting and then made a really slick
move. He told the county board that instead
of conducting a contested case hearing, the
DNR could hold what he called a “public
meeting” to discuss the issue. As Lynch pro-
ceeded to describe what he had in mind, he steered
clear of using the term “public hearing.” But it
sounded to us like his definition of “public meeting”
and our definition of “public hearing” were roughly
the same thing.

Well, we didn’t care what it was called—a public
hearing or a public meeting. We just wanted to get the
word out about what Kennecott wanted to do and
give people a chance to spout off about it. So a
motion was made by Supervisor Leonard Jablonski
and seconded by James Platteter to change the word-
ing of Evelyn’s resolution. The amended version
called for the DNR to hold a “public meeting of inter-
ested parties” instead of a “public hearing.” Getting
rid of the word “hearing” was what Lynch appeared to
be after. And once that change was made, everyone
seemed to be happy. The county board proceeded to
adopt the amended resolution unanimously.

By the time Lynch left to go home, there was no
doubt that a public meeting would be held to discuss
Kennecott’s request to increase its production rate—
and that it would not be a contested case hearing. 

We thought we had won a real victory, and it
touched my heart that Evelyn had orchestrated the
whole thing with a failing heart, just two years before
she died. It was one of the few times the DNR just had
to give in to the demands of the public and provide us
with a public forum. Understandably, Evelyn was
quite pleased with what appeared to be a concession

on the part of Lynch and even wrote to him after-
wards to thank him for coming to the county board
meeting and listening to us. Here is an excerpt from
what she said (CD 105-13):

It has been of great concern to both Roscoe and
myself, that the mining companies have, through
their influence, eroded citizen participation in deci-
sion making on mining issues to a near zero. The
laws put the rule making and ultimate decisions for
mining solely under the authority of the DNR and
the hearing examiner, except for a highly improbable
local zoning denial. On the other hand there are no
laws to limit mining company oppression of local cit-
izens and their officials, and subversion of local gov-
ernments to mining company control. … So it is with
gratitude that we see the DNR beginning to promote
citizen involvement in the process. 

But Lynch proceeded to foil us again. We thought that
the public meeting he agreed to hold on Kennecott’s
proposal was going to be similar to a public hearing.
But all he did was set up a little meeting in Ladysmith
that was open to the public but carried no kind of
legal weight at all. Believe me, Lynch knew exactly
what he was doing when he convinced the county
board to request a “public meeting” on the proposal
instead of an official public hearing. The whole thing
turned out to be no more than a dog and pony show
in which the DNR gave Kennecott more than its fair
share of time to talk about why the early closing of
the mine would not harm the community.

Figure 105-4. Evelyn Churchill’s resolution asking the DNR to schedule a public
hearing over Kennecott’s request to shorten the life of the mine made the front page
of the local newspaper. See CD 105-12 to read the complete article (Ladysmith
News, May 19, 1994; republished with permission). 
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What we had really wanted and really needed
was a bona fide public hearing with all the bells and
whistles—official notifications sent to local and
state newspapers, an opportunity for all testimony
to be heard without prejudice and entered into the
official record, full-blown media coverage and some
kind of assurance that the DNR would be held
accountable for addressing our concerns. But instead
we got the following:
� One week’s notification before the meeting was to

be held;
� No official notice posted in local or state newspa-

pers;
� One small article in the Ladysmith News, published

at our suggestion, to announce the meeting (CD
105-14);

� A meeting time of 1:00 on a Tuesday afternoon,
when most folks were at work;

� An agenda dominated by Kennecott’s officials, who
showed us charts and figures that apparently were
accepted on face value by the DNR; and

� A combative attitude from DNR officials toward
any of us who challenged Kennecott’s proposal.

As you might imagine, the meeting was a real sham.
It was held in the basement conference room of
Greenwood Manor, an apartment building in town,
and Lynch was there to run the show. Because of the
shoddy way the DNR had notified the public of the
meeting, there were only about 15 local residents and
a handful of people from outside the community in
attendance. But believe me, some very pointed ques-
tions were directed at the DNR staff, and most every-
one criticized the early closing. Lynch tried to
reassure us that increasing the rate of production
wouldn’t cause any harm to the environment or the
community. But I questioned how he could say jam-
ming five years of work into four years would not
have much of an effect on dust and noise levels, to say
nothing of the amount of toxic sludge coming out of
the water treatment plant.

Of even greater concern to us at the moment was
how the early closing would have a negative impact
on the local economy. We had the numbers to prove
it! Evelyn had figured the cost at about $2 million in
lost income and property taxes. We reminded Lynch
at the meeting that the big sell for the mine had been
the alleged economic boost that the project was going
to give the community. In fact, it had been suggested
at the Master Hearing that the money to be gained
was so substantial that the economics of the situation
should override any concerns we had about the

mine’s negative impact on the environment. But now
the mining company was trying to take even that
away from us.

Of course, Lynch and the mining company didn’t
see it that way. First of all, they claimed at the meet-
ing that the overall payroll to workers would not
change very much under the new proposal—because
removing more tons of ore would require more hours
of work. While there was some truth to what they
said, they failed to explain how the increased produc-
tion rate would impact the individual miner. Were the
same miners going to be worked a lot harder during
their regular shifts and be required to put in a lot of
overtime? Or would they lose hours in the long run
because more miners would be hired? Even if the
overall payroll did not change much, which I still
doubted to be true, the individual miner was going to
lose out.

A second claim made by the DNR in support of the
proposal was that the increased production rate
would have no impact on the sum total of mining tax
revenue and Local Agreement money received by the
local governments over the life of the mine. We were
led to believe that since the same amount of ore was
going to be mined, the only noticeable change regard-
ing the money paid to the county, town and city was
that the individual payments would be bigger and we
would get them faster. Lynch actually tried to make it
sound like the whole thing would work out to our
advantage. Unfortunately, however, he didn’t know
what he was talking about.

You see, just because Kennecott planned to dig
the ore faster didn’t necessarily mean that the min-
ing company would ship it faster. And the formulas
in the Local Agreement for determining the amounts
of money “guaranteed” by Kennecott to the local
governments were based on the amounts of ore
shipped per year and the average yearly copper
price. Neither Lynch nor the mining company
pointed out at the meeting that Kennecott had the
option of shipping most of the ore out of the country
when the prices were high and holding onto it when
the prices were low. That gave the mining company
a lot of leeway for maximizing its profits, potentially
at the expense of Rusk County, the Town of Grant
and the City of Ladysmith. In fact, the whole thing
amounted to a formula for disaster, as explained by
Evelyn (CD 105-15):

Kennecott’s [increased production rate] by no means
guarantees the county bigger payments, faster. This
is only wishful thinking. The county is paid accord-
ing to the average yearly price of copper. A high
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price at the beginning of a year by no means indi-
cates what the annual average may be. A drastic
drop could dramatically lower the average to the
point of bringing little or nothing to the county! And
there is no guarantee as to the amount of ore to be
shipped, just company say-so. … 

The company has the choice of storing its ore and
shipping when the price is highest. Payments to the
county, however, are based on the average yearly
price of copper, not the highest price. Shipping only
a small quantity over a year’s time with payments
based on the average yearly copper price, or ship-
ping none at all for a year, would result in an excep-
tionally negative impact on the county’s economy. 

With profit-making as its bottom line, it goes
without saying that Kennecott, by juggling storage
of ore and shipping of ore in coordination with the
average yearly copper prices, will pay the least pos-
sible to Rusk County. The county has no control over
these factors. This company flexibility for manipu-
lating the minimal in county payments in combina-
tion with a full year’s cut-off of employment and
local property taxes, spells 100% negative economic
impact for Rusk County. …

Besides considering the negative impact that the early
closing might have on the payments of Local
Agreement money to the county, town and city, we
also wondered if the State of Wisconsin might lose tax
revenue on the deal. As you know, Wisconsin’s net
proceeds mining tax formula is based on the amount
of profit declared by the mining company rather than
the actual tonnage of ore produced by the mine. We
had no way of knowing if Kennecott’s tax payments to
the state would go up, down or stay the same as a
result of the increase in production rate, especially
considering all the deductions the mining company
might take and how Kennecott might delay its ore
shipments. We expected that the DNR would at least
try to figure out the extent of the impact.
Unfortunately, however, the department apparently
ignored the issue. As far as I recall, Lynch didn’t even
bring it up for discussion at the meeting. 

It was frustrating to see how Lynch sat there in
front of everybody and showed so little understand-
ing of the real ramifications of allowing Kennecott to
speed up its production rate. But the lowest blow
came when he suggested to us that the only way the
department would even consider denying Kennecott’s
request was if we could prove that the proposed mod-
ification would turn the entire project around to
result in a net economic loss to the community! Now
where did that come from? Lynch was acting like a lit-
tle dictator, inventing the rules of the game as he
went along. Here is how he tried to explain his rea-

soning in an article that appeared in the Ladysmith
News (CD 105-16): 

[Lynch] said statutes specify certain findings the
DNR can make before they issue a mining permit.
One of the specific findings it has to make before it
can issue a permit is whether or not the project will
have a positive economic impact. Assuming that the
permit has been issued, as it was in this case, the
findings at the outset continue through the life of the
project.

DNR officials look at the change and ask, “Does it
change the project from a plus to a minus?” If it
changes the entire project to a minus, then obviously
the permit change is not issued, said Lynch. In this
case, said Lynch, what was found was that the
change was not of a magnitude to turn the mining
project as a whole from a positive to a negative. “It
will still have a positive impact in the area. It will
just be slightly less.”

Larry’s warped interpretation of the statutes tells me
that Wis. Stat. 293.55 needs to be changed. The law
should clearly require that a modification to a mining
permit that causes any loss to what the community
was promised in terms of economic benefits and envi-
ronmental protection outright be denied. Do you
think that Kennecott would have stood for Rusk
County proposing a permit modification that was
expected to cost the mining company several million
dollars? No way! Yet Rusk County was supposed to be
OK with Kennecott’s proposal, as long as the county
still made at least a little money off the deal. It shows
once more how Wisconsin’s mining laws are set up so
that the DNR can interpret them to the benefit of
large corporations. 

I might add that if and when the legislators decide
to amend Wis. Stat. 293.55, they should also insert a
provision to require that a public hearing be held on
any proposed change to a mining permit—instead of
leaving it up to the discretion of the DNR. While some
might argue that having a public hearing on “every
little thing” would be a waste of time, I do not agree.
You see, “every little thing” is already covered by the
kinds of fudge factors built into permits, like where
Kennecott was allowed to mine 320,000 tons of ore
per year ± 10 %. As far as I’m concerned, any change
in a project that is significant enough to require a per-
mit modification is inherently significant enough to
require a public hearing. 

Getting back to my story, at the end of our meeting
with Lynch, he said, “I’ll take the information I gath-
ered here today and get back to you.” But I knew his
mind was already made up. I walked over to where he
stood and said in front of everyone, “Larry, I’ll bet you
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$500 that I know exactly what your decision is going
to be.” All he could do was stand there with a silly
grin on his face. He didn’t take my bet because he
knew I was right. Evelyn was mad as well and later
sent a letter to Lynch in which she said, “What is just
as disturbing as the exploitation of the people of
Ladysmith and Rusk County by Kennecott/RTZ is the
fact that the DNR approves of it” (CD 105-17).

To add insult to injury, Alan Christianson wrote a
letter to Evelyn and me two days after the meeting. It
felt like he was chiding us for standing up to Lynch
and wanted us to get in line and make the best of the
situation (Figure 105-5). So here was little Alan
Christianson, who had come on the scene in 1987 to
help ram through the Local Agreement, when I had
been fighting the buzzards since 1974. The mine was
in my township, not his. And yet he had the gall to
send me a little note to coach me on what to do.

To no one’s surprise, about a month after our meet-

ing with Lynch, an official notice appeared in the
Ladysmith News to inform us that the DNR intended
to allow Kennecott to increase its production rate. I
am including a copy of the announcement for you to
see, just as it appeared in the paper, true to size
(Figure 105-6). As you might imagine, the small print
made it hard for many of us to read. But get out your
magnifying glass! I would like you to look at the very
end of the notice, where the DNR said it intended to
issue the requested modification to Kennecott’s per-
mit “on or about July 28, 1994.” That’s the exact
same day the notice appeared in the Ladysmith News!
It told us just how much the DNR valued any further
input from the local people.

I also direct your attention to the second and fifth
paragraphs that appear in the second column of the
notice. You will find that the DNR stated, with refer-
ence to the early closing of the mine, “The total eco-
nomic impact of this change, as a result of losses in

As Laura and I worked to put this chapter together, we looked
in the Wisconsin Statutes and Wisconsin Administrative
Code to find out exactly what kinds of regulations are in place
to govern noncontested public hearings, or what I like to
think of as the traditional public hearing.

We found all kinds of information in Chapter 227 of the
Wisconsin Statutes regarding proper procedure for conduct-
ing contested case hearings but were surprised to find no
general standards for how noncontested public hearings are
to be held. We also came up empty-handed when we looked
in the Wisconsin Administrative Code. Sure, we found a
chapter of rules developed by the Wisconsin Division of
Hearings and Appeals for conducting hearings—Chapter HA
1. But just like in the case of Chapter 227 of the statutes, that
particular chapter of Administrative rules only deals with con-
tested case hearings. 

Perhaps we just didn’t know where to look in the law books
for the statutes and rules we wanted, but I think it’s more
likely that the regulations we were hoping to find don’t exist.
And that, my dear readers, needs to be changed in order to
protect the democratic rights of the public. I don’t want the
same kind of sham “public meeting” that Larry Lynch held in
Ladysmith in June of 1994 to become the norm for the DNR
or any other state agency. New rules and new statutes need
to be written. 

In terms of the Wisconsin Administrative Code, I propose
that a new chapter of rules be developed by the state’s

Division of Hearings and Appeals to cover noncontested pub-
lic hearings. We need to make sure that such hearings are
conducted with proper legal notification in state and local
newspapers and that the agency conducting the hearing is
held accountable for addressing all public concerns raised at
the hearing. State agencies like the DNR work for us, the pub-
lic, not the corporations of the world, so you and I shouldn’t
have to hire attorneys to defend our views to the agency. No,
the agency should be responsible for researching our con-
cerns and answering to the public before approving projects
like metallic mines, high capacity wells, high-voltage power
lines or anything else that might adversely impact the people
of the State of Wisconsin or our environment. 

And in terms of the Wisconsin Statutes, we need new laws to
ensure our democratic right to a public hearing on any
important issue being addressed by any state agency. In the
case of the DNR, my experience has been that unless the
department is clearly required by law to do something to ben-
efit the public over the financial interests of a mining com-
pany, the agency is going to make decisions that favor the
corporation. 

Under the existing system of statutes and rules, the little guy
like you or me doesn’t have a chance. So we need new regu-
lations to ensure meaningful public participation in the
decision-making process. Contested case hearings have their
place in addressing contentious public issues, but not as our
only option. 

Needed: Statutes and Administrative Rules for Traditional
(Noncontested) Public Hearings
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wages and property tax payments, would be approxi-
mately $1 million. … However, the magnitude of that
impact is small compared to the overall positive eco-
nomic impact resulting from the entire project.”
Hmmm. The DNR actually wanted us to believe that
the mine would be bringing in so much money to the
area that even a million-dollar loss was not enough to
raise any real concern. Unfortunately, in its haste to
accommodate Kennecott, the DNR did not answer our
question as to what would happen to the workers
whose jobs were going to disappear one year earlier
than anticipated.

Needless to say, we did not agree with the DNR’s
view of the situation. We also wondered how the
department had come up with that $1 million figure,
since we had estimated the loss in wages and prop-
erty taxes at closer to $2 million. I wrote a letter to
Lynch in August of 1994 to ask him about it (CD 105-
18), and he wrote back a few weeks later to explain
the department’s rationale (CD 105-19). While some
of it made sense to me, there seemed to be an awful
lot of guesswork in the whole thing. 

To tell you the truth, none of us knew the exact
amount of money that would be lost as a result of the
early closing. There were just too many unknowns. It
was clear, however, that Lynch’s estimate did not take
into account the loss of spin-off business to local mer-
chants or the potential environmental costs associ-
ated with mining the same amount of ore in a shorter
period of time. That being said, even if Lynch had
been right at estimating the loss at one million rather
than two million dollars, it still was a significant
amount of money for an economically-depressed
county like ours to be losing. 

After the DNR announced its decision to allow
Kennecott to increase its production rate, I felt a real
need to do something about it. So I sat down and
drafted a resolution to take to the August 1994 meet-
ing of the Rusk County Board (Figure 105-7). It con-
sisted of two parts. First of all, the resolution called
for an outright reversal of the DNR’s decision to allow
the early closing. And secondly, it instructed the
county’s corporate counsel to advise the board on
how to proceed to secure the reversal.

Figure 105-5. Alan
Christianson was a
constant irritation to
the Churchills as
Roscoe and Evelyn
continued to fight for
the best interests of
the people of Rusk
County (June 16,
1994).
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Laurence Arts submitted the resolution to the
board on my behalf and also asked the board to give
me time to make a presentation about it, which I did.
I might add that after I resigned my supervisor job in
1991, I never went back to address the board again,
except for this one time. What the DNR had sanc-

tioned was such a rip-off that I just
couldn’t let the mining company
get by with it.

During the course of discussing
my resolution, there was a lot of
grumbling among the supervisors
about how the community was
going to be losing at least a mil-
lion dollars over the change in
Kennecott’s mining permit. And
they also were incensed that the
DNR had referred to the loss as
being relatively “small.” The only
two people who spoke in favor of
the department’s decision were
Bernice Dukerschein and Greg
Fauquier. They tried to downplay
the economic loss by telling us
they had spoken to Larry Lynch,
and that he believed a more accu-
rate figure for the loss was
$660,000 instead of $1 million.
But that’s not what the official
notice in the newspaper said. And
besides that, the board members
still considered $660,000 to be a
significant amount of money.

By the time all was said and
done, the resolution I presented to
the board passed on a vote of 19-
1, with Bernice Dukerschein being
the only board member who voted
against it. Even people like
Stanley Kromrey, Tony Daniels and
David Solsrud, who had never
supported me on the mining issue,
voted for it. All of them were mad
to see the county was going to be
losing that much money. 

When I left the meeting, it felt
satisfying to know that the DNR’s
decision was going to be chal-
lenged. Unfortunately, however,
that feeling lasted for only a month.
You see, when the county board
got together for its next meeting

in September of 1994, it became clear to all of us that
Bernice Dukerschein had botched the whole thing.
Apparently she and the county’s corporate attorney,
Steven Anderson, had decided between themselves
that the county was not likely to win a court challenge
against the DNR’s decision. So without conferring

Figure 105-6. Official notice published in the Ladysmith News to tell the public of the DNR’s
decision to allow Kennecott to speed up its production rate and close the mine one year early.
The notice is reproduced here in its original size (Ladysmith News, July 28, 1994).
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with the full county board, they allowed a thirty-day
deadline for filing the necessary legal paperwork to
pass. 

You can imagine how surprised we were to pick up
the September 19, 1994 issue of the Eau Claire
Leader-Telegram, only to find a story entitled “Rusk
County won’t challenge DNR ruling” (CD 105-21).

You see, the story appeared in the newspaper more
than a week before the September 27, 1994 county
board meeting, where the supervisors were informed
of what Dukerschein and Anderson had done! At that
meeting, Anderson read a letter to the supervisors in
which he tried to justify why he and Dukerschein had
allowed the filing deadline to pass (CD 105-22). But

Figure 105-7. Roscoe
Churchill had no trouble
convincing the Rusk
County Board to adopt a
resolution calling for the
reversal of the DNR’s
decision to allow
Kennecott to increase its
production rate. See CD
105-20 to read the offi-
cial minutes from the
county board meeting
(August 16, 1994).
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the fact remained that the resolution
passed by the board had instructed
Anderson to find out “how to proceed
in obtaining a reversal of the DNR’s
decision,” not for him and Dukerschein
to pass judgement on whether or not
they believed we could win the case. 

John Styczinksi summed up the
whole mess quite well in a letter to the
editor that was published in the
October 13, 1994 issue of the
Ladysmith News (Figure 105-8). As you
can see for yourself, he really called a
spade a spade. 

I might add that this wasn’t the first
time Dukerschein failed to carry out
the express wishes of the county board.
You may recall that she pulled the
same dirty trick in 1990, when the
county board passed a resolution seek-
ing to invalidate an exemption granted
by the DNR to Kennecott. In that par-
ticular case, her failure to meet a filing
deadline allowed the mining company
to get away with ignoring require-
ments to monitor our groundwater for
radioactivity, turbidity and organic
compounds.

So what was the problem with
Dukerschein? It’s not that she was
dumb. No, I think it was a matter of
arrogance. She seemed too caught up
with the idea that as county board
chairman, she was in with the big shots
in Rusk County, like the mayor of
Ladysmith, the city administrator and
the mining executives. And it seemed
like she was more concerned about
going along with what some of the
other big shots wanted than listening
to the concerns of citizens or even the
majority vote of the county board. 

Dukerschein’s failure to carry out
her elected duties constituted a felony,
and she really should have been taken to court over
her offense. But she wasn’t, mainly because Evelyn
and I had been through so many other lawsuits that
we weren’t eager to get involved in another one.

So the mining company got its way once more. Rusk
County’s loss was pure profit for Kennecott. And the
DNR and our own county board chairman approved 
of it. 
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Figure 105-8. John Styczinski minced no words. Bernice Dukerschein had committed a
Class E felony by failing to expedite a resolution passed by the Rusk County Board
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There is no doubt that Kennecott’s request to close
the mine early created a lot of static in Rusk County and
around the state. When the Local Agreement was
signed in 1988, the mining company had bragged about
how the county, the Town of Grant and the City of
Ladysmith were each “guaranteed” $100,000 annually
in mining tax revenues and Local Agreement money for
the five-year life of the mine—and how Rusk County
was “guaranteed” an additional $250,000 in gross
income for each full year of mining. That amounted to a
grand total of $550,000 in payments to the three local
governments for each full year of mining and $300,000
for any partial year. It didn’t sound like much to be get-
ting in exchange for the rich gold and copper ore that
the mining company was shipping to Canada. Yet the
deal had been promoted by Kennecott as being quite
lucrative for the local municipalities. 

Compare that to what we were asked to swallow in
1994! The company’s proposal to close the mine one
year early was expected to cost the community $1
million in lost wages and property taxes (according to
conservative DNR estimates), to say nothing of all the
spin-off benefits that the local businesses had been
promised from the hustle and bustle of having a mine
in the area. But for some reason the DNR chose to cat-
egorize that amount of money as being “small com-
pared to the overall positive economic impact
resulting from the entire project” (Figure 105-6). So
on the one hand we had been asked to view a one-
year gain of $300,000 to $550,000 in mining rev-
enues as an economic boon to the community, but on
the other that a one-year loss of $1 million in wages
and property taxes was “small.” It’s like the mining
company was trying to take us for a bunch of fools,
with the blessing of the DNR.

But we weren’t a bunch of fools. And even though
the Rusk County Board’s decision to fight the early
closing in court had been foiled by Chairman Bernice
Dukerschein and Attorney Steven Anderson, very few,
if any local people were happy with the situation. 

To highlight the seriousness of what the financial
loss meant to Rusk County, I’d like to show you a let-
ter to the editor that appeared in the July 7, 1994
issue of the Ladysmith News. It was written by Roger
Albus, who had served with me for many years on the
county board (Figure 106-1). Outwardly, his letter
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Ladysmith Gets Half of a New 
Library (and a Fire Truck)

Figure 106-1. It was
no secret that as
Kennecott shipped
millions of dollars
worth of gold, copper
and silver from Rusk
County, the local
people were among
the poorest in the
state (Ladysmith
News, July 7, 1994).
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had nothing to do with the mine, but rather his dis-
approval over the county’s plans to build a new court-
house. But in a broader sense, what Roger wrote had
everything to do with the mine—because it showed
how Rusk County could not afford to take a $1 million
hit from the early closing.

The county’s finances were in dire straits, just like
the finances of many of its citizens. Take a look at the
front page of the May 26, 1994 issue of the Ladysmith
News and you will see what I mean (Figure 106-2).
First of all, the Ladysmith-Hawkins school district had
just announced it was going to lay off all its teachers
for five days during the 1994-1995 school year, as
well as eliminate the positions of two teachers and
three aides, all because the district needed $250,000

in savings to balance its budget. Besides that, Rusk
County was planning to borrow millions of dollars to
build the new courthouse to which Roger Albus had
alluded. For several years there had also been talk of
how the city needed a new library, but the funds were
not available to proceed. 

Yet, the DNR had asked us to dismiss the $1 million
loss from Kennecott’s early closing as being of no real
consequence. 

Evelyn, who never missed a heartbeat, just had to
comment on the incongruence of the situation. So she
wrote a letter to the editor of the Ladysmith News in
which she discussed what the early closing of the
mine meant in terms of the number of dollars to be
gained by Kennecott and lost by the community. And

Figure 106-2. Even as Rusk County was laying off teachers and planning to go $4.9 million in debt over a new courthouse, the local people were
asked to accept a $1 million loss from the early closing of the mine as “small” (Ladysmith News, May 26, 1994; republished with permission).
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then she emphatically stated, “With the need for a
new courthouse what will cost at least $5 million and
teachers laid off because of insufficient tax monies, a
$1 million dollar loss is not small” (CD 106-1).

I think that Evelyn hit a raw nerve with the public.
You see, when it comes to local taxes and government
expenditures, most people pay a lot of attention to
how their money is being spent. And a lot of people
who might otherwise be quiet can get vocal when they
see their property taxes go up or services cut, espe-
cially if someone else seems to be getting off easy. In
this particular case, Kennecott’s plans to close the
mine early made our “good neighbor” look pretty bad.
And I think the mining company knew it and saw the
writing on the wall. The grumbling over the million
dollar loss to the community was not going to stop. 

But then Kennecott did something quite clever. Out
of the clear blue the company announced in
December of 1994 that it was going to give $500,000
in matching funds to the community for building a
new public library. And that, my dear readers, was
enough to draw the public’s attention away from the

fact that the county had just been robbed of at least a
million dollars in wages and property taxes, to say
nothing of all the gold that had been shipped to
Canada. Suddenly the fanfare in the media was about
the mining company’s generosity to the community
(Figure 106-3).

The mining company knew what it was doing all
right. People could see a library more easily than they
could see the precious ore deposit that had been
stolen, so they began to sing Kennecott’s praises. It
kind of reminded me of something that Larry
Mercando had orchestrated on a smaller scale in
1990, as the Master Hearing approached. He knew
we were getting geared up to blast the mine as hard
as we could at the hearing and that a lot of people
were getting more and more vocal about how we
were being ripped off. So, in what I believe was an
effort to head us off at the pass, he announced to the
community in May of 1990 that Kennecott had
decided to donate a $50,000 water tanker truck to the
Ladysmith Fire Department. As you might imagine,
the mining company got a lot of positive press out of

Figure 106-3.
Kennecott offered the
local community a
matching grant of
$500,000 to help build
a new library—but
only after considerable
backlash over its plans
to close the mine a year
early. See CD 106-2 to
read the complete arti-
cle (Ladysmith News,
December 15, 1994;
republished with
permission).
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that (Figure 106-4), and I imagine the “gift” helped to
sway some of the local people who didn’t know any
better to be complacent about the mining proposal. 

In fact, when my friend Laura happened to meet a

woman from Ladysmith a few years back and men-
tioned to her that we were writing a book about the
Flambeau Mine, the woman showed no real under-
standing of the mining project or its environmental

Figure 106-4. Whether it was a new fire truck donated to the City of Ladysmith in 1990 (right before the Master Hearing on the Flambeau Mine)
or a matching grant donated to the community to help build a new library in 1994 (right after Kennecott received DNR approval to close the mine
a year early), the mining company knew how to effectively use bribes to silence the opposition. See CD 106-3 for the complete article
(Ladysmith News, May 10, 1990; republished with permission).
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ramifications. She just shrugged her shoulders and
said, “Well, didn’t the mining company give Ladysmith
a fire truck?” Yes, that was true. But you did not have
to look very far to see what was really going on.

As reported in the May 10, 1990 issue of the Flam-
beau News, when Mercando announced Kennecott’s
“gift,” he also told the public, “The truck [will] be
ordered as soon as the company gets the permits it
needs to build the mine” (CD 106-4). In my opinion,
that was a pretty blatant admission of the fact that the
truck was no more than a bribe. In fact, after the min-
ing company succeeded in getting its permits to mine,
I heard a number of people say,
“Rusk County gave away its gold
for a fire truck.” 

Just a few years later the county
found itself in a similar situation.
But this time the community was
being offered a half-million dollar
bribe to keep its mouth shut about
losing a million dollars in wages
and worker benefits. It made no
more sense than giving away one’s
gold for a fire truck. But somehow
the idea of using that money to
help build a new library got peo-
ple so excited that they forgot
about the more serious issues
posed by the early closing. 

John Terrill of the Ladysmith
News got so enthused about the
whole thing that he even com-
pared Kennecott’s gift to how An-
drew Carnegie “had helped build
Ladysmith’s first public library by
donating $10,000 toward its con-
struction” (Figure 106-3). But to
me the real analogy was that An-
drew Carnegie, just like Kennecott,
had exploited a lot of common
people to make his fortune, to the
point of being thoroughly ruthless.
In fact, many believe that
Carnegie’s conscience bothered
him when he got old, and that’s
why he gave money to schools,
universities and public libraries.
Hmmm. Could that be why
Kennecott decided to give Rusk
County some money as well? 

No, I think that’s where the
analogy between Kennecott and

Carnegie must end. You see, as far as I’m concerned,
Kennecott did not and does not have a conscience. I
believe the main reason the community was given that
money for the new library was because Kennecott
knew it would have to deal with the public for several
more years before mining was complete and simply
wanted to end the backlash over the early closing. 

At any rate, Rusk County today has a beautiful new
library to remind us of how generous a foreign mining
company could be when it was allowed to take three-
quarters of a billion dollars of gold, copper and silver
from the Town of Grant. 

Figure 106-5. Evelyn Churchill challenged Kennecott to pay back all the money it was going
to save from closing the mine early instead of just half, so that the community could locate its
new library in the downtown area (Ladysmith News, November 16, 1995).
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I might mention that as the new library was being
planned, there was talk of building it on the south
side of town instead of keeping it in the downtown
area—partly because of cost considerations and also
the availability of parking. Evelyn and I found that to
be kind of ironic because the city had just set up a spe-
cial committee to come up with ideas for renewing
downtown Ladysmith. And from reading what people
had to say in the newspaper, it seemed that most
everybody wanted to keep the library downtown,
within easy walking distance of other businesses and
shops. 

Before the final decision was made about where to
build the library, Evelyn could not resist sending a let-
ter to the editor of the Ladysmith News in which she
challenged Kennecott to “really be a good neighbor”
by helping the local people build the library where
they really wanted it (Figure 106-5). She took a look
at the amount of money that the early closing of the
mine was going to cost the community and reasoned
that if the mining company were to “pay off the rest of
the $1 million loss,” there would be enough money to
build the library in the heart of Ladysmith, helping to
revitalize the downtown. 

But I guess Kennecott was not the “good neighbor”
it was cracked up to be. The new city-county library
was built three blocks south and two blocks west of

Ladysmith’s business district, far enough away so that
people have to drive to it. As a result, the local shops
get little, if any spin-off business from those who visit
the library, and the downtown area has continued to
deteriorate. To make matters worse, since the
$500,000 “gift” from Kennecott was a matching grant,
the local taxpayers got stuck with paying for the other
half of the library at a time when the county was fac-
ing a budgetary shortfall. Sure, there are those who
would point out that the county and city used mining
tax dollars to help pay the balance. But that just
meant the local taxpayers had to pay for other items
in the city and county budgets that could have been
purchased with those same mining tax dollars. It was
a sour deal. But at least we can say we had a mine!
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One day in early August of 1994, Evelyn and I
received a letter from Louis Hawpetoss, tribal judge
of the Menominee Nation at Keshena, Wisconsin. He
was inviting us to come to a meeting at the reserva-
tion on August 13, 1994. Naturally we supposed it
would be a meeting concerned with the mining issue.

Well, Keshena is about 180 miles from Ladysmith
and not a particularly easy drive across the state.
Besides that, I was scheduled to be at a meeting in
Madison the following week. Evelyn and I were both
in our late seventies and it just looked like too much
driving to go to both meetings, so I sent a letter to
Louis explaining that we probably wouldn’t be able to
make the meeting at Keshena.

About two days later our daughter Ann called to
tell Evelyn and me that someone from the
Menominee Nation had contacted her. She said the
meeting in Keshena was very important for us to
attend and that the Menominee people wanted us
there to take part. So we decided that we had better
go. On Saturday morning we got up early to make the
four-hour drive so that we could be there by 10:00
when the meeting was to begin.

The meeting was held in an outdoor arena with
bleachers, and when we arrived, almost all the seats
were taken except for two prime spots about midway
up the middle section. Several Menominee tribal
members quickly came over to greet us and escorted
us to those seats. We really wondered what all the
fuss was about.

Once we were seated, Louis Hawpetoss began the

meeting, and then we learned why the Menominee
people had been so insistent that we be there. You
see, the Menominee Tribal Legislature had issued a
proclamation that August 13, 1994 be “Evelyn and
Roscoe Churchill—Environmental Elders Day” on the
Menominee Reservation. Louis asked us to come
down from the bleachers and sit in front of everyone,
and there he presented us with the proclamation that
had been signed by Menominee Tribal Chairman Glen
Miller. He read the words to us, and the next thing we
knew, Louis and another tribal member were wrap-
ping a beautiful Indian wool blanket around Evelyn
and me (Figures 107-1 and 107-2). We were told that
this was our day and we could have whatever we
wanted from our Native American brothers and sis-
ters—food, drinks or anything else the Menominee
Nation had to offer.

I can think of no greater honor that could have
been bestowed on Evelyn and me than to be adopted
without any hesitation into the Menominee Nation.
We were also touched by the fact that Louis Haw-
petoss and Hilary Waukau were honored as tribal eld-
ers by the Menominee Nation that same day. We
could not have been in better company.

As I write this story, my sweet Evelyn is no longer
with me, and Louis and Hilary, too, have walked on.
So I am the only one left who was so honored on that
very special day. Because of that honor I have a very
special feeling toward the Menominee people and
hope I will never do anything to discredit such a
sacred relationship.

Evelyn and I are Honored by the
Menominee Nation (August 1994)
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Figure 107-1.
Menominee Tribal Judge
Louis Hawpetoss reads
a proclamation from the
Menominee Tribal Leg-
islature to Roscoe and
Evelyn Churchill, honor-
ing them as tribal elders
(August 13, 1994).

Figure 107-2. Evelyn
and Roscoe Churchill
are wrapped in an Indian
blanket presented to
them by the Menominee
Nation (August 13,
1994).
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Figure 107-3. Proclamation issued by the Menominee Nation, declaring August 13, 1994 as “Evelyn and Roscoe Churchill—Environmental
Elders day.”
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You may recall that the DNR gave Kennecott a
variance to NR 132.18(1)(c) in 1991 to allow the
mine pit to be located 140 feet instead of 300 feet
from the Flambeau River. The department also
granted Kennecott an exemption to NR 132.18(1)(d)
so that the mine could be built within the river’s
floodplain. The DNR must have thought the chance of
having a flood in Rusk County was remote, so why
worry about requiring the mining company to follow
the same kinds of setback and floodplain rules that
everyone else has to follow?

Needless to say, Kennecott and the DNR must have
really been surprised when the Ladysmith area and
surrounding counties got so much rain during the sec-
ond week of September in 1994 that both the
Flambeau and Chippewa rivers flooded. In fact, four-
day rainfall totals from the 12th through the 15th of
September totalled 4.9 inches at the Ladysmith
Ranger Station and 13.1 inches near Phillips (in Price
County, upstream from Ladysmith). The heaviest rain-
fall at Ladysmith occurred on the evening of
September 14th, when close to 2 inches came down in
just three hours. With all that rain and runoff, the flow
of the Flambeau River exceeded 27,000 cubic feet per
second at the Ladysmith and Dairyland dams, the kind
of thing that happens less than once every hundred
years. The Flambeau River crested about twelve miles
south of Bruce in Rusk County (downstream from
Ladysmith) at 12.42 feet on the morning of the 16th
(CD 108-1). The flooding was so bad that it clearly
extended beyond the 100-year floodplain of the river.
Rusk County Board Chairman Bernice Dukerschein
had no choice but to declare a county-wide disaster. 

Practically the whole first section of the September
22, 1994 issue of the Ladysmith News was devoted to

covering the flood and showing photos of the devasta-
tion (Figure 108-1). According to the paper, about 350
people were evacuated from their homes, and eight
different state and county highways were closed at
various times (to say nothing of all the town roads that
were under water). What’s more, both the CityForest
paper mill and the Northern States Power dam in
Ladysmith suffered extensive damage. By the time all
was said and done, the total cost to Rusk County home
owners and businesses exceeded $1 million. 

And while all that rain was falling and the level of
the river was rising, there sat the Flambeau Mine,
right in the floodplain and less than 150 feet from the
river. According to the mining company, the berm
between the mine and the river had been designed to
withstand a hundred-year flood, but it looked like
those precautions were going to fall short of keeping
the river from spilling into the pit. 

As reported in the local newspaper, Rusk County
Sheriff Dean Meyer called the manager of the mine,
Greg Fauquier, after the heaviest day of rain to advise
him that the river might come up another four to five
feet beyond the already elevated level (CD 108-3).
But that didn’t prompt any immediate action on the
part of the mining company. Fauquier stated, “We
were not concerned at that point as we still had 12
feet of free board to the top of the open pit.” But
things changed rapidly. Fauquier went on to state, “In
the afternoon we got a second call and at that point
we started taking precautions relating to rock berms.”
What he instructed his workers to do was move some
of the sulfide waste rock to the top of the existing
berm to add another four feet of protection. 

Besides the rising river, another problem at the mine
site was that so much rainwater and groundwater

Heavy Rains Cause Flooding in 
the Mine Pit (September 1994)
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Figure 108-1.
The Ladysmith
area experienced
a worse than
once-in-a-hun-
dred-year flood
of the Flambeau
River in 1994.
Hundreds of
homes were
evacuated, the
local dam and
paper mill were
severely dam-
aged, and the
river came within
a few feet of
spilling into the
Flambeau Mine
pit. See CD 108-
2 for more
details (Lady-
smith News,
September 22,
1994; repub-
lished with
permission). 
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started to accumulate in the bottom of the mine pit
that the water treatment plant could not handle the
volume. Here is how the situation was reported in the
September 17, 1994 issue of the Eau Claire Leader-
Telegram (CD 108-4):

Fauquier said that as heavy rains covered the area
Wednesday night, the amount of rainfall, added to
the amount of groundwater flowing into the pit,
forced crews to shut down the pumps that daily take
the water out for treatment. “We had more water
coming into the pit from precipitation than we could
treat, so we shut down the pit pumps,” Fauquier
said.

The net result was that a muddy lake, contaminated
with acid mine drainage, formed on top of the ore
body. It was a big mess, to say the least.

But the real concern for everyone, the environmen-
tal community as well as the mining company, was
whether or not the Flambeau River would rise above
the berm and wash into the open sore that Kennecott
had carved into the landscape. If so, sulfuric acid,
heavy metals and silt would pollute the water that
accumulated there. And since the pit was only 80 feet
deep at its maximum depth, there was a very real pos-
sibility that it might fill up with water, overflow and
bleed back into the Flambeau River with all those pol-
lutants, to say nothing of what might happen to the
surrounding landscape. 

There was a lot of high drama in Rusk County for
several days. But luckily, even though the river got
awfully close to breaching the berm, we were spared
the catastrophe. As reported in the Ladysmith News,
“The west end of the pit is 1100 feet above sea level
at the top. The river came up to 1096.5 feet, leaving
three and a half feet to spare.” And in terms of the
rain water and groundwater that accumulated in the
bottom of the pit, Kennecott estimated the total vol-
ume at four million gallons and told us that the
muddy lake ended up being about four feet deep.
Once the pit pumps were restarted, it took at least
three days to pump and treat the water. The whole
ordeal caused mining operations to be shut down for
about ten days.

Unfortunately, the fact that there had nearly been a
catastrophe at the mine site was downplayed by the
Ladysmith News. In fact, the paper gave the mining
company bragging rights! Instead of the front-page
headline saying, “River comes within 4 feet of flood-
ing mine,” it said, “Mine Withstands 100 year flood”
(Figure 108-1). I guess it was a matter of how you
looked at it. 

My friend Bob Olsgard of Sarona, Wisconsin went

up in an airplane the day after the river crested and
took some dramatic photographs that showed just
how close the river came to spilling into the mine pit
(Figures 108-2, 108-3 and 108-4). Later on he told
me that he had visited the mine in 1993, at a time
when the river was quite low. And even then he could
not believe how close the pit was to the river. So
when he heard that the river was flooding, he knew
the view of the mine from the air would be incredible.
If only he could capture it on film and get that pow-
erful image out to the public! Then perhaps, he rea-
soned, people would understand just how dangerous
it was to have a mine so close to a river, and how
dumb it had been of the DNR to allow it. Being a pho-
tographer by trade, Bob knew better than anyone else
that a picture like that would be worth a thousand
words.

So Bob took to the air, banking on the fact that
there would not be much separation between the pit
and the rushing river. And he was right. When I saw
his remarkable photographs, I said to him, “Bob, how
did you manage to get over there right away in an air-
plane to take those photos?” The response I got from
my friend, who is kind of a quiet guy by nature and
modest to boot, was this: “Sometimes you just realize
you have everything you need to get something done.
In my case, it was a camera and enough money to
rent a plane, so I did it.” 

Bob flew out of the airport in nearby Rice Lake to
get to the mine site, and as he and the pilot
approached Ladysmith, both of them were shocked at
what came into their field of view. According to Bob,
all the pilot could say was, “Holy Sh__!” Neither Bob
nor the pilot had expected the mine to look as bad as
it did. After all, they were in the middle of America’s
Dairyland, not out west flying over some mining dis-
trict in Utah or Montana. Needless to say, the pilot’s
candid outburst told Bob that he had been right—the
image indeed had the potential to shake up the
public.

As Bob snapped his photographs, he couldn’t help
but wonder, “What if that little sliver of land between
the rushing river and the pit broke away?” All he
could conclude was that if it were to happen, the
community would have a real environmental disaster
on its hands. And he hoped that when the public saw
the photos, they, too, would make that leap and ask
the question, “What if … ?” So as soon as Bob got his
negatives developed, he made hundreds of copies of
the photographs to distribute to environmental
groups and concerned citizens around the state. I
remember him saying, “This picture has to get out to
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Figure 108-2. Pictures
don’t lie. The Flambeau
River came within twenty
horizontal feet of the mine
pit in September of 1994, as
Rusk County experienced a
flood of such magnitude that
it exceeded a hundred-year
event. This photo was taken
the day after the river
crested to within four verti-
cal feet of the top of the
mine pit (Photo by Bob
Olsgard of Sarona, WI,
September 17, 1994).

Figure 108-3. Kennecott
“state of the art” water treat-
ment plant couldn’t keep up
with all the rainwater and
groundwater that poured
into the mine pit. Four feet
of water accumulated in the
bottom of the pit, totalling
about four million gallons
(Photo by Bob Olsgard of
Sarona, WI, September 17,
1994).

Figure 108-4. Aerial view
of the Flambeau Mine
shows the pit with accumu-
lated precipitation and
groundwater in it and its
close proximity to the
Flambeau River. To the left
is the ore crushing and rail
car loading area and beyond
that is the water treatment
plant, laboratory and office
facilities (Caption by Herb
Buettner; Photo by Bob
Olsgard of Sarona, WI,
September 17, 1994).
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Bob Olsgard—A Quiet Man Who Says A Lot

Ladysmith
by Bob Olsgard
Multinational conglomerate
searches flyover country
looking for cash cows
asleep by the river in dairyland
a million tons of rock
turned upside down
to tweak the digits
of their bottom line
huge profit sensor nostrils
sniffing out cash cows
asleep under the river
in dairyland
wheezing multinational power
pumps up small town pride
government of the people and by the people
shall not impede this profit
shall stand aside
hands quietly stuffing money
into designer pockets
men in black suits fly
London to Madison
you’ve seen them shouting in the corridor
bashing face to face
heavy sledge hammer words

licking their pens while they lick their chops
haul out fat checkbooks
Huge numbers fill the politicians eyes
as they sell our river, sell our fish
over dinner at the Holiday Inn
We want that ore so bad
we need those jobs to buy our hostage lives
the double wide dream home caravan
searches the crumbling highway
get that pickup truck
drive to work at the mine
maybe buy a bass boat
to skim the once clean and fish filled river
on that gleaming sunday afternoon
that never comes
We’ll dig that hole where Kennecott wants it
the oaks and cedars, frogs and fish
can’t argue with the scientists
we’ll park a new pickup out front
in that twilight
of another paycheck friday afternoon
gleaming on the driveway
of our trailer court earth
gleaming in the TV ad always sunset
in marching rows
they smell of new tires
Behind the clank of high chain link

the oil drum slag heap monster
growls diesel anger at the land
impatient eyes of night shift windows
drill the once perfumed and chirping night
ghost spirits of walleye and spring peeper
glow in the petroleum fog
Crack of the time clock
shift’s over
ore’s gone
did we make enough to buy dinner?
how about those lives over there in the
screaming, pounding
not enough the money’s gone trailer court
rage batters the TV ad heaven to the beer can
kitchen floor
the banker beats the EMTs to the door
where once they dreamed in slow motion
of yellow daisies and smiling babies
safe behind the shelter door
their dreams plucked out
mothers rest
and little boys play with trucks
we didn’t know that pickup
would only drive
their bottom line

My friend Bob Olsgard lives about 55 miles northwest of
Ladysmith in Sarona, Wisconsin. He heard about the Flam-
beau Mine in the late 1980s, the second time Kennecott
showed up in Rusk County to push for a mining permit. And
what he heard made him angry. He followed the develop-
ments, went to the hearings and learned for himself the dirty
details of what Kennecott and the DNR were pulling. And one
day he sat down and wrote a poem about it.

I first heard the words of Bob’s poem in July of 1991, at the
big rally we held in front of the Grant Town Hall to mark the
beginning of Flambeau Summer. Bob read the words to us
from on top of the hay wagon we used as a stage, and he did
it with such feeling that I couldn’t help but get even more
riled up about how all of us were being victimized by the
“men in black suits” who were out to “tweak the digits of
their bottom line.”

When my friends Sandy Lyon and Dick Brooks, who were
working at radio station WOJB-88.9FM at that time, heard
the poem, they said, “We’ve got to run this on the air.” So
they made a special tape of Bob reading his poem and aired
it on the radio not once, but several times. As you might
imagine, Bob’s description of what was going on in
Ladysmith generated quite a bit of discussion in the commu-
nity and beyond.

As you read Bob’s poem, you will see that it can be applied

to more than just the Flambeau Mine. It tells the story of how
those “men in black suits” descend on small communities,
worm their way into stealing our natural resources and offer a

few trinkets in
exchange. In
this age of high-
capacity wells
that would drain
our springs and
trout streams,
high-voltage
power lines that
would mar our
landscape and
create health
problems, and
high-risk min-
ing proposals
that would pol-
lute the very
best of our
rivers, the poem
is just as rele-
vant today as
when Bob wrote
it in 1991.

Figure 108-5. Bob Olsgard is an accom-
plished photographer who also has the gift
of verse. He is a gentle soul who has chosen
to use his talents in defense of our precious
natural resources (Photo by Margaret
Olsgard of Sarona, WI, September 2003).
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the people. This is what we are doing to our earth. For
five janitor jobs that might last five years, we are risk-
ing the clean water of northern Wisconsin.”

The sight of the flooded Flambeau so close to the
mine pit had a lasting effect on Bob. Just recently he
told me, “The view from 5,000 feet in the air really
drew me in to do more work to save the planet. So
many people had gone to hearings and done all the
right things to stop this, but it still happened. It made
me realize that everybody must take responsibility for
his or her place on the planet.” I might add that Bob
has continued to work hard to protect the little corner
of the earth that he calls home. In particular, he has
been a real fighter to protect, maintain and improve
the quality and management of the waters of Lake
Superior. I feel lucky to have him as my friend.

To this day, looking at Bob’s photos really makes
me question the wisdom of the DNR rules that deal
with how close a mine can be built to a river. In fact,
I have come to two important conclusions: 
� Considering how close the Flambeau River came to

flooding the mine pit in 1994, the DNR should not
be allowed to issue any variance to the 300-foot
setback established in NR 132.18(1)(c). In fact,
the setback should be made more stringent, as out-
lined below.

� The 300-foot setback specified in NR 132.18(1)(c)
presumably refers to the ordinary high-water mark
(OHW) of a river, as defined in NR 115.03(6). But
since rivers are known to flood and we know how
high they have risen in the past during flood stage,
the rule needs to be amended to maximize protec-
tion of our water resources. Specifically, it would
make more sense to base the setback requirement
for mining on flood conditions. I suggest that NR
132.18(1)(c) be amended to require at least a 300-
foot setback from the hundred year flood mark of a
river. That standard has been suggested for other
types of shoreland protection regulations, so why
not for an activity as potentially devastating as min-
ing? And if anyone argues that a once-in-a-hundred-
year event is so rare that it should not effect
decisions on mining, just show them Bob’s photos
of what happened to the Flambeau River in 1994.
What’s more, consider this: A hundred years is
nothing in the grand scheme of things. With proper
stewardship, a river can live and thrive forever,

unlike those crooked mining company CEOs who
may live to be seventy or eighty and then die, leav-
ing us with problems that go on and on.

Getting back to my story, as Bob was flying over
the mine site, other people were touring the mining
company’s property on foot to survey the situation.
Among them was my friend Herb Buettner, who at
that time was a member of the Environmental
Practices Committee of the Wisconsin Conservation
Congress. Herb told me he could clearly see the river
was within twenty feet of the mine-constructed berm.
But when he confronted Larry Lynch about it, who
was with him on the tour that day, Lynch simply
stated, “It isn’t hurting anything.”

“It isn’t hurting anything.” That, my dear readers,
has been the attitude of the DNR for far too long
when it comes to mining. It’s an attitude that could
have led to a catastrophic event on the banks of the
Flambeau River in September of 1994. And it’s an
attitude that needs to be changed. 

CD-ROM References
CD 108-1. Storm Data, National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration, Volume 36, No. 9, September 1994. 

CD 108-2. “Flooding hits Flambeau, Chippewa,” Ladysmith News,
September 22, 1994.

CD 108-3. “Mine withstands 100 year flood,” Ladysmith News,
September 22, 1994.

CD 108-4. “Flood waters miss open mine pit,” Eau Claire Leader-
Telegram, September 17, 1994.

NR 115.03 DEFINITIONS. … 
(6) “Ordinary high-water mark” means the point on the bank

or shore up to which the presence and action of surface
water is so continuous as to leave a distinctive mark
such as by erosion, destruction or prevention of terres-
trial vegetation, predominance of aquatic vegetation, or
other easily recognized characteristic. Where the bank of
shore at any particular place is of such character that it
is difficult or impossible to ascertain where the point of
ordinary high-water mark is, recourse may be had to the
opposite bank of a stream or to other places on the
shore of a lake or flowage to determine whether a given
stage of water is above or below the ordinary high-water
mark.
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Even though Kennecott’s mine in the Town of
Grant was well under way by 1994, those of us who
opposed sulfide ore mining were not about to aban-
don our efforts to help protect
northern Wisconsin from an
onslaught of mining compa-
nies. We were concerned about
proposed mines in Forest,
Oneida and Taylor Counties, to
name just a few. The mining
companies just kept egging us
on. It was like something gnaw-
ing at your soul. The idea of
more of those buzzards threat-
ening to come in was enough to
drive a guy over the hill. 

In 1994, the most immediate
threat was coming from two
multinational mining corpora-
tions we knew all too well—
Exxon Minerals of Houston and
Rio Algom of Toronto. In Sep-
tember of 1993 they had an-
nounced the formation of a
new partnership, Crandon Min-
ing Company, to pursue the
same project in Forest County
that Exxon had abandoned in
1986. And the president of the
newly-formed company, Jerry D.
Goodrich, immediately started
to throw out all kinds of propa-
ganda to the public about how
the mine would have a “big and
very positive economic impact”

on the northwoods for many years and would be
developed in an “environmentally responsible man-
ner” (Figure 109-1). Sound familiar?

Petition to Promulgate 
Rules Banning Sulfide 

Ore Mining (December 1994)
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Figure 109-1. After Kennecott’s project in Rusk County was well under way, the next step toward
transforming northern Wisconsin into a mining district was taken by the mining industry
(Ladysmith News, September 30, 1993; republished with permission).
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The idea of Exxon/Rio Algom building a huge
metallic sulfide mine at the headwaters of the Wolf
River got a lot of people riled up, to say the least. We
had witnessed all the dirty tricks played by Kennecott
in Rusk County and how the DNR never stood up to
people like Larry Mercando. And we didn’t expect
anything better to happen in Forest County. It’s as if
the department did not believe it had the power to
say “No” to sulfide ore mining. One could not help
but wonder why the DNR should be involved in pol-
icy making, if in the end it didn’t have the power to
deny a mining permit—especially if the project was
certain to cause problems with acid mine drainage. 

Evelyn didn’t believe the DNR was as powerless as
it appeared to be, so she went into the law books to try
and find any statutes that authorized the DNR to
adopt rules that would either expressly prohibit or in
effect ban the mining of sulfide mineral deposits in the
state. She found a number of relevant laws, and I have
included a list of them for you to see on the following
page. Some of the statutes have been discussed in pre-
vious chapters, but I have put them all together here in
one package so you can see the strength of Evelyn’s
argument. 

As far as we were concerned, there were more than
enough statutes that pointed toward the authority of
the DNR to write rules that would ban the mining of
sulfide mineral deposits in Wisconsin. In particular,
Wis. Stat. 293.13(2)(d)4 to this day clearly states that
the rules established by the DNR for mining have to
provide for denying a permit to any project that “may
reasonably be expected” to cause “irreparable envi-
ronmental damage to lake or stream bodies” despite
adherence to all the other requirements of Chapter
293 of the Wisconsin Statutes (that’s the chapter cov-
ering metallic mining). The legislature in effect
acknowledged that sometimes following all the rules is
not good enough, and certain types of projects just
cannot be allowed.

Our ace in the hole was the fact that neither the
DNR nor the mining company had been able to come
up with even one example of a sulfide metal mine that
had been reclaimed to be environmentally sound over
the long term. By inference, that meant there would
always be irreparable damage from sulfide mining. 

If the DNR adopted rules that effectively banned
sulfide mining, we knew the rules would not only
benefit the waters of Wisconsin, but be a real boon to
the DNR. You see, the department would no longer
have to go through the frustrating and costly hassle of
preparing an EIS and reviewing permit applications,
when everyone knew from the start that any sulfide

metal mining project would be disastrous to the envi-
ronment. Such rules would definitely be the savior of
Wisconsin’s tourism industry and, most importantly,
our clean drinking water.

So in the summer of 1994, the Rusk County
Citizens Action Group decided to put together a one-
page resolution that called on Governor Tommy
Thompson, our state legislators and the DNR to “stop
collaborating with the mining corporations” and
instead support legislation that would prohibit sulfide
mining, uranium mining and any other mining
destructive to humans and wildlife (CD 109-1). The
resolution even asked for the Flambeau Mine opera-
tion to be halted. 

We distributed copies of the resolution to friends
around the state and asked them to help us collect
signatures. People really responded! By early August,
about 3,500 people had signed the resolution. Evelyn
and I proceeded to forward the signed copies to
Governor Thompson, and we received a response
from him within a few weeks (Figure 109-2). There is
no doubt that our little package had gotten his atten-
tion. Unfortunately, however, the governor’s letter
was filled with the same kind of baloney we had
heard from him all along. For example, Thompson
wrote, “If a company can demonstrate it can meet
Wisconsin’s strict environmental laws, it should be
allowed to operate.”

All I can say is that we knew from the start we
weren’t going to get anywhere with Thompson on this
issue. So even before we heard back from him, Evelyn
decided to attack the issue from another angle. She
put together a petition that officially asked the DNR
to promulgate rules banning the mining of sulfide
mineral deposits in the State of Wisconsin. You may
recall that four times earlier, in 1986, 1987, 1989 and
1992, we had submitted various petitions to the
department for rule-making, and all of our requests
had been denied. But this particular request was dif-
ferent, and we figured it was worth a try. Evelyn dug
out her copy of Wis. Stat. 227.12 to make sure the
petition contained all the elements required by law
when submitting an official request for rule-making
to a state agency. And then we sent copies to about
fifty organizations around the state, asking for help
once more in collecting signatures. Evelyn put
together a real nice cover letter that explained to our
friends why we needed their help (CD 109-2), and
then we were off to the races, collecting signatures! I
have included a copy of the petition for you to see on
pages 743–744 of this chapter (Figure 109-3).

We hoped to have more luck with the official
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petition submitted to the Department of Natural
Resources than the resolution we had submitted to
Governor Thompson. You see, we knew the DNR
could not blow us off as easily as the governor had
done, because Wis. Stat. 227.12 requires the depart-
ment to respond “within a reasonable period of time”

to any legally submitted petition that is signed by at
least five individuals. Right from the start we had
more than enough signatures, and we knew we would
be getting many more. And to really make the case,
Evelyn developed a four-page “beefed up” version of
the original petition to which she attached twelve

WIS. STAT. 293.13 DEPARTMENT DUTIES.* … 
(2) (a) The department by rule after consulting with the metallic

mining council shall adopt minimum standards for explo-
ration, prospecting, mining and reclamation to ensure that
such activities in this state will be conducted in a manner
consistent with the purposes and intent of this chapter. The
minimum standards may classify exploration, prospecting
and mining activities according to type of minerals involved
and stage of progression in the operation.
(b) Minimum standards for exploration, prospecting and
mining shall include the following: …

11. Identification and prevention of significant environ-
mental pollution as defined in s.281.01(10) resulting
from leaching of waste materials.
12. Identification and prevention of significant environ-
mental pollution. …

(d) The minimum standards adopted under this subsection
shall also provide that if any of the following situations may
reasonably be expected to occur during or subsequent to
prospecting or mining, the prospecting or mining permit
shall be denied: …

4. Irreparable environmental damage to lake or stream
bodies despite adherence to the requirements of this
chapter. [emphasis added]

*Formerly Wis. Stat. 144.83.

WIS. STAT. 293.01 DEFINITIONS.* … 
(4) “Environmental pollution” means the contaminating or ren-

dering unclean or impure the air, land or waters of the state,
or making the same injurious to public health, harmful for
commercial or recreational use, or deleterious to fish, bird,
animal or plant life.

*Formerly Wis. Stat. 144.01(10).

WIS. STAT. 281.11 STATEMENT OF POLICY AND PURPOSE.*
The department shall serve as the central unit of state govern-
ment to protect, maintain and improve the quality and man-
agement of the waters of the state, ground and surface, public
and private. Continued pollution of the waters of the state has
aroused widespread public concern. It endangers public health
and threatens the general welfare. A comprehensive action pro-
gram directed at all present and potential sources of water
pollution whether home, farm, recreational, municipal, indus-
trial or commercial is needed to protect human life and health,
fish and aquatic life, scenic and ecological values and domestic,
municipal, recreational, industrial, agricultural and other uses of

water. The purpose of this subchapter is to grant necessary pow-
ers and to organize a comprehensive program under a single
state agency for the enhancement of the quality management
and protection of all waters of the state, ground and surface,
public and private. To the end that these vital purposes may be
accomplished, this subchapter and all rules and orders prom-
ulgated under this subchapter shall be liberally construed in
favor of the policy objectives set forth in this subchapter. In
order to achieve the policy objectives of this subchapter, it is
the express policy of the state to mobilize governmental effort
and resources at all levels, state, federal and local, allocating
such effort and resources to accomplish the greatest result for
the people of the state as a whole. Because of the importance
of Lakes Superior and Michigan and Green Bay as vast water
resource reservoirs, water quality standards for those rivers
emptying into Lakes Superior and Michigan and Green Bay
shall be as high as is practicable. [emphasis added]

*Formerly Wis. Stat. 144.025(1).

WIS. STAT. 281.12 GENERAL DEPARTMENT POWERS AND
DUTIES.*
(1) The department shall have general supervision and control

over the waters of the state. It shall carry out the planning,
management and regulatory programs necessary for imple-
menting the policy and purpose of this chapter. The depart-
ment also shall formulate plans and programs for the
prevention and abatement of water pollution and for the
maintenance and improvement of water quality. [emphasis
added]

*Formerly Wis. Stat. 144.025(2)(a).

WIS. STAT. 281.15 WATER QUALITY STANDARDS.*
(1) The department shall promulgate rules setting standards of

water quality to be applicable to the waters of the state, rec-
ognizing that different standards may be required for differ-
ent waters or portions thereof. ... Water quality standards
shall protect the public interest, which include the protec-
tion of the public health and welfare and the present and
prospective future use of such waters for public and private
water systems, propagation of fish and aquatic life and
wildlife, domestic and recreational purposes and agricultural,
commercial, industrial and other legitimate uses. In all cases
where the potential uses of water are in conflict, water
quality standards shall be interpreted to protect the gen-
eral public interest. [emphasis added]

*Formerly Wis. Stat. 144.025(b).

Wisconsin Statutes that Give the DNR the Authority to Write Rules that
Prohibit the Mining of Sulfide Ore Bodies
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pages of supportive documents (CD 109-3). We got
ten signatures from various members of RCCAG and
sent it to DNR Secretary George Meyer by certified
mail on August 23, 1994. That’s what started the
clock ticking in terms of the legal requirement for the
department to respond to our request “within a rea-
sonable period of time.” 

At about the time all of this was happening, Evelyn
and I decided to contact one of our favorite lawyers,
Attorney Keith Rodli of River Falls, WI, to get his opin-
ion on whether or not the DNR had the authority to
enact the kinds of rules we wanted. He and his law
partner, Attorney Catherine Quiggle, spent a fair
amount of time researching the issue, and Rodli drew

the following conclusion:

Wis. Stat. 144.83(2)(d) [renumbered to Wis. Stat.
293.13(2)(d) in 1995] states that the DNR shall
deny a mining permit if it is reasonably expected
that irreparable environmental damage to lakes and
streams is likely to occur. If the DNR has the author-
ity to deny a mining permit if irreparable environ-
mental harm is reasonably likely to occur, arguably
it has the authority to prospectively deny all sulfide
mining permits by adopting a rule banning sulfide
mining.

Our point, of course, was that the mining of any sul-
fide ore body was indeed reasonably expected to cause
irreparable harm to the environment. There was no

Figure 109-2. Governor Tommy
Thompson was either too dumb to under-
stand the problems associated with
metallic sulfide mining or too concerned
about nurturing his ties with the mining
industry. No matter what the reason, he
failed to carry out his responsibility to
help protect Wisconsin’s clean water for
future generations (August 15, 1994).
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Figure 109-3. In the late summer and fall of 1994, approximately 10,300 signatures were collected on a petition written by Evelyn Churchill that
asked the DNR to promulgate rules banning the mining of sulfide mineral deposits in Wisconsin (continued on next page).
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Figure 109-3. (continued)
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proof that acid mine drainage would not occur, and to
this day there is still no proof. So we believed we had
a strong case to make to the DNR with our petition.

At first we were told that the Natural Resources
Board would take up our petition at its October 27,
1994 meeting. Little did we know that the date would
end up being changed three times before the board
finally heard our arguments on December 7, 1994
(during a heavy snow storm). It felt like the DNR did
not quite know what to do with us and wanted to give
its lawyers as much time as possible to get organized
and prepare a case against us. And by changing the
date of the meeting so many times, it also interfered
with our efforts to organize a big turnout. In fact,
when the December 7th date was finally decided
upon by the department, it meant that Attorney Keith
Rodli, who was scheduled to be in court that day,
could not be at the hearing to represent us. 

As we waited to get on the NRB’s agenda, we made
the best of the situation. To start, RCCAG and friends
from Madison to La Crosse to Eau Claire to Green Bay to
Crandon to Tomahawk to Red Cliff continued
to gather signatures on the petition. In partic-
ular, on each Tuesday of the month through-
out much of the fall, John Peck and a number
of other members of the University of
Wisconsin (UW) Greens in Madison set up a
table on Library Mall, located in the middle of
the university campus, to distribute informa-
tion about the dangers of metallic sulfide min-
ing. They talked to anyone who would listen
and in the process got people to sign our peti-
tion and write letters to DNR Secretary George
Meyer about the need for new DNR rules.

On one occasion, Evelyn and I also went
down to Madison for an anti-mining rally
organized by the UW Greens. It took place in
front of DNR headquarters, and I remember
how Kira Henschel of the Mining Impact
Coalition of Wisconsin was there with a big
banner that said, “There has never been a
successfully reclaimed copper-sulfide mine in
the entire U.S.—Why Permit One in Wis-
consin?” (Figure 109-4). And that was the
sentiment of the day. A lot of other people
were there as well, including Hilary Waukau
of the Menominee Nation, who addressed the
crowd using a megaphone (Figure 109-5).

After the rally we headed over to the State
Capitol building for a press conference
organized by my friend Sandy Lyon. That
was a big deal for Evelyn and me. There we

were, a farmer and housewife from northern
Wisconsin, transplanted into a fancy meeting room in
the capitol, talking to newspaper, radio and television
reporters about our petition. Senator Chuck Chvala
(D-Madison), Hilary Waukau and Sandy Lyon spoke
as well (Figure 109-6). We were especially happy to
have Sen. Chvala there. At the time he was running
for Governor of the State of Wisconsin against Tommy
Thompson, and he announced at our press conference
that he supported our efforts to ban metallic sulfide
mining in Wisconsin. There was no doubt that Chvala
was on our side, and he made no bones about it.
Besides that, his endorsement of our petition helped
bring the issue into the public spotlight.

After the press conference in Madison, our friends
continued to collect signatures on the petition. And as
more and more people signed their names, the filled
pages were returned to Evelyn and me. We, in turn,
counted the number of signatures, bundled them up
and sent them to Secretary Meyer. The last packet
was mailed on November 5, 1994 with a cover letter

Figure 109-4. Kira Henschel does her part to make people aware of the dangers
of metallic sulfide mining. She is standing outside of DNR headquarters during a
rally, holding up one end of a large banner that says “There has never been a suc-
cessfully reclaimed copper-sulfide mine in the entire U.S.—Why Permit One in
Wisconsin?” (Fall 1994).
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from Evelyn that stated, “To date, according to our
count, approximately 7,300 signatures opposing sul-
fide mining in Wisconsin are now in your hands. The
concerns of these people are not to be taken lightly”

(CD 109-5). I might add that we
sent all these signatures to Meyer
before the meeting of the Natural
Resources Board in order to make
the point that the issue was far too
large for the DNR to ignore. 

By the time our petition was
finally heard by the NRB in December
of 1994, we had collected another
3,000 signatures. But instead of
mailing them to Secretary Meyer, we
decided to present them to the board
in person. We figured it would give
us the most bang for our buck at the
meeting. I even attached a notarized
statement to the pile of petitions to
make the whole thing more official.

We thought that having a total of
more than 10,000 signatures in favor
of a ban on sulfide ore mining would
certainly get the attention of the
seven board members. On top of
that, we were supported by more
than 40 environmental, sports and
fishing groups and by all of the

Native American Nations of northern Wisconsin. As
the day of the meeting approached, we expected many
of those groups to send representatives to the meeting
and that numerous citizens would be in attendance as

Figure 109-5. Hilary Waukau (right) addresses the crowd at a rally against metallic sul-
fide mining held in front of DNR headquarters in Madison. Roscoe and Evelyn Churchill
look on as they wait their turn to speak (Photo by Kira Henschel of Madison, WI, Fall
1994).

Figure 109-6. Evelyn
Churchill participates
in a press conference
about the petition sub-
mitted to the DNR
regarding the banning
of metallic sulfide
mining in Wisconsin.
Pictured (left to right)
are Sandy Lyon with
her daughter Sage,
Hilary Waukau, Evelyn
Churchill, Roscoe
Churchill and Sen.
Chuck Chvala (Photo
by Kira Henschel of
Madison, WI, Fall
1994).
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well. The story was picked up by the Wisconsin State
Journal, and the headline of the article written by
reporter Ron Seely said it all: “Mining Foes to Pack
Hearing” (Figure 109-8).

Just like we thought, a lot of people gathered in the
meeting room of the Natural Resources Board that
day to testify. Even the hallway outside the room was
full of people, and some stood outside on the side-

At about the time Evelyn and I were pushing for the DNR to
write administrative rules banning metallic sulfide mining in
the state, a new environmental organization called the Mining
Impact Coalition (MIC) of Wisconsin hit the scene and did its
best to help us. As the group states on its web page
(http://www.miningimpacts.net/home.html), the thrust behind
the organization is to “educate people, conduct research and
facilitate communication about: (1) the social, economic and
environmental impacts of unsafe mining; and (2) the sustain-
able use of the world’s mineral resources.” 

The coalition was founded in 1994 in response to Exxon/Rio
Algom’s plans to build the Crandon mine, and it brought
together a group of powerful but yet kind-hearted people. I
can see them in my mind right now as if we were sitting

together at my kitchen table – good people like Bill Ahrens,
Dave Blouin, T.L. Christen, Claire Gervais, Gerry Gunderson,
Kira Henschel, Rebecca Katers, Bonnie Mayer, Alice
McCombs, Bob Schmitz, Linda Sturnot, Tim Tynan, Claire
Vanderslice and Kathy Wolf, to name just a few. 

To give you an idea of the kinds of projects that the Mining
Impact Coalition has undertaken over the years, I have included
a copy of a flier promoting one of the group’s fundraisers for
you to see (Figure 109-7), as well as a letter sent out by MIC’s
coordinator, Dave Blouin, in September of 2000 (CD 109-4). 

Like I’ve said all along, getting involved in fighting the buz-
zards has brought all kinds of good people into my life. And
the people with the Mining Impact Coalition of Wisconsin are
certainly among them.

The Mining Impact Coalition of Wisconsin

Figure 109-7. The Mining Impact Coalition of Wisconsin has worked hard over the years to educate the public about the negative social, eco-
nomic and environmental impacts of metallic sulfide mining. As part of its advocacy work, the group sponsored a fundraiser in 2000 to support
the efforts of the Town of Nashville in Forest County to stop the Crandon mine from being built (Artwork by Susan Simensky Bietila, 2000).
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walk even though it was snowing like the dickens.
People came from all over the state to try to convince
the Natural Resources Board that the DNR indeed had
the power to write rules that effectively banned sul-
fide ore mining in Wisconsin and should do so. Keep
in mind that in 1994 the Natural Resources Board was
still the policy-making arm for the DNR and had the
power to direct the department to promulgate the
rules we wanted. We just had to convince the board
that our request had merit.

But even before the meeting was held, DNR
Secretary George Meyer, with the help of Attorney
Charles Hammer from the department’s legal divi-

sion, tried to convince the NRB to deny our petition.
They sent a nine-page memo to the board on
November 18, 1994 in which they offered their own
interpretation of the state’s mining laws and con-
cluded there was “no legal authority for the Natural
Resources Board to adopt administrative rules ban-
ning all sulfide mining in the State of Wisconsin” (CD
109-6). We had a chance to see the memo before the
meeting, and it really got us mad. For starters, the
cover letter to the memo stated, “The department
has received petitions with several hundred signa-
tures requesting that the Natural Resources Board
adopt administrative rules banning sulfide mining in

Figure 109-8. The petition submitted to the DNR for banning the mining of metallic sulfide minerals in Wisconsin was not the work of just a
few mining opponents. The issue was a matter of statewide concern (Wisconsin State Journal, December 7, 1994; republished with permission).
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Wisconsin.” Well, we had submitted 7,300 signatures
in advance of the meeting, not just “several hundred.”
And when we came down to Madison and saw the
whole thing play out before the board, we got even
angrier—especially at Hammer. You see, even though
the memo had gone out under Meyer’s name,
Hammer was the loudmouth at the meeting who
defended it. We could not help but conclude that
Hammer had put the case together and Meyer, who
was at the meeting but did not say a whole lot, was
just the figurehead. So from here on out I will refer to
the memo as Hammer’s.

Hammer made two basic arguments in his memo.
And when we examined them closely, Evelyn and I
could not help but conclude that he was full of beans.
Here is what he started out by saying:

The Wisconsin Legislature is the principal state pol-
icy-making body with respect to determination of
which enterprises are to be allowed to operate in the
state. In the Metallic Mining Reclamation Act, the
legislature has determined that sulfide mining is an
acceptable industry in the state … The Department
does not have rule-making authority to prohibit an
activity authorized by the legislature.

Hammer wrongly implied in his argument that metal-
lic mining and metallic sulfide mining were one and
the same thing. Sure, the legislators accepted metallic
mining as a basic industry in the state, but there are
types of metallic mining that do not involve sulfide
ore bodies—like the taconite mine in Jackson County
that operated for many years. At no place in the
Metallic Mining Reclamation Act is metallic sulfide
mining specifically mentioned or specifically
endorsed. Here’s an analogy: The legislators have
accepted hunting as a basic activity to be allowed in
this state. But yet the Wisconsin DNR does not allow
anyone to shoot trumpeter swans, even though “wild
swan” are listed in the Wisconsin Statutes as “game
birds” and trumpeter swans do not appear on the fed-
eral endangered or threatened species lists. Or how
about agriculture? That, too, is accepted as a basic
industry in Wisconsin. But growing hemp has been
banned. When the legislature allows a basic activity to
take place in the state, corporations and individual
citizens are not necessarily given carte blanche to pur-
sue everything that qualifies as such an activity. Surely
Hammer must have known that. 

When the legislators wrote the Metallic Mining
Reclamation Act, they were not specifically looking at
the horrors of metallic sulfide mining and saying that
they wanted to allow that kind of activity in the state.
Rather, they were making a general statement about

mining, and at the same time made it clear that no
matter what kind of mining took place, it would have
to be done in a way that did not cause “unreasonable
degradation to land and water resources.” In fact, that
was the official stated purpose behind the act! You can
read for yourself in the preamble to Chapter 421, Laws
of 1977, the Metallic Mining Reclamation Act.

The preamble to the Act also talks about prevent-
ing harm to society from “unregulated mining opera-
tions.” Evelyn summed it up best when she said,
“What could be more “unregulated” than metallic sul-
fide mining, when there is no proven affordable tech-
nology for controlling the polluting nature of the
pyritic minerals involved?” 

I cannot stress enough that the legislative intent
behind the Metallic Mining Reclamation Act, as made
clear in the Act’s preamble, was not to approve metal-
lic sulfide mining as such. Rather, it was strictly one of
protecting the people and their environment from the
adverse impacts of mining. So for Hammer to suggest
that the legislature had clearly endorsed a type of
mining that is well known to invariably cause acid
mine drainage and pollute water reserves was ridicu-
lous and I dare say disingenuous.

Instead of Hammer going off half-cocked and mis-
representing what the Metallic Mining Act had to say,
he should have presented a thoughtful analysis of the
Act’s preamble to the members of the board and
reviewed the laws with them that I listed at the begin-
ning of the chapter. Then it would have been clear to
everyone involved that the DNR indeed had the
authority to write the kinds of rules we wanted. As far
as I’m concerned, Hammer is not to be trusted. I
ended up challenging him every time I saw him, no
matter what the issue. Maybe that’s why, to this day,
he steers clear of me whenever we happen to meet. 

PREAMBLE TO CHAPTER 421, LAWS OF 1977—THE METALLIC
MINING RECLAMATION ACT
SECTION 1. STATEMENT OF PURPOSE. It is declared to be the purpose
of this act to prevent adverse effects to society and the envi-
ronment resulting from unregulated mining operations; to
ensure that the rights of surface landowners and other persons
with a legal interest in the land or appurtenances to the land are
protected from unregulated mining operations; to ensure that
mining operations are not conducted where reclamation, as
required by this act, is not possible; to ensure that mining oper-
ations are conducted so as to prevent unreasonable degrada-
tion to land and water resources, and to ensure that reclamation
of all mined lands is accomplished as contemporaneously as
practicable with the mining, while recognizing that the extrac-
tion of minerals by responsible mining operations is a basic
activity making an important contribution to the economic well-
being of this state and union.
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A second argument that Hammer made against our
petition was that if the department wrote rules that
banned metallic sulfide mining, it would amount to a
“takings” of personal property rights. When I heard
that argument, I thought to myself, “Hammer should
be an attorney for People for the West or some of
those other radical groups that are part of the Wise
Use Movement—not the agency that has been
charged to protect, maintain and improve the state’s
waters.” Here is what Hammer said in his memo: 

Mineral rights have long been recognized, here and
across the country, as being “property interests”
owned in the same fashion as other types of property
interests such as fee simple ownership of residential,
commercial or industrial properties. As a conse-
quence, orebodies can be taxed just as can other real
estate holdings. Similarly, mining operations can be
regulated for the same legitimate state purposes that
exist to regulate other state businesses. Such regula-
tion involves a balancing of both public and private
interests. When restricting the use of private prop-
erty, all governmental bodies have to maintain in the
forefront of thinking the last clause of the Fifth
Amendment to the United States Constitution which
states, “… nor shall private property be taken for
public use, without just compensation.” It is clear
from reading the legislation regulating mineral min-
ing, that the Legislature intended a balancing of pub-
lic interests with the private economic considerations
associated with ownership of mineral deposits. 

Evelyn and I thought Hammer’s argument about
“property interests” was pretty lame, to say the least.
For example, he mentioned how “orebodies can be
taxed just as can other real estate holdings,” but he
failed to mention that mineral rights are not taxed in
Wisconsin! And when he talked about how the legis-
lature “intended a balancing of public interests with
the private economic considerations associated with
ownership of mineral deposits,” all it boiled down to
was this: Hammer was trying to sell the idea that it
was OK to compromise the public’s constitutional
right to clean water for corporate profit. Here is what
Evelyn wrote about the issue in a very thorough cri-
tique of Hammer’s memo (CD 109-7):

The DNR is so upset about the “taking of private
property for public use” angle, while forgetting the
most damaging stealth involved. Not even mentioned
is the “taking of public waters for private use” by the
mining corporations for their private use as storage
tanks for the toxic pollutants of sulfide metal mining.

Another thing that bothered us about Hammer’s
memo was that he failed to address the issue of

Native American treaty rights. What right did some
puny little state agency like the DNR have ignoring
agreements made between the United States and
other nations? Here is what Evelyn had to say:

The DNR totally avoided the fact that the agency is
dealing with sovereign Native American Nations (liv-
ing on lands ceded by the Nations to the U.S., but
still retaining hunting and food-gathering rights).
Sulfide metal mining would severely infringe on
those rights. The separate states are obligated to
honor treaties between the U.S. and other nations in
their law and rule making. The DNR failed to show
any concern for Native American rights in their
denial of the petition. …

It is clear that the DNR has no legal support for
denying the petition, and that Hammer’s paper was
simply an effort to rationalize a foregone decision by
the agency to deny the petition. This denial further
demonstrates the pro-mining position of the DNR.

Before moving on, I might point out that Hammer’s
blatant support for development of the state’s mineral
resources over conservation of the public’s clean
water supply is a classic example of why the State of
Wisconsin should go back to the old days of having
two separate agencies that deal with resource
issues—a Conservation Commission and a Depart-
ment of Resource Development. What has happened
since the two agencies merged to form the DNR in
1967 is that people like Chuck Hammer and Larry
Lynch, who would be better suited as employees of
the old-style Department of Resource Development,
are pushing their pro-development policies on the
public under the guise of being stewards of the envi-
ronment. At least that’s how it looks to me. The
deception comes from the fact that the name
“Department of Natural Resources” implies to the
public that the agency is out there to promote conser-
vation, when in reality it’s been overrun by people
who out there to promote development. If people like
Hammer and Lynch were clearly labeled as agents of
a resurrected Department of Resource Development,
at least the public would know where those guys were
coming from with their pro-mining bent instead of
trusting them to protect our resources. What’s more, if
both the Department of Resource Development and
the Conservation Commission reappeared on the
scene, any disagreement between the two agencies
could be debated in public, as it rightfully should be.

Getting back to my story, one final point I would like
to make about Hammer’s memo was that for being a
lawyer, he missed one of the most important legal
subtleties of our petition—the fact that we were asking
the DNR to write rules that would either expressly or in
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effect ban sulfide mining. In other words, we did not
specifically petition the DNR to write a new rule that
said, “Metallic sulfide mining is not allowed in the
State of Wisconsin.” Even though the department does
have the legal authority to do something like that, we
knew that zeroing in on just that one option would be
too difficult to sell to Governor Thompson’s buddies on
the Natural Resources Board. So instead we: (1) asked
the DNR to fulfill its legal responsibility to promulgate
the types of rules that would truly protect our water
resources; and (2) suggested the department could do
so by writing rules to either outright prohibit or in effect
ban metallic sulfide mining. One such option would
have been for the DNR to write a mining rule to require
non-degradation of the state’s groundwater reserves,
similar to what the State of Colorado has done. We
knew that metallic sulfide mining could never meet
such a test and therefore would, in effect, be banned. 

I don’t know if Hammer truly didn’t understand the
subtle but distinct difference between rules to ban
and rules that ban metallic sulfide mining, or if he
tried to confuse the issue on purpose. Perhaps it
would do him well to read Evelyn’s critique of his
memo, in which she explained the whole thing in
great detail. Here is just one excerpt, in which Evelyn
used the kind of lawyer lingo that should have been
familiar to Hammer (CD 109-7):

Our call for rules that ban sulfide mining does not
specify in what manner they would accomplish the
ban. Rules could do so by “implication,” by a “gen-
eral order of general application,” or by “case-
specific” rules. 

The only good thing about Hammer’s memo to the
Natural Resources Board was that we had a chance to
look it over before the meeting. Naturally, Evelyn and I
had to be among those who testified, and as we studied
what Hammer had written, we struggled with how to
best respond to it. In fact, Evelyn typed up two separate
versions of testimony to present to the board. I have
included both of them for you to see on the CD-ROM
that accompanies the book (CD 109-8 and CD 109-9).
If you take a look, I believe it was the shorter version,
clearly dated December 7, 1994, that she actually used
that day (CD 109-8). You see, each person was given
only five minutes to speak, so there wasn’t enough time
for Evelyn to discuss all the points she wanted to make. 

I might add that the board gave Hammer all the
time he wanted at the hearing to explain why we
were wrong. But the very person, my dear Evelyn,
who had written the petition that was the focus of the
hearing was limited to five minutes like everyone

else. That just wasn’t right. 
You already know how Evelyn felt about the peti-

tion from having read what I have already written in
this chapter. So instead of going into all the details of
Evelyn’s testimony, I’d like to paint a picture of the
scene I witnessed as she stepped forward to speak. To
start, Evelyn and I always tried to be well groomed
when we went to meetings like this. It was far too
easy for our opponents to accuse those of us who
were environmentalists of being “backwoods country
bumpkins.” So Evelyn wore a nice dress and hat that
day, and I wore a jacket and tie. Even though it
shouldn’t be the case, my dear readers, when one
fights the buzzards even appearance counts.

When Evelyn was called upon to testify, though her
body was quite frail from her failing heart, she moved
forward with determination and her natural grace to
make her presentation. I was almost overcome when I
saw the room full of people stand up and applaud her
as she walked to the front of the room. Her testimony
was clear, respectful and to the point. The members of
the Natural Resources Board sat up and were most
attentive, unlike other times when I’ve seen them lol-
lygagging around during hearings. There was some-
thing about Evelyn that made people pay attention
and respect her. 

Her speech was full of references to the statutes
and rules that govern mining. In fact, I bet Evelyn
knew more about all those regulations than anybody
on the board or DNR Secretary George Meyer himself.
And when she finished with her testimony, you could
feel the affection that the people in the room had for
her. They all knew her health was failing, and yet her
testimony did not reflect the fact that she was ill. One
could not help but conclude that she was in a place
where people really loved her—and she felt it. Even
the members of the Natural Resources Board, who
were Tommy Thompson’s shills, politely thanked her
when she finished. They all treated her like a lady,
and I felt so proud of that little wife of mine. 

Then it was my turn to talk about what I believed
to be the DNR’s power and its duty. Evelyn used to say
that she never was quite sure of what was going to
come out of my mouth when I spoke in public. And
this was no exception. Don’t get me wrong. She
always said that kind of thing with a little smile on
her face. In fact, I think she kind of enjoyed hearing
how I described things, even though she knew that
others wouldn’t use quite the same words. No, she
never criticized what I said, to whom I said it, or how
I said it. The only thing she insisted was that I have
my facts straight. 
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As I walked to the front of the room, I felt a lot of
support coming from Evelyn, and people stood and
applauded just like they had for her. With that kind

of backing, I really let ’er rip. If you are interested, I
have included a copy of my testimony for you to
see.

Good Morning. I am Roscoe Churchill, speaking in support of
the petition requesting the Department of Natural Resources
to adopt rules that prohibit sulfide metal mining. You have
already received 7,000 signatures on this petition. Today we
are presenting you with 3,000 more.

It was exactly 20 years ago this December that I saw the arti-
cle published in the Daily Cardinal that stated the people of
the Town of Grant were going to get ripped off by Kennecott
Mining Corporation. Twenty years later I can only agree with
that article that the Ladysmith News wouldn’t publish.

I’ve pondered what I could say that would penetrate the
shield that protects the DNR and Natural Resources Board
from hearing what Wisconsin’s citizens have to say about sul-
fide copper mining. And the thought kept coming to me,
“Isn’t it ridiculous that an old man in his late seventies must
drive 220 miles to Madison in a snow storm to try to tell the
DNR what it ought to know so it could do what it ought to do
to serve the people it is supposed to serve.” And I hoped the
DNR would not try to rationalize its accommodation of the
mining corporations and other polluting developers in an
effort to appease the enraged petitioners.

In those twenty years I and others have appeared before the
Natural Resources Board several times; and only once, back
in 1977, were we able to get the Board to act favorably on our
petitions (regarding a request to change Statute 107.05, the
law that gave a mining company the right of eminent
domain). Although until recently at least some of the mem-
bers of the Board turned a sympathetic ear to our petitions.

The only time the Board members were outright rude to us
was at Nicolet College in the Spring of 1993, when some sub-
committee members made no effort to contain their disdain
for our concerns. (This was regarding a petition we presented
to require mine operators to prevent releases of toxic and
acid-forming substances from mining operations, and was
based on regulations adopted by the State of Colorado. The
Colorado regulations also required that where ambient
groundwater quality exceeded values for protection of exist-
ing and reasonably potential future uses of groundwater, that
permit conditions be established to protect those uses
against further lowering of groundwater quality.)

Our petition was denied. So much for Wisconsin’s mining
laws being the “toughest in the nation.”

At one of our appearances before the Natural Resources
Board, we, the members of the Rusk County Citizens Action

Group, were not at all happy with the Board’s decision to turn
down our requests. (This was regarding concerns over issues
such as groundwater standards, inspection procedures, and
backfilling of surface mines.) So we contacted the Legislative
Joint Committee for Review of Administrative Rules to regis-
ter our dissatisfaction with the Board’s decision. Unbeknownst
to us, the review Committee contacted the DNR attorney,
Linda Bochert, to find out about our concerns.

We never heard from the DNR or the committee; but, imagine
my surprise when I was running for my eighth term on the
Rusk County Board, to find that my opponent was circulating
a letter that had been written by Ms. Bochert to the Review
Committee, in which she inferred that the Rusk County
Citizens Action Group was just a kind of radical group that
continuously bothered the DNR and the Natural Resources
Board. My opponent used Ms. Bochert’s letter in his cam-
paign against me in an effort to discredit me. I thought the
law was set up to allow us the opportunity to testify before
the Natural Resources Board, and here my opponent was
using a letter from the DNR’s own lawyer to try and shame us
for registering our views.

My opponent in that election, who knew nothing of our
appearance before the board, could only have gotten his
information and a copy of that letter from the mining com-
pany, which was all too willing to malign my character. When
I brought this to Ms. Bochert’s attention later at a meeting in
Wausau, she did not deny it. I beat the buzzard anyway.

[Note: All of a sudden there was a loud clapping all over the
room, and even the members of the Natural Resources Board
smiled.]

I have worked closely with legislators since 1976 to get
Wisconsin’s mining laws tightened up; but the DNR’s admin-
istrative rule making process has gutted our already weak
laws. Probably one of the worst examples goes back to July
31, 1981, when standards were agreed upon for Maximum
Contaminant Levels (MCLs).

I knew what the theme of Attorney Hammer would be regard-
ing the present petition before I ever read his rationalization.
It was most interesting to hear him discuss “legislative
intent” and use that argument to prove that the DNR has no
power to protect its citizens. As I have studied the statutes I
find evidence that the legislators expected the DNR to provide
some protection of our waters and other resources.

I was also a bit enraged to see how the Conservation

Roscoe Churchill’s Testimony Before the Natural 
Resources Board (December 7, 1994)
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When I finished giving my talk, I turned in the
extra 3,000 signatures that we had collected on our
petition in support of banning metallic sulfide mining
and asked the members of the Natural Resources
Board point-blank, “Don’t you believe the DNR has
the power to make rules that could deny sulfide min-
ing?” All they could do was sit there looking kind of
helpless, shake their heads and say, “Well … uh …
no.” My response to that was to repeat something I
had said in my talk. I looked right at them and said,
“That means you are no better than a bunch of
neutered cats.” Wow! Most of those in attendance
seemed to enjoy the comparison between the DNR
and neutered cats, and the members of the board
surely seemed surprised. When I turned to go back to
my seat, the board’s chairman, Herb Behnke of
Shawano, WI, said to me, “Mr. Churchill, you are
always a gentleman.” Even though I had just berated
the department, I guess he still respected me.

As you might imagine, most of the testimony offered
that day was in support of our request for rules ban-
ning metallic sulfide mining. In particular, I remember
how Hilary Waukau was there and testified in front of

the board, even though he had just gotten out of the
hospital and was quite weak. I can also picture my
friend Karl Fate standing there and talking about the
vast amount of sulfide waste that would pollute the
waters of northern Wisconsin if the Crandon mining
proposal were ever approved. By the time all was said
and done, close to forty people stepped forward to ask
the NRB to honor our request, and on top of that, more
than 10,000 signatures had been delivered to the board
in support of our position. Only one person, James
Buchen of Wisconsin Manufacturers and Commerce
(WMC), spoke out against the rules we proposed.
Unfortunately, however, Buchen and Hammer’s influ-
ence on the board turned out to be greater than all the
rest of us who were against sulfide ore mining. 

You can read about the hearing for yourself in an
article I have included from the December 8, 1994
issue of the Wisconsin State Journal (Figure 109-9).
As noted by reporter Ron Seely, “Members of the
board … did not seem inclined to support the pro-
posed ban, even after a long line of mining foes
tromped into the hearing room just before lunch and
dumped piles of petitions on the table.”

Congress resolutions were handled by the DNR. (Well over
90% of those voting at the Spring Hearings of the
Conservation Congress in 1994 were in favor of our mining
resolutions, but the DNR did not act on them. To the contrary,
the DNR grabbed right on to certain unrelated resolutions
that had garnered just a small percentage of votes.)

If the Department of Natural Resources has no power to pro-
mote laws so it could step in and stop destruction of our
natural resources, then the DNR is a neutered cat that is
useless in its impotence and should be replaced with an
agency that has goals such as the first Conservation
Commission had. I am a former student of E.M. Dahlberg,
who was instrumental in organizing that commission. I have
read and studied what he wrote and worked with members of
that commission.

If the thousands of petitions we have presented to the DNR
have no effect in changing the policy of the DNR, it may
become necessary to get a higher opinion than that given by
the DNR legal staff, which in the opinion of thousands of peti-
tioners is sadly tainted and most inadequate.

In the twenty years I’ve been struggling against the mining
giants, I find almost no evidence that the DNR has ever exer-
cised its position to protect Wisconsin’s resources from the
multinational corporations; but rather has in almost every
case bent the rules to accommodate their every wish. One
need only look to July 31, 1981 (when NR 182 and NR 132
were adopted) and October 31, 1981 (when the DNR was
willing to accept the changes in the law that dealt with the

Master Hearing). At the same time it has consistently lined up
against any of us who had the audacity to challenge the
DNR’s action.

Sometimes I almost feel like giving up; but I get so burned up
at being treated as a second class, misinformed, eccentric
person. I have documented evidence in which the mining
company has referred to me and others who didn’t want
Kennecott’s rip-off as outsiders, unAmerican, socialist and
many other titles.

I am simply fed up with the whole sleazy mining fight in
Wisconsin. I don’t mind fighting the grasping, greedy corpo-
rations, but I do resent having the state agency that should be
protecting Wisconsin’s citizens lining up against us. For
example, the DNR permitted a 28% increase in the produc-
tion rate of the Flambeau Mine, which means it will close a
year early, and by the DNR’s own estimates will cost
Ladysmith and Rusk County up to $1 million in lost wages
and taxes. The DNR permitted this, even though 19 of 20
members of the Rusk County Board voted against it.

The people of Wisconsin want to protect and conserve our
resources, and that should be the goal of the DNR. We hired
them, and now they say they cannot do anything to protect
our resources. We know the multinationals have only one
goal—profit no matter what the cost. The cost in Wisconsin
is simply too great. We can’t afford the loss of our good
water, and we can’t have good water where sulfide mining
takes place. We must allow no more sulfide metal mining in
Wisconsin.
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When it came time for the board to vote on our
petition, Hammer insisted once more that the depart-
ment did not have the power to write the kinds of
rules we wanted. And when the vote was taken, the
board members decided unanimously to deny our
request (CD 109-10). Can you imagine how, with a
roomful of people and more than 10,000 signatures
staring them in the face, the board could write us off
on the basis of what one stinkin’ lawyer and a mining
lobbyist from WMC had to say? The board members
didn’t even consider the merits of our petition or com-
ment on our claim that metallic sulfide mining invari-
ably causes problems with acid mine drainage.
Instead, they just avoided the whole issue by saying
they didn’t have the power to do what we had asked
them to do.

About the only thing we got out of the meeting was
that Herb Behnke told us he would be interested to
see a list of alternative actions that we felt the board
might take to protect the state’s waters from mining
pollution—outside of an outright ban on metallic sul-
fide mining. Evelyn took his request seriously, and
within a week of the hearing wrote a letter to the
board that was jam-packed full of ideas.
Unfortunately, the board never did anything with it,
and all of Evelyn’s suggestions, which are still relevant
today, apparently got stashed away in some file cabi-
net. I hope, my dear readers, that some of you will not
only read Evelyn’s letter on the CD-ROM that accom-

panies the book (CD 109-11), but do something to
resurrect her ideas.

Before the meeting adjourned, the Natural
Resources Board threw us one more bone. The mem-
bers instructed DNR Secretary George Meyer to work
with department staff to prepare a report about the
waste management problems associated with metallic
sulfide mining. They said they wanted to learn more
about the status of reclamation technology in the
mining industry to make sure that sulfide ore bodies
could be mined without causing excessive environ-
mental harm. Meyer responded by assuring the board
and the citizens at the hearing that the department
was indeed concerned about the potential impact of
metallic sulfide mining on the state’s waters and
would have the report completed by the board’s
February 1995 meeting. We felt it would be interest-
ing to see what the DNR would come up with regard-
ing the management of acid mine drainage, especially
since there were no examples of successfully
reclaimed metallic sulfide mines anywhere in the
world. But that’s another story.

All in all, the December 7, 1994 meeting of the
Natural Resources Board was a big disappointment to
us. Realizing that even 10,000 signatures had not
been enough to get the attention of the DNR, I felt at
a real loss for what to do next. The only thing that
came to mind was to write a letter to George Meyer to
tell him exactly what I thought of the whole darned

Figure 109-9. One person from Wisconsin Manufacturers and Commerce testified against the proposal for banning metallic sulfide mining,
forty citizens testified in its favor and ten thousand people signed petitions in support of the ban. But the Natural Resources Board decided to
side with the one person from WMC (Wisconsin State Journal, December 8, 1994; republished with permission).
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thing. And since it was getting close to Christmas, I
couldn’t resist mentioning how the NRB’s decision
had really affected my outlook on the holiday season.
I have included a typed version of the hand-written
letter I sent to him for you to see.

Needless to say, the Christmas of 1994 was not a
very merry one in the Churchill household, at least in
terms of our efforts to get some better mining regula-
tions on the books. We knew we had the statutory right
to challenge the decision of the Natural Resources
Board to deny our petition. But did we really want to
get involved in another lawsuit? Read on! 

CD-ROM References
CD 109-1 . Informal resolution circulated by RCCAG, asking Gov. Tommy

Thompson, the DNR and the legislature to support legisla-
tion prohibiting metallic sulfide mining in Wisconsin, 1994.

CD 109-2 . Letter sent out by RCCAG to ask people to help collect sig-
natures on a petition requesting the DNR to enact rules ban-
ning metallic sulfide mining in Wisconsin, August 3, 1994.

CD 109-3 . Official petition signed by members of RCCAG, asking
the DNR to promulgate rules banning the mining of sul-
fide mineral deposits in Wisconsin, August 23, 1994.

CD 109-4 . Promotional letter for the Mining Impact Coalition of
Wisconsin written by Dave Blouin, September 2000.

Ladysmith, Wisconsin
December 18, 1994

Mr. George Meyer
Secretary of the Department of Natural Resources
P.O. Box 7921
Madison, WI 53707

Dear Sir:

I sit here this Sunday afternoon writing Christmas cards to
people who are dear to me to wish them a happy holiday
season. But there is an unrelenting intrusion on my kindly
feelings which just won’t go away. Of course, I keep think-
ing of our recent meeting with the Department of Natural
Resources Board and its decision to listen to one DNR
lawyer’s opinion of what the Department of Natural
Resources has the power to do.

It has been so easy to picture those who are opposed to
metal sulfide mining as troublemakers and malcontents.
Larry Mercando accused those of us who opposed the
Ladysmith (Kennecott) mine as being unAmerican, dishonest,
misinformed outsiders. I never knew of the DNR ever coming
out in defense of those of us who were so concerned with the
negative impacts of the then proposed mine. We were always
referred to as a small fringe radical group.

Mr. Meyer, I carefully followed all the steps necessary to
qualify me to teach and be an administrator of education, I
also bought and paid for the 80-acre farm Evelyn and I have
farmed for fifty years. I sent my children to various colleges
and universities where they collected their fair share of
degrees which enabled them to be productive citizens.

If I were to classify myself and my family I would say our
lifestyle is very conservative. I am proud to be an environmen-
talist and I never intend to accept measures from elected offi-
cials or state agencies that do not give Wisconsin residents
the protection of their natural resources that is their right.

The thousands of people who signed the petition were con-
cerned about the future of Wisconsin’s groundwater and its
lakes and streams. I know many of the people who circu-
lated our petitions and let me assure you there are many
who are as informed about mining laws and DNR rules as
Charles Hammer. They are not willing to accept his opinion
and they shouldn’t. He’s one against thousands.

If however the DNR managed to impress people into believ-
ing that it doesn’t have the power to stop such a disaster as
is proposed near Crandon in the Mole Lake Indians’ back
yard, the agency should be dissolved and a new agency
formed. If the DNR is so impotent it can only make rules to
satisfy multinational corporations, it is indeed a neutered
cat and of no value to the citizens of Wisconsin. It is really a
detriment to them.

In the twenty years that I’ve been involved in the mining issue
I’ve seen little evidence of understanding or compassion for
those who disagreed with the mining company takeover.

Please don’t come back to me with a statement about
Wisconsin’s tough mining laws. You know and I know that
they are a disaster. The DNR rules are even worse. I sat in
on the July 31, 1981 meeting where the DNR approved of
NR 182 and NR 132. We know how effective those have
been in controlling Kennecott (RTZ).

Mr. Meyer, I can assure you that the thousands of people
who contacted your agency by the recent petitions have no
intentions of sitting back and watching the DNR go through
its motions to grant a mining permit to the monsters that
want to destroy the Wolf River and the Mole Lake Indian
Reservation.

A very concerned citizen,

Roscoe Churchill

P.S. Hundreds of people will be receiving this letter.

Roscoe’s Holiday Letter to George Meyer
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CD 109-5 . Cover letter that accompanied signed petitions sent 
by the Churchills to DNR Secretary George Meyer, 
November 5, 1994. 

CD 109-6 . Recommendation and memo prepared by DNR Attorney
Charles Hammer regarding the citizens’ petition for rules
banning metallic sulfide mining, November 18, 1994.

CD 109-7 . Evelyn Churchill’s critique of the memo prepared by DNR
Attorney Charles Hammer regarding the citizens’ petition
for rules banning metallic sulfide mining, December
1994.

CD 109-8 . Testimony offered by Evelyn Churchill in support of a
petition requesting the DNR to promulgate rules banning
metallic sulfide mining in Wisconsin, December 7, 1994.

CD 109-9 . Longer draft of testimony prepared by Evelyn Churchill
in support of a petition requesting the DNR to promul-
gate rules banning metallic sulfide mining in Wisconsin,
December 1994.

CD 109-10. Letter of denial sent by the DNR to Roscoe and Evelyn
Churchill regarding the citizens’ petition for rules ban-
ning metallic sulfide mining, January 5, 1995.

CD 109-11. Letter written by Evelyn Churchill to NRB Chairman Herb
Behnke, outlining actions that the DNR could take to pro-
tect the state’s waters from mining pollution, December
14, 1994.
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Iam at an age when I would like to take life a bit
easier; but after the Natural Resources Board’s deci-
sion on December the 7th, it appears that our strug-
gle will go on and on and on. As long as I am able, I
intend to continue to be involved.

Perhaps in the future the issue will have to be set-
tled in the courts. Isn’t it appalling that good dedi-
cated people even have to consider court action to get
a state agency to protect the very resources it is
charged with protecting?

That’s how I ended a letter I sent to the Chairman of
the Natural Resources Board, Herb Behnke, on
December 12, 1994 (CD 110-1). Of course, I was talk-
ing about the board’s decision, handed down less
than a week earlier, to deny our petition for depart-
ment rules banning metallic sulfide mining in
Wisconsin. Of all the members who were serving on
the board at that time, Behnke was the only one who
at least showed some interest in trying to understand
the concerns of the people who testified at the hear-
ing, and he was the only one who struck me as having
a little compassion. As a result, he was the only one I
thought I might be able to reach. So I wrote to him,
hoping that something good might come of it.

Another reason for writing to Behnke was that he
lived close to the Menominee Reservation. So I fig-
ured he might have an appreciation for the Native
American stand against mining and be willing to go to
bat for the tribes. In retrospect, I guess it was kind of
naïve to think he might listen. Here is what I wrote to
Behnke regarding tribal concerns over protecting
Wisconsin’s natural resources:

Mr. Behnke, you live close to the Indian Reservation.
You can understand why they are so concerned with
multinational mining corporations threatening

everything held dear to them and even necessary for
their very existence. It has been during the twenty
years that I have fought the mining corporations
that I have gotten to know and appreciate what the
Native Americans have had to put up with.

As I have watched the greed, the lies and the dirty
tricks the mining companies used to get a mine
established in Rusk County, I have come to appreci-
ate what the Tribes experienced at the hands of
greedy corporations and impotent governmental
agencies. …

Thousands of us feel that the Natural Resources
Board should be able to make recommendations to
the DNR that would stop metal sulfide mining, since
it cannot be accomplished without ruining our lakes,
rivers and groundwater.

Unfortunately, my letter to Behnke got no results. Six
weeks after I sent it to him, I got a namby-pamby
response that sounded like something DNR Attorney
Chuck Hammer might have written. Here is an
excerpt from what Behnke said (CD 110-2):

You and the other petitioners have argued that 1)
the Board has the legal authority to develop rules
that would ban metallic sulfide mining, and 2) that
such a ban is necessary to protect our lakes, rivers
and groundwater from mining wastes. As our deci-
sion indicated, we simply do not agree with your first
conclusion. In regard to your second conclusion, we
also disagree, because the mining and other natural
resource protection laws and rules already in place
are comprehensive and designed to protect those
resources.

Even before I heard back from Behnke, Evelyn and I
knew that the DNR would never stand up to defend
its right to adopt rules banning metallic sulfide
mining. So in late December of 1994 we started to get

Does the DNR Have the Power to 
Say No to Metallic Sulfide Mining? 
The Court Decides (February 1995)

C H A P T E R  1 1 0
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organized for going to court to challenge the DNR’s
rejection of our petition. To start, Evelyn wrote a let-
ter to the editor of the Ladysmith News to alert the
public to what was going on (Figure 110-1). And the
Rusk County Citizens Action Group sent out a packet
of materials to our friends across the state, asking for
their thoughts on the matter and whether or not they
would be willing to help pay for hiring an attorney to
pursue the matter in court (CD 110-3).

We got a whale of a response from our friends,
Native and non-Native alike. In particular, people
who lived in the Crandon area were very interested in
the lawsuit and started to send us checks in the mail.
You see, they knew that if we won the case, it would
put a stop to the proposal for building a mine at the
headwaters of the Wolf River. One group headed by
my friend Herb Buettner even made a $1,000 contri-
bution to help fund the lawsuit, and a number of envi-
ronmental, sport fishing, Native American and
religious organizations around the state made gener-
ous contributions as well.

Once we knew that some money would be coming
in to cover legal expenses, Evelyn and I contacted the
law firm of Rodli, Beskar, Boles and Krueger of River
Falls, WI to see if they might be willing to take the
case. We had enjoyed working with Attorney Keith
Rodli and his partner Attorney Catherine Quiggle in
the past and were glad when they said they would be
willing to help us once more. They even offered to cap
the total attorney fees at a modest $4,000 because
they knew of the financial stresses on RCCAG.

Attorney Rodli told us that if we were to go ahead
with the case, it would certainly be an uphill battle.
Nevertheless, he outlined the following legal strategy
that he thought might at least give us a chance in
court (CD 110-4):

The real concern has to do with whether the mem-
bers of the Board were given accurate guidance by
way of the “Memorandum” from George Meyer,
dated November 18, 1994, and by way of the sum-
mary by Charles Hammer. As you know, these docu-
ments essentially told the Board that it lacked the
legal authority to adopt the proposed rule. The ques-
tion of whether this was accurate advice would be
the centerpiece of a petition for judicial review.

We believe there is a legitimate argument that the
Board incorrectly denied the Petition. The Board
denied the Petition because it determined (based on
its attorney’s opinion) that it did not have the legal
authority to adopt a rule banning sulfide mining.
The theme of our appeal would be that the Board
does have the authority to adopt rules banning sul-
fide mining. Very briefly, our argument would be

that if the Board determined that sulfide mining
operations irreparably damage the environment
under all circumstances, the Board would have the
authority to proceed with the rule-making you
requested. This argument is based on Wis. Stat.
144.83(2)(d)4 which requires the Department to
adopt standards which would deny a mining permit
if irreparable environmental damage to lakes or
stream bodies is reasonably likely to occur. This
statute operates in the context of a specific mining
permit application. However, we would argue that if
the Board would have reviewed the evidence and
determined that any and all sulfide mining is rea-
sonably likely to cause irreparable environmental
damage to lakes and streams, then the Board would
have the authority to adopt rules banning sulfide
mining.

Figure 110-1. Evelyn Churchill knew that the Rusk County Citizens
Action Group was likely headed for another lawsuit when she wrote
this letter to inform the public of the DNR’s latest shenanigans
(Ladysmith News, December 22, 1994).
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Everything that Attorney Rodli wrote was in agree-
ment with what Evelyn had been saying all along.
And after pondering whether or not to go ahead with
the court case, we decided it was worth a try. I guess
we believed in the old adage, “A long shot is better
than no shot.” So Evelyn and I wrote to Attorney Rodli
on January 27, 1995 to tell him that the two of us
were leaning toward filing the lawsuit (CD 110-5).
We also sent out a letter to our friends in RCCAG, ask-
ing them to call us immediately if they, too, were in
favor of proceeding with the case (CD 110-6). It was
getting down to the wire and we knew we had to act
fast. You see, if we were to challenge the DNR’s deci-
sion in court, the necessary legal paperwork had to be
filed within thirty days of when the department had
mailed its decision to us. Since the DNR’s letter of
denial was dated January 5, 1995, we had only a few
more days to get everything done.

Needless to say, the consensus among the members
of RCCAG was to hire Rodli to fight the buzzards. He
filed the case in Rusk County Circuit Court on our
behalf on February 1, 1995 (CD 110-7), and we were
“off and running on our challenge of the DNR’s denial
of [our] petition.” At least that’s how Rodli described
it in a letter he sent to us on February 10, 1995 (CD
110-8). To give you an appreciation for the key play-
ers in the case and the timeline imposed on us, I have
included a table of general information about the
lawsuit for you to see.

Filing the lawsuit was a big deal for RCCAG and
other environmentally-concerned people in Wisconsin,
so we decided to send out a press release to inform
the public of what we were doing. Evelyn put
together the basic information (CD 110-9), and then
we sent a copy to our friend Dick Brooks of radio sta-
tion WOJB-88.9FM for final editing. We were such
greenhorns at creating press releases, so we were
really happy when Dick offered to help us. Un-
fortunately, however, the Ladysmith News really cut
back on the story that Dick sent out. But at least it
made the front page of the February 9, 1995 issue of
the paper (Figure 110-2).

Evelyn worked hard to help Rodli prepare the case
for court, and I have copies of some of the correspon-
dence that went back and forth between them (CD
110-10). I can still see it in my mind—Evelyn sitting
there at her word processor with papers and books all
around her. She was so frail and yet her little bean
was really working. The case she put together was
based on a number of statutes cited earlier in my
book, as well as the points brought out in Evelyn’s tes-
timony before the Natural Resources Board in Decem-

ber of 1994, so I will not repeat everything word-for-
word. But in a nutshell, we believed that the laws of
Wisconsin not only authorized the DNR to adopt rules
that banned the mining of sulfide minerals, but actu-
ally obligated the department to do so. These were
the main points of Evelyn’s case, including the current
statute numbers of the laws she cited:

The RCCAG Lawsuit
Petitioner’s goal: To prove the DNR had the authority

to ban metallic sulfide mining in
Wisconsin

Jurisdiction: Rusk County Circuit Court

Judge: Frederick Henderson

Case No.: 95-CV-11

Petitioner: Rusk County Citizens Action Group,
represented by Attorney Keith Rodli

Respondent: Wisconsin Department of Natural
Resources, represented by Assistant
Attorney General John S. Greene

Petitioner’s brief: Due July 15, 1995

Respondent’s brief: Due August 15, 1995

Petitioner’s response: Due August 31, 1995

Oral argument: September 11, 1995 at l:00 PM

Figure 110-2. The filing of RCCAG’s lawsuit against the DNR made
the front page of the Ladysmith News (Ladysmith News, February 9,
1995; republished with permission).
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1. The DNR does have the legal authority to adopt
rules that would ban the mining of sulfide minerals
in Wisconsin. Specifically, laws exist that:

a. Authorize the DNR to adopt a rule that is a “gen-
eral order of general application,” in other words
an outright ban [Wis. Stat. 227.01(13)];

b. Authorize rules to be written for a separate class
of minerals, like sulfide minerals [Wis. Stat.
293.13(2)(a)];

c. Mandate the DNR to adopt rules that deny min-
ing that is reasonably expected to cause irrepara-
ble environmental damage [Wis. Stat.
293.13(2)(d)4];

d. Mandate the DNR to deny proposed projects that
cannot be reclaimed to long-term environmental
stability [Wis. Stat. 293.49(1)(a)1]; and

e. Mandate the DNR to protect, maintain and
improve the waters of the state [Wis. Stats.
281.11 and 281.12].

2. There is no proven technology available for pre-
vention or control of acid and heavy metal pollu-
tion from metallic sulfide mines, or for safely
reclaiming such mining operations. The resultant
pollution can continue for centuries.

Attorney Rodli filed our legal brief with the Rusk
County Circuit Court on July 12, 1995. After citing all
the laws that to this day authorize the DNR to adopt
rules that ban the mining of sulfide minerals, Rodli
wrote the following (CD 110-11):

The Department denied [my client’s] petition
because it determined that it does not have the
authority to adopt rules banning an activity which
the legislature has permitted. The Department did
not address the merits of the petition. The
Department did not review the factual material sub-
mitted in support of the petition. The Department’s
failure to address the merits of the petition was an
error of law.

The petitioners presented evidence that reclama-
tion of sulfide mining sites is impossible. The
Department is required to adopt standards which
provide for reclamation of mining sites. If reclama-
tion of sulfide mining sites is impossible, then the
Department’s minimum standards must prohibit sul-
fide mining either expressly, or by adoption of mini-
mum standards which have the effect of prohibiting
sulfide mining.

The petitioners also submitted evidence that sul-
fide mining causes long term significant environ-
mental damage to stream beds. The Department is
required to deny a permit if environmental damage

to lake or stream bodies is reasonably likely to
occur. When presented with evidence that all sulfide
mining causes long term significant environmental
damage to stream beds, the Department was
required to address the issue and determine
whether sulfide mining is reasonably likely to cause
irreparable damage to lake or stream bodies. If,
after reviewing the evidence the Department found
that sulfide mining under all circumstances is rea-
sonably likely to cause irreparable environmental
damage, then the Department was authorized and
required to ban sulfide mining or to adopt mini-
mum standards which have the effect of banning
sulfide mining. …

The Department refused to deal with the merits of
the issues raised in the petition. Instead, without
looking at the facts, it found that it did not have the
authority to adopt rules which would ban an activity
authorized by the legislature.

About a month after our legal brief was submitted to
the court, Assistant Attorney John Greene filed a
brief on behalf of the DNR (CD 110-12). He rather
naïvely stated, “If petitioner were correct that
because of its inherent traits sulfide mining cannot
meet the minimum standards required by statute,
then in fact there would be no need for a ban
because no proposal for sulfide mining could qualify
for a permit.” Hmmm. I guess Greene wasn’t around
when Hearing Examiner David Schwarz awarded
Kennecott its permit to mine in January of 1991. As
Evelyn wrote, “In order to issue a valid permit for
Kennecott’s proposed mining of its massive sulfide
ore deposit that straddles the Flambeau River, the
Department simply compensated for the lack of
proven methodology for the control of acid and
heavy metal pollution by relaxing the regulations
themselves.”

At any rate, we thought that Greene’s legal brief
was pretty weak, and Rodli submitted a response to
the court on our behalf on August 29, 1995 (CD 110-
13). Once that was accomplished, the only thing left
was to wait for the hearing itself, which was sched-
uled for September 11, 1995 in the courtroom of
Judge Frederick Henderson.

When the day of the hearing finally arrived, Evelyn
and I were a bit nervous, to say the least. But we were
surrounded by friends and knew that whatever the
verdict, we always had each other.

As I sat there in the courtroom and listened to
Attorney Rodli present our case to Judge Henderson,
I knew it well because I had seen Evelyn work out so
many of the details at our kitchen table. In retrospect,
it’s hard to believe that she still had the energy to do
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something like that in 1995, considering the court
hearing took place less than a year before her death.
Though her body was frail, her mind was as keen as
ever and never stopped working. In fact, the lawsuit
was so well done that at the conclusion of the hear-
ing, Judge Frederick Henderson decided in our favor!

Henderson decreed that the DNR indeed had the
authority to ban metallic sulfide mining, if the depart-
ment wanted to exercise that power. And he ordered
the DNR to reevaluate our petition and act on its mer-
its. You can read the judge’s official ruling for yourself
(Figure 110-3). And for those of you who would like
greater detail, the entire “Findings of Fact and
Conclusions of Law and Judgement” signed by Judge
Henderson is included on the CD-ROM that accompa-
nies the book (CD 110-14).

Believe me, people were just dancing around the
courthouse yard when the decision was announced.

Evelyn was all smiles and she got lots of hugs and
kisses. She was a heroine that day, and as her hus-
band of nearly fifty-eight years, I was so proud of her.
Attorney Rodli came over to congratulate both of us.
But when he thanked me for my help, I just had to
make it clear to him that Evelyn was the main force. I
said, “She’s the brains and I’m the mouth.” Rodli
replied by saying, “I’m not so sure that’s the way it is.
You had your part, too!”

Attorneys Keith Rodli and Catherine Quiggle
deserved a lot of credit as well. We wrote to Keith a few
weeks after the court hearing, and the following words
from that letter summed it up best (CD 110-15):

We [of Rusk County Citizens Action Group] surely
appreciate what you did for us and for all of
Wisconsin. We sincerely thank you for your generos-
ity and expertise and for the support of your law
firm in this important legal matter. It was very much

appreciated. I don’t believe
we could have found another
attorney who could have
equalled what you did for
our organization.

The story of our victory was
reported prominently in
regional and local newspa-
pers (Figure 110-4). In par-
ticular, here is what the
Ladysmith News had to say
(CD 110-16):

The DNR should not have
denied consideration of a
petition seeking a state-
wide ban on sulfide min-
eral mining by maintain-
ing such a ban would be
outside that agency’s auth-
ority, Rusk County Circuit
Court Judge Frederick
Henderson ruled Monday.

Concluding his review of
an administrative deci-
sion by the DNR Natural
Resources Board, Hender-
son remanded the matter
of a Rusk County Citizens
Action Group petition
back to the DNR ordering
the agency to act on the
merits of the petition in
conformity with its legal
authority.

The ultimate issue here
is whether the DNR has

Figure 110-3. Judge Frederick Henderson clearly ruled that the DNR (the respondent) had the legal
authority to ban metallic sulfide mining and should review the request of RCCAG (the petitioner) to do
so (“Conclusions of Law,” Rusk County Circuit Court, Case No. 95-CV-11, October 2, 1995).
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the authority to ban sul-
fide mining if they want
to do so, said the judge, “I
say they do.” DNR offi-
cials, the judge said,
should therefore consider
evidence presented by the
citizens and make a deci-
sion on its merits. …

Several of about a
dozen spectators paused
to shake hands with
Citizens Action spokes-
man Roscoe Churchill,
[Rusk] County farmer
and retired teacher, at the
conclusion of the hour
and twenty minute judi-
cial proceeding in the
upstairs courtroom of the
Rusk County Courthouse
on Monday afternoon.

“They (the DNR) can
no longer use the excuse,
“We don’t have the pow-
er.” If they have the power
to say yes, they have the
power to say no,” Chur-
chill commented, smiling
as he and his wife, Evelyn
left the courtroom.

Evelyn, of course, was thrill-
ed with the judge’s decision
and immediately started to
spread the word about what
had happened and how we
should keep the pressure on
the DNR to write the kinds
of rules we wanted. She
wrote, “After 20 years of struggle it is extremely satisfy-
ing to us that Judge Henderson so dramatically and
magnificently let the DNR know that the laws of Wis-
consin give the department the unrestrained power to
ban the mining of sulfide minerals, if it wants to do so.”

Evelyn also sent a letter to the editor of our
favorite Crandon-area newspaper, the Pioneer Express
(Figure 110-5). She knew that with Exxon/Rio Algom
breathing down their necks, our friends living close to
the proposed Crandon mine would be very interested
to hear about the ruling. And we knew we could
count on them to help keep the push alive for a ban
on metallic sulfide mining. In fact, right after the rul-
ing came out, we were invited to participate in a four-
day mining conference organized by those opposed to

the Crandon project. It was held at Pickerel Lake near
Crandon, and there we met with a good-size crowd of
people who were chomping at the bit to make the ban
on metallic sulfide mining a reality.

As I bring this chapter to a close, I must say that
fighting this particular court battle in Rusk County
Circuit Court was one of the most important actions
we took against the multinationals and a fumbling
DNR. After Judge Henderson ruled in our favor, sud-
denly the potential existed to ban all metallic sulfide
mining in the state and protect northern Wisconsin
from turning into a polluted mining district. And on a
personal note, Judge Henderson’s decision also gave
Evelyn and me much needed encouragement to con-
tinue our struggle.

Figure 110-4. Chalk up a victory for the Rusk County Citizens Action Group! Judge Frederick Henderson
overturns the DNR’s decision to dismiss RCCAG’s petition that asked for rules banning metallic sulfide
mining (Eau Claire Leader-Telegram, September 12, 1995; republished with permission).
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But one big cloud hung over us. The DNR had the
option to appeal the judge’s ruling within 45 days of
when the decision was announced. Would the depart-
ment decide to take us back to court?
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Figure 110-5. Evelyn
Churchill shares the
good news of Judge
Henderson’s decision
with the people living
near Crandon, Wis-
consin by sending a
letter to the editor of
the Pioneer Express.
(Pioneer Express,
October 2, 1995).
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April 22, 1995 was a special day. It was Earth
Day, and we were in the middle of fighting to save our
corner of the earth from the hazards of metallic sulfide
mining. The lawsuit described in the previous chapter
had been filed in Rusk County Circuit Court almost
three months earlier, but we knew Judge Frederick
Henderson would not be handing down a decision
until September. As we thought about the lawsuit, it
seemed utterly ridiculous to us that ordinary citizens
would have to fight so hard to get the DNR to protect
the very resources it was charged with protecting.
There’s no doubt we were facing an uphill battle made

harder by the fact that mining interests had infiltrated
our state government to not only write their own laws,
but to control the enforcement of those laws.

Evelyn decided that Earth Day would be an appro-
priate time to tell the story of how the mining compa-
nies had paved the way to develop a major mining
district in northern Wisconsin. So she got out her
word processor and started to type. By reading her
account, you will see that all the nasty events I told
you about earlier in my story were not just coinciden-
tal. They were part of a larger scheme. I’ve included
what Evelyn wrote on the following pages.

The History of the Corruption 
of Wisconsin Government by 
Mining Interests (April 1995)

C H A P T E R  1 1 1

Figure 111-1. Evelyn Churchill
(second from right) continued to
research and write reports about
mining issues even after she got
into her 70s. She is pictured
here with her brother-in-law Ed
Churchill (far left), sister-in-law
Zella West (nee Churchill) and
Roscoe (Photo by Joyce
Churchill of Milwaukee, WI,
October 10, 1991). 
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by Evelyn Churchill

A resumé of events in Wisconsin, since 1958, dramatically
spotlights how the state law and rule-making bodies and suc-
cession of governors were coerced by the oil and mining
moguls into the breakdown of democracy in Wisconsin—and
how Wisconsin has been “shaped up” for the development of
a major metal mining district (gold, copper, zinc et al), cover-
ing most of northern Wisconsin. At least 8 massive sulfide
ore bodies lie between Ladysmith and Crandon alone!

Wisconsin is a perfect example of how mining companies
infiltrate and break down the environmental laws in a new ter-
ritory before exploiting it, and how they break down local
opposition.

The sequence of events I am about to outline leads up to the
latest blow, AB 150, which is Governor Tommy Thompson’s
1995 Budget Bill.

1958 A law was passed that allowed a mining company to
condemn private land for the company’s use in con-
veying mining effluent to a discharge point—Wis.
Stat. 107.05. Upon the discovery and protest of that
law by one person in 1977, this statute was repealed.

Mid- Kennecott was exploring in Rusk County, based on 
60s mineral findings as far back as 1914.

1967 The Conservation Commission and the Department of
Resource Development were combined into one
agency, the Department of Natural Resources (DNR),
with the impossible task of permitting development of
natural resources while at the same time protecting
them.

This gave the mining companies a tremendous advan-
tage. Only because of strong citizen protest was the
Public Intervenor Office and the citizens’ Natural
Resources Board created to act as a check and bal-
ance on the DNR, an agency that had the potential to
become too responsive to the demands of the devel-
opers of natural resources.

1968– Kennecott leased and later bought up 2,750 acres of 
1975 farmland in the Town of Grant, Rusk County and pro-

ceeded to demolish 11 small farms in the process.
Kennecott also bought 600 acres north of Ladysmith
in the Town of Flambeau, where another ore deposit
was found. Kennecott announced its mineral find.

1976 Local opposition against mining in Rusk County ran
high:

a. Unanimous vote by the Rusk County Board to
refuse prospecting by NL Industries in the county
forestland;

b. Unanimous vote by the Rusk County Board to deny
Kennecott a permit to mine; and

c. Unanimous vote by the Grant Town Board to deny
rezoning any property to allow mining until certain
laws were passed guaranteeing better environmental
protection and more tax revenue to the town and
county.

1977– The mining companies decided they needed to squash 
1982 the “outrageous” local opposition to mining and

somehow empower themselves. So their representa-
tives, including Exxon lobbyist James Klauser, aggres-
sively took the leading role in drafting and promoting
the enactment of laws and rules to facilitate mining in
the state. This was done by so-called “consensus,”
but in reality compromises were made that only bene-
fited the mining company such as:

a. Curtailing citizen input in mining decisions by elimi-
nating consideration of all public testimony in the
Master Hearing on the Environmental Impact
Statement and mining permit—Wis. Stat. 144.836
[renumbered to Wis. Stat 293.43(5) in 1995].

b. Facilitating irresponsible mining by flexible DNR
rules that have no teeth; the DNR is authorized to
grant LESS restrictive exemptions and variances to
any of its own rules for mining, including rules that
already allow toxic levels of groundwater pollution—
Wis. Stat. 144.83(4)(j) [renumbered to Wis. Stat.
293.15(9) in 1995] and NR 182.075.

c. Relieving mining companies of responsibility for
costs of major pollution problems caused by mining
by putting those costs on the backs of the taxpay-
ers—Wis. Stats. 144.441(2) and (6), 144.442(7) and
144.855 [renumbered to Wis. Stats. 289.41(1m),
289.68(2), 292.31(6) and 293.65(4) in 1995].

d. Levying an ineffective net proceeds mining tax that
has no guarantees—Wis. Stats. 70.37–70.396.

e. Entirely excluding citizen input on decisions con-
cerning the location and disposal of mining wastes—
Wis. Stat. 144.44 [renumbered to Wis. Stats.
289.21—289.36 in 1995]. For example:

1. Mining operations are not required to prove
“need” for a waste facility as landfill proposals must
do—Wis. Stats. 144.44(2)(f) 6 and (nr)(1) [renum-
bered to Wis. Stats. 289.24(1)(f) and 289.28(2)(a)
in 1995].

2. Mining can by-pass local ordinances and
approvals for locating waste sites—Wis. Stats.

The Story of the Corruption of Wisconsin Government by the Oil and
Mining Corporations Over the Past Quarter Century (April 22, 1995)
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144.44(1m)(c), 144.445(5)(d-e) and (12)(d)
[renumbered to Wis. Stats. 289.22(3), 289.33(5)(d-
e) and 289.33(12)(d) in 1995].

3. Mining companies have the authority to condemn
private and municipal lands for use as mining waste
sites—Wis. Stats. 144.83(4)(g-h) and 144.447
[renumbered to Wis. Stats. 293.15(6-7) and 289.36
in 1995] and Wis. Stat. 32.02(12). Please note the
deceptive wording of Wis. Stat. 32.02(12). It states
that the power of eminent domain does not apply to
corporations “licensed” under Chapter 293, the
chapter governing metallic mining. However, mining
companies are given “permits” to mine under
Chapter 293 and not “licenses.” The two are not
interchangeable! A mining company can be given a
“license” to operate a waste facility under Wis. Stat.
289.31(1), not Chapter 293.

1982– Local protest to mining was still running high. The 
1983 Town of Grant voters at their annual meeting passed a

moratorium against mining in the town, as did more
than eighty other towns in the state. In addition, Rusk
County adopted a tough zoning code for metal mining
that in effect prohibited the Kennecott proposal.

1983 A law was enacted that exempted the mining compa-
nies from having to abide by the same groundwater
quality law, Chapter 160, that regulated other polluting
activities. This exemption, Wis. Stat. 160.19(12),
allowed mining companies to pollute groundwater
beyond Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCLs), even
though water with such high levels of pollutants is
considered unsafe for human consumption.

1984 New legislation took effect that abolished the town
meeting as the governing body of the town, except for
levying taxes. All other business, including making
decisions about mining, was put under the jurisdiction
of the three-member town board. It’s easier for a min-
ing company to manipulate a town board than a town
meeting.

1986 The oil and mining corporations infiltrated the head
office of the State of Wisconsin. Exxon lobbyist James
Klauser recognized Tommy Thompson as suitable
material for a governorship conducive to mining inter-
ests and proceeded to manage a successful campaign
to get Thompson elected governor. In return, Thomp-
son appointed Klauser as Secretary of the Department
of Administration, a very powerful position.

1987 As the path now seemed well-cleared at the state
level, Kennecott sent in a new project manager, prima-
rily to crush local opposition by the use of threats,
“gifts,” propaganda, control of local politics, discredit-
ing of opposing voices, etc. Larry Mercando accom-
plished his mission.

1987 Governor Thompson was a great help to Kennecott by
scheduling a meeting in Rusk County of his newly-
appointed Ad Hoc Task Force on Mining. At this meet-
ing the DNR and other state officials gave their
approval to having a local committee negotiate an
agreement with Kennecott for mine start-up, even
though Town of Grant law (moratorium) and Rusk
County zoning PROHIBITED Kennecott’s proposal.

1988 Governor Thompson was responsible for further
breakdown of local democracy by manipulating the
passage of a bill drafted by Kennecott that enabled a
mining company to OVERRIDE local resolutions and
zoning ordinances by negotiating a Local Agreement—
Wis. Stat. 144.839 [renumbered to Wis. Stat. 293.41
in 1995]. The bill was slipped through as an amend-
ment to Thompson’s 1988 budget and as such was
not subject to a public hearing.

1989 Rio Tinto Zinc (RTZ) of London bought out British
Petroleum (BP), which had taken over Kennecott sev-
eral years earlier.

1989 Local opposition to mining in Rusk County continued.
Citizens protested against E.K. Lehmann’s request to
prospect on county forestland, and Lehmann was
denied a prospecting permit by the Rusk County
Board.

1991 David Schwarz, a hearing examiner from Governor
Thompson’s Department of Administration, declared
the 40-year conditional use permit issued by Rusk
County and the Local Agreement signed by officials
from the Town of Grant, Rusk County and the City of
Ladysmith as the fulfillment of the required local
approval for mining. This was done despite the fact
that the Local Agreement sabotaged the local commu-
nity and overrode legitimate local laws and zoning.

1991 Overwhelming citizen protest demanded the Rusk
County Board rescind the Local Agreement. But
Kennecott’s aggressive actions and threats of court
suit cowed the board into voting NOT to rescind the
agreement.

1993 Kennecott began mining, and the first 400 carloads of
gold ore were so rich that they were sent directly to
the Noranda smelter in Rouyn, Quebec. The ore did
not have to be milled before being smelted! Later on,
more carloads filled with the same kind of rich gold
ore were sent to Quebec.

1994– Public protest against mining accelerated and became 
1995 overwhelming. Numerous environmental groups from

all over the state, fishing and sport groups, the Indian
Nations and local people all protested loudly. About
10,000 persons petitioned the DNR to halt the mining
of the massive sulfide orebodies scattered across
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Before leaving this chapter, I’d like to give you
some more information about Governor Thompson’s
1995 budget bill, the final item that Evelyn men-
tioned in her report. As you know, Evelyn wrote her
paper in April of 1995, a little over a year before she
died. The budget bill, Assembly Bill 150, had been
introduced in the legislature but was still being
debated, so she didn’t know if Thompson would suc-
ceed in: 1) eliminating the Public Intervenor Office;
2) making the Secretary of the DNR his own
appointee; and 3) shaking up the state’s Department
of Public Instruction. But she lived to see all three of
these things happen. As a result of Thompson’s
shrewd political moves, he was able to consolidate
more power into his own hands and the hands of his
big-money supporters. Let me give you the details. 

Eliminating the Public 
Intervenor Office 
Governor Thompson’s 1995 budget bill truly repre-
sented a major reorganization of our state govern-
ment. An excellent summary of the various provisions
that the governor successfully inserted into AB 150 as
part of his power grab can be found in the Wisconsin
Blue Book 1997–1998 (CD 111-1). But for now, let me
start out by telling you what Thompson and his

Republican cronies did to the Public Intervenor
Office. 

As discussed in an earlier chapter, the Public
Intervenor Office was created by the Wisconsin
Legislature in 1967 to give regular citizens a place to
turn to for help if they believed the DNR or anyone
else had made a decision that interfered with public
rights to clean water and other natural resources. So
when Thompson proposed eliminating the Public
Intervenor Office in 1995, a lot of people concerned
about environmental protection sat up and took
notice. In particular, Evelyn put together a petition
against the proposal, and our friends in the Rusk
County Citizens Action Group helped collect signa-
tures (CD 111-2). 

The two attorneys who were serving as public
intervenors in 1995, Thomas Dawson and Kathleen
Falk, also tried to generate opposition to what
Thompson was trying to ram through the legislature.
They sent out a letter to newspapers across the state
in which they defended the Public Intervenor Office
and explained how the office had been established to
ensure “citizen input and advocacy in natural
resource matters” (Figure 111-2).

But despite all our efforts, the Public Intervenor
Office was severely weakened by 1995 Wisconsin Act
27, the budget bill that eventually passed the legislature

northern Wisconsin, and an environmental group
(RCCAG) sued the DNR for refusing to adopt rules to
halt sulfide mineral mining. In addition, the Indian
Nations established stronger air and water standards
to protect the state’s natural resources. The mining
interests and Governor Thompson apparently felt
pushed to retaliate.

1995 The Wisconsin Mining Association, an offshoot of
Wisconsin Manufacturers and Commerce, stated that
a prime goal of the association was to ensure that the
proposed copper and zinc mine in Forest County at
Crandon would be built.

April Consequently, the governor’s 1995 Budget Bill, drafted 
1995 by Thompson, Klauser and others in the Thompson

administration, is designed to halt any further citizen
action that could hinder the plans of the oil and min-
ing corporations. It puts the corporations at the helm
of the state by:

a. Eliminating the office of Public Intervenor;

b. Making the Secretary of the DNR a direct appointee
of the governor rather than an appointee of the
Natural Resources Board;

c. Making the heads of all DNR districts direct
appointees of the governor rather than appointees of
the DNR Secretary;

d. Changing the function of the citizens’ Natural
Resources Board from that of a policy-making body to
an advisory body; and

e. Making the head of the Department of Education an
appointee of the governor rather than being elected by
the Wisconsin voters, thus providing excellent means
for blanketing the entire state citizenry with mining
company propaganda through the school system.

This sequence of events reveals how the majority of Rusk
County people did not want metal mining in their county. But
yet, due to the corruption of the state and local governments
by the oil and mining corporations in collusion with the heads
of state and DNR officials, the people were forced to submit
to Kennecott’s demands.

If the Governor’s Budget Bill is passed, the same thing will
happen with the Exxon/Rio Algom proposal near Crandon and
any other future mining proposals. Wisconsin can look for-
ward to being environmentally raped and having a third world
economy.
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and was signed into law by Governor Thompson.
While the governor did not succeed in altogether get-
ting rid of the Public Intervenor Office, he managed
to effectively neuter it. Let me explain. 

The laws that were enacted to create and empower
the Public Intervenor Office, Wis. Stats. 165.07,
165.075 and 165.076, placed the office within the
Wisconsin Department of Justice. The attorney gen-
eral was given the authority to appoint: (1) at least
one assistant attorney general to serve as public inter-
venor; and (2) a public intervenor advisory commit-
tee consisting of seven to nine citizens. The Public
Intervenor Office was well-positioned to objectively
monitor what the DNR was doing and even sue the
department if necessary. You can read the wording of
those original statutes on the CD-ROM that accompa-
nies the book (CD 111-3). 

Despite my disappointment with Public Intervenor
Peter Peshek, who couldn’t seem to do enough to
accommodate the mining industry, the office really
did carry some wallop before Thompson got his hands
on it. In particular, a Madison attorney by the name of

Laura Sutherland was appointed a part-
time Public Intervenor in 1994 to keep an
eye on what was happening with the per-
mit applications for the proposed
Crandon mine. And in February of 1995,
shortly before Thompson’s budget bill
was passed, Sutherland had issued a
report that was very critical of the mining
company’s groundwater modeling for the
project. Sutherland went so far as to say,
“The Public Intervenor’s position is that
the groundwater model, as currently pro-
posed by Crandon Mining Company
(CMC), is inadequate and needs to be
modified before any conclusions can be
made. Consequently, many of CMC’s ini-
tial conclusions are seriously flawed and
not supported by the data gathered by
Foth and Van Dyke and other CMC con-
sultants” (CD 111-4). It was clear that
Sutherland had drawn a line in the sand
and was ready to fight.

But just a few months after issuing her
report, Sutherland was forced to withdraw
from reviewing the Crandon mine pro-
posal. The 1995 budget bill had been
passed into law, and the Public Intervenor
Office was about to become history. Here is
how the Wisconsin Legislative Reference
Bureau described the provisions of the

budget dealing with the public intervenor (CD 111-1): 

[1995 Wisconsin Act 27] transfers the Public
Intervenor from the Department of Justice to the
Department of Natural Resources. It replaces the
advisory committee, appointed by the attorney gen-
eral, with a Public Intervenor Board, appointed by
the governor and certain legislators. The act elimi-
nates the Public Intervenor’s authority to commence
and intervene in court proceedings and requires
approval of the Public Intervenor Board to com-
mence or intervene in administrative proceedings.

The Act also specified that the DNR Secretary, rather
than the Attorney General, would designate an attor-
ney to serve as the public intervenor and that the
public intervenor would be chosen from among the
lawyers within the DNR. That meant someone like
Attorney Chuck Hammer might end up with the job!
You can read for yourself in Wis. Stat. 23.39, the
statute enacted in 1995 to replace the original public
intervenor law (CD 111-5). What a mess! The theo-
retical “watchdog” of the DNR was now going to be
housed within the department itself! 

Figure 111-2. Thomas Dawson and Kathleen Falk, two of Wisconsin’s public inter-
venors, asked the public to speak out against Governor Tommy Thompson’s plans to
eliminate the Public Intervenor Office (Ladysmith News, April 13, 1995). 
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At least Hammer wasn’t named to be the new public
intervenor. Instead the job went to Edwina Kavanaugh,
a DNR attorney who at least tried to assist citizens who
needed help on natural resource issues. But, as
described in a publication of the Wisconsin Steward-
ship Network, “without the former stature of the office
and the right to sue, the office was quickly seen as pow-
erless and irrelevant” (CD 111-6). 

The final blow to the Public Intervenor Office came
with Governor Thompson’s 1997 budget bill. That’s
when the governor succeeded in eliminating the pub-
lic intervenor altogether by getting the legislature to
repeal Wis. Stat. 23.39. So now, my dear readers, we
don’t even have a neutered public intervenor; we
have no public intervenor at all. Hopefully the office
will be restored again some day in its original form,
especially if legislators like Rep. Spencer Black (D-
Madison) and Sen. Russ Decker (D-Schofield) have
anything to say about it. Black and Decker have tried
several times over the years to bring the office back to
life and are still trying today, even as I write my book
(CD 111-7 and CD 111-8).

Making the DNR Secretary an
Appointee of the Governor
As part of his consolidation of power in 1995,
Governor Thompson also succeeded in adding the
position of DNR Secretary to his cabinet of appoin-
tees. Before the change was made, the secretary had
always been appointed by the citizens serving on the
Natural Resources Board. That’s how George Meyer
became DNR Secretary in 1993. But the new law
allowed the governor to handpick whoever he wanted
to head the department, subject only to approval by
the Wisconsin Senate. 

Before going further, let me review a little bit of the
DNR’s history with you. When the department was
formed in 1967 by a merger of the state’s Conserva-
tion Commission with the Department of Resource
Development, people fought long and hard for some
kind of assurance that environmental protection
would not fall by the wayside. That’s why the Public
Intervenor Office was created and the selection of the
head of the DNR was delegated to a citizens’ board.
So when Thompson reversed those policies in 1995, it
meant the safeguards built into the system in 1967 to
make sure that the newly-formed DNR would not be
unduly influenced by developers ceased to exist. That
was no small matter!

When Thompson assumed the power to appoint
the DNR Secretary in 1995, he decided to retain

George Meyer—at least for the time being. I suppose
Meyer had been doing a good enough job in the gov-
ernor’s eyes, so there was no need to fire him. But
there was no doubt in anyone’s mind that if Meyer
didn’t do whatever Thompson wanted, he could be
replaced at the drop of a hat. 

To demonstrate how Meyer had to cow to
Thompson, just look at what happened in Spooner,
Wisconsin in 1996! That’s when Meyer approved of
changing the name of the long-time DNR fish hatchery
on the south side of town from the “Spooner Fish
Hatchery” to the “Governor Tommy G. Thompson State
Fish Hatchery.” Meyer certainly was smart enough to
know that Thompson was anything but an environ-
mentalist and not deserving of such an honor. In fact, I
wrote a letter to Meyer in which I said just that (CD
111-9). Yet, when Meyer wrote back to me, he
defended the name change while conveniently forget-
ting to mention how Thompson’s pro-mining policies
were jeopardizing the natural fisheries that existed
throughout northern Wisconsin (CD 111-10). As far as
I’m concerned, Meyer supported the idea of renaming
the fish hatchery in honor of Thompson because he
was probably scared of losing his job if he didn’t. 

In my opinion, Meyer should have insisted that the
name of the fish hatchery either remain the same or
be changed to honor someone of real integrity like
Leon Johnson, a Spooner native known as the “Musky
Man.” Leon had earned his doctorate in biology from
the University of Wisconsin in 1920, given a lifetime
of service to the DNR, published over 40 research
papers and 15 lay articles on muskies and been hon-
ored for his outstanding contributions as a fisheries
scientist (CD 111-11). Plus, he’s just a nice guy. That’s
the kind of man the fish hatchery should have been
named after—not someone like Tommy Thompson. In
fact, if the name of the hatchery could be changed
once, why not change it again? But this time call it
the Leon Johnson State Fish Hatchery. 

Speaking of fishing, several of my environmental
friends from the Spooner/Rice Lake area, including
Bob Olsgard, Sandy Lyon, Carole Crisler, Sandra
Tomczak and Laura Furtman, got wind of the fact that
Governor Thompson was planning to come to the
Dairyland Flowage on the Flambeau River near Tony,
Wisconsin for the fishing opener in May of 1998.
They decided to seize the opportunity to confront
Thompson about his takeover of the DNR and 
e-mailed each other back and forth to come up with
some slogans to write on protest signs. 

Eventually Bob and Sandy came up with a simple
slogan that everyone liked: “Free George Meyer!”
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Another friend who happens to be an artist, Bill
Krupinski of Jefferson, Wisconsin, offered to draw a
political cartoon that featured the slogan, and Bob
Olsgard came up with a petition for people to sign
that called on the legislature to restore the authority
of the Natural Resources Board to appoint the DNR
Secretary (Figure 111-3). We decided to call ourselves
Citizens for an Independent DNR (CIDNR), and the
next thing we knew, the “Free George Meyer” cam-
paign was up and running.

Bob, Carole, Sandra and Laura came to my farm on
the morning of the fishing opener, armed with home-

made protest signs and ready to face off with the gov-
ernor. We piled into my 1979 Ford LTD and drove
over to Josie Creek County Park, where Thompson
was scheduled to have lunch before flying back to
Madison. Unfortunately, however, we got there just in
time to see the governor and his chauffeur climb into
a sport utility van and head off to the airport. We did
not even have a chance to get our protest signs out of
the trunk of my car and wave them in his face. But we
were not to be foiled! I knew a short-cut to the
airport, so we piled into my car and headed over
there as fast as we could. We managed to arrive

Figure 111-3. The
“Free George Meyer”
campaign emerged as
a way for citizens to
protest against
Governor Tommy
Thompson’s takeover
of the Department of
Natural Resources. Go
to CD 111-12 to see
the complete petition
(Art work by Bill
Krupinski of Jefferson,
WI and layout by Bob
Olsgard of Sarona, WI,
May 1998).
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before Thompson got there, grabbed
our protest signs and waited. You can
read all the sordid details of what hap-
pened next in a letter that Laura sent to
the editor of the Pioneer Express and
many other newspapers around the
state (Figure 111-4).

After we had our little run-in with
Thompson at the airport, we drove back
to my farm, got my 1930 Model A out of
the shed and drove through downtown
Ladysmith with our protest signs hang-
ing out the windows. It was the most
fun I had in a long time.

We kept the “Free George Meyer”
campaign alive throughout the summer
of 1998. In particular, Bill Krupinski
designed and created some protest signs
that a number of us carried during the
Protect the Earth Journey in June (that
was the 320-mile walk from the Red Cliff
Reservation to Madison I told you about
in an earlier chapter). Take a look at
Figures 111-6 and 120-48, and you will

Figure 111-4. Laura Furtman thought the public might be interested to know what Governor Thompson had to say about freeing George Meyer
from his control. She customized the last paragraph of her letter to target various legislators around the state and sent it to their hometown
newspapers (Pioneer Express, May 18, 1998).

Figure 111-5. Roscoe Churchill sits on the running board of his 1930 Model A with his
grandson, Steven Roscoe Jerry. To this day Roscoe brings the car to parades and protest
rallies, bedecked with signs supporting the Democratic Party and environmental protec-
tion (Photo by Ann Churchill-Jerry of Ladysmith, WI, May 2001). 
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see what I mean! Bill also came up with a bumper
sticker that said “Free George Meyer” (Figure 111-7).
My friends Kira Henschel and Sandy Lyon had about
a thousand of them printed to distribute at environ-
mental meetings, and people just grabbed them off

the tables. Believe it or not, George Meyer even saw
one of the bumper stickers on somebody’s car and
asked Sandy if he could get one for himself!

As much as we blamed Governor Thompson for
adding the DNR Secretary to his cabinet of
appointees, I must admit that Tommy was not the real
brains behind the move. No, that distinction belonged
to James Derouin, the one-time Exxon lobbyist and
attorney for Wisconsin Manufacturers and Commerce
who played a central role in the “consensus” negotia-
tions of the early 1980s. You can read for yourself in
an article that appeared in the November 15, 1985
issue of the Capital Times (Figure 111-8). Derouin
was quoted as saying that “the DNR secretary should
be made a member of the governor’s cabinet, empow-
ered to promise businesses speedy action on environ-
mental permits and armed with the legal authority to
deliver on that promise.”

Thompson was able to accomplish what Derouin
wanted ten years later when he signed the 1995 exec-
utive budget bill. In my mind, it reaffirmed something
I had said to DNR Secretary Anthony Earl in 1976.
The people in charge of state government were more
interested in having the DNR serve as a “handmaiden
of the mining companies” than protect the natural
resources that belonged to the people of the State of
Wisconsin.

My dear readers, it’s time to reverse the trend that
favors big business over regular citizens in natural
resource decisions. We must restore the DNR
Secretary to a position of independence from political
pressure. Just like Rep. Spencer Black and Sen. Russ
Decker have tried repeatedly to resurrect the Public
Intervenor Office, they have also introduced bills on
more than one occasion to reinstate the power of the
Natural Resources Board to appoint the DNR
Secretary (CD 111-7). So far none of their bills have
made it through the state’s Republican-controlled leg-
islature, but we must not give up. 

Figure 111-7. Roscoe Churchill and his friends distributed about a thousand bumper stickers around the state as part of the “Free George
Meyer” campaign (Art work by Bill Krupinski of Jefferson, WI, 1998). 

Figure 111-6. Roscoe Churchill gladly displays a protest sign
designed by artist Bill Krupinski to oppose Governor Tommy
Thompson’s takeover of the Wisconsin DNR (Photo by Bill Krupinski
of Jefferson, WI, June 20, 1998).
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Shaking up the Wisconsin
Department of Public Instruction
Besides taking over the management of the state’s
natural resources by slipping underhanded provisions
into the 1995 budget bill, Thompson also succeeded
that year in putting a kibosh on environmental educa-
tion programs in Wisconsin’s public schools. He did it
by eliminating the position of environmental educa-
tion coordinator within the state’s Department of
Public Instruction. Tell me, how are our children sup-
posed to learn about things like water pollution,
global warming and endangered species if there is no
coordinated effort to make sure those topics are dis-
cussed in our public schools?

Sen. Kevin Shibilski (D-Stevens Point) tried to get
the environmental education coordinator position
restored in 2000, claiming it would cost the state less
than $100,000 annually. As reported in the April 21,
2000 issue of the Saint Paul Pioneer Press, Shibilski
stated, “We need to educate the next generation of
decision makers [about environmental protection].
The next generation needs to know about this like no
other generation” (CD 111-13). But Shibilski got

nowhere with the Republicans
in the legislature, and the posi-
tion still has not been restored.

As if thwarting environmen-
tal education in the public
schools wasn’t enough for
Thompson, he also made a play
in the 1995 budget bill to reor-
ganize the entire Department of
Public Instruction and name his
own man to replace our demo-
cratically-elected Superinten-
dent of Public Schools. Even
more shocking was that his pro-
posal passed the legislature.
Luckily, however, a lawsuit was
filed against the move, and the
Wisconsin Supreme Court ruled
that Thompson’s attempt to
“redesign the governance of
public instruction” was uncon-
stitutional and therefore void
(CD 111-1). 

In conclusion let me say
this: Evelyn was right in 1995
when she looked at the events
that took place between 1958
and 1995 and lumped them
together as “The Story of the

Corruption of Wisconsin Government by the Oil and
Mining Corporations.” There was a major reorganiza-
tion of our state government during those years, and
as a result too much power now resides in the hands of
our governor and the big corporations. One of the best
examples to prove the point is what you just read
about the governor’s takeover of the DNR in 1995.
Don’t get me wrong. I never liked the DNR to begin
with because of its bias toward resource development.
But Thompson managed to make the agency even worse.
Yes, nowadays our clean water, clean air, minerals,
wildlife and forests are even more likely to be sold to
the highest bidder than when Tony Earl was Secretary
of the DNR! Clearly, that’s not what people like Aldo
Leopold and E.M. Dahlberg had in mind when the
Wisconsin Conservation Commission was formed in
1926. And it’s not what the legislators had in mind
when the Public Intervenor Office and DNR Secretary
position were created in 1967. At a bare minimum we
need to restore the Public Intervenor Office and take
the DNR Secretary out of the governor’s cabinet.
Better yet, what really needs to happen is for our leg-
islators to do away with the DNR altogether and

Figure 111-8. Governor Tommy Thompson’s move to take over the Department of Natural Resources
apparently had its roots in comments made by mining lobbyist James Derouin (Capital Times, Nov-
ember 15, 1985; reprinted with permission of The Associated Press).
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resurrect the old-style Conservation Commission of
the 1920s. It’s the only way to truly protect, maintain
and improve the state’s natural resources.
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You may recall that in December of 1994, the
Natural Resources Board instructed DNR Secretary
George Meyer and his staff to prepare a report on the
waste management problems associated with metallic
sulfide mining. At that time we were told the report
would be put together fairly quickly, in time for the
board’s February 1995 meeting. Well, it just didn’t
happen. By the time February rolled around, the DNR
was faced with the lawsuit we had filed regarding the
department’s authority to ban metallic sulfide mining
in the state. Our case hinged on the fact that metallic
sulfide mines were always known to cause irreparable
environmental damage.

I would dare say that the DNR probably did not
want to release its report on mining waste manage-
ment to the public in February, as originally promised,
because the department officials knew that no metal-
lic sulfide mine had ever been successfully reclaimed
anywhere in the world. And without being able to cite
such an example, the officials probably feared we
would use their own report to bolster our case against
the department in court.

All I can say is that the DNR’s report was issued five
months behind schedule—too late for us to include
any of its findings in the legal brief that we were
required to file with the court by July 15th. And just
as we expected, when we finally got to see the report,
it was filled with all kinds of information that proved
the technology did not exist to successfully reclaim a
sulfide metal mine. The 38-page report, entitled “An
Overview of Mining Waste Management Issues in
Wisconsin,” is included in its entirety on the CD-ROM
that accompanies the book (CD 112-1). But for now,
let me share with you some of the highlights. 

To start, the executive summary of the report

stated, “Department of Natural Resources staff
believe application of currently available and devel-
oping technology for pollution prevention, combined
with the comprehensive regulatory controls provided
in state laws and rules, are capable of providing the
necessary level of environmental protection for future
mining projects in this state.” When we proceeded to
read the report, however, we wondered how the
department could have drawn that conclusion. You
see, the report also included the following statement:

In fact, the entire DNR report was peppered with
statements that told us the department had not been
able to come up with any proven technologies to pre-
vent the long-term problems associated with acid
mine drainage. I have included a list of some of those
statements for you to see. Take a look, and I think you
will understand why we concluded that the report,
written by Larry Lynch of the department’s Bureau of
Solid and Hazardous Waste Management, was not
very convincing. In fact, we viewed it as an example
of DNR double-talk at its finest.

Lynch covered a number of different topics in his
report. But I’d like to focus on the following three
strategies that he advocated for controlling acid mine
drainage: (1) installing synthetic liners and leachate
collection systems beneath the waste material at mine
sites; (2) adding lime to crushed sulfide-containing

There are no ideal metallic mineral mining sites
which can be pointed to as the model approach in
preventing acidic drainage industry-wide.

–Wisconsin DNR, July 1995

The DNR Issues a Report on Acid 
Mine Drainage (July 1995)

C H A P T E R  1 1 2
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waste rock to neutralize acid; and (3) relying on
Wisconsin’s “tough” mining laws and the DNR’s
enforcement of those laws to save the day. None of
these approaches had ever been proven effective in
the long term, but you wouldn’t know it by reading
what Lynch had to say. 

Synthetic Liners and Leachate
Collection Systems
Lynch’s report on mining waste management
included information about the possibility of using
liners and leachate collection systems to control acid
mine drainage. He presented the information in a
matter-of-fact way and in the process made it sound
like mining waste could be handled just as easily as
everyday solid waste! Here is what he wrote:

Given the difficulty in effective collection of contami-
nated groundwater, emphasis should be placed on
prevention of the migration of leachate to the
groundwater. The most common and practicable
means of preventing such migration is by placement
of a liner system beneath the waste material with a
leachate collection system to recover the contami-
nated liquids. … The containment technology
applied at mining sites to control the migration of
water out of the waste facility is essentially the same
as that employed at other solid waste facilities in
Wisconsin and other states. … The principles of
solid waste management are directly applicable
to future mining waste sites, and it is antici-
pated that such sites will incorporate the pre-
vailing liner technology applied to solid waste
facilities. [emphasis added]

While that sounded nice, Lynch failed to mention that
the reclamation plans for the Flambeau Mine that had
been approved by the DNR did not require the mining
company to install a permanent liner and leachate
collection system beneath the mine’s waste dump!
Sure, the mining company used some temporary lin-
ers under the piles of high sulfide waste rock during
the mining years and routed the leachate through the
mine’s water treatment plant (which proved the
crushed waste rock indeed contained hazardous sub-
stances). But when the mine stopped production in
1997, the water treatment plant was shut down and
all the sulfide waste rock and sludge was shoved into
the unlined mine pit next to the Flambeau River. 

What good are liners and leachate collection systems
if, in the end, Wisconsin’s mining laws are so weak that
a company can get around using them? What’s more,
even if the types of pollution-control systems used at

DNR Double-Talk on Acid Mine
Drainage
While claiming in its July 1995 report, “An Overview of
Mining Waste Management Issues in Wisconsin,” that the
technology and laws were all in place to provide the “neces-
sary level of environmental protection for future mining
projects in this state,” the DNR could come up with nothing
better than the following kinds of statements to support the
claim (CD 112-1):

�  The most technologically viable means of reducing the
availability of sulfide minerals in a waste mass is to
recover and thus remove the pyrite from the tailings mate-
rial. … However, total recovery of all sulfides is not
achievable, so that the remaining wastes may neverthe-
less be acid-generating.

�  Infiltration barriers constructed of fine tailings material
have not been extensively studied, but researchers con-
sider them to have great potential …

�  Bactericides generally are capable of up to a five-fold
reduction in the rate of acid generation … However,
because they degrade and are flushed away by infiltrating
water, bactericides have a fairly limited period of effec-
tiveness.

�  Without permanent physical stability, the features incor-
porated into a facility design to prevent acid generation,
which have been previously described, will ultimately be
ineffective.

�  Examples of acid-generating waste facilities designed with
low-permeability liner and cover systems and possessing
extensive compliance monitoring data are lacking.

�  Synthetic membranes are very attractive as a cover
material because of their extremely low permeability and
resistance to chemical and bacteriological degeneration.
However, questions exist in terms of the long term dura-
bility of the material due to mechanical damage or natu-
rally induced damage from repeated freeze/thaw cycles,
variation in ambient temperature conditions, burrowing
animals and root penetration.

�  Given that both acid-producing and acid-consuming
reactions will likely occur within a waste pile, in order to
best manage the waste disposal it is desirable to predict
whether nor not the waste material, as a whole, will gen-
erate acidic drainage. Predictive testing procedures have
evolved over the years to help answer this question.
Unfortunately, there is a paucity of data available which
correlates the predictive results with actual drainage
water quality from waste facilities. [emphasis added]
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solid waste facilities were used at mine sites, we still
would not be out of the woods. You see, sulfide mining
waste is very different from ordinary solid waste, and
Lynch should have never implied that the two were
interchangeable. Unlike household garbage, metallic
mining waste contains massive amounts of toxic heavy
metals and acid-generating substances that have the
potential to poison wells and kill off lakes and streams
for centuries. Did Lynch really believe that the liners
routinely used at municipal waste dumps could contain
the pollutants from a metallic sulfide mine for any rea-
sonable length of time? 

Lynch did not even offer a guess as to how long a
plastic liner might be expected to stay intact when
used under the challenging conditions posed by min-
ing. He did, however, talk about using the same kind
of sheeting material to cover the mining waste before
burying it (as a strategy for reducing exposure of the
sulfide minerals to oxygen and water) and offered the
following statement regarding the long-term durabil-
ity of the plastic: 

Synthetic membranes are very attractive as a cover
material because of their extremely low permeability
and resistance to chemical and bacteriological degen-
eration. However, questions exist in terms of the long-
term durability of the material due to mechanical
damage or naturally induced damage from repeated
freeze/thaw cycles, variation in ambient temperature
conditions, burrowing animals and root penetration.
… It is currently felt by some researchers that, if prop-
erly constructed and protected from damage by cover-
ing with other soil layers, synthetic membranes should
function as an effective cover for 100 or more years.
[emphasis added]

If that was the best Lynch could muster regarding the
durability of plastic sheeting material, we certainly
were not very impressed. One hundred years is not
very long in the grand scheme of things. What’s more,
Lynch cleverly avoided addressing the real question in
everyone’s mind: Even if the synthetic liners and cov-
ers were able to contain the pollution for a while,
what would happen after 100 years when the mem-
branes broke down? It reminded me of something I
had heard gaiashkibos say in 1989, a few months
before the Master Hearing on Kennecott’s proposal:
“The company is saying it will be here for six years.
Their liability goes for another 30 years. We’re going
to be here forever.”

I also wondered why Lynch hadn’t made a point of
mentioning what Public Intervenor Laura Sutherland
had said about liners in a report she issued in
February of 1995, five months before Lynch’s report

was released to the public. Sutherland had put
together a paper for the Army Corps of Engineers
regarding the Crandon mine proposal that included
the following quotation from Dr. David Blowes, a
well-known scientist who was conducting research on
mine waste issues at the University of Waterloo in
Waterloo, Ontario (CD 111-4):

Both Crandon Mining Company and the Wisconsin
Department of Natural Resources seem to be treating
the tailings disposal area as if it were a typical
municipal landfill. The nature of the waste is
quite different. The sulfide minerals in tailings need
to be isolated from atmospheric oxygen to remain
nonreactive. When exposed to atmospheric oxygen,
now, or one thousand years from now, the sulfides
will begin to oxidize and acid generation will begin.
After the initiation of sulfide oxidation, waste leach-
ing will continue for several centuries … It is incon-
sequential if acidification begins now and
continues for a thousand years or after the fail-
ure of the liner and cover system. In both cases
the degree of environmental degradation will be
substantial and the effects will be felt for several
generations. A tailings management system that
cannot assure perpetual storage under anoxic
conditions or perpetual collection and treatment
of tailings leakage is unlikely to prevent environ-
mental degradation. [emphasis added]

Dr. Blowes’ statement underscored the fact that to
this day, the technology does not exist to manufacture
liners of sufficient long-term durability to contain
acid mine drainage. Surely Lynch had seen
Sutherland’s paper before he completed his report for
the Natural Resources Board. But instead of telling
the board and the public what Dr. Blowes had said,
Lynch kept his mouth shut and claimed that “effective
reclamation technology exists to prevent the genera-
tion and uncontrolled release of acidic drainage.” We
were simply outraged by the whole thing. In fact,
after Lynch’s report was released, a group of us got
together and sent a letter to Secretary Meyer in which
we urged the department to “consider retaining Dr.
Blowes as the DNR’s consultant on mine wastes” (CD
112-2). We had no use for Larry Lynch or his little
report, and we certainly didn’t trust Lynch to be the
department’s point man on the Crandon mine pro-
posal. Unfortunately, however, even though our letter
to Meyer was signed by 43 different environmental,
Native American, fishing and religious groups, noth-
ing ever came of it. Lynch retained his post as the
DNR’s chief mining regulator. 

Page after page of Lynch’s report demonstrated the
DNR’s shortsightedness regarding the pollution
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problems caused by metallic sulfide mining. Just
because Lynch was going to be long dead and buried
in a hundred years didn’t give him the right to ignore
the issue of what might happen if the DNR approved
of a short-term fix (synthetic liners) for a long-term
problem (acid mine drainage). But he did. Worse yet,
it looked like the “prevailing liner technology” that
Lynch advocated to control acid mine drainage was
the best the department had to offer.

And don’t forget! After all the ballyhoo about liners
and leachate collection systems, the DNR didn’t even
require Kennecott to use them in the Town of Grant.
To this day, the only thing collecting leachate at the
site of the Flambeau Mine is the Flambeau River.

I might add that Evelyn and I were not the only
ones to conclude that Lynch’s report was lackluster in
coming up with proven technologies to control min-
ing pollution. Reporter Ron Seely of the Wisconsin
State Journal interviewed Larry Lynch about the
department’s findings and wrote an article entitled
“Cleanups of mines untested, report says” (Figure
112-1). Here is part of what Seely had to say:

Larry Lynch, a hydrogeologist with the agency’s mine
reclamation unit who wrote the report, said critics at
the December board meeting challenged the DNR to
find a metallic mine that had been built, operated
and closed with no problems. But Lynch was unable
to find such an example. “There really aren’t any we
can point to that have been operated without a prob-
lem,” Lynch said. Nevertheless, the report says that
technology and state regulations can protect the
Wisconsin environment.

As you can see, Seeley honed in on the same kind of
DNR double-talk that we noticed throughout Lynch’s
report. Reading the newspaper article just served to
bolster our belief that Larry Lynch, the man who was
supposed to be the DNR’s authority on mining waste
management, was unwilling to admit that no proven
technology existed to successfully reclaim a metallic
sulfide mine.

Using Lime to Neutralize 
Acid Mine Drainage
I’d like to tell you about another pollution-control
technique advocated by Lynch in his report—adding
lime to sulfide waste material to neutralize acid mine
drainage. But before going further, please read the
following disclaimer that I have written to help put
things into perspective:

The documentation provided by Larry Lynch to justify

using lime to control the acid mine drainage
produced by metallic sulfide mines was based on
information provided by the coal mining industry. 

Yes, Lynch’s report, in general, relied heavily on pol-
lution-control data generated by the coal mining
industry rather than the metallic mining industry. It’s
almost as if he wanted us to believe that the waste
products produced by the two types of mines were
identical and could be handled in the same manner.
His narrow view was demonstrated by the following
statement made in the report: 

The chemistry of the problem, specifically the disso-
lution of sulfide minerals, is the same regardless of
whether the site is a coal mine or some other type of
mining operation. For that reason, information from
research projects or actual field applications pertain-
ing to the prediction, prevention and treatment of
acid drainage from mining sites is generally trans-
ferrable from non-metallic (coal) to metallic (copper,
lead, zinc, gold, etc.) mining sites. 

Well, that was nuts! Consider the following analogy
from the field of medicine: Patients with heart disease
often develop chest pains, and so do patients with indi-
gestion. In fact, physicians sometimes have trouble dis-
tinguishing between the two sets of symptoms. Yet the
same drug cannot be used to treat both types of
patients. You know as well as I that nitroglycerin is pre-
scribed for angina, but the antacid Tums is used for gas!
What works for one does not work for the other because
the underlying disease state is different. In terms of
mining, Evelyn described it like this: “Coal mining and
sulfide mineral mining are horses of two different col-
ors. Generally, there are no huge amounts of heavy met-
als involved in coal mining … Also, most of the coal
mined is removed from the site in its entirety, while in
sulfide mining, 85 percent or more of the crushed ore is
left at the site as waste, capable of generating acid mine
drainage for a millennium” (CD 112-3).

Despite the huge differences between coal mining
and metallic sulfide mining, Lynch apparently figured
that the techniques used to control the pollution from
one would be effective for the other (kind of like
using Tums to treat both gas and angina). In particu-
lar, he promoted the use of lime (calcium carbonate,
the same ingredient found in Tums) to neutralize acid
mine drainage. It’s a technique that has been used by
the coal mining industry for perhaps thirty years, but
to this day is still considered unproven in its efficacy
as a long-term fix for acid mine drainage. Here is the
theory behind adding lime to mining waste, as
described in the DNR report:
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Figure 112-1. Larry Lynch of the DNR admitted to reporter Ron Seely of the Wisconsin State Journal that the department was not able to come
up with a single example of a metallic sulfide mine that had been operated without causing pollution (Wisconsin State Journal, August 5, 1995;
republished with permission). 
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Alkaline or basic material can be used to abate acidic
drainage in a variety of different manners. Materials
can vary and include limestone, lime and sodium
hydroxide, but they all function by creating excess
alkalinity in the pore waters through the dissolution
of the buffering material. The excess alkalinity cre-
ated by additives or naturally occurring carbonate
material is then capable of neutralizing the acid gen-
erated in the oxidation of the sulfide minerals, in
turn reducing the levels of trace metals released.

Unfortunately, Lynch had no real data to back up his
assertion the the lime admixture technique would be
effective when applied to metallic sulfide waste, and
he certainly didn’t venture a guess as to how long the
beneficial effects from the lime might last. Those were
important points that should have been addressed,
especially since Kennecott’s reclamation plan for the
Flambeau Mine depended on lime as the primary
means of controlling acid mine drainage. 

Let me explain the problem with using lime to neu-
tralize the acid produced by metallic sulfide mines. It’s
a matter of math and basic chemistry. By definition,
massive sulfide deposits like the ones across northern
Wisconsin contain at least fifty percent sulfide minerals.
And not only do they contain a lot of sulfides per ton,
but the mines produce millions of tons of waste rock and
sludge. For example, Ed May estimated the sulfide con-
tent of the Flambeau deposit at 75 percent (60% pyrite,
12% chalcopyrite and 2.5% sphalerite; CD 1-5). And
when all was said and done, the mine generated 9 mil-
lion tons of crushed-up sulfide waste rock. That’s a lot
of sulfides, especially since much of the waste rock was
considered capable of generating 1–1.5 times its weight
in sulfuric acid upon exposure to air and moisture.
Here’s the chemical equation (CD 112-4):

FeS
2

+ 15/4 O
2

+ 7/2 H
2
O —> Fe(OH)

3
+ 2H

2
SO

4
(Pyrite) (Sulfuric Acid)

If we assume that: (1) the sulfide waste material from
the Flambeau Mine contained about 5.4 million tons
of pyrite (9 million tons x 60%); and (2) the above
chemical reaction was carried out to completion, the
pyrite in the filled-in mine pit would have the poten-
tial to generate 8.8 million tons of sulfuric acid (CD
112-5) . There’s no way that such a large amount of
acid could be neutralized by simply adding a little bit
of lime (CaCO

3
) to the waste rock. You can see what I

mean by looking at the chemical equation for the neu-
tralization reaction: 

CaCO
3

+ H+ —> Ca2+ + HCO
3

–

(Lime)               (Acid)                                  (Bicarbonate)

Based on the above equation, it would take 18 million
tons of lime to neutralize 8.8 million tons of sulfuric
acid (CD 112-5). Kennecott, on the other hand, added
only about 30,000 tons of lime to the waste rock from
the Flambeau Mine. See what I mean? It’s like tossing 
a couple of Tums into the mine pit! For a while the
lime might help to neutralize the acid in Kennecott’s
waste dump, but it will eventually be consumed by
the acid/base reaction. And when that happens, we
will be faced with a full-blown acid mine drainage
situation.

In 1993, Larry Mercando had extolled the virtues
of adding lime to the waste rock and sludge from the
Flambeau Mine (Figure 99-3). And two years later, in
1995, Larry Lynch was doing the same thing in his
report on mining waste management. Neither of the
two Larrys acknowledged that the piddley amount of
lime added to the massive amounts of sulfide waste
rock generated by the Flambeau Mine (or any other
mine) would accomplish nothing—except give the
mining company enough time to make its getaway. 

I might add that in 1988 the State of Minnesota
initiated a number of ongoing laboratory experiments
and field tests to determine the effectiveness of lime
in reducing acid mine drainage. You can read all
about it in a document issued by the Minnesota DNR
in 1989 entitled “Nonferrous Metal Mining: Impact
and Mitigation Research” and a follow-up report
issued in 2001 entitled “Mine Waste Characterization
and Drainage Mitigation” (CD 112-6 and CD 112-7).
What struck me most when I looked through the
reports was how little anyone really knows about
using lime to prevent acid mine drainage. In fact, the
Minnesota DNR made the following statement in its
1989 report: 

In order to optimize design for a given mine waste it
is necessary to assess the potential environmental
impacts of the waste. The impact of mine waste
drainage is a function of the drainage quality,
drainage quantity, and extent of deleterious chemi-
cal transport. At present, there are no time-tested
methods of quantifying these factors prior to opera-
tion. Likewise, there are no proven cost-effective
technologies for the acceptable long-term miti-
gation of potential impacts. [emphasis added]

Evelyn knew about the 1989 report issued by the
Minnesota DNR and included some of the informa-
tion in a two-page paper she wrote about the mining
industry’s inability to control the pollution caused by
metallic sulfide mining (CD 112-8). And even though
the Minnesota DNR’s second report was not released
until 2001 (five years after Evelyn died), it was
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consistent with what Evelyn had said all along—that
using lime to control acid mine drainage was of ques-
tionable value.

Here’s an example of what I mean: In one set of
laboratory experiments described in the Minnesota
DNR’s 2001 report, the researchers mixed lime with
crushed rock from the “Duluth Complex,” a copper
and nickel sulfide deposit in northeastern Minnesota.
While some of the study results were promising in
the short term, the researchers wisely pointed out
that the results could not necessarily be applied to
real life situations. Here is what the report concluded
(CD 112-7): 

The mitigative technique [mixing lime with crushed
rock from the Duluth Complex] has excellent poten-
tial for neutralizing acid produced over a period of
several years as an interim measure and [also
has] promising potential for long-term mitigation.
However, certain precautions must be taken with
the conclusions. First, the results are specific to the
Duluth Complex mineralogy [and could vary with
rock formations of differing compositions]. …
Second, these results were determined under labora-
tory conditions. The extent of limestone/mine
waste mixing in the field is likely to be less com-
plete than in the laboratory, and this extent is
likely to influence the effectiveness of acid neu-
tralization and sulfide mineral coating. In par-
ticular, it is difficult to obtain intimate contact
when mixing relatively fine limestone with large
waste rock particles. Environmental variables
such as large fluctuations in temperature may
also produce results deviant from those observed
in the closely controlled laboratory environment. Of
particular importance is determination of the
longevity of the acid production inhibition.
[emphasis added]

Wow! In 2001 the Minnesota DNR noted that, under
the best of laboratory conditions, adding lime to sul-
fide waste rock had neutralized acid mine drainage
for no more than “several years” and that the tech-
nique had no more than a “promising potential” for
long-term effectiveness in the real world. Yet six years
earlier, in 1995, Larry Lynch and the Wisconsin DNR
had tried to pass off the use of lime as an effective
means of controlling acid mine drainage. 

Depending on Wisconsin’s “Tough”
Mining Laws to Save the Day
The final section of Lynch’s report was entitled
“Wisconsin’s Mining Waste Facility Regulatory
Approach.” He talked about the “comprehensive per-

mitting and Environmental Impact Statement
process” that any mining proposal in Wisconsin has to
go through and how any permitted mine was subject
to “regular and extensive monitoring requirements.”
He also commented on how Wisconsin’s mining laws
and rules provided “additional assurances that pro-
posed mining sites in the state, should they be per-
mitted and become operational, [would] not result in
the uncontrolled release of contaminants seen histor-
ically at mining sites throughout the western United
States.” That was a pretty strong statement for Lynch
to make, especially since he had no real data to back
it up. In fact, the idea that anyone could operate a
metallic sulfide mine without causing the same kinds
of pollution problems “seen historically at mining
sites throughout the western United States” was in
direct conflict with statements that had been issued
by the United States Environmental Protection
Agency, the Ontario Ministry of Environment, the
Mineral Policy Center and the Minnesota DNR,
among others (Figure 112-2).

Despite what the authorities said, however, Lynch,
still apparently wanted us to trust that the DNR,
armed with Wisconsin’s “tough” mining regulations,
could somehow save the day and protect our water
resources from becoming polluted with mining waste. 

Well, you already know how I feel about
Wisconsin’s “tough” mining laws. But the real corker
to all this was that Lynch did not even follow his own
recommendations when he signed off on Kennecott’s
plans for how the Flambeau Mine’s waste dump was
to be constructed, regulated and monitored. Yes, to
this day there is a real discrepancy between what
Lynch’s report said about the proper handling of min-
ing waste and what the DNR has done and continues
to do in the case of the Flambeau Mine. 

For example, when Lynch wrote his report in 1995,
he knew that the DNR had already approved of
Kennecott’s plans to push the sludge from the
Flambeau Mine’s water treatment plant into the
unlined mine pit. But he still had the gall to state in his
report that toxic sludge from any water treatment
plant would have to be “collected and disposed in a
secure facility.” He also listed and praised the depart-
ment’s “comprehensive regulatory controls” while fail-
ing to discuss the numerous variances and exemptions
that Kennecott had received to facilitate the project at
the expense of environmental protection. You can read
for yourself in the chart on page 783 of this chapter,
where I have listed a number of the more remarkable
examples of hypocrisy found in Lynch’s report. The
whole darned thing left me with no confidence at all
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that the department would ever handle the issue of
acid mine drainage in a way that truly protected our
water resources.

Needless to say, we didn’t have much use for what
Lynch had written about plastic liners, lime,
Wisconsin’s “comprehensive” mining regulations or
anything else. So Evelyn responded to Lynch’s report
by writing her own in August of 1995 entitled
“Comments on [the DNR’s] Overview of Mining Waste
Management in Wisconsin.” I have included her
paper in its entirety on the CD-ROM that accompanies
the book (CD 112-9). But for now, let me leave you
with the following excerpt that summed up our feel-
ings about the DNR’s shortsighted and arrogant
approach to dealing with the very real and insur-
mountable problem of acid mine drainage:

Such credible sources as the National Forest Service,
the Federal Bureau of Mines, the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and the Minnesota DNR all agree
that there is no proven cost-effective technology

available to prevent or control effectively over the
long term, the release of acids and heavy metals into
the environment [from metallic sulfide waste]. The
U.S. Department of the Interior Fish and Wildlife
Service, Green Bay, quotes the University of
Wisconsin Center for Geographic analysis as stating,
“The potential for damage (from acid mine
drainage) may be so severe as to require perpetual
monitoring and maintenance similar to that done by
federal authorities with radioactive waste material.”

The DNR study itself states that the mining of sul-
fide mineral deposits carries with it the potential for
serious environmental harm; and that there are no
known examples of where acid mine drainage has
been acceptably controlled over the long term. The
study discusses promising but still unproven technol-
ogy for the prevention of acid mine drainage.

Although new technology for controlling acid
mine drainage is acknowledged as unproven, the
study concludes that with the present Wisconsin laws
and rules the DNR is capable of doing what no one
else has done: assure that any permitted mine will

Figure 112-2. RCCAG placed this advertisement in the newspaper to inform the public of what the experts had to say about acid mine drainage.
Unfortunately, however, the Wisconsin DNR went its own stubborn way and claimed that Wisconsin’s regulatory approach to mining would be
able to prevent the “uncontrolled release of contaminants seen historically at mining sites throughout the western United States” (Ladysmith
News, May 20, 1993).
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What the DNR said about the proper handling of metallic sul-
fide waste in its report, “An Overview of Mining Waste
Management Issues in Wisconsin” (CD 112-1)

“It is vital that recently closed [mining waste] facilities be
aggressively monitored to determine the efficacy of the various
control measures now in place.”

“[Acidic drainage or leachate from a mining waste facility] is
likely to be manageable with conventional water treatment
approaches. … In doing so, many of the dissolved metals will be
induced to precipitate out of solution in the form of hydroxide
solids, forming a sludge which must be collected and disposed
in a secure facility.”  

“While [water] treatment processes are quite common and effec-
tive, the problem with chemical treatment at a mining waste site
is that if the situation develops where treatment is necessary, the
need for such treatment will likely continue for a very long time.
This will necessitate long term operation and maintenance of the
treatment facility and will probably include replacement of the
treatment facility at some time. The prospect of long-term or in
some cases, perpetual, treatment is obviously undesirable and
should be avoided. Long-term or perpetual treatment is costly
and raises an additional issue of financial responsibility for con-
tinued maintenance and operation. The State of Colorado will not
issue approvals to an operation if it is determined that there is a
possibility of long-term drainage from the mine opening which
would require treatment.”

The DNR report talked about the “tough” rules governing mining
waste facilities. It stated,  “In Wisconsin, mining waste disposal
sites are regulated in essentially the same manner as other
municipal and industrial solid waste facilities. The regulatory
approach involves reviewing the facility siting process to deter-
mine whether the proposed site is feasible;  reviewing the pro-
posed design, construction and operation of the facility;  and
conducting ongoing surveillance of the operation from pre-con-
struction through site closure to ensure compliance with all
applicable laws and rules and facility approvals.”

“Staff share the view that a project should not be advanced if it
cannot be designed, operated and closed in a manner which
would effectively control the development of long-term acidic
drainage and seepage conditions.”

“Historically, mining waste disposal sites were located more out
of a matter of operational convenience rather than concern for
the potential environmental impact of the facility. Waste rock was
simply dumped in areas adjacent to the mine and tailings were
typically deposited in valleys or other low areas which served to
contain the slurried wastes. … As general environmental aware-
ness progressed and the problems became more visible, mining
and mining waste disposal practices also began to change.”

The real story of what the DNR allowed Kennecott to do with
the metallic sulfide waste from the Flambeau Mine

The DNR did not require Kennecott to set up a comprehensive
long-term monitoring program to detect heavy metal accumula-
tion in the surface water, sediment or aquatic species of the
Flambeau River. And in terms of groundwater monitoring, the
company was not required to locate any monitoring wells along
the southwestern compliance boundary of the mine site, even
though the direction of groundwater flow from the backfilled pit
is in a southwesterly direction.

The DNR allowed Kennecott to shut down its water treatment
plant at the end of mining and push the accumulated sludge and
waste rock into the unlined mine pit. So much for utilizing a
“secure facility” for storage of the hazardous waste or treating
the groundwater that continues to move through the dump!

The DNR did not require Kennecott to construct a leachate col-
lection system in conjunction with its waste dump and, as noted
above, allowed the mining company to dismantle its water treat-
ment plant at the end of mining. As a result, to this day no
leachate from the filled-in waste pit is being collected or treated.
So what are we to do about the heavy metals that have already
started to show up in the groundwater at the mine site and in the
Flambeau River?

In 1988, Kennecott petitioned the DNR to create a new rule, NR
182.02(11), that to this day exempts backfilled open-pit mines
from many of the rules governing mining waste facilities. The
rule says that surface mines which are backfilled with mining
waste are subject to NR 182, except for ss. NR 182.07, NR
182.11, NR 182.12, NR 182.13, NR 182.135 and NR 182.14.
Those are the rules that deal with location criteria, minimum
design requirements, inspections, monitoring, the use of a certi-
fied laboratory and record-keeping. So the very rules the DNR
praised in its 1995 report on mining waste management were
not even applied to the Flambeau Mine! 

The DNR granted Kennecott all kinds of regulatory  exemptions
that allowed the project to move forward but made the likelihood
of pollution greater. Besides the exemptions that resulted from
the creation of  NR 182.02(11), six additional rules were set
aside to  facilitate the project at the expense of environmental
protection. 

What the DNR characterized as the historic, shoddy way of dis-
posing of mining waste is exactly what they allowed Kennecott to
do at the Flambeau Mine. As a matter of convenience, everything
got shoved back into the unlined pit, 140 feet from the Flambeau
River.

Wisconsin DNR Hypocrisy in Dealing with the Problem of Acid Mine Drainage
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not result in the uncontrolled release of contami-
nants as seen at mining sites throughout the western
United States! Briefly put: The Wisconsin DNR pur-
ports to succeed where none others have!

Evelyn hit the nail on the head. We could not just sit
back and trust the Wisconsin DNR to do something
that no one else had done—especially with our clean
water at stake. And that, my dear readers, is why we
kept fighting. 
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Afew months after the DNR issued its July 1995
report on acid mine drainage, the department had the
perfect opportunity to ban metallic sulfide mining in
Wisconsin. Officials like Larry Lynch had not been
able to come up with a single example of a metallic
sulfide mine that had been successfully reclaimed
anywhere in the world. And in September of 1995,
Judge Frederick Henderson proceeded to affirm the
authority of the DNR to ban metallic sulfide mining in
the state, if indeed such mining was certain to cause
irreparable environmental damage. We could not
have asked for a better one-two punch to put the issue
of metallic sulfide mining in Wisconsin to rest, once
and for all. But it was not to be.

The DNR had the option to appeal Judge Hen-
derson’s ruling, and of course it did. I guess the
department officials were kind of afraid and didn’t
want to have the responsibility of making decisions
that could anger a powerful mining company. The
idea of actually banning sulfide mineral mining must
have been too much for their cringing little constitu-
tions to handle. Instead it was easier for the depart-
ment to claim it didn’t have the power to do such a
thing, and that’s how Judge Henderson’s decision
ended up in the Wisconsin Court of Appeals.

When you think about it, it was kind of ridiculous
that the DNR would go to a higher court to prove it
had less power than what the lower court had
affirmed. I’m more used to seeing state agencies try to
grab as much power as they can get. In my opinion, it
showed how the representatives of the mining com-
pany had truly overwhelmed the department.

Before the DNR filed its appeal, we knew there was
a distinct possibility that such a thing might happen.
In fact, almost as soon as Judge Henderson ruled in

favor of the Rusk County Citizens Action Group,
Evelyn and I started to hear from environmental
organizations and friends around the state who
wanted to help in the event that RCCAG had to go
back to court. And once the lawsuit was put in motion
by the DNR, a number of our allies proceeded to help
us as amici curiae (friends of the court). That term
refers to someone or some organization “that is not a
party to a particular litigation but that is permitted by
the court to advise it in respect to some matter of law
that directly affects the case in question” (Webster’s
New Collegiate Dictionary).

While the DNR and RCCAG were the only official
parties to the lawsuit in question, the amici curiae
that stepped forward to help us included the Wolf
River Alliance, Wisconsin’s Environmental Decade
and the Sierra Club. They all saw the importance of
upholding Judge Henderson’s decision as a way to
protect the fragile environment of northern Wisconsin
from being trashed by metallic mining companies. So
they hired their own attorneys to write several legal
briefs on our behalf. We were very grateful for the
help, because it meant RCCAG did not have to fight
the battle alone. Here, then, is a list of the lawyers
who helped us:
� Attorney Catherine Quiggle of Rodli, Beskar, Boles

and Krueger of River Falls, WI—representing the
Rusk County Citizens Action Group;

� Attorney Steven T. Zobbi of Minneapolis, MN—rep-
resenting the Wolf River Alliance and Wolf River
Territories; and

� Attorneys Lawrence Classen and Roger Buffett of
Madison,WI—representingWisconsin’s Environmental
Decade and the Sierra Club.

The DNR Goes to Court to 
Renounce Its Power to Ban 

Metallic Sulfide Mining (Fall 1995)
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To give you a feel for the kind of information that was
included in the legal briefs filed in support of uphold-
ing Judge Henderson’s decision, I have included the
entire amicus curiae brief written by Attorney Lawrence
Classen on the CD-ROM that accompanies the book
(CD 113-1). Attorney Classen filed his brief on April 1,
1996, and here is how he summarized the case:

The dispute at hand is not complex. Relying in part
on DNR’s own data, the Rusk County Citizens Action
Group asserts that because under current industry
methods and practices sulfide mining cannot be con-
ducted without irreparable environmental damage
to our air and water, DNR should forego case-by-case
adjudication of sulfide mining permit applications
and instead adopt a rule prohibiting this particular
type of mining. Refusing to respond to the allegation
that no sulfide mine has ever been successfully
reclaimed without substantial environmental pollu-
tion, DNR instead asserted it was mandated to con-
sider each sulfide mining permit application on a
case-by-case basis. Because the Legislature did not
restrict the DNR’s broad authority to regulate mining
activity either by rulemaking or adjudication, and
because there is no dispute that DNR could on a case-
by-case basis ban all sulfide mines, if it determined
such activity could not occur without substantial,
irreparable environmental damage, and because
existing data demonstrates that sulfide mining can-
not be conducted without substantial, irreparable
environmental damage, DNR erred in asserting its
lack of authority to ban sulfide mining. Accordingly,
the decision of the Circuit Court for Rusk County
should be affirmed.

Just like RCCAG had several amici curiae who filed
legal briefs in support of Judge Henderson’s decision,
the DNR and its lawyer, Assistant Attorney General
John Greene, received some outside assistance as
well. In particular, Wisconsin Manufacturers and
Commerce stepped forward to help the department.
While that was no surprise to us, what really dis-
gusted me about the whole thing was that former
DNR Secretary Anthony Earl and former Public Inter-
venor Waltrud Arts agreed to represent WMC’s inter-
ests in the case. At the time, both of them were with
the law firm of Quarles & Brady of Madison, and they
put their heads together to write an amicus curiae
brief that supported limiting the DNR’s authority to
protect the state’s natural resources. Evidently, WMC
had found the best lawyers that could be bought.

The lawsuit was put on the docket of the Wisconsin
Court of Appeals, District III (that’s the district which

includes most of the counties in northern Wisconsin),
and it was filed as case number 95-3125. The presid-
ing judge was R. Thomas Cane, and there were two
other District III judges who sat on the bench with
him to review the case, Gordon Myse and Daniel
LaRocque. For some unknown reason, however, after
all the legal briefs were filed, Judge LaRocque was
suddenly replaced on the bench by Judge Ted
Wedemeyer, Jr. of District I, the district that normally
handles cases from Milwaukee County. I’ve often
wondered if moving the judges around like that was
some kind of behind-the-scenes political move to
stack the court against us. It wouldn’t have surprised
me one bit, but I never found out enough about the
political leanings of the individual judges to confirm
my suspicion.

Evelyn took great interest in this lawsuit, as she did
with every other lawsuit in which we were involved
over the years. She had piles of papers about the case
stacked next to my easy chair, where she would sit
and read late at night. And she had all kinds of reports
on top of her desk, where she had her word processor.
It was the sign of someone who never stopped study-
ing the laws or trying to figure out a way to protect
the northwoods of Wisconsin, an area that was so
dear to her heart.

But one thing was different this time around:
Evelyn’s frail little body was wearing out. While all
the legal briefs were being written by the attorneys
during the winter of 1995–1996 and then digested by
the appellate court the following spring, she had to go
to the hospital several times because she couldn’t
breathe and get enough air. Her poor little heart
couldn’t pump strong enough to keep the fluid out of
her lungs, and eventually there seemed to be no
choice but to have open-heart surgery. The operation
was scheduled for June 6, 1996, several days before
the appellate court was expected to hand down its
decision. All of a sudden, the outcome of the lawsuit
didn’t seem so important to me.

We knew there was a big chance that Evelyn would
not come through the surgery. And as abruptly as I am
about to end this chapter, my life was about to
change.

CD-ROM Reference
CD 113-1. Amicus Curiae brief filed on behalf of the Sierra Club and

Wisconsin’s Environmental Decade (Wisconsin Court of
Appeals, District III, Case No. 95-3125, April 1, 1996).
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Remembrance of Evelyn Churchill
I remember Evelyn in lilacs and garden,

in laundered cotton set abreeze on a clothesline,
in wisps of gray hair and scent of freshly baked
bread, 

and in a voice that was at once gentle and fierce in
the protection of our green earth.

–Michael Doran

On June 6, 1996 my world tumbled all around. That
is the day my dear Evelyn died on the operating table.
One doesn’t get over the death of those we love; we
just force ourselves to go on.

Evelyn’s heart had been ailing for many years. In
1988 she had bypass surgery, and by 1996 she needed
another operation, this time to replace two valves. We
often wondered if she might have had rheumatic
fever as a child. In retrospect, it’s remarkable that she
could have lived such a full life and for so many years,
considering how weak her heart was. My daughter
Arlene often said that her mother had probably added
years to her life because of the great attention she
paid to proper nutrition. I believe her loving care is
what has added many years to my life as well.

Evelyn was in the hospital for several days before
her heart surgery was scheduled to take place. She
was at St. Joseph’s Hospital in Marshfield, Wisconsin,
and all five of our children came there to spend time
with her—Ed from Maine, Arlene from Washington,
George from Virginia, Susan from Madison and Annie
from Ladysmith. They all knew Evelyn’s operation
was very serious and they might never see their
mother again. So every single one of them wanted to
tell her one last time that they loved her. You see,
Evelyn’s home and her children were her biggest con-

cerns, and she never neglected them in any way. Her
undying love for us and the love we felt for her is
what drew us all together.

On the morning of Evelyn’s surgery, she looked a
little better than she did at home. The doctor had
given her some medication to help drain off the fluid
from around her heart and lungs, and she was able to
sit up in bed and visit with the family. In her own gra-
cious way, she invited each of our children and me to
come into the room separately to talk with her.
Having that kind of private session gave each of us,

I Lose My Best Pal 
(June 6, 1996)

C H A P T E R  1 1 4

Figure 114-1. Evelyn Churchill was Roscoe’s sweet and loving wife
of nearly fifty-nine years. This photo was taken sometime in the late
1980s in the Churchill kitchen.
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Evelyn included, a chance to really speak from the
heart. My son George said it was like talking to a little
queen on her throne. To this day, whenever I think
about it, I cannot help but cry. 

That was the last time any of us had a chance to
speak with Evelyn. 

This is a very difficult thing for me to do—to try to
have you, my dear readers, see Evelyn as I imagine
she was. So I am including a little story here that I

wrote one sleepless night shortly after she died.
Taking pen to paper and writing prose was the best
way I knew to ease my heart. I always loved her sweet
little German hands, and the story described the
many things she did with those hands over the years.
I later shared the story with my children, and I am
sharing it with you so that it might help you under-
stand the complex lady I lived with and loved for
nearly 59 years.

Tonight is just another night when sleep evades me, though I
am thoroughly tired from my many concerns and duties
around the house and the farm.

I’m not sure what causes my sleeplessness, whether it’s the
chocolate cake I ate rather late in the evening, some physical
problem, or the devastating loss of the love of my life, my
darling, my Evelyn. But I can’t erase her from my mind.

And what do I remember about her so much? It’s her hands
and what they could do.

Fifty-nine years ago those hands were the soft sweet-
smelling hands of a nineteen year old girl who was willing to
share her life with me. Over those fifty-nine years I am simply
astonished at what those hands became and what they did.

I remember those hands as they combed the curly hair of her
new little baby girl. Such gentle ways with that new baby that
were to be shown for each of the four siblings that were to
follow. Her hands reflected the love and caring that always
shown in her eyes when she was around her children.

I remember her in her kitchen. For many years she didn’t
even have running water or electric lights. Those hands could
bake bread, make a cake, or come up with a whole meal in a
way that to me seemed quite effortless. She could cook these
on a wood cook stove without any complaint. Those hands
could pick out the dry pieces of wood to make the stove sing
as the food cooked and the tea kettle boiled.

Those hands seemed to be made to pick wild berries of all
kinds. Though she could pick berries as fast as I could, if it
were raspberries, she probably didn’t have quite as many in
her pail as I would have, because those hands carried a lot of
berries straight to her mouth and not to the pail! She still
came out with a pail full of berries without any stems or
leaves in them.

Those hands could make a delicious pie or jam or store the
berries away in the freezer or jars for winter. There was
always fruit for us to eat.

Those hands could make the crankiest sewing machine give
in to her. She could sew on an old Singer with a foot pedal or
a modern electric one. She once made a formal gown for our

daughter Arlene, when Arlene was away at college. She sent
it to her through the mail. It fit perfectly.

Or those hands could knit a sweater. She once made an
angora sweater from angora rabbit wool that was a thing of
beauty with its pure white wool and soft touch.

Those hands also knit sweaters with patterns and designs.
She really only liked to knit woolen things. No one taught her;
she would study the pattern and go on from there.

I still have a red garter-stitch sweater that I have worn deer
hunting for over thirty years. It’s worn around the edges, but
it’s so warm I have no plans to get rid of it.

I always kept chickens for eggs and meat, and would gather
the eggs in whatever container was handy. But a few years
ago she sent for the plans and made me an egg basket which I
will give to my son George when I no longer keep chickens.

I remember her hands when she got interested in ceramics
some years back. No clay was safe from them! She used all
the commercial types of clay, of course, but she also dug into
the clay at the bottom of the potato cellar, along the road, or
any place where she could find clay that she thought might
work. She made dishes, pots, boxes, containers, and even an
umbrella stand. She astonished the instructor with her enthu-
siasm, her energy and her end results. She really had fun with
that for some time and the results are still around the house.

But those hands also did something that made her famous
throughout environmental circles. She used them to dig into
the statutes, the DNR rules and worldwide literature to try
and slow the terrible devastation that mining companies and
their supporters were bringing to Wisconsin. Her keen mind
was forever searching to find ways to thwart the efforts of the
mining companies to get control of Wisconsin’s mineral
resources, and that mind directed those hands to unbeliev-
able ends.

When she died, it was announced throughout the State of
Wisconsin that the heart and soul had gone out of the envi-
ronmental movement against mining. And it was because of
the great amount of material massed by her hands.

Evelyn was able to learn to operate a word processor given to

Evelyn’s Hands
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As I wrote in my story about Evelyn’s hands, the
Wisconsin Court of Appeals did reverse Judge
Frederick Henderson’s decision regarding the author-
ity of the DNR to ban metallic sulfide mining in
Wisconsin. In fact, the appellate court’s ruling was
announced on June 11, 1996, just five days after
Evelyn died and one day after her funeral. I’m thank-
ful she never knew. But rather than dwell on the court
decision right now, let me keep the focus on Evelyn
and tell you a little bit about how the public and our
friends reacted to the passing of this quiet little
housewife who gave so much for the things in which
she fervently believed.

Many of our friends were shocked to hear that
Evelyn had died. You see, even though she was quite
ill for the last two years of her life, it was difficult for
most people to see her that way. As our good friend
Marsha Stelzer said to me after the funeral, “I had no

idea that Evelyn was as sick as she was. When she
talked and you looked into her eyes, you saw her
spirit and how vivacious and sparkling she was.” And
that’s how most others remembered her as well.

In fact, the Sunday before Evelyn died, we went to
our church in the nearby town of Conrath. It was
Pentecost Sunday, and our pastor Norm Luecke had
asked me to preach the sermon because he couldn’t be
there. It was the first and only time I ever preached a
sermon, and I still remember looking out at the small
congregation and seeing Evelyn toward the back of
the church, wearing her summer hat and a nice little
dress. No one would have thought that a week later
she’d be gone. 

Many tributes to Evelyn appeared in state and local
newspapers and various environmental newsletters
when she died. One such article that really touched
my heart was written by Al Gedicks (Figure 114-2).

her when she was already in her seventies and had had a
heart bypass. Her hands were able to do the job with exper-
tise and finesse.

Her hands dug through the statutes and she was able to put
together a legal case that declared by law the DNR had the
power to stop a massive sulfide metal mine. We won that
case in the Rusk County Circuit Court, but the Appeals Court
reversed the decision. Evelyn never knew the decision had
been overturned.

Over the years those hands became wrinkled like mine, with
old age spots, a severely scarred left thumb and bent fingers.
But they still were putting seeds in the ground, transplanting
apple trees, and kneading bread only days before her heart
could no longer push the energy to the most darling hands I
can imagine.

I had so many years to hold those hands and perhaps that is
what I miss the most now that she is gone.

I couldn’t have loved her more.

Figure 114-2. Al Gedicks spoke for many environmentally-concerned people across Wisconsin when he referred to Evelyn Churchill as the
“heart and soul” of the grassroots movement against mining (Newsletter of the Wisconsin Resources Protection Council, July 3, 1996).
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He wrote, “On June 6, 1996 the Wisconsin grassroots
environmental movement against mining lost its
heart and soul when Evelyn Churchill passed into the
spirit world after having open heart surgery.”

People across the state felt the same way as Al did.
In particular, Sandy Lyon loved and respected Evelyn
dearly, as you can see by reading the article she sent
to the Ladysmith News (Figure 114-3). In it, Sandy
described Evelyn as a “diligent, humble and honest
worker [who] dedicated the last breaths of her life to
the mining issue, researching hard to protect this
earth for all our grandchildren.” Sandy also wrote a
poem about Evelyn that she gave to me later. She
called it “Deer Woman” because of Evelyn’s steady,
soft brown eyes.

Figure 114-3. Evelyn Churchill was remembered as a “careful
researcher” and “kind and loving woman” in this heartfelt tribute writ-
ten by her close friend Sandy Lyon (Ladysmith News, June 14, 1996).

Deer Woman
Good, kind-hearted woman of steady

soft brown eyes
You held me gently with your life,

your love,
and you became

my other mother.

I sit in your kitchen
laughing with you—woodstove warm

with revolution in our hearts.
We study the books

look beneath the laws
to figure out

exactly
just what the buzzards are up to.

Steadily you are the rudder
You guide with your heart, your mind

so sharp, so kind.
You feed us all
You loved us all
You took us all in

You,
Mother
Friend
Grandmother
Humble leader
Wife
Lover of life

Our lives became changed through your love.

“She was a damn good woman,” a neighbor says.
Roscoe agrees,

smiling.
She was.

Good thing they eloped when they did,
that

they had met the right person in each other, I say.
Good thing they shared that love with the world.

We are all the more filled with revolution
and
love, having been touched

deeply
by their story,
by their love.

Thank you Evelyn—Thank you Roscoe
other mother other father

I celebrate your life with mine.

— Sandy Lyon
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A number of other friends honored Evelyn in the
newspapers as well. In particular, Marsha Stelzer
wrote an article that appeared in the Rice Lake
Chronotype (Figure 114-4). She stated, “Although
Evelyn could punch all kinds of holes in the argument
that state mining laws are the best in the nation and
are sufficient to protect the environment, there’s little
doubt that the mining laws have as much teeth in
them as they do in part because of the efforts of peo-
ple like her and Roscoe.” Rep. Spencer Black seconded
the motion. He wrote an article about Evelyn that
appeared in newspapers across the state in which he
said, “Wisconsin lost a giant recently. No, not a physi-
cal giant, but a giant in the effort to protect our envi-
ronment. … Evelyn was up against some of the most
powerful and best funded interests in the world when
she took on the mining companies. To put it mildly,
she did not have their financial resources or political
clout, but she had her concern for the common good
and extensive knowledge on her side. In an uphill bat-
tle, she more than held her own” (Figure 114-5). 

Before Evelyn’s funeral was held, I got a phone call
from a very special friend of ours, Bob Schmitz, who
to this day lives about 190 miles from Ladysmith in
Green Bay, Wisconsin. Evelyn and I had known Bob
for many years because of his work to help protect the

Wolf River watershed from mining. When he called
me, I could tell he was feeling pretty sad. He said,
“Roscoe, do you have all the pallbearers picked out,
because if you don’t, I would be honored to be one for
Evelyn.” As fate might have it, we needed one more
person, so I told Bob that I would be very grateful to
have him serve as pallbearer. It seemed only right that
the same friend who had been there on so many dif-
ferent occasions to help Evelyn and me fight the min-
ing companies would now come back to Ladysmith to
help lay his good friend to rest. 

Evelyn’s funeral was held on June 10, 1996 at the
Church of Christ in Ladysmith. That’s the church
Evelyn and I had attended together for over fifty

Figure 114-4. Evelyn Churchill was remembered by her friend
Marsha Stelzer as a “diminutive woman” who was also a “savvy, hard-
nosed, tenacious battler” (Rice Lake Chronotype, June 12, 1996). 

Figure 114-5. Rep. Spencer Black paid tribute to Evelyn in an article
that he sent to newspapers across the state (Rice Lake Early Bird,
July 7, 1996).
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years—before the politics of the mine interfered and
caused us to look elsewhere. Even though we no
longer attended services there, we had never with-
drawn our membership and still viewed it as our
home. And since my family and I were expecting more
people at the funeral than what the Congregational
church we attended in Conrath could hold, we got
permission to use the Church of Christ for Evelyn’s
funeral and have our pastor from Conrath, Norm
Luecke, officiate. 

Even though Norm knew Evelyn and me quite well,
he still made the extra effort to come out to the farm
and visit with my children and me to get material for
his sermon. I really appreciated his concern for the
family and how he did his best to make the funeral
very personal. Norm was always a good friend to us,
both as our pastor and an environmentalist.

More than 600 people from around the state and
beyond came to Evelyn’s funeral. The church was
absolutely packed and people were standing outside.

One lady remarked to my son George, “I have never
seen anything like this. There are Mennonites,
Catholic Sisters, Indians, black people and so many
others here.” George responded, “If you knew my
mother, you’d understand.”

During the service, people were given a chance to
get up and speak about Evelyn, and I will always
remember how Bob Schmitz got up and offered a real
heartfelt tribute. When he began to speak, he became
quite emotional and said he hoped people would for-
give him for “getting kind of blubbery.” He told the
crowd of his love and understanding of Evelyn and
his appreciation for what she had done to protect
Wisconsin from the takeover by mining companies.
He said, “Evelyn could talk to the mining people in a
gentle voice and before they knew it, she had taught
them a lesson.” As he talked, there were tears running
down his face and his voice trembled with emotion.
Now don’t get me wrong. Bob is a real man! He’s
tough, he’s smart and he’s no push-over. But when it
comes to his good friends, all you see is love. 

Besides Bob, many others stepped forward to pay
tribute to Evelyn. In fact, there were so many people
who wanted to speak at the service that the minister
didn’t quite know what to do. Eventually he had no
choice but to move things along so that the service
could be drawn to a close.

When we left to take Evelyn’s body to the cemetery,
the hearse drove past our little farm on County
Highway G. We stopped for a moment in front of the
driveway where Evelyn had come home so many
times before. It broke my heart to think that I would
never be bringing her home again. As we continued
down the road toward Sheldon, there was a long line
of cars behind us that stretched back several miles.

Our destination was Woodlawn Cemetery, located
about thirteen miles southeast of Ladysmith on
County Highway VV. It’s where Evelyn’s parents,
brother and sister are buried, and I wanted her to be
close to her family (most of my family is buried in
Riverside Cemetery at Ladysmith). 

When we arrived at the cemetery, Pastor Luecke
conducted a brief graveside ceremony. And it will
always be etched in my memory how our good friend
Barry Lynn looked down at Evelyn’s casket, about to
be lowered into the earth, and said, “It’s incredulous
how this frail little old lady with a bad heart could
rock the state.” 

And rock the state she did. Hundreds and hundreds
of letters from those who knew and loved Evelyn came
to my home after she died. I still have all of them,
nearly 600, in a box that I keep in a dresser drawer

Figure 114-6. Evelyn and Roscoe Churchill were married nearly 59
years when Evelyn passed away in 1996. Here they are shown cele-
brating their 50th wedding anniversary on November 26, 1987
(Thanksgiving Day). Roscoe proudly recalls how he went deer hunt-
ing that morning, at the age of 71, shot a nice big doe and dragged it
a quarter-mile by himself out of the woods (and another quarter-mile
with help). Evelyn was thrilled.
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Figure 114-8. The passing of Evelyn Churchill commanded notice by the largest
newspaper in the state. Her death was mourned by many who regarded her as a mentor
and loved her as a friend (“Evelyn Churchill led mining protesters,” by Eldon Knoche,
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, June 12, 1996; © 1996 Journal Sentinel Inc.; republished
with permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.).

Figure 114-7. Evelyn Churchill’s death notice
reflected her dedication to both family and the envi-
ronmental movement (Rice Lake Chronotype, June
12, 1996).
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upstairs in my farm house. And
in addition to the news articles
written by close friends and peo-
ple involved in protecting the
environment, her death was
reported prominently in the Mil-
waukee Journal Sentinel, Saint
Paul Pioneer Press and Eau Claire
Leader-Telegram (Figures 114-8,
114-9 and114-10). Though Evelyn
now has been gone for more than
ten years, when I read those arti-
cles and think about the reaction
of people when she died, I still
become emotional and tears
often come.

When Evelyn passed away in
1996, a number of our friends
decided to set up an environmen-
tal trust fund in her name at one
of the local banks in Ladysmith
(CD 114-1). It was a way of help-
ing to insure that the work begun
by Evelyn would continue for
years to come. To this day, the
fund is administered by my fam-
ily and is used for awarding: (1)
scholarships to students who are
committed to using their educa-
tion to have a positive impact on
environmental policy issues; and
(2) grants for educational proj-
ects that deal with protecting the
environment. As of 2004, we
have awarded a total of $2,000
to deserving individuals. I was
especially pleased to present the
first Evelyn Churchill Memorial

Figure 114-9. As quiet as she was, Evelyn Churchill earned the title of “Environmental Legend”
(Saint Paul Pioneer Press, June 11, 1996; republished with permission).

Figure 114-10. Evelyn Churchill’s notoriety as an environmental activist spurred the Eau Claire Leader-Telegram to report her death promi-
nently as regional news (Eau Claire Leader-Telegram, June 10, 1996; republished with permission).

http://wp.me/a2Qyvo-xH
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Environmental Scholarship in December of 1997 to
Alicia Randazzo, a student majoring in environmental
studies at Northland College in Ashland, Wisconsin
(Figure 114-11). It is my hope that Alicia and other
concerned individuals will keep Evelyn’s voice alive. 

Before I bring this chapter to a close, I must men-
tion that when Evelyn passed away in 1996, she left
behind not only a heartbroken family and community
of friends, but dozens of boxes filled with reports,
newspaper clippings and papers she wrote about min-
ing. It would have been a real crime to just pack away
all her research without making sure that others could
use it. I wrote a letter to the Ladysmith News at the
time of Evelyn’s death, announcing that I would do all
I could to carry out the work in which Evelyn and I so
completely believed (Figure 114-12). This book is
part of fulfilling that promise.

As Laura and I worked to translate Evelyn’s
research into print and write the real story of the
Flambeau Mine, we were simply amazed at the mate-
rial Evelyn had gathered and produced herself from
the things she learned. Over and over again, when we
needed material concerning the laws, we would find
it in her files. Laura told me that on more than one
occasion, when she was stumped by a particular sub-
ject, all of a sudden the very document she needed
would be there at her fingertips. This book would
have been impossible without Evelyn’s years of com-
bating the mine and her meticulous research and
record keeping. I owe much to her.

In terms of Evelyn’s vast collection of files, some of
them have been earmarked for the Wisconsin
Historical Society in Madison, Wisconsin, which has
expressed interest in preserving many of the docu-
ments related to our grassroots struggle against
Kennecott. And I have entrusted the rest of Evelyn’s
files to Laura, who lives in Webster, Wisconsin. She
has offered to sift through and make them available to
any of our friends who need them.

I would like to leave you now with a letter I wrote to
my children on February 11, 1999, on what would have
been Evelyn’s 81st birthday (Figure 114-13). My heart
keeps going back to memories of that sweet, bright
woman who was my faithful companion of nearly fifty-
nine years—a woman who spoke to us all “in a voice
that was at once gentle and fierce in the protection of
our green earth.” One doesn’t get over the death of
those we love; we just force ourselves to go on. 

CD-ROM Reference
CD 114-1. Information regarding the Churchill Memorial Environ-

mental Scholarship Fund, February 2007.

Figure 114-12. To
honor Evelyn’s
unflinching dedica-
tion to protecting
the environment for
future generations,
Roscoe declared
his resolve to con-
tinue the fight
(Ladysmith News,
June 13, 1996).

Figure 114-11. In 1996, Evelyn Churchill’s family and friends
established an environmental trust fund in Evelyn’s name that to this
day is used for awarding scholarships and grants (Ladysmith News,
December 4, 1997; republished with permission).

http://wp.me/a2Qyvo-xH


Figure 114-13.
In Roscoe’s own
words, his “heart
will be forever
full” of his sweet
wife Evelyn
(February 11,
1999).
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At the time of Evelyn’s death in June of 1996, a
number of things were in the works regarding the
mining controversy in northern Wisconsin. First of all,
the Wisconsin Court of Appeals had not yet handed
down its decision regarding the authority of the DNR
to ban metallic sulfide mining in the state. And sec-
ond, although the Flambeau Mine was winding down
and set to close in 1997, it looked like Kennecott was
not about to pack up and leave the area. There was
talk of a new mine being built just north of Ladysmith
along the Thornapple River, on land owned by
Kennecott in the Town of Flambeau. The company
had done some exploratory drilling there in 1995 and
apparently liked what it saw. What’s more, Kennecott
was in the process of trying to secure leases of public
and private land in the nearby counties of Eau Claire,
Clark, Jackson, Trempealeau and La Crosse. It looked
like the mining company had every intention of
becoming our long-term “good neighbor,” and we
were not very happy about it. Let me tell you the
story, starting with what happened in the Wisconsin
Court of Appeals.

Does the DNR Have the Power to Say
No to Metallic Sulfide Mining?
We had been elated in September of 1995 when
Judge Frederick Henderson upheld the DNR’s author-
ity to ban metallic sulfide mining in Wisconsin. But
the elation lasted for only about nine months. I don’t
have a whole lot to say about the DNR’s attempt to
have the decision reversed by the Wisconsin Court of
Appeals, except for the fact that we lost. The three-
judge panel that heard the case handed down its deci-
sion on June 11, 1996, just five days after Evelyn

died. I have included a copy of the court’s decision,
written by Judge Gordon Myse, on the CD-ROM that
accompanies the book (CD 115-1). There you can also
find a copy of the official notification of the reversal
of Judge Henderson’s decision that was sent to Rusk
County Circuit Court (CD 115-2).

When I read the court’s opinion on the matter, I
concluded that the judges, just like DNR Attorney
Charles Hammer, had refused to deal with the reality
of the situation. Instead of addressing the heart of our
case, the court went off on a tangent by implying that
a ban on metallic sulfide mining amounted to a ban
on all metallic mining activities in Wisconsin. Here is
what Judge Myse wrote:

The Mining Act directs the DNR to establish stan-
dards and to administer a permit application process
in such a way as to insure the standards are met. …
A ban is inconsistent with the case-by-case analysis
based on standards envisioned by the Mining Act
because a ban precludes any such analysis. If the leg-
islature had concluded that the DNR should have the
authority to ban mining, it could have specifically
authorized such a ban. However, the Mining Act
envisions a case-by-case analysis of each mining per-
mit application. Because a rule banning sulfide min-
eral mining would be inconsistent with the Mining
Act, we conclude that the Mining Act does not give
the DNR the authority to issue a rule banning all sul-
fide mineral mining in Wisconsin.

Unfortunately, the court ignored the following facts
that are just as true today as they were when the case
was decided in 1996:
� Wisconsin’s Metallic Mining Reclamation Act is a

general statute that deals with all types of metallic
mining, not just metallic sulfide mining. In fact, the
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Picking up the Pieces and 
Continuing the Fight (1996)
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term “metallic sulfide mining” does not even appear
in the Act; 

� Enacting a ban on metallic sulfide mining is not the
same as banning all types of metallic mining—it
represents just one case; 

� Wis. Stat. 144.83(2)(d)4 [renumbered to Wis.
Stat. 293.13(2)(d)4 in 1995] specifically requires
the DNR to deny a mining permit to any project
that is “reasonably expected” to cause “irreparable
environmental damage” to lakes or streams; and

� In the specific case of metallic sulfide mining, it is
reasonable to expect that irreparable environmen-
tal damage will always occur.

For the court to conclude that a total ban on sulfide
mineral mining would be inconsistent with the case-
by-case analysis required by the Mining Act was just
plain hogwash. If the court had only been willing to
acknowledge the fact that all metallic sulfide mines
could be lumped together as one “case” and metallic
mines in non-sulfide ore bodies (like the taconite
mine in Black River Falls, WI) qualified as separate
“cases,” the court could not have ruled against us,
even by its own reasoning.

I also took offense over the following statement
made by the court in its ruling:

While we agree that the DNR does have a responsi-
bility as to the quality of Wisconsin water, we do not
find authorization within the terms of §144.025
[renumbered to Wis. Stats. 281.11, 281.12 and
281.15 in 1995] to ban all activities that may
adversely affect water quality.

Well, we hadn’t asked the court to “ban all activities
that may adversely affect water quality.” It’s like the
court had invented its own straw man to knock down
to make our argument look unreasonable. All we had
asked the court to do was uphold the authority of the
DNR to ban a specific type of mining that even the
DNR could not deny was reasonably expected to
cause irreparable environmental damage. Period. 

To this day, if you go to Wis. Stat. 281.12 in the law
books, you will find the following footnote that refers
to the terrible ruling handed down by the Wisconsin
Court of Appeals against us:

The DNR’s general supervision and control over the
state’s waters is not so sweeping as to authorize the
DNR to ban all activities that might adversely affect
water quality or to establish limitations for any one
specific industry. Rusk County Citizen Action Group,
Inc. v. DNR, 203 W (2d) 1, 552 NW (2d) 110 (Ct.
App. 1996).

If Evelyn had been living at the time the decision was
rendered, I’m sure she would have immediately sat
down to analyze the ruling and gone to her word
processor to write the real story of what had hap-
pened. There probably would have been a letter from
her in the very next issue of the Ladysmith News as
her way of getting the story out to the people of
Wisconsin. And her next move would have been to
push for the Wisconsin Supreme Court to take up the
case. For being a gentle woman, she was a tough
fighter. Unfortunately, we no longer had her with us.

While those of us who remained behind could not
fill the void left by Evelyn’s death and were acutely
feeling her loss when the court of appeals handed
down its decision against us, we banded together to
do what we knew Evelyn would have wanted. Yes, we
proceeded to file a petition with the Wisconsin
Supreme Court for review of the appellate court’s
decision. Unfortunately, however, the supreme court
turned down our request on August 27, 1996 (Figure
115-1).

Figure 115-1. Despite the fact that the Wisconsin Court of Appeals
failed to address the heart of RCCAG’s case against the DNR, the
Wisconsin Supreme Court refused to review the appellate court’s
decision (Wisconsin Supreme Court, August 27, 1996).
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I’m sure the mining companies were relieved by the
final outcome of the court battle. In effect, it gave
them carte blanche to continue their pursuit of find-
ing and digging up metallic sulfide ore bodies across
northern Wisconsin. Everyone knew that Exxon/Rio
Algom was bent on developing the Crandon Deposit
in Forest County. And in August of 1995, less than a
year before Evelyn died, we also learned from an arti-
cle in the Saint Paul Pioneer Press that Kennecott was
looking for ore deposits in four counties relatively
close to where the Flambeau Deposit had been dis-
covered—Eau Claire, Clark, Jackson and Trempealeau
(CD 115-3). What’s more, the company was snooping
around the towns of Farmington, Holmen and
Onalaska in La Crosse County. I suppose that RTZ in
London wanted to have something else lined up for
when the Flambeau Mine closed.

Unfortunately, Kennecott was not looking to
exploit just a small amount of
land in Wisconsin. No, it
wanted to lease over 43,000
acres with the option to mine,
divided up as follows (Figure
115-2): 
� 2,500 acres of Eau Claire

County forestland east of the
City of Eau Claire;

� 24,000 acres of county
forestland in Clark and
Jackson counties; 

� 15,000 acres of private land
in Eau Claire, Clark, Jackson
and Trempealeau counties;
and

� 1,545 acres of private land in
La Crosse County.

When Evelyn and I first heard
of Kennecott’s plans to lease all
that land, we were just plain
mad. We had been fighting
Kennecott for over twenty
years, and all of a sudden it
looked like the mining company
was going to try to turn the
whole neighborhood into a
mining district. In late 1995,
Evelyn decided to put together
a two-page paper, full of ideas
for how potential mining com-
munities could avoid getting
caught in what she called the

“Local Agreement Trap” (CD 115-4). But before we
knew it, articles started showing up in area newspa-
pers about how several county boards were looking
into the idea of allowing Kennecott to set up shop. 

Strangely enough, Ed May reappeared on the scene
at about the same time Kennecott was trying to find its
next victim. You may recall that he was the original
project manager of the Flambeau Mine in the 1970s
and the same guy who had stated, “Discovery of the
Flambeau deposit far exceeds in importance the size of
the deposit since its discovery has resulted in what
could be the development of a new domestic mining
district” (CD 1-5). I suppose that’s why May felt it was
worthwhile to come back and case the areas close by to
Rusk County. It’s like he was a venomous insect looking
for a place to land and sting someone. 

Another person who went around on Kennecott’s
behalf to try to find another place for the mining

Figure 115-2. In anticipation of the closing of the Flambeau Mine, Kennecott started to look for
other mining ventures in Wisconsin. The highlighted areas of the map indicate Rusk County and
those counties where Kennecott tried to secure leases to do exploratory drilling between 1995 and
1997 (Adapted from map provided by Wisconsin Department of Transportation, 2003).
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company to make a mess was Tom Myatt. He had been
a comptroller for Kennecott in Salt Lake City until
October of 1994. That’s when he came to Ladysmith to
replace Greg Fauquier as the general manager of the
Flambeau Mine, who had replaced Larry Mercando in
1993, who had replaced Ed May in 1987. All that shift-
ing around seemed a little shifty to me—as if no one
was really interested in seeing the job through to com-
pletion. Even Myatt stayed for only two years, when
he left to take a position with a Kennecott affiliate in
Wyoming and was replaced by Jeff Earnshaw, another
company man (CD 115-5 and CD 115-6). 

At any rate, Myatt went to a number of counties
with his dog and pony show between 1995 and 1997
to try to convince the local officials and residents to
let Kennecott come in and look for ore deposits. It cer-
tainly appeared to most everyone that the mining
company was set on staying in the area. But we were
not about to roll over and play dead. Let me tell you
what happened. 

Kennecott in Eau Claire County
Tom Myatt approached the members of the Eau Claire
County Board sometime around July of 1995 to see if
they might allow Kennecott to lease 2,500 acres of
county-owned forestland in the eastern part of Eau
Claire County for exploratory drilling. It wasn’t the
first time the county had considered such a proposal.
You see, in 1983 Exxon had wanted to lease 480 acres
of county forestland spanning the Eau Claire River in
Lincoln and Ludington townships, about 50 miles due
south of Ladysmith and not too far from Beaver Creek
Nature Reserve. 

According to Joyce Olson, who served on the Eau
Claire County Board of Supervisors in the early
1980s, the lease proposed by Exxon read like “a
Christmas wish list.” It would have allowed the min-
ing company to “buy any property listed in the lease
without further negotiation” and “use the surface
property to concentrate, smelt or otherwise process
mine products.” It even specified that Exxon could
store any mine products or mining waste on the prop-
erty, “whether or not the materials processed or
stored came from the site” (CD 115-7). Luckily, Exxon
was not successful in convincing the Eau Claire
County Board to go along with such nonsense.

The lease that Myatt proposed on behalf of
Kennecott in 1995 was just as bad as the one pro-
posed by Exxon in 1983, if not worse. Even though
Kennecott wanted to lease 2,500 acres of the county’s
52,040 acres of public forestland for a ten-year

period, Myatt refused to disclose to the Eau Claire
County Board or anyone else the specific location of
the 2,500 acres! He claimed he was being tight-lipped
for competitive reasons and actually had the gall to
state, as reported in the August 23, 1995 issue of the
Eau Claire Leader-Telegram, “We’d like to have the
agreement before we divulge those locations” (CD
115-8). Wow! Kennecott actually expected the county
board to let the mining company pick and choose any-
thing it wanted out of Eau Claire County’s forestland
for a mine site. How arrogant and how ignorant! 

To make matters worse, in exchange for all that
power over the fate of public land, Kennecott offered
to pay the county only $4.50 an acre per year for the
first year of the lease, followed by a gradual increase
to $20 an acre by the 10th year. The terms of the con-
tract also allowed the mining company to drop any
part of the 2,500 acres from the lease at any time,
without penalty. And if minerals were discovered, the
lease granted Kennecott a fifty-year mining option,
regardless of what an Environmental Impact State-
ment might show! As explained in the Leader-
Telegram article, the mining company felt it had to
have that kind of guarantee built into the agreement
because of the costs incurred in mineral exploration. 

What a one-sided contract! What it boiled down to
was this: To minimize its own risk, Kennecott
expected the public to risk everything.

The best summary of the whole mess was written
by Lynn Paloski, one of many concerned people who
lived in the City of Eau Claire at that time. She sent a
letter to the editor of the Eau Claire Leader-Telegram
that showed just how ridiculous Kennecott’s proposal
was, and she managed to do it in a way that was fac-
tual, entertaining and very clever (Figure 115-3). I
especially liked the last line of her letter, where she
told the mining company in no uncertain terms that it
was “time to go home.”

Many people in Eau Claire County besides Lynn
were leery of having Kennecott set up shop in the
neighborhood. In particular, the Eau Claire Leader-
Telegram ran its own editorial that stated, “When it
comes to mining, skepticism is a good thing. The rea-
son, of course, is that it’s so easy to get blinded by the
dollar signs that one can forget that there are risks
when large holes are drilled into the ground.” The
editor of the newspaper went on to encourage the
Eau Claire County Board to “move cautiously” on
Kennecott’s proposal and then added, “We must
remember that if we grab for the money without safe-
guarding the forest, we may never be able to reverse
the damage” (CD 115-9).
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The Eau Claire Leader-Telegram was right to
encourage the local people to be skeptical of what
Kennecott was telling them. For example, when Tom
Myatt first announced that Kennecott wanted to do
exploratory drilling in Eau Claire County, he said the
company was interested in leasing a total of 2,500
acres of county forestland. But a few months later, the
director of the county’s Parks and Forest Department,
John Staszcuk, announced that the mining company
had expanded its proposal to include 12,160 acres of
land. That represented nearly a five-fold increase over
the original proposal and would have put the mining
company in control of roughly 25 percent of the Eau
Claire County Forest! It reminded me of the old
adage, “Give them an inch and they’ll take a mile.” 

After the change in Kennecott’s plans was disclosed
to the public, Myatt resorted to playing word games
to downplay the situation—at least that’s how it
looked to me. He was quoted in the Eau Claire Leader-
Telegram as denying that Kennecott had added any
acreage “to its original proposal” (CD 115-10). On
first glance, his statement appeared to be in direct
conflict with what Staszcuk had told us. But when I
read the article more closely, I realized that Myatt had
not ruled out the possibility of Kennecott picking up
the balance of the 12,160 acres as part of a second (as
opposed to the original) proposal, to be negotiated
after the mining company got its foot in the door by
leasing the first 2,500 acres. Just like my old friend
Larry Mercando, Myatt appeared to be pretty good at
telling half-truths.

At any rate, the whole thing became a moot point
in December of 1995, when
the Eau Claire County Board
voted to ban metallic sulfide
mining on county forestland
as part of a ten-year forest-
ry plan. Supervisor Gerald
Wilkie, who supported the
ban, was quoted in the news-
paper as saying, “Our min-
erals aren’t going to go
away” (Figure 115-4). And
Supervisor William Bean,
who was concerned about
preserving the county’s
renewable timber resources,
stated that he saw no point
in risking the county’s tim-
ber revenue for mining.
Evelyn and I wholeheart-
edly agreed with those two

Figure 115-4. The Eau Claire County Board voted to ban metallic sulfide mining on county forestland
for a ten-year period, starting in 1995. Hopefully the ban will someday be renewed. See CD 115-10 to
read all the details (Eau Claire Leader-Telegram, December 20, 1995; republished with permission).

Figure 115-3. A
simple quiz writ-
ten by Lynn
Paloski of Eau
Claire showed
how Kennecott
was trying to
take the Eau
Claire County
Board and the
people of the
community for a
bunch of fools
(Eau Claire
Leader-Telegram,
September 10,
1995).
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supervisors and were pleased to see what the board
decided.

Some of the Eau Claire County supervisors, how-
ever, thought the ban didn’t make sense. Supervisor
Donald Ellickson of the City of Eau Claire called it a
“mistake” and Supervisor Mark Dickensen of Augusta
said the decision was “shortsighted.” Hmmm. You can
bet now that the ten-year ban has expired, there will
someday be another battle over mining in Eau Claire
County. Will we be able to win again, or will the buz-
zards succeed in landing?

Kennecott in Clark County
After failing to get a lease to explore for minerals in
Eau Claire County, Tom Myatt turned his attention a
little further east, to Clark County. The mining com-
pany was interested in leasing 13,600 acres of county
forestland in the townships of Foster, Mentor, Hewitt,
Dewhurst and Seif, located in the southwestern cor-
ner of the county. But just like in the case of Eau
Claire County, Kennecott would not divulge the exact
areas of interest. Myatt stated, as reported in the
August 30, 1995 issue of the Tribune-Phonograph,
“Those aerial flights over Clark County cost
$600,000, and we feel we have a proprietary interest
in the results. We want to know the commercial terms
of the operation before we get more
specific” (CD 115-11). He seemed to
forget that the people who had the
real proprietary interest in any miner-
als located on public land were the
residents of Clark County. 

Myatt knew early on that he was
going to meet some resistance from
the Clark County Board of Super-
visors. You see, in mid-August of 1995,
shortly after Kennecott approached
the county about leasing public forest-
land, the board’s forestry committee
voted 3-2 to recommend that the
county halt any such negotiations.
That decision was in large part due to
the efforts of Supervisor Edison
Mathis, who was a member of the
forestry committee and spoke out for
the people of Clark County like I had
spoken out for the people of Rusk.

To try to convince the Clark County
Board to vote down the forestry com-
mittee’s recommendation, Myatt in-
vited the supervisors to Ladysmith to

view the Flambeau Mine in late August of 1995.
Here is how the field trip was reported in the August
30, 1995 issue of the Tribune Phonograph (Figure
115-5):

With a visit to the Flambeau Mine at Ladysmith,
county supervisors this week got a preview of what
Kennecott might want to do in the Clark County
Forest. About half the county board spent Tuesday at
the mine site in Grant Township, Rusk County. Their
visit included a tour around the open pit, discussions
with Flambeau officials, a look at the facility’s waste-
water treatment plant and its outlet to the Flambeau
river, a side trip to some exploratory drill sites north
of town, plus lunch with Ladysmith and Rusk
County officials, who shared their perceptions of the
mining operation.

In case you are wondering, the Rusk County and
Ladysmith officials who were recruited by Kennecott
to talk to the Clark County supervisors were none
other than Bernice Dukerschein and Tony Daniels
(Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the Rusk County
Board), Ladysmith Mayor Ron Moore and city admin-
istrator Alan Christianson. Of course, they all spoke
highly of what Kennecott had done for Rusk County.
In fact, the Tribune-Phonograph ran a second article
about the Clark County Board’s visit to Ladysmith
entitled “Rusk County officials praise the Flambeau”

Figure 115-5. Kennecott invited the Clark County Board of Supervisors to come to
Ladysmith in August of 1995 for a dog and pony show about the marvels of metallic sul-
fide mining. See CD 115-11 to read the complete article (Tribune-Phonograph, August 30,
1995; republished with permission).
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(CD 115-12). Alan Christianson admitted in the arti-
cle that the mine had divided the community, but
quickly added, “All the other problems people said
they were afraid of—they never materialized.” Ron
Moore agreed with Christianson and stated, “The best
thing people can do is get solid information so they
are not making decisions based on rumors.” Hmmm. I
wish he had taken his own advice.

The article also reported on comments made by
Bernice Dukerschein. Here is an excerpt:

Dukerschein said all data from the Flambeau Mine’s
water treatment plant and other operations is shared
with [the county]. 

“They have followed through on all the precau-
tions they said they would do. We are very pleased
with the mine.” 

She and other officials said, however, that if they
had to do it over again, they would negotiate a dif-
ferent payoff deal with the firm. Their revenue is not
based on the amount of ore withdrawn.

Dukerschein even suggested an Eau Claire attor-
ney who is well-versed in mining negotiations, who
she said could help Clark County in its discussions
with Kennecott.

Well, I was pleased that Dukerschein finally admitted
there were problems with the financial deal that had
been struck between Rusk County and Kennecott. But
where was she coming from with that statement
about “an Eau Claire attorney” who she believed
could help Clark County in its negotiations with
Kennecott? The article did not mention the lawyer by
name, but the only person it could have been was
Attorney William Thiel of the law firm of Weld, Riley,
Prenn and Ricci of Eau Claire. You may recall that
Thiel had served as Rusk County Corporate Counsel
during the county’s negotiations with Kennecott in
the late 1980s and was the same guy who had come
to the April 12, 1988 annual meeting of the Town of
Grant to declare that the town’s mining moratorium
was invalid. Needless to say, I had no use for William
Thiel. He always seemed too scared to stand up for
the public’s best interest and too willing to accommo-
date the mining company. Yet, after admitting that
Rusk County could have done better in its financial
dealings with Kennecott, Dukerschein apparently had
recommended that Clark County go down the same
sorry path that Rusk County had taken by hiring Thiel
as a negotiator! 

Reading what Dukerschein, Christianson and the
other city and county officials had said really got my
dander up. But what bothered me even more was how
those buzzards were circling further out from home to
help Kennecott snatch its next victim. It was bad

enough that they had supported Kennecott’s takeover
of Rusk County. But now they were trying to perpetu-
ate our misery on other communities by holding up
the Flambeau Mine as something to be emulated. 

In fact, to this day I hear stories about Christianson
running around on behalf of the mining industry to
talk to unsuspecting communities about the benefits
of mining. For example, in 2003 he traveled over two-
hundred miles to Menominee County in Michigan,
where he apparently tried to convince the local peo-
ple that it would be to their advantage to allow the
development of a gold, silver, nickel, copper and zinc
mine outside of Stephenson, a small town close to the
Menominee River and the shores of Lake Michigan.
He told the tale of how great the Flambeau Mine had
been for the economy of Rusk County and reassured
the people that there was no credible evidence of pol-
lution from the mine. I have a copy of his handout for
you to see (CD 115-13). When I heard about that trip,
it made me wonder who had paid Christianson to go
over there—and how much they had paid him to pimp
for the mining company.

Getting back to my story, Kennecott did its best to
turn up the heat on the Clark County Board to vote
down the forestry committee’s recommendation to
halt negotiations for a lease. The chairman of the
board, Wayne Hendrickson, had been among the
supervisors who toured the Flambeau Mine, and it
looked like the mining company had succeeded in
convincing him and several other members of the
board that Clark County should give Kennecott a
chance. As reported in the September 9, 1995 issue of
the Eau Claire Leader-Telegram, Hendrickson said he
believed that the resolution to stop talks with
Kennecott would fail. He stated, “We want to see
what they will offer us” and claimed he had seen no
environmental problems at the Flambeau Mine (CD
115-14).

In the meantime, Clark County Supervisor Edison
Mathis had not given up on keeping Kennecott out of
the county. And he wasn’t afraid to tackle the problem
head-on. Believe me, he was the engine behind the
whole resistance over there. He knew about Evelyn
and me, I suppose because of how I had shot off my
mouth in the newspapers over the years. At any rate,
Edison contacted us in August of 1995 to get some
information about our experience with Kennecott and
the Flambeau Mine. We wrote back and sent him a
whole packet of information about the hazards of
mining and the dirty tricks that Kennecott had played
on us in Rusk County (CD 115-15). 

Edison proceeded to go to the September 8, 1995
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meeting of the county’s forestry committee, where he
told the other committee members, “My thing is that
things are going to happen that nobody thinks are
going to happen. How are we going to fight a multi-
billion-dollar company?” The chair of the committee,
Ron Kodl, reacted negatively to Edison’s remarks by
asking him, “Do you mistrust everyone? … You’re
mistrusting the mining company, saying they’re
crooks and they are going to cheat us right away.”
Clearly, the stage was set for a messy meeting of the
full county board the following week. Before the com-

mittee adjourned, Kodl said, “We are going to have
plenty of time to argue this on the 14th. Bring your
sleeping bags, lunch and breakfast” (Figure 115-6).

When the Clark County Board met to consider
whether or not to continue negotiations with
Kennecott over a lease agreement, Edison came to the
meeting loaded for bear. And as reported in the
September 15, 1995 issue of the Marshfield News-
Herald, he wasn’t alone (CD 115-16). Several citi-
zens, including Bob Rohland of Thorp, James Tobin of
Eau Claire, Ray Starrett of Chili and Lori Liddell of

In my opinion, Edison Mathis is the main reason why to this
day there is no mine in Clark County. Whenever Kennecott
tried to make a move to get something going, he was right
there to do whatever he could to stop them. And he wasn’t
afraid. Most of his battles centered around trying to protect
public forestland from being exploited by Kennecott. But one
time he even drove out to take a look at a piece of private
property in Clark County where the mining company was
doing some exploratory drilling. Ed May was at the site, and
when he saw Edison, he called him over to one side and said,
“You’re not supposed to be here. This is private land.” So
Edison left, but he never stopped fighting!

One of the best stories I have that shows Edison’s resourceful-
ness in the battle against Kennecott took place in late 1995.
That’s when the mining company decided to host a public
meeting in Neillsville, the county seat, to try to allay any fears
that the local people might have about mining. Edison heard
about the meeting and proceeded to contact Evelyn and me to
see if we could come. Evelyn’s health was not very good at
that time, so I asked my friend John Styczinski to go with me
instead. John agreed, and we called Edison to tell him that he
could count on both of us being there.

That’s when things got interesting. You see, Edison sug-
gested that John and I arrive early so that we could talk one-
on-one to some of his colleagues on the Clark County Board,
the county attorney, the press and members of the public
before Kennecott’s representatives arrived. That way we
could tell everyone about what had happened to us in Rusk
County and suggest the kinds of questions they could ask the
mining officials at the meeting. It sounded like a good plan to
us.

When John and I arrived at the courthouse in Neillsville,
where the meeting was to be held, I walked into the office to
find out where the meeting room was and asked if Edison
Mathis was around. The response I got was, “He’s outside
waiting for some old guy who’s going to be talking about
mining.” I smiled and said, “Well, I guess I’m the old guy!”
The man behind the desk smiled back, got up from his chair

and proceeded to take me downstairs to the meeting room.
And a few minutes later, there came Edison with his hand
stretched out to me. It was the first time I had met him in
person, and I could tell he was really glad that we were there.

John and I had a chance to talk to everyone for about a half-
hour before the mining company arrived. In particular, I
remember seeing Frank Nikolay there. He was an attorney
who lived in the area, and I had run into him at other mining
meetings over the years. Frank always was very supportive of
my position on mining, and it was a real pleasure to see him
again. I could tell that Edison had rounded up a good bunch
of people to confront whoever was going to be there on
behalf of Kennecott.

Then at the appointed hour, Ed May and Tom Myatt entered
the room bigger than life, ready to make their pitch. But I
must say they shrank right down when they saw John and
me sitting there. They looked shocked and downright flus-
tered, believe me. They knew they had been headed off at the
pass.

May and Myatt proceeded to give their presentation and soon
were bombarded with many questions about the Flambeau
Mine, Wisconsin’s mining laws and the mining company’s
proposal for Clark County. At one point Myatt was so flus-
tered by a question regarding a particular state statute that he
responded by saying, “Well, let’s ask Mr. Churchill to answer
that one.”

The meeting had originally been scheduled by Kennecott to
run from 2:00 to 6:00, but May and Myatt wound things up in
about an hour. It seems they ran out of steam and couldn’t
present their big ballyhoo because they knew we would shoot
holes in it.

I kept in touch with Edison after that, and on one occasion he
even came out to the farm with his wife to talk to Evelyn and
me. As you might imagine, we were always happy to provide
him with information about Kennecott and our adventures in
Rusk County. And he was able to use that information to help
keep the fight alive in Clark County.

Edison Mathis: The Man from Clark County who Outsmarted Kennecott
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Neillsville, also spoke out against the idea of
leasing public land to Kennecott. Reading what
those concerned people had to say reminded me
of what we had gone through in Rusk County.
Unfortunately, the outcome of the meeting was
similar to what had happened to us in Rusk
County as well. Yes, the Clark County Board
voted 19-9 to continue its talks with Kennecott.

But that was just a temporary victory for the
mining company. Every time Kennecott came to a
county board meeting to push for a lease, Edison
was there to counteract whatever the mining com-
pany had to say. In fact, Edison told me about one
meeting in particular that seemed to be a real
turning point. Tom Myatt had come to make a
presentation to the board, and when he finished
speaking, Edison started asking him a lot of ques-
tions. At that point, another county board supervi-
sor by the name of Bob Bergland spoke up and
said, “We might as well give up now. Every time
we start on this, Edison is here to bring up some-
thing to stop it.” Wow! Myatt slammed his book
shut and everyone could see he was really mad.
That kind of put a clamp to the whole thing. 

I don’t believe any leases were ever signed by
Clark County. In fact, the county proceeded to
adopt a ten-year mining moratorium on county-
owned lands in June of 1996. 

Kennecott in Jackson County
In early 1996, several people who were soon to
become my friends became aware of the fact that
Kennecott was horsing around in Jackson County,
trying to lease acreage for mineral exploration.
Jackson County is situated just south of Clark and
Eau Claire counties, so it was no surprise that the
mining company’s interest in acquiring land had
spilled over to the towns of Cleveland, Adams,
Garfield, Albion and Springfield, all located in the
northern part of Jackson County. The main target
appeared to be in the Town of Cleveland, close to the
Village of Fairchild and about 60 miles south of
Ladysmith.

By the time the general public became aware of
Kennecott’s interest in the area, the mining company
had already met twice with specific landowners in the
Town of Cleveland about leasing property for mineral
exploration. And even though the Cleveland Town
Chairman, Jerry Bowman, had been aware of
Kennecott’s interest in the town and himself had been
offered a lease, he kept things quiet until confronted

at a town meeting in March of 1996 by several citi-
zens who happened to get wind of what was going
on. That’s how mining companies operate, my dear
readers. They make their inroads into a community as
discreetly as possible and then make their move, hop-
ing to catch most of the public off guard.

One of the citizens who confronted Chairman
Bowman at the town meeting was a man by the name
of John Kariger. He owned property in the Town of
Cleveland and wasn’t about to sit back and allow a
mining company to worm its way into the neighbor-
hood and rob the local people of their resources, clean
environment and quality of life. He spoke up loud and
clear, and in May of 1996 was appointed by the town
board to serve as chairman of a local Mining Impact
Committee. Four others volunteered to serve on the
committee with him: Marie Anderson, Bob Bourke,
Rebecca Clark and Bruce Thayer. 

By the time the local Mining Impact Committee got
up and running, a number of leases had already been

Figure 115-6. Clark County Supervisor Edison Mathis and a number of his
colleagues were not afraid to buck Kennecott’s proposal for mining on
county forestland. See CD 115-14 to read the complete article (Eau Claire
Leader-Telegram, September 9, 1995; republished with permission).
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acquired by the mining company in the Town of
Cleveland. Specifically, nine leases involving private
property were signed between March and July of
1996 for a total of about 865 acres. Two of those
leases were short-term, but the remainder were
twenty-year leases that covered 785 acres of land and
gave Kennecott the option to purchase. Even though
Jackson County, just like Clark, had passed a ten-year
mining moratorium on public land in June of 1996,
the moratorium did not include mining on private
property.

Clearly, Kariger’s committee had its work set out
for it. I might also add that one of the committee
members was a leaseholder, which made it even more
likely that the sparks would fly. I’m referring to
Rebecca Clark, who had acquired a piece of property
in the Town of Cleveland at about the time Kennecott
was scouring the area and turned around and leased
it to the mining company. I would dare say that she
was just the kind of person Kennecott had hoped to
find: a property owner who was willing to cooperate
with the mining company and spew out corporate
rhetoric about “responsible mining.”

The Town of Cleveland Mining Impact Committee
had a two-fold mission, as identified at the commit-
tee’s May 1996 organizational meeting:

� To achieve an understanding of the issues involved
in metallic sulfide mining; and

� To assist the community and the town board in
understanding the issues.

To attain its goal of educating the public, the commit-
tee scheduled a series of informational meetings and
invited guest speakers to come and address various
issues of concern. And that’s where I got involved.
You see, Tom Myatt and a number of Ladysmith offi-
cials were scheduled to speak at one of the informa-
tional meetings in October of 1996. I was contacted
by John Kariger to come as well—and to bring others
with me. 

By that time I no longer had Evelyn at my side and
was feeling kind of discouraged about fighting the
mining companies. But then I started to think about
how Evelyn and I had worked through the Rusk
County Citizens Action Group to help our community
stand up to Kennecott and that our organization had
a lot to offer to other communities being invaded by
the same or any other multinational mining corpora-
tion. I began to view RCCAG as having a bigger job
than focussing on the Flambeau Mine and that it was
vitally important for us to share our experience and
knowledge with anyone who wanted to listen. So I

agreed to go to the meeting in Jackson County and
rounded up three of my friends who knew a lot about
the Flambeau Mine to go with me—Earl Meyers, Bill
Martin and John Styczinski.

The meeting was scheduled to be held at the new
fire hall in the Village of Fairchild. Earl, Bill, John and
I drove in one car and stopped at the Big Steer
Restaurant near the city of Osseo along the way.
That’s where we had agreed to get together with a
number of people from Jackson County to discuss
strategy. The dozen-or-so people who met us at the
restaurant belonged to a newly-formed organization
called Four Rivers Headwaters, a group that I viewed
as Jackson County’s equivalent to RCCAG. We all had
the same goal of wanting to increase public aware-
ness of the risks associated with metallic sulfide min-
ing, and the people from Four Rivers Headwaters
were anxious to hear any suggestions we had for
questions to ask at the meeting. We talked for perhaps
an hour and then everyone headed over to Fairchild. 

The Kennecott and Rusk County officials who had
been invited to speak at the meeting included Tom
Myatt, Ed May, Alan Christianson, Ladysmith Mayor
Ron Moore, Rusk County Supervisor David
Willingham and Thure Osuldsen, who had replaced
Bernice Dukerschein as Rusk County Board Chairman
in 1996. I bet that Rebecca Clark was pretty excited
about the lineup of speakers and hoped they would be
able to convince the local people that mining should
be allowed in the community. After all, if Kennecott
was given the green light to proceed, it meant that
Ms. Clark might get rich out of the deal. 

Rebecca Clark and the pro-mining hotshots who
were there to speak did not know I was going to be at
the meeting with my three friends from Rusk County.
So you can imagine they did not look overjoyed to see
us walk in and take seats near the front of the room.
Osuldsen, Moore, Christianson, Willingham and
Myatt all made their pitch to the 40 or 50 people pres-
ent. But Ed May stayed off to the side of the room,
where he was in conference with Ms. Clark. Everyone
in the audience was given the opportunity to ask
questions of the speakers, and you can bet we chal-
lenged almost everything they said. 

Thure Osuldsen started out by telling the group,
“Ever since the Flambeau Mine started production a
few years back, Rusk County has not needed to raise
its tax levy.” And when asked if he would be in favor
of having another mine in Rusk County, he responded
by saying, “I would have to think about it, but with
Wisconsin’s tough mining laws and the good job that
Kennecott has been doing with the Flambeau Mine,
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there really shouldn’t be a problem.” When he said
that, I could sit still no longer. I raised my hand and
said, “Mr. Osuldsen, I served 8 terms on the Rusk
County Board. I was a member of the Finance
Committee for all those years, sometimes serving as
its chairman. There were many years when we didn’t
have to raise the tax levy. It has nothing to do with
mining. And in terms of Wisconsin’s mining laws, I’ll
debate you in front of any audience anytime about
how tough they really are.” That kind of shut him up.
It was clear Osuldsen just didn’t know what he was
talking about.

The Mayor of Ladysmith, Ron Moore, came across
even worse than Osuldsen. He commented on the
Freedom March staged by opponents to the Flambeau
Mine in November of 1990. As if hoping to discredit
us, he stated, “I was looking out the window and
counted only 276 people instead of the 400 they
claimed were part of the march.” It struck me as kind
of funny to think that Moore had been hiding behind
a curtain, counting all of us as we marched by. Bill
Martin quickly shouted out, “Ron, did you have the
shades drawn?” The audience just ate it up.

Alan Christianson was rather quiet and didn’t have a
lot to say. I think he knew he’d better be very careful
around me, because I was all too willing to question
anything he said. Willingham didn’t have much to say
either. He only challenged me on one point. I had told
the group how John Kaiser had orchestrated a takeover
of the Rusk County Board in 1988 by sending out false
campaign literature about those of us on the board who
opposed the mine. Willingham had been defeated in
the same election, even though he was pro-mining. For
some unknown reason he thought it was important to
clarify that for the group, which he did. 

I had some real fun with Tom Myatt. It turns out
that I had attended a meeting of the Rusk County
Board in August of 1995 where his predecessor, Greg
Fauquier, had come back to discuss Kennecott’s recla-
mation plans. I learned at that meeting that
Kennecott estimated the cost of the reclamation to be
about $15 million but only had a bond for $5 million
(CD 115-17). That meant if the mining company
defaulted on reclaiming the site, the taxpayers would
get stuck paying the difference. I asked Myatt about
the discrepancy in front of the group at Fairchild. I
guess you might say I caught him unprepared. 

The residents of the Town of Cleveland were pleased
to have us come to their defense at the meeting. And
when it was time to go home, many of them patted us
on the back, hugged us and said, “Thank you.” The very
next day I received a beautiful bouquet of flowers and a
few days later a check for $500 from the members of

Four Rivers Headwaters. There was a little note
attached that said the money was meant to help the
Rusk County Citizens Action Group continue to scrap
with the mining interests. Later on we sent some of that
money to a group in La Crosse County, to help pay for
an advertisement to get the word out about a potential
mining project that Kennecott wanted to start up over
there, and the rest of the money was used to help pay
for printing the February 1997 issue of RCCAG’s
newsletter, the Real Flambeau News (CD 115-18). 

Several months after the meeting at Fairchild,
Rebecca Clark resigned from the Town of Cleveland
Mining Impact Committee, citing health problems
and claiming that the committee as a whole had an
anti-mining bias. I cannot speak about Ms. Clark’s
health, but I can say that the committee was guilty of
no more than unearthing the facts, which apparently
were not to Ms. Clark’s liking. 

The town’s Mining Impact Committee proceeded to
put together a final report that was submitted to the
Cleveland Town Board in March of 1997. It was a

Mining Does Strange 
Things to People
Even in the mid-1990s, when the Flambeau Mine was in full
swing, Rusk County was a sorry example of a community
whose elected officials either didn’t realize what was going
on or didn’t care. I couldn’t understand how people like
Alan Christianson, Ron Moore, Bernice Dukerschein and
Thure Osuldsen continued to approve of the project when:

�  The mine pit was extending closer and closer to the
Flambeau River;

�  Heaps of dusty mining waste were getting larger and
larger;

�  Only a handful of jobs had been created;

�  Kennecott was paying a pittance in taxes to the local
governments, even though it was shipping hundreds of
millions of dollars worth of gold and copper ore to
Canada; and

�  The business section of Ladysmith was declining, with
several businesses closing their doors.

Even though an objective view of the project showed the
mine was generating a mess and failing to resurrect the
economy, local officials continued to sing Kennecott’s
praises. It’s a mystery to me. Mining does strange things to
people. Maybe those officials were afraid to speak out
because of Section 31 of the Local Agreement, entitled
“Local Governments Will Not Oppose the Mine.” Maybe
they were unwilling to admit they had been taken for a ride.
Or may they just didn’t get it.
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One of the most delightful people I have met in my years of
fighting the buzzards is a spirited woman from rural Fairchild
by the name of Marie Anderson. Her gentle ways hide the fact
that she is a strong, capable fighter who is always ready to
take action to protect her community.

When Kennecott moved into the area near her home in early
1996, Marie volunteered to be a member of a new committee
established by the town board to check into the pros and
cons of mining. And she did her homework. Instead of just
buying into all the corporate rhetoric about how safe and
prosperous a mine could be for the community, Marie and
her husband Darrell decided to find out for themselves what
mining was all about. They took a little drive up to the
Flambeau Mine that spring, and before they left Ladysmith to
go back home, someone they met on the street gave them
my name and said, “Here’s the guy you need to talk to if you
want to get the real story of what’s going on with the mine.”
Darrell called me on the phone the same day, and the rest is
history.

When I asked Marie why she got involved in fighting the buz-
zards, she thoughtfully listed the following three reasons:

� As a life-long environmentalist and someone who faithfully
recycles anything recyclable, she was concerned about
how metallic sulfide mining would impact the environ-
ment;

� As a neighbor to the property leased by Kennecott in the
Town of Cleveland, she was concerned about how a mine
might affect her own home and quality of life; and 

� As a citizen, she was outraged about the politics of the sit-
uation. It didn’t seem right to her that a mining company
could roll into a community and do whatever it wanted,
without the populace being adequately informed. She also
noticed a disturbing pattern of how some of the people
involved in town government stood to benefit financially
from their decisions. 

So in her own quiet manner, Marie started to educate herself
on the issues and passed on what she learned to others in
the community. And along the way we became good friends.
In fact, Marie knew that I was having kind of a tough time
with my health in February of 1997. My prostate cancer was
flaring up, my blood pressure was high, and I had slipped on
the ice and broken my wrist. And in the midst of it all, I was
trying to put together an issue of the Real Flambeau News.
Marie also knew that I was planning to take a little trip out
west to visit my daughter Arlene in Seattle. So she sent me a
cute story entitled “Lessons from Geese” and assured me
that the others in my “flock” would take over while I was
gone. Here is the story:

Lessons from Geese

by Milton Olson
� As each bird flaps its wings, it creates an uplift for the bird

following. By flying in a “V” formation, the whole flock
adds 71% greater flying range than if the bird flew alone.

Lesson: People who share a common direction and
sense of community can get where they are going
quicker and easier because they are traveling on the
thrust of one another.

� Whenever a goose falls out of formation, it suddenly
feels the drag and resistance of trying to fly alone, and
quickly gets back into formation to take advantage of
the lifting power of the bird immediately in front.

Lesson: If we have as much sense as a goose, we will
stay in formation with those who are headed where we

Figure 115-7. Lead goose Roscoe Churchill shows off his walking
stick carved by Dennis Reynolds. The goose magnets seen on the
refrigerator were a gift from two members of the flock, Marie and
Darrell Anderson (Photo by Laura Furtman of Webster, WI, 2003).

Marie Anderson and the Lead Goose

(continued on next page)
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comprehensive document that outlined the history of
the mining issue in the Town of Cleveland and con-
tained background information on the basic mining
process and the environmental impacts of metallic
sulfide mining. It also included case studies, copies of
the town’s mining regulations, legal opinions and
numerous letters written by committee members, cit-
izens and mining officials. 

I have included the first ten pages of the commit-
tee’s 150-page report for you to see on the CD-ROM
that accompanies the book, because those pages in
particular demonstrate how the mining company, its
supporters and the Chairman of the Town of
Cleveland played the same kinds of dirty tricks on the
local people that were played on us in the Town of
Grant (CD 115-19). The Cleveland Town Board even
hired Attorney William Thiel to provide advice to the
board on mining matters! And just like Thiel had uni-
laterally declared the Town of Grant’s mining morato-
rium “void and unenforceable” at our annual meeting
in April of 1988, he declared the Town of Cleveland’s
comprehensive mining regulations “invalid and unen-
forceable” at a meeting of the Cleveland Town Board
in October of 1996.

After all was said and done, however, there was a
happy ending to the drama in the Town of Cleveland.
The town’s Mining Impact Committee recommended
in March of 1997, by unanimous decision, that explo-
ration and mining of metallic sulfide minerals be pro-
hibited in the town. And when the town board
election was held the next month, a new board was
elected that proceeded to enact protective measures
against mining. As a result, Kennecott was never
allowed to put a drill in the ground in the Town of

Cleveland and by 1999 had dropped all of its leases in
Jackson County. It was one of our success stories.
Hopefully, the mining company will never return.

Kennecott in Trempealeau County 
Another challenge for RCCAG took place in
Trempealeau County in early 1997. That’s when I
received a phone call from a woman by the name of
Lora Hill who lived in the Galesville area. I had never
met her before, but someone had given her my name.
Lora told me that Kennecott had recently approached
the Trempealeau County Board to ask about leasing
land in the county forest. She was very concerned and
had all kinds of questions for me. We talked for quite
some time, and I finally said to her, “This is too much
to discuss over the phone. Why don’t you come and
see me?” She responded, “Maybe I will.”

Lora traveled to my farm on a cold February morn-
ing, equipped with a video camera and someone to
run it. When she came to the door she looked cuter
than a bug. I said to her, “I didn’t know what I’d see
when you got out of the car. I thought you might be 5
feet tall and weigh 300 pounds!” Her quick reply was,
“Well, I thought you might be 80,” which I was! She
was a spark plug that really made things go.

Lora came into my kitchen, and first we had a little
lunch. She had brought me a loaf of bread from the
bakery she and her husband own in Galesville. When
we were through eating, she suggested that I sit in my
rocking chair next to the wood stove and said, “I just
want you to talk. Tell your story.” She taped me for
about an hour and a half. 

Lora later edited the tape to about 30 minutes and

want to go (and be willing to accept their help as well as
give ours to the others).

� When the lead goose gets tired, it rotates back into the
formation and another goose flies at the point position.

Lesson: It pays to take turns doing the hard tasks and
sharing leadership—with people, as with geese, we are
interdependent on each other.

� The geese in formation honk from behind to encourage
those up front to keep up their speed.

Lesson: We need to make sure our honking from behind
is encouraging—and not something else.

� When a goose gets sick, wounded or shot, two geese
drop out of formation and follow it down to help protect

it. They stay with it until it is able to fly again or dies.
Then they launch out on their own with another forma-
tion, or catch up with the flock.

Lesson: If we have as much sense as a goose, we too will
stay by each other in difficult times, as well as when we are
strong.

Join the Flock!

Later on I showed the goose story to my friend Dennis Reynolds.
Dennis likes to do a little carving, and the next thing I knew, he
came over to my house with a present for me. It was a walking
stick to help me from slipping on the ice. It had a burl at the top
in which he carved the following words: “The Lead Goose,” and
further down was a second burl where he carved “Roscoe.” I
still get emotional thinking about the whole thing. Friends like
Marie, Darrel and Dennis have helped make my life worthwhile.

(continued from previous page)
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sent a copy to every member of the Trempealeau
County Board. She also somehow managed to get it
broadcast on the local public television station, and
the whole story was published in the newspaper (CD
115-20). What a fireball!

Soon after my interview with Lora, the
Trempealeau County Zoning Committee met to dis-
cuss the mining issue and receive public comment on
Kennecott’s request to lease county forestland. Lora
invited me to the meeting, which was held on
February 18, 1997, and John Styczinski went with
me. Each person was to be allowed 5 minutes to tes-
tify. But Lora went up to the moderator and said, “I
want Churchill to have 10 minutes. If you want, you
can give the mining company 10 minutes, too.” The
moderator agreed, and I made my presentation in
front of the group.

I don’t remember seeing Ed May or Tom Myatt at the
Trempealeau meeting. In fact, Kennecott’s attorney,
John Koeppl, was the only person who came to testify
in favor of the proposal. And even his testimony was
lukewarm. I remember hearing him say to the county

supervisors, “Know what you’re doing. Be careful.”
Maybe the size of the group intimidated him, especially
since he knew we were out to challenge him. 

By the time everyone was done testifying, it was
clear that nobody wanted a mine. In fact, about a hun-
dred people testified against leasing land to Kennecott.
In particular, I remember listening to the testimony of
a gentleman by the name of Tom Wilson who really
had done his homework and knew all about the politics
and environmental problems associated with mining.
He was from the Town of Cleveland in Jackson County,
and later on I found out that he had been active in
fighting Kennecott over there as well. I had never met
Tom before, but I could tell he was a force to be reck-
oned with. And I was right, as you will see for yourself
in the next chapter of my book. 

As you might imagine, the meeting went on for
some time. In fact, the committee recessed for supper
and came back in the evening to finish business. No
lease was ever given. 

Before leaving my discussion of Kennecott’s attempt
to get into Trempealeau County and the other counties

Before moving on, I’d like to tell you a little story about
Attorney John Koeppl and my encounter with him at the
February 1997 meeting of the Trempealeau County Zoning
Committee. You’ve read about Koeppl earlier in my book.
He’s the guy who represented Kennecott in 1989, when we
sued the Grant Town Board for signing the Local
Agreement. You may recall that he also represented the
mining company during the Master Hearing for the
Flambeau Mine in 1990. But what I remember most about
Koeppl was how he deposed Evelyn for four straight hours
and me for five in 1991, when we went to court over the
constitutionality of the Local Agreement and the Local
Agreement Law. Needless to say, Koeppl knew both Evelyn
and me quite well.

When Koeppl walked into the room for the meeting at
Trempealeau County, he saw me sitting in one of the rows
and came over to shake my hand and say “Hello.” I had never
liked him very much, so I didn’t go out of my way to be nice.
All I said was, “Oh, you’re still working for them, huh?” I did
not even get up out of my seat, but rather just sat there, wait-
ing for the meeting to begin. I guess Koeppl got the message
that I wasn’t too interested in talking to him, because he
quickly took a seat toward the front of the room.

The meeting started out with some agenda items that had
nothing to do with mining. So while those things were being
discussed, I decided to take a break in the back hallway. I
needed to stretch my legs a little bit, and as I paced back and

forth and thought about what I wanted to say, all of a sudden
there stood John Koeppl next to me. He grabbed my hand
and said, “I was really sorry to hear about Evelyn. She was a
great woman.” I responded by saying, “Yes, she was a good
mother and good wife, and we had many good years
together.” And then I looked him square in the eye and said,
“Why don’t you join us? You’ve got enough money. You don’t
need to work for that kind of outfit.” Then I added, “At least in
the morning I can look at myself in the mirror and not jump
back because of something I did the day before.”

My words seemed to rattle his cage a little bit, but he still
wanted to keep talking. At that point, however, I said, “Well,
I’ve got to go back inside now.” As I turned to walk away, he
said, “Evelyn was a great, great woman, but you’re one tough
son-of-a-gun.”

After a few more minutes, Koeppl returned to the meeting
room as well. The zoning committee proceeded to open up
the floor for comment on Kennecott’s lease proposal, and he
was one of the first people to testify. When he finished speak-
ing, he gathered up his things, grabbed his coat and started
to walk out of the room. I guess he had no real interest in lis-
tening to the rest of the testimony and was anxious to hit the
road and get back to his office in Madison. But as he headed
down the aisle, he spotted me once more, leaned over to
shake my hand and said, “Don’t be too hard on my clientele.”
Maybe John had some regrets. I don’t know, but it was an
interesting encounter.

Attorney John Koeppl Comes to Trempealeau County
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mentioned earlier, I must mention two things. First,
you may have noticed that when I went to Clark,
Jackson and Trempealeau counties to fight the buz-
zards, I had the same faithful traveling companion
with me, my friend John Styczinski, Jr. In fact, John
was my main support in all of these escapades and
continues to be my main support to this day. No mat-
ter how far we have to drive or what
needs to be done, John and I stand
shoulder-to-shoulder. I can always
depend on him. He knows what is going
on, is well-versed in everything and not
afraid to speak up. We drive around the
state together, going to meetings at
Mole Lake, Shawano, Rhinelander,
Madison or wherever mining issues are
being discussed. Plus, John has been
one of the main forces that has kept the
Rusk County Citizens Action Group alive
over the years, to say nothing of the
Rusk County Democratic Party. I am so
grateful to have such a friend.

The second point I would like to men-
tion before bringing this chapter to a
close is not as pleasant. It relates to
Kennecott’s attempt to spread its tenta-
cles across northern Wisconsin but goes
back to 1993 and the days of Larry
Mercando—when we were warning the
public about how the big mining compa-
nies of the world wanted to turn north-
ern Wisconsin into a mining district and
the Flambeau Mine was just the tip of
the iceberg. At that time, Mercando
printed one of his neighborly advertise-
ments in the Ladysmith News where 
he tried to belittle our concerns and
stated, “The facts don’t support the
notion of a mining district. They never
have” (Figure 115-8). 

Hmmm. As you have seen, within just
a few years of when Mercando made
that statement, Kennecott sent Ed May
back to Wisconsin to try to help the min-
ing company get its fingers into Eau
Claire, Clark, Jackson, Trempealeau and
La Crosse counties. It shows once more
how it’s hard to believe anything a min-
ing official tells you. Luckily, the Rusk
County Citizens Action Group didn’t buy
into what Mercando said and continued
to work with other concerned people to

get the word out about the hazards of metallic sulfide
mining. The upshot was that so much opposition to
mining developed in our neck of the woods that
Kennecott eventually picked up its marbles and went
home. As far as I know, by 1999 the company had
dropped all of its leases in the area. I feel pretty good
about that. By working together with friends like

Figure 115-8. In 1993, Kennecott insisted that the facts did not support the notion that
northern Wisconsin might turn into a “mining district.” But by 1995, the mining com-
pany was trying to secure leases in five different Wisconsin counties (Ladysmith News,
April 22, 1993).
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Edison Mathis, John Kariger, Marie Anderson, Lora
Hill and John Styczinski, to name just a few, we man-
aged to stop the buzzards—at least for the time being. 

I haven’t seen or heard of Ed May since about
1997. But like a virus, he or someone like him is prob-
ably still around. So we must remain vigilant. As my
Menominee friend Hilary Waukau once said:

As long as those valuable metals are in the ground,
we as humans can never rest because the beast of
greed and exploitation will be over our heads and
over generations who inhabit this part of the country
to the end of eternity.

I hope my story will help provide the kind of ammu-
nition needed for when the buzzards return.
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The last truckload of ore was hauled out of the
Flambeau Mine on March 7, 1997. By that time, the
pit had been dug to a depth of 220 feet, was a half
mile in length and 32 acres in size. What’s more, an
additional 150 acres of forest, farm and swampland
had been scraped away next to the Flambeau River to
accommodate the piles of crushed sulfide waste rock,
the mining company’s office and laboratory buildings
and several man-made ponds designed to collect acid
mine drainage (Figure 116-1). Kennecott claimed its
little mine in the Town of Grant produced a total of
181,000 tons of copper, 3.3 million ounces of silver
and 334,000 ounces of gold over its four-year lifetime
(CD 116-1). But of more interest to me was the fact

that the mine had also produced 9 million tons of
crushed sulfide waste rock. 

As reported in the March 13, 1997 issue of the
Ladysmith News, Kennecott told the public that the
gross value of the ore removed from the Flambeau
Mine was about $300 million (Figure 116-2).
However, as will be discussed in detail in the follow-
ing chapter, figures from other newspapers and the
United States Geological Survey suggested that the
value was much higher, perhaps $600 to 750 million.
Unfortunately, the public will never know which of
these figures, if any, is correct. The mining company
alone has the records.

When Kennecott decided to call it quits, about 

Kennecott Closes the 
Mine and Changes Its 

Reclamation Plans (1997)

C H A P T E R  1 1 6

Figure 116-1. The
Flambeau Mine disturbed
about 180 acres of forest,
farm and swampland next to
the Flambeau River. The
mine’s high sulfur waste
rock stockpile, ore crusher,
runoff pond and water treat-
ment plant are visible in the
middle of the photograph.
Also note the steepness of
the pit walls and how the
mine came to within 140
feet of the Flambeau River
(October 1995).
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two-thirds of the ore body still remained beneath the
ground. So you might be wondering why the com-
pany stopped mining. To start, the grade of copper
being hauled out toward the end of mining was lower
than what had been mined at the beginning (about 3
percent copper at the bottom of the pit versus an aver-
age of 10 percent at the top, according to Kennecott),
and the rich gossan layer that contained the concen-
trated gold had been removed during the first year of

mining. As a result, it was no longer as profitable for
the mining company to keep digging the ore.

Don’t get me wrong. An ore body containing even 3
percent copper is of great value. For example, as men-
tioned in the Ladysmith News article cited above, the
ore at the enormous Bingham Canyon Mine in Utah
was averaging 0.5 percent copper at the time the
Flambeau Mine closed. The difference, however, was
that the ore from the Town of Grant had to be shipped

Figure 116-2.
Kennecott removed
the first ore from
the Flambeau Mine
in April of 1993
and the last in
March of 1997.
After digging up
hundreds of mil-
lions of dollars
worth of ore, the
only thing that
remained for the
mining company to
do was push all the
waste rock and
sludge into the
unlined pit, cover
it up with topsoil
and pretend like
nothing had hap-
pened. See CD
116-2 for more
photos and the
complete article
(Ladysmith News,
March 13, 1997;
republished with
permission).
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hundreds of miles to a smelter in Canada for process-
ing, while the ore in Utah could be processed close to
the pit, decreasing shipping costs dramatically and
making it more profitable to mine ore with a lower
mineral content. 

The other factor coming into play regarding
Kennecott’s decision to close the mine was that the
mining company could dig the pit only so deep before
risking a collapse of the side walls. The problem was
that the pit could not be broadened out to create a
gradual slope from top to bottom because the mining
company was constrained by the Flambeau River on
one side and State Highway 27 on the other. So the
huge “benches,” or steps, going down from the top of
the pit to the bottom were quite steep, to the point
that the mining company had to use metal strapping
and bolts to stabilize them (Figure 116-3). In fact, an
article appeared in the September 1997 issue of the
Engineering and Mining Journal about how Kennecott
had run into all kinds of problems with the walls of
the pit being unstable and how the bedrock had
turned out to be much weaker than the mining com-
pany had anticipated (CD 116-3). The article even
included dramatic photos of subsidence within the
pit. And mind you, that’s the same bedrock we were

told was so tough and hard that it would serve as an
effective barrier to keep acid mine drainage from
seeping into the Flambeau River. 

All I can say is this: From the very beginning of
Kennecott’s efforts to mine in Rusk County, the mining
company had a real knack for figuring out how to defy
state laws and local ordinances. But even Kennecott
could not figure out how to defy the laws of nature. 

The only way for Kennecott to get out the rest of
the Flambeau Deposit in the future will be for the
mining company to divert the Flambeau River and dig
a bigger open pit or resort to digging underground
shafts and tunnels. Of course, in either case the min-
ing company will likely want to build a mill and
smelter close by so it won’t have the expense of ship-
ping the ore long distances for processing. And to be
quite honest, I fully expect that Kennecott will try to
do something like that down the line. After all, the
mining company still owns property on both sides of
the Flambeau River and has held onto the mineral
rights. What’s more, if Kennecott were to build a
smelter in Rusk County, the company could promote
it for processing ore from all the other potential min-
ing sites in Wisconsin.

As far back as 1994, Evelyn was concerned that

Figure 116-3. At the end of mining, the Flambeau Mine pit was 220 feet deep, a half mile in length and 32 acres in size. The unstable benches,
which measured 30 to 40 feet in height, had to be reenforced with metal strapping to prevent their collapse. Also visible is a toxic soup of heavy
metals and acid in the bottom of the pit (News photo, Ladysmith News, March 13, 1997; republished with permission).
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Kennecott might ask the DNR to modify the com-
pany’s mining permit to allow deep shaft mining and
the construction of a mill at the mine site. She also
wondered who would be responsible for long-term
care of the site if the mining company were to go
bankrupt before reclamation was complete – and
whether or not Kennecott could avoid liability for
long-term care and cleanup costs altogether by selling
the property after all the ore was removed. She wrote
a letter to Larry Lynch of the DNR in November of
1994 to ask all of these questions, and he wrote back
about a month later with some answers that we found
rather shocking (CD 34-9). 

To start, it was clear from Lynch’s letter that con-
version of the open pit mine to an underground oper-
ation was not out of the question, as long as: (1) all
the parties that had signed the Local Agreement were
willing to reopen and renegotiate the contract; and
(2) the DNR agreed to modify the state-issued permit.
Considering how the project had been rammed
through the first time around, neither of those condi-
tions seemed impossible to meet. 

Lynch also stated in his letter that “increases in the
size of the mining site and substantial modifications
[to a mining permit issued by the DNR] do not auto-
matically require preparation of a EIS.” So if
Kennecott wanted to convert the operation to under-
ground shaft mining and the governing bodies of
Rusk County, the Town of Grant and the City of
Ladysmith agreed, it looked like the DNR might not
even prepare a new Environmental Impact Statement!
What’s more, there was a good chance the depart-
ment would not conduct a bona fide public hearing
either. You see, even though Wis. Stat. 293.55 states
that the public is entitled to “request a hearing” on a
matter like this, we knew from past experience that
the DNR had taken the liberty of interpreting that
statute to mean the public’s only option was to go
through the rigor of a contested case hearing involving
the hiring of attorneys and expert witnesses. 

We had been faced with that sort of dilemma in
1992, when Kennecott approached the DNR to
request a modification of its mining permit to allow
an increase in production rate and the early closing of
the mine. At that time the department officials
refused to conduct a traditional public hearing on the
matter, partly because they claimed the proposed
change was not “substantial.” As you may recall,
Lynch finally agreed to hold an informal meeting with
us instead of forcing the issue to a contested case
hearing, but the results of that meeting were anything
but satisfactory. We asked ourselves, “Why should we

expect anything better to happen the next time the
mining company wants to alter its permit?”

Another thing we learned from Lynch’s letter con-
cerned the ability of mining companies to dodge liabil-
ity for long-term care of mining waste dumps. To start,
the term “long-term care” is defined in NR 182.04(27)
as the “routine care, maintenance and monitoring of a
solid waste land disposal facility following the closing
of the facility.” According to NR 182.17, the mining
company is supposed to carry out that type of activity
for anywhere from 10 to 30 years after closure of the
mine, which never seemed like a long enough period of
time to me. But Lynch admitted in his letter to Evelyn
that if Kennecott decided to sell the property, the new
owner instead of Kennecott would be responsible “for
implementing the approved long-term care activities
for the site unless that responsibility [was] retained by
the company through some other mechanism such as a
contract between the parties.” So who knew what kind
of outfit might end up being responsible for the moni-
toring and care of the site? 

What bothered me even more was what Lynch had
to say about perpetual responsibility for the mine site
(as opposed to the 10–30 year period of “routine care,
maintenance and monitoring” described above). On
the one hand, he stated, “A mining company cannot
avoid liability for contamination simply by selling the
property. Under ss. 107.30-107.35, Stats., mining
companies are held perpetually liable for mining
related damages which include environmental con-
tamination, regardless of changes in ownership of the
site and any reorganization, merger, consolidation
and liquidation affecting the mining company”
[emphasis added]. But then he went on to say that if
someone else assumed ownership of the mine site,
the new owner “could also share some degree of
responsibility for costs of cleanup at the site should
such action ever be needed unless such liability was
perpetually assumed by the company and its succes-
sors by some other means” [emphasis added].
Hmmm. To start, as explained in Chapter 34 of my
story, we didn’t believe that Wis. Stat. 107.32 really
held a mining company “perpetually liable” for envi-
ronmental damage. Those were Lynch’s words, not
the words of the law. And all the doubletalk regarding
who would really be accountable for cleanup costs if
the mine site changed hands sounded like a setup for
allowing the mining company to dump those costs
onto an unsuspecting buyer. Besides that, if at any
point the mining company or new owner went
bankrupt, Lynch could not deny the fact that cleanup
costs ultimately would be borne by the taxpayer. 
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Thus far we have not had to deal with the scenario
of Kennecott trying to shift responsibility for care of
the Flambeau Mine site to someone else. Nor has the
mining company advanced any plans for developing
an underground mine on its property in the Town of
Grant. But it still could happen, my dear readers. For
now, however, I’d like to focus on how Kennecott
went about reclaiming its open pit next to the
Flambeau River and just how sleazy the whole thing
was done. 

Once the decision was made to stop production at
the Flambeau Mine, the first thing the mining com-
pany did was push an estimated 2 million cubic yards
of so-called Type II waste rock back into the pit. That
was the rock with the highest sulfide content, much of
it containing 50% or more sulfides (mostly pyrite).
Kennecott believed that by burying the crushed Type
II rock in the very bottom of the pit, the sulfides
would be less likely to come in contact with oxygen
and produce acid mine drainage. As explained by
Kennecott’s Tom Myatt in an article that appeared in
the March 13, 1997 issue of the Ladysmith News,
“Oxygen must be present with water to form acid
from sulfur rock, but material below about 90 feet
will be anoxic (without oxygen)” (CD 116-2).

Myatt’s theory sounded good, but only to a point.
In particular, I wondered about all the air that was
already between the particles of crushed rock before
the waste was shoved into the bottom of the pit.
Wouldn’t a lot of oxygen be trapped in place and react
with the groundwater moving through the backfill to

form sulfuric acid, leading to problems with acid
mine drainage? After all, the backfill operation was
not taking place in a vacuum. Concerns like these
underscored the fact that no one really knew if
Myatt’s theory would hold true or not. It was just
that—a theory. 

To make matters worse, when Kennecott pushed
all the crushed sulfide waste rock into the pit, the
mining company did not have to comply with NR
182.11, the natural resource rule that lists minimum
design and operation requirements for mining dumps.
That rule normally would have required the mining
company to line the pit before shoving everything
back into it. But Kennecott was allowed to ignore that
rule because, as discussed earlier in my story, NR
182.02(11) says that “surface mines which are back-
filled with mining waste” are exempt from the require-
ments of NR 182.11. So even though the Type II
waste rock was so prone to causing acid mine drain-
age that it had to be stored on a liner before the mine
ceased operations, all of a sudden that same crushed-
up rock was shoved into the unlined pit, where
groundwater could percolate through it on its way to
the Flambeau River (Figure 116-4).

Sure, the mining company mixed a little lime with
the waste rock to try to neutralize it (somewhere
between 5 and 20 pounds of limestone per ton of
Type II material, according to Kennecott). But we’ve
already talked about how that approach, tested in the
coal mining industry, is unproven in long-term effec-
tiveness and may at best be no more than a temporary

Figure 116-4. At the end
of mining, an estimated 2
million cubic yards of
crushed high-sulfur waste
rock (much of it containing
50% or more pyrite) was
pushed into the very bottom
of the unlined mine pit
where groundwater could
percolate through it on its
way to the Flambeau River
(File photo, Wisconsin
DNR, May 1997).
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fix for acid mine drainage. And even if adding lime
were effective, no limestone at all was added to the
estimated 2.7 million cubic yards of so-called Type I
waste rock. That rock, which contained up to 1% sul-
fur, was merely dumped on top of the Type II rock,
even though Kennecott and the Wisconsin DNR surely
must have known that the Minnesota Pollution
Control Agency had issued a report stating that waste

rock with less than 1% sulfides could still produce
toxic heavy metal leachate (CD 52-2).

In my opinion, Kennecott really bungled the whole
reclamation effort when it decided to depend on
using lime to prevent acid mine drainage at the mine
site. More of my thoughts on the issue are included in
the sidebar below. 

Getting back to my story, the mining company’s

I am not a great fan of mixing lime with sulfide waste rock as
a technique for controlling acid mine drainage. As discussed
in Chapter 112 of my story, it’s kind of like taking a couple of
Tums and expecting it to prevent acid indigestion forever.

That being said, even if Kennecott’s idea of using lime to pre-
vent acid mine drainage at the Flambeau Mine site had been
proven effective (which it was not), the mining company did
not completely follow its own advice! What I am referring to
is the fact that while Kennecott added lime to the Type II
waste rock (the rock with the highest sulfide content, much
of it containing 50% or more sulfides), no lime at all was
added to the Type I waste material (the “low sulfur” rock that
we were told contained up to 1% sulfur). 

Before going further, I need to explain something about the
Type I waste rock: Kennecott’s claim that the Type I material
contained up to 1% sulfur was not the same thing as saying
that the rock contained up to 1% sulfides. For example, if you
have a 10-ton pile of waste rock that contains 2 tons of pyrite
(FeS

2
; iron sulfide) and 8 tons of non-sulfide minerals, the

sulfide content of the waste pile is 20% by weight, but the
sulfur content is only 10%. You can see the calculations for
yourself by going to the CD-ROM that accompanies the book
(CD 116-4). So right off the bat it appeared that Kennecott
was trying to muddy the waters by making it sound like there
were less sulfides in the Type I waste pile than were really
there. I might also add that the volume of Type I material (esti-
mated at 2.7 million cubic yards) was a lot larger than that of
the Type II material (estimated at 2 million cubic yards). 

To add to the confusion, most of the articles on acid mine
drainage that Evelyn and I had come across talked about the
percentage of sulfides in the waste rock rather than the per-
centage of sulfur. So we had no way of knowing how
Kennecott’s “low sulfur” waste rock really stacked up in
terms of acid-generating potential. The only thing certain was
that a waste pile containing 1% sulfur had to contain more
than 1% sulfides, with the true proportion depending on the
type and amount of sulfide minerals present. The chemistry
and math of the situation dictated it. 

A second problem I had with regard to Kennecott’s Type I
stockpile was that the mining company had no way of

guaranteeing that the waste rock really contained less than
1% sulfur. Considering that Ed May had estimated the overall
sulfide content of the Flambeau Deposit at 75%, it wasn’t
unreasonable to think that some of the high-sulfide rock might
have ended up in the low-sulfur waste pile. What’s more,
depending on the circumstances, rock with a relatively low
sulfide content still has the potential to cause severe problems
with acid mine drainage. Take the example of the Summitville
Mine in Colorado! The rock at that particular mine site con-
tained less than 5% sulfides, yet it produced severe problems
with acid mine drainage that persist to this day. I might add
that the owner of the Summitville Mine declared bankruptcy in
1991, abandoned the mine and never did any remedial work at
the site. As a result, the mine was added to the EPA’s list of
superfund sites in 1994. To date, the American taxpayer has
paid about $155 million to help clean up the mess, and much
more work remains to be done (CD 116-5). I hope that’s not
what we have in store for us in Rusk County. 

And as long as we’re talking about the potential for low-sulfur
waste rock to cause acid mine drainage, let me also mention
what Thomas Durkin of the South Dakota Department of
Environment and Jonathan Herrmann of the EPA said about
the issue in 1994. That’s when they co-authored a paper
about acid mine drainage that included the following state-
ment (CD 116-6):

The potential of sulfide rock to generate acid is strongly
related to the amount of alkaline, often calcareous, material
in the rock. For example, a rock containing 5 percent sulfide
minerals may not generate acid due to an overabundance of
calcite in the rock that is available for acid neutralization.
Another rock containing less than 2 percent sulfide min-
erals might generate a considerable amount of acid if no
neutralizing minerals are present within it. [emphasis
added]

The Minnesota Pollution Control Agency also weighed in on
the issue. In particular, Evelyn noted the following in a paper
she wrote in 1990 (CD 52-2):

The Minnesota Pollution Control Agency states that in their
experience waste rock material with less than 1% sulfides
has produced toxic heavy metal leachate.

Kennecott’s Antacid Pill — A Little Hard to Swallow
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wonderful plans for backfilling the pit were described
in the December 26, 1996 issue of the Ladysmith
News (Figure 116-5). Of course, there was no real talk
about the potential for acid mine drainage, except to
downplay the situation. In particular, one thing that
wasn’t discussed in the article was Kennecott’s plans
to push all the sludge from its water treatment plant
into the unlined pit along with the sulfide waste rock.
I imagine the mining company officials overseeing the
reclamation activities, including Jeff Earnshaw and
Jana Murphy, didn’t want to talk about the fate of the
sludge because they knew DNR standards normally
called for that type of hazardous waste to be “col-
lected and disposed in a secure [i.e., lined] facility”
(CD 112-1).

But again, the Flambeau Mine did not have to fol-
low the same rules that to this day the DNR expects
everyone else to follow. So all the toxic substances
that had been extracted from the contaminated water
at the mine site and stored on a liner with the Type II
waste rock were eventually pushed back into the

unlined pit. That meant the whole water treatment
process had been no more than a farce. How dare
Kennecott brag about the pure water coming out of
the treatment facility and then dispose of the sludge
in an unlined pit!

And we weren’t talking about just a small amount
of sludge, either. I never saw the exact figures, if
indeed such figures exist, but the final EIS for the
project had stated that up to 124 tons of toxic sludge
would be produced by the water treatment plant per
day (CD 12-4). Figuring that the plant was in opera-
tion for about four years, that worked out to over
180,000 tons of sludge!

Besides the vast volume of sludge that was pushed
back into the pit, the other factor of concern to us was
that all the toxic substances contained in the sludge
were no longer locked up within solid bedrock, like
they had been before Kennecott came on the scene
and crushed the rock. Some of the sulfur was now sul-
furic acid, and the toxic heavy-metal compounds were
either dissolved or present as fine particles with a

So the real question regarding Kennecott’s Type I stockpile
was this: Did the 1% sulfur waste rock contain enough natu-
rally-occurring calcite or other neutralizing minerals to theo-
retically counteract the formation of acid mine drainage? Or
was Kennecott just trying to save a few bucks by not mixing
any lime with the Type I waste rock? Kennecott claimed in the
EIS for the project that the company had conducted studies
on the powdered waste material and the tests “indicated that
waste rock with sulfur content of 2% or less would not be
expected to produce acid” (CD 116-7). But yet no mention
was made of the waste material containing significant
amounts of neutralizing minerals like calcite (according to the
EIS, the Type I material contained only “minor amounts” of
calcium and consisted primarily of glacial till, sandstone,
saprolite and Precambrian rock). Now I’m no geologist, so

maybe I’m missing something here. But I cannot help but
wonder what was really going on with the Type I waste rock.
And what did the Wisconsin DNR have to say about the whole
thing? At any point along the way did the department officials
consider the findings of their counterparts in South Dakota
and Minnesota that appeared to conflict with Kennecott’s
claims? Or did they just go along with what the mining com-
pany wanted to do?

All I can say is this: Based on the amount of pollution that
has already started to show up in the monitoring wells at the
Flambeau Mine site (which you will be able to see for your-
selves in a later chapter), it appears that Kennecott’s program
of adding a little lime to the Type II waste rock and no lime at
all to the Type I waste rock has turned out to be a miserable
failure—like throwing a couple of Tums in the mine pit.

Figure 116-5. Kennecott
explained its reclamation
plans to the public but failed
to mention several important
details: the pit was not going
to be lined, and all the sludge
from the wastewater treatment
plant was going to get shoved
into the hole alongside the
sulfide waste rock. See CD
116-8 to read all the details
(Ladysmith News, December
26, 1996; republished with
permission).
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large surface area, ready to contaminate the ground-
water moving through the backfilled pit on its way to
the Flambeau River. Only time will tell how big of a
mess we—or the generations to follow—will have to
face.

There is no doubt that groundwater will constantly
be coming in contact with all the highly-reactive sul-
fide waste in the backfilled pit. All you have to do is
look at a few photos that were taken on the last day of
mining (Figures 116-3, 116-4 and 116-6). You will
notice a 15 to 20-foot deep lake of contaminated
groundwater at the very bottom of the pit—and if the
photos were in color, the water would be a muddy
green. During mining, water was constantly leaking
into the pit because the mine had cut into and dis-
rupted the aquifers that normally carried pure water
toward the Flambeau River. In fact, the final EIS for
the project estimated that anywhere from 125 to 300
gallons of groundwater would enter the pit per
minute for the life of the mine. 

Up until the very end of mining, Kennecott kept
pumping all that water out of the pit to keep things dry
for the miners. The water was then discharged into the
Flambeau River, but only after first being stored in a
surge pond and routed through the mine’s wastewater
treatment plant (Figures 116-7 and 116-8). I cannot
emphasize enough that the once-pure groundwater

had to be treated because of how it had become con-
taminated with acid and heavy metals from the
exposed sulfide minerals in the mine pit. The whole
thing was an example of classic acid mine drainage,
no doubt about it. Throughout the years of mining,
there was always dirty green water in the bottom of
the pit.

We knew that merely filling in the mine pit with
waste rock wasn’t going to change the fact that water
would still be moving through the backfilled pit
toward the Flambeau River. The only difference was
that now the water would be moving through a pile of
hazardous waste and would no longer be getting
pumped to a water treatment plant to take out the
acid and heavy metals. And as pure water moved into
the backfilled pit, contaminated water would be mov-
ing out—either into the Flambeau River, up into the
man-made wetlands or out the sides of the pit. As far
as I know, at the very end of mining the mining com-
pany didn’t even bother to pump the pit dry before
starting to shove the Type II waste rock into it. It
wouldn’t have mattered, because more water would
have quickly leaked in to replace it. 

The whole process of backfilling the Flambeau
Mine pit took a little less than a year. And I might 
add that a lot of stuff got shoved into the pit besides
just the sulfide waste rock and sludge. The original 

Figure 116-6. At the very
end of mining, at least fif-
teen feet of contaminated
water was allowed to accu-
mulate in the bottom of the
mine pit. Kennecott appar-
ently was not concerned
about pumping and treating
the water to remove toxic
substances because every-
thing was soon going to be
pushed back into the pit
anyway (News photo,
Ladysmith News, March 13,
1997; republished with per-
mission). 
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Figure 116-8. Kennecott developed an elaborate system of collecting and treating acid mine drainage from the open pit and waste rock stock-
piles during the mining years. Unfortunately, the system was disassembled at the end of mining even though the mine pit was backfilled with the
same kind of acid-generating waste (Final EIS for the Flambeau Mine, March 1990).

Figure 116-7. Contaminated
groundwater and runoff from the
Flambeau Mine open pit (top of
photo), high sulfur waste rock stock-
pile (mid-right) and crushed ore stor-
age area (center) was directed into
two lined storage ponds and then
routed through a wastewater treatment
plant (tall building, mid-left) before
being discharged into the Flambeau
River (October 1995).
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DNR-approved plan (which was modified later, as you
will see) also allowed the mining company to bury var-
ious “demolition wastes” on site, including:
� The heavy plastic liners used beneath the ore

crushing area, high sulfur waste rock stockpile,
runoff pond and surge pond;

� All masonry structures and concrete (including the
concrete retaining walls used for the high sulfur
waste stockpile);

� Pipes, culverts, asphalt and riprap; and 
� The company septic tank.

I guess you could say that Kennecott used the mine pit
to dispose of all its crap. 

After everything got shoved into the pit, the min-
ing company proceeded to cover up the whole mess
with glacial till and topsoil. And then Kennecott
turned its attention to doing a lot of above-the-
ground cosmetic work to cover up the time bomb
beneath the surface. In particular, the original recla-
mation plan called for restoring the site to its original
contour, creating a 7.5-acre wetland over the west
end of the backfilled pit (close to the river) and trans-
forming the entire site into a savannah prairie ecosys-
tem (Figure 116-9; CD 116-9). Kennecott even had
the gall to suggest that the final product was going to
be a “blessing to wildlife” (Figure 116-10).

But that’s not exactly what ended up happening.
Somewhere along the line the mining company
started altering the reclamation plan that had been
reviewed by the public and approved by the DNR as
part of the Master Hearing process. And Kennecott
did it without notifying the public or getting official
approval from the department until after many of the
changes had already been made. I will provide spe-
cific details later in the chapter, but for now let me
whet your appetite by listing just a few examples of
how Kennecott violated the terms of the approved
reclamation plan. 

For starters, the mining company changed the spec-
ified location of the 7.5-acre wetland so that it would
be tucked away in the northeast corner of the mine
site instead of over the west end of the backfilled pit
(apparently because problems with acid mine
drainage were less likely to be detected at the new
location—at least that’s how it looked to me). And
rather than convert the entire 181-acre mine site to
natural prairie, which had been a selling point to gain
public support for the project during the approval
process, Kennecott left all of its mining buildings in
place and recontoured about 30 acres of the mine site
for use as an industrial park! In all fairness, the mining

company apparently did this at the urging of some of
our local officials. But the problem was that the pub-
lic was left out of the process. As I’ve said all along,
once a mining company gets its foot in the door, there
is no guarantee it will follow the plans painstakingly
hammered out during the permitting process. While
the company may agree to do certain things on paper,
it will proceed to do whatever is most expedient.

Kennecott Reneges on its Promises
There is a lot of drama that goes with the story of
Kennecott’s reclamation of the Flambeau Mine site
and how the mining company changed so many of its
plans at the last minute. One of the main players who
helped us fight the buzzards’ attempt to blindside the
public was my friend Tom Wilson, who at that time
lived in the Town of Cleveland in Jackson County,
Wisconsin. Before going further, I’d like to tell you a
little bit about Tom, who has become a real force in
Wisconsin to help protect our small, rural communi-
ties against mining company aggression.

I met Tom in February of 1997, when I traveled to
Whitehall, Wisconsin to testify against Kennecott’s
plans to lease some of Trempealeau County’s forest-
land. Tom spoke out that day in a polite but forceful
style that really impressed me, and I’m pleased to say
that our paths have crossed a number of times since
then. In particular, whenever an important meeting is
going on regarding the mining issue, you can bet that
Tom will be there. He’s easy to pick out of the crowd
because he is usually wearing a tweed flat cap and
has a small ponytail that neatly hangs down the back
of his neck. He is slender and tall, walks and stands
very straight, and whenever he talks to me, there is a
hint of a smile on his face. But most important, Tom is
a very informed and spirited environmental person,
and there is no doubt in my mind that his heart is in
the right place. He’s the kind of guy who always
seems eager to learn more about whatever is going on
and is a very capable and tough fighter. I respect him
greatly, as I do Northern Thunder, the environmental
group with which he is affiliated.

Much of the information you are about to read
about Kennecott’s attempt to change its reclamation
plans for the Flambeau Mine site has been gleaned
from letters sent to me by Tom. He really went into
this reclamation thing in great detail. And since I’m
getting older, it’s a comfort to know there are younger
ones like Tom to keep the fight going. 

So let me tell you what happened. On January 8,
1998, Jeff Earnshaw of Kennecott wrote a letter to
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Figure 116-9. The Flambeau Mine reclamation plan that was evaluated as part of the Master Hearing process and approved by the DNR in early
1991 called for converting the entire mine site to savannah prairie and creating a pond at the west end of the backfilled pit. Unfortunately, Kenne-
cott made significant changes to the approved plan after the fact (Final EIS for the Flambeau Mine, March 1990).
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I was really offended when I read a little advertisement
that Larry Mercando put in the Ladysmith News in July
of 1992. In it, he implied that the reclaimed Flambeau
Mine was going to be a “blessing to wildlife” (Figure 116-
10). I found it hard to believe that a mine with so much
potential to contaminate the Flambeau River with acid
mine drainage could do anything but condemn the fish,
clams and other aquatic species in the river. And to para-
phrase U.S. District Judge Miles Lord of Minnesota, even
if a variety of birds, animals and plants managed to do
well on the restored prairie next to the river, the best the
mining company could hope to accomplish would be
something not quite as good as had been there before. 

In Kennecott’s little ad, however, Mercando actually had
the gall to say, “There are many examples where an area
has been better after a mine has been there than before.”
How arrogant for him to suggest that a mining company
could ever improve on the intricacies of nature! And
when I looked closely at the rest of the advertisement, it
became clear to me that the whole thing was full of half-
truths and lies. For starters, Mercando cited the Jackson
County, Wisconsin taconite mine and a number of coal
mines in Pennsylvania as being prime examples of how
former mine sites could attract “deer, turkey, pheasant
and other wildlife.” While that may have been true, not
one of those mines was a metallic sulfide mine! Of
course, there is no example of a successfully reclaimed
metallic sulfide mine anywhere in the world. Problems
with acid mine drainage have always occurred, resulting
in fish kills and poisoned drinking water.

Mercando also mentioned in the ad that “thanks to a gold
mine” somewhere out west, a new wetland had been cre-
ated in a drought-stricken part of Nevada “to protect
game birds and wildlife.” Hmmm. For Mercando to pro-
vide such limited information about the impact of gold
mines on wildlife seemed rather disingenuous to me.
First of all, it was likely that the mining company in ques-
tion had created that wetland only because the company
was required to replace another one that had been
destroyed during mining. And second, gold mines are
notorious for killing birds and other forms of wildlife—
not protecting them. Just look at what happened at one
of Kennecott’s own gold mines! As reported in the March
27, 1991 issue of the Wisconsin State Journal, “Kennecott
paid fines of $90,000 in a federal court plea stemming from
the 1988 deaths of more than 1400 migratory birds at a
cyanide tailings pond at its Alligator Ridge gold mine in
Nevada.” A field agent with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
was quoted in the same article as saying, “It would appear
this is going on around the country. [Tailings ponds] are very
attractive to migratory birds, particularly in the desert. Down

they go. … The stuff’s hotter than a pistol.” Mercando, on the
other hand, downplayed the company’s liability by stating,
“It’s like somebody falling in front of your house” (CD 89-22).

So is it possible for a mine to be a “blessing to wildlife”? In
my opinion, the only way for an outfit like Kennecott, Exxon,
Rio Algom or any of the other mining companies of the world
to be a “blessing to wildlife” would be for each and every one
of them to pack up and go home.

Figure 116-10. To try to gain public support for its mining project in
Rusk County, Kennecott spoke of how reclaimed mine sites “could
make excellent wildlife preserves and recreational areas.” Unfortun-
ately, the mining company failed to mention the real legacy of metallic
sulfide mining—the destruction of natural habitat and killing of birds,
fish and other forms of wildlife (Ladysmith News, July 30, 1992).

Can Mines be a “Blessing to Wildlife?”
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Larry Lynch of the DNR to officially request a change
in the company’s reclamation plans for the Flambeau
Mine (CD 116-10). But we didn’t find out anything
about it until three months later, when Skip
Shireman, the father of my good friend Sandy Lyon,
happened to see a very small public notice about
Kennecott’s proposal in his local newspaper, the
Sawyer County Record. I later discovered that a notifi-
cation of the mining company’s plans had also
appeared in the Ladysmith News. But instead of being
featured as a front-page story for all to see, the infor-
mation was merely posted as
a legal notice on page 11 of
the paper (Figure 116-11).
The print was so small that
you practically needed a mag-
nifying glass to read it. All I
can say is that I didn’t see the
announcement when it came
out. 

In fact, I don’t know of any
of my friends in Rusk County
or around the state who saw
the legal notice—except for
Skip. And in case you’re won-
dering why Skip saw it when
none of the rest of us did, let
me say this: Skip was was the
kind of guy who read the
entire newspaper—from back
to front. In fact, he used to say
that he would read the obitu-
aries first, and if his name
wasn’t there, he’d read the
rest of the paper! That’s the
kind of avid news reader it
took to spot the small notice
about Kennecott’s change in
plans. And when Skip saw it,
he told Sandy, and Sandy in
turn sent a copy of the notice
to me. Wasn’t that crazy? As
Tom Wilson emphatically said
to Larry Lynch in a letter
dated June 26, 1998, “For all
the supposed “public notic-
ing” for this permit change
request, of the literally thou-
sands of people who have
expressed concerns about this
mine, only one individual
actually saw the small notice

in a local paper. There is something very wrong with
this system, even if it may follow the letter of the law”
(CD 116-11).

When we heard about the changes proposed by
Kennecott, we were shocked, especially since the
notice stated that the DNR was “prepared to approve
the modifications.” How could that be, when a public
hearing had not even been scheduled by the depart-
ment? Tom quickly responded by putting together a
press release that was endorsed by ten different envi-
ronmental groups (CD 116-12). He summarized the

Figure 116-11. The DNR did not go out of its way to talk to the public about Kennecott’s request to
change the approved reclamation plan for the Flambeau Mine. Instead the department issued a state-
ment that was buried in the fourth column of the legal notices on page 11 of the local newspaper. See
CD 116-13 to read the notice in its entirety (Ladysmith News, March 26, 1998).
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myriad of changes proposed by Kennecott and then
posed the question, “How can a reclamation plan
which took years of public debate, hearings, baseline
measurements and a supposedly stringent adminis-
trative permitting process be changed simply on the
basis of a request from the mining company?” My
friend Jeff Peterson agreed with the sentiment and
added, “This is just another example of the Golden
Rule as understood by the Thompson administration:
Those who own the gold get to make their own rules.”

We felt Kennecott and the DNR were trying to roll
right over us and that a bad precedent was being set
by the department for modifying mining permits
without soliciting adequate public input. In particu-
lar, my friends at Crandon were concerned that the
DNR might do the same thing to them someday, if the
Crandon mine were ever built. 

As you might imagine, those of us who were leery
of what Kennecott wanted to do were anxious to get a
copy of the exact proposal submitted by the mining
company to the DNR. But that wasn’t exactly an easy
thing to do. As Tom pointed out, “Copies of the plan
were not widely distributed in either depository
libraries or regional DNR offices where citizens could
review them” (CD 116-14). But somehow my friend
Dave Blouin, who to this day works with the Mining
Impact Coalition of Wisconsin and the regional Sierra
Club in Madison, Wisconsin managed to get his hands
on a copy of the plan and shared it with the rest of us
(CD 116-15). Following, then, is a summary of the
most significant changes to the reclamation plan
requested by Kennecott and our concerns with the
proposal.

Changes to the Flambeau Mine
Reclamation Plan Proposed by
Kennecott (January 1998) 
1. Disregard the original plan to convert the
entire 181-acre mine site to natural prairie for
wildlife habitat and passive recreation. Instead
leave mining facilities in place, including the min-
ing company’s wastewater treatment plant,
administration and laboratory building, utility
hookups and railroad spur, and reserve a total of
32 acres of land for use as an industrial park.

The proposal to create an industrial park at the
mine site was a major switch from the original recla-
mation plan that called for all of the mining com-
pany’s buildings to be dismantled at the end of
mining so that the entire area could be converted to
natural prairie. As Tom Wilson stated, “Mining com-

pany literature, advertisements and public presenta-
tions designed to gain public support for this project
promoted an image of wildlife habitat … not an
industrial park” (CD 116-14). And even though the
mining company still planned to convert the remain-
ing 149 acres of the mine site to prairie, having an
industrial park right next to a nature area was not
what I would call a compatible land use. Worse yet,
the 32-acre development was to be located in the
southern part of the mine site, not far from the
Flambeau River. That’s just what we needed—more
dirty industry next to the river. So how could the orig-
inal reclamation plan have gotten so turned around?

Let me start out by saying that Kennecott was not
the only one to push for creating the industrial park.
The other parties to blame for their role in scuttling
the original reclamation plan included the Ladysmith
Community Industrial Development Corporation
(LCIDC), Wisconsin’s Mining Investment and Local
Impact Fund Board, Rusk County Board Chairman
Bernice Dukerschein and Ladysmith Administrator
Alan Christianson. I wouldn’t doubt that some of those
guys had been planning this thing all along but were
slippery enough not to mention it at the Master
Hearing. They probably figured it would be easier to
get approval for their scheme later on, when the pub-
lic wasn’t watching so closely.

I might add that the DNR also played a role in the
whole mess. You see, when the department prepared
the EIS for the Flambeau Mine, the following state-
ment was slipped into the document with regard to
the company’s reclamation plans (CD 116-9):

Flambeau Mining Company has proposed to reclaim
the mine site by dismantling the facilities and reveg-
etating the area to promote long-term environmental
stability, but if an approved alternate use is demon-
strated and approved by the Department, certain
ancillary facilities such as the plant access road,
parking lot, rail spur, buildings and other facilities
could be left in place.

And sure enough, after the mine had been up and
running for just a little more than a year, Alan
Christianson set about trying to find a way for the
City of Ladysmith and Rusk County to make use of the
buildings at the Flambeau Mine site once the mine
closed. There is no doubt he knew the approved recla-
mation plan called for dismantling the buildings at
the end of mining. But I guess the mining company’s
facility next to the Flambeau River looked like a plum
he could pluck right handy. And he had the kind of
connections to make things happen.

You see, besides being the city administrator,
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Christianson was a central figure in the Ladysmith
Community Industrial Development Corporation
(LCIDC). The sole purpose of that group was to pro-
mote economic development in the area. And you can
bet the members of the organization, including peo-
ple like Frank Beer, Jim Weisenberger and Don
Rubow, were ready to back Christianson in his efforts
to make a few more bucks off the mine site.

Christianson also had the support of Rusk County
Board Chairman Bernice Dukerschein and some of the
county supervisors, including Tony Daniels and Thure
Osuldsen. The net result was that the city, county and
LCIDC authorized him to prepare a number of grant
applications on their behalf to plan for a new industrial
park at the mine site (CD 116-16). In particular,
Christianson submitted a proposal to the state’s Mining
Investment and Local Impact Fund Board in the fall of
1994. The board members at that time included Lloyd
Kincaid and Erhard Huettl of Forest County, Elizabeth
Sorensen of Rusk County and Wisconsin Secretary of
Revenue Mark Bugher, among others. And, as reported
in the October 13, 1994 issue of the Ladysmith News,
the city and county were awarded a total of $13,000 to
conduct a feasibility study on the reuse of the mine
buildings (CD 116-17). I might add, however, that the
local governments failed to use the money within the
required time frame and subsequently had to forfeit the
grant. But that didn’t stop Christianson from going
back for more. He secured a $20,000 grant from the
impact fund board in 1995 and really hit the jackpot in
1997, when the board members approved a $380,000
grant for the project.

There were several things wrong with this picture.
First of all, how could the state have awarded
$400,000 in grants to the city and county between
1995 and 1997 for developing an industrial park at
the mine site when Kennecott hadn’t even applied to
the DNR for the necessary permit change until 1998?
In addition, LCIDC jumped the gun by entering into a
long-term lease with Kennecott in late 1997 for occu-
pancy of the proposed industrial park. It felt like none
of the parties involved had taken the approved recla-
mation plan seriously.

To make matters worse, even though the property
in question was located within the Town of Grant, the
townspeople were not consulted on the matter. As far
as I know, the Town of Grant was not even a share-
holder of LCIDC or represented on its board of direc-
tors. As Tom Wilson stated, “The City of Ladysmith is
upstream from the proposed industrial site. This site
is actually in Grant Township and impacts from any
past or future pollution will more likely affect the res-

idents and sportfishers of, say, the Holcombe
Flowage. Why is Ladysmith dominating this decision-
making process?” (CD 116-14).

I had nothing against the idea of creating new jobs
for the people of Rusk County—but not at the
expense of honoring the original contract, especially
since creating an industrial park next to the Flambeau
River ran so contrary to what had been promised to
the community. 

It was also of concern to people like Tom, Dave
Blouin, Al Gedicks and myself that part of the indus-
trial park was to be located where the ore crusher had
stood and the Type II waste rock had been stored dur-
ing mining. There were no monitoring wells in that
particular area, and we wondered if the soil and water
might be polluted to the point where nothing would
grow there (and hence Kennecott’s original plan to
plant prairie grass and trees would fail). What better
way to cover up the problem and avoid liability than by
using the area as an industrial park? I might add that
we indeed learned a few years later, after the industrial
park was up and running, that so much copper and sul-
fur had started to show up in a small pond next to the
rail spur that Kennecott had no choice but to remove
the spur, dig up the entire two feet of soil and gravel
beneath it and haul the material away to a licensed
landfill for proper disposal. You will read much more
about that in a later chapter. 

Another point of contention regarding the pro-
posed industrial park was that Kennecott wanted to
leave its water treatment facility intact. We felt that
was a setup for inviting other dirty industries to move
into the area, causing further environmental harm to
the Flambeau River. In fact, we found out after-the-
fact that Craig Molstad, a community planner hired
by Rusk County in 1992, had posted an advertisement
on the internet in October of 1995 in which he stated,
“Rusk County, Wisconsin would welcome a [metal]
plating shop” (CD 116-18). Of course, the proposed
location was the Flambeau Mine site. But if such a
shop moved onto the site and pollution started to
show up, who would be responsible?

We really didn’t know what to make of the proposal
to leave all of the mining company’s buildings and
utilities in place for a new industrial park. As Tom
Wilson wrote, “Some suspect that the primary inten-
tion of Kennecott Minerals is to maintain the mining
infrastructure in place so, if upcoming gubernatorial
and legislative elections result in a more favorable
political climate for mining activities, they will be
able to easily reopen the mine site and extract the
lower-grade gold and copper ores that were denied
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them in the original permitting process” (CD 116-12).
And I think Tom was right. We knew Kennecott could
come back at any time and apply for a mining permit
to sink a shaft and remove the rest of the ore. And
when the mining officials decided the time was right,
all they would have to do was evict the tenants of the
industrial park and move back into their old digs.

2. Disregard the original plan to create a 1.0-acre
wetland in the northeast corner of the mine site and
a 7.5-acre wetland over the west end of the back-
filled pit. Instead consolidate the two wetland areas
into one 8.5-acre wetland to be located northeast of
the pit and create two “biofilters” in the southwest
and southeast corners of the mine site. 

To this day, the whole concept of “creating” wet-
lands bothers me. Who was Kennecott to think it
could replace and alter wetlands that had taken thou-
sands of years to form? Yet, the mining company
seemed to think it could play God and reenact Day 3
of the Biblical Creation. Just look at the advertise-
ment that Larry Mercando put in the July 30, 1992
issue of the Ladysmith News (Figure 116-12)! When I
read the part about the “thriving” 1-acre wetland that
the mining company had created at the mine site and
how it was an “aquatic nursery,” the only thing miss-
ing from the verse was: “And Larry said it was good.” 

Mercando also said the following in his little adver-
tisement: “The reclamation plan, carefully engi-
neered, evaluated and approved by the Wisconsin
Department of Natural Resources will be fully imple-
mented after the Flambeau Mine’s operations have
finished.” Unfortunately, however, by the time 1998
rolled around, Kennecott had changed its tune. The
company apparently took a real look at what it had
created at the mine site and saw it was not good. So
instead of going ahead with the original plan to create
a 7.5-acre wetland over the west end of the backfilled
pit, Kennecott announced it was going to switch the
location to a relatively isolated area in the northeast
corner of the mine site, where the low sulfur waste
rock had been stored without a liner. Here was the
official explanation offered by Kennecott for its
change in plans (CD 116-15):

The northeast location for the wetland will provide
an improved wetland hydrology. The 8.5 acre wet-
land will have minimal open water which will
enhance the diversity of flora and fauna in the wet-
land system.

Now, I’m no expert in wetland ecosystems, but I failed
to see why it would be advantageous to have “minimal
open water” in a wetland area. No, there had to be a

more plausible explanation for the change in plans.
And when we looked at a map showing the predicted
direction of groundwater flow through the reclaimed
mine site and superimposed it on another map show-
ing the wetland locations, we started to understand
what was really going on. Take a look for yourself, and
you will see what I mean (Figure 116-13).

It’s clear from the map that groundwater is moving
through the backfilled pit toward the river. And since
the pit is filled with metallic sulfide waste rock and
sludge, you can consider the groundwater vectors
within the backfilled pit to really be acid mine drainage
vectors. If the mining company had gone ahead with
its original plan to create a wetland over the west end

Figure 116-12. Despite Larry Mercando’s assurance to the public
that the “carefully engineered” reclamation plan approved by the
DNR would be “fully implemented” at the end of mining, Kennecott
changed much of the plan at the last minute (Ladysmith News, July
30, 1992).
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Figure 116-13. This is what really happened to the Flambeau Mine site after the pit was backfilled with metallic sulfide waste. Kennecott broke
its promise to convert the entire site to natural prairie and instead created an industrial park in the southeast corner of the property, close to the
Flambeau River. And instead of locating the primary wetland over the west end of the backfilled pit, the company moved it to the northeast corner
of the mine site where problems with acid mine drainage would be less likely to be detected. Two additional wetland areas were “created” as part
of the revised plan (one to the west of the pit and the other to the south of the rail spur), but to this day Kennecott refers to them as “biofilters”
instead of “wetlands,” which allows the company to avoid being fined for violation of surface water quality standards [Diagram adapted from fig-
ures provided in the Final EIS for the Flambeau Mine (CD 116-9) and Kennecott’s revised reclamation plan (CD 116-15)].
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of the backfilled pit (as shown in Figure 116-9), prob-
lems with acid mine drainage surely would have sur-
faced and the DNR would have had no choice but to
take formal enforcement action against the mining
company for violating surface water quality stan-
dards. Perhaps the whole thing would have even
ended up in court. In my opinion, that was the real
reason Kennecott changed the location of the wet-
land. It was a much safer bet for the company to “cre-
ate” a wetland in the northeast corner of the mine site
where it would not intercept the contaminated
groundwater moving through the backfilled pit. What
it all boils down to is this: There is no denying that
polluted groundwater from Kennecott’s waste dump
will continue to seep into the Flambeau River for cen-
turies to come, and the mining company’s decision to
move the wetland was no more than a thinly veiled
attempt to avoid getting caught and having to do
something about it. 

Besides the 8.5-acre wetland in the northeast cor-
ner of the mine site, the mining company also “cre-
ated” two smaller wetlands as part of its revised
reclamation plan. One of them was to the west of the
backfilled pit, close to the Flambeau River, and the
other was in the southeast corner of the mine site,
close to the rail spur (Figure 116-13). But instead of
calling these marshy areas “wetlands,” Kennecott and
the DNR to this day refer to them as “biofilters.” To
me, it’s kind of a word game that the company and
the department are playing with the public. It allows
them to admit that the surface water is polluted
(which it is) but shields the mining company from
any enforcement action. You will read more about this
later in my story. But for now just consider the mere
existence of the two “biofilters” at the mine site to be
undeniable proof of how the Flambeau Mine is leak-
ing acid and heavy metals into our water supply.

All of the changes that Kennecott wanted to make
to the wetland section of the reclamation plan were
significant, to say the least. But the most disturbing
thing to me about the whole thing was how the DNR
had neither the backbone to interfere with what the
buzzards wanted to do nor the decency to hold a bona
fide public hearing on the matter.

3. Leave the massive 400-foot long concrete wall
in place that was constructed to prevent a land-
slide at the west end of the mine pit. 

Many people do not know about the huge concrete
wall that was constructed along the west end of the
Flambeau Mine pit in 1992. And the reason they don’t
is because the wall was not part of the original project

design approved by the DNR in 1991. You see, we
were told during the Master Hearing that the bedrock
between the proposed mine pit and the Flambeau
River was as tough and impermeable as the Hoover
Dam (which, by the way, turned out to be untrue, as
will be discussed in another chapter). But no one at
the hearing said much about the structural stability of
the overburden between the mine pit and the river.
I’m talking about the layers of sand, gravel and glacial
till above the bedrock. Was there a chance that the
overburden might collapse and slide down into the
mine as the steep benches of the pit were excavated?

During the Master Hearing, the only thing we
heard about the overburden was that the mining com-
pany had discovered a “permeable zone of sand and
gravel located between the Flambeau River and the
northwest corner of the proposed pit” (CD 116-19).
And to avoid having water leak from the river into the
mine pit through that zone, the company had pro-
posed to construct what it called a “bentonite slurry
cutoff wall” between the pit and the river (Figure
116-14). The mining company tried to downplay the
whole thing by telling us that bentonite was nothing
more than clay, but when we saw the dimensions of
the proposed wall, we could tell that the material
above Kennecott’s “Hoover Dam” was in big trouble.
You see, the proposed wall was to be about 400 feet
long, three feet thick and extend from the ground sur-
face to the top of the bedrock, ranging from 20 to 50
feet below the surface. The theory was that the ben-
tonite in the wall would act as a sealant to help keep
water from leaking into the mine pit.

But there was another problem with the overbur-
den that the original mining permit did not address.
And it had to do with sideslope failure. As you can see
by looking at Figure 116-14, there was a potential for
the overburden between the bentonite slurry wall and
the mine pit to collapse and slide down into the pit,
especially as the miners pushed closer and closer to
the river with steeper and steeper benches. So to pre-
vent that kind of landslide from occurring, Kennecott
submitted a proposal to the DNR in 1992 to build a
concrete wall between the bentonite slurry wall and
the pit (CD 116-19). The wall was to be 2 feet thick,
400 feet long and extend to a depth of 8 to 25 feet
below the ground surface—a truly massive structure
that would take eight weeks to build. The DNR went
along with the mining company’s proposal, and part
of the wall with its tie rods can be seen in Figure 116-
15. If Kennecott had not been so intent on pushing
the pit so close to the river, I doubt if the concrete
retaining wall would have been needed. But the ore in
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that part of the deposit must
have been so rich that it justi-
fied the expense.

At the end of mining, the
original reclamation plan called
for Kennecott to bury “all
masonry structures and con-
crete” in a designated area of
the mine site about 1,800 feet
from the river. But for what-
ever reason, the mining com-
pany did not want to honor
that promise with regard to the
concrete wall at the west end
of the pit, even though the
structure was only about 140
feet from the river. So besides
going back on its promise to
convert the entire mine site to
natural prairie and construct a
viable wetland over the west
end of the backfilled pit,
Kennecott also asked the DNR
for permission to ignore the
set requirements for the proper
disposal of concrete and leave
the wall in place. The com-
pany stated, “This is consistent
with the backfilling of materi-
als which contacted waste rock
and were part of the open pit
construction” (CD 116-10).
But leaving a massive concrete
wall intact and so close to the
river was a little different than
shoving pieces of broken up
concrete into the pit, and I
couldn’t help but wonder if
there was more to the story
than what we were being told.
I might add that the bentonite
slurry wall was left in place as
well. 

What irked me the most
about the whole thing, how-
ever, was that Kennecott had
already filled in the mine pit
and left the concrete wall in
place before the public knew
anything about it or the DNR
had officially approved of the
change in plans. It kind of

Figure 116-14. The original project design for the Flambeau Mine included the construction of a
bentonite slurry wall between the west end of the mine pit and the Flambeau River to help prevent
river water from leaking into the pit (Final EIS for the Flambeau Mine, March 1990).

Figure 116-15. Because of the steep benches in the west end of the mine pit, Kennecott had to
construct a 400-foot long concrete wall to prevent the overburden from collapsing into the pit. This
is a south-to-north view of the wall (File photo, Wisconsin DNR, September 1995). 
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made the whole thing a mute point. Even if the
department had determined that the wall needed to
be demolished, it would have been virtually impossi-
ble for the mining company to do so at such a late
stage of the game. Like I said earlier, once a mining
company gets its foot in the door, you never know
what it’s going to do.

4. Remove perimeter fencing around the mine site
after the reclamation is certified as complete by
the DNR. 

During the mining years, there was a 6-foot high
chain link fence around the entire perimeter of the
mine site for safety and security reasons (Figure 116-
9). It was topped with barbed wire, I suppose to keep
all of us radical protestors from getting onto the prop-
erty and causing trouble. You may recall, however,
that it didn’t work (Figure 93-5)! At any rate, the orig-
inal reclamation plan called for Kennecott to remove
all that fencing prior to receiving official certification
from the DNR for completion of its reclamation activ-
ities. That made sense, because the whole idea behind
the reclamation plan was for the mining company to
successfully restore wildlife habitat. Since fencing was
a barrier to the movement of critters, we figured the
only way to tell if the mining company had succeeded
in establishing quality habitat was for the fence to
come down and see what happened when animals
freely moved onto and off the site.

But all of a sudden, Kennecott proposed to the
DNR that the fencing stay in place until after the min-
ing company received its certificate of completion.
The mining officials said they were concerned about
“the newly reclaimed mine site [being] vulnerable to
potential impact by wildlife and human activities”
(CD 116-20). While that argument made sense for the
early stages of reclamation work, when trees and
grasses were being planted, it was quite a different
matter for the mining company to want to leave the
fence in place beyond the point in time when the
reclamation was supposedly complete.

As far as I could tell, the only one to benefit from
the reclamation being certified as complete before the
fence came down was Kennecott. First of all, it was to
the mining company’s advantage to have the reclama-
tion work declared complete as quickly as possible—
because that’s when the clock would start ticking on
its thirty-year obligation for long-term care of the site.
Second, if problems with wildlife survival started to
show up after the fence came down and Kennecott’s
work had already been certified as complete, the min-
ing company could just wave its certificate in front of

our noses and go its merry way. And third, on a more
technical note, we were concerned that unless
Kennecott were held to removing the fence by a par-
ticular point in time, the mining company might never
take it down, limiting access to an area that we had
been told would be open to the public.

5. Retain the power supply to the mine site,
including a line to the area adjacent to the west
pit wall.

We understood that a power supply would be
needed at the mine site, if indeed Christianson and
LCIDC were given the green light for their industrial
park. But why did Kennecott want to maintain a power
line in the vicinity of the west end of the backfilled pit,
close to the Flambeau River? The mining company’s
explanation was that it needed the line to power an
irrigation system for watering newly-planted vegeta-
tion. That made sense, but we still saw no need to keep
the power line in place after reclamation was complete.
Leaving an industrial-grade power source like that
intact would only invite future mining or industrial
development right next to the river. No thanks!

6. Change the maintenance methods applied to
the grassland portion of the reclaimed mine site. 

The main point here is that Kennecott wanted to
abandon the part of the original reclamation plan that
called for using periodic controlled burns to manage
the prairie ecosystem at the mine site. Even though
burning off the vegetation was the most natural way
to maintain and revitalize the prairie, the mining
company wanted to get by with just mowing the grass
now and then to control the weeds. 

Now, I’m no expert in prairie restoration, but the
change in plans did not make sense to me. You see,
when I was a kid, it was not unusual to see a farmer
set fire to his hay field every once in a while to help
control the weeds and give the soil a boost. We didn’t
call it a “controlled burn,” but it was the same idea.
Burning the field got rid of the thistles, quack grass
and mustard and put enough potash into the ground
so that a fresh growth of nice green grass would spring
up right away. Mowing, on the other hand, was an
altogether different deal. If a farmer had a weedy hay
field and merely cut it down, the “weed seeds” would
drop to the ground and sprout back up. Why then, I
wondered, should the mine site be any different?

In support of its proposal to do away with the con-
trolled burns, Kennecott stated that it had installed
two sets of prairie test plots at the mine site in 1993
to “assess combinations of management strategies”
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and that mowing had worked well to control weeds
while not having a deleterious impact on the desired
native plant species (CD 116-15). But when Tom
Wilson studied Kennecott’s proposal in greater detail,
he had no choice but to draw the following conclu-
sions (CD 116-11):

[I] can find no justification in the [revised] reclama-
tion plan … for the abandonment of a regular burn-
ing regime in favor of mowing. According to the
commentary associated with the revised plan it does
not appear that burning was included in the side-by-
side trials during the test plot phase, and all
resources consulted have come out in favor of burn-
ing. The decision seems to have come strictly from
Flambeau [Mining Company] and appears to have
been fairly arbitrary.

Tom hit the nail right on the head. It looked like
Kennecott wanted to renege on its original promise to
do periodic burns more out of convenience than for
sound ecological reasons. It’s as if the mining com-
pany didn’t understand the difference between man-
aging a prairie and mowing a lawn.

I could go on and on about all the changes to the
reclamation plan proposed by Kennecott and how we
were suspicious of most everything the mining com-
pany wanted to do. But I think I’ve said enough to
give you the gist of what was going on. No matter if it
was the proposal to create an industrial park at the
mine site, move the primary wetland, bury the con-
crete retaining wall in place, delay the removal of the
perimeter fence, maintain the industrial-grade power
source next to the river or do away with controlled
burns, the mining company appeared to be motivated
by the bottom line rather than sound ecology or a
genuine commitment to honor promises made. It was
as simple as that.

When I think back on all the significant changes to
the reclamation plan that Kennecott requested at the
last minute, I cannot help but conclude that neither
the mining company nor the DNR had known much
about anything when the original plan was drawn up
and approved. But what made the whole thing even
worse was how the local mining officials, including
Jeff Earnshaw and Jana Murphy, seemed to think they
could just keep modifying the plan as they went along
without paying attention to the legally-binding per-
mit. As you might expect, that approach didn’t sit very
well with people like Tom Wilson and myself. We
were very concerned about what Kennecott was doing
and wanted to know why the mining company felt the
need to modify its reclamation plan so drastically. It
looked like we were headed for a showdown! 

Challenging Kennecott’s Plans
Shortly after the public notice came out about the
proposed changes to the reclamation plan for the
Flambeau Mine, Tom Wilson stepped forward to push
for the DNR to conduct a public hearing on the mat-
ter. But he was told by Larry Lynch that our only
option for getting a public review of Kennecott’s pro-
posal would be to go through the rigors of a contested
case hearing—just like he had told us in 1992 when
we wanted the DNR to conduct a public hearing on
Kennecott’s plans to close the mine early. The only
difference was that this time around the DNR at least
admitted that the proposed changes were “substan-
tial,” which we felt put us in a better position to
demand a bona fide public hearing. But Lynch still
would not back down—as far as he was concerned, it
was a contested case hearing or nothing.

Well, we didn’t like the idea of having to hire a
lawyer to represent us at a contested case hearing and
being questioned in front of a hearing examiner by
attorneys from the DNR and Kennecott. But we were
not about to let Lynch intimidate us like he had done
in 1994. So we called his bluff and got together the
necessary number of people to request a hearing. I
might add, however, that it was real scramble! You
see, Wis. Stat. 293.55(1)(d) specifies that any request
for a hearing on a modification to a reclamation plan
must be filed “within 30 days of notice.” And as you
know, most of us had not even seen the legal notice
regarding Kennecott’s proposal until several weeks
after the fact. But that’s when Tom Wilson stepped
forward and took the bull by the horns. He contacted
people across the state, and thanks to his efforts,
enough of us found out in time to meet the deadline.
All it took was five petitioners, but we had twelve,
most of whom you have already met: Tom Wilson,
Marie Anderson, Dave Blouin, Carole Crisler, Aaron
Ellringer, Laura Furtman, Al Gedicks, Shiela Hansen,
Kira Henschel, Sandy Lyon, James Powell and myself.

Well, Kennecott and the DNR didn’t know what to
do with us! As you know, the mining company had
been so sure of gaining approval from the DNR for the
changes to the reclamation plan that many of those
changes had already been implemented. In fact, the
mining company was almost done! The concrete wall
had been buried, the land had been recontoured and
graded to accommodate the new industrial park, and
water had been rerouted to the northeast corner of
the mine site to create the new wetland. About all
that was left to do was reseed the area. The DNR must
have known that all of this was going on but appar-
ently hadn’t seen the need to follow proper procedure
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and alert the public to the situation. Like I said before,
when a mine comes to town, it’s not unusual for con-
tracts, laws and regulations to be brushed aside by
not only the mining company, but the state itself. 

Despite the fact that the DNR had told us we could
request a contested case hearing on the matter, I bet
the department officials were not too thrilled when
the requests started to roll in. They knew that if a
hearing took place, Kennecott would be publicly
exposed for violating the terms of its permit and the
DNR would look pretty bad for not having stopped
the company. 

Some of our local officials also had reason to worry
about the possibility of a hearing on the reclamation
plans. For example, the City of Ladysmith and Rusk
County had been awarded hundreds of thousands of
dollars in grants from the state to plan for an indus-
trial park at the mine site. If all of a sudden those
plans were thrown out the window, would the city
and county have to pay the money back? And what
about the lease that the Ladysmith Community
Industrial Development Corporation had already
signed with Kennecott? Would LCIDC be held to the
terms? I bet at least a few of the local officials were
sweating a little bit over what might happen. 

And then things got really interesting. With so
much of its revised reclamation plan already com-
plete, Kennecott announced that it was not willing to
participate in the contested case hearing we had
requested. The mining company claimed the hearing
might take too much time and that the reclamation
work already in progress had to proceed on schedule
to keep costs down. How arrogant! What right did the
mining company have to refuse a legally-requested
hearing? What’s more, Kennecott seemed to forget
that it was in the middle of implementing a non-
approved plan and had no right to proceed until a
hearing was held and official approval granted.

But that wasn’t even the half of it. Kennecott also
resorted to using threats as it tried to bulldoze right
over us. And believe me, “bulldoze” was the operative
word. You see, the mining company came out and
said that it would bulldoze the industrial buildings at
the mine site and revert to the original reclamation
plan if we didn’t back off on our request for a con-
tested case hearing. What a clever move on the part of
Kennecott! It shifted the spotlight away from the com-
pany and made us look like the bad guys—as if we
were causing Rusk County to lose out on some eco-
nomic development opportunities. But we weren’t
about to be held hostage to that old rhetoric about
economic development. After all, Ladysmith already

had an industrial park, and it was far from being fully
occupied. 

Besides that, we thought Kennecott could not be
serious about tearing down the buildings. As Tom
Wilson explained in a personal letter to me, if the
mining company really went back to the original
reclamation plan and demolished the industrial build-
ings, the company would also be obligated to “revert
to the original placement of the wetland … and estab-
lish a prairie on the site of the Type II waste rock stor-
age facility, which may prove impossible.” And then
there was the whole issue of the 400-foot concrete
wall that had already been buried in place. Certainly,
it would cost the mining company a lot of time and
money to switch back to the original reclamation plan
at such a late stage of the game. Tom summed it up
best when he said, “I think they are bluffing and try-
ing to hold us all hostage to this economic develop-
ment thing.” 

Needless to say, Tom did not run scared when
Kennecott tried to play hard ball with us in Rusk
County. In fact, he even went over to London to fight
the buzzards on their own turf. Here’s what happened:

Rio Tinto Zinc was scheduled to hold its annual
shareholders meeting in London on May 13, 1998,
just as things were really starting to heat up in Rusk
County over the proposed changes to Kennecott’s
reclamation plan. And with the help of some of our
friends at PARTIZANS and another London-based
organization called Mine Watch, Tom was able to get
a proxy statement from a sympathetic shareholder
and fly to London to participate in the meeting. He
addressed the shareholders and officers who assem-
bled that day, including Robert Wilson, RTZ’s
Chairman of the Board. 

At the meeting, Tom publicly asked Chairman
Wilson why RTZ/Kennecott was threatening to bull-
doze its buildings at the Flambeau Mine site rather
than allow a public review of the environmental
impacts of the new reclamation plan. But all the chair-
man would say was that his company had already
undergone a full environmental review process for the
initial permitting of the mine and felt no further exam-
ination was required. Hmmm. Chairman Wilson
seemed to forget that the initial review process had
not covered the proposed changes.

Tom also called RTZ’s chairman on the carpet when
he said to him, in front of everyone (CD 116-21): 

How can you justify telling your shareholders that
[Rusk County] is experiencing an economic renais-
sance as a result of your mining investment when
Ladysmith and Rusk County have the lowest per
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capita income and the highest unemployment in the
State of Wisconsin—over three times the state aver-
age unemployment rate? And how can you tell your
shareholders that this is an example of an environ-
mentally successful mine reclamation after your
Wisconsin representatives are presently threatening
our state legislators to renege on your offer to make
now-empty buildings available for local post-mining
economic development rather than allow your
revised reclamation plans to be exposed in a public
review hearing?

I can understand and have learned to expect your
company to consistently lie to the people of
Wisconsin, but how can you so blatantly lie to your
own shareholders on these issues?

Tom really laid it out and it pleased me to no end. As
part of his testimony, he also talked about a flier that
Northern Thunder had put together regarding “the
real truth about sulfide mining.” It was a compilation
of over sixty advertisements that the organization
had sponsored in various newspapers in Wisconsin
to: (1) expose misinformation being circulated by
mining companies like Kennecott; and (2) fill in the
“missing pieces” for the public. To this day it’s an
excellent reference for anyone fighting the buzzards,
and that’s why I have included a copy of the com-
plete flyer on the CD-ROM that accompanies the
book (CD 116-22). Unfortunately, when Tom showed
up at the RTZ meeting with a stack of flyers to dis-
tribute to the board members, he was prevented from
doing so. 

Still, however, Tom managed to really lay out the
facts of the situation to the thousand-or-so sharehold-
ers who heard him speak at the meeting. And Mine
Watch proceeded to distribute a press release about
the whole ordeal that highlighted just how bull-
headed the RTZ chairman had been regarding our
request for an environmental review of Kennecott’s
new reclamation plans (CD 116-23). The whole thing
made RTZ look pretty bad. 

And there may have been a trickle-down effect.
Shortly after the meeting was held, Tom managed to
succeed in brokering a deal with Kennecott and the
DNR by which we were able to avoid a contested case
hearing and still get our concerns addressed. Let me
explain.

About a week after Tom made his comments to
RTZ’s chairman, he was back in Wisconsin trying to get
the DNR to agree to a public hearing (as opposed to a
contested case hearing) on Kennecott’s revised recla-
mation plan. He scheduled a telephone conference for
May 21, 1998 with Larry Lynch and DNR Attorney
Chuck Hammer to see if there was some way to get

around the impasse. At first Lynch and Hammer stuck
to their guns and told Tom it was perfectly legal for the
department to post a notice of the proposed changes
without giving citizens the opportunity to participate
in a traditional public hearing—and that our only
option was to pursue a contested case hearing.

But Tom stuck to his guns as well, and the fact that
we not only had the right to request a contested case
hearing but had done so gave us some leverage. You
see, no one wanted a contested case hearing. So by the
time Tom got off the phone with Lynch and Hammer,
the two officials had agreed to set up an informal meet-
ing between the twelve petitioners and representatives
from the other side, including LCIDC, Kennecott and
the DNR. The idea was to give the petitioners a chance
to hear a presentation about the proposed changes and
ask questions. And we also knew that after the meeting
was held, we would still have the right to a contested
case hearing, if we felt it was necessary.

A few days before the meeting was held, Tom sent
a letter to RTZ Chairman Robert Wilson and carbon
copied it to Larry Lynch, Alan Christianson, Jana
Murphy, Jeff Earnshaw and the twelve petitioners. He
basically let RTZ know that the company was not in
the driver’s seat on this issue and outlined all the
expensive and embarrassing consequences for the
company officials, were they to ignore the concerns of
the petitioners. Tom concluded the letter by saying,
“The ball is in your court. You can either meet us half
way and work with us, or you can stonewall and scut-
tle the whole deal” (CD 116-24).

The day of the meeting finally arrived on June 16,
1998. Thirty-seven people were in attendance,
including seven of the twelve petitioners who had
originally requested the contested case hearing.
Marie Anderson was one of them, and she even
brought her video camera to tape the whole thing.
The other petitioners who were present included Tom
Wilson, Aaron Ellringer, Dave Blouin, Al Gedicks,
Laura Furtman and myself. Kennecott was repre-
sented by Jeff Earnshaw and Jana Murphy, and the
company also brought in Steve Apfelbaum and Tom
Hunt of Applied Ecological Services, the firm
Kennecott had hired to address various reclamation
issues such as wetland placement and the selection of
plant species for the mine site.

The DNR was also there in force. The department
sent six representatives, including Larry Lynch (who
ran the meeting), Chuck Hammer, Tom Portle, David
Kunelius, Bill Scott and Ken Markart. In addition,
Alan Christianson, Frank Beer, Jim Weisenberger and
Don Rubow were there on behalf of LCIDC. A few
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state and local officials showed up as well, including
Rep. Marty Reynolds (D-Ladysmith), Rusk County
Board Chairman Thure Osuldsen, and Grant Town
Supervisors Fred Stevens and Henry Golat. And for
some unknown reason, several people came from as
far away as Fond du Lac and Three Lakes to represent
a group known as People for the USA, one of those
“Wise Use” groups that favors mining. Add to that a
number of our environmental friends like Betty
Wolcott and the Styczinski brothers, and you have a
picture of who was in attendance. 

When I think about it, there could have been a real
show-down at the meeting that day. For example,
Laura and I were sitting right across the room from
Jeff Earnshaw. He went on and on about how the
Flambeau Mine had “complied with every law” and
told us that the reason the company had proposed
changing the reclamation plan was because corporate
headquarters wanted a “superior project.” He also
said, “It’s almost a foregone conclusion that nothing
else will ever be mined here again.” I wish he would
have proceeded to explain why, then, the mining
company had proposed to keep all the mining infra-
structure in place. But on that point he was silent. 

Earnshaw also talked about Wisconsin’s “tough
mining laws,” and that’s when I could sit still no
longer. I raised my hand, looked him right in the eye
and said, “I’ll listen to what you say, but I don’t
believe you.” Boy, did Earnshaw’s face turn colors! It
almost matched his red hair.

On the whole, everything went fairly smoothly that
day. And within a few days of the meeting, Tom
Wilson drafted a letter to Larry Lynch in which he
listed the concerns we had voiced at the meeting and
how those concerns could best be addressed by the
department (CD 116-11). As shocking as the devil,
both the DNR and Kennecott listened to Tom, and as
a result we were able to get an acceptable settlement.
I can best summarize what Tom accomplished for us
by showing you a letter that was sent to him by Larry
Lynch (Figure 116-16) and another sent by Kennecott
to the DNR (CD 116-20). As you will note, we got
almost everything we wanted.

After the DNR and Kennecott agreed to the condi-
tions presented by Tom, enough petitioners withdrew
their requests for the contested case hearing that it
was not held. The department proceeded to issue its
official ruling on the proposed changes to the recla-
mation plan on July 30, 1998 (CD 116-25), and Jana
Murphy announced in the very next issue of the
Ladysmith News that it would take about “4 weeks to
complete remaining reclamation work at the site” (CD

116-26). When I read what Murphy had said, it con-
firmed what we had been saying all along—that most
of the reclamation work had been completed by
Kennecott before the DNR officially approved of the
changes. 

Even though we got the best settlement we could,
to this day I still have a gripe about the whole thing.
When the original permits were granted, the public
really had no idea how the project eventually would
unfold. If we had known that part of the site was
going to be turned into an industrial park after min-
ing ceased, if we had known the mine was going to
close a year early at a cost of at least $1 million to the
community, or if we had known about the endan-
gered species living in the river, would Kennecott still
have gotten its permit to mine? That’s the tragedy in
the whole process, and it applies to any new mining
proposal. Even if you think you know what you’re get-
ting, the DNR can pull the rug out from under you by
granting all kinds of requests to alter the mining per-
mits after-the-fact and without even holding a public
hearing.

Before drawing this chapter to a close, I must
pause to give Tom Wilson special recognition for his
efforts to stop Kennecott from walking all over us. As
I’m sure you noticed, he was the real force behind the
resistance and the one who put together the case
against Kennecott’s revised reclamation plan. If it
hadn’t been for Tom, I doubt there would have been a
meeting between the petitioners and Kennecott,
much less any real concessions from the mining com-
pany.

So what does the mine site look like today? As I sit
here writing, the mine is closed and the wound filled
in and grassed over. The mining company’s buildings
still stand, although the new industrial park has been
far from successful in attracting new businesses to the
area. In fact, as far as I know, the only real tenant over
the years has been the Wisconsin DNR, which contin-
ues to rent the mining company’s administration
building for use as the department’s Ladysmith
Service Center. I’m told a local utility has used another
on-site building for equipment storage, but otherwise
there is not much happening. On the whole, the indus-
trial park looks deserted.

Isn’t it ironic? If the DNR had been on the scene in
the late 1980s to really look at what Kennecott pro-
posed to do, we never would have had a mine. And if
the department had been here during the mining
years to protect the endangered species in the river
and monitor the shipments of gold, we would have
had a safer and more profitable mine. But now that
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Figure 116-16. Tom Wilson
made a convincing case to the
DNR for denying certain changes
that Kennecott wanted to make to
the approved reclamation plan for
the Flambeau Mine. The final
result shows that dedicated people
like Tom who are not afraid to
fight can accomplish great things
(July 9, 1998).
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the mine is closed, the DNR is sitting on the actual site
where all the misdeeds took place, like a misplaced
afterthought. 
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Most of my story thus far has focussed on how
the Flambeau Mine became a reality despite the oppo-
sition raised by the citizens of the Town of Grant and
concerned people from across the state and beyond.
You’ve read about how Kennecott bulldozed its way
through the State Capitol in the 1970s and early
1980s (with the help of the DNR, the Public
Intervenor Office and a number of our state legisla-
tors) to dismantle Wisconsin’s environmental laws
and create a weak set of DNR rules for mining. There
were also tales from the late 1980s and early 1990s,
when the bulldozer pushed through the Town of
Grant in an attempt to crush the local opposition.
That’s when Larry Mercando was sitting high up in
the cab and behind the controls, acting as the com-
pany hatchet man. And right next to him with his foot
on the clutch was Governor Tommy Thompson, who
shifted the mining company’s project from idle into
high gear when he helped finagle the passage of the
Local Agreement Law in 1988 and sent David
Schwarz to Ladysmith to oversee the Master Hearing
for the mine. And then, of course, you read about all
the dirty tricks the mining company pulled in the
1990s—before, during and after the mining years.
With so many tales of ruthless mining company tac-
tics, dishonest politicians, pantywaist lawyers, betray-
als by friends and attacks by foes, you might be
wondering if there is anything more to tell you about
the Flambeau Mine. 

You bet! In 1988, when the Local Agreement was
signed by Rusk County, the Town of Grant and the
City of Ladysmith, the contract included a section that
supposedly guaranteed the local governments a cer-
tain amount of mining tax revenue over the life of the
mine. Well, it’s time to tell you the rest of the story

and compare Kennecott’s “guarantee” to what the
mining company really paid in exchange for robbing
the Town of Grant of its mineral wealth.

There is much to tell about the money that
changed hands during the mining years in Rusk
County. Indeed, the following pages are filled with
plenty of facts and figures—and plenty of intrigue.
Here is what I will be talking about:

� The amount of money that Kennecott promised the
local people in mining taxes and Local Agreement
money;

� Shortfalls in mining tax payments to the local gov-
ernments in 1994;

� Kennecott’s mining tax payments to the State of
Wisconsin over the life of the mine;

� Concerns over whether or not Kennecott truthfully
reported its net profits to the State of Wisconsin;

� Mining tax payments to the local governments—
and problems with the financial records kept by the
state’s mining impact board and the City of
Ladysmith; 

� The amount of Local Agreement money paid by
Kennecott directly to the local governments—and
more problems with the City of Ladysmith’s
records; and

� Rusk County’s loss in property tax revenues from
the mine site.

Before getting into all the details of what happened, I
must mention that this particular chapter of my story
was not an easy one to write. Laura and I had to do
quite a bit of digging to come up with the real financial
data for the mine, and once we got the information,
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not all of the figures made sense. That’s how mining
companies operate—by leaving a convoluted trail of
information that makes it nearly impossible to find
out what happened.

We did the best we could with the figures we were
able to obtain from the State of Wisconsin, Rusk
County, the Town of Grant, City of Ladysmith, United
States Geological Survey and various newspaper ar-
ticles. But we certainly were not privy to Kennecott’s
financial records, which made pulling all the pieces
together much more difficult.

Some of the material you are about to read is rather
complex, and I must admit that we also had trouble
putting all of the economic concepts into words. So if
you encounter anything in this chapter that on first
glance appears to be unclear, please accept our apolo-
gies for not writing more clearly and try reading it one
more time. In fact, if you’re like Laura and me, it may
take three or four readings to wade through some of
the more complicated material. But don’t give up! I’m
sure Kennecott would be happy if you merely
depended on company press releases to learn about
the value of the ore and the amount of taxes paid. But
it wouldn’t give you the real story of what happened.

So keep reading! When you see the hard financial
data presented on the following pages, it will become
clear to everyone and his brother that the mine was
not profitable to the State of Wisconsin or the
local governments. Indeed, the article I saw
in the Daily Cardinal back in 1974 was right
on the money when it said the Town of Grant
was going to get “ripped off.”

Kennecott’s Promise of
“Millions of Dollars” in
Mining Taxes to the Local
Governments 
In the January 1990 issue of the Flambeau
News, the mining company reiterated a
promise that had been made to the local peo-
ple during the negotiations for the Local
Agreement. The article said that the Town of
Grant, Rusk County and the City of
Ladysmith were guaranteed “millions of dol-
lars in taxes” from the mining project,
whether or not the mine made a profit.
Specifically, the article stated that Kennecott
was “guaranteeing to pay what could be as
much as $5 million over the life of the mine”
(Figure 117-1). 

I wasn’t very impressed with Kennecott’s press
release because I knew what the Local Agreement
really said. You see, the amount of money guaranteed
to the Town of Grant, Rusk County and the City of
Ladysmith amounted to no more than $500,000 to
each municipality over the life of the mine ($100,000
per year for five years). You may recall, the mining
company had come up with the idea of a $100,000
per year guarantee because that was the maximum
“first dollar” payment a municipality could receive
under the state’s mining tax law. The only good thing
about it was that both the tax law and the Local
Agreement called for the payments to be indexed for
inflation, using 1982 as the base year. For example,
$100,000 in 1982 was worth $147,600 in 1993, so
the guaranteed payment for the 1993 shipments of
ore was $147,600 (Table 117-1). At any rate, the total
guarantee to the three local governments added up to
$1.5 million over the life of the mine (about $2.3 mil-
lion, indexed for inflation), not the $5 million implied
by the mining company. That’s a big difference! And
while it was true that more taxes might be paid to the
local governments as a result of the state’s net pro-
ceeds tax formula and other provisions contained in
the Local Agreement, there was no real guarantee it
would happen. Here is the exact wording from the
contract (CD 62-2):

Figure 117-1. To try to garner public support for the mine, Kennecott “guaran-
teed” the local governments “millions of dollars in taxes.” Unfortunately, the
guarantee was overstated (Flambeau News, January 1990).
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Section 30(o). If upon the conclusion of the shipping
of ore from the mine, the total of the annual base
payments are less than $1,500,000, … the operator
shall, within three (3) months next following the
final yearly base payment … pay to the participating
local governments the difference between $1,500,000
and the total of the annual base payments made.

Even if Kennecott had truly guaranteed the local gov-
ernments a total of $5 million in mining tax payments
over the life of the mine, the whole thing still would
have been a rip-off. I say that because the mining
company eventually removed at least $584 million
worth of ore from the Flambeau Mine, if not $750
million. By those standards, $5 million was just
peanuts (0.7–0.9% of the ore’s value). 

As discussed in an earlier chapter, there was a sec-
ond problem with Kennecott’s “guaranteed” pay-
ments to the local governments. I am talking about
the mining company’s guarantee to pay Rusk County
up to an additional $250,000 in taxes per year. The
dollar amount, of course, correlated with the maxi-
mum “county additional” payment in the state’s min-
ing tax law. The payments were to be indexed for
inflation, just like the “first dollar” payments, but it
was still a raw deal for the county. You see, the con-
tract stated that the payments depended on the vol-
ume of ore production and the price of copper. So if
shipments and/or prices were down, there was no
guarantee the county would get anything at all! And
more important, the guarantee only applied to “full
calendar years” of mining. That was a pretty good
deal for Kennecott, considering that at least 400 car-
loads of rich gold were shipped out of the country
during the first partial year of mining (April-
December 1993) and a lot of stockpiled gossan during
the last (January–August 1997). The bottom line was

that the county was guaranteed nothing at all for
most, if not all of the gold removed from the mine. 

I might add that mine manager Tom Myatt con-
firmed the late shipments of gold when he was inter-
viewed for an article that appeared in the March 13,
1997 issue of the Ladysmith News. The article stated,
“Copper ore and gossan—a soft oxidized material
which contains one-third to one-half ounce of gold
per ton—are stockpiled on site and will be shipped
from the mine into July, according to Myatt” (CD 116-
3). In fact, the shipments continued beyond July of
1997 and well into August, with the last load leaving
Ladysmith on August 25, 1997 (CD 101-9). Clearly,
the mining company took advantage of a loophole in
the Local Agreement by stockpiling all that gold. I can
remember how Evelyn kept talking about how
Kennecott might try to pull something like that. And
it turned out she was right. 

At any rate, the terms of the Local Agreement made it
quite clear that the mining company’s “guarantee” of up
to $5 million in mining revenues for the local govern-
ments made no sense at all. In my opinion it was no
more than a public relations stunt designed to make
Kennecott look like a hero. The mining company even
ran a front page article in the April 12, 1990 issue of the
Flambeau News in which Larry Mercando announced a
contest for picking the best way to spend the “$2.5 to $5
million Flambeau Mining has guaranteed to pay in taxes
for local government” (Figure 117-2). How clever!
Mercando was getting people excited about spending
“guaranteed” money they were not guaranteed of receiv-
ing at all! It really burned me up to see how the mining
company would mislead people like that. In fact,
Mercando even stooped so low as to encourage the chil-
dren of the community to enter the contest.

It’s interesting to note that in the same issue of the

Year Ore 
Shipped Year Tax Paid 

Year “First Dollar” and “County 
Additional” Payments Made

Maximum “First 
Dollar” Payment1 

Maximum “County 
Additional” Payment1

1982 1983 1984 $100,000 $250,000

1993 1994 1995 $147,600 $369,100

1994 1995 1996 $150,600 $376,600

1995 1996 1997 $153,200 $383,200

1996 1997 1998 $156,500 $391,400

1997 1998 1999 $159,800 $399,500

1  Wisconsin’s net proceeds mining tax law went into effect in 1982, specifying a maximum “fi rst dollar” payment of $100,000 per year and a maximum “county additional” 
payment of $250,000 per year. Wis. Stat. 70.375(6) requires that these values be indexed for infl ation, using 1982 as the base year. Figures reported in the table were 
obtained from the Wisconsin Department of Revenue (CD 117-1).

Table 117-1. Maximum “first dollar” and “county additional” payments specified in Wisconsin’s net proceeds mining tax law, indexed for inflation
(1993–1997).
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Flambeau News, Mercando
accused the Rusk County Citi-
zens Action Group of spread-
ing “factual distortions and
half-truths about mining in
general and the Flambeau
Mine in particular” (Figure
73-8). As on so many other
occasions, we were accused of
the very thing the mining
company itself was doing.

Needless to say, we were not
very thrilled with Kennecott’s
little contest. So in the June
1990 issue of the Real Flam-
beau News, we included a form
for people to send to Mercando
with suggestions for how to
spend the “guaranteed” money
from the mine (Figure 117-3).
Unfortunately, none of our sug-
gestions were chosen to be the
winner. 

Shortfalls in Mining
Tax Payments to the
Local Governments
in 1994
There is no doubt that Rusk
County, the City of Ladysmith
and the Town of Grant were
looking forward to all the tax
money that Kennecott had
promised they would get from
the Flambeau Mine. Unfortun-
ately, however, the mining
company did not tell the three
local governments exactly
when all that money was
going to start rolling into their
coffers. 

The Local Agreement stated
that tax payments would begin
“with the year in which mine
operation commences,” so the
local officials had assumed
they would be getting their
first big checks from the min-
ing company in early 1994
(for the ore shipped in 1993).

Figure 117-2. To further the myth about all the “guaranteed” money the local governments would be
receiving from Kennecott, the mining company sponsored a contest among the residents of Rusk
County to come up with the best way to spend the money (Flambeau News, April 12, 1990).

Figure 117-3. The Rusk County Citizens Action Group saw Kennecott’s little contest to decide how to
spend mining revenues for what it was—a farce (Real Flambeau News, June 26, 1990).
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But that was not how things worked out. You see, one
little detail that Kennecott failed to mention in the
Local Agreement was that Wisconsin’s mining tax law
(Wis. Stats. 70.37-70.395) calls for the state, not the
mining company, to distribute the tax payments to the
local governments. And the state has a specific
timetable for when the “first dollar” and “county addi-
tional” payments are to be made. Here is how
Wisconsin’s net proceeds mining tax law works: 
� The mining company must file its annual mining

tax return for the previous year of ore shipments
with the Wisconsin Department of Revenue on or
before June 15th;

� Fifteen days after the taxes are paid to the
Department of Revenue, the state’s Department of
Administration transfers 100 percent of the total to
the state’s Mining Investment and Local Impact
Fund (MILIF) [Note: The 1981 mining tax law
originally called for 60% or more of the money to
be transferred to the MILIF and the balance to the
state’s Badger Fund. That’s what happened with
the tax payments from the Flambeau Mine, but the
Badger Fund was eliminated by the state legisla-
ture in 1997];

� The state’s Mining Investment and Local Impact
Fund Board calculates how much of the total tax
revenue in the MILIF is to be used for long-term
care of mining waste dumps and environmental
cleanup of mining pollution—and how much of the
remaining money is to be distributed to the local
governments as “first dollar” and “county addi-
tional” payments; and 

� The Department of Administration distributes
checks to the local governments on the first
Monday of January for the “first dollar” and
“county additional” payments owed.

In the case of the Flambeau Mine, the above timetable
meant that the three local governments were not due
to receive any mining tax revenue until 1995 for all
the gold, copper and silver shipped out of Rusk
County in 1993. You see, Kennecott’s tax return for its
1993 ore shipments was not due until June 15, 1994,
and the state wasn’t scheduled to distribute the corre-
sponding “first dollar” and “county additional” pay-
ments until January 3, 1995. 

You may recall that the Local Agreement added yet
another step to the process of making tax payments to
the three local governments. Section 30 of the con-
tract specified that after Rusk County, the Town of
Grant and the City of Ladysmith received their por-
tion of the net proceeds tax from the state, and if

those amounts fell short of the money “guaranteed”
by Kennecott in the Local Agreement, the mining
company would make up the difference. So in effect
there were two kinds of payments the local govern-
ments anticipated receiving: (1) a portion of the net
proceeds mining tax paid by Kennecott to the State of
Wisconsin and distributed by the Department of
Administration; and (2) Local Agreement money paid
directly by Kennecott to the local governments.

Normally, the time lag I just described would not
have been a problem for the county, town and city.
But it was. As mentioned earlier, the Local Agreement
stated that the tax payments would begin “with the
year in which mine operation commences.” And with
all the hype in the Flambeau News about the “guaran-
teed” money from Kennecott, the local governments
had assumed the tax payments and Local Agreement
money for the 1993 shipments of ore would be made
in time to be figured into their 1994 budgets. In fact,
both Rusk County and the City of Ladysmith had gone
ahead and committed a large portion of the antici-
pated mining revenues to pay down the debt on what
was known as the “Fritz Avenue Project,” a joint
undertaking between Rusk County and the City of
Ladysmith to renovate a vacated downtown building
for use by area businesses. The county had also ear-
marked some of the mining money it thought it would
be receiving in 1994 to pay for the services of an eco-
nomic development specialist. 

When Rusk County Board Chairman Bernice
Dukerschein and Ladysmith Administrator Alan
Christianson discovered that the money committed to
projects for 1994 would not show up in their coffers
until 1995, they really had to scramble! At least the
Town of Grant wasn’t in a bind—the town board had not
yet decided how to spend its portion of the tax payment. 

Kennecott wasn’t very sympathetic to the county
and city’s plight. The mining company claimed it
couldn’t start making tax payments earlier than
planned because it needed to recoup more of its initial
investment. But in retrospect, that excuse was pretty
weak. We found out later that Kennecott, by its own
figures, had removed over 237,000 tons of ore from the
Flambeau Mine in 1993, and everyone knew the ore
had contained a lot of gold. Besides that, Kennecott’s
parent corporation, Rio Tinto Zinc of London, posted a
net profit of close to $500 million for its 1993 dealings
(Figure 101-14). So the idea that Kennecott could not
afford to help the local governments out of a bind was
pretty shameful—especially since the wording of the
Local Agreement drafted by the mining company had
been misleading. 
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Nevertheless, Kennecott stood by the state’s time-
table instead of the timetable implied by the Local
Agreement and told Rusk County that the first pay-
ments of tax money could be expected in January of
1995. What it boiled down to was this: Kennecott had
created a frenzy among the local people about all the
“guaranteed” money the municipalities would be
receiving and had implied the payments would start
in 1994—but when push came to shove, the mining
company refused to help the local governments. Since
the county had already committed the anticipated
revenue to various projects for 1994, the Rusk County
Board had no choice but to pass a resolution on
November 10, 1993 allowing the county to borrow
against the money it expected to receive in January of
1995 (CD 117-2).

The whole thing made Kennecott look pretty bad in
the eyes of the community, and there was a lot of
grumbling over what had transpired. But then we
learned in March of 1994 that for some unknown rea-
son the mining company had changed its mind. Yes,
all of a sudden Kennecott announced it was willing to
give the local governments an advance on the “first
dollar” and “county additional” payments for the ore
shipped in 1993. Of course, the money was advanced
with the understanding that once the municipalities
received their checks from the state, they would
promptly reimburse Kennecott. 

An official letter was drafted by the mining com-
pany that spelled out the terms of the agreement, and

Greg Fauquier, who was the manager of the mine at
that time, came to the March 22, 1994 meeting of the
Rusk County Board to talk about the mining com-
pany’s offer and update the board on the mine’s
progress (CD 117-3 and CD 117-4). At the very next
board meeting, held on April 19, 1994, a resolution
was passed to approve and ratify the deal to secure
the early payment (CD 117-5).

All of this took place between November of 1993
and April of 1994. And if I may jog your memory,
that’s the same time period during which Kennecott
was trying to win approval from the state to increase
its production rate and close the mine early. In fact,
we learned about Kennecott’s offer to advance the tax
payments to the local governments on the exact same
day that the news broke about the proposed early
closing. The two stories ran side-by-side on the front
page of the March 31, 1994 issue of the Ladysmith
News. You can see for yourself (Figure 117-4).

Seeing those two stories together made me wonder
if there was some sort of connection between the two.
Or was it just a coincidence that both of these things
were happening at the same time? Here’s what I think:

Kennecott certainly knew that if the DNR approved
the accelerated production rate for the mine, the deci-
sion would also be subject to county board approval.
After all, the Local Agreement stated, “There shall be
no modifications to this Agreement, except those
which are mutually agreed to by all of the parties
hereto.” What’s more, the mining company probably

Figure 117-4. Kennecott’s offer
to advance tax payments to the
local governments made the front
page of the Ladysmith News. But
what was more interesting than
the article itself was the fact that
it was right next to a story about
how the mining company wanted
to increase its production rate
and close the mine early. Were
the two stories somehow con-
nected? See CD 105-3 and CD
117-6 to read both articles in
their entirety (Ladysmith News,
March 31, 1994; republished
with permission).
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figured that the Rusk County Board would not be too
keen on the proposal, especially since the early clos-
ing of the mine might cost the county $1-2 million in
lost revenues. That being said, I wonder if Kennecott
tried to grease the skids by working out some sort of
behind-the-scenes deal with the county—and specifi-
cally with Rusk County Board Chairman Bernice
Dukerschein—to advance the badly needed tax pay-
ments to the county in exchange for an assurance
from Dukerschein that the county would not oppose
the early closing of the mine. It’s not as far-fetched as
it may sound. Remember, Dukerschein was the only
county board supervisor to side with Kennecott on the
early closing! And even though the board passed a
resolution in August of 1994 on a vote of 19-1 to ask
the DNR to reverse its decision to grant Kennecott’s
request, Dukerschein allowed a 30-day deadline to
pass for filing the appeal with the DNR. As a result,
the DNR’s decision stood with no further challenge.
The whole thing seemed a little fishy to me. 

Regardless of why Kennecott agreed to advance the
tax payments to the local governments, the mining
company did make good on its offer. In June of 1994,
Kennecott’s Greg Fauquier presented a check for
$116,800 to the Town of Grant, $116,800 to the City
of Ladysmith and $116,800 plus an additional
$233,600 to Rusk County (Figure 117-5). The
amounts were calculated according to formulas found
in the Local Agreement and were equal to what
Kennecott would have been obligated to pay the three
local governments in 1995 if: (1) the mining com-
pany had shipped 237,251 tons of ore in 1993; (2)
1993 had constituted a full year (as opposed to par-

tial year) of mining; and (3) Kennecott had paid noth-
ing in net proceeds taxes to the state, which meant
the “first dollar”’ and “county additional” payments
from the Mining Investment and Local Impact Fund
would have been zero. I have included the exact cal-
culations for you to see on the following page.

The Ladysmith News made a big deal over the tax
payments made by Kennecott to the local govern-
ments. In particular, the June 23, 1994 issue of the
paper included a front-page story entitled “Net pro-
ceeds tax distributed early to county, city & town.” It
talked about how Bob Plantz, Alan Christianson and
Bernice Dukerschein had accepted the checks on
behalf of their respective municipalities, and Fauquier
was quoted as saying, “Flambeau Mining was pleased
to be able to help the local communities in providing
this payment six months earlier than would otherwise
be the case under Wisconsin law. Given the unique
situation that the mine holds in the community, we
must work with the local governments to give what-
ever assistance we can to enhance the economic
development opportunities in the area” (CD 117-7).

The Wisconsin State Journal also fed into the frenzy
about how generous the mining company had been to
the poor people of Rusk County. The headline in the
June 16, 1994 issue of the paper said, “Flambeau
Mining pays taxes months ahead of schedule” (Figure
117-6). But when you think about it, the Local
Agreement had implied the first payments would
arrive in January of 1994. So as far as I was con-
cerned, the checks were really five months late.

To add to the intrigue, here is another interesting
detail: Fauquier presented all those checks to the local

Figure 117-5. Rusk County officials
accept Kennecott’s first payment of min-
ing taxes. Seated are Rusk County Clerk
Melanie Meyer and zoning administrator
Melvin Spencer. Standing are (left to
right) Supervisor David Solsrud,
Flambeau Mine Manager Greg Fauquier,
Supervisors Tony Daniels and Thure
Osuldsen and Rusk County Board
Chairman Bernice Dukerschein (News
photo, Ladysmith News, June 23, 1994;
republished with permission).
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Formulas for Determining the Advance “First Dollar” and “County
Additional” Payments Made by Kennecott to Rusk County, the Town of
Grant and the City of Ladysmith in 1994

1. “First Dollar” Payment:

(a) General formula for “first dollar” payments guaranteed by Kennecott to the county, town and city on an annual basis:

$100,000  x  ∆GNP-d  x  – FDP
MILIF

= FDP
Kenn

Note: (1) $100,000 = the maximum “first dollar” payment that a local government is entitled to receive per year from the Mining Investment and
Local Impact Fund (in terms of 1982 dollars).

(2) ∆GNP-d = the factor by which the the Gross National Product deflator (a measure of inflation) changed between 1982 and the shipping
year in question, as reported by the U.S. Department of Commerce. For the purpose of calculating the advance payment, Kennecott
apparently used a value of 1.477 for ∆GNP-d.

(3) Tonnage Shipped = the number of tons of ore that Kennecott claimed it shipped during the year in question.

(4) FDP
MILIF

= the actual “first dollar” payment made to each local government by the State of Wisconsin, using net proceeds taxes paid by
Kennecott to the state and transferred into the state’s Mining Investment and Local Impact Fund (MILIF). For the purpose of calculating
the advance payment, FDP

MILIF
was assumed to be 0.

(5) FDP
Kenn

= the amount of Local Agreement money paid directly to the local governments by Kennecott to assure the municipalities of
receiving a “first dollar” payment.

(b) Specific calculation for the advance “first dollar” payments made by Kennecott to the local governments in 1994:

$100,000  x  1.477  x  – 0 = $116,800

2. “County Additional” Payment:

(a) General formula for “county additional” payments guaranteed by Kennecott to Rusk County for full years of mining:

$250,000 x ∆GNP-d  x  x  –  CAP
MILIF

= CAP
Kenn

Note: (1) $250,000 = the maximum “county additional” payment that a county is entitled to receive per year from the Mining Investment and
Local Impact Fund (in terms of 1982 dollars).

(2) The “Proportionality Constant” was obtained from a table created by Kennecott (see page 334 of my story). For the purpose of cal-
culating the advance payment, Kennecott apparently assumed the proportionality constant was 0.8, but the correct value for 1993
was really 1.0.

(3) CAP
MILIF

= the actual “county additional” payment made to the county by the State of Wisconsin, using net proceeds taxes paid by
Kennecott to the state and transferred into the state’s Mining Investment and Local Impact Fund. For the purpose of calculating the
advance payment, CAP

MILIF
was assumed to be 0.

(4) CAP
Kenn

= the amount of Local Agreement money paid directly to the county by Kennecott to assure the county of receiving a “county
additional” payment.

(b) Specific Calculation for the advance “county additional” payment made by Kennecott to Rusk County in 1994:

$250,000 x 1.477 x 0.8 x –  0 = $233,600]237,251 tons

300,000 tons[

]tonnage shipped

300,000 tons
Proportionality Constant
(based on Copper price)[

]237,251 tons

300,000 tons[

]tonnage shipped

300,000 tons[
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governments on June 15, 1994. Well, that was the
exact same day the mining company was supposed to
file its 1993 net proceeds mining tax return with the
State of Wisconsin. But guess what! June 15th came
and went, and records on file with the Wisconsin
Department of Revenue (DOR) show that Kennecott
either paid no taxes on the rich gold and copper ore
shipped to Canada during the first year of mining or
otherwise paid the taxes late! You can see for yourself
by examining a spreadsheet prepared by the DOR
(Figure 117-7). Toward the bottom of the chart you
will note there is no mention of the state receiving
any payment from Kennecott in net proceeds taxes for
1993 (the first entry is for the company’s 1994 ore
shipments). If indeed the spreadsheet is accurate, the
headline for the Wisconsin State Journal article I just
showed you should have been this:

Kennecott Stiffs State

All I can say is that the whole thing was kept pretty
quiet by the mining company and those in state gov-
ernment who knew about it.

Unfortunately, as a result of Kennecott’s failure to
pay any net proceeds taxes to the state by the June
15, 1994 deadline, it appeared for a time that there
was not going to be enough money in Wisconsin’s
Mining Investment and Local Impact Fund for the
state to distribute a full “first dollar” payment to
Rusk County, the Town of Grant and the City of
Ladysmith for the first year of mining. In fact, there
was only a balance of $19,485 in the fund as of June
30, 1994 (CD 117-8). But then something very odd
happened. Out of the clear blue, a transfer of money
was made into the MILIF by Governor Tommy
Thompson’s Department of Administration (headed
by James Klauser) to cover the exact amount of
money needed by the state to distribute a full “first
dollar” payment of $147,600 ($100,000 in 1982 dol-
lars, adjusted for inflation) to each of the three local
governments for the 1993 shipments of ore. You can
see for yourself that $442,800 (3 x $147,600) was
transferred to the MILIF on July 21, 1994 by examin-
ing the fund’s balance sheet for fiscal year 1995 (CD
117-8). And you can confirm that each local govern-
ment indeed received a $147,600 “first dollar” pay-
ment from the state by examining the Wisconsin
DOR’s spreadsheet (Figure 117-7; look toward the
top of the chart where it says “First Dollar Payments”
and you will see the entries for 1995). So where did
the money come from to issue those payments to the
local governments?

Laura and I found the whole thing rather confus-
ing, so we got a copy of the 1993-1995 Biennial
Report of the Mining Investment and Local Impact
Fund Board to see if we could figure out the source of
the $442,800 payment. Lloyd Kincaid was the chair-
man of the mining impact board at that time, and
here is what his report said (CD 117-8):

Flambeau Mining Company was the only net pro-
ceeds tax payer during this biennium. The tax for
1993 net proceeds, due and payable to the
Department of Revenue on June 15 of 1994, was
actually paid in July of 1994, which was the first
month of fiscal year 1995. The tax for 1994 net pro-
ceeds was paid in June of 1995, which was the last
month of fiscal year 1995. Thus, from the net pro-
ceeds taxes paid by the Flambeau Mining Company
in 1994 and 1995, $4,118,170 [60% of the grand
total] was transferred to the Investment and Local
Impact Fund in fiscal year 1995.

That solved the mystery of where the $442,800 had
come from that was deposited into the MILIF in July
of 1994. Kennecott allegedly had made a late pay-
ment of taxes for the ore shipped in 1993, and 60% of

Figure 117-6. Kennecott knew how to put the best face on anything 
it did. The company maintained that the money paid to the local govern-
ments in June of 1994 had been delivered “six months ahead of sched-
ule” while others argued the payments were five months late (Wisconsin
State Journal, June 16, 1994; republished with permission).
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the payment ($442,800) was transferred into the
MILIF, as required by law. To take the calculations one
step further, that meant the company’s total net pro-
ceeds tax payment in July of 1994 was $738,000. And
indeed, that figure was confirmed by the DOR when
Laura and I contacted the department in January of

2002 (CD 117-9). 
But one thing haunted us about that figure: the

July 1994 tax payment generated the exact amount of
money ($442,800) that the state needed to distribute
a full “first dollar” payment to each of the three local
governments in 1995, indexed for inflation! What

Figure 117-7. Information provided by the Wisconsin Department of Revenue regarding tax payments received by the State of Wisconsin for the
Flambeau Mine and how the money was disbursed (November 6, 2001).
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were the chances of something like that happening,
absent divine intervention?

And here’s something else to think about: If
indeed the $738,000 was a late payment on
Kennecott’s 1993 net proceeds mining tax return,
was the mining company assessed a 4% penalty plus
interest as required by Wis. Stat. 70.39? It would be
interesting to find out.

Yet another curious thing about the $738,000 pay-
ment was that it did not show up as a separate line
entry on the DOR spreadsheet I showed you earlier
(Figure 117-7). Indeed, there was no mention of any
1993 net proceeds tax payment from Kennecott, late
or otherwise! According to what I showed you from
Lloyd Kincaid’s report, the apparent explanation was
that since the 1993 tax payment had been received in
fiscal year 1995, the state had combined it, for
accounting purposes, with the 1994 net proceeds
mining tax payment. But the whole thing made me
wonder if Kennecott was just trying to make it look
like it had paid taxes on the 1993 shipments of ore,
when in reality the company had paid nothing at all.
It certainly would have been to Kennecott’s advantage
to do so. We had clamored all along about how
Wisconsin’s mining tax law was so lousy that the min-
ing company might get away with paying no taxes on
the gold. And I’m sure Kennecott was anxious to lay
that claim to rest.

I might add that even though the report issued by
Lloyd Kincaid’s committee supported the notion of the
$738,000 being a tax payment for 1993, I wasn’t about
to accept anything Kincaid said at face value. You may
recall, he was the same guy who had represented the
Crandon area in the Wisconsin Legislature in the early
1980s, when we were trying to get a better mining tax
law on the books. He was about as pro-mining as any-
one could get and had tried to undermine our efforts
back then. Needless to say, I didn’t expect anything bet-
ter from Kincaid when Governor Tommy Thompson
appointed him to the Mining Investment and Local
Impact Fund Board in the early 1990s. I viewed him as
a yes-man for the mining industry. 

At any rate, instead of the $738,000 being a true
net proceeds tax payment for the 1993 shipments of
ore from the Flambeau Mine, I believe a more plausi-
ble explanation for Kennecott’s payment was that it
represented a partial advance on what the mining
company anticipated owing the State of Wisconsin in
net proceeds taxes for 1994.

Think about it. It was to the advantage of both
Kennecott and the Thompson administration to infuse
some money into the floundering MILIF as quickly as

possible so that: (1) it would look like the mining
company had paid taxes on all the rich gold and cop-
per shipped to Canada in 1993; and (2) the state
would have enough money on hand to distribute as
“first dollar” payments to the local governments in
1995. Could you imagine how we would have
screamed if there had not been enough money in the
MILIF to cover the “first dollar” payments we
expected to receive in January of 1995, especially
since we knew that at least 400 carloads of rich gold
had been shipped out of the country in 1993? It
would have been ugly, and I’m sure no one in the min-
ing industry or the governor’s office would have
wanted to deal with the stink. Maybe I’m wrong, but
the idea of the $738,000 being a partial advance on
Kennecott’s 1994 net proceeds tax payment was the
best explanation Laura and I could come up with to
account for all the other facts listed above.

But you know what? Even if the $738,000 had
been a true net proceeds tax payment for 1993, it was
still peanuts compared to the value of the ore
removed during the first year of mining. As you will
see later in my story, we estimated the gross value of
the gold, copper and silver that Kennecott shipped to
Canada in 1993 at more than $105 million. If true,
that meant the $738,000 payment represented only
0.7% of the ore’s value.

Getting back to my story … Even with the infusion
of cash into the MILIF in July of 1994, Rusk County
came up on the short end of the stick when the “first
dollar” and “county additional” payments were dis-
tributed by the state to the three local governments in
January of 1995. Sure, the county, town and city each
received a full “first dollar” payment of $147,600. But
there was no money left in the fund to make a “county
additional” payment to Rusk County. You can see for
yourself by looking at the spreadsheet from the
Department of Revenue (Figure 117-7; look toward
the top of the chart where it says “County Additional
Payments” and you will notice there is no entry for
1995). As a result, the county lost out on getting the
extra $369,100 in taxes that normally would have
been awarded ($250,000 in 1982 dollars, adjusted
for inflation). 

But wait! Records on file with the Rusk County
Treasurer’s office show that the county did receive
some sort of mining-related payment of $202,800 in
1995 in addition to the $147,600 from the MILIF (CD
117-10). So where did that money come from? 

When Laura and I looked at all the numbers that
appeared on the various spreadsheets tracking the
flow of money between Kennecott, the State of
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Wisconsin and the local governments, we concluded
that the mysterious $202,800 payment that showed
up in Rusk County’s coffers in 1995 was somehow
related to the money that Kennecott had advanced to
Rusk County in 1994. We have included our thoughts
about the whole thing in an essay entitled “The Rest
of the Story about Kennecott’s Offer to ‘Advance’
Money to Rusk County in 1994.” Take a look and see
what you think!

With all the intrigue surrounding Kennecott’s 1993
tax return and how the initial “first dollar” and
“county additional” payments were distributed to
Rusk County, the Town of Grant and the City of
Ladysmith, you might be wondering how Kennecott
handled its 1994, 1995, 1996 and 1997 tax returns—

and where all the money went. Could things get any
raunchier? Keep reading!

Kennecott’s Tax Payments to the
State of Wisconsin over the Life of
the Mine
So you can appreciate the piddling amount of net pro-
ceeds taxes paid by Kennecott to the State of
Wisconsin for the ore that was removed from the
Flambeau Mine, I first need to give you a feel for the
amount of ore shipped from the mine, the gross value
of that ore and the net profit declared by Kennecott on
its tax returns. Unfortunately, however, that is not an
easy thing to do.

This is the kind of story I warned you about at the beginning
of the chapter—one that contains so many different facts and
figures from so many different sources that it may take two
or three readings to piece everything together. But it’s worth
the effort because the story demonstrates just how compli-
cated, convoluted and suspect some of the numbers were
that the mining company expected us to accept at face value.
So let’s get started!

As you know, in late 1993 Rusk County found itself in a real
financial bind. The county had wrongly assumed that its first
mining tax payments would be received in January of 1994,
had committed the money to various projects for the year
and then discovered that the first payments of mining taxes
were not due to show up in the county’s coffers until January
of 1995.

In late 1993, Kennecott also found itself in a bind.  The com-
pany wanted to get permission to increase its production rate
and close the Flambeau Mine a year early. And it knew that
any such request was certain to meet resistance from a can-
tankerous Rusk County Board.

It’s been my theory all along that perhaps Kennecott offered
Rusk County Board Chairman Bernice Dukerschein a solution
to both of their problems by agreeing to advance the 1995 tax
payments to Rusk County in exchange for the county not
challenging the mining company’s request to increase its pro-
duction rate. I gave you some evidence earlier to back my
theory—about how Dukerschein had not followed through on
the county board’s 19-1 vote against the early closing of the
mine. And now I would like to tell you the rest of the story. 

When Kennecott agreed to advance the 1995 mining tax pay-
ments to Rusk County, the Town of Grant and the City of

Ladysmith, the mining company claimed that 237,251 tons of
ore had been shipped from the mine in 1993. So that’s the
figure the company used in order to calculate the amount of
money it would advance to the local governments (see pages
845 and 846). But in retrospect, Laura and I  believe that
Kennecott’s tonnage figure could not have been correct. 

Our reasoning hinges around an analysis of the actual pay-
ments of Local Agreement money made by Kennecott to the
three local governments for the ore shipped in 1993 and the
equations that were set up in the Local Agreement to calcu-
late those payments. As you may recall, the equations were
designed in such a way that if the county, town and city each
received a full “first dollar” payment from the MILIF, the local
governments would receive no Local Agreement money from
Kennecott—unless the mining company had shipped more
than 300,000 tons of ore during the year in question. In such
a case, the Local Agreement called for Kennecott to make a
supplemental payment to each municipality, regardless of
how much tax money the local governments had received
from the MILIF.  

What was puzzling to Laura and me was that even though:
(1) Kennecott claimed it had shipped less than 300,000 tons
of ore in 1993; and (2) the local governments had received
their full “first dollar” payments from the MILIF for that ore in
January of 1995, the mining company still paid the town and
city a supplemental “first dollar” payment of $75,300 for the
1993 shipments, and the county got an extra $202,800! We
thought it was highly improbable that the company would
have paid any money that was not rightfully due to the local
governments. So the only thing we could conclude was that
the payments recorded in the county, town and city ledgers

The Rest of the Story about Kennecott’s Offer 
to “Advance” Money to Rusk County in 1994
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perhaps had been triggered by a production rate exceeding
300,000 tons for the year. 

It appeared to us that a more realistic figure for the amount
of ore shipped in 1993 was 449,700 tons—not the 237,251
tons claimed by Kennecott. We came up with that number
based on: (1) the formula in the Local Agreement for calculat-
ing the supplemental “first dollar” payments owed by
Kennecott to the local governments (FDP

Kenn
); (2) the actual

$75,300 payment made by Kennecott to the town and city for
the 1993 shipments; (3) the $147,600 actual “first dollar”
payments received by the local governments from the state’s
Mining Investment and Local Impact Fund for the 1993 ship-
ments (FDP

MILIF
); and (4) an inflation factor of 1.487, based on

information provided by the United States Department of
Commerce. Here is the equation, derived from the Local
Agreement formula:

FDP
Kenn

+ FDP
MILIF

x = Tonnage Shipped

And here is the calculation, using the actual FDP
Kenn

and FDP
MILIF

values from the state and local records:

$75,300 + $147,600 x = 449,700 tons

If indeed the Flambeau Mine produced 449,700 tons of ore in
1993, it created a real problem for the mining company
because the permit issued by the DNR had specified a maxi-
mum production rate of 320,000 tons per year (±10%). That
meant Kennecott might have exceeded the conditions of its
permit by as much as 56%! I might add that when Kennecott
applied to the DNR  in 1994 to increase its production rate,
the mining company asked permission to ship 450,000 tons
per year, practically the same amount of ore we calculated the
company had shipped in 1993. What a coincidence! 

Even if Kennecott had shipped 237,251 tons of ore in 1993,
the mining company clearly wanted to ship more. So no mat-
ter how you cut it, the mining company was in a bit of a bind.
But then all of a sudden we learned in March of 1994 that
Kennecott had offered to advance $350,400 to Rusk County
to cover the amount of money that Kennecott calculated the
county would receive in “first dollar” and “county additional”
payments from the MILIF in 1995. And a few months after
Kennecott delivered on its promise, Bernice Dukerschein
scuttled the Rusk County Board’s decision to oppose the min-
ing company’s increased production rate. 

But there’s even more to tell! In January of 1995, the county
received $147,600 as a “first dollar” payment from the state

and gave the money to Kennecott as a first step toward pay-
ing back the advance. But the county had also hoped to
receive a “county additional” payment of $369,100 ($250,000
in 1982 dollars, adjusted for inflation) and instead received
$0. As you know, Kennecott had not paid enough taxes to the
state to cover the “county additional” payment for the ore
shipped in 1993. Since Kennecott had advanced a total of
$350,400 to Rusk County, that meant the county owed
Kennecott a balance of $202,800, and the county didn’t have
the money to spare. 

That’s when something very interesting happened. A payment
of $202,800 mysteriously appeared on the county’s books in
1995 as “Local Agreement Revenue” from Kennecott. You
can see for yourself by looking at information provided by the
Rusk County treasurer’s office (CD 117-10). There were two
things unusual about the $202,800 payment: (1) it exactly
matched the amount of money that Rusk County owed
Kennecott; and (2) it showed up on the county’s books after
Bernice Dukerschein scuttled the county board resolution
opposing Kennecott’s increased production rate. 

Another odd thing about the $202,800 payment to Rusk
County was that according to the terms of the Local
Agreement, Rusk County should have received the same
amount of money from Kennecott for the 1993 shipments of
ore as did the town and city, not more. You see, even though
the Local Agreement contained a formula for paying additional
money to the county, those additional funds were only to be
paid for full years of mining, and 1993 had constituted a partial
year. Yet, records from the three local governments showed
that Kennecott indeed gave the county $202,800 in 1995,
while the town and city were awarded $75,300 a piece.
Hmmm. If Kennecott had generously offered to give the
county the additional money (despite the fact that 1993 was a
partial year of mining), the Local Agreement formula showed
that for 237,251 tons of ore, the county should have received
$294,000 as an additional payment, and 449,700 tons of ore
would have generated a total payment of about $632,550, not
the $202,800 that appeared on the county’s books. As a result,
there seemed to be only one explanation for that $202,800
payment. And that is what brings me back to my assertion that
Bernice Dukerschein might have cut a deal with Kennecott. 

If indeed Dukerschein had agreed to support the early closing
of the mine in exchange for the county getting an advance on
its mining tax payments, perhaps part of the deal was for the
mining company to excuse the county from paying back any
part of the advance that exceeded the 1995 MILIF payment
from the state. That would have certainly explained the
$202,800 that mysteriously showed up on Rusk County’s
books in 1995 as “Local Agreement Revenue.” The whole
thing is pure speculation on my part, but the pieces fit
together in such a way that it certainly seems plausible.

300,000 tons

$148,700][

300,000 tons

$100,000 x 1.487][

The Rest of the Story (continued)
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You see, Laura contacted the Wisconsin Depart-
ment of Revenue to see if she could get the kind of
information we wanted from the mining company’s
tax returns. In particular, Schedule B of the net pro-
ceeds mining tax form requires mining companies to
itemize the types, amounts and average prices of min-
erals recovered and the company’s gross proceeds
(Figure 117-8). But when Laura asked for the infor-
mation, she was told the following (CD 117-11):

Mining net proceeds tax returns are confidential
under s. 70.375(2)(b), Wis. Stats., by reference to
the confidentiality provisions regarding corporate
income tax returns under s. 71.78. Since mining
companies report tonnage on the mining net pro-
ceeds tax return [Schedule B], that information is
also confidential. 

That’s one of the big problems with Wisconsin’s min-
ing tax law. Sure, the company has to “fill in the
blanks” on Schedule B of the tax form. But the public
is totally kept in the dark because Wis. Stat. 70.38(1)
states that mining tax returns are to be reviewed by
no one except the state geologist and a few select peo-
ple within the DOR. And I might add that even
though the state geologist is allowed to look over the
company’s tax return, how could that person possibly
know if the reported production values are truthful? 

Take a close look at Schedule B of the tax form! As
discussed in an earlier chapter, another problem with
the whole thing is that the mining company does not
have to pay taxes on any of the minerals it has mined
until those minerals have been sold. So what happens
if an outfit like Kennecott or Exxon decides to dig up
the state’s copper and gold and then sits on it until
market conditions are favorable for its shareholders
(like Kennecott did with some of the gossan material
from the Flambeau Mine)? I could go on and on. 

At any rate, Laura and I were not able to get any
information from the DOR regarding the amounts of
copper, gold and silver mined by Kennecott in the
Town of Grant. So next we decided to contact the
United States Geological Survey (USGS) in Reston,
Virginia. We went that route because we had a copy of
a newspaper article from the June 22, 1996 issue of
the Eau Claire Leader-Telegram that said the following
(CD 117-12):

According to USGS figures, the estimated value of all
the metal mined [at the Flambeau Mine] last year
was more than $136 million, based on the yearly
average commodity prices. Using figures deducting
the cost of production and other costs equalling
about 30 percent of that value, the revenues could be
as high as $96.5 million [for 1995 alone].

Figure 117-8. Mining companies in Wisconsin are required to report the types, amounts and values of minerals mined and sold, but there is no
real way for the state to verify that the information is truthful. See CD 101-18 for a copy of Wisconsin’s mining tax form in its entirety, including
a list of allowable deductions (Wisconsin Department of Revenue, Form MT-001, Schedule B, 2001).
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The USGS was also quoted in the article as saying
that the Flambeau Mine had netted Kennecott $80
million in profit for the copper shipped to Canada in
1995, $13.5 million for the gold and $3 million for
the silver. Well, that was just the kind of information
we were looking for, so we contacted the USGS
Minerals Information Department in August of 2003
to find out if we could get similar types of informa-
tion for the other years in which the mine operated
(1993, 1994, 1996 and 1997). But we were told over
the phone by Arnold Tanner (who at that time was
responsible for updating the USGS’s Minerals
Yearbook, the publication that normally listed that
kind of data) that the reports produced by the USGS
were voluntary and Kennecott had requested that the
company’s data regarding the total production and
value of the ore from the Flambeau Mine be con-
cealed from the public. And a few days later when we
called Daniel Edelstein, a copper commodity special-
ist with the USGS, we were told the same thing. 

All that Laura and I could conclude was that the
1995 data that had appeared in the Eau Claire Leader-
Telegram, if it were true, had perhaps been released by
the USGS by mistake. Or maybe Kennecott had not
requested the production data to be concealed from
the public until after the company saw how the infor-
mation was starting to make its way into the newspa-
pers. Lucky for us, however, the article in the
Leader-Telegram also included information about the
amounts of copper, gold and silver produced by the
mine in 1994 and gave projections for 1996. Besides
that, we were able to extrapolate a few values from
information provided by the USGS in its Minerals
Yearbook (CD 117-13). And, of course, Kennecott had
thrown out a few figures of its own (CD 116-1).

To give you a feel for the amounts of gold, copper
and silver reportedly produced by the Flambeau Mine
and what it was worth, Laura and I assembled a table
that contains the bits and pieces of information we
managed to find or derive (Table 117-2). The infor-
mation is arranged by year, the production values are
based on information provided by Kennecott, and the
gross value of the gold, copper and silver was calcu-
lated from price information reported in “Metal Prices
in the United States through 1998,” a USGS publica-
tion (CD 117-14). In particular, here is what Kenne-
cott admitted to removing from the Town of Grant
and what we calculated the gross value to be: 
� 334,000 ounces of gold, valued at $122.3 million;
� 399,000,000 pounds of copper, valued at $445.8

million; and 

� 3,300,000 ounces of silver, valued at $16.2 million. 

That gives a grand total of about $584 million for the
gross value of the ore produced by the Flambeau
Mine. But again, the figures are based on what
Kennecott said the company took out of the mine, not
any verifiable information. 

As you might imagine, there were all kinds of fig-
ures circulating around the community about what
the ore was really worth—some higher and some
lower than the $584 million estimate we derived from
the company’s data. Take a look at Table 117-3 and
you will see what I mean. In particular, I remember
how one of the local television stations reported that
Kennecott had taken out about $750 million worth of
ore from the mine and that the net profit enjoyed by
the mining company was in the hundreds of millions
of dollars, perhaps even a half billion (CD 117-15).
Another figure I saw appeared in the January 12,
1997 issue of the Eau Claire Leader-Telegram where it
was reported that “the company took [an estimated]
$600 million worth of ore out of the ground” (CD
117-16). And on the low end of the spectrum,
Kennecott’s Tom Myatt told the Ladysmith News in
March of 1997 that the gross value of the ore was
about $300 million (CD 116-3). It was hard to know
what to believe, but that $750 million figure is the
one that sticks in my mind to this day. 

So how much did Kennecott pay in net proceeds
taxes to the State of Wisconsin on all that ore? It’s a
real crime, but only $14.3 million. You can see for
yourself by looking at the spreadsheet I showed you
earlier from the Department of Revenue (Figure 117-
7; look at the bottom of the chart where it says “Total
Revenues”). For your convenience, I have also incor-
porated the information into Table 117-4. 

The most interesting thing to note about Kenne-
cott’s tax payments is that the mining company paid
$0 in net proceeds taxes on the ore shipped to Canada
in 1993 and 1997. That’s when the richest gold left
the country! It’s hard to believe that such a thing
could have happened. But like I said, the figures
shown in Table 117-4 were provided by the Wisconsin
Department of Revenue, and there is no reason to
doubt their accuracy. All I can say is that Kennecott
must have either: (1) underreported its profits to the
Department of Revenue; or (2) somehow managed to
claim so many deductions on its 1993 and 1997 tax
returns that no taxes were owed on the gold. As you
know, Wisconsin collects mining taxes using the
honor system. So the state was completely at the
mercy of Kennecott’s accountants in Salt Lake City to
truthfully report the mining company’s net profits.
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Parameter

Year That Ore Was Shipped

Total1993 1994 1995 1996 1997

Gold Production 85,750 oz.5 63,500 oz.1 50,000 oz.1 49,000 oz.3 85,750 oz.5 334,000 oz.4

Gross Value of 
Gold Shipped $30,950,0002 $24,470,0002 $19,275,0002 $19,065,002 $28,502,0002 $122,263,000

Copper Production 77,500,000 lbs.5 94,000,000 lbs.1 82,000,000 lbs.1 68,000,000 lbs.3 77,500,000 lbs.5 399,000,000 lbs.4

Gross Value of 
Copper Shipped $70,959,0002 $104,387,0002 $113,431,0002 $74,147,0002 $82,863,0002 $445,787,000

Silver Production 758,500 oz.5 447,000 oz.1 836,000 oz.1 500,000 oz.3 758,500 oz.5 3,300,000 oz.4

Gross Value of 
Silver Shipped $3,262,0002 $2,364,0002 $4,305,0002 $2,595,0002 $3,711,0002 $16,237,000

Total Gross Value $105,169,000 $131,225,000 $137,011,000 $95,807,000 $115,075,000 $584,287,000

1  Source: “Mine digs up $96 million in revenues,” Eau Claire Leader-Telegram, June 22, 1996 (CD 117-12).
2  Calculations based on annual average metal prices reported in “Metal Prices in the United States through 1998,” USGS (CD 117-14). Calculated values are rounded to the 
nearest $1,000. Note: The mining industry reports gold and silver production in terms of troy ounces, and 1 troy ounce = 31.1grams.

3  Projections made by Kennecott for 1996 totals as reported in “Mine digs up $96 million in revenues,” Eau Claire Leader-Telegram, June 22, 1996 (CD 117-12).
4  Source: Kennecott’s Flambeau Mine web page (CD 116-1). Note: The mining industry reports copper production in terms of metric tons, and 1 metric ton = 2,205 pounds. 
Kennecott reported that the Flambeau Mine produced a total of 181,000 tons of copper.

5  No solid information was available in the public domain regarding the amounts of gold, copper and silver shipped from the Flambeau Mine in either 1993 or 1997. Produc-
tion values were estimated for each of those two years by subtracting the sum of the reported production values for 1994, 1995 and 1996 (as they appear in the table) 
from the total production values claimed by Kennecott (as reported in the table) and then arbitrarily dividing the difference by two. Kennecott stockpiled some of the gos-
san ore mined in 1993 and shipped it in 1997, and shipments were made for 7–8 months of each of those two years. So there is some basis for approximating the 1993 
and 1997 shipments as being similar in quality and quantity. Here is the equation:

  [Total Production  –  (Production for 1994 + 1995 + 1996)] ÷  2  =  Estimated Production for 1993  =  Estimated Production for 1997

Table 117-2. Estimated productivity of the Flambeau Mine (1993–1997).

Reported Estimate of the 
Ore’s Gross Value

Kennecott’s Theoretical 
Net Profi t1

Actual Amount of Net 
Proceeds Taxes Paid 
to State of Wisconsin2

Proportion of Estimated 
Gross Value Paid in Net 
Proceeds Taxes3

What Wisconsin Could 
Have Received with a 20% 
Severance Tax on Ore4

$300 million5 $225 million $14.3 million 4.8% $  60 million

$584 million6 $438 million $14.3 million 2.4% $117 million

$600 million7 $450 million $14.3 million 2.3% $120 million

$750 million8 $562 million $14.3 million 1.9% $150 million

1  These theoretical net profi t fi gures were not reported in any newspaper. However, the concept of deducting 25–30 percent of the ore’s gross value to estimate the cost of 
production, shipping, depreciation, etc. was reported in both the Ladymith News (CD 117-17) and Eau Claire Leader-Telegram (CD 117-12). So that is how the net profi t 
fi gures were estimated.

2  See Figure 117-7.
3  Values were derived as follows:

   [$14.3 million ÷ Estimated Gross Value of Ore]  x  100  =  Percentage of Ore’s Estimated Gross Value Actually Paid in Net Proceeds Tax.
4  These fi gures were not reported in any newspaper. However, both Montana and North Dakota have a 20% severance tax on coal. 
5  Projection made by Kennecott and reported in the Ladysmith News about fi ve months before the last shipments of ore to Canada (CD 116-3).
6  Calculation based on: (1) information provided by Kennecott to USGS and the Eau Claire Leader-Telegram in 1996 (CD 117-12); and (2) data available on Kennecott’s web 
page in 2003 (CD 116-1). See Table 117-2. 

7  Projection reported in the Eau Claire Leader-Telegram about seven months before the last shipments of ore to Canada (CD 117-16).
8  About the time the mine closed, this fi gure was reported on WEAU television in Eau Claire, Wisconsin (CD 117-15).

Table 117-3. Various reported estimates of the combined gross value of the gold, copper and silver ore removed from the Flambeau Mine, with
corresponding tax information.
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Another interesting tidbit of information contained
in Table 117-4 is this: After Kennecott received its per-
mits to mine in 1991, the mining company made a
“one-time payment” of $100,000 to each of the three
local governments, as required by Wis. Stat.
70.395(2)(d)5.c. We were led to believe that the
money was kind of like a bonus we were getting in
exchange for allowing the mining company to set up
shop in our midst. Only later did we learn that the
“one-time payment” was not all it was cracked up to
be. You see, Wis. Stat. 70.395(2)(dg) allows a mining
company to credit the payment against whatever is
owed later in net proceeds taxes. And that’s exactly
what Kennecott proceeded to do on its 1994 tax
return.

The bottom line was that over the four-year life of
the mine, Kennecott paid only $14.3 million to the
State of Wisconsin in exchange for being allowed to
dig up anywhere from $584-750 million worth of
gold, copper and silver and ship it out of the country.
That worked out to 1.9-2.4% of the market value of
the ore (see Table 117-3). And later on you will learn
that of that $14.3 million, only about $3 million came
back to the county, town and city as “first dollar” and
“county additional” payments. So what did it all
mean? I can say it in four words:

We were ripped off.

Despite all the hype in the Flambeau News about the

tax payments from Kennecott, the amount of money
that trickled back to the local governments was too
small to make a lasting impression on the health of
Rusk County’s finances. In fact, even while the mine
was going full thrust, Rusk County ranked among the
poorest counties in Wisconsin, which it still does to
this day. You will read much more about this later in
my story.

If the Wisconsin Legislature had passed a 20% sev-
erance tax on metallic ore (like Montana and North
Dakota have on coal) instead of succumbing to the
mining industry’s push for a net proceeds tax, the
state would have gotten anywhere from $117–150
million in tax payments from the Flambeau Mine
(assuming a gross value of $584–750 million for the
ore). That might have made all the difference for Rusk
County. The foolish legislators who passed Wiscon-
sin’s net proceeds mining tax law in June of 1977 and
further weakened it in October of 1981 by lowering
the tax rates gave everything away. 

I hope there is never another metallic sulfide mine
in the State of Wisconsin. But if there is, the
Wisconsin Legislature must take the story of what
happened to us in Rusk County to heart and come up
with a better mining tax law. My friend Roger Moody
summed up what Kennecott did to the Town of Grant
in one word: Plunder! It’s time for the Wisconsin
Legislature to stop enabling the exploitation of the
state’s natural resources.

Year Ore 
Shipped Year Tax Paid Reason for Payment 

Amount Paid to Mining Invest-
ment and Local Impact Fund1 

Amount Paid to 
Badger Fund1 Total Amount Paid1

N/A 1991 One-Time Construction Fee $300,000 N/A $02

1993 1994 1993 Net Proceeds Tax $0 $0 $0

1994 1995 1994 Net Proceeds Tax $4,118,170 $2,745,447 $6,863,617

1995 1996 1995 Net Proceeds Tax $3,845,473 $2,563,649 $6,409,122

1996 1997 1996 Net Proceeds Tax $642,376 $428,251 $1,070,627

1997 1998 1997 Net Proceeds Tax $0 $0 $0

N/A 1998 Net Payment on Audit $16,300 N/A N/A

Transfer to Wisconsin Department of Commerce3 ($200,000) N/A N/A

Total Revenues $8,422,3192 $5,737,347 $14,343,366

1  Figures provided by the Wisconsin Department of Revenue (Figure 117-7). 
2  The $300,000 paid as the “One-Time Construction Fee” in 1991 is not included in the total because that money was credited against future net proceeds tax payments.
3  In 1997, the Wisconsin Legislature directed the transfer of $200,000 from the Mining Investment and Local Impact Fund to the Department of Commerce to fund an 
economic development program in areas affected by mining. It is unclear what benefi t, if any, the program was to Rusk County.

Table 117-4. Net proceeds mining tax payments made by Kennecott to the State of Wisconsin for the Flambeau Mine (1991–1998).
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Did Kennecott Truthfully Report its
Net Profits to the State of Wisconsin?
The information I have provided to you thus far has
focussed on the types and amounts of ore removed
from the Flambeau Mine and the tax payments made
by Kennecott to the State of Wisconsin. You have
heard my complaints about Wisconsin’s net proceeds
mining tax law and how Kennecott got away with
paying only $14.3 million in mining taxes on the ore.
But there is another important question to ask: Did
Kennecott truthfully report its net profits to the
Wisconsin Department of Revenue on its mining tax
returns—or did the state get ripped off even more
than we thought?

To answer that question, Laura and I first had to
find out exactly how much profit Kennecott had
declared on its mining tax returns. But as you know,
the State of Wisconsin would not release that kind of
information to us. So we went about trying to figure
it out on our own. We knew that the mining company
had paid $0 in net proceeds taxes on its 1993 and
1997 shipments of ore and that the company’s tax
payment for 1994 was $6,863,610, for 1995 was
$6,409,122 and for 1996 was $1,070,627 (Figure
117-7; look toward the bottom of the chart where it
says “Revenues from Flambeau Mining Company”).
We also had access to the indexed mining tax tables
for those same years (CD 117-1). So in effect, we had
everything we needed to back-calculate the net profits
declared by the company!

Take a look at Table 117-5 and you will see what I
mean. The table shows all of the tax brackets estab-
lished in Wisconsin’s net proceeds mining tax law,

indexed for inflation. For example, a mine generating
a net profit of $30 million in 1982 would have been
taxed at a rate of 15%, but in 1995, the same amount
of profit would have landed the mine in the 13% tax
bracket (due to inflation). That’s exactly the kind of
information we needed to help us figure out the net
profits declared by Kennecott.

For starters, we knew that Kennecott had paid $0 in
taxes on its 1997 shipments of ore. So according to the
0% tax bracket for 1997, that meant the company had
declared no more than $399,500 in profits for the year
(any amount of profit higher than that would have
landed the company in one of the other tax brackets,
requiring a payment). And by the same reasoning, we
determined that Kennecott’s payment of $6,863,610
on its 1994 tax return meant the company had
declared a net profit of $45,757,400 on the ore shipped
in 1994 ($45,757,400 x 15% = $6,863,610). See what
I mean? By trial and error we were able to determine
which particular tax bracket fit each of the tax pay-
ments made by Kennecott—and that’s how we back-
calculated the net profit declared by the company. 

Take a look at Table 117-6 on page 858 and you
will find a year-by-year breakdown of the net profits
that Kennecott apparently declared on its tax returns.
We estimated the grand total for the four years of
mining to be about $105 million, and I believe the
method by which we derived that figure was accu-
rate. But if Kennecott’s executives disagree with our
calculations, perhaps they could put their money
where their mouth is and release the company’s tax
returns to the public. That way we could really see
how much profit Kennecott claimed it made off of
selling the state’s natural resources. 

Tax Year1

0%
Upper Tax 
Bracket2

3%
Upper Tax 
Bracket2

7%
Upper Tax 
Bracket2

10%
Upper Tax 
Bracket2

13%
Upper Tax 
Bracket2

14%
Upper Tax 
Bracket2

15%
Upper Tax 
Bracket2

1982 $250,000 $5,000,000 $10,000,000 $15,000,000 $20,000,000 $25,000,000 Over $25,000,000

1993 $369,100 $7,383,900 $14,767,600 $22,151,500 $29,535,300 $36,919,000 Over $36,919,000

1994 $376,600 $7,533,600 $15,067,000 $22,600,600 $30,134,200 $37,667,600 Over $37,667,600

1995 $383,200 $7,665,300 $15,330,500 $22,995,800 $30,661,200 $38,326,300 Over $38,326,300

1996 $391,100 $7,822,500 $15,644,800 $23,467,300 $31,289,900 $39,112,100 Over $39,112,100

1997 $399,500 $7,989,900 $15,979,600 $23,969,500 $31,959,500 $39,949,000 Over $39,949,000

1  The Flambeau Mine shipped ore from 1993 to 1997. Data is also included in the table for 1982 because the tax brackets were indexed for infl ation, using 1982 as a base 
year. That’s when the more lenient tax brackets approved by the Wisconsin Legislature in 1981 and incorporated into Wis. Stat. 70.375(5) went into effect.

2  Tax bracket information was provided by the Wisconsin Department of Revenue (CD 117-1).

Table 117-5. Tax brackets established in Wisconsin’s net proceeds mining tax law, indexed for inflation (1993–1997).
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At any rate, for purposes of discussion, let’s
assume that our calculations were correct and
Kennecott indeed declared a total net profit of $105
million on the ore removed from the Flambeau Mine.
And let’s also assume that the gross value of the ore
was about $584 million, as calculated earlier (see
Table 117-2). That would mean the company spent
82% of the ore’s value ($479 million out of the $584
million total) on production costs! Hmmm. Mining
companies normally spend 25-30% of the ore’s value
on production-related expenses, at least according to
information reported in both the Eau Claire Leader-
Telegram and the Ladysmith News. You already saw
the quote from the Leader-Telegram on page 852 of
my story. And here’s what the Ladysmith News had to
say (CD 117-17):

The net proceeds tax is based on the ore that is sold
during a given year, not the amount that is mined.
Deducted from the gross proceeds from the sale of the
ore … are the cost of production, shipping the ore,
depreciation, etc., which averages 25–30 percent.
[emphasis added]

Could Kennecott have really squandered 82% of the
value of the ore removed from the Flambeau Mine on
production costs? I seriously doubt it because by all
accounts, the Flambeau Mine was a “very successful
mining operation” that had tapped into “one of the
highest grade orebodies ever mined” (CD 101-9).
What’s more, the profits of Kennecott’s parent corpo-
ration, Rio Tinto Zinc, soared during the mining years
in Rusk County. I guess you could say the Flambeau
Mine was a real gold mine for Kennecott, both
literally and figuratively. So could a mine with such

Wis. Stat. 70.375(6), a provision of Wisconsin’s net proceeds
mining tax law, requires that any dollar amounts specified in
the law regarding tax brackets, “first dollar” payments and
“county additional” payments be adjusted on an annual basis
for inflation, using 1982 as the base year (that’s the year in
which the more lenient tax brackets approved by the legisla-
ture in 1981 went into effect). As a result, each year the
Wisconsin Department of Revenue issues an updated list of
indexed dollar amounts for the various mining payments and
net proceeds tax brackets. 

You’ve already seen a table of the indexed “first dollar” and
“county additional” payments that applied to the Flambeau
Mine (Table 117-1) and a second table that showed the
indexed tax brackets (Table 117-5). So what I’d like to do
right now is tell you what all that indexing really meant for
the people of Rusk County—and what it might mean to any-
one in Wisconsin faced with the prospect of mining in the
future. 

For starters, take a close look at Table 117-5. You will notice
that mining companies are not required to pay any net pro-
ceeds taxes until their declared profit exceeds $250,000 for
the year (in 1982 dollars). Wouldn’t it be nice if the same rate
applied to personal income taxes? And to make matters
worse, by 1997 (the final year that Kennecott mined in Rusk
County) that $250,000 value had risen to $399,500 because
of indexing. That’s a lot of free income for a mining com-
pany—or anyone else. 

By 2004, the $250,000 figure had risen even further to
$438,200 (CD 101-18). So if another mining company
decides to set up shop in Wisconsin, my dear readers, ask
the Wisconsin Department of Revenue for the current dollar
amounts for the various tax brackets in the net proceeds

mining tax law. That way you will better appreciate the extent
to which the public is getting ripped off.

As you know, Wisconsin’s net proceeds tax law also requires
the $100,000 “first dollar” and $250,000 “county additional”
payments specified in the statutes to be adjusted for inflation,
just like the mining company’s tax brackets. For example, you
may recall how Rusk County had hoped to receive a “county
additional” payment of $369,100 for the 1993 shipments of
ore from the Flambeau Mine ($250,000 in 1982 dollars,
indexed for inflation). But here’s the catch: If the company
does not pay enough mining taxes to cover the indexed “first
dollar” and “county additional” payments, the local govern-
ments are tough out of luck. That’s what happened to Rusk
County in 1995 when the county received $0 in “county addi-
tional” payments for the 1993 shipments of ore. And as you
will see later in my story, all three of the local governments—
Rusk County, the Town of Grant and the City of Ladysmith—
missed out on their tax payments for the 1997 shipments of
ore because: (1) Kennecott paid $0 in net proceeds taxes for
the ore shipped in 1997; and (2) most of the money that had
been paid into the mining impact fund in earlier years had
been squandered by the board that managed the fund. The
upshot was that there was no money in the fund to distribute
as “first dollar” or “county additional” payments to the local
governments in 1999 for all the gold, copper and silver
shipped to Canada in 1997 (Figure 117-7; look toward the top
of the chart where it says “First Dollar and “County Additional
Payments.” You will notice there are no entries for 1999). So
it didn’t matter that the theoretical “first dollar” payment in
1999 would have been $159,800 and the “county additional”
payment would have been $399,500. Zero percent of a large
number is still zero.

The Indexing of Wisconsin’s Mining Tax Brackets
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vast mineral wealth have been managed so poorly
that 82% of the gross value of the ore had been lost
along the way while most other mines averaged a loss
of 25–30%? No, something didn’t add up. And that’s
why we wondered if Kennecott had done some cre-
ative bookkeeping to hide a big share of its profits
from the Wisconsin Department of Revenue.

Or here’s another thought: I always figured that
the Wisconsin Legislature gave the store away when
the net proceeds mining tax law was enacted in 1977.
Besides all the lenient tax brackets you read about,
the law contains an overabundance of deductions
that a mining company can claim on its tax return. I’m
sure all of this contributed to the disconnect between
the $105 million that Kennecott apparently declared
in net profits on its tax returns and the estimated
$584 million value of the ore. 

So how much profit might Kennecott have really
netted from the Flambeau Mine? I cannot say for sure
because the company alone has the records. But you
may recall that information on file with the USGS
Mineral Information Office had suggested the com-
pany made $96.5 million in profits off of the 1995 ore
shipments alone (CD 117-12). That was the same tax
year in which Kennecott apparently declared a net
profit of $42,727,500 to the State of Wisconsin (Table
117-6). Wow! Was there as big of a discrepancy
between the declared profits and the actual profits for
the other years of mining as well? 

Laura and I tried to answer the question by: (1)

looking at the various reported estimates of the ore’s
gross value; and (2) deducting a standard 25% of the
gross value for production costs. You can see what we
came up with by going back to Table 117-3 (page
854) and looking at the second column. In a nutshell,
we concluded that the Flambeau Mine might have
netted Kennecott as much as $562 million in profits
over the life of the mine! That’s really something,
especially when you compare it to the $14.3 million
the mining company paid in taxes. It appears that the
State of Wisconsin was duped. 

And the local people were duped as well in terms
of the amount of mining tax money that eventually
made it back to the county, town and city. But before
getting into all that, would you mind if I took a few
minutes of your time and did a little venting? You’ve
seen how Laura and I tried to calculate all sorts of
things related to the productivity of the Flambeau
Mine—the amounts of gold, copper and silver ore
shipped to Canada, the value of the ore, the amount
of taxes paid by the mining company to the State of
Wisconsin and how much profit Kennecott might
have made. Isn’t it crazy how we had to scrounge to
get all of these facts and figures? State and federal
law needs to be amended so that any corporation that
markets any natural resource—be it copper, drinking
water, timber from public forestland or the fish that
populate our lakes, rivers and streams—is required to
report verifiable figures for production, profit and tax-
ation and make the information available to the

Year Ore Shipped Year Tax Paid
Estimated 
Tonnage of Ore1

Estimated Gross 
Value of Ore2

Actual Net 
Proceeds Tax Paid3

Apparent Net Profi t Declared by 
Kennecott on its Tax Return4

1993 1994 449,700 tons $105,169,000 $0 $369,100 (or less) (0% tax rate)

1994 1995 451,000 tons $131,225,000 $6,863,617 $45,757,400 (15% tax rate)

1995 1996 452,000 tons $137,011,000 $6,409,122 $42,727,500 (15% tax rate)

1996 1997 300,000 tons5 $95,807,000 $1,070,627 $15,294,700 (7% tax rate)

1997 1998 341,200 tons $115,075,000 $0 $399,500 (or less) (0% tax rate)

Total 1,993,900 tons5 $584,287,000 $14,343,000 $103, 779,600  (min)
to $104, 548,200 (max)

1  Approximate fi gures, rounded to the nearest 100 tons and calculated by using: (a) the formula provided in the Local Agreement to determine FDPKenn; (b) actual fi gures for 
FDPKenn recorded in the town and city ledgers; (c) actual fi gures for FDPMILIF provided by the Wisconsin Department of Revenue; and (d) actual fi gures for ∆GNP-d based on 
information provided by the United States Department of Commerce.

2  See Table 117-2.
3  See Figure 117-7.
4  Tax rates ranging from 0% to 15% are specifi ed in Wis. Stat. 70.375(5), based on the mining company’s declared net profi t. Dollar amounts within each tax bracket are 
indexed on an annual basis, relative to 1982 as the base year. Calculations for Kennecott’s net profi ts were based on: (a) the actual amount of net proceeds taxes paid by 
Kennecott each year (Figure 117-7); and (b) indexed tax tables for 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996 and 1997 provided by the Wisconsin Department of Revenue (Table 117-5). 
Note: The net profi t declared by Kennecott on its tax return did not necessarily refl ect the actual net profi t realized by the mining company.

5  This is a maximum value. 

Table 117-6. Apparent net profit declared by Kennecott on its Wisconsin net proceeds mining tax returns (1993–1997).
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public. How else can we keep an eye on things to
make sure the general public isn’t being ripped off? I
despise the idea of powerful corporations gouging
small communities that have no power to fight back.
The development and marketing of our natural
resources must be better controlled so that multina-
tional corporations do not continue to ride roughshod
over the public.

Mining Tax Payments to the Local
Governments—and Problems with
the Financial Records Kept by the
State’s Mining Impact Board and the
City of Ladysmith
Even though Kennecott paid the State of Wisconsin
$14.3 million in taxes on its declared profits from the
Flambeau Mine, not all of that money made its way
back to Rusk County. Forty percent of the total ($5.7
million) was diverted into the state’s Badger Fund,
and the remaining $8.6 million went into the Mining
Investment and Local Impact Fund (MILIF). By the
time all was said and done, Rusk County, the Town of
Grant and the City of Ladysmith got a total of about
$3 million back from the state as “first dollar” and
“county additional” payments and another $5.6 mil-
lion as “discretionary grants.” You can see what I
mean by taking a look at the Department of Revenue
spreadsheet on page 848 (Figure 117-7). 

As you might expect, I have a few comments to
make about all of this. First of all, the $5.7 million
that went into the Badger Fund was not earmarked
for any projects in Rusk County. You see, when the
fund was created by the Wisconsin Legislature in
1981, the lawmakers specified that the money was to
be used for the following two things: (1) awarding
grants to Wisconsin communities (and not necessarily
mining communities) for developing recreational
facilities like snowmobile trails and softball dia-
monds; and (2) helping the state fulfill its financial
commitment to the public school system. Now I had
nothing against a city or town getting some help from
the state to build a softball field. And having been an
educator for nearly four decades, I certainly wasn’t
against the legislators finding new ways to help pay
for the public schools. But why should those things
have been funded with money from the Flambeau
Mine when Rusk County ranked among the poorest
counties in the state? 

Worse yet, the Wisconsin Legislature raided the
Badger Fund in 1996 to help balance the state budget

and later dissolved the fund altogether. Here’s what
Secretary of State Doug La Follette had to say about
the whole thing (CD 36-5):

The Badger Fund was set up so that Wisconsin com-
munities could benefit directly when assuming the
risks that come with metallic mining. The benefits
that our local schools and communities were to enjoy
have been stripped away so legislators could claim
they had delivered property tax relief.

So how was the $5.7 million that the Badger Fund got
from the Flambeau Mine really spent? Your guess is as
good as mine.

Next I’d like to turn my attention to the $8.6 mil-
lion in tax money from the Flambeau Mine that was
deposited into the state’s Mining Investment and
Local Impact Fund and how that money was distrib-
uted. As you know, it was up to the Mining
Investment and Local Impact Fund Board in Madison
to oversee the management of the fund. During the
mining years in Rusk County there were a couple of
local people on the board—Jim Schultz (the
Ladysmith barber you read about earlier) and Dan
Merriam (a Ladysmith attorney who handled some of
Kennecott’s business dealings and spoke out at many
a meeting in support of the mine). But the real push
on the mining impact board came from the members
who lived in the Crandon area. I’m talking about
Erhard Huettl (the chairman of the Forest County
Board who gazed longingly at the prospect of having
a big mine at Crandon), Lloyd Kincaid (the guy 
who represented the Crandon area in the Wisconsin
Legislature from 1972 until 1990 and in my mind
always voted on the wrong side) and Roger Day (a
pro-mining real estate agent from the Rhinelander
area who was the chairman of the mining impact
board during the mid to late 1990s). Yes, a bunch of
guys who lived clear across the state made most of the
decisions about how to manage the $8.6 million that
the MILIF received from the Flambeau Mine. It was
downright insulting. 

So how did Huettl, Kincaid and Day spend our
money? Well, let me put it this way: If the chief finan-
cial officer of a corporation managed his company’s
money as poorly as Huettl, Kincaid and Day managed
the mining impact fund, he’d be fired pretty darned
quick. And here is why I feel that way: 
� The mining impact board failed to give Rusk

County, the Town of Grant and the City of
Ladysmith all of the “first dollar” and “county addi-
tional payments” they were entitled to receive by
law;

� Some of the balance sheets for the mining impact
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fund are missing from the board’s biennial reports,
and at least one of the balance sheets the board
issued was completely out of whack with records
on file with the Wisconsin Department of Revenue;
and 

� The board squandered much of the money in the
mining impact fund by awarding “discretionary
grants” with indiscretion.

That’s a lot of material to cover in the few remaining
pages of this chapter! So let me divvy it up like this: I
will start out by giving you information about the
“first dollar” and “county additional” payments that
the mining impact board distributed to Rusk County,
the Town of Grant and the City of Ladysmith. And
then we’ll move on to talk about the balance sheets
for the mining impact fund that the board put
together (or in some cases did not put together). As
far as the problems with the “discretionary grants”
awarded by the board are concerned … well, that
whole thing was such a mess that I will cover it sepa-
rately in the next chapter of my story.

In terms of the “first dollar” and “county addi-
tional” payments received by Rusk County, the Town
of Grant and the City of Ladysmith, I already told you
that the payments totaled about $3 million over the
life of the mine. So what I would like to do right now
is give you a break-down of those payments and com-
pare them to what the county, town and city should
have received from the mining impact fund.

Let’s first talk about the payments to the Town of
Grant and the City of Ladysmith. If you look at Table
117-7 on the following page, you will notice that the
town and city each received $607,900 in “first dollar”
payments from the MILIF between 1995 and 1998.
Unfortunately, that was about $160,000 short of what
each of them was entitled to receive. You see, instead of
getting a “first dollar” payment of $159,800 in January
of 1999 for the 1997 shipments of ore ($100,000 in
1982 dollars, adjusted for inflation), the town and city
each received a payment of $0. Here’s why they were
shorted: (1) Kennecott paid $0 in taxes on its 1997 ore
shipments; and (2) even though $8.3 million had been
deposited into the MILIF earlier (60% of Kennecott’s
tax payments on its 1994, 1995 and 1996 shipments of
ore), the mining impact board had given most of the
money away as “discretionary grants” instead of estab-
lishing a “project reserve fund,” as required by Wis.
Stat. 70.395(2)(d)4, to assure the local governments
of receiving their annual “first dollar” payments (CD
117-18). Do you see what I mean about how the fund
was mismanaged?

Just like the Town of Grant and City of Ladysmith,
Rusk County received a total of $607,900 in “first dol-
lar” payments over the life of the mine. In the long
run, however, the county fared a little better than the
town and city because it received $932,676 in
“county additional” payments as well. But again, the
county fell far short of what it should have received
because of Kennecott’s meager tax payments and the
mining impact board’s mismanagement of the fund.
No “county additional” payments at all were issued in
1995 and 1999. And it appears the board outright
miscalculated the payment due in 1998, shorting
Rusk County by more than $40,000 (CD 117-18). 

Because of how the mining impact board messed
up on distributing the “first dollar” and “county addi-
tional” payments to the three local governments, I
believe the State of Wisconsin owes Rusk County
$200,049 and the Town of Grant and City of Lady-
smith each $159,800 in back taxes plus interest. My
calculations are on the CD-ROM that accompanies the
book, so you can see for yourself (CD 117-18). 

What it boils down to is this: If Kennecott had not
gotten away with paying $0 in net proceeds taxes on
its 1993 and 1997 shipments of ore, and if the mining
impact fund board had properly managed the fund so
that the maximum allowable “first dollar” and
“county additional” payments had been distributed,
the county, town and city would have received a
grand total of $4.5 million in tax payments over the
life of the mine (see Table 117-1 for the maximum
allowable payments). Instead they received only $3
million. That was a lot of money for the local people
to lose.

But it gets even worse. After Rusk County, the Town
of Grant and City of Ladysmith failed to receive any
“first dollar” or “county additional” payments in
January of 1999 for the 1997 shipments of ore, the
mining impact board issued a balance sheet for the
fund that claimed the Department of Administration
had indeed distributed the payments! Take a look at
Figure 117-9 and you will see what I mean. Line 12
clearly indicates that $483,000 was distributed in
January of 1999 as “first dollar” payments to the three
local governments (that worked out to $161,000 a
piece). And line 13 shows a “county additional” pay-
ment of $139,000 to Rusk County. This ran so contrary
to the information Laura and I had received from the
Wisconsin Department of Revenue, Rusk County, the
Town of Grant and the City of Ladysmith that we
decided to contact the state to see if we had somehow
missed those payments in the record. But the
Department of Revenue responded by stating, “This is
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to confirm that no first dollar nor county additional
payments were made after 1998” (CD 117-19).

And here’s another problem with the mining
impact board’s records: The top line of the balance
sheet indicates that the MILIF received $693,000 in
net proceeds taxes from Kennecott in June of 1998
(that’s when the mining company’s 1997 net pro-
ceeds tax payment was due), even though the spread-
sheet I showed you earlier from the Wisconsin
Department of Revenue clearly shows that no such
payment was received by the state (Figure 117-7;
look toward the bottom of the chart where it says
“Revenues from Flambeau Mining Co. and you will
see that $0 was transferred into the MILIF in 1998).
What’s more, even though the balance sheet from the
mining impact board was issued in May of 1998 as
part of the board’s 1995-1997 biennial report, the
entries on the balance sheet regarding Kennecott’s
alleged tax payment and the distribution of that
money to the local governments were dated “Jun. ‘98”
and “Jan. ‘99,” respectively! The whole thing made
me wonder if someone on the board or higher up in
the chain of command had fabricated the informa-
tion. You can draw your own conclusions by examin-
ing the board’s biennial report on the CD-ROM that
accompanies the book (CD 117-20). 

So here’s the real question to ask: Where did the
$693,000 that Kennecott allegedly paid to the State
of Wisconsin in June of 1998 really go, if not to Rusk
County, the Town of Grant and the City of Ladysmith?
Remember, none of the numbers I showed you from
the mining impact board’s balance sheet corre-
sponded with the $0 payments recorded by the
Wisconsin Department of Revenue and the three local
governments. What’s more, the board’s 1997–1999
biennial report, the one that should have addressed
the receipt and disbursement of the money in ques-
tion, contradicted the earlier balance sheet by stating:
(1) “No net proceeds tax was paid in the [1997-1999]
biennium covered by the report,” (2) “No first dollar
payments were made in January 1999,” and (3) “No
county additional payments were made in January of
1999” (CD 117-21). 

All of this was very puzzling to Laura and me. In
fact, we wrote a little essay entitled “Something is
Rotten in the State of Wisconsin” to highlight the facts
and figures I just gave you and provide a few more
details about: (1) how we happened to stumble upon
the information; and (2) who was in charge of the
mining impact board and the Wisconsin Department
of Administration at the time the questionable deal-
ings took place.

Type of Payment1

Year Ore 
Shipped

Year Tax 
Paid to 
State of 
Wisconsin

Year Pay-
ments Made 
to Local 
Governments

“One-time 
Construction”2

“First 
Dollar” to 
Town of Grant3

“First 
Dollar” 
to City of 
Ladysmith3

“First Dollar” 
to Rusk County3

“County 
Additional”4

Total Paid 
to Local 
Governments

N/A 1991 1991 $300,000 N/A N/A N/A N/A $300,000

1993 1994 1995 N/A $147,6005 $147,6005 $147,6005 $0 $442,8005

1994 1995 1996 N/A $150,600 $150,600 150,600 $376,600 $828,400

1995 1996 1997 N/A $153,200 $153,200 $153,200 $383,200 $842,800

1996 1997 1998 N/A $156,500 $156,500 $156,500 $172,876 $642,376

1997 1998 1999 N/A $06 $06 $06 $06 $06

Total $300,000 $607,900 $607,900 $1,540,576 $3,056,376

1  Figures provided by the Wisconsin Department of Revenue, November 2001 (Figure 117-7).
2  The $300,000 payment was divided equally among the three local governments. The amount was later credited against mining tax payments owed by Kennecott to the 
State of Wisconsin. 

3  The payments were higher than the $100,000 maximum “fi rst dollar” payment specifi ed in the law because they were indexed for infl ation (Table 117-1).
4  Some of the payments were higher than the $250,000 maximum “county additional” payment specifi ed in the law because they were indexed for infl ation (Table 117-1). 
The value for the 1996 ore shipments was less than the maximum indexed payment of $391,400 because the Mining Investment and Local Impact Fund ran out of money.

5  The $147,600 payment to each local government was not a true “fi rst dollar” payment because Kennecott paid no net proceeds taxes for the ore shipped in 1993 and 
there was not enough money in the MILIF as of June 15, 1994 to make any “fi rst dollar” payments. The $442,800 that magically showed up in the MILIF in July of 1994 
($147,600 x 3) apparently came from an advance payment on Kennecott’s 1994 net proceeds mining tax return.

6  Correspondence with the Wisconsin Department of Revenue confi rmed that no “fi rst dollar” or “county additional” payments were made to the local governments for the 
ore shipped in 1997 (CD 117-19). 

Table 117-7. Mining tax payments to the Town of Grant, the City of Ladysmith and Rusk County for the Flambeau Mine (1991–1999).
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Figure 117-9. Balance sheet provided by the State of Wisconsin Mining Investment and Local Impact Fund Board to track the flow of money
into and out of the mining impact fund between July 1997 and January 1999. Please note that the balance sheet indicates: (1) Kennecott paid
$693,000 in mining taxes to the state in June 1998; and (2) the board distributed $483,000 in “first dollar” payments and $139,000 as a “county
additional” payment in January 1999. This contrasts sharply with records on file with the Wisconsin Department of Revenue, Rusk County, the
Town of Grant and the City of Ladysmith which show that no such payments were ever received (State of Wisconsin Mining Investment and
Local Impact Fund Board 1995-1997 Biennial Report, May 1998). 
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Speaking of rotten, I have one more little story I
would like to tell you about the “first dollar” pay-
ments received by the three local governments, and in
particular, the City of Ladysmith. The figures shown
in Table 117-7 for those payments were obtained from
the Wisconsin Department of Revenue, and I have no
reason to doubt their accuracy. But when Laura and I
were working on this particular chapter of our book, I
decided to contact Rusk County, the Town of Grant
and the City of Ladysmith to get copies of their finan-
cial records as well. I found good agreement between
the figures from the Department of Revenue and the
ones I obtained from Rusk County Treasurer Joanne
Phetteplace and Grant Town Clerk Brian Coggins. But
when it came to the City of Ladysmith, some of the
numbers I got from Alan Christianson did not make
sense. He sent me copies of the balance sheets for the
city’s “special revenue funds” for 1991-2000 (that’s
where the city’s mining revenues were recorded), and
the records showed that the City of Ladysmith had
received $0 in mining tax revenues from the state in
1997 (CD 117-22). To the contrary, records from the
Wisconsin Department of Revenue showed that a
check for $153,200 had indeed been issued to the city
that year as a “first dollar” payment (Figure 117-7;
look toward the top of the chart where it says “First
Dollar Payments: C. Ladysmith”). 

Because of the discrepancy between the state and
city records, Laura wrote a letter to Christianson in
February of 2002 to ask him for the same kind of
information I had requested of him (CD 117-23). But
all he sent her was an outdated summary of financial

information from 1996 that talked about projected
mining revenues even though the mine had already
been closed for five years (CD 117-24)! Well, Laura
was looking for exact figures, not outdated projec-
tions, so she wrote to Christianson once more. And to
make sure there would be no misunderstanding about
the information she wanted, she included a table in
her letter and asked Christianson to fill in the blanks
(Figure 117-10). 

Unfortunately, Christianson didn’t take kindly to
Laura’s request. In fact, he got kind of belligerent
about it. Instead of just responding to her letter, he
called me on the phone and said, “Roscoe, I assume
you know this woman. Just give her the same infor-
mation I gave to you.” Well, it wasn’t my job to answer
open records requests that had been addressed to the
City of Ladysmith, but I responded by telling Chris-
tianson that I would at least talk to Laura about her
letter, which I did. And then I proceeded to send
Christianson a letter in which I told him that the infor-
mation he had given to me earlier had not answered
all of Laura’s questions and that there was an inconsis-
tency between his numbers and those provided by the
state, county and town. I concluded the letter by say-
ing, “I suggest that you fill in the table sent to you by
Mrs. Furtman and honor her open records request as
required by law” (CD 117-25).

Within a few days of receiving my letter, Christian-
son sent Laura’s letter back to her, with the table com-
pleted in his own hand. He didn’t include a cover
letter or even sign his name, but at least Laura got the
information she wanted (Figure 117-10).

The intrigue associated with the finances of the Flambeau
Mine may not be as dramatic as Shakespeare’s Hamlet. But
you may find some of the revelations to be just as stinky as
Polonius’ corpse beneath the stairs. Let me tell you the story.

When Laura and I contacted the Wisconsin Department of
Revenue in November of 2001 for financial information about
the Flambeau Mine, we were told that Rusk County had
received a “county additional” payment of $172,876 in 1998
for the ore shipped in 1996 (Figure 117-7). At first we were
perplexed by the dollar amount because we thought the
county should have received $391,400 ($250,000 in 1982
dollars, adjusted for inflation). 

We decided to take a close look at Wisconsin’s mining tax law
and discovered that a “county additional” payment is equal to

“20% of the tax collected annually … or $250,000, whichever
is less.” And since Kennecott had paid $1,070,627 in net pro-
ceeds taxes on its1996 shipments of ore, that meant Rusk
County was entitled to receive $213,125 as a “county addi-
tional” payment (20% of the total tax collected), not the full
$391,400 payment we had assumed. But one problem still
remained: Rusk County had received a “county additional”
payment of only $172,876 from the MILIF in January of
1998. So what was going on? 

Laura and I decided to check the flow of money into and out of
the MILIF by examining the balance sheets included in the bien-
nial reports of the Mining Investment and Local Impact Fund
Board. The board’s fiscal year runs from July through June, so
the balance sheet we needed was the one for fiscal year 1998
(July 1, 1997 through June 30, 1998). That balance sheet, of

Something is Rotten in the State of Wisconsin—and You Shall Nose it
as You Read the Reports of the Mining Impact Board
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course, should have been included in the board’s 1997–1999
biennial report. But when we read through the report, we only
found a balance sheet for fiscal year 1999—nothing for 1998.

As you might imagine, the whole thing piqued our curiosity,
so we decided to look at some of the other biennial reports
issued by the board. And lo and behold! We found that the
balance sheet for fiscal year 1998 for some reason had been
included at the end of the board’s 1995–1997 biennial report.
And the balance sheets that should have been in that report
(the ones for fiscal years 1996 and 1997) were not there at all
(nor were they in any of the other biennial reports issued by
the board, although we did find balance sheets for fiscal years
1994,1995, 1998 and 1999). At best, the whole thing repre-
sented some pretty shoddy record keeping on the part of the
board. And at worst, we wondered if the records had been
scantily kept and shuffled around for some other reason. 

At any rate, when Laura and I finally found the balance sheet
for fiscal year 1998 and examined it closely, we discovered
something quite remarkable. The balance sheet indicated
that: (1) Kennecott had paid $693,000 in net proceeds taxes
to the State of Wisconsin in June of 1998 for its 1997 ship-
ments of ore; (2) $483,000 had been distributed as “first dol-
lar” payments to Rusk County, the Town of Grant and the City
of Ladysmith in January of 1999; and (3) $139,000 had been
distributed to Rusk County as a “county additional” payment
in January of 1999 (Figure 117-9). And I might add that all of
those checks supposedly had been distributed to the local
governments by Governor Tommy Thompson’s Department
of Administration, headed by Secretary Mark Bugher (Wis.
Stat. 70.395 charges the Department of Administration with
transferring mining tax revenues into the MILIF and then dis-
tributing the money as “first dollar” and “county additional”
payments, “upon certification by the board”). 

The plot thickens. As you know, the spreadsheet for the
Flambeau Mine that Laura and I had received from the
Wisconsin Department of Revenue showed that: (1)
Kennecott had paid $0 in net proceeds taxes on its 1997
shipments of ore; (2) the county, town and city had received
$0 in “first dollar” payments in January of 1999; and (3)
Rusk County had received $0 as a “county additional” pay-
ment in January of 1999. What’s more, Laura contacted the
Department of Revenue in March of 2002 to confirm that
indeed no “first dollar” or “county additional” payments had
been made to the three local governments in 1999, and the
department responded by saying, “This is to confirm that no
first dollar nor county additional payments were made after
1998” (CD 117-19). And indeed, records on file with Rusk
County, the Town of Grant and the City of Ladysmith all show
that no mining tax payments were received in 1999. So where
did all that money that showed up on the MILIF balance sheet
come from? And where did it go? And what role did the min-
ing impact board and the Department of Administration play
in the whole thing? Almost $700,000 is unaccounted for! You

can see for yourself by comparing the figures from the
Department of Revenue (Figure 117-7) with the balance sheet
for fiscal year 1998 issued by the mining impact board
(Figure 117- 9). 

And by the way, Laura and I didn’t forget about our original
question regarding the $172,876 “county additional” payment
that Rusk County received in January of 1998. By looking at
the facts and figures provided by the Department of Revenue
and the mining impact board itself, we concluded that the
county had been stiffed by the mining impact board in 1998.
Our calculations show that the State of Wisconsin owes Rusk
County $40,249 (the difference between the $213,125 owed
and the $172,876 paid in January of 1998) plus interest. And
that’s in addition to the “first dollar” payment I told you about
earlier that the state failed to give Rusk County in 1999 for the
the 1997 shipments of ore (see CD 117-18 for all the details).

My dear readers, the above analysis is the best that Laura
and I could do with the numbers provided to us by the differ-
ent governmental agencies. Unfortunately, there was so much
disagreement among the various figures that we can only
hope our conclusions are accurate. But one thing I can say
for sure is this: There was nothing clear-cut about how
Kennecott and the mining impact board handled the mining
tax payments for the Flambeau Mine. It was a matter of jig-
gling and juggling, and one can only wonder how far the cor-
ruption spread.

And in case you are wondering who was on the mining impact
board between 1996 and 1998, when all of these questionable
dealings took place, it was the same bunch I mentioned earlier:
Erhard Huettl (Forest County), Lloyd Kincaid (Forest County),
Roger Day (Oneida County), Jim Schultz (Rusk County) and
Dan Merriam (Rusk County), among others. All of those guys
had been appointed to the board by Governor Tommy
Thompson, all of them were pro-mining, all of them should
have been familiar with the board’s financial dealings, and all
of them should be questioned about the MILIF balance sheet
for fiscal year 1998. What’s more, the following members of
Tommy Thompson’s cabinet were responsible for handling the
collection and distribution of mining tax revenues from the
Flambeau Mine and need to be questioned as well: (1) Mark
Bugher (Secretary of Revenue from 1988 to 1996 and Secre-
tary of Administration from 1996 to 2000); (2) Cate Zeuske
(Secretary of Revenue from 1997 to 2000); and (3) James
Klauser (Secretary of Administration from 1987 to 1996). 

Yes, I think there was something rotten going on in the State
of Wisconsin during the mining years. We tried to find the
truth of the matter, and it just didn’t seem to be there. It’s
time to step forward and hold Kennecott and any state or
local official who was involved in the whole mess account-
able. To paraphrase Hamlet, “Let Kennecott and Tommy
Thompson’s shills do what they may, the cat will mew, and
dog will have his day.”
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Figure 117-10. Laura Furtman sent an open records request to Ladysmith Administrator Alan Christianson to obtain information about tax pay-
ments received by the City of Ladysmith for the Flambeau Mine. Christianson filled in the blanks of the table provided by Laura and returned the
letter to her. For some unknown reason, however, he indicated that a $0 “first dollar” payment had been received by the city in 1997, even
though records on file with the Wisconsin Department of Revenue show that a check for $153,200 was issued to the city (March 4, 2002).
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But the discrepancy involving the 1997 tax pay-
ment still existed. As you can see by looking at the
table filled in by Christianson, he continued to main-
tain that the City of Ladysmith had received a $0 “first
dollar” payment from the state in 1997. All I can say
is this: Records on file with the Wisconsin Department
of Revenue show that Rusk County, the Town of Grant
and the City of Ladysmith were each cut a check for
$153,200 in January of 1997 as a “first dollar” pay-
ment for the Flambeau Mine (Figure 117-7). Rusk
County’s check was deposited in the county treasury.
The Town of Grant’s check was deposited in the town
treasury. But it appears that somehow the City of
Ladysmith’s check did not make its way into the city
treasury. So where did the money go?

Local Agreement Money Paid by
Kennecott to the County, Town and
City—and More Problems with
Ladysmith’s Financial Records
Besides getting “first dollar” and “county additional”
payments from the state’s Mining Investment and
Local Impact Fund, the three local governments also
received a number of direct payments from
Kennecott, per the terms of the Local Agreement.
You’ve already seen the formulas for calculating the
amounts of money owed by the mining company to
Rusk County, the Town of Grant and City of Lady-
smith (see pages 334 and 846 of my story). So now
it’s time to tell you just how much money each of the
municipalities received.

It was easy for me to get the information I needed
from Rusk County and the Town of Grant—all I had to
do was call Joanne Phetteplace and my friend Brian
Coggins, and both of them got back to me right away.
But Alan Christianson … well, that’s another story. 

I already told you about the first time I contacted
Christianson to get the City of Ladysmith’s financial
records for the Flambeau Mine. That’s when he sent
me copies of the city’s “special revenue fund” balance
sheets and I discovered that the 1997 “first dollar”
payment to the City of Ladysmith had not been
recorded. Well, that wasn’t the only thing missing
from the records. Laura and I could find no mention
of the city receiving any Local Agreement money from
Kennecott (CD 117-22). That seemed odd to me
because I knew the Local Agreement had specified
that the City of Ladysmith and Town of Grant were
supposed to receive the same amounts of Local
Agreement money each year, and Brian Coggins had

told me that the Town of Grant received a total of
$412,578 in direct payments from the mining com-
pany. So I wrote to Christianson once more. But all he
did was type a few figures at the bottom of the letter
I sent him and mailed it back to me (CD 117-26).
Specifically, he claimed that the city had received
$167,627 in 1997, $710,027 in 1998 and $122,025 in
1999 in Local Agreement payments (for a grand total
of $999,679).

Christianson’s figures made no sense at all. To
start, he made no mention of payments received in
1995 or 1996. And the numbers he gave me for 1997,
1998 and 1999 were in total disagreement with the
reliable information I had received from Brian
Coggins. That’s when Laura got involved and sent
Christianson the letter I told you about earlier (Figure
117-10). Only then did Alan provide us with a set of
believable numbers. And, yes, all of a sudden his fig-
ures matched those from the Town of Grant to a
penny.

Laura and I felt like Christianson was playing a
game with us. He was well-versed on the different
types of mining payments received by the county,
town and city, no doubt about it. In fact, he had writ-
ten an article for the Ladysmith News in 1995 to
explain how all the money from the Flambeau Mine
was to be distributed among the three local govern-
ments (CD 117-27). So it made no sense that he had
provided us with such bizarre figures at the outset.
And even after we finally got some figures from him
that made sense, it still did not explain the fact that
the money had not shown up on the balance sheets he
sent us earlier. So if indeed Kennecott made direct
payments to the City of Ladysmith totaling $412,578,
where did all the money go? 

The payments of Local Agreement money from
Kennecott are outlined in Table 117-8 for you to see.
The Town of Grant received $412,578, the City of
Ladysmith supposedly received the same amount, and
Rusk County got $1,865,050. That added up to about
$2.7 million. But don’t get too excited. As you know,
the three local governments were shorted in their
“first dollar” and “county additional” payments from
the mining impact fund to a tune of $1.5 million. In
fact, we had figured something like that might hap-
pen because of the shortcomings in Wisconsin’s net
proceeds mining tax law, and that’s why we had
insisted the Local Agreement contain provisions for
direct payments from the mining company. 

When you subtract the $1.5 million loss in mining
tax payments from the $2.7 million gain in Local
Agreement money, I suppose you could say that we
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came out $1.2 million ahead. But the whole thing just
underscores the fact that Wisconsin’s net proceeds
mining tax law is flawed. No community should have
to depend on a Local Agreement to make up for the
poorly written provisions of the law. Yet, that’s what
we were faced with in Rusk County. And any other
potential mining community in Wisconsin will be
faced with the same, unless our legislators break free
from the mining industry’s grip and write a decent
mining tax law for the State of Wisconsin.

Rusk County’s Loss in Property Tax
Revenues from the Mine Site
When people talk about the financial impact of the
Flambeau Mine on the local community, they tend to
look at two things: (1) the “first dollar” and “county
additional” payments that the county, town and city
received from the state’s mining impact fund; and (2)
the Local Agreement money paid directly by
Kennecott to the local governments. But there is
another important piece of financial information that
needs to be considered: the amount of money that
Rusk County lost in property taxes as a result of the
mine being built.

You see, as soon as Kennecott started to shovel dirt
in the Town of Grant, the assessed value of the 41-
acre parcel where the mine site was located plum-
meted. In fact, the value dropped from $1,191,900 in
1992 to a low of $9,400 in 1997. For Rusk County,

that meant a dramatic decrease in the amount of
property taxes paid by the mining company. About
1% of anyone’s property tax payment goes to the
State of Wisconsin and the rest is used by counties,
towns and school districts to pay their bills. So to
really see the impact of the Flambeau Mine on Rusk
County’s finances, it is only right that the amount of
money lost by the county in property tax payments be
subtracted from the amount of money gained in min-
ing revenues. 

Rusk County Treasurer Joanne Phetteplace was
kind enough to dig up the property tax information
for the mine site that I needed, and the numbers were
quite striking (Figure 117-11). While Kennecott paid
$36,156 in property taxes on the mine site in 1992,
that amount had dropped to a meager $241 by 1997.
In fact, between 1993 and 1999, Rusk County lost at
least $217,000 in property tax payments from
Kennecott. To put things into perspective, think about
it like this: That $217,000 loss represented about a
third of the county’s “first dollar” payments for the
full four years of mining!

Worse yet, to this day the county continues to lose
at least $35,000 every year in property tax payments
on the mine site. As far as I’m concerned, Rusk
County would have been better off if the mining com-
pany had left the ore in the ground. We’d be getting a
lot more money in property taxes and there wouldn’t
be a time bomb waiting to go off next to the Flam-
beau River.

Year Ore 
Shipped

Year LAM 
Paid 

Estimated 
Tonnage of Ore1*

LAM Paid to Rusk 
County2

LAM Paid to Town 
of Grant3

LAM Paid to 
Ladysmith4

Total Amount of LAM 
Paid by Kennecott5

1993 1995    449,700 tons $  202,803 $  75,300 $  75,300 $   353,403

1994 1996    451,000 tons $  263,550 $  76,384 $  76,384 $   416,318

1995 1997    452,000 tons $  267,344 $  78,220 $  78,220 $   423,784

1996 1998    300,000 tons6 $  450,745 $0 $0 $   450,745

1997 1999    341,200 tons $  680,608 $182,674 $182,674 $1,045,956

Total 1,993,900 tons6 $1,865,050 $412,578 $412,578 $2,690,206

1  Approximate fi gures, rounded to the nearest 100 tons and calculated by using: (a) the formula provided in the Local Agreement to determine FDPKenn; (b) actual fi gures for 
FDPKenn recorded in the town and city ledgers; (c) actual fi gures for FDPMILIF provided by the Wisconsin Department of Revenue; and (d) actual fi gures for GNP-d based on 
information provided by the United States Department of Commerce.

2  Based on information provided by Joanne Phetteplace, Rusk County Treasurer (CD 117-10).
3  Based on information provided by Brian Coggins, Clerk of the Town of Grant (Phone conversation, January 2002).
4  Based on information provided by Alan Christianson, Ladysmith Administrator (Figure 117-10).
5  This money was paid directly by Kennecott to Rusk County, the Town of Grant and the City of Ladysmith per the terms of the Local Agreement. It had nothing to do with 
Wisconsin’s Mining Investment and Local Impact Fund, nor was it part of any tax assessed by the state. The payments were contractual, based on formulas contained in 
the Local Agreement.

6  This is a maximum value.

Table 117-8. Local Agreement Money (LAM) paid directly by Kennecott to Rusk County, the Town of Grant and the City of Ladysmith (1995–1999).
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Final Comments
Before leaving this chapter, I’d like you to take a close
look at Table 117-9. There you will find a summary of
all the money that Rusk County, the Town of Grant and
the City of Ladysmith received as “first dollar” and
“county additional” payments and Local Agreement
money for the Flambeau Mine—and the amount of
property taxes lost by Rusk County during the mining
years. As you will note, the net result of the whole
thing was that the three local governments received a
grand total of $5.5 million in mining revenues over the
life of the mine, hardly a bonanza. Yes, we received
only $5.5 million in exchange for allowing Kennecott
to extract at least $584 million worth of ore from the
Town of Grant. That meant the county, town and city

received, at most, about 1.0%
of the ore’s value in mining
tax payments and Local
Agreement money. What a
rip-off, especially considering
the fact that Kennecott’s net
profits may have exceeded
$560 million!

What made the whole
thing even worse was how the
Ladysmith News bragged year
after year when the mining
tax payments were made
about how much money the
community was getting. For
example, in June of 1996 an
article appeared in the paper
with the headline, “Total twice
what was forecast—Mine pays
$6,409,122 in taxes” (CD
117-17). The story started out
with the following statement:

Flambeau Mining Com-
pany last week paid its
1995 mining net proceeds
tax of $6,409,122, bring-
ing the total tax payments
to the state and local
municipalities to well over
$20 million, twice what
had been projected for the
entire life of the mine. The
State of Wisconsin received
$4,709,122, Rusk County
$1,100,000, and the City
of Ladysmith and Town of
Grant $300,000 each.

Sure, that sounded like a lot of money to some people.
But the article failed to mention two important
details: (1) the value of the ore shipped to Canada in
1995; and (2) Kennecott’s net profits for the year. My
friend John Styczinski wasn’t about to let the newspa-
per get away with reporting only half the story, so he
sent a letter to the editor of the Ladysmith News in
which he posed the following question (CD 117-28):

Were you delighted that Rusk County and the other
local municipalities were to receive $1,700,000 from
the mining tax when $130 million worth of ore went
to Canada and about $90 million profit went to
London?

John was right. When the value of the ore and
Kennecott’s profits were taken into account, all of a

Figure 117-11. As soon as Kennecott started to shovel dirt in the Town of Grant, the property taxes
on the mine site dropped precipitously, offsetting some of the mine’s alleged economic benefits (Rusk
County Treasurer’s Office, May 2003).
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sudden that $1.1 million payment to Rusk County and
the $300,000 payments to the Town of Grant and the
City of Ladysmith didn’t look like such a bonanza.
What’s more, we found out later that the tax pay-
ments reported by the Ladysmith News were incor-
rect! Between taxes and Local Agreement money, the
county really got $804,000 for the 1995 shipments of
ore (not $1.1 million), and the town and city
$231,000 each (not $300,000). The newspaper was
also incorrect regarding the “total tax payments to the
state and local municipalities” that Kennecott had
paid as of June 1996. You’ve already seen the records
from the Wisconsin Department of Revenue that show
the mine generated $14.3 million in tax payments to
the State of Wisconsin over its entire life ($17 million
when Local Agreement payments to the county, town
and city are added). So how the Ladysmith News
could report that the mine had paid, as of June 1996,
“well over $20 million, twice what had been pro-
jected for the entire life of the mine” was beyond me.
It seems the paper was all too willing to print any-
thing handed to it by the mining company. And I
might add, the Eau Claire Leader-Telegram printed the
inaccurate figures as well (CD 117-12). 

Now that the mine is closed, Rusk County does not

have much to show for it. Walk down Ladysmith’s
main street, and you will see what I mean! Instead of
boasting prosperity, the county still has problems with
high unemployment rates and low per capita
incomes. The amount of money left behind by the
mining company produced no “economic miracle,” as
some would have you believe. No, the real thing that
Kennecott left behind for us was not a healthy wad of
cash, but rather a toxic waste dump covered up with
prairie grass, sitting right next to the Flambeau River.

Oh well, I guess I have exhausted what I can tell
you about the piddling amount of money that the
Flambeau Mine brought to the people of Rusk County.
But there is one more thing I would like to show you.
It’s an advertisement that the Rusk County Citizens
Action Group placed in the Ladysmith News in June of
1995 that juxtaposed RTZ’s wealth and Rusk County’s
poverty (Figure 117-12). When you read it, I think
you will understand why I have such disdain for the
multinational mining companies of the world. I’m
proud to say that we never gave up fighting the buz-
zards—and neither must you, my dear readers. As the
English philosopher Edmund Burke once said, “All
that remains for evil to triumph is for good people to
do nothing.” 

Source of Financial Gain or Loss Rusk County Town of Grant City of Ladysmith Total

Net Proceeds Tax Revenue1 $1,540,576 $607,900 $607,900 $2,756,3762

“One-Time Construction Fee”1 $100,000 $100,000 $100,000 $300,000

Local Agreement Money3 $1,865,050 $412,578 $412,578 $2,690,206

Total Mining Revenue $3,405,626 (0.6% of 
ore’s gross value)4

$1,020,478 (0.2% of 
ore’s gross value)4

$1,020,478 (0.2% of 
ore’s gross value)4

$5,746,582 (1.0% of 
ore’s gross value)4

Minimum Amount of Property Tax Revenue 
Lost by Rusk County between 1993 and 
1999 due to Devaluation of Mine Site 

($217,645)5 N/A N/A ($217,645)5

Revenues minus losses N/A N/A N/A $5,527,937 (0.9% of 
ore’s gross value)4

1  See Table 117-7 for a summary of tax payments to the local goverments from Wisconsin’s Mining Investment and Local Impact Fund (funded by the state’s net proceeds 
mining tax).

2  This total does not include the $300,000 “one-time construction fee” paid by Kennecott in 1991 and subsequently divided equally among the three local governments. For 
clarity, that particular payment is recorded on a separate line of the table.

3  See Table 117-8 for a summary of Local Agreement payments. 
4  Calculation assumes the gross value of the ore was $584 million (See Table 117-2).
5  This fi gure was derived by taking Kennecott’s property tax payment of $36,156 for 1992 (before any ore was extracted from the mine) and subtracting from it the property 
tax payments made by the mining company between 1993 and 1999, the same years during which the county, town and city received mining revenues (Figure 117-11). 
The calculation is not perfect because the 1992 property tax payment of $36,156 was treated as a constant, whereas it certainly would have continued to climb if the 
orebody had not been mined (for example, the property tax payment jumped by more than $2,000 between 1991 and 1992). That is why the calculated loss of $217,645 
in property taxes should be considered to refl ect the minimum loss to Rusk County in property tax revenue between 1993 and 1999. To this day, the county continues to 
lose at least $35,000 annually in property taxes on the mine site due to the removal of the ore. 

Table 117-9. Mining tax revenues and Local Agreement money received by the local governments minus property tax revenues lost by Rusk
County (1993–1999).
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mine’s environmental track record was concerned,
you will read later in my story about how Thompson’s
boys at the DNR and Kennecott’s Jana Murphy con-
tinued their practice of putting out propaganda about
how the mine was in compliance with Wisconsin’s
“tough” environmental laws and “not impacting the
Flambeau River.” And in terms of promoting the myth
that the Flambeau Mine had brought economic pros-
perity to Rusk County, well … that brings me to the
subject of this chapter. Let me tell you the story of
how the state’s Mining Investment and Local Impact
Fund Board awarded a series of bogus grants to the
City of Ladysmith and Rusk County in an effort to
prop up the local economy.

First some background information is in order. You
may recall that Wisconsin’s Mining Investment and
Local Impact Fund (MILIF) gets its money from the
state’s net proceeds tax on mining and that the fund is
controlled by the state’s Mining Investment and Local
Impact Fund Board. I have included a description of
the board’s structure and duties on the following
page. But for now let me focus on the types of pay-
ments that the board is authorized to make from the
MILIF and how those payments are to be prioritized.

Wisconsin’s mining tax law is clear regarding the
distribution of money from the Mining Investment
and Local Impact Fund. As you might expect, the min-
ing impact board is charged with making sure that the
money is used to alleviate the adverse impacts of min-
ing (hence the name of the fund). Top priority is
given to covering any environmental clean-up bills
related to mining (in case a mining company jilts the
state and there are insufficient monies in the state’s
Waste Management and Environmental Repair funds
to foot the bill). The second priority, if environmental

The mining industry and Governor Tommy
Thompson had a lot riding on the success of the
Flambeau Mine. As Alan Christianson stated in 1994,
“Because the Flambeau Mine is the first metallic min-
eral mine permitted under the current generation of
mining law it is important for the mining industry in
Wisconsin and for state government that the Flam-
beau Mine be an exemplary project” (CD 116-16). I
imagine Christianson was thinking about how
Exxon/Rio Algom was chomping at the bit to get into
Crandon, to say nothing of the other mining com-
panies like Noranda, E.K. Lehmann, Kerr-McGee,
Chevron and BHP that had spent lots of time and
money casing northern Wisconsin. Surely the buz-
zards figured the best way to convince the public to
allow mining to spread across the region would be to
hold up the Flambeau Mine as a glowing example of
how metallic sulfide mining could: (1) bring eco-
nomic prosperity to an area; and (2) be done in a way
that didn’t harm the environment. And that’s what
they set about to do. 

Unfortunately, the meager $5.5 million in mining
tax revenues and Local Agreement money that the
Flambeau Mine brought to Rusk County had a dismal
impact on the local economy. And in terms of envi-
ronmental issues, there was every reason to believe
that the mine’s unlined waste pit, filled with sulfide-
containing waste rock and toxic sludge, would even-
tually contaminate the ground-water close to the
Flambeau River and the river itself. 

With that kind of information staring them in the
face, was there anything the Thompson administra-
tion or the mining industry could do to create the illu-
sion that the Flambeau Mine had been a godsend to
the people of Rusk County? You bet! As far as the
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clean-up bills have not totally drained the fund, is to
distribute “first dollar” and “county additional” pay-
ments to the communities where minerals are being
mined. And finally, if any money still remains in the
fund, the mining impact board is authorized to award
grants to help communities deal with various mining-
related problems (for example, a town might need
help fixing roads that were damaged by heavy mining
equipment, or a county might want to hire a technical
expert to monitor groundwater pollution). 

These types of payments are all specifically author-
ized in the statutes, as you can see below:
� Wis. Stat. 70.395(2)(j) requires the board to transfer

monies from the MILIF to the state’s Waste
Management Fund, if necessary, to help pay for
long-term care of mining waste dumps;

� Wis. Stat. 70.395(2)(k) requires the board to transfer
monies from the MILIF to the state’s Environmental

Fund, if necessary, to help pay for environmental
repair of mining waste dumps;

� Wis. Stats. 70.395(2)(d)1–2m instruct the Depart-
ment of Administration, upon certification by the
board, to distribute “first dollar” and “county addi-
tional” payments to any county, municipality or
Native American community in which an active
mine is located;

� Wis. Stat. 70.395(2)(d)4 requires the board to
establish a “project reserve fund” for the following
uses:

(a) To ensure that each “first dollar” payment
received by a community is equal to or greater than
the average payment made to the community dur-
ing the three previous years;

(b) To reimburse municipalities for costs associ-
ated with the cessation of mining operations; and

I could try to describe for you the workings of Wisconsin’s
Mining Investment and Local Impact Fund Board in my own
words. But instead I would rather show you how the board
has chosen to describe itself. Here is an excerpt from an offi-
cial report issued by the Mining Investment and Local Impact
Fund Board in 1993 (CD 118-1):

I. Statutory Directive

The State Legislature established the Investment and Local
Impact Fund Board in 1977 (s. 15.435, Stats.) to assist
local governments during the metallic mineral development
process. Specifically, the Board was directed to provide
funds to municipalities to defray costs associated with
social, educational, environmental and economic impacts of
metallic mineral mining incurred prior to, during, and after
mineral extraction.

The Board has jurisdiction over and manages the Invest-
ment and Local Impact Fund. The Impact Fund receives a
minimum of 60% of the net proceeds tax on metallic min-
ing operations in the State [Note: As of 1997, it is 100%.],
construction fees and notice of intent payments from min-
ing companies, revenue from activities on federal lands and
investment pool earnings. These monies are distributed by
the Board to help alleviate mining impacts in mineral devel-
opment regions of Wisconsin (s. 70.395, Stats.).

II. Board Organization

The Investment and Local Impact Fund Board is attached to
the Department of Revenue for administrative purposes. It is 

comprised of eleven members, nine of whom are appointed
by the Governor to serve staggered, four-year terms. The
Secretary of Revenue and the Secretary of Development (or
their designees) serve as permanent, ex officio members.

To ensure that the Board represents various local concerns,
there are five local government officials, three public repre-
sentatives, one Native American, and two [executive
branch] members. Representation is based on proximity to
metallic mineral ore bodies or mineral development regions.

The above excerpt was taken from the board’s 1991–1993
biennial report. In addition to providing information about the
board’s organization, biennial reports issued by the board
also contain balance sheets for the MILIF that show the exact
amounts of money transferred into the fund during the time
period in question and how that money was subsequently
distributed as “first dollar” and “county additional” payments
or grants. It also includes a listing of the specific grants that
were either approved or denied by the board during the bien-
nium and how much money was awarded. The biennial
reports are a great source of information about the financial
dealings of the board.

I have included complete copies of the board’s 1991–1993,
1993–1995, 1995–1997 and 1997–1999 biennial reports on
the CD-ROM that accompanies the book (CD 118-1, CD 117-
8, CD 117-20 and CD 117-21). You might also be interested
to know that as of 1999, the most recent reports of the board
are available on the web page of the Wisconsin Department
of Revenue at http://www.dor.state.wi.us/.

A Brief Description of the Workings of Wisconsin’s Mining Investment
and Local Impact Fund Board
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(c) To indemnify municipalities for reclamation
expenses;

� Wis. Stat. 70.395(2)(f) allows the board to distrib-
ute grants to school districts that have “incurred
costs attributable to enrollment resulting from the
development and operation” of metallic mines; 

� Wis. Stat. 70.395(2)(fm) authorizes grants to
municipalities and local impact committees to help
defray the costs of “legal counsel, qualified techni-
cal experts … and other reasonable and necessary
expenses incurred by the recipient that directly
relate to the good faith negotiation” of a local
agreement; and 

� Wis. Stat. 70.395(2)(g) allows the board to distrib-
ute grants to municipalities to carry out “projects for
local development” and help defray “other expenses
associated with the construction, operation, cessa-
tion of operation or closure of the mine site.” 

The statutes are clear. The intent of the legislators
who framed the laws governing the distribution of
money from the MILIF was that the fund be used to
help communities pay for mining-related expenses
and nothing else.

Now that you know how the mining impact board
is supposed to spend the money in the MILIF, let me
tell you what really happened in the case of the Flam-

beau Mine. 
During the mining years in Rusk County

(1993–1997), the eleven-member mining impact
board was under the complete control of Governor
Tommy Thompson. Specifically, the board consisted
of Thompson’s Secretary of Revenue (Mark Bugher,
who was succeeded by Cate Zeuske in 1997), a repre-
sentative from Thompson’s Department of Commerce
(Terry Grosenheider) and nine other members, all
appointed by Thompson himself (Figure 118-1).
Normally, not all the board members would have
been named by the same governor. But by 1993,
Thompson had been in office for seven years, long
enough so that the staggered four-year terms of all
the members named by his predecessors in the gover-
nor’s office, Anthony Earl and Lee Dreyfus, had
expired. As a result, Thompson’s guys controlled how
all the tax money coming into the MILIF from the
Flambeau Mine was to be spent. 

I might add that Thompson’s Secretary of Adminis-
tration had a hand in the impact board’s dealings as
well. You see, even though Wis. Stat. 70.385 stated
that mining tax revenues were to be “deposited with
the state treasurer,” Wis. Stat. 70.395(1) charged the
Department of Administration with transferring the
money into the mining impact fund and then distrib-
uting the various payments authorized by law (like 

Figure 118-1. During the mining years in
Rusk County, the members of Wisconsin’s
Mining Investment and Local Impact Fund
Board were all appointees of Governor
Tommy Thompson. This is a list of the peo-
ple who served on the board from
1993–1995. The same members served dur-
ing the 1995–1997 biennium as well, with
the exception of Mark Bugher, who was
replaced by Cate Zeuske, and Stanley Peer,
who was replaced by James Schultz of
Ladysmith (Mining Investment and Local
Impact Fund Board 1993–1995 Biennial
Report, November 1995).
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the “first dollar” and “county additional” payments).
During the mining years in Rusk County, the secretary
position was first held by former Exxon lobbyist 
James Klauser (1987–1996) and then Mark Bugher
(1997–2000).

As an aside, you might be interested to know that
in 2003, Wisconsin’s Republican-controlled legisla-
ture amended Wis. Stat. 70.385 so that in the future,
any mining taxes collected by the Department of
Revenue will be deposited not with the state treasurer
(an elected position), but with the Secretary of
Administration (an appointed position). Just think! If
that had been the law during the mining years in Rusk
County, Kennecott’s tax payments would have been
deposited with James Klauser. Isn’t it crazy? On the
one hand, Republicans talk about wanting to promote
“local control,” but on the other, they do everything
they can to concentrate power in the hands of a few.

Getting back to my story … Let me tell you how
Thompson’s gang on the mining impact board
decided to spend the $8.6 million deposited into the
MILIF from Flambeau Mine tax revenues. For starters,
I’m happy to say that none of the money had to be
spent on cleaning up environmental messes. But, then
again, that was no real surprise. As you know, during
the mining years Kennecott operated a wastewater
treatment plant at the mine site to clean up ground-
water and surface water runoff that had become con-
taminated with acid mine drainage (the plant
produced up to 124 tons of toxic sludge per day), so
the state’s resources were not taxed to deal with the
problem. Unfortunately, however, the wastewater
treatment plant was permanently shut down in
August of 1998 (as planned), and the crushed sulfide
waste rock that once sat on top of a liner is now sit-
ting inside an unlined pit next to the Flambeau River. 

So did the mining impact board have the foresight
to stash some money away in an interest-bearing
account to help deal with potential acid mine
drainage problems in the future? Unfortunately, the
answer is “No.” In fact, as of June 2003, the mining
impact fund had a balance of only $168,436. The
other problem is that as my book goes to print, the
toxic waste buried next to the Flambeau River has
indeed started to rear its ugly head as uncontrolled
acid mine drainage. So if this problem continues to
grow and Kennecott decides to stiff the state (as
mining companies have been known to do), the tax-
payers are going to end up footing the bill.

Besides shirking its responsibility to plan for poten-
tial adverse environmental impacts from the Flam-
beau Mine, the mining impact board also shirked its

responsibility to distribute all of the “first dollar” and
“county additional” payments that Rusk County, the
Town of Grant and the City of Ladysmith were enti-
tled to receive. You read about this in the previous
chapter. It appears that the county was shorted by at
least $40,000 on its “county additional” payment for
the ore shipped in 1996, and all three local govern-
ments lost out on their “first dollar” payments for the
1997 shipments of ore, to the tune of $159,800 a
piece. Apparently, the mining impact board and
Secretary of Administration conveniently forgot
about Wis. Stat. 70.395(2)(d)4, which required them
to establish a “project reserve fund” within the MILIF
so that the county, town and city would be assured
each year of receiving a “first dollar” payment equal
to or greater than the average payment they had
received during the previous three years of mining. 

By the time all was said and done, the board
awarded $3.06 million in “one time construction,”
“first dollar” and “county additional” payments to the
three local governments (Table 117-7) instead of the
$3.57 million they were entitled to receive by law (CD
117-18) or the $4.5 million they could have received
if Kennecott had paid enough taxes to insure maxi-
mum “first dollar” and “county additional” payments
each year (Table 117-1). Even though the fund had
received $8.62 million in tax revenues from the
Flambeau Mine, the local governments still came up
on the short end of the stick (Figure 117-7).

So if the mining impact board did not stash any
money away to deal with the impending pollution
problems we face from the Flambeau Mine, and if the
board did not distribute all of the “first dollar” and
“county additional” payments that Rusk County, the
Town of Grant and the City of Ladysmith were enti-
tled to receive, how did Erhard Huettl, Lloyd Kincaid,
Mark Bugher, Jim Schultz and the other guys on the
mining impact board spend the $5.6 million from the
Flambeau Mine that remained in the fund after the
substandard “first dollar” and “county additional”
payments had been made?

To answer that question, I direct your attention to
Table 118-1. There you will find a list of so-called
“discretionary grants” that the board decided to
award to the City of Ladysmith and Rusk County
between 1994 and 1998. Sure, the $5.6 million ended
up coming back to Rusk County. But from a legal
standpoint, I believe many of the board’s decisions
regarding the types of projects to fund were on shaky
ground. You saw the statutes. The mining impact fund
was only to be used to help communities fix mining-
related problems—nothing else. Yet it appears the
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board more-or-less went its own way to decide how to
spend the money in the fund.

For example, $473,100 was awarded to the City of
Ladysmith and Rusk County in 1996 to expand the
Rusk County airport. You can’t tell me that the mine
had put so much pressure on the airport that it
needed to be revamped. As my friend Greg Furtman
said, the only way the airport expansion was related
to the Flambeau Mine was that it helped the mining
guys get into Rusk County quicker and get out faster. 

And why was $5 million given to the City of
Ladysmith and Rusk County between 1996 and 1997
to help build and remodel a number of factories in the
area? For example, a $750,000 grant was awarded to
the local governments in 1996 to enlarge and finish a
city-owned building in Ladysmith’s industrial park to
accommodate Norse Building Systems of Minnesota,
a company that builds modular homes (CD 118-2). In
addition, a $2.87 million grant was awarded in 1996
to build a new factory for Conwed Designscape, a
Ladysmith manufacturer of acoustical wall products
and office systems. Plus, another $1.8 million grant
was awarded to Rusk County and the City of
Ladysmith in 1996 to buy a factory building to house
Norco Windows, Inc., a local manufacturer of wood

doors and windows (the Norco project was later can-
celled, so the grant was forfeited).

Now I wasn’t opposed to Norse Building Systems,
Conwed or Norco getting new factory space in the
area. But what did building those factories have to do
with helping Rusk County deal with the adverse
impacts of mining? Some people thought that once
the mine closed, the county’s unemployment rate
would surge and that’s why we needed to subsidize
other businesses. But things didn’t pan out that way.
You see, during the peak mining years, the mine
employed less than 50 and perhaps only 30 “locals”
out of the county’s total workforce of 7,120 people.
That worked out to less than 1% of the county’s
potential workers! So neither the opening of the mine
nor its closing had any real impact on the county’s
unemployment rate. In fact, Rusk County’s dubious
honor of being the county with the worst unemploy-
ment rate in the area never changed before, during or
after the mining years. 

Like I said, I had nothing against the State of
Wisconsin helping out the business community in
Rusk County. But using mining impact money to pay
for projects that had nothing to do with fixing prob-
lems caused by the mine was not right, nor was it

Year Applicant Project1 Amount Status

1994 City of Ladysmith and Rusk County Planning activities for Flambeau 
Mine site reuse

$13,000 Money not spent within time frame, so 
grant forfeited

1995 City of Ladysmith and Rusk County Feasibility study for Flambeau 
Mine site reuse

$20,000 Money spent

1996 City of Ladysmith and Rusk County NORCO, buy factory $1,800,000 Project cancelled, so grant forfeited

1996 City of Ladysmith and Rusk County CONWED, build factory $2,872,000 Money spent

1996 City of Ladysmith and Rusk County Airport expansion $473,100 Money spent 

1996 City of Ladysmith and Rusk County ADF building and Fritz Avenue 
manufacturing space 

$585,900 Money spent

1996 City of Ladysmith and Rusk County Forest products industry park $479,430 Money spent

1996 City of Ladysmith, Town of Grant 
and Rusk County

Norse Building Systems: build 
factory

$750,000 Money spent

1997 City of Ladysmith Flambeau Mine site reuse/Slagel 
Hardwood Corp. development.

$380,000 Project modifi ed, so grant rolled over 
(See next entry)

1998 City of Ladysmith Multi-tenant industrial center 
expansion at Flambeau Mine site

$380,000 Money spent 

1998 City of Ladysmith Mine site trail $24,000 Money spent

1998 Rusk County Youth center $100,000 Money spent

Total $5,684,4302

1  Information taken from the 1995–1997 and 1997–1999 biennial reports of the State of Wisconsin Mining Investment and Local Impact Fund Board (CD 117-20 and 
CD 117-21).

2  Total does not include forfeited grants or the 1997 grant that was rolled over.

Table 118-1. Grants awarded by the Mining Investment and Local Impact Fund Board to the City of Ladysmith and Rusk County (1994–1998).
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legal. It’s unclear to me how the local officials who
applied for these grants could have justified asking
for the money, much less how the mining impact
board could have approved the requests. 

In 1997, the board also awarded a $380,000 grant
to the City of Ladysmith for planning the develop-
ment of an industrial park at the Flambeau Mine site,
despite the fact that Kennecott’s approved reclama-
tion plan called for tearing down the mining com-
pany’s buildings and converting the site to natural
prairie. You read all about that in an earlier chapter.
But what I didn’t tell you was this: At the same time
that this grant was awarded to the City of Ladysmith,
the mining impact board denied a number of legiti-
mate requests for assistance that had been submitted
by several different towns in northeastern Wisconsin. 

Take a look at Table 118-2 and you will see what I
mean. For example, in 1997 the board denied two
separate requests for funding submitted by the Town
of Nashville in Forest County (the site of the proposed
Crandon mine). One was for $18,000 to set up a
groundwater monitoring program in the area, and
another was for $75,000 to pay for legal advice

regarding the town’s Local Agreement with Exxon.
The Town of Ainsworth in Langlade County (immedi-
ately downstream from the proposed Crandon mine)
was also denied a request in 1997 for $60,000 to
establish a program for monitoring groundwater
movement and wetland diversity. And the Town of
Crescent in Oneida County (one of the towns affected
by Exxon’s plans to build a 38-mile pipeline for trans-
porting wastewater from the proposed Crandon mine
to the Wisconsin River) was denied a request for
$20,000 to study the mining company’s proposal for
that pipeline. All of these requests were legitimate in
terms of what the statutes say about the types of
expenses that can be covered by the mining impact
fund. What’s more, the dollar amounts for all four
grants added up to less than 50% of the bogus
$380,000 grant awarded to the City of Ladysmith the
same year! 

So tell me, how could the mining impact fund
board justify giving Ladysmith a grant to develop an
industrial park at the Flambeau Mine site (especially
when that request did not comply with the existing
and legally-binding reclamation plan for the mine)

Year Applicant Project Amount Status

1992 Rusk County Citizens Action Group Baseline testing of private wells and 
monitoring of Flambeau River

Not specifi ed Denied

1995 Menominee Nation Technical training and mining-related expenses $19,998 Denied

1995 Town of Ainsworth in Langlade County Analysis of water resource quality $55,393 Denied

1995 Town of Ainsworth in Langlade County Water quality study $5,000 Denied

1996 City of Antigo in Langlade County Master plan update and ordinance revision $73,113 Denied

1996 City of Rhinelander in Oneida County Master plan update and ordinance revision to address 
mining issues

$84,944 Denied

1996 Town of Nashville in Forest County Mining impact professional fees $350,000 Denied

1997 Town of Ainsworth in Langlade County Establish a hydrologic and biomonitoring program $60,000 Denied

1997 Rusk County A study on the impacts of Local Agreements $37,550 Denied

1997 Town of Crescent in Oneida County Study of Crandon Mining Company proposed pipeline $20,000 Denied

1997 Town of Nashville in Forest County Legal counsel: compliance with Local 
Agreement

$75,000 Denied

1997 Town of Nashville in Forest County Groundwater monitoring $18,000 Denied

1998 Town of Ainsworth in Langlade County Wetlands and drinking water monitoring program $75,000 Denied

1998 Town of Nashville in Forest County Mining impact assessment $148,000 Denied

1999 Town of Ainsworth in Langlade County Wetlands and water quality monitoring $75,000 Denied

1999 City of Rhinelander in Oneida County Comprehensive plan to address 
socio economic impacts of mining 

$32,000 Denied

Total At most, $1.1 million

1  Information taken from the 1995-1997 and 1997-1999 biennial reports of the State of Wisconsin Mining Investment and Local Impact Fund Board (CD 117-20 and 
CD 117-21). 

Table 118-2. A sampling of grants denied by the Mining Investment and Local Impact Fund Board (1994–1998).
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70.395(2) when deciding how to spend the money in
the mining impact fund. It boiled down to this: Many
of the “discretionary grants” were handed out by the
board with indiscretion. It was the same pattern of
behavior I had noticed from the board in the late
1970s and early 1980s, when the Town of Grant tried
to get funding for several mining-related projects. In
fact, I wrote a little essay about the whole thing enti-
tled “The Checkered Past of Wisconsin’s Mining
Investment and Local Impact Fund Board.”

It doesn’t matter if you look at the types of deci-
sions made by the mining impact board in the 1970s,
1980s or 1990s. In my opinion, the board was always
dominated by buzzards who were more concerned
about promoting the spread of mining across north-
ern Wisconsin (and thereby feathering their own

while at the same time denying the legitimate
requests of three townships in northeastern Wisconsin
whose clean water supplies and landscapes were
being threatened by Exxon’s proposal to mine at
Crandon? And these townships were not ignored by
the board just once. My friend Sonny Wreczycki, who
lives in the Town of Ainsworth, went to the impact
board seven times over the years with grant applica-
tions for projects to help protect his town, and seven
times he was turned down. 

To me, the impact board’s decisions about which
projects to fund and which ones to deny made no
sense at all. In fact, when you compare the informa-
tion in Table 118-1 with the information in Table 118-
2, it’s hard to deny that the impact board had
blatantly ignored the requirements of Wis. Stat.

Wisconsin’s Mining Investment and Local Impact Fund
(MILIF) was created in 1977 with the enactment of
Wisconsin’s net proceeds mining tax law. And as soon as the
fund came into being, a number of communities in northern
Wisconsin were anxious to start tapping into it. Both the
Flambeau and Crandon mines were on the horizon in the late
1970s. And by 1980, mineral exploration sites had also been
located in Barron, Washburn, Bayfield and Sawyer counties.

The legislators knew that the MILIF could not be self-suffi-
cient until at least one new metallic mine became operational
in the state (there was a functioning taconite mine in Jackson
County in the 1970s, but it was not generating sufficient tax
revenues to finance the mining impact fund). So a decision
was made by the legislature to give the mining impact board
$2 million in general revenue funds to jump start the MILIF
grant program. That way communities could start getting
help from the state to pay for mining-related expenses. The
understanding was that once enough money started to flow
into the MILIF from the state’s net proceeds mining tax, the
mining impact board would repay the $2 million to the gen-
eral fund (CD 118-3). As far as I know, however, to this day
the debt has not been repaid.

What I remember most about the early days of the mining
impact fund is how Erhard Huettl, the chairman of the Forest
County Board, seemed intent on getting as much of the
fund’s $2 million as he could for his community. And I also
remember how the executive secretary of the mining impact
board, Elizabeth Fischer of Madison, was unable to resist the
pressure that Huettl put on the board. The net result was that
Huettl and his cronies, who had formed a tri-county group
known as the North Central Mining Impact Committee, were

able to dominate the early meetings of the mining impact
board and get all kinds of money for their pet projects, while
those of us in northwestern Wisconsin were more-or-less left
out in the cold. 

The worst part of the whole deal was that Huettl, who is the
chairman of the Forest County Board and a member of the
mining impact board to this day, did not seem very interested
in securing impact money for legitimate mining-related proj-
ects like groundwater monitoring or studying the likely
impact of the proposed Crandon mine on the Wolf River.
Instead he sought money for things that had little or nothing
to do with mining—like highway improvements and training
more police dispatchers. Based on those kinds of requests,
one might have thought the Crandon mine was already up
and running in the early 1980s, chewing up the county’s
highways and bringing so many people to Forest County that
the police couldn’t keep up with all the crime. But nothing
could have been further from the truth. To this day, some
twenty years later, the mine still has not been built!

I remember getting pretty darned mad at Huettl and the
impact board in 1980. That’s when the Town of Grant
requested $20,000 from the MILIF to cover mining-related
legal expenses and another $10,000 for a number of environ-
mental and technical studies. But instead of granting our
modest requests, the board awarded us only $15,000 for
legal expenses and $0 for the studies we wanted to conduct.
Huettl’s group, on the other hand, got a total of $170,000
from the impact board at the same meeting. The imbalance in
how the grant money had been distributed was so blatant
that all I could say was, “It’s a pro-mining set up. We will be
forced to make up the money out of our own pockets or

The Checkered Past of Wisconsin’s Mining Investment and Local
Impact Fund Board
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become much less active” (CD 118-3). It just wasn’t
right how our funding had been clipped by the board
while Huettl was given the green light to proceed.

Another thing that bothered me about the grants
awarded to Huettl and his cronies in 1980 was that it
appeared those guys had stacked the deck to get
more grant money for their communities than what
normally would have been awarded. You see, certain
communities in the Crandon area had applied to the
impact board on their own (independent of Huettl’s
North Central Mining Impact Committee) for money
to pay for a number of different projects, and that was
fine. But then Huettl turned around and applied for
similar grants to help the same areas! So it was like
having two different groups that represented the
same people trying to get a piece of the pie. And it
worked.

As reported in the October 1, 1980 issue of the Eau
Claire Leader-Telegram, I spoke out at the meeting of
the impact board where all that money was awarded
to Huettl and openly accused his group of “unethically
getting some $30,000 from the board to do work in
[the same communities] which asked for and received
funds from the board on their own” (CD 118-4). As I
went down the list of questionable requests that
Huettl had submitted to the board, I periodically
paused, looked right at him and said, “I didn’t think it
was legal to do this, but you did it.” By the time I was
done speaking, I had repeated that comment four or
five times. After my outburst, the chairman of the
impact board quickly asked, “Are there any more
questions?” And then, instead of dealing with the
accusations I had made against Huettl, someone on
the board made a motion to adjourn the meeting,
and that was the end of it.

I must say, however, that I was pleased with how one of the
members of the impact board, Jack Giovanoni of Hurley,
Wisconsin, spoke out several years later against Huettl’s con-
tinued brazen attempts to secure funding for projects that
had no business being bankrolled by the MILIF. Giovanoni
and I normally did not see eye-to-eye on mining issues, but I
agreed wholeheartedly with what he said in an article that
appeared in the August 30, 1984 issue of the Eau Claire
Leader-Telegram (Figure 118-2). Here is how the story
started out: 

A member of the State Mine Impact Board [Jack Giovanoni]
has questioned whether some local governments are
stretching the definition of mining-related expenses while
seeking state help to prepare for a planned Crandon-area
mine.
Unfortunately, Huettl didn’t take Giovanoni’s criticism to
heart. And until the MILIF dried up in 1998, he continued to

submit some pretty amazing grant proposals to the impact
board. For example, in 1996 Huettl sought $642,000 in fund-
ing to help Crandon build a new public library (because the
expected increase in population due to mining would put too
much strain on the existing library), and in 1995 he
requested over $950,000 to help Forest County construct a
new jail! The only justification I could see for the latter
request was that perhaps the county needed a place to lock
up all the mining buzzards that were circling over Crandon
and the Wolf River! At any rate, neither the grant for the
library nor the jail was approved by the impact board.

In closing, about all I can say is that the Mining Investment
and Local Impact Fund Board was a great disappointment to
me over the years. The members always seemed more con-
cerned about doling out money for projects that made mining
look good—rather than helping communities deal with the
real problems associated with metallic sulfide mining.

Figure 118-2. People like Forest County Board Chairman Erhard Huettl
stretched the definition of “mining-related expenses” to try to secure more
than their fair share of grant money from Wisconsin’s mining impact fund
(Eau Claire Leader-Telegram, August 30, 1984; republished with permission).
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nests) than following the regulations that govern the
distribution of monies from the mining impact fund. 

So what was really going on when Tommy
Thompson’s mining impact board decided to award
more than $5 million in “discretionary grants” to Rusk
County and the City of Ladysmith in the 1990s for
economic development projects that had nothing to
do with fixing problems caused by the Flambeau
Mine? To answer that question let me go back to the
words of Alan Christianson that I showed you at the
beginning of the chapter: 

Because the Flambeau Mine is the first metallic min-
eral mine permitted under the current generation of
mining law it is important for the mining industry in
Wisconsin and for state government that the
Flambeau Mine be an exemplary project. 

That says it all. I believe Thompson’s boys awarded all
those grants to Rusk County in an effort to make it
look like the Flambeau Mine had revitalized the local
economy and convince others in northern Wisconsin
to give mining a chance. And I’m not the only one
who came to that conclusion. Here’s how my friend
Tom Wilson reacted to the whole thing in a paper he
wrote in 1998 (CD 118-5): 

To point to the massive amount of state bail-out

money funneled into [Rusk County] to help prop up
a seriously flawed economy and claim this proves the
economic benefits of sulfide mining is like the prover-
bial welfare mother bragging about all the FDC pay-
ments she has collected because her dead-beat
husband fled town and failed to provide support for
her family. 

Tom was right. Kennecott was no better than a “dead-
beat husband” who had fled the scene. And the “dis-
cretionary grants” that the county received from the
mining impact board were more akin to “bail-out
money.” There’s no way anyone can say that having a
mine in Rusk County was worth it. 
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Kennecott Blues 
“This land’s depressed,” said Kennecott,
“It needs a shot in the arm.
We’ll dig a bit in the Town of Grant,
With no environmental harm.”

An active mine’s an asset, cause
It brings so many jobs
For all the unemployed, rural
Backward country slobs.

The multiplier job effect
Is certain to apply.
They didn’t mention, I don’t guess
That our taxes, too, would fly.

Until our farmers thought their
Taxes would punctuate the sky.

The acid tailings would be caught
And held forever by a dike
Except for a few gallons
That seeped both day and night.

Eleven farms were dismantled
And residents, too,
Also an old gravel pit
Was added to the stew.

Twenty-seven hundred acres
now in Kennecott’s trust,
Where it is held securely
For the days of “boom and bust.”

Kennecott has helped our state
To make new mining laws.
Her influence on the Legislature
Is enough to give one pause.

– Roscoe Churchill

I wrote “Kennecott Blues” sometime in the 1970s,
not too long after the mining company had picked up
its leases in the Town of Grant and submitted its first
proposal to build the Flambeau Mine. Just like I said
in the poem, the mining company came to town act-
ing like it would be the savior of all the “unemployed,
rural, backward country slobs” living in Rusk County
by bringing us “so many jobs.” Fortunately, the Rusk
County Board had enough sense in 1976 to deny
Kennecott a permit to mine.

The same kinds of stories about how the mine was
going to pull us out of our economic slump were
spread by Larry Mercando in the late 1980s and early
1990s, as Kennecott tried once more to convince the
local people to let the company set up shop. All the
talk of jobs was fueled by the fact that only one of
Wisconsin’s 72 counties (Menominee) had a worse
unemployment rate than Rusk County’s in 1990, and
only two (Menominee and Forest) had lower average
per capita incomes. There’s no doubt we were at the
bottom of the heap, and people were hungry for good
economic news. 

Mercando was only too happy to oblige. The
Flambeau News often spoke of how the mine would
boost the local economy, and the May 31, 1990 issue
went so far as to say the mine “could be the key to
Rusk County’s economic development future” (Figure
119-1). Mercando was quoted in the article as saying
the people of Rusk County were going to have “the
luxury of having up to $4.7 million to spend on find-
ing and developing answers to the problems they
face.” And then he quickly added, “Rusk County has
that opportunity because of the mine.” 

Actually, Kennecott didn’t give a hoot if Rusk
County was among the poorest counties in the state

Did the Mine Help Rusk 
County’s Economy?
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works for the Wisconsin Geological and Natural
History Survey in Madison, gave the public the same
line of malarkey. In March of 1991 an article entitled
“Mines to boost economy” appeared on the front page
of the Eau Claire Leader-Telegram (Figure 119-2). The
gist of the story was that mining in northern Wiscon-
sin “would provide the nearby communities with an
economic wallop.” And the “expert” who was inter-
viewed for the article was none other than Tom
Evans. As far as I know, Evans has no background in
economics. Yet, for whatever reason he decided to

and likely to stay that way. The numbers show that
the few jobs created by the Flambeau Mine and the
measly amount of taxes paid by Kennecott had little,
if any effect on improving our economy. All the min-
ing company was interested in doing was making a
profit for its shareholders.

I could understand why Mercando wanted the
local people to believe the Flambeau Mine was going
to chase away Rusk County’s economic blues. It was
his job to foist the mine on us. But I really took
offense when Tom Evans, a geologist who to this day

Figure 119-1. When a min-
ing company tries to make
inroads in a community, it
will undoubtedly try to con-
vince the local people that
the proposed mine will bring
economic prosperity to the
region. Unfortunately, Rusk
County’s experience reaf-
firmed that those who really
benefit from mining are the
shareholders of the company
(Flambeau News, May 31,
1990). 
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shoot from the hip and clearly did his part to further
the myth that mines bring economic prosperity to
impoverished rural communities. 

Even Bill Tans of the DNR, with whom I usually dis-
agreed on mining matters, contradicted what Evans
said when he was quoted in the same article as say-
ing, “[In Rusk County] you’re adding 40 jobs to the
local residents plus you’re adding the revenues and
increased economic stimulus from, let’s say, 60 jobs in
the area. Sixty jobs, and I’m not trying to belittle this
at all, but it’s not going to be more than a blip in the
local economic situation for the Ladysmith area.” And
Tans was right.

Before giving you the actual numbers that prove
Rusk County’s economy was not revived by the
Flambeau Mine, I would like to show you how
Wisconsin Manufacturers and Commerce (WMC)
weighed in on the issue in the early 1990s. You may
recall, WMC was and continues to be the largest pro-
business lobbying group in the State of Wisconsin and
started to push hard for mining as soon as the first ore
deposits were discovered in northern Wisconsin. So it

was no surprise that in October of 1991, shortly after
the construction of the Flambeau Mine had been
halted due to the presence of endangered species at
the mine site, WMC tried to turn public opinion
against our successful efforts to stop Kennecott by pro-
moting the mine as an economic godsend. To that end,
the organization issued a report entitled “The
Potential Economic Impact of Mining in Wisconsin,”
authored by Dr. Richard Green, a University of
Wisconsin School of Business professor. Considering
that Green had been paid by WMC to write the report,
we fully expected he would conclude that “the poten-
tial employment impact of the proposed Flambeau
mine in Rusk County could be enormous.” And he did.
You can read for yourself in an article that appeared on
the front page of the Ladysmith News (Figure 119-3). 

Green also stated in his report that “every million
dollars in ore extracted each year would push up
property values by roughly $50,000 due to an
increased demand for real estate from the increased
wealth brought into [counties that have mines]” and
that mines would “provide between one and five

Figure 119-2. It was bad enough that Kennecott’s Larry Mercando had misled the public about the economic impact of mining on local
economies. But it was inexcusable for Tom Evans of the Wisconsin Geological and Natural History Survey, who was not even an economist by
trade, to use his influence to further the myth that mines bring economic prosperity to impoverished rural areas. See CD 119-1 to read the com-
plete article (Eau Claire Leader-Telegram, March 25, 1991; republished with permission).
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million dollars a year in revenue to their local units of
government through [taxes and fees].” 

WMC President Jim Haney of course wholeheart-
edly agreed with Green’s conclusions. He was quoted
in the Ladysmith News article as saying that the pro-
fessor’s work confirmed the organization’s belief that
“responsible mining means significant jobs and
opportunities for our people, and that this industry
can provide exactly the sort of economic boost some
of our counties need to insure the future for their chil-
dren.” The story also devoted a few lines to what
Linda Lybert, the pro-mining head of the Ladysmith
Area Chamber of Commerce, had to say. She went
along with Haney and Green’s conclusions and added,
“We are already seeing the economic benefits associ-
ated with the proposed Flambeau Mine.”

The whole article was enough to make you sick—
except for the final sentence in which my friend Rep.
Harvey Stower (D-Amery) was quoted as saying that
Professor Green’s study “ignored the downside of min-
ing, the potential harm it can do to tourism and the
exemptions mining companies can use to reduce taxes.”
That one little sentence contained more truth than the
other 116 lines of the newspaper article combined.

As you might expect, Larry Mercando grabbed onto
WMC’s study and used it to further the myth that the
Flambeau Mine was going to have an “enormous”
positive impact on our economy. In fact, he even put
an advertisement in the January 30, 1992 issue of the
Ladysmith News in which he shared with us “a couple

of highlights from [Dr. Green’s]
study,” including the following
(Figure 119-4):

When the mine is up and
operating, the average num-
ber of unemployed people in
the County each year could
be reduced by as much as
15% to 20%. In other
words, about 100 of our
neighbors, friends and fel-
low Rusk County residents
would be back to work. And
you know, all the families of
those workers will benefit,
too.

Wow! That was quite an en-
ticement to get everyone on
board to support the mine. But
it didn’t fool me for one
minute. In my opinion, all that
Mercando was trying to do
was mislead the local people

so that Kennecott could make off with our gold, cop-
per and silver. It was as simple as that.

After reading what Larry Mercando, Richard
Green, Linda Lybert, Jim Haney and Tom Evans said
about the promise of economic prosperity that the
Flambeau Mine gave to Rusk County, you might be
wondering what really happened to all of us “rural,
backward, country slobs” after the mine came to
town. Perhaps I can sum it up best by saying this: If
Professor Green were asked today to look at what
happened to Rusk County’s economy during the min-
ing years and grade his 1991 report, I believe he
would have no choice but to give himself an “F.” Here,
then is the rest of the story.

As I sit here writing at the kitchen table in August
of 2005, the Flambeau Mine has been closed for
almost eight years and Kennecott is gone, except for a
small office the company maintains at the mine site to
this day. I can safely say that there is no sign of a
booming economy anywhere. We will never know,
nor will the State of Wisconsin, how rich the ore was
or how much gold was actually taken from the Town
of Grant. Kennecott alone has the records. 

You would think that a mine which took out an esti-
mated $750 million worth of ore from the ground
would have really shaken up the local economy. But
that didn’t happen in Rusk County. While the mine was
in operation, there was no real improvement in any of
the important economic indicators, including unem-
ployment rate, average per capita income, number of

Figure 119-3. The title of this article really should have been “WMC study says mining would ben-
efit community.” You see, the professor who conducted the study was paid to do so by Wisconsin
Manufacturers and Commerce. See CD 119-2 to read the complete article (Ladysmith News, October
31, 1991; republished with permission).
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people living below the poverty level or population
growth. For example, before, during and after the
mining years:
� Rusk County’s annual unemployment rate re-

mained among the highest and at times was the
highest of any county in the State of Wisconsin;

� Rusk County’s per capita adjusted
gross income remained among the
lowest in the state;

� The relative percentage of Rusk
County’s total population living below
the poverty level stayed about the
same, and the relative percentage of
children in Rusk County living below
the poverty level actually went up;
and

� Rusk County’s population did not
grow significantly in size. 

While all the rich gold and copper ore
was being dug up and shipped to Canada
to enrich the mining company’s share-
holders, the local economy stayed where
it had been all along—at the bottom of
the heap. It was a real crime, especially
considering the magnitude of precious
resources we gave away in such a short
period of time.

JOBS
For five janitor jobs that might last five
years, we are risking the clean water of
northern Wisconsin.

– Bob Olsgard, September 1994

Let’s first talk about jobs. When a multi-
national mining corporation wants to
move into an area, it will do a very thor-
ough study of the local economy.
Invariably the company will claim that
the area in which it has located a mineral
deposit is very depressed and that a mine
will provide lots of good-paying jobs to
the local people and plenty of tax relief.
That is certainly what we heard in the
Town of Grant when Kennecott appeared
on the scene. And since the whole idea of
mining was new to us, many people did
not know any better than to believe the
mining company’s empty promises.

Despite all the hype, however, Kenne-
cott did not hire a lot of local people to

work at the Flambeau Mine. According to Ron Vick, the
company’s human resources manager, only 48 “locals”
out of a total number of 60 people were employed by
Kennecott between May of 1993 and December of
1996, during the peak years of ore production (CD
117-16). And the talk around town was that the real

Figure 119-4. Wisconsin Manufacturers and Commerce, Professor Richard Green
and Larry Mercando teamed up to further the myth that mining brings prosperity to
local communities (Ladysmith News, January 31, 1992).
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the likely impact that an early closing would have on
the community (Figure 119-5). We hoped that such a
committee, comprised of both government officials
and citizens, would serve to protect the county’s best
interests, regardless of what Kennecott tried to do.

I was no longer on the Rusk County Board in 1994,
so I needed the help of at least one or two supervisors
to sponsor the resolution and take it to the board for
a vote. Fortunately, my friends Gene DuSell, Harold
Flater and Ray Kramer saw the value in what we were
trying to do and agreed to take the resolution to the
July 1994 county board meeting. 

As is often the case with resolutions and bills that
are debated by governmental bodies, our proposal
was modified quite a bit by the county supervisors

number of “locals” working at the mine was even
less—perhaps only 30. You see, the Local Agreement
had defined the term “local resident” rather broadly.
Specifically, here is what the contract said regarding
hiring practices:

After the start of ore shipments, an average of 75%
of the mine workers shall be persons who have
resided in or within 10 miles of Rusk County for a
period of at least one year prior to hiring, whether
hired directly by Kennecott or by any contractor
hired by Kennecott. [emphasis added]

The above clause meant that anyone who moved here
in 1991 or 1992 to help with construction of the mine
site qualified as a resident by the time blasting started
in 1993! So it’s possible that a
number of the “locals” hired by
the mining company were actu-
ally long-term Kennecott em-
ployees who had relocated to
Rusk County early enough to
establish residency. 

At any rate, no matter if the
mining company hired 30 local
people or 48, it amounted to less
than 0.7% of Rusk County’s total
workforce of 7,120 people,
hardly an impressive number.
And don’t forget! The mine
closed one year early, putting
most of those people out of work
much earlier than expected. 

By the summer of 1994, not
only were we questioning how
many true “locals” had been
hired by the mining company, but
we were worried about the
potential impact of the mine’s
early closing (which had not yet
been approved by the DNR).
Enough was enough! So Evelyn
and I put together a resolution in
July of 1994 that called on the
Rusk County Board to establish a
local mining impact committee
pursuant to Wis. Stat. 144.838
[renumbered to Wis. Stat. 293.33
in 1995] to deal with any issues
that might arise with respect to
the Flambeau Mine, such as
determining compliance with the
hiring practices specified in the
Local Agreement or investigating

Figure 119-5. Roscoe and Evelyn Churchill drafted a resolution for consideration by the Rusk
County Board that called for the establishment of a local mining impact committee pursuant to
Wis. Stat. 144.838. The Churchills believed such a committee was necessary to monitor
Kennecott’s hiring practices and protect the public’s best interest (July 1994).
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during the course of discussion. In particular, the
wording of the resolution was changed to restrict the
proposed committee’s duties to investigating only the
“contract and hiring practices” of the mining com-
pany (Figure 119-6). But that was better than noth-
ing, and we were pleased that not only Supervisors
DuSell, Flater and Kramer were willing to co-sponsor
the amended resolution, but even Len Jablonski and
Stan Kromrey, who normally voted against me on
mining issues. 

Unfortunately, however, before the county supervi-
sors had a chance to vote on the resolution, Rusk
County’s corporate counsel, Attorney Steve Ander-
son, stepped forward to recommend that the board
postpone action until Attorney William Thiel could be
consulted on the matter. As you know, Thiel had rep-
resented Rusk County on various mining matters over
the years, and Anderson, who always seemed a little
scared of rattling the mining company’s cage, thought
Thiel should be consulted once more. The upshot was
that a motion was made by Stan Kromrey, seconded
by Eldon Skogen and passed by the supervisors to
table the resolution for one month so that Anderson
could talk to Thiel.

Anderson proceeded to contact Thiel a few days
after the county board meeting, and of course Thiel,
who never stood up to the mining company, recom-
mended that the board vote down the resolution. He
stated in a letter to Anderson, “In my opinion, estab-
lishment of [a] citizens committee under the auspices
of the county board would duplicate the purview of
authority of the local mining impact committee,
established under Paragraph 16 of the Local
Agreement” (CD 119-3). 

Hmmm. The “local mining impact committee” to
which Thiel referred was a three-member committee
that at the time consisted of Rusk County Board
Chairman Bernice Dukerschein, Town of Grant
Chairman Bob Plantz and Ladysmith Mayor Ron
Moore. And as we had pointed out in our original res-
olution, that cozy little committee was “funded by the
mining company, thus possibly affecting committee
decisions” (Figure 119-5). Surely it made more sense
to rely upon a committee of local officials and citizens
established pursuant to the Wisconsin Statutes, espe-
cially when the law specified that the committee’s
expenses could be paid out of the state’s Mining
Investment and Local Impact Fund.

But no! Thiel wanted no part of
it. And to help make the case
against the need for the committee
we had proposed, Thiel suggested
in his letter to Anderson that the
county board direct the existing
three-member committee to: (1)
procure information regarding
Kennecott’s hiring practices at the
mine site; (2) investigate our com-
plaint that the mining company
was not in compliance with the
terms of the Local Agreement; and
(3) issue a report to the county,
town and city regarding the
matter. 

And that’s what happened.
Dukerschein, Plantz and Moore
quickly met to discuss Kennecott’s
hiring practices, and they put
together a report in time for the
August 1994 meeting of the Rusk
County Board (CD 119-4). Unfor-
tunately, however, the three local
officials did a shoddy job, and
here’s what I mean: Kennecott pro-
vided the committee with only a
single monthly roster of the mine’s

Figure 119-6. The Rusk County Board considered a resolution at its July 19, 1994 meeting to
form a local mining impact committee to investigate hiring practices at the Flambeau Mine.
Unfortunately, the resolution never came to a vote (Ladysmith News, July 28, 1994).
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employees (those employed as of July 1994) to estab-
lish the company’s hiring practices. In reality, however,
by July of 1994 the mine had already been shipping ore
for fifteen months, so the committee should have
insisted on seeing fifteen rosters, not just the most
recent one. And to make matters worse, all the com-
mittee apparently did with the July roster was go over
the names and establish where each employee cur-
rently lived. So of course they all lived relatively close to
the mine. What a farce! Another thing that bothered
me was that Dukerschein, Plantz and Moore failed to
determine how many of the employees were unionized,
which certainly would have given the county board a
feel for whether or not the miners were earning a
decent wage or being treated fairly. The committee’s
little report was meaningless.

But there’s more. Kennecott’s Ron Vick wrote a
memo reviewed by the county board as well, in
which he discussed the mining company’s hiring
practices. He started out by saying, “Our main prior-
ity is to hire qualified persons from the local area for
any position that becomes available, including tem-
porary jobs filled by college students.” But then he
went on to talk about the criteria that Kennecott used
for determining whether or not an applicant was
“local,” and here is what he said: “Drivers licenses
and social security numbers help to verify resi-
dency—all local social security numbers begin with
39” (CD 119-5). Wow! You know as well as I, my dear
readers, that a person can get a new driver’s license
within days of establishing residency in a town.
What’s more, many people who were born nowhere
near Rusk County have social security numbers that
begin with 39 (like my friend Laura Furtman, who
was born in a small town north of Milwaukee).
Another problem with Vick’s memo was that just like
the report issued by Dukerschein, Plantz and Moore,
no mention was made of the number of employees
who were unionized. 

Before moving on, I’d like to give you a little more
information about the union status of the workers at
the Flambeau Mine. As far as I know, none of the
people hired directly by Kennecott to work in the pit
were members of a union. But there was a separate
group of workers brought in by Ames Construction of
Burnsville, Minnesota (just south of Minneapolis),
the general contractor secured by Kennecott to help
build the mine. And we were told that at least some
of those workers were indeed part of the operators’
union.

Harold Jenness, the Ames official who was as-
signed to oversee the Flambeau project, outlined the

firm’s hiring practices in a memo dated July 25, 1994
(CD 119-6). He talked about how Ames’ preference
was to hire qualified union members who lived in the
local area, if possible. But then he went on to say that
if necessary, the firm would hire non-union operators
from inside or outside a ten-mile radius of Rusk
County to get the job done. At least he made it clear
that any such non-union workers who were hired by
Ames would be required to join the operators’ union
after a 30 day probation period. 

It was good to know that the Ames employees were
protected by a union. Unfortunately, however, we
were never told the number of employees provided by
Ames (unionized) versus the number of workers hired
directly by Kennecott (non-unionized) or the number
of employees who were hired by Ames for thirty days
and then released before the union’s wage and bene-
fit package kicked in. And, getting back to the issue of
the number of “locals” who worked at the Flambeau
Mine, the memo from Jenness did not provide us with
any hard numbers regarding the proportion of work-
ers who truly were local residents. 

When we saw the letters written by Jenness and
Vick and read the report issued by Dukerschein,
Plantz and Moore, we were convinced more than ever
that the county should establish an independent min-
ing impact committee to check into the hiring prac-
tices of the Flambeau Mine. It was the only way we
figured we could really find out if Kennecott had hired
enough local people to meet the requirements of the
Local Agreement and whether or not the workers
were being paid according to union scale. But our
hopes were dashed at the August 1994 meeting of the
Rusk County Board. Despite all the questionable
information supplied to the county supervisors by
Kennecott, Ames and the little committee headed by
Dukerschein, a motion was made by Supervisor Alan
Rathsack and seconded by Eldon Skogen to table our
resolution for a new mining impact committee indefi-
nitely, and the motion carried (CD 119-7). 

As a result of the board’s decision, we were never
able to get our hands on any verifiable data regarding
the number of local people employed at the Flambeau
Mine or the number of workers who belonged to a
union. That is why Figure 119-7, which Laura and I
put together for your perusal, contains so many ques-
tion marks. If indeed Kennecott had nothing to hide,
why did the company buck us on providing the infor-
mation we requested?

Regardless of whether the employees at the mine
site were unionized or non-unionized, from Lady-
smith or Minneapolis, I would now like to turn your
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attention to the total number of employees who were
hired by Kennecott and discuss the impact that the
mine had on Rusk County’s unemployment rate. 

For starters let me say this: If Mercando had been
right and “100 of our neighbors, friends and fellow
Rusk County residents” had been able to get mining-
related jobs, that still would have amounted to just
1.4% of the county’s total workforce, and after four
years most of those jobs still would have ceased to
exist. In fact, Kennecott itself admitted that by 1997,
the final year of mining, the number of workers at the
mine site had diminished to just 23 (Figure 119-7). 

The only time period during which Kennecott
employed a fairly large number of people was at the
very beginning of the project, from mid-May of 1992
until mid-May of 1993. That’s when perhaps up to 150
people were hired by the mining company to clear
brush from the mine site and construct the on-site lab-
oratory and office building. But that little flurry of
activity lasted only about a year, and it was not
enough to have an impact on the health of the local
economy (the county’s annual unemployment rate
actually increased from 10.2% in 1992 to 11.0% in
1993). What’s more, clearing brush so that Kennecott
could more easily rob us of our gold was not what I
would call a good job. But here’s the real corker:

While the mine was going strong, Rusk County had
the highest or near-highest unemployment rate of any
county in the State of Wisconsin!

Take a look at Table 119-1 and Graph 119-1 on the
following page and you will see what I mean. Out of
all 72 counties in the state, Rusk County ranked 72nd
in its unemployment rate during 1993 and 1994, 70th
in 1996 and 71st in 1995 and 1997. All of Rusk
County’s neighbors, including Taylor, Sawyer, Barron,
Price and Chippewa Counties, had lower unemploy-
ment rates during the same time period, and they did-
n’t have a mine! Even Forest County had a lower
annual unemployment rate than Rusk’s, despite the
fact that the Crandon mine had not been built (CD
119-8).

When looking closely at Rusk County’s unemploy-
ment statistics, some might argue that Rusk County
had an annual unemployment rate of 11% in 1993
and 7.9% in 1997, and so that proves the mine helped
our unemployment rate go down. But don’t let that
fool you. Annual unemployment rates dropped all
over the state during that same time period. For exam-
ple, Barron County’s unemployment rate dropped
from 7.0% to 4.8% between 1993 and 1997, Taylor
County’s went from 7.6% to 5.3% and Forest County’s
decreased from 7.4% to 6.3%. Besides that, even

Approximate  
Time Period Major Activity

Total Number of People 
Employed Number of Local People employed Number of Union Workers 

According to 
Kennecott1

According 
to Verifi able 
Data2

According to 
Kennecott3,4

According to 
Verifi able Data2

According to 
Kennecott5

According 
to Verifi able 
Data2

Mid-May 1992–
Mid-May 1993

Construction and 
Preparation for 
mining 150 ?

120 (<1.8% of 
county’s total 
workforce) ? ? ?

Mid-May 1993–
December 1996 Ore production 60 ?

48 (<0.7% of 
county’s total 
workforce) ? ? ?

January 1997–
December 1997

Final production 
and shipping; 
Backfi lling the pit 23 ?

18 (<0.3% of 
county’s total 
workforce) ? ? ?

1  Figures were provided by Ron Vick, the mine’s human resources manager, in an interiew that appeared in the Eau Claire Leader-Telegram on January 12, 1997 (CD 117-16).
2  The Rusk County Board, under the leadership of Chairman Bernice Dukerschein, refused to appoint a citizens’ committee to investigate the contract and hiring practices of 
the mining company. As a result, the only fi gures available to the public were the unverifi ed totals provided by Kennecott itself.

3  Kennecott claimed that about 80% of the work force at the Flambeau Mine consisted of “local” people (CD 117-16). However, a number of the “locals” who were hired by 
the mining company may have been long-term Kennecott employees who had moved to Rusk County early enough to establish residency. 

4  According to the Wisconsin Department of Workforce Development, Rusk County’s total workforce was 6,825 in 1992, 7,104 in 1993, 7,100 in 1994, 7,175 in 1995, 7,101 
in 1996 and 7,159 in 1997 (www.dwd.state.wi.us/lmi).

5  Kennecott provided no information to the public regarding the number of unionized workers at the mine.

Figure 119-7. Number of people employed at the Flambeau Mine (1992–1997).
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County1
State of 

WisconsinRusk Chippewa Taylor Barron

Year2 Rate3

County 
Rank4 Rate3

County 
Rank4 Rate3

County 
Rank4  Rate3

County 
Rank4 Rate3

1990   8.2% 71 5.8% 48 6.7% 62 6.2% 54 4.4%

1991 10.6% 70 6.2% 33 8.6% 65 6.8% 43 5.5%

1992 10.2% 71 6.4% 39 7.7% 56 6.7% 44 5.2%

1993 11.0% 72 6.5% 49 7.6% 61 7.0% 52 4.7%

1994   9.8% 72 6.1% 42 7.6% 64 6.4% 49 4.7%

1995   7.6% 71 4.6% 39 6.4% 62 4.8% 45 3.7%

1996   7.0% 70 4.4% 38 4.9% 50 4.5% 43 3.5%

1997   7.9% 71 4.2% 32 5.3% 53 4.8% 42 3.7%

1998   6.0% 63 3.8% 30 5.0% 54 4.3% 43 3.4%

1999   4.6% 59 3.7% 38 3.9% 44 3.9% 44 3.0%

2000   6.8% 68 4.4% 42 4.5% 45 4.8% 53 3.5%

1  See CD 119-8 for a table including data from three additional Wisconsin counties—Forest, Price and Sawyer. 
2  The Flambeau Mine was in production from 1993 to 1997. 
3  Unemployment rates were obtained from the web page of the Wisconsin Department of Workforce Development (www.dwd.state.wi.us/lmi), January 2002.
4  County rank indicates the number of counties in the state with equal or lower unemployment rates. Since there are 72 counties in the State of Wisconsin, a rank of 72 
means the county had the highest unemployment rate in the state.
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1 Since there are 72 counties in Wisconsin, a rank of 72 indicates the county with the highest unemployment rate in the state.

Graph 119-1. Annual unemployment rate rankings within the State of Wisconsin for Rusk County and three of its neighboring counties
(1990–2000).

Table 119-1. Annual unemployment rates and corresponding rankings within the State of Wisconsin for Rusk County and three of its
neighboring counties (1990–2000), with special emphasis on the mining years in Rusk County (1993–1997).

The Non-Effect of the Flambeau Mine on Rusk County’s Annual Unemployment Rate
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though Rusk County’s annual unemployment rate
was 7.9% during the last year of mining, it was still
the second-to-the-worst unemployment rate in the
state! So to look at that isolated 7.9% figure and con-
clude that the mine helped to improve the county’s
job situation makes no sense at all.

Another problem with selectively looking at unem-
ployment percentages is that the numbers can bounce
around a lot during the course of a year, in part due to
the fact that certain jobs are seasonal. For example,
Rusk County’s unemployment rate was 6.0% in
December of 2000 and 10.4% a month later, in
January of 2001—due to seasonal layoffs that typi-
cally occur at that time of the year. So to attribute a
change in unemployment rate to any single factor is a
difficult thing to do. Anyone who throws out monthly
unemployment statistics and draws conclusions from
them without putting the numbers into perspective
might very well be trying to mislead you.

Instead, it’s important to look at a county’s annual
unemployment rate and compare that figure to what
was going on in other counties at the same time. That’s
why Laura and I put together Table 119-1 and Graph
119-1 the way we did. So to really appreciate the fact
that the Flambeau Mine had little or no effect on Rusk
County’s unemployment rate, take another look at
the data we presented, keeping the following things
in mind: (1) annual (not monthly) unemployment
rates are reported for the various counties of interest;
(2) annual unemployment rankings are reported for
the counties; (3) since there are 72 counties in the
State of Wisconsin, a ranking of 72 means that the
county had the highest unemployment rate of any
county in the state; and (4) since the Flambeau Mine
was in operation between 1993 and 1997, that’s
when any impact the mine had on the county’s unem-
ployment rate should have occurred.

I cannot emphasize enough that Rusk County’s
unemployment ranking relative to every other county
in Wisconsin did not change during the mining years.
All you see on the graph is a flat line. In other words,
Rusk County’s dubious honor of being the county with
the worst or next-to-worst unemployment rate in the
state did not change while the mine was in operation.
That surely wasn’t what Mercando, Evans, Green,
Haney or Lybert had suggested would happen.
Remember, Professor Green had told us that “using
conservative estimates,” the mine could reduce the
average number of people unemployed in Rusk County
“by at least 15 percent” (Figure 119-3). 

I have also included a collage of headlines from
various news articles about Rusk County’s unemploy-

ment rate that appeared in the Ladysmith News
before, during and after the mining years. No matter
if the story was written in 1992 (before the mine
started production), 1993 (shortly after the mine
started to ship ore), 1994, 1995 or 1996 (while the
mine was operating full force), 1997 (several months
before the mine closed), or 2000-2001 (several years
after the mine closed), the gist of it was the same:
Rusk County’s unemployment rate was among the
worst if not the worst in the state (Figure 119-6). 

The reason I included news articles from 2000 and
2001 in the collage is because those who favor mining
like to tell us “backward, rural country slobs” that
having a mine in the community will spur economic
development not only while the mine is up and run-
ning, but into the future as well. For example, in
September of 1997 Alan Christianson wrote an article
that appeared in several different newspapers serving
communities likely to be affected by the proposed
Crandon mine. And in that article he stated that any-
one coming to Rusk County would find “living proof
that mining can lift a community, not just while the
mine is open but for many years after” (CD 119-9).

Hmmm. Later on I will tell you more about Alan’s
article and show you a rebuttal that I wrote. But for
now, suffice it to say that Christianson would have
been more accurate if he had said, “Rusk County is
living proof that mining can lift a company’s share-
holders, not just while the mine is open but for many
years after.” You already saw how Kennecott’s parent
corporation, Rio Tinto Zinc, posted record earnings in
1994, the year after Kennecott started mining in Rusk
County—and that 53% of the company’s $1 billion in
net profits that year had come from copper and gold
(Figures 101-14 and 117-12). So it seems the people
of the Town of Grant did their part to help Britain’s
queen have enough income so she didn’t have to
skimp for many years to come! 

Needless to say, Christianson’s prediction that the
mine would lift the community for “many years” after
the mine closed did not come true. As of 2002, the
county’s annual unemployment rate was still the
highest of all its neighbors and still higher than that
of Forest County. It’s difficult to imagine how anyone
could conclude that the mine had any long-term ben-
eficial effect on the job situation in Rusk County. In
fact, an article appeared in the April 12, 2001 issue of
the Ladysmith News entitled “Employment is Topic of
Breakfast Meeting,” and it started out by saying this:
“Rusk County employers recently had the opportunity
to voice concerns and provide input on how to
improve local employment, education and training
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programs.” Nothing has changed. Employers in the
area still struggle to strengthen the business commu-
nity, just like they did before Kennecott came to town
and left with our gold. 

It’s true that there was a little flurry of increased
employment in the county in 1998 and 1999, shortly
after the mine closed. But unemployment rates
dropped all over the state during that two-year time
period, to the extent that the overall unemployment
rate for the State of Wisconsin was only 2.4% in April
of 1998, a record low (CD 119-11). And a little more
than a year later, in August of 1999, a number of

counties in northwestern Wisconsin, including Rusk,
Bayfield, Burnett, Douglas, Taylor and Washburn, all
set record lows for their unemployment rates (CD
119-12). It had nothing to do with the mine.

In particular, one of the reasons the unemployment
rate went down in Rusk County in the late 1990s was
because of an expansion of Weather Shield (a local
sash and door enterprise) and CityForest (a local
paper mill). Both of those industries were here and
successful long before anyone even thought of con-
structing a mine, and both companies expanded
significantly after the mine closed. Governor Tommy

Figure 119-6. No
matter if Rusk
County’s unem-
ployment rate was
4.6% in July of
1992, 13.9% in
March of 1995 or
10.4% in January
of 2001, the rate
was always among
the worst if not the
worst in the State
of Wisconsin. See
CD 119-10 to read
the complete arti-
cles (Ladysmith
News, September
10, 1992, Decem-
ber 10, 1992,
August 5, 1993,
January 13, 1994,
November 10,
1994, May 4,
1995, April 3,
1997, May 4,
2000 and March
15, 2001; repub-
lished with 
permission).
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Thompson even made note of the Weather Shield
expansion in his State of the State address in January
of 1997 when he announced that the Ladysmith plant
would soon be creating 200 new jobs that would pro-
vide “significant employment opportunities for the
community’s 4,000 residents” (CD 119-13). Ronald
Moore, the Mayor of Ladysmith during the mining
years, also confirmed the large-scale nature of local
expansion projects in a letter he wrote to the editor of
the Ladysmith News in November of 2001. Here is
what he said (CD 119-14):

Weather Shield’s expansion into the former Conwed
plant, along with the addition linking it to the North
Plant, added about 300,000 square feet of space; the
largest manufacturing project ever. The $60 million
plus price tag on CityForest’s paper mill moderniza-
tion eclipsed any previous capital investment. …
These projects succeeded primarily due to the indus-
tries themselves. [emphasis added]

So that’s where a significant number of the new jobs
in Rusk County came from after the mine closed, my
dear readers. And when I asked Alan Christianson
about it, he confirmed what I had believed all along—
that neither Weather Shield nor CityForest had
received any of the tax revenues generated by the
Flambeau Mine or any grant money from the state’s
Mining Investment and Local Impact Fund Board to
help with their expansion and modernization proj-
ects. So none of the new jobs created by Weather
Shield or CityForest had anything to do with spin-off
benefits from the Flambeau Mine.

In summary, about all the mine did for the job sit-
uation in Rusk County was give our local people per-
haps 30 jobs that lasted four years or less. Period. Bob
Olsgard was right. 

Per Capita Income
Kennecott adds tens of millions of dollars to the
economies of their communities each year. Not only
do Kennecott’s companies pay good wages, but they
buy products and services from local businesses and
they contribute tens of thousands of dollars each year
to projects that benefit local charities. Looking at this,
I’d say Kennecott people are pretty good people!

– Flambeau Mining Company
March 1992 (CD 119-15)

Besides unemployment data, another important fac-
tor to examine when looking at the health of a local
economy is the annual per capita income. From the
get-go, Larry Mercando told us the mine would create
lots of good-paying jobs, so there were those in the

community who assumed that a large number of Rusk
County workers would be able to take advantage of
the situation and make great strides in their annual
incomes. But that’s not what happened, as you can
see by looking at Table 119-2 and Graph 119-2 on the
following page. The problem was that the mine did
not employ a significant number of local people and
the pay scale was not all it was cracked up to be. 

As reported in the Eau Claire Leader-Telegram,
union scale wages in the Eau Claire area for mining-
related jobs were as follows, as of June 1, 1991 (CD
119-1):
� $17.10 for miners;
� $19.35 for carpenters;
� $20.40 for bricklayers andcement finishers; and
� $23.17 for heavy equipment operators.

I suppose those would have been decent hourly rates,
except that not all the workers at the mine site were
unionized, so not everyone was paid according to
union scale. In particular, I got a phone call one day
out of the clear blue from a heavy machinery operator
who had been hired by Kennecott to work in the pit.
When I picked up the phone, he introduced himself
and said, “You don’t know me, but you know my par-
ents and I know where you stand on the mine—so I
want you to know what’s going on over there.” And
then he told me about how rough he was being
treated by the mining company. His supervisors actu-
ally timed him with a stopwatch while he was operat-
ing his rig and kept yelling, “Hurry up! Hurry up!” 

I don’t know why this young miner felt compelled
to tell me his story, but he did, and you can bet that I
listened with great interest. He went on to say that
working for Kennecott was just awful and that he was
making less than $14.00 per hour, as compared to
construction jobs where he had made over $18.00.
Before he got off the phone he said, “I won’t be there
very long.” And sure enough he wasn’t. The mining
company worked him so hard and paid him so little
that he quit. 

I’m sure that at least a few of Kennecott’s employ-
ees like Larry Mercando, Greg Fauquier, Tom Myatt
and Jeff Earnshaw were making good money. And I
imagine the same was true for the other outsiders the
mining company brought in for the important jobs
like chief chemist, human relations manager, techni-
cal supervisor and chief water treatment operator.
But it wasn’t enough to bump up the true indicator of
how the average person in Rusk County was doing
financially. No, the county’s annual per capita
income, relative to the other counties in the state,
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1 Since there are 72 counties in Wisconsin, a rank of 72 indicates the county with the lowest per capita income in the state.

Year2

County1

State of WisconsinRusk Chippewa Taylor Barron

Per Capita 
Income3

County 
Rank4

Per Capita 
Income3

County 
Rank4

Per Capita 
Income3

County 
Rank4

Per Capita 
Income3

County 
Rank4 Per Capita Income3

1990 $7,161 70 $9,186 40 $8,934 47 $9,167 41 $12,686

1991 $7,542 70 $10,002 37 $9,246 48 $9,698 41 $13,043

1992 $7,849 69 $10,240 38 $9,514 45 $9,972 42 $13,287

1993 $8,003 71 $10,349 43 $10,367 41 $10,250 44 $13,840

1994 $8,474 71 $10,906 42 $11,350 37 $10,755 47 $14,534

1995 $8,991 71 $11,581 45 $11,841 40 $11,440 46 $15,324

1996 $9,490 70 $12,299 42 $12,297 43 $11,810 46 $16,118

1997 $10,074 70 $13,156 39 $12,993 41 $12,525 48 $17,437

1998 $11,258 70 $14,263 40 $13,893 41 $13,825 42 $18,655

1999 $11,879 70 $15,461 40 $15,248 42 $15,359 41 $20,116

2000 $12,377 70 $16,178 41 $15,409 47 $15,823 43 $20,503

1  See CD 119-16 for a table including data from three additional Wisconsin counties—Forest, Price and Sawyer.
2  The Flambeau Mine was in production from 1993 to 1997.
3  Annual per capita adjusted gross incomes were obtained from the 1995–1996, 1997–1998, 1999–2000 and 2001–2002 volumes of the Wisconsin Blue Book.  Values for 
2000 were obtained from the Wisconsin Department of Revenue.

4  County rank indicates the number of counties in the state with equal or higher per capita incomes.  Since there are 72 counties in the State of Wisconsin, a rank of 72 
means the county had the lowest per capita income in the state.

Table 119-2. Annual per capita adjusted gross incomes and corresponding rankings within the State of Wisconsin for Rusk County and
three of its neighboring counties (1990–2000), with special emphasis on the mining years in Rusk County (1993–1997).

Graph 119-2. Annual “per capita adjusted gross income” rankings within the State of Wisconsin for Rusk County and three of its neigh-
boring counties (1990-2000).

The Non-Effect of the Flambeau Mine on Rusk County’s Annual Per Capita Income
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actually dropped a notch during the mining years! You
can see for yourself by looking at Table 119-2. 

Keep in mind that the Flambeau Mine was in oper-
ation from 1993 to 1997, so that is when any real eco-
nomic impact from the mine should have been felt.
But, lo and behold! Table 119-2 shows that through-
out the life of the mine, the per capita income of the
people of Rusk County was lower than that of any
other county in the state, with the exception of
Menominee County in 1993, 1994 and 1995 and both
Menominee and Forest counties in 1996 and 1997.
Yes, Rusk County ranked either 70th or 71st out of all
72 counties in the state in terms of its per capita
income. And it didn’t matter if you looked at the sta-
tistics from before the mine was built, during the min-
ing years or after the mine closed. Nothing changed.

Again, don’t let it fool you that Rusk County’s per
capita income increased from $8,003 in 1993 to
$10,074 in 1997. Per capita incomes increased all
over the state during the same time period. Unfor-
tunately, however, Rusk County lagged behind the
rest. So when you look at a graph that plots the
annual per capita income ranking of Rusk County rel-
ative to the other counties in Wisconsin, all you get is
a flat line (Graph 119-2). Rusk County was and con-
tinues to be at the bottom of the heap.

Poverty Levels
[It is the belief of Wisconsin Manufacturers and
Commerce] that responsible mining means signifi-
cant jobs and opportunities for our people, and that
this industry can provide exactly the sort of economic
boost some our counties need to insure the future for
their children.”

– Jim Haney, President of WMC
October 1991 (CD 119-2) 

Since the Flambeau Mine had a negligible impact on
the annual unemployment rate and per capita income
of Rusk County, it’s no surprise that the relative num-
ber of people in the county living below the poverty
level did not improve during the mining years either.
In 1995, at the height of mining, 14.9 percent of Rusk
County’s total population was living in poverty, as
compared to the state average of 8.9 percent (Table
119-3). Only two other counties in the state, Men-
ominee and Milwaukee, were worse off than us.

When you look at a graph of how Rusk County’s
poverty level changed during the 1990s relative to
the other counties in Wisconsin, all you get is a flat
line (Graph 119-3). The mine had no effect on
improving things at all. In fact, while the mine was in

operation, Rusk County slipped two notches to
become the 70th poorest county in the State of
Wisconsin in terms of the percentage of total popula-
tion living below the poverty level, and it slipped
three notches in terms of the percentage of children
living in poverty. Yes, the situation actually got worse
during the mining years.

Take a look at the tables and graphs on the follow-
ing two pages, and you can see for yourself. Table
119-3 and Graph 119-3 show the grim poverty statis-
tics for Rusk County’s total population. And the even
more disturbing information for the county’s children
is found in Table 119-4 and Graph 119-4.

I don’t know where WMC’s Jim Haney got off on
saying that mining would help the poor counties of
northern Wisconsin “insure the future for their chil-
dren.” It seems the cold hard facts of what happened
in Rusk County have caught him in a lie. I cannot
emphasize enough that in 1995, when the mine was
running full force, 20.8 percent of Rusk County’s chil-
dren were living in poverty, as compared to the state
average of 13.9 percent (only Menominee,
Milwaukee and Sawyer counties had higher percent-
ages than ours). If that’s the kind of insurance that
mining companies have to offer for our children’s
future, anyone buying a policy would have to be nuts. 

Not only did Jim Haney have his blinders on when
it came to the financial impact of mining on local
communities, but so did Alan Christianson. He was
interviewed for an article about the Flambeau Mine
that appeared in the June 22, 1996 issue of the Eau
Claire Leader-Telegram and actually had the gall to
state, “What’s going on here in Rusk County is a
minor economic miracle” (CD 117-12). Minor was
right. Apparently Alan had not looked at the facts.

Certainly the Flambeau Mine was not the panacea
promised by Kennecott. Numbers don’t lie. In fact, it’s
clear that the mine benefited no one but Kennecott. I
don’t know what Christianson was talking about
when he referred to Rusk County’s “economic mira-
cle” or how people like Jim Haney or Larry Mercando
could look themselves in the mirror after painting
such a rosy picture of prosperity for the local people.

As my friend Tom Wilson stated, “The profits and the
jobs went out of the country along with the gold, copper
and silver they extracted. Especially when one matches
Ladysmith’s economic gains with comparable north cen-
tral Wisconsin communities over the same period, it
becomes obvious that 20 years of myopic concentration
on one industry, metallic mining, is no substitute for
enlightened and comprehensive attention to overall eco-
nomic, social and community development” (CD 118-5). 
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1 Since there are 72 counties in Wisconsin, a rank of 72 indicates the county with the highest percentage of people living in poverty in the state.

Year2

County1

State of WisconsinRusk Chippewa Taylor Barron

Percent Living 
in Poverty3

County
Rank4

Percent Living 
in Poverty3

County
Rank4

Percent Living 
in Poverty3

County
Rank4

Percent Living 
in Poverty3

County
Rank4

Percent Living in 
Poverty3

1989 16.6 69 10.5 32 12.7 44 11.6 38 10.7

1993 16.6 68 11.3 41 11.1 36 12.6 50 10.9

1995 14.9 70 9.7 43 9.8 45 10.4 49 8.9

1997 14.6 68 9.6 38 10.6 47 10.6 47 9.2

1998 13.6 68 9.4 40 9.8 46 10.7 51 8.9

1999 11.9 68 8.5 41 9.1 47 9.5 49 8.4

1  See CD 119-18 for a table including data from three additional Wisconsin counties—Forest, Price and Sawyer.
2  The Flambeau Mine was in production from 1993 to 1997.
3  Percentages were obtained from the web page of the United States Census Bureau (www.census.gov/hhes/www/), September 2003. Information was not posted for 1990, 
1991, 1992, 1994, 1996 or 2000, so that is why those particular years are not included in the table.

4  County rank indicates the number of counties in the state with equal or lower percentages of people living in poverty. Since there are 72 counties in the State of Wisconsin, 
a rank of 72 means the county had the highest percentage of people living in poverty in the state.   

Table 119-3. Percentages of total population living below the poverty level and corresponding rankings within the State of Wisconsin for
Rusk County and three of its neighboring counties (1989-1999), with special emphasis on the mining years in Rusk County (1993-1997).

Graph 119-3. Poverty rankings within the State of Wisconsin for Rusk County and three of its neighboring counties with respect to
percentage of total population living in poverty (1989-1999).

The Non-Effect of the Flambeau Mine on the Percentage of Rusk County’s
Total Population Living in Poverty
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1 Since there are 72 counties in Wisconsin, a ranking of 72 indicates the county with the highest percentage of children living in poverty in the state.

Year2

County1
State of 

WisconsinRusk Chippewa Taylor Barron

Percent Living 
in Poverty3

County 
Rank4

Percent Living 
in Poverty3

County 
Rank4

Percent Living 
in Poverty3

County 
Rank4

Percent Living 
in Poverty3

County 
Rank4

Percent Living 
in Poverty3

1989 20.8 60 14.0 33 16.0 51 14.4 35 14.9

1993 21.4 66 15.1 42 14.4 36 16.6 51 15.9

1995 20.8 69 13.9 42 13.8 41 14.6 50 13.9

1997 21.9 67 14.4 41 14.5 42 16.1 50 14.3

1998 18.9 66 14.2 45 12.8 34 15.7 51 13.6

1999 15.7 67 11.2 41 11.9 45 12.2 48 10.9

1   See CD 119-19 for a table including data from three additional Wisconsin counties—Forest, Price and Sawyer.
2   The Flambeau Mine was in production from 1993 to 1997. 
3  Percentages were obtained from the web page of the United States Census Bureau (www.census.gov/hhes/www/), September 2003. Information was not posted for 1990, 
1991, 1992, 1994, 1996 or 2000, so that is why those particular years are not included in the table.

4    County rank indicates the number of counties in the state with equal or lower percentages of childen living in poverty. Since there are 72 counties in the State of Wiscon-
sin, a rank of 72 means the county had the highest percentage of children living in poverty in the store. 

Table 119-4. Percentages of children living below the poverty level and corresponding rankings within the State of Wisconsin for Rusk
County and three of its neighboring counties (1989-1999), with special emphasis on the mining years in Rusk County (1993-1997).

Graph 119-4. Poverty rankings within the State of Wisconsin for Rusk County and three of its neighboring counties with respect to
percentage of children living in poverty (1989-1999).

The Non-Effect of the Flambeau Mine on the Percentage of Rusk County’s
Children Living in Poverty
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I would like to explain why Laura and I chose to compare Rusk
County to Taylor, Barron and Chippewa counties in many of the
graphs that appear in this chapter. When trying to make heads
or tails out of the effect that the Flambeau Mine had on Rusk
County’s economy, it just seemed to make sense to compare
Rusk County’s annual unemployment rate, per capita income
and poverty level to the corresponding values reported by
counties that: (1) were located close to Rusk County; and (2)
had a relatively similar economic base. In that way, we hoped
to eliminate some of the regional factors that might otherwise
influence the economic indicators. For example, it would not
have been helpful for us to compare landlocked Rusk County in
northwestern Wisconsin to Brown County, which is located in
eastern Wisconsin and home to a Great Lakes seaport. Nor
would it have made sense to compare the farming communi-
ties of rural Rusk County to Milwaukee County with it’s densely
populated cities and industrial districts.

Taylor, Barron and Chippewa counties, on the other hand, are
all located in northwestern Wisconsin. They border Rusk
County, share a similar geography and have evolved to vari-
ous degrees in terms of the diversity of their economic base
(Figure 119-7). Of the three counties, Chippewa is the least
similar to Rusk in terms of the amount of commercial activity
going on within its borders. It has better farmland, more fac-
tories, bigger commercial centers and a larger population
than Rusk County. As of the 1990 census, Chippewa County
had a population of 52,360, as compared to 15,079 for Rusk.
Nevertheless, we included information from Chippewa County
in the graphs because it shows how the economy of one of
the more highly-developed counties in the area fared during
the 1990s without the “benefit” of having a mine.

Barron County is also included in the graphs, not only
because it borders Rusk County to the west, but because: 
(1) there is a lot of farming in Barron County, just like in
Rusk; and (2) both counties reach into the forestland of the
Blue Hills. I must say, however, that even though Barron
County is a closer match to Rusk than is Chippewa, there are
still very real differences between the two. Barron County
tends to have more acres of high-grade farmland than Rusk,
and its commercial center, Rice Lake, is much bigger and
more vibrant than Ladysmith. As of 1990, Rice Lake’s popula-
tion was 7,998, compared to Ladysmith’s 3,938. In fact, 
quite often when I need to do some serious shopping, I 
end up making the 70-mile round trip to Rice Lake because
Ladysmith doesn’t have what I need.

Perhaps the best county to compare to Rusk in terms of its
geography and economic base is Taylor County. To start,
Taylor and Rusk counties are neighbors with similar types and
amounts of farmland and forestland. And Rusk County has the
Flambeau River, like Taylor County has the Black River. When
you look at a map, the two counties look alike in their shape

and size, so it’s no surprise that their populations are about
the same as well (15,079 for Rusk vs. 18,901 for Taylor, as of
the 1990 census). In addition, each of the two counties has
one major business hub. For Rusk County it is Ladysmith, and
for Taylor County it’s Medford, which had a population of
4,350 as of 1990. In terms of employment, one of Rusk
County’s biggest employers is Weather Shield, whose parent
company happens to be located in Taylor County. As you can
see, the two counties have a lot in common.

That’s why information from Taylor County is included in the
graphs that Laura and I put together. We were looking for a
county so similar to Rusk that other variables besides the fact
that Rusk County had a mine would not skew the interpreta-
tion of the data. And Taylor County was the closest thing that
fit the bill.

In fact, a rural economist by the name of Tim Tynan saw the
commonality between Rusk and Taylor counties and wrote a
research paper in 1997 in which he determined which of the
two counties had outperformed the other in economic growth
during Rusk County’s mining years (CD 119-17). I will be giv-
ing you some of the details from that study later in the chapter.
But for now let me tell you this: Tynan concluded that the
Flambeau Mine, which had “promised the world” to the people
of Ladysmith, had a “negligible impact” on the local economy.

Figure 119-7. To highlight the lackluster effect that the Flambeau
Mine had on the economy of Rusk County, all you have to do is
compare the unemployment rates, per capita incomes and poverty
statistics of Rusk County to those of its neighbors. Every single
neighbor had and continues to have a stronger economy than Rusk
County’s, despite the fact that not one of them had a mine [Figure
adapted from map provided by Wisconsin Department of
Transportation, September 2003 (http://www.dot.wisconsin.gov/)].

Why Compare Rusk County to Taylor, Barron and Chippewa Counties?
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Population Growth 
It is doubtful that the people who live in Ladysmith
are residents because they enjoy living near open-pit
mines. Until mining is the reason people live in
northern Wisconsin, it will be difficult for mining
operations to add economic prosperity to the region.

– Tim Tynan, rural economist
1997 (CD 119-17)

Besides the dismal unemployment, per capita income

and poverty statistics that Rusk County racked up
during the mining years, there was no real growth in
the county’s population either. While some of the
merchants in Ladysmith expected more people to
move into the area and spend lots of money in their
shops, it just didn’t happen. The 2000 census showed
that Rusk County’s total population increased by only
1.8% between 1990 and 2000 (Table 119-5 and
Graph 119-5). Only 6 other counties in the state
showed a more sluggish growth rate, including

County 1990 Population1 2000 Population1 Percent Change in Population County Rank for Growth Rate2

Rusk 15,079 15,347 1.8 66

Barron 40,750 44,963 10.3 37

Chippewa 52,360 55,195 5.4 58

Price 15,600 15,822 1.4 68

Sawyer 14,181 16,196 14.2 23

Taylor 18,901 19,680 4.1 59

Forest 8,776 10,024 14.2 23

Wisconsin 4,891,769 5,363,675 9.6

1  Data obtained from the web page of the United States Census Bureau (http://www.census.gov/), January 2002.
2  County rank indicates the number of counties in the state with an equal or higher percent change in population.  Since there are 72 counties in the State of Wisconsin, a 
rank of 72 means the county had the slowest population growth rate in the state.

Table 119-5. Population growth rates and corresponding rankings within the State of Wisconsin for Rusk County, its neighboring counties
and Forest County (1990–2000).
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Graph 119-5. Population growth rates for Rusk County, its neighboring counties and Forest County (1990–2000).

The Non-Effect of the Flambeau Mine on Rusk County’s Population Growth Rate
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Milwaukee, Lafayette, Grant, Buffalo, Price and Pepin
counties. On the other hand, all of the counties in
northern Wisconsin, with the exception of Price
County, had faster growth rates than Rusk County’s.
For example, Sawyer County (bordering Rusk County
to the north) had a growth rate of 14.2 percent,
Barron County (bordering Rusk County to the west)
had a growth rate of 10.3 percent and Taylor County’s
population grew by 4.1 percent. Even Forest County’s
growth rate was almost eight times higher than Rusk
County’s, even though the Crandon mine had not
been built! 

What’s even more interesting is that if you were to
look at the change in population in the Town of Grant
between 1990 and 2000, you would see that the town
actually lost 80 people, or 9.4% of its population. Yes,
the population of the town decreased from 847 to 767,
even though that’s where the mine was located! Some
of that loss was undoubtedly due to the fact that
Kennecott had bought up eleven farms in the town-
ship in order to secure the mineral rights. And even
though some of the 2,750 acres acquired by the min-
ing company was rented back to the farming commu-
nity, the eleven families who had been living on the
land eventually moved away.

The 2000 census also showed that Ladysmith, the
closest trade center to the mine, had 6 less people in
2000 than it did in 1990, a loss of 0.2% of its popula-
tion. What a contrast to the City of Medford, next
door in Taylor County, which grew by 68 people dur-
ing the same time period for a gain of 1.6% in total
population! 

In addition, an article appeared in the Ladysmith
News in August of 2005 entitled “City lost population
since 2000.” It talked about how Ladysmith’s popula-
tion as of January 1, 2005 was 3,715, which repre-
sented “a loss of 217 persons (5.52 percent) since the
2000 census when the population was 3,932” (CD
119-20). The article also mentioned that the
Wisconsin Demographic Services Center had pre-
dicted Ladysmith would lose another 6 percent of its
population over the next 20 years and that Rusk
County’s overall population would “grow by only 3.9
percent [as compared to] an estimated population
increase of 17 percent for the state.” The news article
stated, “Rusk County’s population growth has been at
best stagnant,” and it looks like that trend will con-
tinue for many years to come. So where are all the
people that Professor Green, James Haney, Larry
Mercando and Alan Christianson suggested would
move to the area because of the Flambeau Mine? 

All I can say is this: Even though Rusk County was

the only county in the State of Wisconsin with a gold
mine during the 1990s, the allure apparently wasn’t
great enough to draw new people into the area to
jumpstart the local economy. 

Failed Planning Strategies for
Resurrecting Rusk County’s Economy
Today, after all the fuss and struggle, Rusk County can
look back on its mine and decide if it was really the
bonanza that Kennecott promised the local people.
The county is as much or more in debt now than it
was before mining began. The major school systems
in the area are all struggling to find ways to tax the
people to pay off debts and improve services.
Ladysmith could hardly be called a thriving city. In
fact, it is deteriorating. What was once our downtown
area, full of locally owned businesses, is now full of
empty buildings and vacant lots where buildings have
been torn down. The center of town does not have a
grocery store, a drug store or a dime store anymore.
All have closed. In addition, several of our restaurants
have gone out of business, and the last car dealer in
the downtown area moved to the outskirts of the city
in 2001.

I cannot say that the Flambeau Mine brought about
the decay of the once charming little city of
Ladysmith or that it caused the county-wide problems
mentioned earlier in the chapter. But the mine cer-
tainly didn’t help the area to flourish, and to suggest
otherwise would be a lie. Maybe Ladysmith is dying
because it’s a natural phenomenon for small towns to
be declining at this time. But there is no denying that
the city is in worse shape now than it was before
Kennecott appeared on the scene. Maybe, just maybe,
the buying up and closing out of those eleven farms in
the Town of Grant by the mining company helped to
close out some of the businesses in the downtown
area. After all, each one of those farms had a family
that used to come to town to buy something, provid-
ing income to the merchants. I guess the Ladysmith
Area Chamber of Commerce hadn’t really thought
about that when it came out in support of the mine.
At any rate, Rusk County’s economy is at the bottom
of the barrel, our precious natural resources are gone,
and all we have to show for having had a mine is a
grassed-over waste dump sitting next to the
Flambeau River.

Yet, Alan Christianson had the audacity to tell the
people of Forest County in September of 1997 that our
economy was in great shape because of the Flambeau
Mine! I am talking about the article I mentioned
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earlier that he sent to several newspapers in the
Crandon area. In particular, Christianson stated that
Rusk County had received so many economic benefits
from having a mine that the success stories were “too
numerous to list.” And then he boldly stated, “How did
we do it? In a word, planning” (CD 119-9).

It’s interesting that Christianson, who to this day is
the city planner for Ladysmith, would feel so strongly
about the wisdom of his ways, especially since the
record clearly shows that his strategy for how to
invest the mining revenue from the Flambeau Mine
did little or nothing to resurrect Rusk County’s failing
economy. You’ve already seen the hard economic
data, my dear readers, but there is even more to tell
you by way of a research paper written in 1997 by
rural economist Tim Tynan. The name of the paper
was “When Mines Enter Minds: An Investigation of
Ladysmith and Medford, Wisconsin and the Economic
Impact of the Flambeau Mine.”

Before getting into the specifics of Tynan’s paper,
I’d like to mention that I first met the author in 1995,
when he was a student at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison. He came to Ladysmith that
summer with seven other university students as part
of a three week intersession class on “The
Socioeconomic Impacts of Mining in Wisconsin.” The
course, which was offered by Dr. William Freuden-
burg of the university’s Department of Rural
Sociology, entailed researching the relevant litera-
ture and talking to people on both sides of the min-
ing issue. Here is a sampling of who the students
interviewed: Tom Evans (Wisconsin Geological and
Natural History Survey), Bill Tans (Wisconsin DNR),
Tom Myatt (Kennecott), John Styczinski (RCCAG),
Jerry Goodrich and Don Moe (Crandon Mining
Company), Mary Dorch (North Central Regional
Planning Commission), Ron Smith and Tim Randall
(Mole Lake Ojibwe), Attorney Kevin Lyons (Town of
Nashville, Forest County), DuWayne Johnsrud
(Wisconsin Assembly Natural Resources Commit-
tee), Evelyn and myself. 

I still remember when the students came out to the
farm to interview Evelyn and me. We could tell they
were good kids who were eager to learn the real story
of what mining meant for rural economies. They
asked all kinds of questions, and we answered them
as best we could. I might add that later on the class
issued a report of its findings to the Wisconsin
Assembly Natural Resources Committee, and a story
about the whole thing appeared in the September 15,
1995 issue of Wisconsin Outdoor News (CD 119-21).
Evelyn and I received a copy of the students’ report as

well, and you can imagine how pleased we were to
see how the report confirmed what we had believed
all along. In particular, the students drew the follow-
ing conclusion (CD 119-22):

The notion that mining will guarantee local economic
prosperity has not, to date, been borne out in the
research on rural communities. In fact, recent research
suggests that resource extraction does not cure rural
poverty, but rather is highly associated with it. 

As I already mentioned, Tim Tynan was one of the
students who took Dr. Freudenburg’s intersession
class in the summer of 1995. And I think the whole
experience must have really affected him. You see,
Tynan proceeded to become an advisor to the Mining
Impact Coalition of Wisconsin, and that’s when he
wrote “When Mines Enter Minds: An Investigation of
Ladysmith and Medford, Wisconsin and the Economic
Impact of the Flambeau Mine.” 

Tynan started out his research paper by explaining
why he had chosen to compare Ladysmith’s economy
to that of Medford in Taylor County. Here is what he
wrote (CD 119-17):

To determine if the presence of the [Flambeau Mine]
had any affect on the economy of Ladysmith, a simi-
lar town in the region can be used as an example of
what could have happened to Ladysmith if there had
never been a mine. Medford, Wisconsin was chosen
because it is the only urban center in neighboring
Taylor County and, like Ladysmith, is in the jurisdic-
tion of the Northwest Regional Planning Com-
mission. Before the mine entered Rusk County,
Ladysmith and Medford had almost identical popu-
lations, wage rates and resource availability. More
importantly, however, since 1989, when [Kennecott]
was aggressively seeking permits, Medford and Lady-
smith have had very similar amounts of tax revenue
every year. How this revenue was spent in each city is
a good indicator of the planning priorities which
were prevalent during the permitting, construction
and operating periods of the Flambeau Mine. 

Tynan proceeded to compare Alan Christianson’s
strategy for investing local tax revenues (including
mining revenues) to that of the Medford planners.
After listing the breakdown of expenditures by the
cities of Ladysmith and Medford between 1989 and
1996, here is what he concluded:

It is apparent that Ladysmith planners have seen
economic development as the number one priority
and have rated school spending and other residential
conveniences as second. Medford planners, on the
other hand, have rated school spending the highest,
followed by highway construction and pedestrian
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amenities [such as sidewalks, street lights and
storm sewers]. … 

Given the enormous amounts of money
Ladysmith residents are paying (via taxes) for eco-
nomic development, one would expect, if nothing
else, that a prosperous Flambeau Mine would at least
push Ladysmith out of economic disparity into eco-
nomic competition with the other urban centers in
northwest Wisconsin. [emphasis added]

Tynan was right about Christianson’s priorities. When
mining tax revenues finally started to show up in the
local municipalities in the mid-1990s, Christianson
helped convince the city fathers to invest much of the
money in ventures aimed at attracting new businesses
and factories to the area. In fact, Christianson himself
stated the following in his little newspaper article (CD
119-9):

Our goal was to produce long-term jobs, and we did
that largely by investing mine tax revenue to con-
struct or renovate buildings for sale or lease to busi-
nesses. In many cases, matching grants helped us
leverage mining dollars to pay for projects we never
could have funded on our own. Our successes are too
numerous to list here, but a few stand out.

And then Christianson went on to list a number of
business ventures that had been financed with either:
(1) mining tax revenue (“first dollar” and “county
additional” payments); (2) Local Agreement money
(paid directly by Kennecott to the local govern-
ments); or (3) grants awarded by the Mining Invest-
ment and Local Impact Fund Board. It’s interesting to
note, however, that the amount of mining tax rev-
enue and Local Agreement money received by the
local governments was such a pittance that Chris-
tianson ended up asking both Rusk County and the
Town of Grant to pool their mining revenues with the
city’s so there might be enough money to really do
something. The county went along with it, but I don’t
know how much, if anything, the town contributed. I
remember speaking out against it at a town meeting
where I said, “Ladysmith has annexed our land,
reduced our tax base and used us as a waste dump.
And now that we have a little money, they want to
take that, too.”

A number of the projects in which Christianson
invested mining revenue did not take off—and that’s
putting it mildly. There was just a trickle of activity
here and there, and as I write my book some of the
projects are doing absolutely nothing. For example,
one of Christianson’s ideas was for the county to
invest in three new industrial buildings to be located
at Bruce, Weyerhaeuser and Glen Flora in Rusk

County. Here is what happened to each of them:
� The industrial building at Bruce burned shortly

after being built. The county did not repair the
structure and eventually sold it to a private party.
As my book goes to print, the building is occupied
by Barry’s Builders Supply, which I believe employs
no more than 3 or 4 people;

� The building at Weyerhaeuser was rented for a
short time by Piccard Medical Corporation, a
wheelchair manufacturer. But the business, which
was incorporated in the State of Minnesota rather
than the State of Wisconsin, was far from success-
ful and soon closed its doors. As far as I know, the
county never found another tenant and to this day
is trying to sell the building; and 

� The building at Glen Flora was leased to a com-
puter salvage and recycling firm by the name of 5R
Processors, a company that originated in Catawba,
Wisconsin in 1989 (that’s about 30 miles east of
Ladysmith in Price County) and later expanded to
include facilities in Tennessee, Minnesota, Georgia
and New York. I believe the Glen Flora plant,
which operates to this day, originally employed
somewhere between twenty and forty people, but
I’m told the wages are not very high.

Rusk County’s economy scarcely benefited from all
the money that was sunk into the three industrial
buildings at Glen Flora, Weyerhaeuser and Bruce. Yet
those were the kinds of examples that Christianson
cited when trying to make the case that mining “can
lift a community, not just while the mine is open but
for many years after.” He mentioned a few other
Rusk County businesses in his newspaper article as
well, and I have listed them on the following pages
for you to see. You will also notice that beneath each
of Christianson’s examples of economic prosperity, I
took the liberty of telling you the real story of what
happened. Here’s a summary of the high points:

Out of the eight individual businesses singled out by
Christianson as somehow benefiting from revenue
generated by the mine, at least four of them were alive
and well in Rusk County before Kennecott came to
town, including Flambeau Litho (a printer), ADF (a
manufacturer of acrylic store fixtures like eye glass dis-
plays and snack bins), Conwed (a manufacturer of
office furniture) and Weather Shield (a sash and door
manufacturer). Those companies didn’t need the mine
to stay in business or expand the size or scope of their
operations. Yet, Christianson somehow tried to credit
the mine with either saving or creating 377 jobs asso-
ciated with those independent and already successful
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Alan Christianson

“Mine taxes paid for two 12,000 square-foot industrial build-
ings in Glen Flora and Weyerhaeuser. The Glen Flora building
is leased to a computer salvage and recycling firm; the
Weyerhaeuser building houses Piccard Medical, which makes
supplies to aid people with physical or medical infirmities.
New jobs created totaled 40, and both firms plan to expand”
(CD 119-9).

The Real Story

The Bruce building: Christianson failed to mention in his arti-
cle that a portion of the county’s mining revenue was
invested in a third industrial building outside of Bruce in Rusk
County. That particular building had a fire shortly after being
built and was sold “as is” to a private party that to this day
employs perhaps 3 or 4 people.

The Weyerhaeuser building: Piccard Medical (incorporated in
the State of Minnesota) occupied the Weyerhaeuser building
for a short time. But the company was far from successful
and quickly went out of business. As far as I know, the build-
ing at Weyerhaeuser has stood empty ever since.

The Glen Flora building: State records show that 5R
Processors, which occupies the Glen Flora industrial building
to this day, employed between 20 and 49 people in 2005. I
am told, however, that the wages are not very high.

Alan Christianson

“Mine revenues helped Ladysmith and Rusk County renovate
an old industrial site in the city, turning an eyesore into an
attractive modern building that now houses ADF [a manufac-
turer of acrylic products like product displays and snack bins],
Flambeau Litho [a printer]; and the Sign Shoppe [a sign-paint-
ing business]. The three firms employ 50 people. Lease rev-
enue from the building is about $50,000 per year” (CD 119-9).

The Real Story

Two of the three businesses mentioned by Christianson (ADF
and Flambeau Litho) existed long before the Flambeau Mine
was built, and the third (the Sign Shoppe, which employs
three people) has been in the area since about 1997. The cre-
ation of these three businesses had nothing whatsoever to do
with the Flambeau Mine. In late 1997, when Christianson
wrote his article, they just happened to be located in a building
that had been renovated with mining revenue (the renovation
was known as the Fritz Avenue project). So for Christianson to
infer that the mine was somehow responsible for creating or
retaining those 50 jobs was not only misleading, but an insult
to the ingenuity of the business owners who were the real
force behind creating those jobs. What’s more, ADF moved

out of the Fritz Avenue building in 1998 and relocated to
another part of town. I don’t know if the space vacated by the
company was ever leased to anyone else, but as my book
goes to print, the only thing you can find in ADF’s old quarters
is some outdated computer equipment in storage.

I might add that the Fritz Avenue project was funded, in part,
with federal dollars that had nothing to do with the Flambeau
Mine. And in terms of the $585,900 grant awarded by the
Mining Investment and Local Impact Fund Board to the City
of Ladysmith in 1996 to facilitate the project, let me say this:
The board had no business awarding that grant. It was a
sleazy deal. As discussed in Chapter 118 of my story, Wis-
consin law is clear regarding the legitimate distribution of
money from the mining impact fund. The board was sup-
posed to keep enough money in reserve so that the local gov-
ernments would be assured of receiving their “first dollar”
and “county additional” payments for each year of mining,
and only then, if any money was left, was the board to award
any grants. What’s more, the only types of grants authorized
by law were those meant to help mining communities deal
with problems caused by mining. Since the Flambeau Mine
did not have any effect on Rusk County’s unemployment rate
one way or the other, the pretense of using mining impact
money to create new jobs for displaced workers was not
valid. Not only did the Fritz Avenue project fail to qualify as a
legitimate use of mining impact money, but awarding that
money to the City of Ladysmith contributed to the fact that
not enough money was left in the mining impact fund in 1999
to distribute any “first dollar” or “county additional” pay-
ments to the three local governments for the gold shipped to
Canada in 1997.

Alan Christianson

“Mine payments to the city and county covered nearly half
the $1.3 million cost of the Ladysmith/Rusk County
Enterprise Center in the Ladysmith Industrial Park. This build-
ing provides seven manufacturing spaces from 1,400 to
10,000 square feet, specially designed to appeal to wood-
working businesses. These spaces are now available for
lease” (CD 119-9).

The Real Story

I don’t know if Christianson was ever successful in renting
out those spaces, but even if he was, it certainly had no real
impact on Rusk County’s unemployment rate, per capita
income or any of the other important economic indicators.
You saw the flat-line graphs. To this day Rusk County is at
the bottom of the heap, just like it was before the “enterprise
center” was constructed.

What Alan Christianson Said about the Financial Benefits of the
Flambeau Mine versus the Real Story of what Happened in Rusk County
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establishments. And with regard to the four new busi-
nesses that came to Rusk County after Kennecott
showed up on the scene, including Norse Building
Systems (a Minnesota-based company that builds
modular homes), the Sign Shoppe (a local graphic
design company), Piccard Medical and 5R Processors,
let me say this: The sixty or so jobs that Norse brought

to Rusk County in 1997 and the three jobs created by
the Sign Shoppe were not legitimate spin-offs from
the mine, as Christianson implied. Sure, to this day
the companies are located in buildings that were ren-
ovated with grant money from the mining impact
fund. But as discussed in Chapter 118 of my story, the
grants were improperly awarded by the mining

Alan Christianson

“I wish those critics [of the mining industry] would come
here and look for the poverty, unemployment and economic
depression they attribute to mining communities. What they
would find instead is living proof that mining can lift a com-
munity, not just while the mine is open but for many years
after. First and foremost, the Flambeau mine was environ-
mentally clean throughout its four years of operation. … Now
Flambeau Mining Company is reclaiming the mine site in a
careful and responsible manner” (CD 119-9).

The Real Story

Like I said, if anyone wants to see the real impact of the
Flambeau Mine on Rusk County’s economy, just go back to
pages 890, 894, 896 and 897 to see how Rusk County’s
economy fared before, during and after the mining years. And
in terms of Christianson’s claim about how “responsible”
Kennecott was in its reclamation of the mine site, you might
want to turn ahead to page 1025 for just one example of how
“careful” Kennecott was to prevent groundwater pollution. 

Alan Christianson

“The Discretionary Payments Program administered by the
state’s Mining Impact Board paid more than 90 percent of the
$3 million cost of a new plant for Conwed, an office furniture
manufacturer. This helped Ladysmith retain 100 jobs, and the
company has already added 30 more. The relocation of Conwed
helped provide space for window manufacturer Weather Shield
to expand —and create 100 to 200 new jobs” (CD 119-9).

The Real Story

There are three things wrong with how Christianson credited
the mine for being responsible for the expansion projects
undertaken by Conwed and Weather Shield:  (1) Just like in
the case of the Fritz Avenue project, Conwed’s new plant
should have never been built with mining impact money
because the project had nothing to do with fixing mining-
related problems; (2) Since Conwed existed long before
Kennecott came to town, and since its expansion project
should have never been funded with mining impact money, it
was not legitimate for Christianson to imply that the mine

was responsible for creating or retaining those 130 jobs; and
(3) Weather Shield’s expansion was not financed with any
mining revenue whatsoever. So for Christianson to suggest
that Kennecott had anything to do with creating those 100 to
200 new jobs at Weather Shield, just because the company
happened to expand into a building abandoned by Conwed,
was shear nonsense and an insult to the hardworking people
of Weathershield. As Ladysmith Mayor Ron Moore stated in
2001, “Weather Shield’s expansion into the former Conwed
building, along with the addition linking it to the north plant
… succeeded primarily due to the [industry itself].” It had
nothing to do with the Flambeau Mine.

Alan Christianson

“A direct gift of $500,000 from the mine, combined with
$250,000 in mine taxes from Rusk County and $350,000 in
mine taxes from the city, helped build the new Ladysmith
Library …” (CD 119-9).

The Real Story

You know all about the library, my dear readers. The only rea-
son the mining company provided that $500,000 “gift” to the
community was to try to silence the controversy over the
estimated $1–2 million loss in wages and benefits that the
area was expected to suffer as a result of the mine’s early
closing. It was not a fair trade-off.

Alan Christianson

“The mine provided matching funds to improve our airport.
Mining revenues made up much of the financing for a new
building for Norse Building Systems, a maker of modular
homes that chose to locate in the area, bringing 60 jobs” (CD
119-9).

The Real Story

Just as in the case of the Fritz Avenue and Conwed projects,
the mining impact board had no basis for awarding grant
money to Rusk County to improve the local airport or pay for
a new manufacturing plant for Norse Building Systems. So
Christianson should not have attributed those sixty jobs to
the mine. Besides that, to this day there is talk around town
that Norse is in financial straits and may leave the area. 

Christianson’s Comments vs. the Real Story (continued)
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impact board to the City of Ladysmith, so the renova-
tion projects had no legitimate connection to the
mine. And I might add that as my book goes to print,
there is talk around town that Norse is in financial
straits and may shut down. 

On the brighter side, I suppose the forty jobs created
in the 1990s by Piccard Medical and 5R Processors
could rightfully be considered spin-offs from the mine
because the two companies moved into buildings con-
structed with bona fide “first dollar” and “county addi-
tional” mining tax revenues. But as I mentioned earlier,
even though 5R Processors has remained solvent over
the years, Piccard Medical is no longer in business. The
whole thing boils down to this:

Out of 480 jobs that Christianson implied were spin-
offs from mining, 440 of them (92%) had no legiti-
mate connection to the Flambeau Mine. And of the
40 remaining jobs, some no longer exist. In addition,
at least one industrial building constructed with
mining revenue has long stood vacant.

While Christianson was busy investing Rusk County’s
mining revenues in industrial buildings and telling
everyone how successful the strategy had been in res-
urrecting the local economy, something very different
was going on next door in Taylor County. And that
brings me back to Tim Tynan’s paper. You see, Tynan
sought to figure out whether or not Christianson’s
pro-business investment strategy had helped the

Ladysmith economy more than Medford’s strategy of
investing maximum revenues in the public school sys-
tem. In particular, Tynan made the following observa-
tion with regard to city debt (CD 119-17): 

Total principle debt for Ladysmith is very different
from Medford. Over the past few years, Ladysmith
has seen a dramatic increase in debt while
Medford has had little, if any, net change. When
looking back at population trends, the increase in
debt combined with a decrease in population in
Ladysmith suggests that each remaining resident
carries a higher debt burden than residents in
Medford. [emphasis added]

Tynan included a graph in his report to show how
Ladysmith’s debt had taken off during the mining
years while Medford’s remained fairly constant
(Graph 119-6). It didn’t look like Christianson’s plan-
ning was worth beans. In fact, in 1997, at the end of
mining, Rusk County and two of its school systems
were freshly in debt for nearly $13 million—the high-
est debt we had ever seen. As I wrote in a rebuttal to
Christianson’s article, “The mine is closed, the ore is
gone. To whom do we turn for tax relief?” Tynan
summed it up best when he said the following:

Ladysmith may well have done better if the planners,
mayors and county board members had never met a
mining executive. They would have spent their time
attempting to improve the lives of the residents
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Graph 119-6. Total principle debt of Ladysmith and Medford, Wisconsin between 1989 and 1996 [Source: “When Mines Enter Minds: An
Investigation of Ladysmith and Medford, Wisconsin and the Economic Impact of the Flambeau Mine,” a paper by Tim Tynan, 1997 (CD 119-17)].
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within the community, rather than spending more
time and money attempting to attract those from
outside the city.

Tynan did an excellent job of dispelling the myth that
the Flambeau Mine was an “economic miracle.” He
suggested that instead of chasing down mining proj-
ects, financially-depressed rural areas would be better
off adopting planning initiatives that focused on the
quality of residential life, using Medford as an exam-
ple. Tynan’s conclusions were so striking that I have
included them below for you to see.

Getting back to Christianson’s newspaper article,
not only did Alan comment on all the good planning he
had done for the City of Ladysmith and Rusk County,
but he stated, “As Forest County residents look toward
the prospect of mining in their community, they can
expect the same benefits we have enjoyed—as long as
they plan and cooperate as we did.” What benefits?
And what did Christianson mean by the phrase, “as
long as they plan and cooperate as we did?” It almost
sounded like he was threatening the people of Forest
County that they had better go along with whatever

the mining company wanted, or else. Boy, did that get
me mad! It felt like Alan was trying to hoodwink the
people of Crandon, and that’s why I just had to write a
rebuttal for the newspapers (Figure 119-8). 

Another person who was not about to stand for
Christianson’s nonsense was Richard Moore, an inves-
tigative reporter and columnist for the Lakeland Times of
Oneida County, Wisconsin. Moore saw Christianson’s
article firsthand in late September of 1997, when Alan
sent it to the Lakeland Times for publication. I imagine
Christianson wanted to spread his propaganda over
there because Exxon/Rio Algom at that time was trying
to push forward with a plan to build a 38-mile pipeline
through Oneida County for transporting wastewater
from the proposed Crandon mine to the Wisconsin River.
At any rate, the Lakeland Times published Christianson’s
article, and the very next week Richard Moore wrote a
column in which he challenged almost everything Alan
had said (Figure 119-9). In particular, Moore talked
about Christianson’s “misreading of [Ladysmith’s] econ-
omy” and cited Tim Tynan’s report to set the record
straight. Here are a few of Moore’s observations that

There are [several] conclusions which can be drawn from
[my] investigation:
� The Flambeau Mine had a negligible impact on the econ-

omy of Ladysmith.
� A similar city, Medford, Wisconsin (a city without a mine)

has spent roughly the same amount of tax revenue as
Ladysmith but on different initiatives. Ladysmith has spent
much more money on economic development than
Medford, and Medford has spent much more on schools
and residential amenities.

� Medford has outperformed Ladysmith in terms of eco-
nomic prosperity over the past seven years [1989-1996].

� The rich copper mine which once “promised the world” to
those in Ladysmith is now gone—leaving a large, empty
hole just outside the city. …

� Planning which prioritizes residential life will enhance com-
munities and lead to a relatively high economic outlook.
Planning which does not enhance residential life, and only
attempts to grow economically, may lose residents and
create enormous debts, while doing little to attract a
diverse industrial base.

� Mining does not create economic prosperity. Mining does

not even create relative prosperity in rural centers where
impacts should have been readily obvious.

� Mining may even add to rural poverty as it distracts the pri-
orities of urban planners and creates false hopes for the res-
idents in a poor community. Ladysmith may well have done
better if the planners, mayors and county board members
had never met a mining executive. They would have spent
their time attempting to improve the lives of the residents
within the community, rather than spending more time and
money attempting to attract those from outside the city.

The above study adds to the evidence that economic pros-
perity in rural communities is centered around residential life
rather than industrial attractiveness. [When] communities
attract residents … businesses will soon follow (transient
residents, or those who are staying temporarily, may not
value long-term economic health). More importantly, the
businesses which stem from the residential community often
enhance, rather than detract from, the reason people live
there in the first place. It is doubtful that the people who live
in Ladysmith are residents because they enjoy living near
open-pit mines. Until mining is the reason people live in
northern Wisconsin, it will be difficult for mining operations
to add economic prosperity to the region.

Conclusions Drawn by Rural Economist Tim Tynan in his 1997 Research
Report, “When Mines Enter Minds: An Investigation of Ladysmith and Med-
ford, Wisconsin and the Economic Impact of the Flambeau Mine” (CD 119-17)
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summed up the whole situation quite well:
While Ladysmith poured mining dollars into what
appears to be dubious economic development proj-
ects—dubious given their inability to create ade-
quate numbers of jobs or average wages—the city
began to lag behind other communities in infrastruc-
ture and school investments. … When judging the

economic impact of mines, Ladysmith is a good place
to start—that is, to start unraveling the lie of mining
prosperity. … The sad thing is, if mining history
teaches us anything at all, it is that the mine’s long-
term impact will almost certainly encompass an eco-
nomic and environmental catastrophe costing
millions and millions of dollars to clean up. 

Figure 119-8. While
Alan Christianson
sang the praises of
the Flambeau Mine,
Roscoe Churchill
summed up the real
impact of the mine
on Rusk County’s
economy by stating,
“We were robbed”
(Pioneer Express,
October 6, 1997).
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How to Counteract the Propaganda
It burned me up whenever Alan Christianson would
hold up the Flambeau Mine as an example of how
mining could bring economic prosperity to a finan-
cially-depressed area. And unfortunately, that type of
propaganda continues to be circulated to this day by
Christianson and others who apparently feel they
have something to gain by helping the multinational
mining corporations of the world exploit the people
and natural resources of northern Wisconsin,
Minnesota, the Upper Peninsula of Michigan and
beyond. So how can you, my dear readers, effectively
counteract all the lies and misinformation about the
“economic miracle” of the Flambeau Mine? I’d like to
propose four basic strategies:
� Ask those who brag about all the new businesses

and jobs that were spurred by the Flambeau Mine

to give you specific examples of what they are talk-
ing about and disclose where they got their infor-
mation. And especially if Alan Christianson was
the source, use the information provided on pages
903 and 904 of my story to set the record straight;

� Use the graphs provided in this chapter to show
how the Flambeau Mine had a “flat line” effect on
Rusk County’s economy; 

� Create graphs of Rusk County’s financial data ver-
sus the financial data of any other county being
targeted for mining; and

� Cite the work of economists who have not been
paid by the mining industry to issue reports, but
rather those who really know how mining affects
local communities.

It is my hope that the above suggestions will help to
silence any person who claims the Flambeau Mine had

a significant positive impact on the econ-
omy of Rusk County. We must somehow
stop the propaganda from spreading and
not allow what happened to us in the
Town of Grant to be distorted by those
who would trick other communities into
trusting the mining industry. Here then is
what you can do:

Demand Specific Examples and 
Full Disclosure of Sources
I’d like to tell you about a letter to the
editor of the Pioneer Express that was
written in December of 2001 by Steve
Kircher, a mining official who at that
time was working on the Crandon mine
proposal. Kircher, who was obviously
interested in generating support for the
Crandon project, made a point of
telling the job-starved people of Forest
County about how successful the
Flambeau Mine had been in resurrect-
ing the economy of Rusk County. He
stated, “The Flambeau mine employed
70 workers and the city was able to
take the tax revenues and mining
impact funds from that project and cre-
ated 10 new industries and 487 new,
permanent jobs.” 

Hmmm. I would first of all ask
Kircher to tell me where he got his
information and to be more specific. For
example, Kennecott itself had claimed
that the mine employed only 60 people
during the peak production years. So

Figure 119-9. Investigative reporter Richard Moore made the right call when he agreed
with economist Tim Tynan’s bleak assessment of the Flambeau Mine’s impact on the
local economy. See CD 119-23 to read the complete article (Lakeland Times, October 3,
1997; republished with permission).
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where did Kircher’s 70-worker total come from? I’d
also ask Kircher to answer the following questions
about the workers themselves: How many of them
were truly local people? What types of jobs were they
hired to do? What were they paid, and were they pro-
tected by a union? 

Kircher’s claim that “10 new industries” had been
created with mining revenues deserved to be ques-
tioned as well. I would ask him to list those industries
by name and describe how many people they continue
to employ. For example, did Kircher include Piccard
Medical in his tally, even though that plant is now
closed and the building stands vacant? Or what about
the industrial building at Bruce that was damaged by
fire and eventually sold “as is” by the county? Was
that one of the “10 new industries” cited by Kircher?
Or how about: (1) the 200 new jobs created by
Weather Shield; (2) the 50 jobs provided by ADF,
Flambeau Litho and the Sign Shoppe; (3) the 130 jobs
at Conwed; and (4) the 60 jobs at Norse Building
Systems? Alan Christianson had tried to pass off all
440 of those jobs as legitimate off-shoots of the mine
when in reality they were not. Were they included in
Kircher’s 487-job total?

And as long as we are talking about Christianson,
is that where Kircher got his information? After all,
the slippery facts and figures that Kircher regurgitated
in his letter to the editor in 2001 sounded strangely
familiar to what Christianson had told the people of
Forest County in 1997. Those pro-mining buzzards
tend to roost on the same branch, so I wouldn’t doubt
that Christianson was the source of Kircher’s informa-
tion. And if so, the public deserved to know that all
those numbers had come from what appeared to be
an unreliable and biased source.

The unemployment, per capita income, poverty
and census figures that I provided to you, on the other
hand, were obtained from the Wisconsin Department
of Workforce Development, the Wisconsin Legislative
Reference Bureau and the United States Census

Bureau. And what those agencies had to say about the
sorry state of Rusk County’s economy was not at all
consistent with the rosy picture that Kircher (and
Christianson) had painted for the people of Forest
County. As you know, to this day Rusk County’s unem-
ployment rate is among the highest in Wisconsin and
its per capita income among the lowest. So the real
question for people like Kircher and Christianson to
publicly answer would be this: If so many wonderful
new jobs were created as a result of the Flambeau
Mine, why didn’t Rusk County’s economic indicators
improve during and after the mining years?

Kircher’s letter also didn’t jive with a letter to the
editor written by Ronald Moore of Ladysmith that
appeared in the November 29, 2001 issue of the
Ladysmith News (CD 119-14). As you know, Moore
was the Mayor of Ladysmith when the mine was in
operation, and he was also a staunch supporter of
Kennecott. In his letter, which was written about a
week before Kircher’s, he bemoaned the sluggish local
economy and stated, “While the city hasn’t kept busi-
nesses out, the community has had difficulty keeping
businesses here. If one looks at the businesses that
have left downtown in recent years, there are quite a
number for certain.” While I normally didn’t agree
with Ronald Moore’s view of the world, that particu-
lar statement of his was right on the money. And any-
one faced with confronting someone like Kircher
could bring up the fact that even the Mayor of
Ladysmith complained about the sluggish post-min-
ing economy of Rusk County.

Hold Up Rusk County’s Flat-Line Graphs for All to See
Perhaps the best defense against the kind of propa-
ganda put out by people like Steve Kircher and Alan
Christianson would be to hold up the graphs I showed
you earlier that prove the Flambeau Mine had no real
beneficial effect on Rusk County’s economy. And to
that end I have made all those graphs available in
electronic format on the CD-ROM that accompanies

I already told you how Ron Moore, a realtor who served as
the Mayor of Ladysmith during the mining years, wrote a let-
ter to the editor of the Ladysmith News in November of 2001
about the city’s sluggish economy (CD 119-14). But what I
did not mention was how Moore flip-flopped on the issue
over the years, sometimes bemoaning the lack of new busi-
ness ventures in the area (and blaming the wrong people for

the problem), while at other times trying to make it sound like
the Flambeau Mine had perked up the local economy. It’s time
to set the record straight!

Moore mentioned in his 2001 letter to the editor that down-
town Ladysmith had lost a lot of business establishments “in
recent years.” I wholeheartedly agreed with that particular
statement of his, but the problem was that Moore proceeded

Former Ladysmith Mayor Ron Moore Comments on the City’s Economy
(and in the process contradicts himself)
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to make a number of outrageous claims regarding who was
responsible for the city’s financial woes. For starters, he
placed much of the blame on the local people themselves
rather than questioning his own decisions as mayor or the
planning strategies implemented by local officials. Moore
stated, “If you want to know who doesn’t let businesses in [to
Ladysmith], you and I need only look in the mirror. Every
time we make a purchase elsewhere which we could have
made locally, we take business away from local vendors …”
Talk about shifting the blame from those who control the
purse strings (like the mayor) to those who pay the taxes
(like you and me)! Moore would have done well to read Tim
Tynan’s report, “When Mines Enter Minds,” and tell the city
officials rather than the local citizens to “look in the mirror.”
As Tynan wrote, “Planning which does not enhance residen-
tial life, and only attempts to grow economically, may lose
residents and create enormous debts, while doing little to
attract a diverse industrial base” (CD 119-17). 

Moore also couldn’t resist passing on part of the blame for
Ladysmith’s lackluster economy to those of us who opposed
the Flambeau Mine. He wrote in his letter, “As a former mayor
and present member of the local industrial development cor-
poration (IDC) board of directors, I can tell you that the IDC
along with the City and County have spent considerable time,
effort and money over a long period of time promoting busi-
ness development. … Consider that Ladysmith had one of
the most state of the art water treatment facilities in the world
sitting here at the former mine site. A facility which might
have served a water bottler such as Perrier or a number of
other possible users [like a metals plating plant – See CD
116-18]. Instead of trying to locate a job-creating business
which could use this facility where water would be cleaned up
after being used, some of your friends and neighbors insisted
that the plant be gutted, leaving only the building shell. How
many of you made an effort to stop this? The City tried.” 

Moore’s anguish over the fact that neither Perrier nor a metals
plating plant had moved onto the mine site to take advantage
of the water treatment facility certainly demonstrated his lack
of concern over the quantity and quality of our drinking water
supply – and so did his support of the mine. But you know,
maybe he had a point! Perrier could have pumped out the con-
taminated water from the backfilled mine pit, purified it and
perhaps sent the sludge to Switzerland where the owners of
Perrier live. That way we could have avoided the whole prob-
lem of heavy metals and acid getting into the Flambeau River.

Yet another problem I had with Moore’s letter to the editor was
that his story about the condition of Ladysmith’s economy
changed 180-degrees over the course of a few years. I remem-
ber in May of 1997, when he testified at a public hearing in
Ladysmith about a mining moratorium bill being considered
by the state legislature. At that particular hearing Moore was

all in favor of mining and talked about how the Flambeau Mine
had been a “boon” to the community. As reported in The
Country Today, he said that “responsible mining should be
considered a viable means of economic development, espe-
cially where other options are limited” (CD 119-24). The whole
thing was even recorded on tape by radio station WOJB, so
there is no denying that Moore flip-flopped on his view of the
local economy over the years. It seems he was willing to
change his story depending on what he had to gain. 

Moore also wrote a letter to the editor of the Forest
Republican in March of 1996 that Evelyn and I found to be
very offensive. We were visiting our son George and his wife
Linda in Virginia at the time and wouldn’t have even seen the
letter, except for the fact that my friend Tom Ward tracked us
down and mailed a copy to us. In the letter Moore invited
people to come to Ladysmith to see for themselves that the
mine had been “good for the area.” On top of that, he had the
gall to state that the majority of people in Rusk County
“would be very receptive to consideration of another mine in
the area” (CD 119-25). That really burned me up, so I just
had to sit down at George and Linda’s kitchen table to write a
rebuttal for the papers (CD 119-26). I don’t know if it was
ever printed, but here’s how I started the letter:

I have spent most of my life believing that I should not
blame on maliciousness what can justifiably be attributed to
stupidity or ignorance. However, after perusing the corre-
spondence of Mayor Moore to the Forest Republican, I
must go against this basic tenet of my life. 

I proceeded to demonstrate how Moore had tried to
hornswoggle the public with his letter and stated, “I not only
found [Moore’s] letter very misleading but actually insulting
to the good people of Rusk County who have never approved
of massive sulfide metal mining, and who still don’t, and who
have worked so hard to bring to the attention of the people of
Wisconsin and their legislators, the truth about the destruc-
tive forces of sulfide metal mining. … So, with all due respect
for the Mayor of Ladysmith, I am compelled to ask: What is
the motive behind Mayor Moore’s fabricated story in promo-
tion of the Flambeau Mine? Isn’t it enough that this minority
business group has contrived to contract Rusk County out for
forty (40) years as a mineral resource colony to British based
RTZ, owner of Kennecott and Flambeau Mining?” 

I then concluded my letter with the following invitation:

I have worked more than twenty years on the mining issue
and I challenge Mayor Moore to a public debate in Lady-
smith, Crandon or anywhere to discuss the merits or lack of
merits of sulfide mining. We could discuss the environment,
Natural Resource rules, mining laws, socio-economic
impacts of mining or any phase of mining he suggests.

I never got a response from Moore.

Moore (continued)
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the book—for ease in copying (CD 119-27). If
Christianson can hold up the Flambeau Mine as an
“economic miracle,” you and I, my dear readers, can
hold it up as an “economic flat-line.”

Create Your Own Graphs to Prove Your Point 
Another strategy to counteract all the pro-mining
hogwash would be to focus on the economic situation
of any county targeted for mining and show how Rusk
County made no real economic gains over that county
while the Flambeau Mine was in operation. Take the
example of Forest County! When you look at the facts
and prepare a few graphs, it’s clear that while the
mine was in operation, Rusk County did not jump
ahead of Forest County with respect to any of the
important economic indicators, be it unemployment
rate, per capita income, population growth or the per-
centage of people living in poverty. So if the Crandon
mine is ever built, why should Forest County expect to
do any better? Take a look at Table 119-6 and Graphs
119-7, 8, 9 and 10 on the following pages and you
will see what I mean. In particular, please note the
following: 
� Forest County had lower unemployment rates than

Rusk County during all of Rusk County’s mining

years. And Forest County didn’t have a mine!
� Forest County had slightly higher per capita

incomes than Rusk County during three of the five
years that mining took place in Rusk County, and
during the other two years, Forest County’s per
capita income was only slightly lower than Rusk
County’s. And Forest County didn’t have a mine! 

� Forest County experienced almost eight times the
population growth rate of Rusk County during the
1990s. And Forest County didn’t have a mine!

� During and after Rusk County’s mining years,
Forest County had a smaller percentage of people
living below the poverty level. And Forest County
didn’t have a mine!

So my question is, why should Forest County have a
mine? If anyone tries to tell the people of Forest
County that the proposed Crandon mine will be the
answer to all their economic woes, just point out that
the Flambeau Mine didn’t do much for Rusk County—
and since Forest County did better than Rusk County
in terms of all the major economic indicators while
the Flambeau Mine was going full force, what is there
to gain by building a mine at the headwaters of the
Wolf River? And don’t let anyone diffuse the

Year

Annual Unemployment Rate1a, 2a

Per Capita Adjusted 
Gross Income1b, 2b

Percent of Total Population 
Living in Poverty1c, 2c

Percent of Children 
Living in Poverty1c, 2c

Forest 
County 
Rate

Forest 
County 
Rank

Rusk 
County 
Rank

Forest 
County 
Amount

Forest 
County 
Rank

Rusk 
County 
Rank

Forest 
County 
Percent

Forest 
County 
Rank

Rusk 
County 
Rank

Forest 
County 
Percent

Forest 
County 
Rank

Rusk 
County 
Rank

1989 – – – $5,745 71 69 21.8% 71 69 31.8% 71 60

1990 6.8% 63 71 $6,223 71 70 – – – – – –

1991 9.3% 68 70 $6,902 71 70 – – – – – –

1992 7.5% 54 71 $7,184 71 69 – – – – – –

1993 7.4% 58 72 $8,435 69 71 17.3% 69 68 24.6% 69 66

1994 7.4% 58 72 $8,601 70 71 – – – – – –

1995 6.7% 68 71 $9,089 70 71 13.2% 67 70 20.4% 68 69

1996 5.2% 54 70 $9,136 71 70 – – – – – –

1997 6.3% 62 71 $9,752 71 70 13.4% 66 68 19.0% 60 67

1998 7.6% 69 63 $10,600 71 70 12.4% 64 68 17.8% 63 66

1999 5.2% 63 59 $11,244 71 70 11.0% 63 68 15.1% 64 67

2000 6.4% 64 68 $11,795 71 70 – – – – – –

1  Data obtained from: (a) the web page of the Wisconsin Department of Workforce Development (www.dwd.state.wi.us/lmi); (b) the 1995–1996, 1997–1998, 1999–2000 and 2001–
2002 volumes of the Wisconsin Blue Book and the Wisconsin Department of Revenue; and (c) the web page of the United States Census Bureau (www.census.gov/hhes/www/).

2  County rank indicates the number of counties with: (a) equal or lower unemployment rates; (b) equal or higher per capita incomes; or (c) equal or lower percentages of 
people living in poverty. Since there are 72 counties in the State of Wisconsin, a rank of 72 indicates the county with the (a) highest unemployment rate; (b) lowest per capita 
income; or (c) the highest percentage of people living in poverty in the state. 

Table 119-6. Annual unemployment rate, per capita adjusted gross income and poverty statistics with corresponding rankings within the State of
Wisconsin for Forest County, as compared to Rusk County (1989–2000), with special emphasis on the mining years in Rusk County (1993–1997).
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argument by saying that the Crandon mine would be
much bigger than the Flambeau Mine and therefore
more likely to resurrect the local economy. As econo-
mist Thomas Power pointed out in 1997, “With each
passing year, a smaller and smaller labor force is
needed to extract larger and larger quantities of raw
materials and process them. This has meant that the
employment opportunities provided by these indus-
tries are steadily declining.” What’s more, bigger
mines like the ones proposed for Crandon and the
Upper Peninsula of Michigan require bigger invest-
ments in infrastructure, create bigger scars on the

countryside and produce bigger problems with pollu-
tion. As far as I’m concerned, the bigger the mine, the
bigger the detriment to the community. The only
thing a mine next to the Wolf River or any other body
of water like Lake Superior is likely to do is ruin the
landscape and pollute the water in perpetuity. 

In terms of the counties in Wisconsin that contain
potential mine sites, Laura and I have compiled the
same kind of economic information for them as we
have done for Forest County. For example, we have
information about Langlade, Oneida, Lincoln, Vilas,
Marathon, Clark, Eau Claire, Jackson, Sawyer, Price,
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Graph 119-7. Annual unemployment rate rankings within the State of Wisconsin for Rusk and Forest counties (1990–2000). Please note
that the Flambeau Mine was in operation from 1993 to 1997.
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Graph 119-8. Annual per capita adjusted gross income rankings within the State of Wisconsin for Rusk and Forest counties (1990–2000).
Please note that the Flambeau Mine was in operation from 1993 to 1997.

The Inability of the Flambeau Mine to Propel Rusk County’s Economy
Ahead of Forest County’s in Terms of Employment Opportunities and Per
Capita Income
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Taylor and Trempealeau counties, to name just a few.
All the facts and figures are available in my files for
my friends to use. And for those of you who may be
faced with the onslaught of mining in other pristine
areas, such as the Upper Peninsula of Michigan, we
would be happy to help you do a similar analysis.

Cite the Work of Economists who Really know how
Mining Affects Local Economies 

Toward the beginning of the chapter, I told you about
a report entitled “The Potential Economic Impact of
Mining in Wisconsin” that had been written in 1991

by Professor Richard Green. You may also recall that
Green, who was hired by Wisconsin Manufacturers
and Commerce to write the report, had concluded
that “the potential employment impact of the pro-
posed Flambeau mine in Rusk County could be enor-
mous.” Now that you have seen what really happened
to Rusk County’s economy during the mining years,
it’s clear that Green’s prediction was way off. 

We must not let mining companies or their lobbyists
get by with promoting reports that were written by
economists on the industry payroll. If you are ever
faced with such a situation, I suggest you respond by
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Graph 119-9. Poverty rankings within the State of Wisconsin for Rusk and Forest counties with respect to percent of total population liv-
ing in poverty (1989–1999). Please note that the Flambeau Mine was in operation from 1993 to 1997.
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citing the research I showed you earlier from Tim
Tynan (CD 119-17) and Dr. William Freudenburg’s
rural sociology class (CD 119-22). What’s more, a very
interesting opinion piece entitled “Mining company’s
promise of prosperity a flat-out lie” was written in 1997
by Dr. Thomas Michael Power, the chairman of the eco-
nomics department at the University of Montana.
Considering that Dr. Power was not only a respected
economist, but someone who lived in the heart of min-
ing country, I would say he was in a position to really
know how mining affects local communities. Here’s
what he said (Figure 119-10):

When natural resource industries make their “offers
that cannot be refused,” we have to keep in mind the
powerful images of Butte, Montana; Kellogg, Idaho;
Lead, South Dakota; the copper towns of Arizona;
the iron fields of Minnesota; the coal fields of

Appalachia.
This is not speculative doom-saying: it is eco-

nomic reality. Rather than retreating to the environ-
mental high ground when these economic promises
are made, we need to confront the false promises on
their own terms, with hard economic facts.

And with that, my dear readers, I will end this chapter.
What Dr. Power said embodies my purpose in compil-
ing the data and drawing the graphs I have shown you
here. It is my hope that the “hard economic facts”
about the Flambeau Mine will serve to counteract the
myth that the mine brought economic prosperity to
Rusk County or that any metallic sulfide mine could
bring prosperity to anyone else. As Dr. Power said,
“This is not economic doom-saying: it is economic
reality.” I have always maintained that anyone who
knows the truth about the economics of mining and

Figure 119-10.
Economist
Thomas Michael
Power summed it
up best when he
described the
mining com-
pany’s promise of
prosperity as “a
flat-out lie”
(Wisconsin State
Journal, August
24, 1997).
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still invites a mining company to set up shop would
have to be a moron.
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articles, stories and materials in my basement so that
the real story of the Flambeau Mine could be written.
As you read this particular chapter, you will learn not
only about the evolution of Wisconsin’s mining mora-
torium law, but the evolution of my friendship with
Laura.

The Origins of the Mining
Moratorium Concept in Wisconsin
So how did Wisconsin’s mining moratorium law come
to be? Before going into all the details, let me give
you the definition of what a moratorium really is.
According to the dictionary, it is a “period of time in
which there is a suspension of a specific activity until:
(a) future events warrant a removal of the suspen-
sion; or (b) issues regarding the activity have been
resolved.” Black’s Law Dictionary puts it like this: a
moratorium is a “delay or postponement of a legal
obligation or an action or proceeding.” The key point
is that a moratorium can stop a project cold in its
tracks until certain requirements are met. It helps buy
time, and that’s exactly what the people of northern
Wisconsin needed in their struggle against Kennecott,
Exxon, Rio Algom, Noranda and all the other mining
companies that were interested in exploiting Wis-
consin’s mineral resources.

Even though Wisconsin’s mining moratorium law
was not passed until 1998, many of the actions we
took in Rusk County in the 1970s, 80s and early 90s
served the same purpose as a moratorium. The stories
of how we went about slowing down Kennecott have
been recorded earlier in this book, but I’d like to
briefly review them here as a back-drop to the passage
of the mining moratorium law.

An advertisement placed by the Wisconsin
Resources Protection Council in the March 25, 1993
issue of the Ladysmith News said it all: “We Need a
Moratorium on All Mining in the State!” (Figure 120-
1). And I’m proud to say that five years later, on April
22, 1998, we succeeded in getting such a moratorium
signed into law in Wisconsin. The whole idea behind
it was to protect northern Wisconsin from turning
into a polluted mining district.

Writing about the passage of Wisconsin’s mining
moratorium law is like trying to put a bale of hay into
a bushel basket. The bill that ultimately became Wis.
Stat. 293.50 was first introduced in the Wisconsin
Legislature in December of 1995 by my friend, Rep.
Spencer Black (D-Madison). It was given little chance
of survival because the legislature at that time was
controlled by Republicans—and they had never sup-
ported us on anything that had to do with riding herd
on the mining industry. The Republicans had a 52 to
47 majority in the assembly, a 17 to 16 majority in the
senate, and their legislative sausage-making was
being overseen by a pro-mining Republican governor,
Tommy Thompson. But Rep. Black was and continues
to be a real fighter, and I have to hand it to him for
introducing the bill when he did. As you will see, his
gamble paid off.

The story I am about to tell you touches my
heart—not only because the enactment of a statewide
mining moratorium was a dream of my dear Evelyn,
who passed away in 1996, but because the drama
that unfolded over the passage of the bill brought a
new friend into my life who has become quite dear to
me over the years. Her name is Laura Furtman, and
she is the one who eventually helped me sift through
Evelyn’s files and the many boxes of mining-related
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Figure 120-1. The idea of placing a moratorium on metallic sulfide mining in Wisconsin had its roots in Rusk County in the 1970s and 80s.
Those who opposed the takeover of northern Wisconsin by the multinational mining corporations of the world continued the effort into the 1990s
and eventually succeeded in forcing the Wisconsin Legislature to enact a mining moratorium law (Paid advertisement, Ladysmith News, March
25, 1993).
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Let’s start by going back to the mid-1970s. That’s
when many of us in the Town of Grant first got
involved in the mining controversy, only to realize
that we would not be able to count on the Wisconsin
Legislature or the DNR to put the brakes on
Kennecott. The mining company officials were bent
on accelerating their efforts to get a copper and gold
mine up and running in the Town of Grant, and our
state officials seemed only too eager to give them the
green light to proceed. But what about the public? We
needed more time to evaluate the project and learn
about the potential hazards. The truth was on our
side, but time was not.

Now, I am not claiming that we in the Town of
Grant invented the idea of a moratorium. But we
knew that if the mine was going to be slowed down or
stopped, it was up to us. So in September of 1975,
when a special town meeting was called to discuss
Kennecott’s proposal, many of the local people in
attendance asked the town board to deny the mining
company’s request to have its property in the Town of
Grant rezoned from agricultural to industrial. You
read all about it in Chapter 7 of my story and how,
after a fair amount of turmoil, the Grant Town Board
refused to sign off on what Kennecott wanted to do.

And then, to make sure that the mining company
would not be able to pressure the town board into
changing its mind, the townspeople passed a resolution
at the annual town meeting in April of 1976 to outright
prohibit the board from signing any mining permit or
rezoning any land owned by Kennecott in the Town of
Grant—at least for the time being. All of these actions
in effect created a moratorium on mining.

The county also got involved in slowing down the
mine. On November 10, 1976 the Rusk County Board
passed Resolution 229 which denied Kennecott a per-
mit to mine until certain laws pertaining to mining
taxation and environmental protection were passed
by the Wisconsin Legislature. Now that action by the
county board was not called a moratorium; it was a
resolution. But it accomplished the same thing by giv-
ing the townspeople a breather from Kennecott’s push
to build the Flambeau Mine.

The mining company, however, would not give up.
As reported in the December 1981 issue of Wisconsin
Academy Review (CD 30-1):

Two days after Kennecott saw its mining permit
application hearing adjourned in November 1976, a
Kennecott official told his superiors what had
become painfully obvious: “Getting into bed with
environmentalists might rub raw with many of our
colleagues, but in this day and age I cannot recom-

mend a better course of action for expedition of our
project.”

And that’s what led to the birth of the “consensus”
negotiations of the late 1970s and early 1980s. In my
opinion, the whole darned thing was an example of
devilry at its finest, with the biggest horns protruding
from Public Intervenor Peter Peshek and Exxon Attor-
ney James Derouin.

When those of us opposed to the mine saw the
lousy proposals for new laws and regulations that
were being developed by “consensus” and how the
proposals were being embraced by the Wisconsin
Legislature and the DNR, we knew we had to do
something more drastic to protect ourselves from
being trampled. So on April 13, 1982 the Town of
Grant adopted a resolution that stated the following:

Be it resolved that the Town of Grant, Rusk County,
Wisconsin, does hereby prohibit all mining activity
by promoting a moratorium on all metallic mineral
exploration, prospecting, and mining, until such
time as the Town of Grant determines that adequate
laws exist to protect and promote the interests,
health, safety, and welfare of its residents.

Shortly after the resolution was passed by the town’s
voters, over 80 townships in northern Wisconsin fol-
lowed suit.

Unfortunately, however, our victory was short-
lived. As you know, Wisconsin’s town government law
was changed in 1984 to strip away the power of
townspeople to pass binding resolutions and ordi-
nances at the annual town meeting. And even though
the mining moratorium resolutions passed by the
Town of Grant and the other eighty-or-so townships
in the early 1980s were technically grandfathered,
the whole thing still made a terrible difference on the
ability of local people to assert their will.

We faced yet another problem in late 1987, when
Town Chairman Bob Plantz publicly announced that
our mining moratorium resolution had somehow dis-
appeared from the town records. The enforceability of
the moratorium was subsequently challenged in
court, and we lost. But we didn’t let any of that stop
us. The townspeople rallied and passed a second min-
ing moratorium resolution at the April 12, 1988
annual town meeting. Unfortunately, however,
Attorney William Thiel advised Chairman Plantz to
ignore the moratorium, even though it had been
passed by a large majority of the voters. The change
in Wisconsin’s town government law allowed Plantz
to do so, and he did.

Things continued to deteriorate when the Local
Agreement Law was passed by the Wisconsin Legislature
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in late April of 1988. That’s the law which to this day
allows a local negotiating committee to decide “the
applicability or nonapplicability of local ordinances,
approvals or resolutions” to mining projects. Under
Kennecott’s influence, it’s no surprise that any and
all of our efforts to stop the mine were declared
“nonapplicable.” And there wasn’t much we could do
about it.

I’d like to point out that we hadn’t taken all of these
actions over the years just for fun. We saw no track
record for Kennecott being able to operate its mine
without polluting our water. And we didn’t want to be
just another experiment in the mining company’s
book. As Evelyn wrote in May of 1996, less than a
month before she died (CD 120-1):

We all should have learned in high school chemistry
that experiments belong in test tubes under con-
trolled laboratory conditions. As successes are
obtained and workable techniques developed, then
and only then should they gradually be expanded
into real life situations. You don’t experiment with a
mine right next to the Flambeau River or at the
headwaters of the Wolf.

But time and time again our efforts to protect the
health, safety and welfare of the community were
scuttled by the mining company, our state and local
officials and the DNR. I wish I could say this was the
exception rather than the rule in Wisconsin. But simi-
lar stories continue to surface even today, whether it
involves mining, high-voltage power lines, high-
capacity wells or factory farms. Sure, a few people
have waged somewhat successful battles against the
powers-that-be. But if I may digress for a minute, one
of the worst impediments to fair and just decision-
making in the State of Wisconsin continues to be our
pathetic legal system. You see, important environ-
mental battles often end up in the courts, and too
many judges who have assumed the bench appear to
be uninterested in watching out for the little guy,
especially when big business comes calling.

Two of the most insipid judges I ever saw in that
regard were Judge Mark Mangerson (he assumed the
position of Oneida County Circuit Court Judge in
1988 and continues to serve in that capacity to this
day) and Judge Janine Geske (she served as a
Wisconsin Supreme Court Justice from 1981 to 1998
and a reserve judge in the Wisconsin court system
from 1999 to 2002). Both of these judges ruled on
court cases involving the validity of a Local Agree-
ment signed between the Nashville Town Board in
Forest County and Exxon/Rio Algom in 1996 to build
the Crandon mine. And both judges upheld the valid-

ity of the contract, even though the Nashville Town
Board admitted to breaking Wisconsin’s Open
Meetings Law 55 times during the negotiations (CD
38-5). The only good thing about it was that by the
time Mangerson and Geske handed down their deci-
sions, Wisconsin’s Mining Moratorium Law had been
enacted. So even though both judges kowtowed to
Exxon/Rio Algom, the people of Forest County at
least had another line of defense to help keep the
mining company from moving ahead with its plans to
build the Crandon mine.

The debacle with Mangerson and Geske under-
scores the fact that to this day, the State of Wisconsin
not only has a bunch of shoddy mining laws on the
books, but a number of shoddy judges on the bench.
It’s just one more reason why it was so important to
get a mining moratorium law enacted. Let me tell
you, then, about the legislators and concerned citi-
zens who helped make the law a reality.

The Early Push for a Mining
Moratorium Law in Wisconsin
When it comes to tracing the history of Wisconsin’s
mining moratorium law, one of the first legislators
who went to bat for us was Rep. Thomas Loftus (D-
Sun Prairie). He ran for Governor of Wisconsin in
1990 against the incumbent, Tommy Thompson, and
did us a big favor when he brought mining to the fore-
front as a campaign issue. Loftus traveled around the
state calling for a mining moratorium and compre-
hensive review of Wisconsin’s mining laws. He stated,
“If Gov. Tommy Thompson believes in local control of
government, he should listen to the people of north-
ern Wisconsin and quit trying to cram mining down
their throats” (Figure 120-2).

Wow! Did that get the attention of Tommy
Thompson! I think he knew the issue of mining in
northern Wisconsin was so explosive that it might
really cost him some votes in the election. So he
lashed out at Loftus by trying to make it sound like his
Democratic opponent was anti-business instead of
dealing with the real issue at hand—how mining
could destroy the clean water of northern Wisconsin.
It reminded me of something that happened to my
daughter Susan when she was working for the DNR in
Madison. One day, a department official by the name
of Lyman Wible came up to her desk and asked, “Are
you Roscoe and Evelyn Churchill’s daughter?” When
she answered, “Yes,” he quickly said, “I suppose then
you’re against mining.” But Susan astutely replied,
“Put it this way. I’m for clean groundwater.”
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And that was the story behind Loftus’ stance as
well. He wasn’t anti-business. He was for clean water.
Yet Thompson, in his arrogant and thug-like manner,
said the following (CD 120-3):

[Loftus wants to] completely ridicule and demean
the business climate in this state. … I don’t know
where he’s coming from. He’s throwing these
grenades and luckily they’re all duds and this is the
biggest dud of all. We have the toughest permitting
law on mining in the United States. … To bring this
up as a smokescreen right before the election, what
good is it? I mean, the day after the election nobody
is going to be talking about the permitting or mora-
toriums on mining. … He’s making these politically
obnoxious statements against the business commu-
nity of this state and to what avail? … If that’s what
he wants, he’ll go down in flames like other people
who believe the same philosophy. … Poor Speaker
Loftus keeps trying to find an issue that somehow
people will support him on. He’s been too long in
Dane County. He’s been in that liberal stratified air
of Dane County and he just doesn’t understand that
you have to have a good business climate to create
jobs in order to do the things that the governor has
to do.”

Thompson’s tirade didn’t fool us. And as you might
expect, the Rusk County Citizens Action Group
jumped on board with the Loftus campaign. We even
published a Special Action Edition to the Real
Flambeau News that included a petition for people to
sign in support of a moratorium, and we forwarded
the signed copies to Sen. Loftus to use in his cam-

paign (CD 120-4). As Evelyn said to our supporters in
the newsletter, “We must use the political process to
demand greater protection of our northern environ-
ment. Please get your friends involved in this effort,
question political candidates about their position on a
regional mining study and moratorium. Make the
politicians feel the public concern on these issues.”

Unfortunately, Thompson went on to win reelec-
tion in 1990, but at least we proved him wrong when
he said, “The day after the election nobody is going to
be talking about … moratoriums on mining.” To start,
the governor seemed to forget that other state elec-
tions besides his own were being decided in
November of 1990 and that some of those races were
likely to have a bearing on the moratorium issue.

In particular, I don’t think Thompson expected that
the race in the 29th Senate District, which at that
time included all of Price County and parts of Rusk,
Taylor, Barron, Marathon, Chippewa, Shawano and
Waupaca counties, was going to turn out the way it
did. You see, that was my senate district, and we
voted to get rid of the pro-mining Republican senator
who had held the seat since 1966. The 24-year incum-
bent’s name was Walter John Chilsen (R-Wausau),
and we replaced him with a young, energetic and
dedicated man by the name of Russ Decker (D-
Schofield). Chilsen had spoken out against Loftus’ call
for a mining moratorium during the campaign, while
Decker was willing to sit down and listen to us (CD
120-5). And I’m sure Decker’s win was at least partly
due to that fact.

Figure 120-2.
Rep. Thomas
Loftus brought
statewide attention
to the mining
moratorium issue
in his 1990 cam-
paign for Governor
of Wisconsin. See
CD 120-2 for more
information about
what Loftus said
about Wisconsin’s
shady mining laws
(Eau Claire
Leader-Telegram,
August 6, 1990;
reprinted with per-
mission of The
Associated Press).
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Decker didn’t let us down. Shortly after he got in
office, he teamed up with Rep. Harvey Stower (D-
Amery) and Rep. Spencer Black (D-Madison) to push
for the enactment of a mining moratorium in the
state. You’ve already read about the bill, AB 81, that
Stower and Black introduced in the assembly in 1991
and Decker co-sponsored in the senate. And you can
bet that the Rusk County Citizens Action Group did its
best to get the public involved in pressuring the legis-
lators to pass the bill. In particular, we circulated a
petition that requested not only the enactment of a
statewide mining moratorium, but listed a number of
different mining laws that needed to be either cre-
ated, amended or appealed (CD 120-6).

We were thrilled when AB 81 managed to squeak
through the assembly on a vote of 50-49 in 1992. But
then it was beaten down by the senate Republicans,
who didn’t even let the bill come to the floor for a
vote. Nevertheless, Stower, Black and Decker’s efforts
kept the issue alive, and RCCAG continued to work
with them to try to make this thing happen. For exam-
ple, Decker scheduled a series of town meetings in
March of 1993 to hear the concerns of his con-
stituents about mining, and RCCAG helped promote
attendance by putting the large advertisement I
showed you at the beginning of the chapter in the
Ladysmith News (Figure 120-1). We also circulated
another petition, this one urging the state legislators
to enact an emergency moratorium on all sulfide min-
ing in Wisconsin (CD 120-7). We just couldn’t give up.

Exxon Reappears on the Scene,
People React and Rep. Spencer
Black Listens
By 1993, the Flambeau Mine was on the threshold of
becoming a reality. So you might be wondering why we
kept up the push for a mining moratorium. Well, we
continued to fight because we hoped that we still might
be able to throw a wrench in Kennecott’s project—or at
least stop the next corporate assault on northern
Wisconsin, the proposed Crandon mine at the headwa-
ters of the Wolf River. As you know, even though Exxon
had put its plans to build the Crandon mine on hold in
1986, the company announced in September of 1993
that it was ready to get back to business and pursue the
necessary permits to mine in Forest County, right next
to the Mole Lake Reservation (CD 120-8).

The proposed Crandon mine was expected to pro-
duce the largest toxic waste dump in Wisconsin—a
tailings pond covering 355 acres with berms 90 feet
high (CD 120-9). To put it into perspective, that’s the

size of about 340 football fields! And since the waste-
water from the mine could not be dumped into the
Wolf River (which had been designated an Out-
standing Resource Water by the state in 1988, thereby
limiting pollution discharges into the river), Exxon
was proposing to pump over a million gallons of
water a day over to Rhinelander and dump it into the
Wisconsin River, where pollution standards were
more lax. And all so that the mining company could
dig up the state’s gold, silver, zinc and copper to make
a handsome profit for its shareholders.

That got the attention of a lot of people around the
state. And in February of 1994, John Styczinski,
Evelyn and I sent out a letter on behalf of RCCAG in
which we sought the help of friends living far and
near to pressure the Wisconsin Legislature into estab-
lishing a moratorium against metallic sulfide mining
(CD 120-10). I have included a few excerpts from our
letter for you to see on the following page. In a nut-
shell, we told of how our efforts to keep Kennecott
out of Rusk County had failed because of the mining
company’s subversion of local democracy. And we
also highlighted how both Kennecott and Exxon had
played a major role in getting laws passed to relieve
them of responsibility for cleaning up environmental
disasters. The letter also included a petition for peo-
ple to sign that specifically asked the state legislators
to do the following (CD 120-10):
� Enact an emergency moratorium on metallic sul-

fide mining;
� Conduct an investigation of the Kennecott

takeover of Rusk County;
� Perform a regional study of the effects of mining

sulfide minerals in Wisconsin; and
� Revise the laws and rules for mining.

We felt  hopeful about our latest petition campaign
because we sensed that more people were starting to
show an interest in fighting the buzzards and that the
environmental community and Indian tribes were
getting better organized. And indeed, many copies of
the signed petition were delivered to the office of
Governor Tommy Thompson on March 14, 1994. That
was the same day we presented Evelyn’s “Declaration
of Independence from Corporation Oppression and
Destruction” to Thompson and DNR Secretary George
Meyer in absentia, as discussed in an earlier chapter.

A few months later, in August of 1994, we started
to circulate yet another petition, this one asking the
DNR to promulgate rules banning the mining of sul-
fide mineral deposits in the State of Wisconsin. You
read all about it in Chapter 109 of my story and may
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recall how Sen. Chuck Chvala (D-Madison) publicly
endorsed our efforts in his campaign for Governor of
Wisconsin in 1994 (Figure 109-6). That really rocked
Tommy’s boat, just like Tom Loftus had done in the
1990 gubernatorial race. Unfortunately, however,
Thompson’s boys at the DNR proceeded to take the
easy way out by claiming they did not have the power
to enact the kind of ban we wanted.

But that didn’t stop us. We took the buzzards to
court in February of 1995, and as you know, Judge
Frederick Henderson ruled on October 2, 1995 that
the DNR indeed had the power to say “No” to metal-
lic sulfide mining (Figure 110-3). Unfortunately, how-
ever, the decision was overturned by the Wisconsin
Court of Appeals the following June.

While our lawsuit was playing out in court, those
of us opposed to the takeover of northern Wisconsin
by the multinationals did not sit by idly waiting. In
fact, one of the most important developments in the
organized effort to oppose the Crandon mine and

support a moratorium on mining took place in the
interim. I am referring to the establishment of the
Wolf Watershed Educational Project (WWEP). The
project was initiated in July of 1995 by the Midwest
Treaty Network, a group that to this day brings Native
and non-Native peoples together in an effort to sup-
port treaty rights, end racism throughout the region
and protect the environment for future generations.
You read about the early days of the organization in
Chapter 70 of my story, so now let me tell you about
the group’s effective campaign to push for a mining
moratorium in the state.

When the Midwest Treaty Network initiated its
Wolf River Educational Project, the idea was to bring
together a variety of people who had a common goal
of keeping the multinational mining companies out of
northern Wisconsin. Some of us who came to the
early meetings had experience fighting the Flambeau
Mine and others were more familiar with the Crandon
project. Some were Indian and others were not. But

February 11, 1994

Dear Concerned Citizen:

The petition enclosed in this letter is of the UTMOST impor-
tance! Those of us sponsoring this petition have been intimately
involved, some more, some less, with the circumstances lead-
ing up to the now active Flambeau Mine.

The Flambeau Mine, just in its beginning stage, actually is the
beginning of a much more sinister reality, a potential mining
district containing a number of massive sulfide orebodies
spread across northern Wisconsin. Twelve massive sulfide
deposits have already been identified, including the zinc deposit
near Crandon, thought to be the world’s third largest. …

Massive sulfide means that over one half of the orebody is
composed of sulfide minerals, normally the predominant
mineral being pyrite (fool’s gold) which becomes sulfuric
acid-producing waste, dissolving out harmful levels of heavy
metals. Mining of sulfide minerals in the western U.S. has left
a legacy of poisoned groundwaters and massive fish kills. We
don’t want that to be the legacy of northern Wisconsin!…

After a decade of official local actions that prohibited the
Flambeau Mine, Kennecott sent in a man who persuaded the
state to join him in subverting local democracy and getting
legislation that facilitated start-up of the Flambeau Mine on
the company’s own terms. At all costs, we MUST prevent this
scenario from being repeated over and over across northern
Wisconsin.

As many of you already know, state leaders, most of the leg-

islators and DNR turned a deaf ear. At that time we were a
small voice; but now, many voices are joining in.

Over the past couple of months we’ve seen a dramatic uniting
of the Native Tribes and environmentalists in opposition to
Exxon/Rio Algom’s proposed Mole Lake mine project and to a
mining district in northern Wisconsin. Just recently, over 50
key organizers from around the country met with Nii Win (the
four tribes—Sokaogon Chippewa, Forest County Potawatomi,
Menominee and Stockbridge-Munsee) at Mole Lake. [The
gathering] included numerous environmental groups, repre-
sentatives from Lac du Flambeau, Bad River, Oneida, a dele-
gation from the Serpent River First Nation of Ontario and two
national coordinators of the Indigenous Environmental
Network (IEN). …

It was a strategy session to plan resistance to Exxon/Rio
Algom and a mining district in northern Wisconsin. The
enclosed petition is but one effort towards that end. …

We are petitioning for a HALT to this major threat to the peo-
ple of northern Wisconsin and their environment. It is in the
power of the state leaders and lawmakers to do so; and what
they should have done long ago. … 

Please join us in this effort to save our clean and green
Northland. Many, many thanks for your response to this appeal.

Sincerely,

John Styczinski, Jr., Chair
Roscoe Churchill, Vice Chair
Rusk County Citizens Action Group

RCCAG Helps Keep the Mining Moratorium Issue Alive in 1994
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no matter who we were, we shared the pain that came
from being stripped of our rights, and we faced a
common threat to our water and land. It was just nat-
ural that we got to know each other and work
together. During those monthly meetings we edu-
cated each other on the dangers of metallic sulfide
mining, drew on each other’s experience and came up
with ways to spread the word to the public.

The timing behind the initiation of the Wolf
Watershed Educational Project was just right. You see,
in December of 1995, Rep. Spencer Black introduced
a new proposal in the Wisconsin Assembly for a
statewide mining moratorium, AB 758 (Figure 120-
3). It was co-sponsored in the Wisconsin Senate by
Sen. Brian Burke (D-Milwaukee) and Sen. Russ Decker
(D-Schofield) as SB 516. Since neither the assembly
nor senate acted on the bill during the 1995–96 leg-
islative session, Black reintroduced the bill on
February 10, 1997 as AB 70, and Sen. Kevin Shibilski
(D-Stevens Point) brought it back to the senate as SB
3. Right from the start, the Wolf Watershed group
jumped on the bandwagon to help Black and his col-
leagues build support among the people of Wisconsin
for passage of the bill.

If you want to read the complete text and history of
the assembly and senate versions of the mining mora-
torium bill (or any other bill introduced in the
Wisconsin State Legislature), you can do what is
called a “folio search” on the legislature’s web page
(http://www.legis.state.wi.us). I’ve included some of
the information specific to the mining moratorium
bill on the CD-ROM that accompanies my book (CD

120-12). But for now, here is how Rep. Black
described the bill in his own words (CD 120-13):

I introduced the mining moratorium bill because I
believe protecting our environment is essential to the
future of our state. This legislation is a common
sense approach to this very controversial issue. What
the bill will do is require a mining company, before a
permit can be issued for a new mine, to show a mine
that has operated without pollution of the environ-
ment for a period of ten years and then been
reclaimed for ten years [without pollution].

The mining company and DNR, of course, down-
played the need for such a law. In particular, Bill Tans,
who was the DNR official overseeing the permitting
process for the Crandon project, actually stated in an
article that appeared in the December 13, 1995 issue
of the Wisconsin State Journal, “It’s really irrelevant
what’s happened elsewhere.” According to the same
article, Tans also said that “although it’s true there is
not data on mines that have been operated and
reclaimed successfully, there are waste disposal tech-
nologies being tested that are working” (Figure 120-
3). Hmmm. Did that mean he expected us to be
satisfied with using the Wolf River as part of some
sort of ongoing experiment?

To help get the word out about the dangers of the
proposed Crandon mine and the need for the legisla-
ture to pass Black’s mining moratorium bill, the Wolf
Watershed group set up a speaking tour in early 1996
that involved having members of the group give pre-
sentations in 22 different towns along the Wolf and
Wisconsin rivers. The tour lasted about a month and

Figure 120-3.
Rep. Spencer
Black intro-
duces a bill
calling for a
moratorium on
metallic sulfide
mining in the
State of Wis-
consin. See CD
120-11 to read
all the details
(Wisconsin
State Journal,
December 13,
1995; repub-
lished with 
permission).
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To this day, the people who are part of the Wolf Watershed
Educational Project (WWEP) get together on a regular basis
to keep abreast of the latest developments with the proposed
Crandon mine and other issues affecting the environment of
northern Wisconsin. Each month I get a brightly-colored
postcard in the mail, telling me where the next meeting is to
be held. And when it arrives, I always get a little excited
because it means that I will soon be seeing friends who mean
so much to me.

Some of us go all the way back to the 1970s together—like
Dorothy Tyra, Al Gedicks and myself. I will always remember
how Dorothy and her late husband Warde were among the
first people over there at Crandon to come out strong against
Exxon’s proposal to build the Crandon mine. Dorothy was
never afraid to voice her opinion on the mining issue, and I’m
sure that witnessing her strength gave others the confidence
to speak out as well. And as far as Al is concerned, well,
you’ve already read much about my strong friend from La
Crosse, Wisconsin. Not only does Al teach sociology at the
University of Wisconsin, but he lives the very struggle that he
is helping his students to understand.

Others who frequent the meetings of the Wolf Watershed
Educational Project are friends I met in the struggle during
the 1980s—people like George Rock, Bob Schmitz, Herb
Buettner, Zoltán Grossman and Debi McNutt. And so many
more came into my life in the 1990s and early 2000s as the
fight against Kennecott and Exxon continued. For me, going
to a Wolf Watershed Educational Project meeting is kind of
like going to a family reunion (Figure 120-4). We all know

each other, love each other and appreciate each other’s
contributions.

The group meets in different parts of the state, including
places like the Mole Lake Reservation, White Lake, Shawano
and Keshena (all located along the Wolf River), Stevens
Point, Oshkosh, Ladysmith and Rhinelander. We have also

A Personal Look at the Wolf Watershed Educational Project

Figure 120-4. The people involved in the Wolf Watershed Educational Project come together on a monthly basis to discuss ways of fighting
the buzzards. The group is pictured here at a meeting that took place on the Mole Lake Reservation in late 2002 (Photo by Zoltán Grossman of
Madison, WI, November 16, 2002).

Figure 120-5. Debi McNutt and Zoltán Grossman have been a con-
stant presence at the meetings of the Wolf Watershed Educational
Project and have shepherded the group through good times and bad
(Photo by Faye Brown of Minneapolis, MN, October 26, 2003).
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met in Madison on several different occasions to participate
in rallies designed to get the attention of the governor and
state legislature. In addition, the group has sponsored several
speaking tours across the state to educate the public about
mining issues.

The individual people behind the Wolf Watershed Educational
Project have many talents and a lot of passion for fighting the
buzzards, but that alone cannot explain the group’s success.
The other key ingredient has been the organizational skill and
leadership provided by a couple of very special people who I
cherish and respect greatly. Their names are Zoltán
Grossman and Debi McNutt (Figure 120-5). They are the real
driving force behind coordinating and keeping the monthly
Wolf Watershed meetings alive and effective. Besides mailing
out those brightly-colored postcards I mentioned earlier,
Zoltán and Debi always seem to know what is happening and
are anxious to share the information with the rest of us.

Zoltán is not a big man physically, but he radiates strength
and a sense of purpose. He has strong environmental feel-
ings and the utmost of concern for honoring treaty rights. He
has done much to let the mining companies, the DNR, the
tribes, the legislators and his friends know that his fight to
protect our precious resources and the rights of the Native
American people is of prime importance to him. He has trav-
eled many miles, prepared endless materials and acted as a
leader for the Wolf Watershed group to try to make sure there
will never be a metal mine at Crandon. And that type of
resilience was surely demonstrated when Zoltán earned his
doctorate from the University of Wisconsin–Madison in 2002
and became a professor at the University of Wisconsin–Eau
Claire shortly thereafter.

Debi is tall, slender as a willow, with dark hair and eyes that
seem to see deep within me. She is as adamant as Zoltán in
her efforts to protect the earth from being pillaged by the
multinationals. There is no show or braggadocio in either
Debi or Zoltán, but rather a strength of purpose that is very
evident to anyone they meet. They are interested in the world
around them, not only the environment, but the political
arena and the serious issues we all face. And when they
believe in something, they do something about it.

Zoltán and Debi have been in this battle a long time, and
Evelyn loved them just as much as I do. To this day, when-
ever I go to an environmental meeting that I think they might
be attending, I always look to see if they’re there. I am very
happy to have them as my friends, as I am all the other good
people involved in the Wolf Watershed Educational Project.

And speaking of all those good people, let me tell you about
one of the group’s very important projects and how everyone
worked together to make it a success. I am referring to the
1999–2000 WWEP Youth Speaking Tour. The goal behind the
project was to educate young people about the social, cul-
tural and environmental impacts of metallic sulfide mining in
general and the proposed Crandon mine in particular. As my
friend Dana Churness stated in a WWEP press release,
“Through education, we hope that young people today will be
inspired to take a step forward and participate in this histori-
cal grassroots alliance and number one environmental issue
in Wisconsin.” Linda Sturnot added, “In recent years the min-
ing industry has increasingly targeted Wisconsin’s class-
rooms and universities by promoting pro-mining materials
and speakers. Now, through the grassroots efforts of the
Wolf Watershed Educational Project, we offer educators the

Figure 120-6. Mining
companies may be able
to buy legislators and
governors, but there is
no buying the love of a
mother and father for
their child. That’s the
heart of what made the
WWEP Youth Speaking
Tour and rally a suc-
cess. Pictured here is
Menominee tribal
member Marissa Tucker
and her husband Robert
as they sang “In the
Evergreen” to their
daughter on the steps
of the State Capitol
(Photo by Laura
Furtman of Webster,
WI, April 29, 2000).
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tools and resources they need to balance their discussions
and presentations on mining and promote ecological stew-
ardship of our precious Wolf River” (CD 120-14).

The WWEP faithful who helped coordinate the tour and pro-
vide speakers to grade school, middle school, high school
and college audiences across the state included Dana
Churness, Linda Sturnot, George Rock, Christine Munson, Al
Gedicks and of course, Zoltán and Debi. The group also put
together a nice packet of educational materials aimed at dif-
ferent age groups that I have included on the CD-ROM that
accompanies my book (CD 120-15). Not only was the infor-
mation useful to those of us fighting the Crandon mine, but it
could be adapted for use by those who face similar battles
elsewhere.

As a former educator, I could see the importance of reaching
young people with the kind of information provided by the
WWEP speakers. After all, it’s our children’s future that is
threatened whenever a mining company snoops around the
northwoods, and it is our duty to make everyone aware of the
situation. In fact, I gave a few talks as part of the youth
speaking tour myself and in the process met some very dedi-
cated young people. In particular, two high school students
by the names of Kelly Anderson and Adam Dewitz arranged
for me to speak at Memorial High School and the L.E. Phillips
Memorial Public Library in Eau Claire, Wisconsin; a college
student by the name of Maggie Allmann invited me to the
University of Wisconsin–Stout in Menomonie; another
dynamic student by the name of Aaron Marcoux made
arrangements for me to come to the University of
Wisconsin–Barron County in Rice Lake; and a young lecturer
by the name of Lisa Theo invited me to speak to one of her

classes at the University of Wisconsin–Eau Claire. Seeing the
intensity and concern of Kelly, Adam, Maggie, Aaron and Lisa
did my old heart a lot of good, especially considering the fact
that I was 83 at the time and old enough to be their great
grandfather! I might add that Kelly’s parents, Jim and JoAnn
Anderson, also got in on the act. They were very supportive
of Kelly and Adam’s work on the mining issue and invited
Laura and me over to their home on the night of one of my
talks. When I first met JoAnn, I could tell where Kelly had
gotten her special mix of gentleness and strength. And Jim,
who at the time was a headline writer for the Eau Claire
Leader-Telegram, later helped Laura and me with our book
project by providing us with numerous articles of interest
from the Leader-Telegram’s archives.

The WWEP speaking tour culminated with a rally on the steps
of the State Capitol in Madison on April 29, 2000 (Figures
120-6 and 120-7). About 750 people gathered to voice their
opposition to the Crandon mine, and many of us had a
chance to take the microphone and address the crowd. It was
so encouraging for me to see the big turnout of young and
old people alike.

Based on what I’ve told you so far, I am sure you can see that
those who are involved in the Wolf Watershed Educational Pro-
ject are not the kind of people who sit around at home and
watch television. They really get around. One time the group
even came out to my farm for a work day! You see, I had an 
old shed that I wanted to tear down but didn’t have the strength
to do it myself. So the group decided to have its monthly 
meeting at my place in May of 1999, and the members came
armed with hammers, crow bars, food and lots of muscle. I
can still see it in my mind’s eye—people like Francis Kugel, 

Figure 120-7. About
750 people gathered in
front of the State
Capitol in Madison,
Wisconsin in April of
2000 for a rally against
the proposed Crandon
mine. Pictured in the
foreground are (left to
right) George Reif,
Roscoe Churchill,
Genie Buettner, Fred
Ackley and Francis
Kugel (Photo by Laura
Furtman of Webster,
WI, April 29, 2000).
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George Reif, Len and Judy Pubanz, Al Gedicks, Sandy Lyon,
Nick Vander Puy, Claire Vanderslice, Carole Crisler, Tom
Wilson, David Anderson and perhaps a dozen others who
drove many miles, not only because they wanted to get
together to discuss the mining issue, but because they were
my friends (Figure 120-8). Francie Kugel even brought his
son Andy along to help that day, and those two started out
from Shawano at two o’clock in the morning so they could be
at my farm to start work at sunrise. They arrived before I had
even gotten out of bed! I might add that just like Francie
helped me on the farm that day, he has been faithful and
strong in fighting the mining companies for many years. He’s
a World War II veteran who has never forgotten the meaning
of serving his fellow man.

The people who came to my farm worked outside on the shed
all morning, while a few stayed in the kitchen to prepare
lunch for everyone. And when we sat down to eat, we had our
meeting (by the way, I’ve never eaten baked beans any better
than Carole Crisler’s or apple pie better than Laura
Furtman’s). I remember how David Anderson told us over
dessert that he had just seen some of the monitoring data
from the wells at the Flambeau Mine site and that pollution
was already starting to show up in the water, even though the
mine had been closed for less than two years. That really got
everyone’s attention, as will be discussed in a later chapter.

Another meeting of the Wolf Watershed Educational Project
that I remember well took place close to the Mole Lake
Reservation in March of 2001. John Styczinski went with me
that day, and by ten o’clock in the morning some forty people
had gathered in the meeting room of the Nii Win house, a
new building constructed on a seven-acre parcel of land

across the road from the proposed mine site at Crandon.
These folks had come from all parts of the state, with a
majority of them from the Crandon area. They were there to
work at developing new strategies to try to keep a foreign
mining company from tearing up the area in which the Mole
Lake Ojibwe lived and through which one of Wisconsin’s
most pristine rivers flowed, the Wolf.

The people who gathered that day had reason to feel sad.
Judge Janine Geske had ruled two days earlier that the min-
ing company’s Local Agreement with the Town of Nashville in
Forest County was legitimate, even though it had been nego-
tiated in violation of Wisconsin’s Open Meetings Law. As I sat
looking at those dedicated people who had just suffered such
a major setback, my heart was so full of love for them that I
just had to tell them how I felt. I understood their pain,
because I had lived twenty-five years struggling against min-
ing companies, incompetent legislators, questionable judges
and an uncaring DNR.

When it was my turn to talk, I said, “My friends, I came here
today not out of a sense of duty but because I wanted to spend
this day with you. I have five children, and as each new one
came on the scene, I wondered if my love could be stretched to
cover one more. It was just no problem at all. And when I look
at you today, I have no trouble stretching my love to take all of
you into my heart. I have no better friends than you.”

Then I said, “I know you are sad and very disappointed with
Judge Geske’s dumb decision. But I want you to know that I
first came to Crandon in 1976, when minerals were discov-
ered near here and Exxon was ready to begin mining as soon
as possible. Well, twenty-five years have gone by and they
still are not mining. We just cannot stop what we are doing.”

Figure 120-8. Roscoe
Churchill’s buddies from
the Wolf Watershed
group descended on his
farm in the Spring of
1999 to help him tear
down an old shed. Pic-
tured here are (left to
right) Nick Vander Puy
(bending over), George
Reif (behind Nick), Len
Pubanz, Tom Wilson and
Roscoe (Photo by Judy
Pubanz of Shawano, WI,
May 1999).
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ended with a rally at Hat Rapids outside of
Rhinelander, Wisconsin on May 4, 1996. Evelyn’s
health was failing at that time, but she was heartened
by what our friends were doing and urged me to go to
the rally. And when I got there, I was heartened, too.
You see, I was one of about a thousand people who
had come to show their support for protecting north-
ern Wisconsin from the greedy mining companies of
the world. I wish Evelyn could have seen it.

I remember how my friend Sandy Lyon got up and,
in an almost prayerful way, told the group about
Evelyn not being able to be there. She spoke with
such love in her heart for her dear friend and
explained how what we were doing that day was part
of Evelyn’s dream. I have a picture of Sandy and
myself that was taken at the rally. I keep it on a mir-
ror in my living room (Figure 120-9).

The speaking tour and rally arranged by the Wolf
Watershed group got Black’s mining moratorium bill
off to a good start. In fact, reporter Rob Zaleski of the
Capital Times wrote an article about the effectiveness
of the group’s strategy and entitled his piece “Here’s

how to stick it to Exxon, Tommy” (CD 120-16).
Other groups of citizens from around the state got

involved as well. In particular, about sixty different
environmental, sports, business and tribal organiza-
tions got together in 1996 to form what was known as
the Mining Moratorium Coalition (CD 120-17). And
as you might expect, the group and its individual
members really made their voices heard. Here are sev-
eral examples of what I am talking about:

� A group from Shawano County known as POW’R
(Protect Our Wolf River) went to a number of
townships, villages and cities situated along the
Wolf River and asked the governing bodies to sign
a resolution that called for opposing “issuance of
any permit or approval for the [Crandon] mining
operation at this time, and until such technology
has progressed to the point where no long-term
environmental harm can arise from the operation
of such facility, including the diversion of water
from the Wolf River basin” (CD 120-118 and CD
120-19). POW’R was successful in its campaign,
and the group’s efforts were emulated by people in
other parts of the state. By March of 1997, a total
of 65 communities, including 38 along the
Wisconsin River, had signed resolutions against the
Crandon mine (CD 120-20). That was quite a pow-
erful message to send to the legislature!

In my opinion, POW’R was Shawano County’s
equivalent to the Rusk County Citizens Action
Group. Its members included good people like Len
and Judy Pubanz, Alice McCombs, T.L. Christen,
George Reif, John Mutter, Verlyn and Charmaine
Olson, Francie Kugel and Fred Ponschok, to name
just a few. They did their best to protect their part
of the state from the hazards of metallic sulfide
mining and in the process helped to protect a pre-
cious part of Wisconsin for us all.

� The Mining Moratorium Coalition initiated a cam-
paign in June of 1996 which entailed distributing a
letter to all candidates for the Wisconsin Legis-
lature in the November 1996 election. In the letter,
candidates were asked to sign a pledge supporting
the enactment of a mining moratorium. Bruce
Nilles of the Midwest Sierra Club, Ben Manski of
Wisconsin’s Environmental Decade and Dave
Blouin of the Mining Impact Coalition all helped
coordinate the effort. By August of 1996, over 60
candidates had signed the pledge. And by the time
the election was held in November, the total had
reached 90 (CD 120-21).

� People all around the state started to collect signatures

Figure 120-9. Roscoe Churchill, Sandy Lyon and about a thousand
other people gathered outside Rhinelander, Wisconsin in May of
1996 to speak out against the proposed Crandon mine and voice
support for a statewide mining moratorium (Photo by Walt Bresette
of the Red Cliff Reservation, May 4, 1996).
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on petitions in support of the mining moratorium
bill. As you will see later, over 40,000 signatures
were collected during 1996 and 1997, as the bill
awaited action by the Wisconsin Legislature.

It’s clear there was tremendous grassroots support for
the mining moratorium bill, and another thing in our
favor was that the balance of power in the Wisconsin
Senate shifted with the November 1996 election. The
Democrats took a 17 to 16 lead over the Republicans,
which was enough to shake up the senate’s leadership
positions and standing committees. Here’s what I
mean: (1) Sen. Chuck Chvala (D-Madison) replaced
Sen. Michael Ellis (R-Neenah) as the senate majority
leader; (2) Sen. Alice Clausing (D-Menomonie) took
over as the chairperson of the Wisconsin Senate
Committee on Agriculture and Environmental Re-
sources, where the mining moratorium bill had lan-
guished during the previous legislative session; and
(3) Sen. Kevin Shibilski (D-Stevens Point) and Sen.
Robert Wirch (D-Kenosha) joined Clausing’s commit-
tee to replace Sen. Mary Panzer (R-West Bend) and
Sen. Margaret Farrow (R-Elm Grove).

On February 10, 1997, less than a month after the
1997–1998 legislative session got underway, Sen.
Shibilski reintroduced the mining moratorium bill in
the Wisconsin Senate as SB 3, and Rep. Spencer Black
reintroduced it in the assembly as AB 70. The bill was
then referred to the senate’s Committee on Agriculture
and Environmental Resources, where Sen. Clausing
took the ball and ran. She quickly scheduled a public
hearing on the bill for February 17, 1997 in Green Bay
to give citizens a chance to comment on the bill.

I really wanted to go to Clausing’s hearing and tes-
tify, but I was having problems with my blood pres-
sure at the time and wasn’t up to making the 200-mile
trip. Plenty of my friends, however, were among the
300 people in attendance (Figure 120-10). And
believe me, emotions ran high as the hearing dragged
on for seven long hours. It was a real marathon for
Clausing to sit through all that, but she stayed until
every person who wanted to speak had spoken.

Clausing continued to plow ahead. About two weeks
after the public hearing, she scheduled a committee
vote on the mining moratorium bill, and it passed on a
party-line vote of 3-2. The three Democrats who voted
to send the bill to the floor of the senate were of course
Clausing, Shibilski and Wirch. And the two Republi-
cans who unsuccessfully tried to scuttle the whole
thing were Sen. David Zien (R-Eau Claire) and Sen.
Alan Lasee (R-De Pere). Needless to say, both of those
guys had lousy environmental voting records.

Once the bill was issued out of committee, Sen.
Chuck Chvala wasted no time putting it on the senate
calendar. And I think his Republican colleagues
finally realized that if they voted against a bill with so
much popular support, it might mean the end of their
political careers. All I can say is that the bill passed
the senate on a vote of 29-3 on March 11, 1997. We
were ecstatic!

Unfortunately, however, there was still more work
to be done. First of all, Sen. Robert Welch (R-
Redgranite), had succeeded in amending and weak-
ening SB 3 before it passed the senate, as will be
discussed later in the chapter. And second, even

Figure 120-10. Rep.
Spencer Black addresses
the Wisconsin Senate
Committee on Agriculture
and Environmental
Resources as the crowd
looks on during a public
hearing on the mining
moratorium bill held in
Green Bay, Wisconsin
(News photo, Green Bay
News-Chronicle, February
18, 1997; republished with
permission).
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though the bill had gotten through the senate, it still
awaited action by the Republican-controlled Wiscon-
sin Assembly. And wait it did. You see, before the
assembly could vote on the bill, it had to be issued out
of the Wisconsin Assembly Committee on the Envir-
onment. And the chairman of the committee, Rep.
Marc Duff (R-New Berlin), seemed in no great rush to
deliver the bill to the floor (by the way, Duff hap-
pened to be Sen. Alice Clausing’s nephew).

But just like the senate Democrats had worked
hard to advance the bill in their chamber, Rep.
Spencer Black stepped forward to fight hard for the
bill in the Wisconsin Assembly. He knew the
Republicans had a 52 to 46 majority in the assembly
that would be difficult to overcome, so he turned up
the heat on his Republican colleagues by taking the
issue directly to the people of Wisconsin. He met with
small groups and large crowds across the state and
did everything he could to nurture the grassroots
movement. In particular, I remember attending a
meeting of the Sierra Club in Eau Claire when Black
came to make his pitch for the new law. Interestingly
enough, Ed May was there, too. Now I have a difficult
time imagining Ed May as a dedicated Sierra Club
member. But maybe he was. Anyway, after Spencer
gave his presentation on why Wisconsin needed a
mining moratorium law and other strong mining
laws, the audience gave him a standing ovation. But
when I looked over to where May and the other min-
ing people were sitting, they were doing just that—
sitting. I would like to have seen their faces when the
bill actually became law in April of 1998. Before get-
ting into that, however, let me tell you a few more sto-
ries about what took place in the interim.

As Black traversed the state to talk to people about
the mining moratorium bill, one of the stops he made
was at the University of Wisconsin–Barron County
campus in Rice Lake, Wisconsin. He came there on
April 4, 1997 to participate in a mining forum that
had been organized by Benita Rudi, who was a stu-
dent at the university at that time, and Dr. Tony
Millevolte, a professor of chemistry. As reported in the
March 27, 1997 issue of the Ladysmith News, the
meeting was designed to serve as a platform for dis-
cussing the pros and cons of mining in northern
Wisconsin (CD 120-22). Besides having Black on the
agenda, Ken Fish of the Menominee Nation and a rep-
resentative from Exxon/Rio Algom were also sched-
uled to speak. I knew the audience was going to be
allowed to ask questions, so I drove over to the Rice
Lake campus, ready to challenge whoever the mining
company decided to send on its behalf.

When I got to the meeting, however, I was disap-
pointed to find out that Exxon/Rio Algom’s represen-
tative had not shown up. There sat Black and Fish on
the stage with an empty chair between them.

The organizers of the forum waited a while before
getting started, thinking that perhaps the mining
company’s speaker was just running a little late. But
no one came. So Black and Fish gave their talks, and
the meeting was opened for discussion. It was clear
that none of the people in attendance wanted a mine.
And many were also offended by the fact that the
mining company had agreed to participate in the
forum and then not bothered to show up. I must
admit, however, that I was not surprised by the com-
pany’s no-show. Outfits like Exxon and Kennecott
don’t like to get into public debates with people of the
caliber of Spencer Black and Ken Fish. Mining offi-
cials know the environmental track record of the
industry is so bad that they don’t stand a chance.

Another thing I would like to tell you about the
mining forum in Rice Lake was that it was the first
time I met Laura Furtman, who was to become one of
my best friends. She knew Sandy Lyon, who had told
her about the meeting, and Sandy made a point of
introducing us that evening. But then, I had met
many people in my years of being an activist, and I
couldn’t see how this pretty little lady from Webster,
Wisconsin would be interested in anything I might be
doing. Was I wrong! It turns out that I had met Sandy
in the exact same auditorium on the exact same day
seventeen years earlier. In retrospect, I guess you
could say it was a sign of things to come.

Getting back to the moratorium … Shortly after
Spencer Black spoke to us in Rice Lake, Chairman
Marc Duff and the other members of the assembly’s
Committee on the Environment came to Ladysmith
to conduct a public hearing on the mining morato-
rium bill. When I first heard about the committee’s
plans, I wondered why Duff had chosen Ladysmith
rather than Crandon as the site of the May 12th hear-
ing. After all, the people who were first in line to be
affected by the outcome of the debate were those
who lived close to the Wolf River. Later on, however,
I found out what was really going on. You see, Duff
admitted during the hearing that the reason he held
the meeting in Ladysmith was because he “wanted to
have a tour of the Flambeau Mine.” And sure enough,
Kennecott treated the committee members to a dog
and pony show at the mine site before the hearing
began, in what appeared to be a thinly veiled attempt
to sway the legislators against those of us who sup-
ported the moratorium. And to add insult to injury,
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Duff conducted the hearing in Ladysmith’s new pub-
lic library that had been built, in part, with money
from the mining company. All I could conclude was
that Duff was more interested in giving Kennecott a
voice at the public hearing than the concerned peo-
ple of the Crandon area whose clean water was at
stake.

At any rate, all ten of the committee members were
present at the Ladysmith hearing, including Rep.
Spencer Black, Rep. Peter Bock (D-Milwaukee), Rep.
Judy Robson (D-Beloit), Rep. John La Fave (D-Brown
Deer), Rep. DuWayne Johnsrud (R-Eastman), Rep.
Eugene Hahn (R-Cambria), Rep. Lorraine Seratti (R-
Spread Eagle), Rep. Tim Hoven (R-Port Washington),
Rep. Neal Kedzie (R-Elkhorn) and Chairman Marc
Duff (R-New Berlin). With the Republicans having a
6-4 majority on the committee, we knew we had an
uphill battle.

Over 300 people came to the hearing, and about
130 registered to speak. Of course, I was there to
shoot off my mouth like usual. And as long as we were
all seated there in the new library building, I decided
to tell the legislators the story of how the library came
to be built. I said, “The Flambeau Mine closed a year
early, costing the community about $1 million in lost
wages. And after we made a big fuss about the change
in plans, all of a sudden Kennecott announced that it
was going to help pay for about half of this new build-
ing. They were just trying to shut us up.”

Many of my friends were there to support the
moratorium bill as well—people like Kerm Benson,
Will Fantle, Al Gedicks, Claire Vanderslice, Frank
Koehn, Marion Lang, Ray Starrett, John Mutter, Kathy
Wolf, Ted Miner, Kira Henschel, Dale Crisler, Betty
Wolcott, Judy Pubanz, Lora Hill, Keith Reopelle,
Chuck Sleeter, Marianne Otto and John Kariger, to
name just a few. Some of them had been with me
from the very beginning in the long battle against
Kennecott, others came on the scene later, and every
single one of them was appreciated by those of us
who were worried about protecting the state’s waters.

In terms of the people who went on record against
having a moratorium on mining, I am sure you will
recognize a few of the names from the list—Alan
Christianson, Ronald Moore, Thure Osuldsen, Stan
Kromrey, Jim Weisenberger, Jim Schultz, David
Willingham, David Solsrud, Frank Beer and Jack
Christman. It was the same bunch of local guys who
had pushed for the Flambeau Mine in Rusk County. As
reported in the May 15, 1997 issue of the Ladysmith
News, their testimony dealt with “the positive impact
the Flambeau Mine has had on the local economy,

both in terms of jobs and in long-term economic
development that has and will take place as a result of
the wise investment of mining tax monies in the local
economy” (CD 120-23). In fact, the week before the
public hearing, the Ladysmith Community Industrial
Development Corporation (LCIDC) even ran a large
ad in the Ladysmith News that extolled the economic
virtues of mining (Figure 120-11). It contained some
of the same misleading information that I debunked
in Chapter 119 of my story. For whatever reason, it
looked like Christianson and his cohorts wanted to
open the flood gates so that the rest of the state would
be inflicted with the same misery we had suffered at
the hands of Kennecott.

The mining industry had a number of company
shills at the hearing as well. In particular, Flambeau
Mining Company (alias Kennecott/RTZ) sent Tom
Myatt, Jana Murphy and Jeff Earnshaw to speak out
against the bill; and Crandon Mining Company (alias
Exxon/Rio Algom) sent its president Rodney Harrill
and a company spokesman by the name of Dale
Alberts. I was really pleased when Alberts finished
speaking and Rep. Black questioned him about the
environmental record of the Henderson Mine in
Colorado. You see, Alberts had cited the Henderson
Mine in his testimony as an example of a non-pollut-
ing mine. But Black proceeded to present findings
from a United States Environmental Protection
Agency report that had just been released. It talked
about how water quality standards had indeed been
exceeded in a creek close to the mine’s tailings dump!
All Alberts could say was that he wasn’t familiar with
the document.

And then Black went on to ask Alberts exactly how
much money Crandon Mining Company (CMC) had
spent on television ads to try to defeat the mining
moratorium bill. You see, as Al Gedicks pointed out in
his book, Resource Rebels, “Prior to the Wisconsin
Senate’s [March 1997] vote on the mining morato-
rium bill, slick CMC television commercials promoted
the wonders of modern mining technology and asso-
ciated it with the warm, fuzzy images of the idealized
version of life in a small, northern Wisconsin town.
The ads showed geese flying over a lake, a sparkling
stream, school children and a place where young peo-
ple didn’t have to leave home to find work.” What’s
more, the 30-second spots were run during local
prime time newscasts across the state, so the whole
thing must have cost the mining company a pretty
penny. But of course Alberts refused to answer Black’s
question, so we were not able to find out exactly how
much money the mining company had spent on its
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Figure 120-11. In what appeared to be a thinly-veiled attempt to turn public sentiment against the mining moratorium bill, the Ladysmith
Community Industrial Development Corporation ran a misleading advertisement about the economic virtues of mining in the local newspaper on
May 8, 1997, four days before a public hearing was scheduled to be held on the bill in Ladysmith. Please note that the editorial comments to the
right of the advertisement were made by Roscoe Churchill in 2003 (Ladysmith News, May 8, 1997).
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media blitz. I might add, however, that according to a
report released by the Wisconsin Ethics Board in
February of 1998, CMC spent $1,078,727 lobbying
Wisconsin legislators in 1997, with much of the
money going toward fighting the mining moratorium
bill (CD 120-24). And as far as the television ad cam-
paign was concerned, Rep. Black estimated it cost the
company an additional $1 million, if not more (CD
120-25).

Rodney Harrill’s testimony at the public hearing
was just as disturbing as Dale Alberts’. He claimed that
the mining industry was being singled out for unfair
treatment by the moratorium bill. And then he added,
“If there’s no problem with this, then let’s expand it a
little bit. How about we broaden it [so that] no casino
can be built or recertified until [the Indians who own
them] demonstrate that a similar casino [has been]
operated for ten years and closed for ten years with no
negative impact on society. … This is no more absurd
than the proposed mining moratorium.” What was
particularly obnoxious about Harrill’s statement was
that he made it after listening to the heartfelt testi-
mony of several tribal members who spoke in favor of
the moratorium, including Stephanie Daniels Barea
(Forest County Potawatomi) and Apesanahkwat, the
tribal chairman of the Menominee Nation. I have
included Stephanie’s testimony and that of several
other people for you to see on the following two
pages. In addition, several different news reports
regarding the hearing are included on the CD-ROM
that accompanies the book (CD 119-24, CD 120-23
and CD 120-26).

The public hearing had been scheduled to go from
2:30 until 6:30 PM. But so many people came to tes-
tify that it didn’t end until 10:40 that night. At one
point, one person got up and said he was speaking for
forty other people who were “getting pretty hungry.”
He said they had come on a bus from Green Bay, were
against the bill, and that they were going to leave. It
would have been interesting if the fellow had also
told us who had paid for the bus. You see, the rumor
was that the mining interests had scraped together
that busload of pro-mining people to try to counteract
our efforts to get the bill passed. But in the end I
guess the people who were recruited to make the trip
were more concerned about filling their stomachs
than speaking out against the moratorium.

All-in-all, 84 people registered to speak in favor of
the bill and 52 against it that day. I did not stay until
the very end. But later on I found out that my new
friend Laura Furtman had been one of the last people
to testify—even though she had a two-hour drive to

get home afterwards. As part of her testimony she
tried to get Chairman Marc Duff to make a public
commitment to issue the bill out of committee so that
it could be voted on by the full assembly. You see,
Laura was worried that the bill might end up dying in
committee.

Duff seemed to want to side-step Laura’s ques-
tions, but she kept pushing to find out whether or not
the bill would ever reach the floor of the assembly.
Duff finally responded by saying, “We’ll have a [com-
mittee] vote. I said I’d issue it out of committee and
then it’s up to the Speaker to calendar it. … Every-
thing is possible in politics, but I think the Speaker
has made a commitment, a public commitment that
he will bring it up for a vote on the floor. So that’s all
I can go with. In politics, your word is your bond usu-
ally.” Unfortunately, however, little did we know that
the Speaker of the Assembly to whom Duff referred,
Rep. Ben Brancel (R-Endeavor), was soon to step
down as Speaker and be replaced by Rep. Scott
Jensen (R-Waukesha), who definitely was pro-min-
ing. In fact, in February of 1997 Jensen had spoken at
a mining conference sponsored by Wisconsin Manu-
facturers and Commerce, where he characterized all
of us anti-mining activists as a breed of “new prohibi-
tionists,” going so far as to allude to our tactics as
being similar to those used by the Nazis (CD 120-27).
So much for counting on Speaker Jensen to honor
former Speaker Brancel’s commitment to calendar
the bill!

At any rate, I was pleased when I heard about how
Laura had put Duff on the spot. It sounded to me like
she was a determined and concerned person. Even
though she had learned about the proposed Crandon
mine and the mining moratorium bill just a few
months earlier, she already had developed a real pas-
sion for fighting the buzzards. Here are just a few
more examples of what I mean:

Laura happened to be in the room when my friend
Tom Ward testified in support of the mining morato-
rium bill at the Ladysmith hearing. Now anyone who
has met Tom knows he has a great sense of what is
right and what is wrong and is unafraid to speak up
about it (Figure 120-13). He knew it was important to
pass the mining moratorium bill to help stop the pro-
posed Crandon mine from being built with its 355
acres of tailings that were going to be piled 90 feet
high. So he angrily said to Duff, “They should put the
tailings dump down in Madison.” And then some-
thing very remarkable happened. Duff, in a detached
and callous way, responded to Tom by saying, “Fine
by me.”
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The entire Ladysmith hearing on the mining moratorium bill
was broadcast live by WOJB-88.9FM, the radio station owned
and operated by the Lac Courte Oreilles Ojibwe. Eric Schub-
ring, who to this day is one of my favorite radio announcers,
came equipped with everything needed to transmit the pro-
ceedings across all of northwestern Wisconsin (Figure 120-
12). Besides that, he recorded the testimony and later allowed
Laura Furtman to borrow the tapes. That’s why we can provide
you here with the actual words that were spoken.

Figure 120-12. Eric Schubring of radio station WOJB-88.9FM cov-
ered the mining controversy in Wisconsin for many years. Here he
is seen interviewing Walt Bresette (Photo courtesy of Sandy Lyon of
Springbrook, WI, circa 1993).

Stephanie Daniels Barea (A member of the Forest County
Potawatomi):

I do not view this as a fight for clean air or land or anything
like that anymore. I view it as a fight for survival because it
threatens the environment that I bring my children up in.
The women in our tribe are responsible for water. We are
the water carriers of our reservation. So that is an impor-
tant issue to all women as well as men of our reservation. I
guess it could be compared to a woman carrying a fetus.
Everybody is surrounded by a body of water when they are
in the womb. Any kind of contaminants would harm the
fetus and it would have pretty drastic effects. I view this
whole situation as being the same. And I am threatened by 

this. And I am very scared as to what my children are going
to have left tomorrow.

I came all the way here from Crandon. I live in Crandon,
and I was really surprised that this wasn’t publicly
announced there—where this place was supposed to be. …
I accidentally stumbled upon the invitation here today. And I
was very, very offended by it. And I just wanted to express
that to you today. I cannot see how the public could be so
misinformed about an urgent situation like this. This, to
Native American people, is something that is a threat to all
of us. As a mother of 5 children, I would like to express my
concern at the rudeness of not having that invitation [sent]
to the rest of my people to be here today. We would wait all
day if that’s what it took just to let you know how we feel
about this.

Chuck Sleeter (Nashville Town Chairman, Forest County):

As a three-year resident of the Town of Nashville, I became
the new town chair in 1997, when the old town board was
removed from office, with one member having served 18
years on the board. How could that happen? On December
12, 1996, the town board signed an agreement with Exxon.
The people begged the board to not sign. I said to them, “If
you sign that agreement, you’ll be looking for a new job
April 1st. And, ladies and gentlemen, they’re out looking for
a job today. I think it’s a heads-up call, folks. We have a new
town board that does not ignore the people. We listen to the
people. The people are concerned, and rightfully so. This
election was a referendum on mining. There was a 99.5%
turnout in this election—the largest turnout in the history of
this township—a mining referendum, folks. The issue was,
“Do you want a mine?” And the folks came out and gave
their answer.

I’d like to ask, with all respect, why this hearing was held at
Ladysmith? Mr. Chairman, I have a town hall that could seat
everyone here. It is in a township next to the proposed
Crandon mine, where you could see the people, see their
faces, talk to them, see the lakes, the streams, the wetlands,
and then make a decision.

You spoke here about the fact that these water treatment
things will clarify the water and all this stuff, and that’s fine
and good. But where is that heavy metal going? Where are
all these “bad boy” chemicals going that come out of the
water? They’re going into a tailings management area in my
back yard. I’m sorry. I’m the town chairman. My job is to
consider the health, welfare and safety of my people. That’s
why I’m here. I take that job really serious. I ask that you
folks do it, too. I ask, please consider us. 

Select Testimony Offered at the Ladysmith Hearing on the Mining
Moratorium Bill (May 12, 1997)
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Wow! That really got Tom worked up, He said,
“Well good. Let’s work on that. Let’s put the dump
right down there with Governor Thompson. Let it
look over Lake Mendota and Lake Monona and let’s
pump the [waste] water from Madison to Middleton
when they get done with it.”

As Laura witnessed the exchange between Tom and
Duff, she got really mad. And when she later told me
about it, I was reminded of how Evelyn had once got-

ten so upset with Ed May that she said, “I wanted to
hit him with my purse.” It was kind of the same thing
between Laura and Marc Duff.

When Laura heard Duff ’s arrogant “Fine by me,”
she knew the word must get out. So she wrote a letter
to the editor about what he had said and put together
a mailing list of all the newspapers in the state and
several more in Minnesota and Illinois. She cus-
tomized the letter for each readership and sent it to

And in closing, please don’t think that this Exxon Crandon
mine is a mine of its own. Because we have a character by
the name of BHP that’s drilling just a little west of the
Crandon mine site. And I don’t think they drill out of just
something to do. I think there’s going to be another mine,
folks. And I think they’re waiting. They’re waiting to see
what we do with this one. If you’ve got a million gallons of
water coming out of one, and you open another one, does
that make two million gallons? And what do I drink? What
do I do for the people who don’t have the water? Thank you
for listening to me.

Stan Druckenmiller (DNR Official)—Druckenmiller, who
registered neither in favor of the bill nor against it, stated he
was “testifying for Secretary George Meyer” and that he was
there to provide information only. But then he proceeded to
say that the DNR would be opposed to AB 70 in its present
form! He stated:

We already have in place the statutory authority and techni-
cal ability to fairly judge any mining proposal on its merits.
… Moreover, we think the bill adds nothing to our under-
standing of environmental safety and provides no additional
level of environmental protection. … A better approach to
mining regulation would be to support the department’s
review of the national experience we’ve had with waste dis-
posal technologies, and to assure citizens through the min-
ing permit process that there is technology available which
would allow a mine to meet all the stringent environmental
safeguards before approval is granted.

Marion Lang (Representative of the Dunn County Mining
Study Group):

The 10-year waiting period is brief compared to the years
ahead that our grandchildren and their grandchildren will
need pure water. The 10-year waiting period is a generous
concession to an industry that cannot presently demon-
strate a metallic mine that has been operated for 10 
years and been closed for 10 years without polluting the
environment.

Jeff Alexander and Cal Frelk (Representatives of People for
Wisconsin)—Both Alexander and Frelk went on record
against the moratorium. But what was more interesting to me
than what they said about the bill was what Alexander said in
response to the following question asked by a member of the

committee: “What is People for Wisconsin, and what is the
membership?” Here is how Alexander responded:

People for Wisconsin is a property rights, pro-business
organization with the west-central chapter based out of
Augusta, Wisconsin. We currently have seventy members.
Basically, it’s a bunch of people who were in the “silent
majority” that have decided to come out. We’re growing in
numbers by leaps and bounds, and you’ll be hearing more
from us by all means. Property rights is one of our big
issues.

In my opinion, Alexander should have also pointed out to
the committee members that “People for Wisconsin” was
an off-shoot of “People for the West,” a Colorado-based
front for the mining industry. As reported in the
August/September issue of Honor Digest, “While touting
itself as a “grassroots” group, over 200 corporations have
contributed $800,000 to the [People for the West] campaign
and twelve of the thirteen [members of the] board of direc-
tors are mining executives” (CD 120-28). It’s a clever way
for the mining industry to make it look like there is local
support for mining projects, when in reality the group is
financed with corporate dollars. 

Alexander himself admitted in a mean-spirited letter to the
editor that appeared in the Forest Republican that “People for
Wisconsin is associated with People for the West (soon to be
People for the U.S.)” (CD 120-29). But yet he did not disclose
that fact to the Assembly Environment Committee when
asked about the organization. 

To add to the intrigue, I found out later that Rebecca Clark was
the secretary of the west-central chapter of People for
Wisconsin at the time of the Ladysmith hearing. You may recall
that she had leased some of her property in Jackson County to
Kennecott and had been rather chummy with the company’s Ed
May at a meeting I attended in Fairchild, Wisconsin in October
of 1996. I don’t know if Clark came to the Ladysmith hearing or
not. But someone from People for Wisconsin brought a flier to
distribute that made mention of how Ed May was a “dedicated
member” of People for the West and had helped the organiza-
tion’s Wisconsin chapter get started (CD 120-30). Hmmm. Was
there a link between Ed May, Rebecca Clark, corporate support
for the start-up of People for Wisconsin and the group’s opposi-
tion to the mining moratorium bill? One can only wonder.
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about 270 different newspapers, paying the postage
herself. The gist of the letter was that if Duff had been
so callous as to say “Fine by me” to having a massive
tailings dump in Madison, it meant no county in the
state was safe from being exploited by the mining
industry (Figure 120-14).

Many newspapers printed Laura’s letter. In fact,

Duff must have gotten so much heat
over his remark that he issued a
response to what Laura had written.
He characterized the comment as
“merely a good-natured attempt at
humor” and suggested that Laura
needed to lighten up. He also stated
that he believed “we should do all
that is possible to ensure that our
mining laws remain the toughest in
the country, and that our environ-
ment remains protected” (Figure
120-15).

Laura responded to that letter as
well and stated, “It’s not that I lack a
sense of humor. It’s just that Rep.
Duff isn’t funny.” And in terms of
Duff ’s claim of supporting the enact-
ment of tough mining laws, she
wrote the following (CD 120-31):

[Duff ’s] statement is inconsistent
with his voting record. In fact, he was

given a final grade of “D” by the Wisconsin
Environmental Decade for his 1995–96 voting
record. For example, he voted against considering
legislation on the floor that would eliminate the
exemption for mines from groundwater enforcement
standards (AB 336). And in the last legislative ses-
sion, he refused to allow any discussion or vote on

Figure 120-13. Tom Ward was never afraid to tell any two-bit legislator the score when it
came to protecting Wisconsin’s clean water. Here he is seen at a press conference held at
the State Capitol in Madison, Wisconsin on November 6, 1997 (News photo, Stoutonia,
November 13, 1997; republished with permission).

Figure 120-14.
Laura Furtman
jumped into the
mining contro-
versy by targeting
the chairman of
the Assembly
Environment
Committee in a
letter to the editor
that she sent to
270 different
newspapers
(Prescott Journal,
June 19, 1997).
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the mining moratorium bill in committee.

Besides having a little sparring match with Duff,
Laura also tangled with Richard Diotte of Crandon
Mining Company. He was the company’s public rela-
tions officer in 1997 and decided to attack Laura, who
is a pharmacist, by writing a letter to the editor in
which he tried to belittle her by comparing her pro-
fession to the mining industry. He wrote, “Ms. Laura
Furtman, a pharmacist from Webster, has been a fre-
quent writer of letters to the editor opposing the
Crandon mine and supporting the mining morato-
rium bill. It would be interesting to apply the morato-
rium’s conditions to her business.” And then he went
on to draw an illogical comparison between mining
and modern medicine. I’ve included his letter here so
you can see for yourself (Figure 120-16).

Diotte’s letter demonstrated a typical tactic used by
mining officials. When they are challenged and don’t
have any positive material to support their position,
they attack the challenger. Well, Laura wasn’t about
to sit still for that. And neither was my friend Jan
Olson of Pickerel, Wisconsin, nor was I. We all wrote
letters in response to what Diotte had said, and I have
included a few excerpts on the following page for you
to see.

About the only accurate statement that Diotte
made in his letter was that Laura was indeed a “fre-

quent writer of letters to the editor.” I know, because
over the course of about two and a half years I saw
more than fifteen letters of hers in the Ladysmith
News. And I might add that I always got a kick out of
reading them. You see, even though I tend to be more
blunt than Laura in my speaking style, she tends to be
very emphatic and more aggressive than me in her
writing style. In fact, as we worked together on this
book, at times I had to ask her to tone down some of
her statements (like when she wanted to call Alan
Christianson a “little bat” in one of the earlier chap-
ters)!

Getting back to my story … By the summer of
1997, the mining moratorium bill had caught the
attention of people all across the state, and those of
us who supported the bill were so riled up about it
that we were not going to back off. We continued to
collect signatures on a petition that Spencer Black
had drafted in support of the bill and forwarded the
signed copies to his office (CD 120-32). What’s more,
we learned in early fall that yet another public hear-
ing would be held on the bill, this one in Milwaukee.
It was scheduled for October 14, 1997, and so many
people were expected to be there that the assembly’s
Committee on the Environment secured the use of the
huge Trade Mart Center at State Fair Park for the
event (CD 120-35).

Before the hearing was held, my friend Will Fantle
wrote a nice article for the Shepherd Express about the

Figure 120-15. Rep. Marc Duff apparently felt the heat over the cal-
lous remarks he made at the Ladysmith hearing on the mining mora-
torium bill. He tried to pass it off as an “attempt at humor,” but his
words were not funny (Pierce County Herald, June 11, 1997).

Figure 120-16. When a mining company cannot effectively refute an
argument offered by an opponent, the company often resorts to
launching personal attacks (Country Today, November 26, 1997).
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Jan Olson of Pickerel, Wisconsin (CD 120-33):

Dick Diotte, Director of Community Relations of Crandon
Mining Company, recently wrote a letter comparing the
pharmaceutical industry to the mining industry (as related
to the requirements of the Mining Moratorium Bill). 

I must agree that requiring a proven track record is the
same in both cases. [But] if I were ailing and my doctor
gave me a prescription, I have a right to question that par-
ticular medication and research its safety record. It would
then be MY choice to have the prescription filled and swal-
low the pill. … On the other hand, Crandon Mining
Company is asking the entire state of Wisconsin to swallow
a pill that many of us do not want. We question the safety
of the “medication” itself; we know the environmental track
record of the company producing the “medication” and the
attitude of the entire mining industry which puts profit
ahead of everything else and has handled the problems it
caused “less honorably” in the past. … And to make mat-
ters worse, this “pill” may be forced down our throats by
our elected officials and a politically biased DNR, who have
been entrusted to look out for us and the state we so love.

Yes, Mr. Diotte, we have ALL learned from research and
experience, and because of what we’ve learned, we don’t
trust the “doctor,” and we don’t want your unproven
“panacea.” The lakes, rivers and streams of Wisconsin are
its lifeblood, and we insist that you prove your technology
before you put it at risk!

Roscoe Churchill of Ladysmith, Wisconsin (CD 120-34):

Richard E. Diotte’s letter in the Nov. 29 issue of the Country
Today is a typical example of how mining company officials
react to anyone’s letters or materials that do not agree with
the mining company interests.

First of all, the trick is to “muddy the waters” so the reader
will be distracted from the real issue and focus in on the
unrelated problem. Diotte has tried to create some kind of
an analogy that just doesn’t exist. He’s clever at this as his
letter proves.

Secondly, there is the attempt to discredit Ms. Furtman’s
professionalism for being critical of the mining company
and not her own profession. It’s almost a challenge of her
right to oppose mining even though mining has an atro-
cious record world wide as a polluter and destroyer of the
environment. Her profession has no bearing on this issue at
all. Then, too, she is doing her challenging on her own time 

and with her own money, because the issue is of great
concern to her. Diotte is well paid for writing his letters.

Thirdly, when mining representatives are challenged and
really have little positive material to support their position,
they attack the challenger.

I know about mining company tactics and I’m well
acquainted with the Crandon mine proposal. I’ve dealt with
mining companies for nearly a quarter of a century. I have
come to have little respect for mining companies and their
paid representatives.

Laura Furtman of Webster, Wisconsin (CD 120-33):

Crandon Mining Company Executive Richard Diotte has put
his foot in his mouth, and I would like to expose it. … He
recently decided to compare the mining industry to the
pharmaceutical industry in an effort to criticize the mining
moratorium bill. Since I am a pharmacist, I feel qualified to
comment.

Most people take comfort in the fact that the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) will not allow a new drug on the mar-
ket before it is proven to be safe. It’s not good enough for a
drug company to merely SAY that their product is safe.
They have to submit reams of data and test results to
PROVE it. One need only look back to the “Thalidomide
babies” of the 1960s to see the prudence in that approach.
Yet Exxon wants us to trust their “new technology” to pro-
tect our drinking water, without a single proven example of
where it has worked under the conditions proposed for
Crandon. All that the mining moratorium bill is asking them
to do is to prove their technology is safe before they are
allowed to profit off of our resources. 

Now and then the FDA needs to correct an earlier decision
and pull a drug off of the market. This happens if new data
suddenly shows that a drug is NOT safe. You may know
someone who was recently taken off of Redux, the popular
weight-reduction drug that is now linked to heart valve
problems. While a drug recall is a difficult undertaking for a
company, at least it can be accomplished. Such would not
be the case with Exxon. They propose to use a thin plastic
liner to protect our water supply from the 44 million tons of
toxic waste that would be generated at Crandon. When that
liner fails, they will not be able to “pull” it as easily as the
FDA is able to “pull” an unsafe drug. …

It was a great idea to compare your industry to mine, Mr.
Diotte. I wish I had thought of it myself. 

Responses to Exxon/Rio Algom’s Suggestion that the Mining Industry be
Compared to the Pharmaceutical Industry
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history of the struggle that Evelyn and I had waged
against the mining companies over the years (Figure
120-17). By telling people about what we had gone
through, I’m sure Will was hoping more people would
feel motivated to come to the hearing. He quoted me
as saying, “I can’t quit. I’m a fighter.” And that’s
exactly how I felt. I might add that my friend Linda
Sturnot had a copy of Will’s article framed for me,
and I keep it on top of my piano.

As the Milwaukee hearing approached, I knew it
was something that I didn’t want to miss. Even
though I had already testified at the Ladysmith hear-
ing, I was interested to hear what the people from the
southern part of the state were going to say, and I was

anxious to share my story with them. My friends Bob
Ringstad and John Styczinski wanted to go, too, and
Bob was willing to drive. So on the day of the hearing
we piled into Bob’s van at about 6:00 in the morning
and headed for Milwaukee. We could have started out
a little later, but we wanted to be there in time for a
big outdoor rally that was scheduled to take place
before the 1:00 hearing got underway. Bob was espe-
cially anxious to get there, which didn’t surprise me in
the least. You see, he’s the son of my friends Sig and
Marie Ringstad, and there is no doubt he has followed
in his parents’ footsteps. Bob has a real concern for
protecting the environment from the corporate
despoilers of the world, be they mining companies or

Figure 120-17. As the
debate on the mining
moratorium bill heated
up, Roscoe and Evelyn
Churchill were remem-
bered as the pioneers of
the anti-mining move-
ment. See CD 120-36 to
read the complete arti-
cle (Shepherd Express,
October 9, 1997; repub-
lished with permission).
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power companies. That’s why he wanted to go to the
Milwaukee hearing. And that’s why I was so glad we
could spend the day together.

The rally at State Fair Park was really something.
There were people all over the place wearing blaze-
orange jackets and hats as a symbol of support for the
mining moratorium bill. And there were lots of
protest signs being waved by the crowd (Figures 120-
18 and 120-19). Rep. Spencer Black, Menominee
Tribal Chairman Apesanahkwat and Ed Garvey, who
at that time was running for governor against Tommy
Thompson, all spoke to the group from a makeshift
stage atop a pontoon boat. And there was electricity
in the air. It got my old heart really pumping.

The pro-mining interests showed up for the hear-
ing as well. But they weren’t as revved up as we
were. And while there were about 600 of us, there
were only about 400 of them (CD 120-37). Later on
we found out that Bucyrus International, Inc., a
Milwaukee-area manufacturer of mining equipment,
had actually paid its employees to attend the hear-
ing. A September 1997 company memo read, “We
will be organizing transportation to State Fair park
in two groups during the day … If you do miss any
time on the job, you will be compensated as if you
were at work. You will also receive free t-shirts with
the slogan ‘Mining Matters to Bucyrus Workers’” (CD
120-38).

P&H Mining Equipment of Milwaukee (Note: P&H
stands for Pawling and Harnischfeger, the founders of
the business) also bribed its workers to attend the
hearing. The company had buses running back and
forth between the factory and the hearing all day. And

a memo was distributed to its employees that stated,
“It is critical that our employees participate in this
hearing and share their viewpoints, or extremists will
have a field day with this … On the day of the hear-
ing, a room will be set aside at the hearing location by
Citizens for Fair Regulation, where you can pick up a
t-shirt, a P&H flag, a picket sign or other materials to
use in your interface in the hearing or outside the
building” (CD 120-38).

Well, we weren’t paid to be at the hearing; we
drove ourselves; we made our own picket signs; and
we wore our own clothes (Figures 120-20 and 120-
21). But we still outnumbered the buzzards by a mar-
gin of 3 to 2! And we had something they didn’t
have—passion. As my friend Laura Furtman said,
“You cannot buy the passion of common folks who
are trying to protect their homes. It comes from
within.”

And that passion came through at the hearing from
people who were concerned not only about the Wolf
River, but the Wisconsin River as well. I heard Bart
Olson, a Sauk County Supervisor and the publisher of
several newspapers say, “We, the citizens who live
along and earn our living from the Wisconsin River,
cannot afford to have the river polluted any more
than it already is!” I might add that Bart did a real
service to the community by routinely printing arti-
cles about the mining moratorium bill and the pro-
posed Crandon mine in a weekly publication of his
called the Shopper Stopper. It was his way of helping
to get the word out to thousands of homes in the
southcentral part of the state. In fact, Bart’s the one
who publicly exposed the letters distributed by

Figure 120-18. About 600
people came to support the
mining moratorium bill at a
hearing held at State Fair Park
in Milwaukee on October 14,
1997. The hearing was pre-
ceded by a large outdoor
rally. See CD 120-37 to read
the news article that accom-
panied the photo (News
photo, Great Lakes United
Newsletter, Winter 1997-98;
republished with permission).
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Bucyrus International and
P&H Mining Equipment to
which I just referred. He
published the information,
along with several other very
informative articles about the
mining controversy, in the
October 6, 1997 issue of the
Shopper Stopper and distrib-
uted the same information in
a flier at the public hearing
(CD 120-38). Now that’s
commitment!

Another bright spot at the
hearing was my friend Gerry
Gunderson, a member of
Local 1527, United Steel-
workers. He said, as reported
in the October 15, 1997 issue
of the Milwaukee Journal Sen-
tinel, “[My local] passed a
resolution in support of the
mining moratorium because
members believe Exxon and
Rio Algom have poor labor
and environmental track
records in other states and
nations. Exxon says: Profit
first. We say: Prove it first ”
(CD 120-39).

Several bigwig lobbyists
hired by the mining industry
testified as well. In particu-
lar, I remember seeing little
Tony Earl, the former Gov-
ernor of Wisconsin who had
also served at one time as Secretary of the Wisconsin
DNR. I never trusted that guy, and my feelings were
validated when I saw him step forward to testify
against the bill on behalf of a firm affiliated with the
proposed Crandon mine. Of course, Earl talked about
how mining companies already had to meet strict
environmental regulations, and that’s why a morato-
rium wasn’t needed.

And then there was Larry Lynch of the DNR, who
was there to testify on behalf of Secretary George
Meyer. Although technically not a lobbyist, he sure
sounded like one when he stated that Meyer and the
department were against the bill. Dave Zweifel, the
editor the Capital Times, summed it up best when he
wrote the following (CD 120-40):

The decision of Wisconsin Department of Natural

Resources Secretary George Meyer to insert himself
into the state’s mining moratorium debate as an
advocate for the position of out-of-state corporations
is one of the most serious breeches of public duty in
the 11-year history of Gov. Thompson’s administra-
tion of the state. … By siding with Exxon and other
out-of-state corporations in their fight to promote
projects that have not been proven to be environ-
mentally sound, Secretary Meyer has leant credence
to the argument that the Department of Natural
Resources is rapidly becoming a politicized arm of
the Thompson administration.

As the day wore on, the pro-mining forces started to
run out of people to send to the microphone and ideas
worth espousing. But the anti-mining people kept
coming and coming for the whole nine hours during
which the hearing was held. Rep. Marc Duff was
chairing the meeting, just like he had in Ladysmith,

Figure 120-19. As pictured and described in the October 15, 1997 issue of the Milwaukee Journal
Sentinel, “Cameron Jenkins, 17, from Spotted Eagle High School in Milwaukee, makes clear his feel-
ings on the proposed Crandon mine during a rally at State Fair Park. A mounted police officer keeps
watch over the several hundred people who attended the rally, held before a public hearing.” See CD
120-39 to read the complete news article (Photo by Dale Guldan; © 1997 Journal Sentinel, Inc.; repro-
duced with permission).
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and at times seemed almost desperate to get more
people to come forward and speak out against the
bill. He said he wanted to keep the testimony fairly
even by going back and forth between people who
supported the bill and those who opposed it, but the
math didn’t add up. We clearly outnumbered the
opposition. To my way of thinking, since close to two-
thirds of the people in attendance had indicated on
the sign-up sheet that they were in support of the bill,
the chairman should have allowed two people to
speak in favor of the bill for every one person who
spoke against it. That’s what would have been, as the
conservative Republicans like to say, a “fair and bal-
anced” approach to the hearing. By trying to force the
testimony into a 50:50 mix, Duff undercut the real
sentiment of the public. In a true democracy you have

to let everyone talk. No matter if it’s a 1:1 or 1:16
ratio, each person has the right to express his or her
opinion.

I got so tired of hearing Duff say, “Isn’t there any-
body else who wants to come up and speak against
the bill,” that I wrote him a letter afterwards and said
the following (CD 120-41):

Now you have a perfect right to your opinion, but as
a public official your handling of that public hearing
on October 14th left much to be desired. The people
who supported the moratorium bill were well
informed and within their rights to express that sup-
port. Your bias toward the manufacturing corpora-
tions was blatantly obvious. After attending that
hearing I can surely see why I left the Republican
party some twenty years ago.

Among those who waited to the very end of the hear-
ing to testify were Claire Vanderslice, Laura Furtman,
John Styczinski and myself. And that’s another story.
You see, Duff announced at the beginning of the hear-
ing that anyone who had testified in Ladysmith would
not be allowed to testify again until the very end of
the day. And that included the four of us. I suppose he
was hoping we would get discouraged and go away.
But we outlasted him and finally had a chance to
speak our minds at about 9:30 that night.

As an aside, one good thing about waiting was
that it gave me a chance to get to know Laura a little
better. She was sitting a few rows ahead of John
Styczinski, Bob Ringstad, and me. And when she
turned around and saw us there, she said, “I’m com-
ing back and sit with you.” I looked at her. She was
surrounded with bags of material, snacks and so
many papers that I couldn’t see how she could move
very easily. So I said, “Laura, it would be easier for
me to come up there,” and I did. Well, it’s fun to talk
and flirt with a pretty woman, and I did my best to
impress her by trying to be knowledgeable and witty
and charming. I enjoyed the time very much—and I
think she kind of liked it, too.

The next thing I knew, we were being given our
turn to testify. I cannot remember for sure what
Laura, John or I said to old Duff. But I do remember
how Claire got up and in her own quiet way taught
the committee a lesson. You see, Claire is a scholar
and researcher, and over the years she has put
together all kinds of information about the chemistry
of mine pollution. I first met her in the early 1990s
and remember one time in particular when she drove
up from her home in the Milwaukee area to share her
ideas with Evelyn and me. She brought a big stack of
papers with her, some that she had written herself

Figure 120-20. Nobody paid them to do it, but Len Pubanz (left)
and Francis Kugel (right) made the 140-mile trip from Shawano to
Milwaukee to attend a public hearing on the mining moratorium bill
(AP photo, as published in the West Bend Daily News, October 15,
1997; reprinted with permission of The Associated Press).
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and others she had found during the course of her
research. We could tell she was a very deep thinker,
very informed, very meticulous and very concerned. I
can still picture Claire and Evelyn sitting side-by-side
at our dining room table with all that stuff spread out
in front of them. It was quite a site and quite a learn-
ing experience for all three of us. To this day Claire
has no love for Exxon, not only because of the com-
pany’s poor track record in terms of mining-related
disasters, but because of how Exxon’s chemical divi-
sion has played a major role in polluting the world

with organochlorines, a family of chemicals that
mucks around with human cells and poses a real
threat to living organisms.

Getting back to the hearing in Milwaukee, maybe
Claire’s red hair should have warned Duff that she was
not one to be pushed around. Not only did she give the
committee her analysis of what the mining industry
was trying to pull over on us, but she did it in a very
classy way. I wanted to stand up and cheer, but all we
could do was hope that Duff had paid attention.

When the meeting was over, Claire, Laura, John,

Figure 120-21. Verlyn Olson of rural Shawano gussied up his Green Bay Packers cheesehead hat to wear to the Milwaukee hearing on the min-
ing moratorium bill. See CD 120-42 for more photos and the complete news article (The News, Shawano, WI, October 29, 1997).
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Bob and I all had a fairly long walk to our cars, and
the parking lot was poorly lit. I thought that it was
pretty dangerous for those two ladies to find their
way alone, so I offered to walk with them to their
respective cars and see that they were safe. As a
result, first Laura and then Claire planted a soft kiss
on my old face. That really brightened up my evening.
Not only were those two women the kind who were
not about to let themselves be pushed around by
some two-bit Republican legislator, but they were
sweet (Figure 120-22).

The next event I remember with regard to our push
for the mining moratorium bill took place on Novem-
ber 6, 1997. Over sixty of us from western Wisconsin
traveled to Madison by bus and car to lobby the rep-
resentatives from our part of the state to vote for the
bill. I’m not sure who organized the trip, but I know
that my friends Ted Miner, Will Fantle and Marion
Lang all had a hand in it. I’ve already introduced you
to Will, so let me tell you a little bit about Ted and
Marion.

Ted Miner and Marion Lang are two very dedicated
environmental people. They were among the found-
ing members of the Dunn County Mining Study
Group, an organization that routinely met at Marion’s
home during the late 1990s to discuss mining issues
and devise strategies for fighting the buzzards. It’s not
that any mining companies had staked out claims in

Dunn County, located about ninety
miles southwest of Ladysmith. But Ted
and Marion saw what was happening
elsewhere in the state and wanted to
take no chances. So they got together
with other dedicated people in the
area, including Katie Wilson, Laurence
Gold, Ed and Speed Gold, Lori
McNown, Jody Slocum, Linda Bark,
Kari Lueck, Caryn Treiber and Warren
Lang, to educate not only themselves
but the community about the mining
issue. I know that my friend Laura
really valued all the informative
emails that Ted sent to her during the
mining moratorium struggle.

I might mention that Kari Lueck of
Menomonie, Wisconsin was especially
committed to being at the meetings of
the Dunn County Mining Study Group.
Even though she had a disability, she
would get her caretaker to bring her
over to Marion’s house so that she
could be there to help. That’s the kind

of dedication, my dear readers, that comes from the
heart.

Like I said, Ted, Marion and their group helped to
organize a citizen lobbyist day at the State Capitol in
the fall of 1997. When Laura told me about it, I knew
that I wanted to go—and so did my friends Bill Martin
and John Styczinski. Arrangements had been made
for a bus to pick up people in Menomonie, Eau Claire,
Osseo, Black River Falls and Tomah. The Osseo stop
was the closest for us, so that’s where we waited. As
soon as I got on the bus, I saw Laura and many other
friends, all of whom were bent on getting to Madison
to influence some of our misguided legislators.

In particular, two of the bright stars that day were
Marion Lang and another good friend of mine by the
name of Sister Betty Wolcott. To this day, both women
are filled with compassion for protecting the beauty
of the earth and bringing people together in a peace-
ful way to do something about it, Marion as an artist
and Betty as a Sister of St. Francis of Assisi. It was a
real pleasure for me to see those two in action on the
day we went to Madison.

To start, Marion and her friend Lori McNown had
worked with about thirty other activists and artists in
Dunn County to create a 50-foot-long artwork that
was made to look like a river. It was an interactive
piece made out of cloth, and it accompanied us on
the bus to Madison. Young and old had helped to

Figure 120-22. One of Claire Vanderslice’s most important contributions to the fight
against Exxon was to help her friends understand the chemistry and environmental con-
sequences of acid mine drainage. Here she is pictured with Roscoe Churchill at a meeting
of the Wolf Watershed Educational Project (Photo by Laura Furtman of Webster, WI,
November 2, 2003).
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stitch it together, and all of us were
invited to write the names of rivers,
lakes, and streams that had special
meaning to us on strips of cloth that
were later affixed to the “river.” The
piece was entitled “We Are One River,”
and it was unveiled to the public in Eau
Claire, Wisconsin, when we stopped
there with the bus for a press confer-
ence (Figure 120-23). The event was
filmed by local television crews, and
Marion explained the significance of
the art. She stated, “As each person
adds to the river, the piece and its con-
sciousness will grow, just as we hope
the consciousness of the importance of
water to all of us will grow.”

Later on, Marion also reflected on
how her friend Jody Slocum had
brought some home school kids over to
the Lang house to help work on the
project. Marion found herself stitching
next to a young person, and she could
not help but feel a little emotional about the whole
thing. She said, “That’s how these projects really
touch us. We dream their dreams.”

When we got to Madison, Marion brought the
“river” into the State Capitol. I can still see it stretched
across the room where we held another press confer-
ence. Rep. Spencer Black and other legislators were
invited to add their own streamers to the piece, and
the whole thing was a big success.

Just like Marion so elegantly expressed herself
through her artwork, Sister Betty Wolcott, too, had a
flair for expressing her views on-point and in a
respectful way. She was one of the people who went
to lobby Rep. Barbara Gronemus (D-Whitehall) at the
capitol. And Betty really had her work cut out for her.
You see, in my opinion, Gronemus was a Republican
in Democrat’s clothing. She wanted nothing to do
with the mining moratorium bill and seemed to have
some sort of personal vendetta against Spencer Black.
In fact, when Gronemus was asked that day if she
would be OK with the same type of mine proposed for
Crandon being located in her own district (including
Trempealeau, Pepin and Buffalo counties and part of
Jackson County), she responded, “Sure. I’d have no
problem with that at all” (CD 120-43). Betty wasn’t
pleased with that response or the responses we
received from several other legislators, so she wrote a
letter to the editor of the Tri-County News that
summed up the situation quite well. I have included it

for you to see (Figure 120-24).
With all the public interest in the mining morato-

rium bill, Duff finally succumbed to the pressure and
scheduled a committee vote on the piece of legisla-
tion for November 11, 1997. At that meeting, how-
ever, Duff first tried to rewrite the bill by offering an
amendment “to require that mining companies prove
only that no similar mines had polluted since 1976”
(CD 120-44). At first I didn’t understand all the rami-
fications of amending the bill, but I knew I didn’t trust
Duff. And when I read an article written by Kevin
Hagen, the regional editor of the Country Today, I
found out what was really going on. Here is what the
article said (CD 120-45):

[It has been] argued that any changes made by the
assembly would doom the measure since the senate,
nearly paralyzed by a 16-16 tie between Democrats
and Republicans, could not be counted on to take up
the bill again.

The senate approved the bill, 29-3, in March of
1997 and sent it to the assembly, where it lay in
committee for 10 months. Since then, Democrats
have lost their slight majority in the senate, further
raising doubts that the measure will be called up for
a vote.

So Duff ’s little attempt to amend the bill appeared to
be no more than a political move on his part,
designed to kill the moratorium measure. He knew
that if the assembly proceeded to approve the

Figure 120-23. “We Are One River” was unveiled to the public on November 6, 1997 in
Eau Claire, Wisconsin. Artists Marion Lang and Lori McNown worked with fellow
activists in Dunn County to create the 50-foot-long artwork, and members of the com-
munity were invited to add their own streamers and messages to convey the importance
of protecting our water resources (News photo, Stoutonia, November 13, 1997; repub-
lished with permission).
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modified version, the bill would have to go back to
the full senate for concurrence—and it was unlikely
that the deadlocked senate would do anything with
the bill before the 1997–1998 legislative session
ended. And by the way, the Democrats lost their 17-
16 majority in the senate in late 1997, when Gover-
nor Tommy Thompson threw his support behind Sen.
Lynn Adelman’s bid for a lifetime federal judgeship in
eastern Wisconsin. The senate seat vacated by
Adelman, a Democrat from Mukwonago, was filled a
few months later by Rep. Mary Lazich, a Republican
from New Berlin, which apparently explained why
Thompson had endorsed his political adversary for
the judgeship.

Duff, of course, tried to make it sound like his pro-
posed amendment to the mining moratorium bill
would actually strengthen the bill. As reported in the
November 12, 1997 issue of the Milwaukee Journal

Sentinel, Duff said his proposal was
“more workable than the senate-passed
bill,” which he called “a piece of junk …
as watered down as Lake Michigan”
(CD 120-44).

But by the end of the committee
members’ debate over the fate of the
bill, the only “piece of junk” they threw
out was Duff ’s amendment. The senate
version of the bill was endorsed on a
vote of 6-4, with all four of the commit-
tee’s Democrats (Black, Bock, Robson
and La Fave) and two Republicans
(Johnsrud and Hahn) voting in its
favor. That meant the bill could finally
go to the full assembly for a vote.

And then something very extraordi-
nary happened. As mentioned earlier,
people from around the state had been
involved in collecting signatures on a
petition in support of the mining mora-
torium bill (CD 120-32). And on
January 8, 1998, representatives from
several environmental groups, includ-
ing Keith Reopelle of Wisconsin’s
Environmental Decade, showed up at
the State Capitol with a “2-foot high
stack of petitions bearing 40,000 signa-
tures of people from all over the state
who favored the bill” (Figure 120-25).
According to Rep. Black, it was the
largest number of signatures “ever
received by the assembly on any legisla-
tion in recent history.”

I think the whole thing really shook up the mining
industry, and the company hirelings did their best to
downplay the situation. As reported in the January 9,
1998 issue of the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel,
Exxon/Rio Algom’s public relations agent, Mary Kay
Grasmick, said the 40,000 people who signed the
petition represented only “about 1% of the state’s
population” and that collecting the signatures had
been a “meaningless exercise” (CD 120-46). Hmmm.
The mining company certainly had a double-standard
when it came to assessing what constituted a mean-
ingful show of support. You see, on January 18, 1998,
Crandon Mining Company ran a half-page advertise-
ment in the Eau Claire Leader-Telgram and a number
of other newspapers around the state that included
the signatures of 84 people who supported mining
(Figure 120-26). I guess somehow we were supposed
to be impressed with that number of signatures while

Figure 120-24. Sister Betty Wolcott traveled about 130 miles from Osseo to Madison
to lobby state legislators to vote for the mining moratorium bill. Some listened and
others did not. But no matter what the legislators threw at her, Betty kept on-point with
her message of how we need to protect our precious natural resources (Tri-County
News, November 19, 1997).
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at the same time accepting Grasmick’s claim that our
40,000 were “meaningless.”

And by the way, Crandon Mining Company wasn’t
the only group to place large advertisements regarding
the mining moratorium bill in newspapers around the
state. So did the Menominee Nation, except the tribe’s
ads were truly informative and told the real story of
why a moratorium was needed (Figure 120-27).

Governor Thompson and the
Republican-controlled Wisconsin
Assembly Muddy the Waters
Things were heating up between the two sides in the
mining moratorium battle, no doubt about it. And the
next thing we knew, Governor Thompson decided to
get in on the act. As part of his State of the State
address on January 20, 1998, he announced the
appointment of five university professors to a mining
advisory committee that he had recently created by
executive order (CD 120-47). The governor claimed

the committee, which he dubbed the Wisconsin
Science Advisory Council on Metallic Mining, would
add another layer of environmental protection to the
mine permitting process in Wisconsin. As described in
the executive order, the job of the five “independent
technical experts” on the panel was to advise the
Department of Natural Resources on the technical
feasibility of proposed mining projects in the state.
Specifically, Thompson’s executive order charged the
panel to (CD 120-48):

�  Identify the technologies that are effective in pre-
venting or eliminating environmental degrada-
tion from metallic ore mining operations;

�  Review, on a site-specific basis, proposed metallic
ore mining operations in this state and determine
the effectiveness and feasibility of implementing
technologies to reduce or eliminate environmental
impacts, including acid drainage and the release
of heavy metals from the tailings site and the pro-
posed metallic ore mining operations; and

�  Formulate and submit recommendations to the

Figure 120-25. In an
extraordinary show of sup-
port for a piece of legisla-
tion, 40,000 citizens of the
State of Wisconsin signed
a petition in support of
Rep. Spencer Black’s min-
ing moratorium bill
(Wisconsin State Journal,
January 9, 1998; repub-
lished with permission)
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Figure 120-26.
Crandon Mining
Company claimed
the 40,000 signa-
tures collected on a
petition in support
of the mining
moratorium bill
were “meaning-
less” but expected
the public to be
impressed with a
total of 84 signa-
tures that appeared
in this company-
sponsored ad sup-
porting the
Crandon mine
(Eau Claire Leader-
Telegram, January
18, 1998).

Figure 120-27.
The Menominee
Nation did its part
to counteract the
mining industry’s
media blitz by
running its own
half-page news-
paper ads in sup-
port of the mining
moratorium bill
(Milwaukee
Journal Sentinel,
October 1997).
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Secretary of the Department of Natural Resources
concerning the existence of technology that will
ensure compliance by metallic ore mining opera-
tions with state groundwater and surface water
regulations and confirm that any proposed
metallic ore mining operation would utilize these
technologies.

Thompson claimed only those projects that passed
muster with the committee would be allowed to pro-
ceed through the permitting process. But I was not
impressed.  To start, the committee had no legal
authority to either approve or reject a mining pro-
posal. Second, even if the committee of five professors
were to conclude that a mining project was expected
to be in full compliance with Wisconsin’s mining laws,
it would be meaningless. The laws were too weak.

Third, all five members of the advisory council were
to be appointed by the Secretary of the DNR, who in
turn had been appointed by Thompson. If the gover-
nor expected us to believe that his advisory council
was truly going to be “independent,” he should not
have included himself in the chain of command.

And finally, it appeared that Thompson’s new advi-
sory council was designed to focus only on technical
mining issues, as reflected by the fact that four of the
five original appointments made by DNR Secretary
George Meyer were engineering professors (Anders
Andren, Tuncer Edil and Bezalel Haimson of the
University of Wisconsin-Madison and Alphonse
Zanoni of Marquette University in Milwaukee) and
the fifth was an associate professor of chemical hydro-
geology at the University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee
(Timothy Grundl). If Thompson had been sincere
about wanting to protect the citizens of the state from
adverse mining impacts, he should have insisted that
the membership include experts in areas such as
aquatic ecology, public health, treaty rights, cultural
preservation and economics.

So what was really going on with Thompson’s big
announcement about his new science advisory coun-
cil? Well, the governor was certainly aware of the fact
that the full assembly was scheduled to take up the
mining moratorium bill on January 21, 1998. And I
think the timing of his January 20th announcement
was meant to throw a monkey wrench in the debate.
After all, why should anyone insist on having a mora-
torium on mining, when the governor had just
assured the state that any mining proposal would be
reviewed by a panel of “independent technical
experts?” Believe me, the Republicans tried every
dirty trick they could to derail the moratorium.

Once the bill got to the floor of the assembly, the

dirty tricks continued. I know because I traveled to
Madison to watch the proceedings. But before getting
into all the grisly details, I must admit that the most
interesting part of the whole thing for me was not so
much hearing the debate between the legislators on
the floor, but rather seeing all the high-caliber people
who were sitting in the gallery with me. As I’ve said
all along, my story is a story of people, so let me tell
you a little bit about who I encountered that day.

For starters, I made the trip to Madison with my
friend Laura. When she came to pick me up in her lit-
tle Saturn station wagon, she had worked all day as a
pharmacist in Spooner, Wisconsin and driven two
hours to get to my place. We had planned to start out
early the next morning to get to the State Capitol by
noon, but since a winter snow storm was predicted,
Laura said, “We had better get down there tonight.”
So we made the four-hour trip to Madison and stayed
overnight at my daughter Susan’s home, about a half
mile from the capitol building. The trip gave Laura
and me a chance to get to know each other a little bet-
ter as we talked about our families, our ailments and
our concerns about the mining issue. I could tell our
friendship was growing.

The next day we arrived at the capitol at about
10:00 in the morning. We weren’t sure when the
debate on the moratorium bill was going to begin,
because it was one of the last items on the assembly’s
agenda for the day. But when we got to the gallery
that overlooks the assembly chamber, some of our
friends were already there. In particular, Laura and I
were greeted by Sandy Lyon and Kira Henschel, who
had scrambled the night before to have t-shirts printed
for everyone to wear that boldly said, “NO AMEND-
MENTS.” The shirts were blaze-orange in color and
real attention-getters. Sandy and Kira knew that no
signs were allowed in the State Capitol, so they fig-
ured that if we wore those t-shirts, we could in effect
become our own signs! And the message was clear: We
didn’t want the assembly mucking up the moratorium
bill with amendments so that it would have to go back
to Wisconsin’s deadlocked senate for reconsideration.

The Exxon supporters who opposed the mining
moratorium bill were directed by capitol staff to sit in
the gallery on the opposite side of the assembly cham-
ber, I suppose to avoid any kind of confrontation
between us. Some of the pro-mining people wore t-
shirts, too. But in all honesty, they weren’t as bright as
ours and the lettering was too small to read from a dis-
tance. There’s no doubt that Sandy and Kira had out-
done the mining interests in the design of our shirts.

We sat in the gallery for quite some time, waiting
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You have read a little bit about Laura in this chapter—how we
kept running into each other at meetings and eventually
started to go to those meetings together. You have also seen
a sampling of her letters to the editor that were sent to news-
papers around the state to inform citizens about the shenani-
gans being pulled by the legislature, the governor and the
mining companies.

But who is that cute little lady who has been at my side not
only at environmental meetings, but doctor appointments,
family get-togethers and even a few formal dances over the
past eight years? I’m sure many people must have asked that
question, so let me give you the answer.

Laura Furtman came into my life in April of 1997 when I first
saw her at a public meeting about the Crandon mine in Rice
Lake, Wisconsin. She lives eighty-eight miles northwest of
Ladysmith, and after she got hooked on the mining issue, I
started to see her at a lot more meetings—like the Ladysmith
hearing on the mining moratorium bill (May 1997), a state-
wide meeting of the Wisconsin Stewardship Network in
Stevens Point, Wisconsin (September 1997) and the public
hearing in Milwaukee that you just read about (October 1997).

I couldn’t help but feel great admiration for Laura’s tenacity in
making her views known to people like Rep. Marc Duff, so I
wrote her a short note after the Milwaukee hearing to thank her
for her efforts. The next thing I knew, Laura called me on the
phone to tell me about a busload of people who were going
down to Madison to lobby the state legislature (that’s the trip
you read about earlier that was organized by the Dunn County
Mining Study Group in November of 1997). I joined her on that
trip, and as I moved around the bus talking to different friends,
every once in a while Laura and I found ourselves riding in
adjoining seats. She was so pleasant and so well-informed that
at one point I blurted out, “I’m pretty fond of you.” She smiled,
looked at me and said, “I’m pretty fond of you, too.”

Well, after that I just had to invite Laura to come and visit me
on the farm, really never expecting that she would. But lo and
behold! One December day she called me up on the phone to
ask if she could come over to see me the next day. When she
pulled into my driveway in her little Saturn station wagon and
got out of her car, it nearly blew my breath away. She was so
cute and had such a bright smile on her face.

I went into my bragging act, of course. I showed her all the
antiques I had around the house and farm—from pictures to
tractors. And she also took a look at my horses in the barn-
yard. I even read some of my poems to her that I had written
over the years about Evelyn, various friends and our battle
with Kennecott. After lunch we walked together over the farm,
crossed the Deer Tail Creek and looked at the handiwork of
some beavers that had toppled a few trees. We had so much
fun that at one point I said, “This is some romance—You’re

married and I’m old.” She just smiled because we both real-
ized that we liked each other. It was a wonderful day that I
just hated to see come to a close.

Several years have gone by since that day in December. And
in the interim Laura and I have gotten to know each other and
our families quite well. Whenever she could, she would drive
as far as my house when there was going to be a meeting of
the Wolf Watershed group, and from there we would drive
together to Crandon. We also traveled together to places like
Medford, Shawano and Eau Claire for various meetings—and
we always had a lot of fun despite the seriousness of the
matter at hand. I remember one special time in particular
when Laura and I went to Bayfield to be part of the “Protect
the Earth Journey” from the Red Cliff Reservation to
Madison. We got to Walt Bresette’s place at Red Cliff before
dawn for breakfast, and then Walt led a caravan of cars to a
special spot on the shores of Lake Superior for a sunrise cer-
emony (Figure 120-28). From there we returned to the reser-
vation, where the 320-mile walk to Madison began.

Who is Laura Furtman?

Figure 120-28. Roscoe Churchill and Laura Furtman developed a
special love for each other over the years that manifested itself in their
combined efforts to help protect Wisconsin’s waters for future genera-
tions (Photo by Sandy Lyon of Springbrook, WI, May 29, 1998).
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Besides working together on mining issues, Laura and I also
became involved in each other’s personal lives. Being a phar-
macist, she showed a real interest in the various medications
that an old guy like me has to take to keep percolating, and I
cannot tell you how many times she went with me to my doc-
tor’s appointments because she wanted to help. It got to the
point where four of my favorite physicians, Dr. Tom Paulsen,
Dr. Martin Voss, Dr. Jagdeep Bijwadia and Dr. Michael
Rentzepis would ask, “Where’s Laura?” if she wasn’t there.

Laura’s husband Greg has also been kind to me. He never
complained about how his wife was running all over the coun-
try to mining meetings with me (although I’m sure he knew
that Laura was not one to be easily stopped from doing some-
thing she had decided to do)! And Greg, who himself is an
environmental person and astronomer, always supported us in
our efforts to beat the buzzards. He calls himself Laura’s
“computer consultant” and was the one who helped her set up
a mailing list for her letters to the editor, print off the mailing
labels and get things to the post office on time. He also fixed
any and all computer problems that Laura encountered while
putting together the book you are now reading. Greg spent
many evenings alone while his wife was either upstairs in their
home working on the book or off to a meeting with me. It
takes a special kind of man to give his wife so much freedom.

Greg even gave Laura his blessing to travel with me to the
states of Maine, Washington and Virginia to visit my children
and their families—and Churchill, Manitoba to look for polar
bears! I wanted to make those trips, but not alone, so Laura
offered to come along. It sure made things a lot more fun. I

might add that for the past six years, Laura and I have
attended the Viennese Ball, an annual event at the University
of Wisconsin—Eau Claire (Figure 120-30). It’s something
that Evelyn and I used to do, and having the chance to be
there once more has helped me to relive the past a little bit. I
hope Greg knows in his heart just how much he gave to me
by not only allowing but encouraging Laura to be such an
important part of my life.

Laura knew I had started to write the story of the Flambeau
Mine in the mid-1990s but had never finished the manu-

script. So in late 2000 she said to me, “Roscoe, it’s time to
finish your book.” And for the next five years she helped me
write down and organize the real story of what happened
after Kennecott reared its ugly head in Rusk County.

As we worked together on the book, I had to smile when I
thought of how Laura and I kind of looked like a mismatched
team of horses. I was Bill, my old gray gelding with long,
lanky legs. And Laura was Ginger, my little quarter horse
mare. But we sure worked well hitched up as a team.

So who then is Laura Furtman? She was the driving force in
my life to get the book done, to take care of my health and
enjoy my old age. 

Figure 120-29. Greg Furtman helped his wife and Roscoe Chur-
chill fight the buzzards by providing computer support, lots of
understanding and words of encouragement. Here he is pictured in
front of his car at the Furtman farm as his dog Cosmos looks on
(Photo by Laura Furtman of Webster, WI, February 1999).

Figure 120-30. Besides fighting the mining companies that had
their eyes on northern Wisconsin, Laura Furtman and Roscoe
Churchill took time to have some fun along the way. Here they are
pictured on the evening of the Viennese Ball, an annual event held
at the University of Wisconsin—Eau Claire (Photo by Ann
Churchill-Jerry of Ladysmith, WI, April 2000).
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patiently for the assembly to begin the debate. At one
point, however, I remember leaving for a bit and run-
ning across Rep. Rob Kreibich (R-Eau Claire) in the
capitol rotunda. I tried to talk to him about the bill,
but he just gave me some sort of smart-alecky
response, as if the Republicans were going to try to
“strengthen” the bill. He had such an obnoxious little
smirk on his face when he talked to me that I just had
to turn and walk away.

When I got back to the gallery, there was still time
to visit with people before the debate began. In par-
ticular, I remember seeing my friend, Sierra Powers.
Over the years, she had always supported Evelyn and
me in our efforts to fight the mining companies, going
all the way back to the 1970s. Sierra was never afraid
to stand up and make herself heard; she knew what
she was talking about and to this day continues to
speak out against the multinationals’ takeover of our
mineral resources (Figure 120-31). I view Sierra as
one of the petals of the sunflower that Walt Bresette
described to us in the early 1990s. We are all con-
nected to the same center and have the same goals.

I have a special feeling for Sierra because of how
nice she always was to Evelyn and me—and how she
continues to show that same kindness toward me,
now that Evelyn is gone. It’s not unusual to hear her
speak reverently of the contributions to the environ-
mental movement made by Evelyn and other friends
who are no longer with us—people like Walt Bresette,
Evans “Crazy Horse” Smith, Ron Smith and Hilary
“Sparky” Waukau. Sierra’s goal has consistently been
to make sure the things her elders worked toward will
someday become a reality.

Another friend I saw that day in the capitol build-
ing was Linda Sturnot, who had traveled from her
home in Franklin, Wisconsin to watch the debate. She
brought her mother, Margaret Gember, along with
her, and I was pleased to talk to both of them in the
gallery. I had never met Margaret before, but I could
see where Linda had gotten her spunk.

Linda is the kind of woman who appears as fragile
and as delicate as an early spring flower, but one must
not be fooled by her appearance; she handles a
Harley with ease. In her gentle way, she has con-
tributed to our ongoing efforts to beat the buzzards
by always being at the important gatherings, taking
the time to get informed about what is happening and
being a real organizer. Linda is always smiling, always
sweet, always informed and always willing to carry
her share of the load (Figure 120-32).

Linda also has a real flair for making her views
known to the world. I remember one time in particu-

lar when she worked with several of her friends in the
Milwaukee area to create over thirty grave markers
out of cardboard to use at our political rallies against
the Crandon mine. I don’t know who came up with
the idea, but Linda, Susan Simensky Bietila, Claire
Vanderslice, Bonnie Mayer and Gerry Gunderson
were all in on it. They decided that each of the grave
markers would bear the name of a river that had been
killed by mining pollution somewhere in the world,
and then they did their homework to make sure all
the information put on the markers would be accu-
rate. Claire and Susan sat down to design the actual
markers, and then Susan, who is a political artist by
trade, brought the whole project to life with her pen
and paintbrush. Let me tell you, it was quite an
impressive site to see all those markers lining the
walkway to the State Capitol building in Madison
when we assembled there in the Spring of 2001 for a

Figure 120-31. Bill Krupinski (left) and Sierra Powers (center) pose
for the camera as they give a “thumbs up” to stopping the Crandon
mine (Photo by Laura Furtman of Webster, WI, April 29, 2001).
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rally against the Crandon mine (Figure 120-33)!
I might add that besides being creative, Linda,

Claire, Bonnie and Gerry think nothing of driving
over 200 miles to Crandon on a regular basis to
attend the meetings of the Wolf Watershed Educa-
tional Project. They are there for almost every single
meeting because they are so concerned about stop-
ping the Crandon mine. It makes me smile to see
them walk into the room, and I have great respect for
each and every one of them.

On the day of the assembly debate on the mining
moratorium bill, Laura and I also had a chance to visit
with Len and Judy Pubanz. Both of us knew about
POW’R, the organization that Len and Judy had
helped to found in the Shawano area. And we knew
they were working tirelessly to protect the Wolf River.
In fact, Len had even contacted United States Senator
Russ Feingold and Congressman Jay Johnson about a
misleading advertisement that Crandon Mining
Company had placed in newspapers across the state
in September of 1997. We all called it the “tupper-
ware ad” because it implied that the mining company
would be able to seal the tailings from the proposed
Crandon mine inside of a tupperware-like container.
There was even a big drawing of a tupperware sand-
wich box in the ad (Figure 120-34)! At any rate, both
Feingold and Johnson responded to Len’s letter by
sending their own letters to DNR Secretary George
Meyer in which they asked Meyer to “look into the
matter and address Mr. Pubanz’s concerns.” I think
that really shook up old George. He ended up sending
Len two separate letters in which he tried to smooth

over the issue.
Unfortunately, the DNR’s stand

on the “tupperware ad” was that
even though some of the infor-
mation in the advertisement was
clearly inaccurate, the depart-
ment was not obligated to do
anything about it or inform the
public. It showed once more just
how useless the DNR was in pro-
tecting the citizens of Wisconsin.
For those of you who are inter-
ested in seeing the details of this
fascinating story, I have included
some of the relevant documents
on the CD-ROM that accompa-
nies the book (CD 120-49).

Oh well, getting back to the
assembly debate on the mining
moratorium bill, let me first show

Figure 120-32. Bonnie Mayer (left) and Linda Sturnot (right) pose
with a life-size puppet of Governor Tommy Thompson created by artist
Susan Simensky Bietila (Photo by Susan Simensky Bietila, 1999).

Figure 120-33. The people who have united to fight the takeover of northern Wisconsin by
multinational mining corporations are not only smart and dedicated, but creative. Pictured here
along the walkway to the State Capitol are grave markers created by political artist Susan
Simensky Bietila and her friends to memorialize rivers around the world that have been poisoned
by mining (Photo by Susan Simensky Bietila, April 29, 2001).

http://wp.me/a2Qyvo-Az
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you a copy of the senate-approved version of the bill
(Engrossed 1997 Senate Bill 3) that was the starting
point for the assembly debate (Figure 120-35). In that
way, you will be able to better understand how the
senate Republicans had weakened the bill before it
even got to the assembly and how the assembly
Republicans proceeded to weaken it further. In partic-
ular, take a look at the lines labeled as Pg2Ln8 and
Pg2Ln9. That’s where the term “pollution” was
defined, and it’s the part of the bill that the senate
Republicans inserted in March of 1997 in an effort to
trash the legislation. Let me explain.

To start, “environmental pollution” is defined in
Chapter 293 of the Wisconsin Statutes (the chapter on
metallic mining) as “the contaminating or rendering
unclean or impure the air, land or waters of the state,
or making the same injurious to public health, harm-
ful for commercial or recreational use, or deleterious

to fish, bird, animal or plant life.” It’s a good defini-
tion. And since the mining moratorium bill was
designed to be incorporated into Chapter 293 of the
statutes, the original version of the moratorium bill
introduced in the assembly by Spencer Black in
February of 1997 (AB 70) and in the senate by Kevin
Shibilski in January of 1997 (SB 3) contained no def-
inition of pollution (CD 120-12). Instead, the bill sim-
ply deferred to the definition that already existed in
the statutes.

WIS. STAT. 293.01 DEFINITIONS.
In this chapter, unless the context requires otherwise: …
(4) “Environmental pollution” means the contaminating or

rendering unclean or impure the air, land or waters of
the state, or making the same injurious to public health,
harmful for commercial or recreational use, or deleteri-
ous to fish, bird, animal or plant life.

Figure 120-34. While the mining moratorium debate was raging, Crandon Mining Company ran a half-page advertisement in area newspapers
that contained misleading visual and written information about the containment of acid mine drainage (Shawano Leader, September 14, 1997).

http://wp.me/a2Qyvo-zA
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Figure 120-35. The Republican strategy for gutting the mining moratorium bill centered on: (1) ignoring the definition of pollution that already
existed in Chapter 293 of the Wisconsin Statutes; and (2) creating a new definition of pollution that allowed any mine that had polluted the
environment to qualify as “non-polluting,” as long as the owner had not violated any of the weak environmental laws governing mining. The
amended version of the bill shown here was approved by the Wisconsin Senate on March 11, 1997 on a vote of 29-3.
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But that wasn’t good enough for the Republicans.
When SB 3 was debated in the Wisconsin Senate on
March 11, 1997, Sen. Robert Welch (R-Redgranite)
introduced an amendment to the bill to redefine “pol-
lution” as “degradation that results in an adjudicated
violation of an environmental law.” That meant if a
mine had polluted the environment but its operators
had managed to avoid prosecution, the mine would
still pass muster as an example of a non-polluting
mine. What’s more, our environmental laws were so
weak to begin with that even if a mine were found to
be in compliance with set standards, it didn’t mean
much in terms of true environmental protection.

Well, the Democrats were not about to let Welch
give everything away to Exxon. But in March of 1997
they only had a one-vote majority in the senate (17-
16) and couldn’t count on Roger Breske (D-Eland),
Richard Grobschmidt (D-South Milwaukee), Gary
George (D-Milwaukee) or Gwen Moore (D-
Milwaukee) to vote with them. You may recall, even
though Breske called himself a Democrat, he seemed
to be more interested in representing Exxon’s interests
in the State Capitol than those of his own constituents
in the Crandon area. And Grobschmidt, George and
Moore, who were all from the Milwaukee area, had
apparently been influenced by the two Milwaukee-
based companies I mentioned earlier, Bucyrus Inter-
national and P&H Mining Equipment.

The ideal scenario for the Democrats would have
been to reject Welch’s proposed amendment alto-
gether and rely on the definition of “environmental
pollution” that already existed in Wis. Stat.
293.01(4). But even though Sen. Dale Schultz (R-
Richland Center) and Sen. Robert Cowles (R-Green
Bay) voted with the Democrats in an effort to kill the
amendment, it wasn’t enough to counteract the fact
that Breske, Grobschmidt, George and Moore had bro-
ken rank to vote with the Republicans. The best the
Democrats were able to accomplish, through the
efforts of Sen. Chuck Chvala, was to remove the word
“adjudicated” from Welch’s amendment. So at least
that meant if any environmental law had been broken
by a mining company, the mine in question could not
be used as an example of a non-polluting mine,
whether or not the operator had been prosecuted.

The new definition of “environmental pollution” was
approved by the Wisconsin Senate on a vote of 17-15.
And when it came time to vote on the amended bill in
its entirety, it passed on a vote of 29-3 (Figure 120-35).
The only senators who held out and refused to vote for
even the weakened version of the bill were Carol
Buettner Roessler (R-Oshkosh), Joanne Huelsman (R-

Waukesha) and Margaret Farrow (R-Elm Grove).
When the senate-approved version of the bill

reached the floor of the assembly ten months later,
I’m sure Rep. Spencer Black figured that the
Republicans would try to put the word “adjudicated”
back into the bill to restore the original intent of the
Republican Party to totally gut the bill. And that’s
exactly what happened on January 21, 1998, as Laura
and I sat in the gallery watching the debate. Let me
tell you the story.

We had been waiting for the assembly to start its
debate of the mining moratorium bill since mid-
morning. But it took until about 4:30 in the afternoon
for the legislators to finally get around to it. The first
thing the Republican lawmakers tried to do was shove
through a couple of meaningless amendments to the
senate-approved version of the bill (CD 120-50). For
example, the first amendment they proposed called
for inserting the words “and verified by the depart-
ment” into the part of the bill that talked about the
kind of information to be submitted by a mining com-
pany to the DNR to meet the terms of the morato-
rium. What the amendment boiled down to was this:
Instead of the bill just saying that the department had
to “determine” whether or not a particular mine had
operated in a sulfide ore body without causing pollu-
tion, the department now had to “determine and ver-
ify” that no pollution had occurred. Do you see what
I mean about the amendment being meaningless? As
Rep. Judith Robson (D-Beloit) pointed out during the
ensuing debate, the bill did not need to be amended
to require the DNR to “verify” anything. That was
already part of the department’s job!

So what was going on? All the Republicans were
trying to do during the first stage of their assault on
the mining moratorium bill was change the wording
of the bill just enough so that the bill would have to go
back to the senate for reconsideration, where it would
likely fall by the wayside because of the senate’s 16-
16 split that had come with the departure of Sen.
Lynn Adelman (D-Mukwonago) in late 1997. It was
the same dirty trick that Rep. Marc Duff had tried to
pull when the bill was in committee.

Even though the Democrats did not have the votes
to stop the Republicans in the assembly (the
Republicans had a 52 to 46 majority at that time), the
Democrats put up a real fight. And they also had the
help of Rep. Bill Lorge (R-Bear Creek), who had
crossed party lines to co-sponsor the mining morato-
rium bill with Rep. Black. I can still see Lorge sitting
there in the assembly chamber that day, wearing a
white suit and black sunglasses during the debate.
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With his pitch-black hair that was combed up and
back from his forehead, he actually looked a little like
Elvis. But wow! When he took the floor, we knew he
meant business. He spoke out strong for the bill and
cited all the letters, phone calls and petitions he had
received from the public in support of enacting a
moratorium. He also stressed that no amendments
should be added to the bill. Laura was taking notes on
what he said, and when he sat down, she wrote
“Great!” next to his name.

The next person to speak wasn’t so great. Rep. Tom
Ourada (R-Antigo) piped up to say that the bill needed
to be amended in order to strengthen it and that he
trusted the senate would act on whatever the assem-
bly decided. What a line of baloney! And I wasn’t the
only one to feel that way. Rep. Marlin Schneider (D-
Wisconsin Rapids), who was known to speak in a rib-
ald manner at times, stood up and talked about how
there was a “testosterone imbalance in the senate”
and that it was ridiculous for Ourada to suggest the
senators would act on an amended version of the bill.
He then stated, “In Wisconsin Rapids, they’ll figure
out what the Republican Party did to this bill.”

Reps. Steve Foti (R-Oconomowoc) and Barbara
Gronemus (D-Whitehall) got on my nerves almost as
much as Ourada. Foti said, “The only way the bill will
die is if the Democrats want it to die.” And Gronemus,
who in my opinion was no Democrat, went off on a
tangent about how DNR Secretary George Meyer was
doing a great job, as if to suggest that a mining mora-
torium law was not needed. Hmmm. As I write my
book, Gronemus is still in the Wisconsin Assembly. I
hope that one of these days a real Democrat chal-
lenges her for her seat in the 91st Assembly District
and wins.

The next person to speak up during the debate was
Rep. Judy Robson (D-Beloit). She asked, “How long
has SB 3 been in this house?” And then she went on to
comment on how the bill had been stalled, stone-
walled and shunted by the assembly Republicans for
more than ten months. She said, “It’s too late for the
senate to reconsider the bill” and added that amend-
ing the piece of legislation at this stage of the game
was equivalent to doing a “quarterback sack” on it.

But despite the pleas of people like Robson, Lorge
and Schneider, the “do nothing” amendment backed by
the Republicans was approved on a vote of 52-46. All
the Republicans voted for it, except for Lorge. And all
the Democrats (surprisingly, even Gronemus) voted
against it, except for Jeff Plale (D-South Milwaukee).
Plale, who I didn’t mention earlier, represented the part
of Milwaukee where Bucyrus International was

located. Not only did he give in and vote with the
Republicans, but he actually worked with Rep. Ourada
to co-sponsor the amendment (and several other

Rep. William Lorge—A Man who
Listened to his Constituents
I cannot say often enough that the story of the mining
moratorium debate was really a story of people and how
those people acted under pressure. Some of them gave in
and went along with the big-money interests that wanted to
move into Wisconsin. And others stood their ground to pro-
tect the state’s resources for future generations. One of the
people in the latter category was Rep. William Lorge (R-
Bear Creek).

I never got to know Rep. Lorge personally. But I watched
what he did in the assembly with regard to the mining
moratorium bill, and I admired what I saw. Even though his
Republican cohorts were bent on killing the bill, Lorge had
been so bold as to co-sponsor the legislation with Rep.
Spencer Black. He knew the people of his district were con-
cerned about the proposed Crandon mine and how the min-
ing company proposed to dump the wastewater from the
project into the Wisconsin River that flowed through his
part of the state. Like a responsible representative, he lis-
tened to his constituents and took an active role in helping
the bill to pass.

Unfortunately, Lorge paid a political price for his insurgency
in the very next election. The Republican Party decided to
actively support someone else for his assembly seat, thereby
forcing a run-off in the primary. I suppose the party leader-
ship wanted to bring a lackey on board who would be easier
to control. At any rate, Lorge, who was a ten-year incum-
bent, lost the primary to a restaurant owner who had no real
legislative experience. And that person, Jean Hundertmark
(R-Clintonville) went on to win the general election.

I don’t know what Bill Lorge is doing these days, but I hope
he always remembers that he did a great service to the peo-
ple of Wisconsin by listening to his constituents and sup-
porting the mining moratorium bill.

Figure 120-36. Rep. William
Lorge (R-Bear Creek) served in
the Wisconsin Assembly from
1988 to 1998. Unfortunately, he
lost his seat after breaking rank
with the Republican Party to sup-
port the mining moratorium bill
(Wisconsin Blue Book, 1997).
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amendments debated later). At any rate, “Round 1”
was won by the Republican Party/Exxon. When the
amendment was adopted, it meant the bill would have
to go back to the senate for reconsideration.

“Round 2” of the Republican assault on the mining
moratorium bill involved a second rather trivial
amendment, I suppose thrown in for good measure
(CD 120-50). It had to do with describing the concept
of acid mine drainage. The senate version of the bill
referred to the type of sulfide ore body that generates
acid mine drainage as one that “is not capable of neu-
tralizing acid mine drainage” (Figure 120-35). And
what the Republicans proposed to do was describe
the ore body as one that “has a net acid generating
potential.” To the best of my knowledge there was
nothing earth-shattering about the proposed change
in wording. But yet the second Republican/Exxon
amendment passed the assembly on a vote of 55-43.

“Round 3” of the fight got downright nasty. While
the first two amendments were rather harmless (except
for the fact that they threw the bill back to the senate),
the third amendment, again offered by Reps. Ourada
and Plale, actually gutted the bill by redefining the term
“pollution” to be in step with what Sen. Welch had
tried to ram through the senate in March of 1997. Here
is the exact wording of the amendment supported by
the assembly Republicans and Exxon, with the new
language shown in boldface print (CD 120-50):

“Pollution” means degradation that results in any
violation of any environmental law as determined
by an administrative proceeding, civil action,
criminal action or other legal proceeding, if the
proceeding or action affords to the alleged viola-
tor due process rights of notice and an opportu-
nity for a contested hearing. For the purpose of
this paragraph, a stipulated fine, forfeiture or
other penalty is considered a determination of a
violation, regardless of whether there is a find-
ing or admission of liability.

So we were back to the same old idea that if a mine
had polluted the environment but its operators had
managed to avoid prosecution, the mine would still
be able to pass muster as an example of a non-pollut-
ing mine.

The amendment was introduced on the floor of the
assembly at about 6:15 in the evening. And since both
sides knew the battle over this one was going to be
fierce, the majority and minority leaders quickly
moved to break for caucus meetings and further nego-
tiations. We had no idea how long it would take the
legislators to return to the chamber but decided to
hang around the capitol and wait. And wait we did.

The lawmakers finally reappeared shortly before 11
o’clock that night, and you can imagine how crushed
we were to learn that no real progress had been made.
In fact, the situation had deteriorated. Here is how the
scene was described by Caryl Terrell of the Sierra
Club in a memo she sent out early the next morning to
proponents of the moratorium:

The assembly reconvened at 10:50 p.m. The
Republicans refused to change a gutting amendment
and announced they would change the rules of pro-
cedure to complete [the debate on the] amendments
and message the bill to the senate without recon-
sideration. Normal procedure is to allow a two-day
break between voting on amendments and final
adoption. This new rule would steamroll the bill
through the final step, without representatives going
back to their districts to hear from constituents
before voting on final passage. [Rep. Black] argued
against this backdoor way to gut the bill and then
not allow constituents the opportunity to contact
their representatives …

The Rules Committee [chaired by Rep. Steven Foti
(R-Oconomowoc)]met from 11:15 to 11:30 to adopt
the rule change. Then the assembly debated the rule
change which was adopted at midnight.

Fifty-one Republicans voted for the rule change to
steamroll the bill and forty-six Democrats voted
against it. So after sitting on the bill for more than ten
months, all a sudden the Republicans found it neces-
sary to ram through a number of pro-Exxon amend-
ments to the mining moratorium bill in less than
twenty-four hours and deny the public the opportu-
nity to comment. The whole darned thing told me
that the Republicans had absolutely no regard for the
democratic process. If you want to see the specifics of
not only this particular roll call vote, but all the oth-
ers I have cited, they are included on the CD-ROM
that accompanies the book (CD 120-51).

Before adjourning at midnight, an announcement
was made that the assembly would reconvene at
12:00 noon the next day to debate the proposed
amendment to the moratorium bill regarding the def-
inition of “pollution.” I suppose the Republicans
wanted to sleep in before delivering the final blow.

Laura and I were feeling pretty bad about the
whole thing, and as we left the capitol building to go
back to my daughter’s house for the night, we ran
into Rep. Marty Reynolds. None of us had eaten sup-
per, so he invited us to meet him at a nearby restau-
rant to get a bite to eat. As we sat and talked, it was
clear that Marty was incensed about how the
Republicans were tearing apart the moratorium bill.
And it appeared to me that he was not only upset
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about the situation at hand—but the political process
in general. He wanted to know my opinion on what to
do when the assembly reconvened. Of course, he was
going to vote against the Republican/Exxon amend-
ment that sought to redefine the term “pollution.” But
one additional vote would have to be taken at the end
of the day. You see, once all the individual amend-
ments were either adopted or rejected, the full assem-
bly would have to vote on the amended version of the
entire bill. Marty said to me, “If the bill is gutted,
should I still vote for it? Or would it be better to vote
it down altogether?”

I wasn’t sure how to answer Marty. But one thing
was clear to me. We had been on opposite sides when
it came to the Flambeau Mine, but now I saw a young
man who was going out of his way to find out what
the people he represented wanted him to do. When we
got up to leave the restaurant, I offered to pay for his
supper, but he wouldn’t let me. He wasn’t out there to
get something for free from me or anyone else. I’m
sure Marty got no rake-off while serving in the assem-
bly. He was just doing what he believed was right.

Unfortunately, the next day in the assembly was no
better than the first. Rep. Tom Ourada (R-Antigo)
started out by offering a proposal to change the word-
ing of the Republican/Exxon amendment that had
been introduced on the floor the night before. It was
a thinly-veiled attempt to make it look like the
Republicans were willing to compromise with the
Democrats, but we were not fooled for one minute.

Here is the revised wording of the Republican/
Exxon amendment, as proposed by Ourada (the new
language is indicated in bold print):

“Pollution” means degradation that results in any
violation of any environmental law as determined by
an administrative proceeding, civil action, criminal
action or other legal proceeding. For the purpose of
this paragraph, issuance of an order or accept-
ance of an agreement requiring corrective action
or a stipulated fine, forfeiture or other penalty is
considered a determination of a violation, regardless
of whether there is a finding or admission of liability.

The department may not base its determina-
tion under sub.(2)(a) or (b) on any mining oper-
ation that has been listed on the national
priorities list under 42 USC 9605(a)(8)(B) or
any mining operation for which the operator is
no longer in business and has no successor that
may be liable for any contamination from the
mining operation and for which there are no
other persons that may be liable for any con-
tamination from the mining operation.

After Ourada made his proposal, two separate votes

had to be taken. The first was to either accept or
reject the proposed word change to the Republican/
Exxon amendment. And the second was the all-
important vote on whether or not to adopt the
Republican/Exxon amendment in its entirety. Of course,
the Democrats went along with the Republicans on
the word change because Ourada’s proposal at least
superficially narrowed the scope of what qualified as
a “non-polluting” mine. But when it came time to
debate the Republican/Exxon amendment in its
entirety, the two parties parted ways and things rap-
idly deteriorated.

And I’m not just talking about the fact that the
Republicans had enough votes to rule the day. No, we
also had to sit through listening to a number of racist
comments made by Rep. Joseph Handrick (R-Minoc-
qua) and Rep. Cloyd Porter (R-Burlington). They
knew the Native Americans were strong supporters of
the mining moratorium bill, and I guess they couldn’t
resist getting in a few digs. I cannot recall exactly
what was said, but I do remember the feeling of anger
I got in my gut as I heard them talk about how they
didn’t trust the tribes. And I was shocked to think that
people with such small minds had been elected to the
state legislature.

I don’t know if Handrick and Porter were aware of
this, but radio station WOJB-88.9FM was in the
assembly chambers broadcasting the debate live over
the radio. So those two guys had a much broader
audience of people who heard their obnoxious com-
ments than what they might have figured. In fact, Eric
Schubring of WOJB had been in the assembly for the
previous day’s debate as well. That Eric was quite a
guy. No matter if it was 12:00 noon or 12:00 mid-
night, he was determined to do his best to make sure
that the people back home could hear what those of
us in the gallery were able to see.

Besides Handrick and Porter, there was also a
woman legislator we saw that day who really irritated
me. She was dressed in a red suit and kept running
back and forth between her desk and the lobby. My
friend Sandy Lyon described it quite well when she
said, “That woman was jumping around like a red piece
of popcorn.” It turned out we were watching Rep.
Lorraine Seratti (R-Spread Eagle), whose assembly dis-
trict included Forest County. Seratti had been a vocal
supporter of the proposed Crandon mine all along, and
my guess was that she was running back and forth to
consult with the Exxon lobbyists who were in the hall-
way outside the room. You see, to this day, lobbyists are
not allowed on the floor of the assembly. And since the
mining moratorium debate took place before the days
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of having lap-top computers in the assembly chamber,
the lobbyists would send notes via legislative aide to
any legislator they wanted to see. It was then up to the
legislator to decide if he or she wanted to exit the
chamber to talk to them. I imagine that Seratti was
quite interested in getting input from Exxon—or if that
was not the reason for her frequent exits from the
chamber, perhaps she had a case of the flu.

As the assembly proceeded to debate the
Republican/Exxon amendment that redefined “pollu-
tion” to the mining industry’s liking, there were a few
bright spots for those of us who were concerned about
protecting the water of northern Wisconsin. To start,
the minority leader, Rep. Walter Kunicki (D-
Milwaukee), got up and said the following to the
Republican legislators:

The mining moratorium bill did not come from the
wacky far left. The public forced this on you, and
now you’re trying to weasel out of it. They will hold
you accountable. You trampled their rights to
respond. But [the Democrats] are not going to sell
out to that broad-based coalition of people. Exxon is
not a citizen of this state. They don’t vote.

And then Rep. Frank Boyle (D-Superior) got up and
said, “Before we even discussed this moratorium, it
was a done deal. You’re selling out to Exxon!” He was
quite emotional when he spoke and right on the
money. I was also pleased when Boyle mentioned his
concern over honoring treaty rights.

The debate continued for quite some time. And
right before the vote was taken on the Republican/
Exxon amendment, Rep. Black laid it all out to his
Republican colleagues. Here is what he said:

You cannot serve God and Exxon.

You cannot serve the people and Exxon.

You cannot serve the environment and Exxon.

You cannot serve Wisconsin and Exxon.

It’s as simple as that. You want to serve two masters.
Your goal was to amend the bill. Whose goal was
that? Exxon’s. This amended bill is not in the interest
of the people of Wisconsin. It’s in the interest of
Exxon. The people will not forget who you serve. This
is the vote that determines who you serve.

The amendment passed the assembly on a vote of 51-
44. And so that you can clearly see who sold out the
people of the State of Wisconsin to Exxon, I have in-
cluded the roll call vote for you to see (Figure 120-37).

And then things got really interesting. You see, just
like Marty Reynolds had mentioned to me earlier, the
Democrats had to decide if they were going to vote in

favor of the final version of the bill (with all the
amendments that had been added by the
Republicans), or if they were going to vote against the
whole darned thing.

As Laura and I watched the chaos on the floor from
our vantage point in the gallery, all of a sudden I
looked to my left, and there stood Marty next to me.
He crouched down and said, “Roscoe, I want to dedi-
cate my vote to you. I will vote whichever way you
want.” That really meant a lot to me, but I must say
that just like the night before, I didn’t know what to
tell him. Finally, after thinking about all the dirty
tricks the Republicans had pulled, I said, “Vote
against it,” and Marty went back down to the floor.
But then, to further complicate matters, all of a sud-
den we got word that Rep. Black was recommending
that the bill be passed because there was still a remote
chance the senate might take it up and undo the mess
created by the assembly Republicans. So I caught
Marty’s eye from where I was sitting and motioned
for him to vote in favor of the measure, which he did.

When the final vote was taken, the bill passed on
a vote of 75-21. What I found interesting was that
most of the Republicans who had voted earlier to gut
the bill turned around and voted for final passage. It
was a pretty clever move on their part—and highly
political. You see, by voting in favor of the weakened
version of the bill, they could go home to their con-
stituents and say, “Yes, I voted for the mining mora-
torium because I knew you wanted it,” when in
reality they had taken the teeth out of it first. Here is
a list of the representatives who played that little
game with their constituents: Sheila Harsdorf (R-
River Falls), Rob Kreibich (R-Eau Claire) John Gard
(R-Peshtigo), Michael Huebsch (R-West Salem), Du-
Wayne Johnsrud (R-Eastman), Thomas Ourada (R-
Antigo), John Ainsworth (R-Shawano), Mary Lazich
(R-New Berlin), Mark Green (R-Green Bay), Joan
Wade Spillner (R-Montello), Tim Hoven (R-Port
Washington), Jeff Plale (D-South Milwaukee), Eu-
gene Hahn (R-Cambria), Neal Kedzie (R-Elkhorn),
Stephen Freese (R-Dodgeville), Frank Lasee (R-
Ledgeview), Scott Gunderson (R-Waterford), Luther
Olsen (R-Berlin), David Brandemuehl (R-Fenni-
more), John Dobyns (R-Fond du Lac), Robert
Goetsch (R-Juneau), Dean Kaufert (R-Neenah), Carol
Kelso (R-Green Bay), Judith Klusman (R-Oshkosh),
Bonnie Ladwig (R-Racine), Michael Lehman (R-Hart-
ford), Terry Musser (R-Black River Falls), Stephen
Nass (R-Whitewater), Al Ott (R-Forest Junction),
Clifford Otte (R-Sheboygan Falls), Mike Powers (R-
Albany), Richard Skindrud (R-Mt. Horeb), Tom Sykora
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Figure 120-37. The official roll call vote on the assembly amendment that gutted the mining moratorium bill showed which representatives
served the people of Wisconsin (the Democrats plus Rep. William Lorge) and which ones opted to serve Exxon (the Republicans plus Rep. Jeff
Plale). It’s interesting to note that Rep. Barbara Gronemus apparently didn’t have the courage to vote one way or the other on this important
issue. She was there for the vote, but abstained.
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(R-Chippewa Falls), Gregg Underheim (R-
Oshkosh), Steve Wieckert (R-Appleton)
and Robert Zukowski (R-Thorp). You can
see for yourself by reading the official roll
call vote on the CD-ROM that accompa-
nies the book (CD 120-52). I have also
included there a memorandum drafted by
the Wisconsin Legislative Council that
explained the terms of the amended bill
approved by the assembly (CD 120-53).

Before the assembly adjourned, Marty
Reynolds got up to speak. And in a very
gracious gesture he asked unanimous
consent that the assembly “adjourn in
honor of Evelyn Churchill, who was a
leading advocate for mining regulation
and a nationally recognized environmen-
talist.” Even though the bill that had just
passed the assembly was not exactly
what we wanted, Evelyn still would have
been twinkly-eyed. You see, by keeping
the bill alive, the assembly had kept her
dream alive. I still get emotional thinking
about it.

The Mining Moratorium Bill
goes back to the Wisconsin
Senate
An important step had been taken when
the Wisconsin Assembly passed the min-
ing moratorium bill on January 22, 1998,
but we couldn’t lose our focus. The fact
remained that we had a flawed bill on our
hands that the senate needed to fix. Rep. Spencer Black
promptly sent out a letter to various newspapers
around the state to inform the public of how the min-
ing moratorium bill had been gutted by the assembly
Republicans, and he made it clear that it was now “up
to state senators of both parties to put the moratorium
back in the mining moratorium bill” (Figure 120-38).

Reporter Jeff Mayers did a service to the public by
writing several informative articles for the Wisconsin
State Journal that summed up exactly where things
stood at the capitol with the mining moratorium bill.
He quoted Senate Democratic Leader Chuck Chvala
(D-Madison) as saying, “Assembly Republicans have
polluted the mining bill so badly that the senate is
going to find it awfully tough to swallow. They are
sending us back a bill that has nothing to do with
protecting our environment but everything to do

with trying to cover their political tails” (CD 120-
54). Assembly Speaker Scott Jensen (R-Waukesha),
on the other hand, had the audacity to proclaim in
the same article, “We made the bill tougher.” A third
key player, Rep. Black, stated: “We lost the battle but
not necessarily the war. I think we have a good
chance [of fixing the bill] because of good public
support. People are very upset—not only with the
gutting of the mining moratorium bill—but with the
way it was done” (CD 120-55).

With all the divergent opinions being offered by
the ranking leaders of both parties, it was hard to
imagine that any kind of agreement could be reached
on the bill. In fact, four different hurdles needed to be
cleared to get the moratorium we wanted:
� The senate leadership had to agree to schedule the

bill for reconsideration on the floor;

Figure 120-38. Rep. Spencer Black knew it was important to keep the pressure on
the Wisconsin Legislature to enact a workable mining moratorium, so he wasted no
time informing the public of how the bill had been gutted by the assembly Republi-
cans (Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, February 3, 1998).
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� The senate (comprised of 16 Democrats and 16
Republicans) needed to agree to amend the assem-
bly’s version of the bill to restore the original
intent;

� The assembly had to concur with the changes made
by the senate; and

� Governor Thompson had to sign the final package
into law.

So here, my dear readers, is what happened. To start, I
have to give credit to Senate Republican Leader Mike
Ellis (R-Neenah) for his part in allowing the process to
move forward. It turns out that before the moratorium
bill was gutted by the assembly, he sent a letter to
Assembly Speaker Scott Jensen (R-Waukesha) regard-
ing the bill. As reported in the January 28, 1998 issue
of the Country Today, he promised in that letter that
“Senate Republicans would bring up the bill on
February 3 if it were amended by the assembly” (CD
120-45). And Ellis kept his word.

The next three people I need to credit include two
Republicans and one Democrat—Sen. Robert Cowles
(R-Green Bay), Sen. Dale Schultz (R-Richland Center)
and Sen. Kevin Shibilski (D-Stevens Point). They got
together to author an amendment to the assembly’s
version of the moratorium bill. And what they came
up with helped put some teeth back into the bill. I
might add that it was hard for anyone to argue
against the proposed amendment because the three
senators had done their homework. You see, the
assembly Democrats had complained that the
Republicans “gutted” the bill, while the assembly
Republicans claimed they had “strengthened” it. So
what Cowles, Schultz and Shibilski did was ask the
Wisconsin Legislative Council to cut through all the
rhetoric and get to the bottom of things. And it turned
out that the Democrats’ claim was substantiated by
the legislative council staff with ample evidence. Here
is an excerpt from the council’s memo to the three
senators (CD 120-56):

This memorandum responds to a question you have
asked regarding 1997 Senate Bill 3… as approved by
the assembly on January 22, 1998 (hereafter, the
“Bill”). Your question is whether a mining operation
conducted prior to the enactment of the U.S. Clean
Water Act of 1972, that caused the pollution of
groundwater or surface water from acid drainage or
from the release of heavy metals, could be used to
satisfy either of the two preconditions established
under the Bill. The reason for your asking this ques-
tion is that, you note, a mine operated before the
Clean Water Act was enacted may have operated in a
jurisdiction with no mining laws, or where mining

laws were not enforced, or both, and therefore no
violation of an environmental law occurred even
though the mine did cause pollution.

As will be explained in more detail below, the
answer to your question is “yes.” … The bill does not
require that the mine used to satisfy … the precondi-
tions imposed by the Bill be operated in a jurisdic-
tion that had any mining laws in effect or an
administrative agency that enforced any environ-
mental laws that did exist. Many jurisdictions did
not have in effect stringent laws relating to mining
designed to protect groundwater or surface water
prior to enactment of the Clean Water Act.

So there you have it. Rep. Scott Jensen was full of
beans when he said the assembly Republicans had
“strengthened” the bill. And having the Wisconsin
Legislative Council agree that a polluting mine could
indeed be used to satisfy the terms of the assembly’s
version of the mining moratorium bill gave real
weight to the amendment proposed by Senators
Cowles, Schultz and Shibilski.

Before going further, I must explain that the
assembly-approved version of the mining morato-
rium bill consisted of two parts: (1) a section that
contained definitions (including the Republican/
Exxon definition of “pollution”); and (2) a section
that required any company seeking a mining permit
in Wisconsin to cite an example of a metallic sulfide
mine that had: (a) operated for at least ten years
without causing pollution; and (b) been closed for at
least ten years without causing pollution. What
Cowles, Schultz and Shibilski proposed to do was
leave the first part of the assembly-approved bill
alone, but to add a qualifier to the second part of the
bill. Here is the exact wording of the amendment
they offered (CD 120-57):

The department may not base its determination [of
compliance with the law] on a mining operation
unless the department determines, based on relevant
data from groundwater or surface water monitoring
that the mining operation has not caused significant
environmental pollution, as defined in s. 293.01(4),
from acid drainage at the tailings site or at the mine
site or from the release of heavy metals.

What the amendment accomplished was to insert the
original, tough definition of “environmental pollu-
tion” found in Wis. Stat. 293.01(4) into the second
part of the bill. Ideally, the amendment would have
also eliminated the Republican/Exxon definition of
pollution contained in the first part of the bill, but I
guess that was too much for the Democrats to ask of
their Republican colleagues if they wanted to have
any chance at all of reviving the bill.
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Before the senate had a chance to vote on the
amendment, Sen. Robert Welch tried to undermine
the whole thing, just like he had done when the sen-
ate first considered the mining moratorium bill in
March of 1997. Laura and I were not there to watch
the proceedings, but our friend Sandy Lyon had come
to the State Capitol for the day and told us what hap-
pened. To start, Welch moved to outright reject the
amendment proposed by Senators Cowles, Schultz
and Shibilski.

As the various senators weighed in on the issue,
Sandy watched from her perch in the gallery. In par-
ticular, she had a bird’s eye view of Sen. David Zien
(R-Eau Claire) and noted that while the debate was
raging, he just sat there doodling on a pad of paper!
Sandy knew the mining moratorium issue was of
great importance to Zien’s constituents. After all, both
Exxon and Kennecott had previously tried to lease
land in eastern Eau Claire County, close to the Beaver
Creek Nature Reserve, and Kennecott had also tried to
get its hands on more than 13,000 acres of forestland
in Clark County, also part of Zien’s senate district. The
Eau Claire and Clark county boards had taken the
mining threat seriously and passed their own ten-year
mining moratorium resolutions in the mid-1990s.
Surely Zien was aware of those facts.

But there he sat, the senator who represented not
one, but two counties that had enacted resolutions
consistent with the intent of the bill being debated on
the senate floor, and all Zien could do was sit there
and doodle. Sandy did say, however, that at one point
Zien looked up from the little boxes he was drawing
on his note pad and said, with a disgusted tone in his
voice, that someone who attended the Master
Hearing on the Flambeau Mine in 1991 had brought
some dead fish into the meeting room and put them
on the stage in front of the hearing examiner. Hmmm.
What did that have to do with anything?

When the senate got around to voting on Welch’s
motion to kill the amendment by Cowles, Schultz and
Shibilski, things got even more interesting. Luckily,
even though Roger Breske (D-Eland) and Gary
George (D-Milwaukee) voted with thirteen of the
Republican senators (including David Zien) to cripple
the moratorium, we had three Republicans (Tim
Weeden (R-Beloit), Robert Cowles and Dale Schultz)
and fourteen Democrats on our side. So Welch lost his
bid to reject the amendment on a vote of 15-17. And
when the senate proceeded to vote on whether or not
to actually adopt the amendment, it passed on a vote
of 27-5. The only senators to vote against it were
Welch, Joanne Huelsman (R-Waukesha), Margaret

Farrow (R-Elm Grove), Mary Panzer (R-West Bend)
and Scott Fitzgerald (R-Juneau). I have included the
roll call vote on the CD-ROM that accompanies the
book (CD 120-58). The net result was that the senate
put the moratorium back in the mining moratorium
bill!

As an aside, there was some talk in the 14th Senate
District of trying to recall Welch for his role in trying
to scuttle the mining moratorium bill. A lot of his con-
stituents were upset, especially since both the
Wisconsin and Wolf rivers run through the area he
had been elected to represent. Some people even
started referring to Welch as “Exxon’s favorite sena-
tor.” Unfortunately, however, he was not recalled over
the issue and continued to pander to corporate pol-
luters. In fact, the Wisconsin League of Conservation
Voters announced in early 2003 that Welch, along
with senators Scott Fitzgerald (R-Juneau), Alan Lasee
(R-De Pere) and Mary Panzer (R-West Bend), had tied
for having the worst environmental voting records in
the Wisconsin Senate during the 2001–2002 legisla-
tive session (CD 120-59). What’s more, during the
2003–2004 session, Welch had the unique distinction
of being the only Wisconsin Senator to receive a 0%
approval rating from the league. You can see for your-
self by going to the web page of the Wisconsin League
of Conservation Voters (http://www.conservationvot-
ers.org). There you will also find a record of how
everyone else in the Wisconsin Legislature, Democrat
and Republican, voted on the important environmen-
tal issues of the day.

Before moving on, I would like to pay a special
tribute to Sen. Alice Clausing (D-Menomonie), who
was one of the true champions of the mining morato-
rium bill. You may recall that when the Democrats
took a 17-16 lead in the Wisconsin Senate in late
1996, Clausing became the new chairperson of the
Wisconsin Senate Committee on Agriculture and
Environmental Resources. And she was the one who
hustled to move the mining moratorium bill out of
committee and onto the floor of the senate for a vote
in March of 1997. Clausing, who represented the 10th
Senate District in northwestern Wisconsin, was a real
powerhouse on other environmental issues as well. In
fact, she received a score of 113% from Clean
Wisconsin (a state-wide conservation group) for her
stance on conservation issues during the 1999–2000
legislative session (Clausing exhibited so much lead-
ership that she even got bonus points).

Needless to say, Clausing was no friend to corpo-
rate polluters and the other special interest groups
that held sway with the Republican Party. And when
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the 2000 election rolled around, it became real clear
real fast that the Republicans were out for her hide.
They recruited a former state representative by the
name of Sheila Harsdorf to enter the race, and the
Republicans went about promoting their candidate as
someone who was concerned about protecting the
hunting and fishing heritage of northwestern
Wisconsin (as if Clausing was not). What’s more,
Harsdorf ’s supporters launched an expensive smear
campaign against Clausing just a few days before the
election, giving the two-term incumbent no time to
set the record straight. We never learned where all
that money came from (the 10th Senate District is
largely rural), but the Republicans got what they
wanted—Clausing was defeated.

So what kind of senator did Harsdorf turn out to
be? During the 2003–2004 legislative session, she
was given a score of 8% by Clean Wisconsin for her
voting record on conservation issues. Yes, Sheila
Harsdorf, the same person who had donned blaze
orange hunting gear and brandished a rifle in her
campaign ads, showed her true colors on the floor of
the senate. What she and her Republican colleagues
to this day seem to forget is this: Unless we protect
our forests, lakes and rivers, there will be no good
places left to hunt or fish.

Even though Alice Clausing is no longer in the
Wisconsin Senate, those of us who worked with her
on the mining issue will always be grateful to her for
her role in moving the mining moratorium bill
through the senate and on to victory.

Victory!

We were ecstatic when the Wisconsin Senate managed
to put some teeth back into the mining moratorium bill
with the Cowles/Schultz/Shibilski amendment. But we
were still not out of the woods. The next hurdle that
had to be cleared before the mining moratorium bill
could become the mining moratorium law was for the
assembly to approve of what the senate had done. And
approve of it they did! On February 4, 1998, the assem-
bly voted 91-6 to concur with the new senate amend-
ment (CD 120-60). The only representatives to vote
against final passage of the bill were Marc Duff (R-New
Berlin), Lorraine Seratti (R-Spread Eagle), Scott
Jensen (R-Waukesha), Glenn Grothman (R-West Bend),
Suzanne Jeskewitz (R-Menomonee Falls) and Frank
Urban (R-Brookfield).

Well, this was big news (Figures 120-39 and 120-
40)! I cannot explain why so many of the Republicans
eventually decided to vote with the Democrats. All I
can say is that the Republicans were out there in the
public eye on this thing and had put themselves in a
position where they pretty near had to vote for it. For
example, as reported in the February 7, 1998 issue of
the Capital Times, “After the assembly had gutted the
bill [on January 22, 1998], Rep. Dean Kaufert (R-
Menasha) returned home to the Fox Valley to find
some 250 constituents screaming bloody murder.
That response in a Republican stronghold pointed to
the kind of wide-spread opposition there was to the
Crandon mine” (CD 120-62). When Kaufert returned

Figure 120-39. As reporter Ron Seely wrote, “Something happened Wednesday that few thought possible a year ago. A mining moratorium bill
cleared its final legislative hurdle.” See CD 120-61 to read the complete article (Wisconsin State Journal, February 5, 1998; republished with
permission).
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Figure 120-40. Rep. Spencer Black stated that the mining moratorium bill passed “only because of the actions of tens and thousands of citi-
zens.” But don’t let his modesty fool you. The bill would have never become law without Spencer’s endless support and determination
(Masinaigan, Spring 1998).
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to the assembly on February 4, 1998 to vote on
whether or not to concur with what the senate had
done the day before, he switched gears and voted
with the Democrats, as did most of his Republican
colleagues.

Another thing that may have helped change the
Republicans’ minds on the moratorium bill was that
Exxon had just announced on January 23, 1998 that
the company was selling its half of the Crandon mine
project to Rio Algom, its Canadian partner in the
endeavor (CD 120-63). The announcement came the
day after the Wisconsin Assembly passed the
Republican (i.e., gutted) version of the mining mora-
torium bill. While Exxon never admitted it, I imagine
the company knew it could not even meet the require-
ments of the gutted bill, and that’s why the decision
was made to pull out of Wisconsin. At any rate, here’s
what the Capital Times had to say about the whole
thing (CD 120-62):

Political cynics might surmise that when Exxon
pulled out of the Crandon project it cleared the way
for the Republican-controlled assembly to finally
back the mining moratorium. After all, Exxon’s ties
to Wisconsin are legion, from former Thompson aide
Jim Klauser’s lobbying work to speculation that
Exxon money might have been used by Wisconsin
Manufacturers & Commerce against Democratic can-
didates in the last election.

It’s probably more accurate, however, to say that
good old-fashioned public participation finally
pushed the mining moratorium onto Thompson’s
desk.

And push it onto Thompson’s desk we
did! As soon as the mining moratorium
bill cleared its final hurdle in the
Wisconsin Assembly, those of us who
had been writing and phoning our legis-
lators to demand passage of the bill
turned our attention to Governor
Thompson. You see, we knew old
Tommy might still veto the bill and were
not about to rest until we saw him sign
the piece of legislation into law. Tom
Soles of Walleyes for Tomorrow
summed it up best when he stated,
“[We] are not willing to use our lakes
and rivers as guinea pigs for unproven
mining technology. We want this bill
signed now” (CD 120-64).

Thompson apparently felt the heat.
He couldn’t just ignore us because people
from all around the state started to

bombard his office with phone calls, letters and
emails demanding that he add his signature to the
bill. What’s more, Thompson was up for reelection in
the fall, and I’m sure he knew that we weren’t going
to let this thing die. So finally, six weeks after the bill
was approved by the legislature, Thompson an-
nounced that he would indeed sign it. Normally, the
governor was pretty splashy whenever he had a big
announcement to make. But not this time around.
Just a small story appeared on page 2C of the
Wisconsin State Journal (Figure 120-41). But we were
thrilled.

It didn’t take long, however, for Thompson to get
back to his usual, flamboyant self. We were told that
he was going to sign the mining moratorium on the
banks of the Wolf River in Shawano, Wisconsin—and
that he would be surrounded by school children for
the big event. To add to the drama, the signing was
scheduled to take place on April 22, 1998, which just
happened to be Earth Day (Figure 120-42). All I can
say is that I heartily agreed with the headline of an
editorial that appeared in the South Central Wisconsin
Press after the ceremony took place: “Oh, the games
some Wisconsin pols play.” Instead of dwelling on all
the pomp that surrounded the signing of the bill, edi-
tor Bob Seltzner summed up the day’s events in one
sentence (CD 120-65):

[The governor signed the mining moratorium] at
Shawano in a ceremony in which observers described
Thompson so angry he could spit.

Figure 120-41. Governor Thompson did not go out of his way to showcase his decision
to sign the mining moratorium bill. Just a small announcement appeared in Section C of
the official state newspaper (Wisconsin State Journal, March 20, 1998; republished with
permission).
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Apparently even the devil was not impressed with
Thompson’s dog and pony show on the banks of the
Wolf River. As you can see from a photo that appeared
in the April 23, 1998 issue of the Milwaukee Journal
Sentinel, satan himself showed up at the ceremony to
remind the crowd of who really owned the governor’s
soul (Figure 120-43).

The bottom line, however, was that the State of
Wisconsin now had a mining moratorium law on the
books. It is officially known as 1997 Wisconsin Act
171, and you can find it in the Wisconsin Statutes as
Wis. Stat. 293.50. I have included the exact wording
of the law on the following page for you to see. In
addition, the Wisconsin Legislative Council issued a

memorandum to explain the law that is included on
the CD-ROM that accompanies the book (CD 120-
67). To get more information about the mining mora-
torium struggle and mining issues in general, I also
refer you to the web pages of the Midwest Treaty
Network (http://www.treatyland.com), Anishinaabe
Niijii (http://www.protecttheearth.org), the Wiscon-
sin Resources Protection Council (http://www.wrpc.net)
and the Rusk County Citizens Action Group (http:
//www.rccag. com).

How Did We Do It?
In retrospect, it’s quite amazing that a group of

Figure 120-42. Governor Tommy Thompson tried to portray himself as a friend of the environment by signing the mining moratorium bill into
law on Earth Day. But, believe me, it pained him to do it. See CD 120-66 to read the complete article (“Thompson signs ‘moratorium’ regulating
future mines,” by Don Behm, Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, April 23, 1998; ©1998 Journal Sentinel, Inc.; republished with permission conveyed
through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.).
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regular citizens could force the enactment of a law
that clipped the wings of Exxon and the other power-
ful mining companies of the world. It was truly some-
thing to celebrate, and the significance of what had
transpired was not lost on reporter Ron Seely of the
Wisconsin State Journal. Right after Thompson
announced that he would indeed sign the bill, Seely
wrote an article entitled “Here’s how to lobby if other
side has $1 million.” Here are a few of the observa-
tions that he made (CD 120-68):

Even staunch opponents of the mining moratorium
to be signed into law next month say the unlikely
coalition that emerged to get the bill passed showed
unusual power.

When Gov. Tommy Thompson signs the bill, he
will bring to a close one of the most intense battles
ever waged on behalf of a piece of Wisconsin’s envi-
ronmental legislation.

Wisconsin tribes, sporting groups, environmental-
ists and local governments proved to be a formidable
grassroots force in favor of the moratorium. … Even
officials with the mining companies admitted during

WIS. STAT. 293.50 MORATORIUM ON ISSUANCE OF 
PERMITS FOR MINING OF SULFIDE ORE BODIES. 
(1) In this section:

(a) “Pollution” means degradation that results in any vio-
lation of any environmental law as determined by an
administrative proceeding, civil action, criminal action or
other legal proceeding. For the purpose of this para-
graph, issuance of an order or acceptance of an agree-
ment requiring corrective action or a stipulated fine,
forfeiture or other penalty is considered a determination
of a violation, regardless of whether there is a finding or
admission of liability.
(b) “Sulfide ore body” means a mineral deposit in which
metals are mixed with sulfide minerals.

(2) Beginning on May 7, 1998, the department may not issue
a permit under s.293.49 for the mining of a sulfide ore
body until all of the following conditions are satisfied:
(a)The department determines, based on information
provided by an applicant for a permit under s.293.49 and
verified by the department, that a mining operation has
operated in a sulfide ore body which, together with the
host rock, has a net acid generating potential in the
United States or Canada for at least 10 years without the
pollution of groundwater or surface water from acid
drainage at the tailings site or at the mine site or from the
release of heavy metals.
(b)The department determines, based on information
provided by an applicant for a permit under s.293.49 and
verified by the department, that a mining operation that
operated in a sulfide ore body which, together with the
host rock, has a net acid generating potential in the
United States or Canada has been closed for at least 10
years without the pollution of groundwater or surface
water from acid drainage at the tailings site or at the
mine site or from the release of heavy metals.

(2m)(a) The department may not base its determination under
sub. (2)(a) or (b) on any mining operation that has been
listed on the national priorities list under 42 USC 9605
(a)(8)(B) or any mining operation for which the operator
is no longer in business and has no successor that may
be liable for any contamination from the mining opera-
tion and for which there are no other persons that may
be liable for any contamination from the mining opera-
tion.
(b) The department may not base its determination
under sub. (2)(a) or (b) on a mining operation unless the
department determines, based on relevant data from
groundwater or surface water monitoring, that the min-
ing operation has not caused significant environmental
pollution, as defined in s.293.01(4), from acid drainage
at the tailings site or at the mine site or from the release
of heavy metals.

(3) This section applies without regard to the date of sub-
mission of the permit application.

Figure 120-43. As Governor Tommy Thompson signed the mining
moratorium bill into law on the banks of the Wolf River, Jeff Ryan of
Oshkosh, Wisconsin (center) stood as a silent reminder of who really
owned the governor’s soul. Pictured in the foreground are Rep. John
Ainsworth (R-Shawano) and Genie Buettner of White Lake, Wisconsin
(Photo by Erwin Gebhard, Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, April 23,
1998; ©1998 Journal Sentinel Inc.; reproduced with permission).
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the course of their campaign that they had been out-
maneuvered and out-organized by the anti-mining
coalition. Dale Alberts, a lobbyist with Rio Algom,
was often heard complaining bitterly during the
fight over the bill that proponents of the legislation
seemed to have an edge because of their savvy use of
World Wide Web pages and E-mail.

As just one example of the type of “formidable grass-
roots force” to which Seely referred, take a look at an
article that appeared in the February 8, 1998 issue of
the Shawano Leader (Figure 120-44)! It featured some
of my friends from the Shawano area who were mem-
bers of POW’R (Protect Our Wolf River), including Len

Figure 120-44. The mining moratorium bill passed the Wisconsin Legislature because of the tireless efforts of concerned citizens all over the
state like Len and Judy Pubanz and Fred Ponschok of Shawano, Wisconsin. These three individuals were members of an effective grassroots
organization called POW’R (Protect Our Wolf River). See CD 120-69 to read the complete article (Shawano Leader, February 8, 1998; repub-
lished with permission).
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Pubanz, Judy Pubanz and Fred Ponschok. Here’s a
brief excerpt:

While hundreds of organizations throughout
Wisconsin were part of a grassroots effort to win
approval of the mining moratorium bill, two state
legislators say few groups played a more significant
role than one in Shawano.

“The mining bill only passed because of a broad-
based citizen effort that got behind it,” said Rep.
Spencer Black, D-Madison.

Protect Our Wolf River, Black added, “was cer-
tainly one of the most active and effective.”

Sen. Robert Cowles, R-Green Bay, agrees with
Black’s assessment.

“That group and lots of other groups had a strong
role,” Cowles said, “But POW’R would be right up
there in the top several that mobilized interest in this.”

My friend John Mutter of Shawano, Wisconsin wrote a
whole book about the struggle waged by POW’R to get
the mining moratorium bill passed into law. It’s called
To Slay a Giant (Burstone-LLC, Shawano, WI, 2000;
ISBN: 0-9679770-0-2), and the title reflects exactly
how we felt about taking on Exxon (Figure 120-45).
John wrote the book from his own unique perspective
as a POW’R member, and the pages are filled with
many interesting details about the ups and downs of

the battle. I highly recommend that you read it. By the
way, John was a very active participant in the struggle
he chronicled in the book. He frequently wrote letters
to the editor that appeared in various newspapers
around the state and did a darned good job of goading
the legislators and DNR officials. Laura also appreci-
ated how John regularly sent her information and
news clippings about what was happening with the
struggle in his neck of the woods.

I cannot begin to list all the individuals like Len,
Judy, Fred and John who played a role in helping to
secure the enactment of the mining moratorium law.
Some you met earlier in the chapter and countless
others remain unnamed. But I must show you at least
one more photo of my friends from the Wolf Water-
shed Educational Project (WWEP) because they were
my family in this long struggle (Figure 120-46).

As mentioned earlier, WWEP brought together peo-
ple from all walks of life who supported the mining
moratorium bill. Some of them were tribal members
and others belonged to organizations like POW’R, the
Wolf River Watershed Alliance, Trout Unlimited, the
University of Wisconsin–Stevens Point Progressive
Action Organization, the Mining Impact Coalition of
Wisconsin, the Rusk County Citizens Action Group, the
Sierra Club and the Wisconsin Resources Protection
Council. The coalition was a real force in getting the
word out to the public about the importance of passing
the mining moratorium bill, helped to collect thousands
of signatures in support of the legislation and organized
rallies that caught the attention of the news media and
our state lawmakers. WWEP was just one more example
of that “formidable grassroots force” which helped
make the mining moratorium law a reality.

And of course, there would have never been a min-
ing moratorium bill for all of us to support had it not
been for the efforts of all those good legislators who
took their responsibility seriously to protect the state’s
natural resources for future generations. Some of
them kept the dream alive in the early years of our
struggle and others appeared later on the scene to
craft and buoy up the bill that eventually became law.
I am talking about Rep. Spencer Black, Rep. Harvey
Stower, Sen. Russ Decker, Rep. Bill Lorge, Sen. Robert
Cowles, Sen. Dale Schultz, Rep. Tom Loftus, Sen.
Chuck Chvala, Sen. Kevin Shibilski and Sen. Alice
Clausing, among others. These lawmakers were truly
servants of the people of the State of Wisconsin.

Before bringing this chapter to a close, I have one
more little story to tell you. After the mining morato-
rium became law, Laura decided to make a push to
have the law named in honor of Evelyn and me. I

Figure 120-45. John Mutter, Jr. of Shawano, Wisconsin was one of
the grassroots activists who pushed for the enactment of the mining
moratorium law. He also wrote a book about the struggle entitled To
Slay a Giant. See CD 120-70 and CD 120-71 to read more about
John and his book (News Photo, Green Bay News-Chronicle, May 10,
2000; republished with permission).
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Figure 120-47. People who knew of the tireless efforts of Roscoe and Evelyn Churchill to protect the state’s waters from mining pollution con-
tacted Governor Tommy Thompson to ask him to declare that the law be named the Churchill Mining Moratorium. Even though Governor
Thompson did not honor the request, many people still refer to the law as such (Burnett County Sentinel, June 17, 1998).

Figure 120-46. Pictured here on the banks of the Wolf River is a gathering of the people involved in the Wolf Watershed Educational Project.
The group fought hard for the passage of the mining moratorium law, and each and every member is very dear to Roscoe. As he has often said,
“I don’t think I have better friends in the whole world than this bunch” (Photo taken at Buettner’s Wild Wolf Inn near White Lake, WI by Zoltán
Grossman of Madison, WI, September 21, 2003).
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wasn’t too keen about the idea, but she cunningly said
to me, “Roscoe, if you’re too modest to want to have
the law named after you, then think of it as being
named after Evelyn.” I responded, “Laura, you really
know how to dig in your spurs.” She then sent a letter
to all the newspapers in the state to promote the idea,
and it was published in quite a few (Figure 120-47).
In addition, Laura sent a personal letter to Governor
Thompson in June of 1998, asking him to declare that
the new law be named the “Churchill Mining Mora-
torium” (CD 120-72).

Laura heard back from Thompson about six weeks
later, but he left her standing high and dry (CD 120-
73). As she reported to our friends, “Governor
Thompson, who was able to work wonders for
Kennecott and Exxon over the years, wrote back to
tell me that he did not have the authority to name the
law after Evelyn and Roscoe.” Some people, however,
still refer to Wis. Stat. 293.50 as the Churchill Mining
Moratorium (Figure 120-48).

In closing, my dear readers, it’s not important what

we call the mining moratorium law. The idea was that
the state should have the power to stop a mine that
would destroy our lakes, our rivers and our landscape
forever. We wanted the state to have the authority to
say “No” when it was absolutely necessary. And that’s
what we got.
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As soon as the word got out that the DNR was still
processing the Crandon mining permit application, the
same group of people who had worked together to get
the mining moratorium law passed in the first place
got together once more to question the DNR’s actions.
As reported in the July 16, 1998 issue of the Wisconsin
State Journal, “a coalition of 40 groups—including
conservation, fishing, hunting, American Indian and
student groups—submitted a letter to [DNR Secretary
George Meyer] asking that the agency enforce the law”
(CD 121-1). Twenty-four legislators also signed the let-
ter, which included the following demand:

The department should immediately discontinue all
action on the pending application to mine [at
Crandon] until Nicolet Minerals Company provides
your agency with all the information required under
the mining moratorium law. Until such information
is submitted, their application is incomplete and all
department processing of the application must cease.

The news article, written by reporter Ron Seely, went
on to state, “Officials with the DNR agreed that the
mining company has not yet submitted the name of a
mine that will meet the new legislative require-
ments.” In fact, Stan Druckenmiller of the DNR told
Seely, “I have to say they haven’t given us one stick of
information yet.” Unfortunately, however, the DNR
didn’t seem to be too concerned about the situation,
and nothing came of the coalition’s request.

Well, that was not right! As Sister Betty Wolcott
stated in a press release from the Mining Moratorium
Coalition, “Now that Wisconsin has a metallic mining
moratorium law, it is the obligation of the governor
and the DNR to see that it is faithfully executed. We
need our DNR doing the critical work of protecting
Wisconsin’s natural resources. The DNR ought to be

I was pleased that we managed to pass a mining
moratorium law in the State of Wisconsin. But as
usual, the DNR soon found a way to minimize the
effectiveness of the statute. You see, after the mining
moratorium law took effect in May of 1998, many of
us expected that the ongoing permitting process for
the Crandon mine would grind to a halt. Certainly, it
made no sense for the DNR to continue evaluating
the mining company’s permit application until the
department was satisfied that the terms of the mora-
torium had been met.

Several months went by without any announce-
ment that the mining company at Crandon, Rio
Algom of Canada, had found an example of a non-
polluting mine to meet the test of the law. In fact,
about the only news coming out of Crandon was that
Rio Algom had decided to create a new subsidiary,
Nicolet Minerals Company (NMC), to manage the
mining project (the subsidiary was named after the
Nicolet National Forest in northeastern Wisconsin). It
was the same kind of name game that Kennecott had
played in Rusk County when it created Flambeau
Mining Company. The whole idea was to make it
sound like the mining company was local, when in
reality it was owned by foreigners.

At any rate, we discovered in July of 1998 that the
DNR was continuing to spend time and money evalu-
ating Rio Algom’s proposal to mine at Crandon, as if
the mining moratorium law did not exist. I suppose I
shouldn’t have been surprised by the department’s
behavior, but I was certainly disappointed. So let me
tell you the story of how Governor Tommy
Thompson’s DNR once again catered to the mining
interests while ignoring the requests of people all
around the state to enforce the moratorium law.

C H A P T E R  1 2 1

The DNR Refuses to Write 
Administrative Rules for the 

Mining Moratorium Law (1999)
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concerned about all of our rivers and water sources
instead of expending time and personnel to service
mining companies!” Sen. Alice Clausing (D-Meno-
monie) seconded the motion and stressed that it was
“not the intention of the legislature to allow the
[Thompson] administration to ignore the mandate
for proof of a safe mine while going ahead with the
permitting process.” What’s more, she indicated that
the DNR’s actions were “symptomatic of the power
that big-money interest groups have over the present
administration” (CD 121-2).

A few more months went by, and a second newspa-
per article appeared in the Madison press that indicat-
ed there were problems with how the DNR was han-
dling the enforcement of the mining moratorium law.
This time the article was written by reporter Rob
Zaleski of the Capital Times, who quoted former pub-
lic intervenor Laura Sutherland as saying, “From our

perspective, a moratorium bill means just that—it’s a
moratorium! Either they can identify a mine that
meets the standard or they can’t. And if they can’t,
why are we wasting all this taxpayer money on con-
tinuing with the permitting process?” (Figure 121-1).

Zaleski also interviewed DNR Secretary George
Meyer, and what he learned was very disturbing. It
turns out that the DNR had come up with its own
idea for how to enforce the mining moratorium law,
and the department had decided that the final deter-
mination regarding whether or not the mining com-
pany had met the terms of the moratorium would be
made by the hearing examiner as part of the Master
Hearing process. Hmmm. That was the final step of
the approval process for a mine, and the Master
Hearing for the Crandon project was still years away.
This made no sense at all, but Meyer stood firm by
his unilateral decision and stated, “The law does not

Figure 121-1. Even though the mining moratorium law took effect in May of 1998 and Rio Algom had not identified a pollution-free mine to
meet the test of the law, the DNR continued to process the company’s permit application for the Crandon mine as if the moratorium did not
exist. See CD 121-3 to read the complete article (Capital Times, October 17, 1998; republished with permission).
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call for a stopping of the permit process—and it
would be illegal for us to do so. I’m sure that any
court would find that to be the case” (CD 121-3).
Well, Meyer may have been sure of what he was talk-
ing about, but I surely wasn’t! For starters, the title
of the mining moratorium law, as recorded in the
Wisconsin Statutes, clearly includes the word “mora-
torium” in it:

And if the word “moratorium” does not mean a
“stopping” of the process in question, what did
Meyer think it meant? The DNR Secretary could play
all the word games he wanted, but here is what I
think was really going on: By postponing the require-
ment of the mining company to submit an example
of a non-polluting mine to the department, Meyer
and his boss, Governor Tommy Thompson, were try-
ing to help the mining company buy time, with the
hope that as more and more money was sunk into
the project, the hearing examiner would find it hard-
er and harder to say no.

Needless to say, neither Attorney Sutherland nor
any of us who had fought for the enactment of the
mining moratorium law agreed with Meyer’s idea of
enforcing the moratorium at the very end of the per-
mitting process. As Sutherland stated, it made much
more sense to view compliance with the law as a
“threshold issue for the permit application.” And I
might add that some of us were also concerned about
Meyer’s proclamation that the hearing examiner
would be the one to pass judgement on whether or
not the examples of non-polluting mines submitted
by the mining company met the test of the mining
moratorium law. It just didn’t seem right to have an
appointed person from the Department of Adminis-
tration making all the important legal decisions relat-
ed to the Crandon mine proposal or any other mining
proposal in the state.

The net result of all this was that by October of 1998,
the following two questions regarding the enforcement
of the mining moratorium law loomed large:
� When did a mining applicant have to submit an

example of a non-polluting mine to the DNR; and
� Who would determine if the example passed

muster?

These were important issues that needed to be ad-
dressed. But I must say that we were in for an even

WIS. STAT. 293.50. MORATORIUM ON ISSUANCE OF
PERMITS FOR MINING OF SULFIDE ORE BODIES.

bigger surprise regarding the DNR’s interpretation of
the mining moratorium law. You see, by January of
1999, Rio Algom was feeling so much pressure from
the public to address the requirements of the law that
the company finally relented and unveiled the follow-
ing list of mines that it claimed were non-polluting
and met the mining moratorium test:
� The McLaughlin Gold Mine in California (which

Rio Algom claimed was an example of a sulfide
mine that had been open for at least ten years
without causing pollution);

� The Cullaton Lake Gold Mine in Canada’s
Northwest Territories (which was cited as an
example of a sulfide mine that had been closed for
at least ten years without causing pollution); and

� The Sacaton Copper Mine in Arizona (which sup-
posedly had operated for just over ten years and
been closed for over ten years without causing
pollution).

Without even looking at the environmental track
records of the three mines cited by Rio Algom, what
struck everyone in the environmental community was
that the McLaughlin Mine had been open for more
than ten years (but was not yet closed) and the
Cullaton Lake Mine had been closed for more than
ten years (but had been open for only three years).
Was it permissible for a mining company to cobble
together examples of two separate mines to meet the
overall requirement of the mining moratorium law
that a mine be open for at least ten years and closed
for at least ten years without causing pollution?

At first it sounded absurd to us. After all, during
the debate on the mining moratorium bill, Rep.
Spencer Black (the author of the bill), DNR Secretary
George Meyer, DNR Executive Assistant Stan Druck-
enmiller and even James Buchen (Vice President of
Wisconsin Manufacturers and Commerce) had all
commented on how the bill required that one mine
meet both tests of the law (see the following page).
So what was going on?

The January 26, 1999 issue of the Saint Paul
Pioneer Press provided us with the answer. In an arti-
cle entitled “Legislator faults DNR interpretation of
law,” Secretary Meyer was quoted as saying that the
DNR had indeed “changed its interpretation of the
provision after the law passed and it was reviewed by
agency lawyers and the attorney general’s office” (CD
121-4).

But right off the bat Meyer appeared to be caught
in a lie. As reported in the January 29, 1999 issue of
the Green Bay Press-Gazette, “A spokesman for the
state Attorney General’s office said the Department of
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Natural Resources never contacted his office for an
opinion on whether one mine or two is needed to sat-
isfy Wisconsin’s mining moratorium law. … [The
spokesman] said he checked with his office’s top envi-

ronmental lawyer—who checked with others in the
office—and she confirmed that DNR representatives
had not sought input on the provision” (Figure 121-2).

Rep. Black was quick to call Secretary Meyer to task

The following statement was written by a group of citizens
who petitioned the Wisconsin Department of Natural
Resources (WDNR) in March of 1999 to write administra-
tive rules for the Mining Moratorium Law (CD 121-5):

Recent press accounts indicate the WDNR is not requiring
one mine to meet both ten-year tests under §293.50. We
disagree with this analysis because the petitioners and the
public have always understood §293.50 to require that one
mine meet both ten-year tests. The WDNR is misinterpret-
ing how the ten-year tests are to accumulate under
§293.50. All participants in the debate of SB 3 indicated
that the test applies to only one mine. Representative
Spencer Black, co-author of §293.50, has consistently indi-
cated that the intent was to require that one example mine
meet both ten-year requirements. On May 12, 1997,
Representative Spencer Black stated, “My bill will prohibit
the opening of a new mine in a sulfide ore body until a
similar mine has been operated elsewhere for at least 10
years and reclaimed for 10 years without significant envi-
ronmental damage” [State Representative Spencer Black,
Statement to the Assembly Environment Committee, May
12, 1997, Ladysmith, Wisconsin].

Throughout legislative consideration of SB 3, the WDNR
interpreted the legislation to mean that one mine must
meet both tests. On February 17, 1997 at a Green Bay
hearing on the mining moratorium bill, Stan Druckenmiller,
Executive Assistant of the WDNR, speaking on behalf of
WDNR Secretary George Meyer, stated, “. . . the applicant
would have to find, and the Department would have to
evaluate, a mine at least 20 years old that was operated
with a comparable technology proposed by the applicant”
[Stan Druckenmiller, WDNR, SB 3 Hearing, February 17,
1997, Green Bay, Wisconsin].

Furthermore, in an October 3, 1997 letter to Representative
Marc Duff, Chair of the Wisconsin State Assembly
Committee on the Environment, WDNR Secretary George
Meyer wrote, “. . . for a mine to qualify as an example of
sound technology, it must have been operated a minimum
of 10 years and closed another minimum of 10 years”
[George Meyer, WDNR Secretary, Department Comments
on SB 3 and Assembly Amendment 1 to SB 3, October 3,
1997].

Even individuals and organizations working in industry
understood §293.50 to mean that one mine should meet 

both ten-year tests. On October 14, 1997, in a memo to the
Wisconsin Assembly Committee on Environment, James
Buchen, Vice President of Wisconsin Manufacturers and
Commerce, a leading opponent of SB 3 who spent consid-
erable resources lobbying against SB 3, stated, “. . . before
a mining permit can be issued in Wisconsin there must be
proof that a mine has operated in the US or Canada for at
least 10 years without polluting groundwater or surface
water, and that the mine has been closed for 10 years with-
out polluting groundwater or surface water” [James
Buchen, Memorandum to Wisconsin Assembly Committee
on Environment, October 4, 1997].

The January/February 1996 issue of the Badger State
Miner, a publication by the Wisconsin Mining Association,
reported the mining moratorium bill would “. . . place up to
a 20-year moratorium on sulfide metallic mining in the
State of Wisconsin. More specifically, the bill says there
must be proof a mine has operated in the U.S. or Canada
for at least ten years without polluting groundwater or sur-
face water, and that the mine has been closed for ten years
without polluting groundwater or surface water” [Badger
State Miner, Wisconsin Mining Association, Jan/Feb 1996].

Now, the WDNR interprets the law to mean that one mine
may meet the operational ten-year test and another mine
may meet the closure ten-year test. We feel this change
constitutes a serious deviation from the intent of the law
and could endanger our precious resources.

We believe the WDNR is misinterpreting the law in such a
way as to operate contrary to the spirit of §293.50, its own
original interpretation and previous public interpretations
of the law.

Finally, §293.50 itself repeatedly refers to one mine. In
§293.50 (2) (a) and (b) , the law states, “A mining opera-
tion.” In §293.50 (2m) (a), the law states, “any mining
operation that has been listed on the national priorities list”
and “any mining operation for which the operator is no
longer in business.” Section 293.50(2m) (b) refers to “A
mining operation” and states, “THE mining operation has
not caused significant environmental damage,” and “at THE
tailings site or at THE mine site” [Wis. Stat. §293.50
(1998), emphasis added]. The intent of the law is clear.
One mine is to meet both ten-year tests in §293.50 (2) (a)
and (b).

One Mine for Two Tests
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on the department’s unilateral interpretation of the
law. As reported in the Saint Paul Pioneer Press, Black
stated, “Clearly, the DNR has changed their position
180 degrees to accommodate the mining company, to
make it easier for the mining company to obtain their
permit.” But Meyer, who seemed kind of scared of
rocking the mining company’s boat, said “We would
not be able to sustain in court the interpretation that
the law requires one mine for both provisions” (CD
121-4). Hmmm. What was this talk of going to court?
Had Rio Algom threatened to sue the DNR if the
department did not go along with the more lenient
interpretation of the law? One can only wonder.

Another problem with the
three mines submitted by the
mining company to the DNR was
that the mines were not compara-
ble to the type of project pro-
posed for Crandon. For example,
the McLaughlin Gold Mine in
California did not intersect
groundwater (even though the
mine pit was 1000 feet deep), did
not discharge any wastewater
(excess water just evaporated),
had ore with a sulfide content of
perhaps 2–5%, and the tailings
dump was five miles from the
mine site in a semi-arid mountain
valley! Compare that to Crandon
where the water table was more
than fifty feet above the ore body,
over a million gallons of waste-
water would be produced per
day, the ore body was estimated
to contain 40–50% sulfides and
the tailings would be stored on
top of a plastic liner in a wetland
area. The other two examples of
mines submitted by Rio Algom
that supposedly met the terms of
the moratorium were no better
(Table 121-1).

My friend Bill Krupinski, who
has used his talents as a cartoon-
ist on more than one occasion to
help his environmental friends,
pointed out the absurdity of the
mining company’s interpretation
of the moratorium law in a car-
toon that appeared in many
newspapers across the state
(Figure 121-3). It was Bill’s way

of letting the people of Wisconsin know that Rio
Algom was wreaking havoc with the intent of the law.
Everybody knew that the whole idea behind the
statute was to prevent the development of metallic
sulfide mines in northern Wisconsin until a company
could cite an example of a similar mine that had oper-
ated and been closed without polluting lakes, streams
and groundwater. And everybody knew that the
Crandon deposit was not only a metallic sulfide ore
body, but located in a marshy area.

Yet, we were somehow supposed to accept an exam-
ple of a mine in an Arizona desert, a second one in a
Canadian permafrost zone and a third one that failed to

Figure 121-2. Nine months after the mining moratorium law went into effect, the DNR
announced a radical new interpretation of the law whereby two different mines could be used to
satisfy the statute’s ten-year operational and ten-year closure tests (Reproduction of an article
that appeared in the Green Bay Press-Gazette, January 29, 1999; republished with permission).
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even intersect the groundwater table as meeting the test
of the law (CD 121-6). How clever! If there was no free-
flowing water, how could there be any water pollution?
On top of that, each of the mines cited by Rio Algom
still had questionable environmental track records. You
can read for yourself in an article about the three mines
that was written by my friends Al Gedicks, Dave Blouin
and Zoltán Grossman (CD 112-7).

It was clear that both Rio Algom and the DNR were
misinterpreting the mining moratorium law to the

mining company’s advantage. Luckily, however, we
knew of a potential remedy—the administrative rule-
making process. You may recall that over the years we
had submitted various petitions to the DNR to beef up
existing natural resource rules governing mining, but
to no avail (CD 69-8 and CD 109-6). Nevertheless, we
figured it was still worth a try in the case of the min-
ing moratorium law because no rules at all had thus
far been written for the enforcement of the statute.
What’s more, Wis. Stat. 227.10(1) specifically requires

Mine

Characteristics1

Average 
Sulfi de Content Groundwater Table

Wastewater Discharge 
to Streams Tailings Storage

Crandon Mine
- Proposed for Wisconsin

40–50% More than 50 feet above the 
ore body

More than a million gal-
lons per day

On top of a plastic liner in a 
wetland area

McLaughlin Mine

- Located in California 

- Still operating as of 2002

2–5%? The 1,000-foot deep mine pit 
does not intersect groundwater

None (any excess water 
evaporates)

On top of a deep clay 
deposit in a semi-arid 
mountain valley

Cullaton Mine 

-  Located in Canada’s Northwest 
Territories

- Closed in 1985

1–3% The underground mine was 
in a permafrost zone where 
groundwater was frozen and 
could not fl ow

None (everything was 
frozen)

In a permafrost zone

Sacaton Mine

- Located in Arizona

- Closed in 1984

1.5–4% Very little groundwater fl owed 
into the pit

None (any excess water 
evaporated)

In a desert 

1  Information compiled by Wisconsin Resources Protection Council, Mining Impact Coalition of Wisconsin and Wolf Watershed Educational Project (CD 121-7).

Table 121-1. Comparison between the proposed Crandon mine and mines that Rio Algom claimed met the test of Wisconsin’s mining morato-
rium law (1999).

Figure 121-3. Rio Algom sub-
mitted “hundreds of pages” of
documents to the DNR in sup-
port of the company’s claim of
finding several examples of
mines that met the test of
Wisconsin’s mining moratorium
law. But a picture is worth a
thousand words, as demon-
strated so well by cartoonist
Bill Krupinski of Jefferson, WI
(1999).
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the DNR to promulgate as a rule “each statement of
general policy and each interpretation of a statute
which it specifically adopts to govern its enforcement
or administration of that statute.” Certainly Meyer’s
proclamations about when a mining applicant had to
submit an example of a non-polluting mine to the
department, who would determine if the example
passed muster, and whether one mine or two could be
used to meet the test of law qualified as departmen-
tal interpretations of the law, thereby requiring the
rule-making process to be put in motion.

I might add that several other statutes and adminis-
trative rules came into play as well. For starters, Wis.
Stat. 293.13(2)(a) requires the DNR to adopt mini-
mum standards, by rule, for all mining activities in the
state in order to ensure that such activities will be con-
ducted in a manner “consistent with the purposes and
intent” of Wisconsin’s mining laws. What’s more, Wis.
Stats. 227.12–227.18 and NR 2.05 clearly provide for
the rule-making process to be open to the public. And
to make sure that the DNR does not overstep its
authority and adopt rules that are inconsistent with the
intent of the law, Wis. Stat. 227.19 states that any rule
developed by a state agency like the DNR is subject to
review by the Wisconsin Legislature.

In light of all the disagreement over what the min-
ing moratorium law really meant and our mistrust of
the unilateral decisions being made by the DNR, it
seemed pretty clear to us that we were within our
legal right to request that the rule-making process be
initiated. So in March of 1999, nine individuals offi-
cially petitioned the DNR to do just that. The peti-
tioners included two Wisconsin legislators (Rep.
Spencer Black and Sen. Kevin Shibilski), two tribal
chairmen (Roger McGeshick of the Sakaogon Ojibwe
and Apesanahkwat of the Menominee Nation), one
town chairman (Chuck Sleeter of the Town of
Nashville in Forest County) and four citizens: (Herb
Buettner of White Lake, Wisconsin—owner of the
Wild Wolf Inn on the Wolf River and a longstanding
member of the Wisconsin Conservation Congress;
Kira Henschel of Madison, Wisconsin—a geologist,
former President of the Mining Impact Coalition of
Wisconsin and the founder of Kids for Clean Water;
John Berge of Racine, Wisconsin—Chair of the John
Muir Chapter of the Sierra Club; and Keith Reopelle
of Oregon, Wisconsin—Program Director for Wiscon-
sin’s Environmental Decade). I respected each and
every one of them greatly for doing their part to keep
the mining moratorium law from being trivialized by
corporate interests.

In particular, I was touched by what Kira Henschel

said regarding her reasons for petitioning the Natural
Resources Board (Figure 121-5). She stated, “[I am]
petitioning on behalf of my daughter, Loris, and the
hundreds of other children who would have to suffer
the environmental and economic consequences of the
proposed metallic sulfide mine [at Crandon], which
would devastate the pristine Wolf River watershed
and create Wisconsin’s largest toxic landfill. [I am]
petitioning to ensure that the Mining Moratorium
Act, §293.50, will protect the interests of these future
generations” (CD 121-5).

Not only did my friends request that the DNR put
the rule-making process in motion, but they outlined
specific rules they believed should be adopted to
ensure that the mining moratorium law did what it
was intended to do. For example, the petitioners
asked for a rule requiring that one mine had to meet
both of the ten-year tests imposed by the law. They
also asked for a rule clarifying the term “net acid gen-
erating potential,” so that if a mine were located at a
site where no significant amount of water came in
contact with the ore body or tailings, it could not be
used as an example of a non-polluting metallic sul-
fide mine.

The lengthy petition submitted by my friends was full
of well-reasoned arguments to support the requested

Figure 121-4. Cartoonist Bill Krupinski has used his talents to
expose the absurdity of what mining companies and people like
Governor Tommy Thompson have tried to pass off on the citizens of
Wisconsin. Here he is pictured with fellow activist Alex Smith as
they participated in the Protect the Earth Journey in 1998 (Photo by
Laura Furtman of Webster, WI, June 1998).
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rules (CD 121-5). But we knew getting it approved
was a long shot. You see, the final decision as to
whether or not to accept the petition was up to the
Natural Resources Board, and Governor Tommy
Thompson had appointed all six of the members who
were serving at the time (Figure 98-8):
� Trygve Solberg, Chair (a grocer from Minocqua,

WI);
� Neal Schneider, Vice Chair (a funeral director from

Janesville, WI);
� James Tiefenthaler, Secretary (a cookie-making

equipment salesman from Waukesha, WI);
� Stephen Willett (an attorney from Phillips, WI

whose clients had included corporate polluters);
� Herb Behnke (a retired marketing director for a

company in Shawano, WI that specialized in artifi-
cial insemination of livestock); and

� Howard Poulson (a farmer from Palmyra, WI who
was also the president of the Wisconsin Farm
Bureau).

Needless to say, none of Thompson’s boys on the
Natural Resources Board were experts in metallic sul-
fide mining. In fact, in retrospect one might say that
Thompson’s choice of appointments was similar to
when President George W. Bush named Michael
Brown (a horseman) to head up the Federal Emer-
gency Management Agency in 2003. Of course, we all
know what happened a few years later, when
Hurricane Katrina hit the Gulf Coast.

At any rate, none of the board members were inter-
ested in supporting our rule-making request. And
DNR Secretary George Meyer, who was clearly under
the governor’s thumb, made matters even worse
when he issued a seven-page memo to the board in
which he outright recommended that our petition be
denied. Meyer stated, “The requested rule-making in
the petition is believed by department staff to be
inconsistent with the intent of and clear reading of
the law. The petitioners are seeking interpretations of
the law that could not be accomplished in the legisla-
tive process and change the very meaning of the
statute as written. It is not the role of an administra-
tive agency to change the meaning of statutes by the
adoption of administrative rules” (CD 121-8).

But what George seemed to forget was that while
dismissing our interpretation of the statute as being
“inconsistent with the intent of and clear reading of
the law,” he was expecting us to accept his interpre-
tation as being correct without any further review.
Surely, the whole thing needed to be sorted out in a
public forum, as required by law.

Laura Furtman wrote a letter to the editor to
address Meyer’s double standard, and I have includ-
ed it here for you to see (Figure 121-6). When she
first wrote it, we were under the impression that the
Natural Resources Board might take up the rule-mak-
ing petition as early as May of 1999 at a meeting in
Stevens Point (108 miles from Crandon). But that
didn’t happen. Instead the petition got put off until
September, when the board was scheduled to meet in
Sturgeon Bay (150 miles from Crandon). And at that
meeting, the board decided to postpone final action
on the petition until its December meeting in
Madison (212 miles from Crandon on icy roads). It
sure would have been nice if that final meeting could
have been scheduled somewhere up north, close to
where the people lived who had the most to lose over
the DNR’s fumbling of the mining moratorium law.

While we were waiting for the Natural Resources
Board to take up our petition, a few of my friends had
a little fun with the situation. They issued a press
release in which they “used a routine made famous by
comedian David Letterman to press their case for rules
to enforce the mining moratorium law” (CD 121-9).
Yes, my friends came up with a “Top Ten List” of silly
DNR rules! As explained by Rep. Spencer Black, the
aim of the press release was “not to disparage these
particular rules, but to point out that while the DNR
writes rules on thousands of minor items, they still

Figure 121-5. In 1999 Kira Henschel petitioned the DNR on behalf
of her daughter Loris and all the children of Wisconsin to write rules
for the mining moratorium law. She is pictured here with Loris at a
gathering in Keshena, Wisconsin (August 1994).
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refuse to establish rules to enforce the mining morato-
rium law, the most important environmental law
passed last session.” I don’t know who put together
the “Top Ten List of DNR Rules,” but I believe Dave
Blouin of the Sierra Club had a hand in it. At any rate,
the story was picked up by the Milwaukee Journal
Sentinel and circulated around the state (Figure 121-
7). When I read what my friends had put together—
especially the part about how the DNR had adopted a
rule to “forbid using a gun to hunt frogs—NR
19.26”—it sure made the department’s refusal to
write rules for the mining moratorium law look as
dumb as it really was.

When the Natural Resources Board finally decided
to take up the citizens’ petition for rule-making at its
December 1999 meeting, Laura and I decided to make
the long trip to Madison to watch the proceedings, as
did many of our friends from northern Wisconsin.
When we got to the meeting room at DNR headquar-
ters, there were about a hundred chairs set up in the
room as well as a table for the press. And by the time
the meeting started, it was standing room only. Eight
people testified in favor of the petition, including
myself. When I went up to the front of the room to
address the board, I brought with me a stack of peti-
tions signed by over 400 citizens who wanted the

DNR to write rules for the moratorium law (CD 121-
10). I handed them to Secretary Meyer and began to
speak. Here is what I said:

Good morning, gentlemen. I’m Roscoe Churchill of the
Ladysmith area. I’m here today to speak from my
heart. I’ve met with the Natural Resources Board many
times on the mining issue. I have become quite disillu-
sioned with trying to reason with anyone in the DNR
who is connected in any way with the mining issue.

It is so incredulous that the State of Wisconsin
legislators and the DNR have put together such a set
of complicated mining laws and rules to almost
entirely preclude the people from having any power
to regulate and control mining.

I know of what I speak because I have followed
closely the shaping of mining laws for twenty-five
years. I was present in Kennecott Attorney Steve
Braden’s office when NR 182 and NR 132 were pre-
sented by Exxon Attorney James Derouin and Public
Intervenor Peter Peshek and endorsed by the DNR—
administrative rules for which there was no law at
that time.

The mining moratorium law was an attempt for
concerned people to get their legislators to pass one law
that could help regulate metal mining. I know what the
intent of the law was supposed to be and I don’t need
Rio Algom Mining Company to interpret it for me.

Figure 121-6. As pointed
out by Laura Furtman in a
letter to the editor, the
DNR had a double stan-
dard when it came to: (1)
requiring ordinary citizens
vs. mining companies to
abide by the law; and (2)
accepting unilateral inter-
pretations of state law
from its own staff vs. the
public (Menominee Nation
News, May 6, 1999).
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But when I read Secretary George Meyer’s recent
letter to the Natural Resources Board, I knew I had
to try once more to bring some reason to this issue.

When Secretary Meyer says that even if rules were
promulgated they would be too late for the Crandon
mine, I can only say he has had plenty of time to
have the rules in place. It’s been over a year and a
half since the mining moratorium law was passed.

And for Mr. Meyer to obfuscate the issue by dan-
gling the word “significant” around as the issue—
well, that’s an insult to the Natural Resources Board
and to all of us who are afraid of what will happen
to such areas as the Wolf River if rules are not adopt-
ed for the mining moratorium law.

Maybe our language is not necessarily as precise
and grammatically correct as that of DNR and min-

ing company lawyers, but we know in our hearts
what we want—to protect Wisconsin from corporate
takeover.

I’m aware that the purpose for the Natural
Resources Board has been seriously denigrated, but I
pray that you will understand the seriousness of our
efforts and help us to see that the DNR for once will
try to represent the people of Wisconsin and protect
our precious environment.

Laura was the next in line to testify, and when she
started to speak, I must say that I got to feeling a little
self-conscious. She had brought the words of Eric
Sorensen’s song, “The Ballad of Roscoe Churchill,” with
her and used the words as part of her testimony. She
later told me that she had enjoyed looking the board
members straight in the eye while reciting the song
because it made them squirm—and they had no choice
but to sit there and listen. I have included Laura’s tes-
timony on the following page for you to see.

Only one person testified that day against having
the DNR write rules for the mining moratorium law—
and that was DNR Attorney Chuck Hammer. He came
equipped with a ten-page memorandum that he and
Secretary Meyer had put together to try to shoot
down our request for rules (CD 121-11), and he also
drew on information contained in the seven-page
memo that Meyer had submitted to the board a few
months earlier (CD 121-8). In a nutshell, Hammer
and Meyer claimed that:
� The legislature “had not mandated rule-making”

for the mining moratorium law,
� The rules sought in the petition went “beyond the

authority vested in the department in the mining
moratorium law,” and

� The mining moratorium law was “readily under-
standable on its face” and therefore “did not need
clarification by administrative rule.”

For starters, I don’t know where Hammer got off on
saying that the legislature “had not mandated rule-
making” for the mining moratorium law. As you
know, Wis. Stat. 227.10(1) specifically requires the
DNR to promulgate, by rule, “each statement of gen-
eral policy and each interpretation of a statute which
it specifically adopts to govern its enforcement or
administration of that statute.” What’s more, Wis.
Stat. 293.13(2)(a) clearly states that the DNR shall
adopt minimum standards, by rule, for all mining
activities in the state in order to ensure that such
activities will be conducted in a manner “consistent
with the purposes and intent” of the state’s mining
laws. Did Attorney Hammer, the legal counsel to the
DNR, really not know about these important statutes?

Figure 121-7. If the DNR had been as concerned about writing
rules for the mining moratorium law as regulating the color of out-
houses, the environmental community would have been as happy as
a clam (“Groups criticize DNR on lack of mining rules,” by Dennis
Chaptman, Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, September 1999; ©1999
Journal Sentinel, Inc.; republished with permission conveyed
through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.).
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Or did he intentionally withhold the information from
the board? One can only wonder.

The department’s second argument against our
petition—the one about how the rules we sought
“went beyond the authority vested in the department
in the mining moratorium law”—was disingenuous
as well. And I say so because Hammer and Meyer told
only half the story in their report. Let me explain.

Hammer and Meyer claimed the petitioners were
seeking to create rules that “changed the very mean-

ing of the statute as written” and that we were in
effect asking the DNR to “overturn … fundamental
decisions made by the legislature.” Well, nothing
could have been further from the truth. But to bolster
their argument, the two department officials cited a
five-page analysis of the mining moratorium law that
had been prepared by Attorney William Ford of the
Wisconsin Legislative Council. In particular, Ford had
been asked to comment on the “one mine” vs. “two
mine” interpretation of the law.

Good morning. My name is Laura Furtman and I’m from
Webster, Wisconsin. The main reason I’m here today is to
encourage you to really listen to what Roscoe Churchill has
said. He has more experience dealing with mining compa-
nies than any of us, and he is a voice to be trusted.

When Roscoe tells you what the law was intended to do, he
knows what he is talking about—because he and his late
wife Evelyn were behind the passage of the first town-
enacted mining moratorium in the state—in the Town of
Grant, eventual site of the Flambeau Mine.

He knows about how laws can be misinterpreted and
abused—because his town’s mining moratorium, that was
passed twice by an overwhelming majority of the towns-
people, was invalidated by political manipulation. And that’s
what we may face again, if rules are not written to enforce
the state’s Mining Moratorium Law.

Many people have started to refer to this law as the “Churchill
Mining Moratorium Law” in honor of Roscoe and Evelyn’s
efforts. So I believe you should be able to trust his opinion on
this matter. He deserves at least that amount of respect.

Recently a CD entitled “Eclecticution” was released by
musician Eric Sorensen. It contains a song named “The
Ballad of Roscoe Churchill.” The words are quire relevant
to what is going on here today, so I’d like to use my allot-
ted time to read them:

[Laura then read the entire song to the board. The words can
be found on page 461 of my story.]

I am asking you to please listen to the father of our state’s
Mining Moratorium Law, Roscoe Churchill. He’s concerned
that rules have not been written, and he’s seen how laws
can be abused. He, his late wife’s memory and the people
of Wisconsin deserve to be honored by having the rule-
making process put in motion.

The recent protests at the World Trade Organization meet-
ing in Seattle show that Americans don’t want critical envi-
ronmental decisions made by an unelected bureaucracy
behind closed doors.

The specifics of what the law means can be hammered out
later. With today’s decision, you don’t need to accept
everything the petitioners wrote—or everything that George
Meyer and the mining company wrote. All I’m asking for is
that you uphold the legal right of the “regular guy” citizens
of the State of Wisconsin to participate in the process. 

All you need to do is vote to put the rule-making process in
motion, and together we’ll figure out this mess. Thank you.

Laura Furtman’s Testimony to the Natural Resources Board (December 8,1999)

Figure 121-8. Laura Furtman spoke at rallies and public hearings
to push for the enactment of tougher mining laws in Wisconsin.
Here she is pictured at a rally against the Crandon mine that took
place at the State Capitol in Madison (Photo by Roscoe Churchill
of Ladysmith, WI, April 29, 2000). 
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In his report, Ford started out by explaining that
there were “certain well-established rules that courts
use in interpreting statutes.” The first such rule he
cited was this: “A statute must be construed so as to
effectuate the intent of the legislature.” And second-
ly, he stated that “the primary source used in constru-
ing a statute is the statutory language itself.” Ford
then proceeded to ignore the first rule he had cited
(about legislative intent) and instead focused exclu-
sively on the second (regarding sentence structure).
On that basis, here is what he concluded (CD 121-8):

Given the rules of statutory construction and the
language of the law, it appears highly likely that a
court would conclude that the mining moratorium
law does not require that one mine be used to meet
both of the requirements of the law in order for a
mining permit to be issued.

Needless to say, we did not agree with Ford’s interpre-
tation of the law. As my friends pointed out in the
petition, the mining moratorium law repeatedly uses
phrases like “a mining operation,” “any mining oper-
ation” and “the mining operation” instead of using
the plural form of the word. But even more impor-
tant, Ford failed to address the issue of legislative
intent in his analysis. I cannot say often enough that
Wis. Stat. 293.13(2)(a) requires the DNR to enact
rules to ensure that the “purposes and intent” of the
state’s mining laws are carried out. And surely no one
could dispute the fact that the intent of the law had
been to require one mine to meet both tests of the
law. Just look back at all the quotes from Spencer
Black, George Meyer, Stan Druckenmiller and James
Buchen that I showed you earlier!

I might add that Ford’s interpretation of the mining
moratorium language was just that—an interpreta-
tion. And once again I must repeat that Wis. Stat.
227.10(1) specifically requires the DNR to promul-
gate, by rule, “each statement of general policy and
each interpretation of a statute which it specifically
adopts to govern its enforcement or administration of
that statute.” So no matter what Ford said about the
“statutory construction” of the mining moratorium
law, the DNR could not simply rely on his interpreta-
tion of the law and forget about the rule-making
process. If Meyer and Hammer wanted to fight for a
“two mine” vs. “one mine” reading of the law, they
could do so. But it would have to be done in a public
forum. It was as simple as that.

The third argument that Hammer and Meyer made
against our rule-making petition was perhaps the most
ridiculous of them all. Somehow we were supposed to
accept their claim that the mining moratorium law was

“readily understandable on its face” and therefore “did
not need clarification by administrative rule” (CD 121-
8). Yet those two guys had submitted their own ten-
page brief to the NRB to clarify various points of the
law! As Laura later wrote in a letter to the editor,
“Don’t you get it, George? If the law needs to be clari-
fied, the public has a right to be involved” (CD 121-
12). What the whole thing boiled down to was this:

Administrative rules were indeed needed to ensure
that the mining moratorium law was properly
enforced. But the DNR wanted to avoid the rule-
making process altogether in favor of implementing
its own pro-mining interpretation of the law without
any public input or legislative oversight.

So would the six members of the Natural Resources
Board swallow everything that Hammer and Meyer
told them? You bet! The board voted 6-0 to turn
down our rule-making petition (Figure 121-9). So in
the flash of an instant, all the rules we had requested
to ensure the proper enforcement of the state’s min-
ing moratorium law and thereby protect the state’s
waters were discarded by the very agency that had
been charged with “formulating plans and programs
for the prevention and abatement of water pollution
and for the maintenance and improvement of water
quality” [Wis. Stat. 281.12(1)].

But one more question still remained: In light of all
the unilateral decisions that Meyer had made regard-
ing the enforcement of the mining moratorium law,
would the Natural Resources Board at least instruct
him to officially write up his interpretation of the law
so that the “Meyer rules” could be subjected to a pub-
lic hearing and forwarded to the legislature for review
like any other rules promulgated by the department?
Certainly that’s what Wis. Stats. 293.13(2)(a),
227.10(1) and  227.19 called for. As Dave Blouin stat-
ed, “This board does have the authority to authorize
rule-making and should do so for all laws that come
before it, but especially this one, given the amount of
controversy over its interpretation. The public’s legal
right to review and comment on these rules and have
them subject to legislative review and approval is
paramount” (Figure 121-9).

But once again the board members let us down.
They swallowed what Meyer told them—hook, line
and sinker—about how the mining moratorium law
was “clear on its face” and didn’t need any rules. The
net result was that Meyer was allowed to go his own
merry way and interpret the law as he saw fit, which
just happened to be to the mining company’s advan-
tage. In my opinion, the whole darned bunch—
Meyer, Hammer, Solberg, Schneider, Tiefenthaler,
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Willett, Behnke and Poulson—were all guilty of abro-
gating their statutory responsibility to “protect, main-
tain and improve” the state’s waters, and I wish I
could have taken them all to court. The whole thing
demonstrates how a group of political appointees,
especially when they have all been appointed by the
same governor, can truly wreak havoc with the law.

Rio Algom, of course, was very pleased with the
board’s decision. As reported in the December 9,
1999 issue of the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, the
mining company’s attorney “praised the board for
resisting pressure to change the rules in the middle of
the game” (CD 121-14). The only problem was that

the rules really had been changed in the middle of the
game—by George Meyer and Chuck Hammer. As Rep.
Spencer Black stated, “By not adopting rules clarify-
ing the law, the DNR is converting the mining mora-
torium law into a non-moratorium law in order to
pave the way for the [Crandon mine]” (CD 121-15).

In conclusion, let me say this: To this day, the State
of Wisconsin has a mining moratorium law on the
books, but no codified rules to ensure that the law
will be properly enforced. Instead the DNR has creat-
ed an informal and arbitrary set of in-house rules 
to either answer or avoid answering the following
questions:

Figure 121-9. The Natural Resources Board voted against establishing administrative rules for the mining moratorium law, and as a result the
DNR was allowed to interpret the law to the mining industry’s advantage without any public input or legislative oversight. See CD 121-13 to
read the complete article (Wisconsin State Journal, December 9, 1999; republished with permission).
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� When does a mining applicant have to submit an
example of a non-polluting mine to the DNR?

� Who will determine if the example passes muster
and when will the decision be rendered?

� Can two different mines be used to satisfy the ten-
year operational and ten-year closure provisions of
the statute? And when do the two ten-year clocks
start ticking?

� What is meant by the following words and phrases
that appear in the statute:

– “Significant environmental pollution,”

– “Verified by the department,”

– “relevant data,”

– “tailings,” and

– “tailings site.”

Unfortunately, I cannot tell you for sure how the DNR
would answer the above questions, because as far as
I know, the department’s interpretation of the law has
not been reduced to writing! And to make matters
worse, if anyone were to go to court to challenge the
DNR’s mishandling of the mining moratorium law,
there’s a good chance the case would end up being
heard by one of Tommy Thompson’s pro-mining
judges, who will influence policy in the state for
many years to come.

But don’t get me wrong! I haven’t given up on the
mining moratorium law—or getting a workable set of
rules in place. I believe the solution to making this
very desirable tool more effective is to get to the elec-
tions and change the balance of power. We must bring
the DNR back to the people and elect legislators and
governors who are concerned about protecting the
state’s natural resources instead of serving multina-
tional corporations. It will take time and will not be
easy, but when was fighting the buzzards ever easy?
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The DNR Ignores Recommendations 
from the Wisconsin 

Conservation Congress

C H A P T E R  1 2 2

America, America
The long-feared test has come.
Will our form of democracy
Survive long, or succumb?
The long cold war is over,
And communism’s dead.
The world cries for democracy –
But what have we, instead?

Wake up, America!
The lust for wealth and power
Has made our founding fathers’ dream
To face its final hour …

America, for sale? Yes,
Your laws are bought and sold
To wealthy special interest PACs
By congressmen so bold!
They say, “We didn’t break the rules,
That’s how the game is played!
We care for our constituents—
We get them federal aid.”

Wake up, America!
Their lust for wealth and power
Has made our founding fathers’ dream
To face its final hour. …

America, in apathy.
Inviting your own fate!
Can “government of the people” work
Who won’t participate?
Now less than half the electors vote;
Rule’s by minority.
It’s evident that most have shirked
Responsibility.

Wake up, America!
The lust for wealth and power
Has made our founding fathers’ dream
To face its final hour …

America, the beautiful!
Once clean from shore to shore,
Your unrestricted profiteers
Left wounds we must abhor.
Ignoring wisdom to control
Our chemical-using nation,
We can’t afford now, to clean up
Health threatening degradation!

Wake up, America!
The lust for wealth and power
Has made our founding fathers’ dream
To face its final hour …

America, we must not fail,
The world needs us to lead,
To foster peace and compromise
To end all crime and greed.
To forge a world community
Where all can live as brothers,
With individual rights assured—
Respect for one another’s.

Wake up, America!
The lust for wealth and power
Has made our founding fathers’ dream
To face its final hour …

Americans, exert your power!
Oh, save that envied dream.
Unite and fight internally,
Make “People’s Power” supreme!
Let love and opportunity
Wipe out hate and depression,
And may our founding fathers’ dream
Fore’er be our obsession!

Wake up, America!
So it will not be said,
They lusted socialistically ’til
Democracy was dead.

Wake Up, America
by Herbert Buettner, April 1994 

(See CD 122-1 to read the entire poem)
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My friend Herb Buettner brought up a very sobering
point in his poem, “Wake Up, America,” when he sug-
gested that our democratic process is dying. Unfortun-
ately, a prime example of what he was talking about
can be seen right here in Wisconsin with regard to the
state’s mining laws. Over the years, the DNR, the
Wisconsin Legislature, various and sundry governors
and the courts have refused to listen to the voice of the
people and have been all too willing to listen to the
voice of the multinational mining corporations.

One of the more recent examples of what I am
talking about took place in 1999, when the DNR
refused to write administrative rules for the mining
moratorium law. Not only did the DNR ignore the
official petitioners who had asked for the rules to be
written, but the numerous legislators, conservation-
ists, hunters, fishermen, Native Americans, students
and senior citizens who had asked the DNR to enforce
the law from the very beginning. But you already
know about that. What I haven’t discussed, however,
is that while ignoring all of us, the DNR also turned a
deaf ear to the voice of the Wisconsin Conservation
Congress. It wasn’t the first time the department had
ignored a recommendation from the Congress, and it
wasn’t the last. But the whole thing really burned me
up. So let me tell you the story of the dirty tricks that
were played to silence our Conservation Congress by
those who, as Herb would say, “lust for wealth and
power.” Perhaps then you will be able to prevent the
buzzards from getting away with it again—and in the
process help to save one more piece of our founding
fathers’ dream from “facing its final hour.”

To start, I need to give you some background infor-
mation about the Wisconsin Conservation Congress.
As described on its web page, “The Wisconsin Conser-
vation Congress is the only ‘advisory body’ in the
state where citizens like you elect delegates to repre-
sent your interests in natural resources on a local and
statewide level to the Natural Resources Board and
the Department of Natural Resources” (CD 122-2).
The Congress was first created in 1934 by the
Wisconsin Conservation Commission, and when the
state legislature decided to merge the Commission
with the Department of Resource Development in
1967 to form the Department of Natural Resources,
the Congress remained in place. The only change was
that the Congress became the advisory body to the
newly-created Natural Resources Board rather than
the dismantled Wisconsin Conservation Commission.
I have included the wording of Wis. Stat. 15.348 for
you to see. That’s the statute which created the pres-
ent-day Congress.

The Wisconsin Conservation Congress provides a
mechanism for regular citizens to make their opinions
on hunting, fishing, conservation and environmental
issues known to the Natural Resources Board—which
in turn advises the Department of Natural Resources.
Here’s the rationale behind the whole thing, as
described by the DNR (CD 122-3):

Citizen understanding and support are essential to
maintain Wisconsin’s rich natural heritage. That’s
why the Conservation Congress is composed of
Wisconsin residents. People need an organized way
for their opinions and concerns regarding conserva-
tion issues to reach those who actually make the
decisions. The Conservation Congress provides that
opportunity. …

The Department of Natural Resources and its gov-
erning policy body, the Natural Resources Board, …
may not always be aware of the local issues that sur-
round various conservation topics. The Conservation
Congress uses the local knowledge of its members 
to help improve resource management plans in
Wisconsin.

Because of the prominent role that citizens play in the
Wisconsin Conservation Congress, the DNR has
described the institution as “an example of democra-
cy in shirt sleeves—the old town meeting, American
to the core” (CD 122-3). To the best of my knowledge
no other state has anything like it.

So how does the Wisconsin Conservation Congress
work? Once a year the DNR conducts a local Conser-
vation Congress meeting in each of Wisconsin’s 72
counties. All the meetings take place on the same
night (the second Monday in April), and they are com-
monly referred to as the “Spring Hearings.” You do not
have to be a member of any particular organization or
club to come to the Spring Hearings and participate.
All you have to do is contact the DNR to find out the
time and place of the meeting in your county (or
watch the local newspaper) and just show up! All cit-
izens who attend the Spring Hearings are allowed to:
(1) voice their opinions; (2) vote on any Conservation
Congress advisory question included on the official
Congress ballot; (3) introduce their own resolutions

WIS. STAT. 15.348 CONSERVATION CONGRESS.
The conservation congress shall be an independent organi-
zation of citizens of the state and shall serve in an advisory
capacity to the natural resources board on all matters under
the jurisdiction of the board. Its records, budgets, studies
and surveys shall be kept and established in conjunction
with the department of natural resources. Its reports shall
be an independent advisory opinion of such congress.
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for a vote; and (4) participate in Congress elections. It
is truly “democracy in shirt sleeves.”

The Spring Hearings allow the public to provide
input to the DNR on all sorts of hunting and fishing
issues—ranging from what the bag limit for panfish
should be to when the next turkey hunt should be
held. People also have a chance to vote on environ-
mental and conservation issues. For example, both
the 1998 and 2000 ballots included a question as to
whether or not citizens wanted the power of selecting
the DNR Secretary to be taken away from the gover-
nor and returned to the Natural Resources Board.

Another important piece of business that is con-
ducted each year at the Spring Hearings is the elec-
tion of county delegates to the Wisconsin Conser-
vation Congress. The Congress consists of 360 dele-
gates, five from each of Wisconsin’s 72 counties. Any
citizen can be nominated to serve, and the actual vot-
ing takes place right at the Spring Hearings (CD 122-
4). Some delegates are elected to two-year terms, and
others serve three.

I have never been a Congress delegate myself, but
three of my friends, Herb Buettner (Langlade County),
Bob Schmitz (Brown County) and Claire Vanderslice
(Ozaukee County), have all served in that capacity.
And I might add that the dedication shown by Herb,
Bob and Claire to protecting this world for future gen-
erations exemplifies what the founders of the
Wisconsin Conservation Congress had in mind.

Before telling you about the duties of the Congress
delegates, I need to give you a little more information
about the Congress’ organizational structure. To start,
the 72-county delegation is broken down into twelve
districts, as shown in Figure 122-1. For example, Rusk
County’s five delegates are in District-2 (which has a
total of 30 delegates), and Ozaukee County’s five 
delegates are in District-8 (which has a total of 40 
delegates).

In May of each year, all 360 county delegates at-
tend the annual Conservation Congress Convention,
where two delegates from each of the 12 districts are 
elected to serve on the Congress’ executive council.

Figure 122-1. The
Wisconsin Conservation
Congress consists of twelve
districts encompassing
Wisconsin’s 72 counties
(Map courtesy of the
Wisconsin DNR, 1999).
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The 24-member executive council, in turn, elects three
of its members to serve as the organization’s executive
committee (chairman, vice chairman and secretary).
All executive council and executive committee mem-
bers are elected to one-year terms. But just like in the
case of county delegates, there are no term limits.

Yet another element to the organizational structure
of the Wisconsin Conservation Congress is the myriad
of “advisory study committees” that have been estab-
lished to address citizen concerns. County delegates
who wish to serve on one or more of these commit-
tees submit their names to the executive council for
consideration, and final committee assignments are
made in May of each year. As of 2005, the Congress
had twenty-two different study committees, including
the following:
� Air, Waste and Water (Environmental Practices)
� Awards
� Bear
� Big Game
� Endangered Resources
� Forestry, Parks and Recreation
� Fur Harvest
� Great Lakes
� Habitat
� Hunting with Dogs
� Law Enforcement
� Legislative
� Migratory
� Mississippi River
� Outdoor Heritage and Education
� Public and Private Land Use
� Rules and Resolutions
� Trout
� Turkey
� Upland Game
� Warm Water Committee
� Wolf

Now that I have mentioned the various people who
are part of the Wisconsin Conservation Congress—the
360 county delegates, the 24-member executive
council, the 3-member executive committee and the
advisory study committees—you may be wondering
what all of these people really do. The best way for
me to answer that question is to show you how a res-
olution introduced by a citizen at the Spring Hearings
makes its way through the Congress system from start

to finish. You see, it is the handling of those citizen
resolutions that forms the basis of much of the
Congress’ activities. In particular, it is up to the advi-
sory study committees and executive council to
decide if a citizen resolution that passes at the coun-
ty level in any given year will: (1) end up on the offi-
cial Congress ballot the following year for a statewide
vote; and (2) ultimately be referred to the Natural
Resources Board for consideration. The process is
outlined in great detail on the Wisconsin
Conservation Congress web page and includes the
following steps (CD 122-5):

� In April of each year, citizens have the opportunity
to present resolutions at the county-level meetings
of the Wisconsin Conservation Congress (the Spring
Hearings). Resolutions must meet certain require-
ments related to content and format (CD 122-6).

� Residents of the county who are in attendance at
the meeting and at least 18 years of age are
allowed to vote on the resolution. If it passes, the
resolution is forwarded to the Rules and Resolu-
tions Committee of the Wisconsin Conservation
Congress. It it fails to pass, that’s the end of it. I
might add that citizens in different parts of the
state sometimes coordinate their efforts and intro-
duce the same or similar resolutions in more than
one county. As long as the resolution passes in at
least one county, it will be forwarded to the Rules
and Resolutions Committee.

� In May of each year, the members of the Rules and
Resolutions Committee review all citizen resolu-
tions that were passed at the Spring Hearings. The
committee determines which of the Congress’ advi-
sory study committees is best suited to examine
the resolution in greater depth and votes on
whether or not to forward the resolution to that
committee.

� The advisory study committee to which a resolu-
tion has been assigned is responsible for reviewing,
possibly modifying and ultimately voting on
whether or not to forward the resolution to the
Congress’ executive council for consideration.
During this phase of the process, which typically
takes place in the summer and fall, the citizen who
authored the resolution may be invited to offer
input to the study committee. If the resolution
passes at the study committee level, it is written
into question format and presented to the execu-
tive council “for the potential to be placed as a
question on the Spring Hearing questionnaire [the
following April] for public input” (CD 122-7).
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� In January of each year, the 24-member executive
council, headed by the 3-member executive com-
mittee, reviews all citizen resolutions that passed
at the study committee level. The council then
votes on whether or not to put the various ques-
tions on the official ballot for the upcoming Spring
Hearings. If the question is put on the ballot, all
those who attend the Spring Hearings will have a
chance to vote on it.

� After the Spring Hearings are held and the public
has voted on all the questions on the official ballot,
the vote totals are forwarded to the 360-member
delegation of the Wisconsin Conservation Con-
gress for review. The delegates meet in May of
each year for their annual convention, at which
time they vote on whether to uphold the public’s
opinion on any given ballot item, table the matter
or reject the public vote. And then, as described on
the Congress’ web page, “All questions and results
from the convention are forwarded to the Natural
Resources Board as advisement from the Conser-
vation Congress” (CD 122-5).

� The Natural Resources Board reviews the informa-
tion provided to it by the Conservation Congress
but is not obligated to follow any of the recom-
mendations (the Congress is advisory only). The
hope, however, is that the board will listen to what
the public and Congress delegates have said and
either: (1) advise the DNR to make the necessary
rule changes to comply with the public’s wishes; or
(2) if the issue is not within the jurisdiction of the
DNR, to forward the Congress results to the
Wisconsin Legislature and governor for their con-
sideration. The NRB also has the option of just let-
ting the issue die.

� When deciding on how to handle a particular rec-
ommendation from the Conservation Congress, the
Natural Resources Board typically consults with
the DNR to get the department’s opinion on the
matter. I know that sounds a little crazy because
the NRB is supposed to be advising the DNR, not
vice versa. But nevertheless, that’s what happens.
You can see for yourself by reading a report pre-
pared by the DNR in November of 1994 regarding
several mining-related resolutions that were
passed by an overwhelming majority of Congress
voters in April of 1994 (CD 122-8). To no one’s
surprise, the department essentially recommended
that the NRB do nothing with these particular
voter initiatives. And like a lapdog, that’s exactly
what the board did—nothing.

� If the Natural Resources Board decides that it is
important for the DNR to follow through on a par-
ticular Congress recommendation and advises the
department to do so, the DNR may or may not lis-
ten to the board (the NRB is advisory only). As you
know, at one time the Natural Resources Board had
the power to direct the DNR to carry out various
policy initiatives, but that all changed in 1995
when Governor Tommy Thompson disrupted the
balance of power between the Natural Resources
Board and the DNR by making the DNR Secretary
a cabinet-level appointment. The move truly
undermined the democratic process.

As you can see, there are both pluses and minuses to
the system utilized by the Wisconsin Conservation
Congress for forwarding public input to the Natural
Resources Board and the Department of Natural
Resources. Before expanding on the negatives, I’d like
to focus on the positives and tell you about my expe-
rience with the Wisconsin Conservation Congress in
Rusk County as well as my friend Herb Buettner’s
experience in Langlade County.

As I am sure you noticed, one of the real positives
of the annual Spring Hearings of the Wisconsin
Conservation Congress is that any citizen can bring a
resolution to his or her county-level meeting to be
voted upon by those in attendance. This is where we
all can shine! Indeed, many hunters, fishermen and
environmental people have brought all kinds of good
ideas to their Congress meetings over the years.

I remember going to the annual Conservation
Congress meetings in Rusk County in the early 1980s,
armed with resolutions written by Evelyn and me to
try to stop Kennecott. John and Ted Styczinski would
always be there to back me up. Unfortunately, how-
ever, people like Paul Cleaver (the guy who tried to
take over the Rusk County Democrats in 1990) and
representatives of the mining company would be
there as well, trying to ride herd on those of us who
were concerned about how the proposed mine might
pollute our groundwater and the Flambeau River. As
we introduced our resolutions that were designed to
protect the public interest, Cleaver and his gang
would snicker, laugh and interrupt us. I hated to go
to those meetings. You needed to go in with a feeling
of being tough. Even though it was hard to get any-
thing done, however, we did manage to get some of
our resolutions passed.

Over the years things gradually changed, and ever
since the early 1990s most of our resolutions have
gone through without any real problem. Instead of
people jeering me, now when I go to the Spring
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Hearings they seem interested to hear my opinion,
and sometimes I am called upon to explain the laws.
I remember one meeting in particular where one of
the Rusk County delegates, Bill van Doorn, said to
me, “Roscoe, you have made environmentalists out of
all of us.” That sure felt good.

So what kinds of citizen resolutions did we pass in
Rusk County? There have been all kinds of them. For
example, in 1993 Rusk County passed four mining
resolutions with practically no opposition at all, and
at least 17 other counties followed suit by passing
one or more of the same resolutions (CD 122-9).
Evelyn summed up the situation quite well in a letter
to the editor that she wrote after the meeting (Figure
122-2). In brief, the resolutions we passed called on
the DNR to:
� Adopt a moratorium on all metallic sulfide mining

in the state;
� Require Kennecott to line the Flambeau Mine pit

before backfilling it with mining waste and to
entomb the waste;

� Write rules requiring zero-discharge from mining
wastes into the groundwater; and

� Maintain the original 16 criteria used by the DNR
for classifying Wisconsin’s Outstanding Resource
Waters (ORWs).

A lot of good resolutions have also come from the
Crandon area. Each spring since at least 1988, my
friend Herb Buettner has gone to his local Conser-
vation Congress meeting in Langlade County to sub-
mit resolutions dealing with mining issues and how
to protect the state’s natural resources. And to this
day, he sends copies of his resolutions to friends liv-
ing in other counties around the state so that the
issues can be voted on by a wider audience. For
example, I’m Herb’s contact person in Rusk County,
and people like Carole Crisler (Barron County), Laura
Tiede and John Bailey (Burnett County), Katie Wilson
(Dunn County) and Art Oehmcke (Washburn County)
have endorsed Herb’s resolutions and taken them to
their respective county meetings as well. Because of
Herb’s efforts to get important resolutions introduced
at the Spring Hearings year after year in county after
county, many people around the state have become
aware of the mining issue.

I have included copies of a number of Herb’s reso-
lutions for you to see on the CD-ROM that accompa-
nies the book (CD 122-10 and CD 122-11). In partic-
ular, he has put together a very comprehensive reso-
lution regarding the importance of protecting the
Wolf River from sulfide mining. And every time the

resolution has been introduced at the Spring
Hearings, it has received overwhelming support from
the public. In fact, all of Herb’s resolutions are nor-
mally approved by the voters who attend the county-
level meetings, whether the issue is mining, restoring
the Public Intervenor Office, taking the DNR Secre-
tary out of the governor’s cabinet, or protecting pub-
lic waters from animal waste generated by factory-
type livestock operations.

Herb has kept track of the results of the various min-
ing and water-quality resolutions voted on by the
Conservation Congress over the years (including those
on the official ballot and resolutions introduced by indi-
vidual citizens). Table 122-1 on the following page sum-
marizes the figures he has collected. As you can see,

Figure 122-2. The Spring Hearings of the Wisconsin Conservation
Congress give regular citizens the opportunity to make suggestions
to the DNR and state legislators regarding resource management
issues. Unfortunately, however, even the most well-founded resolu-
tions passed by the Congress are sometimes ignored by those in
power (Ladysmith News, April 15, 1993).
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there has been and continues to be tremendous support
among the people of Wisconsin for protecting the envi-
ronment from the hazards of metallic sulfide mining.

As explained earlier, if a citizen’s resolution passes
at the county level, there is a chance that the resolu-
tion will end up on the official Congress ballot the fol-
lowing year for a statewide vote and eventually make
its way to the Natural Resources Board for considera-
tion. But there are a lot of steps in between. And
that’s what leads me to telling you about the short-
comings of the Conservation Congress system.

First off, I was shocked to learn that: (1) even if a
citizen’s resolution is passed on the county level and
referred to a Congress study committee for considera-
tion; and (2) even if the study committee recommends
that the resolution be placed on the official Congress
ballot the following spring for a statewide vote, there

is still no guarantee that the resolution will end up on
the ballot! And if you think that can’t be right, just ask
Herb Buettner, who has served on the Environmental
Practices Committee of the Conservation Congress
since 1988. As a result of his many years of service,
Herb really knows how the people of Wisconsin feel
about protecting our natural resources. And he is also
aware of how the Natural Resources Board, the DNR,
our state legislators and the upper levels of the
Conservation Congress have not always been recep-
tive to citizen resolutions—even when those resolu-
tions have been supported by a large number of citi-
zens and Congress delegates. Let me tell you what
happened to Herb a few years ago.

In November of 1998, Herb and the other mem-
bers of the Environmental Practices Committee met
in Stevens Point, Wisconsin to act on the citizen

Resolution  Issue1

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001

Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No

Protect Wolf River from 
sulfi de mining 3305 76 294 04 2314 21 412 18 727 44 1323 25 325 37

Restore power of Natural 
Resource Board to appoint 
Secretary of DNR2 2758 16 298 04 44 01 2797 130 261 07 8474 436

3080 280
Restore Offi ce of Public 
I ntervenor3 2749 50 230 03 207 04 403 14 279 42 6633 979

Require mining industry to 
follow Wisconsin’s ground-
water law 614 01 305 0 2456 25 326 09 22 0 16 01 49 0

Enact a mining moratorium 
law4 551 48 294 07 43 0 – – – – – – – –

Write DNR rules for Wiscon-
sin’s mining moratorium law5 – – – – – – 851 13 177 12 446 05 328 19

Protect wetlands and ground-
water from degradation – – – – – – 326 09 202 03 1090 16 3468 328

Ban use of cyanide in 
 Wisconsin mines – – – – – – – – – – 609 30 4532 411

1  See CD 122-12 for additional data compiled by Herb Buettner.
2  This resolution was introduced in response to Governor Tommy Thompson’s 1995 budget bill that stripped the Natural Resources Board of its authority to appoint the 
Secretary of the DNR and gave the power to the governor. In 2001, the resolution was combined with one that asked the legislature to reinstate the Public Intervenor Offi ce.

3  This resolution was introduced in response to Governor Tommy Thompson’s 1995 budget bill that eliminated the Public Intervenor Offi ce. In 2001, the resolution was 
combined with one that asked the legislature to restore the power of the Natural Resources Board to appoint the Secretary of the DNR.

4  The state enacted a mining moratorium law in 1998, albeit not as strong as many citizens wanted.
5  This resolution was introduced in response to the DNR’s refusal to write admininstrative rules for the state’s mining moratorium law. Without rules, the law is open to loose 
interpretation that undermines the law’s intent. For a copy of the 1999 resolution passed by Congress voters in Burnett County, WI, see CD 122-13.

Table 122-1. Results from votes taken on select environmental issues at the Spring Hearings of the Wisconsin Conservation Congress, as
compiled by Herb Buettner, a long-time Congress delegate from Langlade County who has been a member of the organization’s Environmental
Practices Committee since 1988 and serves in that capacity to this day. Please note the following: (1) vote totals that appear in highlighted
boxes are for resolutions that were on the official Congress ballot for a statewide vote; and (2) vote totals in shaded boxes are for resolutions
introduced on the county level by citizens (1995–2001).
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resolutions passed at the county-level Congress
meetings the previous April. One of those resolutions
dealt with protecting the upper Wolf River from sul-
fide mining. Herb expected the resolution would be
discussed by the committee and that a recommenda-
tion would be made to place it on the ballot for
1999, especially since the resolution was clearly of
interest to the citizens of the state (enough people
had brought up the issue on their own at the April
1998 Spring Hearings that the vote was 412 to 18 in
support of protecting the Wolf River from sulfide
mining).

Seven members of the study committee were pres-
ent for the meeting, as well as six officials from the
DNR who had come to sit in and listen, including
Larry Lynch and Bill Tans. As you know, Lynch was
heavily involved in overseeing the reclamation of the
Flambeau Mine at the time and Tans was serving as
the DNR liaison for the Crandon mine project. So you
can bet those two guys were well aware of the resolu-
tion being considered by the study committee to pro-
tect the Wolf River from sulfide mining.

At any rate, the members of the study committee
voted unanimously to recommend that the Wolf River
resolution be included on the 1999 ballot. And I
might add that a second resolution was also recom-
mended for inclusion, this one dealing with protect-
ing public waters from animal waste generated by
factory farms. But, lo and behold! When the official
ballot was printed for the 1999 Spring Hearings, nei-
ther of the two resolutions appeared. One can only
wonder who made that decision. Apparently someone
on the executive council or executive committee of
the Conservation Congress had undermined the rec-
ommendation of the study committee.

For me, the whole thing was reminiscent of a prob-
lem I had had with the executive council of the Con-
servation Congress in 1990, when Francis “Bill”
Murphy was the Congress chairman. We had passed
three different mining resolutions at our county-level
meeting that April. And just like what happened to
Herb, the Congress study committee unanimously
endorsed the same three resolutions for inclusion on
the ballot. What’s more, the study committee decided
to add a fourth resolution “asking the Natural
Resources Board to direct the DNR that it should issue
no mining permit to Flambeau Mining until the DNR
has responded to the concerns expressed in the [three
resolutions submitted by Rusk County] and other
concerns expressed by the Environmental Practices
Committee of the Conservation Congress” (CD 122-
14). Unfortunately, however, someone on the execu-

tive council or executive committee of the Congress
undermined the delegates’ endorsement of the reso-
lutions, and the issues were never addressed.

So what went wrong? In my opinion, the blame for
ignoring not only the citizens of Rusk County but the
delegates serving on the Environmental Practices
Committee fell square on the shoulders of Congress
Chairman Bill Murphy. He was at the helm of the
organization for about twenty years, and by the time
he stepped down in the mid-1990s, I don’t think many
people were sorry to see him go. Here is how his
tenure at the Congress was described in the May 20,
1999 issue of the Shepherd Express (CD 122-15):

Murphy’s two-decade reign as director of the
Congress was characterized by overt and covert
racism and sexism, deceits, broken promises, heavy-
handed approaches and bad policies. To describe his
leadership as “controversial” would be a little like
describing the downing of the Titanic as “a disrup-
tion in steamship service.”

It wasn’t just the much-publicized joke-telling
about Chippewa Indians in which Murphy engaged
in 1993, nor even the fact that he denied telling the
joke until it was proven he had done so.

It wasn’t just that Murphy, in response to the con-
troversy regarding his racial insensitivity, at first
promised to step down and then went back on his
word. …

The biggest complaints about Murphy have less to
do with his style than with his attacks on the
Department of Natural Resources for its approach to
deer management and other hunting, fishing and
conservation policies.

While the Congress was developed to advise the
DNR, Murphy used his leadership role as a bully pul-
pit to whip up anti-DNR sentiment. He even went
against the Congress’ membership to support elimi-
nation of an independent DNR.

I never met the man face-to-face, but I can say that
the feeling I got about Bill Murphy was that no mat-
ter what the people who attended the county-level
meetings wanted and no matter what the 360
Congress delegates were trying to push, if Bill
Murphy didn’t like it, that was as far as it went. Many
of us were frustrated that year after year we could get
nothing past him. I think he did a great disservice to
the State of Wisconsin.

And on a more ironic note, I might add that in
1999, Governor Tommy Thompson decided to ap-
point Murphy to fill a vacancy on the state’s Natural
Resources Board! In my opinion, that was akin to
Thompson’s attempt to make Peter Peshek the DNR
Secretary in 1993. As the Shepherd Express reported,
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Controversy is not always bad. I have such hatred for the
way multinational mining corporations move in and take over
a community long enough to rip the ore out of the ground
and then leave behind the area they have raped. It happened
at Ladysmith, and as you know, the threat has been looming
over the Wolf River near Crandon, Wisconsin ever since zinc,
copper, gold and silver were discovered there in 1975.
Naturally, Evelyn and I were very concerned that a second
mine was possible in northern Wisconsin and in a very pris-
tine area, the headwaters of the Wolf River.

So we became involved in the battle over whether or not
there should be a mine in Forest County. We met a number
of pro-mining individuals and many more who wanted no
mine near the Wolf River. Among those in the latter group
were two strong men who were to become very special
friends, Bob Schmitz and Herb Buettner.

Bob and Herb come from very different backgrounds but
have a lot in common when it comes to protecting the Wolf
River for future generations to use and enjoy. Besides their
shared experience as delegates to the Wisconsin Conser-
vation Congress, both of them have done their part to edu-
cate and organize their friends and neighbors to fight the
big-money corporations that have long had their eyes on the
natural resources of northern Wisconsin.

I’ve told you a little bit about Bob in an earlier chapter—how
he drove 190 miles from his home in Green Bay to be a pall-
bearer for Evelyn and how he offered such a heartfelt tribute
to her at the funeral. But what you don’t know about Bob is
that he is also a strong union man, having served as a board
member, the chief steward and president of the
Communication Workers of America Local 5520 in Green
Bay. And in that capacity, Bob helped unions across the state
get organized against the proposed mine at Crandon, even as
the battle raged. In 1997, Bob was quoted in a brochure enti-
tled “Why Wisconsin Union Members Question Exxon & Rio
Algom’s Crandon mine” as saying this: “We are urging union
locals to pass resolutions against the Crandon mine, based
on the mining company’s anti-union track record, the boom-
and-bust economy it threatens to bring to Forest County and
its lack of a promise that the mine would be a union shop”
(CD 122-16). And Bob wasn’t just talk. He went out on the
road to push his message.

Bob was also one of the founders of the Wolf River Water-
shed Alliance, a coalition of fishing, environmental and Native
American groups that formed in 1976 in response to Exxon’s
appearance in northern Wisconsin. Bob has been the Presi-
dent, Fred Ackley the Vice President, and Marilyn Rock the
Secretary-Treasurer of the organization from its very begin-
ning, and they serve in those same capacities to this day.

As President of the Wolf River Watershed Alliance, Bob

worked closely with Herb Buettner and Hilary “Sparky”
Waukau in the late 1980s to lobby the Wisconsin Legislature
and DNR to protect the Wolf River from exposure to industri-
al pollutants. As reported in the Post-Crescent, the three
men “made repeated trips to Madison, campaigning to have
the upper Wolf declared an Outstanding Resource Water
[ORW] under state law, a distinction that provides powerful
protection against polluting discharges” (CD 122-17). State
officials looked long and hard at the information provided to
them by Bob, Hilary and Herb—information related to the
purity of the Wolf River’s water, its exceptional fisheries, the
outstanding wildlife habitat provided by the river ecosystem,
the Wolf’s aesthetic beauty and its recreational value. With
that kind of information staring them in the face, those in
power had no choice but to agree to the ORW classification
for the upper Wolf, even though more than a few industrial
lobbyists were strongly opposed to the move. As Herb stat-

Bob Schmitz and Herb Buettner—Friends of the Wolf River

Figure 122-3. Roscoe Churchill (left), Herb Buettner (center) and
Bob Schmitz (right) have known each other and worked together
for many years to fight the development of a mine at the headwa-
ters of the Wolf River. Here they are pictured at the Mole Lake
Reservation, with Spirit Hill visible in the background (Photo by
Zoltán Grossman of Madison, WI, November 2, 2003).
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ed, “The legislators didn’t want to do it, but everything quali-
fied, and they finally agreed” (CD 122-17). You can see the
result of Herb, Bob and Hilary’s efforts by reading NR
102.10(1)(c).

If I may digress for a minute, we must ever be on guard to
protect the Wolf River’s status as an Outstanding Resource
Water. You see, the river’s ORW classification went into
effect in 1988, but by 1992 the decision to afford the river
this high level of protection was already under attack. That’s
when the Natural Resources Board, under pressure from the
mining industry, “directed the DNR to: (1) evaluate the
socioeconomic effects of ORW designations; (2) assess the
applicability of the criteria; and (3) place a three-year mora-
torium on any new ORW designations” (CD 122-18).

You can bet that people across the state were concerned that
the DNR was getting ready to gut the ORW program. As stat-
ed in a report prepared by ECCOLA (Environmentally
Concerned Citizens of Lakeland Areas), DNR Secretary
George Meyer even admitted that if new criteria were devel-
oped by the department for ORW classification, the criteria
“could be used to eliminate waters that [had] been approved
as ORWs” (CD 122-18). And as Secretary of State Doug La
Follette wrote in a letter to the editor that appeared in various
newspapers across the state, “One doesn’t need a crystal
ball to see that one of the first streams to be reconsidered
would be the upper Wolf River” (CD 122-19).

The public responded to the DNR’s attempt to muddy the
ORW classification system by overwhelmingly passing a res-
olution at the 1994 Spring Hearings of the Wisconsin
Conservation Congress to maintain the existing ORW criteria.
Unfortunately, however, as on so many other occasions, the
members of the Natural Resources Board “did not let the
opinion of the Conservation Congress change their minds,”
and the board “never rescinded its order to develop new
ORW criteria” (CD 122-18). As far as I know, the original cri-
teria still have not been changed. But we must remain vigi-
lant.

Getting back to my story … Besides working to secure the
ORW status for the upper Wolf River in 1988, Bob has trav-
eled throughout Wisconsin over the past 25 to 30 years to
talk to people and give presentations about the various
adverse impacts of metallic sulfide mining—social, environ-
mental and cultural. I remember one time in particular when
Evelyn and I went to a meeting that Bob had helped to

organize at Treehaven Center outside of Tomahawk, Wiscon-
sin. It was in the fall of 1992, and I can still see Bob standing
there saying, “Wisconsin’s clean water is being held hostage
by mining interests and the Wisconsin Natural Resources
Board” (CD 122-20).

Bob is a tough old guy on the outside, and he has put in
more than his fair share of hard work over the years. But
beneath all that toughness is a thick layer of compassion that
shows through every time I see him with his wife Millie, who
often attends meetings and rallies with him to offer her sup-
port (Figure 122-3). Bob can stand up and fight against the
things he believes are wrong, but he can become very emo-
tional where his family and friends are concerned. It’s a won-
derful combination of strength and compassion and is one of
the reasons I treasure our friendship.

And speaking of friends who I treasure, I must also tell you
about Herb Buettner and his wife Genie. They own a resort
on the Wolf River just outside of White Lake, Wisconsin.
That’s downstream from the proposed Crandon mine site
and just north of the Menominee Reservation. Herb and
Genie’s resort, which is called the Wild Wolf Inn, depends on

Figure 122-4. Bob Schmitz and his wife Millie have been faithful
supporters of the movement to keep mining companies out of
northern Wisconsin. Here they are pictured with Laura Furtman at
a rally against the Crandon mine held at the State Capitol in
Madison, Wisconsin (Photo by Roscoe Churchill of Ladysmith,
WI, April 29, 2000).

NR 102.10 OUTSTANDING RESOURCE WATERS.
(1) The following surface waters are designated as outstand-

ing resource waters: …
(c) Wolf River upstream of the northern Menominee

County line. …
(2) The waters in sub. (1) and (1m) may not be lowered in

quality.
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Figure 122-5. Herb Buettner has worked hard his whole life to protect the Wolf River “so there will be something left for future genera-
tions” (Post-Crescent, Appleton-Neenah-Menasha, WI, October 26, 2003; republished with permission).
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the river being vibrant and clean, and the Buettners are fully
aware of the fact that if the proposed Crandon mine were
ever built, this wonderful, wild river would be ruined forever.

Herb and Genie’s concerns go far beyond the success of their
resort where people can raft the beautiful Wolf and enjoy
trout fishing. You see, the Buettners have lived their whole
lives in the White Lake area. In fact, they live in the same
farm house where Herb was born on June 16, 1928. Herb
and Genie love their homestead and its surroundings, just as
I love the old farm where I live on the Deer Tail Creek. And
just as I couldn’t stand the thought of my home being dese-
crated by a mining company, to this day neither can they.

Concern over the well-being of the Wolf River runs deep in
the Buettner family. Herb’s older brother Casper (Cap) found-
ed the Wolf River Chapter of Trout Unlimited in 1964—the
first Trout Unlimited chapter in Wisconsin. And Herb has
served as its president ever since 1984, when Cap died. But
trout fishing isn’t the only thing that Herb loves about the
Wolf. He also enjoys sharing the river’s wild beauty with his
friends. I remember one time in August of 1994 when Herb
invited Evelyn and me to go rafting down the Wolf. We had
stayed at Bob Schmitz’ cabin the night before, and when we
got to Herb’s place, I wasn’t too sure about getting into a
raft. But he set me up with a young guide to do the paddling,
and Herb himself took Evelyn in a second raft. He said, “I’ve
done this 400 times. She won’t have to do a thing.”

And he was right. Evelyn sat in the middle of his raft like a
little queen, and down the river they went. Herb did it effort-
lessly. I must admit, however, that my raft got tangled up
between a couple of rocks!

Herb is capable, unafraid and intensely concerned about pro-
tecting the Wolf River. In the early 1960s he was one of the
men who helped stop a dam from being built on the river at
Pearson in Langlade County (CD 122-21). Because of his
persistence, along with the help of other good men like Bob
McMillen, the legislature passed a bill in 1963 that barred the
construction of any dam on the Wolf River, north of the
southern boundary of Shawano County! You can read for
yourself in Wis. Stat. 30.25.

I know that Herb will never stop trying to get the word out
about protecting the Wolf River and all the state’s waters
from mining pollution. He and Genie have spent inordinate
amounts of time going to meetings, contacting legislators
and encouraging people to work together on this important
issue. Herb is impatient with the inadequate performance of
the DNR and the Wisconsin Legislature. He would like to see,
as would many of us, a great turnover in the powers-that-be
in Madison.

I believe Herb’s efforts will do much to keep the Crandon
mine at bay long enough so that laws can be passed or cir-
cumstances change to make sure it never happens. Besides
that, Herb and Genie are two people whose friendship I value

greatly and whose gentle, kind devotion to protecting
Wisconsin is something I cherish.

As I write my book, Herb has been nominated for inclusion
in the Wisconsin Conservation Hall of Fame, an honor that
he certainly deserves. To read more about this distinguished
environmental leader, I refer you to an article about Herb that
appeared in Wisconsin Trout in April 2003 (CD 122-22) and
a second that appeared in newspapers around the state a few
months later in which Herb was dubbed, “Guardian of the
upper Wolf” (Figure 122-5).

So, my dear readers, you’ve just seen a glimpse into the
lives of two of my very special friends, Bob Schmitz and
Herb Buettner. Fighting the multinationals is what brought us
together, forging a friendship that will never die. Like I said
at the onset, “Controversy is not always bad.”

Figure 122-6. Herb Buettner and his wife Genie (center) have
worked with their friends Fred Ackley (left) and Frannie Van Zile
(right) for many years to protect the Wolf River and the way of life
supported by the river. Here they are pictured on a special day in
1999 when the Mole Lake Ojibwe entrusted Herb and his wife with
an eagle feather that had fallen at Herb’s feet (Photo by Laura
Furtman of Webster, WI, 1999).

WIS. STAT. 30.25 WOLF RIVER PROTECTION.
(1) … No person may make any effort to improve the navi-

gation on the Wolf River north of the southern boundary
of Shawano County nor shall any dam be authorized for
construction in that portion of the Wolf River. Any permit
issued or in effect by virtue of or under authority of any
order or law authorizing the construction of any dam in
the Wolf River in Langlade County is void. This declara-
tion does not affect permits for or the operation or main-
tenance of any dam in existence on August 24, 1963.
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“Perhaps around the time that Gov. Tommy Thomp-
son was deciding to name Francis “Bill” Murphy to
the state Natural Resources Board, the state’s chief
executive suffered a memory lapse regarding his
choice’s dismal record on precisely the issues that the
board deals with.” Luckily, to this day the Wisconsin
Senate has to approve any appointments made to the
Natural Resources Board, and the Murphy nomina-
tion was seen as “such folly that legislators crossed
partisan lines to oppose it” (CD 122-15). The upshot
was that Murphy’s appointment went nowhere fast.

Getting back to my story … Another flaw in the
Conservation Congress system is that even if a resolu-
tion that passed at the county level makes its way
through the Conservation Congress hierarchy and
onto the official ballot for a statewide vote, and even
if the resolution is passed resoundingly at the Spring
Hearings and subsequently referred to the Natural
Resources Board for consideration, there is still no
guarantee that the Natural Resources Board, the DNR
or the Wisconsin Legislature will do anything about
it. Just take a look at the data compiled by Herb in
Table 122-1! In particular, here are just a few exam-
ples of clear-cut votes on ballot resolutions that went
nowhere:
� In 1995, the public voted 3305 to 76 (a margin of

43:1) to protect the Wolf River from sulfide mining;
� In 1997, the vote was 2456 to 25 (a margin of

98:1) to require the mining industry to follow
Wisconsin’s groundwater law;

� In 2000, the public voted 8474 to 436 (a margin of
19:1) to restore the power of the Natural Re-
sources Board to appoint the DNR Secretary; 6633
to 979 (a margin of 7:1) to restore the Public Inter-
venor Office; and 446 to 5 (a margin of 89:1) to re-
quire the DNR to write rules for the mining mora-
torium law; and

� In 2001, the vote was 4532 to 411 (a margin of
11:1) to ban the use of cyanide in Wisconsin mines.

It’s kind of ironic. A few years back the DNR distrib-
uted a brochure in which it referred to the Wisconsin
Conservation Congress as “a watchdog for the depart-
ment, an advisor to the board, and a voice in the leg-
islature” (CD 122-3). Yet neither the DNR, the
Natural Resources Board, nor the state’s Republican-
controlled legislature made a move to make any of
the above requests a reality.

I might add, however, that the Republicans did lis-
ten to the Congress in 1999, when the vote was 2300
to 1022 in favor of establishing a hunting season on
mourning doves. In other words, people voted by a

ratio of about 2:1 to make it legal for hunters to shoot
doves, despite the fact that Wis. Stat. 1.10(3)(a) des-
ignates the mourning dove as Wisconsin’s official
“symbol of peace.”

I could hardly believe my eyes when I read a story
about the dove hunt that appeared in the April 21, 1999
issue of the Country Today (Figure 122-7). Rep. DuWayne
Johnsrud (R-Eastman) commented on the 2:1 margin of
Congress voters who favored the establishment of the
hunting season and stated the following:

Figure 122-7. Certain legislators like Rep. DuWayne Johnsrud (R-
Eastman) have chosen to selectively listen to the voice of the
Wisconsin Conservation Congress when doing so will advance their
own political agendas. See CD 122-23 to read the complete article
(Country Today, April 21, 1999; republished with permission).
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A 2-to-1 vote is usually a good indication of the sen-
timent out there. They’re telling us, ‘OK, DNR, what
are you going to do about this?’ I’ll ask the DNR
myself. If they tell me they’re neutral, I’ll get behind
the vehicle and push it.

If Johnsrud felt a 2:1 ratio was “usually a good indi-
cation of the sentiment out there,” where was he
when the Congress voted by a ratio of 98:1 in 1997
to require the mining industry to follow the state’s
groundwater protection law—or by a ratio of 43:1 in
1995 to protect the Wolf River from sulfide mining—
or by a ratio of 89:1 in 2000 to require the DNR to
write rules for the mining moratorium law? You may
recall, Johnsrud was one of the Republican legislators
who voted to gut the mining moratorium bill in 1998
and then, to cover his back side, voted in favor of the
toothless version he had helped to create. I guess he
was only interested in following the recommenda-
tions of the Conservation Congress when they
matched his own political agenda. And sadly enough,
that has also been the case with our politicized DNR.

By the way, as of 2003, Wisconsin has a two-month
open season on mourning doves with a daily bag limit
of 15 and a possession limit of 30, as spelled out by
the DNR in NR 10.01(1). I wish we could have gotten
that kind of quick action on our mining resolutions.
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As you’ve seen throughout my story, mining inter-
ests played a leading role in the drafting and enacting

A List of Wisconsin’s 
“Tough” Mining Laws

C H A P T E R  1 2 3

Governor Tommy Thompson said it. So did
DNR Secretary George Meyer. And we hear it from
mining companies all the time.

“Wisconsin has the toughest mining laws in the
country.”

Meyer proudly used that line three weeks ago to
open a public hearing in Tomahawk on a massive
zinc and copper mine proposed in Crandon.

Peter Thao, director of government affairs for
Crandon Mining Company, echoed Meyer’s assess-
ment a few days later during a telephone interview:
“Wisconsin has some of the toughest regulations in
the country.”

Like an overspun Elvis tune, this hit is sung again
and again. One can’t hang around the mining arena
for long without hearing it. …

Funny thing is, it’s not only tried, it’s untrue.
Wisconsin’s laws aren’t the first toughest, and they’re
not even second, third, fourth or fifth toughest. As
far as toughness goes, Wisconsin mining laws are
not even in the top 10. Playing this broken record is
meant to ease public concern about mining’s envi-
ronmental hazards. 

Wausau City Pages
June 7, 1996 (CD 123-1)

I wish I had a nickel for every time I heard Governor
Tommy Thompson, DNR Secretary George Meyer, or
any number of mining company officials say,
“Wisconsin has the toughest mining laws in the coun-
try.” My dear readers, whenever anyone makes such a
claim, tell them to check their facts. As I heard Bill
Tans of the DNR admit in March of 1992 at a public
meeting held in Rhinelander, Wisconsin, “The state’s
laws are set up to facilitate mining” (CD 123-2). And
I might add that Wisconsin’s laws facilitate irresponsi-
ble mining.

Figure 123-1. Cartoonist Jim Ridings hit it right on the mark when
he highlighted the absurdity of the claim that “Wisconsin has some of
the toughest mining laws in the country.” Besides portraying Governor
Tommy Thompson and his disregard for the environment, Ridings
also decided to let Secretary of State Doug La Follette (lower left) and
mining lobbyist James Klauser (lower right) weigh in on the issue
(Flambeau Funnies, Issue #1, 1990; republished with permission).
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of Wisconsin’s laws and rules that regulate mining. In
fact, for the past 25 years politicians and mining lob-
byists have been working hand-in-glove to make
Wisconsin’s mining laws weak, not strong. 

I have offered irrefutable proof of how, in the late
1970s and early 1980s, lawyers representing Kenne-
cott, Exxon, U.S. Steel and Wisconsin Manufacturers
and Commerce took part in legislative and DNR rule-
making committees that drafted the state’s laws and
rules for mining—and how those same big-money
interests actively lobbied for the bills they had helped
to draft. And when it came to the “consensus” process
promoted by Peter Peshek in 1979, well … my friend
Al Gedicks summed it up best when he stated the fol-
lowing (CD 123-3):

The hitch [to consensus negotiations] was that any
environmental group that did not accept the basic
legitimacy of the mining company drafting the legis-
lation was excluded from the process! Nonetheless,
the proposed mining legislation that came out of this
process was then presented to the legislature as the
product of consensus. The truth is that all of this
mining legislation was essentially drafted by mining
company lawyers back in the 1970s. 

As was to be expected, the resulting regulations were
highly beneficial to the mining companies, but offered
little economic benefit or environmental protection to
the local citizens of potential mining areas. In addi-
tion, the mining laws and rules virtually eliminated
any local control over mining projects. And then, after
drafting this pitiful set of regulations, the mining lob-
byists immediately started to propagate the myth that
the new rules were the “toughest” in the country and
even the entire world! You can read for yourself in an
article that appeared in the March 3, 1982 issue of the
Country Today right after a public hearing on NR 131,
NR 132 and NR 182 (Figure 35-3):

James Derouin, a Madison industry attorney who
participated in drafting these and many other envi-
ronmental regulations in recent years, said the pro-
posed mining rules are “the toughest and most com-
prehensive in the entire world.” 

To my recollection, Derouin was the first person in
Wisconsin to make the claim that our state’s mining
regulations were the “toughest” on record. And in my
opinion, it was a very calculated move. You see, after
Derouin coined the phrase, it was spread by anybody
and everybody who wanted to start mining in north-
ern Wisconsin. 

Take the example of Kennecott’s Larry Mercando!
He actually had the gall to run an advertisement in the
June 25, 1992 issue of the Ladysmith News entitled

“Environmentally Responsible Mining: The Only
Mining Allowed Here” (Figure 123-2). In it we heard
Mercando tell us, “The regulations that govern mining
here in Wisconsin place very tough standards on any
company wishing to mine. … People want our state to
do its part to help protect our precious natural
resources. That is why our laws about mining are
tough, sensible and strictly enforced.” Unfortunately,
however, Wisconsin’s mining laws are not “tough, sen-
sible and strictly enforced.” They are weak, irrational
and full of exemptions.

Another trick Mercando pulled was to refer to
Wisconsin’s mining laws as “complex and compre-
hensive,” as if that somehow meant they were strong

Figure 123-2. Larry Mercando skillfully tried to convince the pub-
lic that there was nothing to worry about with the Flambeau Mine
because Wisconsin’s mining laws were “tough, sensible and strictly
enforced” (Ladysmith News, June 25, 1992).
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(CD 123-4). But Sen. Russ Decker (D-Schofield) com-
mented on how the two traits do not necessarily go
hand-in-hand. He stated, “The laws are technical, but
not that tough.” (CD 123-1). 

To this day, however, every time a citizen com-
plains about the environmental damage that mining
is certain to bring to an area, the response we get is,
“Don’t worry. Wisconsin has the toughest mining laws
in the country.” As Rep. Spencer Black (D-Madison)

once said, “Mining companies say that in every state.
It’s just sort of a mantra with them” (CD 123-1).

Evelyn wrote a number of papers over the years
about Wisconsin’s “tough” mining laws, and we also
worked with friends like Sandy Lyon and Dick Brooks
to put together several brochures and paid advertise-
ments to inform the public about how the mining
companies were trying to pull the rug out from under
us (Figure 123-3). The laws have not changed much

Figure 123-3. This adver-
tisement, put together by
Evelyn Churchill, Sandy
Lyon and Dick Brooks in
1993, is as relevant today as
it was back then. While some
of the statutes have since
been renumbered, nothing
else has changed.
Wisconsin’s mining laws are
still a giveaway to the min-
ing companies (Rusk County
Shopper, May 31, 1993).
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since the 1980s, so I have included copies of Evelyn’s
papers on the CD-ROM that accompanies the book, in
the hope that it may be of use to you, my dear read-
ers, when you encounter someone reciting the
“mantra” (CD 123-5, CD 123-6, CD 123-7, CD 123-8
and CD 123-9). 

Another piece of ammunition to shoot down the
myth that Wisconsin’s mining laws are “tough” is a
1990 report issued by the Mine Waste Task Force of
the Western Governor’s Association (CD 123-10). The
final conclusion of the report was that Wisconsin was
about average in terms of how it regulated mining,
certainly not the “toughest in the country.” Reporter
M.J. Kewley, who wrote the article that I quoted at
the beginning of this chapter, provided the following
information about the study (CD 123-1):

[The Western Governors’ Association report] tabu-
lated state regulations in 17 western states that con-
duct mining, including Wisconsin. … While the
[study] doesn’t show the details of each law, it does
paint a general picture of Wisconsin’s strengths and
weaknesses. 

On one big issue—groundwater quality—
Wisconsin lags. Eleven other states maintain non-
degradation standards relating to groundwater. A
non-degradation standard makes it illegal for a min-
ing operation to change the existing groundwater
quality.

In 1981, Wisconsin eliminated its non-degrada-
tion standard and moved to a standard that sets the
maximum allowable amount of contaminants
allowed in groundwater. In essence, the state adopt-
ed the federal drinking water quality standard. “It
means the cleaner the groundwater, the more con-
taminants they can dump into it,” Wisconsin
Resources Protection Council spokesman Al Gedicks
said. …

So much for Wisconsin having the “toughest” stan-
dards in the land!

Colorado is one of the states that today has
tougher groundwater standards than Wisconsin. And
the reason is that the people of Colorado learned
from their own experience with mining pollution that
tough standards were needed. Let me tell you a little
bit about what happened at the Summitville Mine to
prompt the changes made to Colorado’s groundwater
protection law in 1993. The situation bears similari-
ties to what could happen to any number of
Wisconsin communities, if the DNR doesn’t get on its
horse and ride. Here is the story, as described by Al
Gedicks in a letter to the editor published in the July
31, 1996 issue of the Forest Republican (CD 123-11):

Before the Summitville gold mine disaster in

Colorado, mining executives told the citizens of
Colorado, as they tell the citizens of every state, that
Colorado had the toughest mining laws in the
nation. That did not prevent the Summitville gold
mine from killing 17 miles of streams, polluting
farm water supplies along the Alamosa River and
turning a southern Colorado mountain into a toxic
stew of cyanide and heavy metals.

After the mining company declared bankruptcy,
the state of Colorado was forced to call in the EPA to
prevent the bankrupt mine from spilling 160 million
gallons of cyanide solution into the headwaters of
the Rio Grande River. To date, EPA has spent $70
million on cleanup. Eventually, the bill could go as
high as $120 million.

This is not some horror story out of the distant
past. This mine opened in 1986 and declared bank-
ruptcy just seven years later in 1992. A U.S. federal
grand jury has handed down an indictment against
the former owner for 32 counts of felony violation of
the Clean Water Act and two counts of making false
statements.

The Wisconsin DNR should make a point of learning
from Colorado’s experience and the experience of
other western states with mining pollution. The infor-
mation is there for the taking, and yet the department
seems to have its blinders on.

It’s criminal the amount of power that mining
companies have amassed in Wisconsin by manipulat-
ing our legislature and DNR. Not only are our mining
and environmental laws weak to begin with, but the
mining industry has finagled a way of getting around
the requirements of even those weak laws and rules.
For example, specific statutes exist that exempt min-
ing companies from the requirements of the state’s
groundwater and hazardous waste laws.

Essentially, the laws that govern mining in
Wisconsin form only a bare-bones framework for reg-
ulating the industry, and that framework has been
filled in with DNR rules, the main ones being NR 132
and NR 182. Although rules like these ordinarily have
the impact of law, this is not the case with the rules
for mining. NR 132 and NR 182 are endowed by law
with unprecedented flexibility. This is due primarily
to Wis. Stat. 293.15(9) that gives the DNR the power
to grant an exemption, modification or variance to
any rule for mining or mining wastes at any time, at
the request of the mining company. This has the
effect of regulating with guidelines rather than the
force of law. I could go on and on.

But instead of rambling, let me give you a hard-
and-fast list of Wisconsin’s “tough” laws and rules
governing mining. If these are the “toughest laws in
the country,” I pity the other forty-nine states.
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Wisconsin 
Statute or 
Rule Number What it Says

Where to 
Read 
More 

Wisconsin’s Weak Groundwater Protection Laws
Wis. Stat. 160.19(12) Mining companies are exempt from following the requirements of Wisconsin’s groundwater protection 

law (Chapter 160 of the Wisconsin Statutes).
Chapter 45

Chapter 160 of the 
Wisconsin Statutes

Even if mining companies were required to follow the state’s groundwater protection law, it’s nothing 
to brag about. The set of laws, enacted in 1984, abandoned Wisconsin’s non-degradation standard for 
groundwater. Instead it established a framework for allowing pollution to occur up to arbitrary limits 
known as Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCLs) — at which point water is on the verge of being unfi t to 
drink. In addition, Wis. Stats. 160.19 and 160.21 authorize the DNR to write fl exible rules to implement 
the law rather than requiring the department to enforce strict standards. When the law was enacted, for 
the fi rst time it became legal for anybody in the State of Wisconsin to pollute groundwater to MCL limits. 

Chapter  45

Wis. Stat. 293.15(11) This statute empowers the DNR to write fl exible groundwater rules specifi c for metallic mining instead 
of requiring the mining industry to follow the state’s groundwater protection law. 

Chapters 34 
and 36

NR 182.075 Mining companies can pollute the groundwater beneath a mining site and up to 1200 feet from the edge 
of a mining site as much as they want. There are no limits on the amount of groundwater pollution al-
lowed within this area, which may easily encompass several square miles.

Beyond the 1200-foot compliance boundary, a mining company can pollute private wells up to the 
Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCLs) specifi ed in the federal drinking water standards, even though 
water of MCL quality is on the verge of being unfi t to drink (like in New Jersey). Plus, there is no limit as 
to how far the pollution can extend beyond the 1200-foot compliance boundary, and the DNR can grant 
exemptions to allow the MCLs to be exceeded!

Chapters 34, 
35, 69, and 
98

Wis. Stat. 
281.77(2)(b)

If mining causes a private water supply to become contaminated beyond the MCL limits and the prob-
lem was not anticipated by the mining company, the company is not responsible for the cost of cleaning 
up the water.

Chapter 36

NR 103.06(3) This DNR rule exempts mining companies from having to follow the rules governing water quality 
standards for wetlands, thereby facilitating mining in wetland areas.

Chapter 34

NR 132.06(4)(d) Wetlands can be used for disposal and storage of mining wastes, if doing so is demonstrated to be tech-
nically and economically feasible by the mining company.

Chapter 34

Wisconsin’s Weak Waste Management Laws
Wis. Stat. 291.35 Mining companies are exempt from following Wisconsin’s Hazardous Waste Law, even if mining waste 

contains toxic substances like cyanide.
Chapters 37 
and 82

NR 600.02 Solid waste facilities, solid waste generators or transporters that manage only metallic mining waste 
are exempt from the natural resource rules governing the management of hazardous waste, even if the 
mining waste contains hazardous substances like cyanide.

Chapter 82

NR 605.05(1) Mining overburden and all solid waste from the extraction and processing of ores and minerals are 
excluded from regulation as hazardous waste, no matter what the waste contains, even if it is cyanide.

Chapter 82

NR 182.02(10)-(11) These DNR rules exempt any backfi lled mine pit or backfi lled mine shaft from the normal rules govern-
ing mining waste sites. Virtually all siting criteria and requirements for inspections, monitoring activities, 
certifi ed lab testing, record keeping and minimum design and operation standards do not apply. As a 
result, it is possible for hazardous waste to be dumped into an unlined pit or deep shaft in a wetland 
area without adequate monitoring. 

Chapter 59

Wis. Stat. 293.01(25)

NR 182.04(30)

NR 182.04(54)

NR 182.02(11)

“Mining waste” is defi ned in NR 182.04(30) to include “refuse,” which per the terms of Wis. Stat. 
293.01(25) may include waste material from sources other than the mine itself. When combined with 
the terms specifi ed in NR 182.04(54) and NR 182.02(11), the net result is that mine pits can be used 
by not only mining companies, but other businesses seeking a cheap way to dispose of their hazardous 
waste.  

Chapters 59 
and 62

Wisconsin’s “Tough” Mining Laws and Rules
(See CD 123-12 for a printable version of this chart)
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Laws that Weaken the Mining Company’s Responsibility to Clean Up Mining Pollution 
NR 182.17(2)(b)

NR 182.17(10)(a)

These DNR rules require a mining company to take care of its mining waste dump for only 30 years af-
ter the mine closes, and the department has the option of terminating the company’s responsibility after 
only 10 years. Monitoring and control of acidic and possibly radioactive sulfi de mine wastes may be 
necessary for centuries. Wisconsin needs a law that requires the mining company to deposit suffi cient 
funds to deal with these kinds of potential problems before mining is allowed to commence.

Chapters 34, 
102 and 125 

Wis. Stat. 
293.65(4)(c)

Local municipalities are required to supply water to any owner of a well that has been contaminated 
or gone dry from mining — until the mining company is proven guilty. Wisconsin needs a law like 
Montana’s where: (1) the mining company is immediately required to supply water to owners of wells 
that may have been damaged by mining; and (2) the mining company must bear the burden of proof 
that it did not damage the wells. Without such a law in place, Wisconsin’s well owners and taxpayers are 
being forced to shoulder a burden that rightfully should be borne by the mining company. 

Chapters 36, 
62 and 99

Wis. Stat. 107.32 Despite claims to the contrary made by the DNR, this statute does not guarantee that a mining company 
will be held responsible in perpetuity for environmental pollution caused by a mining operation. Laws 
need to be written to require mining companies to deposit suffi cient funds with state and local govern-
ments up front to deal with potential pollution problems down the line. 

Chapters 34 
and 125

Wis. Stats.20.370(2)(gr), 
20.566(7)(v), 
70.395(2)(j)–(k), 
289.68(2) and 292.31(6)

If the state’s Environmental and Waste Management Funds do not have enough money to pay for long-
term care or repair of mining waste dumps, the DNR can seize money from the Mining Investment and 
Local Impact Fund to pay the bill instead of holding the mining company accountable. A law needs to be 
enacted to make the mining company responsible for cleaning up its own mess (See next entry).

Chapters 36 
and 118

Wis. Stat. 
70.395(2)(a)

This statute was repealed in 1981 and needs to be reinstated so that the Mining Investment and Local 
Impact Fund will be used exclusively to provide funds to local municipalities to help them deal with 
the adverse impacts of mining rather than being used by the DNR to pay clean-up costs that rightfully 
should be borne by the mining company. 

Chapter  36

Wisconsin’s Weak Regulatory Scheme for Metallic Mining
Wis. Stats. 293.13
and 293.15(9)

NR 131.19

NR 132.19

NR 182.19

The DNR is authorized to write rules governing mining and mining waste. Unfortunately, however, the 
department is also authorized to grant variances, exemptions and modifi cations to any of those admin-
istrative rules, if they prove to be too cumbersome to a mining company. Even exemptions to the state’s 
groundwater quality standards may be granted. As a result, the DNR’s mining rules are no more than 
guidelines. Mining should be governed by strict laws, not rules that may be easily bent to suit polluters. 
At a bare minimum, laws should be developed to drastically restrict the types and numbers of allowable 
exemptions.

Chapters 34, 
36, 69, 71, 95 
and 109

Wis. Stat. 30.195(3) A mining company has the right to change the course of a stream if needed for expansion of its opera-
tion. In fact, the law requires the DNR to grant such a permit if it will improve the economic value of the 
land. What’s more, the DNR can grant such a permit without even holding a public hearing.

Chapter 53

NR 182.02(9) This rule states that if necessary, the DNR will promulgate rules “to regulate uranium prospecting and 
mining and radioactive wastes resulting from any metallic prospecting or mining operation.” Unfor-
tunately, however, such rules have yet to be developed, despite the fact that Kennecott’s orebody in Rusk 
County was located in an area that the federal government identifi ed as favorable for uranium deposits. 
And even though NR 182.075(1)(d)5 at least requires that groundwater be monitored for radioactivity, 
Kennecott was given an exemption to that rule.     

Tough rules for protecting groundwater from radioactive contamination and placing limits on the 
amount of radioactivity allowed in waste dumps need to be established, especially since any number of 
Wisconsin ore deposits (like the one at Crandon) are likely to contain radioactive substances.   

Chapter 74

Wis. Stat. 706.057 The Mineral Rights Law: Mineral rights are not taxed in Wisconsin, despite the fact that the owner of 
those rights has the power of dominant estate over the land. In addition, the law makes it diffi cult for the 
public to ascertain who owns the mineral rights in any given area. 

Chapter 43

Wis. Stat. 293.50 The Mining Moratorium Law: While this statute was a welcome addition to Wisconsin’s mining laws, the 
DNR minimized the effectiveness of the law by refusing to write administrative rules to defi ne critical 
terms found within the statute (like “net acid generating potential”). As a result, the law is open to misin-
terpretation that benefi ts mining companies. 

Chapters 120 
and 121
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Laws that Weaken Wisconsin’s Democratic Decision-Making Process
Wis. Stats. 
293.33(1)(g) 
and 293.41

The Local Agreement Law: This law overrides elected town authority by empowering an unelected  local 
impact committee to negotiate a mining contract that throws out legally adopted zoning ordinances and 
resolutions.

Chapter 58

Wis. Stat. 60.22(1)–(2) These regulations put the town board instead of the town’s voters in charge of public policy decisions. Chapter 46

Wis. Stats. 
293.43(1m) and 
293.43(5)(a)–(c)

The Master Hearing Law: Because of this law, public testimony has no bearing on the state’s fi nal deci-
sion regarding the adequacy of a mining company’s Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) or whether 
or not to approve a mining permit. Both decisions are made after a single hearing, with the offi cial 
record consisting of only the “contested case” portion of the proceedings. In other words, only sworn 
testimony that is provided by “experts” can be considered by the hearing examiner when making the 
fi nal decision. Public testimony is immaterial.

The law also allows a local government to “sign off” on a mining proposal before the EIS is issued or 
the Master Hearing is conducted. That means legally-binding local approvals and permits can be signed 
before the public has all the facts! 

Chapters 27 
and 76

Wis. Stats. 107.15 
and 293.47

These statutes allow mining companies to deny citizens full knowledge of the kinds and amounts of 
metals and toxic substances in core samples obtained through exploration or prospecting. Wisconsin 
needs a law similar to what Minnesota and Michigan have enacted to provide disclosure of the core 
sample analysis to the public before mining permits are issued. In that way, the full impact of mining 
can be ascertained before mining commences.

Chapter 4

Wis. Stat. 144.44(2) This law was repealed in 1981 and needs to be reinstated. It said that nothing in Wisconsin’s solid waste 
law could limit the authority of counties, cities or towns to issue their own licenses and permits for any 
state-licensed solid waste facility or to adopt standards more restrictive than those adopted by the state. 
Local governments must once again be given the express power to set standards for mining waste 
disposal that are stricter than the lenient standards found in NR 182.

Chapter  34

Wis. Stat. 710.02 Because of this statute, enacted in 1984, there is no limit on the amount of land that a foreign company 
can own in Wisconsin for mineral (and oil) exploration and development. By contrast, only 640 acres of 
land may be foreign-owned for agricultural use.

Chapter 44 
and 
CD 123-13

Wis. Stat. 293.55 The DNR does not have to provide public notice of any proposed modifi cation to a mining permit, unless 
the proposal involves “an increase or decrease in the area of a mining site or a substantial change in the 
mining or reclamation plan.” Worse yet, the law does not require a public hearing to be held, even if the 
change is deemed by the department to be “substantial” (whatever that means). The law states that if 5 
or more people do not request a hearing within 30 days of notice, no hearing is required. And even if 5 
or more people do request a hearing, the law does not specifi cally state that one must be held! What’s 
more, if a hearing is held, the law does not specify if it is to be a traditional (noncontested) public hear-
ing, an informational meeting or a contested case hearing. Wis. Stat. 293.55 is a formula for enabling 
the DNR to ram through changes to a mining permit without affording the public due process.

Chapters 56, 
69, 105, and 
116

Wis. Stats. 289.21–
289.36

The Solid Waste Facility Siting Law: Local municipalities are powerless in the matter of deciding where 
mining waste dumps can be placed. The mining company does not have to show a need for having a 
waste dump at a particular location and is not required to obtain local approvals. Normal negotiation and 
arbitration procedures involving the public do not apply. Local citizens are left out in the cold. 

Chapter 37

Wis. Stat. 289.22(3) A mining company does not have to get local approval to put a solid or hazardous waste dump in a 
town.

Chapter 37

Wis. Stat. 289.25(3) No public hearing is required before the DNR issues a permit for a mining waste dump (or any waste 
dump, for that matter), even if the mining company plans on putting hazardous waste in it. All the DNR 
has to do is publish a notice in the local newspaper. 

Chapter 37

Wis. Stats. 289.26 
and 289.27

The only way a public hearing can be held on a permit for a mining waste dump (or any solid waste 
dump) is if a hearing is requested in writing by 6 or more citizens. This is a crime. For something as 
important as waste disposal, a public hearing should be held automatically. 

Chapter 37

Wis. Stat. 
289.28(2)(a)

When a mining company applies for a state permit to place a waste dump in a town, it does not have to 
establish that a need exists. So even though it might make more sense to transport the waste elsewhere, 
the company can do whatever is most profi table for its shareholders. 

Chapter 37
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Wis. Stat. 
289.29(1)(c) 

The Environmental Impact Statement for a mining waste dump (or any waste dump) is not subject to 
challenge at a public hearing.

Chapter 37

Wis. Stat. 289.30(2) The plan of operation for a mining waste dump (or any waste dump) is not subject to challenge at a 
public hearing.

Chapter 37

Wis. Stat. 289.31(6) The public has no right to a hearing on the operating license for a mining waste dump (or any waste dump). Chapter 37

Wis. Stat. 
289.33(12)(d)

Mining companies are exempt from following the laws that normally apply to negotiation and arbitration 
for waste dumps. Normally an operator has to negotiate an agreement with a committee of local people, 
but not so for mining companies. The public is left out of the process.

Chapter 37

Wis. Stats. 32.02(12), 
289.36(2) and 
293.15(6)

Mining companies have the power of eminent domain and can condemn private property for use as 
a waste dump. Note:  When you read Wis. Stat. 32.02(12), it sounds like mining companies cannot 
condemn private property, but this is misleading, as explained in Chapter 37. 

Chapter 37

Wis. Stats. 289.30(6) 
and 293.55(1)(a)

These statutes allow the DNR to allow modifi cations to: (1) mining permits; (2) reclamation plans; and 
(3) plans of operation for mining waste dumps. While mining companies may request modifi cations to 
presumably make a permit or plan more lenient, no explicit provisions exist in the law to allow ordinary 
citizens to request modifi cations that would make the permits or plans more stringent. If new technolo-
gies arise that offer greater environmental protection, why should citizens be prevented from requesting 
that the mining company be required to utilize the improved technology? 

Chapter 69

Wisconsin’s Weak Licensing Laws for Mining 
Wis. Stats. 
293.37(2)(e)1.a–d, 
293.45(2)
293.49(2)(b)–(f) and 
293.49(8) 

The DNR cannot consider the full foreign and domestic environmental track record of a mining company 
when licensing a mining operation. Only felonies and a select few additional offenses need to be report-
ed, rather than all criminal convictions and civil penalties. What’s more, only offenses that occurred in 
the United States are considered, even though Rio Tinto Zinc, for example, owned mines in 36 different 
countries in 1996. Since many mining tragedies have occurred in foreign countries, including Canada, 
these “bad actors” are able to shield themselves from proper scrutiny.     

Chapter 89

Wis. Stat. 293.49(6) This law allows a metallic mining permit to be valid for the life of the project, instead of requiring it to be 
reevaluated and renewed after a set number of years. That means the state has no leverage for requiring 
the mining company to use better technology as it becomes available. In contrast, companies operating 
gravel pits in Wisconsin have to renew their permits every 5 years. Surely metallic mining permits 
should be reevaluated at least as often as those for gravel pits, if not more.

Chapter 76

Wisconsin’s Weak Mining Tax Law
Wis. Stats. 70.37–
70.3965

The Net Proceeds Mining Tax Law: This law abolished the 1.5% severance tax on metallic minerals 
that had been enacted by the state in 1974 and replaced it with a net proceeds tax. As a result, mining 
companies only pay taxes on their declared net profi t rather than on the fair market value of the ore. No 
taxes at all are paid on the fi rst $250,000 of net profi t (indexed for infl ation), and numerous deductions 
can be taken. Taxes owed are  based on the mining company’s own records, and it is possible for no 
taxes to be paid at all, even if the mining company removes many tons of valuable ore. 

Chapters 26, 
36, 101 and 
117 

Weak Federal Laws Governing Metallic Mining
The 1872 Mining Law This federal law was written right after the Civil War to encourage settlement and exploration of the 

West. It grants special privileges to the mining industry not afforded to any other. To this day, the law 
allows domestic and foreign mining companies to privatize federal lands anywhere in the United States 
for less than $5 an acre and does not require that any royalties be paid. For example, Barrick Gold Cor-
poration of Toronto, Ontario “privatized 1950 acres in Nevada, where it got gold worth more than $600 
million. Taxpayers got a mere $10,000 from that deal” (CD 123-13). 

In addition, the right to mine on federal lands “trumps all other uses of [the land], superceding the 
rights of everyone else: community members seeking to protect scarce groundwater supplies, those 
who fi sh in local trout streams, vacationers who camp and hike in the area, Native Americans who have 
sacred sites on the land, and the resource needs of future generations. The only public lands where min-
ing is restricted are recognized Wilderness Areas, the banks of Wild and Scenic Rivers, National Parks 
and some National Wildlife Refuges” (CD 123-14).

CD 123-14 
and 
CD 123-15

“Bevill Amendment” to 
the United States Re-
source Conservation & 
Recovery Act (RCRA)

Mining waste is exempt from the federal hazardous waste law, even if the waste contains toxic sub-
stances like cyanide.

Chapter 82
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So how do we go about cleaning up this mess?
There are two different battles that need to be fought.
First, we need to enact new laws at the state level
that are truly tough when it comes to protecting and
enhancing the state’s natural resources for future gen-
erations. And second, we must restore the basic rights
of townspeople to decide their own destiny on public
policy issues. 

In terms of new environmental legislation that
could make a real difference for our state, here’s a
prime example of what I mean: In 2001, two different
bills were introduced in the Wisconsin Senate to tough-
en the state’s mining laws. One of them, SB 271, called
for requiring mining companies to follow the same
groundwater and hazardous waste laws that everyone
else in Wisconsin has to follow, and it also contained a
provision to “prohibit the DNR from granting exemp-
tions from its rules regulating the storage and disposal
of solid waste and hazardous waste as they relate to
mining waste.”  Appropriately, the proposal was called
the “No Special Treatment Bill.” A second bill, SB 160,
specifically sought to ban the use of cyanide in
Wisconsin mines. Both bills, which  can be viewed on
the web page of the Wisconsin Legislature, were
passed by the Democrat-controlled senate in
November of 2001 (CD 123-16). Unfortunately, how-
ever, the Republican-controlled assembly did not allow
the bills to come to a vote on the floor.

And that’s what brings me to my next point. It’s
not enough to have a good bill introduced on the
floor of the senate or assembly for consideration. We
also need to focus attention on electing enough envi-
ronmentally-minded people to the Wisconsin
Legislature that those bills have a chance of becoming
law. What’s more, we must insist that those who rep-
resent us in the halls of government not only enact
new laws to protect the state’s natural resources, but
amend or repeal the old laws that have compromised
environmental protection and citizen rights.

So which laws need to be thrown out first? In
terms of preserving the state’s resources for genera-
tions to come, my number one priority would be to
remove the mining company exemption to the state’s
groundwater and hazardous waste laws (as proposed
in 2001 SB 271). Next, I would reinstitute a non-
degradation policy for the state’s waters instead of
using MCL standards (as proposed in 1991 AB 81).
Third, I would clip the wings of the DNR so that the
department could not accommodate polluters by
issuing variances and exemptions to the state’s natu-
ral resource rules (as proposed in 2001 SB 271). And
in terms of restoring citizen rights, I would imple-

ment the following recommendations made by
Evelyn in 1991 (CD 123-17):

Repealing the Local Agreement Law is a must; but
even more important is the need of laws that put the
basic power of decision-making on public policy issues
and court actions at the local level, into the hands of
the voting public, where it belongs! Until that is done,
voters of potential mining towns are powerless in the
face of the mighty mining corporations. 

We see the following legislation as basic to a pol-
icy of town governments (local people) determining
their own fate relative to mining:

1. The voters must be in charge of public policy deci-
sions, such as mining, NOT the town board.

2. The voters must be in charge of actions and legal
proceedings in which the town is a party, NOT the
town board.

3. The Local Agreement Law, Wis.Stats.144.838(1)(g)
and 144.839 [renumbered to Wis. Stats. 293.33(1)(g)
and 293.41 in 1995], must be repealed.

4. A local approval of or conditional land use permit
for a mining proposal must not be made before
the completion of the hearings on the Environ-
mental Impact Statement (EIS) and the permit
application.

5. Wis. Stat. 144.836 [renumbered to Wis. Stat.
293.43 in 1995] must be revamped if public testi-
mony is to have any weight. Two separate hearings
should be held on the EIS and the permit applica-
tion, and public testimony must have as much
weight as the contested case hearing in making the
final decision. Ordinary people do not have the
funds to compete with the mining companies in a
contested case. They cannot afford the legal fees
and the costs of conducting scientific studies.
Furthermore, decisions should NOT rest only on so-
called scientific testimony. There are many other
factors to be considered that cannot be judged by
computer models and test tube experiments.

Briefly, the power must be put back in the hands of
the people.

Yes, my dear readers, we have our work cut out for
us. But I believe that just as the mining companies
methodically undermined our environmental laws
and our democracy, so, too, can we methodically go
about restoring our laws to what they used to be.
Even though the buzzards have landed, we can shoo
them away.
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Using the Public Trust Doctrine to Help
Change Wisconsin’s Weak Mining Laws

C H A P T E R  1 2 4

Embodied in the state constitution, and
affirmed and broadened by the courts, is the Public
Trust Doctrine. It provides that the natural resources
of Wisconsin shall belong to the people and shall be
held in trust by the state, for the people, to be pro-
tected and enhanced, used but not abused, so they
will be passed on to succeeding generations undimin-
ished in quality or quantity. The founding fathers
knew the exploitive nature of people whose god is
money and established that public trust to assure life
and happiness for us and succeeding generations. …
Nowhere in that document does it provide for com-
promises, exemptions, modifications or variances
from protection and enhancement, not for jobs or a
stimulated economy or for enhancing the net profits
of a foreign corporation.

Herbert Buettner
February 2002 (CD 124-1)

The Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources is no
longer the voice of the people. The department clear-
ly has violated what is known as the Public Trust
Doctrine and has done so with the blessing of the
state legislature and governor’s office. I first told you
about the Public Trust Doctrine in Chapter 33 of my
story, but the key statute that reflects the DNR’s con-
stitutional mandate to uphold the public trust in nat-
ural resource decisions bears repeating. So please
take a minute to read Wis. Stat. 281.11 once more.

This statute was enacted when the Department of
Natural Resources was created in 1967. As my friend
Herb Buettner wrote, “Under this state-initiated plan
Wisconsin soon became recognized nationwide as a
leader in protection and enhancement of its natural
resources and the people’s rights to them” (CD 124-
2). To this day, Wis. Stat. 281.11 outlines what the

DNR is required to do by law.
Yet, something has gone wrong. Many of the envi-

ronmental laws that were passed in the early 1980s
and subsequent years are in direct violation of the

WIS. STAT. 281.11 STATEMENT OF POLICY AND PURPOSE.
The department [of natural resources] shall serve as the
central unit of state government to protect, maintain and
improve the quality and management of the waters of
the state, ground and surface, public and private.
Continued pollution of the waters of the state has aroused
widespread public concern. It endangers public health and
threatens the general welfare. A comprehensive action
program directed at all present and potential sources of
water pollution whether home, farm, recreational, munici-
pal, industrial or commercial is needed to protect human
life and health, fish and aquatic life, scenic and ecological
values and domestic, municipal, recreational, industrial,
agricultural and other uses of water. The purpose of this
subchapter is to grant necessary powers and to organize a
comprehensive program under a single state agency for
the enhancement of the quality management and protec-
tion of all waters of the state, ground and surface, public
and private. To the end that these vital purposes may be
accomplished this subchapter and all rules and orders
promulgated under this subchapter shall be liberally
construed in favor of the policy objectives set forth in
this subchapter. In order to achieve the policy objectives
of this subchapter, it is the express policy of the state to
mobilize governmental effort and resources at all levels,
state, federal and local, allocating such effort and
resources to accomplish the greatest result for the peo-
ple of the state as a whole. Because of the importance of
Lakes Superior and Michigan and Green Bay as vast water
resource reservoirs, water quality standards for those
rivers emptying into Lakes Superior and Michigan and
Green Bay shall be as high as is practicable. [emphasis
added]
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Public Trust Doctrine. You saw a list of some of those
laws and rules in the previous chapter. Herb explains:

The system worked well until … a dozen metallic
mineral deposits were discovered across northern
Wisconsin’s tourism regions, and we also saw an
increasing demand for speculation on a dwindling
amount of water frontage. And there were many
other factors.

Hoards of well-financed special interest lobbyists
descended on Madison to influence legislators and
buy favors, permits, exemptions from the laws and
variances. An example: In 1981 the DNR abandoned
its policy of non-degradation of surface and ground-
waters and adopted a policy of allowing pollution up
to fictitious limits which scientists said would not
protect human health and safety. The Public Trust
Doctrine responsibilities of the legislature and the
DNR were ignored and violated. Thus, now a year
2000 rating by the National Wildlife Federation
ranks Wisconsin as “Failing,” at the bottom of the
list of states in protection of their watersheds.

Now it has become our responsibility to call our
state elected officials to accountability. We can find
guidance in the words of a conservationist who was
inducted into the Wisconsin Conservation Hall of
Fame, Owen Gromme. His inscription reads, “By
every legal means, it is our duty to oppose those,
who out of avarice or greed or for selfish or other
means, would pollute, defile or destroy that which
means life itself to every living thing.”

In light of all the terrible laws that are on the books in
Wisconsin, we need to develop a sound legal strategy
to help turn things around. But what would be the best
approach? Herb Buettner brought an article to my
attention several years ago that may have the answer
for us. It was written by Attorney Melissa Scanlan, who
grew up in Wisconsin, received her law and M.S.
degrees from the University of California at Berkeley
and then returned to our state, where she founded
Midwest Environmental Advocates, a non-profit envi-
ronmental law firm (www.midwestadvocates.org).

The title of Attorney Scanlan’s article is “The
Evolution of the Public Trust Doctrine and the
Degradation of Trust Resources: Courts, Trustees and
Political Power in Wisconsin.” It talks about Wisconsin’s
Public Trust Doctrine and provides legal documentation
that could be used to challenge the state’s weak envi-
ronmental laws in court. It discusses basic rights guar-
anteed by our state constitution, how the courts have
upheld them, and how the legislature and DNR have
been pressured to violate the public trust.

It can be frightening to “take on” the DNR or ques-
tion the state’s environmental laws, especially when
you don’t have all the information at your fingertips.

But the Scanlan Report provides us with a way to
educate ourselves and gives us the very tools we need
to fight the buzzards. As Herb wrote (CD 124-3):

The Scanlan Report should be required reading for
all Wisconsin citizens, legislators and DNR person-
nel, for it documents the people’s rights to navigable
waters and their natural resources. It also docu-
ments the trust responsibilities of state legislators
and the DNR, to which the legislators have delegat-
ed trust responsibilities. Only then will the people
have the knowledge to demand that their vital
resources are legally protected. Legislators and DNR
administrators need to understand that their deci-
sions regarding the people’s natural resources must
conform to the constitutional and court-defined
Public Trust responsibilities.

The Scanlan Report appeared in the Spring 2000
issue of Ecology Law Quarterly. It was considered so
important to local efforts to protect the state’s waters
that the entire 68-page document was later broken
down into smaller segments and reprinted in
Wisconsin Trout. For your convenience, I have includ-
ed the complete report on the CD-ROM that accom-
panies the book (CD 33-1).

So what is the gist of the Scanlan Report? Scanlan
starts out by defining what the Public Trust Doctrine
is and then goes on to show how the doctrine is root-
ed in the Wisconsin Constitution and has been upheld
by the courts. Here are her words:

The public trust doctrine describes the state’s rela-
tionship to its water resources and to the citizens of
the state. In its most basic form, it is the concept that
the state holds navigable waters in trust for use by
the public. The contours of these relationships and
the use of the doctrine to protect natural resources
have evolved along with changing uses of water.
Courts have continually expanded what they recog-
nize as the public’s interest in public trust resources
to include everything from the right to hunt to the
right to maintain pollution-free water.

The expansion of the public trust doctrine has been
a focal point for hopes that the doctrine will be used to
curb the degradation of water resources and wildlife.
The volumes of law review articles that discuss the
public trust doctrine is indicative of the high level of
optimism regarding the capacity of the public trust
doctrine to address threats to natural resources. …

In Wisconsin, three state institutions have been
instrumental in defining the scope of public rights
and the responsibility of the state trustee: state
courts, the legislature, and the Department of
Natural Resources (DNR). The courts have both
resolved concrete legal disputes concerning public
trust resources and have articulated the underlying
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legal theory. The legislature, as the primary trustee
for the public’s resources, has codified part of the
common law public trust doctrine. It has also dele-
gated substantial responsibility over the trust to
Wisconsin’s DNR. The DNR, in turn, employs natu-
ral resource managers who make daily determina-
tions that impact public trust resources. …

The [Wisconsin] Constitution both imposes a
duty on and gives authority to the state to regulate
navigable waters. It requires state action to preserve
and promote the trust and it establishes public rights
to use trust property.

While the Public Trust Doctrine is to be lauded,
Scanlan also exposed a very real problem with
Wisconsin’s system of natural resource management
when she wrote the following:

The public trust doctrine’s capacity to protect trust
resources from contemporary threats is highly
dependable on the individual natural resource man-
agers who, as trustees, have the responsibility to
implement the doctrine. … These resource managers
are the trustees of the navigable waters. They are the
ones who determine what activities are in the public
interest. They decide, whether to issue a permit to
allow an activity or initiate an enforcement action to
stop an activity.

What it boils down to is this: The people of the State
of Wisconsin have the constitutional right to pollu-
tion-free water. But once political influence enters
into the picture, there may be a gap between what the
people are entitled to have and what the “trustees”
decide to do. In the case of the Flambeau Mine and
the drafting of Wisconsin’s mining laws, the primary
“trustees” who called the shots during the 1970s, 80s
and 90s included the following:
� Peter Peshek. Peshek served as Wisconsin Public

Intervenor from 1976 to 1983 and worked closely
with Exxon attorney James Derouin in the early
1980s to draft the so-called “consensus” rules for
mining. The resultant regulations emasculated the
state’s groundwater protection standards and gave
mining companies free reign over the people and
resources of northern Wisconsin. Peshek left his
position with the Public Intervenor Office in 1983
to become an attorney for corporate polluters.

� Tony Earl. Earl served as DNR Secretary from 1976
to 1980 and was elected Governor of the State of
Wisconsin in 1982. We never had any luck dealing
with him on mining issues. In fact, he was so bad
that I voted against him in 1986 when he ran for
reelection. Little did I know that Tommy
Thompson, who defeated Earl by 100,000 votes,

would turn out to be even worse. By the way, after
Earl left public office, he became a mining lobbyist.

� Carroll Besadny and George Meyer. Besadny suc-
ceeded Tony Earl as DNR Secretary in 1980, and
Meyer took over the post in 1993. But no matter if it
was Earl, Basadny or Meyer in charge of the depart-
ment, mining companies were given special treat-
ment at the expense of the state’s natural resources.

� Linda Bochert. Bochert served as the executive
assistant to DNR Secretary Carroll Besadny in the
1980s, during which time she repeatedly advised
the Natural Resources Board to ignore our peti-
tions for tougher mining regulations.

� Charles Hammer. Hammer joined the DNR as a
staff attorney in the 1970s and serves in that
capacity to this day. But if you didn’t know who his
employer was, you’d swear he was a mining com-
pany lawyer rather than someone charged with
defending the public trust. Throughout the 1980s
and 1990s Hammer continually issued legal opin-
ions that favored the mining industry over the peo-
ple of the State of Wisconsin. And he continues to
do so even as my book goes to print, as you will
see in the following chapter.

� Robert Ramharter. Ramharter served in the
DNR’s Bureau of Environmental Analysis and
Review in the 1980s and 1990s and showed up
with Charles Hammer at many a meeting to down-
play citizen concerns over the Flambeau Mine.
Those two guys were like two peas in a pod.

� Larry Lynch. As a hydrogeologist and mining reg-
ulator with the DNR, Lynch was and continues to
be in a unique position to carry out the depart-
ment’s constitutional mandate to protect the pub-
lic’s water resources. But just like Hammer and
Ramharter, he never came out against anything
Kennecott wanted to do. Not only did Lynch help
the company ram through its project in Rusk
County, but he continues to pander to Kennecott to
this day.

� The members of the Natural Resources Board.
The people appointed by Governor Tommy
Thompson to serve on the Natural Resources
Board during the 1980s and 1990s (like Stephen
Willett, Trygve Solberg and James Tiefenthaler)
acted more like the governor’s lapdogs than
trustees of the state’s natural resources. You read
all about it in chapters 98 and 121 of my story.

� Francis “Bill” Murphy and Steven Oestreicher. Bill
Murphy, who served as Chairman of the Wisconsin
Conservation Congress from the mid-1970s to the
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mid-1990s, never supported any of the mining reso-
lutions passed by citizens at the Congress’ Spring
Hearings. And as you will see later in this chapter,
Steven Oestreicher, who took over as Congress chair-
man in the late 1990s, did not even know what the
Public Trust Doctrine was when it came up for dis-
cussion at a Congress meeting in 2001.

� John Kaiser, Bernice Dukerschein and Bob
Plantz. As local elected officials, Kaiser, Duker-
schein and Plantz had an obligation to uphold the
public trust in any decisions they made regarding
the natural resources of Rusk County and the Town
of Grant. But you know what really happened.

� Sen. Walter John Chilsen (R-Wausau), Rep.
Lloyd Kincaid (R-Crandon), Rep. Mary Lou
Munts (D-Madison), Sen. Joseph Strohl (D-
Racine), Sen. Robert Welch (R-Redgranite),
Sen. Scott Fitzgerald (R-Juneau), Sen. Mary
Panzer (R-West Bend), Sen. David Zien (R-Eau
Claire), Rep. Marc Duff (R-New Berlin), Rep.
Sheila Harsdorf (R-River Falls), Rep. John Gard
(R-Peshtigo), Rep. DuWayne Johnsrud (R-
Eastman), Rep. Lorraine Seratti (R-Spread
Eagle), Rep. Scott Jensen (R-Waukesha), Rep.
John Ainsworth (R-Shawano) and Rep. Rob
Kreibich (R- Eau Claire). These are just a few of
the Wisconsin legislators who abrogated their pub-
lic trust responsibilities by supporting the passage
of watered-down mining regulations and weak
environmental laws over the years that plague the
state to this day.

� Tommy Thompson. As a member of the Wisconsin
Legislature from 1966 to 1986 and Governor of the
State of Wisconsin from 1986 to 2000, Thompson
did little if anything to preserve and promote the
public trust. In fact, he did just the opposite.
Thompson went along with the weak mining regu-
lations enacted in the 1970s and 1980s when he
was an assemblyman, hired one of Exxon’s mining
lobbyists, James Klauser, to run his successful cam-
paign for governor in 1986, allowed the Local
Agreement Law to be tacked onto the executive
budget bill in 1988 and used his 1995 budget bill as
a conduit for eliminating the Public Intervenor
Office and making the DNR Secretary a political
appointee. Thompson pushed hard for both the
Flambeau and Crandon mines and either directly or
indirectly supported the efforts of all the misguided
“trustees” listed above. From my point of view,
Tommy was so interested in going along with the
big corporations that he forgot about taking care of
the people he had been elected to serve.

So there you have it! People like Peter Peshek,
Charles Hammer, Bill Murphy, John Kaiser, Walter
John Chilsen, David Zien and Tommy Thompson
were the “trustees” of Wisconsin’s natural resources
during the 1970s, 80s and 90s. Is it any wonder that
we have such a problem on our hands today?

Lucky for us, the Scanlan Report is full of legal
information and references to court cases that can be
used to challenge any questionable decisions made
by the “trustees” of the state’s natural resources.
Whether we are dealing with a DNR permit that
allows a dam to be built on a trout stream or a state
law that uses MCLs to determine acceptable levels of
groundwater pollution, we have a legal basis for chal-
lenging the policy decision in court and winning.
Here are a few quotations from Attorney Scanlan to
show you what I mean. They encouraged me, and I
hope they encourage you, too:

� When the court reviews an action by the legislature or
DNR that appears inequitable or fails to benefit clear-
ly the public interest, the court places the burden on the
legislature or DNR to prove that it has acted for a pub-
lic purpose. A court may decide that the public benefits
of an act are “so inherently unclear that such projects
should not be advanced unless it can be shown that
they are in fact necessary or desirable from the perspec-
tive of the public interest.” In Wisconsin, the courts
have generally required a public interest-based justifi-
cation whenever public resources are “subordinated to
a more limited set of private interests.” … The court
will closely scrutinize any DNR or legislative action
that appears to jeopardize the trust.

� [In Just v. Marinette County] the court spoke in
broad terms when it declared that the “state of
Wisconsin under the trust doctrine has a duty to
eradicate the present pollution and to prevent fur-
ther pollution in its navigable waters.” … The court
clarified that pollution harms public trust property.

� In Wisconsin’s Environmental Decade, Inc. v. Depart-
ment of Natural Resources, the court affirmed the
incorporation of preventing pollution into the bundle
of public rights protected by the public trust. The
court noted that as water-based recreation has
increased and water quality has declined, public
awareness of the need to stop the deterioration of
water quality has risen. “Preventing pollution and
protecting the quality of the waters of the state are
… part of the state’s affirmative duty under the ‘pub-
lic trust’ doctrine.”

� In Priewe [v. Wisconsin State Land Improvement Co.],
the [Wisconsin Supreme] court clearly articulated the
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legislature’s restricted ability to alienate trust prop-
erty: “The legislature has no more authority to
emancipate itself from the obligation resting upon it
which was assumed at the commencement of its
statehood, to preserve for the benefit of all the peo-
ple forever the enjoyment of the navigable waters
within its boundaries, than it has to donate the
school fund or the state capitol to a private purpose.”
… The Wisconsin Supreme Court reaffirmed its ear-
lier decision and held that legislative grants of trust
property are void if the purpose and effect of such a
grant are solely to benefit a private interest.

I am not trying to overwhelm you with court cases
and legal jargon. But as Herb Buettner put it, “We
have an ace in our hand that we need to play.” And
the “ace” is the Public Trust Doctrine. The mining
companies have undermined our democracy, the ero-
sion has extended to our basic constitutional rights,
and it’s time for us to throw down our hand and say
“Read ’em and weep.” Tell me, do you think the fol-
lowing laws and rules benefit the public trust?

� NR 182.075: Mining companies can pollute the
groundwater beneath a mine site and for up to
1,200 feet from the edge of a mine site as much as
they want. There are no limits on the amount of
groundwater pollution allowed within this area,
which may encompass many square miles.

� Wis. Stat. 291.35: Mining companies are exempt
from following the state law governing the man-
agement of hazardous waste, even if mining waste
contains toxic substances like cyanide.

� Wis. Stat. 293.41: This is the Local Agreement Law.
It overrides elected town authority by empowering
an unelected local mining impact committee to nego-
tiate a mining contract that throws out legally adopt-
ed zoning ordinances and resolutions that were care-
fully designed to protect the public trust.

I could go on and on. If you look at the list of laws
and rules compiled in the previous chapter, I think
you’ll agree that we could make quite a case for prov-
ing the Public Trust Doctrine has been violated by our
legislature, our governor and the DNR. And I might
add that we are in this predicament largely because of
the intense lobbying power of the mining industry
and other big corporations that have long put profit
above everything else. There has been a calculated
and sustained push by the multinationals since at
least the 1960s to undermine the public trust, bit by
bit. And they have succeeded.

But as Herb Buettner could tell you, it gets even
worse! You see, he had an interesting experience with

the executive council of the Wisconsin Conservation
Congress in 2001 that highlighted yet another facet
of the problem. Let me tell you the story.

Herb submitted a resolution at the Congress’ 2001
Spring Hearing in Langlade County that explained
the Public Trust Doctrine and asked people to answer
the following question (CD 124-4):

Should all actions of the Conservation Congress con-
form with the intent and purpose of the Public Trust
Doctrine and the Congress urge the Department of
Natural Resources and the state legislature to fulfill
their constitutionally-mandated trust responsibili-
ties of the people’s natural resources so they will be
undiminished in quality and quantity?

Herb’s resolution passed in Langlade County on a
vote of 24 to 0, and it was also introduced by friends
of his in Dodge, Door and Waushara counties, where
it passed as well (the four-county vote total was 146
to 0). But when the resolution was forwarded to the
members of the Congress’ executive council for
action, they returned it to Herb with a little note that
said, “Reject—Don’t understand” (CD 124-5).

Wow! It just shows you how bad things have got-
ten. The very people who are supposed to be advising
the Natural Resources Board don’t even know what
the Public Trust Doctrine is! It’s time they got educat-
ed and fulfilled their duty to the people of Wisconsin.
And it’s time we started making a little noise. Herb
wrote a letter to the Chairman of the Conservation
Congress, Steven Oestreicher, in June of 2001 to
explain the Public Trust Doctrine to him and suggest
that the Wisconsin Constitution and Scanlan Report
be assigned to every committee of the Wisconsin
Conservation Congress for study and discussion (CD
123-6). Unfortunately, however, Oestreicher never
replied to Herb’s letter, nor did he discuss it with him
when they met later at a Congress meeting. As Herb
said to me, “How can Conservation Congress officers
or delegates fulfill their advisory responsibilities to
protect and enhance our natural resources if they do
not know or understand the constitutional or public
trust mandates?”

What’s interesting about the whole darned mess is
that I would wager many of our state legislators do
not know or understand the Public Trust Doctrine
either. But we do have a remedy. You see, when legis-
lators are sworn into office, they “take and subscribe
an oath or affirmation to support the Constitution of
the United States and the Constitution of the State of
Wisconsin, and faithfully to discharge the duties of
their respective offices to the best of their ability”
(Article IV, Section 28 of the Wisconsin Constitution).
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As Herb pointed out in his letter to Oestreicher
(CD 124-6):

Many state officials now violate that oath mandat-
ing protecting our vital natural resources. … We
must call our legislators to accountability. If not
now—when? If not us—who will? Never in the his-
tory of our state has there been so much political
corruption adversely affecting our children’s vital
natural resources. With that as undeniable evidence,
responsibility must be restored.

Here, then, is what I propose as a strategy to enhance
proper implementation of the Public Trust Doctrine,
based on suggestions from Herb and my own experi-
ence. It’s a four-prong attack that seeks to: (1) edu-
cate the public about what Herb so aptly described as
the “constitutional provisions and state laws which
boldly proclaim the fact that the natural resources 
of our state belong to the people … and that the re-
sources must be protected and enhanced” by the state;
(2) hold legislators and DNR officials accountable for
their actions regarding public trust issues; (3) raise
court challenges to any and all DNR decisions and
state statutes that do not uphold the public trust; and
(4) advance legislation to amend or repeal existing
laws that fail to protect, maintain and improve our
natural resources. Let me show you what I mean.

Educating the Public about the
Public Trust Doctrine
Whenever I was about to go into a contentious meet-
ing, whether it involved the Rusk County Board, the
local mining impact committee, the Natural Resources
Board, state legislators or any number of DNR offi-
cials, Evelyn always made sure that I was familiar
with the state laws regarding the issue at hand. There
is no substitute for going into a meeting well pre-
pared. And so it is with challenging our present-day
legislators and DNR officials over their abrogation of
public trust responsibilities.

For a list of Wisconsin statutes that require the
DNR to “formulate plans and programs for the pre-
vention and abatement of water pollution and for the
maintenance and improvement of water quality,” I
refer you to Chapter 33 of my story. And in terms of
understanding the constitutional basis for those
statutes, I refer you to the Scanlan Report (CD 33-1)
as well as earlier discussions of the Public Trust
Doctrine found in this chapter and Chapter 33.

Once we educate ourselves on the issue, the next step
is to educate the public. I suggest a similar approach 
to what was done as part of the Wolf Watershed

Educational Project between 1996 and 2000—when
Zoltán Grossman, Debi McNutt, George Rock, Linda
Sturnot, Dana Churness, Al Gedicks and other mem-
bers of the group organized “speaking tours” and ral-
lies to get the word out about the mining moratorium
bill and the proposed Crandon mine. In fact, it would
please me greatly if the Wolf Watershed group took
on this project as well.

Once the public is fully aware of the fact that the
natural resources of the state belong to all the people
and not just the highest bidder, I believe the pressure
will build on our state legislators and DNR officials to
start fulfilling their public trust responsibilities. With
the constitution and numerous state statutes on our
side, any self-respecting legislator or DNR official
would be hard-pressed to ignore what we have to say.

Holding Legislators and DNR
Officials Accountable for their
Actions
Around 1991, Evelyn and I put together a survey on
Wisconsin’s laws and rules for mining that we sent to
every state legislator in the Wisconsin Assembly and
Wisconsin Senate (CD 124-7). It simply listed fifteen
or so of the state’s mining regulations and asked the
legislators to indicate if they agreed or disagreed with
them.

I think it’s time for another survey like that to be
done, but to expand it beyond what Evelyn and I did
the first time around. In particular, the responses of
individual legislators must be publicized broadly and
repeatedly in their districts—and that includes
informing the electorate of the names of all legisla-
tors who fail to return the survey or claim they do not
have enough information to answer the questions. It’s
time that our public officials be held publicly account-
able for how they view the Public Trust Doctrine—and
what better way to do it than to make sure the peo-
ple who elected them in the first place are aware of
their stand on important public trust issues. Once the
voters see the true colors of their legislators, hopeful-
ly the senators and representatives who take lightly
their constitutional mandate to protect and enhance
the state’s natural resources for future generations
will be voted out of office.

In addition, at some point it may become neces-
sary to either: (1) initiate a recall election, as out-
lined in Wis. Stat. 9.10, against any legislator who
fails to properly execute his or her duty to protect the
public trust (CD 124-8); or (2) take any legislators or
DNR officials who egregiously violate their public
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trust responsibilities to court for “misconduct in pub-
lic office,” as defined in Wis. Stat. 946.12. Remember,
the Public Trust Doctrine is rooted in the Wisconsin
Constitution, which every legislator promises to
uphold when sworn into office and every DNR official
is obligated to carry out as an agent of the legislature.
And according to Wis. Stat. 946.12, any public officer
or public employee who “intentionally fails or refuses
to perform a known mandatory, nondiscretionary,
ministerial duty” or commits certain other acts is
“guilty of a Class I felony.”

Enough is enough, and it’s time to start playing
hardball with any clowns who make a mockery of
their responsibility to uphold the public trust. As
Herb said, “Nowhere in [the Wisconsin Constitution]
does it provide for compromises, exemptions, modifi-
cations or variances from protection and enhance-
ment [of the state’s natural resources], not for jobs or
a stimulated economy or for enhancing the net prof-
its of a foreign corporation.” As far as I’m concerned,
if the only way to start turning things around is to
start taking individual legislators and DNR officials to

WIS. STAT. 946.12 MISCONDUCT IN PUBLIC OFFICE.
Any public officer or public employee who does any of the
following is guilty of a Class I felony:
(1) Intentionally fails or refuses to perform a known

mandatory, nondiscretionary, ministerial duty of the
officer’s or employee’s office or employment within the
time or in the manner required by law; or

(2) In the officer’s or employee’s capacity as such officer
or employee, does an act which the officer or employ-
ee knows is in excess of the officer’s or employee’s
lawful authority or which the officer or employee
knows the officer or employee is forbidden by law to do
in the officer’s or employee’s official capacity; or

(3) Whether by act of commission or omission, in the offi-
cer’s or employee’s capacity as such officer or employ-
ee exercises a discretionary power in a manner incon-
sistent with the duties of the officer’s or employee’s
office or employment or the rights of others and with
intent to obtain a dishonest advantage for the officer or
employee or another; or

(4) In the officer’s or employee’s capacity as such officer
or employee, makes an entry in an account or record
book or return, certificate, report or statement which in
a material respect the officer or employee intentionally
falsifies; or

(5) Under color of the officer’s or employee’s office or
employment, intentionally solicits or accepts for the
performance of any service or duty anything of value
which the officer or employee knows is greater or less
than is fixed by law.

court, so be it. To cut legal expenses, perhaps such
cases could even be filed as class action suits. I can
think of more than one state official who I would like
to see called to task.

Raising Court Challenges to any DNR
Decisions or State Statutes that do
not Uphold the Public Trust
Besides suing individual legislators and DNR officials
for failing to carry out their public trust responsibili-
ties, we can also resort to court action to challenge
the constitutionality of any given law enacted by the
legislature or the legality of a decision made by the
DNR. As stated in the Scanlan Report (CD 33-1):

Courts play an important role in ensuring that the
trust is being administered for the public’s benefit.
… Not only does the judiciary have a responsibility
to examine whether the legislature has acted within
the bounds of its regulatory powers, but also to
determine whether the state has acted in conformity
with its “special obligation to maintain the public
trust.” This has been consistently acknowledged for
over one hundred years. … When the court reviews
an action by the legislature or DNR that appears
inequitable or fails to benefit clearly the public inter-
est, the court places the burden on the legislature or
DNR to prove that it has acted for a public purpose.

I am no lawyer and certainly would not know the ins
and outs of how to proceed with a lawsuit regarding
public trust issues. But that’s why we have good
attorneys like Melissa Scanlan (Madison, WI), Keith
Rodli (River Falls, WI), Waring Fincke (West Bend,
WI), Glenn Stoddard (Eau Claire, WI), Gordon
McQuillen (Madison, WI), Roger Buffett (Madison,
WI), Ed Garvey (Madison, WI), Frank Tuerkheimer
(Madison, WI), Laura Sutherland (Madison, WI),
Larry Leventhal (Minneapolis, MN), E. Marie Butler
(Lac Courte Oreilles Reservation), Glenn Reynolds
(Madison, WI) and Tracey Schwalbe (Madison, WI).
You read about most of these lawyers earlier in my
story and how they helped us fight the buzzards in
Rusk County. And several of the names that may not
be familiar to you belong to attorneys who helped my
friends in northeastern Wisconsin during the late
1990s to keep the Crandon mine at bay.

No matter which of these lawyers we’re talking
about, be it Frank Tuerkheimer (who drove from
Madison to Ladysmith on November 10, 1976 to
encourage the hearing examiner for the Flambeau
project to require Kennecott to mine under its parent
name rather than create a new subsidiary), Larry
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Leventhal and Tracey Schwalbe (who helped the
tribes defend their treaty rights at the Master Hearing
for the Flambeau Mine in 1990), Keith Rodli (who
helped us in the summer of 1993 to defend our con-
stitutional right to wade the Flambeau River), or
Glenn Stoddard and Glenn Reynolds (who argued
cases before Judge Janine Geske and Judge Mark
Mangerson in 1999, 2000 and 2001 in an effort to
overturn the Local Agreement for the Crandon mine),
each and every one of these attorneys was basically
doing the same thing—defending the public trust.
And they did a darned good job.

I might add that it’s not always easy to find a
lawyer with the ability, integrity and intestinal forti-
tude to stand up to the multinationals, sue the DNR
or challenge the constitutionality of state laws. For
example, you read the stories about our dealings
with Peter Peshek, Kevin Lyons, William Thiel and
Harry Hertel—and how each of these lawyers really
let us down. Yes, we got burned a few times and I
don’t want the same thing to happen to you, my dear
readers. So I put together a table that lists the con-
tact information for the lawyers who truly helped us
over the years (CD 124-9). Perhaps you will find it
useful as you face your own battles against those
who would trample your rights in natural resource
matters.

Advancing Legislation to Amend or
Repeal Existing Laws that Violate
the Public Trust
I am not a fan of going to court if it can at all be
avoided. Having been involved in six different law
suits over the Flambeau Mine, I know from personal
experience that court hearings, while sometimes nec-
essary, can be emotionally draining, time-consuming
and expensive.

So let me offer another approach to defending our
rights under the Public Trust Doctrine. It has to do
with supporting the efforts of good legislators like
Rep. Spencer Black (D-Madison) and Sen. Russ
Decker (D-Schofield), who have a proven track
record of trying to close the loopholes and fill the
gaps in Wisconsin’s mining and environmental laws.
For example, in 2003 Black and Decker teamed up
with other legislators including Sen. Dave Hansen
(D-Green Bay), Rep. Terri McCormick (R-Appleton),
Rep. Jon Richards (D-Milwaukee), Sen. Tim Carpen-
ter (D-Milwaukee), Rep. Judy Krawczyk (R-Green
Bay), Rep. Gary Sherman (D-Port Wing) and Rep.
Frank Boyle (D-Superior) to sponsor legislation that

would have: (1) toughened groundwater quality
standards for mining activities; (2) required mining
companies to follow the state’s hazardous waste law;
and (3) prohibited the DNR from granting exemp-
tions to department rules that regulate the “storage
and disposal of solid waste and hazardous waste as
they relate to mining waste.” All of these provisions
were contained in 2003 Senate Bill 157 and 2003
Assembly Bill 420 (CD 124-10). And in case any of
this sounds familiar, it’s because a similar proposal
(2001 SB 271) had been introduced by a number of
the same legislators several years earlier, as discussed
in the previous chapter. Unfortunately, however, just
like in 2001, the 2003 version of the bill went
nowhere fast in the Republican-controlled legislature.
I might add that the same thing happened to 2003 AB
91 (identical to 2001 SB 160), which would have
banned the use of cyanide in Wisconsin mining oper-
ations (CD 124-11).

When a good piece of legislation like 2003 SB 157
or 2003 AB 91 is introduced in the Wisconsin
Legislature, we must get involved in supporting the bill
by circulating petitions and keeping the issue alive in
our newspapers. Hundreds of letters to the editor and
thousands of signatures on petitions are what finally
forced the legislature to pass the mining moratorium
bill, and the same strategy can be used over and over
and over to get more good laws on the books.

In closing, my dear readers, it looks like it is up to
regular citizens like you and me to ride herd on those
who are trying to ride rough shod over Wisconsin’s
Public Trust Doctrine. As Herb Buettner wrote (CD
124-3):

The final power and responsibility of assuring that
the state fulfills its constitutionally mandated trust
of the people’s natural resources, that it protects and
enhances them, lies with the people. It is every citi-
zen’s right and duty to demand that the State of
Wisconsin manages them wisely so they will be
passed on to succeeding generations undiminished in
quality or quantity.

And with the help of good legislators and good attor-
neys, we will prevail. We must prevail.
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the prairie grass planted on top of the backfilled mine
pit. And by that time the mining company will have
likely made its get-away.

Laura and I have waded through much of the envi-
ronmental monitoring data available for the
Flambeau Mine, and we have tried to organize the
most important information into several tables and
graphs that are included in this chapter. We would be
the first to admit, however, that we are neither scien-
tists nor hydrogeologists. So for those of you who are,
we have also included much of Kennecott’s original
monitoring data on the CD-ROM that accompanies
the book. There you will find technical information
on groundwater and surface water quality, the con-
centrations of heavy metals in crayfish and walleye in
the Flambeau River, and the levels of contaminants
detected in the topsoil at the mine site. It is our hope
that someone out there will be able to decipher more
than what we could on our own.

I must say, however, it does not take a scientist to
see that significant problems have already started to
emerge on the banks of the Flambeau River. So even
if you are just a regular person like me, please keep
reading and join those of us who are bound and deter-
mined to unearth the problems that Kennecott has
tried to bury! To do anything less would be to play
into the hand of the mining officials. They count on
the public feeling intimidated by their technical
reports and not even trying to understand the data.
That’s how they can get away with murder.

If we had DNR officials in Madison who could be
trusted to watch out for the public’s best interest, I
suppose it wouldn’t really matter if you or I under-
stood what Kennecott’s environmental monitoring
reports were showing. But since we have never been

We told Kennecott. We told the DNR. And we
told the hearing examiner at the Master Hearing for
the Flambeau Mine: Metallic sulfide mines always
cause significant environmental pollution. There is no
way around it. And as I sit here writing the final chap-
ters of my manuscript, the Flambeau Mine in the
Town of Grant is turning out to be just one more
example of how metallic sulfide mines can never be
successfully reclaimed. Sure, things may get patched
back together and look fairly normal on the surface,
but it’s not the same. Beneath the surface and in the
wetlands, streams and topsoil is where the real story
of the success or failure of reclamation is told, and
that’s what you will read about in this chapter.

I will be showing you facts and figures that prove
Kennecott’s computer modeling for the Flambeau
Mine was seriously flawed. Levels of pollutants in the
groundwater at the mine site have gone well beyond
what was predicted by the mining company—and the
rate at which those pollutants are entering the
Flambeau River is much faster than Kennecott said it
would be. Other serious problems have arisen as
well—like the discovery of highly contaminated bal-
last beneath the railroad tracks at the mine site in
July of 2003. In fact, so much copper and acid was
getting into a pond next to the tracks that the mining
company was forced to dig up the ballast and haul it
away to a licensed landfill facility.

It’s clear that a host of environmental problems are
brewing at the mine site. Unfortunately, however,
because of the limited monitoring program put in
place by Kennecott and the DNR, the public may
never know the full extent of the environmental dam-
age caused by the mine—that is, until the problem
gets so bad that it can no longer be hidden beneath
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able to count on our state officials to stand up to the
mining industry, we as citizens have no choice but to
spend time getting educated about what is going on
at the Flambeau Mine site and raising a fuss—because
believe me, a fuss needs to be raised.

You see, we are not talking about low levels of
groundwater pollution. To whet you appetite for what
will be discussed later in the chapter, take a look at
Graph 125-1. It’s just one example of how far off
Kennecott was in predicting the amount of pollution
that the mine would cause. The figure shows actual
manganese levels that have been reported in a monitor-
ing well (MW) located inside the backfilled mine pit,
about 610 feet northeast of the Flambeau River and
directly in line with the direction of groundwater flow
toward the river. To put things into perspective, the
maximum contaminant level (MCL) for manganese in
drinking water is 50 mcg/l, and when Kennecott’s per-
mit was approved by the DNR in 1990, the mining com-
pany told the department and the public that
manganese levels would likely reach 522 mcg/l in the
backfilled pit. As if that wasn’t bad enough, by April of
2005 the monitoring well in question (MW-1013B) had
registered a manganese level of 42,000 mcg/l! That’s
840 times the MCL and 80 times higher than Kennecott
predicted. It would be an understatement to say that
Kennecott had miscalculated the extent of pollution the
mine was likely to cause.

By the way, you might be interested to know that
according to reports published in the medical litera-
ture, “high manganese intakes from drinking water
may be associated with neurological symptoms simi-
lar to those of Parkinson’s disease” and that “due to
the severe implications of manganese neurotoxicity,
the Food and Nutrition Board of the Institute of
Medicine has set very conservative upper levels of
intake for manganese” (CD 125-1). For example, chil-
dren 1–3 years of age are supposed to ingest no more
than 2,000 mcg of manganese per day. It would take
less than 4 tablespoons of the contaminated water in
MW-1013B to exceed that limit!

To this day, however, Kennecott and the DNR con-
tinue to downplay the seriousness of the pollution
problems that have arisen at the Flambeau Mine site.
In fact, I would bet that most of you, my dear readers,
were not even aware that a problem exists, even
though elevated levels of pollutants have consistently
been reported in the groundwater at the mine site
since 1998.

Well, it’s time to get the word out—and that’s what
this chapter is designed to do. It’s full of information
about the flawed predictions that Kennecott made

regarding the extent of groundwater pollution from
the Flambeau Mine—and the flawed system that
Kennecott put in place, with the blessing of the DNR,
to monitor groundwater, surface water and soil pollu-
tion at the mine site.

If environmental people, fishing and conservation
groups and the Native American tribes band together
like we did in 1998 to push through the mining mora-
torium law, we will be able to draw so much attention
to the environmental problems caused by the
Flambeau Mine that the DNR and the courts will have
no choice but to hold Kennecott accountable for the
mess that the mining company created next to the
Flambeau River. That is my hope.

Since the story at hand is quite complex, Laura and
I have chosen to break it down into the following
topics:
� Background information on the nature of the

groundwater monitoring program at the Flambeau
Mine site;

� A story of PALs;
� The first signs of pollution at the Flambeau Mine

site;
� The amount of groundwater pollution that

Kennecott predicted the Flambeau Mine would
cause vs. what is really happening;

� An assessment of which monitoring wells at the
mine site are the most important to watch;

� Kennecott’s failure to drill monitoring wells at crit-
ical sites;

� The mining company’s miscalculation of the rate of
groundwater flow from the backfilled mine pit into
the Flambeau River;

� Liner failures at the Flambeau Mine site;
� Problems with contaminated railroad ballast;
� Wetland and creek pollution caused by acid mine

drainage from the Flambeau Mine;
� Kennecott’s use of the term “biofilter” to try to

avoid liability for pollution problems;
� The fate of Kennecott’s three man-made wetlands;
� The DNR’s refusal to issue citations to Kennecott

for clear violations of groundwater and surface
water quality standards at the Flambeau Mine site;

� The nonexistence of a comprehensive monitoring
program for the water, sediment and fish in the
Flambeau River;

� Kennecott and the DNR’s strategy for trying to fool
the public into believing everything is okay; and

� What can be done.
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By the time you get done reading this chapter, you
will understand why I just boil whenever I hear
Kennecott talk about its “environmentally responsi-
ble” mine in Rusk County. And the company tends to

do that a lot. Just ask the people who live in the
Upper Peninsula of Michigan, where Kennecott and
several other mining companies are trying to sink
their talons, even as my book goes to print! In

Graph 125-1. In a dramatic display of the mining industry’s inability to predict the extent of groundwater pollution from metallic sulfide mines,
Kennecott told the public that the Flambeau Mine would cause manganese levels to rise to no more than 522 mcg/l in the groundwater infiltrat-
ing the backfilled mine pit. In reality, levels reached 42,000 mcg/l in April of 2005 and will remain significantly elevated above safety limits for
centuries [Data on file with the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources in Madison, Wisconsin, 2005 (CD 125-2)].

Promises Broken: Manganese Pollution Levels in Monitoring Well-1013B (mcg/l)
(MW-1013B is located inside the backfilled mine pit and about 610 feet northeast of the Flambeau River, in line with the  
direction of groundwater flow toward the river. It is 86 feet deep.)
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November of 2003, Kennecott circulated a little
newsletter among the people of Big Bay, Michigan
that stated, “Flambeau shows it is possible to develop
and operate sulfide mines in an environmentally
responsible manner, and to create new wealth for
communities” (CD 125-3). It was enough to make me
gag. In fact, I felt like taking a poke at somebody.

Here then, is the real story of what has happened
and continues to happen to the groundwater, surface
water and topsoil at the site of the Flambeau Mine. As
you will see, it’s not the lily-white deal that Kennecott
wants everyone to believe.

Background Information on the
Groundwater Monitoring Program at
the Flambeau Mine Site
By now you are very familiar with the weak laws and
rules that governed the construction, operation and
reclamation of the Flambeau Mine. So it should be of
no surprise to you that by April of 1998, less than a
year after the mine pit was backfilled with mining
waste, significant levels of pollution had already
started to show up in a monitoring well located
directly between the backfilled mine pit and the
Flambeau River. When we saw the facts and figures
that showed elevated levels of manganese (Mn), sul-
fate (SO

4
–2) and total dissolved solids (TDS) in that

particular well, we were rightfully concerned about
the situation and how the Flambeau River might be
impacted. You see, the well was located only 125 feet
from the river bank, and the direction of groundwater
flow was straight toward the river.

After we got wind of the fact that problems had
started to show up in the monitoring wells at the
mine site, those of us who had fought the develop-
ment of the Flambeau Mine found ourselves in kind of
an awkward position. We didn’t really know where all
the numbers reported by Kennecott were coming from
or what they meant. So we got busy trying to under-
stand the ins and outs of the mining company’s mon-
itoring program. It was the only way we could hope to
make sense of what was happening.

The first thing we did was get a map that showed
where all the various monitoring wells were located
(Figure 125-1). You will note from the map that sev-
eral sets of “nested” wells are located at the mine site
(a nest consists of two to four wells drilled to differ-
ent depths at the same site). Specifically, a total of
twenty-six wells have been drilled at eleven different
locations, to date. Each monitoring well has its own
code number (e.g., MW-1013B is located within the

backfilled mine pit, about 610 feet from the Flambeau
River, and MW-1000PR is found directly between the
backfilled pit and river). The diagram also shows the
general direction of groundwater flow at the mine
site, as mapped by Kennecott in the final Environ-
mental Impact Statement (FEIS) for the project. So
when I refer to the levels of pollutants in a particular
well, just look at Figure 125-1 and you will be able to
see where the pollution is occurring and in which
direction it is headed.

As indicated in Figure 125-1, all the groundwater
moving through the monitoring wells at the mine site
is headed toward the Flambeau River. That is very
worrisome, because high levels of various pollutants
have been and continue to be detected in a number of
the wells, including MW-1000PR, 1013B, 1013C,
1014A, 1014B and 1014C.

In order to determine the significance of the pollu-
tion at the mine site, our next move was to gather the
following information: (1) baseline values for the var-
ious substances detected in the groundwater; (2)
Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCLs) established by
the Wisconsin DNR for those substances; (3) so-called
“preventive action limits,” also known as PALs, that
identify pollution levels at which the DNR is supposed
to take action to make sure MCLs are not exceeded;
(4) enforcement standards that apply to mine sites;
and (5) pollution levels that Kennecott predicted
would be caused by the Flambeau Mine. For all this
information, I refer you to Table 125-1.

Let’s first talk about baseline groundwater quality.
Between 1987 and 1988, about five years before the
mine started production, Kennecott collected baseline
data from several “nested” wells at the mine site.
Specifically, a total of fifteen monitoring wells were
drilled at six different locations, as indicated in Figure
125-1. The wells in question were located at or near
the sites of MW-1000, MW-1001, MW-1002, MW-
1003, MW-1004 and MW-1005. Some of them drew
their water from glacial overburden at the mine site,
while others were drilled deep into the Precambrian
(PC) bedrock surrounding the ore body.

As any well driller could have predicted, baseline
measurements among the monitoring wells varied,
sometimes greatly, depending on where the wells
were drilled, how deep they were (as far as I can tell,
the wells ranged from 5 to 95 feet in depth) and what
kinds of materials surrounded the well screens (over-
burden vs. Precambrian bedrock). In particular, take a
look at the second column of Table 125-1. There you
will find baseline data for groundwater samples col-
lected from deep Precambrian wells at the mine site.
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Figure 125-1. Twenty-six different monitoring wells (MW) have been drilled at the Flambeau Mine site to monitor groundwater pollution, to
date. High levels of pollutants have been and continue to be detected in MW-1000PR, 1013B, 1013C, 1014A, 1014B and 1014C. Also shown is
the 1,200-foot compliance boundary for the mine [Diagram adapted from figures on file with the DNR (CD 74-4, CD 116-9 and CD 125-2)].
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The information included below is for those of you who are
interested in studying the groundwater quality data from the
Flambeau Mine in greater detail. It tells you: (1) when the
various wells were drilled, relative to other activities going
on at the mine site; (2) the depth of each well; (3) what
parameters are being tested; and (4) how to get more infor-
mation on the CD-ROM that accompanies the book. Here are
the facts:

(a) Kennecott tested fifteen different monitoring wells at the
mine site between 1987 and 1988 to establish baseline
values for groundwater quality and elevation. The wells
included the following (CD 125-4):

The location of each of these wells is shown in Figure
125-1. As you can see, the wells were spread out across
the mine site.

(b) Sometime before July of 1991, Kennecott drilled an addi-
tional monitoring well directly between the Flambeau
River and the site of the future mine pit:

MW-1010P (110 feet deep)

(c) Ever since July of 1991, Kennecott has been reporting
groundwater quality data to the DNR from nine of its
original sixteen monitoring wells on a quarterly basis. I
don’t know why the company stopped reporting data
from the other seven wells, but the ones being actively
sampled include MW-1000PR, 1002, 1002G, 1004P,
1004S, 1005, 1005P, 1005S and 1010P. Parameters
reported include copper (Cu), iron (Fe), manganese (Mn),
zinc (Zn), total dissolved solids (TDS), sulfate, alkalinity,
hardness, field pH and redox potential. In addition, start-
ing in July of 1999, values for arsenic (As), barium (Ba),
cadmium (Cd), chromium (Cr), lead (Pb), mercury (Hg),
selenium (Se) and silver (Ag) have been reported at least
annually. The data collected by Kennecott from 1991
through 2005 is available on the CD-ROM that accompa-
nies the book (CD 125-2).

(d) In May of 1993, the first blasting took place at the mine
site, and mining continued until March of 1997. During
those years, Kennecott’s limited well testing program
showed no appreciable changes in groundwater quality.
However, a dramatic drawdown of water occurred in

most of the wells, with the exception of the nested wells
located at sites 1002 and 1005. In fact, as of July 2005,
MW-1000R, MW-1003, MW-1003P and MW-1004 were
still dry. You can see the groundwater elevation maps for
yourself on the CD-ROM (CD 125-5).

(e) Kennecott backfilled the mine pit in 1997. And in
September of 1998, two nests of monitoring wells were
installed in the backfilled pit. Each nest consists of four
different wells, including the following (CD 125-4): 

Kennecott did not report any data from these wells until
February of 1999, when the groundwater table had recov-
ered enough for the deeper wells (MW-1013B, 1013C,
1014B and 1014C) to be sampled. MW-1014-A came “on
line” in April of 2000, and the remaining wells were sam-
pled for the first time in October of 2005. Historic data is
included on the CD-ROM that accompanies the book (CD
125-2). 

(f) One additional nest of wells was drilled in January 2001
at a location west of the backfilled mine pit and about
300 feet from the Flambeau River. It includes the follow-
ing:

MW-1015A (63 feet deep)
MW-1015B (148 feet)

This nest’s location was selected to be next to the mine’s
western compliance boundary. Kennecott started to sub-
mit monitoring data to the DNR from these wells in April
2001. Historic results are available on the CD-ROM (CD
125-2).

Most of the data available for the monitoring wells at the
Flambeau Mine site is company data, not data obtained inde-
pendently by the DNR. On occasion, however, some of the
groundwater samples have been split for analysis between
Kennecott (which sends its samples to Northern Lake
Service of Crandon, WI) and the DNR (which sends its sam-
ples to the State Laboratory of Hygiene in Madison, WI).
Early on, there were a number of significant discrepancies in
the results reported by the two laboratories, but as far as I
know, the problem was resolved to the DNR’s satisfaction
(CD 125-5).

Unfortunately, the DNR typically does split sampling with
Kennecott no more than once a year—and on just a few of
the wells. That makes it difficult to confirm the accuracy of
the company’s data, and the policy needs to be changed. It’s
like letting the fox guard the hen house.

More Information about the Monitoring Wells at the Flambeau Mine Site

MW-1000R (16 feet deep)
MW-1000PR (55 feet)
MW-1001 (33 feet)
MW-1001G (5 feet)
MW-1001P (95 feet)
MW-1002 (16 feet )
MW-1002G (52 feet)
MW-1003 (40 feet)

MW-1003P (86 feet)
MW-1004 (13 feet)
MW-1004S (36 feet)
MW-1004P (87 feet)
MW-1005 (18 feet)
MW-1005S (50 feet)
MW-1005P (91 feet)

MW-1013 (24 feet deep)
MW-1013A (47 feet)
MW-1013B (86 feet)
MW-1013C (202 feet)

MW-1014 (34 feet)
MW-1014A (64 feet)
MW-1014B (105 feet)
MW-1014C (157 feet)
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Parameter

Baseline values 
for deep Precam-
brian wells2

Enforcement Standard for 
everyone except mining 
companies3,4

Enforcement 
Standard for 
mine sites4

Are follow-up 
levels being 
checked? 

Predictions made by Kennecott for pollution levels in 
backfi lled mine pit 
1989 (Original)5 1996 (Revised)6 1997 (Revised)7

Alkalinity8 (as Lime) (mg/l) 150–260 PAL is 100 over baseline No Limit Yes Not Done Not Done Not Done
Aluminum9 (Al) (µg/l) Not Done Not Established No Limit No Not Done Not Done 7– 8
Arsenic (As) (µg/l) 3–22 MCL = 50; PAL = 5 No Limit Yes Not Done Not Done Not Done
Barium (Ba) (µg/l) 250 MCL = 2,000; PAL = 400 No Limit Yes Not Done Not Done Not Done
Cadmium (Cd) (µg/l) 3.5–4.5 MCL = 5; PAL = 0.5 No Limit Yes Not Done Not Done 7–9
Calcium (Ca) (mg/l) 31–52 PAL is 25 over baseline No Limit Yes Not Done Not Done 391–455
Chromium (Cr) (µg/l) 2.5 MCL = 100; PAL = 10 No Limit Yes Not Done Not Done Not Done
Cobalt9 (Co) (µg/l) Not Done MCL = 40; PAL = 8 No Limit No Not Done Not Done Not Done
Conductivity10 (µmhos/cm) 298–439 PAL is 200 over baseline No Limit Yes Not Done Not Done Not Done
Copper (Cu) (µg/l) 10–31 MCL = 1,300; PAL = 130 No Limit Yes 14 < 10 180–560
Cyanide (µg/l) Not Done MCL = 200; PAL = 40 No Limit No Not Done Not Done Not Done
Hardness11 (as Lime) (mg/l) 143–1,137 PAL is 100 over baseline No Limit Yes Not Done Not Done Not Done
Iron (Fe) (mg/l) .05 MCL = 0.3; PAL = 0.15 No Limit Yes 0.32 < 1.5 1.6–1.9
Lead (Pb) (µg/l) 2.5 MCL = 15; PAL = 1.5 No Limit Yes Not Done Not Done Not Done
Magnesium (Mg) (mg/l) 11–19 PAL is 25 over baseline No Limit Yes Not Done Not Done Not Done
Manganese (Mn) (µg/l) 30–290 MCL = 50; PAL = 25 No Limit Yes 522 < 1,700 1,900–2,300
Mercury (Hg) (µg/l) 0.25 MCL = 2; PAL = 0.2 No Limit Yes Not Done Not Done Not Done
Nickel9 (Ni) (µg/l) Not Done MCL = 100; PAL = 20 No Limit No Not Done Not Done Not Done
Organic Compounds12 Not Done Variable No Limit No Not Done Not Done Not Done
pH10 (s.u.) 6.6–7.0 PAL is change of 1 s.u. No Limit Yes > 6.5 7.5 6.6–7.1
Radioactivity13 (pCi/l) Not Done Variable No Limit No Not Done Not Done Not Done
Selenium (Se) (µg/l) 2.5 MCL = 50; PAL = 10 No Limit Yes Not Done Not Done Not Done
Silver (Ag) (µg/l) 0.2 MCL = 50; PAL = 10 No Limit Yes Not Done Not Done Not Done
Sulfate (mg/l) 2.5–10 MCL = 250; PAL = 125 No Limit Yes 1360 1000 1,043–1,158
Tin9 (Sn) (µg/l) Not Done Not Established No Limit No Not Done Not Done Not Done
Titanium9 (Ti) (µg/l) Not Done Not Established No Limit No Not Done Not Done Not Done
Tot. Dissolved Solids (mg/l) 180–280 PAL is 200 over baseline No Limit Yes Not Done Not Done Not Done
Turbidity14 (NTU) Not Done MCL=monthly average of 1 No Limit No Not Done Not Done Not Done
Uranium13 (U) (µg/l) 4–7 MCL = 30; PAL15 No Limit No Not Done Not Done Not Done
Zinc (Zn) (µg/l) 25–70 MCL = 5,000; PAL = 2,500 No Limit Yes Not Done Not Done Not Done

  1  Highlighted information demonstrates how: (1) mining companies are not held to the same pollution standards that apply to everyone else in Wisconsin; and (2) Kennecott failed 
to make predictions and test groundwater samples for all important potential pollutants.

  2  This data was reported for samples collected by Kennecott in 1987–88 from deep Precambrian (PC) wells at the mine site (CD 125-6).
  3  Establishment of MCLs is authorized under Wis. Stats. 160.07–160.13, and actual values are specifi ed in NR 140.10, 140.12 and 809.50(1)(c). Establishment of PALs is autho-

rized under Wis. Stat. 160.15, and actual values are specifi ed in NR 140.10, 140.12 and 140.20. Not all substances have been assigned an MCL or PAL, to date.
  4  Pursuant to Wis. Stat. 160.19(12) and NR 182.075, no standards at all apply to the mine site or an area extending up to 1,200 feet beyond the outer waste boundary or outer edge 

of the min ing operation (marked by the compliance boundary). MCL standards, however, are applicable at the compliance boundary itself. Additionally, if a PAL is exceeded beyond 
the intervention boundary (150 feet from the outer waste boundary or outer edge of the mine), the DNR “shall require a response,” pursuant to NR 182.075(1)(c) and (1s)(b).

  5  This is what the public was told by Kennecott in 1989, at the time of the Master Hearing (CD 125-7).
  6  After its mining permits were granted and mining was well underway, Kennecott revised its pollution predictions. This information is from Table 5-3 of Kennecott’s report entitled 

“Fall 1996 Backfi ll Plan,” October 1996.
  7  Kennecott revised its pollution predictions a second time, in March of 1997 (CD 125-8).
  8  Alkalinity is reported as calcium carbonate (CaCO3), which is lime. But even if the value goes up, the sample tested may still be acidic. 
  9  Even though this element was listed in the FEIS as a “major element” in the waste material at the mine site, Kennecott has not tested the groundwater for it (CD 125-9).
10  Measured in the fi eld.
11  Water hardness is reported as calcium carbonate (CaCO3), which is lime. Kennecott added lime to the Type II waste rock in an effort to neutralize acid mine drainage.
12  In the FEIS for the Flambeau Mine, the DNR cited MCLs for various organic compounds. Yet, Kennecott has not monitored the groundwater for such compounds.
13  Even though the mine site is located within a federally-established radioactive “hot spot” zone, Kennecott has not tested the groundwater for radioactivity or uranium.
14  Turbidity is measurered in Nephelometric Turbidity Units (NTU). In the FEIS for the Flambeau Mine, the DNR cited an MCL for turbidity of either 1 NTU (as a monthly average) or 

two consecutive days of values at 5 NTU. Unfortunately, Kennecott has not monitored the groundwater for this parameter.
15  According to NR 809.515, the MCL goal for radionuclides, including uranium, is zero. Whenever the detection limit is exceeded in a sample, additional monitoring is required, per 

the terms of NR 809.53(1)(d). 

Groundwater Enforcement Standards and Predicted Pollution Levels for the Flambeau Mine1

Table 125-1. Relevant groundwater parameters, enforcement standards and levels of pollution predicted by Kennecott for the Flambeau Mine.
Highlighted sections of the table represent holes in Wisconsin’s regulatory approach to metallic mining in general and the Flambeau Mine in particular.
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When Kennecott reported this data in the FEIS for the
project, the company did not define what it meant by
“deep,” but in this particular context, any well that
went down more than 50 feet probably qualified.

In addition to testing deep Precambrian wells, the
mining company also submitted data to the DNR from
shallow Precambrian wells and wells drilled into the
overburden (overburden was defined by Kennecott as
“loose friable material, which, for this project, in-
cludes soil, gravel, till, sandstone and saprolite mate-
rials which can be readily ripped by a bulldozer and
which overlies the unrippable bedrock”).

At any rate, most of the material disturbed by the
Flambeau Mine consisted of deep Precambrian bed-
rock, and most of the follow-up monitoring data, to
date, has been collected from wells ranging from 50
to 200 feet in depth. That is why the set of baseline
values from the deep Precambrian test wells has been
included in Table 125-1 as a point of reference. If you
wish to see the other sets of baseline data, I refer you
to the CD-ROM that accompanies the book (CD 125-
6). There you will also find a copy of Chapter 2 of the
FEIS, entitled “Affected Environment” (CD 125-10). I
encourage you to take a look, because that particular
chapter included a number of informative maps.

Besides containing baseline water quality informa-
tion, Table 125-1 also includes some very interesting
facts that demonstrate what a half-baked job the DNR
and Kennecott did in putting together the monitoring
program for the Flambeau Mine site. Let me explain
by walking you through the individual columns of the
table.

Baseline and Follow-Up Groundwater Quality Values
Reported by Kennecott (Columns 2 and 5 of Table 125-1)
Take a look at the second and fifth columns of Table
125-1, paying particular attention to the highlighted
boxes. You will note that Kennecott did not collect
baseline groundwater data from its deep Precambrian
test wells for a number of important substances—like
aluminum, cobalt, nickel, tin and titanium. Nor did
the company monitor the groundwater before, during
or after the mining years for organic compounds, tur-
bidity or radioactivity. Here is why the mining com-
pany’s failure to collect that information was
negligent:

Aluminum, Cobalt, Nickel, Tin and Titanium All of these
substances were cited in the final Environmental
Impact Statement for the Flambeau Mine as “major
elements” contained in the waste rock and overbur-
den at the mine site (CD 125-9). So one might expect
them to be present in the groundwater, too, and for

their levels to increase as a result of how the rock was
turned topsy-turvy and pulverized by the bulldozers,
dynamite and ore-crusher utilized during mining
operations. Indeed, Kennecott checked the ground-
water for these substances in a number of shallow
Precambrian wells and the overburden at the mine site
in 1988, and all of them were present (CD 125-6).
Yet, the deep Precambrian wells (the wells that served
as the best control for evaluating changes in ground-
water quality in the heart of the backfilled mine pit)
were never tested. And no follow-up studies have
been conducted in any of the wells (deep or shallow)
for any of these elements.

What I found especially odd about the lack of test-
ing for these substances was that Kennecott predicted
the amount of aluminum that was likely to pollute the
groundwater at the mine site (as shown in the very
last column of Table 125-1). Yet, to this day, the min-
ing company is not collecting (or at least reporting)
any data to confirm what is really happening.

Organic Compounds, Radioactivity and Turbidity You
may recall that Kennecott was supposed to test the
groundwater at the Flambeau Mine site for levels of
organic compounds, radioactivity and turbidity, per
the terms of NR 182.075(1)(d)5. But when the DNR
discovered in 1989 that the requested baseline infor-
mation had not been collected, the mining company
simply applied for an exemption to the rule and got it
without a hitch. It really shows what a scabby job the
DNR did from the very beginning on regulating the
project. And not only was Kennecott given an exemp-
tion to collecting baseline data for these particular
parameters, but the company got away without test-
ing the water for them at all—either before, during or
after the mining years! You can see what I mean by
looking at the fifth column of Table 125-1.

Kennecott’s failure to monitor the groundwater at
the mine site for organic compounds, radioactivity
and changes in turbidity was a real crime. In particu-
lar, organic compounds should have been monitored
because of all the gasoline, diesel fuel, oil and grease
that had the potential for getting into the water dur-
ing the mining years. Radioactivity levels should have
been watched carefully because the area where the
mine was located had been designated by the federal
government as a radioactive “hot spot” zone (Figure
31-1). And turbidity should have been checked peri-
odically because of all the particulate matter expected
to get into the groundwater when blasting and exca-
vation took place.

It is also interesting to note that when the DNR
approved the FEIS for the Flambeau Mine, the document
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contained a list of MCLs “proposed by the department
for application at the NR 182 compliance boundary”
(that’s the boundary that extends up to 1,200 feet
beyond the edge of the mining operation). The list
included, among other things, fifteen organic com-
pounds, three different markers for radioactivity, two
different standards for turbidity and twenty-six
“health related substances,” including cyanide (CD
125-11). If all those parameters were supposed to be
monitored at the compliance boundary, why didn’t the
DNR require Kennecott to get baseline data or do fol-
low-up testing of the groundwater within the back-
filled mine pit for the same things? As you can see,
there were a lot of inconsistencies in how the moni-
toring program was set up.

Uranium Although Kennecott failed to get baseline
groundwater quality data for the typical markers
associated with radioactivity (like radium-226), the
mining company did check a number of monitoring
wells for baseline uranium levels in 1988, as indi-
cated in Table 125-1. Levels ranged from 4–7 mcg/l in
deep Precambrian wells and got as high as 17 mcg/l
in wells located in the overburden. Those levels were
noteworthy for three reasons: (1) they proved that
uranium was indeed present in the overburden and
bedrock at the mine site; (2) the MCL for uranium is
only 30 mcg/l, which meant some of the groundwater
at the mine site was well on its way to reaching the
MCL even before all the rock was dug up and crushed;
and (3) NR 809.515 states that the MCL goal for ura-
nium is zero, which implied to me that no activities
with the potential to further increase uranium levels
should have been allowed. Yet, not only did the DNR
allow Kennecott to dig up, expose and crush the ura-
nium-containing rock at the mine site, but the depart-
ment did not require the mining company to do any
follow-up testing of the groundwater for uranium (or
any other forms of radioactivity). It makes me wonder
how much radiation the people of Rusk County might
have been exposed to as they drove past the vast piles
of waste rock at the mine site during the mining years
(some of the 70-foot high stockpiles came within 300
feet of Highway 27) or if the miners had or will expe-
rience any adverse health effects from having worked
with uranium-containing materials.

I suppose if confronted on the issue, Kennecott
would claim that the amount of uranium in the over-
burden and bedrock was insignificant and could not
have harmed anyone. But then I would ask the com-
pany to provide us with some real data to support the
allegation. Were measurements taken and withheld
from the public? If so, what did they show?

Groundwater Quality Enforcement Standards for Mining
Companies vs. Everybody Else (Columns 3 and 4 of
Table 125-1)
Take a look at the third and fourth columns of Table
125-1! Even though strict MCLs have been put in
place by the DNR to control pollution caused by
farms, small businesses, large factories and ordinary
people like you and me, the same is not true for min-
ing companies. Wisconsin law sets no limit on the
amount of pollution that a mine can cause beneath
the mine site or within an area extending up to 1,200
feet beyond the outer edge of the mining operation
(the compliance boundary). You read all about it in
Chapters 34 and 45 of my story. What it boils down to
is this: Companies like Kennecott have been given
carte blanche to pollute Wisconsin’s groundwater as
much as they want. That’s why the fourth column of
Table 125-1 (where groundwater enforcement stan-
dards for mining operations are listed) contains a
solid string of entries that say “No Limit.”

You might be wondering, however, what happens if
polluted water from a mine extends beyond the com-
pliance boundary and, for example, starts to show up
in private wells. At that point, the mining company
would indeed be considered in violation of the law,
but only if the levels of pollutants exceeded the stan-
dards established by the DNR for the mining project.
In the case of the Flambeau Mine, the DNR decided
that the enforcement standards at the compliance
boundary would be identical to the typical drinking
water MCLs shown in the third column of Table 125-
1, with the exception of manganese. Since baseline
manganese levels at the mine site tended to exceed
the usual MCL of 50 mcg/l, the department declared
that the MCL applicable at the compliance boundary
would be 90 mcg/l for wells located in overburden,
360 mcg/l for shallow Precambrian wells and 230
mcg/l for deep Precambrian wells (those were the
median baseline manganese values reported by
Kennecott for each type of well in 1988). As you will
see later, however, even the more lenient standard for
manganese has been exceeded in a well located at the
western compliance boundary for the Flambeau Mine
(MW-1015B).

The complete list of groundwater quality standards
that apply at and beyond the Flambeau Mine’s com-
pliance boundary is included on the CD-ROM that
accompanies the book (CD 125-11). When I read the
list, all I could think of was this: Isn’t it crazy that the
laws and rules governing mining in Wisconsin would
allow an outfit like Kennecott to move into the state
and legally pollute the water in your private well up
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to MCL limits (or sometimes even higher), no matter
how pure the water was to begin with? But that’s the
way it is.

Predictions Made by Kennecott for Pollution Levels in the
Backfilled Mine Pit (Columns 6, 7 and 8 of Table 125-1)

Please turn your attention to the last three columns of
Table 125-1. Out of the thirty parameters in the table
that either are being monitored or should have been
monitored by Kennecott, the mining company pre-
dicted groundwater pollution levels for only five of
them (copper, iron, manganese, pH and sulfate) at
the time of the Master Hearing in 1989. The company
offered predictions for three additional substances
(aluminum, cadmium and calcium) in 1997, right
before the mine pit was backfilled. But what about
the other twenty-two parameters? If Kennecott’s com-
puter modeling had really been as sophisticated as the
mining officials wanted us to believe, they should
have been able to provide predictions for all the rele-
vant parameters—not just a few.

The last three columns of Table 125-1 also demon-
strate that after Kennecott was awarded its mining
permits and the project was well under way, the min-
ing company conveniently changed its predictions not
once, but twice for the amount of groundwater pollu-
tion that was likely to occur (CD 125-7 and CD 125-
8). For example, Kennecott told the public and the
DNR in 1989 that copper levels were likely to reach
about 14 mcg/l in the backfilled mine pit. But in
1997, the company adjusted the prediction to a max-
imum value of 560 mcg/l (a 40-fold increase over the
original prediction). The company also adjusted its
prediction for iron from 0.32 mg/l to a maximum
value of 1.9 mg/l (a 6-fold increase) and manganese
from 522 mcg/l to a maximum of 2,300 mcg/l (a 4-
fold increase). Now, tell me, if Kennecott had pre-
dicted these higher levels in 1989, would its mining
permit still have been approved? Whether the flawed
predictions were due to imprecise science, flawed
computer programs or unethical behavior on the part
of the mining company, I don’t know. But the fact
remains that the numbers were way off. When all of a
sudden Kennecott revised its predictions in 1997, it
was too late. The company had already made off with
our gold, copper and silver.

Later on you will see that even Kennecott’s revised
computer projections for iron and manganese levels
in the backfilled mine pit have turned out to be inac-
curate. For example, by February of 1999 (less than
two years after the mine closed), iron levels in MW-
1014C were seven times higher than the revised pre-

diction and manganese levels in MW-1014B were ten
times higher. In fact, the values were so far off that it
would be more appropriate to call them guesses rather
than computer projections.

Generations far down the line may pay the price
for Kennecott having pushed its so-called “environ-
mentally responsible” mine on us in the 1990s. Will
the mining company be there to make everything bet-
ter? And even if the company were to try, how could
it reverse what’s happening? This is exactly why we
fought the mine so hard.

I might add that from here on out, whenever I talk
about the levels of pollution predicted by Kennecott
for the Flambeau Mine, I will refer back to the origi-
nal predictions made by the company in 1989. Those
were the levels we were asked to trust at the time the
permit was granted. So those should be the levels to
which the company is held accountable—not the
revised predictions made after-the-fact.

Before moving on, there is one more thing that you
just have to see in Table 125-1. Take a look at the pre-
dictions that Kennecott made for the amounts of man-
ganese and sulfate that were expected to get into the
groundwater at the mine site. Even though the min-
ing company predicted in 1989 that its mine would
cause so much pollution that manganese levels in the
backfilled pit would exceed drinking water standards
by ten times and sulfate by over five times, the DNR
still approved the mining company’s permit! What
good are MCLs, if the DNR ignores them?

To this day, Kennecott brags about how it complied
with all the regulations put in place by the DNR. Is it
any wonder? Any standard the company was likely to
violate was either eliminated or watered down by the
department.

A Story of PALs
I’d like to tell you a little bit about “Preventive Action
Limits,” also known as PALs, because they play a role
in the intrigue surrounding the monitoring of the
Flambeau Mine site. To do so, I need to take you back
to July of 1981, when we got our first look at the
wording developed by the “consensus” lawyers for
Chapter NR 182 of the Wisconsin Administrative Code,
the section dealing with the regulation of metallic
mining waste. Back then we complained loudly about
much of the proposal, including the part that called
for establishing a 1,200-foot compliance boundary for
mine sites. We said, “The fact that you have a rule
that pollution cannot go beyond 1,200 feet from the
edge of a mine site doesn’t mean a thing. What’s to
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stop the pollution when it reaches the 1,200-foot
boundary?” And so, my dear readers, PALs were born.
Let me tell you the story.

I first heard about PALs at a meeting held at Nicolet
College outside of Rhinelander, Wisconsin. I cannot
remember the exact date, but it was sometime in late
1981 or early 1982—before NR 182 officially became
law. Peter Peshek was there, along with Erhard Huettl
and his gang from Forest County. And a number of
DNR officials were in attendance as well. I can see it
like yesterday. All of those guys were smiling as the
department flashed around its latest idea to make
mining exceptionally safe—PALs. In particular, Huettl
was all enthusiastic about what the DNR was telling
us. He seemed to view it as one more reason to get the
show on the road in Crandon. But to me, the whole
thing was just a bunch of baloney.

Keep in mind that all of this was going on between
1981 and 1982, before Wisconsin enacted its ground-
water protection law and before the DNR adopted
Chapter NR 140 of the Wisconsin Administrative Code
(the section that officially created MCLs and PALs and
outlined how those standards were to be enforced).
As discussed in an earlier chapter, the DNR and min-
ing interests had put the cart before the horse by ram-
ming through NR 182 before those other, more
primary regulations had been put in place. But I guess
we were just supposed to trust that everything would
turn out okay.

The idea behind Preventive Action Limits was that
the DNR would find any poison leaking out of the
mine before it could do any damage at the 1,200-foot
compliance boundary. PAL standards were set up to
equal 10–20% of the MCLs, with some as high as
50%. And once those levels were met or exceeded at
a designated point between the mine’s waste dump
and the compliance boundary, the DNR was sup-
posed to take action. You can read all about it in Wis.
Stat. 160.15, enacted in 1983 as part of Wisconsin’s
groundwater law (CD 125-12). In addition, actual
PAL values that have been established for a variety
of different substances can be found in NR 140.10,
NR 140.12 and NR 140.20, enacted in 1985 (CD
125-13).

PALs apply to not only mining operations, but any
activity that may affect groundwater quality in the
state. And in terms of where the standards are to be
enforced, NR 140.22(2)(a) states that “the point of
standards application to determine if a preventive
action limit has been attained or exceeded is any
point at which groundwater is monitored” [emphasis
added]. I need to point out, however, that while

Chapter NR 140 of the Wisconsin Administrative Code
deals with groundwater quality standards and enforce-
ment issues in general, Chapter NR 182 of the code
deals with the enforcement of groundwater quality
standards at mine sites in particular. So when NR 140
was enacted in 1985, a provision was inserted by the
powers-that-be to make mining companies exempt
from the overall requirements of NR 140 (kind of like
they were given an exemption to Chapter 160 of the
Wisconsin Statutes, the state’s groundwater law). You
can read for yourself in NR 140.03.

It shows once more how mining companies were
given special treatment by the DNR. Everyone else in
Wisconsin has to follow the rules established in
Chapter NR 140 regarding groundwater quality. But
mining companies have their own customized flimsy
rules that allow them to get away with murder.

For starters, NR 182 is much more lax than NR 140
when it comes to where PAL standards are to be
enforced. Instead of holding a mining company
responsible for exceedances at “any point at which
groundwater is monitored,” NR 182 establishes a spe-
cific physical location for PAL enforcement. It’s called
an “intervention boundary,” just like the boundary at
which MCLs are enforced for mining operations is
known as the “compliance boundary.”

When NR 182 was enacted in 1982, the provision
that specifically created the concept of intervention
boundaries was found in NR 182.075(1)(c)3. The
code has since been amended, but I have included the
original wording on the following page for you to see.
You will notice that the original rule did not specify
exactly where the intervention boundary was to be
drawn, just that: (1) the DNR was required by law to
establish such a boundary as part of the Master
Hearing process; and (2) the location of that bound-
ary was to be somewhere between the mine’s dump
and the 1,200-foot compliance boundary. I clearly
remember, however, being told by the department at
the Nicolet College meeting mentioned earlier, that
the intervention boundary for mining would be set at
150 feet from the outer edge of the dump. So years
later when Kennecott received its permits to mine in

NR 140.03 APPLICABILITY.
… This chapter does not apply to any facilities, practices

or activities on a prospecting site or a mining site
because those facilities, practices and activities are
subject to the groundwater quality requirements of chs.
NR 131, 132 and 182. [emphasis added]
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Rusk County, I assumed that’s what the DNR had
done.

But no! I was shocked to learn in late 2003 that the
DNR had never established an intervention boundary for
the Flambeau Mine. And the only reason I found out
was because of an open records request that Laura
Furtman made of the DNR while doing research for
our book. She contacted Larry Lynch in December
2003 to ask him for a map showing the exact location
of both the compliance boundary and the intervention
boundary for the Flambeau Mine (CD 125-14). When
Lynch wrote back, he said the following (CD 125-15):

I have enclosed a figure that depicts the compliance
boundary for the site. The Flambeau operation was
permitted prior to implementation in 1998 of the
rule provisions that created the concept of the
mandatory intervention boundary. Thus, a manda-
tory intervention boundary has not been established
for the Flambeau Mining site.

What? It was an outright lie for Lynch to say that the
“concept of the mandatory intervention boundary” had
not been created until 1998. The concept went all the
way back to 1982, when NR 182 became law, and was
further elaborated upon in 1985, when specific PAL
standards were established under NR 140. And for any-
one who wants proof, I refer you to CD 125-16, which
includes dated copies of the relevant sections of the
Wisconsin Administrative Code as they existed at the
time of their enactment. And, more importantly, those
same provisions were on the books in 1991, when
Kennecott was given its permit to mine in Rusk County.

Another thing that bothered me about Larry’s story
was that the annual reports issued by Kennecott for
the Flambeau Mine have repeatedly referred to sev-
eral of the monitoring wells at the mine site as “inter-
vention boundary wells,” including MW-1000PR,
1002, 1002G, 1004P, 1004S, 1005, 1005P, 1005S and
1010P (CD 125-17). And at least one of those wells,
MW-1000PR, to this day is in clear violation of a num-
ber of PAL (and MCL) standards.

So what was Larry talking about? After researching
the issue in detail, here is what Laura and I put
together for a timeline of events regarding the enact-

NR 182.075(1)(C)3 INTERVENTION BOUNDARY.
At the hearing conducted under s.144.836, Stats. [the
Master Hearing Law, renumbered to Wis. Stat. 293.43 in
1995] the department shall establish an intervention
boundary between the outer perimeter of the mining waste
site and the compliance boundary. [emphasis added]

ment of the mining rules that established PAL stan-
dards and intervention boundaries for mine sites in
Wisconsin:
� Effective September 1982, the DNR was required

by law (per the terms of NR 182.075(1)(c)3,
shown above) to establish an intervention bound-
ary for any metallic mining operation approved in
the State of Wisconsin. The law did not state
exactly where the boundary was to be drawn, but
instead left it up to the discretion of the DNR. In
effect, the department was given the leeway to
establish appropriate intervention boundaries on a
case-by-case basis;

� Effective May 1984, the DNR was required by law
to establish PALs for various substances of concern
(per the terms of Wis. Stat. 160.15);

� Effective October 1985, the DNR established PAL
values for a number of different pollutants (per the
terms of Chapter NR 140 of the Wisconsin Adminis-
trative Code);

� Effective January 1991, Kennecott was awarded its
permits to mine in Rusk County;

� Effective March 1997, the Flambeau Mine stopped
production; and

� Effective May 1998, the DNR established a uniform
distance for where intervention boundaries would
be drawn for mine sites, with the distance set at
150 feet from the edge of the mine’s dump.

The last point mentioned in this cascade of events
deserves further elaboration. As noted above, it was
not until 1998 that the DNR finally got around to
establishing a uniform standard for where to locate
intervention boundaries at mine sites. That’s when
NR 182.075(1)(c) was amended, as shown on the fol-
lowing page, to officially set the boundary at 150 feet
from the edge of a mine’s waste dump.

Hmmm. That was sixteen years after NR 182
became law! But to this day little Larry Lynch seems
to think that just because it took the DNR that long to
establish a uniform, numeric distance for the point at
which PALs are to be enforced at mine sites, the orig-
inal requirement of NR 182.075(1)(c)3 (“the depart-
ment shall establish an intervention boundary
between the outer perimeter of the mining waste site
and the compliance boundary”) somehow did not
apply to the Flambeau Mine. Sorry, Larry, but it does
not work that way. “Shall” means “shall,” and the
department was required by law to use its best judge-
ment in 1990, at the time of the Master Hearing on
the Flambeau Mine, to establish an intervention
boundary for the project.
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Here’s another way to look at it: Kennecott was
awarded its permit to construct the Flambeau Mine in
January 1991, more than eight years after NR 182
became law (requiring an “intervention boundary” to
be established for mine sites), seven years after Wis.
Stat. 160.15 became law (creating the concept of
PALs) and four years after NR 140 became law (estab-
lishing concrete PAL standards for various pollutants).
Yet, the DNR, fully aware of the fact that Kennecott
was going to be mining in Rusk County, lollygagged
around and did not come up with a supplemental rule
to establish a uniform standard for intervention
boundaries for mine sites until 1998, after Kennecott
had taken our gold and backfilled the mine pit. And
now the department expects us to let Kennecott off
the hook and turn a blind eye to what apparently was
a deliberate attempt on the part of the mining com-
pany and DNR to subvert the law.

No way! Since the Master Hearing for the
Flambeau Mine came and went without the depart-
ment establishing what it believed to be a reasonable
intervention boundary for the mine site, some heads
need to roll—and an intervention boundary needs to
be established here and now to hold Kennecott
responsible for the pollution that has started to show
up in the groundwater at the Flambeau Mine site.
Period. This is a very serious matter, especially con-
sidering how close the mine is to the Flambeau River.

Some might argue that it’s too late to alter
Kennecott’s permits and establish an intervention
boundary for the Flambeau Mine. But is it ever too late
to enforce the law? What’s more, the terms of the min-
ing company’s reclamation permit were never set in
stone, as demonstrated in the summer of 1998 when

Kennecott requested major revisions to the plan. You
may recall, that’s when the permit was modified to
allow the mining company to create an industrial park
at the mine site and move the location of the man-
made wetlands. Interestingly enough, those changes
were approved by the department on July 30, 1998,
two months after the new rule establishing the 150-
foot intervention boundary for mine sites took effect!
Surely, then, a case could be made for modifying the
permit once more, this time to establish an interven-
tion boundary for the mine’s dump. What is good for
the goose is good for the gander.

So where should the intervention boundary for the
Flambeau Mine be drawn? As you know, the open pit
was backfilled with mining waste in 1997. That
means the mine’s pit has in effect become the mine’s
dump. Take another look at Figure 125-1 and in your
mind’s eye draw a line around the mine pit, about 1/8
inch (which translates into 150 feet) out from the
edge. That’s where the intervention boundary should
theoretically be located. Most notable is the fact that
the southwest intervention boundary would end up in
the Flambeau River, about ten feet from the river
bank! I might add, however, that since the DNR gave
Kennecott a variance that allowed the mining com-
pany to dig its pit only 140 feet from the river (when
the normal setback would have been 300 feet), there
appears to be a legal basis for requiring the southwest
intervention boundary to be drawn somewhere
between the river bank and the pit. And since
Kennecott itself has referred to MW-1000PR as an
“intervention boundary well,” it would make sense to
include that particular well in the boundary.

Like I said before, I had no idea that an interven-
tion boundary had never been drawn for the
Flambeau Mine. We had made such a big fuss in 1981
at Nicolet College about needing some sort of added
protection—and the DNR had assured us that PALs
were the answer to all our concerns. As far as I’m con-
cerned, not drawing a boundary for Kennecott’s proj-
ect was a real dereliction of duty on the part of Larry
Lynch, Robert Ramharter, Chuck Hammer, David
Schwarz and anyone else in the DNR or Thompson
administration who was involved in granting Kenne-
cott its mining permits. Department officials surely
knew about the legal requirement for establishing an
intervention boundary at the Flambeau Mine site but
chose to ignore it. I suppose they figured no one
would remember what really happened in 1982 when
NR 182 became law. Well, I remember.

In my opinion, the reason that Larry Lynch has
skirted the issue of mapping out an intervention

NR182.075(1)(C)MANDATORY INTERVENTION BOUNDARY.
The horizontal distance to the mandatory intervention
boundary for a metallic mining waste facility or a surface or
underground metallic mineral mine or prospecting excava-
tion shall be 150 feet from the outer waste boundary, the
outer edge of the mine or prospecting excavation, or the
outer edge of the underground workings as projected to
the land surface, unless the boundary of the design man-
agement zone [the “compliance boundary”] is within 300
feet of the outer waste boundary, mine, prospecting exca-
vation, or underground prospecting or mine workings. In
no case may the mandatory intervention boundary extend
more than one-half the distance from the outer waste
boundary, mine, prospecting excavation or underground
prospecting or mine workings to the boundary of the
design management zone [the “compliance boundary”].
The mandatory intervention boundary shall apply as speci-
fied in s. NR 182.075(1s) and (1u). [emphasis added]
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boundary for the Flambeau Mine is because he knows
MW-1000PR is in violation of a number of PAL stan-
dards and doesn’t want to be pressured into doing
anything about it. It’s as simple as that.

So if we could succeed in forcing the DNR to draw
an intervention boundary for the Flambeau Mine,
what kinds of administrative rules are in place for
dealing with PAL violations? When I first tried to
answer that question, I didn’t know where to look in
the Wisconsin Administrative Code for the answer. But
then I stumbled across NR 182.075(1s)(b)1, which
states that PAL standards are to be enforced at mine
sites “in accordance with s. NR 140.24.”

When I read NR 140.24, I found a lot of tough talk
about how the DNR must assess the “cause and sig-
nificance” of the PAL violation and determine an
“appropriate response.” But when it comes to spelling
out the penalty to the polluter or the corrective action
that must be taken, all of a sudden the rules get
wishy-washy and refer to how the DNR “may” do this
or “may” do that in response to the violation. Very sel-
dom do you see the word, “shall,” at least where it
really matters.

Take a look at NR 140.24(4) and you will see what
I mean! It lists twelve different responses that the
Department of Natural Resources “may” take if a PAL
is reached or exceeded by a mining company or other
polluter. Sure, some of the provisions sound rather
impressive, like the one that requires “remedial action
to renovate or restore groundwater quality.” But in my
experience, unless the rules say that a particular
response “shall” be taken by the DNR, we cannot
depend on the department to do anything that might
rattle the mining company’s cage. Inserting the word,
“may,” into NR 140.24(4) sounds like something the
shyster lawyers for Kennecott and Exxon did, if you
ask me. They were good at pushing through whatever
the big corporations wanted, leaving the public with
little protection.

Could things get any worse? You bet! The real
kicker to all the rules involving PALs is found in NR
140.28, where provisions are included for granting
exemptions to PAL standards. As far as I know, this

NR 182.075(1S) CONTINGENCY PLAN. …
(b)1. If a preventive action limit or an enforcement stan-
dard has been exceeded beyond the mandatory interven-
tion boundary, the department shall require a response in
accordance with s. NR 140.24, but may not approve a no
action response under s. NR 140.24(5). [emphasis added]

section of the law applies to any and all polluters,
including mining companies. And according to the
terms of NR 140.28(2)(b), any given PAL standard
(except for nitrate) can be ignored by the polluter if
all of the following conditions are met:

1. The measured or anticipated increase in the con-
centration of the substance will be minimized to the
extent technically and economically feasible;

2. Compliance with the preventive action limit is
either not technically or economically feasible;

3. The enforcement standard [MCL] for that sub-
stance will not be attained or exceeded at the
point of standards application [the compliance
boundary]; and

4. Any existing or projected increase in the concen-
tration of the substance above the background

NR 140.24(4) RANGE OF RESPONSES FOR SUBSTANCES
OF PUBLIC HEALTH OR WELFARE CONCERN.
The range of responses which the department may take or
may require the owner or operator of a facility, practice or
activity to take if a preventive action limit for a substance of
health or welfare concern has been attained or exceeded are
listed in Table 5. More than one response may be taken or
required by the department.
Table 5. Range of Responses for Exceedances of a Pre-
ventive Action Limit for Indicator Parameters and Sub-
stances of Health or Welfare Concern

1. No action pursuant to s. NR 140.24(5) and consistent
with s. 160.23, Stats. [Note: The “no action” response
cannot be used by the DNR for PAL violations at mine
sites, pursuant to NR 182.075(1s)(b)1]

2. Require the installation and sampling of groundwater
monitoring wells.

3. Require a change in the monitoring program, including
increased monitoring.

4. Require an investigation of the extent of groundwater
contamination.

5. Require a revision of the operational procedures at the
facility, practice or activity.

6. Require a change in the design or construction of the
facility, practice or activity.

7. Require an alternate method of waste treatment or dis-
posal.

8. Require prohibition or closure and abandonment of a
facility, practice or activity in accordance with sub. (6).

9. Require remedial action to renovate or restore ground-
water quality.

10. Require remedial action to prevent or minimize the fur-
ther discharge or release of the substances to ground-
water.

11. Revise rules or criteria on facility design, location or
management practices.

12. Require the collection and evaluation of data to deter-
mine whether natural attenuation can be effective to
restore groundwater quality within a reasonable period
of time. [emphasis added]
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concentration does not present a threat to pub-
lic health or welfare. [emphasis added]

Hmmm. What good are PALs if they can be discarded
on the basis of not being “technically or economically
feasible?” And how can a mining company guarantee
that an MCL for a substance “will not be attained or
exceeded” at the compliance boundary, especially
when the PAL has already been exceeded? Wasn’t that
the whole reason for creating PALs—to stop the pollu-
tion from spreading further? The above provisions of
NR 140.28 go against the very grain of what PALs
were supposedly designed to do.

All I can say is this: When the DNR created PALs
and intervention boundaries, it accomplished nothing
except to fool people into thinking they were being
protected. And in the case of the Flambeau Mine, the
department’s failure to even draw an intervention
boundary has effectively stripped away the little bit of
protection offered by PALs. It’s a crime, no matter how
you look at it.

The First Signs of Pollution at the
Flambeau Mine Site
To set the stage for the data you are about to see, let
me take you back to 1997, when Kennecott backfilled
the mine pit. Here are some of the more important
events that took place:
� All the sulfide-containing waste rock that had been

stored at the mine site during the mining years was
shoved into the open pit, without a liner. The
pieces of rock were fairly small in size, with the
largest perhaps the size of a basketball but the bulk
of it much smaller. The toxic sludge from the
mine’s wastewater treatment plant was buried
there as well. It contained the same kinds of heavy
metals and acids that anyone else would have been
required to store in a hazardous waste facility
equipped with heavy-duty liners.

� By late 1997, backfill operations were complete.
The net result was a filled-in pit that contained
about 9 million tons of crushed-up sulfide waste
rock (much of it containing over 50% sulfides),
some 30,000 tons of lime (added to the brew to
hopefully slow the development of acid mine
drainage) and an estimated 45,000 cubic yards of
toxic sludge. For a cross-sectional diagram of the
backfilled mine pit, I refer you to CD 125-18. It
shows how: (1) most of the pit (approximately the
bottom three-fourths) contains high sulfur waste
materials; and (2) the low sulfur waste rock, which

was dumped on top of the high sulfur waste, comes
to within 20 to 40 feet of the surface, depending on
which end of the pit you are looking at.

� In 1998, Kennecott covered up the waste rock and
sludge in the unlined pit with clay, till and topsoil
and planted some prairie grass and trees on top of
the whole mess. The company also set about try-
ing to create about ten acres of wetlands at the site
and drilled some monitoring wells within the
backfilled pit.

� The wastewater treatment plant at the mine site
was permanently shut down in August of 1998. It
was no longer needed because Kennecott’s recla-
mation plan, approved by the DNR, included no
provisions for pumping and treating groundwater
moving through the waste rock and sludge in the
backfilled pit on its way to the river.

The actions listed above were a formula for disaster.
You already know how the water that accumulated in
the bottom of the pit during the mining years was so
toxic that it had to be treated before being discharged
into the Flambeau River (Figures 116-6 and 116-8).
What’s more, the high sulfur waste rock that was
piled next to the mine pit contained so many haz-
ardous substances that the DNR required Kennecott to
store the material on a liner and pump any precipita-
tion that came in contact with the waste to the on-site
water treatment plant. In fact, Kennecott tested the
water percolating through the high sulfur waste rock
in 1996 and 1997, and some of the samples had sul-
fate levels as high as 2,800 mg/l (the MCL for drink-
ing water is 250 mg/l), copper levels of 450,000
mcg/l (the MCL is 1,300 mcg/l) and pH values as low
as 3.1 (Table 125-2). So why, all of a sudden, were we
supposed to believe that it was OK to shove that same
pile of stuff into an unlined pit and not treat the water
moving through it toward the Flambeau River?

I got my first look at some of the data from the
monitoring wells at the mine site in the late spring of
1999. That’s when my friend Dave Anderson came to
my farm for a meeting of the Wolf Watershed
Educational Project. Dave, who has a keen scientific
mind, had compiled a report regarding groundwater
pollution at the mine site and was anxious to share
the information with us.

Before giving you the specifics of what Dave told us
in his report, I’d like to tell you a little bit about the
man. To this day, Dave is the executive director of
Flintsteel Restoration Association, a non-profit organ-
ization whose goal is “to achieve ecological and eco-
nomic sustainability in the Northern Great Lakes,
through the advancement of ecological science and
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education for communities that face natural resource
management decisions” (CD 125-20). Dave and his
associates at Flintsteel know that many communities
under siege by the earth’s despoilers do not have a lot
of money to spend on environmental consultants. To
that end, Flintsteel provides “charitable, scientific and
educational assistance for disadvantaged communi-
ties at minimal cost.” Now that’s the mark of a group
of individuals who are truly committed to environ-
mental stewardship. I am proud to have Dave as my
friend, and I encourage you to take a look at

Flintsteel’s web page to learn more about the organi-
zation (www.flintsteel.org).

Dave has a very gentle and kind way about him.
But he is a real fighter, too—and he doesn’t do any-
thing halfway. So when he came to my farm in May of
1999 with information about groundwater pollution
at the Flambeau Mine site, I paid attention.

To start, Dave told us that his report included data
submitted by Kennecott to the DNR for several wells
located outside the backfilled mine pit. He had
wanted to include data from the wells within the

Parameter
Drinking Water 
Enforcement Standard1

Laboratory Results for Water Percolating through High Sulfur Waste Rock2, 3

Apr 96 Jul 96 Oct 96 Jan 97 Apr 97

Alkalinity (as lime) (mg/l) PAL is 100 over baseline <1.5 <1.5 <1.5 <1.5 <1.4

Aluminum4 (µg/l) Not Established Not Done Not Done Not Done Not Done Not Done

Chromium4 (µg/l) MCL = 100; PAL = 10 Not Done Not Done Not Done Not Done Not Done

Cobalt4 (µg/l) MCL = 40; PAL = 8 Not Done Not Done Not Done Not Done Not Done

Conductivity5 (µmhos/cm) PAL is 200 over baseline 1,442 2,330 3,680 2,950 NR

Copper (µg/l) MCL = 1,300; PAL = 130 84,000 180,000 450,000 270,000 440,000

Hardness5 (as lime) (mg/l) PAL is 100 over baseline 600 850 850 1,400 1,400

Iron (mg/l) MCL = 0.3; PAL = 0.15 5.0 21 120 73 88

Lead4 (µg/l) MCL = 15; PAL = 1.5 Not Done Not Done Not Done Not Done Not Done

Manganese (µg/l) MCL = 50; PAL = 25 4,100 7,800 22,200 20,000 24,000

Nickel4 (µg/l) MCL = 100; PAL = 20 Not Done Not Done Not Done Not Done Not Done

pH5 (fi eld) (s.u.) PAL is change of 1 s.u. 3.9 3.1 3.1 3.2 3.5

Radioactivity6 (pCi/l) Variable Not Done Not Done Not Done Not Done Not Done

Sulfate (mg/l) MCL = 250; PAL = 125 480 1400 1,400 2,800 1,000

Tin4 (µg/l) Not Established Not Done Not Done Not Done Not Done Not Done

Titanium4 (µg/l) Not Established Not Done Not Done Not Done Not Done Not Done

Tot. Dissolved Solids5 (mg/l) PAL is 200 over baseline 1,300 970 5,300 2,800 3,700

Uranium6 (µg/l) MCL = 30; PAL7 Not Done Not Done Not Done Not Done Not Done

Zinc4 (µg/l) MCL = 5,000; PAL = 2,500 Not Done Not Done Not Done Not Done Not Done

1  Establishment of Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCLs) is authorized under Wis. Stats. 160.07–160.13, and actual values are specifi ed in NR 140.10, 140.12 and 
809.50(1)(c). Establishment of Preventive Action Limits (PALs) is authorized under Wis. Stat. 160.15, and actual values are specifi ed in NR 140.10, 140.12 and 140.20. Not 
all substances have been assigned an MCL or PAL to date.

2  Data obtained from Flambeau Mining Company’s 1996 and 1997 annual reports (CD 125-19).
3  The entry “Not Done” means the parameter in question was not reported by FMC in its annual report to the DNR.
4  Even though this element was listed in the FEIS as a “major element” in the waste rock at the mine site, Kennecott did not test the leachate for it (CD 125-9).
5  In October of 1996, surface water samples collected in the Flambeau River at Blackberry Lane registered the following values: Conductivity (153 µmhos/cm); Hardness 
(40mg/l); pH (7.9); and Total Dissolved Solids (16).

6  Even though the mine site was located within a federally-established radioactive “hot spot” zone, Kennecott did not test the leachate for radioactivity or uranium levels, or at 
least report any such values.

7  According to NR 809.515, the MCL goal for radionuclides, including uranium, is zero. Whenever the detection limit is exceeded in a sample, additional monitoring is 
required, per the terms of NR 809.53(1)(d). 

Pollution Potential of the Waste Rock Shoved into the Flambeau Mine Pit

Table 125-2. Levels of pollutants measured in water percolating through the Type II (high sulfur) waste rock at the Flambeau Mine site
(1996–1997). Highlighted sections of the table represent values that violate drinking water standards.
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backfilled pit as well, but the DNR had not provided
him with the information. Dave told us the depart-
ment claimed that Kennecott’s efforts to obtain
groundwater samples from within the waste pit had
been unsuccessful due to “problems with well devel-
opment.” But later on we learned that samples indeed
had been collected from some of the wells within the
backfilled pit in February of 1999 and the results had
been reported to the DNR. I have no idea why the
department officials failed to share that information
with Dave—unless they just didn’t want him to see it.

At any rate, Dave relied on information from MW-
1000PR, 1004P, 1005P and 1005S for his report (you
can see the locations of those wells by looking at
Figure 125-1). Even though those particular wells
were not located within the backfilled pit, they still
had a story to tell. For example, by July of 1998, MW-
1000PR (which is only 125 feet from the Flambeau
River) was already showing elevated levels of sulfate,
copper and manganese, and the mine had only been
closed for a year!

When Laura saw the data that Dave had compiled
in his report, she said, “We’ve got to get the word out
about this!” So she wrote a letter to the editor and sent
it to newspapers all around the state (Figure 125-2).

Quite a few printed it, including the Sawyer County
Record, Pioneer Express, Eau Claire Leader-Telegram,
Capital Times, Shepherd Express, West Bend Daily News,
Menominee Nation News and Saint Paul Pioneer Press,
to name just a few. But when it came to the Ladysmith
News, well … things got a bit more complicated. You
can read for yourself on the following page.

Shortly after the word started to spread about the
pollution at the Flambeau Mine site, the Milwaukee
Journal Sentinel picked up on the story and ran a
prominent article about how the mine was leaking
acid and metals into the groundwater (Figure 125-4).
Unfortunately, however, both Jana Murphy of
Kennecott and Larry Lynch of the DNR, who were
interviewed for the news story, downplayed the
whole thing. Lynch said, “[The flow of pollutants] is
not a surprise. The bottom line is that it’s within the
range that we predicted and not at levels that would
threaten the Flambeau River.” Murphy, who to this
day is the environmental manager of the Flambeau
Mine, agreed with Lynch and stated, “We’re right on
track with projections.”

Read on, and you will see that both Lynch and
Murphy were not exactly telling the truth! In fact, it
appears that their statements were outright lies.

Figure 125-2. Shortly
after Kennecott back-
filled its mine pit in
Rusk County, pollution
started to show up in
monitoring wells at the
mine site (Inter-County
Leader, June 23, 1999).
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When Laura wrote her letter to
the editor in June of 1999
about the pollution showing up
in the monitoring wells at the
Flambeau Mine site, for some
reason the Ladysmith News
was a week behind all the other
area newspapers in printing it.
At first I thought that was kind
of odd, especially since the
news was so relevant to the
people of Rusk County. But
then I found out what was
really going on. Instead of just
printing what Laura had writ-
ten, the paper’s editor, John
Terrill, first ran to Kennecott
and the DNR to give them a
chance to do a little “damage
control.”

When Laura’s letter appeared in
the July 1, 1999 issue of the
paper, it was accompanied by a
propaganda-filled article in
which Dave Kunelius and Larry
Lynch of the DNR joined forces
with Jana Murphy of Kennecott
to contradict what Laura had
said and deny that anything was
going wrong at the mine site
(Figure 125-3). Murphy was
quoted as saying that the water
samples were “right on track”
with what was predicted and the
mine was “not impacting the
Flambeau River.” And just like a
couple of lap dogs, Kunelius
and Lynch proclaimed that the
samples fell “within the param-
eters predicted by computer
models generated prior to the
start of mining.” 

But, as you already know from the information shown in
Graph 125-1, what Murphy, Lynch and Kunelius were saying
was not true. And even if Kennecott had correctly predicted
the amount of pollution in the wells, would that have some-
how justified what was happening? In other words, is it
okay to pollute water beyond the point of being safe to
drink, just because you predicted that’s what was going to
happen? 

By the way, Kunelius, who was the Mining Outreach
Coordinator at the DNR’s Rhinelander office, may have also
been the one who was responsible for keeping Laura’s letter
to the editor out of the Spooner Advocate. That’s one of the
newspapers serving the area in which she lives. Here is how
Laura described what happened: 

When my letter wasn’t printed in my local paper, I called the
news office to find out why not. I talked to one of the

The DNR and Kennecott Try to Scuttle Laura’s Letter to the Editor

Figure 125-3. True to form, the Ladysmith News gave the mining company a chance to downplay
problems at the Flambeau Mine site instead of just printing the straight facts (Ladysmith News,
July 1, 1999; republished with permission).
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reporters, Julie Hustvet, who told me that she had called
the DNR office in Rhinelander to check if what I had written
was true. She talked to one of the department officials there
and was told that I didn’t have my facts straight. That’s why
the newspaper wouldn’t print my letter. When I tried to

explain my viewpoint to Hustvet, I didn’t get anywhere with
her. It’s like she viewed that DNR official, whoever he was,
like a god. As far as I’m concerned, her trust in the depart-
ment was misplaced. And the whole thing shows how the
DNR can really put a lid on things.

Figure 125-4. Pollution at the Flambeau Mine site made front-page news in the state’s most widely circulated newspaper in July of 1999.
Unfortunately, however, follow-up stories have been lacking. See CD 125-21 to read the complete article (“Former copper mine leaking acid,
metals,” by Tom Vanden Brook, Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, July 8, 1999; ©1999 Journal Sentinel, Inc.; republished with permission conveyed
through Copyright Clearance Center, Inc.).
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The Amount of Groundwater
Pollution that Kennecott Predicted
the Flambeau Mine Would Cause vs.
What Is Really Happening
To put it mildly, the pollution levels that Kennecott
predicted for the groundwater within its backfilled
mine pit in Rusk County are way off. The actual levels
of manganese, sulfate, copper, iron and calcium are
much higher than what the mining company said they
were going to be. And a number of parameters for
which Kennecott did not make predictions have
spiked as well—like zinc, total dissolved solids, con-
ductivity and water hardness.

The wells within the backfilled pit include the fol-
lowing, as shown in Figure 125-1:
� MW-1013 (24 feet deep)
� MW-1013A (47 feet)
� MW-1013B (86 feet)
� MW-1013C (202 feet)
� MW-1014 (34 feet)
� MW-1014A (64 feet)
� MW-1014B (105 feet)
� MW-1014C (157 feet)

These wells were drilled within the backfilled mine
pit in September of 1998, but the first water samples
were not collected until the following year. As men-
tioned earlier, the groundwater table at the mine site
needed time to recover, and it wasn’t until February of
1999 that things had stabilized enough within the
backfilled pit for the four deepest wells to be sampled
(MW-1013B, MW-1013C, MW-1014B and MW-1014C).
In April of 2000, Kennecott started to report data
from MW-1014A as well. And in October of 2005,
MW-1013, MW-1013A and MW-1014 were sampled
for the first time. The whole things shows how, once a
mining company has upset the balance of nature, it
can take many years for groundwater levels to
rebound, if they are able to rebound at all.

As soon as the deepest wells within the backfilled
pit were tested, it became clear that the water was
polluted well beyond the limits predicted by
Kennecott—and even further beyond the safety limits
established by the State of Wisconsin and the federal
government for drinking water. I’d like to point out
some of the more interesting details regarding the
groundwater pollution at the mine site, with special
emphasis on the following parameters:
� Manganese

� Iron
� Copper
� Sulfate
� pH
� Zinc
� Calcium
� Water hardness
� Total dissolved solids
� Conductivity

To this day, Kennecott claims that its company motto
is “Promises Kept” (CD 125-3). But as you are about
to see, the Flambeau Mine has turned out to be an
example of “Promises Broken.”

Manganese (Flambeau Mine MCL = 90-360 mcg/l)
Take a look at Table 125-3 on the following page, enti-
tled “Promises Broken: Manganese Pollution Levels in
the Groundwater at the Flambeau Mine Site.” It con-
tains the data that goes with the bar graph for MW-
1013B that you saw at the beginning of the chapter
(Graph 125-1). As mentioned earlier, Kennecott pre-
dicted that the manganese levels in the groundwater
percolating through the backfilled pit would not
exceed 522 mcg/l. But by October of 2001 the levels in
MW-1013B had already reached 41,600 mcg/l, and it’s
not clear if they have topped off or will continue to rise
(a level of 42,000 mcg/l was recorded in April of
2005). What’s more, Table 125-3 shows how MW-
1013B is not the only well at the mine site that has reg-
istered excessive levels of manganese. Five others are
also in trouble, including MW-1000PR (located only
125 feet from the Flambeau River) and MW-1015B (at
the western compliance boundary for the mine site).

In all fairness, I must mention that some of the
more shallow aquifers in Rusk County have long been
known to contain higher-than-desired levels of man-
ganese (and iron, too, as will be discussed later). In
fact, around 1928 my father had a chance to buy the
farm where the Flambeau Mine was eventually built,
but the well water was so foul and the land so
swampy that he passed it by. I cannot say what the
manganese level in the water was back then or how
deep the well had been drilled. But in 1987,
Kennecott tested the groundwater at the mine site,
and the baseline manganese levels ranged from 30 to
1,400 mcg/l in overburden, 30 to 750 mcg/l in shal-
low Precambrian rock and 30 to 290 mcg/l in deep
Precambrian rock (CD 125-6). Sure, some of those
values exceeded the standard MCL for manganese (50
mcg/l). But the levels were nothing compared to what
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MW-1005P1, 2 
(Between SW end 
of backfi lled pit 
and river)

MW-1000PR1 
(Between SW end 
of backfi lled pit 
and river)

MW-1013B1 
(SW part of 
backfi lled pit)

MW-1013C1 
(SW part of 
backfi lled pit)

MW-1014B1 
(NE part of 
backfi lled pit)

MW-1014C1 
(NE part of 
backfi lled pit) 

MW-1015B1 
(At west compli-
ance boundary)

91 feet deep 55 feet deep 86 feet deep 202 feet deep 105 feet deep 157 feet deep 148 feet deep
MCL3 50/230 50/230 50/230 50/230 50/230 50/230 50/230 
Pre-Mine 
Estimate

1005

(100)
8205

(780) 30–2906 30–2906 30–2906 30–2906

107 
(8.6)

Kennecott 
Prediction4 Not Done Not Done 522 522 522 522 Not Done
Feb 99 –

(27)
–
(4,800)

–
(25,000)

–
(7,200)

–
(23,000)

–
(4,300)

–
–

Jul 99 –
(51)

5,600 
(5,400)

31,000 
(29,000)

7,200 
(7,300)

23,000 
(23,000)

3,900 
(4,000)

–
–

Oct 00 –
(38)

4,200 
(4,200)

38,000 
(35,000)

8,200 
(8,200)

21,000 
(21,000)

3,100 
(3,200)

–
–

Oct 01 –
(68)

3,760 
(3,300)

41,600 
(34,000)

8,470 
(8,500)

18,600 
(18,000)

2,760 
(2,900)

10 
(8.6)

Jul 02 –
(71)

–
(3,600)

–
(39,000)

–
(10,000)

–
(19,000)

–
(2,700)

–
(53)

Jan 03 –
(51)

3,090
(3,200)

35,500
(33,000)

9,540
(9,500)

17,300
(17,000)

2,350
(2,400)

–
(440)

Jul 03 –
(74)

–
(3,200)

–
(38,000)

–
(9,600)

–
(16,000)

–
(2,500)

–
(170)

Oct 03 –
(74)

–
(3,100)

–
(37,000)

–
(9,800)

–
(19,000)

–
(2,400)

–
(290)

Apr 04 –
(20)

3,010
(2,900)

–
(32,000)

9,830
(9,700)

18,800
(14,000)

2,220
(2,300)

–
(120)

Oct 04 –
(87)

–
(2,700)

–
(34,000)

–
(9,800)

–
(17,000)

–
(2,100)

–
(140)

Jan 05 –
(79)

–
(2,500)

–
(24,000)

–
(9,500)

–
(16,000)

–
(2,000)

–
(120)

Apr 05 –
(17)

–
(3,000)

–
(42,000)

–
(10,000)

–
(16,000)

–
(2,300)

–
(130)

Jul 05 –
(82)

2,730
(2,900)

37,600
(39,000)

10,100
(11,000)

16,400
(17,000)

2,010
(2,200)

–
(140)

1  The laboratory values reported in this table were obtained from split samples sent by the DNR to the State Laboratory of Hygiene in Madison, WI, unless otherwise indicated 
by bracketing. Bracketed values were reported by the private laboratory contracted by Kennecott to analyze samples (Northern Lake Service, Crandon, WI).

2  Kennecott has characterized MW-1005P as a “background” or control well. It is located on a strip of land about 230 feet wide between Highway 27 and where the high 
sulfur waste rock was stored during mining. Since the well is only about 185 feet east of where the waste rock was stored, it is debatable as to whether or not the well has 
functioned or continues to function as a true control.

3  The indicated value of 50 mcg/l applies to everyone except mining companies. Wisconsin law sets no groundwater enforcement standards for mine sites or an area extend-
ing up to 1,200 feet beyond the outer waste boundary or outer edge of the mining operation. Groundwater at the compliance boundary, however, must comply with drinking 
water standards. In the case of the Flambeau Mine, the DNR specifi ed that manganese levels at the compliance boundary could not exceed 90 mcg/l in overburden, 360 
mcg/l in shallow Precambrian wells and 230 mcg/l in deep Precambrian wells (the standard MCL value for manganese (50 mcg/l) was not used because baseline manga-
nese levels in the groundwater at the Flambeau Mine site already exceeded that value).

4  In 1989, Kennecott predicted a manganese level of 522 mcg/l for the wells within the backfi lled pit. No predictions were made for wells outside the backfi lled pit (like 
MW-1000PR, 1005P and 1015B), but it can be inferred that such concentrations should not have been expected to exceed that value (unless the well’s pre-mine baseline 
measurement was in excess of 522 mcg/l ). In 1997 (after mining was complete), Kennecott revised its prediction for manganese within the backfi lled pit to a maximum of 
2,300 mcg/l. See CD 125-7 and CD 125-8 for details.

5  Measured in a sample collected in October of 1992.
6  As part of the Environmental Impact Statement process, Kennecott collected data during 1987-1988 from wells close to where MW-1013, MW-1014 and MW-1015 were 
eventually drilled—but specifi c results from individual wells were never reported to the public. Instead, the mining company reported that manganese levels ranged from 
30-290 µg/l in deep Precambrian wells at the mine site. See CD 125-6 and Table 125-1 for details.

7  The baseline for MW-1015B was estimated at 10 mcg/l, based on a sample collected from that well in October 2001 (eleven months after the well was drilled). While not a 
true pre-mine baseline measurement, the reported value can be used to put subsequent measurements into perspective.

Promises Broken: Manganese Pollution Levels in the Groundwater at the Flambeau Mine Site (mcg/l)

Table 125-3. Manganese concentrations (mcg/l) in select monitoring wells at the Flambeau Mine site (1999–2005). Highlighted sections of the
table represent violations of drinking water standards. See CD 125-2 and CD 125-22 for more information [Data on file with the Wisconsin
Department of Natural Resources in Madison, Wisconsin, 2005].
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has happened to the groundwater since Kennecott
backfilled the mine pit. And remember, “high man-
ganese intakes from drinking water may be associated
with neurological symptoms similar to those of
Parkinson’s disease” (CD 125-1).

I’m sure that Kennecott’s officials would be the first
to point out that they, as the owners of the property,
do not intend to use the wells at the mine site as a
source of drinking water. But is it right that the com-
pany has caused so much pollution that generations
to come cannot drink the water either?

Iron (MCL = 300 mcg/l ; PAL = 150 mcg/l))
At the Master Hearing for the Flambeau Mine in
1990, Kennecott told us that the iron levels in the
groundwater moving through the backfilled pit would
not exceed 320 mcg/l. But by July of 1999, the level
in MW-1014C had increased to 14,000 mcg/l (43
times higher than Kennecott predicted). Take a look
at Graph 125-2 on the following page to see what I
mean! Several other wells are in trouble as well. For
example, MW-1013C registered an iron level of 8,500
mcg/l in April of 2005 (26 times higher than
Kennecott predicted and 170 times higher than the
estimated baseline value of 50 mcg/l in deep
Precambrian wells). And MW-1015B, at the western
compliance boundary for the mine site, had an iron
level of 670 mcg/l in October of 2003 (9 times higher
than the well’s baseline value of 70 mcg/l and more
than twice the MCL).

Some might argue that the iron levels cited above
are not very meaningful, because five of the wells at
the Flambeau Mine site (MW-1004P, MW-1005, MW-
1005P, MW-1005S and MW-1000PR) had water too
rusty to drink even before the mine was built. For exam-
ple, MW-1005 (18 feet deep, and located about 80 feet
from Highway 27) registered an incredibly high iron
level of 24,000 mcg/l in October of 1992. The well
with the second-to-the-highest baseline value was MW-
1005S (located in the same nest, but 50 feet deep),
which recorded a level of 4,300 mcg/l in July of 1993.

So do the high baseline values for iron that were
recorded in MW-1005 and MW-1005S mean we can
ignore what’s happening to the iron levels in the other
wells at the mine site? Absolutely not! You see, the
elevated levels of iron in those two particular wells
were not representative of the baseline levels
recorded across the rest of the mine site. For example,
when Kennecott sampled the wells that were drilled
into the deep Precambrian bedrock, iron levels came
back at only 50 mcg/l. And the company’s shallow
Precambrian wells had levels ranging from 50 mcg/l
to 950 mcg/l (CD 125-6). The only place where an

iron level was recorded in excess of 20,000 mcg/l was
in the overburden (which by definition is “loose fri-
able material”), and as far as I know, the only well
with a level that high was MW-1005.

The high level of iron recorded in MW-1005
should have been a signal to the DNR to not allow
Kennecott to go in there and stir things up even more.
You see, when the iron was locked up in the bedrock
beneath the overburden, it really couldn’t go any-
where (kind of like the coffee bean analogy I used in
an earlier chapter—if you put whole beans in a coffee
maker and run water through the machine, you’re
going to end up with a really weak cup of coffee, if
you can taste it at all). But now that all the waste
rock at the mine site has been ground up and shoved
back into the pit, all of a sudden we are seeing iron
levels of 8,000 to 14,000 mcg/l at depths where the
groundwater normally would have registered levels
of only 50 mcg/l (kind of like what would happen if
you replaced the whole beans in your coffee maker
with an espresso grind). Now we have a real mess on
our hands at the mine site, and it’s no longer limited
to just a few isolated wells in the overburden.

Here’s another example of what I am talking
about: MW-1000PR, which is located directly
between the backfilled mine pit and the Flambeau
River, had a baseline iron level of 800 mcg/l. Sure,
that was above the MCL of 300mcg/l. But after the
mine pit was backfilled, the levels rose much higher,
to 6,700 mcg/l in January of 2003. That level
exceeded the already-elevated baseline by more than
8 times and the MCL by 22 times!

So if anyone tries to tell you that we don’t need to
worry about the high iron levels in the groundwater
at the Flambeau Mine site because the water was
rusty to begin with, just tell them that the mining
company made things a whole lot worse.

Copper (MCL = 1,300 mcg/l ; PAL = 130 mcg/l)
In terms of copper, Kennecott told the public in 1990
to expect levels of 14 mcg/l in the backfilled pit. But
as you might imagine, the company didn’t have much
to say in February of 1999, when the copper level in
MW-1014B spiked to 810 mcg/l (almost 60 times
higher than predicted—see Graph 125-3 on page
1046). The level fell short of violating the MCL stan-
dard of 1,300 mcg/l, but that’s not the point. The
baseline values for copper in the deep Precambrian
wells at the mine site ranged from 10 to 31 mcg/l.
Was it really right for the DNR to allow Kennecott to
disrupt the bedrock next to the Flambeau River so
much that the copper levels in the water would not
merely double or triple, but increase by more than 25
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times, even if the reported values did not exceed the
MCL? It reminded me of what my friend Tom Ward
said many years ago with reference to the state’s min-
ing regulations: “I live close to the Wolf River, one of
the cleanest and most pristine rivers in Wisconsin.
These DNR rules make it legal to pollute the Wolf to
the point where it will be as dirty as the drinking
water in New Jersey.”

Sulfate (MCL = 250 mg/l ; PAL = 125 mg/l)
As you can see from Graph 125-4 on page 1047, the
amount of sulfate in the groundwater at the
Flambeau Mine site has increased dramatically. Levels
reached almost 1,800 mg/l in MW-1013C in October
of 2001, as compared to a baseline value that was
probably no higher than 10 mg/l. In addition, the fol-
lowing levels were reported in other wells at the mine

Promises Broken: Iron Pollution Levels in Monitoring Well-1014C (mcg/l)
(MW-1014C is located inside the backfilled mine pit and about 2,300 feet northeast of the Flambeau River, in  
line with the direction of groundwater flow toward the river. It is 157 feet deep.)
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Graph 125-2. Some of the well water in Rusk County is known to be rusty. But after Kennecott backfilled its mine pit, the amount of iron really
got out of control. See CD 125-2 and CD 125-23 for more information [Data on file with the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources in
Madison, Wisconsin, 2005].
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site: 1,700 mg/l in MW-1013B (July 2005); 1,500
mg/l in MW-1014B (October 2004); and 676 mg/l in
MW-1000PR, right next to the Flambeau River (July
1999). All of these values represent substantial viola-
tions of the drinking water standard for sulfate. But
they are important for another reason as well.

You see, the high levels of sulfate in the ground-
water prove that Kennecott was not able to isolate
the sulfide minerals in the backfilled pit from oxygen
and that the chemical reactions associated with acid
mine drainage have been put in motion. As pointed

out in a 1995 publication regarding acid mine
drainage, “The presence of anomalous amounts of
sulfate in water is … indicative that pyrite oxidation
has occurred. This is true even if neutralizing reac-
tions have been able to maintain the pH at a rela-
tively high level” (CD 125-26).

Yes, the high levels of sulfate in the groundwater at
the Flambeau Mine site suggest that we are eventu-
ally going to have a real mess on our hands with acid
mine drainage. The sulfates in the water are coming
from the oxidation of the sulfides in the waste rock.

Graph 125-3. Kennecott told the public in July of 1999 that the levels of pollution in the water samples at the Flambeau Mine site were “right
on track” with what was predicted. Unfortunately, the facts prove otherwise. See CD 125-2 and CD 125-24 for more information [Data on file
with the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources in Madison, Wisconsin, 2005].

Promises Broken: Copper Pollution Levels in Monitoring Well-1014B (mcg/l)
(MW-1014B is located inside the backfilled mine pit and about 2,300 feet northeast of the Flambeau River, in line  
with the direction of groundwater flow toward the river. It is 105 feet deep.)
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And as discussed in an earlier chapter, not only does
the oxidation reaction produce sulfate ions (SO

4
–2),

but hydrogen ions (H+) are generated as well. Sure,
Kennecott added lime to the sulfide waste rock to try
to neutralize the acid that is constantly forming in the
backfilled mine pit. But that was just a temporary fix
to cover up what’s brewing beneath the surface. As
you know, the supply of sulfides in the backfilled pit is
virtually endless, but the lime will eventually be con-
sumed by the on-going acid/base reaction. And when

that happens, the hydrogen ions (H+) and sulfate ions
(SO

4
–2) will wreak havoc as sulfuric acid (H

2
SO

4
).

Metallic sulfide mines always cause problems with
acid mine drainage. Why should the Flambeau Mine
be any different?

pH (PAL is a change of 1 standard unit)
As you know, pH is a measure of acidity, with 7.0
being neutral, values above 7.0 being alkaline and
values below 7.0 being acidic. It’s an exponential

Graph 125-4. In 1989, Kennecott predicted that sulfate levels within the backfilled mine pit would reach 1,360 mg/l. It was an indirect admis-
sion that the company would not be able to prevent the kinds of chemical reactions associated with acid mine drainage. See CD 125-2 and CD
125-25 for more information [Data on file with the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources in Madison, Wisconsin, 2005].

Promises Broken: Sulfate Pollution Levels in Monitoring Well-1013C (mg/l)
(MW-1013C is located inside the backfilled mine pit and about 610 feet northeast of the Flambeau river, in line  
with the direction of groundwater flow toward the river. It is 202 feet deep.)
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function. A drop in pH of one unit (for example, going
from a pH of 7.0 to a pH of 6.0) means that the acid-
ity of the solution has increased by a factor of ten, and
a drop in pH of two units means that acidity has
increased by a factor of 100. So small changes in pH
can mean big changes in acidity.

In 1988, when Kennecott did its baseline testing of
the groundwater at the Flambeau Mine site, the com-
pany reported pH values ranging from 6.6 to 7.0 in
deep Precambrian wells, 5.8 to 7.4 in shallow
Precambrian wells and 5.2 to 7.1 in the overburden
(CD 125-6). And when Kennecott applied for its min-
ing permits in 1989, the company predicted that pH
readings from the wells within the backfilled mine pit
would be greater than 6.5.

So what kinds of pH measurements have been
reported since the mine was reclaimed? In October
2001, values ranged from 6.0 to 6.2 in the four deepest
wells in the backfilled pit (MW-1013B, MW-1013C,
MW-1014B and MW-1014C), and in October 2005, the
corresponding values ranged from 6.4 to 6.7, perhaps
due to the influence of the lime added to the backfill.
But once that lime is consumed by the ongoing
acid/base reaction, I expect pH values to plummet. No
one knows how long it will take for a full-blown acid
mine drainage problem to develop next to the
Flambeau River. But the writing is on the wall.

Even Kennecott acknowledged, albeit in a round-
about way, that the lime added to the Type II waste
rock would not be able to neutralize the acid brewing
in the backfilled pit forever. The company stated in its
2000 annual report that the pH in the backfill “could
be expected to remain near current levels” for “hun-
dreds of years” (CD 125-27). But what happens then?
Even if that prediction is true, you will see shortly that
Kennecott also admitted it would take over 4,000
years for the pollutants within the backfilled pit to
dissipate. There is an awfully big gap between “hun-
dreds of years” and over 4,000 years that has not been
accounted for by the mining company.

Zinc (MCL = 5,000 mcg/l ; PAL = 2,500 mcg/l)
I am sure many of you have heard about the occasional
picnic that has turned tragic because of how some-
body decided to store the lemonade (an acid) in a gal-
vanized container, like a new garbage can. Galvanized
metal contains zinc, and when the lemonade comes in
contact with it, the zinc leaches out, causing all kinds
of problems for the picnickers, including nausea, vom-
iting and sometimes even death.

Acid mine drainage works the same way. But
instead of ending up with poisoned lemonade, you
end up with poisoned groundwater. And sure enough,

zinc levels in some of the monitoring wells at the
Flambeau Mine site have already started to rise. For
example, MW-1014C had a zinc level of 2,100 mcg/l
in July of 1999, and MW-1014B registered a level of
2,630 mcg/l in January of 2003 (as compared to
baseline values of 25–70 mcg/l measured in
Kennecott’s deep Precambrian test wells). MW-
1000PR, between the backfilled mine pit and the
river, looks bad as well. It had a zinc level of 900
mcg/l in October of 2000, compared to a baseline
value that was probably less than 10 mcg/l.

Since the MCL for zinc is 5,000 mcg/l, none of the
levels reported at the Flambeau Mine site have
exceeded the drinking water standard—at least so far.
But as the groundwater becomes more acidic over
time, zinc levels are certain to rise, creating
Kennecott’s version of poisoned lemonade.

Calcium (PAL is 25 mg/l over baseline)
In 1997, after mining operations were complete,
Kennecott predicted that calcium levels in the
groundwater within the backfilled pit would not
exceed 455 mg/l. But levels increased from an esti-
mated pre-mine value of 31–52 mg/l to: (a) 672 mg/l
in MW-1013B (October 2001); (b) 610 mg/l in MW-
1013C (July 2003); and (c) 610 mg/l in MW-1014B
(July 2005). The increase in calcium levels was
undoubtedly caused, at least in part, by the fact that
Kennecott had added some 30,000 tons of lime (cal-
cium carbonate) to the crushed sulfide waste rock
during backfill operations to try to prevent the devel-
opment of acid mine drainage. It’s interesting to note,
however, that even though Kennecott controlled the
amount of lime added to the pit, the mining company
still was not able to accurately predict how high the
calcium levels in the groundwater would get.

Water Hardness (PAL is 100 mg/l over baseline); Total
Dissolved Solids (PAL is 200mg/l over baseline); and
Conductivity (PAL is 200 µmhos/cm over baseline)
All of these parameters have increased dramatically in
all the wells within the backfilled mine pit and MW-
1000PR, next to the Flambeau River. That’s no sur-
prise, and I say so for the following reasons:
� Water Hardness: Water hardness is measured as

calcium carbonate (lime). Not only did the over-
burden and bedrock at the mine site contain cal-
cium to begin with, but, as you know, the mining
company added lime to the waste rock as part of
the backfill operation.

� Total Dissolved Solids (TDS): Mining turns solid
bedrock into piles of crushed stone, and with the
resultant increase in surface area, substances that
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were previously bound up inside the rock can
dissolve.

� Conductivity: As metals and various salts go into
solution, water is better able to conduct current.

State law does not specify MCLs for water hardness,
total dissolved solids or conductivity. But each param-
eter has been assigned a PAL, and each of these PALs
has been greatly exceeded in the groundwater at the
Flambeau Mine site. For example, when Kennecott
tested the hardness of the water in its deep
Precambrian wells prior to mining, the average value
was 369 mg/l. But between 1999 and 2005, the val-
ues reported for MW-1013B, 1013C and 1014B con-
sistently fell between 1,900 and 2,300 mg/l. That’s
about a six-fold increase!

A similar story can be told for the amount of total
dissolved solids in the groundwater. In October of
1992, a baseline level of 128 mg/l was measured in
MW-1000PR. But between 1999 and 2005, values in
that particular well ranged from 660–1,300 mg/l (a
five to ten-fold increase). Even higher TDS readings
were recorded in the backfilled pit, where levels rang-
ing from 2,700–3,900 mg/l were consistently re-
corded in MW-1013B, 1013C and 1014B between
1999 and 2005.

As anyone could have predicted, conductivity
measurements in MW-1000PR and the wells within
the backfilled pit have spiked as well. Prior to mining,
a value of 201 µmhos/cm was measured in MW-
1000PR. But between 1999 and 2005, measurements
ranged from 962–1,300 µmhos/cm. And in July of
2005, the values recorded in MW-1013B, 1013C and
1014B ranged from 3,010–3,400 µmhos/cm (about
ten times higher than the average baseline reading in
Kennecott’s deep Precambrian test wells).

I don’t mean to bog you down with all these num-
bers. But I am so tired of listening to Kennecott talk
about its “environmentally responsible” mine in Rusk
County. And unless we arm ourselves with the real
data reported from the monitoring wells at the mine
site, the company will continue to get away with
painting a rosy picture of what’s happening at the
Flambeau Mine site. It’s time to paint it like it is—a
dirty grey.

General Comments on Groundwater
Pollution at the Flambeau Mine Site
Kennecott’s use of lime to prevent acid mine drainage
at the Flambeau Mine site is proving to be a colossal
failure. You have just seen a sampling of facts and fig-
ures that show how the mine has already started to

pollute the groundwater in Rusk County with virtu-
ally everything from aluminum to zinc. What’s more,
parameters including pH, water hardness, total dis-
solved solids and conductivity all suggest that things
are starting to go sour for Kennecott’s “environmen-
tally responsible” mine next to the Flambeau River.

Reports containing all of the data I have shared
with you (and more) are included on the CD-ROM
that accompanies the book (CD 125-2). There you will
also find tables of information (comparable to the one
on page 1043) for manganese (CD 125-22), iron (CD
125-23), copper (CD 125-24), sulfate (CD 125-25),
pH (CD 125-28), zinc (CD 125-29), calcium (CD 125-
30), water hardness (CD 125-31), total dissolved
solids (CD 125-32) and conductivity (CD 125-33). A
blank table is also included with each CD exhibit, for
those of you who are interested in keeping track of
these parameters as more data becomes available. All
you have to do is request a copy of Kennecott’s latest
annual or quarterly monitoring report from the DNR
and fill in the blanks. Here’s the address:

Department of Natural Resources
Bureau of Waste Management
P.O. Box 7921
Madison, WI 53707

For now, however, I refer you to Table 125-4 on the
following page. It summarizes some of the more egre-
gious miscalculations made by Kennecott regarding
the extent of groundwater pollution at the mine site.
As you examine the data, keep this in mind: Each
faulty prediction made by Kennecott represents a bro-
ken promise to the people of Rusk County.

I would also like to draw your attention to the fact
that there are a number of important parameters for
which Kennecott failed to make predictions at all. In
fact, to this day the mining company and the DNR are
not even monitoring the groundwater for them! Of
course, I am talking about radioactivity, turbidity,
organic compounds, uranium, cobalt, nickel, tin and
titanium—the same things discussed earlier in the
chapter. Aluminum also needs to be added to the list.
As you know, Kennecott made a prediction for how
much of the metal would get into the groundwater at
the mine site, but the DNR has required no follow-up
testing to check what is really happening. It’s hard to
hold a mining company accountable for pollution when
the department in charge of regulating the project does
not require all the relevant data to be collected.

In all honesty, I must tell you that the company did
indeed report nickel levels in the groundwater at the
mine site once—in July of 2005. And sure enough, the
level in MW-1013C came back at 200 mcg/l, and 
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Parameter1

Drinking Wa-
ter Standard2 

Well 
Number

Pre-Mine 
Estimate3

Post-Mine Level 
Predicted by 
Kennecott4

What Really 
Happened5

Factor by Which 
Kennecott’s 
Prediction Has 
Been Exceeded

Factor by Which 
Drinking Water 
Standard Has 
Been Exceeded 

Aluminum 
(mcg/l)

Not 
Established

None 
Tested Not Done 7–8 Not Known Not Known Not Known

Cadmium 
(mcg/l)

MCL = 5 1000PR 3.5–4.5 Not Done 28 (Jul 99) N/A 6

1014B 3.5–4.5 7–9 31 (Jul 99) 4 6

Calcium 
(mg/l)

PAL = 25 
over baseline

1013B 31–52 455 700 (Jul 01) 1.5 9

1013C 31–52 455 630 (Jul 05) 1.4 8

1014B 31–52 455 610 (Jul 05) 1.3 8

Copper 
(mcg/l)

MCL = 1,300 1013B 10–31 14 450 (Apr 05) 32 N/A6 

1014B 10–31 14 810 (Feb 99) 58 N/A6

Iron (mcg/l) MCL = 300 1000PR 8007 Not Done 6,700 (Jan 03) N/A 22

1013C 50 320 8,500 (Jul 05) 27 28

1014C 50 320 14,000 (Jul 99) 44 47

1015B 50 Not Done 670 (Oct 03) N/A 2

Manganese 
(mcg/l)

Flambeau 
MCL = 2309

1000PR 8207 Not Done 5,600 (Jul 99) N/A 24

1013B 30–290 522 42,000 (Apr 05) 80 183

1013C 30–290 522 11,000 (Jul 05) 21 48

1014B 30–290 522 23,000 (Jul 99) 44 100

1014C 30–290 522 4,300 (Feb 99) 8 19

1015B 108 Not Done 440 (Jan 03) N/A 2

pH (s.u.) PAL = Change 
of 1

1013B 6.6–7.0 > 6.5 6.1 (Jan 03) >0.4 s.u. N/A

1014B 6.6–7.0 > 6.5 6.1 (Jan 03) >0.4 s.u. N/A

Sulfate 
(mg/l)

MCL = 250 1000PR 117 Not Done 676 (Jul 99) N/A 3

1013B 2.5–10 1,360 1,720 (Oct 00) 1.3 7

1013C 2.5–10 1,360 1,800 (Jul 05) 1.3 7

1014B 2.5–10 1,360 1,820 (Jul 99) 1.3 7

1  Kennecott predicted post-mining pollution levels for only a limited number of parameters, including the eight listed in this table.
2  Reported values constitute drinking water standards. Unfortunately, mining companies in Wisconsin are not held to these standards unless the pollution caused by a mine 
extends beyond 1,200 feet from the outer waste boundary or outer edge of the mining operation (Table 125-1).

3  Kennecott estimated pre-mine conditions by sampling a number of wells at the mine site between 1987 and 1988. Reported values correspond to data obtained from deep 
Precambrian wells, unless otherwise indicated (CD 125-6).

4  Reported predictions for copper, iron, manganese, pH and sulfate were made by Kennecott in its 1989 mining permit application. Predictions for aluminum, calcium and 
cadmium were made in 1997. All predictions pertained only to wells within the backfi lled pit (CD 125-7 and CD 125-8).

5  Some of the reported values came from split samples sent by the DNR to the State Laboratory of Hygiene in Madison, WI and others from samples sent by Kennecott to a 
private laboratory, Northern Lake Service of Crandon, WI. Acidity (pH) was measured in the fi eld.

6  Although the MCL for copper was not exceeded in this well, the PAL of 130 mcg/l was exceeded by a factor of 3.5 in MW-1013B and 6.2 in MW-1014B.
7  Measured in a sample collected from MW-1000PR in October 1992.
8  Measured in a sample collected from MW-1015B in October 2001 (eleven months after the mine was drilled). While not a true pre-mine baseline measurement, the reported 
value can be used to put subsequent measurements into perspective.

9  In the case of the Flambeau Mine, the DNR specifi ed that manganese levels at the compliance boundary could not exceed 90 mcg/l in overburden, 360 mcg/l in shallow 
Precambrian wells and 230 mcg/l in deep Precambrian wells. The standard MCL value for manganese (50 mcg/l) was not used because baseline manganese levels in the 
groundwater at the Flambeau Mine site already exceeded that value. 

Promises Broken: Groundwater Pollution Levels Predicted by Kennecott vs. What Is Really 
Happening at the Flambeau Mine Site

Table 125-4. There is a big discrepancy between the levels of groundwater pollution that Kennecott predicted for the Flambeau Mine site and
what has happened, to date. Highlighted sections of the table represent violations of either Kennecott’s promises or Wisconsin’s drinking water
standards [Data on file with the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources in Madison, Wisconsin, 2005 (CD 125-2)].
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Location of Well or Nest of 
Wells1 Well Number

Depth 
(feet)

Parameter2 

Manganese Sulfate Iron Copper

Between backfi lled pit and river 1000R 16 Well Dry Well Dry Well Dry Well Dry

Between backfi lled pit and river 1000PR 55 Violation3, 4 Violation Violation4 OK

Close to where ore crusher was 
located and high sulfur waste rock 
was stored

1001 33 No Data No Data No Data No Data

1001G 5 No Data No Data No Data No Data

1001P 95 No Data No Data No Data No Data

In gravel pit located in northwest 
quadrant of mine site

1002 16 OK OK OK OK

1002G 52 OK OK OK OK

Between backfi lled pit and where 
low sulfur waste rock was stored

1003 40 Well Dry Well Dry Well Dry Well Dry

1003P 86 Well Dry Well Dry Well Dry Well Dry

Between southwest section of 
backfi lled pit and where settling 
ponds were located

1004 13 Well Dry Well Dry Well Dry Well Dry

1004S 36 OK OK OK OK

1004P 87 OK4 OK OK4 OK

Between Highway 27 and where 
high sulfur waste rock was stored

1005 18 Violation4 OK Violation4 OK

1005S 50 Violation4 OK Violation4 OK

1005P 91 Violation4 OK OK4 OK

Between backfi lled pit and river 1010P 110 Violation4 OK OK OK

Southwest section of backfi lled pit 1013 24 Well Dry Well Dry Well Dry Well Dry

1013A 47 Well Dry Well Dry Well Dry Well Dry

1013B 86 Violation3 Violation OK6 OK7

1013C 202 Violation3 Violation Violation OK

Northeast section of backfi lled pit 1014 34 Well Dry Well Dry Well Dry Well Dry

1014A 64 Violation3 Violation OK6 OK

1014B 105 Violation3 Violation OK6 OK7

1014C 157 Violation3 Violation Violation OK

Western compliance boundary 1015A 63 OK OK OK OK

1015B 148 OK5 OK Violation OK
1  See Figure 125-1 for a map that shows where monitoring wells are located.
2  Data was obtained from Flambeau Mining Company’s 2005 Annual Report (CD 125-2).
3  The well is not only in violation of the usual and customary MCL for manganese (50 mcg/l), but also the special MCL that the DNR established for Kennecott’s mine site 
(Flambeau MCL for manganese = 230 mcg/l in deep Precambrian wells).

4  In 1992, before mining commenced, the following manganese and iron levels were recorded: (a) MW-1005: Manganese (520 mcg/l) and Iron (24 mg/l); (b) MW-1005S: 
Manganese (220 mcg/l) and Iron (4.1 mg/l); (c) MW-1005P: Manganese (100 mcg/l) and Iron (1.2 mg/l); (d) MW-1000PR: Manganese (820 mcg/l) and Iron (0.8 mg/l); 
(e) MW-1010P: Manganese (150 mcg/l) and Iron (<0.05 mg/l); and (f) MW-1004P: Manganese (140 mcg/l) and Iron (0.39 mg/l). So any MCL violations cannot be solely 
attributed to mining.

5  Even though the manganese level reported in MW-1015B in July 2005 (140 mcg/l) did not exceed the Flambeau MCL of 230 mcg/l, the well did violate the MCL standard in 
January 2003 (440 mcg/l) and October of 2003 (290 mcg/l).

6  It is unclear if MW-1013B, MW-1014A and MW-1014B were in violation of the MCL for iron (0.3mg/l) in July of 2005, because the laboratory results were reported as 
“<0.33 mg/l.”

7  Even though the MCL of 1,300 mcg/l for copper has not been exceeded, the July 2005 copper levels reported in MW-1013B (400 mcg/l) and MW-1014B (560 mcg/l) are 
signifi cantly higher than the baseline values of 10-31 mcg/l measured in deep Precambrian wells.

Status of the Monitoring Wells at the Flambeau Mine Site as of July 2005: Which Ones Were Still Dry 
and Which Ones Were in Violation of Select MCL Standards

Table 125-5. As of July 2005, most of the monitoring wells at the Flambeau Mine site were either dry or contained water too polluted to drink.
Unfortunately, Wisconsin’s weak mining laws do not call for the enforcement of MCL standards within the mine’s 1,200-foot compliance bound-
ary [Data on file with the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources in Madison, Wisconsin, 2005 (CD 125-2)].
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MW-1014B registered a level of 440 mcg/l. To put
things into perspective, the MCL for nickel is 100
mcg/l, and the highest level recorded at the mine site
prior to mining was 67 mcg/l (in the overburden).
The whole thing makes me wonder what other prob-
lems might be uncovered at the mine site, if only the
DNR were to do its job and look.

Before I bring this part of my story to a close, there
is one more point I would like to make, and it has to
do with Wisconsin’s weak mining laws. Take a look at
the last column of Table 125-4 and the entire body of
information contained in Table 125-5. Both tables
highlight the fact that not only have the predicted lev-
els of pollutants in the groundwater at the mine site
been exceeded, but so, too, have state and federal
drinking water standards. Unfortunately, however,
because of Wis. Stat. 160.19(12) and NR 182.075,
the mining company is not bound by MCL standards
unless the pollution extends beyond the mine’s 1,200-
foot compliance boundary (Figure 125-1). That’s why,
to this day, Kennecott can continue to brag about how
its mining operation in Rusk County is in compliance
with Wisconsin’s “tough” environmental regulations.
The company was given an exemption to any law it was
likely to break.

MW-1000PR—The Well to Watch (for
the Next 4,000 Years!)
With all the monitoring wells that have been drilled
at the mine site, you might be wondering which one
in particular is the most critical to watch. In my opin-
ion, it’s MW-1000PR. The reason I say so is because it
is located in the 140-foot wide sliver of bedrock that
separates the backfilled mine pit from the Flambeau
River (Figure 125-1). And what makes the well espe-
cially interesting is the fact that it is located in frac-
tured bedrock. By Kennecott’s own admission, the
contaminated water that has started to show up in
MW-1000PR is representative of what is moving
directly into the Flambeau River from the backfilled
pit.

When I first heard that one of the monitoring wells
at the mine site was located in fractured bedrock, I
didn’t know what to make of it. You see, when Ed May
came to town to make his pitch for the mine in the
1970s, we of course told him that we were concerned
about how the mine might pollute the Flambeau
River. He responded by telling us that we had nothing
to worry about because the rock between the pro-
posed pit and river was like a solid wall and that noth-
ing would be able to get through it. I can still see May

standing there, reassuring us that the Flambeau River
would be fully protected.

I didn’t trust what May told us in the 1970s, but
Kennecott kept insisting throughout the mining
years that the bedrock was solid. In fact, while the
mine was in operation, there was even a plaque on
the walkway leading up to the viewing center that
said, “The Flambeau mine is separated from the
Flambeau River by a 140-foot rock pillar stronger
than the Hoover Dam” (Figure 125-5).

That was the last I heard about the “solid wall” of
rock next to the Flambeau River until late 2003, when
Laura and I sat down to start working on this chapter
of our book. We needed more information about the
monitoring wells at the mine site and the predictions
that Kennecott had made regarding changes in
groundwater quality. So we did an open records
request of the DNR (CD 125-4). One of the docu-
ments we received from the department was a copy of
the mining company’s 2000 annual report on the
Flambeau Mine. You can imagine how shocked we
were to read the following (CD 125-27):

At the Flambeau site, regional groundwater gener-
ally flows from east/northeast to west/southwest.
The Flambeau River to the west of the pit acts as a
regional boundary for the discharge of groundwater
flowing in the vicinity of the pit … During opera-
tions, localized groundwater in the immediate vicin-
ity of the pit flowed into the pit, where it was
pumped out and treated. In addition, water from the
Flambeau River was drawn into the dewatered pit
through fractured Precambrian bedrock that
formed the western wall …

MW-1000PR shows an increase in conductivity,
alkalinity, hardness, iron, manganese, sulfate and
total dissolved solids. This increase is consistent with
the original conceptual model developed at the time
of permitting. MW-1000PR is screened within a
weathered and highly fractured schist with dis-
seminated pyrite that forms a strong hydraulic
connection to the backfill. As the system has
recovered, pore water has begun migrating
through this fracture zone from the backfill
toward the Flambeau River and MW 1000PR. As
such, this well is expected to yield water quality
data and trends that are in fact similar to the
backfill pore water quality …

As the groundwater system fully recovers, the gra-
dient between the backfilled pit and river will
increase, leading to a greater flux of pore water
to the river.

Wow! It sounded like there was a clear pathway for
contaminants to get from the backfilled pit into the
Flambeau River and that MW-1000PR was sitting in
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the middle of it, tapping into the flow. All I could
conclude was that either: (1) Ed May had lied to us
about the “solid wall” of rock next to the river; or (2)
the Hoover Dam had a lot of big cracks. I guess you
know which explanation I picked.

The whole thing really burned me up. But the more
I thought about it, I wondered if perhaps the bedrock
had become fractured in the 1990s when all the blast-
ing took place at the mine site. Maybe it really had
been like a solid wall when Ed May made his claim.
But, no! As part of our open records request, Laura
and I also received a “Model Output Summary” that
had been submitted by Kennecott to the DNR in 1989
as part of the company’s mining permit application.
Here is an excerpt (CD 125-7):

Under [expected] conditions, all of the groundwater
flowing through the Type II waste rock in the
reclaimed pit will exit the pit through the
Precambrian rock in the river pillar and flow
directly into the bed of the Flambeau River.

Since this flow path is very short and occurs
entirely within fractured crystalline rock, there
will be little if any dispersion or retardation of the
dissolved constituents in the groundwater. The dis-
solved constituents that will be added to the back-
ground crystalline groundwater by the Type II
material in the pit will be copper, manganese, iron
and sulfate. Since there will be no dispersion, dilu-
tion or retardation in the river pillar, the concen-
trations of these constituents in the groundwater
leaving the pit will be the same as the concentra-
tions entering the river bed.

So Kennecott and the DNR had known before any
blasting took place that the bedrock was fractured
and contaminants from the backfilled pit would have

a straight shot to the Flambeau River. Neither Ed May
nor the department had an alibi.

The whole thing raised two questions in my mind.
First off, why hadn’t the DNR told the public about
the fractured bedrock? And secondly, why did the
department approve Kennecott’s permit, knowing
that the integrity of the bedrock next to the river was
compromised? By all accounts, the department had
acted like it was “more the handmaiden of the mining
company than of the people of the State of
Wisconsin.” Those were the words I had first spoken
to DNR Secretary Tony Earl in 1976, regarding an
entirely different matter related to Kennecott. But
time and time again, the DNR’s behavior fit the same
mold.

I might add that the information about the frac-
tured bedrock between the mine pit and Flambeau
River was just the tip of the iceberg in terms of dis-
turbing information contained in Kennecott’s “Model
Output Summary.” Laura and I were truly shocked to
find out that Kennecott had predicted in 1989 that the
pollution caused by the Flambeau Mine was going to
last for more than 4,000 years! That’s right—4,000
years. You can see for yourself by looking at Figure
125-6, a chart that was buried within the mining
company’s permit application. I had never seen this
information until 2003, when Laura and I made our
open records request of the DNR.

The chart lists the concentrations of sulfate, man-
ganese, iron and copper that Kennecott predicted for
the water within the backfilled pit and how long it
would take for those levels to return to normal. As
discussed earlier, Kennecott predicted that man-
ganese levels would initially increase to no higher
than 522 mcg/l, iron would top off at 320 mcg/l and
copper would reach a level of 14 mcg/l. And under
those conditions, the mining company predicted it
would take over 4,000 years for the levels to drop
back to baseline. But, as you know, manganese levels
within the backfilled pit really reached 42,000 mcg/l
(MW-1013B; Apr-05), iron levels rose to 14,000 mcg/l
(MW-1014C; Jul-99), and copper levels exceeded 800
mcg/l (MW-1014B; Feb-99)—and we don’t even
know if those are maximum levels. Perhaps they will
spike even higher in the future! How many more years
of pollution will be added onto the predicted 4,000
because of Kennecott’s miscalculation?

All I can say is this: The groundwater quality at the
Flambeau Mine site has been destroyed forever.

It was both asinine and arrogant for Kennecott to
think it had the right to cause a mess of such vast pro-
portions that it would persist for over 4,000 years.

Figure 125-5. This plaque was located on the walkway leading up to
the viewing center at the Flambeau Mine site. It demonstrates how
Kennecott blatantly misled the public about the integrity of the
bedrock between the mine pit and river (Photo by Kira Henschel of
Madison, WI, circa 1995).
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That looks like a long time to me. It takes us back to
the time of the pyramids, 2,000 years before Christ. In
fact, it’s longer than any civilization we studied in his-
tory class. And in 4,000 years, the United States will
be history as well. The DNR talks about how mining
companies are responsible for their mine sites “in per-
petuity.” But does anyone really think that the
Kennecott dynasty will last longer than, say, the Ming
Dynasty?

In 4,000 years, if people still exist, they will walk
over the land that is now Rusk County, and who
knows what kinds of health problems they will
encounter because of the mess that Kennecott buried
next to the Flambeau River.

What bothers me almost as much as the thousands
of years of pollution predicted by Kennecott is the fact
that the DNR did not tell us about it—just like depart-
ment officials failed to tell us about the fractured
bedrock next to the Flambeau River. I suppose they fig-
ured the Master Hearning was going to be tough
enough for Kennecott without adding more fuel to the
fire and that the explosive information would serve as
a rallying call for even greater opposition to the project.
That’s why I believe the DNR’s Larry Lynch, Charles
Hammer, Robert Ramharter, Bill Tans, Ken Markart,

and Gordon Reinke failed to bring up the information
at any of the public meetings.

Sure, some might argue that we could have found
out the information for ourselves by going through
the documents submitted by Kennecott to the DNR as
part of the permitting process. But that would not
have been an easy thing to do. You may recall how
Kennecott bragged about the 12-foot high stack of
reports the company had put together in support of its
mining application (Figure 73-1). And the informa-
tion about the 4,000-year time frame for pollution
was contained on page 28 of Appendix L of one of
those documents in the stack.

It wasn’t the public’s job to dig through Kennecott’s
reports to unearth the most critical facts about the
project. It was the the DNR’s job to do so and to dis-
seminate the information to the public. If the depart-
ment officials had been worth anything, they would
have shown us that obscure chart from Kennecott’s
“Model Output Summary” about the 4,000 years of
pollution. But they did not. It’s just one more example
of how the DNR failed to carry out its public trust
responsibility.

The question that remains now is, “What can we do
to hold Kennecott accountable for the pollution at the
mine site?” And that is what brings me back to MW-
1000PR. Since the pollution levels within the back-
filled pit are much higher than predicted, and since
one of the pathways by which the contaminants are
entering the Flambeau River is through the fractured
bedrock where MW-1000PR is located, the levels of
pollution within MW-1000PR can be used to help
make the case to the public and the courts that
Kennecott has violated the conditions of its permit and
broken its promise to protect the Flambeau River.

For example, MW-1000PR registered a manganese
level of 4,800 mcg/l in February of 1999 and 5,600
mcg/l just a few months later. There is no doubt the
pollutants within the pit are going straight into the
river—and the same situation will exist for at least
the next 4,000 years.

Another interesting thing about MW-1000PR is
that it is, by Kennecott’s own definition, an “interven-
tion boundary well” (CD 125-17). That means it
should be subject to the PAL standards established in
1985 as part of Chapter NR 140 of the Wisconsin
Administrative Code (see Table 125-1 for a list of PAL
standards). You may recall that the requirement for
the DNR to establish an “intervention boundary” for
any metallic mine permitted in Wisconsin came with
the enactment of NR 182.075(1)(c)3 in 1982. So the
Flambeau Mine, which was permitted in 1989, is

Figure 125-6. When Kennecott applied for its mining permit in
1989, the company predicted that pollution would persist in the
groundwater leaving the backfilled pit for over 4,000 years.
Unfortunately, the DNR did not make a point of sharing this informa-
tion with the public. See CD 125-7 for more information (Mining
Permit Application for the Flambeau Mine, 1989).
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definitely subject to the requirement. It doesn’t matter
that the DNR officials shirked their responsibility to
draw an official intervention boundary for the
Flambeau Mine at the time of the Master Hearing (CD
125-15). As discussed earlier, the normal location for
such a boundary would be 150 feet from the outer
edge of the backfilled pit, so that is where we should
assume it’s located—except for in the sliver of land
between the backfilled pit and the Flambeau River,
where the boundary should be drawn to include the
location of Kennecott’s self-described “intervention
boundary well,” MW-1000PR.

So have any PAL standards been violated at the
Flambeau Mine’s intervention boundary? You bet! As
of October 2003, here were some of the high points
(or rather low points) regarding the water quality in
MW-1000PR (CD 125-34):
� Manganese levels were 3,100 mcg/l (3–4 times

higher than baseline, 13 times higher than the
lenient MCL of 230 mcg/l adopted by the DNR for
the compliance boundary at the Flambeau Mine
site and 26 times higher than the corresponding
PAL of 115 mcg/l);

� Iron levels were 6,500 mcg/l (8–10 times higher

than baseline, 22 times higher than the MCL and
43 times higher than the PAL);

� Sulfate levels were 350 mg/l (29–35 times higher
than baseline, 1.4 times higher than the MCL and
2.8 times higher than the PAL);

� Total Dissolved Solids measured 810 mg/l (4–6
times higher than baseline and 4–5 times higher
than the PAL);

� Conductivity was 1,040 µmhos/cm (4–5 times
higher than baseline and 2.5 times higher than the
PAL);

� Hardness was 560 mg/l (5–7 times higher than
baseline and 3 times higher than the PAL);

� Calcium levels were 170 mg/l (8 times higher than
baseline and 3–4 times higher than the PAL); and

� The pH measurement was 6.2 (0.7–2.2 units lower
than baseline measurements made in 1991 and
1992, which meant the acidity of the water had
increased by anywhere from 5 to 160 times and
exceeded the PAL by up to 2.2 times).

Because MW-1000PR is such an important well to
watch in terms of PAL violations, Laura and I have

In December of 2003 I did an open records request of the
DNR and asked Larry Lynch, “Where in the statutes does it
say that a mining company is responsible for the care of its
mine site in perpetuity?” And this is what he said (CD 125-4):

Long-term liability for mining facilities is addressed in two
separate sections of the statutes. I have enclosed copies of
the pertinent sections of the statutes for your reference.
First, in regard to a mining waste facility, s. 289.41(1m)(c)
establishes that the owner’s responsibility for long-term
care of a waste site does not terminate. In addition, s.
289.41(1m)(b)2m provides that the owner of a mining
waste site must maintain proof of responsibility and may
only terminate that proof as provided in s. 289.41(1m)(g).
That particular section describes a process whereby the
owner may petition to be released from the requirement
after a minimum of 40 years. The owner may be released
from the requirement to maintain proof only if the owner
can demonstrate that maintenance of the proof is not
needed to protect human health or the environment.

Section 107.32 also addresses liability of mining companies
for “damages or mining related injuries.” That section states
that the company remains liable regardless of changes of
ownership or sale or restructuring of the company.

So there you have it from the horse’s mouth. And I don’t buy

any of it as really holding the mining company responsible
“in perpetuity.” I discussed my thoughts on Wis. Stat. 107.32
in an earlier chapter. And in terms of Wis. Stat. 289.41(1m),
let me say this: Forty years is not a very long time to require a
mining company to maintain a bond as proof of financial
responsibility. You see, problems with acid mine drainage do
not always show up quickly and could very well manifest
after the forty-year bonding period has expired. And once the
bond is released, it’s likely that any attempt to hold the com-
pany responsible for pollution will end up in the courts. 

Another problem with Wis. Stat. 289.41(1m) is that it
appears to be in direct conflict with NR 182.17(2)(b) and
(10)(a). As discussed in Chapter 34 of my story, those rules
state that a mining company is responsible for the long-term
care of its waste dump for only “30 years after closure” and
that the company can apply to the DNR for “early termina-
tion” of its responsibilities once the facility has been closed
for only ten years! That’s a little bit shy of being held respon-
sible for any problems “in perpetuity,” don’t you think?

No matter how you look at it, Wisconsin’s mining laws and
rules make it very easy for a mining company to avert
responsibility for cleaning up environmental messes that may
show up years after the mine has closed. And as a result, the
financial burden has been shifted to the American taxpayer.

Is Kennecott Really Responsible for the Flambeau Mine Site in Perpetuity?
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included comprehensive tables of data for that par-
ticular well at the end of our book (Appendix A) and
on the book’s CD-ROM (CD 125-34). The tables
include not only the values I just showed you, but
measurements taken over a 14-year time period
(1991–2005).

With all the truly significant violations of PAL stan-
dards in MW-1000PR at the mine site, you might be
wondering how the DNR has responded to the situa-
tion, to date. As you know, NR 140.24(4) and NR
140.24(5) outline a series of actions that may be taken
by the department when PAL violations occur, and NR
182.075(1s)(b) specifically states that the department
“may not approve a ‘no action’ response under s. NR
140.24(5).” Unfortunately, however, that’s exactly
what the department has done—nothing.

I am getting a bit old for this, but I hope that some
of you, my dear readers, will decide to take Kennecott
and the DNR to court over the matter. Otherwise the
unchecked actions of Kennecott, coupled with the
inaction of the DNR, may lead to the demise of the
Flambeau River. It’s as simple as that.

I might add that there are other monitoring wells at
the Flambeau Mine site besides MW-1000PR that are
important to watch in terms of groundwater pollution.
In particular, I’m concerned about the following:
� MW-1013, 1013A, 1013B, 1013C, 1014, 1014A,

1014B and 1014C: These are the wells within the
backfilled pit, where all the pollution is brewing;

� MW-1005, 1005P and 1005S: These wells draw on
groundwater that is upgradient from the backfilled
pit, so they have the potential to serve as a sort of
control for the wells within or downgradient from
the backfilled pit. Indeed, in its reports to the DNR,
Kennecott has routinely referred to the 1005 series
of wells as “reference wells.” One note of caution,
however, is that these wells were drilled very close
to where the high sulfur waste rock was stored
(within 175 feet of the stockpile), which could
compromise their integrity as controls.

� MW-1015A and 1015B: These wells are located
along the western “compliance boundary” for the
mine and might be catching some of the polluted
groundwater leaving the backfilled pit. It’s impor-
tant to watch these wells, because once MCL limits
are exceeded at the compliance boundary,
Kennecott will have no excuse—the company will
be in violation of the law.

It is interesting to note, however, that as of October
2003, MW-1015B was in violation of the MCL stan-
dards for iron (the reported level was 670 mcg/l,

as compared to the MCL of 300 mcg/l) and man-
ganese (the reported level was 290 mcg/l as com-
pared to the customary MCL of 50 mcg/l and the
more lenient MCL of 230 mcg/l for deep
Precambrian wells that the DNR adopted for
Kennecott’s project). Unfortunately, however, to
the best of my knowledge, neither Kennecott nor
the DNR did anything about the violations.

For those of you who are interested in seeing more
data from the monitoring wells at the Flambeau Mine
site, I refer you to the CD-ROM that accompanies the
book. There you will find tables of data similar to the
one in Appendix A. The tables include values reported
for twenty-nine different parameters in seven differ-
ent wells, including MW-1000PR (CD 125-34), MW-
1004P (CD 125-35), MW-1005 (CD 125-36),
MW-1005P (CD 125-37), MW-1010P (CD 125-38),
MW-1013B (CD 125-39), MW-1014B (CD 125-40)
and MW-1015B (CD 125-41). You will also find a
blank table with each CD exhibit so you can keep
adding onto each table as more data becomes avail-
able from the DNR.

And for those of you who are interested in not only
looking at the raw numbers associated with the pollu-
tion at the Flambeau Mine site, but learning about the
potential health risks, I refer you to a little story on
the following page entitled “So What Will Those
Heavy Metals Do to You?”

I don’t know for how many more years Kennecott
will be collecting data from the monitoring wells at the
mine site. You see, the mining company submitted
what is called a Notice of Completion (NOC) to the
DNR in September of 2001 regarding its reclamation
activities. And despite all the pollutants that had
already started to show up in the wells, the department
accepted Kennecott’s NOC, effective November 19,
2001. That, in turn, started the clock ticking on a
mandatory four-year monitoring period that had to
take place before the DNR could consider issuing
Kennecott a Certificate of Completion (CC) for reclaim-
ing the site. The clock ran out in November of 2005,
but as my book goes to print, the certificate still has not
been issued (apparently because of some problems
with wetland pollution at the mine site that I will tell
you about later). At any rate, once a Certificate of
Completion is issued to Kennecott, it is my understand-
ing that the mine’s dump will be considered officially
closed. That, in turn, will start a new clock ticking that
will ultimately allow Kennecott to shed its responsibil-
ity for long-term care of the mine site. As discussed 
on the previous page, NR 182.17(2)(b) states, “An
owner of an approved mining waste facility shall be
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When Laura told a friend of hers that the Maximum Con-
taminant Level (MCL) for manganese had been exceeded by
183 times in a monitoring well at the Flambeau Mine site, the
response she got was a look of shock and the following
question: “What would that do to you?” It got Laura thinking
about how it was important for our book to not only mention
the numbers that go with the PAL and MCL violations at the
Flambeau Mine site, but the associated health risks.

Before talking about the symptoms of heavy metal poison-
ing, I need to point out that the MCL system put in place by
state and federal officials to protect the public from expo-
sure to harmful levels of pollutants is seriously flawed. To
demonstrate what I mean, let me introduce you to a new
term: Maximum Contaminant Level Goal (MCLG). It’s
defined by the federal government as “the maximum level of
a contaminant in drinking water at which no known or antic-
ipated adverse effect on the health of persons would occur,
and which allows an adequate margin of safety.” Once an
MCLG is established for a given contaminant, the govern-
ment then sets the MCL (the enforceable standard) “as
close to the MCLG as feasible … taking cost into considera-
tion” (CD 125-42). In other words, if it costs too much to
protect the public, to hell with it!

I might add that there are a lot of contaminants for which
MCLGs and MCLs have not even been established by the
government. As pointed out in a very informative report by
an organization called the Environmental Working Group,
“[Out of] 260 contaminants found in the nation’s tap water,
more than half have no safety standards” (CD 125-43).
Another problem with the whole MCL system is that MCLs
(which pertain to drinking water only) do not necessarily
translate into levels that are safe for aquatic life in lakes and
streams. For example, the MCL for copper in groundwater is
1,300 mcg/l, but surface water levels exceeding 7 mcg/l
have been shown to be harmful to fish. That’s quite a dis-
crepancy, especially considering the fact that lakes and
streams are fed by groundwater!

At any rate, it’s a given that once an MCL is exceeded in
drinking water, human health is at risk. And it’s also reason-
able to assume that if an MCL is exceeded, for example, by
five times, there is a greater chance of seeing health-related
problems than if the value had doubled or tripled. But the
question still remains: What would that do to you? 

On the following two pages you will find a list of medical
problems that have been associated with a number of heavy
metals known or assumed to be present in the groundwater
at the Flambeau Mine site (Table 125-6). To date, not all of
these metals have shown up in levels that warrant concern,
and perhaps some of them never will (it could take decades
for the acid mine drainage problem at the Flambeau Mine

site to become full-blown, and it’s anyone’s guess as to how
high the individual contaminant levels will go). But all of the
metals listed in the table were detected in the groundwater
at the mine site prior to mining (most of them in small
amounts, with the exception of a few isolated wells that reg-
istered high levels of manganese and/or iron). And now that
the sulfide waste rock from the mine has been crushed up
and shoved back into the unlined pit, each of these metals
has an even greater potential to get into the groundwater
and cause health-related problems. 

Most of the information included in Table 125-6 was
gleaned from the web page of the Agency for Toxic
Substances and Disease Registry (CD 125-44). The agency,
which goes by the acronym of ATSDR, is part of the United
States Department of Health and Human Services. The chart
also includes information from the web pages of the Linus
Pauling Institute at Oregon State University (CD 125-45)
and the United States Environmental Protection Agency (CD
125-42). 

As you go through the table of information, please keep the
following statement from ATSDR in mind (CD 125-44):

The effects of exposure to any hazardous substance depend
on the dose, the duration, how you are exposed, personal
traits and habits, and whether other chemicals are present.

In other words, even if a heavy metal is not present in drink-
ing water in large enough amounts to cause an immediate
and severe reaction (like a complete shut-down of the kid-
neys), the day-after-day exposure that comes from drinking
contaminated water may eventually take a toll along the
same lines (instead of acute kidney failure, a person might
develop chronic kidney disease). What’s more, the various
metals present in polluted groundwater may serve as cata-
lysts for each other, accelerating the development of health-
related problems. Also keep in mind that both the young
and elderly as well as people with certain existing health
problems may be more susceptible than the average adult
to being poisoned by the heavy metals they ingest.

The whole thing is very complicated, and I am not trying to
say that anyone who drinks the polluted water at the
Flambeau Mine site is going to come down with the ail-
ments listed in Table 125-6. I am just trying to highlight the
potential health risks associated with the various metals
found in the toxic “soup” within the backfilled pit. I might
add that we may never know the full extent of the health
risks posed by the Flambeau Mine, since Kennecott isn’t
testing the groundwater for all of the metals of concern. For
example, no readings have been reported for aluminum,
cobalt or uranium. What a tragedy! How can you protect
yourself if you don’t even know what’s in the water?

So What Will Those Heavy Metals Do to You?
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Health Problems Associated with the Ingestion of Heavy Metals 
Metal  Potential Health Problem

Aluminum “Some studies show that people with Alzheimer’s disease have more aluminum than usual in their brains. We do not know 
whether aluminum causes the disease or whether the buildup of aluminum happens to people who already have the disease. 
Infants and adults who received large doses of aluminum as a treatment for another problem developed bone diseases, which 
suggests that aluminum may cause skeletal problems” (CD 125-44).

Cadmium “Eating food or drinking water with very high levels [of cadmium] severely irritates the stomach, leading to vomiting and 
diarrhea. Long-term exposure to lower levels of cadmium in air, food, or water leads to a buildup of cadmium in the kidneys 
and possible kidney disease. Other long-term effects are lung damage and fragile bones. Animals given cadmium in food or 
water had high blood pressure, iron-poor blood, liver disease, and nerve or brain damage. … The Department of Health and 
Human Services has determined that cadmium and cadmium compounds may reasonably be anticipated to be carcinogens” 
(CD 125-44).

Chromium “Ingesting large amounts of chromium(VI) can cause stomach upsets and ulcers, convulsions, kidney and liver damage, and 
even death. … The Department of Health and Human Services has determined that certain chromium(VI) compounds are 
known to cause cancer in humans” (CD 125-44).

Cobalt “Exposure to high levels of cobalt can result in lung and heart effects and dermatitis. Liver and kidney effects have also been 
observed in animals exposed to high levels of cobalt” (CD 125-44). 

Copper “More serious signs of acute copper toxicity include severe liver damage, kidney failure, coma, and death. Of more concern 
from a nutritional standpoint is the possibility of liver damage resulting from long-term exposure to lower doses of copper. 
In generally healthy individuals, doses of up to 10,000 mcg (10 mg) daily have not resulted in liver damage. … It should be 
noted that individuals with genetic disorders affecting copper metabolism (Wilson’s disease, Indian childhood cirrhosis, and 
idiopathic copper toxicosis) may be at risk of adverse effects of chronic copper toxicity at signifi cantly lower intake levels” (CD 
125-45). 

Iron The main concern regarding elevated iron levels in drinking water is not health-related, but rather aesthetic. Noticeable effects 
above the so-called “secondary MCL” include “rusty color; sediment; metallic taste; and reddish or orange staining” (CD-125-
42). Once the iron gets into rivers and lakes, however, it can be very toxic to fi sh (CD 125-46). 

Lead “The effects of lead are the same whether it enters the body through breathing or swallowing. The main target for lead toxicity 
is the nervous system, both in adults and children. … Lead exposure may also cause weakness in fi ngers, wrists, or ankles. … 
At high levels of exposure, lead can severely damage the brain and kidneys in adults or children and ultimately cause death. … 
The Department of Health and Human Services has determined that lead and lead compounds are reasonably anticipated to be 
human carcinogens” (CD 125-44). 

Manganese “Limited evidence suggests that high manganese intakes from drinking water may be associated with neurological symptoms 
similar to those of Parkinson’s disease. Severe neurological symptoms were reported in 25 people who drank water contami-
nated with manganese and probably other contaminants from dry cell batteries for 2–3 months. Water manganese levels were 
found to be 14 mg/liter almost 2 months after symptoms began and may have already been declining. … Due to the severe 
implications of manganese neurotoxicity, the Food and Nutrition Board of the Institute of Medicine has set very conservative 
upper levels of intake for manganese” (CD 125-1). 

“Some individuals exposed to very high levels of manganese for long periods of time in their work developed mental and emo-
tional disturbances and slow and clumsy body movements. This combination of symptoms is a disease called “manganism.” 
Workers usually do not develop symptoms of manganism unless they have been exposed to manganese for many months or 
years. Manganism occurs because too much manganese injures a part of the brain that helps control body movements” (CD 
125-44).

Mercury “The nervous system is very sensitive to all forms of mercury. … Exposure to high levels of metallic, inorganic, or organic 
mercury can permanently damage the brain, kidneys, and developing fetus. Effects on brain functioning may result in irritabil-
ity, shyness, tremors, changes in vision or hearing, and memory problems” (CD 125-44). 

Nickel “Many nickel compounds dissolve fairly easy in water and have a green color. … Workers who drank water containing high 
amounts of nickel had stomach ache and suffered adverse effects to their blood and kidneys. … The Department of Health and 
Human Services has determined that nickel metal may reasonably be anticipated to be a carcinogen and that nickel compounds 
are known human carcinogens” (CD 125-44).

Selenium “Short-term oral exposure to high concentrations of selenium may cause nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea. Chronic oral expo-
sure to high concentrations of selenium compounds can produce a disease called selenosis. The major signs of selenosis are 
hair loss, nail brittleness, and neurological abnormalities (such as numbness and other odd sensations in the extremities)” (CD 
125-44).
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responsible for the long-term care of the facility for 30
years after closure.” So if, for example, the DNR issues
a Certificate of Completion to Kennecott in 2006, that
means the mining company could be off the hook as
early as 2036.

Worse yet, if the DNR sees fit, that thirty-year
responsibility could be reduced to as little as ten
years, which means Kennecott could skip town as
early as 2016! As you know, NR 182.17(10)(a)
states, “The owner of an approved mining waste
facility may apply to the department for termination
of its responsibility for long-term care at any time
after the facility has been closed for at least 10
years.” Please be vigilant, my dear readers, so that
neither a Certificate of Completion nor an early ter-
mination of responsibility is granted to Kennecott.
You’ve seen the data. Kennecott must be required to
continue monitoring the site for many more years to
come and be held accountable for its flawed predic-
tions. In fact, the high levels of pollutants at the mine
site suggest that the DNR should require increased
monitoring of the site instead of allowing Kennecott
to cut back. And that leads me to the next topic of
discussion: the need to drill additional monitoring
wells at the mine site.

Kennecott’s Failure to Drill
Monitoring Wells at Critical Sites
Take a minute and go back to Figure 125-1 on page
1027 of my story. You will notice a heavy line drawn
around the mine site that marks the compliance
boundary for the project. And if you follow that line

and look closely on either side of it, you will also
notice that the only wells anywhere near the compli-
ance boundary are the MW-1002 and MW-1015 sets
of nested wells. Since the compliance boundary is the
only point at which a mining company is held legally
responsible for groundwater pollution, I fail to under-
stand why the DNR did not require more wells to be
drilled at various locations along the boundary. As
you know, MW-1015B has already registered pollu-
tant levels in excess of MCL standards, and it would
be helpful to know what is happening at other loca-
tions as well.

In particular, I’m concerned about the area across
the river and close to the southwestern compliance
boundary. Even though the groundwater from the
backfilled pit is headed in that general direction, no
monitoring wells have been drilled there at all.
Kennecott owns the land in question, commonly
known to those of us who live in Rusk County as the
Sisters’ farm. The name refers to the Catholic Sisters
in Ladysmith (the Sisters of Servants of Mary) who
once owned the property. For many years they
planted crops and raised a few cows and chickens
there. I don’t know who owned the land at the time
Kennecott bought it. But I would bet the mining com-
pany didn’t pay the owner anywhere near what it was
worth, especially considering the fact that the rich
gold vein mined on the east side of the river extends
under the river bed and across to the other side. At
any rate, I believe the groundwater on the Sisters’
farm needs to be tested and in fact should have been
tested from the very beginning, when the
Environmental Impact Statement was prepared.

Metal  Potential Health Problem

Silver “Exposure to high levels of silver for a long period of time may result in a condition called arygria, a blue-gray discoloration 
of the skin and other body tissues. Lower-level exposures to silver may also cause silver to be deposited in the skin and other 
parts of the body; however, this is not known to be harmful. Argyria is a permanent effect, but it appears to be a cosmetic 
problem that may not be otherwise harmful to health” (CD 125-44).

Uranium “All uranium mixtures (natural, depleted, and enriched) have the same chemical effect on your body. Large amounts of uranium 
can react with the tissues in your body and damage your kidneys. The radiation damage from exposure to high levels of natural 
or depleted uranium are not known to cause cancer, … [but] uranium can decay into other radioactive substances, such as 
radium, which can cause cancer if you are exposed to enough of them for a long enough period of time” (CD 125-44).

Zinc “Taking too much zinc into the body through food, water, or dietary supplements can also affect health. The levels of zinc that 
produce adverse health effects are much higher than the Recommended Dietary Allowances (RDAs) for zinc of 11 mg/day for 
men and 8 mg/day for women. If large doses of zinc (10–15 times higher than the RDA) are taken by mouth even for a short 
time, stomach cramps, nausea, and vomiting may occur. Ingesting high levels of zinc for several months may cause anemia, 
damage the pancreas, and decrease levels of high-density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol” (CD 125-44).

Table 125-6. The various heavy metals that are present in the crushed waste rock at the Flambeau Mine site could cause serious health
problems for the community, depending on how much of each metal is unleashed into the groundwater and Flambeau River by the chemical
reactions associated with acid mine drainage.
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Some, however, would not agree with me. You see,
I am told that no matter what side of a river you are
on, the direction of groundwater flow tends to be
toward the river and perpendicular to the river bank.
In the case of the Flambeau River, that means the
groundwater beneath the Sisters’ farm would be mov-
ing in the exact opposite direction to the groundwater
flow from the backfilled pit, with the two flows con-
verging beneath the river bed. If that’s the case, it
could be argued that none of the groundwater from
the backfilled pit would be able to cross over to the
other side of the river and contaminate the water table
beneath the Sisters’ farm. Apparently, that’s what
Kennecott wanted everyone to believe would happen,
as illustrated in a diagram included in the EIS (Figure
125-7). In technical terms, here is how the company
assessed the potential for contaminated groundwater
to reach the so-called “downgradient compliance
boundary” on the Sisters’ farm (CD 125-27):

As part of the permitting effort for the Flambeau
Project, assessments were completed to determine if
the reclaimed site would comply with permitted
groundwater quality standards at the compliance
boundary and protect surface water quality in the
Flambeau River. The original assessment relied on
predicted post-mining hydrologic conditions to con-
clude that the Flambeau River would act as a
hydrologic boundary for pore water migrating

from the pit backfill and that backfill pore water
would not migrate to the downgradient compliance
boundary. [emphasis added]

But no matter how you cut it, the mining company’s
prediction for what would happen to the groundwater
beneath the Sisters’ farm after the mine pit was back-
filled was no more than that—a prediction. And in my
opinion it was a shaky prediction. You see, the
Flambeau Mine was dug to a depth of about 220 feet,
but the Flambeau River is only about 3 to 5 feet deep
in the vicinity of the mine (the bottom of the pit was
approximately 890 feet above sea level and the river
bottom is about 1080 feet above sea level). Since the
backfilled pit is so much deeper than the river, could
the river still capture the groundwater moving toward
the river from the lower sections of the backfilled pit
where the high sulfur waste rock and sludge were
buried? Again, I’m no hydrogeologist, but it makes me
wonder. And I might add that I found it rather offen-
sive for Kennecott to refer to the Flambeau River as a
“hydrologic boundary” for the polluted water moving
out of the backfilled pit. That was just a nice way of
saying that the river was going to serve as a sewer for
the mining company’s toxic wastewater.

It’s also important to not lose sight of the fact that
Kennecott grossly underestimated the levels of pollu-
tants in the groundwater exiting the backfilled pit and
their rate of flow toward the river. The whole thing

Figure 125-7. Kennecott used this diagram to try to convince the public that polluted groundwater from the backfilled mine pit would not con-
taminate the groundwater table beneath the Sisters’ farm. Unfortunately, the diagram was not drawn to scale and gave the false impression that
the pit was only about a third as deep as it really was [Diagram adapted from a figure in the Final EIS for the Flambeau Mine (CD 125-47)].
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could be a set-up for significant pollution of the
groundwater table beneath the Sisters’ farm. And if
indeed that is the case and no monitoring wells are
drilled there, it will be impossible to hold the mining
company accountable. That’s why I believe a number
of monitoring wells should be drilled along the south-
western compliance boundary to confirm what is
really happening. A compliance boundary is just that:
a compliance boundary. And the mining company
should have to prove it is in compliance. It makes no
sense for Kennecott and the DNR to expect the public
to blindly accept that the mining company’s predic-
tions were accurate.

So how many nests of wells should be drilled along
the southwestern compliance boundary? It’s hard to
say for sure, because groundwater quality can vary
greatly from well to well, even when they are very
close to each other. For example, I have two wells on
my farm that are no more than 70 feet apart and
drilled to about the same depth. One of them supplies
very good drinking water, but the other one is rusty. I
don’t mean to suggest that Kennecott should be
required to drill a monitoring well every 70 feet along
the southwestern compliance boundary. But surely
having a nest of wells every 200 to 300 feet would be
reasonable.

The southern compliance boundary (from the east
bank of the Flambeau River to Highway 27) should be
monitored as well. In particular, I’d like to see a nest
of wells drilled close to where the compliance bound-
ary intersects the river bank and then every 200 to
300 feet between the river bank and the highway. It’s
important to monitor the area south of the mine site
because, as you will see shortly, contaminated runoff
from where the mine’s ore crusher, rail spur, high sul-
fur waste rock stockpile and surge pond were located
has started to make its way to the Flambeau River via
a small creek known as Stream-C. The creek origi-
nates northeast of where the surge pond was located,
runs in a southwesterly direction toward the
Flambeau River and cuts across the southern compli-
ance boundary.

And as long as we are talking about the areas where
the ore crusher, rail spur, surge pond and high sulfur
waste rock stockpile were located, take a close look at
Figure 125-1 to see something truly remarkable. No
monitoring wells at all were drilled in those areas,
with the exception of the MW-1001 and MW-1005
nests! And it gets even worse. Despite the fact that the
MW-1001 nest was drilled sometime in the late
1980s, Kennecott has failed to include any groundwa-
ter quality data from these particular wells in its

annual reports to the DNR. You can see for yourself by
going to CD 125-2, which includes historical ground-
water results reported by Kennecott to the DNR
between 1991 and 2005.

It’s time for the DNR to require Kennecott to start
reporting groundwater quality data from the MW-
1001 nest. And if for some reason the wells within the
nest are nonfunctional, new ones should be drilled at
the same location. After all, this is an area where sig-
nificant pollution might exist because of its proximity
to where the ore crusher and rail spur were located.

Besides getting the MW-1001 nest up and running,
I’d like to see Kennecott drill four or five additional
nests of wells to monitor what’s going on with the
groundwater directly beneath and adjacent to the
areas where the high sulfur waste rock stockpile, ore
crusher, runoff pond and surge pond were located.
Some might argue that since these areas were pro-
tected by liners during the mining years, there should
be nothing to worry about. But as you will see shortly,
Kennecott had all kinds of problems with liner tears—
and soil samples collected in the vicinity of the rail
spur and industrial outlot (right next to where the
lined facilities were located) have shown significantly
elevated levels of copper and sulfur. The public
deserves to know how effective Kennecott’s liners
really were at protecting the groundwater table in the
southeastern corner of the mine site, and the only
way to do that is by drilling additional wells.

Monitoring the groundwater along the western
compliance boundary of the mine site needs to be
beefed up as well. Take a look once more at Figure
125-1, and you will notice that there is only one nest
of wells (MW-1015) along that section of the bound-
ary, despite the fact that: (a) the western compliance
boundary stretches for more than 2,200 feet from the
east bank of the river to Blackberry Lane; and (b) the
groundwater that is moving toward the western com-
pliance boundary (on its way to the Flambeau River)
may be tainted with pollutants from the mine’s set-
tling ponds and low sulfur waste rock stockpile, as
well as the backfilled pit.

The failure of the DNR to require Kennecott to drill
a series of wells along the western compliance
boundary is inexcusable, especially considering the
fact that there were no liners beneath the low sulfur
waste rock stockpile or the two 1.4-acre settling
ponds that received stormwater runoff from the pile.
I suppose the company officials figured that if they
branded the waste rock “low sulfur,” no one would
worry about it. But as you know, the term “low sul-
fur” is a misnomer. If Kennecott had really wanted to
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prove the waste rock was innocuous, the company
should have periodically tested the runoff in the two
settling ponds for acid and heavy metals and
reported the results to the DNR. The sediment in the
bottom of the ponds, which apparently was left in
place at the end of mining, should have been tested
as well. As far as I know, however, no such data was
ever reported. At any rate, it is absolutely critical that
wells be drilled along the full length of the western
compliance boundary (every 200 to 300 feet) as well
as where the low sulfur waste rock stockpile and set-
tling ponds were located. How can we protect the
Flambeau River if we are kept in the dark regarding
the extent of pollution in the groundwater moving
toward the river?

I have one more point I would like to make about
the compliance boundary for the Flambeau Mine.
According to NR 182.075(1)(b)1, the compliance
boundary “shall be 1,200 feet from the outer waste
boundary … or at the boundary of property owned or
leased by the applicant, whichever distance is less”
[emphasis added]. Since the mine site butts up to the
Flambeau River, and since the waters of the Flambeau
River belong to the public and not the mining company,
the southwestern compliance boundary for the
Flambeau Mine really should have been drawn along
the eastern bank of the Flambeau River instead of
across the river on the Sisters’ farm. The DNR’s decision
to, in effect, treat the Flambeau River as if it belonged
to the mining company, needs to be revisited. And if the
department is not willing to do so, we need to get the
courts involved. At a bare minimum, the mining com-
pany must be required to drill additional nests of mon-
itoring wells along the eastern river bank—perhaps
one nest every 100 feet along the stretch of river
between the two points where the existing compliance
boundary intersects the river. After all, the river bank is
the “last stop” before the polluted water from the mine
site enters the Flambeau River. And once those wells
are drilled, we must also insist that the DNR treat them
as compliance boundary wells and hold Kennecott
accountable for any violations of MCL standards. It’s
the only way to protect the river.

In closing, let me say this: I am tired of seeing
hardly any groundwater quality data from: (a) loca-
tions along the Flambeau Mine’s compliance bound-
ary; (b) locations within the mine site that were
especially prone to contamination; and (c) locations
along the eastern bank of the Flambeau River. It’s like
the DNR has adopted a “don’t ask, don’t tell” policy on
the groundwater pollution at the mine site (Figure
125-21). And it’s time for that policy to be changed.

Kennecott’s Miscalculation of the
Rate of Groundwater Flow from the
Backfilled Mine Pit into the
Flambeau River
Not only did Kennecott underestimate the levels of
pollutants in the groundwater exiting the backfilled
mine pit and skimp on the number of monitoring
wells at the mine site, but the mining company also
miscalculated how fast the contaminated groundwa-
ter would be entering the Flambeau River.

The calculations I am about to show you were done
by John Coleman of the Great Lakes Indian Fish and
Wildlife Commission (GLIFWC) in August of 2001. As
mentioned earlier, the Flambeau Mine site is located
within the ceded territory of the Lake Superior
Ojibwe, so GLIFWC has a real interest in monitoring
the effects of the mine on the Flambeau River (Figure
125-8). That’s why Coleman was directed by the
Commission to review the environmental data avail-
able for the mine and issue a report.

Coleman found that a number of things appeared
to be going wrong at the mine site, including
Kennecott’s prediction of the rate of groundwater
flow from the backfilled mine pit to the river. As a
result, GLIFWC’s executive administrator, James
Schlender, sent a letter of concern along with a copy
of Coleman’s report to Larry Lynch of the DNR (Figure
125-9). In particular, here is what Coleman discov-
ered regarding the levels of pollutants in the back-
filled pit and the rate of groundwater flow toward the
river (CD 125-49):

The reflooded mine pit water contains contaminants
10 to 100 times higher than anticipated during the
mine permitting process. The impact of this poor
quality water on the Flambeau River depends on the
flow rate from the pit to the river. Estimates of flow
to the river based on the most recent packer test data
from the backfilled pit suggest that flow is likely to be
2 to 3 orders of magnitude [100 to 1000 times]
greater than that predicted by the mining com-
pany’s consultants. …

The company had calculated the flow rate of
groundwater from the pit to the river as 0.28 gallons
per minute. A recalculation of this same equa-
tion, but using 1998 field data on the conductiv-
ity of the backfill and the correct depth for the
mine pit, estimates 100 to over 1000 times more
water moving from the pit to the river. … In addi-
tion, at times of low river flow, the level of the river
[drops], thereby increasing the gradient and flux.
[emphasis added]
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It was hard to argue with Coleman’s calculations.
After all, he used the same equations that Kennecott
had used, but instead of guessing at the values for sev-
eral of the variables (conductivity and pit depth), he
used the real values measured at the site. For exam-
ple, it’s hard to understand why Kennecott’s people
would have used a pit depth of 100 feet in their com-
putations, when they knew the pit was going to be
about 200 feet deep. But they did. Coleman, on the
other hand, used the real pit depth when he crunched
the numbers.

Even Larry Lynch was hard pressed to disagree
with Coleman’s analysis. He stated in a letter to James
Schlender, “Mr. Coleman recalculated the flux of
water from the pit to the river using different values

for a number of parameters as compared to earlier
estimates of flux provided by Flambeau Mining
Company. … This is a reasonable adjustment and it
results in a significant increase in the predicted flux
rate” (CD 125-50). In fact, Lynch seemed to have no
problem accepting Coleman’s calculations that
showed the flux to be at least 126 times higher than
what Flambeau Mining Company had predicted.

The net result is that groundwater which in some
instances has been 100 times dirtier than what
Kennecott predicted is moving from the pit to the
river at a rate that is well over 100 times faster than
Kennecott said it would be. Considering that the
Flambeau River is quite shallow in the vicinity of the
mine site (only 2–3 feet deep in the summertime),

Figure 125-8. The Great Lakes Indian Fish and Wildlife Commission has taken its responsibility seriously to protect the state’s waters for future
generations (Masinaigan, Summer 1999; republished with permission).
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Figure 125-9. The
Great Lakes Indian Fish
and Wildlife Commission
did its own analysis of
Kennecott’s monitoring
data in 2001 and con-
cluded there was cause
for concern regarding
elevated levels of metals
in the Flambeau River.
See CD 125-48 and CD
125-49 for additional
information (September
2001).
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that’s a real set-up for ruining the beautiful Flambeau
we know and love. And it’s just one more example of
how Kennecott’s promise to “fully protect” the
Flambeau River has been broken.

Liner Failures at the Flambeau 
Mine Site
So far I have only told you about how Kennecott pol-
luted the groundwater at the Flambeau Mine site. But
another important issue to address
is the contamination of soil. And
do I have a couple of stories for
you!

Kennecott claimed it would be
able to minimize contamination
of the soil and groundwater at the
mine site by using 60-mil plastic
liners (60/1000 of an inch in
thickness) to protect the areas
most prone to pollution. As you
can see from Figure 125-10, the
following facilities were lined:
(1) the 27-acre Type II (high sul-
fur) waste rock stockpile; (2) the
ore crusher and crushed ore
stockpile; (3) the surge pond (the
pond that held acid mine
drainage coming from the high
sulfur waste rock and open pit);
and (4) the runoff pond (where
runoff was stored from the
crushed ore stockpile, haul road
and maintenance yard). All of
these facilities were described in
detail in the FEIS for the project,
and I have included that informa-
tion on the CD-ROM that accom-
panies the book (CD 125-51).

I guess the mining company
officials thought all of us farmers
would be impressed by the fact
that they were using a 60-mil
liner to protect a few patches of
ground at the mine site. After all,
the plastic liners we use around
the farm are typically 6-mil at
best. But when you think about it,
60/1000 of an inch is not very
thick, considering all the heavy
equipment that a mining com-
pany uses—and all the sharp

rocks that are pushed around from one place to the
next.

And sure enough, every single one of Kennecott’s
liners had to be repaired numerous times during the
mining years. In fact, so many repairs were needed
that the mining company actually included a whole
appendix of information entitled “Liner Repair
Documentation” (complete with photos) in each of its
annual reports for 1994, 1995, 1996 and 1997. I
might add that this is why I cannot believe the DNR

Figure 125-10. Because of the high potential for acid mine drainage at the Flambeau Mine site,
plastic liners were placed in certain areas to help contain the pollution. This diagram shows
which areas were lined (marked by shading) and which ones were not (Final EIS for the
Flambeau Mine, March 1990).
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let Kennecott get away without installing monitoring
wells in the locations where the Type II waste rock
stockpile, ore crusher, surge pond and runoff pond
were located.

For those of you who are interested in seeing what
one of Kennecott’s liner repair reports looked like, I
have included a copy of the information compiled for
1994 on the CD-ROM that accompanies the book (CD
125-52). But for now, here is a sampling of the kinds
of problems that caused the liners to rip over the
years, as documented by Kennecott’s consultant for
liner repairs, Cooper Engineering Company of Rice
Lake, Wisconsin. You will note that some of the rips
and tears probably could have been avoided, while
others appear to be part and parcel of how things go
at mine sites. At any rate, here’s the list:

� High Sulfur Waste Stockpile (June 1994): “Inappro-
priate use of the area for traffic by Flambeau con-
tractors” resulted in damage that was “extensive,
with many rips, deep scratches and holes.”

� Surge Pond (June 1994): The liner, which had
been attached to a discharge pipe, sagged and
ripped away from the pipe as a result of soil ero-
sion (i.e., a washout) beneath the liner.

� Runoff Pond (November 1994): A total of ten dam-
aged areas were identified. Unfortunately, there
was “no pattern to the damage that would describe
a single cause or event.”

� High Sulfur Waste Stockpile (March 1995): “The
damage to the liner was caused by a backhoe tear-
ing an approximate 2 ft. x 4.5 ft. section from the
liner.”

� Surge Pond (October 1995): “The liner was dam-
aged during dredging of the surge pond.”

I might also add that some of the rips and tears were
not discovered very quickly. For example, in July of
1997, Craig Walkey of Cooper Engineering Company
wrote a letter to Kennecott’s Jana Murphy in which he
documented the repair of seven different holes in the
liner beneath the surge pond. Walkey acknowledged
in his letter that the holes had probably been there for
two years (CD 125-53).

I also wonder about some of the techniques that
were used to repair the liner tears. Several letters
from Cooper Engineering Company mentioned how
“exposed damage was patched with duct tape until
final repair was completed” (CD 125-53). Duct tape?
That didn’t do much for my confidence in what had
been billed as a state-of-the-art mining operation.

I have included a summary of the available infor-

mation on Kennecott’s liner failures for you to see on
the following page (Table 125-7). When you look at
the table you will notice that perhaps the three biggest
liner failures involved the low sulfur (Type I) waste
rock stockpile, the mine’s settling ponds and the back-
filled pit. I say so because no liners were placed there
at all! And in terms of the liners that were used at the
mine site, keep this in mind: The rips and tears that
were fixed during the mining years were only the
ones that could be seen on exposed sections of the lin-
ers. Who knows how many more tears existed beneath
the piles of waste rock and below the surface of the
ponds? Unfortunately, we will never know. You see,
the liners were shoved into the pit and buried with
the waste rock during backfill operations. I guess
there was nothing worthwhile to salvage.

Problems with Contaminated
Railroad Ballast at the Flambeau
Mine Site
Besides liner failures, another example of where
Kennecott failed to protect the soil at the Flambeau
Mine site from contamination involves the ballast
material beneath the mining company’s railroad spur.
Anyone could have guessed that the ballast would
become contaminated with copper, sulfur, acid and
maybe even a little gold. After all, the spur was
located right next to the ore crusher and high sulfur
waste rock stockpile, where a lot of metallic sulfide
dust got into the air on a daily basis. Loading the rail-
cars for shipment was a dusty proposition as well, and
there was always the risk that some of the crushed ore
would spill onto the sides of the tracks as the cars
were loaded. Unfortunately, however, it appears that
no special precautions were taken by Kennecott to
protect the ballast from contamination. And when the
mine site was reclaimed in 1997, the ballast was sim-
ply left in place without any attempt to clean up the
mess.

That came back to haunt the mining company in
1999, less than two years after the mine pit was back-
filled and seeded down with prairie grass. The prob-
lem, which persists to this day, involves a 0.9-acre
man-made pond (Wetland-C) that is located right
next to the rail spur (Figure 125-11). It’s in the exact
same spot where the mine’s surge pond was situated
during the mining years and even has the same liner.
Wetland-C, which is clearly visible on the north side
of the road as you enter the industrial park at the
mine site, drains into a small creek (Stream-C) which
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eventually flows into the Flambeau River. And unfor-
tunately, water samples collected from both the wet-
land and creek over the past several years have
repeatedly shown elevated levels of copper and zinc.
In fact, levels are so high that surface water quality
standards have been exceeded.

As you might imagine, there’s a lot to say about the
pollution problems that have surfaced in Wetland-C
and Stream-C and the potential impact on the Flam-
beau River. But first I would like to focus on the source
of the pollution, which early on was thought to be
stormwater runoff from the contaminated railroad
ballast.

To set the stage, I’d like to mention that I would

have never known about the contaminated ballast,
except for the fact that I happened to hear a rumor
about it at Thanksgiving dinner in November of 2003.
A friend told me that he had seen some unusual activ-
ity going on at the mine site earlier that month, and
that it looked like the mining company was removing
the railroad spur and digging up all the soil around it.
That piqued my curiosity, so Laura and I did an open
records request of the DNR to find out what was hap-
pening (CD 125-14).

We heard back from Larry Lynch a few weeks later,
and he confirmed that what my friend had told me
was true. The ballast material was so contaminated
with copper, sulfur and acid that it had to be dug up

Facility Size Target Material

Was a Liner 
Installed for 
use during 
the mining 
years?

Number of Documented Punctures, Rips and Tears1

Note: These numbers only refl ect problems that were reported and 
repaired. In reality, the number of rips and tears may have been 
much higher. 

1993 1994 1995 1996 1997

Surge Pond 1.8 million 
gallon storage 
capacity

Contaminated water 
from Type-II waste rock 
and open pit

Yes 3 10 7 4 — plus 
numerous 
others2

7 

Runoff Pond 0.6 million 
gallon storage 
capacity

Runoff from crushed 
ore stockpile, haul road 
and maintenance yard

Yes None 
Reported

24 None 
Reported

8 35

High Sulfur 
Waste Rock 
Storage Area

27 acres (with 
70-foot high 
rock piles)

High sulfur waste rock 
and sludge from water 
treatment plant

Yes 13 51 — plus 
numerous 
others3

1 2 None 
Reported

Low Sulfur 
Waste Rock 
Storage Area

40 acres (with 
60-foot high 
rock piles)

Waste rock with less 
than 1% sulfur by 
weight

No No Liners were placed in these areas, despite a very real potential 
for soil and groundwater contamination to occur.

Settling Ponds 7 million 
gallon storage 
capacity

Runoff from Type-I 
waste rock

No

Backfi lled Pit 32 acres and 
225 feet deep 

High sulfur waste rock; 
low sulfur waste rock; 
sludge from water 
treatment plant; and 
sediment from settling, 
surge and runoff ponds

No

1  This information was compiled from Flambeau Mining Company’s 1994, 1995, 1996 and 1997 annual reports plus correspondence between STS Consultants of Green Bay, 
WI and Flambeau Mining Company, dated December 28, 1993. Documents were obtained from the Wisconsin DNR in Madison, WI.

2  Four individual repairs were documented in addition to the repair of two sections of the liner that contained numerous scrapes and gouges (one of those sections was ap-
parently about 5 feet x 50 feet in size and the other about 5 x 30 feet).

3  Fifty-one individual repairs were documented in addition to the repair of three sections of the liner that contained numerous tears (three large patches that measured 
6 x 12 feet, 13 x 15 feet and 4 x 12 feet were used to repair the areas). 

Kennecott’s Liner Failures at the Flambeau Mine Site

Table 125-7. Kennecott’s liner system at the Flambeau Mine site was not all it was cracked up to be. Numerous rips and tears compromised the
integrity of the system; certain areas of the mine site prone to contamination were not lined at all; and at the end of mining, the liners and toxic
materials that had been stored on top of them were shoved into the unlined pit and buried. The whole thing was a farce.
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and hauled away to Timberline Landfill, a licensed
solid waste facility located west of Ladysmith. In fact,
there was so much acid in the soil that even the steel
railroad tracks had become corroded! Here is what
Lynch wrote (CD 125-15):

The rail spur west of Highway 27 was identified as a
possible problem area as a result of water quality
sampling in the adjacent biofilter [Wetland-C] and
inspections of the area, which noted copper “blooms”
on the surface and evidence of corrosion of the rail

tracks. The Department raised this issue with the
Company, which in turn conducted a sampling pro-
gram to delineate the nature and extent of the prob-
lem. Enclosed is a letter from Foth & Van Dyke that
addresses the issue in detail. The letter includes
results of sampling and outlines the proposed exca-
vation plan. … The excavation work was completed
during the first week of November and the excavated
material was disposed of at the Timberline Landfill
near Bruce.

Lynch was even more blunt about the problem in a

Figure 125-11.
Kennecott constructed
three wetlands at the
Flambeau Mine site after
the unlined mine pit was
backfilled with metallic
sulfide waste in 1997
(Wetland-A, Wetland-B
and Wetland-C). Unfor-
tunately, as of 2004, the
three wetlands and
Stream-C were all regis-
tering copper levels in
excess of state surface
water quality standards
[Diagram adapted from
figures provided in the
Final EIS for the Flam-
beau Mine (CD 116-9)
and Kennecott’s revised
reclamation plan (CD
116-15)].
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letter he sent to Tom Boerner, a gentleman from
Michigan who inquired in January 2004 about any
acid mine drainage problems at the Flambeau Mine
site. Here is what Lynch wrote (CD 125-54):

After cessation of mining, we noticed that there was
a fair amount of sulfide minerals present near the
surface and intermixed with the rail ballast mate-
rial. Over time, we also began to observe copper
“blooms” forming on the surface, particularly
during the warm and dry summer months. In addi-
tion, we noted that the rails themselves started to
show signs of accelerated corrosion, to the point
that material was actually spalling off of the
tracks.

Also, beginning in late 1999, the company began
sampling the wetlands and biofilters [man-made
wetlands] that were created on the site as part of
final reclamation. The small biofilter adjacent to
the rail spur [Wetland-C] showed much higher
levels of copper than all of the other areas sam-
pled. Copper levels in the biofilter ranged from 25-
91 [mcg/l] while the highest concentration in any of
the other wetlands was 12 [mcg/l]. The biofilter
flows to a small intermittent stream that eventu-
ally flows into the Flambeau River.

The combination of the visual observations of
the spur area and the water quality information
for the biofilter provided compelling evidence
that a problem was developing … [emphasis
added]

Wow! All along we had warned the DNR about the
toxic nature of the by-products of metallic sulfide
mining, and it felt like this latest development vindi-
cated all of us who had fought the mine so hard. If the
relatively small amount of material that had mixed
with the railroad ballast on the surface had caused so
much contamination that the soil had to be dug up
and carted away to a landfill, one could only wonder
what was brewing inside the backfilled pit.

Laura and I poured over the information provided
to us by the DNR regarding the soil contamination
beneath the rail spur, and we even retrieved some
information from the FEIS to find out baseline values
for copper and sulfur in the topsoil at the mine site.
We have included that information and two reports
issued by Kennecott’s consultant, Foth & Van Dyke of
Green Bay, Wisconsin, on the CD-ROM that accompa-
nies the book (CD 125-9 and 125-55). But for now, let
me give you the most interesting details.

As early as September of 1998, Kennecott sampled
soil along the rail spur and determined that elevated
levels of copper were present—as much as 230 mg/kg
at a depth of 6 inches. To put that number into per-

spective, consider this: Baseline copper levels in the
topsoil at the mine site were reported at 2.7–4.0
mg/kg in the FEIS for the project, which meant levels
had increased by at least 57 times (CD 125-9). Yet,
the DNR did not require Kennecott to do anything
about the situation until July of 2003, 5 years later.

Even worse, the DNR knew as early as November of
1999 that runoff from the tracks was polluting the
0.9-acre pond mentioned earlier (Wetland-C). And by
June of 2003, copper levels in the inlet to the pond
had reached 740 mcg/l (NR 105.06 defines copper
levels of 6.6 mcg/l as being toxic to sensitive species
of fish). You can see all the facts and figures for your-
self later in the chapter, where wetland pollution is
discussed in greater detail.

In July of 2003, the DNR finally got around to
requesting Kennecott to gather more information
regarding soil contamination beneath the rail spur. At
that time, 12 different locations along the spur were
sampled, all of them west of Highway 27 (see CD 125-
55 for a map of the sampling locations and results).
When Kennecott started digging next to the tracks,
there was so much sulfur in the ground that it was
stained yellow. Here is what the company stated in its
report: “Photographs of the excavations from which
the soil samples were taken provide an indication of
the presence of high sulfur content in the soil. …
[They show] yellowish staining in the uppermost
sand and gravel layers” (CD 125-55). What a testimo-
nial to the high sulfur content of the ore body!

Soil samples were collected by Kennecott at depths
that ranged from 6 to 24 inches, and the fine soil (as
opposed to the gravel beneath the tracks) was tested
for copper, sulfur and pH (for some reason, zinc was
not measured even though elevated levels were pres-
ent in Wetland-C). As expected, the highest levels of
contamination were found in the shallowest samples,
where values were reported in the following ranges
(CD 125-55):
� Copper: 200–3,400 mg/kg (compared to an esti-

mated baseline of 2.7–4.0 mg/kg)
� Sulfur: 352–19,400 mg/kg (compared to an esti-

mated baseline of 2,000 mg/kg)
� pH: 2.5–4.8 s.u. (no baseline value was reported in

the FEIS)

I might add that a limited amount of soil sampling
was conducted in April of 2004 along the rail spur
east of Highway 27 as well (across the road from the
mine site). Four samples were collected along the first
200 feet of track, and all of them showed elevated
levels of copper (CD 125-56). Values ranged from 28
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mg/kg to 120 mg/kg, with the highest level of copper
reported in the sample closest to the highway (and
therefore closest to the mine site).

Kennecott tried to downplay all of these test results
by saying that the gravel component of the ballast
undoubtedly contained lower concentrations of the
contaminants than the fine soil that had been tested.
In fact, company officials claimed that if the gravel
had been included in the analysis, the copper and sul-
fur concentrations would have likely been cut in half.
They also said that just because there were elevated
levels of copper and sulfur in the soil, it didn’t mean
the contaminants would be able to leach out of the
soil and cause problems. Kennecott’s consultant ran
some sort of fancy “leachability” test on the samples
and told the DNR, “The results indicate that leaching
by water from precipitation is unlikely to produce
water with high copper or sulfur concentrations.”
Hmmm. If that were true, how did all that copper and
sulfur get into the pond and creek next to the rail
spur? It was just one more example of how the mining
company tried to use fancy science to divert attention
from the real problem at hand.

The report that Kennecott wrote about the whole
mess was entitled “Final Soil Sampling Results and
Remediation Plan for the Flambeau Mining Company
Railroad Spur,” and it concluded with the following
statement (CD 125-55):

Despite significant evidence that indicates leaving
some of these materials in place would not impact
surface waters, Flambeau proposes to remove the
entire two feet of material [beneath and next to the
spur, west of Highway 27].

But I’m sure the mining company didn’t just dig up all
that ground for fun. After all, the area in question
measured 55 feet x 1,170 feet, and the total amount
of soil removed was approximately 4,120 cubic yards
(7,510 tons).

Interestingly enough, Laura and I noticed that the
report issued by Foth & Van Dyke in October of 2003
regarding the contaminated railroad ballast had been
carbon copied to a number of local officials, including
Alan Christianson (Ladysmith Administrator), Tom
Riegel (Town of Grant Chairman) and Randy Tatur
(Rusk County Board Chairman). Yet, none of those
guys had brought this important information to the
attention of the public, and nothing had been
reported in the local newspaper.

That really got me mad, so I went to the January
2004 meeting of the Grant Town Board to confront
Riegel. I told him what I knew about the ballast and
made it clear that it was his responsibility as town

chairman to check into the problem and put some-
thing in the Ladysmith News to let the public know
what was happening. What’s more, I told him that I
didn’t want him running to Jana Murphy, Alan
Christianson or Larry Lynch to find out what to say. I
wanted an independent opinion and suggested that
the board consider hiring an expert to review the
problem.

The response I got from Riegel was that he didn’t
know anything about the contaminated ballast.
Needless to say, I found that a little hard to believe,
especially since Foth & Van Dyke’s report had clearly
been carbon copied to him. But at least Riegel made it
sound like he would do something to address my con-
cerns. Unfortunately, however, he never did. No con-
sultant was ever hired, and no article about the
problem ever appeared in the Ladysmith News. It felt
like none of the local officials cared about what was
happening.

Two people who did care, however, were James
Schlender and John Coleman of the Great Lakes
Indian Fish and Wildlife Commission. I must admit
that I did not know either of these men very well at
the time. But I learned from an open records request
that Laura and I made of the DNR in August of 2004
that Schlender and Coleman not only knew about the
contaminated ballast at the Flambeau Mine site and
how it was impacting Wetland-C and Stream-C, but
were pushing the DNR’s Larry Lynch to do something
about it. The department sent me copies of quite a
few emails and letters that went back and forth
between Coleman, Lynch and Schlender regarding
the matter, and I have included all of them on the CD-
ROM that accompanies the book (CD 125-57). One
thing was clear from reading the correspondence:
Schlender and Coleman were very concerned about
protecting the Flambeau River and its watershed from
acid mine drainage. Lynch, on the other hand, …
well, let me tell you the story.

After Schlender and Coleman heard about the con-
taminated railroad ballast and the elevated levels of
copper and zinc in Wetland-C and Stream-C, both
men got real busy real fast. Coleman emailed Lynch
on March 2, 2004 to get more information about the
problem (CD 125-57), and Schlender sent his own
letter to the DNR on April 14, 2004 in which he
requested Lynch to attend the next meeting of the
Voigt Intertribal Task Force (CD 125-58). That’s the
GLIFWC task force which to this day deals with issues
related to the implementation and protection of
treaty rights, so of course the committee members
were concerned about any pollution problems that
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might affect the Flambeau River watershed. As
Schlender wrote to Lynch, “The Voigt Task Force is
particularly interested in the status of groundwater
monitoring at the site, the removal and monitoring of
contaminated soils, and the monitoring and preven-
tion of discharge of contaminants from the site by
way of wetlands and local streams. In addition, the
Task Force would like to hear what procedures were
used and will be used to determine the impacts of
contaminant discharges from the site to the local
Stream-C.” There was no doubt that Schlender meant
business.

Lynch agreed to attend the June 3, 2004 task force
meeting, and of course Schlender and Coleman were
there as well. But before the meeting, Coleman de-
cided to do a little research of his own. He visited the
mine site on April 18, 2004 and collected a few water
samples from Stream-C, about 400 feet downstream
from the rail spur. And that’s when things got really
interesting. You see, Coleman discovered that Stream-
C was still showing elevated levels of copper and zinc,
despite the fact that the contaminated railroad ballast
(all 7,500 tons of it) had been dug up and hauled
away to Timberline Landfill five months earlier. So
what was going on?

Coleman reported his findings to Lynch in a letter
dated May 27, 2004, a full week before the task force
was scheduled to meet. Here is what he wrote (CD
125-59):

There appears to be an ongoing exceedance of State
surface water quality standards in Stream-C which
receives discharge from the Flambeau Mine site. …
Stream-C is classified as a navigable water and is
therefore a public water of the State. …

As with previous results from Stream-C, the levels
of copper [measured by GLIFWC staff on April 18,
2004] are above the levels considered toxic for many
aquatic organisms, including some fish. In addition,
the high level of zinc found on April 18th (355
mcg/l), is approximately five times the State surface
water standard (66 mcg/l). …

As tabulated in Flambeau Mining’s annual
reports, elevated metals were first recorded at the
outlet of the 0.9 acre pond that discharges to Stream-
C in 1999. However, it was not until 2002 that the
first samples were taken from Stream-C and it was
not until November of 2003 that corrective action
was attempted in the form of soil removal from the
rail spur area adjacent to Stream-C. …

The samples collected in April indicate that the
discharge of pollutants from the site continues. In its
2003 annual report, Flambeau Mining committed to
monitoring of the 0.9 acre pond and Stream-C. Has
a monitoring plan been developed? If so, what are

the details of that plan? At a minimum, monitoring
should include frequent water sampling of Stream-C
and the 0.9 acre pond that discharges into Stream-C,
testing of the sediments in Stream-C, and a biologi-
cal assessment of the impacts to Stream-C that have
occurred during the pollutant discharge. I look for-
ward to the opportunity to further discuss this issue
and to provide input on a monitoring plan for
Stream-C.

Wow! Coleman really laid it all out. And when Lynch
came to the Voigt Task Force meeting, GLIFWC did
not back down. Schlender and Coleman pushed hard
for putting a comprehensive monitoring program in
place for Stream-C. Lynch apparently conveyed the
message to Kennecott, because shortly after the meet-
ing, Kennecott submitted an eleven-page proposal to
the DNR for monitoring Stream-C, complete with
maps (CD 125-60).

You will be reading about Kennecott’s monitoring
program later in the chapter. But for now let me say
this: There is a real mess brewing at the Flambeau
Mine site, and we need to follow the example set by
the Great Lakes Indian Fish and Wildlife Commission
to make sure the DNR does something about it.

The Life and Death of the Creeks
and Wetlands at the Flambeau 
Mine Site
Before telling you about the plan that Kennecott put
in place for monitoring the pollution in Stream-C, I’d
like to give you a little background information about
the various creeks and wetlands impacted by the
Flambeau Mine. That way you will be able to put the
facts and figures generated by Kennecott’s monitoring
program into perspective.

Streams
Take a look at Figure 125-12 and you will notice that
before Kennecott disrupted everything at the mine
site, four different creeks flowed through the area
(Meadowbrook Creek and Streams A, B and C).
Meadowbrook Creek, which was far enough south of
the mine site to not be directly impacted by the min-
ing operation, empties into the Flambeau River about
four-tenths of a mile downstream from the backfilled
pit. It is classified as a “continuous flow stream”
because it runs year-round. Streams A, B and C, on
the other hand, were classified as “intermittent
streams” in the EIS for the project. When I asked the
DNR what that meant, here is what I was told (CD
125-61): “By definition, an intermittent stream is one
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that has a defined channel and that flows only during
certain times of the year when it receives water from
rainfall runoff or springs, or from some surface source
such as melting snow. The depth of the channels of
the three intermittent streams [at the Flambeau Mine
site] is variable, but generally less than three feet.”

Intermittent streams like those found at the Flam-
beau Mine site are important because they serve as
conduits between wetland areas and larger streams.
And if the flow volume is high enough, an intermit-
tent stream may even qualify as a “navigable water.”
That’s an important legal distinction which means the

Figure 125-12. Three intermittent streams (A, B and C) and numerous wetlands existed at the Flambeau Mine site prior to mining. Unfortunately,
Stream-B was destroyed and about 8.5 acres of wetlands were filled in or lost due to mine construction [Diagram adapted from Figure 3-11 in
the Final EIS for the Flambeau Mine, March 1990].
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stream is a public resource subject to state and federal
water quality standards and a host of additional pro-
tections afforded by the Public Trust Doctrine. In the
case of the Flambeau Mine, the EIS clearly stated that
Stream-C was “considered navigable,” while Streams
A and B were not (CD 125-62).

During and after the mining years, each of the
three intermittent streams at the mine site suffered a
different fate:

Stream-A I don’t know if Kennecott monitored the flow
volume or overall health of Stream-A while the mine
pit was being excavated (I suspect not), but there was
certainly a potential for the flow volume to drop off
precipitously due to groundwater drawdown. All I can
say is that after the pit was backfilled, the mining com-
pany contoured the land so that a series of swales
(marshy stretches of land) would connect Kennecott’s
man-made wetland in the northeast section of the mine
site (Wetland-A) to Stream-A, as shown in Figure 125-
11 on page 1068. As a result, Stream-A now serves as
Wetland-A’s outlet to the Flambeau River.

Stream-B Stream-B’s channel was destroyed when the
mine pit was excavated by Kennecott. At least some of
the water that would have normally fed into the
stream is now being routed to a man-made wetland
close to the Flambeau River (Wetland-B in Figure
125-11). Wetland-B’s outlet to the river is about 280
feet upstream from where the original Stream-B out-
let was located. It’s the same channel that was used
during the mining years to convey water from the
mine’s unlined settling ponds to the Flambeau River.

Stream-C During mine construction, at least 4.5 acres
of swampland at the headwaters of Stream-C (Wet-
lands 5C, 6A and 6B in Figure 125-12) were outright
buried to accommodate the mine’s high sulfur waste
rock stockpile and rail spur. And if that wasn’t bad
enough, the remaining headwaters were located in an
area where the groundwater table was expected to
drop by as much as 15 feet due to dewatering. As far
as I know, Kennecott’s mining permits did not require
the company to monitor Stream-C either before, dur-
ing or after the mining years to gauge the full impact
that such a significant water loss would have on the
flow characteristics and health of the stream—even
though Stream-C was a navigable water. But I can tell
you that the stream is not doing very well these days.
The wetlands that once fed the stream were never
restored. Instead, some of the water that normally
would have recharged the headwaters is being routed
via a series of man-made swales to Wetland-C which,
as you know, was “created” by Kennecott when the

mine site was reclaimed in 1998 (Figure 125-11).
From there the water drains into Stream-C and ulti-
mately the Flambeau River. I might add that
Kennecott’s man-made wetland has turned out to be a
sorry substitute for the headwaters that were de-
stroyed by the mine. As alluded to earlier, Wetland-C
is feeding polluted water into Stream-C and slowly
but surely killing it off.

Wetlands

Now that you have a general feel for the fate of the
three intermittent streams at the mine site and the
wetlands at the headwaters of Stream-C, you might
be wondering what happened to the other wetlands
shown in Figure 125-12. Here is what I can tell you,
based on information provided in the EIS and several
of Kennecott’s annual reports (CD 125-63):

Wetland-1 Wetland-1 was originally located along the
western edge of the mine site and emptied into Stream-
A. In terms of biological function, the 5.4-acre swamp
was classified in the EIS as a “high-value” wetland.
Because of its location, however, everybody knew that
Wetland-1 would be impacted by groundwater draw-
down from the mine. Kennecott proposed to discharge
wastewater from the settling ponds into the wetland
during the mining years to try to keep it from drying
up, but that was no more than a temporary fix. As
stated in the EIS, “Since the water supplement would
be discontinued toward the end of the backfilling
stage, it would not provide for wetland water level
maintenance during the post-mining groundwater
rebound period.” What’s more, Kennecott admitted
that long-term groundwater elevations in the vicinity
of Wetland-1 might take “several decades” to rebound
and that the water level in Wetland-1 might be “per-
manently lowered” (CD 125-63).

So what ended up happening? I don’t know if
Kennecott diverted any water into Wetland-1 during
the mining years or not, but charts available in the
company’s annual reports show the following (CD
125-64):

� In 1992 (prior to mining), standing water was
observed in Wetland-1 during each month of the
year (except during the winter months when
everything was frozen); but

� Between 1993 and 1997 (during the mining
years), standing water was observed in Wetland 1
only once (September 1993).

In May of 1998, after the mine pit was backfilled, 
the DNR gave Kennecott permission to withdraw
water from the Flambeau River on an annual basis to
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irrigate Wetland-1 in an effort to revive it. I don’t
know how much water was diverted from the river in
1998 or 1999, but I do have a report from 2000 that
shows 501,000 gallons of water were pumped into
the wetland between July and August of that year
(CD 125-65). But you know what? The wetland was
apparently so dry that all of the water got sucked
right into the ground. You see, despite adding a half-
million gallons of water to the wetland, the company
still reported in July, August, September, October and
November of 2000 that there was “no standing water”
in the wetland (CD 125-64)!

The last time Kennecott tried irrigating the wet-
land was in 2001, and after that the company appar-
ently gave up on the program. The mining officials
tried to put the best face on their failure by stating in
a 2002 report that: (1) the groundwater table
beneath the wetland had “recovered significantly,”
(2) Wetland-1 was “notably moister with ground-
water seeps again flowing,” and (3) the wetland “was
found to be overflowing into Stream-A on several
occasions” (CD 125-66). Since 1999, the company
has also been able to find enough water in the wet-
land at least once a year to sample for pollution (gen-
erally in the spring after the snow has melted), and so
far the water quality has looked okay (CD 125-67).
But don’t let any of this fool you. In all of 2002, 2003,
2004 and 2005, the record shows that standing water
was observed in Wetland-1 on only four different
occasions (May 2002, October 2002, May 2005 and
October 2005). You can see for yourself on the CD-
ROM that accompanies the book (CD 125-64). All I
can say is that the shriveled-up version of Wetland-1
being touted by Kennecott as a success story is a far
cry from the high-value wetland that used to be there.

Before moving on I need to clarify something about
Wetland-1. Take another look at Figure 125-12 to see
how the wetland looked before Kennecott started min-
ing. You will notice it was fairly long and narrow and
that the northern part drained into Stream-A. But
things got shuffled around a little bit when the mine
site was reclaimed. Kennecott constructed a series of
ridges running northeast to southwest across the cen-
tral section of the mine site, and the net result was
that Wetland-1 and its drainage basin were split in
two. The northern section (the part that Kennecott
irrigated between 1998 and 2001) is still referred to
as Wetland-1 in the mining company’s reports, and it
drains into Stream-A like it did before. The southern
section, on the other hand, was reconfigured to “cre-
ate” the man-made wetland I mentioned earlier,
Wetland-B. It is 1.7 acres in size and drains directly

into the Flambeau River through a relatively short
channel (Figure 125-11). As far as I know, Wetland-B
never needed irrigation like the northern section of
the swamp. Unfortunately, however, Wetland-B has
its own unique set of problems that you will read
about later in the chapter.

Wetlands 2 and 3B These two wetlands were lost along
with Stream-B when the mine pit was excavated by
Kennecott. Since Wetland-3B was only about 0.1 acre
in size, the DNR concluded in the Environmental
Impact Statement that its loss “would not cause sig-
nificant adverse impacts.” I did not agree with that
kind of cavalier assessment, but at least the DNR
could not deny the value of Wetland-2. As described
in the EIS, this particular wetland, which was 2.5
acres in size, had a “high biological value” and served
a “moderately important hydrologic function by
retaining groundwater discharge and surface runoff
from a 65-acre watershed” (CD 125-63). Yet, the DNR
still went along with the mining company’s plans to
destroy the wetland. And now that Wetland-2 is gone,
the water that normally would have drained into it is
being routed into Wetland-B, just like the water that
normally would have drained into the southern sec-
tion of Wetland-1.

Wetlands 3A, 4A, 4B, 4C, 5A and 5B All of these wetlands
were filled during mine construction (either partially
or totally), resulting in a loss of about 1.2 acres of wet-
land habitat. Kennecott claimed that these particular
wetlands did not possess “significant biological or
hydrological values” and that removing them “would
not cause significant adverse impacts” (CD 125-63).
How arrogant! I would take those little ponds any day
over the wetlands that Kennecott “created” to replace
them. When you see the pollution data later in the
chapter, you will understand what I mean.

Wetlands 5C, 6A and 6B These are the three wetlands you
read about earlier that the DNR allowed Kennecott to
bury, despite the fact that they were smack-dab in the
middle of the headwaters of Stream-C.

Wetlands 6C and 10A These two wetlands are located
across Highway 27 from the mine site. Wetland-6C
(1.3 acres) is about 900 feet east of where the low sul-
fur waste rock was stored during the mining years,
and Wetland-10A (over a hundred acres in size) is
across from where the viewing center and high sulfur
waste rock stockpile once stood.

Kennecott predicted in the EIS that the groundwa-
ter table beneath both of these wetlands would drop
as a result of digging the mine pit. The potential
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drawdown beneath Wetland-6C was estimated to be
three or four feet, while the water table beneath the
western part of Wetland-10A was expected to drop by
as much as twenty-five feet. Those were truly signifi-
cant declines, but yet Kennecott stated in the EIS that
“no increased drainage of [Wetland-10A] was ex-
pected to accompany the groundwater drawdown”
and that Wetland-6C was not likely to feel the effects
either (CD 125-63). Needless to say, I found those
statements a little hard to believe.

As far as I know, Wetland-6C and Wetland-10A
were not closely monitored either before, during or
after the mining years, so it’s difficult to say what
really ended up happening. But I can tell you this:
Kennecott’s people tried to do some water quality
testing in Wetland-6C in September of 2004 but could
not find enough water to sample! Was it due to a dry
summer, as some might suggest? Or was it a residual
effect of the groundwater drawdown caused by the
mine? The whole thing made me wonder.

Wetland-11 This is perhaps the most interesting wet-
land at the mine site because it runs along the eastern
bank of the Flambeau River for about 3,200 feet,
directly between the backfilled mine pit and the river
(Figure 125-12). Kennecott stated in the EIS that “no
significant adverse impacts to any functions of
Wetland-11 would occur from … groundwater draw-
down” during the mining years. But the company
made no mention of the post-mining years and how
contaminated groundwater from the backfilled mine
pit was certain to flow through Wetland-11 on its way
to the Flambeau River. In fact, to this day Kennecott
acts like the wetland, which is protected under chap-
ters NR 102, NR 103, NR 104 and NR 105 of the
Wisconsin Administrative Code like any other wetland
in the state, does not even exist.

In January of 2006, Laura and I did an open
records request of the DNR to find out exactly what
was known about the water quality in Wetland-11.
Here is what we asked and how the DNR’s Larry
Lynch responded (CD 125-68):

Laura: Has the water quality of the wetland that
runs along the Flambeau River (Wetland-11, as
depicted in Figure 3-11 of the FEIS for the Flambeau
Mine) been monitored at any point in time (before,
during or after mining)? If so, what were the results?
If not, are there any plans to monitor this wetland?

Lynch: I am not aware of any water quality sampling
having been conducted in Wetland-11.

In my opinion, Kennecott and the DNR’s reason for
not monitoring the fate of Wetland-11 and their hesi-

tancy to even acknowledge its existence is quite obvi-
ous. If it were shown that the mining company had
polluted a naturally occurring wetland bordering a
major stream, it could very well bring the company
down. The backfilled mine pit would be exposed for
what it really is—a leaky, toxic waste dump. And it
would be difficult for either the DNR or the courts to
ignore the situation because Kennecott never received
an exemption from following the state’s wetland reg-
ulations (even though the company was given an
exemption from just about every other law or rule it
was likely to break). Unfortunately, however, the DNR
has avoided the whole issue by not requiring
Kennecott to test the water in Wetland-11 for pollu-
tion. It kind of reminds me of the same “don’t ask,
don’t tell” policy that the department has adopted
with regard to monitoring the compliance boundary
at the mine site (Figure 125-21).

Kennecott’s Monitoring Plan for the Stream-C Watershed

Now that you have some background information on
the various streams and wetlands at the Flambeau
Mine site, let’s go back to the summer of 2004, when
GLIFWC raised concerns about the high levels of cop-
per and zinc in Stream-C. As you know, James
Schlender pressured the DNR to do something about
the pollution problem, and shortly thereafter
Kennecott submitted a work plan to the department
for monitoring the Stream-C watershed. In a nutshell,
the plan called for the following (CD 125-60):

� Collecting water samples from different locations
within the Stream-C watershed to determine
exactly where the copper and zinc were coming
from;

� Testing the sediment in the bottom of Wetland-C
for copper, zinc and sulfate levels; and

� Evaluating the ecological health of Stream-C by
walking the stream in the spring and fall.

John Coleman reviewed Kennecott’s proposal and
sent a memo to Larry Lynch in which he stated,
“Overall, the proposed plan should result in a better
understanding of the source(s) of metals that have
caused exceedances of water quality standards in
Stream-C. However, I do have several comments
about the proposed plan” (CD 125-69). And then
Coleman proceeded to point out a number of flaws in
Kennecott’s study design.

So you can better appreciate Coleman’s concerns, I
would first like to direct your attention to Figure 125-
13. It’s a diagram that shows a section of the reclaimed
Flambeau Mine site and the various locations within
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Figure 125-13. Copper levels exceeding state water quality standards were measured in Wetland-C [W(C)] as early as 1999 and Stream-C as
early as 2002. But it wasn’t until 2004 that the DNR finally got around to requiring Kennecott to monitor the Flambeau Mine site more closely to
get a handle on the source of the pollution. Data collected at the indicated sampling points [�] is reported in Table 125-9 on page 1082
[Diagram adapted from figures on file with the Wisconsin DNR in Madison, Wisconsin, 2005 (CD 125-71 and CD 125-77)].
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the Stream-C watershed that Kennecott proposed to
monitor for pollution. Focus on the area where the
rail spur was located and you will notice that: (a)
Stream-C originates directly north of the reclaimed
rail spur, close to Highway 27; (b) stormwater runoff
from the far west end of the rail spur (including the
sampling sites labeled as R-1 and R-2) is directed into
a man-made channel that empties into the northwest
corner of Wetland-C (at the sampling site labeled as
W(C)-1); (c) water drains from Wetland-C into
Stream-C via a man-made channel at the northeast
corner of the wetland (at the sampling site labeled as
W(C)-2); (d) Stream-C runs alongside Wetland-C
(including the C-3 sampling site), passes through a
culvert beneath Copper Park Lane and meanders in a
southwesterly direction toward the Flambeau River;
and (e) Stream-C discharges into the Flambeau River
just north of the river’s confluence with Meadow-
brook Creek (at the sampling site labeled as C-4).
Also take a look at the area to the east of Highway 27,
and you will notice two additional sampling sites,
W(6B)-1 and W(6C)-1, that were meant to serve as
“controls” for the study.

Now let me tell you about GLIFWC’s concerns with
Kennecott’s choice of sampling locations. For starters,
Kennecott originally had no plans to sample the sec-
tion of Stream-C that crossed over the reclaimed rail
spur. What a blunder! Stormwater runoff from that
area drains directly into Stream-C (as opposed to
runoff from the far west end of the rail spur that
drains into Wetland-C before entering the stream). As
Coleman pointed out in his memo to Lynch,
“Approximately one third of the rail spur west of
Highway 27 does not discharge into the 0.9-acre pond
but discharges directly to Stream-C. An additional
sample location on Stream-C, just upstream of the
input from the 0.9-acre pond, would target these
inputs from the rail spur area” (CD 125-69).

Another problem with Kennecott’s proposal
entailed the control site labeled as W(6C)-1, located
along the western edge of Wetland-6C (see Figure
125-12 for the wetland location). As mentioned ear-
lier, Kennecott predicted that the groundwater table
in that particular area would drop by three to four
feet during the mining years, and it was anyone’s
guess how long it would take for the groundwater to
rebound. To make a long story short, when John
Coleman and Larry Lynch walked the area during a
field visit in August of 2004, it appeared that
Wetland-6C would not have enough water to sample
and that a new control site would have to be found.
There were other problems with Kennecott’s study

design as well, as outlined by Coleman in his memo to
Lynch.

The upshot of all this was that, as shocking as the
devil, the DNR actually listened to a number of
Coleman’s suggestions and required Kennecott to
make several modifications to its monitoring plan
(CD 125-70). Most notably, a new sampling site
(labeled as C-2 on the diagram) was added along the
stretch of Stream-C that crossed the reclaimed rail
spur. In addition, the control site labeled as W(6C)-1
was deleted from the study and replaced by two new
ones (labeled as U-1 and C-1 on the diagram). The
only problem was that neither of the two new “con-
trol” sites selected by Kennecott qualified as a true
control! U-1 was located at the confluence of an
unnamed creek with Stream-C, even though Stream-C
was known to be polluted. And C-1 was close to
where the rail spur and high sulfur waste rock stock-
pile had been located during the mining years. Surely
the water at the U-1 and C-1 sampling sites could not
be considered untainted. But for some reason the
DNR did not insist that a new control site be found
(CD 125-71).

After the DNR gave Kennecott the green light to
proceed with its work plan, the mining company
quickly started to collect the required data. The plan
called for monitoring the Stream-C watershed over a
one-year period, starting in September of 2004.
Water samples were to be collected on a quarterly
basis and analyzed for copper, zinc, hardness, pH and
sulfate.

So what did the results show? Before getting into
the specific numbers, I need to show you what’s con-
sidered normal. And for that I refer you to Table 125-8,
which lists: (1) baseline water quality data for the
Flambeau River and one of the wetlands at the mine
site; and (2) the maximum levels of pollutants permis-
sible by law in Wisconsin’s lakes, streams and wetlands.
You will notice that the surface water quality standards
established by the DNR are referred to as ATCs (acute
toxicity criteria) and CTCs (chronic toxicity criteria)
and that they differ from the MCL standards estab-
lished for drinking water. For example, the CTC for
copper is 6.6 mcg/l, but the MCL is 1,300 mcg/l. I have
included the definitions of ATC and CTC for you to see,
as they appear in Chapter NR 105 of the Wisconsin
Administrative Code, and I also refer you to a little essay
I wrote entitled “A Few Thoughts on Wisconsin’s
Surface Water Quality Standards.” As explained in the
essay, there are a lot of holes in the system.

At any rate, let’s get back to talking about Kenne-
cott’s monitoring program. As you know, the company
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Parameter

Toxicity Criteria for Pollutants in 
Warm Water Sport Fisheries1 

Baseline Levels Measured 
in Flambeau River4 

Baseline 
Levels 
Measured in 
Wetland-15

Acute Toxicity 
Criterion2 (ATC)

Chronic Toxicity 
Criterion3 (CTC) Average Range

Alkalinity (mg/l) None Listed None Listed 44 27–60 Not Done

Aluminum (µg/l) 7487 877 62 42–111 38

Arsenic (µg/l) 340 152 <5 <5 <5

Barium (µg/l) None Listed None Listed <500 <500–1000 Not Done

Cadmium (µg/l) 4.6 0.227 <3 <0.3–<1 1.1

Calcium (mg/l) None Listed None Listed 15 9.9–19 Not Done

Chromium (total) (µg/l) None Listed None Listed <5 <5 <5

Chromium +3 (µg/l) 1,022 75 Not Done Not Done Not Done

Chromium +6 (µg/l) 16 11 <50 <50 Not Done

Cobalt (µg/l) None Listed None Listed <5 <5 Not Done

Conductivity (µmhos/cm) None Listed None Listed 142 101–179 Not Done

Copper (µg/l) 9.3 6.6 <5 <5–30 5

Hardness (mg/l) None Listed None Listed 52 37–71 52

Iron (mg/l) None Listed None Listed 0.39 0.16–0.54 0.1

Lead (µg/l) 55 14 <0.5 <0.5 <5

Magnesium (mg/l) None Listed None Listed 3.9 2.7–4.5 4.4

Manganese (µg/l) None Listed None Listed <50 <50–80 50

Mercury +2 (µg/l) 0.83 0.44 0.5 <0.5 <0.5

Nickel (µg/l) 643 72 <7 <7–30 Not Done

pH6 (s.u.) Change >0.5 s.u. outside of normal max/min 6.8 6.2–8 6.24

Selenium (µg/l) 587 7.17 <5 <5 <5

Silver (µg/l) 0.887 0.887 <0.4 <0.4–<5 <5

Sulfate (mg/l) None Listed None Listed 10 <5–15 Not Done

Tin (µg/l) None Listed None Listed <67 <67–93 Not Done

Titanium (µg/l) None Listed None Listed <4 <4–4 Not Done

TDS (mg/l) None Listed None Listed 99 21–140 Not Done

Uranium (µg/l) None Listed None Listed 3 <1–11 Not Done

Zinc (µg/l) 66 66 <50 <50–68 50
1  Unless otherwise indicated, criteria for acute and chronic toxicity were taken from Chapters NR 105 and NR 102 of the Wisconsin Administrative Code, current as of Janu-
ary 2004. The Flambeau River is classifi ed as a “warm water sport fi shery” and, where applicable, water hardness was estimated at 50 ppm. 

2  NR 105.03(1) defi nes the acute toxicity criterion (ATC) as “the maximum daily concentration of a substance which ensures adequate protection of sensitive species of 
aquatic life from the acute toxicity of that substance and will adequately protect the designated fi sh and aquatic life use of the surface water if not exceeded more than once 
every 3 years.” Unfortunately, Wisconsin law does not list ATCs for all potential pollutants.

3  NR 105.03(15) defi nes the chronic toxicity criterion (CTC) as “the maximum 4-day concentration of a substance which ensures adequate protection of sensitive species of 
aquatic life from the chronic toxicity of that substance and will adequately protect the designated fi sh and aquatic use of the surface water if not exceeded more than once 
every 3 years.” Unfortunately, Wisconsin law does not list CTCs for all potential pollutants.

4  Data was reported in the FEIS for surface water samples collected in the Flambeau River at two locations (approximately 0.8 mile upstream and 2.5 miles downstream from 
the proposed outfall locations for the mine) between October 1987 and September 1988 (CD 125-72).

5  Data was reported in the FEIS for a single groundwater seep sample collected from Wetland-1 in November 1987 (CD 125-63). Wetland-1 is located between the western 
boundary of the mine site and the Flambeau River.

6  NR 102.04(4)(c) states, “The pH shall be within the range of 6.0 to 9.0, with no change greater than 0.5 units outside the estimated natural seasonal maximum and minimum.”
7 This value is not listed in NR 105 or NR 102 as an offi cial standard. Rather, it was proposed as a water quality criterion in the FEIS for the Flambeau Mine (CD 125-73).

Acute and Chronic Toxicity Criteria Established by the Wisconsin DNR for Pollutants 
in Lakes, Streams and Wetlands

Table 125-8. The Wisconsin DNR has not established toxicity criteria for many of the substances that have the potential to impact surface water
quality in the state. Highlighted sections of the table represent holes in Wisconsin’s regulatory approach.
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removed over 7,500 tons of contaminated ballast from
the rail spur area in November 2003, thinking it would
clear up the pollution problems in the Stream-C water-
shed. And you also know that GLIFWC voiced con-
cerns as early as May 2004 that the remedy was not
working (which is what led to the development of the
monitoring program I just described). Well, take a look
at the graphs on the following two pages, and you will
see that GLIFWC was absolutely right in its assessment
of the situation. After the ballast was removed, the
pollution problems did not resolve. In fact, they actu-
ally got worse! Copper levels in the inlet to Wetland-C
increased from 740 mcg/l in June 2003 (before the
ballast was removed) to 2,000 mcg/l in August 2005
(after the ballast was removed). And in Stream C, at
its outlet to the Flambeau River, copper levels went
from 22 mcg/l in June 2002 to 36 mcg/l in June 2005
(as compared to a CTC of 6.6 mcg/l). That meant
water containing three to five times the amount of
copper considered toxic to sensitive species of fish was
flowing and perhaps continues to flow into the
Flambeau River, courtesy of the Flambeau Mine.

Take another look at Graph 125-6. It also shows
that ever since the first water samples were collected
from Stream-C in 2002, all of the samples have
exceeded the legal limit for copper. And it does not
matter which section of the stream was tested,
whether it was north of the rail spur, immediately
upstream or downstream of the Wetland-C outlet to
the stream, or right at the confluence of Stream-C
with the Flambeau River. Elevated levels of zinc have
been detected as well (CD 125-76). It’s as if Stream-C,
a navigable water of the State of Wisconsin, has been

reduced to a sewer pipe, carrying acid mine drainage
from the mine site to the Flambeau River.

When the DNR realized that the removal of the rail
spur ballast had not cleared up the pollution prob-
lems in the Stream-C watershed, the department

NR 105.03 DEFINITIONS.
(1) “Acute toxicity criterion” or “ATC” means the maxi-

mum daily concentration of a substance which
ensures adequate protection of sensitive species of
aquatic life from the acute toxicity of that substance
and will adequately protect the designated fish and
aquatic life use of the surface water if not exceeded
more than once every 3 years. If the available data indi-
cate that one or more life stages of a particular species
are more sensitive to a substance than other life stages
of the same species, the ATC shall represent the acute
toxicity of the most sensitive life stage. …

(15) “Chronic toxicity criterion” or “CTC” means the maxi-
mum 4-day concentration of a substance which
ensures adequate protection of sensitive species of
aquatic life from the chronic toxicity of that substance
and will adequately protect the designated fish and
aquatic use of the surface water if not exceeded more
than once every 3 years.

A Few Thoughts on Wisconsin’s
Surface Water Quality Standards
Take a look at Table 125-8! To me, the most striking thing
about it is that the DNR has not established toxicity criteria
for many of the substances that have the potential to impact
surface water quality in the state. It’s just one more sad
example of how the department was all too willing to give
Kennecott a permit to mine without having a real under-
standing of all the possible environmental ramifications.

NR 105.04(6) lists a variety of references available to the
DNR for use in developing toxicity criteria for the state’s
waters, including a number of documents prepared by the
Environmental Protection Agency. As explained in a report
issued in June 2003 by the United States General
Accounting Office (GAO), “The Clean Water Act … requires
that states periodically review their [water quality] stan-
dards and revise them as needed. … To develop water
quality criteria, states rely heavily on EPA-developed ‘crite-
ria documents.’ These documents contain the technical
data that allow states to develop the necessary pollutant
limits. EPA is responsible for developing and revising crite-
ria documents in a manner that reflects the latest scientific
knowledge. States may adopt these criteria as recom-
mended by EPA, adapt them to meet state needs, or
develop their own criteria using other scientifically defensi-
ble methods” (CD 125-74).

But when I looked at one of the EPA’s “criteria documents”
(CD 125-75), I could understand why Wisconsin’s list of
surface water quality standards has so many holes. As
pointed out in the GAO report, “While EPA has developed
and published criteria for a wide range of pollutants, the
agency has not updated its criteria documents to include …
key pollutants that are causing approximately 50 percent of
water quality impairments nationwide.” 

The Clean Water Act requires state and federal agencies to
work together to develop effective standards to protect our
nation’s waters. And in this day and age of high-tech
research, there is no reason why such standards have not
been established, except for the influence of corporate pol-
luters who benefit from having weak regulations in place. If
the federal government can spend countless man-hours
and billions of dollars to develop the most advanced fighter
jets and nuclear weapons, why should it be so difficult to
figure out how much iron or manganese it would take to kill
a fish?
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instructed Kennecott to sample stormwater runoff
from the industrial outlot area more thoroughly to try
to pinpoint where all the copper was coming from
(CD 125-80). Five more sampling points were added
close to where the mine’s wastewater treatment plant
and runoff pond had been located (labeled as R-3, R-
4, R-5, R-6 and R-7 in Figure 125-13), and samples

were collected between May and August of 2005.
Wow! Copper levels in stormwater runoff collected

at the new sampling sites ranged from 64 mcg/l to a
staggering 100,000 mcg/l (see Table 125-9). When
Laura told her husband Greg about this and men-
tioned that the surface water quality standard for
copper was only 6.6 mcg/l, he responded by saying,

Graph 125-5. In a dramatic display of the emergence of acid mine drainage at the Flambeau Mine site, copper levels measured at the inlet to
Wetland-C (a pond close to where the ore crusher and rail spur were located during the mining years) spiked to 2,000 mcg/l in August of 2005.
The legal limit is 6.6 mcg/l [Data on file with the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources in Madison, Wisconsin, 2005 (Table 125-9)].
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Graph 125-6. Ever since the first water samples were collected from the Wetland-C outlet in 1999 and Stream-C in 2002, all of the samples
have contained copper levels significantly above the legal limit. See Table 125-9 for additional data [Information on file with the Wisconsin
Department of Natural Resources in Madison, Wisconsin, 2005].

Copper Pollution in Stream-C and the Wetland-C Outlet to Stream-C at the Flambeau Mne Site
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Sample Code and Location
C = Stream C
F = Flambeau River
M = Meadowbrook Creek
R = Runoff 
U = Unnamed Creek
W(A) = Wetland-A
W(B) = Wetland-B
W(C) = Wetland-C
W(1) = Wetland-1
W(6) = Wetland-6
W(11) = Wetland-11

Copper Level in Surface Water (mcg/l)1

(1)  Please note the following baseline values for copper reported in the FEIS:
(a) Flambeau River, upstream from mine: <5 mcg/l (average value measured in 1987)
(b) Wetland-1, west of backfi lled mine pit: 5 mcg/l (measured in 1987)
(c) Other streams and wetlands at the Flambeau Mine site: No data reported in FEIS

(2)  Please note the following Wisconsin DNR toxicity criteria for copper in surface water:
(a) Chronic Toxicity Criterion (CTC) = 6.6 mcg/l
(b) Acute Toxicity Criterion (ATC) = 9.3 mcg/l

Nov 
1999

Nov 
2000

Apr 
2001

Jun 
2001

Jun 
2002

May 
2003

Jun 
2003 

Apr 
2004

Sep 
2004

Oct 
2004

Apr 
2005

Jun 
2005

Aug 
2005

W(C)-1  Wetland-C Inlet (0.9-acre “biofi lter”)
(Figure 125-13)

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done 520 740 650 1,000 1,000 780 1,800 2,000

W(C)-2  Wetland-C (0.9-acre “biofi lter”) outlet to 
Stream-C (Figure 125-13) 25 91 85 73 27 61 62 52 67 28 27 46 41

R-1  Industrial Outlot, on south side of rail spur and 
across from ore crusher location (Figure 125-13)

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done 160 180 1203  90 340

R-2  Industrial Outlot, on south side of rail spur and 
across from ore crusher location (Figure 125-13)

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done 9,900 3,400 8403  590 10,000

R-3  Industrial Outlot, on south side of rail spur and 
across from ore crusher location (Figure 125-13)

Not 
Done

Not  
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done 6,3003 2,300 100,000

R-4  Industrial Outlot, on south side of rail spur and 
across from ore crusher location (Figure 125-13)

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done 

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done 130 64

Not 
Done

R-5  Industrial Outlot, on south side of rail spur and 
across from ore crusher location (Figure 125-13)

Not 
Done

Not  
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done 1503 93 410

R-6  Industrial Outlot, between end of rail spur and 
Flambeau River (Figure 125-13)

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done 3303 290

Not 
Done

R-7  Industrial Outlot, close to where mine’s lined
runoff pond was located (Figure 125-13)

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done 6703  690 3,500

C-1  Stream-C, north of rail spur and upstream of 
confl uence with Wetland-C outlet (Figure 125-13)

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done 140 200 38  170

Not 
Done

C-2  Stream-C, south of rail spur and upstream of 
confl uence with Wetland-C outlet (Figure 125-13)

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done 29 19 14 41

Not 
Done

C-3  Stream-C, just downstream of confl uence with 
Wetland-C outlet (Figure 125-13)

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done 307

Not 
Done

Not 
Done 22 44 26 24 52

Not 
Done

C-4  Stream-C, at confl uence with Flambeau River
(Figure 125-13)

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done 22

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done 34 15 14 36

Not 
Done

W(6B)-1  Wetland-6B (east of Hwy 27) adjacent to 
north side of rail spur (Figures 125-12 and 125-13)

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done 18 13 12 11 15

Not 
Done

W(6C)-1  Wetland-6C, across Hwy 27 from where the 
Type-I waste was stored (Figures 125-12 and 125-13)

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done Dry4 Dry4

Still 
Dry?

Still 
Dry?

Still 
Dry?

U-1  Unnamed intermittent stream, at its confl uence 
with Stream-C (Figure 125-13)

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done 5.7 8.7

Not 
Done

M-1  Meadowbrook Creek, at its confl uence with 
Flambeau River (Figure 125-13)

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done <2.7

Not 
Done

Not 
Done 79/4.25

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

W(1)-1  Wetland-1 (west of backfi lled mine pit), at
undisclosed location within (Figure 125-12) < 0.47 5.9 < 2.7

Not 
Done < 2.7 2.0

Not 
Done 4.5

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done < 1.3

Not 
Done

W(A)-1  Wetland-A (8.5-acre man-made wetland), at 
outlet to Stream-A (Figure 125-11) < 0.47 12 < 2.7

Not 
Done < 2.7 6.5

Not 
Done 17

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done 3.8

Not 
Done

Copper Pollution in Surface Water Samples Collected within the Flambeau River Watershed after 
Mine Reclamation (1999–2005)
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“Gee, I guess not all of the copper went to Canada!”
But here’s the real corker: When Kennecott’s Jana

Murphy submitted the company’s stormwater runoff
data to the DNR, she included a cover letter in which
she stated the following (CD 125-77):

The surface water sampling that has been completed
within the watershed of Stream-C suggests that some
areas, particularly those affected by highway
runoff, may naturally exhibit elevated copper levels
in the water. In addition, the sampling indicates that
there appear to be localized areas at the industrial
outlot that may be contributing elevated copper lev-
els to storm water. [emphasis added]

What? Was Murphy actually trying to blame “highway
runoff” for the incredibly high copper levels in the
water samples collected in the Stream-C watershed?
Sure, the so-called “control” site for the study (C-1)
was located close to Highway 27 and had registered
copper levels of 38–200 mcg/l, but it was also right
next to where the rail spur and high sulfur waste rock
stockpile had been located! What’s more, the sam-
pling site that registered a copper level of 100,000

mcg/l (R-3) was located nowhere near the highway.
Murphy’s statement was just one more example of

how mining companies try to fool everybody with
what’s going on. Instead of suggesting that Highway
27 was the bad boy in the picture, Murphy should
have said the following:

The surface water sampling that has been completed
within the watershed of Stream-C suggests that, due
to Kennecott’s mining activities, some areas,
particularly those close to where the ore crusher,
runoff pond, rail spur and high sulfur waste
rock stockpile were located, have become con-
taminated with acid mine drainage.

After the high levels of copper were recorded in the
stormwater runoff from the industrial outlot,
Kennecott tested the soils in the vicinity of where the
mine’s wastewater treatment plant and runoff pond
had been located (across the rail spur from the ore
crusher). For some reason, however, no samples were
collected along Highway 27 to back up Murphy’s the-
ory about highway runoff! At any rate, copper levels
in the soil samples ranged from 23 mg/kg to 1,500

Sample Code and Location
Nov 
1999

Nov 
2000

Apr 
2001

Jun 
2001

Jun 
2002

May 
2003

Jun 
2003 

Apr 
2004

Sep 
2004

Oct 
2004

Apr 
2005

Jun 
2005

Aug 
2005

W(B)-1  Wetland-B (1.7-acre “biofi lter”), at outlet 
to man-made channel (Figure 125-11) 1.1 12 < 2.7

Not 
Done < 2.7 4.1

Not 
Done 12

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done < 2.7

Not 
Done

F-3  Flambeau River, upstream from mine at Black-
berry Lane (Figure 125-20) < 0.6 < 1.2

Not 
Done < 1.3 < 1.3

Not 
Done 4.22 41/1.56

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done < 1.3

Not 
Done

F-4  Flambeau River, downstream from mine but up-
stream of confl uence with Stream-C (Figure 125-20) < 0.6 < 1.2

Not 
Done < 1.3 3.7

Not 
Done 1.82 1.7

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done < 1.3

Not 
Done

Stream-A: This stream meanders between Wetland-A 
and the Flambeau River but has never been tested for 
pollution (Figure 125-11)

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Wetland-B channel: This channel connects Kennecott’s 
1.7-acre “biofi lter” to the river but has never been 
tested for pollution (Figure 125-11)

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Wetland-11: This wetland runs along the east bank of the 
Flambeau River (directly between the mine site and river) 
but has never been tested for pollution (Figure 125-12)

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

1  The data in this table was compiled from information submitted by Kennecott to the Wisconsin DNR. The DNR has collected no independent data, to date.
2  Data from sample collected July 2003 (no sample collected in June 2003).
3  Data from sample collected May 2005 (no sample collected in April 2005).
4  Kennecott planned to use the W(6C)-1 sampling location as a control for monitoring the surface water quality of the Stream-C watershed. Unfortunately, however, the wetland 
(originally 1.3 acres in size) was found to be dry in 2004, perhaps a residual effect of the groundwater drawdown caused by the mine.

5  Initial reading was 79 mcg/l. Reanalysis gave a value of 4.2 mcg/l.
6  Initial reading was 41 mcg/l. Reanalysis gave a value of 1.5 mcg/l.
7  This sample was collected immediately south of Copper Park Lane rather than at the C-3 sampling site.

Table 125-9. As of 2005, elevated copper levels continue to be recorded in Stream-C, Wetland-C, Wetland-6B and stormwater runoff at the
reclaimed Flambeau Mine site. Highlighted sections of the table represent violations of Wisconsin’s surface water quality standard for copper.
See Figures 125-11, 125-12, 125-13 and 125-20 for maps showing the exact sampling locations and CD 125-76 for more data [Data on file with
the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources in Madison, Wisconsin, 2005 (CD 125-77, CD 125-78 and CD 125-79)].
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mg/kg, as compared to a baseline value of perhaps 4
mg/kg. You can see for yourself in a report issued by
Foth & Van Dyke (CD 125-81).

The copper levels in the soil from the industrial out-
lot were lower than what had been measured in the
railroad ballast in 2003 (those levels ranged from
200–3,400 mg/kg) but nevertheless of great concern. I
asked myself, “If the amount of copper that got into the
top few inches of soil in the industrial outlot can cause
so much pollution that Stream-C and Wetland-C cannot
meet surface water quality standards, who knows
what’s going on inside the backfilled pit?” Surely the
contaminated topsoil was just the tip of the iceberg.

Unfortunately, however, just like in the case of the
contaminated railroad ballast, Kennecott and the
DNR came up with a purely cosmetic approach to the
problem. In brief, the company agreed to the follow-
ing “remedial activities” (CD 125-80 and CD 125-81):

� Scraping off a minimum of four inches of gravel
and soil from all graveled areas surrounding the
buildings in the industrial outlot, covering the
exposed area with a heavy-duty landscape fabric
permeable to water, and spreading a minimum of 4
inches of crushed limestone aggregate (gravel) on
top of the fabric; and

� Excavating the entire run of the drainage ditch from
the west end of the industrial outlot to Wetland-C,
lining it with the same kind of landscape fabric
used around the buildings and spreading limestone
aggregate in the ditch to serve as a buffer.

As my book goes to print, Kennecott is in the middle
of carrying out the above plan. The entire area of
excavation (around the buildings and within the
drainage ditch) is estimated at 10,500 square yards,
and the contaminated material (estimated at 1,200
cubic yards) will be hauled away to a licensed landfill.

When you think about it, the remedial actions
taken by Kennecott prove once more that acid mine
drainage is a real issue at the Flambeau Mine site—
and the problem is more widespread than the mining
company has been willing to admit. Why else would
Kennecott find it necessary to dig up and haul away
so much material and spread crushed limestone all
over the place? And if the contaminated soils do not
extend deeper than four inches beneath the surface,
why did the company find it necessary to lay down all
that landscape fabric to keep the lower soils from
mixing with the limestone on top?

I might add that, as mentioned earlier in the chapter,
the DNR accepted Kennecott’s Notice of Completion
(NOC) for the company’s reclamation activities at the

mine site in November 2001, and the company is hop-
ing to receive its Certificate of Completion in 2006.
But in light of the extensive pollution unearthed in
the industrial outlot in 2005 and the high levels of
copper and sulfur that to this day are being recorded
in Wetland-C, it looks like the department accepted
the company’s Notice of Completion prematurely. In
my opinion, the NOC should be revoked by the
department and no Certificate of Completion issued
until the matter is fully resolved.

Before leaving this section of my story, I have a few
more pieces of information to share with you. For
starters, Kennecott’s monitoring plan for the Stream-
C watershed called for not only testing surface water
samples for pollutants, but the sediment in Wetland-C.
It was an important set of data to collect because the
water coming in contact with the ooze at the bottom
of Wetland-C ultimately drains into Stream-C.

Even before Kennecott analyzed the sediment for
copper and zinc, we knew what the results would
show. You see, by the time the company got around to
collecting the first samples in 2004, the rail spur and
industrial outlot had already contributed contami-
nated runoff to Wetland-C for about six years (from
the time the wetland was first “created” in 1998).
What’s more, Wetland-C is in the exact same spot
where the mine’s surge pond was located during the
mining years, and we didn’t know if the pond had
been drained and dredged before being converted
into a wetland. The company’s reclamation plan only
made mention of dumping some till and about 12
inches of topsoil into the surge pond’s depression to
“create” the wetland, as if that would be enough of a
barrier to separate the old sludge from the new ooze.

At any rate, high levels of copper and zinc were
indeed measured in the sediment at the bottom of
Wetland-C in 2004 and 2005. For example, samples
collected from various locations within the wetland in
September 2005 showed copper levels of 340–2,200
mg/kg and zinc levels of 66–160 mg/kg (CD 125-77).
As far as I know, Kennecott did not analyze the sedi-
ment in any of the wetlands at the mine site prior to
mining, so there is no real baseline data that I can
show you for comparative purposes. But the sediment
in the Flambeau River was tested upstream from the
mine site in 1992 and showed a baseline copper level
of only 6 mg/kg and zinc levels of 33 mg/kg. Surely,
then, no one could dispute the fact that the sediment
in Wetland-C was markedly contaminated.

Kennecott, of course, put a different spin on things.
Company officials pointed out that higher levels of
copper and zinc were observed in sediment samples
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collected at the inlet to Wetland-C than at the outlet.
So they concluded the wetland was filtering the con-
taminants out of the water and therefore “functioning
as designed” (CD 125-77). Unfortunately, however, a
close inspection of the data reveals that Kennecott
had skewed the results. You see, the study showed
that regardless of what part of the wetland was sam-
pled, the highest levels of copper and zinc were meas-
ured in the specimens collected closest to the surface
(especially in the top one inch of sediment). That
made sense, but then Kennecott proceeded to report
inlet results for samples dug to 1 inch beneath the sur-
face, but outlet results for samples dug to 2.5 inches.
So of course the outlet samples showed lower levels
of contamination! Take a look at the company’s report
and you will see what I mean (CD 125-77).

Don’t get me wrong! The sediment at the outlet of
Wetland-C was undoubtedly less contaminated than
the sediment at the inlet. But my gripe is that, to this
day, Kennecott always seems to find a way to distort
its study results to make the data look better than
what it really is. What’s more, the mining company’s
claim that Wetland-C is “functioning as designed”
draws attention away from the fact that the pollution
never should have been there in the first place.

And here’s the real crime! Even though Wetland-C
is supposedly “functioning as designed,” water sam-
ples collected at the outlet of Wetland-C between
1999 and 2005 have consistently violated surface
water quality standards. That’s right. Take a look at
Table 125-9 and read the data that goes with sam-
pling location W(C)-2 (the Wetland-C outlet). You
will notice that copper levels at the outlet to Stream-
C have ranged from 25–91 mcg/l over the years, as
compared to the legal limit of 6.6 mcg/l.

So what does all of this mean for Stream-C? Plenty!
As mentioned earlier, Kennecott started testing the
water in Stream-C for pollutants in 2002—and ever
since then the results have consistently shown ele-
vated levels of copper that violate surface water qual-
ity standards (Graph 125-6 and Table 125-9). For
example, in June 2005, copper levels in Stream-C
were 170 mcg/l just north of the rail spur, 52 mcg/l
immediately downstream from where Wetland-C
drains into Stream-C and 36 mcg/l at the confluence
of Stream-C with the Flambeau River. The entire 0.4-
mile length of the stream was polluted beyond legal
limits! That’s why I maintain Stream-C is being used
by Kennecott as a sewer pipe to carry acid mine
drainage from Wetland-C to the Flambeau River.

To determine how the pollution from the mine was
affecting the overall health of Stream-C, Kennecott

agreed to conduct a biological assessment of the stream
in 2004. The company hired a biologist from Blue Iris
Environmental (a consulting firm located in Black
Creek, Wisconsin) to “walk the stream” and record any
signs of life—be it plant, animal, insect or fish. The
biologist was also instructed to observe and make note
of the stream’s flow characteristics.

Considering that 4.5 acres of Stream-C’s headwa-
ters were filled during mine construction and that
contaminated runoff from the mine site had been
draining into the stream for more than ten years
(from the time the first ore was crushed and shipped
to Canada in 1993), we did not expect the results of
the biological assessment to be very encouraging.
What’s more, we learned from a memo sent by John
Coleman to Larry Lynch in August of 2004 that the
levels of copper recorded in Stream-C in 2002 and
2004 were “in the range of LC50s for many aquatic
plants, invertebrates and fish” (CD 125-57). You may
recall from biology class that each living species has
its own LC50 (Lethal Concentration 50%) for any
given poison, and once the LC50 is reached, 50% of
the exposed population will die.

The biologist hired by Kennecott walked Stream-C
twice, in August of 2004 and May of 2005. And sure
enough, he found hardly any water in the stream and
hardly any signs of life. Here are a few excerpts from
the report issued to the DNR (CD 125-77):

� Stream-C appears to convey water only during
periods of precipitation and snow melt.

� In neither the fall of 2004 nor spring of 2005 was
stream flow sufficient to cover even the bed of the
stream throughout most of the length of the
stream.

� The majority of Stream-C lacks any type of
aquatic vegetation.

� No fish were observed in the stream during either
assessment conducted in fall 2004 or spring
2005.

� Few macroinvertebrate species were observed
in the fall of 2004 or spring of 2005. [Note: By
definition, the term macroinvertebrate refers to
“aquatic invertebrates including insects, crus-
taceans, mollusks and worms, which inhabit a
river channel, pond, lake, wetland or ocean.
Historically, their abundance and diversity have
been used as an indicator of ecosystem health
and of local biodiversity. They are a key compo-
nent of the food chain” (CD 125-82).]

Wow! It sounded to me like the Flambeau Mine had
truly killed off Stream-C by choking its headwaters
and polluting the little bit of water that managed to
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flow in the channel. I must admit, however, that one
thing missing from the biologist’s report was informa-
tion about the health of the stream prior to the mining
years. I figured Stream-C had been vibrant with life,
especially since its flow volume had been high enough
for the stream to qualify as a navigable water. But to
really answer the question, Laura and I contacted the
DNR in late 2005 to obtain any baseline data on file
for the stream. Here is the exact wording of our
request and how Larry Lynch responded (CD 125-83):

Laura: I am writing to ask for … any baseline data
for Intermittent Stream-C (water quality, flow vol-
ume, aquatic vegetation, fish population, insects)
collected by the DNR or Kennecott prior to mining.
When was this type of information first collected for
the stream?

Lynch: I am not aware of any baseline data collected
for Stream-C.

Can you believe it? The DNR knew at the time of the
Master Hearing that Stream-C was a navigable water
of the State of Wisconsin and that the stream’s head-
waters were certain to be impacted by the mining
project. Yet the department did not do any baseline
testing of the stream or require Kennecott to collect
any data either. Was it merely incompetence on the
part of the department or an intentional oversight
designed to protect the mining company from future
liability? We will never know.

GLIFWC was aware of the lack of baseline data on
Stream-C long before I learned of the problem. In fact,
John Coleman was the one who first suggested to
Larry Lynch in May of 2004 that a biological assess-
ment of the stream needed to be done and that it
“should not only document the current presence or
absence of biota but also try to evaluate the stream’s
likely capability to host biota if it hadn’t been con-
taminated with metals for several years” (CD 125-57
and CD 125-59). Unfortunately, however, the biolo-
gist hired by Kennecott failed to do what GLIFWC
suggested, even though the DNR had given lip service
to the idea (CD 125-70). Instead of taking a look at
the other little streams in the area to get an idea of
what Stream-C might have been like before it was
choked and polluted by the mining company, the biol-
ogist merely reported on the present condition of the
stream (CD 125-71 and CD 125-77).

Of course, Kennecott proceeded to take advantage
of the fact that no information was available regarding
the condition of Stream-C prior to the mine being built.
Instead of assuming responsibility for the death of the
stream, the mining company subtly implied in more
than one report that Stream-C had been worthless even

before the mine was built. In particular, the company
slipped the following description of Stream-C into at
least four different reports issued to the DNR between
2004 and 2005 (CD 125-77):

Stream-C is an intermittent stream with poor
aquatic habitat that lacks aquatic vegetation and
aquatic macroinvertebrates. As a result of the poor
habitat and very limited food source, no fish were
observed in the stream during the … biological
assessments. Stream-C does not possess the types of
characteristics that are needed for it to support any
type of fishery.

Since the above paragraph makes no mention of the
health of Stream-C before the mine was built, the
inference is that the stream was worthless and shriv-
eled up from the very beginning and that the mining
company had nothing to do with it. What a clever
way to turn everything around! It’s analogous to a
con man who slowly poisons an otherwise healthy
woman by lacing her tea with arsenic day after day
after day. And when she finally dies and the police
arrive on the scene to investigate the untimely death,
the con tries to convince them that it is not necessary
to do an autopsy because the woman had been sick
for many months. Think about it. That’s how
Kennecott was trying to con all of us.

So would the DNR cut through the crud and hold
Kennecott responsible for the death of Stream-C? You
will find out later when you read the part of my story
entitled “The DNR’s Refusal to Issue Citations to
Kennecott.” Need I say more?

Kennecott’s Use of the Term
“Biofilter” to Avoid Liability for
Pollution at the Flambeau Mine Site
You already know quite a bit about Wetland-C and
how, to this day, both the water and sediment in the
pond are contaminated with high levels of copper and
zinc. But there is much more to tell you—not only
about Wetland-C, but the other two wetlands that
Kennecott “created” at the mine site.

To see where the three man-made wetlands are
located, I refer you back to Figure 125-11. You will
notice that Wetland-A (8.5 acres) is located in the
northeast corner of the mine site, Wetland-B (1.7
acres) is close to the west end of the backfilled pit,
and Wetland-C (0.9 acres) is in the southeast corner
of the mine site, close to the rail spur. I need to tell
you, however, that Kennecott only acknowledges
Wetland-A as being a true wetland. The other two are
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referred to by the mining company as “biofilters.”
So what is a biofilter? Before answering that ques-

tion, let me say this: When Kennecott declared that
Wetland-B and Wetland-C at the Flambeau Mine site
were “biofilters,” it was an indirect admission that the
company intended to use the ponds as receptacles for
acid mine drainage—and a backhanded way of trying
to legalize the pollution. Let me explain.

According to Kennecott, the function of a “biofil-
ter” is to settle and clarify contaminated stormwater
runoff before it flows into a stream (which, to me,
sounds a lot like one of the traditional functions of a
wetland). But if the mining company were to call the
two ponds in question “wetlands,” there are certain
water quality standards that would have to be met,
per the terms of Chapter NR 103 of the Wisconsin
Administrative Code, entitled “Water Quality Stan-
dards for Wetlands.” As you know from the tables and
graphs I showed you earlier, copper and zinc levels in
Wetland-C have consistently exceeded ATC and CTC
limits over the years. And while Kennecott has not
submitted a lot of water quality data to the DNR for
Wetland-B, toxic levels of copper and iron have nev-
ertheless been reported on occasion (CD 125-84).
That’s why I believe Kennecott decided to call the
wetlands “biofilters.” It was a way for the mining
company to make it sound like the two wetlands were
not really wetlands so that the NR 103 water quality
standards could hopefully be circumvented.

Laura and I wondered about Kennecott’s use of the
term “biofilter” to describe Wetland-B and Wetland-C
and whether or not the DNR would go along with the
mining company’s name game. So we wrote to Larry
Lynch in January of 2006 to get a feel for where the
DNR stood on the issue. Here are the questions we
asked and how Lynch responded (CD 125-68):

Laura: What is the difference between a biofilter and
a man-made wetland?

Lynch: A biofilter is a man-made wetland constructed
in such a way that it is effective at removing sediment
from the incoming waters [Comment: In effect,
Lynch admitted here that there is no difference
between a biofilter and a man-made wetland].

Laura: Is the water in a biofilter, particularly at its
outlet, subject to Wisconsin surface water quality
standards?

Lynch: The water within a biofilter is not subject to
water quality criteria and standards.

What? How could the department admit that a biofil-
ter was indeed a wetland, while at the same time
declaring that the water within a biofilter did not
have to meet surface water quality standards? Worse

yet, when Laura wrote to Lynch for further clarifica-
tion, he claimed that even the water at the biofilter’s
outlet to a lake or stream was not subject to NR 103
standards (CD 125-85).

The net result is that to this day, Wetland-C is being
used by Kennecott as a giant septic tank for acid mine
drainage at the Flambeau Mine site—and no citations
have been issued. Stormwater runoff polluted with
incredibly high levels of copper and zinc (and who
knows what else) runs into the pond, the heavy met-
als fall to the bottom and water tainted with toxic
substances drains off the top. Stream-C, in turn,
serves as the septic tank’s drain pipe. The only differ-
ence between a septic tank and what’s happening at
the mine site is that the waste material in a septic
tank is biodegradable while the heavy metals going
into a biofilter are not.

Lynch tried to justify the DNR’s decision to not
enforce surface water quality standards in the “biofil-
ters” at the Flambeau Mine site, but what he said was
a bunch of baloney. Here are his words (CD 125-85):

While there are instances in which water quality stan-
dards are required by law to be met, there are other
water-related regulatory programs that focus on per-
formance measures, but do not require actual com-
pliance with water quality standards. [The use of
biofilters at mine sites] is one such instance.

Water quality criteria and use standards are pub-
lished statements of what are generally considered to
be acceptable water quality conditions, and they are
usually written to err on the side of resource protection.
But the standards, themselves, are just that—stan-
dards—they do not carry with them any legal
mandates that they be met. Such a requirement
must come from some other specific legal authority. …

The mining administrative rules require that dis-
charges from waste facilities meet water quality stan-
dards, however there is no such requirement for
other discharges from other mining related activ-
ities. Those activities more closely resemble non-
point pollution regulation, which focuses on
identifying and meeting performance standards.
The performance standards are designed to protect
water quality but neither require nor guarantee that
each and every application of a performance standard
actually will achieve compliance with water quality
standards.

There is one other thing that is sometimes misun-
derstood. Even for programs that do require compli-
ance with water quality standards, the waste stream,
itself, is most often not required to meet water quality
standards. Rather, compliance is usually deter-
mined by evaluating the condition of the receiving
water, after the waste has entered and been assim-
ilated. [emphasis added]
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Needless to say, we did not agree with Lynch’s opinion
(and that’s all it was—an opinion) regarding the
enforceability of surface water quality standards at
mine sites. Why have standards if, as Lynch suggested,
they “do not carry with them any legal mandates that
they be met?” When I read what Larry wrote, all I
could conclude was that he either didn’t know what he
was talking about or was trying to hide something.

I was also concerned about what Lynch said with
regard to “non-point pollution” at the mine site.
That’s a term which is normally reserved for pollution
that comes from an ill-defined source and is difficult
to regulate (like stormwater runoff from my fields
into the Deer Tail Creek). I suppose some people
might consider the contaminated runoff at a mine site
to be a “non-point” source of pollution. But once the
contaminants get into a biofilter, you know where
they are located (in what amounts to a giant septic
tank), and since heavy metals are not biodegradable,
you know where they are headed (either into the
biofilter’s sediment or straight through the outlet into
a stream). In other words, the biofilter itself can be
thought of as a “point source” of pollution! So why
should the DNR have a problem enforcing water qual-
ity standards at the biofilter’s outlet to a stream, espe-
cially if the effluent is killing the stream?

Based on what the DNR told me about biofilters, I
would like to offer my own definition of what a biofil-
ter really is: In the context of metallic sulfide mining, a
biofilter is a wetland that is being used as a septic tank,
except: (a) the waste (acid mine drainage) that goes
into it is not biodegradable; and (b) by using the term,
the polluter is somehow shielded from prosecution.

At any rate, to this day the DNR has raised no
objection to Kennecott’s use of the term “biofilter” to
describe Wetland-B and Wetland-C at the Flambeau
Mine site. So now, instead of: (a) admitting that the
two wetlands are polluted; and (b) being forced to
pay a hefty fine for breaking the law, Kennecott is
actually bragging about how the biofilters are doing
exactly what they were designed to do—collect cop-
per and zinc and anything else that makes its way into
the stormwater runoff at the mine site. In the process,
the company has cleverly diverted attention away
from the fact that the pollution should have never been
there in the first place.

For an example of what I am talking about, I refer
you to a letter written by Jana Murphy to Larry Lynch
in December of 2003 (CD 125-86). In that letter
Murphy failed to focus on the real problem at hand—
that copper levels in the runoff entering Wetland-C
had topped 700 mcg/l in June of 2003. Instead she

resorted to company rhetoric and stated, “Analyses of
the 0.9-acre biofilter inlet samples indicate that the
biofilter is operating as designed by dramatically reduc-
ing concentrations of copper and manganese from
stormwater runoff” [emphasis added]. Of course, she
failed to add that the water draining out of the pond
and headed for the Flambeau River still had a copper
level of 62 mcg/l, about ten times higher than what is
considered safe for sensitive species of fish. Take
another look at Graph 125-6 to see for yourself.

Even if the water draining out of a biofilter is
somewhat cleaner than the water entering it (due to
the settling out of some of the contaminants), the fact
remains that the pond and its sediment are still toxic.
Nothing is really getting filtered out. Some of the
heavy metals pass straight through and the rest are
piling up in the bottom of the pond, waiting to break
loose. To me, the existence of biofilters at the
Flambeau Mine site is not a solution to the problem,
but rather symptomatic of a much bigger problem
brewing next to the Flambeau River.

A pond is a pond—and the mining company should
be held responsible for any pollution in any pond at
the mine site, regardless of whether it’s called a pond
or a biofilter.

In the case of Wetland-B and Wetland-C at the
Flambeau Mine site, the use of the term “biofilter” is
particularly inappropriate. I say so because both of
these wetlands are located in areas where naturally
occurring wetlands existed prior to mining. As you
saw earlier, Kennecott pushed around the dirt a little
bit where Wetland-1 was located to “create” Wetland-
B. And in terms of Wetland-C, it’s at the headwaters of
Stream-C. We should not be expected to accept the
pollution of these two wetlands with acid mine
drainage, just because Kennecott has decided to
rename them “biofilters.” To show you just how dumb
the whole thing really is, take a look at a cartoon
drawn by my friend Bill Krupinksi (Figure 125-14).

I might add that the idea of using biofilters as
receptacles for acid mine drainage was never even
brought up at the Master Hearing for the Flambeau
Mine. It was added into the reclamation plan in 1998,
after the mining officials discovered they would not
be able to hide the pollution that had started to
emerge at the mine site (CD 116-15). Could you
imagine the fuss we would have raised if we had been
told from the very beginning about these giant septic
tanks? Even today I get so mad thinking about the
whole thing that I could poke someone.

But no matter how angry I get, the fact remains
that we in Rusk County are now stuck with a couple
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of biofilters at the Flambeau Mine site. So let’s talk
about the potential ramifications for the community.

Besides environmental concerns, one of the most
obvious problems with using a wetland as a septic
tank is long-term maintenance. I have a 500-gallon
septic tank for my house, and it’s a fact of life that
every now and then I have to get it pumped to remove
the sludge. Otherwise the tank would eventually back
up and cause a real mess. Laura and I figured that a

biofilter wouldn’t be any different, especially consid-
ering the fact that the toxic material going into it is
not biodegradable. So we decided to ask the DNR a
few questions about the long-term maintenance plans
for the biofilters at the Flambeau Mine site. Here are
the questions we asked, along with the answers pro-
vided by Larry Lynch (CD 125-68):

Laura: How will the biofilters at the Flambeau Mine
site be maintained in the long run? Will they period-

Figure 125-14. Artist Bill Krupinski of Jefferson, Wisconsin drew it like he saw it. Kennecott renamed Wetland-C at the Flambeau Mine site a
“biofilter” in an effort to hide the fact that the wetland was being used as a giant septic tank for acid mine drainage. An even worse crime, how-
ever, was that the DNR went along with it (2006).
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ically be dredged to remove contaminated sediment?
Will the liners periodically be replaced?

Lynch: The biofilters, particularly the 0.9 acre biofil-
ter, may need occasional maintenance consisting of
removal of sediment when the capacity or the effi-
ciency of the biofilter is compromised. The only
biofilter with a liner is the 0.9 acre biofilter and it is
unlikely that the liner would ever be replaced. It is
not a critical element in the design or operation of
the biofilter.

Laura: Are any set requirements for biofilter mainte-
nance included in any of the mining permits issued
to Kennecott? If so, could I get a copy of what the
company is required to do? For how long is the com-
pany responsible for biofilter maintenance?

Lynch: There is no specific mention of the mainte-
nance of the biofilters [in the permits issued to
Kennecott]. The department will retain a portion of
the reclamation bond for at least twenty years after
issuance of the certificate of completion for the entire
mining site. As long as we have that financial instru-
ment, the company will retain some level of responsi-
bility for maintenance of the biofilters.

Wow! After acknowledging that the two biofilters at
the mine site might need to be dredged occasionally
to remove all the heavy metals, Lynch admitted that
the issue of biofilter maintenance had not even been
addressed in the permits issued to Kennecott—and
that Wetland-B (the 1.7-acre biofilter next to the
Flambeau River) didn’t even have a liner. It shows
once more what a shoddy job the department did in
regulating the project. And what happens after
twenty years, when the reclamation bond is returned?
I have to have my septic tank pumped about every
three years, and it’s not cheap. So as a
taxpayer, I sure as heck don’t want to
get stuck with the bill for pumping
Kennecott’s gigantic “septic tanks” at
the Flambeau Mine site. Unfortun-
ately, however, it looks like that is
what the mining company and DNR
have saddled us with—in perpetuity.

The whole thing also shows the
DNR’s double standard for regulating
the mining industry versus private cit-
izens. You may recall the little story I
told you earlier about the two-holer
that some friends of mine built on the
edge of my hay field in 1989 to accom-
modate the crowd attending the
Protect the Earth Festival at my
farm—and how the DNR boys got all
bent out of shape when they heard

about it. Isn’t it interesting that a copper mine can
dump polluted wastewater into a river and the DNR
goes along with it, but the department thinks it’s dan-
gerous for a few people to pee on a gravel hillside for
one day?

Another example of the preferential treatment
given to the mining industry has to do with state reg-
ulations regarding the maintenance of private septic
tanks. According to the terms of Wis. Stat. 145.245,
private septic tanks have to be pumped or inspected
at least once every three years or the owner may be
fined up to $5,000. In fact, while Laura and I were
working on this particular chapter of our book, she
actually got a postcard in the mail from her county
zoning office, asking her to provide verification that
her septic tank had recently been pumped (Figure
125-15). Tell me, then, how could the DNR let
Kennecott get by without any set requirements for
maintaining the company’s so-called biofilters at the
mine site, especially considering how close they are to
the Flambeau River?

By the way, I’m not the only one who thinks the use
of biofilters at mine sites is a losing proposition for
the community. In 1990, a Minnesota-based conser-
vation group called the Project Environment Foun-
dation commented on the immense problems caused
by acid mine drainage—and how using wetlands as
septic tanks had numerous economic and environ-
mental drawbacks. The group’s report was so on-
point that I would like to close this part of the chapter
with the following excerpt (CD 125-87):

Collection and treatment of acid drainage can be
effective in the short term, but may need to continue

Figure 125-15. This postcard was sent to Laura Furtman by her local zoning office, ask-
ing her to verify that she had complied with the state law requiring private septic tanks to
be pumped at least once every three years. Unfortunately, no such standard exists for
long-term maintenance of wetlands being used as septic tanks at mine sites (2006).
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for generations while acid mine drainage continues.
Floods, fires … and a loss of financing represent
large risks to continuous long-term treatment. …

“Wetlands treatment” (acidic metal-laden drain-
age is directed through a peatland, where many of
the metals are accumulated in living and dead or-
ganic matter) has numerous drawbacks: questions
about short-term continuous effectiveness and long-
term maintenance, reduced effectiveness in winter
and the long-term fate of metals accumulated in the
organics.

The largest problem with wetlands treatment is
that it is not a wise policy to use natural wetlands,
critical for wildlife, flood control and groundwater
recharge, as a toxic metals dumping ground.

The Fate of Kennecott’s Three 
Man-Made Wetlands at the
Flambeau Mine Site
Did you notice the title of this section of my story?
After all the information I just gave you about biofil-
ters, you might be wondering why I didn’t choose a
title something like this: “The Fate of Wetland-A and
Kennecott’s Two Biofilters at the Flambeau Mine
Site.” So before providing you with a synopsis of how
Wetland-A, Wetland-B and Wetland-C are faring, let
me explain my choice of words.

It all goes back to the definition of biofilter that I
gave you earlier: “In the context of metallic sulfide
mining, a biofilter is a wetland that is being used as a
septic tank, except: (a) the waste (acid mine drainage)
that goes into it is not biodegradable; and (b) by using
the term, the polluter is somehow shielded from pros-
ecution.” It’s a name game that I am not willing to
play. Why should I call Wetland-B a “1.7-acre biofilter”
or Wetland-C a “0.9-acre biofilter” when they look like
wetlands, they function like wetlands and they are
located where naturally-occurring wetlands existed
prior to mining? The only difference now is that the
mining company doesn’t want them to be regulated
like wetlands. The deception has got to stop, which
means the use of the term “biofilter” to describe
Wetland-B and Wetland-C has got to stop. If it looks
like a duck and quacks like a duck, it must be a duck.

That being said, let me now tell you about the fate
of Kennecott’s three man-made wetlands at the Flam-
beau Mine site, Wetland-A, Wetland-B and Wetland-C.

Wetland-A (8.5 acres)
Wetland-A is located in the northeast corner of the
mine site, where the low sulfur waste rock was stored
during the mining years without a liner. Take a look at

Figure 125-11 and you will notice that Wetland-A
drains into Stream-A, which ultimately empties into
the Flambeau River.

Wetland-A is upgradient from where the backfilled
mine pit is located, which means the wetland is not
positioned to intercept any of the highly contami-
nated groundwater moving through the backfilled pit
toward the river. I imagine that’s why Kennecott
chose this particular spot for the wetland—to mini-
mize the chance of the public seeing firsthand what
was really going on beneath the surface. You may
recall that Kennecott’s original reclamation plan
called for locating Wetland-A over the west end of the
backfilled pit (Figure 116-9). But then, at the last
minute, the mining company applied to the DNR for
approval to change the plan so as to “avoid the wet-
land intercepting the recovered groundwater table
within the area of the former pit.”

So is Wetland-A free of pollution? It’s hard to say
for sure because there isn’t a lot of data to examine.
As far as I know, only a single water sample (at the
outlet of Wetland-A to Stream-A) has been collected
each year for analysis since 1999, which doesn’t pro-
vide much of a picture, especially considering the fact
that the wetland is 8.5 acres in size. No stormwater
runoff samples have been collected to analyze what’s
getting into the wetland or what’s draining directly
into Stream-A; no water samples have been collected
along the length of Stream-A to monitor the health of
the stream; no samples have been tested at the outlet
of Stream-A to the Flambeau River to see what’s get-
ting into the river; and no sediment samples have
been collected from either the wetland or Stream-A.

Laura and I found it hard to understand why so lit-
tle information was available for Wetland-A and
Stream-A, especially since high levels of pollution had
already been documented in Wetland-C and Stream-C.
What’s more, Wetland-A is the wetland that Kennecott
was legally required to construct as a replacement for
the wetlands lost during mine construction (it’s
referred to as a “mitigation wetland”). So we figured
the company would have to demonstrate that the wet-
land, as a whole, met the appropriate water quality
standards and that Stream-A was not carrying pollu-
tants to the Flambeau River. But when we asked the
DNR in late 2005 if there were any plans to develop a
comprehensive monitoring program for Wetland-A
and Stream-A (comparable to what had been done for
Wetland-C and Stream-C), we were told the following
(CD 125-68 and CD 125-83):

There are no plans to conduct an extensive monitor-
ing program … of the 8.5 acre wetland. Based on the
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monitoring results to date, such an extensive moni-
toring program is not warranted. … There has been
no water quality monitoring conducted on Stream-A
… and there are not any plans to do so.

In other words, we were up the creek in terms of find-
ing out what was really going on in Wetland-A and
Stream-A at the Flambeau Mine site.

I have included some of the water quality data
available for Wetland-A in Table 125-9 and the rest on
the CD-ROM that accompanies the book (CD 125-
88). As noted earlier, just a few water samples have
been collected over the years, but some of the results
have nevertheless been troubling. For example, cop-
per levels in the wetland’s outlet have jumped around
quite a bit, going from less than 0.5 mcg/l (November
1999) to 12 mcg/l (November 2000) to less than 3
mcg/l (November 2001) to 17 mcg/l (April 2004)
and then back down to 3.8 mcg/l (June 2005). There
seems to be no rhyme or reason to the numbers, but I
can tell you this: The surface water quality standard
for copper is 6.6 mcg/l, so the water leaving Wetland-
A and entering Stream-A has on occasion registered
copper levels 2–3 times higher than the maximum
level considered safe for sensitive species of fish.

Iron and barium levels in the Wetland-A outlet
have jumped around as well. For example, iron levels
increased from 0.02 mg/l in November 1999 to 1.00
mg/l in June 2002, dropped back down to 0.08 mg/l
in May 2003 and then increased to 0.64 mg/l in April
2004. And barium went from 6.5 mcg/l (November
1999) to 110 mcg/l (June 2002) to 20 mcg/l (May
2003). The wide fluctuation in readings makes me
wonder if there is a problem with how Kennecott has
been collecting the water samples. For example, were
some of the samples collected after a heavy rainfall
(which would dilute the pollutants), while others
were collected under drier conditions? Or could
something else be going on that is affecting the rate at
which pollutants are being released into the water?
The whole thing highlights the fact that it’s not
enough for Kennecott to collect just a single water
sample once a year from the wetland. Samples need
to be collected from numerous locations at least
quarterly in order to understand what’s really hap-
pening to the water.

I wonder if the elevated levels of copper, iron and
barium that have sporadically shown up in Wetland-A
have anything to do with the fact that the wetland is
located where the low sulfur waste rock was stored
during mining. Since the crushed rock was not stored
on a liner, perhaps the groundwater table beneath the
wetland as well as the surrounding soils are contami-

nated with sulfur and heavy metals, similar to what
happened to the railroad ballast. I also wonder if any
of the heavy metals in the wetland are making their
way down Stream-A to the Flambeau River. These are
legitimate questions that need to be answered. But
perhaps the most important question to ask is this:
Where is the DNR?

Wetland-B (1.7 acres)
Wetland-B, which Kennecott prefers to call a biofilter,
is fairly close to the western end of the backfilled mine
pit and about 400 feet from the Flambeau River. It’s in
a location where it could potentially intercept contam-
inated groundwater moving out of the pit toward the
river. Prior to mining, the area where Wetland-B is now
located was part of a larger wetland known as
Wetland-1.

You will notice by looking at Figure 125-11 that
there are a number of swales that Kennecott either
“created” or recontoured in 1998 so that the general
flow of swamp water and runoff through the central
portion of the reclaimed mine site would be toward
Wetland-B. The swales that run across the southern
portion of the backfilled pit and between the pit and
river are of particular interest, because they are
located where there used to be an intermittent stream
that emptied into the Flambeau River. As you know, I
am talking about Stream-B, which was destroyed
when Kennecott dug the mine pit.

Wetland-B drains directly into the Flambeau River
through a man-made channel that was used during
the mining years to convey water from the mine’s set-
tling ponds to the river. Unfortunately, however, nei-
ther the water nor the sediment in the channel have
ever been tested for contaminants. When Laura and I
asked the DNR in late 2005 if the water quality of the
channel would be monitored in the future, we were
told there were “not any plans to do so,” not even at
the channel’s outlet to the Flambeau River (CD 125-
83). How can Kennecott continue to claim that its so-
called “biofilter” is “operating as designed” when the
company isn’t even monitoring the channel that con-
nects the biofilter to the river?

Laura and I also asked the DNR if there were any
plans to monitor the sediment in Wetland-B for con-
taminants. After all, it’s common knowledge that
biofilters sometimes have to be dredged if too much
contaminated material accumulates in the bottom,
and Wetland-B doesn’t even have a liner. But once
again we were told that no such monitoring would be
done because the department did not feel it was nec-
essary (CD 125-68). In case any of this sounds famil-
iar, it’s the exact same thing we were told by the DNR
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with regard to Wetland-A. It seems the department
hasn’t found it necessary to do much of any kind of
monitoring when it comes to the Flambeau Mine.

Needless to say, there isn’t a lot I can tell you about
the water quality in Wetland-B. It appears the com-
pany has tested only a single water sample from the
wetland (at the outlet of Wetland-B to the man-made
channel) each year since 1999. And just like in the
case of Wetland-A, results have fluctuated widely.
Here is what I know: (1) elevated copper levels of 12
mcg/l were recorded in Wetland-B in both November
2000 and April 2004 (that’s nearly twice the legal
limit); (2) barium levels went from 12 mcg/l in
November 1999 to 120 mcg/l in June 2002 and then
back down to 23 mcg/l in May 2003; (3) the highest
iron levels recorded so far have been 1.6 mg/l (June
2002) and 1.1 mg/l (June 2005); and (4) manganese
levels in the wetland jumped from 12 mcg/l in April
2004 to 310 mcg/l in June 2005. All of these results
are of concern, especially considering how close
Wetland-B is to the Flambeau River.

I have included additional water quality data for
Wetland-B in Table 125-9 and on the CD-ROM that
accompanies the book (CD 125-84). It is my hope that
as more people become aware of the shoddy job that
Kennecott has done with monitoring the wetlands
and streams at the Flambeau Mine site, pressure will
build on the DNR to require that a more aggressive
monitoring program be put in place.

Wetland-C (0.9 acres)

You already know quite a bit about the high levels of
pollution that have been recorded in Wetland-C, the
0.9-acre wetland located close to the reclaimed rail
spur. And you have also seen the impact that the pol-
lution has had on Stream-C, the little creek that runs
between Wetland-C and the Flambeau River. So could
there be anything more to tell you? You bet!

As my book goes to print, Kennecott is monitoring
pollution levels in four different wetlands at the mine
site: Wetland-A, Wetland-B, Wetland-C and Wetland-1.
Not a lot of data is being collected, but enough to show
that the highest levels of pollution are in Wetland-C. In
fact, in August of 2005 the copper levels at the inlet to
the wetland reached an amazing level of 2,000 mcg/l
(300 times higher than the CTC), zinc was reported at
360 mcg/l (5 times higher than the CTC) and the pH of
the water was only 5.7 (CD 125-77).

But just like on earlier occasions, Kennecott down-
played the significance of the high levels of pollution
in the wetland by focusing on how the water at the
wetland’s outlet was less polluted than the water at

the inlet. In particular, the company made the follow-
ing claim in its 2005 annual report: “The biofilter [in
the industrial outlot area] typically removes 95% of
the copper when biofilter inlet and outlet surface
water samples are compared” (CD 125-89). But
everything is relative, and 5% of a large number can
still be a large number. And sure enough, the copper
level reported in the Wetland-C outlet in August of
2005 topped 40 mcg/l, which was 2% of the level
measured in the inlet but still six times higher than the
CTC. Just like in the old days when Larry Mercando
foisted his half-truths on the community, Kennecott
continues to do the same thing to this day.

I would also like to mention that just because cop-
per levels have been shown to be higher in the inlet
waters than in the outlet waters of Wetland-C, it does
not necessarily mean that other pollutants are behav-
ing the same way. For example, in May of 2003 the
iron level at the outlet of Wetland-C (0.50 mg/l) was
ten times higher than the iron level at the inlet (0.056
mg/l). First I thought it was a fluke or perhaps a dec-
imal point error on the part of the laboratory, but the
same kind of thing happened in April of 2004, when
the iron level in the outlet was reported as 0.6 mg/l,
as compared to an inlet level of 0.12 mg/l. I don’t
understand it, but that’s what the record shows. You
can see for yourself by going to the CD-ROM that
accompanies the book. There you will find two tables
of information that include all of the available water
quality data for the Wetland-C inlet and outlet, to
date (CD 125-90 and CD 125-91).

Wetland-C and Stream-C have been a real focus of
concern for those of us who are worried about the
emergence of acid mine drainage at the Flambeau
Mine site. And I think Kennecott’s top officials are
worried as well—not because they care about protect-
ing the public’s natural resources, but because they
care about protecting the company’s financial re-
sources. Let me explain.

I believe that the pollution in Wetland-C and
Stream-C is symptomatic of a much bigger problem
brewing beneath the surface in the backfilled pit—and
that Kennecott would like nothing better than to cover
up what’s happening and get out of Rusk County
before all hell breaks loose. That’s why the company
removed the contaminated ballast from the rail spur in
late 2003 and that’s why, as my book goes to print,
there are plans to scrape off the top four inches of
gravel in the industrial outlot. The whole darned thing
is no more than a cosmetic approach, designed to buy
the mining company enough time to make its getaway.
Don’t forget! Kennecott put the wheels in motion in
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late 2001 for the company to hopefully receive a
“Certificate of Completion” from the DNR by 2006 for
its reclamation activities at the Flambeau Mine site.
And once that certificate is awarded by the depart-
ment, it will be more difficult to hold the mining com-
pany responsible for any problems that might arise.

Here is another interesting piece of information
regarding Kennecott’s modus operandi. As you know,
the company collected a fair amount of data between
2003 and 2005 with regard to the pollution problems
in the Stream-C watershed. In particular, Kennecott:
(1) tested the railroad ballast for contaminants and
found elevated levels of copper and sulfur (July
2003); (2) monitored the water quality of Wetland-C
and Stream-C and found levels of copper and zinc
that exceeded surface water quality standards
(September 2004–September 2005); (3) tested the
stormwater runoff from the industrial outlot for con-
taminants and found incredibly high levels of copper
(September 2004–August 2005); (4) sampled the
sediment in Wetland-C for heavy metals and found
elevated levels of copper and zinc (September
2004–September 2005); and (5) tested the gravel in
the industrial outlot for contaminants and found high
concentrations of copper (August 2005). But when
Laura and I went to the company’s 2003, 2004 and
2005 annual reports to find out what the company
had to say about all the pollution, we discovered that
the raw data had not even been included for anyone to
see. Instead, the reports contained qualitative state-
ments like these:

� A report dated October 20, 2003 was submitted
to the department and contained the final soil
sampling results and remediation plan for the rail
spur west of Highway 27.—FMC 2003 Annual
Report

� A proposed expanded surface runoff monitoring
program including a bioassessment of [Stream-C]
was submitted to the department for review in a
document dated August 5, 2004. … In a submit-
tal dated January 20, 2005, Flambeau provided a
memorandum prepared by Foth & Van Dyke that
summarized and assessed the data that was col-
lected in 2004.—FMC 2004 Annual Report

� In a document dated October 24, 2005, Flambeau
submitted to the department the results of the 2005
surface runoff monitoring program. The 2005
results were consistent with the 2004 results.—FMC
2005 Annual Report

None of the above statements told us very much,
except that some monitoring had taken place. So if
Laura and I had not done a series of open records

requests to obtain the individual studies alluded to in
the company’s annual reports, we would have never
known how bad the numbers really were.

I might add that Laura and I we were not the only
ones to notice that the mining company was less than
forthcoming with its pollution data. John Coleman of
GLIFWC wrote a letter to Larry Lynch in September of
2004 in which he stated the following (CD 125-92):

Thank you for meeting with the Voigt Intertribal Task
Force on June 3, 2004. … [During the meeting] it was
requested that all water quality data from the site be
reported in the annual report and that all exceedances
of permit conditions or state standards be reported in
the annual report. At that meeting, you indicated that
exceedances such as the ones recorded in Stream-C
could be documented in the FMC annual report if the
Wisconsin DNR so requested. …

The section of the FMC annual report titled
“Incident Log” would be a logical place for all such
exceedances of environmental standards to be
reported. An even better approach would be to create
a section that compared the year’s environmental
data to pertinent standards. Whichever approach is
taken, the Wisconsin DNR should request that FMC
include all water quality data in its annual report
and indicate within the report whether permit or
state standards have been exceeded.

The mining company’s 2004 annual report was issued
about four months after Coleman sent his letter to the
DNR. But you already know what happened. None of
the pollution data for the Stream-C watershed was
included, even though GLIFWC’s request had been as
reasonable as it could be.

To this day, Kennecott continues to do everything it
can to conceal the truth from the public. In a way, the
whole thing smacks of a crime scene: Kennecott is the
criminal; the streams and wetlands at the Flambeau
Mine site are the victims; and the DNR, by virtue of help-
ing Kennecott to keep things quiet, is the accomplice.

The DNR’s Refusal to Issue Citations
to Kennecott for Violating
Wisconsin’s Environmental Laws
Have you ever been pulled over for speeding? It’s
happened to me twice in my more than seventy-five
years of driving. The first time I was caught going 62
MPH in a 55 MPH zone and was given just a warning.
I was 70 years old at the time with a clean record. And
it’s not like I was going 90 MPH, so I guess the trooper
thought I deserved a break. The second time (about
six years later) I wasn’t so lucky. I was once again
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going 62 MPH in a 55 MPH zone and got a hefty fine.
The whole thing shows how handing out citations is
sometimes up to the discretion of the law enforce-
ment official who happens to be on the scene.

When it comes to mining in the State of Wisconsin,
the DNR seems to have adopted the same kind of dis-
cretionary approach to handing out tickets. Except in
the case of Kennecott, no citations have been issued at
all, despite the fact that the mining company has
repeatedly and significantly been “over the limit” on
the amount of pollution measured in the groundwater
and surface water at the mine site. It’s kind of like get-
ting caught driving 90 MPH over and over and over
and never being ticketed.

Larry Lynch and Chuck Hammer have been the
department officials “on the scene” at the Flambeau
Mine site, and I wish the state trooper who gave me
that ticket for $89 back in the early 1990s would have
been as lenient as those two guys. Here are just a few
examples of what I mean:
� In October 2002, January 2003, April 2003,

October 2003 and January 2004 Kennecott vio-
lated the MCL standard for manganese in not just
any old well at the Flambeau Mine site, but the
compliance boundary well located between the
backfilled mine pit and the Flambeau River (MW-
1015B). Manganese levels ranged from 240 mcg/l
to 440 mcg/l, while the legal limit set for the mine
was 230 mcg/l (the normal safety standard is 50
mcg/l). And it’s not like the manganese levels were
high to begin with—monthly samples collected
between April 2001 and December 2001 averaged
31 mcg/l (CD 125-2). Yet, no citations were issued.

� In October 2002, July 2003, October 2003, Jan-
uary 2004, April 2004, July 2004 and July 2005
Kennecott violated the MCL standard for iron in
the same compliance boundary well mentioned
above (MW-1015B). Iron levels ranged from 0.38
mg/l to 0.67 mg/l, while the legal limit is 0.3 mg/l
(CD 125-2). And just like for manganese, the initial
iron readings in MW-1015B had been quite low
(seven out of the nine monthly readings taken
between April 2001 and December 2001 were less
than 0.005 mg/l). Yet, no citations were issued.

� Ever since 1999, all of the water samples collected
from MW-1013B and MW-1014B (located within
the backfilled pit) have grossly exceeded the MCL
drinking water standard for manganese. Mangan-
ese levels have ranged from 14,000 mcg/l to
42,000 mcg/l, as compared to the normal safety
standard of 50 mcg/l (CD 125-2, CD 125-39 and
CD 125-40). Yet, no citations have been issued.

� Ever since July 1999, all of the water samples col-
lected from MW-1013C and MW-1014C (located
within the backfilled pit) have grossly exceeded the
MCL drinking water standard for iron. Iron levels
have ranged from 1.1 mg/l to 14 mg/l, as com-
pared to an estimated baseline value of 0.05 mg/l
(CD 125-2 and CD 125-23). Yet, no citations have
been issued.

� Ever since October 1999, all of the water samples
collected from MW-1013B, MW-1013C and MW-
1014B (located within the backfilled pit) have
grossly exceeded the MCL drinking water standard
for sulfate. Sulfate levels have ranged from 1,200
mg/l to 2,000 mg/l, as compared to an estimated
baseline value of 10 mg/l or less (CD 125-2 and CD
125-25). Yet, no citations have been issued.

� Ever since 1998 when the mine pit was backfilled
with metallic sulfide waste, MW-1000PR (Kenne-
cott’s self-described intervention boundary well
located just 125 feet from the Flambeau River) has
exceeded the PAL and/or MCL standards for cal-
cium, conductivity, water hardness, sulfate and
total dissolved solids repeatedly, even though base-
line measurements taken in 1992 were all within
normal limits (CD 125-2 and CD 125-34). Yet, no
citations have been issued.

� Ever since 1998, MW-1000PR has also exceeded
the PAL and MCL standards for iron and man-
ganese. It turns out that even the baseline meas-
urements for the two metals had topped the MCLs,
but the levels increased much higher after the mine
pit was backfilled (CD 125-2 and CD 125-34). For
example, there was nearly a nine-fold increase in
iron (the MCL is 0.3 mg/l, the baseline measure-
ment in October 1992 was 0.8 mg/l and a level of
7.0 mg/l was measured in April 2004). The same
thing happened with manganese (the MCL set for
the mine was 230 mcg/l, the baseline reading in
October 1992 was 820 mcg/l and a level of 5,600
mcg/l was recorded in July 1999). Yet, no citations
have been issued.

� Water samples collected from Wetland-A at the
Flambeau Mine site (the “mitigation wetland” for
the project) and Wetland-B exceeded the CTC for
copper in November 2000 and April 2004.
Reported values ranged from 12–17 mcg/l, as com-
pared to the legal limit of 6.6 mcg/l (Table 125-9).
Yet, no citations were issued.

� Water samples collected from Wetland-C at the
mine site (the 0.9-acre pond next to the reclaimed
rail spur) have grossly violated the CTC standard for
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copper ever since sampling first began in 1999.
While the legal limit is 6.6 mcg/l, copper levels in
the pond’s inlet have ranged from 520–2,000
mcg/l, and levels in the pond’s outlet to Stream-C
have ranged from 25–91 mcg/l (Table 125-9). The
seriousness of the exceedance is somewhat akin to
driving 100 MPH in a 15 MPH school zone! But
because Kennecott renamed the wetland a “biofil-
ter” in 1998, the DNR decided that no surface water
quality standards would apply. It’s as if that driver
who was going 100 MPH in the school zone told the
cop who pulled him over that his car was really an
ambulance, and the cop bought into it and let him
off the hook. Needless to say, no citations have been
issued, despite the fact that Kennecott’s “biofilter” is
feeding pollutants into Stream-C and ultimately the
Flambeau River.

� Water samples from Stream-C, a navigable water of
the State of Wisconsin, have exceeded the CTC for
copper ever since the first samples were collected
in 2002. Levels have ranged from 14 mcg/l to 200
mcg/l, depending on which part of the stream was
tested (Table 125-9). The CTC for zinc has been
exceeded on a number of occasions as well (CD
125-76). Yet, no citations have been issued.

It’s hard to believe that the DNR would allow
Kennecott to do so much harm to the environment
without ever giving the mining company a ticket. But
that’s what happened, as depicted so well in a cartoon
drawn by Bill Krupinski (Figure 125-16). As you can
see, the DNR’s irresponsible handling of the situation
provided Bill with ample fodder.

So what is going on with the DNR? To answer that
question, let me tell you about a meeting that took
place between GLIFWC and the DNR on June 3, 2004.
The meeting itself dealt with just one issue, GLIFWC’s
concern over violations of state water quality stan-
dards in Stream-C. But the DNR’s handling of that one
issue provides insight into the department’s overall
attitude toward the need to enforce environmental
standards at the Flambeau Mine site. So let me tell
you what happened, and then you will understand
why the DNR has not only failed to ticket Kennecott
for polluting Stream-C, but why the department has
refused to enforce other applicable laws as well.

The key players at the meeting hosted by GLIFWC
were Jim Schlender and Larry Lynch. And, believe
me, those two guys really butted heads. I was not
there to witness the exchange for myself, but I can
walk you through what happened, based on corre-
spondence between GLIFWC and the DNR that I
obtained as a result of an open records request. The

letters and emails are so telling that I will quote them
frequently from here on out. So let’s get started!

As far as I know, GLIFWC became aware of the pol-
lution in Wetland-C and Stream-C sometime in early
2004. As mentioned earlier in the chapter, that’s
when John Coleman sent an email to Larry Lynch to
learn more about the problem and what was being
done about it. Specifically, here is what Coleman
wrote on March 2, 2004 (CD 125-57):

I was looking at the sampling results from the 0.9
acre wetland and Stream-C. It looks like there has
been elevated copper at the outlet where the 0.9 acre
wetland discharges to Stream-C in all samples since
sampling began there in 1999 (25–91 mcg/l). The
one time Stream-C itself was sampled (2002) it also
showed elevated copper (22–30 mcg/l). Looking at
the surface water standards in NR 105, it looks to me
like the copper chronic standard for Stream-C would
be about 7 mcg/l [ppb]. Based on this, it looks to me
like there was a documented exceedance of surface
water standards in Stream-C in 2002. In addition,
based on the results from the 0.9 acre wetland and
the elevated copper in soil samples from as far back
as August 1998, one would suppose that standards
in Stream-C may very well have been exceeded fre-
quently since 1999 and possibly earlier. I was won-
dering if there is any additional data for Stream-C
other than the two samples taken June 5, 2002.

Am I correct in my interpretation of the NR 105
surface water standards and how they would apply
to Stream-C? If there was an exceedance of surface
water standards in Stream-C, was there some sort of
citation or notice of violation? I assume that the
problem is what stimulated the removal of the rail
spur and contaminated ballast, but the Flambeau
documents don’t explicitly make the link. I was
unable to find any reference to the exceedance in the
2002 or 2003 Annual Reports. I’d have thought it
would show up in the incident section if nowhere
else. Is it discussed in other documents from 2002? If
so, can I get them?

I assume there was correspondence back and forth
between the company and the DNR concerning the
elevated copper in the 0.9 acre wetland and in
Stream-C. Can I get a copy of that correspondence?
And any insights into what’s going on with Stream-
C would be appreciated. Thanks for helping me
understand this issue.

It took Lynch more than three weeks to get back to
Coleman. But when I read the email, I could understand
why it took him so long. It seems that little Larry knew
he had a hot potato in his hands, so he ran to DNR
Attorney Chuck Hammer to get some advice. Here is the
email that Lynch eventually sent to John on March 26,
2004, along with my comments (CD 125-57):
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After receiving your email, I checked with both our
legal staff and our enforcement office to verify my
understanding of how the Department addresses sit-
uations like the one experienced at the Flambeau
Mine site. I also put the information available to us
before the water quality staff to get feedback on their
level of concern.

You are correct that the water quality criteria that

appear in NR 105 are the criteria that apply to Stream-
C. Specifically, the chronic standard for copper in
Stream-C would be on the order of 7 ppb as you indi-
cated. Further, the one time that water quality in Stream-
C was monitored, the results (22 and 30 ppb) exceeded
the standard. [Comment: This is an important conces-
sion by Lynch, because it proves the water in Stream-C
was indeed polluted beyond legal limits.]

Figure 125-16. As my book goes to print in 2006, the Wisconsin DNR has yet to issue any kind of citation to Kennecott for polluting the
groundwater, surface water and soil at the Flambeau Mine site, even though many of the offenses have been quite serious and some have been
ongoing since 1998 (Cartoon by Bill Krupinski of Jefferson, WI, 2006).
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However, an exceedance of a water quality criterion
is not, by itself, an enforceable action—there needs to
be some other authority that requires an activity to
comply with water quality standards. That is why
point sources of pollution have long had to comply
with water quality standards, including criteria, but
non-point sources have historically not (I’m told that
it’s getting a bit better, these days, with respect to non-
point sources). [Comment: This is the same dumb
thing that Lynch told Laura and me when we asked
if the water in a biofilter had to meet surface water
quality standards. But now it seems the department
was also trying to claim that the standards could not
even be enforced in navigable waters!]

While the Department, in conjunction with the
Department of Justice, can usually find a defensible
basis for undertaking an enforcement action, especially
when the circumstance is a serious one, in this instance
the authority to pursue an enforcement action is not all
that obvious. [Comment: What could be more seri-
ous than having a mining company kill off a naviga-
ble water of the State of Wisconsin?] However, more
importantly, a focus on enforcement in a situation like
this would be unusual for the Department. [Comment:
At least I can agree with Larry here. It has indeed
been unusual for the DNR to pursue enforcement
actions against the mining industry!]

Enforcement can and is used as a means of penal-
izing unacceptable behavior that causes harm to the
environment. However, the principle use of enforce-
ment is when it is the best tool to correct a problem.
Usually, enforcement occurs when a known problem
drags on, and an enforcement action of some sort
appears to be the best method of correcting the prob-
lem and avoiding having the problem recur. Enforce-
ment does not typically occur in circumstances in
which 1) we have only one (or, even a few) exceed-
ances of an enforceable requirement, and 2) correc-
tive action is taken in a timely manner. [Comment:
There have been numerous exceedances of the cop-
per standard in Stream-C and/or Wetland-C since
at least 1999, corrective action was not taken for at
least four years, and the action taken was ineffec-
tive. So by Lynch’s own criteria, Kennecott should
have been ticketed by now.]

Stream-C is an intermittent stream of very limited
aquatic life and the levels of copper and the rate of
flow are such that the water quality of the Flambeau
River is not substantially threatened. [Comment:
This statement burns me up more than any of the
others made by Lynch. He is trying to pass off
Stream-C as some worthless little creek without
acknowledging that Kennecott was responsible for
turning the creek into what it is today—dried up
and polluted. And how does Larry know that the
pollution in Stream-C is not “substantially” impact-
ing the Flambeau River? His use of the word “sub-

stantial” is a real insult. What is substantial? Every
time we get a big rain, the pollution washes right
down to the river. How many cupfuls does it take to
harm the fish and clams? It’s time the DNR started
giving the benefit of the doubt to the environment
rather than the mining company.] The Department
followed the typical regulatory response for such a sit-
uation by working with the owner/operator to
address the problem on an informal basis to better
characterize the problem and, if necessary, implement
some type of corrective action to remedy the problem.
Based on monitoring results from the 0.9-acre biofilter
and Stream-C and other observations at the site, a
potential problem was identified, and working
through the authority of the mining program, we
began discussions with Flambeau Mining Company to
evaluate the problem. Subsequently, following com-
pletion of a soil sampling program last summer, in
November 2003 the company removed the upper two
feet of material in the railroad spur west of Highway
27, which is believed to be the main source of the ele-
vated copper in the biofilter and Stream-C. Monitor-
ing of the 0.9-acre biofilter and Stream-C will continue
and additional action may be necessary in the future
if conditions are not improved through removal of the
rail spur material. [Comment: By now we know that
removing the ballast did not correct the problem.
How many more wrong guesses will the DNR allow
Kennecott to make before penalizing the mining
company?]

Finally, you requested copies of correspondence
pertaining to this issue. Other than that related to
the soil sampling program and subsequent rail bed
removal activities conducted last year, the only corre-
spondence that I am aware of are the separate letters
transmitting the results of the biofilter sampling. I
believe you already have copies of those letters. There
are no formal responses to these letters from the
department. Concerns regarding the results were dis-
cussed with representatives of Flambeau Mining
Company through telephone conversations or in per-
son during on-site inspections. [Comment: How
convenient for Kennecott that the DNR did not put
any of its concerns in writing! If some farmer had
dropped a sack of fertilizer along the river, he’d be
written up and thrown in jail pretty darned quick.]

Needless to say, I found Lynch’s letter arrogant and
offensive. And I don’t think it went over real well with
GLIFWC either. I say so because just a few weeks after
writing it, Lynch was asked to attend the next meet-
ing of the Voigt Intertribal Task Force to discuss what
was going on. That’s the meeting I told you about ear-
lier, where Jim Schlender insisted that a comprehen-
sive monitoring program be put in place to evaluate
the pollution in Stream-C. But that’s not the only
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thing that happened at the meeting. Schlender, who
was an attorney as well as the head of GLIFWC, also
challenged the DNR’s decision to let Kennecott off the
hook for the ongoing violations of water quality stan-
dards in Stream-C. He reiterated his concerns in a let-
ter written to Lynch after the meeting, and his
comments were so on-point that I have included the
letter in its entirety for you to see (Figure 125-17).
But for now, here is an excerpt:

The [Voigt Intertribal] Task Force strongly disagrees
with the Department’s decision not to seek an
enforcement action against the Company. Although
the Company may have removed a suspected source
of the contamination and may now agree to future
monitoring, it must nevertheless be held responsible
for what are clear and perhaps continuing violations
of state standards. The Department should seek to
ensure accountability as well as to provide deterrence
against future violations not only by this Company
but by others who may be in a position to pollute
ceded territory waters. Failure to take enforcement
action sets a poor precedent for monitoring and
enforcement of Wisconsin’s mining laws, particularly
where those laws are being applied to a mining oper-
ation for the first time.

The Task Force is not persuaded by the
Department’s justification that you presented on
June 3 for not seeking an enforcement action. It
rejects the view that Stream-C is less important than
other water bodies at the Flambeau Mine site. From
the overall perspective of the ecosystems surrounding
the mine site, Stream-C is of no less “value,” to use
your term, than the others. In addition, the Task
Force finds little ambiguity in the Department’s
authority under state regulations to pursue an
enforcement action where sampling of surface water
discharge has shown elevated metals for several
years and, since 2002, samples in Stream-C have
exceeded state water quality standards.

The Department’s failure to seek an enforcement
action sends the message that it condones the viola-
tions that have occurred at the Flambeau site, and
the Company’s acquiescence in a future monitoring
plan does not hold it accountable for its past actions.
The Task Force asks that the Department reconsider
its decision and take the steps necessary to properly
enforce the applicable laws against the Flambeau
Mining Company.

Jim Schlender’s letter was so powerful that I don’t
think Lynch knew what to do with it. Maybe that’s
why he ran to Attorney Chuck Hammer once more for
help. In fact, Lynch turned the whole thing over to
Hammer instead of responding to Schlender himself.
I think he was just plain scared.

It took Hammer about a month to write back to
Schlender, and I have included a copy of the letter for
you to see (Figure 125-18). I must say, however, that it
hardly pays to read what Hammer wrote because it’s
the same basic letter I showed you earlier that Lynch
had sent to Coleman in March of 2004. I don’t know if
Lynch plagiarized Hammer or Hammer plagiarized
Lynch. But both guys said the same dumb thing about
how the DNR did not have the authority to enforce the
state’s water quality standards. And I might add that
both guys also talked about how “point sources of pol-
lution have long had to comply with water quality stan-
dards, but non-point sources have historically not,” as
if the pollution at the Flambeau Mine site was non-
point. But as discussed earlier, the contaminated biofil-
ter at the mine site undeniably qualifies as a point
source of pollution. So by Hammer and Lynch’s own
reasoning, water quality standards should be enforced!
I could go on and on.

As far as I know, Jim Schlender did not reply to
Hammer’s letter. But I think it’s safe to assume that he
didn’t just sit back and accept what the DNR told him.
After all, this was the same man who had represented
the tribes in contentious negotiations with the DNR
throughout the 1980s, as the Ojibwe people sought to
implement and protect their court-affirmed rights to
hunt, fish and gather in the ceded territories. Jim
gave many a fiery speech in defense of treaty rights
and received many a threat along the way. But, as
GLIFWC’s Sue Erickson wrote, “Jim’s commitment to
treaty rights never wavered despite the imposing
roadblocks set in his way” (CD 125-93). Jim also had
a profound respect for nature and realized that pro-
tecting the environment was a way of protecting the
tribes’ treaty rights for future generations. So do you
think a man like that would kowtow to the DNR and
go along with little Chuck Hammer’s opinion that
there was “no basis upon which [to] allege a violation
or seek penalties” for the pollution of a stream within
the ceded territories? I rest my case!

Unfortunately, however, Jim is no longer with us to
continue the fight. He passed away unexpectedly in
August of 2005 after suffering complications from a sur-
gical procedure. Jim was a good man, and when he
stepped to the plate to defend the tribes’ treaty rights,
he was in effect defending the rights of each and every
one of us to clean, fresh water. I am very appreciative of
Jim’s efforts and have written a little story about him
for you to see. I would also like to draw your attention
to a heartfelt tribute written by his friend and colleague,
Sue Erickson, that appeared in the Winter 2005/2006
issue of Mazina’igan, the official publication of the
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Figure 125-17. James
Schlender, Executive
Administrator of the Great
Lakes Indian Fish and
Wildlife Commission,
strongly disagreed with
the DNR’s decision to not
issue a citation to
Kennecott for polluting
Stream-C at the Flam-
beau Mine site. He
exposed the DNR’s
rationale for what it
was—a bunch of baloney
(September 29, 2004).
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Figure 125-18. DNR
Attorney Charles
Hammer tried to write off
the pollution of Stream-C
at the Flambeau Mine
site as being “non-point”
and somewhat akin to an
accidental spill of a haz-
ardous substance. In
reality, however, the
mine’s so-called “biofil-
ter” is a point source of
pollution, and there’s
nothing accidental about
how the water is being
routed into Stream-C and
ultimately the Flambeau
River (October 26, 2004).
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Great Lakes Indian Fish and Wildlife Commission. You
can find it on the CD-ROM that accompanies the book
(CD 125-93).

The battle that Jim waged against the DNR regarding
the water pollution at the Flambeau Mine site has yet to
be resolved. But I believe he would be the first to tell us
to keep fighting. And that’s exactly what I plan to do.

The Nonexistence of a
Comprehensive Monitoring Program
for the Flambeau River
You have seen all kinds of data in this chapter regard-
ing: (1) Kennecott’s imprecise and shoddy predictions
of the extent of groundwater pollution within the

The Ojibwe language has a word to describe strong leaders
like Jim Schlender who are willing to fight for their people—
Ogichidaa. And Jim was certainly that. He knew how to play
hardball when he had to, and it certainly came in handy dur-
ing the spearfishing crisis in the 1980s. In fact, Jim was right
in the middle of the controversy, pushing hard as one of the
lead negotiators for the tribes in talks with the State of
Wisconsin. At issue was the DNR’s unwillingness to comply
with the Voigt Decision, a 1983 federal appellate court ruling
that affirmed the rights of the Lake Superior Ojibwe to hunt,
fish and gather in the ceded territories. The lawsuit that led to
the Voigt Decision had been launched by members of Jim’s
own tribe, the Lac Courte Oreilles Ojibwe, and Jim was one of
the attorneys involved in litigating the case. He also provided
leadership during those tumultuous years as a member of the
LCO Tribal Governing Board.

I remember the battles over spearing quite well and how sick
I got to my stomach whenever I would see an anti-Indian slo-
gan on a bumper sticker or hat like “Save a
Walleye—Spear an Indian” (CD 70-7). And that’s the
kind of abuse Jim had to put up with day after day
after day. One time he even had his tires slashed as
he attended a meeting on the spearing issue in
Minocqua, Wisconsin. But because of his resilience
and the resilience of many others like Tom Maulson
(Lac du Flambeau Ojibwe) and Walt Bresette (Red
Cliff Ojibwe), the tribes’ treaty rights have been pre-
served for future generations. 

It was a natural fit for Jim, who was a member of the
Lynx Clan, to also be concerned about protecting the
environment. And as the Executive Administrator of
the Great Lakes Indian Fish and Wildlife Commission
for nearly twenty years, he acted on his concerns. I
am especially appreciative of how Jim stepped for-
ward in 2004 to challenge the DNR’s pathetic han-
dling of the pollution problems at the Flambeau Mine
site. I wish I could have sat in on that meeting
between GLIFWC and the DNR in June of 2004, when
Jim told Larry Lynch exactly what he thought of the
DNR’s decision to not ticket Kennecott for polluting
Stream-C at the mine site!

There was a gentle side to Jim as well. He liked to do wood-
working or just sit outside at night and look at the stars. Jim’s
Ojibwe name was Zaagajiiwe, which means “man cresting the
hill.” And as described by his colleague Sue Erickson, Jim
was “a man who, indeed, crested many hills in his life’s jour-
ney, while carrying the staff for tribal sovereignty, treaty
rights, human respect, and healing” (CD 125-93).

I might add that even Kennecott acknowledged Jim’s contri-
bution to protecting the environment for future generations
(albeit in a roundabout way). You see, when Kennecott sub-
mitted the proposal I told you about earlier for monitoring
Stream-C at the Flambeau Mine site, the company mentioned
on the first page that the reason for undertaking the project
was because someone had raised concern about the copper
levels in the water. Kennecott didn’t say exactly who that
someone was, but it certainly wasn’t any of the mining com-
pany or DNR officials. No, the person who sounded the alarm
was Jim Schlender, Ojibwe Ogichidaa.

Jim Schlender, Ojibwe Ogichidaa

Figure 125-19. Jim Schlender (left) is pictured here with Doug Morrissette
of the Wisconsin DNR after the two participated in a fishing contest with other
federal, state and tribal officials. As you can tell by Jim’s smile and
Morrissette’s frown, Jim beat out the DNR boys to catch the biggest fish of
the day (Photo by Amoose, 1996)
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backfilled mine pit; (2) the mining company’s miscal-
culation of the rate of groundwater flow from the
backfilled pit to the Flambeau River; (3) the fact that
the bedrock between the backfilled pit and the river is
highly fractured; (4) Kennecott’s prediction that pol-
lution will persist at the mine site for over 4,000
years; (5) all the rips and tears that had to be fixed in
the liners beneath the Type II (high sulfur) waste
rock, surge pond and runoff pond during the mining
years; (6) the highly contaminated soil discovered
beneath the railroad spur and in the company’s park-
ing lot; and (7) the high levels of pollution in
Wetland-C and Stream-C. With so much documented
pollution at the mine site, you might be wondering
what is happening to the Flambeau River itself. If I
were to repeat what Jana Murphy of Kennecott has
said and continues to say, I would tell you this: “The
Flambeau River remains fully protected.” It seems to
be the company mantra, as is evident from the fol-
lowing quotations:

� The environmental monitoring data show that
the Flambeau Mine is in compliance with ground-
water quality permit conditions and that water
quality in the Flambeau River is protected.—Jana
Murphy, October 17, 2000 (CD 125-94)

� All environmental monitoring continues to show
that Flambeau remains in compliance with all
permit standards and the Flambeau River
remains fully protected.—Flambeau Mining
Company 2002 Annual Report

� The Flambeau River, located 140 feet from the
mine site, was and remains fully protected—one
of many promises kept by Kennecott.—Kennecott
brochure distributed to the people of Big Bay,
Michigan, November 2003 (CD 125-3)

� The Fourth Quarter 2003 analytical results con-
tinue to document that Flambeau remains in
compliance with its permits and the Flambeau
River remains fully protected.—Jana Murphy,
December 30, 2003 (CD 125-94)

I don’t understand how Murphy and her cohorts at
Kennecott can continue to claim that the Flambeau
River is “fully protected.” It kind of reminds me of
how President George W. Bush kept telling the
American public in 2002 that Iraq had “weapons of
mass destruction” without offering any real proof.
And we all know where that got us.

It’s true. Kennecott has no real data to back up its
claim about the Flambeau River being protected from
the effects of acid mine drainage And one of the
reasons for that is because the DNR did not require
the company to set up a comprehensive monitoring

program for the surface water, sediment and aquatic
species of the Flambeau River. Only a minimal
amount of testing was done between 1991 and 2001.
And as of 2002, hardly any testing is being carried out
at all (even though the mining company predicted
that pollution within the backfilled pit would persist
for over 4,000 years).

Worse yet, much of the data that the company has
collected is flawed. For example, when Kennecott set
up its river monitoring program in 1991 and selected
“upstream from the mine site” and “downstream
from the mine site” locations along the Flambeau
River to test for pollution, the company came up with
a downstream site that, yes, is downstream from the
mine. But it also happens to be upstream from where
Stream-C (carrying pollutants from the 0.9-acre
pond next to the rail spur) empties into the river! My
dear readers, that’s the kind of information
Kennecott is using to support its claim that the
Flambeau River “remains fully protected.” It sure
sounds like faulty intelligence to me, and makes the
mining company look as bad as President Bush when
he used his brand of faulty intelligence to justify
going to war in Iraq.

I might add that when you take a close look at the
data that Kennecott has reported to the DNR, the
numbers actually suggest that the water, sediment
and fish in the Flambeau River are not being pro-
tected from the effects of acid mine drainage. Yet,
people like Jana Murphy continue to recite the com-
pany mantra and people like Larry Lynch continue to
let them get by with it.

Before getting into all the details about Kennecott’s
shoddy monitoring program, I would like to mention
that the Flambeau River is not some two-bit little
stream that can be written off as expendable. Here is
a snapshot view of the river, as presented in the FEIS
for the Flambeau Mine in 1990 (CD 125-10):

The Flambeau River originates in the Turtle-
Flambeau Flowage in Iron County. The river has a
drainage area of approximately 1,840 square miles.
It flows southwesterly through the counties of
Ashland, Price, Sawyer and Rusk before entering the
Chippewa River above Lake Holcombe in the south-
ern part of Rusk County. The mine site is located
approximately 15 miles above the confluence of the
Flambeau River with the Chippewa River. The river is
a meandering, low-gradient (3 feet/mile) stream
whose course near the mine site has apparently
changed little during post-glacial time.

The watershed above the mine site is relatively
undisturbed except for scattered agricultural areas
and the Ladysmith urban area. The upper region of
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the Flambeau River lies within the Flambeau River
State Forest …

In general, the Flambeau River supports a diverse,
high quality macroinvertebrate community with a
composition indicative of relatively clean, fast flow-
ing, unpolluted water conditions. The common
occurrence of mayflies and stoneflies at all stations
in the 1987–88 sampling indicates clean water con-
ditions. This abundant and healthy insect commu-
nity provides the fish community with an important
food source. Available data indicates a healthy and
diverse fish community is present in the river and the
Thornapple Flowage.

In terms of the baseline water quality of the Flambeau
River, Kennecott reported in the Environmental Im-
pact Statement for the project that copper, man-
ganese, iron and sulfate were present in the following
concentrations (Table 125-8):
� Copper: <5–30 mcg/l (average <5 mcg/l)
� Manganese: <50–80 mcg/l (average <50 mcg/l)
� Iron: 160–540 mcg/l (average 390 mcg/l)
� Sulfate: <5–15 mg/l (average 10 mg/l)

Kennecott also predicted that because of the mine,
the levels of copper in the Flambeau River might
increase by 0.000034 mcg/l, manganese by 0.0013
mcg/l, iron by 0.00078 mcg/l and sulfate by .0033
mg/l. And here is what the company said about those
increases in its 1989 mining permit application (CD
125-7):

Clearly there is no potential adverse impact. The pre-
dicted increases in river concentrations would be so
low that they would not even be detectable in the
water by today’s sophisticated analytical laboratory
techniques. Since all the known potential adverse
health and environmental impacts from these com-
pounds occur well above the detection levels for the
compounds, it must be concluded that the ground-
water emanating from the Type II waste rock in the
reclaimed pit will pose no threat to the Flambeau
River.

But as we all know, Kennecott’s prediction of the
amount of groundwater pollution within the back-
filled pit was way off. So who’s to say that what the
mining company told us regarding the extent of sur-
face water pollution will pan out any better? In fact,
Kennecott has already revised its pollution predictions
for the Flambeau River at least once. I am referring to
a 2000 report in which the mining officials presented
figures for potential incremental changes in the levels
of copper, iron and manganese in the river that were
28–37 times higher than what the company had

sworn by in its 1989 mining permit application (CD
125-27). And who knows if those predictions are
accurate, or if the company will simply revise them
once again as the pollution in the river becomes
harder to hide? The whole thing is no more than a
high-stakes guessing game. And in terms of
Kennecott’s blanket statement that “the groundwater
emanating from the Type II waste rock in the
reclaimed pit will pose no threat to the Flambeau
River,” let me say this: It’s easy for the mining officials
to make that kind of claim, especially when the DNR
has not required them to collect the kind of informa-
tion that could prove them wrong.

The real story of what’s happening to the
Flambeau River is that Kennecott is using it as a
sewer to dilute and carry away the pollutants from
the mine site. And the reason the mining company
can get away with it is because the Flambeau River is
located within the mine’s 1,200-foot compliance
boundary. As pointed out in an article that appeared
in the Summer 1999 issue of Masinaigan, “Many pre-
sumed that the river’s edge would comprise the west-
ern perimeter of the compliance zone as a matter of
protecting the water quality of the river. However,
the river runs right through the zone, allowing con-
taminated groundwater to be discharged into the
river” (Figure 125-8). So as far as Kennecott is con-
cerned, it really doesn’t matter that the groundwater
pollution within the backfilled pit is much higher
than predicted. As soon as the contaminants enter
the river, they are diluted and carried downstream.
It’s a clever way for Kennecott to mask what’s going
on inside the backfilled pit and buy time as the com-
pany prepares to make its getaway.

What then is happening to the health of the
Flambeau River, now that the mine has come and
gone? Like I said earlier, it’s hard to know because so
little data is being collected. But I can tell you at least
something about the following four areas of interest:
(1) elevated levels of certain metals in the river’s sur-
face water; (2) contamination of river sediment with
metals; (3) accumulation of metals in crayfish; and
(4) accumulation of metals in walleye. In each partic-
ular instance, data suggests that the mine is starting
to impact river quality, contrary to what Kennecott
has been telling the public.

In fact, the situation is serious enough that the
Great Lakes Indian Fish and Wildlife Commission
asked the DNR to do something about it as far back as
September of 2001. That’s when James Schlender
sent a letter to Larry Lynch in which he stated the fol-
lowing (Figure 125-9):
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Review of environmental data from the Flambeau
Mine indicates that the project may be having
impacts to the Flambeau River. The attached analy-
sis by GLIFWC staff demonstrates that there are ele-
vated levels of metals in water, sediments, and
macroinvertebrates below the mine site. This appar-
ent impact to the river and the ongoing elevated lev-
els of contaminants in the reflooded mine pit raise
concerns that the project may have and may still be
adversely affecting the biota of the river.

The Voigt Task Force specifically requests that an
investigation be initiated to determine the source and
fate of the detected metals. The monitoring that has
been conducted thus far is only useful if indications of
elevated contaminants trigger further investigation.
In addition to the monitoring program currently in
place, the Department of Natural Resources should
expand environmental monitoring in and near the
river at the site and thoroughly investigate the cause
of the elevated metals in the river.

Let me share with you the monitoring data that raised
concerns with GLIFWC and should raise concerns
with anyone who is concerned about protecting the
Flambeau River. As you wade through the informa-
tion, you might also want to refer to Figure 125-20. It
shows approximately where in the river the various
samples of surface water, sediment, crayfish and wall-
eye were collected for analysis.

Pollution of the Flambeau River’s
Surface Water
If I were to characterize Kennecott’s monitoring pro-
gram for the surface water of the Flambeau River, I’d
have to call it a hit-or-miss operation. It’s hard to
draw any real conclusions from the reports submitted
by the mining company to the DNR, because the data
is: (1) skewed by virtue of where the samples were
and continue to be collected in the river; and (2) too
limited in scope. But let me tell you what I can.

Between October 1987 and September 1988,
Kennecott collected and analyzed water samples from
the Flambeau River to establish the river’s baseline
water quality. Samples were collected at two different
sites, both of which are shown in Figure 125-20. The
first location (Point F-2 on the map) was about 1.4 river
miles upstream from where wastewater entered the
river from the mine’s settling ponds during the mining
years (the outfall for the settling ponds is point O-2 on
the map). And the second sampling location (Point F-6)
was at the site of the former Port Arthur Dam, about 4
miles downstream from the outfall for the mine’s waste-
water treatment plant (the outfall for the water treat-

ment plant is point O-1 on the map, which is about 840
feet downstream from point O-2). Kennecott stated in
the FEIS for the project that “the chemical characteris-
tics of [the river water at points F-2 and F-6] did not
vary significantly” (CD 125-10). So instead of reporting
the upstream and downstream values separately, the
company combined the data and reported the results
for each parameter as a range in values (Table 125-8).
The net result was a rough approximation of pre-mine
conditions along a 5.5 mile stretch of the Flambeau
River that included the mine site.

Before going further, let me say this: Kennecott
really should have reported the baseline values for the
upstream and downstream water samples separately
and collected samples from more than just two loca-
tions along the river. Testing the water 1.4 miles
upstream and 4 miles downstream from where the
mine pit was eventually dug and then throwing all the
numbers into the same pot hardly focused attention
on the section of the river most likely to be impacted
by the project. It’s almost as if the mining company
had tried to whitewash the baseline values in an effort
to hide any statistically significant increases in metal
concentrations that might occur downstream from the
mine site after the project got underway.

Unfortunately, however, even if the mining com-
pany had done a better job in collecting and reporting
baseline data for the river, another problem would still
exist. As pointed out by John Coleman in a September
2001 memo to the DNR, “In general, the environmen-
tal monitoring data is plagued by excessively high
detection limits for the parameters measured” (CD
125-49). In other words, Coleman was concerned that
the technology did not exist (or at least was not being
utilized by Kennecott) to pick up on what could be cer-
tain small but nevertheless significant changes in water
quality. And he was right to be concerned. Just because
a change in a pollutant level might be too low to meas-
ure in the company lab doesn’t necessarily mean that
everything is okay. In fact, detecting subtle changes in
water quality in a timely fashion can be the key to
reversing negative trends before it’s too late. Coleman
hit it right on the head when he suggested that the
DNR needed to address this problem. He stated, “There
should be a review and statistical analysis of the ade-
quacy of current baseline data requirements [in the
permitting process]. Standards for baseline data collec-
tion should be based on the ability to detect changes due
to a mine project” [emphasis added].

Oh well, getting back to my story … After
Kennecott collected its baseline water quality data for
the Flambeau River, the mining company apparently
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Figure 125-20. Take a close look at the Flambeau River monitoring sites selected by Kennecott and the DNR and you will notice that: (1) the
primary “downstream” sampling location for surface water (F-4) is upstream from where Stream-C empties into the river (even though Stream-C
carries polluted runoff from the mine site to the river); and (2) the “downstream” sampling sites for river sediment (S-2 and S-3), crayfish (CF-2
and CF-3) and walleye (W-2) are nowhere near the backfilled pit. Yet, Kennecott continues to claim that the Flambeau River “remains fully pro-
tected” from the effects of acid mine drainage [Diagram adapted from figures provided in the Final EIS for the Flambeau Mine, March 1990].
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did no further testing of the river until January 1991.
That’s when a quarterly monitoring program was put
in place that continued until July 1998. Instead of
using the original upstream and downstream sam-
pling locations that were used for collecting the base-
line data, two new surface water sites were selected
closer to the mining operation. The upstream location
was moved to a site that lined up with Blackberry
Lane (Point F-3 on the map), and the second site was
moved to a point about 300 feet downstream from
where the mine’s wastewater treatment plant dis-
charged into the river (Point F-4; CD 125-61).

I don’t know who designed Kennecott’s surface
water monitoring program, but the whole thing had
some real flaws that were overlooked by the DNR and
persist to this day. The most blatant problem is that
the sampling site that is supposedly located “down-
stream” from the mining operation (Point F-4) is actu-
ally located about a quarter mile upstream from where
Stream-C empties into the river. As you know, toxic
overflow from the 0.9-acre pond next to the rail spur
drains into Stream-C and eventually ends up in the
Flambeau River (Figure 125-13). So for Kennecott to
rely on F-4 as its only “downstream” sampling loca-
tion is a real joke. In fact, with such a serious design
flaw in the monitoring program, Kennecott’s “down-
stream” results do not have much meaning at all. It
reminds me of the same kind of “don’t ask, don’t tell”
policy that the department adopted for monitoring
the compliance boundary and Wetland-11 at the
Flambeau Mine site (Figure 125-21).

Don’t get me wrong! It’s still of interest to see the
data from the F-4 sampling site, but by no means does
it provide a complete picture of the impact of the min-
ing operation on the Flambeau River. That’s why,
from here on out, whenever I refer to the F-4 sam-
pling location, I will put parentheses around the word
“downstream” as a reminder of how F-4 is really
upstream from where the mine’s polluted runoff is
being directed into the river.

If the DNR officials had done their job, they would
have required Kennecott to test the river at not only
the F-4 location, but immediately downstream from
where Stream-C discharges into the river—and to do
so on a regular basis. Sure, there is an additional
downstream sampling location (F-5) indicated on the
map, but here’s the scoop:
� The F-5 sampling location is not close to where

Stream-C empties into the Flambeau River. In fact,
it’s about a half mile downstream from Stream-C!

� Even if the F-5 location were close to Stream-C, it is
no longer being monitored. It was only sampled by

the DNR between March of 1992 and November of
1994 and once more in March of 1998. And when
the samples were analyzed, certain key elements
like copper, manganese, iron, aluminum, chromium
and zinc were either: (a) not tested at all; or (b) not
tested in the 1998 (post-mining) sample.

In all fairness, I need to point out that the river was
tested at one additional downstream location in April
of 2004. That’s when a single water sample was col-
lected immediately downstream from where Meadow-
brook Creek and Stream-C empty into the river. The
laboratory results looked okay (the copper level was
4.3 mcg/l), but it’s the only time the river was ever
tested anywhere near the Stream-C discharge point
(CD 125-79).

When I look at the shoddy surface water monitor-
ing program that the DNR put in place for the
Flambeau River, it kind of makes me wonder if the
department officials just bumbled the whole thing or
if they were intentionally trying to help the mining
company suppress important information.

For those of you who are interested in seeing the
actual data for all the surface water monitoring sites
mentioned above, I refer you to the CD-ROM that
accompanies the book (CD 125-72, CD 125-78, CD
125-79 and CD 125-95). But for now, to give you an
idea of the type of information collected, please turn
to Appendix B at the end of the book. There you will
find data specific to Kennecott’s so-called “down-
stream” sampling site in the Flambeau River (F-4).

So are there any meaningful trends to report in the
limited amount of data collected by Kennecott? You
bet! Both GLIFWC and the DNR analyzed the surface
water data collected between 1992 and 2000. And it’s
interesting to note that despite Kennecott’s prediction
in its 1989 mining permit application that any in-
creases in metal concentrations in the river would be so
low that “they would not even be detectable in the
water by today’s sophisticated analytical laboratory
techniques,” certain small but statistically significant
increases in aluminum and chromium have been detected
downstream from the mine site. In fact,  GLIFWC and
the DNR came to the same conclusion that the
increases were significant by using two different meth-
ods of statistical analysis. In addition, conductivity and
water hardness were shown to be statistically higher in
downstream samples. You can read all about the analy-
ses performed by GLIFWC and the DNR on the CD-
ROM that accompanies the book (CD 125-49 and CD
125-96). The numbers are hard to refute.

Yet, the DNR’s Larry Lynch downplayed the whole
thing by stating, “[GLIFWC’s] analysis of surface
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water quality and impacts on aquatic resources, while
perhaps statistically valid, ignores the fact that the
levels of metals observed are extremely low and well
below established criteria for protection of aquatic
resources” (CD 125-50).

Now what did Larry know? He didn’t have the
equipment, the ability or the desire to really get at the
answers. His statement was not based on any hard
facts. It was just his opinion, and over the years I’ve
never seen him do anything except go along with
what the mining company wanted. He never stood up
to them—never—I guess because it was easier for
him to agree with the buzzards than to find out the
truth. That’s my opinion, and I would say it right to
his face and in front of a crowd. I have little respect
for Larry Lynch’s opinion or what he has done in his
capacity as a DNR regulator.

In particular, it made no sense for Larry to say that
the levels of metals in the river were “well below

established criteria for protection of aquatic re-
sources.” You saw Table 125-8, my dear readers. The
DNR hasn’t even established official toxicity criteria
for most of the metals leaching into the river from the
backfilled mine pit.

And then there is the whole issue of aluminum.
Lynch failed to comment on the fact that in June 2000
(the last time aluminum was checked at F-3 and F-4),
the aluminum level at F-4 (160 mcg/l) was about four
times higher than the aluminum level at F-3 (42 mcg/l).
And although the DNR does not list a toxicity standard
for aluminum in NR 105, a 1989 Environmental Pro-
tection Agency document (which was quoted in the
FEIS for the Flambeau Mine) lists an aluminum level
of 87 mcg/l as being toxic to sensitive species of fish
(CD 125-73). That means the aluminum level recorded
at F-4 in June 2000 exceeded the EPA toxicity standard
two-fold! So how does Lynch figure that the levels of
metals observed in the Flambeau River are “well

Figure 125-21. When it comes to monitoring the groundwater and surface water at the Flambeau Mine site for pollution, the Wisconsin DNR
has adopted a “don’t ask, don’t tell” policy (Cartoon by Bill Krupinski of Jefferson, WI, 2006).
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below established criteria for protection of aquatic
resources?” And who knows? Perhaps the aluminum
level measured by Kennecott would have been even
higher, had F-4 been located downstream rather than
upstream from the Stream-C discharge point.

Some might argue that the information I just
shared with you regarding aluminum levels is irrele-
vant because the levels have fluctuated widely over
the years, both downstream and upstream from the
mine pit. For example, a level of 200 mcg/l was re-
corded at the upstream sampling location (F-3) in
October of 1994. That’s 2.3 times higher than the EPA
toxicity standard, suggesting that the source of the
pollution is somewhere upstream from the mine. But
not so fast! The key to figuring out what’s going on
with the aluminum levels at the mine site is to look
not only at the upstream samples, but to compare
them to samples collected downstream from the mine
on the same day. In October of 1994, for example, an
aluminum level of 220 mcg/l was recorded at the
“downstream” sampling location (F-4), which meant
the level was 1.1 times higher than the upstream sam-
ple that measured 200 mcg/l. When you do the same
kind of calculation for the other samples collected
between 1991 and 1997, you will find that the alu-
minum levels “downstream” from the mine site were
typically about the same or a little bit higher than the
upstream concentrations (a few times they were even
lower). But all of a sudden in January of 1998 (after
the mine pit was backfilled), the downstream-to-
upstream ratio increased to 2:1, and in June of 2000
the ratio increased even further to about 4:1. So it
appears that something has changed at the mine site
itself to increase the aluminum levels in the water and
that the pollution cannot be solely attributed to an
upstream source. That’s why I am concerned.

Unfortunately, however, after the downstream-to-
upstream ratios for aluminum started to increase at
the mine site, the company stopped testing the water
for that particular element (or at least reporting the
results to the DNR). That’s right. Ever since June of
2000, the company’s annual reports to the depart-
ment have included no information whatsoever about
the aluminum levels in the river. Isn’t that handy?
Maybe nothing extraordinary would have shown up if
the company had continued to test the water for alu-
minum, but the public still deserved to know.

And as long as we’re talking about aluminum, I’d
like to mention several other problems with Kenne-
cott’s aluminum data. In April of 1992, before mining
commenced, Kennecott reported an aluminum level of
750 mcg/l at sampling location F-3 and 720 mcg/l at 

F-4. Those levels were not only unusually high, but
hard to believe in light of other available information.
You see, the DNR collected its own water samples in
the vicinity of the F-3 and F-4 sampling sites in April of
1992 (CD 125-95). Values were reported in terms of
mcg/kg rather than mcg/l (the two are basically inter-
changeable), and the DNR levels came back at 111
mcg/kg (F-3) and 130 mcg/kg (F-4). Not only were
those levels much lower than the ones reported by
Kennecott, but they were much more consistent with
the baseline aluminum levels of 42–111 mcg/l that had
been reported in the FEIS. The whole thing brought
Kennecott’s laboratory technique into question.

The situation I just described demonstrates why it is
important for the DNR to periodically collect and ana-
lyze its own water samples from the Flambeau River
instead of depending on Kennecott to do the job.
Unfortunately, however, when Laura did an open
records request of the department in December of 2003
to ask for any and all surface water data for the
Flambeau River collected independently by the DNR,
Larry Lynch responded by sending her just a limited
amount of information that had been obtained from
samples collected between 1992 and 1994 at four loca-
tions along the river (F-1, F-3, F-4 and F-5) plus the
test results from a single water sample collected down-
stream from the mine site in 1998 (F-5). He added, “I
am not aware of any other independent or split sam-
pling efforts regarding surface water quality” (CD 125-
15 and CD 125-95). So most of the Flambeau River
data available for analysis since 1994 has been signed,
sealed and delivered by Kennecott to the DNR. That
type of one-sided arrangement needs to be changed.

But there is even more to tell you about Kennecott’s
flawed monitoring program. It’s bad enough that: (1)
Kennecott’s “downstream” sampling location is
upstream from where polluted runoff from the mine
site is being directed into the river; (2) data showing
elevations of certain metals in the river has been dis-
missed by the DNR as being of no consequence; and
(3) some of the laboratory values reported by
Kennecott make no sense at all. But in addition, the
mining company managed to scuttle the interpreta-
tion of certain test results by failing to monitor the
river for a number of key pollutants before and during
the mining years. Specifically, the mining company
did not test the samples collected at the F-3 and F-4
sampling locations for manganese, iron or radioactiv-
ity between 1991 and 1998, even though plenty of
samples were collected during that time period and
analyzed for a host of other things (CD 125-78). As
you know, manganese and iron were two of the sub-
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stances that eventually went bonkers in a number of
monitoring wells at the mine site, to say nothing of
the fact that the mine was located in a radioactive
“hot spot” zone. So for neither the mining company
nor the DNR to monitor the F-3 and F-4 locations for
manganese, iron and radioactivity was nothing less
than negligent. We will never know if or by how much
the levels of these pollutants rose in the river during
the mining years.

In November of 1999, Kennecott finally added
manganese and iron to the battery of tests being per-
formed on the water samples collected at the F-3 and
F-4 locations (radioactivity was never added). The
values reported between 1999 and 2005 were as fol-
lows (CD 125-78):
� Manganese (F-3): 42–83 mcg/l (average 59 mcg/l)
� Manganese (F-4): 38–95 mcg/l (average 65 mcg/l)
� Iron (F-3): 0.23–0.74 mg/l (average 0.46 mg/l)
� Iron (F-4): 0.23–0.85 mg/l (average 0.52 mg/l)

I wish I had some baseline manganese and iron values
for the F-3 and F-4 sampling locations to help put the
above readings into perspective. But as I just men-
tioned, none were reported. All I can do is refer you
back to Table 125-8, which lists the baseline values
reported in the FEIS for water samples collected at
two other locations along the river (F-2 and F-6) and
the corresponding whitewashed averages (no distinc-
tion was made in the FEIS between upstream and
downstream values).

With a lack of reliable baseline readings for man-
ganese and iron along the stretch of the Flambeau
River that runs past the mine site and the fact that the
mine has been closed for just a few years, it’s difficult
to make sense of the post-mining levels that have
been reported for the two elements so far. All I can
say is that it’s important to keep watching. I did
notice, however, that for some reason the iron level at
the “downstream” sampling location (F-4) spiked to
0.85 mg/l in November of 2005. That’s the highest
iron level ever recorded by Kennecott anywhere along
the river. What’s more, the difference between the
“downstream” (F-4) value and the upstream (F-3)
value was 0.29 mg/l, the largest difference in iron lev-
els ever recorded between the two sites. Was it a
fluke, or is it a sign of things to come? You can bet
that when the river is sampled in 2006 (which will be
after my book goes to print), I will be writing to the
DNR to get the latest results, and I hope that you, my
dear readers, will do the same.

Any increase in iron levels in the Flambeau River is
not to be taken lightly. Although the DNR does not list

a toxicity standard for iron in NR 105, the Envir-
onmental Protection Agency issued a list of water
quality standards in 1979 that have been used by the
aquaculture industry to maximize fish health. And the
target value for iron is less than 0.1 mg/l (Table 125-
10). In addition, both the Norwegian Institute for
Water Research in Oslo, Norway and the Great Lakes
Fishery Commission have raised concerns about the
toxic effects of iron and manganese on fish (CD 125-
46 and CD 125-99).

In particular, it seems that iron, when present in
high enough concentrations, can precipitate on fish
gills and clog them up. Here’s what Dryden Aqua, a
Scottish company that specializes in the research and
development of aquaculture and water treatment
systems, had to say about the whole thing (CD 125-
100):

Our experience has proved that in many aquaculture
systems, the presence of iron at concentrations above
0.1 mg/l … will damage the gills of the fish. This
concentration is very much lower than the levels nor-
mally reported in the literature. We find that the tox-
icity of iron will depend on the species of the fish,
and the size of the fish. The gills of the fish are in
effect acting as a mechanical filter, and small parti-
cles of iron with dimensions of a few microns are
becoming trapped in the gill lamella. This is why the
species and size of the fish are of importance.

The presence of the small iron particles causes
irritation of the gill tissues leading to gill damage
and secondary bacterial and fungal infections.
However, the physical presence of the iron particles
does not explain the extent of the damage that can
be caused by the iron. There are therefore other
mechanisms involved in the process [such as free
radical oxidation].

Wow! The baseline iron levels measured in the
Flambeau River between 1987 and 1988 at sampling
locations F-2 and F-6 ranged from 0.16–0.54 mg/l. So
if Dryden Aqua and the EPA were correct in saying
that levels as low as of 0.1 mg/l could be harmful to
fish, that meant the Flambeau River was already in
trouble even before Kennecott came along and
crushed up the pyrite-containing bedrock at the mine
site. And now, with an iron level of 0.85 mg/l having
been recorded just a few hundred feet downstream
from the backfilled mine pit in November of 2005,
who knows where it all might lead?

Unfortunately, however, it may be difficult to
answer that question. And I say so because the com-
pany’s monitoring program is too limited in scope for
anyone to get a real handle on what’s happening to the
river. To this day, Kennecott samples the Flambeau at
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only two different locations. And the company does
that just a couple times a year on a voluntary basis (in
2001, the DNR let Kennecott off the hook in terms of
mandatory testing). Specifically, the water is tested at
sites F-3 and F-4 (the same locations used earlier, when
testing was mandatory), and the samples are collected
mid-depth, about six feet offshore (CD 125-102). But
who is to say exactly where along the course of the river
and how far beneath the surface the pollutants are
entering the river through the fractured bedrock? And
in terms of the contaminated runoff that flows into the
river via Stream-C and perhaps other drainage routes,
who knows exactly where the plumes of pollution are
located?

To me, it would have made more sense for the DNR
to require Kennecott to: (1) sample more locations
along the river; (2) collect the samples at various dis-
tances from shore; and (3) grab the samples from a

variety of depths beneath the surface. That’s the only
way to really see where the pollutants are getting into
the water and how much is being transported down-
stream. For all we know, the single sample that
Kennecott collects at the F-4 location in the spring and
fall of the year may be nowhere near any of the plumes
of pollution. Besides that, as of 2001 the company is
only testing the water samples for copper, conductivity,
iron, manganese, pH, hardness, sulfate and zinc. What
about things like aluminum and chromium?

I must also stress that since the mining company is
now monitoring the river on a voluntary basis, per-
haps even the limited amount of information being
collected by Kennecott will no longer be available to
the public in the near future. We cannot allow this to
happen, my dear readers, because it would leave us
with absolutely no information as to how the mine is
impacting the water quality of the Flambeau River.

It was not the easiest thing for Laura and me to sort through
Kennecott’s environmental monitoring data for this chapter of
our book. Both of us have college degrees (Laura’s in phar-
macy and mine in education), but we are not scientists by
trade. So when we saw the stack of company reports that
dealt with groundwater quality, surface water quality and soil
contamination at the mine site, we felt kind of intimidated.
But we also knew this was how mining companies got away
with murder—by lobbing enough information at the public to
make people throw up their hands and rely on the company’s
own press releases for information.

Well, Laura and I were not about to blindly accept the state-
ments made by Kennecott in newspaper articles and slick
company brochures about how the Flambeau River “was and
remains fully protected.” So we went about trying to make
sense of the company data on our own. We were helped by
the fact that both of us had had some pretty darned good sci-
ence teachers over the years in the public school system.
Fortunately, the kinds of things we were taught in earth sci-
ence class, chemistry, biology and math were enough to help
us wade through most of Kennecott’s muck. And when we
weren’t quite sure about some of the calculations (which hap-
pened more than once), we were able to rely on our friend Dr.
Tony Millevolte, a Professor of Chemistry at the University of
Wisconsin–Barron County, to help us out.

Unfortunately, however, the mining company made our task
more difficult than it needed to be. You see, Kennecott was
more than just a little sloppy in how it reported certain test
results to the DNR. For example, in its 2000 annual report on
the Flambeau Mine, Kennecott reported all chromium levels
measured in river water samples between 1991 and 2000 in

terms of “chromium” and “chromium IV.” But when Laura
and I went to NR 105.06 to find out if the reported levels had
exceeded the legal limit for chromium, we found out that the
state standards were reported in terms of either “chromium
(+6)” or “total recoverable chromium (+3).” That certainly
made it difficult for us to figure out what Kennecott’s data
meant.

After struggling to make sense of not only Kennecott’s
chromium data, but some inconsistencies in how the com-
pany had reported its soil sampling results, we finally con-
tacted the DNR for more information (CD 125-97). And what
we were told by Larry Lynch confirmed what we had sus-
pected: the mining company had made several “typographical
errors” in its reports to the department (CD 125-98).
Specifically, “chromium IV” was really “chromium VI,” the
same as chromium (+6), and all the soil testing results that
had been reported in the FEIS as “mcg/l” should really have
been reported as “mg/kg” (that’s a 1000-fold difference).
Those were significant errors that should have been caught
somewhere along the way before the reports were issued to
the department and made available to the public. 

Sure, the DNR knew right away how to correct the mistakes
and interpret the data, so some might argue that it should
have been of no concern to Laura and me. But what I have
learned from experience is that even if the DNR knows how
to interpret the data, it doesn’t necessarily mean the depart-
ment will act on the data to protect the public trust. Sadly,
that’s why it has become the business of ordinary citizens
like you and me to distinguish between “mcg/l” and
“mg/kg” and draw our own conclusions about what the data
really means.

Oops, that’s a typo!
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Remember, Kennecott admitted that the pollution
within the backfilled pit would persist for over 4,000
years, so we’re just getting started in terms of seeing
the potential impacts.

The way things stand, both the DNR and Kennecott
seem to be counting on the Flambeau River to dilute
the pollutants from the mine and carry them away to
some distant location where they will become
another man’s problem in the future. That’s no solu-
tion to the problem. The mining company must be
held accountable for the pollutants that are finding
their way into the river. And the only way to do that
is to continue collecting the necessary data to prove
what is really happening.

The DNR needs to reinstate mandatory testing of
the Flambeau River and expand the testing to include
many more sampling sites and parameters. At a bare
minimum, the monitoring program should include
not only the F-3 and F-4 sampling sites, but locations
at and immediately downstream from the backfilled
mine pit and the discharge points for Stream-A,
Stream-C and Wetland-B into the river. And in terms
of what parameters to include in the testing, I would
like to see Kennecott monitor all of the elements
listed in Table 125-8, plus radioactivity. If the com-
pany officials want to keep saying that the Flambeau
River “remains fully protected,” let them prove it.

Contamination of Sediment in the
Flambeau River with Metals
Thanks to Kennecott, there is now a steady influx of
highly-contaminated groundwater into the Flambeau
River through the fractured bedrock between the
mine pit and river. And thanks to Kennecott, highly-
contaminated stormwater runoff from the reclaimed
mine site is now draining into the river via Stream-C.
So it should be of no surprise to learn that now,
thanks to Kennecott, certain metals appear to be
accumulating in the sediment, crayfish and walleye
downstream from the mine site. Of course, Kennecott
is not about to admit that anything has started to go
wrong. And since the DNR never bothered to conduct
any of its own studies to determine the impact of the
mine on the sediment and aquatic species in the river,
we are forced to rely on the data reported by the min-
ing company itself.

Let’s first talk about the contaminated sediment in
the river. Kennecott’s mining permit called for testing
the Flambeau River’s sediment once a year for heavy
metal accumulation. Beginning in 1991, two different
sites were monitored, one upstream and the other

Parameter Standard

Alkalinity (as lime) (mg/l) 10 to 100

Aluminum (µg/l) < 20

Arsenic (µg/l) < 50

Barium (µg/l) 5,000

Cadmium (µg/l)
  Alkalinity < 100 ppm
  Alkalinity > 100 ppm

 
0.5
5

Calcium (mg/l) 4 to 160

Chromium (total) (µg/l) 30

Copper (µg/l)
  Alkalinity < 100 ppm
  Alkalinity > 100 ppm

6
30

Hardness (mg/l) 10 to 400

Hydrogen Sulfi de (µg/l) < 3

Iron (mg/l) < 0.1

Lead (µg/l) < 20

Magnesium (mg/l) < 15

Manganese (µg/l) < 10

Nickel (µg/l) < 100

pH (fi eld) (s.u.) 6.5 to 8.0

Potassium (mg/l) < 5

Salinity < 5%

Selenium (µg/l) < 10

Silver (µg/l) < 3

Sodium (mg/l) 75

Sulfate (mg/l) < 50

Sulfur (mg/l) < 1

Total Dissolved Solids (mg/l) < 400

Total Suspended Solids (mg/l) < 80

Uranium (µg/l) < 100

Vanadium (µg/l) < 100

Zinc (µg/l) < 5

Source: U.S Environmental Protection Agency, 1979–80 (CD 125-101).

Water Quality Standards for Maximizing Fish 
Health in Aquaculture Systems

Table 125-10. This list of water quality standards, issued by the
Environmental Protection Agency in 1979, has been used by the
aquaculture industry to maximize fish health. Although the standards
do not apply directly to lakes and streams, they nevertheless provide
an indication of metal concentrations tolerated by fish populations.
Please note that 1 mg/l is equal to 1 ppm. See CD 125-99 and CD
125-101 for more details.
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downstream from the mine site. The mining company
hired Blue Iris Environmental of Black Creek Wis-
consin to do the work, and samples were collected by
placing sediment traps on the river bottom and
retrieving them after two to three months. The sedi-
ment was then analyzed for thirteen different metals,
including aluminum, arsenic, cadmium, chromium,
copper, iron, lead, manganese, mercury, nickel, sele-
nium, silver and zinc.

For the first two years of the study, downstream
samples were collected close to where the Port Arthur
Dam once stood, about 4 miles downstream from the
mine (Point S-2 in Figure 125-20), but the site was
moved 2.5 miles closer to the project area in 1993, to
a location known as the Sisters’ farm site (Point S-3).
The upstream sampling point at Blackberry Lane, on
the other hand, remained constant throughout the
study (Point S-1).

In October of 2000, Blue Iris issued a report to
Kennecott that included all of the raw data collected
between 1991 and 2000 and a few photographs of the
sediment traps. The consultant summarized the
results as follows (CD 125-103):

Data from the ten years of sediment analysis indicate
that, in general, no increase or decrease in parame-
ter concentration in sediments is occurring. Data
from 2000 compare very favorably with data col-
lected in 1999. Moreover, downstream samples con-
tinue to compare favorably with upstream sediment
samples indicating no impacts due to mine activities.

Unfortunately, however, the report issued by Blue Iris
did not include a statistical analysis of the data—the
very thing the consulting firm should have done
before making any claims about what the results
showed. And worse yet, Kennecott forwarded the
report to the DNR without attaching its own statistical
analysis either. The whole thing made me wonder if
the test results really indicated “no impacts due to
mine activities” or if Kennecott and its paid consult-
ant were just blowing smoke.

Take a look at Table 125-11, and you can decide for
yourself. It shows the copper, zinc and iron levels in
the sediment samples collected upstream and down-
stream from the mine site between 1993 and 2000.
You will notice that in 1993 (at the very beginning of
mining) the upstream samples had higher levels of
copper and zinc than the downstream samples. But
the very next year, as the mining operation picked up
speed, things started to turn around. In 1994, 1995,
1996, 1997, 1998, 1999 and 2000 the downstream
sediment samples all had higher levels of copper and
zinc than the upstream samples. So how could

Kennecott’s consultant conclude that the data indi-
cated “no impacts” due to the mine?

The amount of iron in the sediment samples is also
of interest. Between 1999 and 2000, the iron level in
the downstream samples increased from 9,300 mg/kg
to 18,000 mg/kg (that’s a 93% increase in one year).
And while the amount of iron increased in the
upstream samples as well, it only went up by 8% (the
level increased from 12,000 mg/kg to 13,000 mg/kg).
So how could Blue Iris conclude that the data from
2000 compared “very favorably” with the data col-
lected in 1999? It’s almost as if both Kennecott and its
consultant had banked on no one looking at the raw
data.

John Coleman of GLIFWC, however, not only
looked at the raw data but did a statistical analysis of
the results. And here is what he concluded in a report
issued to the DNR in September of 2001 (CD 125-49):

A comparison of the sediments collected yearly
(1993 to 2000) above the mine site (Blackberry
Lane) to those collected below the site (Sister’s farm)
show significantly (Sign test, P<0.01) elevated
levels of metals in the below-mine site samples.
Statistical tests (Wilcoxon Signed Rank test) of sev-
eral individual metals found them to be elevated
below the mine site, i.e, aluminum (P<0.004),
chromium (P<0.05), copper (P<0.008), lead
(P<0.05) and zinc (P<0.035). Only nickel had
significantly (P<0.035) lower levels below the mine
site. [emphasis added]

Needless to say, Coleman’s statistical analysis of the
river sediment data did not agree with the rosy pic-
ture painted by Kennecott and Blue Iris. And I might
add that the DNR never disputed Coleman’s num-
bers—because there was nothing to dispute. The
only problem with the whole thing, as pointed out by
Coleman in his report, was that Kennecott had done
a poor job of establishing baseline river conditions,
which made it difficult to draw any hard and fast
conclusions about what the data really meant. For
those of you who are interested in seeing the com-
plete set of sediment test results, it is included on the
CD-ROM that accompanies the book (CD 125-103
and CD 125-104).

I would imagine that, as time goes by, heavy met-
als will continue to accumulate in the sediment
downstream from the mine site, negatively impacting
the health of the river. Unfortunately, however, the
mining company is no longer testing the river sedi-
ment to track the problem. You see, according to the
terms of the mining permit issued by the DNR,
Kennecott was only required to collect such data for
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the ten year period I just told you about
(1991–2000). How ridiculous, especially considering
the fact that by the mining company’s own admission,
pollutants will continue to enter the river for the next
4,000 years! Instead of providing us with real data,
Kennecott just wants us to blindly accept its claim
that the Flambeau River “remains fully protected.” No
thanks.

Bioaccumulation of Metals in Crayfish
Kennecott’s mining permit required the company to
test not only the surface water and sediment of the
Flambeau River for contaminants, but to monitor the
crayfish living along the river bottom for bioaccumu-
lation of heavy metals. Once again Blue Iris
Environmental was hired to do the work. Once again
a report was issued that made sweeping claims with-
out providing a statistical analysis of the data to back
up those claims. Once again Kennecott forwarded the
consultant’s report to the DNR and declared that the
study showed no adverse impacts from the mine. And
once again John Coleman saw things differently. Let
me tell you the story.

Blue Iris Environmental collected crayfish speci-
mens from the Flambeau River for analysis once a
year between 1991 and 2001 and again in 2004. The
upstream sampling site was at Blackberry Lane (Point

CF-1 in Figure 125-20), and there were two down-
stream sites, one at the confluence of Meadowbrook
Creek with the Flambeau River (Point CF-2) and the
other at the site of the former Port Arthur Dam (Point
CF-3). At each location, about twenty-five crayfish
were collected, thrown into a Ziploc bag and later run
through some kind of blender to create a single sam-
ple for analysis. Reading about it brought back visions
of the Bass-o-matic on “Saturday Night Live”!

The crayfish were analyzed for eleven different
metals, including aluminum, arsenic, cadmium,
chromium, copper, lead, mercury, nickel, selenium,
silver and zinc. For some reason, however, iron and
manganese were not included in the battery of tests,
even though both metals were and continue to be
highly elevated in the groundwater moving into the
river from the backfilled pit.

Blue Iris issued a report to Kennecott in October of
2004 that contained all of the raw data collected
between 1991 and 2004. Like I said, no statistical
analysis of the data was included, but the consultant
still went ahead and said the following (CD 125-105):

A review of the data indicates that no relative differ-
ence in parameter concentrations from upstream
locations to downstream locations is evident. Data for
the three sites are similar when compared to each
other and, are also comparable to results which were
obtained both during the active mine operation and

Table 125-11. Kennecott briefly monitored the Flambeau River between 1993 and 2000 to see if any metals were accumulating in the sediment
downstream from the mine site. The company concluded in 2000 that “no impacts due to mine activities” were evident, but the raw data suggests
otherwise [Data on file with the Wisconsin DNR, 2000 (CD 125-103)].

Year 

Copper Levels (mg/kg)1 Zinc Levels (mg/kg)1 Iron Levels (mg/kg)1

Upstream 
Site (S-1)

Downstream
Site (S-3)

Difference
(S-3)–(S-1)

Upstream 
(Site S-1)

Downstream
(Site S-3)

Difference
(S-3)– (S-1)

Upstream 
(Site S-1)

Downstream
(Site S-3)

Difference
(S-3)– (S-1)

1993 (Baseline)2 7.0 6.7 –0.3 38 33 –5 15,000 8,200 –6,800

1994 5.8 7.1 +1.3 34 46 +12 11,000 7,700 –3,300

1995 6.4 7.0 +0.6 18 26 +8 4,800 7,300 +2,500

1996 5.8 8.2 +2.4 19 28 +9 6,800 6,700 –100

1997 5.3 6.7 +1.4 20 24 +4 6,500 7,900 +1,400

1998 4.9 6.1 +1.2 18 21 +3 7,900 6,300 –1,600

1999 7.0 7.7 +0.7 28 34 +6 12,000 9,300 –2,700

2000 6.0 6.4 +0.4 23 30 +7 13,000 18,000 +5,000

1  See Figure 125-20 for sample locations.
2  Baseline data collected in 1988, 1991 and 1992 is not included in the table because: (a) Kennecott drastically changed its sampling technique in 1991; and (b) Kennecott 
changed the location of its downstream sampling site from S-2 to S-3 in 1993. 

Flambeau River Sediment Data (1993 – 2000): Levels of Copper, Zinc and Iron in Samples 
 Collected Upstream and Downstream from the Flambeau Mine Site
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the years during and immediately following the mine
site reclamation. … Based on data collected in 2004,
there appears to be no impact to crayfish relative to
metal uptake whether we are looking at upstream-
downstream effects or effects due to time (active min-
ing phase, mine site reclamation or post-reclamation).

I might add that Kennecott included the exact same
statement, word-for-word and comma-for-comma, in
its 2004 annual report to the DNR (CD 125-106). It
made me wonder who had really written the opti-
mistic assessment to begin with, the consultant or
Kennecott itself.

At any rate, John Coleman did a statistical analysis
of the crayfish data collected between 1991 and 2001
and discovered that things were not as great as
Kennecott and Blue Iris had claimed. Here is what he
said about the whole thing in a report issued by
GLIFWC to the DNR (CD 125-49):

The crayfish samples collected below the mine
site after 1992 at Meadowbrook Creek showed
significantly (Sign test) higher levels of copper
(P=0.008) in their tissues than the samples col-
lected above the mine site. Although aluminum
was also more often higher below the mine site than
above the site, this was not found to be significant
(P=0.145). Copper and aluminum were the only
individual metals that had enough above-detection-
limit values to be tested statistically. … The data col-
lected in 1991 and 1992 [prior to mining] showed
that metals may have been higher below the mine in
this period also. However, there is inadequate data to
statistically test any of the metals individually.

While the samples collected at Port Arthur show
similar results, they were not considered in my
analysis because the sample site was too far from the
mine site to be very meaningful. [emphasis added]

Coleman exposed some very real flaws with the cray-
fish monitoring program. First off, the laboratory
technology did not exist (or at least was not being
utilized by Kennecott’s laboratory) to detect what
might be small but statistically significant increases
in most of the metals being tested in the crayfish! So
how could Blue Iris and Kennecott conclude that
there appeared to be “no impact to crayfish relative
to metal uptake” when they had no real numbers to
look at?

Coleman also pointed out a flaw in how Blue Iris
had gone about establishing baseline values for the
study. As he stated in his report, there was “inade-
quate data to statistically test any of the metals indi-
vidually [in the pre-mine samples].” Now I’m no
statistician, but I think Coleman was alluding to the
fact that over the course of two years (1991–1992),

crayfish samples had been collected only twice for
analysis, so there were not enough individual read-
ings to establish a reliable average baseline concentra-
tion for each of the metals being tested.

I also appreciated how Coleman exposed the
absurdity of sampling crayfish at a location four miles
downstream from the mine. Surely Blue Iris could
have come up with a second downstream sampling
site closer to the mine site than that. In my opinion, if
the consultant had really wanted to see the effect of
acid mine drainage on the crayfish population, some
of the specimens should have been collected immedi-
ately downstream from the backfilled pit.

Finally, Coleman pointed out in his memo that the
crayfish samples collected after 1992 at Meadow-
brook Creek “showed significantly (Sign test) higher
levels of copper (P = 0.008) in their tissues than the
samples collected above the mine site.” So how could
Blue Iris and Kennecott state, “A review of the data
indicates that no relative difference in parameter con-
centrations from upstream locations to downstream
locations is evident?”

Unfortunately, however, when Coleman submitted
his report to the DNR, he did not get anywhere with
the department officials. In fact, Larry Lynch got kind
of nasty about the whole thing. Instead of crediting
Coleman for being on the right track with his statisti-
cal analysis of the data, Lynch actually had the gall to
send a letter to GLIFWC’s executive administrator,
James Schlender, in which he stated the following
(CD 125-50):

[Mr. Coleman’s] analysis of metal concentrations in
crayfish may be statistically valid, but ignores
important information. First, the copper concentra-
tions observed in baseline collections (1988 and
1991) showed that the concentrations were higher
in the downstream sample as opposed to the
upstream sample even before the mining project was
initiated. Thus is is difficult to understand how one
can conclude that higher downstream concentrations
are attributable to the mining operation.

Lynch’s condescending statement really got me mad
because John Coleman is an honest fellow who knows
what he is doing. What’s more, it’s clear that Lynch
was not telling the whole truth. First off, Coleman did
acknowledge in his report that copper levels might
have been slightly higher in the downstream crayfish
samples before mining, except unlike Lynch, he cor-
rectly pointed out that it could not be proven statisti-
cally. You saw the quotation. And second, Lynch
ignored the following important information: The gap
between the copper levels measured in the upstream
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and downstream crayfish samples had widened sig-
nificantly after the mine started production. Take a
look at Table 125-12 and you will see what I mean. To
me, the data suggests that the mine is contributing to
the problem.

Instead of getting on Coleman’s case, Lynch should
have gotten on Kennecott’s case and required the min-
ing company to continue testing crayfish on an
annual basis to keep track of what was happening.
But no! Kennecott was allowed to discontinue its
crayfish monitoring program at the end of 2001,
much like the DNR had allowed the company to stop
testing the river sediment a year earlier. Sure,
Kennecott voluntarily ran another series of tests on
crayfish in 2004 (which, by the way, showed a signif-
icant gap between downstream and upstream sam-
ples in terms of copper levels). But that’s no substitute
for a mandatory testing program, especially when it
appears that the mine has already started to impact
the crayfish in the river.

What it boils down to is this: At the very time the
crayfish and sediment samples from the Flambeau
River were starting to show that the river was not being
protected from the effects of acid mine drainage, the
DNR pulled the plug on collecting more data.

Bioaccumulation of Metals in Walleye
Everybody likes to eat walleye—at least everybody in
my family. Next to sunfish, they’re tops. And the
Flambeau River has always been a good place to
catch them. I wish I could tell you a real fish story
about catching a big walleye in the Flambeau. But I
must admit that I caught my biggest one in the
Chippewa Flowage, close to Winter, Wisconsin. It was
about 1969, and I had gone there on a two-day fish-
ing trip with my son George and some friends from
town. On the first day of our excursion, I was sitting
in the boat and all of a sudden my pole went right
down to the water. I set the hook, and for a while the
fish just lay there on the bottom of the lake. After a
few minutes I started to reel him in—ever so slowly—
and that’s when the fish decided to take off and fight.
Wow! When I finally got him to the surface and
George netted him, the water around the boat was
just boiling. And there, at the end of the line, was a 29
1⁄2-inch beauty. The next day I caught another big
one—a 24 incher. From there on out, my fishing bud-
dies referred to me as the “Walleye King.” I still have
the bigger of the two fish in my freezer, although it’s
now as light as a feather.

Just like I caught my biggest walleye in the
Chippewa Flowage, many people have sailed down
the Flambeau River in their canoes and caught them-
selves some whoppers. But now that the Flambeau
Mine has come and gone, what’s happening to the
walleye? Let me tell you the story.

Kennecott hired Blue Iris Environmental to go fish-
ing for walleye in the Flambeau River once a year
between 1991 and 2000 in order to monitor the fish
for bioaccumulation of heavy metals. Two different
sampling locations were utilized, as shown in Figure
125-20. The upstream site (Point W-1 on the map)
was in the Ladysmith Flowage above the Peavey Mill
Dam (about 4.5 miles upstream from the mine site).
And the downstream site (Point W-2) was in the
Thornapple Flowage above the Thornapple Dam
(about 9 miles downstream from the mine site). It
beats me how the DNR could have let Kennecott get
away with using a downstream sampling location that
far away from the project area. All I can say is that it
appears neither the mining company nor the depart-

Year 

Copper Levels (mg/kg)1

Upstream Site 
at Blackberry 
Lane (CF-1)

Downstream Site 
at Meadowbrook 
Creek (CF-2)

Difference
(CF-2)–(CF-1)

1991 (Baseline)  17  20  +3

1992  16  19  +3

1993  15  15  0

1994  9.9  22  +12.1

1995  21  27  +6

1996  20  28  +8

1997  18  24  +6

1998  15  24  +9

1999  12  13  +1

2000  8.8  21  +12.2

2001  14  26  +12

2004  15  25  +10

1  See Figure 125-20 for sample locations.

Flambeau River Crayfi sh Data (1991– 2004): 
Copper Levels in Specimens Collected Upstream 
and Downstream from the Flambeau Mine Site

Table 125-12. Kennecott monitored crayfish in the Flambeau River
on an annual basis between 1991 and 2001 and once more in 2004
to see if any metals were accumulating in specimens collected down-
stream from the mine site. The company concluded in 2004 that there
appeared to be “no impact to crayfish” from the mine, but the raw
data suggests otherwise [Data on file with the Wisconsin DNR, 2004
(CD 125-105)].
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ment were very interested in learning the real story of
how the mine was impacting the walleye in the river.

Blue Iris used a technique known as “electrofish-
ing” to catch the walleye for the study. It involves
sending an electric shock through the water to stun
the fish and make them come to the surface where
they are easier to net (it can also cause hemorrhaging,
spinal damage and death, depending on the voltage
used and the size and species of fish). At each sam-
pling location, nine walleye were caught and filleted.
The livers were combined into a single sample for
metal analysis, the fillets were bagged individually
and later tested for mercury, and the stomachs were
removed so that the contents could be analyzed.
Additional information about the sampling proce-
dure, as well as all the test results collected between
1991 and 2000, are available on the CD-ROM that
accompanies the book (CD 125-107). But for now, I’d
like to draw your attention to what appears to be hap-
pening to copper and zinc levels in the fish.

You will note from Table 125-13 that before Kenne-
cott started to mine, the walleye that were tested
upstream from the mine site actually had higher lev-
els of copper and zinc in their livers than the down-
stream fish. But all that started to change around
1996, during the height of mining. In fact, between
1996 and 2000, Blue Iris Environmental’s yearly sam-
pling of walleye consistently showed higher levels of
copper and zinc in the downstream fish. The numbers

are hard to dispute. Yet, the report that Kennecott
submitted to the DNR in late 2000, which, by the way,
did not include a statistical analysis of the data,
stated the following (CD 125-107):

A review of the historical information (data from
1991 to 2000) suggests that relative values for cop-
per in walleye liver from the Thornapple Flowage
and from the Ladysmith Flowage are consistent.
Moreover, it is observed that year-to-year increases
and decreases in concentrations of copper in the liver
of walleye are comparable from the upstream
flowage to the downstream flowage.

Blue Iris Environmental, Inc. has reviewed other
data for the Flambeau River for this time period
including crayfish tissue analysis, surface water data
and sediment deposition data. None of these data sets
show other than consistent copper or other metals
concentrations in the ecosystem for the time period of
1991–2000. It is concluded that the operation of the
mine, including the time window when reclamation
and habitat restoration activities are being con-
ducted, has had no impact on the concentrations of
metals which are observed in the liver of walleye.

I have no idea how Kennecott and its consultant could
have drawn the above conclusion in their 2000 report.
It’s as if they didn’t look at their own data. What’s
more, the trend toward higher copper and zinc levels
in walleye harvested downstream from the mine site
continued in 2005, when Blue Iris Environmental elec-

Year 

Copper Levels in Walleye Liver (mg/kg)1 Zinc Levels in Walleye Liver (mg/kg)1

Upstream 
Site (W-1)

Downstream
Site (W-2)

Difference
(W-2)–(W-1)

Upstream 
(Site W-1)

Downstream
(Site W-2)

Difference
(W-2)– (W-1)

1991 (Baseline) 6.0 1.5 –4.5 18 17 –1

1992 9.6 1.6 –8 37 33 –4

1993 17 4.3 –12.7 22 21 –1

1994 3.1 1.2 –1.9 19 16 –3

1995 13 3.6 –9.4 18 14 –4

1996 26 45 +19 22 29 +7

1997 33 45 +12 27 30 +3

1998 29 33 +4 18 21 +3

1999 25 46 +21 23 28 +5

2000 32 48 +16 25 30 +5

2005 28 51 +23 27 31 +4

1  See Figure 125-20 for sample locations.

Flambeau River Walleye Data (1991– 2005): Levels of Copper and 
Zinc in Fish Caught Upstream and Downstream from the Flambeau 
Mine Site

Table 125-13. Kennecott
briefly monitored the
Flambeau River between
1991 and 2000 and once
more in 2005 to see if any
metals were accumulating in
walleye downstream from
the mine site. The company
concluded in 2005 that the
mine had “no impact on the
concentration of metals”
observed in the fish, but the
raw data suggests otherwise
[Data on file with the
Wisconsin DNR, 2006 (CD
125-107 and CD 125-108)].
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troshocked the water one more time and collected
samples for analysis. The data is included in Table
125-13 for you to see, and the consultant’s updated
report is available on the CD-ROM that accompanies
this book (CD 125-108). My friend Bill Krupinski also
used the 2005 data to create a “walleye-ometer” that
shows how metal levels have been rising in the down-
stream fish (Figure 125-22).

Besides being concerned about increased levels of
copper and zinc in the walleye downstream from the
mine site, I am also worried about iron levels. As dis-
cussed earlier in the chapter, iron is known to be toxic
to fish, especially because of how it can get caught in
gills and clog them up. If you look at Table 125-14,
you will notice that: (1) in 1991 and 1992 (before
mining commenced), the iron levels measured in the
fish downstream from the mine site were already
higher than in the upstream fish; and (2) during the
first few years of mining, iron levels fluctuated quite a
bit, but no clear trends emerged. Ever since 1996,
however, the gap between the iron levels measured in
the downstream and upstream walleye has been
steadily growing. At a bare minimum, further moni-
toring is needed to see if the trend continues.

Unfortunately, however, the mandatory testing

program for walleye was suspended by the DNR in
late 2000—just like the department suspended the
river sediment and crayfish monitoring programs. So
I guess you could say that Kennecott is “off the hook”
like a big walleye that has broken loose from a fishing
line. Sure, the mining company volunteered to do one
more round of walleye testing in 2005, but that was
only because the company was trying to secure a
Certificate of Completion from the DNR for its recla-
mation activities at the mine site. Thankfully, the cer-
tificate was not awarded and, as my book goes to
print, has still not been awarded. But once it is, I
doubt the company will ever test the walleye again.

In conclusion, let me say this: It’s about time the
DNR started to look seriously at the data showing
higher levels of heavy metals in the surface water, sed-
iment, crayfish and walleye downstream from the mine
site—and to reinstate mandatory testing programs. It’s
about time the mining company started to collect
specimens close by to where the pollutants from the
mine are really entering the river. It’s about time the
company started to test all specimens for all metals of
interest. And it’s about time the DNR required
Kennecott to provide sound statistical analyses of all
test results. The sooner the upward trends in metal
concentrations are confirmed, the sooner the mining
company can be required to do whatever it takes to
really protect the river.

Kennecott and the DNR’s Strategy
for Trying to Fool the Public into
Believing Everything Is Okay
Now that you have seen the specifics of the environ-
mental problems at the Flambeau Mine site, you
might be wondering why most of this information has
not gotten into the news. Indeed, except for a few
articles mentioned earlier that appeared in the
Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, Ladysmith News and
Masinaigan in July of 1999, not much information
has leaked out to the public about the seriousness of
the situation. In my opinion, here are the reasons
why:
1. Kennecott and the DNR have diverted attention
from the pollution problems at the Flambeau Mine
site by claiming computer models correctly pre-
dicted the amount of groundwater pollution that is
occurring.

What I am talking about here is Kennecott’s claim
that the levels of heavy metals in the groundwater at
the mine site are “right on track” with what was
expected to occur. You saw the quotations from Jana

Year 

Iron Levels in Walleye Liver (mg/kg)1

Upstream Site  
(W-1)

Downstream 
Site  (W-2)

Difference
(W-2)–(W-1)

1991 (Baseline)  67  73  +6

1992  59  96  +37

1993  63  110  +47

1994  76  140  +64

1995  56  99  +43

1996  68  72  +4

1997  90  110  +20

1998  54  75  +21

1999  79  110  +31

2000  92  130  +38

2005  96  160  +64

1  See Figure 125-20 for sample locations.

Flambeau River Walleye Data (1991– 2005): 
Levels of Iron in Fish Caught Upstream and 
 Downstream from the Flambeau Mine Site

Table 125-14. Iron levels in walleye harvested upstream and down-
stream from the Flambeau Mine site have fluctuated widely over the
years, but ever since 1996 the gap between downstream and
upstream levels has been steadily growing [Data on file with the
Wisconsin DNR, 2006 (CD 125-107 and CD 125-108)].
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Murphy, Larry Lynch and Dave Kunelius for yourself in
the news articles I showed you earlier (Figures 125-3
and 125-4). And you also saw the facts and figures that
prove the actual levels of at least four pollutants (man-
ganese, iron, copper and cadmium) in a number of dif-
ferent wells at the mine site have far exceeded what was
predicted by the mining company’s high-tech computer
programs (Table 125-4). In fact, out of the eight differ-
ent parameters for which predictions were made by
Kennecott, every single prediction, with the possible
exception of the one made for aluminum, has been
exceeded in at least some of the monitoring wells. And
for all I know, the aluminum prediction might be off
track as well. The only reason I cannot say for sure is
because, for some unknown reason, Kennecott has not
checked the groundwater for aluminum (or at least
reported any such results to the DNR).

I’m not surprised that Kennecott would lie about the

extent of groundwater
pollution at the mine
site and say the levels
were “right on track”
with predictions. But I
cannot forgive the DNR
for going along with it. I
was especially offended
to find an article on the
DNR’s web page in June
2003 that said the fol-
lowing (CD 125-109):

The first few rounds
of samples collected
during 1999 from
the wells installed
within the backfilled
waste rock indicated
that elevated levels of
sulfate, copper, man-
ganese and iron were
present. These re-
sults were not a
surprise and were
a p p rox i m a t e l y
equal to or slightly
greater than the
concentra t ions
originally predicted
during permitting
and later updated
prior to backfilling.
… Analysis of data
collected during 1999
through 2002 sug-
gests that for two

wells (at one nest) manganese and iron concentrations
may be increasing, but are stable or decreasing else-
where within the pit wells. … The monitoring results
are consistent with the characteristics predicted
during permitting and are not at levels that pose a
threat to water quality in the Flambeau River. [empha-
sis added]

It’s very irresponsible for the DNR to have that kind
of false and misleading information on the internet
for all to see. You’ve seen the real facts and figures
about how the predicted levels of manganese in some
of the wells within the backfilled pit were off by as
much as a factor of 80, copper by a factor of 58, iron
by a factor of 44 and cadmium by a factor of 4. I
would like to ask the DNR, “Which of those numbers
were ‘approximately equal to or slightly greater than’
what was predicted?”

And here’s another angle to consider. Even if Kennecott

Figure 125-22. Kennecott tried to tip the scale in its favor by sampling walleye for heavy metal accumu-
lation at a site more than nine miles downstream from the Flambeau Mine. Still, since 1996 the down-
stream fish have consistently had higher levels of copper and zinc than the upstream fish. Iron levels are
also of concern (Walleye-ometer by Bill Krupinski of Jefferson, Wisconsin, 2006).
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and the DNR were telling the truth and the computer
predictions were accurate, would that mean everything
was okay? For example, let’s say the manganese level
in the backfilled pit was 522 mcg/l (the value pre-
dicted by Kennecott) rather than 42,000 mcg/l (the
level measured in MW-1013B in April 2005). Even the
predicted value would constitute a ten-fold violation
of the state’s drinking water standard—something not
to be taken lightly.

It’s also amazing that the DNR would state in June
of 2003 that “manganese and iron concentrations
may be increasing” in two wells within the backfilled
pit when in reality the manganese levels had already
reached the remarkable levels of 41,600 mcg/l in
MW-1013B (October 2001), 23,000 mcg/l in MW-
1014B (July 1999), 10,000 mcg/l in MW-1013C
(July 2002), and 4,300 mcg/l in MW-1014C
(February 1999). By 2003, iron levels had increased
significantly as well, reaching 14 mg/l in MW-1014C
(July 1999) and 5.6 mg/l in MW-1013C (January
2003). There was nothing tentative about any of
these increases. So for the DNR to state that “man-
ganese and iron concentrations may be increasing”
was as deceptive as something Larry Mercando might
have said.

What it all boils down to is this: By claiming that
the pollution levels at the Flambeau Mine site are
either “right on track” with what was predicted or
“may” be increasing, the DNR and Kennecott have not
only lied about what is really happening, but effec-
tively diffused the importance of the story as a news
item. Reporters look for stories about the unexpected
and dramatic, not things that were predicted to hap-
pen or are still evolving. And I’m sure that the slippery
people at Kennecott and the DNR are fully aware of
that fact. By playing word games, they have managed
to avoid having the story hit the newspapers and tel-
evision stations, which in turn has helped the com-
pany and the department avoid the ire of the public.
It’s time for that veil to be lifted.

2. Kennecott is not telling the whole story of 
what the groundwater data from the mine site is
showing.

I can remember how in 1990, Larry Mercando
accused those of us who opposed the mine of “trying
to fool the people of Rusk County with factual distor-
tions and half-truths about mining in general and the
Flambeau Mine in particular” (Figure 73-8). I always
thought that Mercando’s description of us was better
suited to himself. And now that the mine has come
and gone, I feel the same way about Jana Murphy and

the other Kennecott hirelings who have issued reports
that distort the facts about the negative impacts of the
mine on the groundwater at the mine site. Let me
explain.

When I reviewed a number of annual reports sub-
mitted by Kennecott to the DNR between 2000 and
2005, I found that the mining company was more
interested in talking about trends in groundwater
quality than focussing on the actual numbers that
showed the extent of the pollution. The front of each
report contained a section entitled “Groundwater
Quality Sampling and Analysis.” But instead of
including any real data for people to see, it was pep-
pered with qualitative statements that told only half
the story. Here are a few examples of what I mean
[emphasis added]:

� Manganese levels are variable and elevated in
one well (MW-1013B), increasing marginally
in another (MW-1013C), but are nearly con-
stant or slightly decreasing in the remaining
wells.—FMC 2001 Annual Report

� Consistent results in samples collected from 1999
through 2003 demonstrate that the concentrations
of major ions in the backfill pore water are sta-
ble.—FMC 2003 Annual Report

� In MW-1014C, overall decreasing trends con-
tinue for hardness, iron, manganese, sulfate,
TDS, zinc and conductivity.—FMC 2005 Annual
Report

Let me take the phrases I highlighted in the above
quotations, one by one, and show you how they were
misleading. For starters, it’s fine that Kennecott
admitted in its 2001 annual report that the man-
ganese levels measured in MW-1013B were “variable
and elevated.” But it would have been more instruc-
tive for the mining company to point out that the lev-
els had reached a remarkably high level of 41,600
mcg/l in October of 2001 (over 800 times the MCL, as
shown in Graph 125-1). Yet, no mention was made of
this important fact. And in terms of how the man-
ganese levels in MW-1013C were described as
“increasing marginally,” what a clever way of down-
playing the fact that the groundwater had gone from
exceeding the MCL by 164 times in 2000 to exceeding
it by 169 times in 2001!

Then there is the whole issue of how Kennecott
described the levels of certain minerals in a number
of monitoring wells as being “nearly constant” or “sta-
ble.” Those words made it sound like things were
cruising along just fine. But here are a few examples
of what was really happening in the so-called “stable”
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wells:

� In 2001, the manganese level in MW-1000PR was
“nearly constant” at about 3,400 mcg/l (4 times
higher than the baseline value of 850 mcg/l and 60
times higher than the MCL of 50 mcg/l); and

� In 2003, the sulfate level in MW-1013B was “sta-
ble” at about 1,500 mg/l (150 times higher than
the estimated baseline value of 10 mg/l and 6
times higher than the MCL of 250 mg/l).

As you can see, by using the words “nearly constant”
and “stable” to describe the manganese and sulfate lev-
els measured in MW-1000PR and MW-1013B, Kenne-
cott was able to divert attention away from the fact that
the pollutants had stabilized at very high levels. Only if
you turn to the appendices at the very end of the com-
pany’s annual reports and wade through the raw data
and graphs for yourself, will you be able to get a feel for
what’s really happening. Take a look at the graphs in
Figure 125-23 and you will see what I mean! They put a
real face on the data and show that just because the
level of a pollutant has “stabilized,” it doesn’t necessar-
ily mean that everything is okay.

For those of you who are interested in seeing the
complete set of trend graphs for the various monitoring
wells at the mine site, I refer you to the CD-ROM that
accompanies the book (CD 125-110). But for now I
would like to direct your attention to Figure 125-24. Not
only does it show that the sulfate levels in MW-1013B
were stable at about 1,600 mg/l between 2001 and
2003, but the graph illustrates another technique used
by Kennecott to downplay the significance of the pollu-
tion. You will notice that, unlike the graphs for MW-
1000PR shown in Figure 125-23, the graph for
MW-1013B contains no data points to show pre-mine

sulfate levels. Sure, the 86-foot deep well is located
within the backfilled mine pit, so it didn’t even exist
before the mine was built. But Kennecott measured
sulfate levels in a number of deep Precambrian wells
at the mine site in 1988 to establish pre-mine condi-
tions and reported that sulfate levels averaged 6 mg/l.
What a contrast to the 1,600 mg/l concentration
recorded in MW-1013B in July 2003! Yet, by looking at
the graph, no one would know how significant the
pollution really was. Instead of just graphing the raw
data, it would have been more honest for Kennecott to
include some sort of reference to the 1988 baseline
level measured at the mine site. Doing so would have
given a totally different visual effect, similar to what is
conveyed by the graphs in Figure 125-23.

In its annual reports to the DNR, Kennecott has
also mentioned that the levels of certain pollutants in
a number of wells at the mine site are “slightly
decreasing.” But once again, the phrase makes the sit-
uation sound better than it is. For example, in
October of 2001 the manganese level in MW-1014B
measured 18,600 mcg/l, as compared to a level of
21,000 mcg/l a year earlier. Sure, the level had
“slightly decreased,” but the October 2001 level was
still 420 times the MCL! That kind of decrease isn’t
worth beans.

I also direct your attention to Figure 125-25. It
illustrates what Kennecott described as the “decreas-
ing trends” for manganese and iron in MW-1014C.
Unfortunately, however, even though the company
talked about how the pollution levels were coming
down in the well, no mention was made of how long
it would take the levels to return to normal. You see,
it’s one thing for Kennecott to put together nice little
graphs that may or may not show “decreasing trends”

Figure 125-23. It’s not very comforting to know that manganese and sulfate levels in MW-1000PR (125 feet from the Flambeau River) have
more-or-less stabilized when they are still highly elevated over recorded baseline values and exceed MCL standards. Please note that the MCL
for manganese is 50 mcg/l and for sulfate is 250 mg/l (FMC 2005 Annual Report).
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in pollutants, but quite another for the company to
face up to the fact that the groundwater within the
backfilled pit will remain polluted for centuries. And
I’m not just blowing smoke. As you know, Kennecott
predicted early on that manganese and iron levels
would remain elevated in the backfilled pit for at least
4,000 years (Figure 125-6). And now it looks like the
pollution will persist even longer because of how the
mining company underestimated the post-mining
peak concentrations of the pollutants. So when
Kennecott says there is a “decreasing trend” for man-

ganese, iron or anything else at the mine site, don’t
get too excited until you see the real data.

Before moving on, there is one more point I would
like to make with regard to Kennecott’s so-called
“trend analysis” of the groundwater data at the mine
site. As noted in its 2003 annual report, the company
has opted to only analyze the well monitoring data
collected since October of 1997 for increasing or
decreasing trends in pollution, even if earlier data is
available (CD 125-111). Unfortunately, that allows
the mining company to once again avoid discussing
the real issue at hand—how the levels of certain min-
erals have increased well beyond the baseline values
measured in 1988 and will take centuries to return to
normal.

My dear readers, don’t be fooled when you hear
Kennecott talk about “decreasing trends” for certain
pollutants in the monitoring wells at the mine site or
how others are “increasing marginally” or “stabilizing.”
Ask the mining company and DNR to give you: (1) the
real numbers showing the extent of the pollution so
you can draw your own conclusions about what is
going on; (2) baseline values for the wells in question,
so you can put those numbers into perspective; and (3)
estimates for how long it will take the levels to return to
normal. Those are the pieces of information that will
give you the real story of what is happening.

3.Since miningcompanies are exempt from following
Wisconsin’s groundwater protection law within the
mine’s 1,200-foot compliance boundary, Kennecott
can claim it is in compliance with state law even

Figure 125-24. Sulfate levels may be somewhat “stable” in MW-
1013B, as illustrated in this graph that appeared in Kennecott’s 2003
annual report to the DNR. But the real story is that the levels have
stabilized at a value roughly 150 times the baseline (10mg/l) and 6
times the MCL (250mg/l). See CD 125-111 for more details (FMC
2003 Annual Report).

Figure 125-25. These graphs for MW-1014C appeared in Kennecott’s 2005 annual report to the DNR. They draw attention to the fact that iron
and manganese levels are indeed coming down in the well, at least for the time being. But the graphs cleverly omit telling the real story of how
the levels: (1) are still highly elevated over baseline; and (2) will take thousands of years to return to normal. Please note that in 1988, Kennecott
estimated baseline iron levels in deep Precambrian wells at the mine site at 0.05 mg/l and baseline manganese levels at 30– 290 mcg/l, but the
company did not include either of these data points in the graphs (FMC 2005 Annual Report).
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though the Flambeau Mine is causing significant
groundwater pollution.

You saw all the facts and figures in Table 125-4
about how some of the wells within the backfilled
mine pit are in significant violation of the state’s
drinking water standards. But technically, no law has
been broken because those wells are located within
the 1,200-foot compliance boundary for the mine. All
I can say is that the state’s mining laws are pretty
darned weak if you can have a manganese level of
42,000 mcg/l in a well just 600 feet from the
Flambeau River and the DNR is powerless to ticket
the mining company.

But you know what? Even if the DNR had the
power to do something about the pollution at the
Flambeau Mine site, there is no guarantee the depart-
ment would act. All you have to do is look at what is
happening to the water quality in MW-1015B. Even
though it’s a compliance boundary well, and even
though it has, on occasion, registered manganese and
iron levels that exceed MCL standards, the DNR has
not issued any citations to Kennecott. Unfortunately,
until a citation is issued, it is unlikely that any infor-
mation about the high levels of groundwater pollu-
tion headed toward the Flambeau River will get into
the newspapers. And until that happens, the public
will likely believe that everything is hunky-dory with
how the mine site was reclaimed. I believe it’s time for
an investigative reporter to make his or her move now
and bring the story to light.

4. The DNR is downplaying statistically signifi-
cant increases in metal concentrations in the
Flambeau River by claiming the levels are
“extremely low and well below the established
criteria for protection of aquatic resources” (CD
125-50).

The following seems to be the philosophy of both
Kennecott and the DNR when it comes to the
Flambeau Mine: If you cannot deny that undesirable
changes have occurred in a parameter being meas-
ured in the Flambeau River, just resort to telling the
public that the changes are not large enough to be
harmful. It’s a handy way to downplay what’s hap-
pening to the river and discourage anyone from
checking into the matter further.

But who is to say that the river is not being
harmed? Even the DNR, in an internal memo issued in
December of 2001, admitted that aluminum levels
measured downstream from the mine site were “sig-
nificantly higher” than upstream levels and “at times
greater than published LC50 values for some [aquatic]

species,” including rainbow trout (CD 125-96).
When it comes to assessing the potential harm

from increased metal concentrations in the Flambeau
River, it’s time the DNR started to give the benefit of
the doubt to the fish, clams and other aquatic species
that live in the river rather than the mining company.
In other words, any statistically significant changes in
metal concentrations in the surface water or the
species themselves should be assumed harmful unless
proven otherwise. Kennecott is the outsider who came
in and upset the balance of nature. The burden of
proof should therefore lie with the company to prove
its so-called “environmentally responsible” mine is
not harming anything in the river, rather than with
the public to prove that it is.

5. Neither the DNR nor Kennecott is adequately
monitoring the groundwater and surface water at
the Flambeau Mine site for adverse impacts.

One of the most effective strategies that Kennecott
has employed to fool the public into believing that
everything is okay at the mine site is this: The com-
pany, with the blessing of the DNR has not and is not
collecting crucial data that could expose serious prob-
lems at the mine site related to acid mine drainage.
Here is what I mean:
� Groundwater samples are not being tested for

important parameters such as aluminum and
radioactivity (Table 125-1; Appendix A);

� Monitoring wells have not been drilled at all criti-
cal locations, like where the Type-I and Type-II
waste rock was stored, the unlined settling ponds
were located or along most of the mine’s compli-
ance boundary (Figure 125-1);

� The DNR broke the law by not establishing an
intervention boundary for the mine;

� Key pollutants like manganese, iron and sulfate
were not monitored in the Flambeau River during
the mining years (Appendix B);

� As of 2001, Kennecott is sampling the water in the
Flambeau River at only two locations, doing so just
twice a year, analyzing the samples for only a
handful of pollutants and doing the whole thing on
a voluntary basis without any real DNR oversight;

� Kennecott’s “downstream” monitoring site in the
Flambeau River is really upstream from where con-
taminated runoff is entering the river via Stream-C
(Figure 125-20);

� Kennecott’s “downstream” monitoring sites for
sediment, crayfish and walleye in the Flambeau
River are nowhere near the backfilled mine pit
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(Figure 125-20). What’s more, the company made
broad claims about the test results showing “no
impacts due to mine activities” without doing a sta-
tistical analysis of the data;

� The DNR eliminated mandatory testing of the
river’s sediment and walleye in 2000 and crayfish
in 2001, even though downstream samples had
started to show higher levels of metals;

� Toxicity standards have not been established by the
DNR for many of the substances making their way
into the river (Table 125-8);

� Kennecott is not monitoring Wetland-11 at the mine
site for pollution, even though it runs along the east
bank of the Flambeau River, directly between the
mine site and river (Figure 125-12);

� Kennecott is collecting just a single water sample
once a year from Wetland-A (the mitigation wet-
land for the project), testing the water for just a
limited number of pollutants, not collecting any
water samples from Stream-A (the stream that car-
ries water from Wetland-A to the Flambeau River),
and not testing the sediment in Wetland-A for
heavy metal accumulation;

� Kennecott is collecting just a single water sample
once a year from Wetland-B (the 1.7-acre wetland
that Kennecott refers to as a “biofilter”), testing the
water for just a limited number of pollutants, not
collecting any water samples from the man-made
channel that connects Wetland-B to the Flambeau
River, and not monitoring the sediment in
Wetland-B for heavy metal accumulation; and

� Even though Kennecott stepped up its monitoring
of Wetland-C and Stream-C in 2004 (when the pol-
lution levels rose so high they could no longer be
concealed), the DNR has not insisted that the raw
data be included in the company’s annual reports
for the public to see.

After reading the above list, is it any wonder that
more problems at the mine site have not been
exposed or brought to the attention of the public? Yet,
Jana Murphy wants us to blindly accept her claim that
“the Flambeau River remains fully protected.” What
the whole thing boils down to is this: The company is
trying to get away with the least amount of work and
the biggest amount of baloney.

6. Kennecott is using faulty science to make it
look like the Flambeau River is being protected
from pollution.

We all should have learned in high school science

class that whenever you conduct an experiment, it’s
important to select a good control to use as a standard
of comparison. And when you pick a control, you
must select something untainted by whatever you are
trying to monitor. Yet, Kennecott did not follow this
basic tenet of science when designing its surface
water and groundwater monitoring programs at the
Flambeau Mine site. And worse yet, the DNR let the
company get away with it.

The most blatant example I have of a flawed con-
trol being used by Kennecott was mentioned earlier in
the chapter, but I just have to tell you a little bit more
about it. I am referring to the Stream-C sampling site
labeled as C-1 in Figure 125-13. This particular sam-
pling point is located upstream from where Wetland-
C drains into Stream-C, so Kennecott has mistakenly
claimed that the amounts of copper and zinc meas-
ured in the water at C-1 are indicative of naturally-
occurring background concentrations of the metals.
But as you know, the C-1 sampling site is located right
next to where the rail spur and high sulfur waste rock
stockpile were located during the mining years. So of
course anyone would expect the water to be contam-
inated with copper and zinc from the mine, which it is
(Table 125-9; CD 125-77). Yet, Kennecott has tried to
pass off the high levels of copper in the water drain-
ing out of Wetland-C into Stream-C as being “equal to
or lower than the background concentrations” meas-
ured at the C-1 sampling site (CD 125-71 and CD
125-112). What a farce!

Kennecott’s selection of a control for its groundwa-
ter monitoring program at the Flambeau Mine site
also leaves much to be desired. MW-1005 is the com-
pany’s self-proclaimed “background well,” despite the
fact that it is located right next to where the high sul-
fur waste rock was stored during the mining years
(Figure 125-1; CD 125-17). What’s more, the well is
at the edge of a wetland connected to Stream-C,
which everyone knows is contaminated with heavy
metals from the mine. Surely then, MW-1005 is
located in an area that has been tainted by mine activ-
ity and cannot be considered a valid control.

I am not the only one who is concerned about
Kennecott’s use of MW-1005 as a “control.” Here is
what GLIFWC’s John Coleman had to say about it in a
September 2004 memo to the DNR (CD 125-69):

Monitoring well MW-1005 appears to be located at
the edge of Wetland-5C. This wetland is connected to
Stream-C and provides a portion of the flow in the
stream. The results from monitoring well MW-1005
for pH, conductivity and barium have fluctuated in
recent years. Because MW-1005 is relatively shallow,
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the results seen in the well may be relevant to the
contaminants seen in Stream-C. The unusual read-
ings in MW-1005 should be investigated and
explained. If MW-1005 has been contaminated by
mine activity, its use as a background reference well
should be ended and another background reference
well installed.

As far as I know, nothing ever came of Coleman’s
request to investigate the “unusual readings in MW-
1005.” And to this day the company continues to refer
to MW-1005 as a “background” well in its reports to
the DNR. So much for sound science!

7. The DNR has not issued any citations to
Kennecott, despite the fact that the mining com-
pany has clearly violated groundwater and sur-
face water quality standards at the mine site.

I covered this point in great detail earlier in the
chapter with regard to violations of MCL and PAL stan-
dards in a number of monitoring wells at the mine site
and violations of surface water quality standards in
Wetland-A, Wetland-B, Wetland-C and Stream-C. The
DNR’s failure to ticket Kennecott for any of these vio-
lations sends a false message to the public that the
mine has been successfully reclaimed. And speaking
of deceiving the public, the ultimate deception
regarding the pollution at the mine site involves Ken-
necott’s decision to rename Wetland-B and Wetland-C
“biofilters.” The superficial name change was no more
than a thinly veiled attempt to avoid prosecution for
the high levels of copper, zinc and/or iron in the two
ponds. As far as I’m concerned, the DNR’s willingness
to go along with the name change and declare that
“water within a biofilter is not subject to water qual-
ity criteria and standards” is something that needs to
be challenged in court.

8. Kennecott has belittled those who are con-
cerned about mining pollution.

Take a look at Figure 125-26, and you will see a
nasty advertisement that Kennecott put in the
Ladysmith News in May of 1997, shortly before a
hearing was scheduled to be held in Ladysmith on the
mining moratorium bill. Once again the company was
trying to fool the public into believing that everything
was okay on the banks of the Flambeau River. But this
time the company chose the tactic of belittling those
of us who had tried to warn people of the impending
problems with acid mine drainage at the mine site.
The advertisement was written before all the prob-
lems discussed earlier in the chapter came to light.
But in retrospect, isn’t it ironic that everything the

company said we were “wrong” about turned out to
be true? I especially like the part of the ad that says,
“Tell our lawmakers you don’t want them to base
decisions that affect your life on the word of people
who haven’t gotten one thing right.” I agree! Except
the people who failed to get “one thing right” about
the Flambeau Mine really turned out to be Larry
Mercando, Ed May, Jana Murphy and all the DNR offi-
cials who claimed the mine would not pollute Rusk
County’s groundwater or the Flambeau River.

9. Pro-mining interests have diverted attention
away from the pollution problems at the Flam-
beau Mine site by presenting Kennecott with a
bogus award for environmental excellence.

If you want to squelch legitimate opposition against
someone, just give that person or business an award for
the exact same thing the opposition is complaining
about. It’s a clever way to confuse the public about
what is really happening and a strategy that has been
perfected by Wisconsin Manufacturers and Commerce
(WMC). You read earlier about WMC and its ruthless
attempts to promote mining in Wisconsin. It’s been a
stinkin’ outfit since Day 1. So it should be of no surprise
that the organization recognized Flambeau Mining
Company with its “Business Friend of the Environment
Award—Honorable Mention” in 2002. Who knows? If
Kennecott had violated the toxicity standard for copper
in Wetland-C by a factor of only 3 instead of 4, maybe
WMC would have given the company the real award
instead of just honorable mention!

My point is this: If you see that the Flambeau Mine
has received any sort of environmental award, consider
the source. That’s what my friend Linda Sturnot did
when she heard that WMC’s officials were planning to
nominate Flambeau Mining Company for their little
award in 2002. Linda knew it was nonsense, so she
proceeded to help organize a rally in opposition to the
nomination. The protestors stood outside the hotel
where WMC was meeting and waved their signs (they
were not allowed to come inside the building).
Needless to say, their presence kind of cast a little
blight on the whole affair.

10. Kennecott is pushing its views on the community
with the help of the editor of the Ladysmith News.

I told you early in my story about an encounter I
had with John Terrill of the Ladysmith News in 1974. A
friend had given me a copy of an important news story
from the Daily Cardinal that talked about Kennecott’s
plans to mine in Rusk County and how the people of
the Town of Grant were going to be ripped off. The
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information was so pertinent to the local people that I
took the article to Terrill and asked him to reprint it in
the Ladysmith News. But instead of honoring my
request, Terrill ran to Ed May to get his opinion on the
matter and the article never appeared in the paper.

Thirty-two years later, in April of 2006, the exact
same thing happened to me! But this time it involved
an important press release from the Great Lakes
Indian Fish and Wildlife Commission that I took to
Terrill. The article contained pertinent information
about the polluted runoff at the mine site and how
the contaminants were making their way to the
Flambeau River (CD 125-113). Mic Isham, the Vice
Chairman of GLIFWC’s Voigt Intertribal Task Force,
was quoted in the article as saying, “The Flambeau
Mine site continues to be a source of contaminants to

waters of the state, and efforts by Kennecott to fix the
problems have been unsuccessful.” And then the press
release went on to provide documentation of the high
levels of copper in the soil and stormwater runoff at
the mine site.

I got just as excited about GLIFWC’s press release
in 2006 as I did about the Daily Cardinal’s news story
in 1974. But the parallel does not end there. Just like
in 1974, I hand-delivered the article to Terrill and
explained the significance of it. And just like in 1974,
I asked Terrill to print the story in the paper for the
local people to see. Unfortunately, however, just like
in 1974, Terrill ran to the mining company to get an
opinion (except this time he ran to Jana Murphy
instead of Ed May). Just like in 1974, the mining
company downplayed the issue. And just like in 1974,

Figure 125-26. In light of all the pollution problems that have arisen at the Flambeau Mine site since 1997, when this advertisement first
appeared in the Ladysmith News, the real story portrayed by the ad is that “Kennecott was wrong in 1990 … and the company is still wrong
today” (Ladysmith News, May 1997).
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Terrill did not print the article in the paper.
The only difference between what happened to me

in 1974 and 2006 was that the first time around,
nothing at all appeared in the newspaper about the
issue I had brought to Terrill’s attention. In 2006,
however, Terrill at least wrote his own story about
what was going on at the mine site and published it.

Terrill’s article about the polluted runoff from the
mine appeared on page 6A of the April 20, 2006 issue
of the Ladysmith News, hardly a prominent spot for a
news story that dealt with a mine that had been the
subject of numerous hearings, debates, protests and
lawsuits over the years. But when I read the article,
which happened to be next to the obituaries, I con-
cluded that it rightly deserved to be buried. Most of the
story was based on slanted information provided by
Kennecott rather than the factual information provided
by GLIFWC. And to add insult to injury, the article
ended with an uplifting quotation from Jana Murphy
about how the mining company was trying to do things
right. You can read for yourself (CD 125-112). GLIFWC’s
press release was barely mentioned in the article,
except toward the end where Kennecott took a swipe at
it. I might add that the very next week, Terrill ran a
lengthy letter to the editor written by Jana Murphy in
which she downplayed the issues raised by GLIFWC
(CD 125-114). Considering that Terrill had never
printed GLIFWC’s press release to begin with, he cer-
tainly gave Kennecott a lot of space in the paper to
refute it.

Terrill’s handling of GLIFWC’s press release was
not unusual. In my thirty-plus years of dealing with
him at the Ladysmith News, I never felt he gave those
of us who opposed the mine a fair shake. No matter if
it was 1974, 2006 or any time in between, Terrill
always seemed more concerned about giving the min-
ing company the last word on any issue we raised.
Some things never change.

11. Kennecott is lulling the public into compla-
cency by drawing attention to the outward appear-
ance of the reclaimed mine site rather than frankly
discussing the problems that have started to occur
above and beneath the surface. By covering up its
massive waste dump with topsoil, grass and a few
trees, the mining company has created the illusion
that everything is okay at the burial site. It’s kind of
like grass over a grave.

Believe me, Kennecott is doing everything it can to
make it look like the mine site is back to normal. You
see, company officials like Jana Murphy know that if
they can get people excited about what’s above the

surface—like the handful of wildflowers, butterflies
and birds that have been observed at the sight—the
public will be less likely to question what’s going on
beneath the surface. That’s why, to this day, the com-
pany continues to conduct feel-good tours of the mine
site. But as far as I’m concerned, those little dog and
pony shows—which you will read about in the next
chapter of my story—only serve to divert attention
from the real issue at hand: Pollutants have made
their way into the groundwater and wetlands at the
mine site and are leaking into the Flambeau River.

What can be done
In my opinion, the key to holding Kennecott account-
able for its mess next to the Flambeau River is to
expand the collection of environmental monitoring
data to prove what is happening. As mentioned ear-
lier, that’s what the Great Lakes Indian Fish and
Wildlife Commission requested of the DNR as far back
as 2001. As James Schlender wrote to Larry Lynch,
“The monitoring that has been conducted thus far is
only useful if indications of elevated contaminants
trigger further investigation” (Figure 125-9). Even an
internal DNR memo sent to Lynch in December of
2001 acknowledged the following (CD 125-96):

Because metals are expected to continue moving
from the mine pit to the river, and because metals
can build up in sediments over time and bioaccumu-
late in organisms (with potential for cascading up
the food chain), continued monitoring could yield
much important information.

So would Lynch listen to what GLIFWC and his own
staff were telling him? No way! He wrote back to
Schlender and stated, “[Kennecott’s analysis of the
data] demonstrates that the current water quality in
the backfilled pit does not pose a threat to the water
quality of the Flambeau River. … The existing
[scaled-back] monitoring program will continue at
the site for the foreseeable future. If results indicate
that conditions are not consistent with predictions or
the monitoring is not providing necessary informa-
tion, the department is authorized to require addi-
tional monitoring activities and analysis” (CD
125-50). Well, what did Lynch think GLIFWC and his
own staff had been trying to tell him?

The upshot of the whole thing is that instead of
reinstating the earlier river monitoring program or
expanding it to gather more data, Lynch allowed
Kennecott to keep its skeleton monitoring program in
place. He told Schlender, “The reduction in surface
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water monitoring is in accordance with the permits
issued to Flambeau Mining Company.” And with that
brief sentence, he effectively ignored everything
GLIFWC had said.

I cannot understand why Lynch did not embrace
GLIFWC’s suggestions. After all, the tribes were trying
to do the exact same thing the DNR was charged to do
by law—protect the public trust. In my opinion, it was a
real dereliction of duty on Lynch’s part to ignore not
only GLIFWC, but the Wisconsin Constitution. And on
that basis, I believe he should no longer be allowed to
hold any position of authority within the department.

But as I sit here writing at my kitchen table in early
2006, Lynch is still sitting at his desk in Madison, and
Kennecott is still getting away with doing hardly any
monitoring of the Flambeau River. Since 2000, the
surface water of the river has been checked only twice
a year for a limited number of pollutants, and the
river sediment has not been tested at all. And since
2001, crayfish and walleye have been sampled only
once. There is also talk that once Kennecott receives
its Certificate of Completion from the DNR for its
reclamation activities at the mine site (which could
come as early as 2006), the company will try to
shorten its 30-year responsibility for long-term care of
the mine site. Of course, the DNR has rules in place to
allow such a thing to happen. All you have to do is
read NR 182.17(10), discussed earlier. The injustice
never seems to end.

I’m tired of how the DNR continues to blow off the
concerns of the citizens of the state—and how the
department continues to ignore the concerns of the
tribes. If I could have my way, I would require
Kennecott to do the following before it’s too late to
save the Flambeau River:
� Resume mandatory testing of river sediment, cray-

fish and walleye for metals and add sampling points
immediately downstream from the backfilled pit;

� Increase surface water sampling in the Flambeau
River to four times a year and add more sampling
sites, especially in the vicinity of the backfilled pit
and where Stream-C discharges into the river.
Draw samples from various depths and distances
from the river bank to truly locate the plumes of
pollution, and test the samples for a full panel of
potential pollutants;

� Install monitoring wells along the mine’s southwest-
ern compliance boundary (across the Flambeau
River from the mine site), the southern compliance
boundary (on the east side of the river), the western
compliance boundary (between the mine site and
the river), the eastern compliance boundary (where

the railroad tracks cross the boundary) and in the
areas where the Type I waste rock, Type II waste
rock, ore crusher, settling ponds, runoff pond and
surge pond were located;

� Continue testing groundwater on a quarterly basis
but add parameters such as aluminum, cobalt,
nickel, tin, titanium, radioactivity and uranium to
the existing battery of tests;

� Sample the water in Wetland-A, Wetland-B,
Wetland-C, Wetland-1 and Wetland-11 on a quar-
terly basis and collect samples from a variety of
sites within each wetland;

� Sample water on a quarterly basis from a variety of
locations along Stream-A, Stream-C and the man-
made channel that connects Wetland-B to the
Flambeau River;

� Report all monitoring data in its annual reports to
the DNR, provide statistical analyses of the data
and list any violations of groundwater or surface
water quality standards;

� Identify new “controls” to use as standards of com-
parison for evaluating pollution levels in the
groundwater at the mine site and the outflow from
Wetland-C, and make sure the new controls are
located in areas untainted by mine activity; and

� Pump and treat the contaminated water in the
company’s self-proclaimed “biofilters” at the mine
site instead of allowing the polluted water to drain
into the Flambeau River. This is a totally reason-
able request, especially considering the history of
Wetland-C. As you know, Wetland-C is located at
the same site occupied by the mine’s surge pond
during the mining years. At that time, contami-
nated water from the mining operation was routed
into the pond, pumped to the wastewater treat-
ment plant and then discharged into the Flambeau
River. Nowadays contaminated runoff from the
mine is still being routed into the pond. The only
difference is that the water is not being treated and
instead drains directly into Stream-C and ulti-
mately the Flambeau River. Since contaminated
runoff had to be treated during the mining years, it
only makes sense that it should be treated now,
especially since the outflow from the so-called
“biofilter” in the industrial outlot has consistently
failed to meet the state’s surface water quality
standard for copper.

� Pump the contaminated groundwater in the back-
filled pit to the surface and treat it or “install
underground treatment walls that would intercept
toxins before they reached the river,” as discussed
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in an article that appeared in the Milwaukee Jour-
nal Sentinel in July of 1999 (CD 125-21). In light
of the remarkably high levels of manganese and
other pollutants in the groundwater, coupled with
the fact that the fractured bedrock at the mine site
provides no barrier to the flow of those pollutants
into the Flambeau River, this appears to be the
only way to “fully protect” the river.

As you can see, there are a host of things that
Kennecott needs to do in order to get a handle on the
emerging problem of acid mine drainage at the
Flambeau Mine site. In addition, the DNR needs to do
the following: 

� Expand its split sampling program for groundwater
quality testing as a way to verify the accuracy of
Kennecott’s reporting; 

� Institute a split sampling program for surface
water quality testing;

� Stop referring to Wetland-B and Wetland-C as
“biofilters” and instead enforce state surface water
quality standards;

� Amend the terms of Kennecott’s reclamation per-
mit to include provisions for routine maintenance
of the company’s two so-called “biofilters” at the
mine site;

� Retain Kennecott’s reclamation bond to cover the
expense of “biofilter” maintenance in perpetuity;

� Establish an intervention boundary for the
Flambeau Mine, as required by law, and require
Kennecott to come up with a remedial plan for any
violations of PAL standards;

� Stop spreading false information on the depart-
ment’s web page about how the levels of pollutants
in the groundwater at the mine site are “approxi-
mately equal to or slightly greater than the concen-
trations originally predicted during permitting.”
The web page needs to be overhauled to include
accurate information regarding: (1) the extent of
groundwater, surface water and soil contamination
at the mine site; (2) documented violations of MCL
and PAL standards at the relevant checkpoints; (3)
violations of surface water quality standards in the
streams and wetlands at the mine site; and (4) the
accumulation of heavy metals in the sediment and
aquatic species of the Flambeau River.

� Issue citations to Kennecott for: (1) violations of
the MCL standards for manganese and iron at the
mine’s compliance boundary (MW-1015B); (2)
violations of numerous PAL standards at the mine’s
theoretical intervention boundary (MW-1000PR);

and (3) violations of the NR 105 acute and chronic
toxicity criteria for copper and/or zinc in Stream-C
and Wetlands A, B and C;

� Put a lid on Kennecott’s claim that the Flambeau
River “remains fully protected” until the mining
company can prove it;

� Because of the precarious conditions at the mine
site, particularly with regard to the emergence of
problems with acid mine drainage, revoke the
department’s acceptance of Kennecott’s Notice of
Completion (NOC);

� Since the DNR has claimed that Kennecott will be
responsible for the mine site “in perpetuity,” refuse
to issue a Certificate of Completion to Kennecott
for its reclamation activities until pollutant levels
in the groundwater at the mine site have indeed
returned to normal;

� If a Certificate of Completion is ever awarded to
the Kennecott, refuse to shorten the company’s
thirty-year responsibility for long-term care of the
mine’s waste dump; and

� For any future mining projects in the state, require
more comprehensive baseline and follow-up test-
ing of: (1) groundwater quality; and (2) the sur-
face water, sediment and aquatic species of all
rivers, lakes, wetlands and creeks likely to be
impacted by the mine.

There’s no doubt in my mind that Kennecott’s “environ-
mentally responsible mine” next to the Flambeau River
is failing and drastic action must be taken now to save
the river. It’s also interesting to note that even though
much of the data supporting my claim was not col-
lected until the late 1990s and early 2000s, Evelyn cor-
rectly anticipated the problem in 1981 when she wrote,
“With luck, the mining company will complete its min-
ing operation, take its profit, close down the mine,
plant some grass and after 10 years or less of long-term
care, hand the site over to the DNR or whomever,
before the long-term problems really surface.” 

She was right on the money, as was cartoonist Jim
Ridings, whose comic strip entitled “Great Moments
in History” was included in an earlier chapter for you
to see. Take another look at it (Figure 68-4 on page
372)! Even though Ridings drew the cartoon around
1990, several years before the mine was built, he
knew the score: Metallic sulfide mines always cause
significant environmental pollution. There is no way
around it. 

In closing, I would like to stress that the DNR’s dis-
regard for the pollution of our water resources by
mining companies sets a dangerous precedent in our
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state. There are a host of ore bodies sprinkled across
northern Wisconsin that have already been targeted
for development, putting many of our rivers and lakes
at risk for pollution. As journalist William Hurrle
wrote in the March 2, 1990 issue of the Isthmus, “The
new resource colony straddles the headwaters of the
Pine, Popple, Peshtigo, Oconto, Wolf, Eau Claire,
Wisconsin, Tomahawk, Chippewa, Flambeau and Red
Cedar rivers. They flow into the Mississippi River or
Lake Michigan – waters already struggling with pollu-
tion” (Figure 70-6).  

I might add that as my book goes to print, two
metallic sulfide mines have been proposed for the
Upper Peninsula of Michigan. Kennecott is seeking to
develop a nickel and copper sulfide mine on the
Yellow Dog Plains between the Keweenaw Bay Indian
Community and the City of Marquette. The mine
would be located about ten miles from the shores of
Lake Superior, at the headwaters of the Salmon Trout
River. As in the case of the Flambeau Mine, the
Michigan site is located within the ceded territory of
the Lake Superior Ojibwe. The second area targeted
for mining encompasses land in Michigan’s
Menominee County and Wisconsin’s Marinette
County, with the Menominee River (which empties
into Green Bay on Lake Michigan) flowing right
through the middle of it. Over 100,000 acres of min-
eral rights have been secured in the region by an out-
fit known as Minerals Processing Corporation (MPC).

At least two potential mine sites have been identi-
fied in Minnesota as well. And we’re not talking about
taconite mining (which has been done in northern
Minnesota for many years and does not pose the same
environmental risks as metallic sulfide mining). No, a
Canadian company by the name of Polymet Mining
Corporation has plans to develop a massive open pit
metallic sulfide mine near Babbitt, Minnesota, at the
doorstep to the Superior National Forest and twenty
miles south of the Boundary Waters Canoe Area
Wilderness (BWCAW). The pit would be two miles
long, a quarter mile wide and 1,000 feet deep.
Targeted minerals include copper, nickel, cobalt, pal-
ladium, platinum, gold and silver, all of which would
be processed nearby at an old taconite facility. A sec-
ond potential mine site is located close to the town of
Tamarack in Aitkin County, Minnesota. That’s where
Kennecott has done a lot of exploratory work with the
hopes of developing a metallic sulfide deposit that
contains copper, nickel and gold.

Needless to say, I am very concerned about the
mining industry’s appetite for the ore deposits discov-
ered in Minnesota, the Upper Peninsula of Michigan

and northern Wisconsin. A mining district spread
across the region could potentially impact  numerous
rivers, lakes and streams, two of the Great Lakes
(Superior and Michigan), at least three national
forests (Superior, Chequamegon and Nicolet) and
even a federally-designated wilderness area (the
BWCAW). And what really gets me mad about the
whole deal is that, to this day, the mining industry is
trying to trick people into supporting these ill-con-
ceived projects by holding up the Flambeau Mine as
an example of responsible mining (CD 119-9, CD125-
3 and CD 125-115).

If the Flambeau Mine is an example of the best that
the mining industry has to offer, we cannot afford to
allow Kennecott or any other mining company to set
up shop anywhere else. And that, my dear readers, is
why we need to keep fighting the buzzards.  
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waste rock and sludge from the mining operation into
the unlined mine pit in 1997. Next the company cov-
ered the whole mess with some till and topsoil,
pushed the dirt around a little bit to contour the sur-
face, and “created” a few wetlands. Finally, the whole
thing was seeded down with prairie grass, kind of like
what you would do to a grave. Part of the reclamation
plan also called for developing four miles of trails on
top of the waste dump to serve as “firebreaks, vehicle
access for maintenance and monitoring, and eventu-
ally passive recreation” (CD 126-1).

Why any of this was something to celebrate was
beyond me. But sure enough, I got a form letter in the
mail from Kennecott’s Jana Murphy in August of
1999, inviting me to attend an open house at the
reclaimed mine site. It seems the company wanted to
show off what it had done.

Needless to say, I declined the invitation. I wasn’t
about to go to Kennecott’s dog and pony show and lis-
ten to people like Jana Murphy gush over what had
been accomplished. The mining officials knew the
groundwater at the mine site was already showing
signs of pollution, and still they were out to convince
the public that all was well on the banks of the
Flambeau River. How those people could look them-
selves in the mirror was beyond me.

At any rate, Kennecott’s open house did get some
coverage in the local papers. In particular, an article
entitled “Mine site reclamation lauded, but contro-
versy isn’t buried” appeared in the August 14, 1999
issue of the Eau Claire Leader-Telegram (Figure 126-
1). Ladysmith Mayor Ron Moore was quoted as saying
that Kennecott had done a “very good job” in reclaim-
ing the mine site. And Don Rubow of the Ladysmith
Community Industrial Development Corporation

Kennecott is in a real bind with regard to what is
happening to the groundwater and surface water at
the Flambeau Mine site. On the one hand, the mining
company wants everyone to believe the mine was
“environmentally responsible” and that the Flambeau
River “remains fully protected” from the effects of acid
mine drainage. But on the other hand, the real story is
that: (1) the monitoring wells within the backfilled pit
are so lousy with pollution that drinking the water
would cause any man, woman, child or animal to get
sick; (2) the same heavy metals that have shown up in
the wells are making their way into the wetlands at
the mine site and the Flambeau River; and (3)
Kennecott should have been ticketed by now for re-
peated violations of groundwater and surface water
quality standards. You saw all the facts and figures in
the previous chapter.

In the past, whenever the truth didn’t jive with
what Kennecott wanted people to believe, the com-
pany would launch a slick public relations campaign
to muddy the waters. All you have to do is look back
on how Larry Mercando started up his little newslet-
ter, the Flambeau News, in 1990 to extol the virtues of
mining, or how the company ran a series of advertise-
ments entitled “A Miner’s Journal” in the Ladysmith
News during the mining years to assuage any fears.
And then there was the viewing center at the mine
site and all those guided tours, where Kennecott tried
to put the best face on how it was digging up Rusk
County’s gold, copper and silver and shipping it to
Canada. All of this was designed to draw attention
away from the real issues at hand. And that’s what
Kennecott continues to do to this day, now that the
mine is closed. Let me tell you the story.

As you know, Kennecott pushed all the sulfide
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Figure 126-1. Ever since Kennecott backfilled the mine pit at the Flambeau Mine site in 1997 with sulfide waste rock and planted prairie grass on top
of it, the company has been trying to get people to focus on what the mine site looks like instead of talking about the pollution beneath the surface (Eau
Claire Leader-Telegram, August 14, 1999; republished with permission).
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chimed in to say that the mine had helped the city to
“create at least 300 permanent new jobs and keep at
least another 100 from leaving the area.” It was the
same line of baloney that Alan Christianson had tried
to pass off on the community in 1997 (CD 119-9).

Speaking of baloney, Jana Murphy was quoted in
the same article as saying, “There is nothing going on
there [at the mine site] that could have any kind of
negative impact on the river.” And the DNR’s Larry
Lynch stated, “Anything that we’ve detected so far has
been well within the parameters of what was pre-
dicted would happen, and there’s been nothing so far
that even approaches … the enforcement standard.”
The only problem was that when Murphy and Lynch
made those statements in 1999, they already knew
that one of the monitoring wells within the backfilled
pit (MW-1013B) had registered a manganese level of
30,000 mcg/l, nearly sixty times higher than what
Kennecott had predicted and way beyond the limit
considered safe for human consumption.

Even though I did not attend the open house event,
Dan Lyksett, the Leader-Telegram reporter who cov-
ered the story, stopped at my farm on his way out of
town to get my opinion. What I said to him was this:

If I ever go down there, I’ll go on my own. I don’t
really think they want to hear what I have to say. …
[The pollution] probably won’t show up much in my
lifetime, and maybe not in yours. But they put all
that stuff back in that hole, and the fact of the mat-
ter is, it’s leaking.

To this day I have not walked the trails at the
Flambeau Mine site, except for once in the fall of
2003 when I walked a short stretch with a friend from
Michigan. But every now and then I still get an invi-
tation from Jana Murphy in the mail, asking me to
come over to the mine site for an open house or
guided tour. It’s a waste of a postage stamp.

Take a look at Figure 126-2, and you will see the
invitation I received in August of 2000. Just like in
1999, Kennecott was out to make things look better
than they were. In particular, Murphy mentioned in
the invitation that 23 species of birds were “whirling
overhead” at the mine site for all to see. But what she
failed to point out was that 84 different kinds of birds
had been identified as part of a year-round survey
before Kennecott mined, as you can see from a chart
that appeared in the 1976 draft EIS for Kennecott’s
original mining proposal (CD 126-2). And in terms of
Murphy’s claim that the wetlands were “alive with the
splashing of frogs and the quacking of ducks,” I don’t
know about you, but I can hardly believe that any

frogs were splashing around in the pond next to the
rail spur. After all, by November of 1999 the pond had
already registered a copper level of 25 mcg/l (as com-
pared to the DNR-established toxicity standard of 6.6
mcg/l), and an even higher level of 91 mcg/l was
recorded in November of 2000 (Table 125-9). Instead
of “splashing,” perhaps Murphy should have said the
frogs were “croaking.”

To this day, Kennecott also likes to brag about the
wildflowers it planted at the mine site, as if there
were none there to begin with. And the company con-
tinues to showcase its annual “total population
count” of plant species observed in the 150-acre area
once occupied by the mine. According to company
reports, 369 different kinds of plants were identified
in 2005 (CD 126-3). In addition, Kennecott instituted
an annual butterfly count in 1999. Twelve species
were observed that year, and since then the number
has fluctuated between seven (in 2000) and eleven
(in 2005). Some people might be impressed with
those numbers, but I wish Kennecott had done plant
and butterfly surveys even half that thorough before
the mine was built.

Consider this: The company’s 2005 reclamation
report was over an inch thick, filled with tables of infor-
mation about the various plants, birds and butterflies
that were identified at the reclaimed mine site that
year. What a contrast to the two pages of information
that appeared in the final EIS for the project regarding
the plants, birds, fish, clams, insects, mammals and
other forms of wildlife that lived at the site before
everything was disrupted by Kennecott (CD 126-4).
You may recall, that’s the same report which con-
cluded, “No threatened or endangered plant or animal
species are known to inhabit the project area or the
Flambeau River adjacent to the mine site.” And we all
know how accurate that statement turned out to be.

My point is this: It’s misleading for people like Jana
Murphy to focus attention on one kind of insect (the
butterfly), one kind of vertebrate (the bird) and a few
select plants (wildflowers) that have been observed at
the reclaimed mine site without providing information
about: (1) the number of butterfly, bird and wildflower
species that were there before mining took place; and
(2) the number of additional insect, animal and plant
species that might have disappeared. It’s a clever way
for the company to make its reclamation efforts look
more successful than what they really were. As Judge
Miles Lord said, “After mining starts, the best you can
expect won’t be quite as good as you now have it.”

In particular, Kennecott’s fancy reclamation reports
contain little or no information about the various
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mammals that were observed at the mine site before
the pit was dug—animals like the red fox, snowshoe
hare, badger, mink, river otter and muskrat. Perhaps
even more telling about the quality of the habitat at
the mine site is the company’s failure to do popula-
tion counts of turtle, snake, frog and salamander
species. All of these creatures, plus many more, were
present before Kennecott moved in with its heavy
mining equipment. All you have to do is look at the
company’s 1976 draft EIS for the project to see a list
of the various mammals, reptiles and amphibians that
were observed at the site in the early 1970s (CD 126-
5 and CD 126-6). 

And what about the endangered clam and dragon-
fly species that were discovered at the mine site in
1991? If Kennecott wants to claim that it has success-
fully reclaimed the Flambeau Mine, certainly the
company should have to demonstrate the continued
presence of the purple wartyback clam, bullhead mus-
sel and St. Croix snaketail dragonfly. After all, these
species were protected under the law!

Unfortunately, however, Kennecott’s annual recla-
mation reports only talk about the number of plant,
bird and butterfly species at the reclaimed mine site—
nothing else. For example, the company’s 2003
report, which was 340 pages in length, included a

Figure 126-2. To further the
myth that the Flambeau Mine
had been reclaimed in an
“environmentally responsible”
manner, Kennecott held an
open house at the site in
August of 2000. Unfortunately,
the agenda did not include
talking about the toxic levels
of pollutants that had started
to show up in the mine’s mon-
itoring wells (Flambeau
Mining Company, 2000).
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Over the years different people have served as
Kennecott’s mouthpiece in Rusk County. In the
1970s, when the mining company first tried to
foist its mining project on the people of the
Town of Grant, it was Ed May. In the 1980s and
early 1990s, when the company really needed to
play hard ball to overcome our resistance to the
proposal, it was Larry Mercando. During the
mining years, when the company sought to
downplay the value of the gold, copper and sil-
ver being shipped out of the country, it was the
succession of mine managers, including Greg
Fauquier, Tom Myatt and Jeff Earnshaw. And
now that the mine is closed and the company
needs to dampen any concerns over the acid
mine drainage at the reclaimed mine site, the
job has fallen to Jana Murphy.

You may recall, Murphy is the one who keeps
telling us that the Flambeau River “remains fully
protected” but has never offered any real proof
to back up her claim. And she’s the one who
keeps putting on those open house events at
the mine site to show off what the company has
done. At least Murphy is not nasty like Larry
Mercando. In my opinion she’s just doing what
she was hired to do—spread the mining com-
pany’s propaganda.
Technically, Murphy’s title is “Environmental
and Reclamation Manager” for the Flambeau
Mine. But who really is she? To answer that
question, take a look at Figure 126-3. You will
see how Larry Mercando described Murphy’s
job in one of his little advertisements that
appeared in the Ladysmith News in 1992.
According to Larry, it was Jana’s responsibility
to “insure that the Flambeau Mine meets all of
its permit requirements.” For example, he
bragged about how she was in charge of mak-
ing sure the liners beneath the high sulfur waste
rock, ore crusher and surge pond were properly
maintained and that the water discharged into
the Flambeau River met the terms of the com-
pany’s permit. But if that’s what Murphy was
hired to do, her performance leaves much to be
desired. For example, you know from the previ-
ous chapter that: (1) it took Murphy two years to discover
some of the rips in the liner beneath the surge pond; (2)
duct tape was used on occasion to patch liner tears; (3)
Wetland-C, which drains into the Flambeau River via
Stream-C, to this day contains levels of copper and zinc that
greatly exceed the safety standards for aquatic life; and (4)

the groundwater within the backfilled pit, which is highly
contaminated with manganese and iron, is moving straight
into the river through fractured bedrock.

Mercando stated in the ad that Murphy’s intention was to
“see that Flambeau goes beyond the requirements of its

Jana Murphy—Kennecott’s Mouthpiece for the Reclaimed Flambeau Mine

Figure 126-3. According to Kennecott, Jana Murphy is the mining official who,
to this day, is responsible for insuring that the Flambeau Mine “meets all of its
permit requirements.” Unfortunately, however, Murphy has not been called to
task for the various environmental problems that have arisen at the mine site
(Ladysmith News, October 29, 1992).
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273-page section dealing with plant species observed
at the mine site, 32 pages devoted to bird and butter-
fly surveys and 35 pages of general information. The
company proudly claimed in the report that, in terms
of vegetation, the reclaimed mine site had “more
ecosystem diversity than the pre-mining land condi-
tion” (CD 126-7). But a real ecosystem consists of
more than just plants. And if you really want to eval-
uate what’s going on, it’s not enough to just add on a
bird and butterfly survey. Until Kennecott evaluates
how mammals, fish, clams, reptiles, amphibians and
insects are faring as part of the mix at the mine site,
any claims of reclamation success must be taken with
a grain of salt.

Another problem with the reclaimed mine site has
to do with the trail system that was constructed in

1999 and how it was financed. If you look at the
information Kennecott has distributed to the public to
promote the trails for recreational use, one might con-
clude they were kind of a gift from the mining com-
pany to the people of Rusk County (CD 126-8). But do
you know where the money really came from to have
those trails built? Not from Kennecott. It came from
Wisconsin’s Mining Investment and Local Impact
Fund. The money in that fund was supposed to be
used, by law, for paying “first dollar” payments to
communities impacted by mining and to help local
governments deal with the adverse effects of mining.
Yet, for some reason the eleven-member impact fund
board (including Jim Schultz and Dan Merriam of
Ladysmith and Erhard Huettl of Crandon), decided
that giving $24,000 to the City of Ladysmith in 1998

permits in protecting the environment.” So you would think
she’d be feeling kind of bad these days about how things
are shaping up at the mine site. But no! Murphy continues
to paint a happy face on everything that has transpired, kind
of like Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice continues to put
a happy face on the war in Iraq. In fact, if you look at the
Flambeau Mine cartoons drawn by artist Bill Krupinski in
this and the previous chapter, I guess you could think of the
smiley-face Kennecott figure as being Jana Murphy.

Here’s just one example of what I mean: In late 1999,
Murphy sent a letter extolling the virtues of the Flambeau
Mine to a number of newspapers around the state. In partic-
ular, the letter appeared in the Shawano Leader, a newspa-
per serving a community downstream from the proposed
Crandon mine. The gist of the letter was that the Flambeau
Mine was in full compliance with all of its DNR permits and
Wisconsin’s tough environmental laws. I suppose Murphy
was trying to reassure people in Shawano and around the
state that mining was a good thing so they wouldn’t raise a
fuss over the Crandon proposal. Those mining buzzards
always stick together.

At any rate, my friend Len Pubanz, who lives near Shawano,
sent a copy of Murphy’s letter to me. And when I saw it, I
was so mad that I decided to send my own letter around the
state to comment on what she had written. I have included
that letter for you to see, as it appeared in the November 10,
1999 issue of the Sawyer County Record (Figure 126-4).

All I can say is that I do not have any use for what Jana
Murphy has written or what she has done in her capacity as
the Environmental and Reclamation Manager for the
Flambeau Mine. Is it any wonder that over the years I have
declined any invitations to attend her open house events at
the mine site?

Figure 126-4. Roscoe Churchill eagerly refuted claims made by
Kennecott’s Jana Murphy about the environmental integrity of the
Flambeau Mine (Sawyer County Record, November 10, 1999).

Murphy (continued)
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to help build a trail on a piece of privately owned prop-
erty was somehow justified (CD 126-9). The very same
year, the board decided to turn down requests from the
Town of Nashville in Forest County and the Town of
Ainsworth in Langlade County for money to help the
local governments assess the Crandon mine proposal
and establish a wetland and drinking water monitoring
program. Those were the very types of projects that the
fund was meant to support! Worse yet, after the money
in the state’s mining impact fund had been squandered
on projects that had no business being approved by the
impact board, there wasn’t any money left in the fund
to pay the “first dollar” payments owed to Rusk County,
the Town of Grant and City of Ladysmith in 1999 for all
the stockpiled gold that was shipped out of the county
and out of the country in 1997. You read all about it in
chapters 117 and 118 of my story.

After chiseling the community as badly as it did,
however, Kennecott still had the gall to invite us to
the mine site to “celebrate” what the company had
done. In all fairness, I suppose I should mention that
the mining company at least agreed to pay $3,000 for
“directional and interpretive trail signage” at the mine
site. Maybe that’s why the mining officials kept refer-
ring to their open house events as “celebrations.”
They could celebrate spending only $3,000 to get the
state to fork out $24,000.

When I look at how the trail system at the mine site
was funded with public money, I blame not only
Kennecott and the mining impact board for what hap-
pened, but the City of Ladysmith as well. In my opin-
ion, the $24,000 grant that the city used for building
the trails amounted to a misappropriation of public
funds. Since when does the city use public money to
pay for an improvement on private property?
Kennecott can come back any time and rip up the
mine site to get at the remaining ore buried deep
beneath the surface. If and when that happens, will
the company pay back the $24,000 that the city used
for building the trails? I suppose Alan Christianson
would know if some sort of clause was worked into
the deal to cover such an event, but I haven’t bothered
to ask him. Perhaps someone should.

I might add that the trails at the Flambeau Mine
site, which consist of gravel and mowed grass, are
being used for more than just hiking. As mentioned
earlier, the company’s 2000 reclamation report
stated, “The trails are multi-purpose, serving as fire-
breaks, vehicle access for maintenance and monitor-
ing and … passive recreation.” It kind of makes me
wonder if Kennecott had to install the trail system in
order to meet the terms of its reclamation permit and

merely tagged on the idea of opening the trails to the
community in order to secure public money to pay for
the project. We will never know for sure, but I would
not put anything past the mining company.

Ever since Kennecott began developing the trails at
the mine site in 1999, the company has milked them
in an effort to garner support for the mining industry.
You already saw how they were highlighted at an
open house event in August 2000 (Figure 126-2). And
the company really put on the dog a year later, when
the trails were officially dedicated. Invitations were
sent out that referred to the trail system as “the latest
chapter in the success story that is the Flambeau
Mine,” and the company CEO even flew in from Utah
for the event. But to be honest, I think the real draw
for most people was the free picnic lunch (CD 126-8).

Kennecott also worked with the City of Ladysmith
and a local equestrian group in 2005 to develop a 5-
mile horse path on mining company land. The trail
head is located north of the rail spur, in the area
where the high sulfur waste rock was stored during
the mining years, and the path extends to the south of
the mine site, traversing land owned by Kennecott
between Highway 27 and the Flambeau River. Of
course, the company made a big fuss when the path
was dedicated in September of 2005 (CD 126-10).
But to me it was just one more example of how
Kennecott was trying to get the public to focus on
what the mine site looked like instead of what was
going on beneath the surface. Artist Bill Krupinski
captured the essence of what I am talking about in a
little cartoon that I have dubbed “Grass Over a Grave”
(Figure 126-5).

Besides developing walking and riding trails and
hosting open house events at the reclaimed mine site,
Kennecott has expanded its public relations campaign
to include other strategies for tricking the public into
believing the mine was good for the community. For
example, to this day the company makes presenta-
tions to local school groups in an effort to indoctri-
nate our youth about the marvels of modern mining.
And in 2001, Kennecott even produced a little film
that talked about how the Flambeau Mine had been
environmentally safe and an economic asset to Rusk
County. I’m told the company interviewed local peo-
ple like Alan Christianson, Frank Beer and David
Willingham to get their opinions on the mine. That
didn’t surprise me. All three of those guys had consis-
tently supported Kennecott.

Another annoying thing happened sometime
around 2002. Out of the clear blue, some road signs
popped up in the town that said “Town of Grant—
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Home of the Flambeau Mine” (Figure 126-6). I don’t
know who paid to have them made, but I imagine
Kennecott had something to do with it. At any rate, I
have long felt that the Grant Town Board should do
something about taking those signs down. The mine and
how it was rammed down our throats was a disgrace to
the town and is nothing to brag about. All that the signs
accomplish is to pour salt on the wound and further the
myth that the mine was good for the community.

In fact, I went to a meeting of the Grant Town Board
in January of 2006 to raise a little fuss about the signs.
And while I was at it, I also brought up the fact that
the mine was polluting the water over there. Here is
how the conversation went between Chairman Tom
Riegel, Supervisor Paul Quinnell and myself:

Roscoe: “Who paid for the signs and who put them
up? They’re an insult.”
Riegel: “Who’s insulted?”

Figure 126-5. Don’t let Kennecott’s horse path at the Flambeau Mine site fool you. Even though the Wisconsin DNR has put on its blinders, the
fact of the matter is that the mine pit was backfilled with toxic waste that is now leaking into the Flambeau River. The manicured landscape is no
more than “grass over a grave” (Cartoon by Bill Krupinksi of Jefferson, WI, 2006).
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Roscoe: “I am, and so are a lot of other people. The
mine represented four years in time. The farmers
have been here a hundred years and the mine is pol-
luting more than all the farmers put together.”
Quinnell: “Roscoe, you’re just anti-mining.”
Roscoe: “You bet! You’ve got the same information I
have about the pollution and you never told any-
body. The people ought to know what’s going on in
that hole.”

Quinnell: “You’re in the minority. And what can we
do about it anyway? It’s too late now. We got a gob
of money out of that mine!”

Roscoe: “If you guys don’t tell the people of the Town
of Grant about the pollution, I will.”

As you can see, the conversation was not very pleas-
ant. Riegel and Quinnell hemmed and hawed and
didn’t tell me who had paid for the road signs. And
when it came to talking about the pollution at the
mine site, I was struck by the similarity between how
Quinnell responded to my concerns and how I had
been treated by Bob Plantz at town board meetings in
years gone by. Needless to say, the road signs are still
up in the Town of Grant, and the town board has
made no move to tell the local people about the pol-
lution at the mine site. It’s as if the board members

are doing Kennecott’s bidding rather than the bidding
of the people they were elected to represent.

And speaking of government officials doing the
mining company’s bidding, let me tell you about an
incident that took place in the fall of 2004 involving
Wisconsin’s Northwest Regional Planning Commis-
sion (NWRPC). Before going further, I need to point
out that NWRPC is one of eight different planning
commissions in the state that were created as a result
of the enactment of Wis. Stat. 66.0309 in 1955 [later
renumbered to Wis. Stat. 66.945]. Here is how the
function of the regional planning commissions was
described in the 2001–2002 Wisconsin Blue Book:

Regional planning commissions advise local units
of government on the planning and delivery of
public services to the citizens of a defined region,
and they must prepare and adopt master plans for
the physical development of the region they serve.
Regional planning provides a way to address prob-
lems that transcend local government boundaries,
and it can offer joint solutions for intergovernmen-
tal cooperation. … The commissions are funded
through state and federal planning grants, con-
tracts with local governments for special plan-
ning services, and a statutorily authorized levy
of up to .003% of equalized real estate value
charged to each local governmental unit.
[emphasis added]

Since the primary function of NWRPC is to advise
local units of government on planning issues, you can
imagine my surprise when I received a survey in the
mail from the commission in October of 2004, asking
me to share my perceptions of the Flambeau Mine
and answer the following question (CD 126-11):

If another ore deposit were found in the vicinity of
your community, would you welcome Flambeau
Mining Company back to mine it?

My first concern was to find out who had requested
the survey and what role, if any, Kennecott had
played. I also wondered why the information was
being sought and who was footing the bill. It also
bothered me to learn that the survey had only been
sent to people in the Town of Grant and City of
Ladysmith. What about the rest of Rusk County? And
since the mine site was in the ceded territory of the
Lake Superior Ojibwe, why hadn’t the survey been
sent to affected tribal members as well?

Since NWRPC is a government agency funded with
tax dollars, Laura and I figured the commission would
be subject to Wisconsin’s Open Records Law. So we
wrote a letter to NWRPC’s deputy director, Sheldon
Johnson, to ask him about the survey (CD 126-12).

Figure 126-6. A full-force public relations effort has been put in
motion by Kennecott and its supporters to portray the Flambeau Mine
as an asset to the community. But not everyone agrees (Photo by
Laura Furtman of Webster, WI, 2004).
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Unfortunately, however, Johnson dodged most of our
questions, except to acknowledge that NWRPC was
“under contract by Kennecott Minerals Company to
develop the study” (CD 126-13). That was useful
information to us. But we wanted to know so much
more, so Laura wrote to Johnson one more time and
stated the following (CD 126-14):

Thank you for your prompt response to my letter of
October 26, 2004 regarding the Socio-Economic
Study that Northwest Regional Planning Commis-
sion is conducting on the Flambeau Mine. Unfortun-
ately, however, most of my questions went unanswered.
Since NWRPC is a state-funded agency, I believe you
are required by law to follow through on my request
for information, per the terms of Wisconsin’s Open
Records Law (Wis. Stat. 19.35). If I am mistaken,
please let me know which particular statute allows
you to withhold the records I have requested.

In your letter you stated, “Northwest Regional
Planning Commission is under contract by Kennecott
Minerals Company to develop the [Socio-Economic]
study.” But I fail to understand why a state-funded
agency (NWRPC) would be involved in conducting a
survey for a private corporation (Kennecott Minerals
of Salt Lake City, Utah). In particular, when I read
the description of regional planning commissions in
the 2001–2002 Wisconsin Blue Book, it states that
the function of a commission such as yours is to
“advise local units of government on the planning
and delivery of public services to the citizens of a
defined region.” Indeed, the letterhead for NWRPC
mentions that your agency serves “communities
within and counties of Ashland, Bayfield, Burnett,
Douglas, Iron, Price, Rusk, Sawyer, Taylor and
Washburn—and the Tribal Nations of Bad River, Lac
Courte Oreilles, Lac du Flambeau, Red Cliff and St.
Croix.” There is no mention of serving private corpo-
rations.

So I am asking you to please answer the following
two questions:

1. What is the legal basis for NWRPC conducting a
survey for Kennecott Minerals?

2. What, if any, is the tie-in between conducting the
survey and NWRPC’s stated mission of serving the
communities and Tribal Nations of northwestern
Wisconsin?

I am also attaching a copy of the original request
for information that I sent to you in October. Please
answer all eleven questions, point by point, or indi-
cate on what legal basis you are denying public
access to the record in question. Thank you for your
prompt attention to this matter.

Johnson apparently didn’t know what to do with
Laura’s letter because he forwarded it to the commis-

sion’s executive director, Myron Schuster, rather than
addressing it himself. And then something very inter-
esting happened. Instead of answering Laura’s ques-
tions, Schuster wrote a letter to her in which he
disputed her claim that the commission was subject to
Wisconsin’s Open Records Law (CD 126-15)! Need-
less to say, it really bothered us to think that a
commission funded with taxpayer dollars had been
“hired out” to a private corporation and that Schuster
had taken the stance that taxpayers (who, by the way,
were paying his salary) did not have a right to know
what was going on. So we decided to contact one of
our friends, Attorney Glenn Stoddard, of Eau Claire,
Wisconsin, to see if he would be willing to help us get
the information from NWRPC that we felt we were
entitled to receive. Lucky for us, he said yes.

Glenn is the son of Chuck Stoddard, one of the men
I admire the most from my years of fighting the buz-
zards. And now that Chuck is no longer with us,
Glenn is following in his father’s footsteps, fighting
hard to protect the environment for future genera-
tions. In particular, I was really pleased when Glenn
wrote the following to Myron Schuster on behalf of
Laura and myself (CD 126-16):

Unfortunately, it appears that [your] November 15,
2004 response to Ms. Furtman was evasive and gen-
erally unresponsive to her reasonable request for
information and public records. … [Your letter]
states that the NWRPC is “not a State Agency or
State Federal organization,” implying that you
believe the Wisconsin Public Records Law does not
apply to the NWRPC. If that is your belief, you
should know that we strongly disagree with that
interpretation of law based on the plain language of
Wis. Stat. § 19.32(1) and the holding of the
Wisconsin Court of Appeals in the case of Cavey v.
Walrath, 229 Wis. 2d 105, 598 N.W.2d 240 (Ct.
App. 1999).

I would point out to you that the requested public
records are not protected from disclosure to the pub-
lic under the Wisconsin Public Records Law. This is
clear from Wis. Stat. § 19.36(3), which provides
that: “Each authority shall make available for
inspection and copying under s. 19.35(1) any record
produced or collected under a contract entered into
by the authority with a person other than the
authority to the same extent as if the record were
maintained by the authority.” …

Please note that if you deny this request and my
clients successfully pursue a mandamus action in cir-
cuit court, the NWRPC would be required to produce
the requested records and pay my client’s “reasonable
attorney fees, damages of not less than $100, and
other costs” under Wis. Stat. § 19.37(2). While we
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would prefer to avoid such litigation, we are pre-
pared to sue the NWRPC if necessary to obtain the
requested records pursuant to the Wisconsin Public
Records Law.

I think Glenn’s letter kind of shook up old Schuster,
because within three days of receiving it, he turned
over one of the records we had requested—a copy of
the contract between Kennecott and NWRPC
whereby the commission agreed to “perform a socio-
economic study regarding the Flambeau Mine project
in Ladysmith, Wisconsin” (CD 126-17). Unfortun-
ately, however, Schuster failed to answer any of the
other questions we had asked of him. I imagine he
hesitated because the contract between Kennecott
and NWRPC contained the following confidentiality
clause:

Information generated for Kennecott by [NWRPC],
or transmitted to [NWRPC] by Kennecott will be
treated as confidential and will be considered propri-
etary as to Kennecott. [NWRPC] will refrain from
transmitting or in any way disclosing such informa-
tion to third parties without the express written con-
sent of Kennecott.

Like I mentioned earlier, it’s hard to believe that it
could be legal for a private corporation to not only
hire, but muzzle a taxpayer-funded commission. But
Schuster went along with it as if he were a hand-
maiden of the mining industry. In fact, he was the one
who signed the sleazy contract to begin with.

I might add that NWRPC completed the socio-eco-
nomic study for Kennecott in April of 2005, and the
mining company proceeded to post the results on its
web page (CD 126-18). At first I was surprised to
learn that 75% of the people who responded to the
survey said they would “welcome Flambeau Mining
Company back” to mine another ore deposit in the
Ladysmith vicinity. But then I realized that Kennecott
had been up to its usual dirty tricks and skewed the
results. Here is what I mean:
� A total of 1,575 surveys were distributed to prop-

erty owners in the Town of Grant (444) and City of
Ladysmith (1,131). But only 420 people returned
their surveys, and since 75% of them said they
would “welcome Flambeau Mining Company
back,” that amounted to only 315 people. Accord-
ing to the 2000 U.S. Census, the total adult popu-
lation in the Town of Grant and City of Ladysmith
was 3,590. That meant the real percentage of adults
in the town and city who said they would welcome
Kennecott back was only 9%! And if all of Rusk
County as well as the tribes had been surveyed, the

percentage would have dropped off even more.
� Out of the 420 surveys that were returned, 280 of

them came from households in the City of
Ladysmith and only 140 from households in the
Town of Grant. Unfortunately, however NWRPC
lumped all the survey results together instead of
reporting the town’s results separately from the
city’s, so the results were skewed toward the city
dwellers. For example, let’s say that all 140 people
from the Town of Grant who responded to the sur-
vey said “No” when asked if they would welcome
Kennecott back, and let’s say that all 280 people
from the City of Ladysmith who responded to the
survey said “Yes.” In this particular instance,
NWRPC would have reported that 66% of all
respondents had answered “Yes” to the question.
The fact that 100% of the respondents who lived
closest to the mine had answered “No” would not
have been mentioned at all!

� I cannot stress enough that the tribes should have
been included in the survey, as well as all of the
adult residents of Rusk County. The 2000 U.S.
Census showed there were 1,833 adults living on
the Lac Courte Oreilles Reservation and 11,544
adults in Rusk County. Since these important pop-
ulations were left out of the survey, it brings the
legitimacy of the entire survey into question.

� The fact that 89% of the respondents (374 people)
felt that Kennecott had “kept its promise to protect
the environment” suggests that most of the respon-
dents had not seen the real data from the monitor-
ing wells at the mine site, Wetland-C, Stream-C
and the various sediment, crayfish and walleye
samples collected from the Flambeau River. How
can the results of the survey be considered valid
when the public had not been briefed on the rele-
vant environmental data? I would bet that most of
the people who stated that Kennecott had “kept its
promise to protect the environment” were looking
at the “grass over the grave” instead of what was
inside it, just as Kennecott had intended.

� The fact that 73% of the respondents (307 people)
rated Kennecott as either excellent (36%) or good
(37%) in terms of providing long-term benefits to
the local economy suggests that most of the
respondents had not seen the real data showing
Rusk County’s flat-line economic performance dur-
ing and after the mining years. You saw all the
graphs in Chapter 119 of my story. If Kennecott
and NWRPC had been honest enough to dissemi-
nate that information instead of just asking people
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to guess how the mine had affected the local econ-
omy, I am sure the survey results would have
turned out much differently. In fact, only about
10% of those who returned their surveys knew
how much money the community had actually
received from the mining company!

What I am trying to say is this: The survey conducted
by NWRPC should be taken with a grain of salt
because:
� Only 12% (420 out of 3,590) of the adult residents

in the Town of Grant and City of Ladysmith partic-
ipated in the survey;

� Town and city results were lumped together
instead of reported separately;

� Surveys were not sent to all affected segments of
the population; and

� Neither the mining company nor NWRPC had
made an effort to give the people of the Town of
Grant or City of Ladysmith any of the real environ-
mental or economic data from the mine before con-
ducting the survey.

The old adage “Garbage in—Garbage out” comes to
mind when I think about NWRPC’s little survey. But
the problem is that, to this day, Kennecott is distribut-
ing the results of the survey to the unsuspecting pub-
lic in an effort to put the best possible face on the
Flambeau Mine. If you look at the company’s web
page, you will see what I mean (CD 126-18). To coun-
teract the mining company’s garbage, I have assem-
bled my own chart of information to tell the real story
of what the survey showed (Table 126-1).

I might add that NWRPC also conducted a survey of
business owners in the Town of Grant and City of
Ladysmith to gauge the impact of the mine on local
commerce (CD 126-18). Out of 264 surveys that were
distributed, 95 were returned (6 from the Town of
Grant and 89 from the City of Ladysmith). Perhaps the
most telling response had to do with the number of
new employment opportunities that arose from the
mine. When asked, “Did your business hire additional
employees as a direct result of the presence of the
Flambeau Mine,” only 6.3% of the respondents (5 busi-
nesses, which is less than 2% of all the businesses in
the town and city) answered yes. So much for the mine
revitalizing the local economy! I could go on and on.

Thus far in this chapter you have read tales of
open house events, hiking trails, road signs and sur-
veys. Since the Flambeau Mine is now closed, you
might be wondering why Kennecott continues to go
to such great lengths to convince the public that the
mine was not only “environmentally responsible” but

a financial asset to Rusk County. And I can answer
you in one word: Greed. As I’ve mentioned through-
out my story, Kennecott and other mining companies
are looking to exploit any number of ore deposits
sprinkled across northern Wisconsin and our neigh-
boring states of Michigan and Minnesota. Whether
it’s Forest County in Wisconsin, Marquette County in
Michigan or Aitkin County in Minnesota, the stakes
are plenty high for the mining industry—as well as
for the local people and the environment. That’s why
it has been important for the buzzards to paint the
Flambeau Mine as proof of how “environmentally
responsible mining can protect the natural resources
we all value while providing sustainable economic
benefits to local communities” (CD 126-8). They
want to trick other communities into letting them in.

Let me give you a prime example of how the min-
ing industry has milked the Flambeau Mine in an

Lies, Lies, Lies
I have come to expect nothing but lies from Kennecott. And
perhaps the most blatant example of how the company con-
tinues to lie to the public is the following statement that
Laura found on Kennecott’s web page in March of 2004. It
was written with regard to the people of Rusk County. And
what I found particularly interesting was that the statement
was posted by the mining company at least six months
before Northwest Regional Planning Commission con-
ducted its survey gauging public opinion on the Flambeau
Mine. Here is what Kennecott stated (CD 126-19):

Current opinion within the local communities is that the
operation of the Flambeau Mine was a positive experience
and the communities would be glad to see Kennecott
return to the area with another project in the future. The
communities recognize the benefits that have been real-
ized due to the increased industrial base and other com-
munity improvements such as the new library and
visitors’ center. Flambeau kept its word by protecting the
environment and the Flambeau River and providing finan-
cial resources through taxes and contributions for the
local communities. 

Contact and Feedback:

Ms. Jana E. Murphy
Manager Environment & Reclamation Services
Tel: 715-532-6690
Fax: 715-532-6885
email: murphyj@kennecott.com

I don’t know if Murphy wrote the above statement, or if she
was just the contact person. But it’s so bad that I will use a
term I almost never use: Bull Shit.
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The Real Results of Northwest Regional Planning Commission’s Survey on the Flambeau Mine

Survey Question1

Combined Response from Property Owners in the 
Town of Grant and City of Ladysmith1 
(Number of Survey Respondents = 420; Total Adult 
Population = 3,590)2 Comments

How would you rate Kennecott as a corpo-
rate citizen providing long-term benefi ts to 
the local community?

73% of the survey respondents rated Kennecott as 
excellent or good. But this refl ected only 8.5% of the 
total adult population.

See Chapters 117, 118 and 119 for the 
real story of how the Flambeau Mine had a 
minimum impact on the local economy.

Kennecott improved the well-being of 
people in the Town of Grant and City of 
Ladysmith.

71% of the survey respondents strongly agreed or 
somewhat agreed. But this refl ected only 8.3% of the 
total adult population.

Because of the Flambeau Mine, my local 
government is better off now than before 
the mine was developed.

58% of the survey respondents strongly agreed or 
somewhat agreed. But this refl ected only 6.8% of the 
total adult population.

Because of the Flambeau Mine, long-term 
economic benefi ts in the local communities 
have been enhanced.

59% of the survey respondents strongly agreed or 
somewhat agreed. But this refl ected only 6.9% of the 
total adult population.

Because of the Flambeau Mine, my com-
munity is better off now than before the 
mine was developed.

64% of the survey respondents strongly agreed or 
somewhat agreed. But this refl ected only 7.5% of the 
total adult population.

Kennecott improved the well-being of 
people in Rusk County.

60% of the survey respondents strongly agreed or 
somewhat agreed. But this refl ected only 7% of the 
total adult population.

Did Kennecott keep its promise to provide 
economic benefi ts?

77% of the survey respondents answered “Yes.” But 
this refl ected only 9.0% of the total adult population.

How much in total do you think local gov-
ernments (Town of Grant, City of Ladysmith 
and Rusk County) received in mining taxes 
and proceeds from Kennecott?

Kennecott claimed it paid roughly $11.4 million dol-
lars. If indeed that fi gure is correct, only 9.1% of the 
survey respondents guessed the right answer. This 
refl ected only 1.1% of the total adult population.

See Chapter 117 to get the real figures for 
how much money Kennecott left behind in 
taxes and Local Agreement Money.

Kennecott protected the environment at the 
Flambeau Mine site.

81% of the survey respondents strongly agreed or 
somewhat agreed. But this refl ected only 9.5% of the 
total adult population.

See Chapter 125 for the real story of how 
the Flambeau Mine polluted the environ-
ment.

Were you concerned about the impact to 
the environment prior to or during mine 
construction?

67% of the survey respondents (281 people) answered 
“Yes,” but that was only 7.8% of the total adult popula-
tion. In addition, 72% of those who answered “Yes” 
(202 people) said that Kennecott adequately addressed 
their concerns, but that was only 5.6% of the total 
adult population. 

Did Kennecott keep its promise to protect 
the environment?

89% of the survey respondents answered “Yes.” But 
this refl ected only 10% of the total adult population.

Did Kennecott keep its promise to reclaim 
the mine site?

93% of the survey respondents answered “Yes.” But 
this refl ected only 11% of the total adult population.

See Chapter 116 for the real story of how 
Kennecott reneged on its original recla-
mation plan and made changes to help 
disguise pollution problems.

Kennecott interacted constructively and 
equitably with local communities during 
and after the Flambeau Mine.

72% of the survey respondents strongly agreed or 
somewhat agreed. But this refl ected only 8.4% of the 
total adult population.

See Chapters 5-7, 9, 12, 13, 18, 24, 26, 
27, 30, 32, 34-37, 43-46, 50, 53-60, 
62, 63, 67, 69, 71-76, 78, 80-87, 90-92, 
94, 96, 97, 99-102, 105, 108-111, 113, 
115 and 116 for the real story of how 
Kennecott interacted unequitably and 
unconstructively with the local communi-
ties and undermined local participation in 
the decision-making process. 

Kennecott effectively engaged stakeholders 
and the local governments to allow com-
munities to participate in the decision-mak-
ing process.

53% of the survey respondents strongly agreed or 
somewhat agreed. But this refl ected only 6.2% of the 
total adult population.
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effort to reach further into the northwoods. It in-
volves a private tour of the mine site that took place
in August of 2003. That’s when Minerals Processing
Corporation, the company that to this day is trying to
secure a permit to mine near Stephenson in Michi-
gan’s Upper Peninsula, brought a busload of people
over to Rusk County to walk the trails at the mine
site.

I got advance warning from a friend that the bus
was coming. So I put out the word to see if any of my
friends in Rusk County would be willing to go to the
mine site with me to sort of greet the people of
Michigan when they arrived. John Styczinski was able
to make it, so we drove over to the mine site together
and waited patiently in the parking lot for the bus. We
weren’t planning to really say anything to the visitors,
but instead had made a couple of protest signs that
we were going to stand there and hold. John’s said
“DUMB” in letters that must have been a foot tall, and
mine said “Just Grass Over a Grave.”

Unfortunately, John and I didn’t know that the
mining company was first going to wine and dine the
visitors at a local restaurant. So we had to wait about
two hours for the bus to pull in. But as we sat in my
car, minding our own business, something interest-
ing happened. A Rusk County deputy sheriff stopped
to ask us what we were doing! That kind of irked me.
The deputy was polite, but to this day I wonder why
he stopped to question us. After all, the trails had

been built with public money, and Kennecott had
promoted them as being open to the public. It kind of
reminded me of the old days, when the local cops
were all too willing to ride herd on citizens who
opposed the mine while not doing anything about
how the mining company was riding herd on us.

After the deputy left, John and I still had a while
longer to wait for the bus. But in the interim some-
thing else happened that made the whole miserable
day worthwhile. A cute little friend from Stevens Point
showed up with two of her friends and some home-
made protest signs. Her name was Dana Churness,
and she is the reason why I can say in all honesty that
something good did come out of that Michigan bus
trip. If the mining company hadn’t bussed all those
people to Ladysmith, Dana would not have come
either—and I would not have gotten to know this
delightful little person as well as I did that day. Dana
was a member of the Wolf Watershed group, and I was
impressed whenever I heard her speak at our meet-
ings. But I didn’t really know her as well as I do now.
And for that, I guess I have to thank Kennecott.

At any rate, the people from Michigan finally
arrived at the mine site. And as they climbed off the
bus, we just stood there with our protest signs and
watched. Those of us who opposed the mine were not
pushy about making our views known to them.
Instead, Dana and her friends walked quietly along
the trail with the group, only offering their opinions

Survey Question1

Combined Response from People in the Town of 
Grant and City of Ladysmith1 
(Number of Survey Respondents = 420; Total Adult 
Population = 3,590)2 Comments

If another ore deposit were found in the 
vicinity of your community, would you 
welcome Kennecott back to mine it?

75% of the survey respondents answered “Yes.” But this 
refl ected only 8.8% of the total adult population.

See Chapters 7, 13, 14, 16, 19–22, 32, 
35, 38, 41, 42, 47, 54, 57, 61, 64, 65, 67, 
69, 73, 75, 76, 78-80, 84-87, 93, 96, 102, 
104, 109–111, 113, 115, and 120–122 
for the real story of how the local people 
did not want Kennecott to move into the 
neighborhood.

Have you used the recreational trails 
constructed on the reclaimed mine  
site?

31% of the survey respondents answered “Yes.” But this 
refl ected only 3.6% of the total adult population.

See Chapter 126 to read the real story of 
who paid to have the trails built. 

1  Survey questions and results were obtained from Kennecott’s web page for the Flambeau Mine (www.fl ambeaumine.com). A total of 1,131 surveys were distributed to 
property owners in the City of Ladysmith and 280 were returned for a response rate of 24.7%. In addition, a total of 444 surveys were distributed to property owners 
in the Town of Grant and 140 were returned for a response rate of 31.5%. NWRPC lumped together the responses from town and city respondents instead of reporting 
them separately. 

2  Population statistics were obtained from the web page of the U.S. Census Bureau (http://www.census.gov/). The 2000 census showed that the Town of Grant had an 
adult population of 554 and the City of Ladysmith an adult population of 3,036. Please note that NWRPC did not survey the total adult population of the town and city. 

Table 126-1. Wisconsin’s Northwest Regional Planning Commission was hired by Kennecott in late 2004 to conduct a survey gauging public
sentiment toward the Flambeau Mine. But since the number of local people who responded to the survey was so small and no effort had been
made to educate the public on the issues at hand, the results do not have much meaning.
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when asked. And since John and I didn’t have enough
energy to walk very far, we stayed behind in the park-
ing lot with our signs.

I must say, however, that even though John and I
did not say a word, our signs must have been enough
to catch the attention of at least one of the visitors.

As I sit here in May of 2006, approaching my 90th birthday, I
am very aware of the fact that all of us who walk upon this
earth are mortal. As my health becomes more frail and the
spring in my step changes to a slow gait, I am reminded of a
poem I once read about a one-horse chaise that turned to
dust in an instant—everything gave out at the same time.

But even though each and every one of us will someday turn
to dust, I have not given up hope that one day we will suc-
ceed in turning the tide from the exploitation of our natural
resources, Native and non-Native peoples, plants and animals
to a true respect and appreciation for the delicate balance of
life that exists on this earth.

You may wonder how I can be hopeful in a world where cor-
porate executives in Salt Lake City and London have profited
from mining the gold, silver and copper in the Town of Grant
and left us with a time bomb ticking away next to the
Flambeau River. Or how I can be optimistic about a world in
which the United States government, once revered for its
stance on human rights and democracy, is bombing innocent
people in Iraq to get at their oil.

The reason I am hopeful in the waning days of my life is
because I see a new generation of concerned people coming
after me who cherish our Mother Earth and are bound and
determined to protect it. And for me, the person who embod-

ies that hope is my little pal, Dana Churness (Figure 126-7).
She has become so dear to me that I just have to tell you
about her.

I first met Dana in the late 1990s when she made the trip from
the University of Wisconsin–Stevens Point to the Crandon
area to attend a meeting of the Wolf Watershed Educational
Project. She was like a little sunshine coming into the room
with her smile. Lucky for us, Dana didn’t come to just that one
meeting. She was one of the faithful who kept coming back.
And she didn’t come alone—she brought other kids with her.

Dana is a spark that just makes life brighter. She is passion-
ate when she speaks and has a good heart. It’s not hard to
see that she really loves this earth and its peoples. To us
older ones she will always be our little college girl who
moved into our fight against the buzzards. She was good for
us. To have somebody young like that join us brought a new
life to the group, lifted some of the weight off our shoulders
and gave us hope.

I have always been concerned about the immortality of large
corporations and how that immortality allows them to perpet-
uate their misdeeds from one generation to the next. But
when I look at my young friend Dana, I see our promise of
immortality in the struggle to preserve Wisconsin and keep it
green and pristine.

My Little Friend, Dana Churness

Figure 126-7. Dana
Churness and Roscoe
Churchill share a pleas-
ant moment together at
a meeting of the Wolf
Watershed Educational
Project (Photo by
Deanna Erickson,
November 2, 2003).
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You see, before the bus left to go back to Michigan, a
woman ran over to my car to ask us if we would like
to speak to the group. Of course, we said, “Yes.”

When we climbed onto the bus, John let me do the
talking and I just let loose. I must have talked to them
for at least twenty minutes. I cannot remember every-
thing I said, but I told the group about how the mine
had come in here when a majority of the local people
didn’t want it, the project had not given the commu-
nity an economic boost, our unemployment and per
capita income rankings in the state had actually got-
ten worse during the mining years, and now we had a
major pollution problem on our hands, to boot. I also
mentioned that what bothered me the most was how
our democratic process had been pushed by the way-
side and the mine had split the community.

The people listened intently to what I had to say,
and when I turned to leave, all of a sudden I recog-
nized two familiar faces in the crowd—Larry Lynch
and Alan Christianson! Lynch was sitting toward the
back of the bus, and Christianson was in the seat right
next to where I was standing in the aisle. It really
caught me by surprise. All I could say was, “I don’t
suppose Alan agrees with everything I said!”

Christianson just sat there and didn’t let out a
peep—and neither did Lynch. But I wish you could

have seen the big grin on John’s face. I think he kind
of liked seeing those guys squirm.

I suppose Lynch and Christianson were on the bus to
try to convince the people of Michigan that the
Flambeau Mine had been safe for the environment and
prosperous for the community. But, to be honest, the
question in my mind was this: Who had paid those
guys to leave their government jobs and come over to
the mine site that day to pimp for the mining industry?
Were they doing it on taxpayer time? Hadn’t they done
enough harm by pushing the Flambeau Mine on the
people of Rusk County without trying to push a new
metallic sulfide mine on the people of Michigan? The
whole thing left a bad taste in my mouth.

As I mentioned, this particular bus tour took place
in August of 2003 and catered to the people living
close to Stephenson, Michigan. But just three months
later, in November of 2003, the mining industry
milked the Flambeau Mine yet again. This time it
entailed a newsletter sent out by Kennecott to the
people of Big Bay, Michigan who live close to the sec-
ond area in the Upper Peninsula that has been tar-
geted for mining. In the newsletter, the mining
company went so far as to suggest that the Flambeau
Mine had left the Flambeau River cleaner than it was
to begin with! That’s right. And Kennecott did it in a

Figure 126-8. Despite all the company hype about the merits of the reclaimed Flambeau Mine, the real story is that the prairie grass covering
the mine site is “Just Grass Over a Grave” (Photo by Linda Runstrom of Winona, MN, November 2004).
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really slick way, by talking about the purity of the
treated water that had come out of the mine’s waste-
water treatment plant during the mining years.

Here is what the mining company said: “The qual-
ity of water treated from the mine and returned to the
Flambeau River was better quality than the natural
river water” (CD 125-3). Sure, that was technically
true. But what Kennecott failed to add was that: (1)
the water treatment plant only operated during the
mining years; (2) all the toxic sludge removed from
the wastewater was pushed into the unlined pit at the
end of mining; and (3) the groundwater moving
through all the metallic sulfide waste in the backfilled
pit was now discharging into the Flambeau River
without being pumped and treated first.

For the mining industry to publish misleading
information about the Flambeau Mine and bring bus-
loads of people to Ladysmith to trick them into think-
ing that the mine was “environmentally responsible”
has added insult to injury to those of us who have
been struggling so long against the multinationals.
Unfortunately, however, it’s been all too easy for
Kennecott to make it look like everything is okay at
the mine site by planting a little prairie grass—and all
too easy for the DNR to play along with the game.

But don’t let any of this fool you! Before Kennecott
came to town we had a bag of gold sitting next to the
Flambeau River—and now there’s “just grass over a
grave.”
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The Flambeau Mine Fails 
Wisconsin’s Mining Moratorium Test

C H A P T E R  1 2 7

In June of 2005, Laura and I attended an impor-
tant cultural and environmental meeting at the Mole
Lake Reservation close to Crandon, Wisconsin. It was
called the “Nationhood Gathering” and was organized
by our friends with the Midwest Treaty Network. The
idea behind the gathering was to bring Native and
non-Native peoples together to focus on treaty rights
and how those rights can be used to “protect Native
lands, cultures and communities in the 21st century”
(CD 127-1). Little did we know that a question posed
to us that day would result in our adding a whole new
chapter—this chapter—to our book.

The question that so captured our attention was
asked by Cynthia Pryor, a woman from Big Bay,
Michigan who had come to the gathering to make a
presentation about Kennecott’s plans to develop a
nickel and copper sulfide mine on the Yellow Dog
Plains in the Upper Peninsula (U.P.) of Michigan.
Laura had never met Cynthia before, but I knew her
from several other meetings we had attended
together. She is the executive director of the Yellow
Dog Watershed Preserve, an organization devoted to
“preserving the Yellow Dog Watershed in its most nat-
ural state for the use of the public, now, and for the
benefit of future generations” (CD 127-2). And let me
say this: Cynthia is a real fireball. She’s fun to be with
because she knows a lot and she’s not afraid.

Before telling you about how Cynthia inspired this
particular chapter of our book, let me tell you a little bit
about how I got to know her. The first time we met was
in July of 2003 at a meeting of the Wolf Watershed
Educational Project held at Marinette High School in
Marinette, Wisconsin. Normally the group held its
meetings in the Crandon area, but this time we met in
Marinette because the city is located on the Wisconsin

side of the Menominee River, about twenty-two miles
downstream from Stephenson, Michigan. As you
know, that’s the town in the U.P. where Minerals
Processing Corporation and its partners (known as
the Back Forty Joint Venture) want to build a copper,
gold, silver and zinc sulfide mine. By holding our
meeting in Marinette, we were hoping to attract peo-
ple from both sides of the border who were concerned
about protecting the western Great Lakes watershed
from mining.

John Styczinski and I drove to the meeting
together, as we did on so many other occasions over
the years. And when we arrived, there were a lot of
familiar faces in the crowd as well as many that were
new to us. I learned quite a bit that day about the
mining proposals for both Stephenson and the Yellow
Dog Plains. But despite all the bad news, it did my
heart good to see how everyone wanted to work
together.

I had a chance to give a little talk to the group and
told everybody how Kennecott had moved into our
community and caused nothing but problems. And
when I finished, I saw a woman across the room point
to me and say, “There’s the one I want to talk to!”

That woman turned out to be Cynthia Pryor. And
she wasn’t kidding. A few weeks after the Marinette
meeting, she made the 250-mile trip from Big Bay to
Ladysmith to visit me. She arrived in the afternoon
and we spent the rest of the day talking about
Kennecott. Cynthia stayed overnight at my house, and
the next morning we went over to the Flambeau Mine
site to look around and walk the trail. I didn’t have
enough energy to walk very far, but Cynthia wouldn’t
quit until she had seen everything. I got a real kick out
of seeing her tear along the Flambeau River.
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The next time I saw Cynthia was in September of
2003, at a mining forum she invited John and me to
attend at Northern Michigan University in Marquette.
That was quite a long drive for a couple of old guys
like us. So we were glad to learn that our friends
George and Marilyn Rock were planning to go as well.
We met them close to Crandon, and from there on out
George did the driving (by the way, George even nav-
igated us through an early-striking blizzard on the
way home from Marquette).

There were a lot of people at the Marquette meet-
ing who were concerned about what was going on in
the U.P.—maybe fifty or seventy-five. And everyone
wanted to hear what we had to say about our experi-
ence in Rusk and Forest counties with the mining buz-
zards. I was especially pleased to meet a young man
that day by the name of Chuck Glossenger. I could tell
he was a person who had no use for Kennecott and
was determined to keep the mining company out of
the Yellow Dog Plains. He lives in Big Bay, and every
now and then we still talk on the phone to discuss
Kennecott’s latest antics.

Another ray of hope came from seeing a number of
college kids in the crowd. In fact, to this day Northern
Michigan University has an active student organization
called Students Against Sulfide Mining (S.A.S.M.),
whose goal is “to actively educate as many people as
possible about the proposed sulfide mining prospects
in the Upper Peninsula and the many possible hazards

posed by such development” (CD 127-3).
You may be wondering what all of this

has to do with the subject of this chap-
ter—the failure of the Flambeau Mine to
meet Wisconsin’s mining moratorium
test. The answer is, “Plenty!” Let me tell
you the story.

After meeting Cynthia, Chuck and so
many others who were fighting the buz-
zards in Michigan, I wanted Laura to
meet them, too. So when I heard that
Cynthia was coming to the Nationhood
Gathering at the Mole Lake Reservation
in June of 2005, I suggested to Laura
that we drive over there together. It felt
like the perfect opportunity for the two
to meet.

When Laura and I arrived at the
meeting, there were several tents set up
in the field behind the Mole Lake tribal
headquarters where people had already
started to meet in talking circles. Of
course, we gravitated to the tent where

mining issues were being discussed. I immediately
saw Cynthia, who was sitting there with a huge aerial
photograph of the part of the Upper Peninsula of
Michigan targeted by Kennecott for mining. Laura
and I were very interested to hear what she had to
say, and when lunchtime rolled around, we made a
point of sitting at the same table with her so we could
talk a little more. That’s when Cynthia suddenly
asked Laura, “Is it true that the Flambeau Mine would
meet the test of Wisconsin’s Mining Moratorium
Law?”

At first Laura didn’t know what to say because she
had never thought about it before. But the more she
pondered Cynthia’s question, the more she realized
that the issue needed to be addressed in our book. If
indeed Kennecott had told the people of Michigan that
the Flambeau Mine would qualify as a “non-polluting
mine” under the terms of Wisconsin’s Mining Mor-
atorium Law, we needed to set the record straight!

Simply put, there is no way that the Flambeau
Mine meets Wisconsin’s Mining Moratorium test. You
can see for yourself by reviewing the individual sec-
tions of the law. For starters, the mine does not meet
the ten-year operational requirement found in Wis.
Stat. 293.50(2)(a), because the mine was in produc-
tion for only four years (April 1993–March 1997).

Second, as my book goes to print, the mine has not
been closed for a long enough period of time to meet
the ten-year closure requirement found in Wis. Stat.

Figure 127-1. Cynthia Pryor of Big Bay, Michigan is one of the forces behind the
grassroots resistance to Kennecott’s proposal to build a nickel and copper sulfide mine
on the pristine Yellow Dog Plains in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan. Here she is seen
pointing to a map that shows potential mine sites in the western U.P. (Photo by Michele
Anderson, Editor, Keeweenaw Now, March 15, 2004 (www.keweenawnow.com); repub-
lished with permission).
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293.50(2)(b). While the law does not say exactly
when the clock starts ticking, certainly it could not
start before the DNR has certified the company’s
reclamation project to be complete. And as you know,

Kennecott has yet to receive a Certificate of Comple-
tion from the department. That means the ten-year
countdown hasn’t even begun!

Take a look at Wis. Stat. 293.50(1)(a), and you
will find yet another shortcoming of the Flambeau
Mine in terms of meeting Wisconsin’s mining morato-
rium test. That’s the section of the law where pollu-
tion is defined as “degradation that results in any
violation of any environmental law as determined by
an administrative proceeding, civil action, criminal
action or other legal proceeding.” Sure, it’s true that
the DNR thus far has not had the intestinal fortitude
to issue any citations to Kennecott, despite the fact
that the mine has violated any number of MCL, PAL
and surface water quality standards. You read all
about it in Chapter 125 of my story. But section (1)(a)
of the statute also states that “issuance of an order or
acceptance of an agreement requiring corrective
action … is considered a determination of a violation,
regardless of whether there is a finding or admission of
liability” [emphasis added]. That’s where the
Flambeau Mine fails the test. Let me explain.

As you know, Kennecott has undertaken several
“corrective actions” at the Flambeau Mine site to deal
with emerging pollution problems. I am referring to
the following:
� The company’s change in reclamation plans in

1998 to create two “biofilters” (one in the indus-
trial outlot and the other between the backfilled
mine pit and Flambeau River) to collect highly-
contaminated runoff at the mine site;

� The removal of the rail spur and 7,510 tons of con-
taminated ballast in November of 2003; and

� Ongoing plans to scrape off at least four inches of
contaminated gravel and soil from a 10,500 square
yard area in the industrial outlot and cover the
area with crushed limestone.

Kennecott’s Jana Murphy has insisted that the mining
company was “not ordered” by the DNR to do any of
these things (CD 125-112 and CD 125-114). But it’s
hard to believe that the company would have under-
taken such major projects just for fun. Even Foth &
Van Dyke (Kennecott’s environmental consultant)
and the DNR’s Chuck Hammer and Larry Lynch have
referred to the company’s activities as either “correc-
tive” or “remedial” in nature. You can see for yourself
by reviewing various documents cited in Chapter 125
of my story (CD 125-55, CD 125-57, CD 125-80, CD
125-81 and Figure 125-18). What’s more, it’s clear
from letters written by Larry Lynch to Jana Murphy
that the DNR indeed ordered Kennecott to increase its

WIS. STAT. 293.50 MORATORIUM ON ISSUANCE OF PER-
MITS FOR MINING OF SULFIDE ORE BODIES. 
(1) In this section:

(a) “Pollution” means degradation that results in any vio-
lation of any environmental law as determined by an
administrative proceeding, civil action, criminal action or
other legal proceeding. For the purpose of this para-
graph, issuance of an order or acceptance of an agree-
ment requiring corrective action or a stipulated fine,
forfeiture or other penalty is considered a determination
of a violation, regardless of whether there is a finding or
admission of liability.
(b) “Sulfide ore body” means a mineral deposit in which
metals are mixed with sulfide minerals.

(2) Beginning on May 7, 1998, the department may not issue
a permit under s.293.49 for the mining of a sulfide ore
body until all of the following conditions are satisfied:
(a)The department determines, based on information
provided by an applicant for a permit under s.293.49 and
verified by the department, that a mining operation has
operated in a sulfide ore body which, together with the
host rock, has a net acid generating potential in the
United States or Canada for at least 10 years without the
pollution of groundwater or surface water from acid
drainage at the tailings site or at the mine site or from the
release of heavy metals.
(b) The department determines, based on information
provided by an applicant for a permit under s.293.49 and
verified by the department, that a mining operation that
operated in a sulfide ore body which, together with the
host rock, has a net acid generating potential in the
United States or Canada has been closed for at least 10
years without the pollution of groundwater or surface
water from acid drainage at the tailings site or at the
mine site or from the release of heavy metals. 

(2m)(a) The department may not base its determination under
sub. (2)(a) or (b) on any mining operation that has been
listed on the national priorities list under 42 USC 9605
(a)(8)(B) or any mining operation for which the operator
is no longer in business and has no successor that may
be liable for any contamination from the mining operation
and for which there are no other persons that may be
liable for any contamination from the mining operation.
(b) The department may not base its determination
under sub. (2)(a) or (b) on a mining operation unless the
department determines, based on relevant data from
groundwater or surface water monitoring, that the min-
ing operation has not caused significant environmental
pollution, as defined in s.293.01(4), from acid drainage
at the tailings site or at the mine site or from the release
of heavy metals.

(3) This section applies without regard to the date of sub-
mission of the permit application.
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monitoring of contaminated runoff at the mine site in
2004 and 2005 (CD 125-70 and CD 125-80).

The Flambeau Mine also fails to meet the terms of
Wis. Stat. 293.50(2m)(b). That’s the section of the
mining moratorium law that says the DNR “may not
base its determination [of whether a mine meets the
ten-year operational and ten-year closure require-
ment] on a mining operation unless the department
determines, based on relevant data from groundwater
or surface water monitoring, that the mining opera-
tion has not caused significant environmental pollu-
tion, as defined in s. 293.01(4), from acid drainage at
the tailings site or at the mine site or from the release
of heavy metals.” If you take a look at the definition of
“significant environmental pollution” in the cited
statute, there can be no denying that the high levels
of manganese, iron, copper and sulfate in the ground-
water within the backfilled pit qualify as “significant
environmental pollution,” as do the high levels of
copper and zinc in Wetland-C and Stream-C. There is
absolutely no way the Flambeau Mine could be
judged to be in compliance with this section of the
Mining Moratorium Law.

So getting back to the question that Cynthia posed
to Laura in June of 2005, our answer is a resounding
“No!” The Flambeau Mine does not meet the test of
Wisconsin’s Mining Moratorium Law. And when you
think about it, no other metallic sulfide mine would
meet the test either. Like I’ve said all along, there is no
such thing as an environmentally safe metallic sulfide
mine. I don’t care which mining company is involved
or where the mine is built. They always pollute.

In fact, before I bring this chapter to a close, let me
tell you about a person who was once a hard-core sup-
porter of hard rock mining but had a change of heart
after witnessing the real environmental consequences
of metallic sulfide mining. His name is T. H. Watkins,
a prominent author and Professor of Western Amer-
ican Studies at Montana State University–Bozeman.

Watkins knew quite a bit about the history of the
General Mining Law of 1872. You may recall, that’s
the law which to this day allows a miner (domestic or

WIS. STAT. 293.01 DEFINITIONS.
In this chapter, unless the context requires otherwise: …
(4) “Environmental pollution” means the contaminating or

rendering unclean or impure the air, land or waters of
the state, or making the same injurious to public health,
harmful for commercial or recreational use, or deleteri-
ous to fish, bird, animal or plant life.

foreign) to stake a claim on federal land, buy the land
for $5 an acre or less and mine the ore without paying
any royalties to the federal government. In 1970,
Watkins wrote a history of gold and silver mining in
the American West that praised the 1872 mining law
for how it had helped to open the West to develop-
ment. Close to thirty years later, however, he decided
to “set out through the West on [his] own prospecting
trip to discover what some of the legacies of the
General Mining Law of 1872 might be.” He wrote an
article about his journey entitled “Hard Rock Legacy”
that appeared in the March 2000 issue of National
Geographic. Here is an excerpt (CD 127-4):

My first sortie brought me to a quiet room in the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) office in Spokane,
Washington. On a stainless steel table lay several
carcasses—two tundra swans, a golden-eye, a couple
of wood ducks, a mallard. Their eyes were glazed by
death, necks and wings frozen into ugly contortions.
Freezers contained dozens more like them. “We’ve
found 311 dead birds so far this spring,” Dan Audet,
a field manager for the USFWS, told me. “What
bothers us is that this recent die-off is the largest in
this area since the 1950s.”

What was killing the birds? Mostly lead, and it
was happening throughout much of the Coeur
d’Alene River Basin. It was here, a little more than
ten years after passage of the General Mining Law,
that the South Fork of the Coeur d’Alene in Idaho
became the site of one of the West’s biggest silver
strikes. The river and its tributaries were deemed
valuable mainly as sewers to carry away the waste
tailings laced with lead, cadmium, and other metals.
[To this day] the river remains badly contaminated.

After visiting the USFWS office in Spokane, Watkins
continued onward to the site of the Anaconda mining
operation in Montana, viewed the Berkeley Pit at
Butte and witnessed the devastation caused by the
Bunker Hill Mine in Kellogg, Idaho—just like Evelyn
and I had done in 1982. He also traveled to northern
Nevada, where open pit heap-leach gold mining “is to
many towns what gambling is to Las Vegas.” In par-
ticular, he stopped in the town of Winnemucca in
Humboldt County, which Evelyn and I had visited in
1948 on our first road trip out West.

Unfortunately, on the very day that Watkins visited
Winnemucca, the community was shook by an
announcement from the mining industry. As Watkins
reported, “Placer Dome, a Canadian company that
had purchased two Humboldt County mines in May
1999, called a press conference to announce that
because of declining gold prices it was suspending all
production at one mine and milling operations for
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both—this less than two months after the company
had taken over. Two hundred full-time employees out
of 600 would be laid off immediately.”

All of these things bothered Watkins, as you can
see by reading his concluding comments (CD 127-4):

Thirty years ago I wrote a history of gold and silver

mining in the American West. There was much in
that book that celebrated mining’s importance to the
opening of the West and its colorful history and folk-
lore. Driving out of Winnemucca the day after Placer
Dome’s layoffs, I wondered if I had said enough in
that history about the transient nature of the busi-
ness, the folly of trying to build an economy on the

Figure 127-2. When reporter Rob Zaleski came across an article in National Geographic that dealt with the tragic environmental consequences
of metallic sulfide mining, he felt compelled to call Roscoe Churchill for comment (Capital Times, April 3, 2000; republished with permission).
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exploitation of finite precious metals whose value is
entirely abstract and dependent on the whims of
nations. And while I was wondering about that, I
recalled the day in 1997 when I hired a plane to fly
over the Carlin Trend, a 50-mile-long swath that
provides the ore for much of Nevada’s gold produc-
tion. The desert below was marked by open pit after
open pit, heap-leach pad after heap-leach pad, tail-
ings pond after tailings pond. What I saw from the
air that day gave weight to the critics’ claim that
hard rock mining produces more solid waste annu-
ally than the amount that spills out of America’s
cities. That was a legacy I might have anticipated in
that history book 30 years ago, but didn’t. …

Leaving Nevada I thought about those dead lakes
shining in the desert sun, the dead birds I had seen in
Spokane, the hundreds and thousands of abandoned
mines still leaking poisons into the West’s water, the
sprawling chemical filth of the flats below the
Anaconda smelter stack, the blowouts that still cor-
rupt rivers and water tables. At what ultimate cost, I
finally wondered, have we held so fiercely to this
antique law, dreaming the long dream of treasure
that I once saluted with such enthusiasm?

One of my favorite reporters, Rob Zaleski of the
Capital Times, saw the Watkins article right after it
came out and decided to give me a call to see if I had
read it. It turned out that I had, and we talked for
quite some time about the whole thing. In particular,

Rob asked me if I felt vindicated after reading what
Watkins had written. All I could say was, “Well, sort
of.” But the bigger issue for me was how to get the
DNR and our government officials to pay attention to
the kinds of facts unearthed by Watkins and change
Wisconsin’s mining laws before our state is further
victimized by the mining industry.

Rob wrote an article about Watkins’ story and our
conversation that appeared in the April 3, 2000 issue
of the Capital Times, and I have included it here for
you to see (Figure 127-2). If T.H. Watkins could
change his mind about hard rock mining, when 30
years earlier he couldn’t say enough good about it,
perhaps there is hope for our DNR and state legisla-
tors as well.

CD-ROM References
CD 127-1. “Nationhood Gathering,” an announcement posted on the

web page of the Midwest Treaty Network, June 2005
(http://www.alphacdc.com/treaty/).

CD 127-2. Information about the Yellow Dog Watershed Preserve, as
posted on the organization’s web page, May 2006
(www.yellowdogwatershed.org/).

CD 127-3. Information about Students Against Sulfide Mining, as
posted on the web page of Northern Michigan University in
Marquette, May 2006 (www.nmu.edu/biology/sasm.htm).

CD 127-4. “Hard Rock Legacy,” National Geographic, March 2000.
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As Laura and I approach what we hope will be
the end of this long and emotion-filled narrative, our
thoughts return to Evelyn. And that’s because we
want to leave you with a feeling of hope.

The story you have read was largely based on the
mountains of material Evelyn produced in her strug-
gle to make her neighbors, our town and county offi-
cials, state legislators, the governor’s office and the
Department of Natural Resources aware of what can
happen to a community when a mining company
comes to town. I doubt that there were many phases
of the mining activity of which Evelyn was not aware
or to which she did not respond. Whether it was a
mining impact statement, a proposed new law or min-
ing propaganda, her pen was busy revealing the true
meaning of each.

There was no harshness about Evelyn or what she
wrote, but her message was strong. As our good
friend Bill Merrill wrote, “I’ll always remember Evelyn
coming up to a mining company lawyer with a smile,
like, “Want a cookie, young man?” and leaving him
feeling like he’d rather have been dragged behind
horses.” She could do that to people. You had a feel-
ing she was smarter than the mining company
lawyers, and her motives were ten times better. That’s
the way she was.

It was clear to all who knew Evelyn that even
though her health was not very good, she was made
of steel. On many occasions she went before the
Natural Resources Board, the Department of Natural
Resources, and the mining company itself to offer her
opinion on what was happening to our town, our
laws, our environment and our democracy. She sel-
dom raised her voice, but she could speak with such
clarity and conviction that she had no trouble holding

Advice from Evelyn
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Figure 128-1. Evelyn Churchill was a kind woman whose voice “was
at once gentle and fierce in the protection of our green earth.” Here
she is pictured at her kitchen table, where so many of the essays and
letters included in this book were composed (Photo by Roscoe
Churchill of Ladysmith, WI, circa 1990).
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their attention. When she went to those meetings she
always looked like a lady. And people loved her.

It would have been possible to find hundreds of
articles that Evelyn wrote about mining and resource
management to share with you here, but Laura and I
have selected a few in which Evelyn offered specific
advice to those who would come after her. It was
good advice, and we want to keep it alive.

The first of Evelyn’s letters I would like to share
with you was published as a letter to the editor in
January of 1994, after the Flambeau Mine had started
production. Evelyn didn’t give up just because we lost
our battle in Rusk County. She knew the mine in the
Town of Grant was the first of many more that might
be developed in northern Wisconsin and across state
lines. She wanted to reach out to other communities
like Crandon, Wausau, Hayward and Rhinelander,
places that were already fighting the buzzards or
might be fighting them in the future. Here is the
advice she offered (CD 128-1):

You may have heard that a local community, faced
with a mining proposal, has much to gain if a local
impact committee negotiates a local agreement with
the mining company. Don’t believe it! That certainly
wasn’t the case with the agreement negotiated
between Kennecott and a local committee that repre-
sented Rusk County, Ladysmith and the Town of
Grant.

The final agreement turned out to be a miserable
failure for the local communities. Furthermore, it
binds them to the dictates of an international mining
corporation for 40 years! Following Kennecott’s first
try for a mining permit in 1976, Rusk County and
the Town of Grant, where the orebody is located, set
up a solid governmental barricade against
Kennecott’s proposed mine. County zoning and
County and Town moratoria prohibited the
Kennecott mine; and a zoning code provided true
protections in the case mining proceeded.

Yet, Kennecott wiped it all out in 1988, simply
by negotiating a contract (local agreement) with
a local committee.

Kennecott ended up with unbelievable benefits;
but the local communities ended up with less pro-
tections than they had before negotiations began.…

Most shameful of all, the DNR and the hearing
examiner at the Master Hearing accepted this con-
tract of infamy as fulfilling the [legal requirement
for] local zoning approval.…

A mining company has all the advantages when
bargaining with a local committee, especially before
an environmental impact statement (EIS) is pre-
pared. Primarily, a local committee cannot possibly
match the legal resources and the unconscionable
bargaining power of a multinational mining corpo-

ration. That, along with not being informed, puts a
local committee in a totally unwinnable position.

If anyone were to ask, my advice to other poten-
tial mining communities would be: WAIT until
after the Master Hearing on the EIS before con-
sidering any zoning changes to allow mining or
any negotiations with the company.

There is no law that requires a local agreement,
and the orebody is not going to move.

Don’t let the mining company cheat you out of
your right to the full EIS process before making 
the most important decision ever to face your
community.

Unfortunately, modern local democracies can be
as victimized by the powerful mining corporations as
third world countries are. Rusk County learned the
hard way, and now there is no backing out of the 40-
year permit for mineral exploitation with its water
pollution and land devastation.

Don’t let it happen to your community!

On another note, Evelyn believed there were some real
flaws in the process used by the DNR to evaluate min-
ing proposals. She believed the DNR should examine
not only the environmental impacts of mining, but the
social impacts. She was concerned about how mining
companies tore communities apart to get what they
wanted. Here are her words (CD 128-2):

The most traumatic of adverse impacts to be experi-
enced locally, and which are being totally ignored by
the DNR, are the impacts dealt a local community by
the mining company before a permit is even issued.

There are bound to be strong repercussions in a
community when threatened with the possibility of a
polluting mining operation being thrust in its midst.
Knowing this, the mining companies are prepared to
force the communities into accepting their proposals
by whatever method most expedient.

After a decade of local town and county govern-
mental actions that blocked out the Kennecott mine,
Kennecott, upon returning in 1987 after being
denied approval in 1976, undid it all within one
year’s time!!

Kennecott, learning from the first time around in
1976, came back well prepared. Hard-hitting com-
pany tactics, media propaganda and discrediting of
the opposition, threats to jobs and of court suits,
intimidation, intrigue, “gifts,” etc. put the company
in control of the local governments and rated
Kennecott the ultimate of contracts. …

It must be realized that the end results, the loss of
local autonomy to be replaced with control by
an unconscionable corporation, the break-down
of community, and anxiety over the anticipated
loss of clean waters and livable surroundings,
are the most unbearable and costly socio-economic
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adversities to be suffered by the people when a min-
ing company forces its way in.

These impacts were a definite part of the permit-
ting process for the Flambeau Mine, and will be a
part of every future mining proposal. No locality is
going to sit by and nonchalantly let a polluting min-
ing company take over without a struggle. This is
where the mining company steps in with its suppres-
sion tactics.

The impacts perpetrated on the people at this

stage are real and of great magnitude. They need to
be addressed in the environmental impact state-
ment (EIS) of a project just as fully as all other
adverse impacts are.

This subversion of the very basis of our demo-
cratic society by foreign powers must no longer be
ignored by the DNR, and must be a part of the EIS
for public review. Too long the public has been kept
in the dark concerning mining company tactics in
“persuading” local people to accept their proposals.

Throughout the course of my story, you have gotten to know
a little bit about my sweet Evelyn and her endless work to try
to stop Kennecott from mining in the Town of Grant. But I
would like to leave you with a snapshot showing some of the
other facets of my faithful partner of almost sixty years.
Knowing her and loving her made me appreciate how delicate
and wonderful our relationship was in time.

Evelyn had a gentle, sweet nature that was part of her for her
entire life. Her language was never harsh, she never spread
gossip, and when I got put out by someone she would try to
see some good in that person.

Her home and her children were her biggest concerns, and
she never neglected them in any way. She was my best
friend, my wonderful wife and lifelong companion.

Though she was only nineteen when we married and had not
done a great deal of cooking, she became a superb cook and
fed her family well. She was well aware of what foods were
good for us and continually experimented with a great variety
of vegetables, many of which she raised in her garden. Since
I had an allergy to wheat, one of her goals was to find out the
right combination of ingredients to bake a rye bread that
wouldn’t be as heavy as a brick! As far as I know, no one has
ever figured that out, and she was experimenting with recipes
even shortly before she died.

I really appreciated that I always had a clean sweet-smelling
bed to sleep in and that my clothes were always clean and
pressed. I remember going into a restaurant one day and
having a lady ask me, “Who irons your shirts? That’s a beau-
tiful job.” I could proudly answer her, “My wife.”

We worked long hours to raise our five children and get them
through college or prepared for whatever they wanted to do.
Though we were often tired, I remember Evelyn’s enthusiasm
whenever we went out to eat or dance, especially on Friday
evenings.

Evelyn never had to be coaxed to take a trip, of which we took
many. She would make great plans to the last detail. And as
we traveled, I soon found out that she enjoyed collecting
things like curious rocks or special plants.

Her flower garden was a thing of beauty until her ailing heart
forced her to do less and less. Evelyn loved roses, and some
of her rose bushes bloom to this day.

She taught Sunday school classes for several years and was
active in church work much of her life. She also was a wide
reader, though she rarely read novels or did so-called light
reading. Instead she would read books and magazines about
health and nutrition. And, mind you, she did this long before
it was popular. She studied about using plants as medicines
and was continually planting herbs and new varieties of
plants around our farm. For as long as I can remember, there
has been a peppermint patch right next to our back door, and
large comfrey plants come up each Spring next to our shed.

Evelyn also read religious books, but not just about Christianity.
No, she was interested in learning about all kinds of religions
and had friends from a wide variety of religious backgrounds.
She loved reading Thoreau. And when we got involved in the
mining struggle, that was a brand new explosion for her.

So for more than forty years she and I lived a very normal
family life—until Kennecott came to town. And when she
became involved in the mining issue, she really got involved.
Though she wasn’t one to talk about people, she had no love
for Kennecott Copper Corporation and would have done
almost anything to keep them out.

A Snapshot of Evelyn

Figure 128-2. Evelyn
Churchill’s was a life well
lived. Filled with garden-
ing, cooking, sewing,
reading and writing, the
hours and years flew by
all too quickly for her and
those who loved her
(Photo by Lloyd Leitz of
Rice Lake, WI, circa
1985).
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Evelyn was also concerned about a trend she saw in
the world to sacrifice our natural resources for man-
made goods and the benefit of huge corporations.
This problem has not gone away, and Evelyn
described it well in an essay entitled “Changing
Views Towards Resource Management.” She wrote,
“Hard choices must be made. Society has ap-
proached the point where the free ride from the nat-
ural world is over.” I believe as she did and have
included her entire essay for you to read. In addi-
tion, a copy of Evelyn’s original hand-typed paper is
available on the CD-ROM that accompanies the
book (CD 128-3).

Changing Views Towards Resource
Management

by Evelyn Churchill

Economic growth is the conversion of a natural state
to a man-made state. As man’s will has subdued
nature, many natural amenities have been destroyed.
Clean air and water, open spaces, trees and wildlife
have become scarce as natural resources have been
transformed into man-made goods.

It is now clear that the process of economic
growth has been a centuries-long process of substi-
tuting man-made articles for natural amenities.

Economic growth equalifies with destruction and en-
vironmental decay. Everything has a price; and the price
of economic growth(conversion of natural resources to
man-made commodities) is environmental decay.

In order to reverse the current environmental cri-
sis that is fast descending upon the world, or has
already arrived, that resulted from centuries of eco-
nomic growth, it is only logical to conclude that there
must be a substantial slow-down of economic
growth; in other words, a slow-down in the exploita-
tion of the world’s resources.

Those who regard solving the environmental crisis
as merely a matter of setting technology to work on
air and water pollution, without, at the same time,
decreasing the amount of natural resources being
converted to man-made articles are totally fooling
themselves. The answer to the problem is much more
drastic.

Only by rigorously halting rampant exploitation
of the natural resources with its resultant wastes,
toxic to all life on this earth, can environmental
decay be reduced to a degree where life can prosper,
or even survive in some cases.

That is where the rub comes. Hard choices must
be made. Society has approached the point where the
free ride from the natural world is over.

Do we want a “gadget” world of electronic devices
etc. with steadily increasing environmental deteriora-
tion? Or do we want to curb economic growth, cutting

our materialistic desires to a minimum, hoping to
maintain the natural amenities of clean air and water,
and beautiful landscapes? A choice must be made.

Also, it must be recognized that the production of
man-made articles—economic growth—consisting
of society’s luxuries as well as its necessities and war
equipment are mainly produced by corporations.

That is a fundamental factor to be reckoned with
in any struggle to control the environment.

Charles Stoddard in his recently published book,
Looking Forward, so aptly describes corporations
and their place in our governmental and social struc-
tures: “The largest corporations are not simply, as
their state charters imply, fictitious ‘persons’; they
are, as I have noted earlier, private governments—
the largest of which exceed several whole states in
terms of their gross incomes. But unlike public gov-
ernment, they are accountable only to peripatetic
stockholders and free of all public obligations except
payment of taxes. And they hire droves of lawyers to
keep at a distance government-imposed regulations to
curb antisocial excesses. … In my opinion the greatest
present threat to political democracy, as we know it,
is not resource exhaustion, loss of civil rights, market
monopoly, or an economic slump, but rather the cor-
rupting influence of the huge corporations.”

The above is our biggest problem. We have a tiger
by the tail, and even though we make a choice to
curb economic growth, how can it be done in the face
of the above odds?

Strive for structural change! The authority for
any citizen or citizens to do so is inherent in the
Declaration of Independence! It would pay each of us
to read closely this important governmental docu-
ment to gain a realization of the principles our coun-
try is based on. The founders of our country
established a democratic government adaptable to
needed changes to effect the safety and happiness of
the people.

Ideas to consider:

1. Enact laws to reduce the power of the corpo-
rations. In his book, Looking Forward, Charles
Stoddard suggested that a federal Corporation
Chartering Act be enacted, covering the following
principles:

a. Inclusion of representatives of employees, local
communities, consumers and environmental groups
on boards of directors;

b. Public advance notice on all decisions affecting
consumers, the locality, and the environment;

c. Denial of citizen civil rights, such as due process,
or legislative or political activities to corporations;

d. Requirement that the corporation prove inno-
cence rather than that the government prove guilt
on charges of illegality; we use this procedure now
in food, drug and chemical cases;
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e. Requirement that corporate officers assume
personal liability for their decisions in order to
reduce white-collar crime and exploitation of cor-
porate assets by individuals;

f. Strictly limited profits in times of war; and

g. Charters for private utilities and natural
resource and defense production industries to
make them quasi-public corporations.

2. Strive for an Environmental Bill of Rights
that clearly defines the public or collective
rights to the natural amenities. Establish the
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right of class action suits when the Environ-
mental Bill of Rights is violated or there is a
threat of violation against public rights to
clean air and water, etc.

3. Enact a constitutional amendment to give any
citizen eligible to vote the standing to bring a
claim in court against any person whose
action or conduct threatens to cause or is
causing substantial harm to the safety or hap-
piness of a consequential number of people.
This was suggested by Morton Mintz and Jerry
Cohen in their book, “Power Inc.” It is important
to note that the term “person” includes any indi-
vidual, governmental entity or non-governmental
entity (including corporations). This type of con-
stitutional amendment would insure that power
which is now unaccountable would be made
answerable to the individual citizen, as intended
by the framers of the constitution.

Unless the people of the United States can find a way
to curb the ever growing power of the corporations,
which actually have more power and rights than real
people; and unless these corporations can be made
accountable for every phase of their operations, not
only America, but the whole world, if not annihi-
lated by nuclear blasts, will be left poisoned and use-
less. The conscienceless corporations will never stop
their destruction until the people will no longer put
up with their environmental deterioration, in the
name of economic growth and progress.

Whether talking about abuses of power within the
corporate world or abuses of the public trust by the
Wisconsin DNR, Evelyn knew the score without ques-
tion. And even though the world sometimes didn’t
look very bright, she focussed her efforts on what
could be done about it. I think she would be pleased
to know that her words have not been forgotten, and
that those of you who will continue to fight the buz-
zards can draw on the work she did over the course of
more than 20 years. Even though she is no longer
with us, this book is her gift, as well as Laura’s and
mine, to the people we love who are striving against
the evils of the times.

CD-ROM References
CD 128-1. Letter to the editor by Evelyn Churchill, Country Today,

January 5, 1994, plus unedited version.

CD 128-2. Essay written by Evelyn Churchill, April 1992.

CD 128-3. Original hand-typed essay of Evelyn Churchill entitled
“Changing Views Towards Resource Management,” circa
1982.

CD 128-4. “Meet the Corporation,” Sierra, September/October 2005.

“Meet the Corporation”
If Evelyn were still with us, I am sure her essay on
“Changing Views Towards Resource Management” would
have included information from an article entitled “Meet the
Corporation” that appeared in the September 2005 issue of
Sierra magazine. Author Chris Warren not only gave spe-
cific examples of corporate power run amok, but discussed
the history of how our courts “have continually expanded
protections for corporations as ‘persons’ under the law.”
Jim Price of the Sierra Club was quoted as saying, “We’ve
given corporations more power than we reserve for our-
selves.” And on a more satirical note, Warren also cited the
following definition of corporation from Ambrose Bierce’s
Devil’s Dictionary:

A corporation is an ingenious device for obtaining individ-
ual profit without individual responsibility.

Mind you, Bierce wrote that definition more than a hundred
years ago! Who knows what he would say today?

Just like Evelyn, Warren was not about to let his readers
wallow in despair. In his essay he quoted activists like
Robert Hinkley and Richard Grossman regarding “what peo-
ple can do to right the scales,” just like Evelyn had quoted
Charles Stoddard in hers. In particular, Warren commented
on how Hinckley and others were calling for a more funda-
mental approach to reining in the corporate world. Here is
what he wrote: “Corporations’ accumulation of unbridled
power—and the way they often misuse it—has inspired
myriad efforts to restrain them: boycotts, protests, lawsuits,
legislation and shareholder actions to change company poli-
cies from within. But after witnessing corporations riding
roughshod over local communities’ rights to regulate every-
thing from cell phone towers to trash dumping, activists like
Hinkley are calling for a new approach. He and others realize
that such battles will be endless unless citizens challenge
the corporate system itself.”

Chris Warren’s article is so jam-packed with good informa-
tion and so consistent with the spirit of Evelyn’s writings
that I encourage you to read it in its entirety on the CD-ROM
that accompanies the book (CD 128-4).
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letters to and from governmental agencies and letters
to the editor, I have come to the conclusion that Mark
Twain was right when he said, “A mine is a hole in the
ground owned by liars.”

As I sit here and write today, it is March 24, 2006,
almost nine years since the closing of the so-called
“Flambeau Mine.” I laugh when I think of the name,
because the mine went through several owners, and
none of them had anything to do with the local people
of the Flambeau valley. First we had Kennecott Copper
Corporation of Utah. Then when Kennecott ran into
trouble in Rusk County, it was taken over by British
Petroleum, which in 1989 became part of Rio Tinto
Zinc (RTZ). So the eventual owner of the “Flambeau
Mine” was a giant corporation with headquarters in
London, England, thousands of miles away.

When I first started raising a fuss about Kennecott in
the early 1970s, I felt like the Lone Ranger, kicking off
this whole battle against the mining company by
myself. But I wasn’t alone for long. A hard core of peo-
ple emerged who didn’t want a sulfide mine to be
developed in their back yard or anybody’s back yard. I
suppose some might say we lost the battle in that
Kennecott was allowed to dig its pit right next to the
Flambeau River and cart off with all our gold. But in a
broader sense, the environment won a real victory
because of how the whole ordeal brought together
such a dedicated group of people who, to this day, con-
tinue to fight the takeover of our natural resources by
multinational corporations.

I have gotten to know and love so many wonderful
people over the years as a result of our mutual struggle
to protect this precious earth. I gained so much from
knowing them, and my life is the richer. As I have often
said at meetings, it’s the one thing I thank the mining

Reflections
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Now I must try to envision what my life would
have been like if Kennecott Copper Corporation had
never come to town!

I most likely would never have run for the Rusk
County Board, because my main purpose for serving
on the board was to stop the mine, and if unsuccessful,
at least to see that the people of Rusk County profited
from it.

Much of the animosity that developed among the
people of the Town of Grant when Kennecott moved to
the area would not have happened, and many people
who were once friends would still be friends.

I would not have learned about our political system
and how it can be bought and shaped by mining com-
pany money.

I would not have learned how really ineffective the
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources is, espe-
cially the department officials in Madison.

I might still be a Republican, albeit a sort of weak one,
had I never gone to Madison to lobby against mining.

I would still be going to the church I went to for
most of my life, but which I no longer regularly attend.

I would not have learned about the legal system,
laws and lawmaking, which became a very important
part of my life.

I would probably not know how gigantic corpora-
tions rule our lives, our government and our environ-
ment.

Most likely I never would have visited all the horri-
ble mine sites that I saw in the United States and
Canada.

I would never have known how corruption invades
all levels of government, from town to federal.

After reading and digesting literally thousands of
DNR reports, pieces of mining company propaganda,
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Figure 129-1.
This article
appeared in a
regional farm
paper in 1983
and showed
two sides of
Roscoe
Churchill—
the side that
liked horses
(like Babe, his
Belgian mare),
and the side
that didn’t like
mining com-
panies (like
Kennecott).
See CD 129-1
for all the
details (Agri-
View, March 4,
1983; repub-
lished with
permission).
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company for doing—bringing these good people into
my life. You’ve read about many of them in my story.
But let me list some of them here.

If it weren’t for Kennecott moving to town, I never
would have known all the Native Americans who I’ve
come to love and respect. As you read in the book,
Evelyn and I were adopted as elders by the Meno-
minee Nation, honored by the Mole Lake Drum,
befriended by the Lac Courte Oreilles Ojibwe and
inspired by Red Cliff tribal member Walt Bresette.
And then there were all the other friends, Native and
non-Native alike, who we met from the Crandon area,
Springbrook, La Crosse, Green Bay, Milwaukee,
Madison, Tomahawk, Eau Claire, Big Bay and a host
of other towns. These people were and continue to be
concerned about protecting the Flambeau River, the
Wolf River, the Salmon Trout River … all our rivers,
lakes and streams. Each person means so much to me.

As I sit here trying to recall names and Laura writes
them down, here are some of the people who flash past
the eyes of memory. I see them as the persons they
were as they struggled to bring justice to our beloved
Wisconsin. Most of them you have met in my story, and
a few you have not. It’s an elegant list.

I see Al Gedicks, Sandy Lyon, John and Ted Styczin-
ski, Dr. Steve Chapman, Les Tiews, Chuck Stoddard,
Walt Bresette, Doug La Follette, Will Fantle, Tom
Galazen, Tom and Arlene Ricci, Sig and Marie Ring-
stad, Dorothy and Bill Volkman, Gertrude McBain, Bill
Simpson, Bill DeNucci, Ken Parejko, Jim Bray, Bill and
Ruth Merrill, Michael Gardner, Dr. M.S. Udayamurthy,
Randall Backe, Allen Martling, Kathy Kuduk, Dianne
Bady, Cindy and Chuck Ericksen, Phil Tawney, Jan

Jacoby, Marsha Stelzer, Linda Craemer, Susan Bash,
Virginia Burns, Thomas Lent, Joyce Melville, Jeff
Peterson, Ray Starrett, Larry Dodge, John LaForge,
Barb Katt, Mike Miles, Barb Kass, David Skrupky,
Cassandra Dixon, Bob Kaspar, Roger Featherstone,
Chris Kalka, Jean Buchanan, Pat Gomez, Tim Cordon,
Tamara Hill, Bonnie Urfer, Kate Willems, Sharon
Gulseth, Sean Guilfoyle, Ken Rabe, Robert Hoffman,
Lois Pfluger, Phyllis Hodgson, Todd Price, Luciano,
Sierra Powers, Marian Havlik, Roger Moody, Crispin
White, Skip Jones, Judy Gosz, Dave Collins, Eric
Schubring, Dick Brooks, Bob Litzau, Frank Koehn,
Kerm Benson, Charlene Bergstrom, Sister Toni Harris,
Effie Stoppe, Zella West, Sister Mary John Van Der
Loop, Harvey Dueholm, Henry Dorman, Harvey
Stower, Spencer Black, Russ Decker, Stan Lato, Pat
Smith, Chuck Chvala, Alice Clausing, Barbara Lawton,
gaiashkibos, Hilary Waukau, Louis Hawpetoss, Ken
Fish, Fred Ackley, Fran Van Zile, Danny Poler,
Sylvester Poler, Robert Van Zile, J.R. Holmes, Howard
Cannon, Tom Maulson, Jim Schlender, Apesanahkwat,
Nick Vander Puy, Bob Gough, George and Marilyn
Rock, Herb and Genie Buettner, Bob and Millie
Schmitz, Sonny and Mimi Wreczycki, Dorothy and
Warde Tyra, Tom and Helen Ward, Jan Olson, Jim
Wise, Karl Fate, Warren and Marianne Otto, Becky
Katers, Diana Smith, Zoltán Grossman, Debi McNutt,
David Anderson, John Coleman, Chuck Glossenger,
Cynthia Pryor, Ellen Smith, Rick Whaley, Linda
Sturnot, Bonnie Mayer, Bill Ahrens, Gerry Gunderson,
Dave Blouin, Claire Gervais, Kathy Wolf, Claire
Vanderslice, Clyde Winter, Susan Simensky Bietila,
Carole and Dale Crisler, Tim Tynan, Alice McCombs,

Figure 129-2. Roscoe
Churchill’s life was
transformed by the bat-
tle that he, his wife and
friends waged against
Kennecott. But, as this
photo of Roscoe with
Babe and his Appa-
loosas shows, he
remains rooted in the
traditions most dear to
him (Photo by Laura
Furtman of Webster, WI,
2000).
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T.L. Christen, Marion Lang, Ted Miner, Bill Krupinski,
Dana Churness, Mike Monte, Ron Seely, Rob Zaleski,
Kathy Olson, William Hurrle, Francis Kugel, Len and
Judy Pubanz, George Reif, John Mutter, Tom Paulsen,
Glenn Stoddard, Melinda Olsen, Glenn Reynolds, Ed
Garvey, Larry Leventhal, Fred Ponschok, Verlyn and
Charmaine Olson, Chuck and Joanne Sleeter, Marie
and Darrell Anderson, John Kariger, Edison Mathis,
Lora Hill, Sister Betty Wolcott, Tom Wilson, Carl
Zichella, Allen and Cheryl Barker, Bob Ringstad, Phil
Schneider, Bonnie Wochinski, Jerry Booth, Ray
Kramer, Gene DuSell, Clair Wester, Harold Flater, Leif
Ringstad, Richard and Kathalin Tuisl, Terry
McGinness, Waring Fincke, Gordon McQuillen, Keith
Rodli, Michael Doran, Barry Lynn, Bob and Margaret
Olsgard, Tom Clarke, Greg Furtman, my dear little
friend Laura Furtman and of course my sweet Evelyn.

The list could go on and on. I cannot recall all the
names because of how age affects one’s memory. And
even if I were younger, it would be a monumental
task because of the large number of people. So the
names of many who played a large part in the strug-
gle against the multinational mining companies will
have to be anonymous. This is not a deliberate
attempt to make some out to be more important than
others, but just a result of my own limitations. And
even though many names have been missed, I say

with love in my heart that all these people were there
when I needed them.

None of these folks were out to feather their own
nests. They struggled and continue to struggle because
they believe in protecting the lakes, rivers, groundwater
and landscape of our wonderful state from the greedy
multinational mining companies. They all have their
own way of doing things, but the one thing in common
is that all their efforts are unselfish. And even though
they have been through hell, they have a gentle sweet-
ness about them. You can look in their eyes and see com-
passion and understanding. They live what they believe.

I remember running into Harvey Dueholm in Rice
Lake, shortly before he died. We talked about how we
didn’t get everything we wanted in our struggle against
the multinationals, but that a lot had been accom-
plished. And he was right.

Besides Harvey, a number of good people who were
my allies in trying to stop the mine and work for bet-
ter mining laws have died, including my dear wife
Evelyn, Les Tiews, Steve Chapman, Hilary Waukau,
Chuck Stoddard, Phil Tawney, Bill Simpson, Sig and
Marie Ringstad, Walt Bresette, Kerm Benson, Louis
Hawpetoss, Joyce Melville, Charlene Bergstrom,
Francie Kugel and Jim Schlender, to name just a few.
Thinking of them makes me realize just how delicate
our relationship is in time. Many of us who are left are
old and unable to be as active as before. And just like
Evelyn and Walt, we, too, will someday no longer be
here to fight for what really is ours.

The problem we face is that we are mortals fighting
against the immortality of large corporations. And the
multinationals, whose only concern is profit, are pre-
pared to go to great lengths to get control of our world.
They have been made immortal by laws passed by leg-
islative bodies, both state and federal, enabling them
to exist and plan for a hundred years or more. That
makes them hard to beat.

Unless we tell the younger generations about what
went on in our struggle, the multinationals will be able
to take advantage of a new generation of people who
have never experienced the meanness or power of the
corporate world. I have children, grandchildren and
great grandchildren following me and I am concerned
about them. If I don’t tell them what happened this
time, how will they know what to expect next time?
Most likely, when this happens, I won’t be here to tell
them. So I must tell them now.

Today there is no mine in Rusk County, but Rio Tinto
Zinc still owns 2,750 acres southwest of Ladysmith and
the mineral rights that go with it. There is nothing to
stop that area from being mined again, should RTZ
decide to come back and take out the rest of the ore.

Figure 129-3. Roscoe Churchill has spent the last thirty years of his
life fighting the buzzards. And he is happy and thankful for all the
good people who came into his life along the way (Photo by Laura
Furtman of Webster, WI, April 2001).
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Those who come after me need to be prepared to pro-
tect not only this part of Rusk County, but Crandon, the
Upper Peninsula of Michigan and any other community
that a mining company attempts to exploit.

And herein lies the reason I have taken my precious
time to write the real story of the Flambeau Mine. I want
future generations to be apprised of what happened to
us so they will be more successful than we were in stop-
ping the buzzards. If what I have written is responsible
for calling a halt to even one ill-advised project, I will
feel that my efforts have not been in vain.

You have a chance to look out the window for just a
brief time—and try to do as much as you can to make
the world a better place. We don’t have much to do

with when we’re born or when we’re going to die. But
if our bodies are full and minds are able, we should use
them and live to the limit. It is my hope that long after
I have finished my tenure on this earth, my story of a
little copper mine in Rusk County will help diffuse the
actions of those who would take over everything—the
water, the gold, the wood.

Please know that Evelyn and I will be with you in
spirit as you continue the fight.

CD-ROM Reference
CD 129-1. “Roscoe Still Singing Copper Mine Blues,” Agri-View,

March 4, 1983.

Figure 129-4. Charcoal portrait drawn in honor of Evelyn and Roscoe Churchill by Judy Andrews Pubanz (2004).

http://wp.me/a2Qyvo-DW
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When I first began writing my book in 1994,
there was a heated battle going on in Forest County,
Wisconsin over the development of the Crandon ore
deposit. The struggle had begun in the 1970s, and I
made reference to it from time to time in my story. In
fact, the original draft of the last chapter of my book
talked about how I hoped my friends who were fight-
ing to stop the Crandon mine would be “successful in
keeping the Wolf River safe from mining.” But as I
approached the completion of my manuscript, that
sentence had to be rewritten.

You see, on October 28, 2003, the Crandon mining
proposal was laid to rest. It is no more. After fighting
the buzzards for nearly thirty years and seeing the
ownership of the mine site change hands as one com-
pany after the next became frustrated with the strong
resistance mounted by the tribes, fishermen and my
environmental friends, a deal was struck. The owner
agreed to sell the land and its mineral rights to the
Forest County Potawatomi and the Sokaogon (Mole
Lake) Ojibwe, who immediately vowed to protect the
land and its resources for future generations.

What a victory, not only for the environment, but
for those individuals who continue to fight the buz-
zards in other venues! If we could win the battle in
Crandon, we can win the environmental and cultural-
preservation battles that continue to face us, be it
against a mining company that threatens to desecrate
the land and water of the Upper Peninsula of
Michigan, a multinational corporation that seeks to
bottle up our fresh water and sell it back to us, or a
huge hydroelectric company that sees no problem in
flooding Native lands to generate electricity and
despoil the landscape with mammoth transmission
lines.

As we learned in the battle against the Crandon
mine, the key to making the buzzards take off is for
common people to work together, with respect for dif-
fering approaches and a commitment to a common
goal. We are all part of the sunflower that Walt
Bresette described so elegantly in days gone by. That
flower is now blooming in Crandon and, with nurtur-
ing, can sprout up and grow in each and every com-
munity where The Buzzards Have Landed!

Epilogue—A Bloom of Hope

Figure Epi-1. The Crandon mine proposal was laid to rest on
October 28, 2003 when the Forest County Potawatomi and Mole Lake
Ojibwe purchased the mine site and mineral rights (Artwork and
photo by Susan Simensky Bietila, 2003).
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Our story of the Flambeau Mine is written and is
now in the hands of those who will make it into a book.

It is the story of Evelyn and me as we struggled for
more than two decades, unsuccessfully, to stop 
a multinational mining company in our Town of Grant.
It is the story of how a small group of local people tried
to protect its community from a huge corporation.

But what makes this story so unique and so ele-
gantly written is the fact that a very special friend
took it upon herself to bring all of the material con-
cerning the mine together and prepare the script that
is this book. Laura Furtman, a pharmacist, who is an
ardent environmentalist, took it upon herself to get
our story ready for the printer.

In January 2001 Laura said to me, “Roscoe, your
story is too important to be forgotten,” and then
began a five-year and five-month project to bring this
story to life.

Now here is the unbelievable part of our story! For
five years and five months, Laura hovered over her
computer whenever she had any free time from her
job and her home. She cut back on her social life, her
gardening, which she always carried on so wonder-
fully, and even cut hours from her profession so she
could get the story completed. She never told me in
so many words, but I knew she was determined to fin-
ish the manuscript so I would still be alive when the
book was completed. I am in my late eighties. We
talked every day on the telephone, discussing the
progress of the story. 

I can just see her in the morning getting out of bed
and opening up her computer even before she had
had her morning coffee. I can see her in the evening
when she was fatigued with wrestling boxes of infor-
mation, trying to come up with a coherent statement

or paragraph. I can see her trying to understand and
make clear difficult scientific material. I can picture
her as we were talking on the telephone and she
would say, “Roscoe, I’m just tired of this whole
thing.” And then she would go back to work! She
spent her time, her energy, her wonderful intelli-
gence, and even her own money as she researched
and recorded the complex material that is found in
this book.

Now the writing is finished! I often wonder, “Why

Postscript—Laura

Figure Post-1. Laura Furtman relaxes on a fresh bale of hay on the
Churchill farm (Photo by Roscoe Churchill of Ladysmith, WI, July
2000).
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did this bright little lady decide to write this story?”
Was it a miracle that someone with the skills, the
intelligence and the perseverance came into my life?
We live eight-eight miles apart and are forty years
apart in age. I just believe it must have been a mira-
cle! And though we are separated by miles and age

we have developed great affection for each other.
I have no better friend and companion than Laura

Furtman.

Roscoe Churchill
June 2006
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Skip Jones, Judy Gosz, Bonnie Wochinski, Gene
DuSell, Dana Churness, Cassandra Dixon, Cynthia
Pryor, Marie and Darrel Anderson and Sister Betty
Wolcott. It gave Roscoe great pleasure to show his
friends where their stories were recorded in his book.
And even though he will not be here to do readings
for large audiences, he and I were able to do person-
alized readings for a number of his friends.

Roscoe was able to stay at home and do his routine
farm chores until the very end, when his 90-year old
body could no longer weather the ravages of his dis-
ease. He was admitted to the Rusk County Memorial
Nursing home in Ladysmith on January 24, 2007,
where his family and I maintained a round-the-clock
presence with him during those final days. Many
friends came to visit him there and pay their respects,
including Bob Schmitz of Green Bay, Bill Ahrens of
Pearson (who delivered Mole Lake wild rice and two
small core samples from the Crandon Deposit to
Roscoe), neighbors and relatives. But, alas, Roscoe
slipped into a deep sleep on February 2, 2007 and his
spirit “walked on” a week later.

The news of Roscoe’s passing spread far and wide,
with prominent articles appearing in the Milwaukee
Journal Sentinel, Eau Claire Leader-Telegram,
Potawatomi Traveling Times, Rice Lake Chronotype
and Ladysmith News. Tributes were also written by Al
Gedicks, Sandy Lyon, Nick Vander Puy, Rep. Spencer
Black and Wisconsin Lieutenant Governor Barbara
Lawton. All are included here or on the book’s CD-
ROM for you to see.

It’s clear that everyone felt the loss of this great
man who, as described by Lt. Governor Lawton, had
“cast a net wide over the state that became a power-
ful network of both resistance to unethical business

Postscript—Roscoe

Up until this point, the tale of the Flambeau
Mine that you have almost finished reading was told
in the first person by Roscoe himself. Regretably, how-
ever, a change must now be made. For this final chap-
ter of the book, the telling of Roscoe’s story has fallen
to me, Laura Furtman, as his co-author and friend.

The wound is still fresh, but our book would not be
complete without my telling you of Roscoe’s passing
on February 9, 2007. He so much wanted to be here
for the unveiling of his book and looked forward to
signing copies for his friends. But cancer is cruel. My
dear friend was taken away from me, his family and
all those who loved him less than a month before The
Buzzards Have Landed! was ready to go to print.

Even though Roscoe did not have a chance to see
the book that you now hold in your hands, we were
able to get a single copy of the almost-finished book
printed for him—complete with the cover—so that he
could see what the final product was going to look
like. The only thing missing was the index. I wish you
could have seen Roscoe at the kitchen table when I
gave it to him. I had it wrapped like a present, and
when he opened the package and saw what was
inside, he was practically speechless. The only thing I
remember him saying, in a very quiet voice, was “This
is the book,” as if he could hardly believe it. He then
started to turn the pages ever so gingerly, looking at
photos and seeing his life story laid out before him in
print. Roscoe was never one to brag, but I could tell
he was proud.

I might add that during the months of December
and January, many of Roscoe’s environmental friends
whose stories are here told came to visit him—people
like Al Gedicks, Sandy Lyon, John Styczinski, Tom
Galazen, Frank Koehn, Phil Schneider, Rich Tuisl,
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Figure Post-1. As shown in this obituary written by his children, Roscoe Churchill left a clear and positive mark on the world not only as an
environmentalist, but an educator, husband, father and friend (Ladysmith News, February 15, 2007).
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practices of international mining corporations, and of
advocacy for good stewardship of our natural
resources.”

Sandy’s tribute was on-point as well. Here is what
she wrote:

Roscoe Churchill passed away after 90 years of a full
life. He and his wife Evelyn stood strong against the
mining companies who intended to mine metallic
sulfide ores in Wisconsin (a type of ore that always
creates acid mine drainage, which is like adding bat-
tery acid to our waters of the state). Over the years
they had thousands of people who loved them and
followed their lead. They were like two huge oak
trees that sent thousands of acorns scattering to the
earth. Those “acorns” have now taken root and the
largest, longest lasting, and most sincere “grass-
roots” environmental movement continues to this
day and will long into the future generations. They
were truly the “grandparents of the anti-metallic sul-
fide mining movement in Wisconsin”, and now their
followers have spread to other states. Someday, due
to Roscoe and Evelyn’s loving diligence mining com-
panies will have to do what they hate to do … clean
up their mess and listen to the local communities.

Roscoe’s funeral was held on February 16, 2007 at the
Church of Christ in Ladysmith, the same church where
Evelyn’s funeral had been held in June of 1996. It was
a cold, windy, wintry day, but that didn’t matter to

Roscoe’s friends. The church was filled to capacity.
Roscoe’s pastor and friend, Rev. Ramon Hunt, deliv-
ered a heartfelt eulogy in which he talked about how
Roscoe had once described his life to him as “deli-
cious.” As he proceeded to recount many colorful
tales from Roscoe’s childhood, adolescence, adult-
hood and retirement years, it became clear to every-
one in the church that, yes, Roscoe’s life had indeed
been “delicious.”

Roscoe’s funeral was also graced by the sweet
singing of his neighbors (Dan and Marilyn Korver
with their children Matthew, Ryan, Lisa, Amy, Mark,
Jeffrey, Carmen and Michael—and Gary Bear with his
children Lenore, Barbie, Vanessa and Jared). Many at
the funeral probably didn’t know it, but Roscoe
absolutely loved these children and their sweet little
visits to his home. One time when I happened to be at
Roscoe’s, Carmen, Jeffrey and Amy came over to
show Roscoe a new fuzzy kitten. Another time the
children brought a fledgling Cecropia moth that had
just emerged from its cocoon. And then there were all
those loaves of freshly-baked bread that the Korver
kids delivered to Roscoe from their mother’s kitchen.
On more than one occasion the children also sang for
Roscoe, and he would comment on their beautiful
voices and good manners long after they left to go
home. The children brought sunshine to his soul.

Figure Post-2. In this front-page article from the Eau Claire Leader-Telegram, Roscoe’s daughter Ann Jerry and environmental friends Sandy
Lyon and Dave Blouin all paid tribute to Roscoe and Evelyn Churchill’s tireless efforts to protect the environment for future generations (Eau
Claire Leader-Telegram, February 13, 2007; republished with permission).
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Figure Post-3. As Roscoe’s long-time friend and ally Al Gedicks wrote, “As long as there was breath in his lungs [Roscoe] used his voice to
speak uncomfortable truths to power and to inspire hope and confidence in the grassroots.” See CD Post-1 to read all the details, and please
note that the drawing (lower left) was taken from the cover of Roscoe’s funeral program (Potawatomi Traveling Times, March 1, 2007).

http://wp.me/a2Qyvo-SC
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That’s why it touched my heart to see how
these precious little neighbors, who
Roscoe had embraced with as much love
as he felt for his own grandchildren, were
there at the funeral to sing for him one last
time. A special tribute was also paid to
Roscoe by his granddaughter, Sara
Churchill, who sang Amazing Grace. The
service was truly a fine tribute to a fine
man.

But then the difficult part came—tak-
ing Roscoe to his final resting place at
Woodlawn Cemetery, located outside of
Sheldon, Wisconsin. It’s about 15 miles
from Ladysmith, and as my husband and I
drove in the motorcade, I looked in the
rearview mirror and saw cars stretched
behind us for as far as I could see. The
route took us past Roscoe’s farm, where
the hearse paused briefly at the end of the
driveway. It broke my heart to think
Roscoe would never be coming home to
his beloved Oak Knoll Farm again.

As we continued onward, an eagle was
spotted in a tree alongside the road. I took
it as a sign of where Roscoe’s Spirit now
lived. Although his body was about to be
returned to the earth, one could only
imagine how his Spirit must be soaring on
the other side.

When we arrived at the cemetery, the
pallbearers carried Roscoe’s casket to a
spot right next to Evelyn’s grave. Those
who were so honored to help lay their
good friend to rest included John
Styczinski, Al Gedicks and Fred Ackley (all
of whom you have read about in Roscoe’s
story), his friends Louie Juergens and Dan
Korver, and his nephew Tim Haase. Pastor
Hunt conducted a brief graveside cere-
mony, and then we stood in silence as a
final tribute.

But there is more to tell. Roscoe really
had two memorial services that day. In the
morning was the traditional church serv-
ice that had been planned so lovingly by
his biological family. And in the afternoon,
after the burial, was a second memorial,
this one planned with just as much love by his envi-
ronmental family. Roscoe’s dear friend, Sandy Lyon,
was the chief organizer of the afternoon event, which
came to be known as Roscoe’s “Fond Farewell.” Just as

Sandy had always been there to help Roscoe and
Evelyn over the years with their environmental work,
so, too, she was there once more to give Roscoe the
kind of send-off she knew he would like.

Figure Post-4. Rep. Spencer Black couldn’t have said it any better when he stated,
“In years to come, if you have a chance to enjoy the waters of the Wolf River free
from mining waste, say a prayer for Roscoe and whisper your thanks” (Rice Lake
Early Bird, February 18, 2007; republished with permission).
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People were asked to bring pies to the “Fond
Farewell”—berry pies, custard pies, apple pies, all
kinds of pies—as this was one of Roscoe’s favorite
things to eat. And people responded. Oh, did they
respond! Roscoe would have been the first in line to
sample all the wonderful pies that were brought by
his friends. My contribution was to bring three apple

pies, made with apples that Roscoe himself had
helped me to peal and bag up for the freezer in 2005.

Several of Roscoe’s friends, including Judy Gosz,
Barb Kass and Cassandra Dixon, offered to help dish
up the pie for the 200-or-so guests who came to pay
their respects to Roscoe. And I must tell you that Judy
also brought something else to share—sprigs of cedar

Figure Post-5. As
newspaper man Sam
Finazzo stated,
“Prostate cancer did
what not even the
biggest multinational
mining companies
could ever do—silence
the voice and the spirit
of the most dedicated
and outspoken protec-
tor of our state’s natural
resources, Roscoe
Churchill” (Rice Lake
Chronotype, February
14, 2007; republished
with permission).
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from her home on the Stockbridge-Munsee Reserva-
tion. Each sprig was lovingly tied with a piece of blue
or green ribbon in Roscoe’s memory, and she had
brought enough for everyone. I can see it like yester-
day. Sandy’s two daughters, Annie and Sage, went
around the room with basketsful of Judy’s cedar,
handing out sprigs to young and old alike.

Judy’s husband, Skip Jones, also honored Roscoe
that day—and he did it with his beautiful singing
voice and guitar. I wish you could have heard the love
in his voice as he sang “Gentle Warrior” as a final
farewell to his friend of so many years. Skip had come
to Oak Knoll Farm just a few weeks earlier to visit

Roscoe, and he had played the same song for him in
the livingroom that day. It brought tears to my eyes
then, and it brought tears to my eyes once more.

After Skip’s song, the Native American community
stepped forward to offer its own special tribute to
Roscoe. The Mole Lake Ojibwe, who had traveled close
to 120 miles to be part of Roscoe’s “Fond Farewell,” had
come with their ceremonial Drum and sacred Eagle
Staff. As Anishinaabikwe Fran Van Zile tearfully told
Roscoe’s family and friends, “There’d be a Crandon
Mine if it weren’t for Roscoe Churchill.” And that would
have meant the annihilation of her people.

Before the drumming and singing began, we all sat

Figure Post-6. Wisconsin Lt. Governor Barbara Lawton traveled to Ladysmith to pay her respects to Roscoe Churchill and also issued an offi-
cial statement in his honor. Roscoe and Barbara’s shared concern for protecting the environment for future generations forged a special friend-
ship between them—the kind that doesn’t die (February 13, 2007).
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Figure Post-7. The
passing of Roscoe
Churchill was re-
ported widely in the
news media, includ-
ing Wisconsin’s
largest newspaper,
the Milwaukee
Journal Sentinel
(“Mine opponent
became a leader in
movement,” by Amy
Rabideau Silvers,
Milwaukee Journal
Sentinel, February
17, 2007; © 2007
Journal Sentinel,
Inc.; republished
with permission
conveyed through
Copyright Clearance
Center, Inc.).
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down in a large circle around the Drum, and I was
humbled when Fran, who had carried in the Eagle
Staff, entrusted me to hold it during the ceremony.
The Mole Lake Drum, led by Fred Ackley, proceeded
to perform a traditional song as two eagle feathers
were danced around the circle by Ogichidaa, and then
the feathers were tied onto the Staff—one in honor of
Roscoe and the other for the environmental move-
ment he and Evelyn had birthed. Next the Mole Lake
Drum performed the Eagle Song and everyone was

invited to dance around the circle. It was the highest
honor the tribes could have bestowed on their dear
friend and his vision for environmental justice. I
might add that Roscoe’s feathers hang alongside oth-
ers that have been tied there over the years in honor
of strong individuals who have made a real difference
in protecting the earth’s waters—people like Walt
Bresette, Gaylord Nelson and Roscoe’s dear Evelyn.

As I watched J.R. Holmes (Forest County Potawa-
tomi) and Jerry Burnett (Mole Lake Ojibwe) dance

Figure Post-8. Dearest Roscoe, may you rest in peace as you soar with the eagles, and may you help us carry out your vision from the other
side (Photo by Michael Furtman of Duluth, MN; © michaelfurtman.com).
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the feathers and tie them onto the Staff for Roscoe,
my heart was at once full and breaking. You see,
Roscoe and I were more than just co-authors of a book
about the Flambeau Mine. We were best friends who
shared a deep love for each other. We went to dances
together; we were on the phone every day together;
we cleaned freshly-caught bluegills together; we
drove all over the state to environmental meetings
together; we even had hot flashes together (his from
medication for his prostate cancer, and mine from,
well … never mind). Roscoe was always there for me,
and I tried to always be there for him. But now I was
faced with carrying on without him.

And then something remarkable happened. As I sat
in the circle feeling my loss, all of a sudden Sandy and
Skip started to speak to the group about my love for
Roscoe and how I had worked with him over the years
to write his story. The next thing I knew, Fran and
Judy, who had been standing behind me in the circle,
stepped forward to wrap a beautiful Pendleton blan-
ket around my shoulders. Sandy joined them as they
comforted me, and Fran spoke to me of how Roscoe
would always have his arms around me, keeping me
warm like that woolen blanket. What happened
inside of me next, as the Mole Lake Drum performed
an honor song and we danced around the circle, was
so intensely personal that I cannot even put it into
words. But the feeling will be in my heart for always.

It’s hard for me to bring this chapter to a close, I
guess because it symbolizes the ending of a chapter of
my own life as well, the nearly ten years that I was
privileged to know and to love Roscoe Churchill. But
he was never one to give up in despair, and neither
must I. Please join me then, in making the same
pledge that Roscoe made to the world when his sweet
Evelyn “walked on” in 1996 (Figure 114-12):

I cannot flag now, and to honor Evelyn and Roscoe’s
unflinching dedication, I dedicate my remaining years
and energy to carrying out the work in which they so
completely believed; so that Wisconsin’s political arena
may once again have the integrity necessary for democ-
racy to continue and the beauty of Wisconsin’s waters
and landscapes may be protected forever.

Laura Furtman
February 26, 2007

CD-ROM References
CD Post-1. “Roscoe Churchill, mining foe, environmental legend,

dies at 90,” by Al Gedicks, Potawatomi Traveling Times,
March 1, 2007.

CD Post-2. “Gentle warrior,” by Nick Vander Puy of Superior
Broadcast Network (www.superiorbroadcast.org), as pub-
lished on FightingBob.com, February 27, 2007
(www.fightingbob.com).

http://wp.me/a2Qyvo-SC
http://wp.me/a2Qyvo-SC
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A P P E N D I X  A

Parameter

Enforce-
ment 
Standard 
for every-
one except 
mining 
companies1

Laboratory Results for MW-1000P/1000PR2

Location and Depth: MW-1000PR is 55 feet deep and located in fractured bedrock along the southwestern edge of the backfi lled mine pit, 
directly between the pit and the Flambeau River. The well is about 125 feet from the river.

Drilled: Sometime before July 1991. Since the well was drilled before mining commenced, it serves as its own control (Note: MW-1000P was dam-
aged during construction, so it was abandoned sometime between April 1996 and April 1997 and replaced by MW-1000PR in the same location). 

Pre-Mine Mining Years After Mine Pit Backfi lled with Sulfi de Waste Rock and Sludge

July 
1991

Oct 
1992

July 
1993

Oct 
1994

Oct 
1995

Apr 
1996

Apr 
1997 

July 
1998

July 
1999

Oct 
2000

Oct 
2001

July 
2002

Jan 
2003

July 
2003

Oct 
2003

Alkalinity3 
(mg/l)

PAL is 100 
over baseline

92
(65)

86
(95)

81
(82)

34
(34)

36
(36)

44
(53)

37
(36)

69
(71)

132 
(130)

162 
(170)

179 
(190)

 –
(200)

189 
(200)

 –
(200)

 –
(210)

Aluminum4 
(Al) (µg/l)  

Not  
Established

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Arsenic (As) 
(µg/l)

MCL = 50 
PAL = 5

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

1.7 
–

<0.6 
(<42)

4.5 
–

4.2 
(<11)

 –
(10)

8.3 
(11)

 –
(12)

Not 
Done

Barium (Ba) 
(µg/l)

MCL = 2000 
PAL = 400

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

71 
–

48 
(<50)

31.4 
–

34 
(32)

 – 
(40)

25 
(42)

 – 
(42)

Not 
Done

Cadmium 
(Cd) (µg/l)

MCL = 5
PAL = 0.5

Not 
Done

Not  
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

1.2  
–

3.2 
(28)

0.3  
–

0.19 
(>1.1)

 – 
(<1.1)

0.37 
(<1.1)

 – 
(<0.85)

Not 
Done

Calcium4 
(Ca) (mg/l)

PAL is 25 
over baseline

20  
–

19 
 –

21  
–

9.4  
–

9.7  
–

11  
–

12  
– 

130  
–

230  
–

200  
–

181  
–

Not 
Done

163 
(170)

 – 
(170)

Not 
Done

Chromium4 
(Cr) (µg/l)

MCL = 100 
PAL = 10

Not 
Done

Not  
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

1.4  
–

1.7 
(<4.2)

0.6  
–

<1 
(<2.9)

 – 
(<2.2)

1.2 
(<2.2)

 – 
(<2.2)

Not 
Done

Cobalt4 (Co)  
(µg/l)  

MCL = 40 
PAL = 8

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Conductivity5 
(µmhos/cm)

PAL is 200 
over baseline

225 
(225)

201 
(201)

217 
(217)

113 
(116)

98 
(119)

133 
(149)

112 
(133)

559 
(1097)

1375 
(1310)

1210 
(1189)

1118 
(1109)

 – 
(1093)

1080 
(1100)

 – 
(1000)

 – 
(1040)

Copper4 (Cu) 
(µg/l)

MCL = 1300 
PAL = 130

<3 
(<14)

<3 
(<14)

30 
(16)

76 
(58)

65 
(61)

42 
(31)

40 
(32)

150 
(66)

130 
(130)

3.0 
(<2.6)

1.3 
(<13)

 – 
(<13)

3.8 
(<13)

 – 
(<6.7)

 – 
(<6.7)

Hardness6 
(mg/l)

PAL is 100 
over baseline

83 
(84)

79 
(100)

86 
(86)

37 
(36)

38 
(39)

45 
(40)

45 
(43)

480 
(480)

820 
(770)

700 
(680)

632 
(560)

 – 
(610)

575 
(590)

 – 
(580)

 – 
(560)

Iron4 (Fe) 
(mg/l)

MCL = 0.3 
PAL = 0.15

0.71 
(0.65)

0.77 
(0.8)

0.09 
(.061)

0.03 
(.047)

0.02 
(.027)

0.02 
(.018)

0.03 
(.043)

<0.01 
(.076)

4.2 
(3.3)

3.5 
(6.6)

5.8 
(2.8)

 – 
(6.2)

4.9 
(6.7)

 – 
(6.6)

 – 
(6.5)

Lead4 (Pb)  
(µg/l)

MCL = 15 
PAL = 1.5

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

<0.4  
–

<0.4 
(<14)

4.7  
–

<1 
(<4.6)

 –
 (<9.2)

<1 
(<9.2)

 –
 (<4.7)

Not 
Done

Magnesium4 
(Mg) (mg/l)

PAL is 25 
over baseline

8  
–

7  
–

8  
–

3.4  
–

3.4  
–

4.0  
–

4.0  
–

40  
–

61  
–

49  
–

44  
–

Not 
Done

41 
(41)

 – 
(40)

Not 
Done

Groundwater Monitoring Results for the
Flambeau Mine (1991–2003): MW-1000PR

See Figure 125-1 for a map showing the location of the well.

See the CD-ROM that accompanies this book for additional data for MW-1000PR (CD 125-34) and compa-
rable tables of information for MW-1004P (CD 125-35), MW-1005 (CD 125-36), MW-1005P (CD 125-37),
MW-1010P (CD 125-38), MW-1013B (CD 125-39), MW-1014B (CD 125-40) and MW-1015B (CD 125-41) 

Note: Highlighted sections of the table represent holes in Wisconsin’s regulatory approach to metallic
mining in general and the Flambeau Mine in particular.

http://wp.me/a2Qyvo-Cc
http://wp.me/a2Qyvo-Cd
http://wp.me/a2Qyvo-Ce
http://wp.me/a2Qyvo-Cf
http://wp.me/a2Qyvo-Cg
http://wp.me/a2Qyvo-Ch
http://wp.me/a2Qyvo-Ci
http://wp.me/a2Qyvo-Cj
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Parameter
Enforcement 
Standard

July 
1991

Oct 
1992

July 
1993

Oct 
1994

Oct 
1995

Apr 
1996

Apr 
1997

July 
1998

July 
1999

Oct 
2000

Oct 
2001

July 
2002

Jan 
2003

July 
2003

Oct 
2003

Manganese4 
(Mn) (µg/l)

MCL = 50 
PAL = 25

980 
(850)

820 
(780)

750 
(730)

390 
(360)

100 
(110)

67 
(64)

180 
(190)

1600 
(1800)

5600 
(5400)

4200 
(4200)

3760 
(3300)

 – 
(3600)

3090 
(3200)

 – 
(3200)

 – 
(3100)

Mercury (Hg) 
(µg/l)

MCL = 2
PAL = 0.2

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

<.03  
–

<.03 
(<.05)

<.03  
–

<.03 
(<.05)

 – 
(<.05)

<.03 
(<.05)

 – 
(<.025)

Not 
Done

Nickel4 (Ni) 
(µg/l)  

MCL = 100 
PAL = 20

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Organic 
Compounds7 Variable

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

pH5

(s.u.)
PAL is change 
of 1 s.u.

8.4 
(8.4)

6.9 
(6.9)

6.6 
(6.6)

 – 
(7.2)

7.0 
(7.3)

7.5 
(7.1)

7.8 
(7.5)

 – 
(6.3)

6.7 
(6.1)

7.6 
(6.2)

 – 
(6.0)

 – 
(6.3)

6.2 
(6.2)

 – 
(6.3)

 – 
(6.2)

Radioactivity8 
(pCi/l) Variable10

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Selenium  
(Se) (µg/l)

MCL = 50 
PAL = 10

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

4  
–

1 
(<1.3)

<1  
–

<1 
(<1.6)

 – 
(<2.5)

4 
(<13)

 – 
(<2)

Not 
Done

Silver (Ag) 
(µg/l)  

MCL = 50 
PAL = 10

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

<0.1  
–

<0.1 
(<4.5)

<0.1  
–

<0.1 
(<2.8)

–
 (3.1)

<0.1 
(<2.4)

–
 (<2)

Not 
Done

Sulfate4 
(mg/l)

MCL = 250 
PAL = 125

12 
(<10)

11 
(12)

13 
(15)

16 
(17)

8 
(11)

18 
(16)

12 
(9.9)

410 
(350)

676 
(380)

551 
(460)

454 
(450)

–
 (380)

40112 
(390)

–
 (360)

–
 (350)

Tin4 (Sn) 
(µg/l)  

Not 
Established

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Titanium4 
(Ti) (µg/l)

Not 
Established

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Tot. Dissolved 
Solids (mg/l)

PAL is 200  
over baseline

144 
(190)

128 
(160)

136 
(140)

94 
(120)

76 
(75)

82 
(130)

80 
(160)

69613 
(250)

115013 
(1300)

980 
(1100)

892 
(940)

–
 (1000)

806 
(990)

–
(810)

–
(810)

Turbidity9 
(NTU)

MCL = monthly 
average of 1

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Uranium8 
(U) (µg/l)

MCL = 30 
PAL11

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Znc4 (Zn)  
(µg/l)

MCL = 5000 
PAL = 2500

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

42  
–

710 
(890)

700 
(900)

710 
(440)

– 
(640)

631 
(700)

–
(730)

–
(700)

  1  Establishment of enforcement standards known as Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCLs) is authorized under Wis. Stats. 160.07-160.13, and acutal MCL values are specifi ed 
in NR 140.10, 140.12 and 809.50(1)(c). Establishment of Preventive Action Limits (PALs) is authorized under Wis. Stat. 160.15, and actual values are specifi ed in NR 140.10, 
140.12 and 140.20. Not all substances that can get into groundwater have been assigned an MCL or PAL to date. Unfortunately, pursuant to Wis. Stat. 160.19(12) and NR 
182.075, no standards at all apply to the mine site or an area extending up to 1,200 feet beyond the outer waste boundary of the mining operation. If, however, an MCL or PAL 
is exceeded beyond 150 feet from the outer waste boundary, the DNR “shall require a response,” pursuant to NR 182.075(1s)(b).

  2  Whenever possible, split sample data is reported. The DNR sent its samples to the State Laboratory of Hygiene, University of Wisconsin–Madison, and those are the primary 
values reported in this table. Kennecott sent its samples to Northern Lake Service of Crandon, WI, and those results are reported in brackets beneath the state laboratory 
results. The entry “Not Done” means: (a) no data was reported by the DNR for the parameter in question; and (b) no data was reported by FMC for the parameter in question 
in the company’s 2003 annual report, which contained a summary of historical groundwater quality results (CD 125-2).

  3  Alkalinity is reported as calcium carbonate (CaCO3), which is lime. Kennecott added lime to the Type II waste rock in an effort to neutralize acid mine drainage.
  4  Listed in the FEIS for the Flambeau Mine as a “major element” in the mine’s waste material (CD 125-9).
  5  Measured in the fi eld.
  6  Water hardness is reported as calcium carbonate (CaCO3), which is lime. Kennecott added lime to the Type II waste rock in an effort to neutralize acid mine drainage.
  7  Organic compounds include, among other things, gasoline, diesel fuel, oil and grease that might have been spilled at the mine site.
  8  Even though the mine site was located within a federally-established radioactive “hot spot” zone, Kennecott did not test the groundwater for radioactivity or uranium levels 

(Figure 31-1).
  9  Particulate matter is likely to get into groundwater when blasting and excavation take place, resulting in increased turbidity of water samples.
10  See NR 809.50–809.53 for radioactivity enforcement standards.
11  According to NR 809.515, the MCL goal for uranium is zero. Whenever the detection limit is exceeded in a sample, additional monitoring is required, per the terms of NR 

809.53(1)(d).
12  Spike QC exceeded.
13  Laboratory holding time exceeded. 

http://wp.me/a2Qyvo-BG
http://wp.me/a2Qyvo-BN
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A P P E N D I X  B

Parameter

Wisconsin DNR 
Criteria for Acute 
and Chronic 
Toxicity in Surface 
Waters2

Laboratory Results for Water Samples Collected at Site F-45

Location: About 300 feet downstream from where water was discharged into the river from the mine’s wastewater treatment plant during the 
mining years, but about ¼ mile upstream from the river’s confl uence with Stream-C, where runoff from the mine site enters the river to this 
day. Kennecott collected its samples at mid-depth, about 6 feet offshore. Because Site F-4 is the only downstream sampling location being 
monitored by Kennecott, the results do not provide a complete picture of the impact of the mine on the river. Additional sampling sites are 
needed next to the backfi lled pit and where Stream-C drains into the river. 

Pre-Mine Mining Years After Mine Pit Backfi lled 

Acute3 
(ATC)

Chronic4 
(CTC)

Oct-87– 
Sep-886

Oct 
1991

Apr 
1992

Nov 
1993

Oct 
1994

Oct 
1995

Oct 
1996

Apr 
1997

Jan 
1998

Nov 
1999

Jun 
2000

Oct 
2001

Jun 
2002

Oct 
2003

Alkalinity7 
(mg/l)

None 
Listed

None 
Listed

– 
(27–60)

Not 
Done

22 
–

42 
–

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Aluminum8 
(Al) (µg/l) 74812 8712

– 
(42–111)

– 
(60)

13014

(720)14

4214

(72)
– 
(220)

– 
(120)

– 
(47)

– 
(240)

– 
(74)

Not 
Done

– 
(160)

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Arsenic 
(As) (µg/l) 340 152

– 
(<5)

– 
(<2)

<2.5
(<2)

<2.5
(<2)

–
(<2)

– 
(<1.8)

– 
(2)

– 
(<1.8)

– 
(<1.8)

Not 
Done

– 
(<3)

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Cadmium 
(Cd) (µg/l) 4.6 0.2212

–
(<0.3–<1) 

– 
(0.5)

0.16
(<0.2)

<.05
(<0.6)

– 
(<0.8)

– 
(0.3)

– 
(0.3)

– 
(0.16)

– 
(0.23)

Not 
Done

– 
(<0.3)

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Calcium8

(Ca)  (mg/l)
None 
Listed

None 
Listed

– 
(9.9–19)

Not 
Done

6.4 
–

13.2 
–

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Chromium+68

(Cr)  (µg/l) 16 11 
– 
(<50)

– 
(<20)

<20
(<20)

<20 
–

– 
(<1.5)

– 
(<6)

– 
(<3.6)

– 
(<18)

– 
(5)

Not 
Done

– 
(<18)

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Cobalt8

(Co) (µg/l) 
None 
Listed

None 
Listed

– 
(<5)

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Conductivity
(µmhos/cm)

None 
Listed

None 
Listed

– 
(101-179)

– 
(104)

64
(69)

123
(133)

– 
(82)

– 
(126)

– 
(274)

– 
(90)

– 
(168)

– 
(139)

– 
(120)

– 
(110)

– 
(60)

– 
(128)

Copper8 
(Cu) (µg/l) 9.3 6.6

– 
(<5–30)

– 
(<2)

1.5
(<2)

1.7
(3.2)

– 
(5.7)

– 
(4.3)

– 
(4.3)

– 
(2.6)

– 
(12)

– 
(<0.6)

– 
(1.3)

– 
(<1.3)

– 
(3.7)

– 
(<1.3)

Hardness 
(mg/l)

None 
Listed

None 
Listed

– 
(37–71)

– 
(47)

24
(34)

49
(60)

– 
(38)

– 
(46)

– 
(69)

– 
(21)

– 
(49)

– 
(48)

– 
(40)

Not 
Done

– 
(30)

– 
(51)

Iron8 
(Fe) (mg/l)

None 
Listed

None 
Listed

– 
(0.2–0.5) 

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

– 
(0.34)

– 
(0.54)

– 
(0.39)

– 
(0.49)

– 
(0.23)

Lead8

(Pb) (µg/l) 55 14
– 
(<0.5)

– 
(<3)

<0.75
(<1)

<0.75
(<1)

– 
(1.5)

– 
(8.3)

– 
(2.2)

– 
(<2)

– 
(2.1)

Not 
Done

– 
(<2.4)

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Magnesium8

(Mg) (mg/l)
None 
Listed

None 
Listed

– 
(2.7–4.5)

Not 
Done

2 
–

3.8 
–

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Surface Water Monitoring Results for the
Flambeau River — Site F-4 1

See Figure 125-20 for a map showing the location of the monitoring site.

See CD 125-95 for additional data for the F-4 sampling site as well as the F-1, F-2, F-3, F-5 and F-6
sampling sites in the Flambeau River.

Note: Highlighted sections of the table represent holes in Wisconsin’s regulatory approach to metallic
mining in general and the Flambeau Mine in particular.

http://wp.me/a2Qyvo-Db
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Parameter

WI DNR Tox. Criteria Oct 87–
Sep 886

Oct
1991

Apr
1992

Nov
1993

Oct
1994

Oct
1995

Oct
1996

Apr
1997

Jan
1998

Nov
1999

Jun
2000

Oct
2001

Jun
2002

Oct
2003Acute Chronic

Manganese8

(Mn)  (µg/l)
None 
Listed

None 
Listed

– 
(<50–80)

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

– 
(38)

– 
(89)

– 
(95)

– 
(58)

– 
(68)

Mercury 
(Hg)  (µg/l) 0.83 0.44

– 
(<0.5)

– 
(<0.2)

<.03
(<0.2)

<.03
(<0.2)

– 
(<0.2) – – – –

Not 
Done –

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Nickel8

(Ni) (µg/l)  643 72
– 
(<7–30)

– 
(<16)

<2.5
(<20)

<2.5
(<16)

– 
(<16)

– 
(0.8)

– 
(<0.8)

– 
(<0.75)

– 
(3.7)

Not 
Done

– 
(1.6)

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

pH9 
(s.u.)

Change > 0.5 s.u. 
outside of normal max 
or min values13 

– 
(6.2–8.0)

– 
(8.0)

7.4
(6.2)

7.7
(7.9)

– 
(7.1)

– 
(8.0)

– 
(7.9)

– 
(6.5)

– 
(7.3)

– 
(8.3)

– 
(5.5)

– 
(7.1)

– 
(6.8)

– 
(7.8)

Selenium 
(Se) (µg/l) 5812 7.112

– 
(<5)

– 
(<2)

<1.2
(<2)

<1.2
(<2)

– 
(<2)

– 
(<1.5)

– 
(<1.5)

– 
(<1.5)

– 
(2.6)

Not 
Done

– 
(<1.7)

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Silver 
(Ag) (µg/l) 0.8812 0.8812

– 
(<0.4 -<5)

– 
(<2)

<0.12
(<0.5)

<0.12
(<1.5)

– 
(<2.5)

– 
(<1.1)

– 
(1.3)

– 
(1.6)

– 
(<1.1)

Not 
Done

– 
(<0.47)

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Sulfate8 
(mg/l)

None 
Listed

None 
Listed

– 
(<5–15)

Not 
Done

5 
–

11 
–

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

– 
(7.9)

– 
(5.2)

– 
(8.9)

– 
(<5)

– 
(7.1)

Tin8

(Sn) (µg/l) 
None 
Listed

None 
Listed

– 
(<67–93)

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Titanium8

(Ti) (µg/l)
None 
Listed

None 
Listed

– 
(<4 – 4)

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

TDS10

(mg/l)
None 
Listed

None 
Listed

– 
(21–140)

– 
(85)

– 
(120)

– 
(88)

– 
(92)

– 
(110)

– 
(98)

– 
(100)

– 
(92)

– 
(28)

– 
(85)

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Uranium11

(U) (µg/l)
None 
Listed

None 
Listed

– 
(<1–11)

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Not 
Done

Zinc8

(Zn)  (µg/l) 66 66
– 
(<50–68)

– 
(<3)

3
(9)

<2.5
(40)

– 
(23)

– 
(13)

– 
(23)

– 
(17)

– 
(89)

– 
(<12)

– 
(<12)

– 
(<12)

– 
(<12)

– 
(<5)

  1  Kennecott refers to site F-4 as site SW-2 in its submittals to the DNR.
  2  Reported criteria for acute and chronic toxicity were taken from Chapters NR 105 and NR 102 of the Wisconsin Administrative Code, current as of January, 2004. The 

Flambeau River is classifi ed as a “warm water sport fi shery” and where applicable, a water hardness of 50 ppm was assigned as reasonable. Please note that µg/l means 
micrograms per liter or parts per billion.

  3  NR 105.03(1) defi nes the acute toxicity criterion (ATC) as “the maximum daily concentration of a substance which ensures adequate protection of sensitive species of 
aquatic life from the acute toxicity of that substance and will adequately protect the designated fi sh and aquatic life use of the surface water if not exceeded more than once 
every 3 years.” Unfortunately, Wisconsin law does not list ATCs for all potential pollutants.

  4  NR 105.03(15) defi nes the chronic toxicity criterion (CTC) is defi ned as “the maximum 4-day concentration of a substance which ensures adequate protection of sensitive 
species of aquatic life from the chronic tocity of that substance and will adequately protect the designated fi sh and aquatic use of the surface water if not exceeded more 
than once every 3 years.” Unfortunately, Wisconsin law does not list CTCs for all potential pollutants.

  5  The primary values reported in the table are from samples collected by the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources and analyzed by the State Laboratory of Hygiene, 
Madison, WI. Data submitted by Kennecott to the DNR is reported in brackets. The entry “Not Done” means: (a) no data was reported by the DNR for the parameter in 
question; and (b) no data was reported by FMC for the parameter in question in either the company’s 2000 or 2005 annual reports, which contained summaries of historical 
surface water results (CD 125-78). Please note that it is unclear from the reporting whether Kennecott and the DNR collected their samples at the same exact same spot, 
since the DNR reports merely refer to the sampling location as “near RTZ outfall site” and do not specify sample depth or distance from shore.

  6  Kennecott collected this data between October 1987 and September 1988 at sites F-2 and F-6 as part of the approval process for the Flambeau Mine (see Figure 125-20 for 
site locations). The results from the two sites were combined and the range in values for each parameter was reported in the FEIS (CD 125-72). The net result was a rough 
approximation of pre-mine conditions along a 5.5 mile stretch of the Flambeau River that included site F-4. It would have been preferable for Kennecott to specifi cally col-
lect samples at site F-4 and run a full panel of tests on those samples to establish a comprehensive baseline for the site. However, the FEIS data at least provides a general 
idea of the range in which the values for Site F-4 might have fallen.

  7  Total alkalinity as CaCO3.
  8  Listed in the FEIS for the Flambeau Mine as a “major element” in the mine’s waste material (CD 125-9).
  9  Collected in the fi eld.
10  Total Dissolved Solids.
11  Even though the mine site was located within a federally-established radioactive “hot spot” zone, Kennecott did not test the groundwater for radioactivity or uranium levels 

(Figure 31-1).
12  This value is not listed in NR 105 or NR 102 as an offi cial standard. Rather, it was proposed as a surface water quality criterion in the FEIS for the Flambeau Mine. See CD 

125-73 for details.
13  NR 102.04(4)(c) states, “The pH shall be within the range of 6.0 to 9.0, with no change greater than 0.5 units outside the estimated natural seasonal maximum and mini-

mum.
14  Reported as “µg/kg in dry deposition.” Values of 79 µg/kg (3/19/92), 69 µg/kg (6/18/92), 44 µg/kg (8/20/92), 37 µg/kg (10/6/92) and 53 µg/kg (10/7/93) were also mea-

sured by the DNR. Kennecott’s reading of 720 µg/l is so inconsistent with other data that it is reasonable to conclude it may have been reported in error.

http://wp.me/a2Qyvo-CU
http://wp.me/a2Qyvo-CO
http://wp.me/a2Qyvo-BN
http://wp.me/a2Qyvo-CP
http://wp.me/a2Qyvo-CP
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A
Aandal, Arlene. See Churchill, Arlene
Aandal, Erik, visits Flambeau Mine site, 700
acid mine drainage from metallic sulfide mines. See also biofilter; lime, as

used for neutralizing acid mine drainage; liners, synthetic;
pollution, from metallic sulfide mines; sulfides

accelerated by crushing of waste rock, 661–662, 819, 820
accuracy of predictive modeling, 776, 781
at Flambeau Mine site during mining years, 815, 817, 819, 820, 821,

875 (see also wastewater treatment plant, Flambeau Mine)
levels of pollutants measured in runoff from high sulfur waste rock,

1037, 1038
waste rock and sludge a setup for creating, 257–258
Wisconsin DNR does not follow its own advice regarding how to

properly handle, 783
at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site, 828–830, 1023–1133 (see also

groundwater pollution, at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site;
pollution, at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site: surface waters;
soil contamination, at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site; wells
(monitoring), at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site)

as reported in Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, 1039, 1041
calculations regarding potential for, 780
distortion of data by Kennecott, 1083, 1084, 1085, 1086, 1088,

1093
graphs showing, 1025, 1045, 1046, 1047, 1080, 1081
Kennecott caught in lie regarding emergence of, 1126
Kennecott claims bedrock between mine pit and Flambeau River will

protect river from, 815, 1052, 1053
Kennecott downplays potential for, 155, 256, 661
“Kennecott gets real gold. We get fool’s gold,” 30, 677
problems reported so far are just tip of iceberg, 1069, 1084
“remedial” or “corrective” activities undertaken by Kennecott to deal

with, 1066–1071, 1075–1086, 1098, 1153
suggested strategy for holding Kennecott accountable for,

1127–1130
supplemental EIS on endangered species fails to address, 613, 614
tables of data regarding, 1038, 1043, 1050, 1051, 1082, 1083
waste rock and sludge a setup for creating, 257–258
Wisconsin DNR does not follow its own advice for proper handling

of, 781, 783
Wisconsin MILIF Board fails to stash money away to deal with, 875

biofilters, as receptacles for, 1086–1091

presence is indirect admission of ongoing problems with acid mine
drainage, 1087

cartoons regarding, 30, 372
chemistry of, 29, 41, 499, 780

role of oxygen in, 817, 1046, 1047
role of sulfides in, 25, 29, 30, 41, 499, 1046, 1047

coffee bean analogy, 661
Colorado policy of not issuing mining permit if project will require

long-term treatment of, 783
DNR double-talk regarding, 775–776, 778
impact on wells, 29, 182, 205
inevitable and inconquerable 29, 30

as argument for banning metallic sulfide mining in Wisconsin, 740,
742, 749, 754, 760, 785, 786

EPA says modern mines still prone to produce acid mine drainage,
662

experts comment on, 30, 662, 782
Wisconsin DNR unable to identify proven technology for handling

problem in the long term, 775–784, 785
mentioned, 41, 499, 613, 824, 1047, 1129, 1130, 1154

legacy of, 922, 1154–1156 (see also pollution, from metallic sulfide
mines: mining disasters)

bird kills, 1154, 1156 (see also cyanide)
contaminated drinking water, 23, 29, 182, 205, 641
fish kills, 29, 210, 387, 613, 641–642, 824, 922
polluted rivers and lakes, 69, 205, 210, 613–614

picnic analogy, 1048
protest banner regarding, 745
reports regarding, written by

EPA, 662
Evelyn Churchill, 754, 780–781, 782, 784

chemistry experiment analogy, 919
Minnesota DNR, 780–781
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency, 818
South Dakota Department of Environment and EPA, 818
Wisconsin DNR, 775–784 (see also Overview of Mining Waste

Management Issues in Wisconsin)
sulfide concentrations known to produce, 257, 818
timeline for development and duration of, 29, 163, 613, 689, 777, 783,

1055
Tums analogy, 778, 780, 818, 819
“tupperware” ad regarding, 953, 954

Index
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Ackley, Amy, 389
Ackley, Arlyn, calls on Noranda to cancel contract for purchasing and pro-

cessing ore from Flambeau Mine, 670
Ackley, Fred, 92, 389, 568, 926, 1164

comes to Ladysmith with Mole Lake Drum to honor Churchills (see
Mole Lake Drum)

entrusts Herb and Genie Buettner with eagle feather, 1001
pallbearer for Roscoe Churchill, 1174
vice president of Wolf River Watershed Alliance,998

Acrylic Designers & Fabricators. See ADF
acts, of Wisconsin Legislature

executive budget for 1995–1997 biennium [1995 Wisconsin Act 27],
767–774

Wisconsin Legislative Reference Bureau analyzes provisions deal-
ing with Public Intervenor Office, 768

mining moratorium [1997 Wisconsin Act 171], 968 (see also mining
moratorium bill, as introduced in Wisconsin Legislature
[1997 AB 70/SB 3])

Acute Toxicity Criteria (ATCs). See also surface water quality standards, in
Wisconsin

definition of [NR 105.03(1)], 1077, 1079
DNR claims exceedance is not an enforceable action, 1097–1098, 1099,

1101
list of values, 1078

Adams, Town of (Jackson County, WI), 805
Adelman, Lynn, Sen. (D-Mukwonago), 946, 956
ADF (Acrylic Designers & Fabricators), 876, 902, 903, 909
administrative procedure, Wisconsin laws governing [Chapter 227 of

Wisconsin Statutes]
appeals to DNR decisions, 106
promulgation of administrative rules (see administrative rules, in

Wisconsin)
public hearings (see public hearings in Wisconsin, process for noncon-

tested (traditional) and contested)
right to petition for review of any DNR order [S.144.97—repealed], 194

administrative rules, in Wisconsin
as compared to statutes, 153, 232
authorization for DNR to adopt rule that is “general order of general

application” [S.227.01(13)], 760
general information regarding promulgation of, 152–153
have the effect of law [S.227.01(13)], 153
not valid if “conflict with state law” [S.227.10(2)], 153
not valid if “exceed bounds of correct interpretation” of statutes

[S.227.11(2)(a)], 153
statutes governing legislative review of [S.227.19], 982
statutes governing petitions for [S.227.12–227.18], 379, 452, 740, 982

mandate for state agency to respond within “reasonable” time
[S.227.12(3)], 647, 741–742

provisions for including public in rule-making process [NR 2.05;
S.227.12], 982

statutes requiring promulgation of [S.227.10(1)], 153, 981–982, 985,
987

web page for, 153
Admiralty Island, Alaska, 644
advertisements, newspaper. See Kennecott in Rusk County (WI): paid

advertisements; Rusk County Citizens Action Group: places
ads in Ladysmith News to counteract Kennecott offensive

Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry, 1057
Agri-View (Madison, WI), citations from, 226, 227, 1163
Ahrens, Bill, 1164

and Mining Impact Coalition of Wisconsin, 747
visits Roscoe Churchill shortly before his death, 1170

Ainsworth, John, Rep. (R-Shawano), 969
abrogates his public trust responsibilities, 1017
votes to gut mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70] and then votes for

passage of weakened bill to cover his political behind, 960,
961

Ainsworth, Town of (Langlade County, WI), legitimate grant applications
turned down by Wisconsin MILIF Board, 877, 878, 1140

air pollution, at Flambeau Mine site, concerns voiced over potential for, 68,
69, 258

Aitkin County (MN), targeted for exploitation by metallic mining industry,
1130, 1145

Ajo, Arizona, 77
Albert, Phil, member of Gov. Tommy Thompson’s ad hoc task force on

mining, 271
Alberts, Dale

bemoans effectiveness of anti-mining coalition, 970
opposes mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70] at public hearing, 931

Rep. Spencer Black puts him on the spot, 931
Albion, Town of (Jackson County, WI), 805
Albus, Roger, Rusk County Board Supervisor, 113, 312, 724
Alexander, Jeff

opposes mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70/SB 3] at public hearing,
935

promotes People for Wisconsin, 935
Alice in Dairyland finalists, drink water from Flambeau Mine wastewater

treatment plant, 614
Alligator Ridge Mine (NV), and bird deaths, 580, 641

downplayed by Larry Mercando, 824
Allman, Maggie, 926
aluminum

health problems associated with ingestion of, 1058
in Flambeau River crayfish, 1114, 1115
in Flambeau River sediment, 1113
in Flambeau River surface water, 1107, 1108, 1109, 1123, 1182

levels above LC50 for rainbow trout recorded downstream from
Flambeau Mine, 1123

major element in waste rock from Flambeau Mine, 1030
pollution levels in groundwater at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site

not being monitored, 1030, 1049, 1119, 1123, 1180
predicted, 1029, 1032, 1119

Alzheimer’s disease, as related to aluminum ingestion, 1058
American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), 629

comes to aid of jailed Flambeau Mine protesters, 530, 629
confronts Grant Town Board, 514, 527
confronts Rusk County Sheriff Dean Meyer, 518–519
mentioned, 488, 532

American Copper and Nickel Company, 144
American Indian Movement, 460
Ames Construction (Burnsville, MN), 888
amici curiae, definition of, 785
Amoose, photo by, 1102
amphibians, at Flambeau Mine site, 1137
Amundson, Kathy, 63
Amy, Douglas, 196
Anaconda Mining Company, 207

and Berkeley pit, 204, 205, 1154
and control of local media, 12
helps draft Montana’s mining tax law, 129, 130
smelter stack, 205, 1156

Anaconda, Montana, 49, 205
Anderson, Darrell, 808, 809, 1165

visits Roscoe Churchill shortly before his death, 1170
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Anderson, David, 1164
drafts report on first signs of pollution at reclaimed Flambeau Mine

site, 927, 1037–1039
Anderson, Jim and JoAnn, 926
Anderson, Kelly, 926
Anderson, Marie, 1165

and the “Lead Goose,” 808, 809
battles Kennecott in Jackson County, WI, 805–809, 811, 812
petitions for public hearing on proposed changes to Flambeau Mine

reclamation plan, 833, 835
visits Roscoe Churchill shortly before his death, 1170

Anderson, Michele, photo by, 1152
Anderson, Steve, Rusk County corporate counsel, 479, 486, 656

facilitates Bernice Dukerschein’s subversion of Rusk County Board
directives, 429, 719–722, 724

gives Evelyn Churchill the runaround, 663, 664
scuttles passage of county board resolution calling for investigation of

Kennecott’s hiring practices, 887
Andren, Anders, appointed to Wisconsin Science Advisory Council on

Metallic Mining, 949
animals, at Flambeau Mine site, 1136, 1137
Anishinaabe Niijii, 19

gift of word processor to Evelyn Churchill, 111
web page of, 968

Ann Arbor, Michigan, law student from, 107
annexation, Wisconsin laws governing

inability to circumvent county shoreland zoning ordinances by annexa-
tion [Wis. Stat. 59.692(7)—originally S.59.971(7)], 492

procedure for [S.66.021], 335
annexation (partial) of Flambeau Mine site, by Ladysmith, 266–269. See

also annexation (total) of Flambeau Mine site, as threatened
by Ladysmith

advantages gained by city, 267, 335
advantages gained by Kennecott, 269
as outlined in Local Agreement, 335
how threat of annexation could have been neutralized by application of

Wis. Stat. 59.692(7), 492
map showing, 268

annexation (total) of Flambeau Mine site, as threatened by Ladysmith. See
also annexation (partial) of Flambeau Mine site, by
Ladysmith

how threat of annexation could have been neutralized by application of
Wis. Stat. 59.692(7), 492

Town of Grant faced with, 198–199, 266–267, 275, 335, 483, 486, 492
Antaramian, John, Rep. (D-Kenosha), 381, 406
Antigo Daily Journal (Antigo, WI), citation from, 242
Apesanahkwat, 1164

petitions DNR to write administrative rules for mining moratorium law,
982

supports mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70] at public hearing, 933,
940

Apfelbaum, Steve, 835
Appalachia, coal fields of, 914
Appleton Post-Crescent (Appleton, WI), citations from, 229, 998, 1000
Applied Ecological Services, 835
Arizona, State of

has non-degradation standard for groundwater quality, 381
inappropriate to compare its mines to Wisconsin mines in terms of pol-

lution potential, 124
Armstrong Creek, Wisconsin, targeted for exploitation by metallic mining

industry, 1
uranium potential, 144

Arndt, Norm, Rusk County Zoning Administrator, 281, 283, 408
arrests, associated with Flambeau Mine protests, 503, 504

at Flambeau Mine office in Ladysmith, for alleged disorderly conduct,
534–537, 547–550

at Flambeau Mine site
for trespassing and blocking access road, 528–534
for trespassing and removing flag, 477, 616–621

at Freedom March, 475
at hearing for supplemental EIS, 625–629
at Master Hearing, 441, 444

arsenic, in Flambeau River crayfish, 1114
Artisans, Inc., 594, 603
Arts, Jim, endorses appointment of Peter Peshek as DNR Secretary, 653
Arts, Laurence, 713, 720
Arts, Waltrud (Wally)

as Wisconsin Public Intervenor, 243, 380
represents WMC in lawsuit filed by mine opponents, 786
switches sides to support mining, 243, 244

Ashland County (WI), targeted for exploitation by metallic mining industry, 1
assembly bills in Wisconsin Legislature, mining-related issues addressed

by. See also Legislature, Wisconsin
comprehensive overhaul of Wisconsin’s weak mining laws [1991 AB

81], 571–573, 574, 921
cyanide ban in Wisconsin mines [2003 AB 91], 1021
DNR authority to write lenient groundwater rules specific for metallic

mining [1981 AB 800], 154, 166, 175, 180, 181 (see also
environmental trailer bill [1981 AB 800], provisions of)

eminent domain issues related to mining [1977 AB 1044 and 1981 AB
936], 127, 194, 195

financial aid to localities involved in Local Agreement negotiations
[1991 AB 661], 596

groundwater pollution [1983 AB 595], 229–233
limiting mining company liability for damage to private wells [1981 AB

800], 175, 181, 182 (see also environmental trailer bill
[1981 AB 800], provisions of)

metallic mining reclamation [1977 AB 1045], 131–134
metallic mining taxation, net proceeds [1981 AB 800], 175–179
metallic mining taxation, severance [1973 AB 1511], 33–35
mining moratorium for State of Wisconsin [1995 AB 758 and 1997 

AB 70], 923, 929–973 (see also mining moratorium bill, as
introduced in Wisconsin Legislature [1997 AB 70/SB 3])

prohibiting mining in state parks, forests and wildlife areas [1991 AB
27], 573, 576

removing mining company exemption to groundwater law [1993 AB
341], 232, 596–597

robbing MILIF to clean up mining messes [1981 AB 800], 175, 179,
180, 185–188 (see also environmental trailer bill [1981 AB
800], provisions of)

solid and hazardous waste siting [1981 AB 936], 190–197, 199, 200,
250 (see also solid and hazardous waste siting bill [1981
AB 936])

state budget, plus provisions to create Local Agreement Law [1987 AB
850], 288–299

state budget, plus provisions to eliminate Public Intervenor Office and
make DNR Secretary an appointee of governor [1995 AB
150], 765, 767–774

toughening groundwater and hazardous waste standards for mining
[2003 AB 420], 1021

Associated Press, citations from, 482, 942
ATSDR. See Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry
attorneys

those who betrayed mine opponents in northern Wisconsin, 1021
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those who were helpful to mine opponents in northern Wisconsin,
1020, 1021

Audet, Dan, 1154
Audubon Society, sponsors mining forum, 206
Augusta, Wisconsin

and People for Wisconsin, 935
targeted for exploitation by metallic mining industry, 1

Awe, H.M., 31

B
Babbitt, Minnesota, targeted for exploitation by metallic mining industry,

1130
Back Forty Joint Venture, 1151
Backe, Randall, 1164

testimony at EIS hearing for original (1976) Flambeau Mine proposal,
62–64, 66

bactericides, and acid mine drainage, 776
bad actor bill [1991 SB 240], 575, 576–580, 644, 645
Bad River Ojibwe. See also Native American community; Ojibwe (Chippewa)

“I extend my hand to the Chippewa,” 706
“My Native American Friends,” 90–96
Ogichidaa, 17, 91
opposition to Crandon mine proposal, 922
tribal members testify against Flambeau Mine proposal at Master

Hearing, 445–446
Badger Fund, Wisconsin’s

creation of, 177, 859
funded by net proceeds mining tax, 177, 843

amount received from Flambeau Mine, 848, 859
raided by Wisconsin Legislature and eventually eliminated, 177, 843,

859
Badger State Miner (Wisconsin Mining Association), citation from, 979
Bady, Dianne, 238, 654, 1164
Bailey, John, and Wisconsin Conservation Congress, 995
Balding, Terry, 689–691, 693
Ballad of Roscoe Churchill, a song by Eric Sorensen, 461–462, 985, 986
Barea, Stephanie Daniels, supports mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70] at

public hearing, 933, 934
barium, pollution levels in Wetland-A and Wetland-B at Flambeau Mine

site, 1092, 1093
Bark, Linda, and Dunn County Mining Study Group, 944
Barker, Allen, 96, 220, 462, 520, 1165

plaintiff in lawsuit against Local Agreement, 476, 481
Barker, Cheryl, 96, 462, 472, 474, 1165

plaintiff in lawsuit against Local Agreement, 481
Barland, Thomas, 21
Barrick Gold Corporation, 1011
barriers, infiltration, and acid mine drainage, 776
Barron, Wisconsin, uranium potential, 144, 330
Barron County (WI)

comparison of economic indicators to those of Rusk County during
mining years, 898

faster population growth rate, 899, 900
higher per capita income, 894
lower poverty rates, 896, 897
lower unemployment rate, 889, 890

mineral exploration in, 144, 878
residents opposed to mining, 211, 212, 995
uranium potential, 144, 330, 422 (see also uranium)

Barrus, Sandy. See Lyon, Sandy
Barry’s Builders Supply, 902

Bartell, Angela, Judge
rules against mine opponents in lawsuit over endangered species, 614,

615, 634
wife of mining company attorney, 615

Bartell, Jeffrey, Attorney, 141, 615
Bash, Susan, 1164

and clam survey of Flambeau River, 552, 553
and Flambeau Summer, 511, 521, 544
witnesses altercation at public hearing on endangered species, 626

Bass-o-matic, 1114
Bateson, William, 34, 35, 72
Batt, Mary, Assistant Attorney General, 312
Bayfield County (WI), mineral exploration in, 878
Bean, William, Eau Claire County Supervisor, 801
Bear, Gary, and his children Lenore, Barbie, Vanessa and Jared, 1172, 1174
Bear Creek Mining, Kennecott subsidiary, 56, 83
Beaver Creek Nature Reserve, close to potential mine site, 800, 964
Beebe, Roy, Rusk County Board Supervisor, targeted for defeat in 1988

election, 307
Beer, Frank

and scandal at Ladysmith Area Chamber of Commerce, 600–602
opposes mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70] at public hearing, 931
pro-mining stance, 524, 593, 1140
supports creation of industrial park at Flambeau Mine site, 827, 835

Begay, Eugene, 519, 520
Behm, Don, 525, 968
Behnke, Herb, member of Natural Resources Board, 655

abrogates his public trust responsibilities, 987–988
and public hearing on citizen petition for rules banning metallic sulfide

mining, 753, 754, 757
background information, 652, 653, 983

Beirlich, Richard, 573
Bell, Don, 39
Bell, Gene, helps stop train to White Pine Mine, 91
Bellman, Howard, 155
Ben Franklin Dime Store (Ladysmith, WI), 592
Benson, Caroline Martin, 445
Benson, Kerm, 1164, 1165

supports mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70] at public hearing, 931
testifies against Flambeau Mine proposal at Master Hearing (1990),

441, 444, 445
Benton, Marilyn, speaks at Freedom March, 475
bentonite slurry wall, at Flambeau Mine site, 830, 831
Berge, John, petitions DNR to write administrative rules for mining morato-

rium law, 982
Bergland, Bob, Clark County Supervisor, 805
Bergsbaken, Ken, 601
Bergstrom, Charlene, 101, 1164, 1165
Berkeley Pit. See Butte, Montana
Besadny, Carroll, Wisconsin DNR Secretary

abrogates his public trust responsibilities, 1016
and citizen petition requesting non-degradation standard for groundwa-

ter (1992), 646–648
and citizen petitions to amend natural resource rules governing mining

(1986–1989), 375–383
and endangered species issue related to Flambeau Mine, 504, 538, 541,

548, 552, 607
confronted by Flambeau Summer protesters, 541, 542
dismisses LCO request to suspend mine construction, 542, 543

dismisses LCO request to review approval of Flambeau Mine permits,
457, 554, 555
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downplays threat of Flambeau Mine to drinking water quality, 647, 649
named as defendant in lawsuit filed by Churchills, 360, 476, 483, 485
mentioned, 165, 173

Best and Friedrich, law firm of, 224
Bevill Amendment to Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, 502, 1011
BHP Billiton, 1, 4, 872, 935
Bierce, Ambrose, author of Devil’s Dictionary, 1161
Bietila, Susan Simensky, 1164

and grave marker project, 952–953
artwork by, 747, 953, 1167

Big Bay, Michigan, targeted for exploitation by metallic mining industry,
1026, 1103, 1149–1150, 1151–1152

Big Bend, Town of (Rusk County, WI)
E.K. Lehmann tries to lease county forestland in, 100, 101, 409
mining moratorium resolution, 362

Big Falls Dam, and revenue sharing, 82
“Big Nickel” (Sudbury, Ontario), 208
Big Nickel, The (a book by Calder Willingham), 209
Bijwadia, Jagdeep, Dr., 951
Billings, Harold, harasses Roscoe Churchill, 106–108, 110, 119–121
Bilotti, John, member of Gov. Tommy Thompson’s ad hoc task force on

mining, 271
Bingham Canyon Mine (UT), 23, 77, 414, 641, 662, 671, 673, 674, 698,

708, 814
biofilter(s)

absence of DNR regulations regarding long-term maintenance of, 1090
at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site, 828, 829 (see also Wetland-B, at

reclaimed Flambeau Mine site; Wetland-C, at reclaimed
Flambeau Mine site)

DNR fails to include requirements for long-term maintenance in
permit, 1090, 1129

existence is symptomatic of bigger problem brewing beneath sur-
face, 1088, 1093

Kennecott distorts pollution data from, 1084, 1085, 1088, 1093
need for DNR to discontinue use of term, 1129
need for DNR to require Kennecott to pump and treat water, 1128
need for DNR to retain reclamation bond to cover maintenance

costs, 1129
not included in original reclamation plan, 1088, 1153

contaminant levels in outlet waters not necessarily reduced, 1093
deceptive use of term to avoid liability for wetland pollution, 829, 830,

1086–1091, 1096, 1125, 1129
cartoon showing, 1089

definition of, 1087, 1088, 1091
losing proposition for mining communities, 1090, 1091
point source of pollution, 1088, 1099
receptacle for acid mine drainage, 1087
septic tank analogy, 1087, 1088, 1089, 1090

regulated more loosely than private septic tanks,1090
surface water quality standards not enforced by DNR, 1087, 1088,

1096, 1125, 1129
Birch, Haynes, 36
birds

at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site, 1136
killed by metallic sulfide mining pollution, 580, 641, 824, 1154, 1156

Birkin, Derek, 640, 641
Bisbee, Arizona, 77
Black Hawk’s war club, 16, 617, 619
Black River (WI), 898
Black River Falls, Wisconsin, taconite mine. See Jackson County (WI):

taconite mine

Black, Spencer, Rep. (D-Madison), as environmental leader. See also Black,
Spencer, Rep. (D-Madison), as key player in enactment of
Churchill Mining Moratorium Law

and 1991 AB 27 (ban on mining in state parks), 573, 576, 593
and 1991 AB 81 (overhaul of mining regulations), 571, 921, 593
and 1991 SB 240 (bad actor bill), 576, 593
and 1993 AB 341 (removing mining company exemption to groundwa-

ter law), 232
and 1995 AB 758 (mining moratorium bill), 916, 923
and 1997 AB 70 (mining moratorium bill), 923, 929–973
and 2001 SB 160 (banning use of cyanide in Wisconsin mines), 1021
and 2001 SB 271 (toughening groundwater and hazardous waste stan-

dards for mining), 1021
and 2003 AB 91 (banning use of cyanide in Wisconsin mines), 1021
and 2003 AB 420 (toughening groundwater and hazardous waste stan-

dards for mining), 1021
comments on mining company “mantra” regarding Wisconsin’s “tough”

mining laws, 1006
one of Roscoe Churchill’s favorite legislators, 575, 1164
tries to restore independence of DNR Secretary, 772
tries to restore Public Intervenor Office, 769
tries to thwart passage of Local Agreement Law, 294
voices concerns over NRB selection of Peter Peshek as DNR Secretary,

653, 655
writes tribute to Evelyn Churchill, 791
writes tribute to Roscoe Churchill, 1170, 1174

Black, Spencer, Rep. (D-Madison), as key player in enactment of Churchill
Mining Moratorium Law, 575, 966, 971. See also Black,
Spencer, Rep. (D-Madison), as environmental leader

admonishes his Republican colleagues in Assembly: “You cannot serve
God and Exxon,” 960

and 1995 AB 758 (mining moratorium bill), 916, 923
and 1997 AB 70 (mining moratorium bill), 923, 929–973
challenges Exxon/Rio Algom’s Dale Alberts at Ladysmith public hear-

ing, 931, 933
commends POW’R for its efforts to help secure enactment of law, 971
comments on how one mine must meet both tests of law, 978, 979, 987
informs public of how Republican legislators gutted bill, 962
makes pitch for enactment at numerous public meetings, 930
pushes for DNR to write administrative rules for law, 982, 983
testifies at public hearing in Green Bay, Wisconsin, 929
traverses state to build support for bill, 930
votes to endorse bill in committee, 946

Blackburn, Ed, 211, 212
Blackfoot River (MT), 205
Bloedow, Mary, helps preserve Flambeau Mine documents, 53
Blouin, Dave, 1164

and Mining Impact Coalition of Wisconsin, 747, 826, 928
and “Top Ten List of DNR rules,” 984
challenges list of mines that Rio Algom claimed would meet

Wisconsin’s mining moratorium test, 981
challenges proposed revisions to Flambeau Mine reclamation plan,

826, 827
petitions for public hearing, 833, 835

pays tribute to Roscoe and Evelyn Churchill, 1172
Blowes, David, Dr., 777
Blue Hills (Rusk County, WI), 99

attempt to lease for mining, 49, 50, 99, 100, 102
Blue Hills Mine (ME), 45–46
Blue Iris Environmental

hired by Kennecott to do after-the-fact biological assessment of Stream-
C, 1085
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hired by Kennecott to monitor Flambeau River for mining impacts,
1105–1118

fails to provide statistical analyses of sediment, crayfish and wall-
eye data, 1113, 1114, 1117

Bochert, Linda, Wisconsin DNR official
abrogates her public trust responsibilities, 1016
and “Clamgate,” 540, 541, 542, 552
comments on Exxon’s decision to leave Forest County, WI (1986), 243
confronted by Roscoe Churchill at public meeting, 407, 752
role in denying citizen petitions to DNR for tougher mining rules,

379–381, 406–407
role in drafting and supporting “consensus” rules, 141, 173, 174, 380
writes derogatory letter about RCCAG, 406–407, 752

Bock, Peter, Rep. (D-Milwaukee)
attends Ladysmith public hearing on mining moratorium bill [1997 AB

70], 931
votes to endorse mining moratorium bill in committee, 946

Boerner, Tom, 1069
Booth, Gerald, Rusk County Board Supervisor, 1165

plaintiff in lawsuit filed against John Kaiser, et al., 314
speaks out on behalf of Roscoe Churchill, 312
targeted for defeat in 1988 election, 307, 311
votes to ratify and uphold Local Agreement, 343, 471
mentioned, 306, 480

Borden, Peter, photo by, 220
Born, Steve, 206
Boscobel, Wisconsin, and Ralph Goldsmith, 636, 637
Boscobel Dial (Boscobel, WI), citation from, 636–638
Boston Tea Party, as compared to Town of Grant’s public hearing on Local

Agreement, 341
Bougainville Mine (Papua, New Guinea), 417, 642
Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wilderness, at risk for impacts from metallic

sulfide mining, 1130
Bourke, Bob, 805
Bowman, Jerry, Cleveland Town Chairman, 805, 809
Boyce, Greg, 694
Boyer, Clarene, 234
Boyle, Frank, Rep. (D-Superior)

and 1991 AB 81 (comprehensive overhaul of Wisconsin’s weak mining
laws), 571

and 2003 AB 420 (toughening groundwater and hazardous waste stan-
dards for mining), 1021

helps expose “Clamgate,” 541
supports passage of tough mining moratorium bill, 453, 960
voices support for Native American treaty rights, 960

Braden, Steve, 141, 155, 984
Brancel, Ben, Rep. (R-Endeavor), 933
Brandemuehl, David, Rep. (R-Fennimore), votes to gut mining moratorium

bill [1997 AB 70] and then votes for passage of weakened
bill to cover his political behind, 960, 961

Bratina, Lorna, 38, 39
Bray, James, 1164

“official party” (Wisconsin Conservation Congress) to Flambeau Mine
Master Hearing, 438, 439

testifies at Master Hearing, 441, 445
Brenner, Rodney, Rusk County Board Supervisor, 485

handily defeats John Kaiser in 1990 Rusk County Board election, 314,
409

votes against rescinding Local Agreement, 471
Bresette, Joe, 220
Bresette, Walt, 16, 17, 91, 441, 934, 1164, 1165. See also Red Cliff Ojibwe

and Protect the Earth Staff, 393, 394

arrested after scaling fence at Flambeau Mine site and removing
American flag, 16, 477, 616–621

comments on endangered clams, 556
defends Ojibwe treaty rights, 387, 389, 616–621

calms waters of spearfishing crisis in northern Wisconsin, 1102
co-author of Walleye Warriors, 389, 617
comments on how mining rather than spearing is the real threat to

fisheries, 389
eagle feather tied to sacred Staff in honor of, 1178
in defense of Chequamegon National Forest, 16
inspires Churchills, 16, 91, 1164
keeper of Black Hawk’s war club, 16, 617, 619
Ogichidaa, 17, 91
organizer of Native/non-Native alliance to fight exploitation of natural

resources, 568
Anishinaabe Niijii, 19
Flambeau Summer protests, 511, 616–621
Midwest Treaty Network, 387, 389
Protect the Earth festivals, 19, 387, 390
Protect the Earth Journey, 91, 950
working with Sandy Lyon, 18, 19

photo by, 928
promotes Seventh Generation Amendment, 17, 152
stops train to White Pine Mine, 16, 17, 91
sunflower analogy offered by, 16, 635, 952, 1167
“walks on,” 17, 91, 952, 1165

Breske, Roger, Sen. (D-Eland)
pro-mining stance of, 573, 580
votes with Republicans to gut mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70/SB

3], 956, 964
British Parliament, members file motion against Flambeau Mine project,

446
British Petroleum, connections to Kennecott and Kuwait Oil Corporation,

248, 341, 766, 1162
Brock, Thomas, testifies against “consensus” groundwater rules, 171
Brogan, John, 229, 380
Broken Arrow Tavern (Rusk County, WI), 404
Brooks, Dick, 1164

and Protect the Earth Staff, 393
comments on “economic subversion of democracy,” 457
covers mining controversy for radio station WOJB, 520, 616, 626, 737
helps Churchills, 111, 759, 1006

Brooks, Larry, testifies at Flambeau Mine Master Hearing, 454
Brooks, Sage, 445, 616, 746, 1176
Brown, Carolyn, 642
Brown, Faye, photo by, 924
Brown, Ken, Ladysmith City Councilman, votes to ratify Local Agreement, 346
Brown, Michael, 983
Browning-Ferris Industries, use of DeWitt-Porter law firm, 649
Bruce, Wisconsin

industrial building constructed with mining revenue, 902, 903, 909
uranium potential, 144, 211, 330

Bruce Mines (Ontario, Canada), 209
Buchanan, Jean, 372, 1164
Buchen, James, 578, 597, 598, 753, 754

acknowledges that mining moratorium bill required “one mine for two
tests,” 978, 979, 987

Bucyrus International (Milwaukee, WI), 956, 957
pays its employees to attend public hearing on mining moratorium bill,

940, 941
Buena Vista Marsh Wildlife Area, uranium potential, 144
Buettner, Casper (Cap), 1001
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Buettner, Genie, 926, 969, 999, 1001, 1164
Buettner, Herb, 1164

as Langlade County delegate to Wisconsin Conservation Congress,
982, 992, 994–997

encounter with Steven Oestreicher regarding Public Trust Doctrine,
1018, 1019

tabulates vote totals for mining resolutions considered at Spring
Hearings, 995, 996

tours Flambeau Mine site after 1994 flood, 738
writes and circulates mining resolutions to be considered at Spring

Hearings, 995, 1018
comments on Public Trust Doctrine and Scanlan Report, 1014, 1015,

1021
“Friend of the Wolf River,” 998–1001

helps secure Outstanding Resource Water designation, 998
stops dam from being built, 1001

helps Churchills, 374, 477, 758
nominated for induction into Wisconsin Conservation Hall of Fame,

1001
opposition to proposed Crandon mine, 218, 243, 924
owner of Buettner’s Wild Wolf Inn, 243, 982, 999

takes Roscoe and Evelyn Churchill rafting, 1001
petitions DNR to write administrative rules for mining moratorium law,

982
poetry by, Wake Up, America, 990, 991

Buettner’s Wild Wolf Inn (White Lake, WI), 243, 972, 982, 999
Buffalo County (WI), population growth rate statistics, 900
Buffett, Roger, Attorney, 1020

agrees to help Churchills in their lawsuit against Local Agreement, 488,
489

as Sierra Club attorney
files amici curiae brief regarding DNR authority to ban metallic 

sulfide mining, 785
files lawsuit over DNR’s mishandling of endangered species issue,

544, 546, 547, 555, 558, 614
Bugher, Mark, as Gov. Tommy Thompson’s Secretary of Administration. See

also Bugher, Mark, as Gov. Tommy Thompson’s Secretary of
Revenue

role in distributing mining tax revenues from state coffers, 874, 875
questionable transfers of funds during his watch, 862, 864

Bugher, Mark, as Gov. Tommy Thompson’s Secretary of Revenue. See also
Bugher, Mark, as Gov. Tommy Thompson’s Secretary of
Administration

ex officio member of Mining Investment and Local Impact Fund Board,
874

involvement in awarding bogus grants, 827, 875–880
Bullet, Bobby, 460
bullhead mussel. See clams, endangered
Bunker Hill Mine (Kellogg, ID), 914, 1154

connection to proposed Crandon mine, 205, 206
Burch, Jerry, 24, 592
Bureau of Indian Affairs, goes on record against Flambeau Mine proposal,

446
Burgess, C. Harry, 710
Burke, Brian, Sen. (D-Milwaukee),

and 1991 SB 240 (bad actor bill), 576
and 1993 AB 341 (removing mining company exemption to groundwa-

ter law), 232
and 1995 SB 516 (mining moratorium bill), 923

Burke, Edmund, 869
Burnett, Jerry, dances eagle feather in ceremony honoring Roscoe Churchill

and the movement that Roscoe and Evelyn birthed, 1178
Burnett County (WI), 892, 995

Burnett County Sentinel, citation from, 972
Burns, Virginia, plaintiff in lawsuit against Local Agreement, 481, 1164
Bush, George H. W., President, 520
Bush, George W., President, 44, 352, 983, 1103
Butler, E. Marie, Attorney, 457, 1020

files lawsuit on behalf of LCO Ojibwe over DNR’s mishandling of endan-
gered species issue, 544, 547, 555, 558, 614

Butte, Montana, 710, 914, 1154
visited by Churchills, 49, 204–205

butterflies, at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site, 1136

C
Cable, Wisconsin, targeted for exploitation by metallic mining industry, 1
cadmium

concern over levels permitted in Flambeau Mine effluent, 611, 630
health problems associated with ingestion of, 1058
predicted groundwater levels at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site, 1029,

1032, 1119
Cadott, Marie, 90
calcium, in groundwater at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site, 1048, 1055,

1180
predicted v. measured levels, 1029, 1032, 1042, 1048
reference to compilation of historic data on CD-ROM, 1049
violations of PAL standards, 1055, 1095

California, State of
has non-degradation standard for groundwater quality, 381

Callahan Mine (Brooksville, ME), 67, 129, 710
devastation to environment, 43–46, 614
promoted by Ed May as fishery, 43, 45

Callison, Charles, 536
Cameron, Faye, 234
Cameron, Roderick, Judge, 480

hears libel case against John Kaiser, et al., 314
Cameron, Wisconsin, uranium potential, 144, 330
campaign financing, Wisconsin law governing [Chapter 11 of Wisconsin

Statutes], 600
Canadian Minerals Yearbook, citation from, 679
Canadian Pacific Railroad, used to transport ore from Flambeau Mine, 673
Cane, R. Thomas, Judge, 315, 786
Cannon, Howard, 94–95, 212, 214, 1164
canoe flotillas, on Flambeau River. See flotillas on Flambeau River
Capital Times (Madison, WI)

articles by reporter Mike Dorgan, 33–34, 52, 116, 128
articles by reporter Rob Zaleski, 598, 928, 977, 1155–1156

Zaleski gives Churchills a fair shake, 35, 599
other citations from, 104, 137, 390, 536, 577, 772–773, 941, 965, 967,

1039
Cardhill, Harry, 83
Carlin Trend (NV), 1156
Carlson, Stuart, 650, 652
Carnegie, Andrew, 728
Carow, Jerry, 415
Carpenter, Tim, Sen. (D-Milwaukee), 1021
Carter, Jimmy, President, 126
cartoons, anti-mining

anonymous, 30
by Bill Krupinski, 770, 772, 973, 981, 1089, 1097, 1119, 1141
by Jim Ridings, 372, 373, 456, 1004, 1129

Catholic Sisters, allies in protecting the environment, 313, 374, 390, 477
Catwillow Creek Deposit (Forest County, WI), 4
ceded territory, of Lake Superior Ojibwe. See also Native American 

community
conference regarding sustainable development in, 220
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Crandon mine site within, 216
Flambeau Mine site within, 90, 216, 387, 393, 403, 689, 1062
importance in grand scheme of protecting environment, 387
mine sites in Upper Peninsula of Michigan within, 1130
Native people’s struggle to protect court-affirmed rights to hunt, fish

and gather within (see treaty rights, of Lake Superior
Ojibwe; spearfishing, as Native American treaty right)

cement shoes, throwing mine protesters in river with, 598, 599
Certificate of Completion, for Flambeau Mine reclamation, 1153

DNR prematurely accepts Kennecott’s Notice of Completion, 1056,
1059, 1084, 1129

need for DNR to withhold, 1129
wheels put in motion for Kennecott to receive, 1093–1094, 1118, 1128

Champion Mine (Shullsburg, WI), 210
Chapman, Steve, Dr., 15, 17, 574, 1164, 1165

calls for non-degradation standard for Wisconsin’s groundwater, 229
comments on EIS for original (1976) Flambeau Mine proposal, 123, 124
comments on how “mining is a dirty business,” 242, 243
opposition to “consensus” process, 15, 140
travels to Trego, WI to speak on uranium mining, 145, 146

Chequamegon Deposit. See Yellow River Bend/Chequamegon Deposit;
Emery/Chequamegon Deposit

Chequamegon National Forest, 573
severed mineral rights within, 222
targeted for exploitation by metallic mining industry, 1, 510, 1130

Chetek, Wisconsin, uranium potential, 144, 330
Chevron, 4, 409, 872
Chicago Tribune (Chicago, IL), citations from, 505, 558
Chief Seattle, 505
Chief Ten Bears, 460
Chiesa, Robert, 59–61, 63, 66, 67, 81
Chile, Kennecott’s track record in, 17, 73, 81, 83, 355
Chilsen, Walter John, Sen. (R-Wausau)

abrogates his public trust responsibilities, 1017
facilitates passage of Local Agreement Law, 288, 294, 575
member of Gov. Tommy Thompson’s ad hoc task force on mining, 271
voted out of office in 1990, 920

Chippewa. See Ojibwe
Chippewa County (WI)

circuit court hears libel case against John Kaiser, et al., 312, 314
comparison of economic indicators to those of Rusk County during

mining years, 898
faster population growth rate, 899
higher per capita income, 894
lower poverty rates, 896, 897
lower unemployment rate, 889, 890

historic inclusion of present-day Rusk County, 5, 6
targeted for exploitation by metallic mining industry, 1

Chippewa Flowage, 573, 576, 1116
Chippewa Herald Telegram (Chippewa Falls, WI)

citations from, 22, 317, 356
reporter Sharman Stein gives Churchills a fair shake, 35

Chippewa River (WI), 71, 99, 103, 436, 613, 689, 1103, 1130
Christen, T.L., 1164

and Mining Impact Coalition of Wisconsin, 747
and POW’R, 928
helps RCCAG get web site up and running, 87

Christenson, Arlen, 22, 110
Christian Science Monitor (Boston, MA), citation from, 644
Christianson, Alan, Ladysmith Administrator

asks Town of Grant to pool mining revenues with city and county, 902
bucks open records request for financial data related to Flambeau Mine,

863, 866

chides Roscoe Churchill, 718, 719
comes to Churchill farm, 266–267
comments on importance of Flambeau Mine being “exemplary,” 872,

880
distorts truth regarding economic impact of Flambeau Mine, 891,

900–907, 1136
describes mine as “economic miracle,” 895
rosy assessment challenged by Richard Moore, 906–908

distorts truth regarding Kennecott’s “careful” reclamation of Flambeau
Mine site, 904

facilitates passage of Local Agreement Law, 288, 294, 295, 490
failed planning strategy for investing city’s mining revenues, 901–907

debt burden of city residents takes off during his watch, 905
informed of problems with contaminated railroad ballast at Flambeau

Mine site but does not tell public, 1070
issues questionable balance sheets regarding mining revenues received

by city
no record of $153,200 “first dollar” payment made to city in 1997,

863, 865, 866
no record of $412,578 in Local Agreement Money paid to city, 866

member of Gov. Tommy Thompson’s ad hoc task force on mining, 269,
271, 273, 274

member of Rusk County Mining Impact Committee (3-member), 427,
429 (see also Rusk County Mining Impact Committee (3-
member) established by Local Agreement)

member of Rusk County Mining Impact Committee (6-member),
279–287, 289, 344, 596 (see also Rusk County Mining
Impact Committee (6-member) that negotiated Local
Agreement)

advocates meeting in closed session, 277, 278, 280, 281
supports partial annexation of mine site to City of Ladysmith, 267
takes charge of meetings in effort to ram through contract, 276, 280

“Mining Does Strange Things to People,” 807
opposes mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70] at public hearing, 931
pimps for mining industry

feeds Flambeau Mine propaganda to potential mining communities,
900–909

interviewed for Flambeau Mine promotional film, 1140
meets with citizens of Jackson County, WI, 806, 807
meets with citizens of Stephenson, MI, 803, 1149
meets with officials from Clark County, WI, 802, 803

pushes mine on public, leaving posterity with a mess forever, 695
role in scuttling citizen petition against Local Agreement, 467
role in scuttling original reclamation plans for Flambeau Mine, 826,

827, 832, 835
secures mining impact grant to fund trail construction at Flambeau

Mine site, 876, 1139, 1140
signs Local Agreement with Kennecott before EIS even written, 321,

345, 346, 395, 402
sticks his nose where it doesn’t belong, 266, 280, 467
mentioned, 335, 336, 634, 658, 712, 843, 845

Christianson, Bob, story by, When the rocks are gone?, 95
Christman, Carol, campaign manager for Linda Lybert in 1992 Wisconsin

Assembly race, 602
files complaint with Elections Board against supporters of Rep. Marty

Reynolds, 602
Christman, Jack, 594, 598, 634

aids John Kaiser in his takeover of Rusk County Board, 314
business drops off at his Webb’s Army Surplus store, 602
opposes mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70] at public hearing, 931
sells Flambeau Mine shirts and jackets, 604
sued by nine Rusk County Board supervisors for libel, 314
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Christman, Norb
business drops off at his True Value hardware store, 598, 602
member of Chamber of Commerce mine group, 597, 598

promotes sale of Flambeau Mine shirts and jackets, 603, 604
chromium

health problems associated with ingestion of, 1058
higher levels recorded in Flambeau River specimens collected down-

stream from mine site
sediment, 1113
surface water, 1107

sloppy reporting of levels measured in Flambeau River surface water,
1111

Chronic Toxicity Criteria (CTCs). See also surface water quality standards,
in Wisconsin

definition of [NR 105.03(15)], 1077, 1079
DNR claims exceedance is not an enforceable action, 1097–1098, 1099,

1101
list of values, 1078

Church of Christ (Ladysmith, WI), 313, 791, 792, 1172
Churchill, Albon, 138
Churchill, Ann. See Churchill-Jerry, Ann
Churchill, Arlene, 8, 11, 204, 206, 489, 787, 788
Churchill, Arminda, 5, 6, 8
Churchill, Edwin (Roscoe’s brother), 183, 764
Churchill, Edwin (Roscoe’s grandson), 209
Churchill, Edwin (Roscoe’s son), 8, 10, 11, 43, 208, 787
Churchill, Evelyn. See also Churchill, Roscoe and Evelyn

acknowledgment of, xi, xii
analyzes Wisconsin’s mining and environmental laws

compiles list of laws authorizing DNR to promulgate rules banning
metallic sulfide mining, 740, 741

compiles list of laws mandating protection of state’s natural
resources, 630, 631

shows how laws indirectly allow out-of-state mining waste to be
dumped in Wisconsin, 324

writes several comprehensive reviews of Wisconsin’s “tough” min-
ing laws, 1006, 1007

background information, 8–11, 659, 1157, 1159
brands Kennecott “Environmental Outlaw,” 559
calls for enactment of mining moratorium law in Wisconsin, 11, 666

(see also Churchill Mining Moratorium Law [Wis. Stat.
293.50]: history behind enactment of)

challenges Kennecott to be a “good neighbor,” 729
comments on DNR’s open house format for public hearings, 623
comments on how “free ride” from natural world is over, 1160
comments on resolutions passed by citizens at 1993 Spring Hearings of

Wisconsin Conservation Congress, 995
compares Ed May to Pied Piper of Hamlin, 123
correctly predicts in 1981 how reclamation of Flambeau Mine will play

out in early 2000s, 1129
counters accusation that only a “small” group of local people opposed

the mine, 565
death of (see Churchill, Evelyn: “walks on”)
draws analogy between chemistry experiments and mining projects,

919
drive to research and write, 10, 11, 87, 183, 476, 659, 795, 1157

preservation of her files for posterity, 795
sample research paper, 185–188
use of typewriter and word processor, 10, 11, 111

eagle feather tied to sacred Staff in honor of, 1178
elopes with Roscoe, 10
enjoys Roscoe’s colorful comments, 751

environmental trust fund established in memory of, 794, 795
Evelyn’s Hands, a tribute written by Roscoe Churchill, 788–789
explains difference between exploration and prospecting, 100
first involvement in mining issue, 38, 39
gives advice to potential mining communities, 1157–1161
heart condition, 10, 11, 490, 787

works hard on mining issue, despite failing health, 270, 292, 634,
701, 702, 712, 715, 751, 759, 761, 786

her father finds large chunk of copper while road grading in 1920s, 675
“I climbed my mountains,” 706
injures hand, 490, 511, 571
lawsuits filed by (see lawsuits, Flambeau Mine)
locates university professor to do clam survey of Flambeau River, 689
maps drawn by, 26, 145
not a quitter, 183, 457, 510, 705
pushes for comprehensive testing of private wells close to Flambeau

Mine site, 656–665, 688
brushed aside by Bernice Dukerschein, 658, 659, 663, 705
given runaround by Rusk County Mining Impact Committee (3-

member), 663–664
maligned by Larry Mercando, 659–665, 705

reacts to being called an “activist,” 90, 403
registered as “interested person” at Flambeau Mine Master Hearing,

438, 439
speaks at Lac du Flambeau Reservation of “our sacred trust” to preserve

the earth, 705, 706
special relationship with Al Gedicks and Sandy Lyon, 18
suggests mining companies be held accountable for “takings” of public

resources, 398, 750
testifies with grace and dignity at meeting of Natural Resources Board,

751
“walks on,” 17, 94, 761, 767, 787–796

funeral, 11, 344, 791–792
memorial service at Mole Lake Reservation, 16, 94

wants to hit Ed May with her purse, 39, 935
Wisconsin Assembly adjourns in her honor after mining moratorium

bill is passed, 962
writes Declaration of Independence from Corporation Oppression and

Destruction, 701–707
writes papers regarding

actions DNR could take to protect state’s waters from mining pollu-
tion, 754

flaws in Wisconsin DNR’s 1995 report on acid mine drainage, 782,
784

history of corruption of Wisconsin government by oil and mining
corporations, 765–767

how to avoid getting caught in “Local Agreement trap,” 799
metallic mining industry’s inability to control acid mine drainage,

780, 781
need to rein in corporations as part of overall strategy to conserve

natural resources, 1160–1161
pro-mining bias of Wisconsin DNR, 631–633
Wisconsin’s “tough” mining laws, 1006, 1007

Churchill, George (Roscoe’s father), 5, 6, 7, 8, 341, 385
considered buying property where Flambeau Deposit was later dis-

covered, 636, 1042
Churchill, George (Roscoe’s son), 8, 11, 787, 788, 792, 910, 1116
Churchill, Joyce, photo by, 764
Churchill, Lisa, 209
Churchill, Roscoe. See also Churchill, Roscoe, Rusk County Board

Supervisor; Churchill, Roscoe and Evelyn
and his “Just Grass Over a Grave” protest sign, 1147, 1149
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asks sheriff what it would cost him to punch John Kaiser, 409
attends Spring Hearings of Wisconsin Conservation Congress to offer

anti-mining resolutions, 994–995
background information, 5–8, 9, 234

both grandfathers in Civil War, 5, 6
becomes a Democrat, 125–127, 592, 942
career as educator, 234

harassed by his superiors in Ladysmith School System because of
his opposition to Flambeau Mine, 106–108, 119–121

involvement in Wisconsin’s “Right to Read” program, 119
reflects on how he would have to change his lesson plans if he were

to teach again, 234–237
retirement, 121

caught speeding, 254, 620, 1094, 1095
comments on why he chose to write a book about the Flambeau Mine,

xvi, xvii
confronts Grant Town Board in 2006 regarding Flambeau Mine road

signs, 1141, 1142
confronts Linda Bochert regarding derogatory letter she wrote about

RCCAG, 407, 752
confronts Rusk County Sheriff’s Department regarding heavy-handed

treatment of protesters, 619, 620
conservation ethic, 6, 7, 247
death of (see Churchill, Roscoe: “walks on”)
declines invitations to attend open house events at Flambeau Mine site,

1134, 1136, 1139
dedicates his remaining years to carrying out the work in which he and

Evelyn so completely believed, 795
develops misgivings about Peter Peshek, 137–139
did he plant the clams? 556, 557, 567–570
drives his 1930 Model A in parades with protest signs hanging out

windows, 771
eagle feather tied to sacred Staff in his honor, 1176, 1178–1179
elopes with Evelyn, 10
friendship with Laura Furtman, 930, 942, 944, 950–951
goes to court to save his trees, 116, 117
helps people at Fairchild in their battle to keep Kennecott out of

Jackson County (WI), 805–809
helps people at Galesville in their battle to keep Kennecott out of

Trempealeau County (WI), 809–810
Kennecott has file on, 137
lawsuits filed by (see lawsuits, Flambeau Mine)
list of friends who helped him over the years, 1164–1165
“neutered cat” comment, 753, 755
not a quitter, 183, 404, 405, 457, 485, 510, 757, 939
“official party” (WRPC) to Flambeau Mine Master Hearing, 438, 439
opposes Kennecott’s 1975 rezone request, 38–39
photos by, 8, 496, 986, 999, 1157
poetry by

All Things Bright and Beautiful, iii
Kennecott Blues, 881
What Lies Ahead? (also known as Copper Mine Blues), 47,48, 1163

preaches a sermon, 789
prostate cancer, 490, 511, 557, 571, 1170, 1175
rebuts Alan Christianson’s claim that Flambeau Mine was “economic

miracle,” 907
reflects on his years of fighting the buzzards, 1162–1166
registers complaint with DNR regarding renaming of Spooner Fish

Hatchery to Gov. Tommy Thompson Fish Hatchery, 769
says “Evelyn is the brains and I’m the mouth,” 87, 761
sole visit to mine site to tour operation, 698, 700
speaks of his hope for the future, 1148

testimony at EIS hearing for original (1976) Flambeau Mine proposal,
64–68

“walks on,” 1170–1179
“Fond Farewall” gathering and Eagle Feather Ceremony, 1174–1179
funeral, 1172–1174

“Walleye King,” 1116
witnesses Peter Peshek’s deposition of Ed May, 138–139
writes of his sweet Evelyn

Evelyn’s Hands, a tribute written shortly after Evelyn died, 788–789
“My heart will be forever full of her,” a letter written on what would

have been Evelyn’s 81st birthday, 796
Churchill, Roscoe, Rusk County Board Supervisor

first elected to board, 49, 50
member of Gov. Tommy Thompson’s ad hoc task force on mining,

270–278
member of Rusk County Mining Impact Committee (6-member),

279–287 (see also Rusk County Mining Impact Committee
(6-member) that negotiated Local Agreement)

replaced by Tony Daniels, 311–312
plaintiff in lawsuit filed against John Kaiser, et al., 314–315
resigns from board, 503, 556, 557
resolutions authored or co-authored by (see also Rusk County Board)

banning uranium mining and prospecting in Rusk County, 144–145
denying Kennecott a permit to mine, 114
denying N.L. Industries a lease to explore and mine in Blue Hills,

99–100, 765
invalidating approval of Kennecott’s exemption to groundwater

testing requirements, 430
rescinding Local Agreement, 469–470
transferring $40,000 from bogus legal fund to interest bearing

account, 480
stands up for Lac Courte Oreille Ojibwe treaty rights, 408
stripped of committee assignments during John Kaiser’s reign,

311–312
regains assignments after Kaiser voted out of office, 409

targeted for defeat in 1988 election, 307
votes against ratification of Local Agreement, 343

Churchill, Roscoe and Evelyn. See also Churchill, Evelyn; Churchill,
Roscoe

appeal to Rusk County Board to establish local mining impact
committee, 886–888

church affiliation, 313
eagle feather placed on Protect the Earth Staff in honor of, 394
family photos, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 764, 771, 787, 792, 1164, 1165
feature news articles about, 363, 364, 403, 405, 442, 939
fiftieth wedding anniversary, 792
first keepers of Protect the Earth Staff, 394
help Edison Mathis in his battle to keep Kennecott out of Clark County

(WI), 802–805
help found Rusk County Citizens Action Group, 85–89 (see also Rusk

County Citizens Action Group)
help found Wisconsin Resources Protection Council, 215–221 (see

also Wisconsin Resources Protection Council)
honored by fellow activists and Sec. of State Doug La Follette, 358, 359
honored by Menominee Nation, 730–732
honored by Mole Lake Drum (see Mole Lake Drum)
laws proposed by

mining moratorium (see Churchill Mining Moratorium Law [Wis.
Stat. 293.50]: history behind enactment of)

severance tax (12.5%) on metallic mining, 175–176
stripping mining companies of previously granted power of eminent

domain, 125–127
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tough mineral rights law, 222–225
lawsuits filed by, list of, 360 (see also lawsuits, Flambeau Mine)
meet with Gov. Tommy Thompson, 252–254
petitions drafted and circulated by (see also petitions, dealing with

metallic mining issues in Wisconsin)
asking DNR to amend various rules governing mining, 375–383
asking DNR to enforce non-degradation standard for groundwater,

646
asking DNR to promulgate rules banning metallic sulfide mining,

743–744
asking Gov. Tommy Thompson to stop collaborating with mining

corporations, 740
asking Grant Town Board to delay action on Local Agreement, 340
asking Rusk County Board to rescind Local Agreement, 465
asking Wisconsin Legislature to enact emergency mining morato-

rium in state, 921
going on record against mining regulations developed by “consen-

sus,” 184
opposing elimination of Public Intervenor Office and politicization

of DNR Secretary position, 767
registering opposition to 1981 AB 800 and proposed rules for min-

ing, 184
portrait drawn by Judy Pubanz in honor of, 1166
push for mining moratoria in Town of Grant, Rusk County and State of

Wisconsin, 11, 97–98, 111–112, 113–114, 201, 316–320,
666, 916–975

resolutions drafted by (see also Grant, Town of (Rusk County, WI), town
board; Grant, Town of (Rusk County, WI), townspeople; Rusk
County Board)

asking DNR to conduct public hearing on early closing of Flambeau
Mine (Rusk County Board), 714

banning uranium prospecting and mining in Rusk County (Rusk
County Board), 144–145

banning uranium prospecting and mining in Town of Grant (towns-
people), 146

calling for establishment of new mining impact committee to moni-
tor Kennecott’s activities (Rusk County Board), 886

calling for reversal of DNR’s decision to allow early closing of mine
(Rusk County Board), 721

calling for Rusk County Board to rescind Local Agreement (Rusk
County Board), 469–470

denying Grant Town Board the authority to act on mining matters
(townspeople), 98

denying Kennecott a permit to mine in Rusk County (1976) (Rusk
County Board), 114

denying N.L. Industries a lease to explore and mine in Blue Hills
(Rusk County Board), 100

invalidating approval of Kennecott’s exemption to groundwater test-
ing requirements (Rusk County Board), 430

mining moratorium in Town of Grant (1982) (townspeople), 201
mining moratorium in Town of Grant (1988) (townspeople), 318
nullifying Grant Town Board’s approval of Local Agreement (towns-

people), 350
refusing to rezone any property in Town of Grant for purpose of

metallic mining (Grant Town Board), 112
requesting legislative review of DNR’s decision to deny citizen peti-

tions for new mining rules (RCCAG), 382
transferring $40,000 from bogus Rusk County legal fund to interest

bearing account (Rusk County Board), 480
send survey to state legislators regarding mining laws, 1019
take road trip across northern Wisconsin in May 1981 to shore up sup-

port, 148–149

visit various mine sites, 49, 204–207, 208–210, 1154
Callahan Mine, 43–46

Churchill, Sara, 1174
Churchill, Shirley, 208
Churchill, Susan, 11, 355, 389, 462, 712, 787, 919, 949
Churchill farm

history of, 5–8, 341
“I do not own it. It owns me,” 8
horses, 403, 1164

April, 8,38
Babe, 363, 1163, 1164
Bill, 951
Dolly, 363
Ginger, 8, 951

Protect the Earth festival at, 384–394
Churchill Mining Moratorium Law [Wis. Stat. 293.50]. See also mining

moratorium bill, as introduced in Wisconsin Legislature
[1997 AB 70/SB 3]

citizens petition DNR to write administrative rules to insure proper
implementation of, 976–989

DNR repeatedly postpones action on petition, 983
list of official petitioners, 982
list of requested rules, 982–983
petition denied to the delight of Rio Algom, 987–989
press release regarding (including “Top Ten List” of silly DNR

rules), 983–984, 985
request heard by Gov. Tommy Thompson’s hand-picked Natural

Resources Board, 983
testimony of Laura Furtman before Natural Resources Board, 986
testimony of Roscoe Churchill before Natural Resources Board,

984–985
definition of moratorium, 916
DNR changes its interpretation of law after passage, 978–980, 988
DNR continues to process Crandon mine permit application despite

passage of, 976–978
DNR undermines enforcement of, 976–989, 1009
DNR unilaterally creates its own rules for enforcement without public

input or legislative oversight, 977–980, 987
list of regulations governing rule-making that were ignored, 981,

982, 987
NRB fails to call for official review of “Meyer rules,” 987–988

Flambeau Mine fails to meet test of, 1151–1156
history behind enactment of, 916–975

early push (1991–1993) for moratorium legislation, 571–573, 575,
666, 917, 919–921

later push (1994–1998) for moratorium legislation, 921–975
origin of concept in town and county actions, 916–919 (see also

mining moratorium resolution (1982), Town of Grant; min-
ing moratorium resolution (1988), Town of Grant; Rusk
County Board (Rusk County, WI); denies Kennecott a permit
to mine in Rusk County)

inappropriate to cite Arizona mines in effort to satisfy requirements of,
124

provisions in need of clarification, 978, 989
push to officially name law in honor of Roscoe and Evelyn Churchill,

971–973, 986
requires one mine for two tests, 978, 979

Rio Algom and DNR ignore provision, 978–981
Wisconsin Legislative Council issues opinion, 986–987

Rio Algom submits list of mines to DNR in effort to satisfy requirements
of, 978, 981

when clock starts ticking on ten-year closure requirement of, 989, 1153
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Churchill-Jerry, Ann, 11, 389, 730, 787, 1172
photos by, 771, 951
plaintiff in lawsuit against Local Agreement, 481

Churness, Dana, 1165
helps organize WWEP Youth Speaking Tour, 925, 926, 1019
“My Little Friend,” 1148
travels to Flambeau Mine site to “greet” visitors from Michigan,

1147–1149
visits Roscoe Churchill shortly before his death, 1170

Chvala, Chuck, Sen. (D-Madison), 1164
key player in passage of Churchill Mining Moratorium Law, 929, 956,

962, 971
helps counteract Republican effort to gut bill, 956

runs against Tommy Thompson in 1994 governor race, 745, 922
supports effort to ban metallic sulfide mining in Wisconsin, 745, 746,

922
Citizens for an Independent DNR, and the “Free George Meyer” campaign,

769–772
City Pages (Minneapolis, MN), citation from, 248
CityForest paper mill (Ladysmith, WI)

damaged by flooding of Flambeau River, 733, 734
expands operations in Rusk County in late 1990s, 892–893

clam, bullhead. See clams, endangered, at Flambeau Mine site
clam, purple wartyback. See clams, endangered, at Flambeau Mine site
clamgate memo, 539–541, 555

brought to light by open records request, 541
DNR attorney blames citizens for not knowing about it at time of Master

Hearing, 555
gaiashkibos confronts DNR regarding, 542

clams, endangered, at Flambeau Mine site. See also endangered species, at
Flambeau Mine site

and host species, 543
bullhead, found in Flambeau River, 505, 538, 613, 836
DNR deliberately misleads public with regard to presence of, 539–541,

542, 547, 555, 612
DNR forbids its biologists to talk to public about, 541
DNR ignores and suppresses internal memo regarding need to conduct

survey for, 539–541, 542, 546, 548, 555, 563, 632 (see
also clamgate memo)

Kennecott hireling claims they may have been planted, 556, 557
who planted them?, 567–570

lawsuit over (see lawsuit filed by Lac Courte Oreilles Ojibwe and Sierra
Club, in defense of endangered species at Flambeau Mine
site)

purple wartyback, found in Flambeau River, 503–509, 538, 541, 550,
556, 571, 613, 836

map showing location in Flambeau River, 504
spy attends meeting of mining opponents regarding, 570, 599
survey for, coordinated by Marian Havlik, 549–553, 688, 689, 693

“Citizens’ DNR” recruited to help, 551
Havlik and her team almost drown, 552–553, 689
reporters Todd Price and Luciano accompany expedition, 551

survey for, coordinated by Terry Balding, 689, 693
Balding backs out after threatened by Kennecott, 689–691

why worry about them?, 505
Clark, Rebecca, 805, 806, 807

and People for Wisconsin, 935
Clark County (WI), 1, 87

availability of historic economic data, 912
county board votes to enact 10-year mining moratorium on county-

owned land, 805, 964
Kennecott shows interest in, 797, 799, 802–805, 964

Churchills help Edison Mathis in his battle against, 803–804
invites Clark County Supervisors to tour Flambeau Mine, 802
tries to lease county forestland without divulging exact location,

802
Clark Fork (MT, ID), 205
Clarke, Arthur (“Texas clam expert”), 556, 557, 558, 567
Clarke, Tom, 1165
Classen, Lawrence, Attorney, 785, 786
classification legislation, definition of, 478
Clausen, Johanna, 206
Clausing, Alice, Sen. (D-Menomonie), 1164

key player in passage of Churchill Mining Moratorium Law, 929, 964,
965, 971

holds public hearing on mining moratorium bill, 929
moves mining moratorium bill quickly through committee, 929, 964

pushes for DNR to enforce Churchill Mining Moratorium Law, 977
targeted by Republicans for defeat in 2000 election, 965
tribute to, 964–965

Clean Water Act, provisions regarding establishment of surface water
quality standards, 1079

Clean Wisconsin, issues environmental scorecards for state legislators,
964–965

Clear Creek Deposit (Rusk County, WI), 4
Cleaver, Paul, 594

and Chamber of Commerce mine group, 597
helps orchestrate takeover of Rusk County Democrats, 496–498, 994

dressed down by local Democrats, 498
lashes out against Roscoe Churchill, 486
parliamentarian at 1982 annual meeting of Town of Grant, 199
speaks against proposal for independent monitoring of Flambeau 

River, 508
testimony at public hearing on Local Agreement, 342

Cleveland, Town of (Jackson County, WI), and citizens’ battle against
Kennecott, 805–809

members of local mining impact committee, 805
same dirty tricks played by town chairman and Kennecott as in Town of

Grant, 809
town board hires Attorney William Thiel, 809

Cliff, Roger, 230
closed session meetings

of Rusk County mining impact committee that negotiated Local
Agreement (see Rusk County Mining Impact Committee 
(6-member) that negotiated Local Agreement)

Wisconsin statutes governing [S.19.85], 280–281, 584
Cloverland Press (Ladysmith, WI), 418, 702
Club 8, 597, 696
cobalt

health problems associated with ingestion of, 1058
levels not being monitored in groundwater at Flambeau Mine site,

1030, 1049, 1180
major element in waste rock from Flambeau Mine, 1030
targeted mineral in ore body close to Superior National Forest (MN), 1130

Coe, Edward, 117
Coeur d’Alene River Basin (ID), and bird kills, 1154
Coggins, Brian, Grant Town Clerk

provides Town of Grant financial data for Flambeau Mine, 863, 866
Cohen, Jerry, suggests constitutional amendment to increase corporate

accountability, 1161
Coleman, John (GLIFWC mining impact specialist), 1164

analyzes Flambeau Mine monitoring data submitted by Kennecott to
DNR

crayfish, 1114, 1115–1116
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rate of groundwater flow, 1062–1063
river sediment, 1113
surface water, 1107–1108

asks DNR to require Kennecott to report all Flambeau Mine water
quality data and exceedances of state standards in annual
reports, 1094

contacts DNR regarding concerns over soil and water contamination at
Flambeau Mine site, 1070–1071, 1085, 1086, 1096

evaluates proposed monitoring plan for Stream-C watershed, 1075,
1077

voices concern over high detection limits for pollutants, 1105
voices concern over Kennecott’s failure to select appropriate control

well, 1124, 1125
Collins, Dave, 452–453, 462, 1164
Colorado, State of

examples of mining pollution in, 381, 578, 1007
Exxon oil shale project in, 247
has non-degradation standard for groundwater quality, 163, 381, 751,

752, 1007
will not issue mining permit if long-term treatment of acid mine

drainage is possible, 783
Colstrip, Montana, 207
comic books, anti-mining. See Flambeau Funnies, a comic book created by

Jim Ridings
common property amendment, to U.S. Constitution, 17, 152
compliance boundary, as defined in Wisconsin Administrative Code [NR

182.075(1)(a)–(b)], 161, 1008
as drawn for Flambeau Mine (see compliance boundary, for Flambeau

Mine)
as impetus for creation of PALs, 1032–1033
cannot extend beyond boundary of property owned or leased by mining

company, 1062
history behind enactment of DNR rules creating, 157–163 (see also

“consensus” process, chapters of Wisconsin Administrative
Code developed by)

opposition to concept raised at public hearings on “consensus” rules,
170–174

testimony from Wisconsin Water Well Association, 171, 172
testimony of Thomas Brock, expert on Safe Drinking Water Act, 171

provisions to allow enlargement of [NR 182.075(1)(b)1—before
amended; NR 140.22(3)(d)], 162–163

relationship to “design management zone,” 162, 232
table of MCL standards applicable at, 1029
unlimited groundwater pollution allowed within compliance

boundary/design management zone [NR 182.075(1)(a)–(b)],
xvii, 161, 162–163, 336, 375, 631, 646, 765, 1008, 1018,
1029, 1123, 1031, 1052, 1122–1123

table of data demonstrating, 1029
compliance boundary, for Flambeau Mine. See also compliance boundary,

as defined in Wisconsin Administrative Code [NR
182.075(1)(a)–(b)]

acreage included within, 163, 646
DNR fails to ticket Kennecott for violations of MCL standards at, 1056,

1095, 1123
drawn incorrectly by DNR, 1062
Flambeau River located within, 1062, 1063, 1104
graphs and tables of data demonstrating excessive levels of ground-

water pollution within
graphs, 1025, 1121, 1122, 1045, 1046, 1047
tables, 1043, 1050

Kennecott assumes no polluted water will reach southwest (down-
gradient) section of, 1059, 1060

map of, 1027
MCL standards established by DNR for application at, 425, 1031
only one nest of wells drilled along entire boundary, 1059–1062

need for additional wells to be drilled, 1123, 1128
rules allow Kennecott to legally pollute groundwater beyond safety

limits, 1052, 1122–1123
violations of MCL standards at, 1043, 1044, 1051, 1056, 1059

condemnation procedures, in Wisconsin law (see eminent domain in
Wisconsin, power of)

conditional land use permit, counties should refuse to issue before EIS
process complete, 1012

conditional land use permit (40-year), for Flambeau Mine
as addressed in Local Agreement, 331, 335, 337
authorizes changes to normal setback requirements, 331
exempts Kennecott from Rusk County metallic mining code, 331, 336
provisions contradictory to terms of Local Agreement

applicability of Rusk County shoreland-wetland zoning code, 331,
336

off-premise disposal of sludge from water treatment plant, 324, 331
specifies that county and town must approve of any new variances, but

provision ignored, 426
mentioned, 766, 1158

conductivity in water at Flambeau Mine site
as measured in Flambeau River surface water, 1107
as measured in groundwater at Flambeau Mine site, 1042, 1048–1049,

1055, 1180
reference to compilation of historic data on CD-ROM, 1049
violations of PAL standards, 1049, 1055, 1095

confidentiality of core sample analysis data, as allowed in Wisconsin
Statutes

exploratory data [S.107.15(4)], 27–28, 681–682, 1010
need for statutes to be amended, 858–859
prospecting data [S.293.47(3)], 26, 28, 681, 1010
ramifications for Flambeau Mine, 497, 671, 680, 681, 884

confidentiality of mining company financial data, as allowed in Wisconsin
Statutes

corporate tax returns [S.71.78], 852
need for statutes to be amended, 682–683, 858–859
net proceeds mining tax returns [S.70.375(2)(b); S.70.38(1)], 682, 852,

1011
tonnage statistics [S.70.375(2)(b) and S.71.78], 852, 1011

conflict of interest, attorney, position of American Bar Association on, 648
Congregational Church (Ladysmith, WI), 58, 59
consensus, real definition of, 141
“consensus” process, as used for drafting Wisconsin’s mining laws and

rules
causes dissension in Town of Grant, 149–150, 168–170, 183

majority of townspeople oppose “consensus” rules, 150, 183
demise of, 196
DNR endorses rules on July 31, 1981 in comfort of Kennecott’s law

office, 137, 153, 155–157, 167, 174, 375, 752–753, 755,
984

Roscoe Churchill, Sandy Lyon, Les Tiews and Wesley White attend
meeting, 155–157

flaws of, 196 (see also below: misnomer)
key players in, 141–142, 190, 244, 765, 1005
laws and rules resulting from

laws (see “consensus” process, Wisconsin Assembly bills devel-
oped by)

rules (see “consensus” process, chapters of Wisconsin
Administrative Code developed by)

mining companies “getting into bed with environmentalists,” 141, 918
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misnomer, 15, 140, 141, 196–197, 243, 765, 1005
local people left out of process, 140–143, 155
mining company inserts phrases into law that “knock the hell out

of” meaningful protection, 195
more appropriate to call “special treatment” negotiations, 195–196,

375
using term to propagate myth that rules are fair, 166, 190, 196

origins, 140–143, 244, 765
people of Town of Grant pressured to go along with proposals devel-

oped by, 168–171, 196
people of Town of Grant speak out against proposals developed by,

168–174
comments made by Churchills, 155, 168, 169
petition against proposed laws and rules, 183, 184

rejection of mining not an option, 142
revolt of townspeople against, 198–203
seminar hosted by League of Women Voters regarding, 196
use of “takings” argument, 163

“consensus” process, chapters of Wisconsin Administrative Code devel-
oped by. See also “consensus” process, as used for drafting
Wisconsin’s mining laws and rules

NR 131 (see NR 131 [Metallic Mineral Prospecting], of Wisconsin
Administrative Code)

NR 132 (see NR 132 [Metallic Mineral Mining], of Wisconsin
Administrative Code)

NR 182 (see NR 182 [Metallic Mining Wastes], of Wisconsin
Administrative Code)

“consensus” process, Wisconsin Assembly bills developed by. See also
“consensus” process, as used for drafting Wisconsin’s min-
ing laws and rules

1981 AB 800 [Mining Tax Bill plus environmental trailer bill] (see envi-
ronmental trailer bill [1981 AB 800], provisions of)

1981 AB 936 [Solid and Hazardous Waste Siting Bill] (see solid and
hazardous waste siting bill [1981 AB 936])

Conservation Congress. See Wisconsin Conservation Congress
Consolidated Papers, donates land for conservation, 576
contested case public hearing

as part of Flambeau Mine Master Hearing (see Master Hearing,
Flambeau Mine: contested case portion of)

process for, in Wisconsin (see public hearings in Wisconsin, process
for noncontested (traditional) and contested

contract zoning, definition of, 289. See also Local Agreement Law,
Wisconsin’s

Conwed Designscape (Ladysmith, WI), 893, 902, 909
city awarded bogus mining impact grant to build factory for, 876, 904

Conzinc Rio Tinto, 642
Cooper, Bob, 694, 695
Cooper Engineering (Rice Lake, WI), 1066
copper. See also Flambeau Deposit; productivity, of Flambeau Mine

amount produced by Flambeau Mine, 675, 680, 813, 853
data table, 854

average prices in U.S. market during mining years, 334, 675
reach all-time high during mining years in Rusk County, 710

concentration in Flambeau Deposit, 26, 670, 673, 674, 814
some ore rich enough to go directly to smelter, 675, 680

graphs and tables showing levels in surface waters at reclaimed
Flambeau Mine site, 1080–1083

health problems associated with ingestion of, 1058
in Flambeau River crayfish, higher levels found in downstream

specimens, 1115–1116
data table, 1116

in Flambeau River sediment, higher levels found in downstream
samples, 1113

data table, 1114
in Flambeau River surface water, 1182

baseline, 1104
data table, 1082–1083

in Flambeau River walleye, higher levels found in downstream fish,
1117–1118

data table, 1117
walleye-ometer, 1119

in groundwater at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site, 1180
data tables, 1050, 1051
graph showing, 1046
predicted levels vs. real levels, 1029, 1032, 1042, 1044–1045,

1046, 1053, 1119
reference to compilation of historic data on CD-ROM, 1049

in Meadowbrook Creek
data table, 1082–1083

in stormwater runoff from industrial outlot at reclaimed Flambeau Mine
site, 1080

data table, 1082–1083
in Stream-C at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site, 1070, 1071, 1079–1083,

1096
cartoon depicting, 1097
data table, 1082–1083
graph showing copper levels along length of stream, 1081
LC50s reached, 1085
violations of surface water quality standards, 1067, 1071, 1081,

1082, 1085, 1094, 1096, 1129
in topsoil at Flambeau Mine site

baseline, 1069
cartoon depicting, 1097
high levels detected in railroad ballast and industrial outlot,

1067–1070, 1083–1084
in Wetland-1, Wetland-6 and unnamed intermittent stream at Flambeau

Mine site
data table, 1082–1083

in Wetland-A and Wetland-B surface waters, 1092, 1093, 1095
data table, 1082–1083
violations of surface water quality standards, 1082–1083, 1092,

1093, 1095, 1129
in Wetland-C sediment, 1084–1085
in Wetland-C surface water, 1079–1083, 1093, 1095–1096, 1136

data table, 1082–1083
graphs showing copper levels in inlet and outlet waters, 1080, 1081
violations of surface water quality standards, 1067, 1069, 1080,

1081, 1082, 1085, 1094, 1095–1096, 1129
levels toxic to aquatic life, 1057, 1069, 1078
not being monitored in Stream-A, Wetland-B channel to Flambeau River

or Wetland-11, 1082–1083
rarity of deposits, 710
surface water quality standards for, 1078

Copper Mine Blues (also known as What Lies Ahead?), a poem by Roscoe
Churchill, 47–48, 1163

Copper Nickel Coalition of Minnesota, 123
copper sulfate, as used in heap leaching, 499
Cordon, Tim, 1164

arrested at Flambeau Summer protest, 529–530
core samples, confidentiality of analytical data for, 26–28, 497, 671, 884
Cornell, Ezra, and mineral rights in Rusk County, 222, 224
Cornell University, takes Rusk County to court to regain mineral rights, 224
Cornwell, Ronald, 491
Cornwell v. City of Stevens Point, as cited by Kennecott in lawsuit against

the Local Agreement, 491
Corporate Report Wisconsin (Black Earth, WI), citation from, 243
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Corporation Chartering Act, as suggested by Charles Stoddard, 1160, 1161
corporations

as defined in Devil’s Dictionary, 1161
benefit from weak town government laws, 237, 766
Evelyn Churchill comments on

how to rein in, 1160–1161
invasiveness of, 155
pens Declaration of Independence from Corporation Oppression

and Destruction, 701–707
writes The Story of the Corruption of Wisconsin Government by the

Oil and Mining Corporations, 764–774
exert undue influence on Wisconsin’s mining laws (see “consensus”

process, as used for drafting Wisconsin’s mining laws and
rules; Exxon Minerals Company: exerts undue influence on
Wisconsin’s mining and environmental regulations;
Kennecott in Rusk County (WI): exerts undue influence on
Wisconsin’s mining and environmental regulations)

history of their corrupting influence on Wisconsin government,
764–774

immortality of, xvi, 1148, 1165
“Meet the Corporation,” 1161
name games played by, xvi, 81, 239, 329, 462, 533, 534, 1162

use of subsidiaries to avoid liability, 104–105
pattern of exploiting people and resources, xvi

described by Bob Olsgard in his poem, Ladysmith, 737
pollution problems persist long after CEOs die, 738
RTZ executives show their true colors, 640–645
undermine democracy (see democracy, mining companies and other

corporations undermine)
Country Today (Eau Claire, WI), citations from, 24, 25, 171, 173, 174, 625,

910, 937, 945, 963, 1002, 1005
“county additional” payments, as provided for in Wisconsin’s metallic min-

ing tax law. See also tax law, Wisconsin’s net proceeds min-
ing [S.70.37–70.3965]

amount received by Rusk County for Flambeau Mine, 848, 860–861
questionable balance sheet issued by MILIF board regarding,

860–862, 864
shortfall, 860, 863–864, 875

defined, 177
distribution of, 843, 873
indexed for inflation, 841, 857
Kennecott’s “guarantee” regarding, 333, 841
not guaranteed by state, 177–178
restrictions on how money must be spent, 177

court system, Wisconsin
pathetic nature of, 919
supreme court finds Gov. Tommy Thompson’s attempt to reorganize

Department of Public Instruction unconstitutional, 773
Couvillion, Wayne, 594
Cowles, Robert, Sen. (R-Green Bay), key player in passage of Churchill

Mining Moratorium Law, 956, 963–964, 971
commends POW’R for its efforts, 971

Craemer, Charles, 454
Craemer, Linda, 1164

and Flambeau Summer, 477, 511, 524, 547, 550, 623
arrested for catching American flag tossed over fence at mine site, 477,

618–619
Craft, Walter, 460
Crandon, Wisconsin. See Crandon mine proposal
Crandon Deposit (Forest County, WI), 1, 4, 135, 379. See also Crandon

mine proposal
map showing location of, 2

Crandon mine proposal. See also Exxon Minerals Company; Exxon/Rio
Algom; Forest County (WI); Nashville, Town of (Forest
County, WI); Rio Algom; Wolf River (WI)

and Kevin Lyons, 203
as threat to Wolf River (see Wolf River (WI))
connection to Bunker Hill Mine, 205, 206
cyanide use, 500
Local Agreement upheld in court, 379, 919
local people fed propaganda about success of Flambeau Mine, 891,

900–907, 908–909, 910, 1139
newspaper ads run by Exxon/Rio Algom in support of, 948, 953, 954
potential economic impact brought into question, 911–913
potential to generate radioactive waste, 423
proposal put to rest (permanently) in 2003, 1167
proposal put to rest (temporarily) in 1986, 242–246

resurrected in 1993, 248, 569, 739, 921
proposed pipeline to Wisconsin River for disposal of wastewater, 219,

877, 906, 921
Public Intervenor Laura Sutherland issues report critical of, 768, 777
role of WRPC in opposing, 215–221 (see also Wisconsin Resources

Protection Council)
Roscoe Churchill speaks words of comfort to those fighting, 927
Roscoe Churchill testifies at hearing on draft EIS, 246
Roscoe Churchill’s first involvement in controversy, 135, 136, 998
size of proposed waste dump, 921, 933
threat to wild rice beds and cultural survival of Mole Lake Ojibwe, 92,

757
mentioned, 53, 93, 94, 101, 137, 175–176, 380, 389, 436, 497, 747,

767, 826, 1158, 1166
Crandon Mining Company, 739. See also Exxon/Rio Algom
Crawford, Thomas, Rep. (D-Milwaukee), 230, 231, 232
crayfish in Flambeau River, heavy metal bioaccumulation in, 1114–1116.

See also Flambeau River (WI) pollution
data table, 1116
DNR pulls plug on mandatory testing program, 689, 1116, 1124, 1128
downstream sampling sites nowhere near backfilled mine pit, 1106,

1115, 1123–1124
higher levels of copper and aluminum found in downstream specimens,

1115, 1116
Kennecott distorts data by stating “there appears to be no impact to

crayfish,” 1115
Kennecott fails to provide statistical analysis of raw data, 1114,

1123–1124
lack of independent data, 1112
list of metals tested, 1114
map showing sampling locations, 1106
need to resume mandatory testing, 1127–1128

internal DNR memo suggests continued monitoring is warranted,
1127

Cree, 436
Crescent, Town of (Oneida County, WI), legitimate grant application turned

down by MILIF board, 877
Crisler, Carole, 1164

and “Free George Meyer” campaign, 769–772
and Wisconsin Conservation Congress, 995
makes the best baked beans, 927
petitions for public hearing on proposed changes to Flambeau Mine

reclamation plan, 833
Crisler, Dale, 931, 1164
Crocker, Ken, acknowledgement of, xiii
Cullaton Lake Mine (Northwest Territories, Canada), 978, 981
Cullen, Tim, Sen. (D-Janesville), 196–197
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Cullen, Weston, Pines and Bach, law firm of, 316
cyanide

and bird deaths, 580, 641, 824
and Crandon mine proposal, 500
Flambeau Mine designed to potentially accommodate cyanide heap

leaching, 324
not regulated as hazardous waste at Wisconsin mine sites, 499–500,

1008
proposed legislation to ban use in Wisconsin mines, 1012, 1021

D
Daggett, Dale, 85, 142, 199, 404

animosity toward Roscoe Churchill, 149–150, 183, 201
registered as “interested person” at Flambeau Mine Master Hearing,

439
switches sides, 55, 62, 77, 149
testimony at EIS hearing for original (1976) Flambeau Mine proposal,

60–62
Dahl, Larry, 126
Dahlberg, E.M., 6, 7, 23, 753, 773
Daily Cardinal (University of Wisconsin–Madison), citations from, 144,

228, 1125
article about Kennecott rip-off, 13, 35, 36, 686, 752, 840

Dairyland Dam, and Flambeau River flood, 733
Dairyland Flowage (Rusk County, WI), and fishing opener with Gov. Tommy

Thompson, 769
Dairyland State Bank, 7
Dances with Wolves, 460
Daniels, Tony, Rusk County Board Supervisor

admits he never read Local Agreement, 336
endorses Local Agreement before EIS issued, 321
episode with county nurse, 408
recruited by Kennecott to promote mining to Clark County officials, 802
replaces Roscoe Churchill as Vice Chairman of Rusk County Board and

mining negotiator, 311–313
rides into office with John Kaiser in 1988 Rusk County Board election,

308
sued by nine Rusk County Board supervisors for libel, 312, 314–315
votes against rescinding Local Agreement, 471
votes to ratify Local Agreement, 343
mentioned, 336, 468, 480, 485, 593, 720, 827

Danielson, Rob, producer of film, From the Ground Up, 627
Davis Motel (Ladysmith, WI), 600
Dawson, Thomas, Public Intervenor, 767, 768
Day, Minnie, 122, 123
Day, Roger, member of MILIF board

questionable transfers of mining revenues during his watch, 859, 864
Day House, haunted, 85, 123
Decker, Russ, Sen. (D-Schofield)

and 1991 AB 27 (prohibiting mining in state parks), 573
and 1991 AB 81 (comprehensive overhaul of Wisconsin’s weak mining

laws), 571, 572, 921, 971
and 1991 SB 240 (bad actor bill), 576–580, 593
and 1995 SB 516 (mining moratorium bill), 923
and 1997 SB 342 (toughening bad actor and Local Agreement laws),

580
and 2001 SB 160 (banning use of cyanide in Wisconsin mines), 1021
and 2001 SB 271 (toughening groundwater and hazardous waste

standards for mining), 1021
and 2003 AB 91 (banning use of cyanide in Wisconsin mines), 1021
and 2003 SB 157 (toughening groundwater and hazardous waste

standards for mining), 1021
comments on Wisconsin’s “tough” mining laws, 1006

elected to office in 1990 by beating 24-year incumbent, 920
one of Roscoe Churchill’s favorite legislators, 575, 1164
tries to restore independence of DNR Secretary, 772
tries to restore Public Intervenor Office, 769
voices concern about objectivity of Thomas Evans, 578

Declaration of Independence, of founding fathers, using it to fight corporate
aggression, 1160

Declaration of Independence from Corporation Oppression and Destruction,
701–707

as penned by Evelyn Churchill, 703–704
delivered to offices of governor and DNR Secretary, 702, 707, 921
Evelyn Churchill explains rationale behind, 705, 706
signatories, 702, 705, 706

Deer Tail Creek, 5, 6, 8, 385, 389
“I don’t own it,” 262

Deer Woman, a poem by Sandy Lyon in honor of Evelyn Churchill, 790
DeMain, Paul, 558, 462
democracy

republic v. democracy, 236
Rusk County (WI) denial of mining permit to Kennecott seen as prime

example of, 115–116
school government and town government as, 235–236
undermined by corporations (see corporations; democracy, mining

companies and other corporations undermine)
undermined by Kennecott’s Flambeau Mine project (see democracy,

Kennecott’s Flambeau Mine project undermines)
undermined by Wisconsin DNR (see democracy, Wisconsin Department

of Natural Resources undermines)
undermined by Wisconsin Legislature (see democracy, Wisconsin

Legislature undermines)
democracy, Kennecott’s Flambeau Mine project undermines. See also

democracy
EIS process is trivialized (see also Environmental Impact Statement, for

executed (1990) Flambeau Mine proposal)
DNR ignores citizen requests for regional EIS (see environmental

impact statement process, for mining projects in Wisconsin:
citizens call for process to include preparation of regional
EIS)

DNR violates terms of Wisconsin Environmental Policy Act with
regard to handling of endangered species (see endangered
species, at Flambeau Mine site: DNR violates terms of
Wisconsin Environmental Policy Act with regard to handling
of; environmental impact statement, supplemental (SEIS),
on endangered species at Flambeau Mine site)

Kennecott accelerates site preparation after endangered species
discovered at mine site, 544, 547, 554

Local Agreement negotiated and signed before EIS even written,
280, 321, 332, 340, 350, 395, 402

Evelyn Churchill comments on, 664–665, 1158–1159
Our Pro-Mining DNR, 630–633
The Kennecott Takeover, 487

First Amendment violations associated with Flambeau Mine (see First
Amendment violations, associated with Flambeau Mine)

Grant Town Board ignores resolutions and other actions taken by
townspeople (see Grant, Town of (Rusk County, WI), town
board)

Kennecott challenges right of public to wade Flambeau River, 688–693
Kennecott exerts undue influence on state’s mining regulations (see

Kennecott in Rusk County (WI): exerts undue influence on
Wisconsin’s mining and environmental regulations)

Kennecott institutes changes to reclamation plan before getting official
approval, 833–834

Kennecott muzzles taxpayer-funded planning commission, 1144
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Kennecott plans to use public park for mining company function but
reserves right to turn people away, 696, 697

Kennecott shows no respect for local zoning codes or resolutions, 276,
281–283, 288, 429, 431

Rusk County mining and shoreland zoning codes are voided in
Local Agreement, 336–337

Town of Grant mining moratorium resolutions are voided in Local
Agreement, 331–332

Roscoe Churchill comments on, 483, 1149
Rusk County Board Chairman Bernice Dukerschein ignores county

board directives, 429, 720–722 (see also Dukerschein,
Bernice, Rusk County Board Chairman)

Rusk County Citizens Action Group comments on, 921, 922
Rusk County Citizens Action Group organizes Freedom March to draw

attention to, 472–475
Rusk County Mining Impact Committee (3-member) bypasses Rusk

County Board authority, 427, 429
Rusk County Mining Impact Committee (6-member) engages in illegal

activities (see also Rusk County Mining Impact (6-member)
that negotiated Local Agreement: illegal activities of)

attorney hired with taxpayer dollars collaborates (see Thiel, William,
Attorney)

holds illegally closed meetings, 280–281, 584
ignores local zoning codes and resolutions, 288–289, 292, 294,

332, 457
Wisconsin DNR shoves local people by the wayside (see also democ-

racy, Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources under-
mines)

bucks citizen requests for public hearing on early closing of mine
(see early closing of Flambeau Mine, as proposed by
Kennecott)

bucks citizen request for public hearing on proposed changes to
reclamation plan (see Flambeau Mine, reclamation plan)

bucks citizen request for public hearing on SEIS (see environmental
impact statement, supplemental (SEIS), on endangered
species at Flambeau Mine site)

ignores Native American treaty rights (see treaty rights, of Lake
Superior Ojibwe)

ignores Rusk County Board resolutions, 429–431, 720–722
Wisconsin Legislature enacts Local Agreement Law to circumvent pub-

lic’s right to say “no” to project (see democracy, Wisconsin
Legislature undermines)

democracy, mining companies and other corporations undermine. See also
corporations; democracy; democracy, Kennecott’s Flambeau
Mine project undermines

Chuck Stoddard comments on how to counteract, 1160–1161
Evelyn Churchill comments on, 664–665, 715, 1158–1159

Changing Views Towards Resource Management, 1160–1161
Declaration of Independence from Corporation Oppression and

Destruction, 701–707
The Story of the Corruption of Wisconsin Government by the Oil

and Mining Corporations, 764–774
Roscoe Churchill comments on how “mining impacts our hunting

heritage,” 25
democracy, Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources undermines. 

See also democracy; Department of Natural Resources,
Wisconsin

curtails citizen involvement in drafting of mining rules (see “consen-
sus” process, as used for drafting Wisconsin’s mining laws
and rules)

Evelyn Churchill comments on “our pro-mining DNR,” 630–633
ignores anti-mining resolutions passed by Wisconsin Conservation

Congress, 752–753, 990–1003

ignores Native American treaty rights (see treaty rights, of Lake
Superior Ojibwe)

marginalizes EIS process (see democracy, Kennecott’s Flambeau Mine
project undermines: EIS process is trivialized)

promulgates natural resource rules that trample constitutional right of
public to clean water (see Public Trust Doctrine, Wisconsin:
DNR shows disregard for; Public Trust Doctrine, Wisconsin:
statutes and administrative rules that violate public trust)

undermines citizen involvement in public hearing process (see public
hearings in Wisconsin, process for noncontested (tradi-
tional) and contested)

democracy, Wisconsin Legislature undermines. See also democracy
awards power of eminent domain to mining companies and DNR (see

eminent domain in Wisconsin, power of)
changes town government law, 234–237, 352–353 (see also town gov-

ernment law, Wisconsin’s)
enacts legislation that curtails citizen involvement in solid waste

management decisions, 190–197 (see also solid and haz-
ardous waste siting bill [1981 AB 936])

enacts legislation that tramples constitutional right of public to clean
water (see Public Trust Doctrine, Wisconsin: statutes and
administrative rules that violate public trust)

enacts Local Agreement Law with contract zoning provisions (see Local
Agreement Law, Wisconsin’s)

enacts Master Hearing Law that curtails citizen involvement in mine
permitting process (see Master Hearing Law, for mining
projects in Wisconsin)

Evelyn Churchill comments on, 1012
Democratic Party (Rusk County, WI). See Rusk County Democratic Party
demonstrations, against Flambeau Mine. See protests and rallies against

Flambeau Mine
DeNucci, Bill, 1164

facilitates enactment of mining moratorium resolutions in towns across
northern Wisconsin, 211–212

pushes to ban uranium mining in Barron County (WI), 144
DeNucci, Kathy, 211
Department of Administration, Wisconsin

James Klauser as Gov. Tommy Thompson’s secretary of (see Klauser,
James)

Mark Bugher at Gov. Tommy Thompson’s secretary of (see Bugher,
Mark)

mining taxes collected by Department of Revenue are deposited with
secretary of [S.70.385], 875

questionable transfers of Flambeau Mine tax revenues by, 847–851,
860–864

role in distributing mining tax revenues, 843, 864, 874–875
Department of Natural Resources, Wisconsin

agrees to early closing of Flambeau Mine (see early closing of
Flambeau Mine, as proposed by Kennecott)

allows Kennecott to change approved reclamation plan for Flambeau
Mine (see Flambeau Mine, reclamation plan)

allows Kennecott to rename Wetland-B and Wetland-C “biofilters” and
thereby dodge liability for pollution, 1087–1091, 1129 (see
also biofilter)

amends NR 182 to accommodate Kennecott, 300–305
as defendant in lawsuits filed by Flambeau Mine opponents

over DNR approval of 1976 Flambeau Mine EIS (filed by Roscoe
Churchill, et al.), 106–108, 360

over DNR authority to write rules banning metallic sulfide mining in
Wisconsin (see lawsuit filed by Roscoe Churchill, et al., to
confirm DNR authority to write rules banning metallic sul-
fide mining in Wisconsin)
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over endangered species (see endangered species, at Flambeau
Mine site; lawsuit filed by Lac Courte Oreilles Ojibwe and
Sierra Club, in defense of endangered species at Flambeau
Mine site)

over inadequacy of supplemental EIS on endangered species (filed
by Lac Courte Oreilles Ojibwe and Sierra Club), 614–615

over legality of Local Agreement and Local Agreement Law (see
lawsuit filed by Roscoe Churchill, et al., over legality of
Local Agreement and Local Agreement Law)

cartoons depicting
DNR complacency over Kennecott’s use of term “biofilter” to avoid

liability for pollution, 1089
DNR dismissal of citizen testimony at Flambeau Mine Master

Hearing, 456
DNR failure to adequately monitor Flambeau Mine site for pollution,

1141
DNR failure to ticket Kennecott for violations of environmental stan-

dards at Flambeau Mine site, 1097
DNR policy of “don’t ask, don’t tell” for pollution at Flambeau Mine

site, 1108
“Free George Meyer,” 770, 772
Peter Peshek as DNR Secretary, 652

claims exceedance of surface water quality standards in a navigable
water is not an enforceable action, 1097–1098, 1099, 1101

conducts sham public hearing on Noranda’s Notice of Intent to mine in
Oneida County, 622–623, 624, 625

considers gutting state’s Outstanding Resource Water program, 999
department officials who facilitated Kennecott’s rape of Rusk County

Anthony Earl (see Earl, Anthony)
Bill Tans (see Tans, Bill, Wisconsin DNR official)
Carroll Besadny (see Besadny, Carroll, Wisconsin DNR Secretary)
Charles Hammer (see Hammer, Charles, Wisconsin DNR attorney)
George Meyer (see Meyer, George, Wisconsin DNR Secretary)
Gordon Reinke (see Reinke, Gordon, Wisconsin DNR official)
Larry Lynch (see Lynch, Larry, Wisconsin DNR official)
Linda Bochert (see Bochert, Linda, Wisconsin DNR official)
Robert Ramharter (see Ramharter, Robert, Wisconsin DNR official)

dereliction of duty on part of DNR officials with regard to Flambeau
Mine

comprehensive program is not put in place to monitor pollution at
Flambeau Mine site (see below: fails to put comprehensive
program in place to monitor Flambeau River for mine
impacts; fails to put comprehensive program in place to
monitor groundwater pollution at Flambeau Mine site; fails
to put comprehensive program in place to monitor wetlands
and creeks at Flambeau Mine site for impacts)

endangered species issue is mishandled (see endangered species,
at Flambeau Mine site)

false statements are made regarding levels of groundwater pollution
at Flambeau Mine site, 1039, 1040, 1118–1120, 1129

intent of WEPA is violated (see democracy, Kennecott’s Flambeau
Mine project undermines: EIS process is trivialized)

intervention boundary is not established for Flambeau Mine,
1034–1036, 1055, 1123, 1129 (see also intervention
boundary, for Flambeau Mine) 

Kennecott is not ticketed for violations of groundwater and surface
water quality standards at Flambeau Mine site (see below:
fails to ticket Kennecott for violations of groundwater quality
standards at Flambeau Mine site; fails to ticket Kennecott for
violations of surface water quality standards at Flambeau
Mine site)

Native American treaty rights are ignored (see treaty rights, of Lake
Superior Ojibwe)

no requirements for long-term care of “biofilters” are incorporated
into Flambeau Mine reclamation plan, 1090, 1129 (see also
biofilter)

public is not told that bedrock between Flambeau Mine pit and river
is fractured, 1053–1054

public is not told that Kennecott predicts pollution at mine site will
persist for more than 4,000 years, 1053–1054

double standard for regulating mining industry vs. private citizens, 501,
632, 646, 1098

DNR “thinks it’s dangerous for a few people to pee on a gravel hill-
side for one day,” 391, 394, 1090

“special treatment” provisions incorporated into law (see special
treatment, given to mining companies in Wisconsin law)

double-talk on mining issues, 380, 542, 775–776, 778
downplays pollution problems at Flambeau Mine site

Flambeau River surface water, 1107–1108, 1123
groundwater, 1039–1041, 1118–1120

endorses “consensus” rules for mining on July 31, 1981 in comfort of
Kennecott’s law office, 137, 153, 155–157, 167, 174, 375,
752–753, 755, 984 (see also “consensus” process, as used
for drafting Wisconsin’s mining laws and rules)

Roscoe Churchill, Sandy Lyon, Les Tiews and Wesley White attend
meeting, 155–157

enmeshed with Exxon, 156, 244–246
fails to put comprehensive program in place to monitor Flambeau River

for mine impacts, 783, 1102–1118 (see also Flambeau River
(WI) pollution)

DNR policy of “don’t ask, don’t tell,” 1107, 1108
DNR pulls plug on mandatory testing programs for surface water,

sediment, crayfish and walleye, 1111, 1113–1114, 1116,
1118

failure of Kennecott to provide statistical analyses of data, 1113,
1114, 1117

inappropriate selection of monitoring locations, 1103, 1106, 1107,
1111, 1115, 1116

internal memo suggests continued monitoring is warranted, 1127
lack of independent data, 688–689, 1109, 1112
not monitoring all key pollutants, 1109–1111
summary of shortcomings, 1123–1124
what needs to be done, 1127–1130

fails to put comprehensive program in place to monitor groundwater
pollution at Flambeau Mine site (see also groundwater pol-
lution, at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site)

DNR violates law by not establishing intervention boundary,
1034–1036, 1054–1055

“don’t ask, don’t tell” policy, 1062, 1107, 1108
key pollutants not being monitored, 1030–1031, 1049, 1052, 1057,

1119, 1123
lack of independent data, 1028, 1129
minimal testing of private wells, 325–328, 656–657, 661 (see also

wells (private))
monitoring wells not drilled at critical sites, 1059–1062, 1123 (see

also wells (monitoring), at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site)
suitable control well not identified, 1124–1125
what needs to be done, 1127–1130

fails to put comprehensive program in place to monitor wetlands and
creeks at Flambeau Mine site for impacts, 1123–1124 (see
also streams (creeks) at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site, pol-
lution of; wetlands (“created”), at reclaimed Flambeau Mine
site; wetlands (pre-existing), at Flambeau Mine site)

minimal testing of 1.7-acre “biofilter” (Wetland-B), 1092–1093
minimal testing of mitigation wetland (Wetland-A), 1091–1092
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mishandling of Stream-C watershed monitoring program (see
Stream-C, at reclaimed Flambeau Mine Site; Wetland-C, at
reclaimed Flambeau Mine site )

no monitoring of natural wetland between backfilled pit and river
(Wetland-11), 1075

no monitoring of Stream-A or Wetland-B channel, 1091–1092
what needs to be done, 1127–1130

fails to ticket Kennecott for violations of groundwater quality standards
at Flambeau Mine site, 1095 (see also groundwater pollu-
tion, at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site: violations of MCL
standards at compliance boundary; groundwater pollution,
at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site: violations of PAL stan-
dards at theoretical intervention boundary)

fails to ticket Kennecott for violations of surface water quality standards
at Flambeau Mine site, 1095–1096 (see also Stream-C, at
reclaimed Flambeau Mine site: pollution of; Wetland-A, at
reclaimed Flambeau Mine site: violations of surface water
quality standards in; Wetland-B, at reclaimed Flambeau
Mine site: violations of surface water quality standards in;
Wetland-C, at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site: pollution of)

history and creation of, 20–23, 765
Gov. Tommy Thompson eliminates Public Intervenor Office, 13, 23,

767–769 (see also Public Intervenor Office, Wisconsin)
Gov. Tommy Thompson grabs power to appoint DNR Secretary and

neuters Natural Resources Board, 22–23, 767, 769–773,
1017

need to return to old days of having Wisconsin Conservation
Commission, 23, 750, 753, 773–774

ignores anti-mining resolutions passed by Wisconsin Conservation
Congress, 752–753, 990–1003

ignores Native American treaty rights (see treaty rights, of Lake
Superior Ojibwe)

imprecision in scientific methods employed by, 61, 65, 67, 454, 1105
issues report on acid mine drainage, 775–784 (see also Overview of

Mining Waste Management Issues in Wisconsin)
admits no example could be found of non-polluting metallic sulfide

mine, 775
DNR does not follow its own recommendations at Flambeau Mine

site, 781, 783
full of double-talk, 775–776, 778

laws granting bureaucratic control over mining to, 630–631
mishandles endangered species issue at Flambeau Mine site (see

endangered species, at Flambeau Mine site)
Natural Resources Board (NRB) as advisory body to (see Natural

Resources Board (NRB), Wisconsin)
offers watershed protection grant to western Rusk County while failing

to provide aid to area affected by Flambeau Mine, 663
opposes citizen petitions submitted to NRB for tougher mining regula-

tions (see Natural Resources Board (NRB), Wisconsin:
rejects citizen petitions for stronger mining regulations)

opposes legislation designed to toughen state’s mining laws
comprehensive overhaul of state’s mining laws [1991 AB 81], 572
mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70], 935, 941

participates in Flambeau Mine Master Hearing (see Master Hearing,
Flambeau Mine)

portrayed as Justice of the Peace in mock wedding ceremony at
Flambeau Mine protest, 434

power of eminent domain [S.32.06(16)], 127, 195
prepares EIS for executed (1990) Flambeau Mine proposal (see

environmental impact statement, for executed (1990)
Flambeau Mine proposal)

prepares EIS for nonexecuted (1976) Flambeau Mine proposal (see

environmental impact statement, for nonexecuted (1976)
Flambeau Mine proposal)

prepares supplemental EIS on endangered species at Flambeau Mine
site (see environmental impact statement, supplemental
(SEIS), on endangered species at Flambeau Mine site)

pro-mining bias of, 630–633
difficult to tell DNR officials from mining officials, 54
DNR attitude toward mining: “It isn’t hurting anything,” 738
DNR works on Kennecott’s timetable rather than public’s timetable,

51, 449, 541, 610, 612
Evelyn Churchill writes Our Pro-Mining DNR, 631–632
Evelyn Churchill writes The Story of the Corruption of Wisconsin

Government by the Oil and Mining Corporations, 764–774
Roscoe Churchill documents, 752–753
“the regulator has become the regulated,” 452

promotes myth that mining companies are responsible for mining-
related damages in perpetuity, 164, 816, 1054, 1055, 1129
(see also liability for mining-related damages, Wisconsin
regulations governing)

referred to as “handmaiden of mining company,” 14, 106, 772, 1053
referred to as “lapdog” rather than “watchdog,” 402
referred to as “neutered cat,” 753, 755
relaxes any regulations Kennecott was likely to violate or found too

cumbersome, 166, 300–305, 397, 422–431, 760, 783,
1032, 1052 (see also exemptions and variances to
Wisconsin’s mining rules, granted to Kennecott)

rents space at industrial park created at Flambeau Mine site, 836, 838
represented on Gov. Tommy Thompson’s ad hoc task force on mining,

270–278
secretary of (see Department of Natural Resources Secretary,

Wisconsin)
spreads myth of Wisconsin’s “tough” mining laws (see “tough” mining

laws in Wisconsin)
statutory authorization to adopt minimum standards, by rule, for mining

[S.293.13(2)], 630, 741, 1009
authority to develop rules for a separate class of minerals

[S.293.13(2)(a)], 760
mandate for DNR to develop rules “consistent” with intent of mining

laws [S.293.13(2)(a)], 982, 985, 987
mandate for DNR to develop standards that “prevent significant

environmental pollution” [S.293.13(2)(b)], 631, 741
statutory authorization to create groundwater rules specific to metallic

mining [S.293.15(11)—originally S.144.83(4)(L)],
154–155, 175, 180–181, 1008, 1009

statutory authorization to promulgate rules that prohibit mining of sul-
fide ore bodies, 740, 741

statutory charge to “protect, maintain and improve” state’s waters
[S.281.11—originally S.144.025(1)], 151–153, 172, 378,
452, 630–631, 741, 760, 798, 988, 1014

DNR ignores mandate (see Public Trust Doctrine, Wisconsin: DNR
shows disregard for)

“Top Ten List” of silly rules promulgated by, 983–984, 985
unable to find example of non-polluting metallic sulfide mine, 778,

779, 782, 785
undermines democratic principles (see democracy, Wisconsin

Department of Natural Resources undermines)
undermines enforcement of Churchill Mining Moratorium Law (see

Churchill Mining Moratorium Law: DNR undermines
enforcement of)

undermines public hearing process (see public hearings in Wisconsin,
process for noncontested (traditional) and contested)
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violates intent of Wisconsin Environmental Policy Act with regard to
mining proposals

does not conduct bona fide public hearing on Noranda’s proposal to
mine in Oneida County, 623

trivializes EIS process for Flambeau Mine proposal (see democracy,
Kennecott’s Flambeau Mine project undermines: EIS process
is trivialized)

Department of Natural Resources Secretary, Wisconsin
Gov. Tommy Thompson grabs power to appoint, 22–23, 767, 769–773,

1017
citizens launch “Free George Meyer” campaign to try to counteract,

769–772
done at suggestion of James Derouin, 772, 773
legislators propose bills to restore independence of position, 772
sample resolution offered at Spring Hearings of Wisconsin

Conservation Congress regarding, 995
individuals serving as

Anthony Earl (see Earl, Anthony)
Carroll Besadny (see Besadny, Carroll, Wisconsin DNR Secretary)
George Meyer (see Meyer, George, Wisconsin DNR Secretary)

Peter Peshek almost becomes, 646–655
Department of Public Instruction, Wisconsin

Gov. Tommy Thompson tries to grab power to appoint head of, 767, 773
position of environmental education coordinator eliminated from, 773

Department of Resource Development, Wisconsin
combined with Wisconsin Conservation Commission to create DNR, 21,

22, 750, 765, 769
Department of Revenue, Wisconsin

represented on Gov. Tommy Thompson’s ad hoc task force on mining,
271, 273, 275

role in collecting net proceeds mining tax, 843, 875
does not have access to verifiable data regarding value of ore, 682,

683
Derouin, James, Attorney, as Exxon lobbyist in Wisconsin

brief biography of, 245
coins phrase about Wisconsin’s mining laws being “toughest in world,”

173, 244, 1005
key player in “consensus” process, 141–142, 244–245, 918, 984

helps draft groundwater rules for mining, 137, 155, 159, 163, 173,
229

involvement in drafting of groundwater law, 230
involvement in drafting of solid and hazardous waste siting bill, 190
pushes for nonregulation of radioactive mining waste, 422–424

suggests changes to rules regarding funding of EIS preparation,
137–138

suggests DNR Secretary position be moved into governor’s cabinet,
772, 773

sway with DNR, 245
sway with Peter Peshek, 137–139, 148, 156, 229, 231, 1016
ties to law firm of DeWitt-Porter, 202, 281, 481, 650

Desert Storm, 598
design management zone, as defined in Wisconsin Administrative Code,

162. See also compliance boundary, as defined in
Wisconsin Administrative Code [NR 182.075(1)(a)–(b)]

provisions for enlargement [NR 140.22(3)(d)], 162–163
successor to compliance boundary concept, 162

Dewey, Town of (Rusk County, WI), has state-owned land vulnerable to
mining, 409

passes mining moratorium resolution, 362
Dewhurst, Town of (Clark County, WI), targeted for exploitation by metallic

mining industry, 802
DeWitt, Ross & Stevens, law firm of. See DeWitt-Porter, law firm of

DeWitt-Porter, law firm of (Madison, WI)
and Henry Handzel, 281, 481, 650
and James Derouin, 202, 281, 481, 650
and James Klauser, 202, 650
and John Koeppl, 481, 650
and Paul Kent, 301
and Peter Peshek, 202, 281, 481, 648–650, 651, 653–654
and Wisconsin Manufacturers and Commerce, 202, 648

Dewitz, Adam, 926
Dickensen, Mark, Eau Claire County Supervisor, 802
Dietlein, Walter, 7
Dimick, Neal, testimony at EIS hearing for original (1976) Flambeau Mine

proposal, 710
Diotte, Richard, attacks Laura Furtman in letter to editor, 937

Jan Olson responds, 937, 938
Laura Furtman responds, 938
Roscoe Churchill responds, 937, 938

discovery process, definition of, 437
Ditmanson’s clothing store (Ladysmith, WI), 602
Dixon, Art, Rusk County Board Supervisor, 468, 480

opposes attempt to make Kennecott monitor groundwater for
radioactivity, 429

pushes for lawsuit challenging LCO treaty rights, 408
rides into office with John Kaiser in 1988 Rusk County Board election,

308
sued by nine Rusk County Board supervisors for libel, 312, 314–315
votes against rescinding Local Agreement, 471
votes to ratify Local Agreement, 343

Dixon, Bonnie, and Linda Lybert scandal, 601
Dixon, Cassandra, 441, 1164, 1175

poses as Grim Reaper at Flambeau Mine Master Hearing and is
arrested, 441, 444

alluded to by Sen. Dave Zien, 964
poses as Grim Reaper at public hearing on endangered species and is

arrested, 625–626
visits Roscoe Churchill shortly before his death, 1170

Dixon, George, Professor, 441
Dixon, Gertrude, 441
DNR. See Department of Natural Resources, Wisconsin
Dobyns, John, Rep. (R-Fond du Lac), votes to gut mining moratorium bill

[1997 AB 70] and then votes for passage of weakened bill to
cover his political behind, 960, 961

Dodge, Larry, 385, 1164
organizer of “Many Paths Gathering” at Churchill farm, 384, 386–387
reports on “Many Paths Gathering” in Forum, 390

Oak Knoll Statement, 387
Doering, Werner, 33
dog license fee, as campaign issue in 1988 Rusk County Board election,

310
dominant estate, definition of, 222
Dominican Sisters (Sinsinawa, WI), 313, 374, 434
“don’t ask, don’t tell,” DNR policy for pollution at reclaimed Flambeau Mine

site, 1062, 1075, 1107
cartoon regarding, 1108

Doonesbury, and Bea Swanson, 520
Doran, Michael, 358, 1165

plaintiff in lawsuit against Local Agreement, 481
testimony at public hearing on Local Agreement, 342
writes Remembrance of Evelyn Churchill, 787

Dorch, Mary, 901
Dorgan, Michael, 33, 34, 35, 128
Dorman, Henry, Sen. (D-Racine), 126, 127, 128, 574, 1164
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Dorscheid, Gerald, 72, 73, 76
dove. See mourning dove, in Wisconsin
Dow, Robert, 43, 44
Doyle, James, Wisconsin Attorney General

named as defendant in Churchills’ lawsuit against Local Agreement,
360, 477, 486, 488

voices concern over NRB selection of Peter Peshek as DNR Secretary,
653, 655

Doyle, Town of (Barron County, WI), passes ban on uranium mining, 144,
211

dragonfly, rare species found at Flambeau Mine site. See also endangered
species, at Flambeau Mine site

extra-striped snaketail (endangered), 613
pygmy snaketail (threatened), 505, 538, 613
St. Croix snaketail (endangered), 613

Dreps, Robert, Attorney, 532
Dreyfus, Lee, Governor, 874
drinking water standards. See also Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCLs),

as groundwater quality standards
federal regulations governing, 160
Wisconsin administrative rules governing [Chapter NR 809—originally

Chapter NR 109], 160
Druckenmiller, Stan, 976

acknowledges that mining moratorium bill required “one mine for two
tests,” 978, 979, 987

testifies against mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70] at public hearing,
935

Dryden Aqua (Scotland), comments on iron toxicity to fish, 1110
Dubats, Dawn, 541
Dueholm, Harvey, Rep. (D-Luck), 1164, 1165

and 1977 AB 1044 (stripping power of eminent domain from mining
companies), 126–127

and Wisconsin’s early mining tax laws, 33, 128
holds hearing in Ladysmith on mining issues, 118
one of Roscoe Churchill’s favorite legislators, 118, 574
tells joke comparing mining lobbyists to pimps, 118

Duff, Marc, Rep. (R-New Berlin)
abrogates his public trust responsibilities, 1017
chairs public hearing on mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70] in

Ladysmith, 930–936
chairs public hearing on mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70] in

Milwaukee, 941–942
Roscoe Churchill voices displeasure with how hearing was con-

ducted, 942
tries to force testimony into 50:50 mix, 942

given a grade of “D” for his environmental voting record, 936
nephew of Sen. Alice Clausing, 930
says “Fine by me” to Tom Ward’s suggestion that Crandon mine waste

be dumped in Madison, 933, 935
Laura Furtman writes letter to editor regarding Duff’s comment and

he responds, 935–937
tries to undermine mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70] in committee,

930, 945–946, 956
votes against passage of mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70], 965

Dukerschein, Bernice, Rusk County Board Chairman. See also Dukerschein,
Bernice, Rusk County Board Chairman and member of Rusk
County Mining Impact Committee (3-member)

abrogates her public trust responsibilities, 1017
announces plans to expand Flambeau Mine visitor’s center, 604
attends dedication ceremony for Flambeau mine, 694–696
caught off guard by mining tax payment schedule, 843
death, 694

did she cut a deal with Kennecott?, 850–851
felony misconduct in public office, 429, 557, 720–722
finally admits that financial deal with Kennecott was not optimal, 803
“Mining Does Strange Things to People,” 807
proposes hiring NWRPC for assistance in figuring out how to spend

mining revenues, 485–486
pushes mine on public, leaving posterity with a mess forever, 695
recruited by Kennecott to promote mining to Clark County officials,

802–803
recommends “an Eau Claire attorney” as legal counsel, 803

rides into office with John Kaiser in 1988, two years prior to becoming
chairman, 308, 409

role in scuttling original reclamation plans for Flambeau Mine, 826,
827

undermines board decision to invalidate exemption granted to
Kennecott, 429, 557, 722

undermines board decision to seek reversal of DNR’s approval of clos-
ing mine early, 720–722, 724, 845, 850

votes against rescinding Local Agreement, 471
mentioned, 468, 514, 578, 593, 634, 713, 733, 806

Dukerschein, Bernice, Rusk County Board Chairman and member of Rusk
County Mining Impact Committee (3-member). See also
Dukerschein, Bernice, Rusk County Board Chairman

brushes aside Evelyn Churchill’s concerns over well water testing,
656–665, 688, 705

runs to Larry Mercando for advice, 658–659, 662, 663–665
issues shoddy report on Kennecott’s hiring practices, 887–888
oversteps authority by agreeing to exemption requested by Kennecott

without county board approval, 427, 429
Dulles, John Foster, 209
Duluth, Minnesota, drinking water polluted by taconite mine, 82, 124
Duluth Complex, 781
dumps, metallic sulfide mining waste

for Flambeau Mine (see Flambeau Mine waste dump)
nature of waste material (see also sulfides)

as compared to ordinary solid waste, 777
not comparable to waste from coal mines, 778
potential for being radioactive (see dumps, radioactive materials in

metallic sulfide mining waste)
pollution caused by (see acid mine drainage from metallic sulfide

mines; pollution, from metallic sulfide mines)
regulation of, in Wisconsin (see dumps, sections of Wisconsin

Administrative Code governing metallic mining waste;
dumps, sections of Wisconsin Statutes impacting metallic
mining waste)

use of synthetic liners and cover material (see liners, synthetic)
Wisconsin DNR issues report regarding proper management of,

775–784
DNR fails to follow its own advice, 783

dumps, radioactive materials in metallic sulfide mining waste. See also
dumps, metallic sulfide mining waste; radioactivity; uranium

definition of radioactive mining waste proposed by Peter Peshek, 422
Exxon successfully opposes creation of standards for disposal of

radioactive mining waste in Wisconsin, 422–424
involvement of Peter Peshek and Kathleen Falk in negotiations,

422–424
potential for Flambeau Mine to generate radioactive waste, 422, 425,

1030
potential for proposed Crandon mine to generate radioactive waste, 423

dumps, sections of Wisconsin Administrative Code governing metallic min-
ing waste. See also dumps, sections of Wisconsin Statutes
impacting metallic mining waste
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allow for out-of-state mining waste to be dumped in Wisconsin, 324,
1008

backfilled surface mines given exemption to important NR 182 provi-
sions [NR 182.02(11)], 300–305, 632, 783, 817, 1008

backfilled underground mines given exemption to all provisions of NR
182 and Chapter 289 of Wisconsin Statutes [NR
182.02(10)], 300–305, 632, 1008

definition of mining waste [NR 182.04(30)], 324, 1008
definition of waste site [NR 182.04(54)], 301, 324, 1008
groundwater quality provisions (see groundwater quality, sections of

Wisconsin Statutes and Wisconsin Administrative Code
impacting)

inspection provisions [NR 182.12], 301, 377, 783
location criteria [NR 182.07], 301, 783
long-term care provisions (see long-term care of mining waste dumps,

Wisconsin regulations governing)
minimum design requirements [NR 182.11], 301, 783, 817
modifications to approved permits or plans [NR 182.19(5)], 376, 377
monitoring requirements [NR 182.13], 301, 783
no rules exist for disposal of radioactive mining waste, 422–424 (see

also dumps, radioactive materials in metallic sulfide mining
waste)

potential for rules to be developed in future [NR 182.02(9)], 423,
1009

provision for irrevocable trust fund [NR 132.085], 164
provisions regarding liability for mining-related damages (see liability

for mining-related damages, Wisconsin regulations govern-
ing)

record keeping and reporting [NR 182.14], 301, 783
relevant chapters of Wisconsin Administrative Code

NR 132 (see NR 132 [Metallic Mineral Mining], of Wisconsin
Administrative Code)

NR 182 (see NR 182 [Metallic Mining Wastes], of Wisconsin
Administrative Code)

use of certified laboratories for environmental testing [NR 182.135],
301, 783

use of wetlands for disposal of mining waste [NR 132.06(4)(d)], 165,
166, 631, 1008

waste not regulated as hazardous even if it contains hazardous sub-
stances, 499–502 (see also hazardous waste, as regulated
in Wisconsin [mine sites])

dumps, sections of Wisconsin Statutes impacting metallic mining waste.
See also dumps, sections of Wisconsin Administrative Code
governing metallic mining waste; Flambeau Mine waste
dump; solid and hazardous waste siting bill [1981 AB 936]

allow for out-of-state mining waste to be dumped in Wisconsin, 324,
1008

citizen input excluded regarding decisions on location and disposal of
mining waste, 765–766

definition of metallic mining refuse [S.293.01(25)], 324, 1008
DNR authority to create solid waste management standards specific to

metallic mining [S.289.05(2)—originally S.144.435(2)],
152, 154, 167, 191, 192, 501–502

DNR authority to select locations for solid and hazardous waste dumps,
including mining waste dumps [S.289.21–S.289.31—origi-
nally S.144.44; S.289.33(5)(d)–(f)—originally
S.144.445(5)(d–f)], 194, 765–766, 1010, 1011

eminent domain exercised by DNR [S.32.02(16); S.293.65—originally
S.107.05], 127, 195

eminent domain exercised by mining companies [S.32.02(12);
S.289.36; S.293.15(6–7)], 194–195, 199–200, 766, 1011

condemnation of private property by mining companies for disposal
of wastewater [S.107.05–107.06—repealed and recreated in
1977], 125–127, 752, 765

environmental and waste management funds [S.25.45; S.25.46], 179
fees for waste disposal [S.289.62(2)(g); S.289.63(4);

S.289.67(1)(d)—originally S.144.441(4)(g), 144.441(7)(d)
and 144.442(1m)(d)], 195, 197, 302

robbing MILIF to bail out environmental fund [S.20.370(2)(gr);
S.70.395(2)(k); S.292.31(6)—originally S.144.442(7)],
179–180, 765, 872, 873, 1009

robbing MILIF to bail out waste management fund [S.20.370(2)(gr);
S.70.395(2)(j); S.289.68(2)—originally S.144.441(6)(c)],
179–180, 765, 872, 873, 1009

feasibility reports for waste dumps [S.289.23(1); S.289.24(1)–(2);
S.289.29], 191–192, 765, 1010

hearings on proposed waste dumps [S.289.25(3); S.289.26(1);
S.289.27(1); 289.29(1)(c); S.289.30(2); S.289.31(6)], 193,
1010, 1011

EIS and plan of operation not subject to challenge, 193
issuance of operating licenses for solid waste facilities [S.289.31(1)],

195, 766, 1010
liability of mining companies for damages (see liability for mining-

related damages, Wisconsin regulations governing)
mining company exemptions to statutes governing disposal of solid

waste
negotiations for waste dump [S.289.33(12)(d)—originally

S.144.445(12)(d)], 193, 766, 1010, 1011
state assistance for replacing damaged wells [S.281.75(17)],

182–183
obtaining local approval for waste dumps [S.289.22(3)—originally

144.44(1m)(c)], 194, 766, 1010
requirement that need be shown for waste dump [S.289.24(1)(f);

S.289.28(2)—originally S.144.44(2)(f)6 and (nr)(1)]], 191,
192–193, 765, 1010

modifications to an approved plan of operation for a solid waste dump
[S.289.30(6)—originally S.144.44(3)(c)], 376, 1011

relevant chapters of Wisconsin Statutes
Chapter 32 [Eminent Domain], 126
Chapter 107 [Mining and Metal Recovery], 125
Chapter 281 [Water and Sewage], 151
Chapter 289 [Solid Waste Facilities], 154, 166, 190, 1010, 1011
Chapter 292 [Remedial Action], 166
Chapter 293 [Metallic Mining], 166, 195, 231–232, 740

waste regulated as solid waste even if it contains hazardous substances,
499–502 (see also hazardous waste, as regulated in
Wisconsin [mine sites])

concept supported by Peter Peshek, 137
mining company exemption to hazardous waste law [S.291.35],

192, 501–502, 1008, 1018
Dunn County Mining Study Group, 935, 944
Durand, Wisconsin, as proposed location for nuclear power plant, 71, 78,

354
Durkin, Thomas, 818
DuSell, Gene, Rusk County Board Supervisor, 485, 886–887, 1165

as member of zoning committee, 283, 284
plaintiff in lawsuit filed against John Kaiser, et al., 314
targeted for defeat in 1988 election, 307, 308
visits Roscoe Churchill shortly before his death, 1170
votes to rescind Local Agreement, 471

Duval Deposit (Marinette County, WI), 4
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E
eagles

appear at Flambeau Summer protest rally, 520
nest found close to Flambeau Mine site, 413

Kennecott downplays citizen concerns over, 413
Wisconsin Adopt an Eagle Nest Program, 415–416

RCCAG attempts to adopt nest close to mine site but is foiled by
Kennecott, 415–416

Earl, Anthony
as mining lobbyist, 231, 572–573, 578

represents WMC in RCCAG lawsuit against DNR, 786
testifies against mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70] at public

hearing, 941
as Wisconsin DNR Secretary, 126, 773

abrogates his public trust responsibilities, 1016
dismisses citizen concerns over EIS for original (1976) Flambeau

Mine proposal, 106–107
handmaiden of mining industry, 14, 106, 772, 1053

as Wisconsin governor, 206, 231, 253, 874
early closing of Flambeau Mine, as proposed by Kennecott, 708–723. See

also productivity, of Flambeau Mine
Churchills appeal to Rusk County Board to establish mining impact

committee to evaluate, 886–887
Churchills comment on likely hardship and need for public hearing,

713
correctly anticipated by Tom Galazen, 80
cost to community, potential, 709

economic spin-off benefits, 712, 713, 719, 724
lost mining revenues, 716–717
lost wages and property taxes, 712, 713, 716, 719, 724, 725, 726,

836
more concentrated discharges of pollutants, 712, 716, 719
worsening of work conditions, 716

DNR approves of Kennecott’s request, 718–719, 720
Bernice Dukerschein and Steven Anderson ignore county board

directive seeking reversal of, 719–722
Rusk County Board passes resolution drafted by Churchills seeking

reversal of, 719–721, 753
DNR deems change in plans is not “substantial,” 711–714, 716, 717,

719, 724–725, 753, 816
DNR deems no public hearing is warranted, 711–713, 816

Churchills draft resolution seeking public hearing 712, 713–715
DNR insists any public hearing must be conducted as contested

case, 712, 714, 715, 816
Larry Lynch foils Churchills’ attempt to get bona fide public hear-

ing, 711–716
sham meeting conducted by DNR, 715–716, 816

fine print of Local Agreement allows increase in production rate without
reopening contract, 709

increase in production rate allows company to take advantage of rising
copper prices, 710

intrigue surrounding, 844–845, 850–851
Kennecott’s stated rationale for wanting to increase production rate,

709–710
statutes governing pursuit of permit modification (see permitting

process, for metallic mines in Wisconsin: modification of
mine permits and reclamation plans)

early closing of mining operations, in general
mining companies notorious for, 710
potential impacts to local economy and environment, 709
Wisconsin DNR imposes no penalty for, 710

Earnshaw, Jeff, 800, 819, 893, 1138
and altering Flambeau Mine reclamation plans, 825, 833, 835, 836

opposes mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70] at public hearing, 931
Earth First!, organizes canoe flotillas on Flambeau River to protest mine,

354, 390
Earth First! Journal (Tucson, AZ), citations from, 355, 356
East Kemptville Mine (Nova Scotia, Canada), 640, 642, 710
Easton/Reef Deposit (Marathon County, WI), 4
Eau Claire Area Ecology Action, 71
Eau Claire County (WI), targeted for exploitation by metallic mining indus-

try, 1
availability of historic economic data to help counteract myth of eco-

nomic prosperity from mining, 912
Eau Claire County Board imposes ten-year ban on metallic sulfide min-

ing on county forestland, 801–802, 964
Exxon attempts to lease land in, 800, 964
Kennecott attempts to lease county forestland without divulging exact

location, 797, 799, 800–802, 964
Eau Claire Leader-Telegram (Eau Claire, WI)

and headline writer Jim Anderson, 926
articles by reporter Arnie Hoffman, 168–169, 170

Hoffman gives Churchills a fair shake, 35
articles by reporter Pamela Powers, 35, 404–405, 587

Powers gives Churchills a fair shake, 35
citations from, 78, 122, 128, 171, 202, 216, 222, 228, 229, 238, 239,

244, 314, 315, 348, 381, 390, 396, 445, 457, 479, 523,
524, 572, 586, 600, 601, 627, 639, 648, 649, 695, 696,
735, 762, 794, 800, 801, 803, 805, 852, 853, 869, 879,
882, 883, 893, 895, 920, 946, 948, 1039, 1134, 1135,
1170, 1172

Eau Claire River (WI), at risk for metallic sulfide mining pollution, 800,
1130

Eclecticution, a musical CD by Eric Sorensen, 461, 986
Ecology Law Quarterly, citations from, 152, 1015
economic impact, of Flambeau Mine. See also economic impact, of mining

in general
as anticipated before mine built

Bill Tans refers to it as “blip in local economic situation,” 883
Kennecott promotes mine as “key to Rusk County’s economic devel-

opment,” 881, 882, 884, 885
Tom Evans claims mine will provide economic wallop, 882–883
WMC hires university professor to assess, 883–884, 885

benefits muted by failed planning strategies for economic development,
895, 900–907

research paper written by Tim Tynan regarding, 901–902, 905–907
effect of early closing of mine on (see early closing of Flambeau Mine,

as proposed by Kennecott)
mine has no effect on improving Rusk County’s economy, 869,

881–915, 932, 1149
impact on specific economic indicators (see per capita income,

Rusk County (WI); population growth rate, Rusk County
(WI); poverty rate, Rusk County (WI); unemployment rate,
Rusk County (WI))

job creation (see jobs, Flambeau Mine)
negative impact on farming community, 24, 900
negative impact on Rusk County businesses, 24, 602, 603, 900
post-mining survey of business owners, 1145
rationale for comparing Rusk County to Taylor, Barron and

Chippewa counties, 898
Rusk County makes no economic gains on Forest County, 911–913

mining revenues received by state, county, town and city
Local Agreement Money (see Local Agreement Money (LAM), for

Flambeau Mine)
net proceeds tax (see tax, Wisconsin net proceeds mining, paid by

Kennecott for Flambeau Mine)
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property tax (see tax, property, for Flambeau Mine)
propaganda spread by Alan Christianson and others to potential mining

communities regarding, 895, 900–907, 908–909, 931, 932,
1134, 1136

challenge to Christianson’s information, 869, 900–907
how to counteract, 908–915

economic impact, of mining in general. See also economic impact, of
Flambeau Mine

existing Wisconsin laws allow early closing of mine, even if it neutral-
izes economic benefit, 717

legislation proposed in Wisconsin to prohibit projects with net negative
economic impact [1991 AB 81], 571–573

“promise of prosperity a flat-out lie,” 914
research paper written by UW–Madison students regarding, 901, 914

Edelstein, Daniel, 853
Edil, Tuncer, appointed to Wisconsin Science Advisory Council on Metallic

Mining, 949
Edming, Jim, Rusk County Board Supervisor, votes to ratify Local

Agreement, 343
Effertz, Jeanette, 600
effluent, from Flambeau Mine. See wastewater treatment plant, Flambeau

Mine
Egan, David, testifies at Flambeau Mine Master Hearing, 451
Eggleston, Richard, 137, 244
Ehrhardt, Myron, 230
Ehrlich v. City of Racine (Wisconsin Supreme Court), bearing on lawsuit

against Local Agreement, 491
E.K. Lehmann and Associates, shows interest in Wisconsin ore deposits,

872. See also Lehmann, Ernest K.
Lincoln and Oneida counties, 4, 101, 409
Rusk County

rents office space from John Kaiser, 409
Town of Big Bend, 100, 101, 409, 766
Town of Flambeau, 25

election law, Wisconsin
provision for recall elections [S.9.10], 1019
provision regarding false representations affecting elections [S.12.05],

312, 314, 315
electrofishing, in Flambeau River, 1117
ELF, Project, 629
Ellickson, Donald, Eau Claire County Board Supervisor, 802
Elliot Lake Mining District (Ontario, Canada)

boom and bust, 209
problems with radioactive waste, 209–210, 642
visited by Churchills, 49, 209–210

Ellis, Michael, Sen. (R-Neenah), 232, 579, 929, 963
Ellringer, Aaron, petitions for public hearing on proposed changes to

Flambeau Mine reclamation plan, 833, 835
Emery/Chequamegon Deposit (Price County, WI), 4
eminent domain in Wisconsin, power of

as awarded by statute to DNR [S.32.02(16)], 195
as awarded by statute to mining companies for disposal of wastewater

[S.107.05–107.06—repealed and recreated in 1997], 125
Churchills challenge, 126–127, 752, 765

as awarded by statute to mining companies for waste disposal
[S.32.02(12); S.289.36; S.293.15(6–7)], 194–195,
199–200, 766, 1011

as indirectly awarded to DNR for disposal of wastewater from mine sites
[S.293.65—originally S.107.05], 127

chapter of Wisconsin Statutes dealing with [Chapter 32], 126
emphysema, as caused by nitric oxide and nitrogen dioxide at mine sites, 69
employees, Flambeau Mine. See jobs, Flambeau Mine
endangered and threatened species in Wisconsin, laws and rules impacting

definition of “take” with regard to endangered and threatened species
[NR 27.01(8)], 538, 539

denial of mining permits if site “unsuitable” for mining
[S.293.49(2)(a)], 508, 509, 539

designation of areas “unsuitable” for mining [S.293.01(28)], 508, 509,
539

protection of endangered and threatened species [Chapter NR 27;
S.29.604], 538, 539

endangered species, at Flambeau Mine site. See also threatened species, at
Flambeau Mine site

Carl Zichella comments on DNR’s shoddy handling of issue, 544, 608
clams (see clams, endangered, at Flambeau Mine site)
discovery throws wrench into Kennecott’s plans, 503–509
DNR ignores demands to suspend mine construction to protect, 542,

543, 544, 549
DNR shows lack of understanding and little concern for, 506–508,

539–544, 548, 630
DNR violates terms of Wisconsin Environmental Policy Act with regard

to handling of
does not retract mine permit and reopen Master Hearing after dis-

covery of endangered species, 632
does not survey Flambeau Mine site for endangered species when

preparing EIS, 538, 548
shoddy handling of supplemental EIS, 607, 614, 616, 630

dragonflies (see dragonfly, rare species found at Flambeau Mine site)
eagles (see eagles)
Flambeau Summer protesters confront DNR officials, NRB and Larry

Mercando regarding, 541–542, 543–544, 547–550
gaiashkibos demands supplemental EIS, 542
importance in web of life, 505
issue downplayed by George Meyer, 543–544
Kennecott accelerates site preparation before endangered species issue

is resolved, 544, 547, 554
Kennecott puts misleading advertisement in newspaper regarding, 565

countered by Al Gedicks, 565
Kennecott shares responsibility with DNR for failing to survey for,

540–541, 548, 563
laws and rules impacting (see endangered and threatened species in

Wisconsin, laws and rules impacting)
lawsuit filed over (see lawsuit filed by Lac Courte Oreilles Ojibwe and

Sierra Club, in defense of endangered species at Flambeau
Mine site)

DNR agrees to prepare supplemental EIS after lawsuit filed,
548–549, 612

list of, 505, 538, 613
none reported in 1976 or 1990 EIS, 57, 503, 541, 548, 1136
state and global ranking system for, 613
supplemental EIS prepared by DNR regarding (see environmental

impact statement, supplemental (SEIS), on endangered
species at Flambeau Mine site)

wastewater treatment plant a short-term fix to protect river habitat of,
506

Engineering and Mining Journal, citations from, 671, 672, 815
Enterprise Center (Ladysmith, WI), 903, 932
Enterprise Deposit (Oneida County, WI), 4
Environmental Agenda Conference, 142
Environmental Bill of Rights, need to establish, 1161. See also Seventh

Generation Amendment to U.S. Constitution
Environmental Decade. See Wisconsin’s Environmental Decade
Environmental Fund, Wisconsin’s See dumps, sections of Wisconsin

Statutes impacting metallic mining waste: environmental
and waste management funds
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environmental impact statement, for executed (1990) Flambeau Mine pro-
posal. See also environmental impact statement, for nonexe-
cuted (1976) Flambeau Mine proposal; Flambeau Mine, as
developed by Kennecott in Rusk County (WI)

DNR concludes project will meet state standards, 432, 433
DNR violates terms of Wisconsin Environmental Policy Act by not sur-

veying mine site for endangered species, 538, 548 (see also
endangered species, at Flambeau Mine site; lawsuit filed by
Lac Courte Oreilles Ojibwe and Sierra Club, in defense of
endangered species at Flambeau Mine site)

draft version (DEIS), 395–403
as critiqued by Al Gedicks, 399–401
flawed groundwater modeling exposed before DEIS released, 396
public hearing held at inconvenient time, 398
testimony of David Skrupky, 533
testimony of Larry Mercando, 402

EIS process is trivialized (see democracy, Kennecott’s Flambeau Mine
project undermines: EIS process is trivialized)

Kennecott withholds core sample analysis data from DNR, 497, 671
lack of attention paid to impact of subversive mining company tactics

on community, 632, 1158–1159
Local Agreement negotiated and signed before EIS written or mining

permit applications submitted to DNR, 280, 321, 332, 340,
350, 395, 402

“no action alternative,” as specified in, 447
no endangered species reported in, 503, 541, 548, 1136
paucity of information regarding plants, insects and animals at mine

site, 1136
provisions for allowing changes to reclamation plan, 826
public hearing on final EIS (see Master Hearing, Flambeau Mine)
rubber-stamped by DNR, 403

environmental impact statement, for nonexecuted (1976) Flambeau Mine
proposal. See also environmental impact statement, for exe-
cuted (1990) Flambeau Mine proposal; Flambeau Mine,
nonexecuted (1976) proposal

acknowledges that “surveillance for centuries” may be needed, 58–59,
79, 305

alternatives to mine, as proposed at public hearing on
community development corporation, 73–74, 80
recycling, 73

calls for flooding of mine pit at end of mining to create “stratified” lake,
41, 43–44, 57, 67–68, 591

concerns raised by citizens over
air quality, 62–63, 66, 68–69, 75–76
corporate tactics, subsidiary formation, 81, 83
development of mining district, 67, 71, 78
DNR bias, 83–84
DNR guesswork, 61–62, 65–67
economic impact, 64, 67, 71–72, 79–80
groundwater quality, 58–59, 60–61, 64–67, 75–77, 82, 83
human rights, 73, 83
lack of independent data, 78, 80–81, 83, 124
lack of public hearings on individual permits, 81
lack of trust fund, 66, 67
landscape, 67, 77, 79
limited tax payments, 65, 72, 74
line of responsibility, 61, 63, 66, 75
long-term liability and surveillance, 58–59, 63, 72, 79
lost farmland, 65
noise, 68, 69, 75, 76
pollution of Flambeau River, 60, 63, 66, 69, 78
possibility of early closing, 710
potential expansion of project, 74, 77

revenue sharing, 82–83
risks versus benefits, 59, 64–66, 69
socio-economic impact, 123
tailings pond, 60–62, 63, 64, 66, 69, 78, 79
toxic lake, 67–68, 76, 78
wildlife, 63–64, 79
work conditions, 79

DNR issues approval of, 84
citizens challenge approval in court, 106–108, 360

draft and final versions rubber-stamped by DNR, 51–53, 78, 124, 403
no endangered species reported in, 57
public hearing

DNR demonstrates its ineptitude at, 59–63, 72–76, 78, 82
DNR muzzles public at, 82
testimony at (see below: testimony at public hearing)

shows how gossan (gold) layer lines up with river bottom, 692
testimony at public hearing, 54–84

Backe, Randall (against), 62–64
Churchill, Roscoe (against), 64–68
Daggett, Dale (against), 60–62
Dimick, Neal (against), 710
Fantle, Will (against), 71–74, 80
Galazen, Tom (against), 77–82
Gleason, Leonard (against), 77, 149
Larson, Dorothy (for, on behalf of Ladysmith City Council), 70–71
Lee, David (for), 76–77
Leonard, Richard (against), 82–83
Martling, Allen (against), 58–59
May, Ed (for, on behalf of Kennecott), 55–58
Plantz, Bob (against), 251
Scott, Randy (for, on behalf of Ladysmith Community Club), 59–60
Seeger, Alan (against), 83–84
Tiews, Les (against), 74–76
Udayamurthy, M.S. (against), 68–70

where to get copy of, 53
environmental impact statement, supplemental (SEIS), on endangered

species at Flambeau Mine site, 607–615 (see also endan-
gered species, at Flambeau Mine site)

blatant failings of, 610–614
does not contain complete surveys for endangered species, 612
fails to address potential impact of acid mine drainage on species

survival, 613–614
flawed study design for toxicity tests, 610–613
undercuts legal requirements of Wisconsin Environmental Policy

Act, 607, 614
demanded by Flambeau Summer protesters and LCO Ojibwe, 541–542
DNR allows mine construction to resume before public has chance to

comment on, 610–612, 615, 616
DNR balks at preparing, 508

DNR agrees to prepare after lawsuit filed against department,
548–549, 612

DNR claims report has no legal status and public hearing is not
required, 608, 610, 611 (see also public hearings in
Wisconsin, process for noncontested (traditional) and con-
tested)

DNR ignores suggestions from RCCAG and the Sierra Club regarding
preparation of, 607–608

Kennecott puts misleading advertisement in newspaper regarding, 614,
615

laws and rules governing preparation of, 508–509, 539 (see also envi-
ronmental impact statement process, laws and rules govern-
ing mining projects in Wisconsin)

DNR claims no rules exist authorizing department to prepare, 610
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lawsuit filed over, 614–615
permissible levels of cadmium and nickel in wastewater reduced as

result of, 630
sham public hearing regarding, 622–629

demonstrators are arrested, 625–629
DNR downplays public concerns, 625
RCCAG asks mine supporters to “put their money where their mouth

is,” 623
Roscoe Churchill attends, 624–625, 627, 639
undercuts intent of Wisconsin Environmental Policy Act, 616, 630

mentioned, 504, 621
environmental impact statement process, for mining projects in Wisconsin

as applied to Flambeau Mine (see environmental impact statement, for
executed (1990) Flambeau Mine proposal; environmental
impact statement, for nonexecuted (1976) Flambeau Mine
proposal

changed by Wisconsin Legislature in 1977, 132–133
citizens call for process to include preparation of regional EIS, 90, 123,

450, 920, 921
legislation proposed in Wisconsin Assembly to address [1991 AB

81], 571–573
testimony regarding need for regional EIS struck from record at

Flambeau Mine Master Hearing, 456
Evelyn Churchill comments on need for EIS to address adverse social

impacts, 632, 1158–1159
lack of impartiality, 84, 106
laws and rules governing (see environmental impact statement process,

laws and rules governing mining projects in Wisconsin)
new EIS not necessarily required when substantial modifications made

to mining permit, 816
notice of intent (NOI) and Environmental Impact Report (EIR), as part of,

270, 395
environmental impact statement process, laws and rules governing mining

projects in Wisconsin
consideration of environmental impact [S.1.11, Wisconsin

Environmental Policy Act], 51–52, 132–133, 321, 378, 538,
548, 607, 614 (see also Wisconsin Environmental Policy
Act)

contents of EIS [ADM 60.06, NR 150.22(2)], 52, 538–539, 548
contested case hearings [Chapter HA 1], 718
DNR authorization to prepare supplemental EIS [no such rule exists,

according to DNR], 610
funding of EIS preparation [NR 150.40], 138

James Derouin and Peter Peshek propose amending of, 137–138
master hearing process [S.293.43—originally S.144.836], 132–133,

437, 438, 448, 632, 753, 765, 1010, 1012
reopening of contested case hearings [NR 2.16], 508, 509
submitting of evidence at contested case hearing [S.227.44(3)], 555
supplemental environmental impact statements [Adm 60.06(1)(i)], 508,

509, 539, 608, 610
time frame for requesting a judicial review of a contested case decision

[S.227.53(1)(a)2], 554
time frame for requesting a rehearing of a contested case [S.227.49],

554
time frame for submitting written comments on EIS [S.293.43(3)(c)],

555
Environmental Protection Agency, United States. See United States

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
environmental repair fee, as established in Wisconsin statutes for mining

waste [S.289.67(1)(d)], 195, 197, 302
environmental trailer bill [1981 AB 800], provisions of, 175–189. See also

“consensus” process, as used for drafting Wisconsin’s min-
ing laws and rules; liability for mining-related damages,

Wisconsin regulations governing
allows DNR to write special set of groundwater rules for mining,

154–155, 175, 180–181 (see also “consensus” process,
chapters of Wisconsin Administrative Code developed by)

allows MILIF to be robbed to clean up mining messes, 175, 179–180
Evelyn Churchill’s analysis of, 185–188
limits mining company responsibility for damage to private wells, 175,

181–183, 207
lowers net proceeds tax for mining, 175–179 (see also tax law,

Wisconsin’s net proceeds mining [S.70.37–70.3965])
petition circulated in Town of Grant against, 183, 184
puts cart before horse, 154, 180–181, 231, 1033

Environmental Working Group, issues report regarding flaws of groundwa-
ter MCL system, 1057

Environmentally Concerned Citizens of Lakeland Areas (ECCOLA), 220, 999
Environmentally Responsible Mine Group (ERMG), 597. See also

Ladysmith Area Chamber of Commerce
promoted as self-sustaining, 598
sells merchandise in Rusk County Information Center, 603–604

“environmentally responsible” mining, misuse of term, 597, 705,
1025–1026, 1049. See also propaganda campaign waged by
Kennecott, key phrases used in

EPA. See United States Environmental Protection Agency
Episcopal Church (Conrath, WI), 601
Erdman, Dorothy, 70–71
Erdman, Terry, Ladysmith Police Officer, 626, 627
Ericksen, Chuck, 356, 386, 462, 1164

testimony at public hearing on Local Agreement, 342
Ericksen, Cindy, 356, 462, 1164
Ericksen, Emma, 356, 357
Erickson, Deanna, photo by, 1148
Erickson, Sue, pays tribute to Jim Schlender, 1099, 1102
erosion control system, Flambeau Mine

failure of, 561
DNR downplays, 561
Kennecott spreads misinformation regarding, 561–563

Kennecott claims “in place and working well,” 560
Esposito, Katherine (Milwaukee Journal)

article written by, 363–364
gives Churchills a fair shake, 35

Ethics Board, Wisconsin, 572
receives promise from Peter Peshek to avoid conflicts of interest in pri-

vate practice, 648, 654
reports lobbyist activity associated with opposition to progressive min-

ing bills, 572, 933
Evans, Thomas (geologist with Wisconsin Geological and Natural History

Survey)
claims mining in northern Wisconsin will provide communities with

economic wallop, 882–883, 884, 891
comments on importance of local zoning controls, 292
discredits citizen concerns over uranium mining, 424, 578
issues questionable report on productivity of Flambeau Mine, 680–681
objectivity questioned by Sen. Russ Decker, 578
receives grant from WMC to write feel-good paper about Wisconsin’s

mining laws, 578–579
mentioned, 901

exemptions and variances to Wisconsin’s mining rules, granted to
Kennecott after-the-fact. See also exemptions and variances
to Wisconsin’s mining rules, granted to Kennecott in origi-
nal mining permit

requirement to monitor groundwater for radioactivity, turbidity and
organic compounds [NR 182.075(1)(d)5], 337, 422–431,
632, 783, 1030–1031
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exemptions and variances to Wisconsin’s mining rules, granted to
Kennecott in original mining permit, 396–398. See also
exemptions and variances to Wisconsin’s mining rules,
granted to Kennecott after-the-fact

awarded by DNR without requiring just compensation for, 398
DNR relaxes any rules Kennecott was likely to violate or found too cum-

bersome, 166, 300–305, 397, 422–431, 760, 783, 1032,
1052

how Kennecott stood to profit from, 397–398
Kennecott tries to downplay, 584
requirement for mine not to be located in flood plain [NR 132.18(1)(d)],

397, 783
requirement for mine not to be located in wetland [NR 132.18(1)(f)],

397, 783
requirement for mine to be 300 feet from river [NR 132.18(1)(c)], 377,

397, 632, 733, 738, 783
requirement for mine to be 1,000 feet from state highway [NR

132.18(1)(e)], 397, 632, 783
requirement for mine to minimize disturbance to wetlands [NR

132.06(4)], 397, 783
exemptions and variances to Wisconsin’s mining rules, in general. See also

exemptions and variances to Wisconsin’s mining rules,
granted to Kennecott in original mining permit

exemption v. variance v. modification, 376
liberally allowed, 166–167, 765, 1007
no administrative rules exist governing granting of variances, 377
provisions of Wisconsin Administrative Code authorizing DNR to grant

exemptions to mining rules [NR 131.19; NR 132.19; NR
182.19], 166–167, 397, 1009

no restriction placed on when mining company may request exemp-
tion providing less stringent regulation of project [NR
132.19(5); NR 182.19(5)], 377

public hearing not guaranteed [NR 132.19(5); NR 182.19(5)], 377
restriction placed on who may request exemption providing more

stringent regulation of project [NR 182.19(2); NR
132.19(2)(c)], 377

rule change allows all backfilled mines to be exempt from important
provisions of NR 182 (see NR 182 [Metallic Mining
Wastes], of Wisconsin Administrative Code: amended in
1988 to Kennecott’s liking)

statutory authorization for DNR to promulgate rules by which exemp-
tions to mining rules may be granted [S.293.15(9)—origi-
nally S.144.83(4(j)], 166–167, 181, 376, 397, 630, 765,
1007, 1009

requirement that resultant exemptions cannot “endanger public
health, safety or welfare or the environment,” 631

experimental farms, in Rusk County, 20
exploration vs. prospecting, 100
exploratory data, for ore bodies

full disclosure in Minnesota, 28
non-disclosure in Wisconsin [Wis. Stat. 107.15(4)], 27–28, 497, 671,

681–682, 884, 1010
Exxon Minerals Company. See also Crandon mine proposal; Exxon/Rio

Algom
connection to Gov. Tommy Thompson, 2–3 (see also Klauser, James)
enmeshed with Wisconsin DNR, 156, 244–246
exerts undue influence on Wisconsin’s mining and environmental regu-

lations, 235, 242–246, 921, 1005
appointment of DNR Secretary by governor, 772, 773
“consensus” process, 140–143 (see also “consensus” process, as

used for drafting Wisconsin’s mining laws and rules)
groundwater pollution standards, 137, 154–167, 229–233, 381,

631

mining taxation, 128–130, 175–176
nonregulation of radioactive mining waste, 422–424
regulation of solid and hazardous waste dumps, 190

legacy of pollution, 29, 247, 577, 943 (see also pollution, from metallic
sulfide mines: mining disasters)

makes inroads with Peter Peshek, 137–139, 148
push to mine at headwaters of Wolf River near Crandon, Wisconsin

makes first appearance in Forest County, 135
partners with Rio Algom, 248, 739–740 (see also Exxon/Rio Algom)
returns to Forest County in 1993 to pursue project, 921
sells its half of partnership to Rio Algom in 1998, 967
temporarity withdraws from Forest County in 1986, 242–243, 247,

250, 517
mentioned, 1, 4, 92, 203, 206, 207, 216, 217–218, 219, 237, 379,

457, 573, 649, 799, 872, 916
shows interest in Eau Claire County (WI), 800
use of DeWitt-Porter law firm, 202, 649 (see also Derouin, James,

Attorney, as Exxon lobbyist in Wisconsin)
Exxon/Rio Algom (AKA Crandon Mining Company). See also Exxon

Minerals Company
downplays 40,000 signatures filed in support of mining moratorium bill

[1997 AB 70], 946–947, 948
negotiates Local Agreement with Nashville Town Board (Forest County,

WI) to build Crandon mine (see Nashville, Town of (Forest
County, WI))

partnership created in 1993 to pursue development of Crandon mine,
739

pumps money into television ads and lobbying to try to defeat mining
moratorium bill [1997 AB 70], 931, 933

representative fails to show up for university forum on mining issues,
930

spokesman suggests that mining industry be compared to pharmaceuti-
cal industry, 937, 938

“tupperware” ad and other misleading newspaper ads paid for by,
946–947, 948, 953, 954

mentioned, 747, 762, 901, 906, 922

F
Faast Land Company, 20
factory farms, Wisconsin Conservation Congress resolution calling for pro-

tection of public waters from, 995
F.A.C.T.S. (Families Against Corruption Together Stand Up), 634
Fairchild, Wisconsin, Roscoe Churchill helps local people battle Kennecott,

436, 806–807, 935
Falk, Kathleen

as representative of Wisconsin’s Environmental Decade in “consensus”
negotiations (see also “consensus” process, as used for
drafting Wisconsin’s mining laws and rules)

apparent collusion with Peter Peshek, 142–143
doesn’t do much to protect environment, 141, 183
goes along with groundwater quality rules drafted by mining indus-

try, 155–156
involvement in Exxon’s successful push for nonregulation of

radioactive waste, 422–424
as Wisconsin Public Intervenor

challenges Kennecott’s groundwater modeling for Flambeau Mine
proposal, 396

compromises her ability to defend public rights, as described by
Evelyn Churchill, 305

involvement in amending NR 182 definition of “waste site” to
Kennecott’s liking, 301–305

member of Gov. Tommy Thompson’s ad hoc task force on mining,
271
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“official party” (Wisconsin Public Intervenor Office) to Flambeau
Mine Master Hearing, 438, 439

quoted as having no objection to Kennecott’s request to bypass
groundwater testing requirements for radioactivity at
Flambeau Mine site, 427, 428

speaks out in defense of Wisconsin Public Intervenor Office, 767,
768

undercuts Churchills, 303
Fantle, Will, 1164

and Flambeau Summer, 511, 547, 616
arrested for trespassing at mine site but charges dismissed,

529–530, 532–534
helps organize canoe flotilla, 636

comes to Ladysmith to meet Roscoe Churchill and offer his help, 71, 77
helps stop nuclear power plant from being built near Durand, WI, 71,

354
supports passage of mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70]

attends public hearing in Ladysmith, Wisconsin, 931
helps organize bus trip to State Capitol to lobby legislators, 944

testimony at EIS hearing for nonexecuted (1976) Flambeau Mine pro-
posal, 71–74, 80

writes tribute to Roscoe Churchill, 937, 939
Farm Aid, and Tom Saunders, 393
Farmington, Town of (La Crosse County, WI), targeted for exploitation by

metallic mining industry, 799
farms

bought up by Kennecott in Town of Grant, 24, 900
factory, 641, 919, 995

Farrow, Margaret, Sen. (R-Elm Grove), 929
votes against mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70/SB 3], 956, 964

Fassbender, Robert, 578
Fate, Karl, 1164

and Wisconsin Resources Protection Council, 219–221
opposition to Crandon mine proposal, 203, 753
mentioned, 462

Fauquier, Greg, 807
and advance of mining tax payment to Rusk County, 844, 845
and flooding at Flambeau Mine site, 733, 735
downplays amount of gold in Flambeau Deposit, 674
one in a string of mine managers for Flambeau project, 708, 800, 893,

1138
petitions DNR for early closing of Flambeau Mine, 708–710, 720

Featherstone, Roger, 354, 356, 1164
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), 983
Feingold, Russ, Sen. (D-Middleton)

as state senator, supports 1991 SB 240 (bad actor bill), 576
as United States senator, voices concern over Exxon’s “tupperware” ad,

953
Felland, Daisy, 592
Fetting, Gary, Rusk County Sheriff, 409
Financial Times (London, UK), citations from, 558, 640
Finazzo, Sam, writes tribute to Roscoe Churchill, 1175
Fincke, Waring, Attorney, 1165

“a bear of an attorney and a good friend,” 448
as attorney for Wisconsin Greens at Flambeau Mine Master Hearing,

439, 448
asks David Schwarz to suspend hearing, 449
concerned about possible anti-Ojibwe bias of David Schwarz, 439
opening statement, 450
raises issue of Kennecott’s efforts to dilute Wisconsin’s mining

laws, 450–451
solid track record in defending public trust, 1020

Finnis River (Northwest Territory, Australia), polluted by RTZ/CRA, 642
fire truck, donated by Kennecott to Ladysmith Fire Department, 726–728
First Amendment violations, associated with Flambeau Mine

freedom of speech denied by Local Agreement, 279, 330, 335–336,
337, 457, 467, 468, 471

lawsuit over, 478–479, 488
freedom of speech denied to DNR biologist, 541
freedom of speech denied to news reporters, 532
freedom of speech denied to protesters, 441, 444, 626–629
freedom to assemble peaceably, 514, 518–519

“first dollar” payments, as provided for in Wisconsin’s metallic mining tax
law. See also tax law, Wisconsin’s net proceeds mining
[S.70.37–70.3965]

amounts received by Town of Grant, Rusk County and Ladysmith for
Flambeau Mine, 848, 861

as “guaranteed” by Kennecott in Local Agreement for Flambeau Mine,
332, 840

definition of [S.70.395(2)(d)1-1m and 2-2m], 177–178
distributed by Department of Administration, 843, 873
distributed to municipalities with at least 15% of mineable ore body

[S.70.395(2)(d)2], 267
establishment of project reserve fund to assure distribution of

[S.70.395(2)(d)4], 873–874
MILIF Board fails to do so for Flambeau Mine, 860, 875, 903

indexed for inflation, 841, 857
no guarantee that local governments will receive, 177, 178, 332

Fischer, Elizabeth. 136, 878
fish. See also fish, in Flambeau River

as impacted by pollution from metallic sulfide mines, 29, 210, 387,
613, 641–642, 824, 922

need for more comprehensive baseline and follow-up testing when mine
projects approved, 1129

water quality standards utilized by aquaculture industry to maximize
health of, 1110, 1112

fish, in Flambeau River. See also fish
aluminum LC50 for rainbow trout exceeded downstream from Flambeau

Mine, 1123
concerns over potential toxic effects of iron and manganese on, 1110
concerns over protecting fishery voiced at Flambeau Mine Master

Hearing, 444–445, 450
DNR downplays, 453

real threat to fishery is mining, not spearing 389, 444
walleye (see walleye in Flambeau River, heavy metal bioaccumulation

in)
Fish, Ken, 93, 94, 930, 1164
Fish Hatchery, Governor Tommy G. Thompson State, 769
Fish Hatchery, Spooner. See Spooner Fish Hatchery
Fitzgerald, Scott, Sen. (R-Juneau)

abrogates his public trust responsibilities, 1017
ties for having worst environmental voting record in 2001–2002

Wisconsin Senate, 964
votes against mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70/SB 3], 964

flag, American, removed from Flambeau Mine site by protesters, 16, 617
Flambeau, Town of (Rusk County, WI)

has state-owned land vulnerable to mining, 409
Kennecott does exploratory drilling in, 797
passes mining moratorium resolution, 362
Thornapple Deposit in, 1, 4, 25, 177, 471, 765

Flambeau Deposit (Town of Grant, Rusk County, WI), 4
amount and value of gold, copper and silver ore removed by Kennecott

from (see productivity, of Flambeau Mine)
bottom two-thirds of ore body not mined by Kennecott, 300, 814
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copper component, 26, 29, 670, 671, 673, 674–675 (see also copper)
core sample analysis not shared with DNR, 28, 671

Wisconsin Legislature to blame, 681–682
dimensions and cross section of, 28–29, 56, 674
discovery of, 1, 24, 56

paves way for “development of new domestic mining district,” 1
gold component, 25, 29, 671, 679–681 (see also gold)

richest gold found 12 feet beneath surface, close to river, 29, 672
gossan layer (gold), dimensions of, 672–673 (see also gold)

lines up with bottom of Flambeau River, 692
location of

maps showing, 2, 26, 27
straddles Flambeau River, 259, 261, 760, 1059

silver component, 26, 29, 671 (see also silver)
sulfide component, 25, 29, 813 (see also acid mine drainage from

metallic sulfide mines; sulfides)
“supergene enriched,” 25, 29, 675, 677
unusually rich, 25–26

copper ore rich enough to go directly to smelter, 675, 680
gold ore rich enough to go directly to smelter, 673–674, 677, 680,

766, 849
“one of the highest grade orebodies ever mined,” 675, 857
“one of the richest copper sulfide ore deposits in the world,” 670

zinc component, 26 (see also zinc)
Flambeau Funnies, a comic book created by Jim Ridings, 372–374, 456,

1004, 1129
Flambeau Litho (Ladysmith, WI), 902, 903, 909
Flambeau Mine, as developed by Kennecott in Rusk County (WI). See also

environmental impact statement, for executed (1990)
Flambeau Mine proposal; Flambeau Mine, nonexecuted
(1976) proposal; Flambeau Mine, reclaimed; Kennecott in
Rusk County (WI)

acreage disturbed, 256, 257
amount and value of gold, copper and silver ore removed (see produc-

tivity, of Flambeau Mine)
bentonite slurry wall at, 830, 831
bus tours of operating mine, 698, 700
citizens submit petition to Gov. Tommy Thompson asking for mine

operation to be halted, 740
comparison of executed (1990) and nonexecuted (1976) proposals,

255–258
compliance boundary, 163, 646, 1104

map of, 1027
composition of ore body (see Flambeau Deposit)
concerns voiced over potential for expansion of project, 271–272, 276,

816, 817
dedication ceremony, 694–698

by invitation only, 695
interrupted by torrential downpour, 695, 696

democratic principles pushed by wayside (see democracy, Kennecott’s
Flambeau Mine project undermines)

designed to potentially accommodate cyanide heap leaching, 324
early closing (see early closing of Flambeau Mine, as proposed by

Kennecott)
economic impact, on Rusk County (see economic impact, of Flambeau

Mine)
endangered species discovered at site (see endangered species, at

Flambeau Mine site)
erosion control system (see erosion control system, Flambeau Mine)
exemptions and variances to Wisconsin’s mining rules obtained by

Kennecott (see exemptions and variances to Wisconsin’s
mining rules, granted to Kennecott in original mining
permit)

fence around, 529, 832
flooding at (see Flambeau River (WI))
impact on Flambeau River (see Flambeau River (WI) pollution)
importance to mining industry that Flambeau Mine be “exemplary,”

872, 880
in ceded territory of Lake Superior Ojibwe (see ceded territory, of Lake

Superior Ojibwe)
jobs created by (see jobs, Flambeau Mine)
Kennecott compares mine to gravel pit, 255, 304
Kennecott lies about integrity of bedrock between mine pit and

Flambeau River, 815, 1052–1054
Kennecott/DNR strategy for concealing pollution problems from public

(see pollution, at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site)
laws regulating were too weak (see mining regulations in Wisconsin)
lawsuits over (see lawsuits, Flambeau Mine)
life of mine projected at 6 to 7 years in news reports, 670
liner failures, 1065–1066, 1067 (see also liners, synthetic)
Local Agreement for (see Local Agreement, for Flambeau Mine; Rusk

County mining impact committee (6-member) that negoti-
ated Local Agreement)

Local Agreement Money paid by Kennecott, (see Local Agreement
Money (LAM), for Flambeau Mine)

maps and diagrams of
compliance boundary, 1027
Flambeau River monitoring sites, 1106
groundwater flow, 327, 829, 1060, 1068
layout of mine site, 257
lined facilities, 1065
monitoring well locations, 1027
orebody annexation to City of Ladysmith, 268
Stream-C watershed monitoring sites, 1076
wastewater flows, 821
well and property value guarantee zones, 326
wetlands and streams impacted by project, 1072

miners hit gold after digging only 12 feet, 29, 672 (see also Flambeau
Deposit)

monitoring wells (see groundwater pollution, at reclaimed Flambeau
Mine site; wells (monitoring), at reclaimed Flambeau Mine
site)

official documents regarding, how to get copies of, 53
operation transferred to Kennecott’s subsidiary, Flambeau Mining

Company, 329
ore purchased by Noranda and shipped to Canada for processing, 324,

669–670, 680
Larry Mercando claims ore will be processed in “environmentally

responsible manner,” 670
other locations considered for processing, 669
sale to Noranda opposed by Ojibwe tribal leaders, 670

pit dimensions, 256, 257, 813, 815
poem about, written by Bob Olsgard, 737
pollution caused by (see acid mine drainage from metallic sulfide

mines; pollution, at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site)
problems with subsidence, crumbling bedrock and unstable overbur-

den, 830
concerns voiced early on regarding potential for, 258
concrete wall constructed between pit and river to prevent landslide,

830–831
Kennecott “could not figure out how to defy the laws of nature,” 815
walls reenforced with metal strapping to prevent collapse, 815

production rate (see productivity, of Flambeau Mine)
profits made by Kennecott (see productivity, of Flambeau Mine)
promises broken by Kennecott (see Flambeau Mine, reclaimed)
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“promises kept” propaganda campaign (see propaganda campaign
waged by Kennecott, key phrases used in)

propaganda regarding (see propaganda campaign, Flambeau Mine)
protests and rallies against (see protests and rallies against Flambeau

Mine)
public hearings regarding

Local Agreement (see public hearings, on Flambeau Mine Local
Agreement)

Master Hearing (see Master Hearing, Flambeau Mine)
Notice of Intent, 270

railroad companies and route utilized, 669, 673
taxpayer dollars used to upgrade track, 669

reclamation of (see Flambeau Mine, reclaimed; Flambeau Mine, recla-
mation plan)

runoff pond (see runoff pond, at Flambeau Mine site during mining
years)

slurry wall needed to prevent river water from leaking into pit, 830, 831
splits community, 113–114, 148–150, 155, 1149
strategies employed by citizens to oppose, 634–636, 639 (see also

protests and rallies against Flambeau Mine; Rusk County
Citizens Action Group)

succession of mine managers, 708, 800, 893, 1138
surge pond (see surge pond, at Flambeau Mine site during mining

years)
survey conducted by NWRPC regarding public perception of,

1142–1147 (see also Flambeau Mine, public opinion and
business owner surveys regarding)

tactics used by Kennecott to avoid liability for pollution (see Kennecott
in Rusk County (WI): tactics, to avoid liability for pollution)

taxes paid by Kennecott
net proceeds (see tax, Wisconsin net proceeds mining, paid by

Kennecott for Flambeau Mine)
property (see tax, property, for Flambeau Mine)

timeline for permit approval, as proposed by Kennecott, 395, 396, 449
timeline for production

blasting begins, 504, 669, 677
final days of production, 813–815
preproduction stripping, 671–673

topsoil storage area, 258
unusually rich ore body (see Flambeau Deposit)
variances to Wisconsin’s mining rules obtained by Kennecott (see

exemptions and variances to Wisconsin’s mining rules,
granted to Kennecott in original mining permit)

viewing center at (see viewing center, Flambeau Mine)
waste dump for (see Flambeau Mine waste dump)
waste rock stockpiles (see waste rock stockpiles, Flambeau Mine)
wastewater treatment plant (see wastewater treatment plant, Flambeau

Mine)
why Kennecott ceased production before entire ore body was mined,

814–815
Flambeau Mine, nonexecuted (1976) proposal. See also environmental

impact statement, for nonexecuted (1976) Flambeau Mine
proposal; Flambeau Mine, as developed by Kennecott in
Rusk County (WI)

anticipated waste disposal fees, 180
as compared to executed (1990) proposal, 255–258
as described by Kennecott at 1976 EIS hearing, 55–58
citizens learn about, 41–42
Doug La Follette testifies at permit hearing, 355
Ed May admits 2% cutoff for pyrite content in dikes was chosen arbi-

trarily, 139
potential economic impact, 58, 65, 72

potential for expansion to underground operation, 56, 57
provisions for building on-site processing plant, 41, 56, 255, 669
provisions for creating toxic lake, 41–42, 43–44, 255, 591
provisions for tailings pond on Bud Waller farm, 41–42, 47, 56–58,

255, 591
Rusk County Board votes unanimously to deny county permit, 113–117
state permit hearing called off, 113, 115

Flambeau Mine, public opinion and business owner surveys regarding
business owner survey shows minimal impact of mine on local com-

merce, 1145
Kennecott hires state agency (NWRPC) to conduct, 1142–1143, 1145
public opinion survey, 1142–1147

“garbage in—garbage out,” 1145
Kennecott skews results, 1144–1145
NWRPC bucks Laura Furtman on open records request, 1142–1144
what the results really showed, 1146–1147

Flambeau Mine, reclaimed. See also Flambeau Mine, as developed by
Kennecott in Rusk County (WI)

birds at, 1136
execution of reclamation plan (see Flambeau Mine, reclamation plan)
fails to meet Wisconsin’s mining moratorium test, 1151–1156
frogs “croaking” at, 1136, 1137
“grass over grave,” 30, 822, 1127, 1134–1150

cartoon depicting, 1141
importance to mining industry that Flambeau Mine be “exemplary,”

872, 880
industrial park at (see industrial park, at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site)
insects at, 1136
Kennecott overstates ecosystem diversity of, 1139
Kennecott promotes as “blessing to wildlife,” 822, 824
Kennecott puts wheels in motion to make its final getaway (see

Certificate of Completion, for Flambeau Mine reclamation)
maps and diagrams of

compliance boundary, 1027
Flambeau River monitoring sites, 1106
groundwater flow, 327, 829, 1027, 1060, 1068
layout, approved at Master Hearing, 823
layout, as modified by Kennecott after-the-fact, 829, 1068
monitoring well locations, 1027
Stream-C watershed monitoring sites, 1076

monitoring program for pollution (see pollution, at reclaimed Flambeau
Mine site)

need for DNR to retain reclamation bond to cover biofilter maintenance
costs, 1129

pollution at, 1023–1133 (see also pollution, at reclaimed Flambeau
Mine site)

DNR/Kennecott strategy for concealing from public, 1118–1127
Kennecott predicts pollution will persist for over 4,000 years, 1048,

1053–1054, 1103, 1122
what can be done about it, 1127–1130

promises broken by Kennecott
to contain groundwater pollution within set limits, 1025, 1043,

1045, 1046, 1047, 1049, 1050 (see also groundwater pollu-
tion, at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site)

to “fully protect” Flambeau River from mine impacts, 1065 (see also
Flambeau River (WI) pollution)

to reclaim mine site according to plan presented in final EIS,
822–838 (see also Flambeau Mine, reclamation plan:
Kennecott reneges on promises made at time of Master
Hearing)

“promises kept” propaganda campaign (see propaganda campaign
waged by Kennecott, key phrases used in)
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propaganda regarding (see propaganda campaign, Flambeau Mine)
smacks of crime scene, 1094
tours and open house events

designed to focus attention on outward appearance of mine site
rather than pollution beneath surface, 1127, 1134–1136,
1137, 1140

for people from communities targeted for future mining projects
Clark County (WI), 802–803
Stephenson, Michigan, 1147, 1149

trail system at (see trails, at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site)
vegetation at, 1136
waste dump at (see Flambeau Mine waste dump)
wildlife at, 1136–1137, 1139

Flambeau Mine, reclamation plan, 813–838. See also Flambeau Mine,
reclaimed

bonding for,
falls short of covering true cost of reclamation, 807
flaws in system, 72
need for DNR to retain bond for biofilter maintenance costs, 1129

citizens pass resolution at 1993 Spring Hearings of Wisconsin
Conservation Congress calling for pit to be lined, 995

citizens petition DNR to conduct public hearing on changes proposed
by Kennecott, 833–838 (see also below: Kennecott asks
DNR for permission to change approved reclamation plan)

central role of Tom Wilson in organizing effort (see Wilson, Tom)
DNR insists that public hearing must be conducted as contested

case, 833, 835
“How can a plan which took years of public debate … be changed

simply on the basis of a request from the mining com-
pany?,” 826

Kennecott bucks request, 834–835
Kennecott forced to make key concessions, 836, 837
statutory basis for citizens’ request, 816, 833

Kennecott asks DNR for permission to change approved reclamation
plan (“promises broken”), 822–838 (see also above: citi-
zens petition DNR to conduct public hearing on changes
proposed by Kennecott)

abandoning use of controlled burns to manage prairie ecosystem
(permission denied), 832, 833

burying massive concrete retaining wall in place (permission
granted), 830–832

creating industrial park instead of restoring entire mine site to natu-
ral prairie (permission granted), 822, 826–828, 829 (see
also industrial park, at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site)

creating two “biofilters” to serve as receptacles for acid mine
drainage (permission granted), 828–830, 1088, 1153 (see
also biofilter(s): at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site)

DNR approves some but not all of Kennecott’s requests, 836, 837,
1035

DNR deems proposed changes to be “substantial,” 833
DNR poised to grant request before soliciting public input, 825–826
leaving water treatment facility intact (permission denied), 827
relocating mitigation wetland to northeast corner of mine site (per-

mission granted), 822, 828–830, 1091
retaining perimeter fencing until after reclamation certified complete

(permission denied), 832
retaining power supply to west end of backfilled pit (permission

denied), 832
Kennecott reneges on promises made at time of Master Hearing,

822–838
company implements changes to plan before getting official

approval to do so, 831, 832, 834, 836

plans changed at last minute without adequate public notification,
81, 825–826

specific promises that were broken (see entry immediately above)
Kennecott seeks Certificate of Completion for execution of (see

Certificate of Completion, for Flambeau Mine reclamation)
maps showing

plan approved at time of Master Hearing, 823
plan executed by Kennecott, 829

methods employed for backfilling mine pit
Kennecott does not line pit before shoving hazardous waste into it,

255–256, 300, 776, 783, 817, 819, 1037, 1067, 1134
lime added to high sulfur waste rock, 817, 1037, 1047, 1048 (see

also lime, as used for neutralizing acid mine drainage)
lime not added to low sulfur waste rock, 818
masonry, pipes and used liners shoved into unlined pit, 822
nature and volume of waste rock shoved into pit (see waste rock

stockpiles, Flambeau Mine)
summary of, 817–822, 1037

statutes governing Kennecott’s pursuit of plan modification (see permit-
ting process, for metallic mines in Wisconsin: modification
of mine permits and reclamation plans)

wastewater treatment plant decommissioned, 820, 875, 1037
Flambeau Mine waste dump. See also dumps, metallic sulfide mining

waste; Flambeau Mine, reclaimed
composition and volume of waste material shoved into pit (see waste

rock stockpiles, Flambeau Mine)
concern that Kennecott may try to dodge liability for long-term care of,

164, 816, 1059, 1128, 1129 (see also long-term care of
mining waste dumps, Wisconsin regulations governing)

DNR amends NR 182 so Kennecott can backfill mine pit with toxic
waste rock and sludge, 300–305, 817

DNR does not follow its own advice when approving plan for, 776, 778,
781, 783

Kennecott does not have to follow Wisconsin’s hazardous waste law,
499–502

lime added to high sulfur waste rock, 817, 1037, 1047, 1048 (see also
lime, as used for neutralizing acid mine drainage)

pit is not lined, 255–256, 300, 776, 783, 817
polluted groundwater on its way to Flambeau River is not “pumped and

treated,” 776, 783, 1037
need for DNR to require a “pump and treat” program, 1128–1129

sits on top of remaining ore body, 300
Flambeau Mining Company, as subsidiary of Kennecott. See Kennecott in

Rusk County (WI)
Flambeau News

as propaganda tool for Kennecott, 87, 89, 411–421, 582, 620, 1134
citations from, 12, 411, 412, 413, 415, 416, 417, 418, 419, 424, 433,

449, 451, 504, 523, 524, 526, 527, 560, 561, 593, 597,
598, 603, 604, 620, 840, 841, 842, 881, 882

downplays pollution potential of Flambeau Mine, 413, 417
produced by Wood Communications Group (Madison, WI) for

Kennecott, 411, 583
publication ceases, 708

Flambeau River (WI)
background information, 436, 1103–1104

named one of leading canoe spots in Wisconsin, 700
baseline water quality, 1077, 1078, 1104, 1105
endangered clams found in (see clams, endangered, at Flambeau Mine

site)
Flambeau Deposit extends beneath, 259, 261
flooding brings river within 4 vertical feet of mine pit, 397, 733–738

aerial photographs, 736
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Kennecott lies about integrity of bedrock between mine pit and river,
1052–1053

Kennecott plans to reroute, 13, 28, 259–260, 673
Kennecott promotes idea that polluted groundwater will not be able to

cross beneath, 1060
Kennecott threatens those who wade, 688–693

right to wade supported by DNR’s Waterway and Wetland Handbook,
690, 691

right to wade supported by opinion issued by Attorney Keith Rodli,
691, 692

located within compliance boundary for Flambeau Mine, 1062, 1063,
1104

mine pit dug only 140 feet from, 282–283, 397
pollution of (see Flambeau River (WI) pollution)
push for independent monitoring of, 508, 549–553, 657, 688–689

Flambeau River (WI) pollution. See also Flambeau River (WI); pollution, at
reclaimed Flambeau Mine site

concerns over ability of river to handle acid mine drainage, 614
crayfish (see crayfish in Flambeau River, heavy metal bioaccumulation

in)
internal DNR memo suggests continued monitoring is warranted, 1127
nonexistence of comprehensive monitoring program for, 783,

1102–1118
DNR pulls plug on mandatory testing programs for surface water,

sediment, crayfish and walleye, 1111, 1113–1114, 1116,
1118

failure of Kennecott to provide statistical analyses of data, 1113,
1114, 1117

inappropriate selection of monitoring locations, 1103, 1106, 1107,
1111, 1115, 1116

lack of independent data, 688–689, 1109, 1112
not monitoring all key pollutants, 1109–1111
summary of shortcomings, 1123–1124

river being used as sewer pipe for Flambeau Mine, 778, 1104, 1060
sediment (see sediment in Flambeau River, heavy metal accumulation

in)
surface water (see surface water of Flambeau River, pollution of)
walleye (see walleye in Flambeau River, heavy metal bioaccumulation

in)
Flambeau River State Forest (WI), 1104
Flambeau Summer protests. See also protests and rallies against Flambeau

Mine
at DNR headquarters in Madison, WI, in defense of endangered species,

541–542
at Grant Town Hall, 510–527

ACLU gets involved, 514, 518–519, 527
Bob Olsgard reads poem, Ladysmith, 737
eagles fly overhead, 520
Kennecott downplays success of, 523, 526
law enforcement officials discourage people from attending,

517–518, 523
march along Highway 27 to mine site, 521–522
media coverage, 519, 520
mine supporters stage small counterprotest, 524, 527
pipe ceremony performed by Eugene Begay, 519–520
protesters camp at mine site, 521–527
town board, county board and Kennecott try to undermine, 514, 516

at entrance to mine site access road, 528–534
altercation between Sheriff Dean Meyer and two Madison reporters,

530–532
nine protesters arrested for trespassing, 528–530
protesters go to court and are cleared, 532–534

at mining company office in Ladysmith (outside), 534–537
seven protesters arrested for blocking entrance, 535

at mining company office in Ladysmith (outside and inside), 547–548,
549, 550

protesters present Larry Mercando with “citizens’ injunction to stop
mine construction,” 547, 549

two peaceful protesters arrested for disorderly conduct, 548, 550
at north gate of mine site, 616–621

five protesters arrested, 619
Walt Bresette scales fence and removes American flag from mine

site, 617–619
get under skin of local mine supporters and Larry Mercando, 523–524,

526–527, 594
utilize principles of nonviolence developed by Women’s Peace Camp at

Seneca (NY), 511
Flambeau Valley Peace Coalition, 390

helps stage protest before Flambeau Mine Master Hearing, 432–436
“official party” (Dorothy Volkman) to Flambeau Mine Master Hearing,

438, 439 (see also Master Hearing, Flambeau Mine)
Flater, Harold (Tubby), Rusk County Supervisor, 310, 311, 480, 886–886,

1165
challenges Larry Mercando, 354
provides canoes for flotilla against Flambeau Mine, 354
votes to ratify Local Agreement, 343
votes to rescind Local Agreement, 471

Flintsteel Restoration Association (Bessemer, MI), 1037–1038
flooding, at Flambeau Mine site. See Flambeau River (WI)
flotation milling, definition of, 675
flotillas on Flambeau River, to protest Flambeau Mine, 354–357, 390,

636–639
Fond du Lac Reservation, 393
fool’s gold. See pyrite
Forbes (New York, NY), citation from, 641
Ford, William, Attorney, 986
Forest County (WI)

economic performance, as compared to Rusk County’s while Flambeau
Mine operating

data table and graphs show Flambeau Mine did not cause Rusk
County to propel ahead of Forest County, 911–913

higher per capita incomes in 1993, 1994 and 1995, 895, 911, 912
higher population growth rate, 899, 900, 911
lower percentage of people living below poverty level in 1995 and

1997, 911, 913
lower unemployment rates, 889, 891, 911, 912

in ceded territory of Lake Superior Ojibwe, 387
references to historic economic data on CD-ROM, 890, 894, 896, 897
Roscoe Churchill encounters Forest County Board Chairman Erhard

Huettl, 135–136
targeted for exploitation by metallic mining industry, 1, 4 (see also

Crandon Deposit; Crandon mine proposal)
uranium potential, 144
mentioned, 87, 148, 1145

Forest County Potawatomi. See Potawatomi, Forest County
forest products industry park (Rusk County, WI), 876
Forest Republican (Crandon, WI)

citations from, 92, 910, 1007
Exxon rents office space from, 218
pro-mining bent, 217– 218

Forum (Turtle Lake, WI), a periodical devoted to social and environmental
issues, 385, 387, 390

Foster, Town of (Clark County, WI), targeted for exploitation by metallic
mining industry, 802
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Foth & Van Dyke (Green Bay, WI), 256, 395, 661, 1069, 1153
role in clamgate, 540, 548

Foti, Steve, Rep. (R-Oconomowoc), tries to undermine mining moratorium
bill [1997 AB 70], 957, 958

Four Rivers Headwaters, 806, 807
Fox Nation, 617
Frankfourth, Mary, 122–123, 404
Frankl, Viktor, 621
“Free George Meyer” campaign, 769–772
Freedom March (Alabama), against voter discrimination, 472
Freedom March (Rusk County, WI), against Kennecott, 472–475, 476, 807

arrests made, 475
Freese, Stephen, Rep. (R-Dodgeville), votes to gut mining moratorium bill

[1997 AB 70] and then votes for passage of weakened bill to
cover his political behind, 960, 961

Frelk, Cal, testifies against mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70] at public
hearing, 935

Freudenburg, William, Professor, 901, 914
Fritz Avenue project (Ladysmith, WI), 843

bogus mining impact grant awarded to facilitate, 876, 903, 904
From the Ground Up, a documentary film by Rob Danielson, 627
Furtman, Greg, 876, 951, 1080, 1165

acknowledgement of, xiii
Furtman, Laura, 1165

acknowledgement of, xii–xiii, 1168–1169
and “Free George Meyer” campaign, 769–772
and Roscoe Churchill’s “Fond Farewell,” 1175, 1178–1179
at Crandon mine protest rally, 999
comments on why she wanted to help Roscoe Churchill write his book,

xvii
entrusted with Churchill files, 795
first meets Roscoe Churchill, xii, 930
makes the best apple pie, 927
participates in Protect the Earth journey with Roscoe Churchill, 95, 950,

973
petitions for public hearing on proposed changes to Flambeau Mine

reclamation plan, 833, 835, 836
photos by, 46, 701, 808, 925, 926, 951, 952, 982, 1001, 1142, 1164,

1165
presents Roscoe Churchill with a copy of The Buzzards Have Landed!,

1170
pushes for DNR to write administrative rules for Churchill Mining

Moratorium Law, 983
attends NRB meeting and offers testimony, 984–985, 986

pushes for passage of mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70]
attends public hearing in Ladysmith, 933, 935
attends public hearing in Milwaukee, 942, 943–944
attends Wisconsin Assembly debate with Roscoe Churchill, 949,

952–962
frequent writer of letters to editor regarding, 937

pushes for Wisconsin’s mining moratorium law to officially be named
Churchill Mining Moratorium Law, 971–973

seeks information from NWRPC regarding Flambeau Mine survey,
1142–1143

seeks mining revenue data from City of Ladysmith, 863, 865
straight-to-the-point writing style, 937
tangles with Rep. Marc Duff over his “fine by me” statement, 933,

935–937
tangles with Richard Diotte, 937, 938

Roscoe Churchill and Jan Olson come to her defense, 937, 938
trip to Callahan and Blue Hills mines with Roscoe Churchill, 45–46
“Who is Laura Furtman?” 916, 950–951
writes letter to editor regarding pollution at reclaimed Flambeau Mine

site, 1039–1041
Kennecott, DNR and Ladysmith News team up to downplay,

1040–1041
mentioned, 11, 183, 363, 727, 934

Furtman, Michael, photo by, 1178

G
G-23 Deposit (Marinette County, WI), 4
Gafvert, Ulf, registered as interested person for Master Hearing on

Flambeau Mine, 439
gaiashkibos, 96, 713, 1164

at Protect the Earth Festival with Churchills, 462
calls on Noranda to cancel contract for purchasing and processing ore

from Flambeau Mine, 670
“official party” (LCO) to Flambeau Mine Master Hearing, 438, 439

helps drum up support for attendance at hearing, 441
offers testimony in defense of Ojibwe treaty rights, 446–447, 452
raises treaty rights issues at pre-hearing conference, 403, 777
travels to London to confront RTZ executives on treaty rights issues,

90, 91, 446
voices concern to DNR over endangered species issue and demands

supplemental EIS, 542, 552, 559
Galazen, Tom, 95, 1164

comes to Ladysmith to meet Roscoe Churchill and offer his help, 71, 77
helps stop nuclear power plant from being built near Durand, WI, 71,

354
testimony at EIS hearing for nonexecuted (1976) Flambeau Mine pro-

posal, 74, 77–82, 104
correctly anticipates early closing of mine, 80

visits Roscoe Churchill shortly before his death, 1170
Ganzel, Mary, registered as interested person for Master Hearing on

Flambeau Mine, 439
Gard, John, Rep. (R-Peshtigo)

abrogates his public trust responsibilities, 1017
votes to gut mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70] and then votes for

passage of weakened bill to cover his political behind, 960,
961

Gardner, Michael, 1164
registered as interested person for Master Hearing on Flambeau Mine,

438, 439
Garfield, Town of (Jackson County, WI), targeted for exploitation by metallic

mining industry, 805
Garr, Don, and Protect the Earth Staff, 393
Garvey, Ed, Attorney, 940, 1020, 1165
Gebhard, Erwin, photo by, 969
Gebken, DuWayne, at EIS hearing for nonexecuted (1976) Flambeau Mine

proposal, 63, 68, 73, 74, 80–81, 710
Gedicks, Al, 1164

acknowledgement of, xii
always there when Churchills needed him, xiii, 17–18, 221
and endangered species issue

attends Treehaven conference, 568–570
exposes flaws in supplemental EIS, 611–613
exposes misinformation spread by Kennecott, 565

and Flambeau Summer, 71, 220, 520, 532, 541, 547, 550
and Real Flambeau News, 413
and Wolf Watershed Educational Project, 924, 926, 927, 1019
as “temporary” secretary of Wisconsin Resources Protection Council,

216, 218, 219–221, 653
at Flambeau Mine Master Hearing, 453
author of Land Grab: The Corporate Theft of Wisconsin’s Mineral

Resources, 47
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author of Resource Rebels and The New Resource Wars, 18
citations from, 171, 456, 542, 547, 552, 555, 556

background information, 17–18
comments on devilry of “consensus” process, 1005
comments on handling of Anishinaabe Niijii press release by Toronto

Sun, 671
comments on potential for mining district in northern Wisconsin, 4
comments on RTZ track record at Rossing Mine, 643
comments on Summitville Mine disaster, 1007
comments on various aspects of Crandon mine controversy, 92, 219,

981
exposes flaws in draft EIS for executed (1990) Flambeau Mine proposal,

398–401
helps Churchills raise money for legal battles, 370, 477
pallbearer for Roscoe Churchill, 1174
participates in canoe flotillas against Flambeau Mine, 355, 638
participates in Flambeau Mine protests, 436, 475 (see also Gedicks, Al:

and Flambeau Summer)
petitions for public hearing on proposed changes to Flambeau Mine

reclamation plan, 827, 833, 835
photos by, 94, 459, 460, 477, 533, 534, 536, 541, 549, 550
supports mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70] at public hearing, 931
visits Roscoe Churchill shortly before his death, 1170
writes essay, “Should open pit mining proceed in northern Wisconsin?”

516–517
writes tribute to Evelyn Churchill, 789
writes tribute to Roscoe Churchill, 1170, 1173
mentioned, 381, 390, 462, 568, 827, 1007

Geisler, Charles, 113
Gember, Margaret, 952
General Accounting Office, United States, comments on failure of EPA to

establish water quality standards, 1079
General Mining Law of 1872, 1011

legacy of, 1154–1156 (see also pollution, from metallic sulfide mines:
mining disasters)

geologist, State of Wisconsin
does not have unfettered access to mining company drilling data

[S.107.15(4)(c); S.293.47(3)], 28, 682 (see also confiden-
tiality of core sample analysis data, as allowed in Wisconsin
Statutes)

George, Gary, Sen. (D-Milwaukee), votes with Republicans to gut mining
moratorium bill [1997 AB 70/SB 3], 956, 964

Geoscience Wisconsin (a publication of the Wisconsin Geological and
Natural History Survey), citations from, 1, 29, 261, 673

Gerard Hotel (Ladysmith, WI), 599
Gerber, Edna, 234
Gerken, Kurt, 107

harasses Roscoe Churchill, 119, 121
Germany, mining reclamation laws in, 42
Gervais, Claire, 1164

and Mining Impact Coalition of Wisconsin, 747
Geske, Janine, Judge

one of most insipid judges Roscoe Churchill ever saw, 919
upholds validity of Local Agreement for Crandon mine proposal, 379,

919, 927, 1021
Giovanoni, Jack, 879
Gitche Gumee. See Lake Superior
Gleason, Dorothy, 201, 202
Gleason, Leonard, Grant Town Clerk

animosity toward Roscoe Churchill, 135–136, 149–150, 170
chairs special town meeting in violation of state law, 168
implicated in disappearance of Town of Grant mining moratorium reso-

lution from town records, 201, 202, 265, 362, 366

Gleason’s actions result in judge declaring moratorium invalid and
unenforceable, 365

supports Flambeau Mine proposal and “consensus” rules, 168–170,
198, 199, 255, 404

switches sides to support mine, 55, 77, 149
testimony at EIS hearing for nonexecuted (1976) Flambeau Mine pro-

posal, 77
undercuts local opposition to 1981 AB 800 (environmental trailer bill),

183
unsuccessfully tries to get Roscoe Churchill booted off town’s environ-

mental study committee, 170
mentioned, 13, 38, 111

Glen Flora, Wisconsin
receives state grant to improve road access to Bernice Dukerschein’s

family business, 594
site of industrial building constructed with mining revenues, 902, 903

GLIFWC. See Great Lakes Indian Fish and Wildlife Commission
Global/Local Forum. See Forum
Glossenger, Chuck, 1152, 1164
Goebbels, Joseph, 589
Goetsch, Robert, Rep. (R-Juneau)—votes to gut mining moratorium bill

[1997 AB 70] and then votes for passage of weakened bill to
cover his political behind, 960, 961

Gokey, Marie, 90
Golat, Henry, 352, 836
gold. See also Flambeau Deposit; productivity, of Flambeau Mine

amount and value of gold ore produced by Flambeau Mine
as calculated from figures provided by USGS and other sources,

853, 854
as calculated from information reported in Ladysmith News, 677,

679–680
as estimated in EIS, 671, 672
as reported by Kennecott, 813, 853
as reported by researcher at the University of Utah–Salt Lake City,

681
as reported in Minerals Yearbook, 680–681
data table, 854
RCCAG challenges Kennecott to disclose, 89
rumors regarding, 25, 681
Wisconsin legislators to blame for paucity of information, 26–28,

681–682, 852
as motivation for Kennecott to return to Rusk County in 1987, 250
average prices in U.S. market during mining years, 674, 675
gold ore from Flambeau Deposit considered unusually rich, 25–26, 679

“one of highest grade orebodies ever mined,” 675, 857
researcher at University of Utah–Salt Lake City reports specific data

regarding, 681
richest gold found 12 feet beneath surface, close to river, 29, 672
so rich that first 400 carloads of ore go directly to smelter,

673–674, 677, 766, 849
gossan layer (gold)

close to and beneath the Flambeau River, 260, 261, 283, 673, 1059
dimensions and diagram of, 672–673, 674
Kennecott admits it underestimated size of, 709
Larry Mercando and Ladysmith News confirm direct shipments to

smelter, 677, 680
lines up with bottom of Flambeau River, 692
questionable tonnage statistics reported by Kennecott for 1993

shipments, 843, 850–851
Kennecott downplays value of, 89, 670, 674, 679–680, 681
“Kennecott gets real gold. We get fool’s gold,” 30, 677
“Kennecott makes off with the gold,” 669–687, 694
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Kennecott mines and ships gold ore in 1993 and stockpiles some for
shipment in 1997, 684, 841

Kennecott pays $0 in taxes on gold and copper shipped in 1993 and
1997, 129, 177, 684, 853, 857, 864

confirmed by spreadsheet issued by Wisconsin Department of
Revenue, 848

illustrated in summary table of Flambeau Mine tax payments, 855
Local Agreement guaranteed Rusk County no “county additional” pay-

ment for, 333, 841
RCCAG informs public of rip-off, 89
“Rusk County gave its gold away for a fire truck,” 728

Gold, Ed and Speed, 944
Gold, Laurence, 944
Goldsmith, Ralph, 636, 637
Gomez, Pat, 1164

arrested for trespassing at mine site but charges dismissed, 529–530,
532–534

“good neighbor,” as propaganda phrase used by Kennecott. See propa-
ganda campaign waged by Kennecott, key phrases used in

Goodrich, Jerry D., 739, 901
Goodrich, Patricia, Rep. (R-Berlin), 230
Goose Cove, Maine, devastated by Callahan Mine, 44–45, 614
Gore, Al, 44
Goree, Robin, 505
gossan layer. See gold
Gosz, Judy, 462, 1164

and Roscoe Churchill’s “Fond Farewell,” 1175–1176, 1179
visits Roscoe Churchill shortly before his death, 1170

Gough, Bob, 462, 1164
Goushaw, Ona, 234
Gov. Tommy Thompson’s ad hoc task force on mining, 270–278

dealings reminiscent of “consensus” process, 271, 279
disregards citizen concerns, 276
endorses creation of local committee to negotiate agreement with

Kennecott, 276, 279, 766
final report issued by, 276, 766
membership of, 269, 270–271, 273
memo submitted by local officials to full membership of task force,

273–274, 280
lays groundwork for eventual enactment of Local Agreement Law,

274
mission statement, 271, 272, 279–280
pro-mining bent, 275, 276, 278, 279
Roscoe Churchill appointed to serve on, 252, 311
Roscoe Churchill outnumbered, 273, 275, 276

Grafitti Band, 459
Grant, Town of (Rusk County, WI). See also Grant, Town of (Rusk County,

WI), town board; Grant, Town of (Rusk County, WI), towns-
people

has state-owned land vulnerable to mining, 409
mineral exploration in 1960s, 24–32
mining revenues received by, 859–869 (see also Local Agreement

Money (LAM), for Flambeau Mine; tax, Wisconsin net pro-
ceeds mining, paid by Kennecott for Flambeau Mine)

summary tables, 848, 861, 867, 869
population loss during 1990s, 900
property taxes go up after Kennecott arrives on scene, 36–37, 74
town hall photo, 518
uranium potential, 144

Grant, Town of (Rusk County, WI), town board. See also Grant, Town of
(Rusk County, WI); Grant, Town of (Rusk County, WI),
townspeople

allows Ladysmith to annex part of mine site, 267
approached by Alan Christianson to pool town’s mining revenues with

city and county’s, 902
Bob Plantz switches sides in 1987 to support Kennecott after serving as

chairman since 1983, 264
Chairman Bob Plantz and Supervisor Charles Whittenberger help nego-

tiate Local Agreement (1987–1988), 279–287 (see also
Rusk County Mining Impact Committee (6-member) that
negotiated Local Agreement)

agree to closed session meetings, 280, 287, 584
ignore Town of Grant’s 1982 and 1988 mining moratorium resolu-

tions, 237, 264, 280, 285, 347, 348, 918
overstep their legal authority, 285–286, 287, 289, 292, 294

fails to abide by democratic principles, 236–237 (see also entries
immediately above and immediately below)

ignores petition circulated by townspeople to delay action on signing
Local Agreement (1988), 14, 340–341, 343–344, 347, 348

ignores resolution passed by townspeople that invalidated signing of
Local Agreement (1988), 348–353

ignores resolution passed by townspeople in 1982 that required mining
issues to be decided by referendum vote, 347

legitimate grant applications turned down by MILIF Board (1980),
878–879

passes ordinance to control large gatherings on town property (1991),
514, 527

challenged by ACLU, 514
passes resolution refusing to rezone any property in Town of Grant for

metallic mining (1976), 111–112, 765
political fate of board members who signed Local Agreement in 1988,

352–353
refuses to rezone Kennecott’s property (1975), 38–40, 97, 200, 918
retains Attorney William Thiel for legal counsel on mining matters (see

Thiel, William, Attorney: hired jointly by Rusk County, Town
of Grant and City of Ladysmith for legal counsel on mining
matters)

retains Kevin Lyons as town attorney (1976), 110
Roscoe Churchill confronts board regarding Flambeau Mine road signs

(2006), 1140–1142
signs Local Agreement with Kennecott (1988), 237, 344, 345, 346, 347
special town meeting called to move mining proposal forward (August

1987), 264–265
sued by townspeople for signing Local Agreement (1989), 237,

360–369 (see also lawsuit filed by Roscoe Churchill, et al.,
over signing of Local Agreement by Grant Town Board)

sued by townspeople over constitutionality of Local Agreement (1990),
237, 476–495 (see also lawsuit filed by Roscoe Churchill, et
al., over legality of Local Agreement and Local Agreement
Law)

Grant, Town of (Rusk County, WI), townspeople. See also Grant, Town of
(Rusk County, WI); Grant, Town of (Rusk County, WI), town
board

annual meeting (1976), 97–98
resolution adopted to deny town board the authority to act on min-

ing matters, 97–98, 111, 918
annual meeting (1980), voters pass ban on uranium mining, 144–146,

211, 422
annual meeting (1982), 150, 198–203

Kevin Lyons fired, 13, 200, 236 (see also Lyons, Kevin, Attorney)
mining moratorium resolution adopted, 201 (see also mining mora-

torium resolution (1982), Town of Grant)
resolution adopted that all mining decisions be determined by refer-

endum vote, 200, 317, 347, 363
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resolution adopted to adopt county zoning code, 200, 236
resolution adopted to keep same people on environmental study

committee, 201
town board’s village powers rescinded, 200

annual meeting (1988), 316–320
mining moratorium resolution adopted, 318 (see also mining mora-

torium resolution (1988), Town of Grant)
dissension arises over mining proposal, 148–150, 1149
environmental study committee, 97–98, 138, 170, 201
ignored by town board (see Grant, Town of (Rusk County, WI), town

board)
Kevin Lyons calls meeting (1982) to pressure townspeople into going

along with “consensus” rules, 198
petition against “consensus” proposals (1981), 183, 184
petition asking town board to delay action on Local Agreement (1988),

14, 340–341
represented by Roscoe Churchill and Bob Plantz on Gov. Tommy

Thompson’s ad hoc task force on mining, 271
sampling of actions that show majority of townspeople did not want

mine, 97, 144, 150, 183, 200–201, 319, 340, 348, 398,
437, 443, 767

special town meeting (1981) on “consensus” rules, 168–170
special town meeting (1988), 340–341, 347–353

resolution adopted to declare town board’s approval of Local
Agreement null and void, 348, 350

grants, from Mining Investment and Local Impact Fund. See also Mining
Investment and Local Impact Fund (MILIF), Wisconsin’s;
Mining Investment and Local Impact Fund Board (11-mem-
ber), Wisconsin’s

abuse of system by Forest County Board, 136, 878–879
applications (legitimate) turned down by MILIF Board during 1990s, list

of, 877
awarded with indiscretion to Rusk County and City of Ladysmith during

1990s, 860, 872–880
as means to prop up Rusk County’s failing economy, 872, 880
bogus grant for developing industrial park at Flambeau Mine site,

827, 834, 877
bogus grant for development of trail system at Flambeau Mine site,

1139–1140
bogus grant for expansion of Rusk County airport, 876
bogus grants for building and remodeling factories in Rusk County,

876–877, 903–904
dollar value of grants, 859, 875
list of grants, 876

general information regarding, 178
Wisconsin statutes governing legitimate uses of grant money

[S.70.395(2)(f)–(h)], 874
Grasmick, Mary Kay, 946–947
“Grass over a Grave,” 30, 1127, 1134–1150

cartoon and photo depicting, 1141, 1149
gravel pit, Kennecott compares Flambeau Mine to, 255, 304
Great Lakes, at risk for mining pollution, 1130, 1151
Great Lakes Fishery Commission, raises concerns about toxic effects of

iron and manganese on fish, 1110
Great Lakes Indian Fish and Wildlife Commission (GLIFWC)

analyzes Flambeau Mine monitoring data submitted by Kennecott to
DNR (see Coleman, John)

asks DNR to expand monitoring program at reclaimed Flambeau Mine
site, 1064, 1105, 1127

challenges DNR’s decision to not ticket Kennecott for violations of sur-
face water quality standards, 1099, 1100

citations from publications of (see Mazina’igan)
concern over Crandon mine proposal, 92

contacts DNR to voice concerns over pollution at reclaimed Flambeau
Mine site, 1062–1064, 1070–1071, 1085, 1086,
1096–1102, 1104–1105

involvement in doing clam survey of Flambeau River, 549, 688
issues press release regarding polluted runoff at reclaimed Flambeau

Mine site, 1126–1127
James Schlender serves as executive administrator of (see Schlender,

James, Executive Administrator of GLIFWC)
Kennecott threatens to charge GLIFWC scientists wading Flambeau

River with trespassing, 689–690, 693
organizes first Protect the Earth Festival, 393
provides expert testimony at Flambeau Mine Master Hearing, 454
raises concerns with DNR over study design used by Kennecott for

monitoring reclaimed Flambeau Mine site (see Coleman,
John)

Voigt Intertribal Task Force of, 1070–1071, 1098, 1126
Great Lakes United Newsletter, citation from, 940
Green, Mark, Rep. (R-Green Bay), votes to gut mining moratorium bill

[1997 AB 70] and then votes for passage of weakened bill to
cover his political behind, 960, 961

Green, Richard, Professor, hired by WMC to assess potential economic
impact of Flambeau Mine, 883–884, 885, 891,900, 913

deserves an “F” on his report, 884
Green Bay (Lake Michigan), at risk for metallic sulfide mining pollution,

1130
Green Bay News Chronicle (Green Bay, WI), citations from, 929, 971
Green Bay Press Gazette (Green Bay, WI), citations from, 978, 979, 980
Green Net (newspaper of Upper Great Lakes Green Network), citation from,

608
Greene, John, Assistant Attorney General, 759, 760, 786
Greens. See Wisconsin Green Party
Greens Creek Mine (AK), 643–644, 668
Grigar, Ray, Rusk County Board Supervisor, 49, 99, 113
grim reaper. See Dixon, Cassandra
Grobschmidt, Richard, Sen. (D-South Milwaukee), votes with Republicans

to gut mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70/SB 3], 956
Gromme, Owen, 1015
Gronemus, Barbara, Rep. (D-Whitehall)

fails to support mining moratorium legislation, 945, 957
lacks political courage to vote on “Exxon Amendment” to mining mora-

torium bill [1997 AB 70], 961
not a real Democrat, 957
says she would have “no problem” with a metallic sulfide mine being

located in her district, 945
Grosenheider, Terry, Thompson appointee to MILIF Board, 874
Gross National Product deflator statistics, 334
Grossman, Richard, 1161
Grossman, Zoltán, 1164

and Wolf Watershed Educational Project, 924–927, 1019
maps by, 2, 27
photos by, 924, 972, 998
respect for Native American treaty rights, 925
mentioned, 25, 568, 981

Grothman, Glenn, Rep. (R-West Bend), votes against mining moratorium
bill [1997 AB 70], 965

groundwater. See also groundwater flow, at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site;
groundwater pollution, at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site;
groundwater quality, sections of Wisconsin Statutes and
Wisconsin Administrative Code impacting

as economic commodity, 378
elevation, at Flambeau Mine site (see wells (monitoring), at reclaimed

Flambeau Mine site: drawdown)
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non-degradation standard for (see non-degradation standard, for
groundwater)

purity difficult to regain once lost, 158, 172, 228
groundwater fee, for solid and hazardous waste disposal in Wisconsin [Wis.

Stat. 289.63], 195, 197, 302
groundwater flow, at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site

Kennecott’s miscalculation of rate, 1023, 1060, 1062–1065, 1103
maps showing direction of, 327, 829, 1027, 1060, 1068
polluted water heading straight for Flambeau River, 820

groundwater law, Wisconsin’s [Chapter 160, Wisconsin Statutes], 228–233,
1008. See also groundwater quality, sections of Wisconsin
Statutes and Wisconsin Administrative Code impacting

attempts to toughen in 1993 scuttled by Republicans, 232–233
give-away to corporate polluters, 231
ignores constitutional mandate for non-degradation standard (see non-

degradation standard, for groundwater)
inconsistent with DNR charge to “protect, maintain and improve” state’s

waters, 230
members of legislative committee that drafted, 230–231

Exxon’s James Derouin included as “public member,” 230
mining companies exempt from following [S.160.19(12)], 231–232,

766, 1007, 1008, 1012, 1033, 1052
putting cart before horse, 231, 1033
signed into law by Gov. Tony Earl in 1984, 231
use of MCL standards, as specified in NR 140 of Wisconsin

Administrative Code, 231 (see also Maximum Contaminant
Levels (MCLs), as groundwater quality standards)

groundwater pollution, at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site, 1023–1065. See
also acid mine drainage from metallic sulfide mines; alu-
minum; cadmium; calcium; cobalt; conductivity; copper;
Flambeau Mine, reclaimed; Flambeau Mine waste dump;
groundwater quality, sections of Wisconsin Statutes and
Wisconsin Administrative Code impacting; hardness, water;
iron; manganese; nickel; organic compounds; pH; pollution,
at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site; radioactivity; sulfate; tin;
titanium; total dissolved solids; turbidity; uranium; zinc

applicable groundwater quality standards, 1029, 1031–1032
background information on monitoring program, 1026–1032
baseline data, 1029
company predicts pollution will persist for over 4,000 years, 1048,

1053–1054, 1103, 1122
DNR grants exemption to testing for radioactivity, turbidity and organic

compounds, 425–431, 1030–1031
DNR policy of “don’t ask, don’t tell,” 1062, 1075, 1107

cartoon depicting, 1108
DNR violates law by not establishing intervention boundary,

1034–1036, 1054–1055
downplayed by DNR and Kennecott, 1024, 1039–1041, 1118–1120
failure of Kennecott to accurately predict (“promises broken”),

1023–1024, 1032, 1042–1052, 1053, 1119
first signs of, 1026, 1037–1041
general comments on, 1049–1052
graphs and tables of data demonstrating excessive levels of groundwa-

ter pollution (“promises broken”)
graphs, 1025, 1121, 1122, 1045, 1046, 1047
tables, 1043, 1050, 1051

health risk associated with heavy metal ingestion, 1024, 1044,
1057–1059

how to get latest data from DNR, 1049
important parameters that are not being monitored, 1030–1031, 1049,

1052, 1057, 1119, 1123, 1128
Kennecott fails to identify suitable control well for monitoring,

1124–1125, 1128
Kennecott lies about integrity of bedrock between mine pit and

Flambeau River, 1052–1054
Kennecott underestimates rate at which polluted water is entering

Flambeau River (see groundwater flow, at reclaimed
Flambeau Mine site)

lack of independent data, 1028, 1129
Larry Mercando downplays Evelyn Churchill’s concerns over potential

for groundwater pollution, 659–662
lax standards allow Kennecott to claim its operation is in compliance

with law, 1052, 1123
limitations to Kennecott’s long-term liability for, 1055
maps showing direction of flow (see groundwater flow, at reclaimed

Flambeau Mine site)
predicted levels of, 1029, 1032, 1050

revised after permits granted, 1029, 1032
provisions of reclamation plan that made pollution problems a certainty,

1037
reported prominently in Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, 1039, 1041
serious enough to warrant pump-and-treat program, 1128–1129
strategies for holding Kennecott accountable for, 1054, 1128–1129
trend graphs showing, 1121–1122
uncertainty regarding how long monitoring will continue, 1056, 1059
violations of MCL standards at compliance boundary, 1043, 1044, 1059

DNR refuses to ticket Kennecott, 1056, 1094–1102, 1123, 1125,
1134, 1153

violations of PAL standards at theoretical intervention boundary, 1055
DNR refuses to ticket Kennecott, 1056, 1094–1102, 1125, 1134,

1153
water quality has been destroyed forever, 1053–1054, 1122
wells being used to monitor (see wells (monitoring), at reclaimed

Flambeau Mine site)
groundwater quality, sections of Wisconsin Statutes and Wisconsin

Administrative Code impacting
laws (see environmental trailer bill [1981 AB 800]; groundwater law,

Wisconsin’s [Chapter 160, Wisconsin Statutes]; solid and
hazardous waste siting bill [1981 AB 936])

rules (see groundwater quality standards, in Wisconsin; groundwater
rules [Wisconsin Administrative Code], for Wisconsin
mines

groundwater quality standards, in Wisconsin. See also Maximum
Contaminant Levels (MCLs), as groundwater quality stan-
dards; Preventive Action Limits (PALs)

for general population (see groundwater law, Wisconsin’s [Chapter 160,
Wisconsin Statutes]; NR 140 [Groundwater Quality], of
Wisconsin Administrative Code)

for mine sites (see groundwater rules [Wisconsin Administrative Code],
for Wisconsin mines: provisions for utilizing Maximum
Contaminant Levels [NR 182.075])

statute governing promulgation of [S.281.15], 152, 452, 631, 741
statutes supporting establishment of non-degradation standard (see

non-degradation standard, for groundwater)
table of MCL and PAL standards, 1029

groundwater rules [Wisconsin Administrative Code], for Wisconsin mines.
See also groundwater quality, sections of Wisconsin
Statutes and Wisconsin Administrative Code impacting

as drafted by “consensus” process, 154–167, 1032–1037 (see also
“consensus” process, as used for drafting Wisconsin’s min-
ing laws and rules)

citizens petition DNR in 1986, 1987 and 1989 for changes to (see peti-
tions, dealing with metallic mining issues in Wisconsin:
1986, 1987 and 1989)
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citizens petition DNR in 1992 for changes to (see petitions, dealing with
metallic mining issues in Wisconsin: 1992)

citizens speak out against (1981–1982), 168–174
endorsed by DNR on July 31, 1981 in comfort of Kennecott’s law office,

137, 153, 155–157, 167, 174, 375, 752–753, 755, 984
Roscoe Churchill, Sandy Lyon, Les Tiews and Wesley White attend

meeting, 155–157
exemption to NR 140 groundwater quality rules that everyone else has

to follow [NR 140.03], 1033
experts voice criticism of, 171–172, 228–229
general provisions governing groundwater pollution at mine sites (see

NR 182 [Metallic Mining Wastes], of Wisconsin
Administrative Code)

illegality of, 163, 167
violation of Public Trust Doctrine, 151–153, 1015
violation of Wisconsin’s non-degradation standard, 157–163, 172,

381, 1015 (see also non-degradation standard, for ground-
water)

provisions for allowing pollution of private wells, 162, 181, 1031–1032
provisions for compliance boundaries (see also compliance boundary,

as defined in Wisconsin AdministrativeCode; compliance
boundary, for Flambeau Mine)

unlimited pollution allowed within, 162–163
provisions for granting exemptions [NR 182.19(1)], 160, 162, 166, 167,

765, 1009
provisions for Preventive Action Limits and intervention boundaries,

1032–1037, 1054 (see also intervention boundary;
Preventive Action Limits (PALs))

table of PAL standards, 1029
provisions for utilizing Maximum Contaminant Levels as groundwater

quality standards [NR 182.075], 157–163, 228, 631, 765,
1008 (see also Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCLs), as
groundwater quality standards)

absence of bacterial standards, 160
allowable pollution levels for substances without MCLs [NR

182.075(1)(a)2.d (repealed), NR 182.075(1)(a)3 (repealed)
and 182.075(1p)], 162, 1008

table of MCL standards, 1029
where to find numeric values in Wisconsin Administrative Code,

160
provisions specifying parameters that must be monitored [NR

182.075(1u)(e)—originally NR 182.075(1)(d)5], 426, 1008,
1030

public hearings regarding, 170–174
expert on Safe Drinking Water Act goes on record against, 171
James Derouin and Linda Bochert go on record in favor, 173–174
Wisconsin Water Well Association goes on record against, 171, 172
Wisconsin’s Environmental Decade goes on record in favor, 174

putting cart before horse, 154, 180–181, 231, 1033
Wisconsin statutes governing DNR authority to adopt minimum stan-

dards, by rule, for mining [S.293.13(2)(a)], 630, 741, 982,
985, 987, 1009

Wisconsin statutes governing DNR authority to create groundwater
rules specific to metallic mining [S.293.15(11)—originally
S.144.83(4)(L)], 154–155, 175, 180–181, 1008, 1009

Grow, Town of (Rusk County, WI), has state-owned land vulnerable to min-
ing, 409

Grundl, Timothy, appointed to Wisconsin Science Advisory Council on
Metallic Mining, 949

Grunseth, Glenn, 49
“guaranteed” revenues to local governments for Flambeau Mine

not guaranteed, contrary to Kennecott’s claims, 332–335

payments tied to “full calendar years” of mining, 333–334, 841
Gudis, Dan, Ladysmith City Councilman, votes to ratify Local Agreement,

346
Guilfoyle, Sean, and Flambeau Summer, 511, 1164

arrested at mine site for scaling fence, 617–619
arrested at protest in front of Kennecott’s office in Ladysmith, 534–535
confronts DNR on mishandling of endangered species issue, 541, 542,

543–544
Guldan, Dale, photo by, 941
Gulf War in Iraq, 457, 520
Gulseth, Sharon, and Flambeau Summer, 1164

arrested at mine site for scaling fence, 617–619
arrested at protest in front of Kennecott’s office in Ladysmith, 534–535

Gumbel, Bryant, 619
Gumtow, Jon, and “clamgate,” 540
Gunderson, Gerry, 1164

and grave marker project, 952–953
and Mining Impact Coalition of Wisconsin, 747
supports mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70] at public hearing, 941

Gunderson, Scott, Rep. (R-Waterford), votes to gut mining moratorium bill
[1997 AB 70] and then votes for passage of weakened bill to
cover his political behind, 960, 961

H
Haase, Tim, pallbearer for Roscoe Churchill, 1174
Hackett Road (Rusk County, WI), 306
Hagen, Kevin, 71, 945
Hahn, Eugene, Rep. (R-Cambria)

attends Ladysmith public hearing on mining moratorium bill [1997 AB
70], 931

votes to endorse mining moratorium bill in committee, 946
votes to gut mining moratorium bill and then votes for passage of

weakened bill to cover his political behind, 960, 961
Haimson, Bezalel, appointed to Wisconsin Science Advisory Council on

Metallic Mining, 949
Halada, Mark, and Linda Lybert scandal, 601
Hamilton, Alexander, as quoted by Kennecott, 585, 588, 589, 590
Hammer, Charles, Wisconsin DNR attorney

abrogates his public trust responsibilities, 987–988, 1016, 1017, 1054
better suited as attorney for “People for the West” than for DNR, 750

and “consensus” negotiations, 141
criticized by public at hearing on Flambeau Mine draft EIS, 398, 402
defends DNR decision to not issue citations to Kennecott for pollution

at Flambeau Mine site, 1094, 1096, 1099, 1101
dereliction of duty, 1035
disputes citizens’ right to public hearing on proposed changes to

Flambeau Mine reclamation plan, 835
involvement in amending NR 182 definition of “waste site,” 301
issues flawed opinion that DNR does not have authority to write rules

banning metallic sulfide mining, 748–755, 758
fails to make distinction between metallic mining and metallic sul-

fide mining, 749, 797
ignores Native American treaty rights, 750
misses subtle legal distinction between rules “that” ban and rules

“to” ban, 750–751
speaks of “legislative intent,” 752
uses “takings” argument to justify raping of northern Wisconsin,

750
“official party” (DNR) to Flambeau Mine Master Hearing, 438, 439, 448,

451
admits DNR officials did not attend noncontested portion of hear-

ing, 449
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recommends denial of citizen petition for rules governing Churchill
Mining Moratorium Law, 985–988

facilitates DNR decision to change rules in middle of game, 988
ignores statutory requirements for rule-making, 985

refers to Kennecott’s activities at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site as
either “corrective” or “remedial,” 1153

mentioned, 655, 714, 757, 768–769
Hanaway, Donald, Attorney General

issues opinion on enforceability of town’s mining moratorium resolu-
tion, 365

named as defendant in lawsuit filed by Churchills, 360, 476
Handrick, Joseph, Rep. (R-Minocqua), makes racist comments against

Native Americans, 959
Handzel, Henry, Attorney

and crafting of Local Agreement Law, 289, 650
“official party” (Kennecott) to Flambeau Mine Master Hearing, 438,

439, 448, 650
push to get around Rusk County’s mining code, 281–283
ties to law firm of DeWitt-Porter, 281, 481, 650

Haney, James, 578
promotes mining as an economic godsend, 884, 891, 895, 900

Hansen, Dave, Sen. (D-Green Bay), 1021
Hansen, Robert, and Linda Lybert scandal, 601
Hansen, Sheila, petitions for public hearing on proposed changes to

Flambeau Mine reclamation plan, 833
Hanson, Martin, as member of citizen advisory committee to Public

Intervenor Office, 110
Hanson, Marvin, as Rusk County Board Chairman, 12, 113, 135
hardness, water

in Flambeau River, 1182
higher in water samples collected downstream from mine site, 1107

in groundwater at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site, 1042, 1048–1049,
1180

reference to compilation of historic data on CD-ROM, 1049
violations of PAL standards, 1055, 1095

Harkin, Duncan, 3, 222
Harrill, Rodney, opposes mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70] at public

hearing, 931, 933
Harris, Sister Toni, 374, 434, 1164
Harsdorf, Sheila (R-River Falls)

abrogates her public trust responsibilities, 1017
hypocritical in her support of state’s hunting and fishing heritage, 965
recruited to run against Sen. Alice Clausing in 2000 election, 965
votes to gut mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70] and then votes for

passage of weakened bill to cover her political behind, 960,
961

Hart, Francene, 515
Hart, Jay, 439, 594, 700
Hat Rapids (Oneida County, WI), 94, 219, 928
Hauda, Bill, 231, 232
Havlik, Marian, 1164

as witness for LCO in lawsuit over endangered species, 556, 558
conducts clam survey in Flambeau River (see clams, endangered, at

Flambeau Mine site)
exposes problems with Flambeau Mine supplemental EIS on endan-

gered species, 611, 613
Hawk Deposit (Lincoln County, WI), 4
Hawk Inlet (Admiralty Island, AK), 644
Hawkins, Town of (Rusk County, WI), has state-owned land vulnerable to

mining, 409
Hawpetoss, Louis, 93–94, 1164, 1165

and Menominee Nation ceremony honoring Churchills, 730–732

Hayward, Wisconsin, targeted for exploitation by metallic mining industry,
1, 87, 1158. See also Round Lake Deposit (Sawyer County,
WI)

hazardous waste, as regulated in Wisconsin [general population]. See also
hazardous waste, as regulated in Wisconsin [mine sites]

Chapter 291 [Hazardous Waste Management], of Wisconsin
Statutes, 190

Chapter 292 [Remedial Action], of Wisconsin Statutes, 166
NR 600 [General Regulations for Hazardous Waste Management], of

Wisconsin Administrative Code, 192, 499
NR 605 [Identification and Listing of Hazardous Waste], 499
solid and hazardous waste siting bill, as incorporated into Chapters

289 and 291 of Wisconsin Statutes, 190–197 (see also
solid and hazardous waste siting bill [1981 AB 936])

hazardous waste, as regulated in Wisconsin [mine sites]. See also haz-
ardous waste, as regulated in Wisconsin [general popula-
tion]

Exxon succeeds in pushing for nonregulation of radioactive mining
waste, 422–424

provision for possible development of rules in future [NR
182.02(9)], 423, 1009

mining waste not regulated as hazardous waste even if it contains haz-
ardous substances like cyanide

concept supported by Peter Peshek, 137
mining company exemption to hazardous waste law [S.291.35],

192, 501–502, 1007, 1008, 1012, 1018
mining company exemption to hazardous waste rules [NR 600.02;

NR 605.05], 192, 499–502, 1008
mixing rule does not apply, 500

proposed legislation
banning use of cyanide in Wisconsin mines [2001 SB 160; 2003 AB

91], 1012, 1021
“No Special Treatment Bill” [2001 SB 271; 2003 SB 157], 1012,

1021
relevant sections of Wisconsin Administrative Code (see dumps, sec-

tions of Wisconsin Administrative Code governing metallic
mining waste)

relevant sections of Wisconsin Statutes (see dumps, sections of
Wisconsin Statutes impacting metallic mining waste)

health risks posed by mining operations, potential
air pollution, 68–69, 642
heavy metal ingestion from polluted water, 1024, 1044, 1057–1059
noise pollution, 69

hearings, public, in Wisconsin. See public hearings in Wisconsin, process
for noncontested (traditional) and contested

Heath, David, 541, 612
Heath, Tom, helps John Kaiser in 1988 Rusk County Board election,

307–308
heavy metals, toxicity of, 1057–1059
Helbach, David, Sen. (D-Stevens Point), 230
Helland, Stanton “Pete”

as chairman of Gov. Tommy Thompson’s ad hoc task force on mining,
271, 273–276, 279, 280

as member of NRB when Peter Peshek selected to be DNR Secretary,
652

Helmeid, Gordon, member of Gov. Tommy Thompson’s ad hoc task force on
mining, 271

Henderson, Frederick, Judge
and lawsuit over DNR authority to write rules banning metallic sulfide

mining, 759–762, 797, 922
and lawsuit over Grant Town Board’s signing of Local Agreement, 361,

480
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does not rule out authority of townspeople to adopt mining morato-
rium resolution, 365, 414, 417

and lawsuit over trespassing at Flambeau Mine site, 532
Henderson Mine (CO), environmental track record of, 931
Hendrickson, Wayne, 803
Henneger, Richard (Rick), Wisconsin DNR attorney

and “consensus” negotiations, 141, 155
as hearing examiner at EIS hearing for nonexecuted (1976) Flambeau

Mine proposal, 54, 55
announces DNR approval of document, 84, 106
comments on long-term liability for pollution, 58–59
issues gag order, 82

Henrichs, Weldon, 308
Henschel, Kira, 133, 141, 745

and “Free George Meyer” campaign, 772
and Mining Impact Coalition of Wisconsin, 747
petitions DNR to write administrative rules for Churchill Mining

Moratorium Law, 982, 983
petitions for public hearing on proposed changes to Flambeau Mine

reclamation plan, 833
photos by, 93, 746
supports passage of mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70], 931

gets “No Amendment” t-shirts printed for friends, 949
visits Elliot Lake mining district, 210

Henschel, Loris, 982, 983
Hephner, Gervase, Rep. (D-Chilton), 230
Herrmann, Jonathan, 818
Hertel, Carson, White, Schilling and Barr, law firm of (Eau Claire, WI), 476
Hertel, Harry, Attorney

as attorney for Roscoe Churchill, et al. in lawsuit against Local
Agreement, 476, 481, 483, 484

betrays Churchills by settling case in their absence, 489–490, 1021
fails to adequately represent Churchills, 486–492, 494

as attorney for WRPC at Flambeau Mine Master Hearing, 439, 448, 450
Hewitt, Town of (Clark County, WI), targeted for exploitation by metallic

mining industry, 802
Highbridge, Wisconsin, 17
Hill, Lora, 1165

films Roscoe Churchill as he talks about mining issues, 809–810
supports mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70] at public hearing, 931
takes on Kennecott in Trempealeau County (WI), 809–810, 812

Hill, Tamara, 1164
arrested at Flambeau Summer protest, 529–530

Hinckley, Robert, 1161
hiring practices, at Flambeau Mine. See jobs, Flambeau Mine
Hitler, Adolph, 589
Ho-Chunk Nation, 95. See also Native American community
Hodgson, Phyllis, 1164

arrested during Flambeau Summer protest, 547–548, 550
Hoff, Arnold, Ladysmith City Councilman, votes to ratify Local Agreement,

346
Hoffman, Arnie (Eau Claire Leader-Telegram)

article written by, 168–169
gives Churchills a fair shake, 35

Hoffman, James, 230
Hoffman, Robert, 1164

arrested at Flambeau Summer protest, 534–535
Holcombe Flowage, 444, 827, 1103
Holman, Merlin, 699
Holmen, Town of (La Crosse County,WI), targeted for exploitation by metal-

lic mining industry, 799
Holmes, James (J.R.), 94, 1164

dances eagle feather in ceremony honoring Roscoe Churchill and the
movement that Roscoe and Evelyn birthed, 1178

Honor Digest (Milwaukee, WI), citation from, 935
Hoover Dam, Kennecott falsely compares bedrock at Flambeau Mine site to,

1052, 1053
Horseshoe/Lake Alice Deposit (Lincoln County, WI), 4
Hostetler, Georgette, 211, 212
Hoveland, Martin, 592
Hoven, Tim, Rep. (R-Port Washington),

attends Ladysmith public hearing on mining moratorium bill [1997 AB
70], 931

votes to gut mining moratorium bill and then votes for passage of
weakened bill to cover his political behind, 960, 961

Hubbard, Town of (Rusk County, WI)
has mining moratorium resolution, 362
has state-owned land vulnerable to mining, 409

Hudson’s Bay Company, 641
Huebsch, Michael (R-West Salem), votes to gut mining moratorium bill

[1997 AB 70] and then votes for passage of weakened bill to
cover his political behind, 960, 961

Huelsman, Joanne (R-Waukesha), votes against mining moratorium bill
[1997 AB 70], 956, 964

Huettl, Erhard, Forest County Board Chairman, 135
as member of MILIF Board

involved in awarding bogus grants from fund, 827, 875–880,
1139–1140

questionable financial record keeping and transfers of mining rev-
enues during his watch, 859–860, 864

attends meeting on PALs, 1033
bleeds MILIF for questionable projects in Forest County, 136, 878–879

accused of double-dipping, 879
Huff, Brad, Ladysmith City Councilman, votes against ratification of Local

Agreement, 346
Humboldt County (NV), exploited by metallic mining industry, 1154
Hundertmark, Jean, Rep. (R-Clintonville), 957
hundred-year flood, at Flambeau Mine site. See Flambeau River
Hunt, Ramon, Rev., 1172, 1174
Hunt, Tom, 835
hunting, in Wisconsin

regulations for dove hunting [NR 10.01(1)], 1003
regulations for frog hunting [NR 19.26], 984
Roscoe Churchill comments on how “mining impacts our hunting

heritage,” 25
Hurley, Wisconsin, mining pollution at, 210
Hurricane Katrina, 983
Hurrle, William, 142, 391, 1130, 1165
Hurst, John, Jr., 44
Huse, Walter, Rusk County Board Supervisor

rides into office with John Kaiser in 1988 election, 308
sued by nine Rusk County Board supervisors for libel, 312, 314–315
voted out of office in 1990, 408, 409
votes to ratify Local Agreement, 343

Hustvet, Julie, 1041
Hutnik, Willis, Rep. 344

co-sponsors bill that gives mining companies power of eminent
domain, 126, 127

Huver, Charles, 441
hydrogen sulfide, 454

I
Ice Age Trail, attempt of E.K. Lehmann to lease land next to, 409
Idaho, State of
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has non-degradation standard for groundwater quality, 381
raped by mining interests (see Bunker Hill Mine)

Imhoff, Edgar, 123, 124
immortality, of large corporations, xvi, 1148, 1165
Independent (London, UK), citation from, 91
Indian tribes. See Native American community
Indianhead Café (Ladysmith, WI), 598, 599
Indigenous Environmental Network, 922
industrial park, at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site. See also Flambeau Mine

site, reclaimed
city/county seeks metal plating shop as tenant, 827, 910
contaminated railroad ballast discovered on site, 827, 1023, 1061,

1066–1071, 1094, 1096, 1098, 1103
ballast disposed of at licensed landfill facility, 1068, 1070, 1098,

1153
cartoon regarding, 1097
linked to high levels of pollutants in Stream-C and Wetland-C (see

Stream-C, at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site; Wetland-C, at
reclaimed Flambeau Mine site)

removal of ballast and rail spur does not clear up pollution prob-
lems in Stream-C watershed, 1071, 1079–1083

Roscoe Churchill confronts Grant Town Board regarding, 1070
contaminated soil discovered in vicinity of mining company buildings,

1061, 1083–1084, 1094, 1103
cartoon regarding, 1097
GLIFWC issues press release regarding, 1126–1127
Kennecott distorts pollution data, 1083
linked to high levels of pollutants in Stream-C and Wetland-C (see

Stream-C, at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site; Wetland-C, at
reclaimed Flambeau Mine site

material excavated and disposed of at licensed landfill facility,
1084, 1153

stormwater runoff found to contain high levels of copper, 1080,
1082–1084, 1094

created as part of reclamation activities, contrary to approved reclama-
tion plan, 826–828, 829, 834, 836

townspeople left out of decision-making process, 827
far from successful, 836
hands of any potential tenants tied by terms of Local Agreement, 329
Kennecott fails to report data from monitoring well (MW-1001) drilled

due west of rail spur, 1061
map showing, 829
MILIF grant used for development of, 827, 834, 876, 877
no monitoring wells drilled along the length of rail spur, 1027, 1061
office building rented by Wisconsin DNR, 329, 836, 838

Ingram, Ray, 243
injunction, against Flambeau Mine construction. See lawsuit filed by Lac

Courte Oreilles Ojibwe and Sierra Club, in defense of
endangered species at Flambeau Mine site

Inland Steel, 130, 141, 155, 577
Institute of Lake Superior Geology, 675
Institute of Medicine, Food and Nutrition Board of, 1024, 1058
Institutional Investor, citation from, 641
Inter-County Leader (Frederic, WI), citation from, 1039
“interested person,” as defined for Master Hearing process, 437

list of “interested persons” at Flambeau Mine hearing, 438, 439
intermittent stream, definition of, 1071–1072
International Minerals, 4
intervention boundary

as defined for mine sites in Wisconsin Administrative Code [NR
182.075(1)(c)3—amended in 1998 to become NR
182.075(1)(c)], 1033–1034, 1035, 1054

DNR fails to draw for Flambeau Mine (see intervention boundary, for
Flambeau Mine)

history behind enactment of DNR rules creating, 1032–1037
special treatment for mining companies, 1033
utilization of PAL standards at (see Preventive Action limits (PALs))

intervention boundary, for Flambeau Mine. See also intervention boundary
not established by DNR, in violation of state law, 1034–1036, 1055,

1123, 1129
proposal for where it should be drawn, 1035, 1055
violations of PAL standards at theoretical location of, 1055, 1056,

1095, 1129
inversion layer, in Sudbury, Ontario, 208–209
Investment and Local Impact Fund. See Mining Investment and Local

Impact Fund (MILIF), Wisconsin’s
Investment and Local Impact Fund Board. See Mining Investment and Local

Impact Fund Board (11-member), Wisconsin’s
Iowa County (WI), severed mineral rights in, 222
Iraq, 352, 457, 517, 1103, 1139, 1148
iron

as a toxin to fish, 1058, 1110
health problems associated with ingestion of, 1058
in Flambeau River sediment

data table, 1114
downstream levels increase dramatically between 1999 and 2000,

1113
in Flambeau River surface water, 1182

baseline, 1104
Kennecott fails to monitor during mining years, 1109–1110, 1123

in Flambeau River walleye, higher levels detected in downstream fish
data table, 1118
walleye-ometer, 1119

in groundwater at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site, 1049, 1120, 1121,
1180

data tables, 1050, 1051
graphs showing, 1045, 1122
MCL violations at compliance boundary, 1095, 1123
PAL and MCL violations at theoretical intervention boundary, 1095
predicted levels vs. real levels, 1029, 1032, 1042, 1044, 1053,

1119
reference to compilation of historic data on CD-ROM, 1049

in Wetland-A, Wetland-B and Wetland-C surface waters, 1092, 1093
levels not monitored in Flambeau River crayfish, 1114

Iron County (WI), targeted for exploitation by metallic mining industry, 1, 4,
210

iron oxide, as air contaminant and carcinogen, 68–69
“irreparable environmental damage,” mining permit to be denied if project

expected to cause [Wis. Stat. 293.13(2)(d)4]—originally
S.144.83(2)(d)4], 631, 740, 741, 742, 744, 758, 760, 798

Isham, Mic, 1126
Isthmus (Madison, WI), citations from, 142, 244, 391, 392, 1130
Izaak Walton League, Bill Cook Chapter, 491

J
Jaba River (New Guinea), 642
Jablonski, Leonard, Rusk County Supervisor, 715, 887

votes against rescinding Local Agreement, 471
Jackson, Jesse, acknowledges Tom Saunders, 393
Jackson County (WI)

availability of historic economic data, 912
county board imposes ten-year ban on metallic sulfide mining on

county-owned land, 806
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Kennecott shows interest in, 797, 799, 805–809
Roscoe Churchill helps local people, 806–807

taconite mine (Black River Falls), 878
county loses revenues after new tax law enacted, 130
not a metallic sulfide mine, 577, 749, 798, 824
mentioned, 67, 115

Jacobs, Helen, 304
Jacobson, Naomi, 441
Jacoby, Jan, 462, 1164

“A Woman of the Earth,” 514
and Flambeau Summer

arrested for trespassing at mine site but charges dismissed,
529–530, 532–534

participates in rally at Grant Town Hall and camps out at mine site,
516, 520, 523

presents Larry Mercando with citizens’ injunction against mine con-
struction, 547, 549

scales mine fence and is arrested, 616, 617–619
as member of Northern Shield, 511–513
helps organize protest outside of Kennecott’s office in Ladysmith, 432,

434
witnesses mistreatment of John LaForge at public hearing on Flambeau

Mine SEIS, 627
writes story, Just Like in the Soviet Union, 628

Jandrt, Dave, Rusk County Board Supervisor
episode with county nurse, 408
opposes independent monitoring of Flambeau River, 508
rides into office with John Kaiser in 1988 election, 308
votes against rescinding Local Agreement, 468, 471
votes to ratify Local Agreement, 343

Jansen, Mike, 85
Jauch, Robert, Sen. (D-Poplar), 571, 573
J.C. Penney (Ladysmith, WI), 602
Jenkins, Cameron, 941
Jenness, Harold, 888
Jensen, Scott, Rep. (R-Waukesha)

abrogates his public trust responsibilities, 1017
compares anti-mining activists to Nazis, 933
votes against final passage of mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70],

965
votes for “Exxon amendment” to mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70],

961
claims amendment “made bill tougher,” 962, 963

Jepsen, Ed, 539
Jerry, Steven Roscoe, 771
Jerry, Tim, 620
Jeskewitz, Suzanne, Rep. (R-Menomonee Falls), votes against mining

moratorium bill [1997 AB 70], 965
jobs, Flambeau Mine, 885–892

data table regarding, 889
employees

as percentage of Rusk County total workforce, 876, 886
number of true “locals” unknown, 885–886, 888, 889
total number, 234, 888–889
union status of, 888, 889

hiring practices, at Flambeau Mine
as described by Kennecott, 888
Churchills appeal to Rusk County Board to establish independent

committee to check into, 886–888
Kennecott uses broad definition of “local resident” to characterize

employees, 886, 888
Rusk County Mining Impact Committee (3-member) issues ques-

tionable report regarding, 887, 888

nature of, marginal in quality, 889, 893
no effect on improving Rusk County’s economy (see also economic

impact, of Flambeau Mine; unemployment rate, Rusk County
(WI))

graphs regarding, 890, 894, 896, 897, 899, 905, 911, 912, 913
pale in number to those created by other local industries, 892–893
pay roll, annual estimated, 712
spin-off, from investment of mining revenues, 905

most jobs cited as “spin-offs” had no legitimate connection to
mine, 902–905, 909

wages
highest went to people who moved to Rusk County from out of

state, 586, 893
union scale, 893

Johnson, Jay, U.S. Congressman (D-Green Bay), voices concern over
Exxon’s “tupperware” ad, 953

Johnson, Leon (“Musky Man”), suggestion to rename Gov. Tommy
Thompson Fish Hatchery in his honor, 769

Johnson, Sheldon, dodges open records request submitted to NWRPC,
1142–1143

Johnsrud, DuWayne (R-Eastman)
abrogates his public trust responsibilities, 1017
attends Ladysmith public hearing on mining moratorium bill [1997 AB

70], 931
pushes for dove hunt, 1002–1003
votes to endorse mining moratorium bill in committee, 946
votes to gut mining moratorium bill and then votes for passage of

weakened bill to cover his political behind, 960, 961, 1003
mentioned, 901

Jones, Jon, photo by, 91
Jones, Skip, 1164

at Protect the Earth festivals, 19
sings and plays guitar, 390, 459, 460

“dedicated to doing nothing but good in the world,” 390
sings “Gentle Warrior” at Roscoe Churchill’s “Fond Farewell” and

speaks to those gathered, 1176, 1179
visits Roscoe Churchill shortly before his death, 1170, 1176

Jordan, Herell and Thiel, law firm of, 283
Juergens, Louie, pallbearer for Roscoe Churchill, 1174
Jump River (Rusk County, WI), at risk for mining pollution, 101, 103
Just v. Marinette County (Wisconsin Court System), 1017

K
Kaiser, John, as private citizen. See also Kaiser, John, as Rusk County

Board Chairman
dams trout stream to create Lake Laverne, 408
death, 695

Kaiser, John, as Rusk County Board Chairman. See also Kaiser, John, as
private citizen; Kaiser, John, as Rusk County Board
Supervisor prior to becoming Chairman

abrogates his public trust responsibilities, 1017
alienates Native Americans, 408
becomes member of Rusk County Mining Impact Committee (6-mem-

ber) that negotiated Local Agreement, 311, 312
briefed on Kennecott’s request for exemption to testing groundwater for

radioactivity, 427, 428
change in make-up of Rusk County Zoning Committee during reign of,

311
conflict of interest concerning E.K. Lehmann and Associates, 409
high-handed way of dealing with county employees and others,

407–409
oversees public hearing on Local Agreement, 339, 341, 343
pushes mine on public, leaving posterity with a mess forever, 695
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Roscoe Churchill stripped of committee assignments during reign of,
311–312, 409

Roscoe Churchill wants to punch, 409
signs Local Agreement with Kennecott before EIS even written, 321,

345, 346, 395, 402, 479
sued by nine Rusk County Board supervisors for libel, 312, 314–315,

360
voted out of office in 1990, 314, 361, 408, 409

Kaiser, John, as Rusk County Board Supervisor prior to becoming chair-
man. See also Kaiser, John, as Rusk County Board
Chairman

aspires to become Rusk County Board Chairman, 306
chosen Rusk County Board Chairman in 1988, 311
opposition to shoreland zoning code and county sales tax, 307, 308
orchestrates takeover of Rusk County Board in 1988 election, 306–315,

343, 360, 404, 468, 807
aided by Tom Heath and Al Rathsack, 307, 308
critical to Kennecott’s success in getting Local Agreement ratified,

307, 343
distortion of Roscoe Churchill’s voting record, 308–310
election results, 310
lawsuit resulting from, 312, 314–315, 360
libelous campaign letter and advertisement utilized in campaign,

308–310
recruiting of candidates to oppose incumbents, 307–308, 313
supervisors targeted for defeat, 307

Kaiser, Phil, Rusk County Board Supervisor, 408
Kakida, Terry, 230
Kalka, Chris, 238, 276, 317, 319, 1164
Kariger, John, 1165

battles Kennecott in Jackson County (WI), 805–809, 811
supports mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70] at public hearing, 931

Kaspar, Bob, 354, 356, 390, 1164
Kass, Barb, 1164, 1175
Kassel, Jeff, Attorney, 532
Katers, Rebecca, 1164

and Mining Impact Coalition of Wisconsin, 747
Katt, Barb, and Flambeau Summer, 511, 522, 534, 1164

arrested for trespassing at mine site but charges dismissed, 529–530,
532–534

Kaufert, Dean, Rep. (R-Menasha), votes to gut mining moratorium bill
[1997 AB 70] and then votes for passage of weakened bill to
cover his political behind, 960, 961, 965

Kaufman, Hugh, speaks out against “consensus” groundwater rules,
228–229

Kavanaugh, Edwina, 769
Kedzie, Neal, Rep. (R-Elkhorn)

attends Ladysmith public hearing on mining moratorium bill [1997 AB
70], 931

votes to gut mining moratorium bill and then votes for passage of
weakened bill to cover his political behind, 960, 961

Keeweenaw Now (Hancock, MI), citation from, 1152
Kegley, Dorothy, 573
Kellett Commission, 21
Kellogg, Idaho. See Bunker Hill Mine
Kelso, Carol, Rep. (R-Green Bay), votes to gut mining moratorium bill

[1997 AB 70] and then votes for passage of weakened bill to
cover her political behind, 960, 961

Kemper, Steve, 205
Kennecott Blues, a poem by Roscoe Churchill, 881
Kennecott Drive (Town of Grant, Rusk County (WI)), 55
Kennecott in Rusk County (WI). See also Flambeau Mine, as developed by

Kennecott in Rusk County (WI)
acts of intimidation

belittling mine opponents, 563, 659–662, 667, 1126
conducting lengthy depositions of plaintiffs in lawsuit against Local

Agreement, 481, 486–488
taking frivolous action against town, 115
threatening court suit for frivolous action, 481, 483, 484, 486, 489,

490, 494
threatening “takings” claim against Rusk County, 284–285
threatening to annex mine site to City of Ladysmith, 198–199,

266–267, 275, 298, 335, 483, 486, 492
threatening to bring trespassing charges against those who wade

the Flambeau River, 690–693
threatening to file lawsuit if Local Agreement rescinded by Rusk

County Board, 471, 483, 766
threatening to pull out of state if bad actor bill [1991 SB 240]

passed, 579
as defendant in lawsuits waged against Flambeau Mine (see lawsuits,

Flambeau Mine)
attorneys and lobbyists used by

Earl Tingey, 283, 333, 468, 471
Henry Handzel (see Handzel, Henry, Attorney)
James Wimmer, 141, 155, 422, 423, 578
John Koeppl (see Koeppl, John, Attorney)
Paul Kent, 301, 578
Steve Braden, 141, 155, 984
ties to law firm of DeWitt-Porter, 281, 301, 481, 649 (see also

DeWitt-Porter, law firm of)
closes mine one year early, 708–723, 844, 850 (see also early closing

of Flambeau Mine, as proposed by Kennecott)
corporate structure

Bear Creek Mining subsidiary, 56, 83
Flambeau Mining Company subsidiary, 81, 239, 240
Kennecott bought by British Petroleum which in turn is bought by

Rio Tinto Zinc, xvi, 248, 672, 766, 1162
democracy pushed by wayside (see democracy, Kennecott’s Flambeau

Mine project undermines)
exerts undue influence on Wisconsin’s mining and environmental regu-

lations, 765–767, 921, 1005
drafts groundwater rules for mining as part of “consensus” process,

23, 140–143, 154–167, 631 (see also “consensus” process,
as used for drafting Wisconsin’s mining laws and rules)

drafts Local Agreement Law, 288–299 (see also Local Agreement
Law, Wisconsin’s)

practice exposed by Attorney Waring Fincke at Flambeau Mine
Master Hearing, 450–451

pushes to amend NR 182 in 1988 to company’s advantage, 300–305
(see also NR 182 [Metallic Mining Wastes], of Wisconsin
Administrative Code)

treats legislators to dog and pony show at Flambeau Mine site
before public hearing on mining moratorium bill [1997 AB
70], 930–931

writes its own tax law, 33–35, 130
first appearance in Rusk County (WI)

buys up farms, 1, 24, 25, 36, 765, 900
mineral exploration, 24–32

hires NWRPC to conduct public survey on Flambeau Mine, 1142–1147
(see also Flambeau Mine, public opinion and business
owner surveys regarding)

key propaganda phrases used by, 588–589 (see also propaganda cam-
paign waged by Kennecott, key phrases used in)
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legacy of pollution and human rights abuses around the world, 90, 441,
577, 579–580 (see also pollution, from metallic sulfide
mines: mining disasters; Rio Tinto Zinc (London, UK): track
record around the world)

Alligator Ridge Mine (NV), 580, 641, 824
Bingham Canyon Mine (UT), 23, 77, 414, 641, 662, 708
Bougainville Mine (Papua, New Guinea), 417, 642
copper mine in Chile, 17, 73, 81, 83
Greens Creek Mine (AK), 643–644, 668
Peabody Coal Company (KY), 83
testimony regarding corporate track record of RTZ struck from

record at Flambeau Mine Master Hearing, 456
“top ten” polluter in United States, 414, 417

lies about integrity of bedrock between mine pit and Flambeau River,
815, 1052, 1053

makes off with gold, 669–687, 694
not a “good neighbor” (see also Rio Tinto Zinc)

divides community, 250, 313, 441, 564, 590, 598, 602–604, 639,
666–668

goes on offensive against mine opponents, 582–591
lack of concern for its employees, 668
lack of respect for democratic processes (see democracy,

Kennecott’s Flambeau Mine project undermines)
lack of respect for endangered species, 544, 547, 548, 554
lack of respect for environment (see above: legacy of pollution and

human rights abuses around the world)
lack of respect for hunting heritage, 24, 25
lack of respect for local people, 250, 413, 472, 487, 554, 632,

664–665, 693
lack of respect for Native people and treaty rights, 90, 403, 439,

446, 554, 689, 690
lack of respect for wildlife, 824
nasty undercurrent to Flambeau News, 413, 419
only concerned about “bottom line,” 668, 737, 753

paid advertisements, 87, 585, 636, 708, 1134
belittling Sierra Club over endangered species issue, 563
belittling those who supported injunction against mine construc-

tion, 667
belittling those who supported mining moratorium bill [1997 AB

70], 1126
downplaying amount of gold in Flambeau Deposit, 89, 679
downplaying concern over groundwater pollution, 664
downplaying concern over northern Wisconsin turning into mining

district, 811
downplaying endangered species issue, 565, 615
featuring Jana Murphy, 1138
featuring quote from Abraham Lincoln, 588
featuring quote from Alexander Hamilton, 590
featuring workers who moved to Wisconsin to work on mine, 586
painting RTZ as good neighbor, 643–644
promoting company as charitable, 586
promoting Local Agreement as good deal for community, 338
promoting mine as “environmentally responsible” and a benefit to

community, 585
promoting mine as tourist attraction, 698
promoting original reclamation plan for mine, 828
promoting reclaimed mine site as “blessing to wildlife,” 585, 824
spreading myth about Wisconsin’s “tough” mining laws, 1005
supporting open house format for public hearings, 624

plans to reroute Flambeau River, 13, 28, 259–260, 673
potential for returning to Rusk County to mine remainder of Flambeau

Deposit, 815–816, 827–828, 1165–1166
predicts pollution at mine site will persist for over 4,000 years, 1048,

1053–1054, 1103, 1122
promises broken

to contain groundwater pollution within set limits, 1025, 1043,
1045, 1046, 1047, 1049, 1050 (see also groundwater pollu-
tion, at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site)

to “fully protect” Flambeau River from mine impacts (see Flambeau
River (WI) pollution)

to reclaim mine site according to plan presented in final EIS,
822–838 (see also Flambeau Mine, reclamation plan:
Kennecott reneges on promises made at time of Master
Hearing)

receives bogus award from WMC for environmental stewardship, 1125
returns to Rusk County (1987) to pursue Flambeau Mine project,

248–251
seeks Certificate of Completion for execution of Flambeau Mine recla-

mation plan (see Certificate of Completion, for Flambeau
Mine reclamation)

shows interest in areas besides Town of Grant
Aitkin County (MN), 1130, 1145
Clark County (WI), 797, 799, 802–805
Eau Claire County (WI), 797, 799, 800–802
Jackson County (WI), 797, 799, 805–809
La Crosse County (WI), 797, 799
Rusk County forestland, 102
Town of Flambeau (Rusk County, WI), Thornapple Deposit in, 4, 25,

177, 471, 765, 797
Town of Willard (Rusk County, WI), Willard Deposit in, 4
Trempealeau County (WI), 797, 799, 809–810
Upper Peninsula of Michigan, 1025, 1130, 1145, 1149, 1151–1152

tactics, to avoid liability for pollution, 1118–1127
apparent collusion with DNR, 1094–1102, 1125
calling contaminated ponds “biofilters” instead of “wetlands,”

1086–1091 (see also biofilter)
cartoons summarizing, 1089, 1097, 1108, 1141
distorting test results (see pollution, at reclaimed Flambeau Mine

site: distortion of environmental data by Kennecott and/or
DNR)

“don’t ask, don’t tell” policy, 1062, 1075, 1107, 1108
drawing public attention to outward appearance of mine, 1127,

1134–1150
failure to distribute critical test results in readily retrievable format,

1094, 1096, 1124
failure to drill monitoring wells at critical sites, 1059–1062, 1123
failure to establish intervention boundary, 1034–1036, 1054–1055
failure to establish suitable controls for studies, 1083, 1124–1125
failure to monitor groundwater for key pollutants, 1030–1031,

1049, 1052, 1057, 1119, 1123
failure to monitor key wetland next to river, 1075, 1124
including Flambeau River within 1,200-foot pollution buffer zone,

1062, 1063, 1104
nonexistence of comprehensive monitoring program for Stream-C

and various wetlands at mine site, 1073, 1075, 1086,
1091–1093

nonexistence of comprehensive monitoring program for water, fish
and sediment of Flambeau River (see Flambeau River (WI)
pollution)

propaganda campaign (see propaganda campaign, Flambeau Mine)
tactics, to make inroads in Rusk County (see mining company tactics,

to make inroads in communities)
taxes and Local Agreement Money paid for Flambeau Mine (see Local

Agreement Money (LAM), for Flambeau Mine; tax,
Wisconsin net proceeds mining, paid by Kennecott for
Flambeau Mine; tax, property, for Flambeau Mine)
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Kennedy, John F., President, 110
Kent, Paul, Attorney, 301, 578
Kenyon, Allen, 363, 533
Kerr, Scott, 649–650, 651–652
Kerr-American, 46
Kerr-McGee, 1, 144, 872
Kessler, Kevin, 229
Keweenaw Bay Indian Community, 1130
Kewley, M.J., 1007
Kids for Clean Water, 93, 982
Kincaid, Lloyd, Rep. (R-Crandon)

abrogates his public trust responsibilities, 1017
and mining tax law, 175–176, 207
as Thompson appointee to MILIF Board

awarding of bogus grants, 827, 860, 875–880
questionable financial record keeping and transfers of mining rev-

enues during his watch, 847–851, 859–860, 864
holiday note to Roscoe Churchill, 176

King, Bob, photos restored by, 6, 7
King, Martin Luther, Jr., 242, 472
Kinnear, Daryl, polices protesters, 619–620
Kinney, Russ and Becky, 313
Kircher, Steve, 908–909
Kiwanis Club, 122
Klauser, James

and the “consensus” process, 142, 244, 650, 765
as Exxon lobbyist/Secretary of Administration under Gov. Tommy

Thompson, 2–3, 22, 249, 250, 252, 253, 273, 544, 578,
650, 766, 875, 967, 1004, 1017

involvement in drafting 1995 budget bill, 767
questionable transfers of mining revenues during his watch,

847–851, 860–864
similarity to Karl Rove, 142

runs Tommy Thompson’s 1986 campaign for governor, 249, 766, 1017
speaks out in 1981 against severance tax on mining, 176, 207
ties to law firm of DeWitt-Porter, 202, 650, 651
ties to Wisconsin Manufacturers and Commerce, 3, 253

Klein, Marvin, 119
Klusman, Judith, Rep. (R-Oshkosh), votes to gut mining moratorium bill

[1997 AB 70] and then votes for passage of weakened bill to
cover her political behind, 960, 961

Kodl, Ron, Clark County Board Supervisor, 804
Koehn, Frank, 1164

and Walt Bresette, 17
helps stop train to White Pine Mine, 91
supports mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70] at public hearing, 931
visits Roscoe Churchill shortly before his death, 1170

Koeppl John, Attorney
encounters Roscoe Churchill at public hearing in Trempealeau County

(WI), 810
represents Kennecott at Flambeau Mine Master Hearing, 438–439, 448,

449, 452, 650, 810
opening statement, 450

represents Kennecott in lawsuit against Grant Town Board, 360–369,
810

represents Kennecott in lawsuit against Local Agreement, 481,
486–494, 650

deposition of plaintiffs, 481, 486–488, 810
represents Kennecott in lawsuit over endangered species, 546–547,

554, 556, 650
ties to law firm of DeWitt-Porter, 481, 650

Korver, Dan, pallbearer for Roscoe Churchill, 1174

Korver, Dan and Marilyn and their children Matthew, Ryan, Lisa, Amy,
Mark, Jeffrey, Carmen and Michael, 1172, 1174

Kostka, Peter, Grant Town Chairman, 15, 39, 97, 168
at 1982 annual town meeting, 198, 199, 200

Kramer, Ray, Rusk County Board Supervisor, 283, 479, 485, 886–887, 1165
plaintiff in lawsuit filed against John Kaiser, et al., 314
targeted for defeat in 1988 election, 307
votes to rescind Local Agreement, 471

Krawczyk, Judy, Rep. (R-Green Bay), 1021
Kreibich, Rob, Rep. (R-Eau Claire, 952

abrogates his public trust responsibilities, 1017
votes to gut mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70] and then votes for

passage of weakened bill to cover his political behind, 960,
961

Krenzelok, Erna, 319, 344
Kroening, Dave, Ladysmith City Councilman, votes to ratify Local

Agreement, 346
Kroening, Rick and Lynn, 418
Krogwold, Lonnie, 230
Kromrey, Stanley, Rusk County Board Supervisor

and Linda Lybert, 593
conflict of interest due to his leasing of land to E.K. Lehmann, 471
makes motion to table resolution calling for rescission of Local

Agreement, 468, 471
opposes early closing of mine, 720
opposes formation of citizens’ committee to investigate Kennecott’s hir-

ing practices, 887
opposes independent monitoring of Flambeau River for mining impacts,

508
opposes mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70] at public hearing, 931
pushes for lawsuit challenging LCO treaty rights, 408
rides into office with John Kaiser in 1988 Rusk County Board election,

307, 311
saddles taxpayers with $40,000 increase in tax levy, 479–480
sued by nine Rusk County Board supervisors for libel, 312, 314–315

Krueger, Clifford, Sen. (R-Merrill), 33
Krupinski, Bill, as activist artist, 952, 982, 1139, 1164

biofilter cartoon, 1088–1089
Churchill Mining Moratorium Law commemorative sign, 973
“don’t ask, don’t tell” cartoon, 1107–1108
“Free George Meyer” campaign, 770–772, 973
“grass over a grave” cartoon, 1140–1141
Kennecott’s “environmentally responsible” Flambeau Mine cartoon,

1096–1097
photos by, 91, 973
Rio Algom’s “test mines” cartoon 980–981
walleye-ometer, 1118–1119

Kuduk, Kathy, 462, 1164
plaintiff in lawsuit against Local Agreement, 481
registered as “interested person” at Flambeau Mine Master Hearing,

438, 439
Kugel, Andy, 927
Kugel, Francis, 1165

and POW’R, 928
and work day at Churchill farm, 927
attends protest rally against Crandon mine, 926
supports mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70] at public hearing, 942

Kuhlman, Paul, 439
Kunelius, Dave, 835

falsely claims Flambeau Mine groundwater pollution is on track with
predictions, 1040, 1119

Kunes, Tom, 230
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Kunicki, Walter, Rep. (D-Milwaukee), supports passage of mining morato-
rium bill [1997 AB 70], 960

Kuwait Oil Corporation, 341

L
La Crosse County (WI), Kennecott shows interest in, 797, 799, 807
La Duke, Winona, 459, 460, 1164
La Fave, John, Rep. (D-Brown Deer)

attends Ladysmith public hearing on mining moratorium bill [1997 AB
70], 931

votes to endorse mining moratorium bill in committee, 946
La Follette, Bronson, Attorney General

as member of citizen advisory committee to Public Intervenor Office,
110

receives promise from Peter Peshek that he will avoid cases in private
practice related to his former work as public intervenor, 648,
654

La Follette, Doug, Wisconsin Secretary of State, 1164
aids Roscoe Churchill in Rusk County Board campaign, 407
as depicted in Jim Ridings cartoon, 1004
asks tourists to write the governor with concerns about mining,

580–581
author of The Survival Handbook—A Strategy for Saving Planet Earth,

355
comments on DNR officials being “hell-bent on bringing mining to

Wisconsin,” 22
comments on how “Thompson/Klauser law firm of DeWitt-Porter” is

running the state, 651
comments on legislature’s raiding of Badger Fund, 859
comments on proposed changes to Outstanding Resource Water classi-

fication system, 999
denied access to records regarding value of Flambeau Deposit, 682
explains subsidiary tactics and ruffles feathers, 104–105
helps Churchills in various ways, 106, 109, 125, 488
“My Friend Doug La Follette,” 355
participates in canoe flotilla, 355
participates in Protect the Earth Festival at Churchill farm, 385–386
presents Churchills with commendation, 358–359
reflects on Churchills’ battle against Kennecott, ix–x
testifies at permit hearing for nonexecuted (1976) Flambeau Mine pro-

posal, 355
mentioned, 14, 462

Lac Courte Oreilles Ojibwe. See also Native American community; Ojibwe
(Chippewa)

actions of tribal chairman gaiashkibos to oppose Flambeau Mine pro-
posal (see gaiashkibos)

adopt resolution against Flambeau Mine proposal, 446
adopt resolution calling for non-degradation of groundwater quality, 90
and radio station WOJB (see WOJB radio)
as host of Protect the Earth festivals, 19, 390, 393, 459–462
befriend the Churchills, 111, 1164
hire Marian Havlik to do clam survey of Flambeau River, 549, 688 (see

also clams, endangered, at Flambeau Mine site)
“I extend my hand to the Chippewa,” 706
launch lawsuit that results in Voigt Decision, 1102
launch lawsuits in defense of endangered species at Flambeau Mine

site (see lawsuits, Flambeau Mine)
left out of NWRPC survey regarding public perception of Flambeau

Mine, 1142, 1144
“My Native American Friends,” 90–96
“official party” (gaiashkibos) to Flambeau Mine Master Hearing, 438,

439, 441, 542 (see also Master Hearing, Flambeau Mine)
consider launching federal lawsuit to stop Flambeau Mine, 457

Hearing Examiner David Schwarz reportedly shows predisposition
for ignoring tribal concerns, 439

request review of DNR decision to approve Flambeau Mine permits,
457, 554

tribal members testify against Flambeau Mine, 445–446
tribal members participate in Flambeau Mine protests, 475, 518

Lac du Flambeau, Wisconsin, targeted for exploitation by metallic mining
industry, 1

Lac du Flambeau Ojibwe. See also Native American community; Ojibwe
(Chippewa)

actions of tribal chairman Tom Maulson to protect natural resources
and treaty rights (see Maulson, Tom)

host 8th annual Protect the Earth Festival on same day as Flambeau
Mine dedication ceremony, 705

Evelyn Churchill unveils her Declaration of Independence from
Corporation Oppression and Destruction, 705–706

Roscoe Churchill speaks, 706
“I extend my hand to the Chippewa,” 706
“My Native American Friends,” 90–96
opposition to Crandon mine proposal, 922
role in founding of Midwest Treaty Network, 387
tribal members testify against Flambeau Mine at Master Hearing,

445–446
Ladwig, Bonnie, Rep. (R-Racine)—votes to gut mining moratorium bill

[1997 AB 70] and then votes for passage of weakened bill to
cover her political behind, 960, 961

Ladysmith, a poem by Bob Olsgard, 737
Ladysmith, City of

annexes part of Flambeau Mine site (see annexation (partial) of
Flambeau Mine site, by Ladysmith; annexation (total) of
Flambeau Mine site, as threatened by Ladysmith)

city council conducts public hearing on Local Agreement, 339,
344–346

city council votes to ratify Local Agreement, 346
signatories, 345, 346

Flambeau Mine has no effect on improving economy of (see also eco-
nomic impact, of Flambeau Mine)

city in worse economic shape now than before mine was built, 900,
905

comparison of Ladysmith and Medford economies during mining
years, 898, 901–902, 905–907

role of Alan Christianson in failed planning strategy (see
Christianson, Alan, Ladysmith Administrator)

loses population during 1990s and early 2000s, 900
mining revenues received by, summary of, 848, 861, 867, 869 (see also

Local Agreement Money (LAM), for Flambeau Mine; tax,
Wisconsin net proceeds mining, paid by Kennecott for
Flambeau Mine)

misappropriation of public funds, 1140
needed by Kennecott to push mine negotiations forward, 269, 279
problems with Alan Christianson’s book-keeping, 839

no record of 1997 “first dollar” payment of $153,200 made to city,
863, 865–866

no record of $412,578 in Local Agreement Money paid to city, 866
receives bogus grants from MILIF (see grants, from Mining Investment

and Local Impact Fund)
represented by Alan Christianson and Marty Reynolds in negotiations

with Kennecott, 271, 279 (see also Christianson, Alan,
Ladysmith Administrator; Reynolds, Marty, Ladysmith
Mayor; Gov. Tommy Thompson’s ad hoc task force on min-
ing; Rusk County Mining Impact Committee (6-member)
that negotiated Local Agreement)
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retains Attorney William Thiel for legal counsel on mining matters (see
Thiel, William, Attorney: hired jointly by Rusk County, Town
of Grant and City of Ladysmith for legal counsel on mining
matters)

sewage treatment plant, as contributor to Flambeau River pollution, 506
uranium potential, 144, 330

Ladysmith Area Chamber of Commerce (Ladysmith, WI)
and Larry Mercando, 593, 602
bullying tactics used by members of, 594–595, 598
dissolution of, 605
establishes special committee to promote Flambeau Mine, 597 (see

also Environmentally Responsible Mine Group)
co-mingling of mining committee funds with general fund, 599, 604
preferential treatment given to Kennecott over other business mem-

bers, 599–600
goes on record in support of Flambeau Mine at Master Hearing, 593
helps make plans for viewing center at mine site, 698
Ladysmith Community Club as precursor to, 59, 592, 603
Linda Lybert’s tumultuous reign as executive director of, 592–606 (see

also Lybert, Linda, Executive Director of Ladysmith Area
Chamber of Commerce)

office allegedly burglarized, 600, 601
pro-mining events organized by, 524, 527, 593–595
pro-mining members whose businesses languished during mining

years, 598, 602
replaces senior citizen craft display in Rusk County Information Center

with Flambeau Mine promotional merchandise, 603–604
ties to Republican Party, 497, 592, 600
mentioned, 578, 900

Ladysmith Community Club, 59, 592, 603
Ladysmith Community Industrial Development Corporation (LCIDC)

prematurely enters into lease agreement for occupancy of Flambeau
Mine industrial park, 827, 834

role in scuttling original reclamation plans for Flambeau Mine,
826–827, 832, 835

runs pro-mining ad in Ladysmith News before public hearing on mining
moratorium bill [1997 AB 70], 931, 932

mentioned, 250, 344, 1134
Ladysmith Elementary School

adopts eagle’s nest, 415–416
Roscoe Churchill harassed by his superiors at, 106–108, 119–121
mentioned, 64, 135, 136, 234, 266

Ladysmith Flowage, 1116
Ladysmith News (Ladysmith, WI)

as outlet for mining company propaganda, 11, 218, 585–586
citations from (throughout book)
pro-mining actions of editor John Terrill, 35, 39, 591, 671 (see also

Terrill, John, editor of Ladysmith News)
fails to interview key mining opponents for news stories, 366, 559
fails to publish GLIFWC press release regarding polluted runoff at

reclaimed Flambeau Mine site, 1126–1127
fails to reprint Daily Cardinal news article about Flambeau Mine rip-

off, 35, 752, 1125–1126
gives Kennecott heads-up on anti-mining news stories, 35, 1040,

1125–1127
gives prime coverage to stories favoring Kennecott, 47, 115, 255,

282, 366, 595
reinforces Kennecott’s threat of annexation, 275
reports inflated figures for Flambeau Mine tax payments, 868–869
reports news in slanted manner, 275, 286–287, 302, 319, 453–454,

455, 517–518, 556, 559, 735
reprints nasty editorial targeting Doug La Follette, 104

spreads rumor about mine protesters having lice, 598
Ladysmith Police Department. See also Rusk County Sheriff’s Department

discourages public from attending protest rally at Grant Town Hall,
517–518

investigates alleged burglary of Chamber of Commerce office, 600
police state mentality with regard to anti-mining activists

“cops always there to make sure some little woman didn’t harm
Larry Mercando,” 535

deprives protesters of right to free speech, 626–629
“Just Like in the Soviet Union,” 628
misstep costs taxpayers $3,500, 534, 629

polices protesters
arrests made at Freedom March, 475
arrests made at Master Hearing, 444
arrests made at protest in front of Kennecott’s office building in

Ladysmith, 535
arrests made at protest inside Kennecott’s office building in

Ladysmith, 547–550
arrests made at public meeting on supplemental EIS, 626–629

Ladysmith School Board, goes on record in support of original (1976)
Flambeau Mine proposal, 119, 120

Ladysmith-Hawkins School District, financial problems of, 725
Lafayette County (WI), mining pollution in, 210
LaFollette and Sinykin, law firm of, 532
LaForge, John, 1164

“An Activist to the Nth Degree,” 629
and Flambeau Summer, 511

arrested at protest in front of Kennecott’s office in Ladysmith,
534–535

arrested for trespassing at mine site but charges dismissed,
529–530, 532–534, 629

poses as corporate pig at public hearing on supplemental EIS and is
arrested, 626–629

receives out of court settlement from City of Ladysmith, 629
poses as corporate pig at rally outside of Kennecott’s office in

Ladysmith, 434
speaks of legal and moral justification for nonviolent civil disobedi-

ence, 537
lake, stratified (meromictic), as part of nonexecuted (1976) Flambeau Mine

proposal, 41, 43–44, 57, 67–68, 591
Lake Alice, flotilla against Crandon mine, 220

“Where is Lake Alice?”, 219
Lake Alice Deposit. See Horseshoe/Lake Alice Deposit
Lake Avenue Auto (Ladysmith, WI), 592
Lake Huron, as affected by mining pollution, 209
Lake Laverne (Rusk County, WI), created when John Kaiser dammed a trout

stream, 408
Lake Michigan, at risk for metallic sulfide mining pollution, 1130
Lake Mille Lacs (MN), 520
Lake Nebagamon (Douglas County, WI), 461
Lake Superior (Gitche Gumee)

at risk for metallic sulfide mining pollution, 1130
Bad River and Red Cliff reservations located on shores of, 91
contamination of drinking water supply with taconite waste, 82, 124,

210
Lake Superior Ojibwe. See also Native American community

ceded territory of (see ceded territory, of Lake Superior Ojibwe)
treaty rights of (see treaty rights, of Lake Superior Ojibwe)

Lakeland Times (Minocqua, WI), citations from, 906, 908
lakes and rivers, Wisconsin statutes and rules governing. See rivers and

lakes, Wisconsin statutes and rules governing
land agents, in northern Wisconsin, 20
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land in Wisconsin, statutes setting limitations on foreign ownership of
[S.710.02], 226, 1010

exemption for mining companies, 226–227
Landreth, James, plaintiff in lawsuit against Local Agreement, 481
Lang, Marion, 1164

and Dunn County Mining Study Group, 944
and We Are One River, 944–945
helps organize citizen bus trip to State Capitol to lobby legislators, 944
supports mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70] at public hearing, 931,

935
Lang, Warren, and Dunn County Mining Study Group, 944
Langlade County (WI)

availability of historic economic data, 912
targeted for exploitation by metallic mining industry, 1
Wisconsin statute prohibiting new dam construction on Wolf River

within boundaries of [S.30.25], 1001
Lark, Utah, 77
LaRocque, Daniel, Judge, 314, 368, 786
Larson, Bert

testifies in support of Local Agreement, 344
yells obscenities at protesters, 475

Larson, Dorothy, 475
testimony at EIS hearing for nonexecuted (1976) Flambeau Mine pro-

posal, 70–71
Larson, Robert, Rep. (R-Medford), 149, 175, 183, 252, 294

member of Gov. Tommy Thompson’s ad hoc task force on mining, 271
Lasee, Alan, Sen. (R-De Pere)

ties for having worst environmental voting record in 2001–2002
Wisconsin Senate, 964

tries to scuttle passage of mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70/SB 3],
929

Lasee, Frank, Rep. (R-Ledgeview), votes to gut mining moratorium bill
[1997 AB 70] and then votes for passage of weakened bill to
cover his political behind, 960, 961

Lato, Stan, Rep. (D-Gilman), 574, 1164
Lawrence, Town of (Rusk County, WI), 96

has mining moratorium resolution, 362
laws v. rules, 232
lawsuit filed by Kennecott, accusing protesters of trespassing at Flambeau

Mine site, 532–534
as one of numerous Flambeau Mine lawsuits (see lawsuits, Flambeau

Mine)
Kennecott gets caught in its own corporate shell game, 532–534
photo of “No Trespassing” sign at mine site, 522

lawsuit filed by Lac Courte Oreilles Ojibwe and Sierra Club, in defense of
endangered species at Flambeau Mine site, 360, 503,
538–553, 554–566, 571. See also endangered species, at
Flambeau Mine site

as one of numerous Flambeau Mine lawsuits (see lawsuits, Flambeau
Mine)

attorneys involved in, 544, 546–547, 554, 555
legal strategy of Kennecott and DNR, 554–555
legal strategy of plaintiffs, 544–545, 547, 548, 555–556

case assigned to Judge George Northrup, 544
judge voices concern over integrity of EIS process, 555, 558

injunction awarded against mine construction, 554–566, 593, 608
biased reporting of story in Ladysmith News, 559
DNR and Kennecott appeal ruling, 560, 632
erosion control system fails while injunction in effect (see erosion

control system, Flambeau Mine)
Kennecott claims it will cost jobs, but Evelyn Churchill counters the

argument, 559–560
Kennecott initially ignores, 560–561

parties to lawsuit negotiate permissible activities at mine site, 561
victory widely reported, 558–559

irreparable harm argument, 547, 548
Kennecott accelerates site preparation after lawsuit filed, 547, 554
mine supporters place misleading ads in newspaper regarding,

562–565
Judge Northrup voices concern over, 565, 594

Sierra Club issues press release regarding, 544, 546
lawsuit filed by Roscoe Churchill, et al., over legality of Local Agreement

and Local Agreement Law, 360, 476–495
as one of numerous Flambeau Mine lawsuits (see lawsuits, Flambeau

Mine)
Attorney Harry Hertel (for plaintiffs), 476

asks to withdraw from case, 488
betrays Churchills by settling case in their absence, 489–490, 1021
fails to adequately represent Churchills, 486–492, 494

Attorney John Koeppl (for Kennecott), 481
Attorney Roger Buffett (for plaintiffs), 488–489
Attorney William Thiel (for Rusk County), 485

files brief similar to Kennecott’s, 486
case assigned to Judge Richard H. Stafford as substitute judge,

480–481
David Schwarz and Carroll Besadny issue mining permits before case

decided, 483, 485, 486, 491
declaratory judgement leaves door open to challenging constitutionality

of Local Agreement Law in future, 492–494
deposition of plaintiffs, 481, 486–488

Evelyn Churchill deposed for four hours, 488
Roscoe Churchill deposed for five hours, 487–488

how Kennecott’s threat of annexation could have been neutralized by
application of Wis. Stat. 59.692(7) [originally S.59.971(7)]
which insures applicability of county shoreland zoning code
to land annexed by city or village, 492

how plaintiffs paid for attorney’s services, 476–477, 490
intimidation of plaintiffs by Kennecott

threat of annexation, 486, 492
threat of filing lawsuit against plaintiffs for frivolous action,

483–484, 486, 489–490
threat of grueling depositions, 481
threat of withholding Local Agreement Money from local

governments, 492
Kennecott files legal brief with court, 483
list of defendants, 476, 477
list of plaintiffs, 481
major points of plaintiffs’ case, 477–479

Evelyn Churchill main architect, 476
plaintiffs seek temporary restraining order against mine construction

while lawsuit pending, 485, 486
RCCAG places ad in newspaper to explain situation to public, 486, 487
terms of settlement negotiated behind Churchills’ backs, 490–494

local officials regain freedom to speak out against mine, 490–491,
494

wording of declaratory judgement, 493, 494
mentioned, 335, 337, 571

lawsuit filed by Roscoe Churchill, et al., over signing of Local Agreement
by Grant Town Board, 360–369

as one of numerous Flambeau Mine lawsuits (see lawsuits, Flambeau
Mine)

attorneys involved in
Attorney John Koeppl (for Kennecott), 363
Attorney Richard Wachowski (for plaintiffs), 361
Attorney William Thiel (for defendants), 361

biased coverage of proceedings by Ladysmith News, 366
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case heard by Judge Frederick Henderson, 361
judge rules in favor of Kennecott and Grant Town Board, 365–366, 918

Churchills appeal decision but lose, 366, 368, 414, 417
decision based on procedural issues rather than substance of mora-

torium, 365, 414, 417
Kennecott intervenes, 361–362, 366, 547

files misleading legal brief, 363–365
sites opinion of Attorney General Donald Hanaway, 365

Larry Mercando comments on, 412, 417
major points of plaintiffs’ case, 361
questions raised by judge, 362
mentioned, 332, 375

lawsuit filed by Roscoe Churchill, et al., to confirm DNR authority to write
rules banning metallic sulfide mining in Wisconsin, 360,
757–763

as one of numerous Flambeau Mine lawsuits (see lawsuits, Flambeau
Mine)

attorneys involved in
Assistant Attorney General John Greene (for DNR), 759, 760
Attorney Keith Rodli and Attorney Catherine Quibble (for plaintiffs),

758–759
Churchills receive financial and moral support from people in Crandon

area, 758, 762
DNR report on acid mine drainage issued too late for plaintiffs to use in

legal brief, 775
major points of plaintiffs’ case, as put together by Evelyn Churchill,

759–760
Rusk County circuit court judge decides in Churchills’ favor, 761–763

DNR appeals ruling, 785–786, 922
Wisconsin Court of Appeals hears case, 785–786

panel of judges uses flawed reasoning to arrive at decision favoring
DNR, 789, 797–798

Wisconsin statutes supporting plaintiffs’ position, 740, 741, 760
Wisconsin Supreme Court turns down petition filed by RCCAG to

review appellate court decision, 798
mentioned, 767, 922

lawsuits, Flambeau Mine
over DNR approval of 1976 Flambeau Mine EIS (filed by Roscoe

Churchill, et al.), 106–108, 360
over DNR authority to write rules banning metallic sulfide mining in

Wisconsin (see lawsuit filed by Roscoe Churchill, et al., to
confirm DNR authority to write rules banning metallic sul-
fide mining in Wisconsin)

over endangered species (see lawsuit filed by Lac Courte Oreilles
Ojibwe and Sierra Club, in defense of endangered species at
Flambeau Mine site)

over Grant Town Board’s signing of Local Agreement (see lawsuit filed
by Roscoe Churchill, et al., over signing of Local Agreement
by Grant Town Board)

over inadequacy of supplemental EIS on endangered species (filed by
Lac Courte Oreilles Ojibwe and Sierra Club), 614–615

over legality of Local Agreement and Local Agreement Law (see lawsuit
filed by Roscoe Churchill, et al., over legality of Local
Agreement and Local Agreement Law)

over libelous Rusk County Board campaign waged by John Kaiser (filed
by Roscoe Churchill, et al.), 312, 314–315, 360

application of Wis. Stat. 12.05 governing false representations in
elections, 312, 314–315

over trespassing at mine site (see lawsuit filed by Kennecott, accusing
protesters of trespassing at mine site)

over violation of constitutional rights and protections of reporters Todd
Price and Luciano, 532

over violation of Ojibwe treaty rights (lawsuit contemplated by LCO
Ojibwe but not filed), 457

Lawton, Barbara, 1164
writes tribute to Roscoe Churchill, 1170, 1172, 1176

Lazich, Mary, Rep. (R-New Berlin), 946
votes to gut mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70] and then votes for

passage of weakened bill to cover her political behind, 960,
961

LCIDC. See Ladysmith Community Industrial Development Corporation
LCO. See Lac Courte Oreilles Ojibwe
leaching, heap and in situ, description of, 499
lead

as measured in Flambeau River crayfish, 1114
as measured in Flambeau River sediment, 1113
health problems associated with ingestion of, 1058
poisoning, from Bunker Hill Mine, 205, 206

Lead, South Dakota, 914
Leadville, Colorado, 381
leases (mining), Wisconsin statutes governing cancellation of [S.107.25],

101–102
Lee, David, testimony at EIS hearing for nonexecuted (1976) Flambeau

Mine proposal, 76–77
Legislative Reference Bureau, Wisconsin

as source of information on history of state statutes, 261
evaluates assembly bill [1977 AB 1045] that revamped state’s Metallic

Mining Reclamation Act, 132, 134
evaluates provisions of 1995 budget bill dealing with Public Intervenor

Office, 768
Legislature, Wisconsin

acts of (see acts, of Wisconsin Legislature)
assembly bills pertaining to mining issues (see assembly bills in

Wisconsin Legislature, mining-related issues addressed by)
how to use internet to research bills introduced in, 923
Joint Committee for Review of Administrative Rules, 381, 406, 752
list of “tough” mining laws enacted by, 1004–1013
passes laws in direct violation of Public Trust Doctrine, 1014–1022

need to advance new legislation to counteract, 1021
need to hold legislators accountable, 1019–1020

represented on Gov. Tommy Thompson’s ad hoc task force on mining,
270, 271

senate bills pertaining to mining issues (see senate bills in Wisconsin
Legislature, mining-related issues addressed by)

undermines democratic principles (see democracy, Wisconsin
Legislature undermines)

web page of, 261, 923
Lehman, Michael, Rep. (R-Hartford), votes to gut mining moratorium bill

[1997 AB 70] and then votes for passage of weakened bill to
cover his political behind, 960, 961

Lehmann, Ernest K., Roscoe Churchill spars with, 100–101. See also E.K.
Lehmann and Associates

Leitz, Lloyd, photo by, 1159
Lemke, Mildred, 234
Lent, Thomas, plaintiff in lawsuit against Local Agreement, 481, 1164
Leonard, Richard, 82

testimony at EIS hearing for nonexecuted (1976) Flambeau Mine pro-
posal, 82–83

Leopold, Aldo, 7, 21, 23, 773
Lessons from Geese, a story by Milton Olson, 808–809
Letterman, David, 983
Leventhal, Larry, Attorney, 1165

represents LCO Ojibwe at Flambeau Mine Master Hearing, 439, 448
(see also Master Hearing, Flambeau Mine)
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asks hearing examiner to recognize U.S. Indian treaty rights as
supreme law of land, 439

submits motion asking David Schwarz to step down as hearing
examiner, 439

represents LCO Ojibwe in lawsuits over endangered species at
Flambeau Mine site, 544–547, 555–556, 558, 614 (see also
lawsuits, Flambeau Mine)

solid track record in defending public trust, 1020–1021
Levin, Lisa, Attorney, represents DNR in lawsuit over endangered species at

Flambeau Mine site, 547, 554–555, 608. See also lawsuit
filed by Lac Courte Oreilles Ojibwe and Sierra Club, in
defense of endangered species at Flambeau Mine site

liability for mining-related damages, Wisconsin regulations governing
as impacted by “environmental trailer bill” (see environmental trailer

bill [1981 AB 800])
damage to private wells by mines [S.281.75; S.281.77(2);

S.293.65(4)—originally S.107.05(3)]
burden of proof on well owner [S.293.65(4)(b)], 181–182, 207,

325, 328, 657
cap on amount of money mining company must pay

[S.293.65(4)(d)], 181, 182
company not responsible for unanticipated problems

[S.281.77(2)(b)], 182, 1008
local township must supply water to well owner until dispute settled

[S.293.65(4)(c)], 142, 181, 325, 328, 656–657, 765, 1009
Peter Peshek circulates questionable petition regarding, 171
state assistance for replacing damaged wells, exemption for mining

[S.281.75(17)], 182–183
Wisconsin regulations weaker than Montana’s, 182, 207

limitations on claims and caps on payments [S.107.31(4); S.107.33;
S.893.925], 163–164, 165

mining company liable for damages “regardless of any change” in own-
ership [S.107.32], 164, 165, 816, 1009, 1055

myth that companies are responsible for mining-related damages in
perpetuity, 164, 816, 1009, 1054, 1055, 1129

provisions for long-term care of mining waste dumps (see long-term
care of mining waste dumps, Wisconsin regulations govern-
ing)

remedial action [Chapter 292 of Wisconsin Statutes], 166
robbing MILIF to pay for mining messes [S.70.395(2)(j)–(k);

S.20.370(2)(gr); S.289.68(2); S.292.31(6)], 175, 179–180,
332, 765, 843, 872, 873, 1009

statute of limitation on claims against mining companies [S.107.33;
893.925], 164–165, 816

Library, Rusk County Community
and preservation of Flambeau Mine documents, 53
Kennecott helps silence opposition to early closing of mine by giving

community matching grant to build, 724–729, 904, 931,
932

site of public hearing on mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70], 931
taxpayers pay half of building costs, 729

lice, Flambeau Summer protesters accused of having, 598
license vs. permit, 195, 766
Liddell, Lori, 804
lime, as used for neutralizing acid mine drainage, 778–781. See also

Flambeau Mine waste dump
added to high sulfur waste rock in Flambeau Mine waste dump,

817–818, 1037
“a temporary fix,” 1047, 1048

available data applies to coal industry rather than metallic sulfide
mining, 778

Tums analogy, 778, 780, 818–819
Lincoln, Town of (Eau Claire County, WI), targeted for exploitation by

metallic mining industry, 800
Lincoln County (WI), targeted for exploitation by metallic mining industry,

1, 4, 101
availability of historic economic data, 912

Lindoo, John, 31
Lindoo, Mark, 54
Lindoo Woods (Rusk County, WI), 31
Linehan, Gene, helps stop train to White Pine Mine, 91
liners, synthetic

as used at waste dumps, 776–778
as used beneath waste rock stockpiles at Flambeau Mine site (see also

waste rock stockpiles, Flambeau Mine)
delay in repairing, 1066, 1138
diagram showing location of, 1065
duct tape used to repair damage to, 1066, 1138
documented failures, 1065–1066, 1067, 1103
eventually disposed of in backfilled mine pit, 822, 1066
indirect admission that waste rock and sludge were toxic, 304
Kennecott fails to drill monitoring wells in areas covered by, 1061
not used in backfilled mine pit, 255–258, 300, 776, 783, 817, 819,

1037, 1067
DNR double-talk regarding, 776
estimates of long-term durability, 777
short-term fix for long-term problem, 777–778
“tupperware” ad used by Exxon to mislead public about durability of,

953, 954
Linus Pauling Institute (Oregon State University), 1057
Lisse, Rochelle, 174
Litzau, Bob, 245, 1164

“My Friend Bob Litzau,” 246
lobbyists, pro-mining

Anthony Earl, 1016 (see also Earl, Anthony)
James Derouin, 245 (see also Derouin, James, Attorney, as Exxon

lobbyist in Wisconsin)
James Klauser, 2–3, 176 (see also Klauser, James)
James Morgan, 190
massive push against comprehensive overhaul of state’s weak mining

laws [1991 AB 81], 572, 578
massive push against mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70], 931, 933
massive push against proposed legislation to increase mining taxes,

128
Wisconsin Manufacturers and Commerce, 2, 578, 597 (see also

Wisconsin Manufacturers and Commerce)
Local Agreement, for Crandon mine. See Nashville, Town of (Forest County,

WI)
Local Agreement, for Flambeau Mine (between Kennecott, Rusk County,

Town of Grant and City of Ladysmith), 321–338
artificial deadline set for signing, 321, 341
as means to circumvent legal obstacles encountered by Kennecott,

281–282, 288, 918–919
attempt to rescind at Rusk County Board level, 464–471, 766

supported by citizen petition, 464–467
Evelyn Churchill comments on “miserable failure” of, 1158
Kennecott propaganda regarding, 337, 338
lack of provisions for independent monitoring of Flambeau River, 336,

657, 688–689
lawsuits seeking to invalidate (see lawsuit filed by Roscoe Churchill, et

al., over legality of Local Agreement and Local Agreement
Law; lawsuit filed by Roscoe Churchill, et al., over signing
of Local Agreement by Grant Town Board)

lays groundwork for further development of Flambeau Deposit,
329–330, 335

local officials who signed, 345, 346
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negotiated and signed before EIS submitted, 280, 287, 321, 332, 339,
340, 348, 350, 395, 402

negotiations leading up to signing of, 279–287, 288–299 (see also
Rusk County Mining Impact Committee (6-member) that
negotiated Local Agreement)

potential to use provisions of Local Agreement to hold Kennecott
accountable for pollution at reclaimed mine site, 330–331

provisions contradictory to terms of conditional land use permit
inapplicability of Rusk County shoreland-wetland zoning code, 331,

336
on-premise disposal of sludge from water treatment plant, 324, 331

public hearings on, 339–346 (see also public hearings, on Flambeau
Mine Local Agreement)

signed by local officials at Ladysmith City Hall, 346
signatories, 345, 346

table of contents, 322–323
terms of, 321–338 (see also Local Agreement, for Flambeau Mine, spe-

cific provisions)
terms violated by Kennecott, 331, 336, 337 (see also Local Agreement,

for Flambeau Mine, specific provisions: modifications to
contract)

testimony regarding Local Agreement struck from record at Master
Hearing, 456–457, 632

unconstitutional provisions, 330, 335, 478–479
mentioned, 457, 467, 488

Local Agreement, for Flambeau Mine, specific provisions, 321–338
acceptable waste types, 324–325

potential for disposal of out-of-state mining waste, 324–325
provisions for disposal of sludge from wastewater treatment plant in

pit, 324
annexation of land to City of Ladysmith, 335 (see also annexation (par-

tial) of Flambeau Mine site, by Ladysmith)
map of annexed area, 268

changes in production rate, 709 (see also early closing of Flambeau
Mine, as proposed by Kennecott)

closing plan, 329–330
muddies waters on liability for pollution, 330
provisions allow Kennecott to file reclamation plan after contract

signed, 329
provisions tie hands of future industrial park tenants at mine site,

329
conditional land use permit (40-year), 331 (see also conditional land

use permit (40–year), for Flambeau Mine)
donation of 150-acre parcel to local governments, 329

strings attached, 330
early termination of security bond, 330
establishment of 3-member local mining impact committee, 328–329

(see also Rusk County Mining Impact Committee (3-mem-
ber) established by Local Agreement)

“guaranteed” payments to local governments, 332–335 (see also Local
Agreement Money (LAM), for Flambeau Mine)

hiring of “local residents,” 325, 886 (see also jobs, Flambeau Mine)
inapplicability of Rusk County metallic mining code, 331, 335, 336,

337
does not void Rusk County Comprehensive Zoning Code in its

entirety, 336, 426
mentioned, 425, 426, 457, 766, 1158

inapplicability of Rusk County shoreland-wetland zoning code,
336–337

contradicts provisions of conditional land use permit, 336
mentioned, 457, 766

“local governments will not oppose the mine,” 335–336, 337

basis of lawsuit, 478–479, 488 (see also First Amendment viola-
tions, associated with Flambeau Mine; lawsuit filed by
Roscoe Churchill, et al., over legality of Local Agreement
and Local Agreement Law)

Roscoe Churchill spars with Larry Mercando over, 467–468
used as threat against Rusk County Board, 467, 471
mentioned, 457, 807

loss in property value, 328
map of property value guarantee zone, 326

modifications to contract, 337
provision later ignored by Kennecott, 425–431, 456, 719–722,

844–845
renegotiation, 330–331
succession of agreement, 329
testing of private wells, 325–328

Churchills challenge inadequacy of provisions, 328, 656–665
map of well guarantee zone, 326

voiding Town of Grant mining moratorium resolutions, 331–332, 335,
337

mentioned, 457, 1158
Local Agreement Law, Wisconsin’s [S.293.33(1)(g)—originally

S.144.838(1)(g); S.293.41—originally S.144.839], 297,
1010

as an attempt to legalize “contract zoning,” 194, 289–296, 336, 632,
766, 919

misrepresented by Tom Evans, 578–579
Churchills lobby legislators to vote against, 296
conception of, 274, 287, 289
“devilish” nature of, 299
drafted by Kennecott, proof of, 289–292, 296–297
Evelyn Churchill gives advice to potential mining communities on how

to avoid “Local Agreement trap,” 799
expands authority of local impact committee to negotiate Local

Agreement [S.293.33(1)(g)—originally S.144.838(1)(g);
S.293.41(3)—originally S.144.839(3)], 277, 289, 294, 297,
1010, 1018

earlier limitation on authority [S.144.838(1)(a)–(f), (2)–(5)],
133–134, 277, 285–286, 289, 292

history of enactment, 288–299
key players in its passage, 288, 296
need to repeal, 297, 299, 1012

proposed legislation in Wisconsin Assembly [1991 AB 81],
571–573

proposed legislation in Wisconsin Senate [1997 SB 342], 580
negotiated contracts appear to be no more than fluff, 492
provision for signing of local agreements by “governing body” of town

[S.293.41(4)—originally S.144.839(4)], 361
pushed through on Gov. Tommy Thompson’s budget bill without public

hearing, 294, 297, 766, 839, 1017
shady politics regarding local endorsement of, 292
summary of what it does or fails to do, 298
unconstitutionality/illegality of

as basis of lawsuit (see lawsuit filed by Roscoe Churchill, et al.,
over legality of Local Agreement and Local Agreement Law)

illegal “contract zoning” provisions (see Local Agreement Law,
Wisconsin’s: as an attempt to legalize “contract zoning”)

illegally passed in violation of “private bill” provisions of
Wisconsin Constitution, 477–478

violates Public Trust Doctrine, 1018
Wisconsin statutes governing awarding of grant money to help defray

costs of negotiating Local Agreement [S.70.395(2)(fm)],
596, 874, 878
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Local Agreement Money (LAM), for Flambeau Mine
amount paid by Kennecott, 866–867, 869

data tables, 867, 869
as potentially impacted by copper prices and rate of ore shipments,

716–717
as provided for in Local Agreement, 332–335, 843
formulas for calculating, 332–334, 846
hype surrounding, 840–842
not guaranteed, contrary to Kennecott’s claims, 332–335

payments tied to “full calendar years” of mining, 333–334, 841
peanuts compared to Rusk County budget, 333
peanuts compared to value of ore, 724, 841
problems with financial records kept by City of Ladysmith, 839, 866
Rusk County receives mysterious payment of $202,800 in 1995,

849–850
“the rest of the story,” 850–851

local impact fund. See Mining Investment and Local Impact Fund (MILIF),
Wisconsin’s

local negotiating committee for Flambeau Mine. See Rusk County Mining
Impact Committee (6-member) that negotiated Local
Agreement

Loda, Ken, testimony at public hearing on Local Agreement, 343
Loftus, Thomas, Rep. (D-Sun Prairie), and push for mining moratorium law

during 1990 gubernatorial race, 919–920, 922, 971
logging, in Wisconsin, 20, 682
long-term care of mining waste dumps, Wisconsin regulations governing.

See also liability for mining-related damages, Wisconsin
regulations governing

definition of “long-term care” [NR 182.04(27)], 164, 816
early termination of responsibility for long-term care of mining waste

dumps [NR 182.17(10)(a)], 163–164, 688–689, 816, 1009,
1055, 1059, 1128

concern that Kennecott may apply for (see Flambeau Mine waste
dump)

monitoring of mining waste dumps [NR 182.13], 301, 783
termination of proof of financial responsibility for long-term care of

solid waste facilities [S.289.41(1m)—originally
S.144.441(2)], 765, 1055

thirty-year time frame [NR 182.17(2)(b)], 163–164, 688–689, 816,
1009, 1055, 1056, 1059

Looking Forward, a book by Charles Stoddard, 1160
Looks Twice, Dale, 389
Lorbetske, Adrian, 239
Lord, Miles, U.S. District Judge, comments on mining issues, 210, 267,

824, 1136
Lorge, Bill, Rep. (R-Bear Creek)

“A Man who Listened to his Constituents,” 957
key player in enactment of Churchill Mining Moratorium Law, 956–957,

971
votes against “Exxon amendment,” 961

Los Angeles Times, interviews Roscoe Churchill, 115
Lovely, John, Rusk County Board Supervisor

targeted for defeat in 1988 election, 307
votes against rescinding Local Agreement, 471

Lucey, Patrick, Governor, 128
Luciano, 1164

accompanies Marian Havlik on her ill-fated clam survey, 551
videotapes Flambeau Summer protest but tape seized by sheriff,

530–532, 533
lawsuit filed over violation of constitutional rights and protections,

532
Ludington, Town of (Eau Claire County, WI), targeted for exploitation by

metallic mining industry, 800
Ludvik, Elroy, Ladysmith City Councilman, votes to ratify Local Agreement,

346
Ludwig, James, 115, 141, 155–156
Lueck, Kari, and Dunn County Mining Study Group, 944
Luecke, Norm, 789, 792
Lybert, Linda, Executive Director of Ladysmith Area Chamber of Commerce

accused of wrongdoing and investigated by internal Chamber commit-
tee, 599–602

reports files stolen from Chamber office, 600, 601
actions add to mining stench, 592–606
as Republican candidate for Wisconsin Assembly, 498, 600

files lawsuit against Leif Ringstad, 602
uses Chamber employees and resources in her campaign, 600–602

shows support for mine, 524, 527, 578, 593, 884, 891
helps establish special mine group within Chamber, 597–598
presents governor with pro-mining petition, 594, 595
replaces senior citizen craft display in Rusk County Information

Center with mining merchandise, 603
uses same rhetoric as Larry Mercando, 593

mentioned, 634
Lyksett, Dan, 1136
Lynch, Larry, Wisconsin DNR official

admits wetland next to Flambeau River is not being monitored for mine
impacts, 1075

better suited as employee of old-style Department of Resource
Development than DNR, 750

called to task by GLIFWC regarding tribal concerns over pollution prob-
lems at Flambeau Mine site, 1062–1064, 1070–1071,
1096–1102, 1127

comments on biofilter water quality issues, 1087–1088
admits issue of biofilter maintenance not addressed in Flambeau

Mine permits, 1089–1090
fails to acknowledge Wetland-C as point source of pollution, 1088

dereliction of duty and abrogation of public trust responsibilities, 1016,
1035, 1054, 1128

downplays economic and environmental impact of closing Flambeau
Mine early, 711–714, 716, 717, 720

foils Churchills’ attempt to get bona fide public hearing on issue,
711–716, 833

takes it upon himself to interpret meaning of applicable mining
laws, 711–717

downplays results of GLIFWC’s statistical analysis of crayfish data,
1115

downplays surface water pollution problems in Flambeau River,
1107–1108

fails to defend public right to wade Flambeau River, 690–691
fails to follow his own advice when approving waste disposal plan for

Flambeau Mine, 781, 783
falsely claims groundwater pollution at Flambeau Mine site is right on

track with predictions, 1039–1041,1119, 1136
groups call on DNR to hire Dr. David Blowes to replace him, 777
ignores GLIFWC request to expand Flambeau River monitoring pro-

gram, 1127–1128
ignores internal staff memo that advocates continued monitoring of

Flambeau River, 1127–1128
involvement with Kennecott’s monitoring program for Stream-C water-

shed, 1075, 1077, 1085
involvement with Kennecott’s request to change Flambeau Mine recla-

mation plan, 825, 833–837
bucks attempt to get bona fide public hearing, 833, 835

“It isn’t hurting anything,” 738
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lies about DNR’s legal obligation to establish intervention boundary for
Flambeau Mine, 1034

offers plenty of double-talk on acid mine drainage issues, 775–776
pimps for mining industry, 1149
provides information regarding contaminated railroad ballast at

Flambeau Mine site, 1067–1069
refers to Kennecott’s activities at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site as

either “corrective” or “remedial,” 1153
refuses to issue citations to Kennecott for pollution at reclaimed

Flambeau Mine site, 1094–1102, 1125
testifies against mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70] at public hearing,

941
writes report, An Overview of Mining Waste Management Issues in

Wisconsin, 775–784, 785
Evelyn Churchill counters, 782, 784

mentioned, 676, 709, 997, 1103, 1111
Lynn, Barry, 1165

at Evelyn Churchill’s funeral, 11, 792
comments on Kennecott’s track record in Utah, 441
comments on Local Agreement, 335–336, 347, 348

testimony at public hearing, 342
Lynne, Town of (Oneida County, WI), targeted for exploitation by metallic

mining industry, 622
Lynne (Willow Flowage) Deposit. See Willow Flowage (Lynne) Deposit
Lyon, Annie, 1176
Lyon, Sandy, 1164

always there when Churchills needed her, 18, 445, 1174
and “Free George Meyer” campaign, 769–772
and Protect the Earth gatherings

describes essence of movement, 393
helps organize 1989 gathering at Churchill farm, 384
“Will get those buzzards—with eagles,” 462

and radio station WOJB-88.9FM, 242, 390, 453, 616–617, 737
and Roscoe Churchill’s “Fond Farewell,” 1174–1179
at Flambeau Mine Master Hearing, 441, 445
at Hat Rapids rally with Roscoe Churchill, 928
background information, 18–19
blocks Kennecott’s unmanned video camera during protest at mine site,

616–617
eagle feather placed on Protect the Earth Staff in honor of, 19, 393–394
helps with production of Real Flambeau News, 413
helps with work day at Churchill farm, 927
informs Roscoe Churchill of Exxon’s decision to leave Wisconsin, 242
introduces Roscoe Churchill to Laura Furtman, xii, 930
opposition to uranium mining, 145–147
organizes press conference on citizens’ petition for rules that ban

metallic sulfide mining, 745, 746
petitions for public hearing on proposed changes to Flambeau Mine

reclamation plan, 833
photos by, 379, 386, 934, 950
puts together newspaper ads against mining, 644, 1006
supports passage of mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70/SB 3]

attends Wisconsin Senate debate, 964
gets “No Amendment” t-shirts printed for friends, 949
watches Rep. Lorraine Seratti jump around like a “red piece of pop-

corn” during Assembly debate, 959
teams up with Roscoe Churchill to debate James Derouin on public

radio, 245
travels to Madison with Roscoe Churchill for DNR meeting on “consen-

sus” rules, 155–157
visits Roscoe Churchill shortly before his death, 1170
works with Walt Bresette, 18–19

Anishinaabe Niijii, 19
stands side-by-side with Walt on railroad tracks at Highbridge, WI,

17
writes heartfelt tribute and poem in honor of Evelyn Churchill, 790
writes heartfelt tribute to Roscoe Churchill, 1170, 1172
mentioned, 202, 238, 825

Lyons, Kevin, Attorney, 1021
and “consensus” negotiations (see also “consensus” process, as used

for drafting Wisconsin’s mining laws and rules)
goes along with 1981 amendment to mining tax law, 176, 183
goes along with groundwater rules drafted by mining industry,

155–156
“and the Crandon connection,” 203
goes along with 1977 enactment of net proceeds mining tax law,

128–130
hired as Grant Town Attorney, 110

attends 1976 Flambeau Mine permit hearing, 115
fired, 13, 200, 202

hired by Rusk County to draft metallic mining ordinance, 200, 238–239
replaced due to poor performance, 239

pushes townspeople to cooperate with Kennecott, 115, 141–142
threats of annexation, 198–199, 266–267, 352
threats of lost revenues, 168

mentioned, 170, 199, 901

M
Maas, Walter, 172
macroinvertebrate, defined, 1085
Maine Digest, citation from, 44
Malacological Consultants (La Crosse, WI), 549
Malaise, Gordon and Eleanor, 592
Malcom, Jack, 46
manganese

as a toxin to fish, 1110
health problems associated with ingestion of, 1024, 1044, 1058
in Flambeau River surface water

baseline, 1104
not monitored during mining years, 1109–1110, 1123

in Wetland-B surface water, 1093
not monitored in Flambeau River crayfish, 1114
pollution levels in groundwater at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site

data table, 1043
downplayed by Kennecott, 1120–1121
elevated in well directly between backfilled mine pit and river, 1026,

1054
graphs of, 1025, 1121, 1122
MCL established by DNR for Flambeau Mine project, 1031
prediction vs. reality, 1025, 1029, 1032, 1042–1044, 1053, 1119
reach 42,000 mcg/l in 2005 (MW-1013B), 1024, 1025, 1043, 1123
reference to compilation of historic data on CD-ROM, 1049
violations of MCL and/or PAL standards, 1055, 1095

Mangerson, Mark, Judge, 219, 1021
one of the most insipid judges Roscoe Churchill ever saw, 919

Manski, Ben, 928
Manthei, Rosemary, Rusk County Board Supervisor, 310

votes against ratification of Local Agreement, 343
votes against rescinding Local Agreement, 471

Many Paths Gathering (1989) at Churchill farm, 384–394
Marathon County (WI), targeted for exploitation by metallic mining indus-

try, 1, 4, 457
availability of historic economic data, 912

Marcoux, Aaron, 926
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Mardis Gras Parade (Ladysmith, WI), anti-mining floats, 636, 639
Marie, Daryl, 439
Marinette County (WI), targeted for exploitation by metallic mining indus-

try, 1, 4, 1130, 1151
Markart, Ken, Wisconsin DNR official, 835

abrogates his public trust responsibilities, 1054
Marquette County (MI), targeted for exploitation by metallic mining indus-

try, 1145. See also Yellow Dog Plains (MI)
Marshall, Town of (Rusk County, WI)

Cornell University’s push to retain mineral rights within, 224
has mining moratorium resolution, 362, 497
has state-owned land vulnerable to mining, 409

Marshfield News-Herald (Marshfield, WI), citation from, 804
Martin, Bill, 806, 807
Martin, Jo Faith, 696
Martindale, Bob, Rusk County Board Supervisor

plaintiff in lawsuit filed against John Kaiser, et al., 312
targeted for defeat in 1988 election, 307, 310

Martling, Allen, 1164
testimony at EIS hearing for nonexecuted (1976) Flambeau Mine pro-

posal, 58–59
Masinaigan. See Mazina’igan
“massive sulfide,” as used to describe Flambeau Deposit, 25, 29, 922
Master Hearing, Flambeau Mine, 437–458. See also environmental impact

statement, for executed (1990) Flambeau Mine proposal
all permits and variances granted by hearing examiner, 457, 571, 760

LCO Ojibwe contemplate filing lawsuit in federal court to dispute
decision, 457

arrests made at, 441, 444
attorneys involved, 438, 439, 448
biased coverage by Ladysmith News, 453–454, 455
brief summary of arguments against mine, 441, 443
broadcast live on WOJB-88.9FM, 452–453
contested portion of, 447–454

cross-examination of Larry Mercando, 450–451
Kennecott’s witnesses demonstrate limited scope of knowledge, 449
opening statements, 449, 450
range of witnesses, 449
testimony of Evelyn Churchill, 451–452
testimony of gaiashkibos, 452
testimony of Judy Pratt-Shelley, 454
testimony of Larry Brooks, 454

DNR succeeds in getting testimony offered by mine opponents struck
from record, 455–457

ground rules established for, 402–403
“interested persons,” as hearing participants

citizens registered as, 438, 439
defined, 437

key players, 438–439
lawsuit filed in Dane County (WI) Circuit Court over mishandling of

endangered species issue (see lawsuit filed by Lac Courte
Oreilles Ojibwe and Sierra Club, in defense of endangered
species at Flambeau Mine site)

Local Agreement accepted by hearing examiner as fulfillment of local
zoning approval, 456–457, 632, 766

mine opponents accused of having lice, 598
mine supporter speaks of throwing mine opponents in Flambeau River

with cement shoes, 598, 599
noncontested portion of, 441–447

citizens submit petitions to hearing examiner on final day, 454–455
DNR officials are too busy to attend, 449
Evelyn Churchill testifies, 441

Muskies, Inc. (Kerm Benson) goes on record against mine,
444–445

one person testifies in favor of mine and 180 against, 443, 447
representatives of all six Ojibwe tribes in Wisconsin testify against

mine, 445–447
testimony reveals opposition of members of British Parliament to

project, 446
Wisconsin Wildlife Federation (Jim Bray) goes on record against

mine, 445
“parties” to hearing

citizens/organizations registered as, 438, 439
defined, 437

protest rally before, 432–436
mock wedding, 434, 627
photos from, 385, 434, 435, 436

volume of documents submitted by Kennecott, 395, 451, 1054
Master Hearing Law, for mining projects in Wisconsin [S.293.43—origi-

nally S.144.836], 132, 438, 1010. See also permitting
process, for metallic mines in Wisconsin

as applied to Flambeau Mine proposal (see Master Hearing, Flambeau
Mine)

combines EIS hearing and permit hearing into one hearing
[S.293.43(1m)], 132–133, 437, 632

concept endorsed by Peter Peshek, 133, 137
hearing examiner has 90 days to hand down decision [S.293.49(1)],

455
need to amend, 1012
provisions for filing as “party” to hearing [S.293.43(5)(b)], 438, 448
requires hearing examiner to base final decision on sworn testimony

only [S.293.43(5)(c)], 133, 437–438, 632, 765
mentioned, 753

Mataczynski, Stanley, 24, 41
Mathis, Edison, Clark County Board Supervisor, 1165

takes on Kennecott, 802–805, 811
“The Man from Clark County who Outsmarted Kennecott,” 804

Maulson, Tom, 92, 1164
calls on Noranda to cancel contract for purchasing and processing ore

from Flambeau Mine, 670
defender of Ojibwe treaty rights, 91, 670, 1102
takes stand against mining in northern Wisconsin, 91, 475, 520, 568

Maximum Contaminant Level Goals (MCLGs), definition of, 1057
MCLG for uranium [NR 809.515], 1031

Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCLs), as groundwater quality standards
Attorney General Robert Warren issues opinion with ramifications

regarding legality of, 378
definition of, 157, 1057
DNR goes on record against (1980–1981), 157, 228
DNR goes on record in support of (1981), 159, 1015
do not necessarily protect aquatic life, 160, 1057
experts voice criticism of, 171–172, 228–229, 378
flaws in concept, 1057
inconsistent with Wisconsin’s non-degradation standard (see non-

degradation standard, for groundwater)
inconsistent with Wisconsin’s Public Trust Doctrine and various envi-

ronmental laws, 163, 172, 228, 1015
incorporated into Wisconsin’s groundwater law, 228–233 (see also

groundwater law, Wisconsin’s [Chapter 160, Wisconsin
Statutes])

incorporated into Wisconsin’s mining regulations, 157–163 (see also
groundwater rules [Wisconsin Administrative Code], for
Wisconsin mines)

not established for all substances of concern, 162, 1057
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relationship to Preventive Action Limits (PALs), 1032–1033
same as New Jersey’s drinking water standards, 159–160
“So What’s Wrong with MCLs?,” 229
table of values, 1029
“the cleaner the groundwater, the more contaminants they can dump

into it,” 1007
where to find numeric values in state and federal regulations, 160

May, Ed
admits 2% cutoff for pyrite content in dikes was chosen arbitrarily, 139
admits contamination is bound to occur from mining, 12
apparent collusion with Kurt Gerken, 119, 121
attends dedication ceremony for Flambeau mine, 694, 696
attends Sierra Club meeting regarding mining moratorium legislation,

930
background information, 11–13
clashes with Roscoe Churchill, 13, 117, 164
compared to Pied Piper of Hamlin by Evelyn Churchill, 123
connection to “People for the West” and “People for Wisconsin,” 935
describes Flambeau Deposit, 28–29, 673

comments on richness, 25–26, 674
deposed by Peter Peshek, 138–139
goes to work for Exxon in Rhinelander, Wisconsin, 138
leaves Wisconsin temporarily, 139
“like a virus,” 812
outsider, 523
promotes Kennecott’s original (1976) Flambeau Mine proposal,

122–123
claims flooded mine pit will serve as recreational lake, 43, 57
claims saprolite clay will serve as effective liner for tailings pond,

11, 47
notifies public of DNR approval of final EIS, 84
testimony at public hearing on EIS, 55–58, 165

promotes Kennecott’s revised (1987) Flambeau Mine proposal,
255–256, 264, 282–283

promotes reclaimed Callahan Mine as successful fishery, 43–46, 129
reacts to Rusk County’s denial of mining permit, 116–117
reappears in Wisconsin in mid-1990s to pimp for Kennecott, 799, 811

Clark County, 804
Jackson County, 806, 935

sees potential for northern Wisconsin to become “new domestic mining
district,” 1–3

speaks of plans to reroute Flambeau River, 13, 259
tactics used to make inroads in Rusk County

distorting truth about Callahan Mine, 43–46, 129
getting acquainted with community leaders and government offi-

cials, 12, 107, 122–123
getting on friendly basis with local newspaper, 11, 218
infiltrating schools, 12–13, 41
joining the right church, 11, 59
projecting image of generosity, 13
summary of, 12
talking about prospect of well-paying jobs, 11

tries to influence town decisions, 38–39, 97
undermining of Roscoe Churchill’s request for local paper to reprint

article from Daily Cardinal, 35, 1126
visits early prospecting site close to Flambeau Deposit, 31, 32
writes Wisconsin’s original mining tax law [1973 AB 1511], 33–35

claims solid support from legislators, 38, 118
mentioned, 24, 73, 800, 810, 1138

May, Maryann, 107–108
Mayberry, Kris, 202–203
Mayer, Bonnie, 1164

and grave marker project, 952–953
and Mining Impact Coalition of Wisconsin, 747

Mayers, Jeff, 579–580, 962
Mazina’igan (formerly Masinaigan), citations from, 505, 966, 1063, 1099,

1102, 1104, 1118
McBain, Gertrude, 1164

as member of RCCAG, 418
as plaintiff in lawsuit against Local Agreement, 481, 485
testimony at public hearing on Local Agreement, 342
writes letters to editor in opposition to mine, 604, 625

McCombs, Alice, 1164
and Mining Impact Coalition of Wisconsin, 502, 747
and POW’R, 928
helps RCCAG get web site up and running, 87

McCormick, Terri, Rep. (R-Appleton), 1021
McCrossen, Melinda, 71, 84
McDonald, Daniel, 31–32
McGeshick, Roger, petitions DNR to write administrative rules for Churchill

Mining Moratorium Law, 982
McGinness, Terry, member of Ladysmith Area Chamber of Commerce, 1165

raises ethical concerns regarding actions of Executive Director Linda
Lybert and Chamber’s mine group, 599–602

MCL. See Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCLs), as groundwater quality
standards

McLaughlin Gold Mine (CA), 978, 980–981
McMillen, Bob, helps stop dam from being built on Wolf River, 1001
McNown, Lori, 944–945
McNutt, Debi, 1164

and Wolf Watershed Educational Project, 924–927, 1019
mentioned, 462, 568

McQuillen, Gordon, Attorney, 374, 1020, 1165
“a wonderful friend,” 317
helps Churchills counteract efforts to nullify town’s 1982 mining mora-

torium resolution, 316–319, 332
Mead Wildlife Area (WI), 576, 650
Meadowbrook Creek (Rusk County, WI), 1071

as site of early prospecting in Rusk County, 31–32
Mecan Springs, Wisconsin, 436
Medford, Wisconsin, as compared to Ladysmith during mining years

economic growth, 901, 905–907
population growth, 900
similarity in baseline characteristics, 898, 901

Mellen, Wisconsin, targeted for exploitation by metallic mining industry,1
Melville, Joyce, 1164, 1165

“a genteel and thoughtful fighter,” 536
and Flambeau Mine Master Hearing, 441, 455
and Flambeau Summer, 511, 541

arrested at protest in front of Kennecott’s office in Ladysmith,
534–536

photos courtesy of, 355, 536
mentioned, 462

membranes, synthetic, as used at waste dumps. See liners, synthetic
Memorial Park (Ladysmith, WI)

as launch site for canoe flotillas, 355, 636
selected for location of 1989 Protect the Earth Festival, 384, 390
tree planted in honor of Churchills, 358

Menominee County (MI), targeted for exploitation by metallic mining
industry, 1130

Alan Christianson pimps for mining company, 803, 1149
Menominee County (WI), income, unemployment and poverty statistics for,

881, 895
Menominee Nation, 92–93. See also Native American community
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adopts Churchills as tribal elders, 93–94, 730–732, 1164
concern over mining proposals, 92, 757
conducts memorial service for Hilary Waukau and Evelyn Churchill, 94
“I extend my hand to … the Menominee,” 706
member of Nii Win Intertribal Council, 94, 922
“over the dead bodies of the Menominee Warrior Society will there be

radioactive waste in Wisconsin,” 453
runs newspaper ads in support of mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70],

947, 948
tribal chairman Apesanahkwat (see Apesanahkwat )
tribal judge Louis Hawpetoss (see Hawpetoss, Louis)
tribal leader and respected elder Hilary Waukau (see Waukau, Hilary)
tribal member Ken Fish, 93, 94, 930, 1164
mentioned, 215

Menominee Nation News (Menominee Reservation, WI), citations from,
984, 1039

Menominee River (Wisconsin/Michigan), at risk for mining pollution, 1130,
1151

Mentor, Town of (Clark County, WI), targeted for exploitation by metallic
mining industry, 802

Mercando, Larry
accuses National Wildlife Federation of distorting pollution data, 418

cops out when challenged to debate, 420
and A Miner’s Journal, 585–586, 708, 1134 (see also Kennecott in

Rusk County (WI): paid advertisements)
and crafting of Local Agreement, 321

delivers signed contract to corporate headquarters, 346
pushes for contract to be signed before EIS written, 321
pushes to exclude Flambeau Mine from Rusk County Metallic

Mining Code, 275–276
pushes to limit payments of Local Agreement Money to full calendar

years of mining, 333–335
and Flambeau Mine protests

confronted by Flambeau Summer protesters inside his office,
547–548, 549, 550

cops always there to make sure some little woman wouldn’t hurt
him, 535

hides behind locked door as protesters assemble outside
Kennecott’s office building, 534–535, 537

tries to intimidate public from attending rally at Grant Town Hall,
516, 518

tries to intimidate public from participating in Freedom March,
472–474

and Flambeau News, 411–421, 708, 1134 (see also Flambeau News)
and Ladysmith Area Chamber of Commerce, 593, 602
as Sorry-No-Can-Do in Jim Ridings cartoons, 374
attempts to influence local government actions

Grant Town Board, 264–265, 344
Rusk County Board, 471, 479–480
Rusk County Mining Impact Committee (6-member) that negotiated

Local Agreement, 281
attends dedication ceremony for Flambeau Mine, 694–696

describes torrential downpour as baptism, 696
claims Roscoe Churchill advocated Kennecott’s plan to backfill unlined

mine pit with toxic waste, 256, 662
comments on various issues

citizen proposal for independent monitoring of Flambeau River, 508
endangered species, 504, 538, 546, 552, 559, 613–614
findings of Flambeau Mine EIS, 402, 432, 433
proposed legislation to eliminate mining company exemption to

groundwater law, 596–597
protesters removing American flag from mine site, 620–621, 625

Roscoe Churchill’s call for 50% severance tax on metallic ore, 685,
686

RTZ’s track record around the world, 643–644
Rusk County Board action to invalidate exemption granted to

Kennecott by DNR, 429, 431
Wisconsin’s “tough” mining laws, 1005

compares Flambeau Mine to gravel pit, 255
describes Flambeau Mine as “thing of beauty,” 677
describes mine opponents in demeaning way (see also Mercando,

Larry: guilty of the very accusations he fires at his victims)
“misinformed” individuals who “distort the truth,” 337, 411, 418,

420, 421, 451, 464, 516, 589, 659–663, 667, 668, 681,
685, 686, 753, 755, 842, 1120

“outsiders,” 411, 431, 435, 436, 464, 472–474, 475, 523, 563,
582, 589, 755

“small” group, 420, 421, 431, 464, 472, 516, 521, 588, 668, 755
“troublemakers” who are bent on “violating the law,” 516, 755
“un-American,” 429, 431, 450, 753, 755

distorts truth (see also Mercando, Larry: describes mine opponents in
demeaning way)

claims mine opponents “haven’t done their homework,” 451
claims mine protest fizzled even though highly successful, 435,

523, 526
claims pro-mining gathering successful even though attended by

only 8 people, 524, 527
compares amount of gold in Flambeau Deposit to “needle in a

haystack,” 679–680
downplays value of shipments, 681

describes Greens Creek and Rossing mines as “environmentally
responsible,” 643–644

downplays bird deaths at Alligator Ridge Mine, 824
implies Flambeau Mine will have “enormous” economic impact,

884, 885
implies Kennecott tested private wells for heavy metals when in

reality company did not, 660–661
implies pollution problems are limited to “old mines using old

technology,” 662
issues “black and white” report filled with distortions, 464
portrays Evelyn Churchill as someone who doesn’t know what she’s

talking about, 659–660
redefines “sludge,” “toxic waste rock” and “underground waste

dump,” 661–662
says RTZ is run by people “just like you and me,” 643
speaks of $2.5 to $5 million in “guaranteed” tax revenues to local

governments, 841–842
states pollution at Bingham Canyon Mine is due to “naturally occur-

ring leaching,” 662
suggests mines can be a “blessing to wildlife,” 824
talks of protesters’ “disrespect for and abuse of U.S. flag,” 620

downplays potential for northern Wisconsin to become mining district,
811

giving of gifts/bribes
cash to local charities, 585, 586
eagle’s nest sponsorship to Ladysmith Elementary School, 415–416
fire truck to City of Ladysmith, 726–728

grilled by Waring Fincke at Flambeau Mine Master Hearing, 450–451
guilty of the very accusations he fires at his victims (see also

Mercando, Larry: describes mine opponents in demeaning
way; Mercando, Larry: distorts truth)

being an outsider, 411, 436, 474, 523–524, 582, 597
distorting truth, 585, 661, 842, 1093
hiding behind worthy cause to advance his own agenda, 416
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intimidation tactics
stares people down at public meetings, 344, 471
threatens to charge GLIFWC scientists with trespassing, 689–693
warns potential participants that violence may erupt at scheduled

protests, 472–474, 516, 518
Kennecott’s hatchet man, xvi, 19, 248–249, 590–591, 664–665, 766,

839, 1138
key propaganda phrases used by, 588–589 (see also propaganda cam-

paign waged by Kennecott, key phrases used in)
maligns Evelyn Churchill over her request for comprehensive testing of

wells, 656–665
member of Gov. Tommy Thompson’s ad hoc task force on mining, 271,

275
moves back to Salt Lake City, 590, 695, 708, 800
promotes Flambeau Mine as key to county’s economic development,

881–882, 884, 885, 891, 895, 900
promotes himself as something he is not

friend of environment, 415, 586–587
“good neighbor,” 411 (see also propaganda campaign waged by

Kennecott, key phrases used in: Kennecott is “good
neighbor”)

pushes for amending NR 182 definition of “waste site,” 301–303
reacts to publication of Real Flambeau News by going negative,

418–421
shows disdain for Native Americans and their treaty rights, 439
spars with Roscoe Churchill, 256, 467–468
tries to undermine citizen petition asking for rescission of Local

Agreement, 464, 467
mentioned, 97, 251, 307, 441, 496, 498, 514, 617, 634, 740, 780, 893

Mercer Deposit (Iron County, WI), 4
mercury

health problems associated with ingestion of, 1058
in Flambeau River crayfish, 1114

meromictic (stratified) lake, as part of nonexecuted (1976) Flambeau Mine
proposal, 41, 43–44, 57, 67–68, 591

Merriam, Dan
as Thompson appointee to MILIF Board

involvement in awarding bogus grants from fund, 1139–1140
questionable financial record keeping and transfers of mining rev-

enues during his watch, 859–860, 864
testifies in support of Flambeau Mine at Master Hearing, 455

Merrill, Bill, 372, 1157, 1164
“official party” (RCCAG) to Flambeau Mine Master Hearing, 438, 439,

448
mentioned, 462

Merrill, Ruth, 372, 1164
and Flambeau Summer, 547, 550
plaintiff in lawsuit against Local Agreement, 481
registered as “interested person” at Flambeau Mine Master Hearing,

438, 439
mentioned, 462

metal plating shop, as proposed for industrial park at Flambeau Mine site,
827, 910

metal prices (copper, gold and silver), in the United States, 675, 853
Metal Prices in the Unites States through 1998, a publication by USGS, 853
Metallic Mining Reclamation Act, Wisconsin’s [Wis. Stats. 144.80–144.94

(original numbering); renumbered and incorporated into
various sections of Chapter 293, Wisconsin Statutes, in
1995]

as amended in 1977 [1977 AB 1045], 131–134, 749
Wisconsin Legislative Reference Bureau analyzes bill, 132

as enacted in 1973, 72, 131–132
deals with all types of metallic mining, not just metallic sulfide mining,

749, 797–798
Methodologies for the Study of Low-level Radiation in the Midwest, a book

by Charles Huver, Gertrude Dixon, Naomi Jacobson and
George Dixon, 441

Meyer, Dean, Rusk County Sheriff, 474, 519, 733. See also Rusk County
Sheriff’s Department

alleged death threat to, 517–518
arrests protesters at Flambeau Mine site, 529–531
confronted by Roscoe Churchill over heavy-handed treatment of pro-

testers, 619–620
meets with members of Northern Shield, 511–512
violates U.S. Constitution and Privacy Protection Act by seizing

reporters’ videotapes, 530–532, 551
Meyer, George, Wisconsin DNR Secretary

abrogates his public trust responsibilities, 941, 987–988, 1016
and Churchill Mining Moratorium Law

caught in lie over change in DNR’s interpretation of law, 978–980,
987

goes on record against citizen petition for administrative rules gov-
erning law, 983, 985–987

representatives speaking on his behalf testify against enactment of
law, 935, 941

undermines law by unilaterally creating his own rules for enforce-
ment, 977–980, 987–988

and citizen petition for rules banning metallic sulfide mining in
Wisconsin, 742, 745–746

dressed down by Roscoe Churchill in Christmastime letter regard-
ing DNR denial of petition, 755

issues flawed opinion that DNR does not have power to write
requested rules, 748–751, 758

as subject of “Free George Meyer” campaign, 769–772
assumes post in 1993, 654, 769
comments on proposed changes to Outstanding Resource Water classi-

fication system, 999
contacted by Sen. Russ Feingold regarding Exxon’s “tupperware” ad,

953
copy of Evelyn Churchill’s Declaration of Independence from

Corporation Oppression and Destruction delivered to his
office, 702, 707

directed by NRB to prepare report on waste management problems
associated with metallic sulfide mining, 754, 775

downplays endangered species issue at Flambeau Mine site (prior to
becoming DNR Secretary), 543–544, 654

receives written complaint from Roscoe Churchill regarding DNR deci-
sion to rename Spooner Fish Hatchery in honor of Gov.
Tommy Thompson, 769

spreads myth of Wisconsin’s “tough” mining laws, 1004
mentioned, 244, 957

Meyers, Earl, 806
Meyers, Wayne, 441, 445
Michigan, Upper Peninsula of,

and White Pine Mine, 91
local people are fed propaganda about Flambeau Mine, 1025–1026,

1130
busload of citizens tour Flambeau Mine site, 1147–1149
strategies for counteracting, 908–915

targeted for exploitation by metallic mining industry, 1145, 1151–1152,
1166, 1167

Midwest Environmental Advocates (Madison, WI), 1015
Midwest Headwaters Earth First! News (Madison, WI), citation from, 511
Midwest Treaty Network

and Nationhood Gathering, 1151, 1152
founding of, 387, 389
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launching of Wolf Watershed Educational Project, 389, 922–923 (see
also Wolf Watershed Educational Project)

web page of, 968
Witness for Nonviolence program, 389

Miles, Mike, 1164
MILIF. See Mining Investment and Local Impact Fund (MILIF), Wisconsin’s
MILIF Board. See Mining Investment and Local Impact Fund Board (11-

member), Wisconsin’s
Miller, Glen, Menominee Tribal Chairman, 730
Miller, Midge, Rep. (D-Madison), 33, 35
Millevolte, Tony, Dr., 930, 1111
milling, flotation, description of, 675
Milwaukee County (WI), poverty statistics for, 895
Milwaukee Journal

articles by reporter Katherine Esposito, 10, 363–364
Esposito gives Churchills a fair shake, 35

citations from, 77, 210, 216, 243, 249, 250, 302, 303, 396, 523, 525,
684, 685, 686

reporter sounds alarm regarding possible bias of David Schwarz against
Ojibwe, 439

Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, citations from, 250, 793, 794, 941, 946, 948,
962, 968, 969, 984, 985, 988, 1039, 1041, 1118, 1129,
1170, 1177

Milwaukee Sentinel, citations from, 176, 250, 379, 390, 482, 528, 532,
543, 555, 558, 561, 562, 572, 579, 629, 650, 651, 652

mine permit. See permitting process, for metallic mines in Wisconsin
Mine Reclamation Act. See Metallic Mining Reclamation Act, Wisconsin’s
Mine Watch (London, UK), 834, 835
Miner, Ted, 1164

and Dunn County Mining Study Group, 944
helps organize citizen bus trip to State Capitol to lobby legislators, 944
supports mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70] at public hearing, 931

mineral, as defined in Wisconsin Statutes [S.706.01(8m)], 223, 224
Mineral Policy Center (Washington, D.C.), 502

comments on acid mine drainage, 781, 782
mineral rights

may be severed from land surface rights, 222
not taxed in Wisconsin, 222–223, 225, 750
owner has power of dominant estate, 222
Wisconsin statutes governing [S.706.01(8m); S.706.057], 222–225,

1009
mineral taxation, in Wisconsin. See tax, Wisconsin net proceeds mining,

paid by Kennecott for Flambeau Mine; tax law, Wisconsin’s
net proceeds mining [S.70.37–70.3965]

Minerals Processing Corporation, eye on Michigan’s Upper Peninsula,
1130, 1147, 1151

Minerals Yearbook (a publication of USGS), citations from, 680–681, 853
Miner’s Journal, 585–586, 708, 1134. See also Kennecott in Rusk County

(WI): paid advertisements
mining, metallic sulfide

as regulated in Wisconsin (see mining regulations in Wisconsin)
brochure from Northern Thunder explaining dangers of, 835
citizen push for banning in Wisconsin (see mining, metallic sulfide,

petition asking Wisconsin DNR to promulgate rules ban-
ning; lawsuit filed by Roscoe Churchill, et al., to confirm
DNR authority to write rules banning metallic sulfide mining
in Wisconsin)

citizen push for mining moratorium law in Wisconsin, 916–975
company tactics to make inroads in communities (see mining company

tactics, to make inroads in communities)
compared to pharmaceutical industry, 937, 938
disasters around the world (see pollution, from metallic sulfide mines:

mining disasters)

pollution from (see pollution, from metallic sulfide mines)
propensity for approved plans to be changed after-the-fact, 836
typical range of production costs, 852, 857–858
waste dumps created by (see dumps, metallic sulfide mining waste)

mining, metallic sulfide, petition asking Wisconsin DNR to promulgate
rules banning, 739–756, 766, 921–922

broad support among Native and non-Native groups for, 746, 748
DNR repeatedly postpones action on, 745
DNR Secretary George Meyer and Attorney Charles Hammer issue

flawed opinion regarding, 748–751
Natural Resources Board denies petition, 754–755, 757

Evelyn Churchill writes letter to editor regarding, 758
RCCAG files lawsuit to challenge decision, 757–763
Roscoe Churchill dresses down George Meyer regarding, 755
Roscoe Churchill writes letter to Herb Behnke regarding, 757

Natural Resources Board holds public hearing on, 746–756
“neutered cat” testimony of Roscoe Churchill, 752–753

over 10,000 signatures collected in support of, 745–746
Roscoe and Evelyn Churchill participate in press conference and rally to

promote, 745, 746
supportive documentation, 740–745

list of Wisconsin statutes, 741, 760
University of Wisconsin Greens help collect signatures, 745
wording of, 743–744

Mining Blues, The (anonymous poem), 258
mining company tactics, to make inroads in communities. See also May,

Ed: tactics used to make inroads in Rusk County
as summarized by Barry Lynn, 441
as summarized by Dr. Steve Chapman: “Mining is a dirty business,”

242–243
as summarized by Evelyn Churchill with regard to Kennecott’s assault

on Rusk County, 664–665, 1158–1159
discrediting opposition, 12

examples from Flambeau Mine (see Mercando, Larry: describes
mine opponents in demeaning way)

examples from Wisconsin’s mining moratorium debate, 937, 1125,
1126

distorting truth
examples from Flambeau Mine (see Kennecott in Rusk County (WI):

paid advertisements; Mercando, Larry: distorts truth)
examples from proposed Crandon mine, 953, 954
examples from Wisconsin’s mining moratorium debate, 946–947,

948
eroding democratic decision-making process (see democracy, mining

companies and other corporations undermine)
forcing testimony at public hearings into a 50:50 mix even when mine

opponents clearly outnumber mine supporters, 942
get on friendly terms with local newspapers, 12

example entailing Noranda, 671
examples from Flambeau Mine (see Ladysmith News)
examples from proposed Crandon mine (see Forest Republican)

giving gifts/bribes, 12
examples from Flambeau Mine, 13, 283–284, 346, 585, 586,

724–729
impeding wide distribution of pollution data to public, 1094
infiltrating schools, 12

examples from Flambeau Mine, 12–13, 41
infiltrating various governmental offices and agencies

Wisconsin DNR, 23, 245, 624, 785 (see also “consensus” process,
as used for drafting Wisconsin’s mining laws and rules;
Department of Natural Resources, Wisconsin)

Wisconsin governor’s office (see Klauser, James)
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Wisconsin Public Intervenor Office, (see Arts, Waltrud (Wally);
Peshek, Peter, Wisconsin Public Intervenor)

leaving convoluted trail of financial information, 840
list of hard-hitting, 12, 249, 664–665, 1158–1159
mass mailings, 12

examples from Flambeau Mine, 464, 467 (see also Flambeau News)
promising environmental safety, xvi, 12

examples from Flambeau Mine (see propaganda campaign waged
by Kennecott, key phrases used in)

example from proposed Crandon mine, 739
promising jobs and prosperity, xvi, 12, 640, 710, 914

examples from Flambeau Mine, 11, 640, 881–884, 891, 893, 931,
932

example from proposed Crandon mine, 739
propaganda (see propaganda campaign, Flambeau Mine)
quietly leasing land and buying up mineral rights, 24, 223, 805
sitting in on drafting of new laws and rules, 12

examples involving Exxon (see Exxon Minerals Company: exerts
undue influence on Wisconsin’s mining and environmental
regulations)

examples involving Kennecott (see Kennecott in Rusk County (WI):
exerts undue influence on Wisconsin’s mining and environ-
mental regulations)

The Story of the Corruption of Wisconsin Government by the Oil
and Mining Corporations, an essay by Evelyn Churchill,
765–767

splitting the community, 148–150
threats of annexation and lawsuits (see Kennecott in Rusk County (WI):

acts of intimidation)
using television and radio to promote ideas

example from Flambeau Mine (“Mining Talk” on local radio), 587
example from Wisconsin’s mining moratorium debate, 931, 933

wooing local leaders, 12, 573
Mining Congress Journal (Washington, D.C.), citation from, 12
mining district, in northern Wisconsin

acreage leased by mining companies, 3–4
Al Gedicks comments on potential for, 4, 517
as envisioned by Ed May, 1–2
as envisioned by James Klauser, 2–3
as motivator for citizens’ push to ban/place moratorium on mining, 739,

762, 916, 922, 935
Evelyn Churchill comments on potential for, 360, 705, 764–767, 1158
Kennecott disputes notion of, 811
Kennecott’s push for, 799–812
list of companies with their eye on Wisconsin, 1, 4, 457, 510
list of ore bodies, 4
map showing potential for, 2
potential for building smelter, 4, 815
rivers potentially impacted by, 1130
spill-over into Minnesota and Upper Peninsula of Michigan, 1130,

1145
mentioned, 32, 448, 518

Mining Impact Board. See Mining Investment and Local Impact Fund Board
(11-member), Wisconsin’s

Mining Impact Coalition of Wisconsin, 502, 745, 747, 826, 928, 971, 982
mining impact committee, as authorized by law in Wisconsin

Churchills draft resolution asking Rusk County Board to establish,
886–887

statutes governing (see also Local Agreement Law, Wisconsin’s)
after being amended in 1988 [S.293.33(1)(a)–(g)—originally

S.144.838(1)(a)–(g); S.293.41(3)—originally
S.144.839(3)], 277, 289, 294, 297, 1010, 1018

prior to being amended in 1988 [S.144.838(1)(a)–(f), (2)–(5)],

133–134, 277, 285–286, 289, 292
Mining Impact Committee (3-member) created by Flambeau Mine Local

Agreement to monitor mining activities. See Rusk County
Mining Impact Committee (3-member) established by Local
Agreement

Mining Impact Committee (6-member) that negotiated Local Agreement for
Flambeau Mine. See Rusk County Mining Impact Committee
(6-member) that negotiated Local Agreement

Mining Impact Fund, Wisconsin’s. See Mining Investment and Local Impact
Fund (MILIF), Wisconsin’s

Mining Investment and Local Impact Fund (MILIF), Wisconsin’s. See also
Mining Investment and Local Impact Fund Board (11-mem-
ber), Wisconsin’s

amount of money deposited into fund from Flambeau Mine tax rev-
enues, 848, 859, 875

inadequate to keep fund alive after mine closed, 178
mismanaged by MILIF Board, 859–864, 875, 903 (see also grants,

from Mining Investment and Local Impact Fund)
awarding of “county additional” payments from (see “county additional”

payments, as provided for in Wisconsin’s metallic mining
tax law)

awarding of “first dollar” payments from (see “first dollar” payments, as
provided for in Wisconsin’s metallic mining tax law)

awarding of grants from, as authorized by law (see also grants, from
Mining Investment and Local Impact Fund)

to help defray costs of negotiating Local Agreement
[S.70.395(2)(fm)], 596, 874, 878

to help defray expenses associated with having mine in area
[S.70.395(2)(g)], 874, 878, 887

to school districts impacted by mining operations [S.70.395(2)(f)],
874

can be robbed by DNR to help clean up mining messes (see liability for
mining-related damages, Wisconsin regulations governing)

funded by net proceeds mining tax, 177, 332, 843, 872
legally authorized uses of, 872–874
original seed money borrowed from state’s general fund, 135, 178

never repaid, 878
originally designed for exclusive use by municipalities impacted by

mining, but provision repealed [S.70.395(2)(a)—repealed],
177, 179, 1009

statutory provisions for establishment of “project reserve fund” within
[S.70.395(2)(d)4], 873–874

MILIF Board fails to do so for Flambeau Mine, 860, 875, 903
Wisconsin statutes governing “pecking order” for distribution of money

from [S.20.370; S.20.566(7)(v); S.70.395(2)(e), (j), (k)],
178, 179–180, 843, 872–874

Mining Investment and Local Impact Fund Board (11-member),
Wisconsin’s. See also Mining Investment and Local Impact
Fund (MILIF), Wisconsin’s

availability of biennial reports on internet, 873
checkered past of, 878–879
during mining years in Rusk County (1990s)

denies legitimate grant applications while awarding bogus grants to
Rusk County and City of Ladysmith (see grants, from
Mining Investment and Local Impact Fund)

fails to establish “project reserve fund” to insure “first dollar” pay-
ments for Flambeau Mine, 860, 875, 903

fails to stash away money to deal with potential pollution problems
from Flambeau Mine, 875

list of Thompson appointees who comprised board, 874
questionable financial record keeping (see below: questionable

financial record keeping during mining years in Rusk
County)
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role in scuttling approved reclamation plan for Flambeau Mine,
826–827

turns down request from RCCAG for money to monitor private wells
and Flambeau River, 657, 688

holds public hearing regarding new rules for distribution of mining net
proceeds tax, 184 (see also environmental trailer bill [1981
AB 800], provisions of)

testimony offered by Evelyn Churchill, 185–188
questionable financial record keeping during mining years in Rusk

County, 839–840
board fails to file MILIF balance sheets for fiscal years 1996 and

1997, 859–860, 864
board issues MILIF balance sheet for fiscal year 1998 that appears

to be falsified, 860–864
suspicious transfers of mining revenues into and out of MILIF,

847–851, 860–864
Roscoe Churchill asked to be its first secretary but declines, 135–136
structure and duties of, 873

attached to Department of Revenue, 873
role in distributing net proceeds mining tax payments, 843,

872–873
role of Secretary of Administration, 874–875

Mining Law of 1872, United States. See General Mining Law of 1872
mining moratorium bill, as introduced in Wisconsin Legislature [1997 AB

70/SB 3]. See also Churchill Mining Moratorium Law [Wis.
Stat. 293.50]

40,000 signatures collected in support of, 929, 946–947
candidates for Wisconsin Legislature asked to sign pledge supporting

passage of, 928
definition of moratorium, 916
Exxon pumps money into ads and lobbying to undermine passage of,

931, 933, 946–947, 948
“tupperware ad,” 953, 954

Exxon sells its half of Crandon mine project the day after bill is passed
by Wisconsin Assembly, 967

final version, as signed into law in April 1998 [S.293.50], 969
Gov. Tommy Thompson creates new science advisory council in attempt

to scuttle passage of, 947, 949
involvement of environmental, sports, business and tribal organizations

in pushing for passage of, 928, 968–972
Forest County Potawatomi, 928, 933, 934
Menominee Nation, 928, 930, 933, 947, 948
Mole Lake (Sokaogon) Ojibwe, 928
POW’R, 928, 953, 970–971
Wolf Watershed Educational Project, 923–929, 971, 972

John Mutter writes book regarding grassroots struggle to secure pas-
sage of, 971

key legislators involved in fighting for
Rep. Bill Lorge (R-Bear Creek), 956–957, 971
Rep. Spencer Black (D-Madison), 575, 966, 971 (see also Black,

Spencer, Rep. (D-Madison), as key player in enactment of
Churchill Mining Moratorium Law)

Sen. Alice Clausing (D-Menomonie), 929, 964–965, 971
Sen. Chuck Chvala (D-Madison), 929, 956, 962, 971
Sen. Dale Schultz (R-Richland Center), 956, 963–964, 971
Sen. Kevin Shibilski (D-Stevens Point), 923, 929, 954, 963, 971
Sen. Robert Cowles (R-Green Bay), 956, 963–964, 971

key legislators involved in trying to gut
Rep. Jeff Plale (D-South Milwaukee), 957–958, 960, 961
Rep. Marc Duff (R-New Berlin), 930–937, 941–942, 945–946, 956
Rep. Scott Jensen (R-Waukesha), 962, 963
Rep. Tom Ourada (R-Antigo), 957–959

Sen. Gary George (D-Milwaukee), 956, 964
Sen. Robert Welch (R-Redgranite), 929, 956, 958, 964
Sen. Roger Breske (D-Eland), 956, 964

legislative history of, 916–975
1997 (March 11), Wisconsin Senate passes bill after Republicans

weaken it, 929, 954–956
1998 (January 21), Wisconsin Assembly debates senate-approved

version of bill, 949, 952–958
1998 (January 22), Wisconsin Assembly passes bill after

Republicans add “Exxon amendment” and change proce-
dural rules to steamroll passage of gutted bill, 958–962

1998 (January 22), Wisconsin Assembly roll call vote on “Exxon
amendment,” 961

1998 (January 30), Wisconsin Legislative Council confirms that
Assembly Republicans gutted bill,963

1998 (February 3), Wisconsin Senate debates and repairs
Assembly-approved version of bill, 962–964

1998 (February 4), Wisconsin Assembly concurs with senate action,
965–967

1998 (April 22), Gov. Tommy Thompson reluctantly signs bill into
law, 967–968, 969

public hearing in Green Bay, WI, 929
public hearing in Ladysmith, WI, 930–936

Kennecott treats legislators to dog and pony show at Flambeau
Mine site before, 930–931

list of citizens who went on record in support of bill, 931
list of local people who went on record against bill, 931
list of mining company shills who went on record against bill, 931
pro-mining contingency bussed in from Green Bay finds it more

important to eat than testify, 933
Rep. Spencer Black puts Exxon ‘s Dale Albert on the spot, 931, 933
Roscoe Churchill tells legislators the real story behind Rusk

County’s new library, 931
testimony of Cal Frelk, 935
testimony of Chuck Sleeter, 934–935
testimony of Jeff Alexander, 935
testimony of Laura Furtman, 933
testimony of Marion Lang, 935
testimony of Stephanie Daniels Barea, 933, 934
testimony of Tom Ward, 933, 935
Wisconsin DNR (Stan Druckenmiller/George Meyer) goes on record

against, 935
public hearing in Milwaukee, WI, 937, 939–944

Milwaukee-based manufacturers of mining equipment bus employ-
ees to hearing, 940

Roscoe Churchill writes to Rep. Marc Duff to voice displeasure over
Duff’s running of, 942

testimony of Bart Olson, 940–941
testimony of Gerry Gunderson, 941
testimony of Tony Earl, 941
Wisconsin DNR (Larry Lynch/George Meyer) goes on record

against, 941
residents of western Wisconsin travel to State Capitol to lobby legisla-

tors, 944–945, 946
Roscoe Churchill attends rally at Hat Rapids in support of precursor

[1995 AB 758], 928
Roscoe Churchill travels to State Capitol with Laura Furtman to watch

Assembly debate, 949, 952–962
Mining Moratorium Coalition, 928
Mining Moratorium Law, Wisconsin’s. See Churchill Mining Moratorium

Law [Wis. Stat. 293.50]
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mining moratorium resolution (1982), Town of Grant (Rusk County, WI).
See also mining moratorium resolution (1988), Town of
Grant (Rusk County, WI); mining moratorium resolutions, as
enacted or endorsed by Wisconsin communities

as obstacle to negotiations with Kennecott for development of Flambeau
Mine, 288–289

definition of moratorium, 916
disappears from town records, 201, 316, 362, 918

happens during Leonard Gleason’s reign as town clerk, 77, 202,
264–265

“it’s just plain gone,” 319
explained in RCCAG advertisement, 320
lawsuit waged to uphold, 360–369 (see also lawsuit filed by Roscoe

Churchill, et al., over signing of Local Agreement by Grant
Town Board)

passed by townspeople at annual meeting, 201, 766, 918, 986
Evelyn Churchill is force behind, 11

prototype for resolutions passed by townships across northern
Wisconsin, 212, 213

subverted by Attorney William Thiel, 285, 292, 294, 317, 319, 803,
809, 918

subverted by Grant Town Board by virtue of signing Local Agreement,
236–237, 344, 347, 348, 350

actions of Town Chairman Bob Plantz, 264–265, 319, 363, 918
subverted by Rusk County Mining Impact Committee (6-member) by

virtue of negotiating Local Agreement, 273, 280, 285, 286
testimony regarding moratorium struck from record at Flambeau Mine

Master Hearing, 456–457
undermined by contract zoning provisions of Local Agreement Law,

288–299
voided by terms of Local Agreement, 331–332, 335, 337, 457, 1158
wording of, 201

why wasn’t a copy made of original document?, 363
mentioned, 211, 249

mining moratorium resolution (1988), Town of Grant (Rusk County, WI).
See also mining moratorium resolution (1982), Town of
Grant (Rusk County, WI); mining moratorium resolutions, as
enacted or endorsed by Wisconsin communities

copy of, 318
Attorney Gordon McQuillen helps to write, 316–317, 319

explained in RCCAG advertisement, 319, 320
passed by townspeople at annual meeting, 316–320, 918, 986

Evelyn Churchill caught in cross fire, 319
Evelyn Churchill is force behind, 11

problem with enforceability of, 319–320
subverted by Attorney William Thiel, 319–320, 918
subverted by Grant Town Board by virtue of signing Local Agreement,

236–237, 344, 347, 348, 350
actions of Town Chairman Bob Plantz, 319–320, 918

testimony regarding moratorium struck from record at Flambeau Mine
Master Hearing, 456–457

undermined by contract zoning provisions of Local Agreement Law,
288–299

voided by terms of Local Agreement, 331–332, 335, 337, 457, 1158
mining moratorium resolutions, as enacted or endorsed by Wisconsin com-

munities
counties

Clark County, 805, 964
Eau Claire County, 801–802, 964
Jackson County, 806
Rusk County (failed attempt to enact at county board level in 1990),

464–471

Rusk County (successful attempt to endorse at 1993 Spring
Hearings of Wisconsin Conservation Congress), 995

Oneida Nation, 212, 214
state (see Churchill Mining Moratorium Law [Wis. Stat. 293.50])
townships, 211–214, 766, 918

legal strategy for upholding, 365–366, 414, 417
prototype drafted by Evelyn Churchill, 212, 213
Town of Grant (1982), 201, 918 (see also mining moratorium reso-

lution (1982), Town of Grant)
Town of Grant (1988), 316–320 (see also mining moratorium reso-

lution (1988), Town of Grant)
Mining Open Records Enforcement (M.O.R.E.) Act, 576–580, 644–645
mining permits, in Wisconsin. See permitting process, for metallic mines in

Wisconsin
mining regulations in Wisconsin

as influenced by “consensus” process (see “concensus” process, as
used for drafting Wisconsin’s mining laws and rules)

as influenced by Exxon (see Exxon Minerals Company: exerts undue
influence on Wisconsin’s mining and environmental regula-
tions)

as influenced by Kennecott (see Kennecott in Rusk County (WI): exerts
undue influence on Wisconsin’s mining and environmental
regulations)

attempts to strengthen by Wisconsin legislators in 1991, 571–581
WMC and Tom Evans’ role in scuttling, 578–579

chapters of Wisconsin Administrative Code devoted to (see also
Wisconsin Administrative Code, chapters devoted to or
interfacing with regulation of metallic mining)

NR 131 (see NR 131 [Metallic Mineral Prospecting], of Wisconsin
Administrative Code)

NR 132 (see NR 132 [Metallic Mineral Mining], of Wisconsin
Administrative Code)

NR 182 (see NR 182 [Metallic Mining Wastes], of Wisconsin
Administrative Code)

chapters of Wisconsin Statutes devoted to (see also Wisconsin
Statutes, chapters devoted to or interfacing with regulation
of metallic mining)

Chapter 107 [Mining and Metal Recovery], 125
Chapter 293 [Metallic Mineral Mining], 166, 195, 231–232, 740

claims of “following the law” are meaningless since laws are too weak
to protect environment, 451

comprehensive list of “tough” provisions, 1004–1013
DNR admits laws were set up to “facilitate” mining, 630, 1004
environmental impact statement process (see environmental impact

statement process, for mining projects in Wisconsin)
Evelyn Churchill comments on how “the regulator has become the regu-

lated,” 452
exemption v. variance v. modification, 376 (see also exemptions and

variances to Wisconsin mining rules, in general)
how statutes and administrative rules are numbered, 133, 153
mining permit review process, 270, 395 (see also permitting process,

for metallic mines in Wisconsin)
need for more comprehensive baseline and follow-up testing to be

required for any mining project, 1129
permit v. license, 195, 766
pro-mining interests claim laws are “toughest in the world” (see

“tough” mining laws in Wisconsin)
proposals introduced in Wisconsin Assembly (see assembly bills in

Wisconsin Legislature, mining-related issues addressed by)
proposals introduced in Wisconsin Senate (see senate bills in

Wisconsin Legislature, mining-related issues addressed by)
public hearing held in 1991 to solicit input on strengthening, 594–595
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rules v. laws, 153, 232
serve as no more than “guidelines,” 166, 1007
“special treatment” given to mining companies (see special treatment,

given to mining companies in Wisconsin law)
taxation (see tax law, Wisconsin’s net proceeds mining

[S.70.37–70.3965])
weak provisions serve as impetus for Evelyn Churchill’s Declaration of

Independence from Corporation Oppression and
Destruction, 707

weak provisions serve as impetus for local and state action to put
brakes on mining

local resolutions, 111–112 (see also mining moratorium resolution
(1982), Town of Grant; mining moratorium resolution
(1988), Town of Grant; Rusk County Board (Rusk County,
WI): denies Kennecott a permit to mine in Rusk County
[1976 Resolution 229])

state law (see Churchill Mining Moratorium Law [Wis. Stat.
293.50])

mining task force, Gov. Tommy Thompson’s ad hoc. See Gov. Tommy
Thompson’s ad hoc task force on mining

mining taxes, in Wisconsin. See tax law, Wisconsin’s net proceeds mining
[S.70.37–70.3965]; tax, Wisconsin net proceeds mining,
paid by Kennecott for Flambeau Mine

mining waste. See dumps, metallic sulfide mining waste
Minnesota, State of

citizens being fed propaganda about Flambeau Mine, 1130
strategies to counteract, 908–915

Duluth’s drinking water supply contaminated with taconite waste, 82,
124, 210

has non-degradation standard for groundwater quality, 381
iron fields in, 914
Minnesota DNR issues reports on acid mine drainage, 780–781
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency comments on sulfide concentra-

tions known to produce acid mine drainage, 257, 818
targeted for exploitation by metallic sulfide mining industry, 908, 1130,

1145
Minnesota Daily (Minneapolis, MN), citation from, 520
Minneapolis Tribune (Minneapolis, MN), citations from, 77, 520
minnow, gilt darter (threatened species), found in Flambeau River, 505,

538, 613
Minturn, Colorado, mining disaster at, 381, 619
Mintz, Moton, suggests constitutional amendment to increase corporate

accountability, 1161
misconduct in public office, Wisconsin statutes governing [S.946.12], 429,

1020
Mississippi River, as recipient of mining pollution, 436, 1130
Mississippi Watershed Alliance, 432, 435
Missouri, State of

has non-degradation standard for groundwater quality, 381
mitigation wetland, definition of, 1091
Mitro, Subroto, 62-63, 75–76
mixing rule for hazardous waste, Wisconsin’s, does not apply to metallic

mining waste, 500
Model A, 1930, Roscoe Churchill’s, 771
modification, to mining permits. See permitting process, for metallic mines

in Wisconsin
modification v. exemption v. variance, 376
Moe, Don, 901
Mole Lake Deposit (Forest County, WI), 4
Mole Lake Drum

honors Churchills at 1989 Protect the Earth Festival, 389, 390, 1164
comes to Roscoe Churchill’s “Fond Farewell” to perform Eagle Feather

Ceremony in honor of Roscoe and the movement that he and

Evelyn birthed, 1176, 1178–1179
Mole Lake (Sokaogon) Ojibwe. See also Native American community;

Ojibwe (Chippewa)
and Wolf Watershed Alliance (Fred Ackley), 998
and Wolf Watershed Educational Project, 924, 927
ask DNR to write administrative rules for Churchill Mining Moratorium

Law, 982
call on Noranda to cancel contract for purchasing and processing ore

from Flambeau Mine, 670
cultural survival threatened by Crandon mine proposal, 92
Drum honors Roscoe and Evelyn Churchill (see Mole Lake Drum)
entrust Herb and Genie Buettner with eagle feather, 1001
granted Treatment as State (TAS) status for setting water quality stan-

dards, 95–96, 767
hold memorial service for Evelyn Churchill and Hilary Waukau, 16, 94
honor Roscoe Churchill in Eagle Feather Ceremony (see Mole Lake

Drum)
host first Protect the Earth gathering, 393
“I extend my hand to the Chippewa,” 706
member of Nii Win Intertribal Council, 94, 922
“My Native American Friends,” 90–96
purchase Crandon mine site with Forest County Potawatomi, 1167
tribal member Danny Poler, 92, 1164
tribal member Frances Van Zile, 92, 1001, 1164
tribal member Fred Ackley (see Ackley, Fred)
tribal member Robert Van Zile, 92, 1164
tribal member Sylvester Poler, 92, 1164
tribal members testify against Flambeau Mine at Master Hearing,

445–446
mentioned, 217, 242, 755, 901, 1151

Molstad, Craig, 827
Molstad, Don, Rusk County Board Supervisor, 283

plaintiff in lawsuit filed against John Kaiser, et al., 314
targeted for defeat in 1988 election, 307

Montana, State of
has severance tax on coal, 129–130, 179, 207, 684, 855
mining laws toughened, 207, 216
raped by mining interests, 578 (see also Anaconda Mining Company;

Butte, Montana)
Montano, Frank, 460
Monte, Mike (Pioneer Express), 1165

gives Churchills a fair shake, 35
Moody, Roger, 855, 1164

and PARTIZANS, 434
author of Plunder!, 641
comes to Ladysmith to help Churchills, 459, 460, 462

Moore, Charles, 47
Moore, Gwen, Sen. (D-Milwaukee), votes with Republicans to gut mining

moratorium bill [1997 AB 70/SB 3], 956
Moore, Richard, challenges Alan Christianson’s rosy evaluation of

Flambeau Mine’s economic impact, 906–908
Moore, Ron, Ladysmith Mayor

as city councilman (prior to becoming mayor), votes to ratify Local
Agreement, 346

as member of Rusk County Mining Impact Committee (3-member), 656,
657

give Evelyn Churchill runaround, 663
issues shoddy report on Kennecott’s hiring practices, 887–888

bemoans Ladysmith’s sluggish post-mining economy, 909–910
comments on expansion of Weather Shield and CityForest, 893, 904
comments on reclamation of Flambeau Mine site, 1134
dressed down by Roscoe Churchill, 910
“Mining Does Strange Things to People,” 807
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opposes mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70] at public hearing, 931
pimps for Kennecott

in Clark County, 802–803
in Jackson County, 806–807

moratorium, definition of, 916
moratorium, mining

in local Wisconsin communities (see mining moratorium resolutions,
as enacted or endorsed by Wisconsin communities)

in State of Wisconsin (see Churchill Mining Moratorium Law [Wis.
Stat. 293.50]; mining moratorium bill, as introduced in
Wisconsin Legislature [1997 AB 70/SB 3]

Morgan, James, 190
Mormann, Douglas, 230
Morrissette, Doug, 1102
Moss, Jim, 597
mourning dove, in Wisconsin

regulations governing hunting of [NR 10.01(1)], 1003
statute designating state’s official symbol of peace to be [S.1.10(3)(a)],

1002
Multinational Monitor, citation from, 641
Munson, Christine, and WWEP Youth Speaking Tour, 926
Munts, Mary Lou, Rep. (D-Madison), 190, 230

abrogates her public trust responsibilities, 1017
Murphy, Francis “Bill,” Chairman of Wisconsin Conservation Congress

abrogates his public trust responsibilities, 1016–1017
description of his tumultuous reign, 997
endorses Peter Peshek as DNR Secretary, 653
fails to pass muster with Wisconsin Senate when nominated for posi-

tion on NRB, 997, 1002
Murphy, Jana

background information, 1138
behind the eight-ball on liner repairs and pollution problems at

Flambeau Mine site, 1066, 1138
cited as contact person for misleading report posted on Kennecott’s web

page, 1145
claims Kennecott was “not ordered” to engage in remedial activities

undertaken at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site, 1153
distorts pollution data from reclaimed Flambeau Mine site, 1039, 1040,

1083, 1088, 1120, 1136, 1139
challenged by Roscoe Churchill in letter to editor, 1139

downplays GLIFWC press release regarding contaminated runoff at
reclaimed Flambeau Mine site, 1126–1127

hosts open house events at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site, 1134, 1136,
1138

tries to divert public attention from pollution problems beneath sur-
face, 1127

“Kennecott’s mouthpiece for the reclaimed Flambeau Mine,” 1138–1139
key propaganda phrases used by

Flambeau River “remains fully protected,” 1103, 1124, 1138
groundwater pollution is “right on track” with projections, 1039,

1040, 1118–1119
mine is “not impacting Flambeau River,” 1040, 1136

obtains approval after-the-fact for changes made to Flambeau Mine
reclamation plan, 833, 835, 836

opposes mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70] at public hearing, 931
“smiley face” figure in Krupinski cartoons, 1139

biofilter cartoon, 1089
“don’t ask, don’t tell” cartoon, 1108
“grass over a grave” cartoon, 1141
Kennecott’s “environmentally responsible” Flambeau Mine cartoon,

1097
sugarcoats Flambeau Mine reclamation plans, 819

mentioned, 1070
Murphy Dam (Rusk County, WI), as campaign issue in 1988 Rusk County

Board election, 308–310
Murphy Oil (Superior, WI), 282
Murray, Danny, Rusk County Board Supervisor, 310

votes to ratify Local Agreement, 343
Murray’s Lake (Wausau, WI), as example of meromictic lake, 68
Murry, Town of (Rusk County, WI), has state-owned land vulnerable to min-

ing, 409
Muskies, Inc., as represented at Flambeau Mine Master Hearing, 444–445
mussel, bullhead. See clams, endangered, at Flambeau Mine Site
Musser, Terry, Rep. (R-Black River Falls), votes to gut mining moratorium

bill [1997 AB 70] and then votes for passage of weakened
bill to cover his political behind, 960, 961

Musso, Jim, 576
Mutter, John, 1165

and POW’R, 928
author of To Slay a Giant, 971
supports mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70] at public hearing, 931

Myatt, Tom, Flambeau Mine general manager (1994–1997)
downplays value of ore from Flambeau Mine, 853
explains Flambeau Mine reclamation plans, 817
opposes mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70] at public hearing, 931
tries to secure leases for Kennecott in Eau Claire, Clark and Jackson

counties (WI), 799–812
outsmarted by Edison Mathis in Clark County (WI), 804, 805

mentioned, 893, 901, 1138
Myers, Paul, 122
Myse, Gordon, Judge, 786, 797

N
Naczas, Mike, gives Kennecott veteran association’s flag to fly at Flambeau

Mine site, 620
Nader, Ralph, 459
Namekagon River (WI), 393
Nashville, Town of (Forest County, WI). See also Crandon mine proposal

and Kevin Lyons, 203, 901
decision by town board (1986) to refuse permits to Exxon until after

Master Hearing on Crandon proposal, 243
grant applications denied by Wisconsin Mining Investment and Local

Impact Fund Board, 877, 1140
legal defense fundraiser for, 747
mining forum organized by Town Chairman John Schallock, 218
town board negotiates and signs Local Agreement with Exxon/Rio

Algom (1996) to build Crandon mine
agreement throws out local zoning code, 294
agreement upheld in court, 219, 379, 919, 927, 1021
revolt of voters, 237, 352, 934
violation of Open Meetings Law, 203, 219, 919, 927

Nass, Stephen, Rep. (R-Whitewater), votes to gut mining moratorium bill
[1997 AB 70] and then votes for passage of weakened bill to
cover his political behind, 960, 961

National Catholic Register, citation from, 497
National Fisherman, citation from 44
National Geographic, citation from 1154–1156
National Priority List. See superfund sites, mining-related
National Uranium Resource Evaluation (NURE), 144, 330, 422, 1030
National Wildlife Federation (NWF)

names Kennecott to “top 10” polluter list, 417, 641, 708
Larry Mercando maligns NWF over the claim and is called to task,

418, 420
ranks Wisconsin as “failing” in watershed protection, 1015
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Nationhood Gathering, as organized by Midwest Treaty Network, 1151,
1152

Native American community
and Flambeau Summer, 518
and Protect the Earth festivals (see Protect the Earth Festival)
and push for DNR rules banning metallic sulfide mining in Wisconsin,

757–758
as part of Midwest Treaty Network (see Midwest Treaty Network)
authority to set tribal environmental standards, 95–96, 767
ceded territory of (see ceded territory, of Lake Superior Ojibwe)
Evelyn and Roscoe Churchill show their love and respect for, 90–96,

386, 757
Evelyn: “the Native Americans are showing us the way,” 705–706
Roscoe: “I extend my hand to the Chippewa, the Oneida, the

Menominee and the Potawatomi to join together to stop the
destruction of our beautiful Wisconsin,” 706

helps stage protest before Flambeau Mine Master Hearing, 432–436
holds key to stopping destruction of Mother Earth, 95, 387
individual tribes whose members have been fighting buzzards (see Bad

River Ojibwe; Ho-Chunk Nation; Lac Courte Oreilles Ojibwe;
Lac du Flambeau Ojibwe; Menominee Nation; Mole Lake
(Sokaogon) Ojibwe; Oneida Nation; Potawatomi, Forest
County; Red Cliff Ojibwe; Stockbridge-Munsee)

involvement of GLIFWC in monitoring reclaimed Flambeau Mine site for
pollution (see Great Lakes Indian Fish and Wildlife
Commission)

involvement in Flambeau Mine lawsuits (see lawsuits, Flambeau Mine)
“My Native American Friends,” 90–96
participates in canoe flotilla on Flambeau River, 355
provides role model for democracy, 705
pushes for enactment of mining moratorium law in Wisconsin

as part of “formidable grassroots force,” 969–970
as part of Mining Moratorium Coalition, 928–929
as part of Wolf Watershed Educational Project, 922–928, 971
newspaper ads placed by Menominee Nation, 947, 948
Rep. Joseph Handrick and Rep. Cloyd Porter react by making racist

comments, 959
tribal members participate in public meetings, 930, 933, 934, 940

pushes for enforcement of Churchill Mining Moratorium Law, 976
tribal chairmen petition DNR to write administrative rules, 982

radio station of Lac Courte Oreille Ojibwe (see WOJB radio)
robbed of its natural resources, 95, 757
strong showing at Flambeau Mine Master Hearing, 441, 445–446
treaty rights of (see treaty rights, of Lake Superior Ojibwe)
use of consensus, 141

natural resource protection, as mandated by Wisconsin statutes. See Public
Trust Doctrine, Wisconsin

Natural Resource (NR) rules of Wisconsin DNR, impacting metallic mining.
See Wisconsin Administrative Code, chapters devoted to or
interfacing with regulation of metallic mining

Natural Resources Board (NRB), Wisconsin
background information on appointees of Gov.Tommy Thompson,

652–653
creation of, 22, 765
directs DNR Secretary George Meyer to prepare report on management

of metallic sulfide mining waste, 754, 775
function of, 22–23, 748, 767
how members are chosen, 651
ignores citizen concerns over endangered species at Flambeau Mine

site, 543–544
loses authority to appoint DNR Secretary in power grab by Gov. Tommy

Thompson, 22–23, 767

citizens and legislators attempt to restore NRB powers (see
Department of Natural Resources Secretary, Wisconsin: Gov.
Tommy Thompson grabs power to appoint)

rejects citizen petitions for stronger mining regulations (see also peti-
tions, dealing with metallic mining issues in Wisconsin)

1986–1989: citizens request DNR to amend various sections of NR
182 and NR 132, 375–383, 632, 406–407

1992: citizens request non-degradation standard for groundwater,
646–648, 654–655

1994: citizens request rules banning metallic sulfide mining in
Wisconsin, 739–756 (see also mining, metallic sulfide,
petition asking Wisconsin DNR to promulgate rules ban-
ning)

1999: citizens request rules governing implementation of Churchill
Mining Moratorium Law, 976–989

relationship of Wisconsin Conservation Congress to, 991
represented on Gov. Tommy Thompson’s ad hoc task force on mining,

270–278
selects new DNR Secretary in 1993 (“Almost Peter Peshek”), 646–655

“navigable water,” as important legal distinction, 1072–1073
NDU Resources (Vancouver, British Columbia), 4, 457, 510, 573
negotiate, definition of, 277
negotiations, for start-up of Flambeau Mine. See Rusk County Mining

Impact Committee (6-member) that negotiated Local
Agreement

Nelson, Gaylord, eagle feather tied to sacred Staff in honor of, 1178
Nelson, Mary Jane, as Gov. Tommy Thompson appointee to NRB, 652, 653
net proceeds mining tax. See tax on minerals, net proceeds; tax, Wisconsin

net proceeds mining, paid by Kennecott for Flambeau Mine;
tax law, Wisconsin’s net proceeds mining
[S.70.37–70.3965]

Nevada, State of, gold mining in, 1154–1156. See also Alligator Ridge
Mine (NV)

New Jersey, State of, drinking water standards used by
Wisconsin adopts same standards for groundwater quality 159–160,

241
New Mexico, State of

has non-degradation standard for groundwater quality, 381
New Resource Wars, The (a book by Al Gedicks), 18

citations from, 171, 456, 542, 547, 552, 555, 556
News from Indian Country (Hayward, WI), citations from, 475, 558
Nichols, David, 60
Nichols, Jim, comments on Larry Mercando’s self-portrayal as environmen-

talist, 587
nickel

as air contaminant and carcinogen, 69
concern that permit levels for Flambeau Mine might be too high to pro-

tect endangered species, 611, 630
health problems associated with ingestion of, 1058
in Flambeau River crayfish, 1114
major element in waste rock from Flambeau Mine, 1030
pollution levels in groundwater at Flambeau Mine site

not being routinely monitored, 1030, 1049, 1052, 1181
present in Michigan and Minnesota ore deposits, 1130

Nicolet Minerals Company. See Rio Algom
Nicolet National Forest (WI), potential for exploitation by metallic mining

industry, 222, 1130
Nicotera, Ron

replaced by “Amazing Kreshkin,” 544
witness in lawsuit regarding endangered species at Flambeau Mine site,

555
writes internal DNR memo regarding endangered species at Flambeau
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Mine site, 539–541, 563 (see also clamgate memo)
Nied, Walter, registered as “interested person” at Flambeau Mine Master

Hearing, 439
Nienow, Ralph, 171
Night Comes to the Cumberland, a book by Harry Cardhill, 83
Nii Win Intertribal Council, 94, 922
Nii Win Spiritual Environmental Center, 94, 927
Nikolay, Frank, Attorney, 804
Nilles, Bruce, 928
nitric oxide and nitrogen dioxide, as air contaminants, 69
Nixon, Richard, President, 119
N.L. Industries, attempts to lease land in Blue Hills (Rusk County, WI),

49–50, 99–100, 765
“No Trespassing” sign at Flambeau Mine site, photo of, 522
noise pollution, at Flambeau Mine site, concerns voiced over potential for,

68, 69, 258
noncontested (traditional) public hearing

as part of Flambeau Mine Master Hearing (see Master Hearing,
Flambeau Mine, noncontested portion of)

process for, in Wisconsin (see public hearings in Wisconsin, process
for noncontested (traditional) and contested)

non-degradation standard, for groundwater. See also non-degradation stan-
dard, for surface water

as part of Rusk County Metallic Mineral and Mining Code, 240–241
as supported by Lac Courte Oreille Ojibwe, 90
as supported by Wisconsin statutes, 151–153, 376, 630–631, 741 (see

also Public Trust Doctrine, Wisconsin: statutes that uphold
public trust)

as upheld by Wisconsin DNR in 1980 (prior to “consensus” negotia-
tions), 157–159, 160

ignored by “consensus” lawyers who developed Wisconsin’s mining
regulations, 154, 157–163, 172, 381, 1015

ignored by legislators and lobbyists who developed Wisconsin’s
groundwater law, 228–233

legislation proposed in Wisconsin Assembly [1991 AB 81] to resurrect,
571–573

“necessary and workable,” as described by Evelyn Churchill, 381
need to resurrect in Wisconsin, 76, 1012
opinion issued by Attorney General Robert Warren in support of, 378
opposed by big business, 172–173
petitioned for by Wisconsin citizens (see also petitions, dealing with

metallic mining issues in Wisconsin)
1986, 1987, and 1989 petitions, 378, 632
1992 petition, 646–648, 654–655, 656, 740

Rusk County citizens pass resolution at 1993 Spring Hearings of
Wisconsin Conservation Congress in support of, 995

“So What’s Wrong with MCLs?,” 229 (see also Maximum Contaminant
Levels (MCLs), as groundwater quality standards)

states that have, 381, 1007
Colorado, 751, 752
Minnesota, 229

non-degradation standard, for surface water. See also non-degradation
standard, for groundwater

adopted by Wisconsin DNR for certain spring-fed trout streams, 378
as supported by Wisconsin statutes, 151–153, 630–631, 741 (see also

Public Trust Doctrine, Wisconsin: statutes that uphold pub-
lic trust)

Noranda
and Blue Hill Mine (ME), 46
as client of Peter Peshek at DeWitt-Porter law firm, 649
challenges Wisconsin statute dealing with disclosure of prospecting

data, 28

corporate track record around world not subject to review as part of pre-
1992 permitting process in Wisconsin, 577

courts Wisconsin Public Intervenor Waltrud Arts, 243–244
interest in Wisconsin ore deposits, 1, 4, 872, 916

leases land in Town of Grant, 144
Willow Flowage (Lynne) Deposit (see Willow Flowage (Lynne)

Deposit)
purchases Flambeau Mine ore and processes it in Canada, 669–670,

709–710, 766
stiffs State of Wisconsin, 244
Tony Earl lobbies Wisconsin Legislature on behalf of, 572–573

Norco Windows, Inc. (Ladysmith, WI), bogus mining impact grant awarded
to City of Ladysmith and Rusk County to buy factory build-
ing for, 876

Norse Building Systems (Minnesota-based)
bogus mining impact grant awarded to City of Ladysmith, Town of Grant

and Rusk County to build Ladysmith factory for, 876
jobs incorrectly portrayed as spin-offs of Flambeau Mine, 904–905,

909
North Central Mining Impact Committee (Erhard Huettl)

bleeds Mining Investment and Local Impact Fund for questionable proj-
ects, 136, 878–879

North Dakota, has severance tax on coal, 130
Northcountry Journal (Poynette, WI), citation from, 380
Northern Alliance, 145–146
Northern Rockies Action Group, 216
Northern Shield, and Flambeau Summer, 511

holds nonviolence training session in anticipation of Flambeau
Summer protests, 512

issues press release after protesters leave encampment at Flambeau
Mine site, 523

members meet with Sheriff Dean Meyer, 511–512
Northern States Power

dam at Ladysmith damaged by flooding of Flambeau River, 733
donates land for conservation, 576
water unleashed from dam at Ladysmith while clam survey underway,

552
Northern Sun News (Minneapolis, MN), citations from, 522, 523
Northern Thunder, 71, 822

puts together brochure to expose “truth about sulfide mining,” 835
Northland College (Ashland, WI)

and Evelyn Churchill Memorial Environmental Scholarship, 794–795
students arrested during Flambeau Mine protest march, 475

Northrup, George, as presiding judge in lawsuit over endangered species at
Flambeau Mine site, 544

awards injunction against mine construction, 556, 558, 593, 608
criticizes Kennecott’s public relations campaign against his ruling, 565,

594
Northwest Railroad, as holder of mineral rights in northern Wisconsin, 222,

224
Northwest Regional Planning Commission (NWRPC), Wisconsin’s

function of, 1142, 1143
hired by Kennecott to conduct survey gauging public perception of

Flambeau Mine, 1142–1147 (see also Flambeau Mine, pub-
lic opinion and business owner surveys regarding)

commission dodges open records request regarding survey,
1142–1144

mentioned, 485, 901
Norwegian Institute for Water Research, raises concerns about toxic effects

of iron and manganese on fish, 1110
Notice of Completion, as related to mine reclamation in Wisconsin. See

also permitting process, for metallic mines in Wisconsin
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prematurely accepted by Wisconsin DNR for Flambeau Mine, 1056,
1059

need to revoke, 1084, 1129
Notice of Intent (NOI), as defined for mining projects in Wisconsin, 270.

See also permitting process, for metallic mines in
Wisconsin

Nova Scotia, Canada, RTZ track record in, 640, 642
NR 102 [Water Quality Standards for Wisconsin Surface Waters], of

Wisconsin Administrative Code, 1075
NR 103 [Water Quality Standards for Wetlands], of Wisconsin

Administrative Code, 165, 1075
mining company exemption to [NR 103.06(3)], 166, 1008

NR 104 [Uses and Designated Standards for Intrastate and Interstate
waters], of Wisconsin Administrative Code, 1075

NR 105 [Surface Water Quality Criteria and Secondary Values for Toxic
Substances], of Wisconsin Administrative Code, 1075, 1077

NR 109 [Safe Drinking Water], of Wisconsin Administrative Code, renum-
bered to NR 809 in 1993, 160

NR 131 [Metallic Mineral Prospecting], of Wisconsin Administrative Code,
157

as developed by “consensus” (see “consensus” process, chapters of
Wisconsin Administrative Code developed by)

provision for exemptions [NR 131.19(1)], 166, 167, 1009
NR 132 [Metallic Mineral Mining], of Wisconsin Administrative Code, 157,

164
as developed by “consensus” (see “consensus” process, chapters of

Wisconsin Administrative Code developed by)
citizens petition DNR to amend various sections of, 375–383 (see also

petitions, dealing with metallic mining issues in Wisconsin)
endorsed by DNR on July 31, 1981 in comfort of Kennecott’s law office,

137, 153, 155–157, 167, 174, 375, 752–753, 755, 984
exemptions to NR 132 requested by Kennecott for Flambeau Mine (see

exemptions and variances to Wisconsin’s mining rules,
granted to Kennecott in original mining permit)

miscellaneous provisions
granting of exemptions [NR 132.19(1)], 166, 167, 376–377, 397,

631, 1009
inspections of mining operations [NR 132.14], 377
irrevocable trust fund [NR 132.085], 164
protection of areas considered unsuitable for mining [NR

132.03(25)], 164–165, 614
setback requirements and location criteria for mines [NR 132.18],

377, 733, 738
use of wetlands for disposal of mining waste [NR 132.06(4)(d)],

165, 166, 631, 1008
wetland “protection,” 164–166 (see also wetlands: as impacted by

Wisconsin mining regulations)
NR 140 [Groundwater Quality], of Wisconsin Administrative Code, 160, 231

mining company exemption to [NR 140.03], 1033
NR 182 [Metallic Mining Wastes], of Wisconsin Administrative Code,

154–167. See also dumps, sections of Wisconsin
Administrative Code governing metallic mining waste

allows for out-of-state mining waste to be dumped in Wisconsin, 324
amended in 1988 to Kennecott’s liking, 300–305, 396, 397, 783

attorneys involved in negotiations, 301
Churchills contact NRB and offer testimony against proposed

changes, 304–305
Kathleen Falk and DNR go along with gutting legal definition of

“waste site”, 300–305
provision added to exempt backfilled surface mines from certain

requirements of NR 182 [NR 182.02(11)], 303, 304
provision added to exempt backfilled underground mines from all

requirements of NR 182 and Chapter 289 of Wisconsin

Statutes [NR 182.02(10)], 303, 304
amended in 1998 to incorporate NR 140 groundwater quality standards,

160
as developed in 1981 by “consensus,” 154–167 (see also “consensus”

process, as used for drafting Wisconsin’s mining laws and
rules; groundwater rules [Wisconsin Administrative Code],
for Wisconsin mines)

endorsed by DNR on July 31, 1981 in comfort of Kennecott’s law
office, 137, 153, 155–157, 167, 174, 375, 752–753, 755,
984

citizens petition DNR to amend various sections of (see petitions, deal-
ing with metallic mining issues in Wisconsin: 1986, 1987
and 1989; petitions, dealing with metallic mining issues in
Wisconsin: 1992)

contains no standards for disposal of radioactive waste, 422–424
miscellaneous provisions (see also dumps, sections of Wisconsin

Administrative Code governing metallic mining waste)
compliance boundaries (see compliance boundary, as defined in

Wisconsin Administrative Code [NR 182.075(1)(a)–(b)])
granting of exemptions [NR 182.19], 166, 167, 376–377, 397, 631,

1009
long-term care of mining waste dumps, 163–164, 816
use of Maximum Contaminant Levels as groundwater quality stan-

dards, 157–163 (see also groundwater rules [Wisconsin
Administrative Code] for Wisconsin mines; Maximum
Contaminant Levels (MCLs), as groundwater quality stan-
dards)

NR 809 [Safe Drinking Water], of Wisconsin Administrative Code, 160
NRB. See Natural Resources Board (NRB), Wisconsin
nuclear power plant

as proposed for Durand, Wisconsin, 71, 78, 80, 354
as proposed for Rudolph, Wisconsin, 441

nuclear waste dump, as proposed for northern Wisconsin, 93, 246, 387,
393, 441, 453

NURE. See National Uranium Resource Evaluation
NWRPC. See Northwest Regional Planning Commission (NWRPC),

Wisconsin’s

O
Oak Knoll Farm, 6, 384–394
Oak Knoll Statement, 387
Oconto River (WI), at risk for metallic sulfide mining pollution, 1130
Oehmcke, Art, 995
Oestreicher, Steven, Chairman of Wisconsin Conservation Congress

abrogates his public trust responsibilities, 1016–1017
displays ignorance of Public Trust Doctrine, 1017

Ogichidaa, 17, 1102
oil companies

Evelyn Churchill writes The Story of the Corruption of Wisconsin
Government by the Oil and Mining Corporations, 765–767

Ojibwe (Chippewa). See also Bad River Ojibwe; Lac Courte Oreilles Ojibwe;
Lac du Flambeau Ojibwe; Mole Lake (Sokaogon) Ojibwe;
Native American community; Red Cliff Ojibwe; St. Croix
Ojibwe

ceded territory of (see ceded territory, of Lake Superior Ojibwe)
“I extend my hand to the Chippewa,” 706
left out of NWRPC survey regarding public perception of Flambeau

Mine, 1142, 1144
representatives of all six Ojibwe tribes in Wisconsin testify at Flambeau

Mine Master Hearing, 445–446
treaty rights of (see treaty rights, of Lake Superior Ojibwe)
tribal chairmen go on record against sale of Flambeau Mine ore to

Noranda, 670
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mentioned, 215
Olsen, Luther, Rep. (R-Berlin), votes to gut mining moratorium bill [1997

AB 70] and then votes for passage of weakened bill to cover
his political behind, 960, 961

Olsen, Melinda, Attorney, 1165
provides legal advice to Grant Town Board, 39
provides legal advice to Roscoe Churchill, 97, 100, 107, 121, 170

Olsgard, Bob, 1165
“A Quiet Man Who Says a Lot,” 737
and “Free George Meyer” campaign, 769–772
comments on number of jobs provided by Flambeau Mine, 885, 893
commitment to natural resource protection, 738
takes aerial photographs of flooding at Flambeau Mine site, 735–738
writes Ladysmith, a poem about Flambeau Mine, 737
mentioned, 462,

Olsgard, Margaret, 462, 1165
photo by, 737

Olson, Bart, works hard to support passage of mining moratorium law,
940–941

Olson, Charmaine, 928, 1165
Olson, Howard, opposes Roscoe Churchill in 1988 Rusk County Board

election, 308, 310, 314
Olson, Jan, 1164

writes letter to editor challenging Richard Diotte, 937, 938
Olson, Joyce, 800
Olson, Kathy (Saint Paul Pioneer Press), 1165

“A Kindhearted Reporter and Photographer,” 619
gives Churchills a fair shake, 35
photos by, 5, 9, 17, 19, 390, 394, 418, 436, 460, 534, 535, 537, 617,

618, 619
writes feature stories about Flambeau Mine controversy, 403, 618, 620
mentioned, 462

Olson, Milton, writes Lessons from Geese, 808–809
Olson, Verlyn, 928, 1165

alters his “cheesehead” hat to back mining moratorium bill, 943
Onalaska, Town of (La Crosse County, WI), targeted for exploitation by

metallic mining industry, 799
Oneida County (WI)

availability of historic economic data, 912
targeted for exploitation by metallic mining industry, 1, 4, 101, 457

(see also Willow Flowage (Lynne) Deposit)
Oneida Nation, 94–95. See also Native American community

“I extend my hand to … the Oneida,” 706
member of Nii Win Intertribal Council, 94
passes mining moratorium resolution, 95, 212, 214
passes resolution against storing nuclear waste in Wisconsin, 95, 212
rescinds mineral exploration agreement, 95, 212
tribal member Howard Cannon, 94–95, 212, 214, 1164
mentioned, 215, 922

“one-time construction fee.” See tax law, Wisconsin’s net proceeds mining
[S.70.37–70.3965]: “one-time construction fee”

Ontario, Canada
Flambeau Mine ore concentrated at Noranda Facility in Timmins, 324,

669, 709
Ministry of the Environment comments on acid mine drainage, 642,

781, 782
open house format, for DNR-sponsored public hearings. See public hear-

ings in Wisconsin, process for noncontested (traditional)
and contested

Open Meetings Law, Wisconsin’s
exemptions to, as authorized by statute [S.19.85], 280–281, 584
violated by Nashville Town Board (Forest County, WI), 203, 219, 919,

927

violated by Rusk County Mining Impact Committee (6-member) that
negotiated Local Agreement, 280–281, 286, 287, 288, 457

illegality of meetings disputed by Kennecott, 583–584
Open Records Law, Wisconsin’s [S.19.35], 1143
Opitz, David, Sen. (R-Port Washington), 230
ordinary high water mark, definition of, 738
ore crusher, at Flambeau Mine site

Kennecott fails to drill monitoring wells directly beneath area where
located, 1061, 1066, 1128

Kennecott fails to report data from monitoring well (MW-1001) drilled
southwest of, 1061

maps showing location of, 1027, 1065
ore deposits, in Wisconsin, 1–4

list of, 4
map of deposits across northern Wisconsin, 2
maps of deposits and mineral leases in Rusk County (WI), 26, 27
potential for northern Wisconsin to become mining district (see mining

district, in northern Wisconsin)
Wisconsin law fails to mandate collection of independent data to verify

content and value of, 858–859 (see also confidentiality of
core sample analysis data, as allowed in Wisconsin
Statutes; confidentiality of mining company financial data,
as allowed in Wisconsin Statutes)

organic compounds, pollution levels in groundwater at Flambeau Mine site
DNR grants exemption to requirement for monitoring, 425–431

Roscoe Churchill drafts county board resolution seeking reversal of
DNR decision, 429, 430

not monitored by Kennecott before, during or after mining, 425,
1030–1031, 1049, 1181

why levels should have been monitored, 425, 1030
organochlorines, 943
Ortloff, Gerald, 422–424
Ostrom, Meredith, 33
Osuldsen, Thure, Rusk County Board Chairman

“Mining Does Strange Things to People,” 807
opposes mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70] at public hearing, 931
pimps for Kennecott in Jackson County (WI), 806–807
mentioned, 827, 836

Ott, Al, Rep. (R-Forest Junction), votes to gut mining moratorium bill [1997
AB 70] and then votes for passage of weakened bill to cover
his political behind, 960, 961

Otte, Clifford, Rep. (R-Sheboygan Falls), votes to gut mining moratorium
bill [1997 AB 70] and then votes for passage of weakened
bill to cover his political behind, 960, 961

Otto, Marianne, 1164
supports mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70] at public hearing, 931

Otto, Warren, 1164
Ourada, Tom, Rep. (R-Antigo)

co-sponsors amendments designed to undermine mining moratorium
bill [1997 AB 70], 957–959

votes to gut mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70] and then votes for
passage of weakened bill to cover his political behind, 960,
961

outhouse, for Protect the Earth Festival at Churchill farm, 385–386, 391,
394

DNR thinks it’s “dangerous for a few people to pee on a gravel hillside
for one day,” 394, 1090

outsiders
mine opponents accused of being (see Mercando, Larry: describes

mine opponents in demeaning way)
what to do if you are called, 436, 475

Outstanding Resource Water (ORW)
designation of upper Wolf River (WI) as, 998–999
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potential for program to be gutted by DNR, 999
Rusk County passes resolution at 1993 Spring Hearings of

Wisconsin Conservation Congress to maintain original cri-
teria, 995

overburden, definition of, 1030
Overview of Mining Waste Management Issues in Wisconsin, a report

issued by Wisconsin DNR,775–784. See also acid mine
drainage from metallic sulfide mines

department admits no example could be found of non-polluting metallic
sulfide mine, 775

discussion of adding lime to crushed waste rock, 775, 778–781
discussion of synthetic liners and leachate collection systems,

775–778
discussion of Wisconsin’s “tough” mining laws, 776, 781–784
DNR claims it can control acid mine drainage even though no one else

has succeeded, 781, 782, 784
DNR fails to follow its own recommendations at Flambeau Mine site,

781, 783
Evelyn Churchill comments on, 782, 784
full of DNR double-talk, 775–776, 778

oxygen, role in producing acid mine drainage. See acid mine drainage from
metallic sulfide mines: chemistry of

P
P&H Mining Equipment (Milwaukee, WI), 956

buses its employees to public hearing on mining moratorium bill [1997
AB 70], 940, 941

Page, C.W., 31
PAL. See Preventive Action Limits
palladium, targeted mineral in Minnesota ore deposit, 1130
Paloski, Lynn, 800, 801
Panzer, Mary, Sen. (R-West Bend)

abrogates her public trust responsibilities, 1017
as member of legislative committee that drafted Wisconsin’s groundwa-

ter law, 230
as member of Wisconsin Senate committee on Agriculture and

Environmental Resources, 929
lies about her academic degree, 225
pushes through mineral rights bill advocated by industry, 224–225
ties for having worst environmental voting record in 2001–2002

Wisconsin Senate, 964
votes against mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70/SB 3], 964

Papua, New Guinea (Bougainville Mine), 417, 642
Parejko, Ken, 1164

approaches Rusk County Board about instituting independent monitor-
ing program of Flambeau River, 508, 688, 693

exposes problems with Flambeau Mine supplemental EIS on endan-
gered species, 611–613

Parker, Harry, 39
Parkinson’s disease, similar symptomatology to manganese toxicity, 1024,

1044
cartoon depicting, 1097

Parrish, Wisconsin, targeted for exploitation by metallic mining industry, 1
PARTIZANS (People Against RTZ And Its Subsidiaries)

and Plunder!, a book by Roger Moody, 641
background information, 434
helps bring Wisconsin’s Tom Wilson to London for RTZ shareholders

meeting, 834
local chapter formed in Rusk County (WI), 477

goes on record against Rusk County’s hiring of Attorney William
Thiel, 485

London contingency attends 1990 Protect the Earth Festival, 459, 460
stages sympathy protest in London against Flambeau Mine, 432, 435

“party,” as defined for Master Hearing process, 437–438, 448
list of parties to Flambeau Mine hearing, 438, 439

Paulsen, Tom, Dr., 951, 1165
testimony at public hearing on Flambeau Mine Local Agreement, 342

Peabody Coal Company (KY), 83
Pearson, Steve, 385, 462
Peavey Mill Dam (Ladysmith, WI), 1116
Peck, John, 745
Pedersen, Mel, 352
Pederson, Jackie, 358
Pederson, Michelle, testimony at public hearing on Flambeau Mine Local

Agreement, 343
Peer, Stanley, as Thompson appointee to MILIF Board, 874
Pelican River Deposit (Oneida County, WI), 1, 4
Pelish, James, 99
Penning, David, testifies at Flambeau Mine Master Hearing, 451
People Against Rio Tinto Zinc And Its Subsidiaries. See PARTIZANS
“People for the West,” as front for mining industry, 750, 935
“People for Wisconsin,” as offshoot of “People for the West,” 935

connection to Ed May and Rebecca Clark, 935
per capita income, Rusk County (WI), 893–895

graph and data table comparing Rusk, Chippewa, Taylor and Barron
counties, 894

graph and data table comparing Rusk to Forest County, 911, 912
Rusk and Forest counties at bottom of barrel, 881, 895

how to counteract mining company propaganda regarding, 909,
911–914

importance of looking at county ranking rather than absolute incomes,
895

non-effect of Flambeau Mine on, 884–885, 893–895, 932 (see also
economic impact, of Flambeau Mine)

remains among lowest in state before, during and after the mining
years, 834–835, 885, 895

Perkinstown, Wisconsin, targeted for exploitation by metallic mining indus-
try, 436

permit v. license, 195, 766
permitting process, for metallic mines in Wisconsin

amended in 1977 with enactment of Master Hearing Law, 132–133
brief summary of, 270
filing of Notice of Completion (NOC) for reclamation activities, 1056
filing of Notice of Intent (NOI) to mine, 270, 622
mine permits valid for life of project [S.293.49(6)], 457, 1011
modification of mine permits and reclamation plans [S.293.55—origi-

nally S.144.87], 273, 710–711, 1010, 1011
Churchills push for law to be amended, 271–273, 276, 376–377
propensity for approved plans to be changed after-the-fact, 832,

834, 836
public hearing not guaranteed, 271, 377, 711, 713, 714, 816, 833
shortcomings of statute (Thompson’s “Golden Rule”), 711, 826
“substantial change” not defined in statutes, 711
suggested amendments to statute, 717
time constraint on filing request for hearing on proposed modifica-

tion, 833
modification of plan of operation for solid waste dump [S.289.30(6)—

originally S.144.44(3)(c)], 1011
Churchills push for law to be amended, 376–377

public hearing record must be completed prior to issuance of mining
permits [S.293.49(2)], 508, 509

receipt of Certificate of Completion (COC) for mine reclamation, 1056,
1059

role of Environmental Impact Statement (see environmental impact
statement process, for mining projects in Wisconsin)
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role of Master Hearing (see Master Hearing Law, for mining projects in
Wisconsin)

role of public hearings (see public hearings in Wisconsin, process for
noncontested (traditional) and contested)

statute governing cancellation of mine permits [S.293.85], 555
statutes governing denial of mining permits

if company is “bad actor” [S.293.37(2)(e); S.293.45(2);
S.293.49(2)(b)–(f); S.293.49(8)], 576–580, 644–645, 1011

if project cannot be reclaimed to long-term environmental stability
[S.293.49(1)(a)1], 760

if project does not conform with “all applicable zoning ordinances”
[S.293.49(1)(a)6], 288, 456–457

if project is expected to cause irreparable damage to lakes or
streams [S.293.13(2)(d)4]—originally S.144.83(2)(d)4],
631, 740, 741, 758, 760, 798

if project will endanger public health, safety or welfare
[S.293.49(1)(a)4], 631

if site “unsuitable” for mining [S.293.49(2)(a)], 508, 509, 539
statutes governing DNR authority to issue permits (not licenses) for

metallic mining and licenses for exploration
[S.293.15(6–7)—originally S.144.83(4)(g–h)], 195, 766

various aspects of natural resource protection that need to be factored
into mine permit decisions, 630–631 (see also Public Trust
Doctrine, Wisconsin)

Perona, Verna, shows no concern for endangered dragonfly species, 563
perpetuity, DNR promotes myth that mining companies are responsible for

mining-related damages in, 164, 816, 1054, 1055, 1129
Perrier, 910
Peshek, Peter, Wisconsin Public Intervenor

abrogates his public trust responsibilities, 1016, 1017
as compared to James Watt, 654
as key player in “consensus” negotiations, 141, 918 (see also “consen-

sus” process, as used for drafting Wisconsin’s mining laws
and rules)

attempts to mislead local people on contents of solid and hazardous
waste siting bill [1981 AB 936], 199, 200

circulates questionable petition to gain support for “consensus”
rules, 171

in mining company’s camp, 140–143, 155–156, 168, 170, 183,
198, 228, 650, 652

involvement in drafting lenient groundwater rules for mining,
155–156, 984, 1033

involvement in Exxon’s successful push for nonregulation of
radioactive waste, 422–424

works hand-in-glove with Exxon’s James Derouin, 137–139, 148,
156, 229, 1016

works hand-in-glove with Exxon’s James Klauser, 650
brief biography of, 109, 654
critical of EIS for nonexecuted (1976) Flambeau Mine proposal, 52
deposes Ed May, 138–139
help enlisted by Town of Grant, 109–110
introduces “consensus” process to local people as preferred method for

negotiating new mining laws, 140–143, 244, 1005
falsely claims that Dr. Steve Chapman supports concept, 15
writes of mining companies “getting into bed with environmental-

ists,” 141
leaves Public Intervenor Office in 1983 to join law firm of DeWitt-

Porter, 202, 648–649
becomes associate of James Derouin, Henry Handzel, John Koeppl

and James Klauser, 202, 281, 481, 650
promises Wisconsin Attorney General and state Ethics Board to

avoid conflicts of interest, 648, 654
appears to break promise, 649, 654

need for Wisconsin Ethics Board to investigate, 654
succeeded by Kathleen Falk in Public Intervenor Office, 143
WRPC opposes move, 648–649

nominated by NRB in late 1992 to assume DNR Secretary position,
646–655, 997

conflict of interest, 649–651
endorsed by Francis “Bill” Murphy of Wisconsin Conservation

Congress, 653, 654
endorsed by Jim Arts of Wisconsin’s Environmental Decade, 653,

654
endorsed by Milwaukee Mayor John Norquist, 654
nomination questioned by Attorney General James Doyle and Rep.

Spencer Black, 653, 655
public outrage over, 653

supports enactment of laws and rules contrary to public’s best interest
“consensus” proposals (see “consensus” process, as used for draft-

ing Wsconsin’s mining laws and rules)
Master Hearing Law, 133, 137 (see also Master Hearing Law, for

mining projects in Wisconsin)
net proceeds mining tax law, 128–130, 137, 176
rules governing how DNR is reimbursed for preparing environmen-

tal impact statements, 137–138
switches sides to support mining company agenda even before advent

of “consensus” negotiations, 115, 137–139
causes rift in Churchills’ base of support, 148–150

taken down a few notches at 1982 Town of Grant Annual Meeting,
199–203

talks out of both sides of his mouth regarding groundwater protection,
230–231

mentioned, 768, 1021
Peshtigo River (WI), at risk for metallic sulfide mining pollution, 1130
Petersen, Earl, 49, 50
Peterson, Harry, 200
Peterson, Jeff (Wisconsin Green Party), 1164

“A True Activist,” 385
and Flambeau Mine Master Hearing, 449, 451

comes to Cassandra Dixon’s defense and is arrested, 441, 444
helps organize protest in front of Kennecott’s office prior to hearing,

432
registered as “official party” to hearing (Wisconsin Greens), 438,

439
and Flambeau Summer protests, 511

arrested at protest in front of Kennecott’s office in Ladysmith, 534,
535

confronts DNR on mishandling of endangered species issue,
543–544

delivers “Citizens’ Injunction to Stop Mine Construction” to Larry
Mercando, 547, 549

helps organize protest at north gate of Flambeau Mine site, 616
issues press release regarding rally at Grant Town Hall, 516
participates in camp-out at mine site, 523

and Freedom March in Ladysmith, 475
comments on Larry Mercando’s self-portrayal as environmentalist, 587
comments on Thompson administration’s “golden rule,” 826
helps organize “Many Paths Gathering” at Churchill farm, 384

reports on event in Forum, 390
organizes mining summit in Ladysmith to develop unified plan of oppo-

sition to Flambeau Mine, 634
photos by, 520, 524
takes action on NRB’s denial of citizen petitions for tougher mining 

regulations, 381
mentioned, 462
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petitions, dealing with metallic mining issues in Wisconsin
1981: citizens of Town of Grant go on record against mining regulations

developed by “consensus,” 183, 184 (see also “consensus”
process, as used for drafting Wisconsin’s mining laws and
rules)

1981: Peter Peshek seeks signatures in support of “consensus” rules,
171

1986, 1987 and 1989: citizens ask DNR to amend various sections of
NR 182 and NR 132, 375–383, 646

petition to create new procedures for granting modifications to min-
ing permits and variances to DNR rules, 376–377, 632

petition to define what is meant by “protection of public health,
safety and welfare,” 375–376

petition to enforce non-degradation standard for groundwater, 378,
632

petition to increase frequency and scope of DNR inspections of
mining operations, 377–378, 632

petition to require EIS to contain information regarding monetary
value of groundwater, 378–379

petition to require professional supervision of construction of min-
ing waste dumps, 377, 632

requests denied by department, 452, 632, 740
citizens appeal 1989 decision, 381, 406–407, 752
need to resurrect petitions, 381

requests undermined by Linda Bochert, 379–381, 406–407
1988: townspeople ask Grant Town Board to delay action on signing

Flambeau Mine Local Agreement, 14, 340
1990: citizens submit petitions to hearing examiner at Flambeau Mine

Master Hearing, 454–455
1990: Rusk County residents ask county board to rescind Local

Agreement with Kennecott and declare county-wide morato-
rium on mining, 464–471

Larry Mercando responds, 464, 467
1992: citizens ask DNR to enforce non-degradation standard for

groundwater, 646–648, 654–655, 656, 740
citizens treated disrespectfully by Natural Resources Board at public

hearing, 655, 752
1994: citizens ask DNR to enact rules banning metallic sulfide mining

in Wisconsin, 739–756 (see also mining, metallic sulfide,
petition asking Wisconsin DNR to promulgate rules ban-
ning)

1994: citizens ask Gov. Tommy Thompson and other state officials to
support prohibition of metallic sulfide mining in Wisconsin,
740, 742

1994: citizens ask Wisconsin Legislature to enact emergency mining
moratorium in state, 921

1997: citizens ask DNR to hold public hearing on proposed changes to
Flambeau Mine reclamation plan, 833–838

1998: citizens ask Wisconsin Legislature to restore authority of NRB to
appoint DNR Secretary, 770

1999: citizens ask DNR to write administrative rules for Churchill
Mining Moratorium Law, 976–989 (see also Churchill
Mining Moratorium Law [Wis. Stat. 293.50])

Peyton, James, 171
Pfluger, Lois, and Flambeau Summer, 511, 1164

arrested at protest in front of Kennecott’s office in Ladysmith, 534, 535
pH

explanation of exponential nature of, 1047–1048
of groundwater at Flambeau Mine site

actual readings, 1048, 1055
reference to compilation of historic data on CD-ROM, 1049
values predicted by Kennecott, 1029, 1032

of railroad ballast at Flambeau Mine site, 1069
high acidity associated with corrosion of railroad tracks, 1068,

1069
of water in Wetland-C at Flambeau Mine site, 1093

pharmaceutical industry, as compared to mining industry, 937–938
Phelps Dodge, attempts to lease land in Rusk County (WI), 101–102
Phetteplace, Joanne

offers mining moratorium resolution at Town of Grant’s 1982 annual
meeting, 201

provides Rusk County financial data for Flambeau Mine, 863, 866,
867–868

Piccard Medical Corporation
moves into building constructed by Rusk County with mining revenues

but quickly goes out of business, 902, 903, 932
jobs considered spin-offs from Flambeau Mine no longer exist,

904–905, 909
Pickerel, Wisconsin, targeted for exploitation by metallic mining industry, 1
Pickerel Lake (Forest and Langlade counties, WI), at risk for mining pollu-

tion, 218
Pied Piper of Hamlin, Ed May compared to, 123
Pierce County Herald (Ellsworth, WI), citation from, 937
Pine River (WI), at risk for metallic sulfide mining pollution, 1130
Pioneer Express (Crandon, WI)

Churchills’ favorite Crandon-area newspaper, 762
citations from, 763, 771, 907, 908, 1039
editor Mike Monte gives Churchills a fair shake, 35

Placer Dome
interest in Oneida County (WI) ore deposit, 4
lays off employees at mines in Humboldt County (NV), 1154–1155

Plale, Jeff, Rep. (D-South Milwaukee)
co-sponsors amendments designed to undermine mining moratorium

bill [1997 AB 70], 957–958
votes to gut mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70] and then votes for

passage of weakened bill to cover his political behind, 960,
961

planning commissions, Wisconsin regional. See also Northwest Regional
Planning Commission (NWRPC), Wisconsin’s

function of, 1142, 1143
Wisconsin statutes governing [S.66.945—originally S.66.0309], 1142

Plantz, Robert (Bob), as citizen and Grant Town Chairman (before May
1987). See also Plantz, Robert (Bob), as Grant Town
Chairman (after May 1987)

ally of Roscoe Churchill, 97, 106–107, 139, 170, 488
background information, 13–14
elected Grant Town Chairman in 1983, 13, 251, 352
offers resolution at Town of Grant’s 1982 annual meeting to fire Kevin

Lyons, 13, 200
property taxes paid by, 36
switches sides to support mine in May 1987, 13–14, 55, 251, 255, 264,

352
testifies against eliminating Public Intervenor Office, 13

Plantz, Robert (Bob), as Grant Town Chairman (after May 1987). See also
Plantz, Robert (Bob), as citizen and Grant Town Chairman
(before May 1987)

abrogates his public trust responsibilities, 1017
attends dedication ceremony for Flambeau Mine, 694–696
background information, 13–14
comments on richness of Flambeau Deposit, 681
death, 694
goes along with Ladysmith’s partial annexation of mine site, 267
member of Gov. Tommy Thompson’s ad hoc task force on mining, 271,

273–274
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member of Rusk County Mining Impact Committee (3-member), 427,
656, 657 (see also Rusk County Mining Impact Committee
(3-member) established by Local Agreement)

gives Evelyn Churchill runaround, 663–664
issues shoddy report on Kennecott’s hiring practices, 887–888
oversteps authority by agreeing to exemption requested by

Kennecott without getting town board approval, 427, 429
member of Rusk County Mining Impact Committee (6-member), 14,

279–287, 596 (see also Rusk County Mining Impact
Committee (6-member) that negotiated Local Agreement)

negotiates with Kennecott in closed session, 280–281, 286–287,
288, 317

votes to endorse draft of Local Agreement Law, 14, 292
presides over public hearing on Flambeau Mine Local Agreement, 339,

343–344
ignores citizen petition to postpone action, 14, 340–341

presides over tumultuous April 1988 town meeting where second min-
ing moratorium resolution is passed, 317–320

presides over tumultuous August 1988 town meeting where citizens
voice outrage over signing of Local Agreement, 347–353

ignores town meeting resolution declaring Local Agreement null
and void, 348, 350-353

pushes mine on public, leaving posterity with a mess forever, 695
reelected Town Chairman in 1989, 352–353
signs Local Agreement with Kennecott before EIS even written, 321,

345, 346, 347, 395, 402
sued by townspeople in 1989 over signing contract, 360–369, 417

(see also lawsuit filed by Roscoe Churchill, et al., over sign-
ing of Local Agreement by Grant Town Board)

sued by townspeople in 1990 over legality of contract (see also law-
suit filed by Roscoe Churchill, et al., over legality of Local
Agreement and Local Agreement Law, 360, 476–495

tries to undermine protest rally at Grant Town Hall, 514, 527
undermines town’s mining moratorium resolutions, 264–265, 316–320,

363, 918
mentioned, 336, 441, 634, 845, 1142

platinum, targeted mineral in Minnesota ore deposit, 1130
Platteter, James, Rusk County Board Supervisor, 715
Plewa, John, Sen. (D-Milwaukee), 381, 406–407
Plunder!, a book by Roger Moody, 641

citation from, 642
Poje, Gerald, Dr., challenges Larry Mercando to debate, 418, 420
Poler, Danny, 92, 1164
Poler, Sylvester, 92, 1164
police state mentality in Rusk County, during mining years. See Rusk

County Sheriff’s Department; Ladysmith Police Department
poll list, for annual town meetings in Wisconsin

mandatory prior to 1984 [Wis. Stat. 60.16], 362
optional as of 1984 [Wis. Stat. 60.11(7)], 362

pollution, at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site, 1023–1133. See also Flambeau
Mine, reclaimed; Flambeau Mine waste dump

acid mine drainage (see acid mine drainage from metallic sulfide
mines: at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site)

citizens seek independent monitoring programs but are foiled
Flambeau River, 508, 549–553, 657, 688–693
groundwater, 657–665, 688

distortion of environmental data by Kennecott and/or DNR, 1118–1127
as portrayed in Krupinski cartoons

biofilter cartoon, 1089
“don’t ask, don’t tell” cartoon, 1108
“grass over a grave” cartoon, 1141
Kennecott’s “environmentally responsible” Flambeau Mine car-

toon, 1097

biological (Stream–C), 1086
bird/butterfly/wildflower surveys, 1136–1137, 1139
crayfish (Flambeau River), 1114–1116, 1123–1124
groundwater (backfilled pit), 1039, 1040, 1118–1122, 1123–1125,

1136
sediment

Flambeau River, 1112–1114, 1123–1124
Wetland-C, 1085

stormwater runoff (Stream-C watershed), 1083
surface waters

“biofilters,” 1088, 1093
Flambeau River, 1105–1112, 1123–1124
Stream–C, 1077, 1083, 1124

walleye (Flambeau River), 1116–1118, 1123–1124
DNR policy of “don’t ask, don’t tell,” 1062, 1075, 1107

cartoon depicting, 1108
DNR refuses to issue citations to Kennecott for violations of

Wisconsin’s environmental laws, 1056, 1094–1102, 1123,
1125, 1134, 1153

cartoon depicting, 1097
groundwater (see groundwater pollution, at reclaimed Flambeau Mine

site; wells (monitoring), at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site)
Kennecott lies about integrity of bedrock between mine pit and

Flambeau River, 1052–1054
Kennecott predicts pollution will persist for over 4,000 years, 1048,

1053–1054, 1103, 1122
injustice in how those people who created mess will not be there to deal

with it, 695
nonexistence of comprehensive monitoring program, 1023, 1123–1124
“remedial” or “corrective” activities undertaken by Kennecott to deal

with,1066–1071, 1075–1086, 1098, 1153
sediment (see sediment in Flambeau River, heavy metal accumulation

in; sediment in wetlands and creeks at reclaimed Flambeau
Mine site, heavy metal accumulation in)

soil (see soil contamination, at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site)
strategies for holding Kennecott accountable, 1127–1129
surface waters

creeks (see streams (creeks) at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site, pol-
lution of; Stream-C, at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site)

Flambeau River (see Flambeau River (WI) pollution; surface water of
Flambeau River, pollution of)

stormwater runoff (see industrial park, at reclaimed Flambeau Mine
site)

wetlands (see biofilter(s); wetlands (“created”), at reclaimed
Flambeau Mine site; wetlands (pre-existing), at Flambeau
Mine site)

tactics used by Kennecott to conceal pollution problems from public
and avoid liability, 1118–1127 (see also Kennecott in Rusk
County (WI): tactics, to avoid liability for pollution)

pollution, definition of
in context of metallic mining in Wisconsin [S.293.01(4)—originally

S.144.01(10)]], 741, 954, 956, 963, 1154
non-point, 1088
point, 1088

pollution, from metallic sulfide mines. See also dumps, metallic sulfide
mining waste

acid mine drainage (see acid mine drainage from metallic sulfide
mines)

as defined in Wisconsin law [S.293.01(4)—originally S.144.01(10)]],
741, 954, 956, 963, 1154

cost ends up on backs of Wisconsin taxpayers (see liability for mining-
related damages, Wisconsin regulations governing)
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loopholes in Wisconsin’s mining laws regarding disclosure of environ-
mental track records of “bad actors,” 576–580

mining disasters
as legacy of General Mining Law of 1872, 1154–1156
as related to acid mine drainage (see acid mine drainage from

metallic sulfide mines: legacy of)
examples involving Exxon (see Exxon Minerals Company: legacy of

pollution)
examples involving Kennecott (see Kennecott in Rusk County (WI):

legacy of pollution and human rights abuses)
examples involving RTZ (see Rio Tinto Zinc (London, UK): track

record around the world)
Minturn, CO, 381, 619
superfund sites (see superfund sites, mining-related)

no way to prevent, xvi, 29–30, 782, 784, 824, 1023, 1154
advertisement regarding, 30, 782
basis for citizen petition submitted to Wisconsin DNR, 740, 742,

745, 749 (see also mining, metallic sulfide, petition asking
Wisconsin DNR to promulgate rules banning)

basis for lawsuit against Wisconsin DNR, 760, 786 (see also lawsuit
filed by Roscoe Churchill, et al., to confirm DNR authority to
write rules banning metallic sulfide mining in Wisconsin)

Wisconsin DNR admits there are no examples of successfully
reclaimed metallic sulfide mines, 775, 782, 785, 923

reports written by Evelyn Churchill regarding
“Comments on [the DNR’s] Overview of Mining Waste Management

Issues in Wisconsin,” 782, 784
lack of effective method of controlling acid mine drainage, 780–781
outline of actions DNR could take to protect state’s waters, 754

pollution, groundwater. See groundwater law, Wisconsin’s; groundwater
pollution, at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site; groundwater
quality, sections of Wisconsin Statutes and Wisconsin
Administrative Code impacting; groundwater quality stan-
dards, in Wisconsin; groundwater rules [Wisconsin
Administrative Code], for Wisconsin mines

pollution, surface water. See streams (creeks) at reclaimed Flambeau Mine
site, pollution of ; surface water of Flambeau River, pollution
of; surface water quality standards, in Wisconsin

Polymet Mining Corporation, has eye on northeast Minnesota, 1130
Ponschok, Fred, 1165

and POW’R, 928, 970–971
Popple River (WI), at risk for metallic sulfide mining pollution, 1130
population growth rate, Rusk County (WI)

graph and data table comparing Rusk to other Wisconsin counties, 899
non-effect of Flambeau Mine on, 885, 899–900, 909, 911
Town of Grant and Ladysmith lose population during 1990s despite

presence of mine, 900
Portage County (WI), uranium potential, 144
Porter, Cloyd, Rep. (R-Burlington), makes anti-Native American comments,

959
Portle, Thomas, 835
Potawatomi, Forest County, 92, 94. See also Native American community

awarded Class One Air Quality designation for reservation, 96, 767
honor Roscoe Churchill in Eagle Feather Ceremony, 1176, 1178–1179
“I extend my hand to … the Potawatomi,” 706
lobbies for strong mining laws, 94
member of Nii Win Intertribal Council, 94, 922
purchases Crandon mine site with Mole Lake Ojibwe, 1167
tribal member James Holmes, Jr. (J.R.), 94, 1164
tribal member Stephanie Daniels Barea, 933, 934
mentioned, 215

Potawatomi Traveling Times, citation from, 1170, 1173
Poulson, Howard, member of Natural Resources Board, 983

abrogates his public trust responsibilities, 987–988
poverty rate, Rusk County (WI), 895–897

children living in poverty
graph and data table comparing Rusk, Chippewa, Taylor and Barron

counties, 897
graph and data table comparing Rusk to Forest County, 911, 913

how to counteract mining company propaganda regarding, 909,
911–914

non-effect of Flambeau Mine on, 884–885, 895–897 (see also eco-
nomic impact, of Flambeau Mine)

Rusk County’s ranking relative to other counties actually worsens dur-
ing mining years, 885, 895

total population living in poverty
graph and data table comparing Rusk, Chippewa, Taylor and Barron

counties, 896
graph and data table comparing Rusk to Forest County, 911, 913

Powell, James, petitions for public hearing on proposed changes to
Flambeau Mine reclamation plan, 833

Power, Thomas Michael, 912, 914
Power Inc., a book by Morton Mintz and Jerry Cohen, 1161
power lines, high-voltage, 919, 1167
Powers, Mike, Rep. (R-Albany), votes to gut mining moratorium bill [1997

AB 70] and then votes for passage of weakened bill to cover
his political behind, 960, 961

Powers, Pam (Eau Claire Leader-Telegram)
article written by, 404–405
gives Churchills a fair shake, 35

Powers, Sierra, 952, 1164
POW’R (Protect Our Wolf River)

commended by Rep. Spencer Black and Sen. Robert Cowles, 971
pushes for mining moratorium law, 928, 953, 970–971

Pratt, Frank, 453
Pratt-Shelley, Judy, testifies at Flambeau Mine Master Hearing, 454
Prentice East Deposit (Price County, WI), 4
Prescott Journal (Prescott, WI), citation from, 936
Prevenas, Paul, supports idea of negotiating with Kennecott, 148
Preventive Action Limits (PALs)

background information, 1026, 1032–1034, 1036–1037
not enforced at Flambeau Mine site, in violation of state law (see inter-

vention boundary, for Flambeau Mine)
table of values, 1029
Wisconsin administrative rules governing

enforcement of PAL standards at mine sites [NR 182.075(1s)],
1036, 1056

exemptions to PAL standards [NR 140.28], 1036–1037
intervention boundaries at mine sites [NR 182.075(1)(c)3—

amended in 1998 to become NR 182.075(1)(c)],
1033–1035, 1054 (see also intervention boundary)

location at which PAL standards are enforced for everyone except
mining companies [NR 140.22(2)(a)], 1033

numeric values for PAL standards [NR 140.10; NR 140.12; NR
140.20], 1033–1035, 1054

range of DNR responses to PAL violations [NR140.24(4);
NR124.24(5)], 1036, 1056

Wisconsin statutes governing
establishment of PALs [S.160.15], 1033, 1034, 1035

Price, Jim, 1161
Price, Todd, 1164

accompanies Marian Havlik on her ill-fated clam survey, 551
videotapes Flambeau Summer protest but tape seized by sheriff,

530–532, 533
lawsuit filed over violation of constitutional rights and protections,

532
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Price County (WI)
lower unemployment rate than Rusk County’s during mining years, 889
population growth rate statistics, 899–900
references to historic economic data on CD-ROM, 890, 894, 896, 897
targeted for exploitation by metallic mining industry, 1, 4

prices, metal, in the United States, 675, 853
Priewe v. Wisconsin State Land Improvement Company (Wisconsin

Supreme Court), 1017–1018
Privacy Protection Act, violated by Rusk County Sheriff, 532
private bill, definition of, 478
Processors, 5R (Catawba, WI), 902, 903, 904, 905
productivity, of Flambeau Mine. See also Flambeau Deposit

amount and value of gold, copper and silver ore removed by Kennecott,
671–676

as calculated for 1993, 1994, 1995, 1996 and 1997 shipments, 854,
858

as projected in EIS, 671, 672
as reported by Kennecott, 813, 853
as reported by USGS for 1995 shipments, 852–853
as reported in Minerals Yearbook, 680–681
data tables, 854, 858
miscellaneous estimates of, 33, 39, 179, 334, 813, 841, 853, 884
Wisconsin legislators to blame for paucity of information, 26–28,

681–682, 852
as impacted by early closing of mine (see early closing of Flambeau

Mine, as proposed by Kennecott)
Kennecott careful not to divulge true value of deposit, 677–680

company asks USGS to conceal Flambeau Mine production data
from public, 853

profits netted by Kennecott (see also tax, Wisconsin net proceeds min-
ing, paid by Kennecott for Flambeau Mine)

as calculated from tax returns, 858
as reported by USGS for 1995, 852–853
concerns over truthfulness in reporting to State of Wisconsin, 839,

856–859
questionable tonnage statistics reported by Kennecott for 1993 gold

shipments, 843, 850–851
Project ELF, 629
Project Environment Foundation, comments on use of wetlands as mining

company septic tanks, 1090–1091
propaganda campaign, Flambeau Mine. See also mining company tactics,

to make inroads in communities
advertisements placed in local newspaper (see Kennecott in Rusk

County (WI): paid advertisements)
Alice in Dairyland finalists drink water from wastewater treatment plant,

614
company newsletter distributed as insert to Ladysmith News (see

Flambeau News)
constructing a viewing center at mine site (see viewing center,

Flambeau Mine)
contest to decide best way for community to spend mining revenues,

841–842
distributing survey to gauge public perception of Flambeau Mine and

then skewing results (see Flambeau Mine, public opinion
and business owner surveys regarding)

drawing public attention to outward appearance of reclaimed mine site
(“grass over a grave”), 1127, 1134–1137, 1139–1140

cartoon depicting, 1141
indoctrination of school children, 12–13, 1140
Kennecott issues 105-page report to counteract statements made by

mine opponents, 583–585
Evelyn Churchill responds with her own report, 585

key phrases used by Kennecott and DNR (see propaganda campaign

waged by Kennecott, key phrases used in)
mine receives bogus award from WMC for environmental stewardship,

1125
myth that local people would welcome Kennecott back, 910, 1144, 1145
promoting marvels of Flambeau Mine to potential mining communities

Clark County (WI), 802–805
Crandon area (WI), 891, 900–907, 908–909, 910, 1139
Eau Claire County (WI), 800–802
Jackson County (WI), 805–809
Michigan’s Upper Peninsula, 803, 1025–1026, 1130, 1145,

1147–1150
Minnesota, 1130
Trempealeau County (WI), 809–810

promoting mine as economic boon to Rusk County, 589, 640, 881–885,
893 (see also economic impact, of Flambeau Mine: propa-
ganda spread by Alan Christianson and others to potential
mining communities regarding)

promotional film, 1140
road signs erected in Town of Grant to promote mine, 1140–1142
role of Larry Mercando in (see Mercando, Larry)
spreading lies regarding public perception of Flambeau Mine, 1145
tours and open house events for general public

dedication ceremony (1993), 694–698
promotion of operating mine, 698, 700
promotion of reclaimed mine site, 1127, 1134–1136, 1137, 1140

using word games to downplay extent of groundwater pollution,
1120–1123

propaganda campaign waged by Kennecott, key phrases used in. See also
propaganda campaign, Flambeau Mine

abbreviated list of phrases, 588–589
Flambeau Mine is example of “promises kept,” 1042, 1103

in reality mine is example of promises broken (see Flambeau Mine,
reclaimed: promises broken by Kennecott)

Flambeau River “remains fully protected,” 1065, 1103, 1106, 1112,
1114, 1124, 1129, 1138

in reality Flambeau River is not fully protected (see Flambeau River
(WI) pollution)

groundwater pollution is “right on track” with projections, 1039, 1040,
1118–1119, 1129

in reality projections are way off (see groundwater pollution, at
reclaimed Flambeau Mine site)

Kennecott is “good neighbor,” 411, 412, 417, 640, 726
Evelyn Churchill challenges company to “really be a good neigh-

bor,” 729
in reality Kennecott is not a “good neighbor” (see Kennecott in Rusk

County (WI): not a “good neighbor”)
Kennecott is “steward of the earth,” 450, 643–644

in reality Kennecott is environmental outlaw (see Kennecott in Rusk
County (WI): legacy of pollution and human rights abuses
around the world)

“local agreements benefit local communities,” 337, 338
mine is “economic miracle,” 895

in reality mine has non-effect on local economy (see economic
impact, of Flambeau Mine)

mine is “in compliance” with permit standards and environmental regu-
lations, 872, 1052, 1103, 1139

in reality mine is in violation of environmental standards (see pollu-
tion, at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site)

mine is “no threat” to environment, 417
mine is “not impacting Flambeau River,” 872, 1039, 1040, 1136

in reality Flambeau River is being impacted by mine (see Flambeau
River (WI) pollution)
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mine is “safe” and “environmentally responsible,” 585, 589, 597, 623,
643, 667–668, 1025–1026, 1049

in reality mine is polluting environment (see pollution, at reclaimed
Flambeau Mine site)

mine opponents are “misinformed” individuals who “distort the truth”
and spew “misstatements, half-truths and lies,” 337, 411,
418, 420, 421, 451, 464, 516, 589, 659–663, 667–668,
681, 685, 686, 753, 755, 842, 1120

in reality Kennecott distorts truth (see Mercando, Larry: guilty of the
very accusations he fires at his victims)

mine will bring lots of “jobs and money” to Rusk County, 411, 589,
881–885, 893

in reality mine has non-effect on local economy (see economic
impact, of Flambeau Mine)

mines are “tourist attractions,” 698
in reality tourist trade has non-effect on Rusk County economy (see

economic impact, of Flambeau Mine)
only “small group” of people opposes mine, 420, 421, 431, 464, 472,

516, 521, 588, 667–668, 755
in reality majority of townspeople did not want mine (see Grant,

Town of (Rusk County, WI), townspeople)
reclaimed mines can be “blessing to wildlife,” 824

in reality Kennecott is environmental outlaw (see Kennecott in Rusk
County (WI): legacy of pollution and human rights abuses
around the world)

those who oppose mine are “outsiders,” 411, 431, 435, 436, 464,
472–474, 475, 523, 563, 582, 589, 755

in reality Kennecott enlists help of outsiders to support mine, 582,
597

in reality Kennecott is outsider, 411, 436, 474, 523–524
Wisconsin has “tough” mining laws (see “tough” mining laws in

Wisconsin)
property taxes, for Flambeau Mine. See tax, property, for Flambeau Mine
prospecting, metallic mineral, as regulated in Wisconsin

administrative rules governing (see NR 131 [Metallic Mineral
Prospecting], of Wisconsin Administrative Code)

confidentiality of core sample analysis data [Wis. Stat. 293.47], 26, 28,
497, 671, 681, 884, 1010

prospecting v. exploration, 100
Protect Our Wolf River. See POW’R
Protect the Earth Festival

1st (1986), held at Mole Lake Reservation, 393
4th (1989), held at Churchill farm, 384–394, 1090

Ojibwe treaty rights and other topics discussed in talking circles,
386–387, 389

5th (1990), held at Lac Courte Oreilles Reservation, 459–463
6th (1991), held at Lac Courte Oreilles Reservation, 19, 92, 93, 460
8th (1993), held at Lac du Flambeau Reservation, 705–706
history of, 384, 393–394

Protect the Earth Journey (1998), 91, 95, 950, 973, 982
and “Free George Meyer” campaign, 771–772
Roscoe Churchill participates in, 95, 772

Protect the Earth Staff, 17,19, 617
history of, 393

protests and rallies against Flambeau Mine
as part of Flambeau Summer (see Flambeau Summer protests)
at Flambeau Mine Master Hearing, 441, 444
at sham public hearing on Flambeau Mine supplemental EIS, 625–629
floats in Mardis Gras Parade, 636, 639
flotillas on Flambeau River, 354–357, 390, 636–639
Freedom March, 472–475, 476, 807
mock wedding between RTZ and People of Wisconsin (see Master

Hearing, Flambeau Mine: protest rally before)

Prouty, Winnie, photo by, 8
Pryor, Cynthia, 1151–1152, 1154, 1164, 1170
Pubanz, Judy, 1165

and POW’R, 928, 953, 970–971
participates in work day at Churchill farm, 927
photo by, 927
portrait of Roscoe and Evelyn Churchill drawn by, 1166
supports mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70] at public hearing, 931

Pubanz, Len, 1139, 1165
and POW’R, 928, 953, 970–971
attends public hearing on mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70] in

Milwaukee, 942
contacts Sen. Russ Feingold and Congressman Jay Johnson regarding

concerns over Exxon’s “tupperware” ad, 953
participates in work day at Churchill farm, 927

public hearings, on Flambeau Mine EIS and permits. See Master Hearing,
Flambeau Mine

public hearings, on Flambeau Mine Local Agreement, 339–346
City of Ladysmith, 344, 346
held within one month of contract being released for public review, 339
Rusk County, 341–343

paid for by Kennecott, 341
testimony of various citizens, 341–343
two-thirds of those who testify are against, 341

Town of Grant, 343–344
citizens petition town board to delay action, 339–341
newspaper notice for, 340
“Remember the Boston Tea Party!,” 341
Roscoe Churchill spars with Bob Plantz, 344
testimony of Evelyn Churchill, 344

public hearings in Wisconsin, process for noncontested (traditional) and
contested

contested
administrative rules governing [Chapter HA 1], 718
definition of, 437–438
DNR rules governing reopening of [NR 2.16], 508, 509
statutes governing [Chapter 227], 554, 555, 718

Master Hearing process (see also Master Hearing Law, for mining proj-
ects in Wisconsin)

shuts local people out of democratic decision-making process,
1012

noncontested (traditional)
definition of, 437, 438
DNR undermines by instituting open house format for, 622–626,

632
DNR undermines by interpreting “hearing” in statutes to mean “con-

tested hearing,” 711, 712, 714, 816, 833
DNR undermines by substituting informational meetings for, 262,

711, 715–716, 816
need for statutes and rules to ensure democratic right to, 718

public hearing not guaranteed for review of modifications to either mine
permits or reclamation plans, 271, 377, 711, 713, 714, 717,
816, 833

public hearing not guaranteed for review of supplemental EIS, 608, 610,
611

Public Intervenor Office, Wisconsin
attorneys appointed as Wisconsin Public Intervenors

Edwina Kavanaugh, 769
Kathleen Falk (see Falk, Kathleen)
Laura Sutherland (see Sutherland, Laura)
Peter Peshek (see Peshek, Peter)
Thomas Dawson, 767, 768
Waltrud Arts (see Arts, Waltrud)
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citizen advisory committee to, 21, 768
gives Town of Grant okay to enlist help of Peter Peshek, 109–110
replaced by governor-appointed Public Intervenor Board in 1995,

23
created to act as check and balance on DNR, 21–22, 109, 765, 767,

768, 769, 773
elimination of, 13, 23, 767–769

proposed legislation to restore, 769, 772
“official party” to Flambeau Mine Master Hearing, 438, 439 (see also

Master Hearing, Flambeau Mine)
represented on Gov. Tommy Thompson’s ad hoc task force on mining,

271
statutes governing creation and authority of [S.165.07–165.076], 768

amended in 1995 to become S.23.39 and subsequently repealed,
768–769

Wisconsin Conservation Congress resolution calling for restoration of,
995, 996

public land (state-owned parks and forests), in Wisconsin
legislation proposed to deny mining companies access to [1991 AB 27;

1991 AB 81], 571–573, 576
Public Records Law, Wisconsin’s [S.19.35], 1143
Public Trust Doctrine, Wisconsin

and navigable streams, 1073
background information, 152
DNR shows disregard for, 630–633, 1014–1022

as exemplified by handling of groundwater quality issues, 151, 167,
172, 235, 237

as exemplified by unilateral decisions on interpretation of Churchill
Mining Moratorium Law, 987–988

Herb Buettner comments on, 1014, 1015
opinion issued by Attorney General Robert Warren in support of, 378
opinion issued by Public Intervenor Waltrud Arts in support of, 243
report written by Attorney Melissa Scanlan regarding, 152, 1015–1020
resolution offered at Spring Hearings of Wisconsin Conservation

Congress regarding implementation of, 1018
sampling of state officials who have violated, 1016–1017
statutes and administrative rules that violate public trust

comprehensive list of, 1004–1013
groundwater law (see groundwater law, Wisconsin’s [Chapter 160,

Wisconsin Statutes])
groundwater quality standards (see Maximum Contaminant Levels

(MCLs), as groundwater quality standards; non-degradation
standard, for groundwater)

handling of metallic mining wastes (see hazardous waste, as regu-
lated in Wisconsin [mine sites]; NR 182 [Metallic Mining
Wastes], of Wisconsin Administrative Code)

stream course alteration [S.30.195], 259–260
statutes that uphold public trust, 151–153, 630–631, 741

mandate for DNR to formulate programs for “prevention and abate-
ment” of water pollution [S.281.12], 152, 452, 631, 741,
760, 987

mandate for DNR to “protect, maintain and improve” state’s waters
[S.281.11—originally S.144.025(1)], 151–153, 172, 378,
452, 630–631, 741, 760, 798, 988, 1014

mandate to “eliminate” discharge of pollutants into state’s waters
[S.283.001(1)(a)—originally S.147.01]], 151, 152, 155,
167, 452, 630–631

strategy to enhance proper implementation of, 1019–1021
advancing new legislation, 1021
educating public, 1019
holding legislators and DNR officials accountable, 1018–1020
raising court challenges, 1020–1021

using it to help change Wisconsin’s weak mining laws, 1014–1022
Wisconsin Conservation Congress executive council admits ignorance

of, 1018
Wisconsin court cases regarding

Just v. Marinette County, 1017
Priewe v. Wisconsin State Land Improvement Co., 1017–1018
Wisconsin’s Environmental Decade v. DNR, 1017

pulmonary fibrosis, as caused by silica dust at mine sites, 68
“pump and treat” program for contaminated waters at reclaimed Flambeau

Mine site, need for DNR to mandate, 1128–1129
purple wartyback clam. See clams, endangered, at Flambeau Mine site
Pynch, Tom, 593
pyrite (fool’s gold)

acid generating potential, 29, 139, 776, 922
“Kennecott gets the real gold. We get the fool’s gold,” 30, 677
no success in marketing, 57

Q
Quaker American Friends Service Committee, 17
Quarles & Brady, law firm of (Madison, WI), 786
Quebec, Canada

Flambeau Mine ore processed at Noranda smelter in Rouyn, 324, 766
Queen Elizabeth, knights RTZ chairman, 641
Quiggle, Catherine, Attorney, 742, 758, 761, 785
Quinnell, Paul, Grant Town Supervisor, confronted by Roscoe Churchill

regarding Flambeau Mine road signs, 1141–1142

R
Raasch, Donald, 415
Rabe, Ken, 1164

arrested at protest in front of Kennecott’s office in Ladysmith, 534, 535
radio station WOJB (see WOJB radio)
radioactivity. See also uranium

fallout in Wisconsin, as discussed in Methodologies for the Study of
Low-Level Radiation in the Midwest, 441

“hot spot” zones identified in Barron, Sawyer, Washburn and Rusk
counties (WI), 28, 144–146, 422, 1030

Kennecott fails to monitor Flambeau River for, 1109–1110
Kennecott fails to monitor groundwater at Flambeau Mine site for (see

radioactivity, levels in groundwater at Flambeau Mine site)
no rules exist in Wisconsin Administrative Code for disposal of mining

waste contaminated with, 422–424
potential for metallic mining waste to be contaminated with (see dumps,

radioactive materials in metallic sulfide mining waste)
radioactivity, levels in groundwater at Flambeau Mine site. See also

radioactivity
DNR grants exemption to requirement for monitoring, 425–431,

1030–1031
Roscoe Churchill drafts county board resolution seeking reversal of

DNR decision, 429, 430
not monitored by Kennecott before, during or after mining, 422–431,

1030–1031, 1049, 1123, 1181
action constitutes violation of Local Agreement and conditional land

use permit, 337, 425–426
why levels should have been monitored, 425, 1030

railroad, for transporting Flambeau Mine ore to Canada
companies and route utilized, 669, 673

taxpayer dollars used to upgrade track, 669
problems with contaminated ballast at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site

(see industrial park, at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site)
Ramharter, Robert, Wisconsin DNR official

abrogates his public trust responsibilities, 1016, 1054
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and “consensus” negotiations, 141
comments on Flambeau Mine final EIS, 432
comments on problems with Kennecott’s groundwater modeling for

Flambeau Mine, 396
criticized at public hearing on Flambeau Mine draft EIS, 398, 402
dereliction of duty, 1035
downplays discovery of endangered clams in Flambeau River, 506, 608,

613
downplays failure of erosion control system at Flambeau Mine site, 561
involvement in amending NR 182 definition of “waste site” to

Kennecott’s liking, 301–303
member of Gov.Tommy Thompson’s ad hoc task force on mining, 271
privy to “Clamgate” memo, 540, 541
supports open house format for public hearings, 624
mentioned, 245, 270, 380, 453, 570

Randall, Tim, 901
Randazzo, Alicia, 795
Rands, Bill, 557
Rape of the Great Plains, The (a book by Ross Toole), 205
Rathsack, Al

helps John Kaiser in his bid to purge Rusk County Board, 308, 309
sued by nine Rusk County Board supervisors for libel, 314
mentioned, 888

Rauhuet, Harriet, 234
Real Flambeau News, 411–421

as counterpoint to Kennecott’s Flambeau News, 87, 413, 414, 418 (see
also Flambeau News)

as source of funding for RCCAG, 87, 371, 477
citations from, 88, 252, 253, 371, 413, 414, 417, 420, 429, 431, 443,

446, 501, 596, 642, 842
Larry Mercando’s reaction to advent of, 418–421
people who helped produce and distribute, 9, 413, 418, 497
printed by Cloverland Press (Ladysmith, WI), 418, 702
renamed Real Mining News in 1991, 417
mentioned, 807

Real Mining News. See Real Flambeau News
reclamation, of mine sites

in Germany, 42
in Wisconsin (see Metallic Mining Reclamation Act, Wisconsin’s)

Flambeau Mine (see Flambeau Mine, reclaimed; Flambeau Mine,
reclamation plan)

recycling, as alternative to mining, 73
Red Cedar River (WI), at risk for metallic sulfide mining pollution, 1130
Red Cliff Ojibwe. See also Native American community; Ojibwe (Chippewa)

“I extend my hand to the Chippewa,” 706
“My Native American Friends,” 90–96
reservation serves as starting point for Protect the Earth Journey, 95,

771
tribal member Frank Montano, 460
tribal member Walt Bresette (see Bresette, Walt)
tribal members testify against Flambeau Mine at Master Hearing,

445–446
mentioned, 745

redhorse, greater (threatened species), 613
redhorse, river (threatened species), 538, 613
Redwood Summer, 510
refuse, metallic mining, as defined in Wisconsin law [S.293.01(25); NR

182.02(11); NR 182.04(30); NR 182.04(54)]
allows for out-of-state mining waste to be dumped in Wisconsin, 324,

1008
regional planning commissions, in Wisconsin. See planning commissions,

Wisconsin regional

Reif, George, 1165
and POW’R, 928
and work day at Churchill farm, 927
at Crandon mine protest in Madison, 926

Reinaas, Julie, plaintiff in lawsuit against Local Agreement, 481
Reinemann, Al, 148, 212
Reinemann, Mary, 148
Reinke, Gordon, Wisconsin DNR official

abrogates his public trust responsibilities, 1054
and “consensus” negotiations, 141
at EIS hearing for nonexecuted (1976) Flambeau Mine proposal, 60
comments on richness of Flambeau Deposit, 25, 674
deems special DNR rules for radioactive mining waste to be unneces-

sary, 424
explains difference between license and permit, 195
mentioned, 245, 578

Rentzepis, Michael, Dr., 951
Reopelle, Keith, 946

petitions DNR to write administrative rules for Churchill Mining
Moratorium Law, 982

supports mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70] at public hearing, 931
reptiles, at Flambeau Mine site, 1137
republic v. democracy, 236
Republican Party, in Wisconsin

Rusk County chapter, enmeshed with pro-mining interests and local
Chamber of Commerce, 497, 592, 600

selectively pays attention to recommendations from Wisconsin
Conservation Congress, 1002–1003

shows no support for enacting strong mining laws, 125–126, 597, 916
shows no support for restoring independence of DNR Secretary, 772
shows no support for restoring position of environmental education

coordinator in Department of Public Instruction, 773
supports elimination of Public Intervenor Office, 13, 769, 772

Reserve Mining Company, 124, 210
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, United States, 502, 1011
resource management, Evelyn Churchill comments on changing views

toward, 1160–1161
Resource Rebels, a book by Al Gedicks, 18, 931
revenue sharing, 82–83
Reynolds, Dennis

carves “Lead Goose” walking stick for Roscoe Churchill, 808, 809
discovers that Town of Grant’s mining moratorium resolution is missing

from town records, 202, 264–265, 362
offers resolution at Town of Grant’s 1982 annual meeting for all mining

issues to be determined by referendum vote, 200
spars with Ernest (E.K.) Lehmann, 101

Reynolds, Glenn, Attorney, 1020, 1021, 1165
Reynolds, Marty, Ladysmith Mayor. See also Reynolds, Marty, Rep. (D-

Ladysmith)
briefed on Kennecott’s request for exemption to testing groundwater for

radioactivity, 427–429
comes to Churchill farm, 266–267
member of Gov. Tommy Thompson’s ad hoc task force on mining, 269,

271, 273
member of Rusk County Mining Impact Committee (6-member),

279–287, 344 (see also Rusk County Mining Impact
Committee (6-member) that negotiated Local Agreement)

seeks legal opinion regarding Section 31 of Local Agreement (“Local
Governments will not oppose mine”), 478–479

signs Local Agreement with Kennecott before EIS even written, 321,
345, 346, 395, 402

mentioned, 336
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Reynolds, Marty, Rep. (D-Ladysmith). See also Reynolds, Marty, Ladysmith
Mayor

and 1991 AB 81 (overhaul of mining regulations), 596
and 1991 AB 661 (helping localities pay expenses associated with

negotiating Local Agreement), 596
and 1993 AB 341(removing mining company exemption to groundwater

law), 596–597
and Phil Strobl, 498
background information, 596–597
chairs meeting in Ladysmith to gauge public sentiment on state’s min-

ing laws, 594
opposed in 1992 election by Linda Lybert, 600
supports passage of mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70]

asks assembly for unanimous consent to “adjourn in honor of
Evelyn Churchill” after bill passed, 962

dedicates his vote to Roscoe Churchill, 960
upset with Assembly Republicans’ efforts to gut bill, 958–959

mentioned, 836
Rhinelander, Wisconsin, targeted for exploitation by metallic mining indus-

try, 1, 1158
Ricci, Arlene, 1164

faithful member of RCCAG, 86, 418
plaintiff in lawsuit against Local Agreement, 481, 488
registered as “interested person” at Flambeau Mine Master Hearing,

438, 439
writes letter to editor regarding testimony of LCO scientists at Flambeau

Mine Master Hearing, 454
mentioned, 142, 462

Ricci, Tom, 1164
candidate in 1989 Grant Town Board election, 352
faithful member of RCCAG, 86, 418
helps raise money to cover legal expenses incurred by Churchills, 370
“official party” (RCCAG) to Flambeau Mine Master Hearing, 438, 439
participates in Town of Grant 1982 annual meeting, 199, 200, 201
plaintiff in lawsuit against Local Agreement, 481, 488, 489
spars with Bob Plantz at Town of Grant 1988 annual meeting, 319
testimony at public hearing on Local Agreement, 342
writes letter to editor regarding testimony of LCO scientists at Flambeau

Mine Master Hearing, 454
mentioned, 142, 462

Rice, Condoleezza, 1139
Rice Lake (Mole Lake Reservation, WI), 92, 96
Rice Lake, Wisconsin, as compared to Ladysmith in size, 898
Rice Lake Chronotype (Rice Lake, WI), citations from, 791, 793, 1170, 1175
Rice Lake Early Bird (Rice Lake, WI), citations from, 791, 1174
Richards, Jon, Rep. (D-Milwaukee), 1021
Richie, David, Attorney, 314
Richie Creek Deposit (Price County, WI), 4
Richland, Town of (Rusk County, WI)

and John Kaiser’s Lake Laverne, 408
has state-owned land vulnerable to mining, 409

Ridings, Jim
cartoons by, 372, 373, 456, 842, 1004, 1129
helps RCCAG raise money by creating Flambeau Funnies, 372–374

Riegel, Tom, member of Grant Town Board
confronted by Roscoe Churchill regarding Flambeau Mine road signs,

1141–1142
fails to inform public of problems with contaminated railroad ballast at

Flambeau Mine site, 1070
reelected in 1989, 352
signs Local Agreement with Kennecott before EIS even written, 344,

345, 346, 347, 395, 402

mentioned, 514
Ringstad, Leif, member of Ladysmith Area Chamber of Commerce, 1165

calls for external audit of Chamber funds, 602
raises ethical concerns regarding actions of Executive Director Linda

Lybert and Chamber’s mine group, 600
files complaint against Lybert with Wisconsin Elections Board,

600–601, 602
reprimanded by internal Chamber committee for accusing Lybert of

wrongdoing, 601–602
Ringstad, Marie, 1164, 1165

faithful member of RCCAG, 418
mother of Bob Ringstad, 939

Ringstad, Robert (Bob), 1165
attends public hearing on mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70] in

Milwaukee, 939–940, 942
faithful member of RCCAG, 86
writes letter to editor regarding mining company interest in Rusk

County forestland, 102
mentioned, 600

Ringstad, Sig, 939, 1164, 1165
Rio Algom. See also Crandon Deposit (Forest County, WI); Crandon mine

proposal
and Elliot Lake mining district (Ontario, Canada), 209–210, 248
lauds DNR decision to not write administrative rules for Churchill

Mining Moratorium Law, 988
Nicolet Minerals Company created in 1998 as subsidiary of, 976
partners with Exxon in 1993 to pursue development of Crandon mine,

248, 739 (see also Exxon/Rio Algom)
submits bogus list of mines to DNR in attempt to meet terms of

Churchill Mining Moratorium Law, 124, 978, 980–981
cartoon regarding, 981

mentioned, 916
Rio Blanco County (CO), imposes trust fund requirement on mining compa-

nies, 240
Rio Tinto Zinc (London, UK)

as opposed by PARTIZANS (see PARTIZANS)
becomes Kennecott’s owner, xvi, 248, 672, 766, 1162
corporate executives show their true colors, 640–645

“Don’t worry. By the time [any pollution shows up] we will be long
gone,” 434

philosophy of Chairman Derek Birkin and CEO Robert Wilson on
turning a profit, 640–641

democracy pushed by wayside (see democracy, mining companies and
other corporations undermine)

portrayed by John LaForge as corporate pig, 434, 626–629
posts record profits one year after Flambeau Mine starts production,

684, 843, 857, 891
tactics for making inroads (see mining company tactics, to make

inroads in communities)
testimony regarding RTZ’s corporate track record struck from record at

Flambeau Mine Master Hearing, 456
track record around the world (see also Kennecott in Rusk County (WI):

legacy of pollution and human rights abuses; pollution,
from metallic sulfide mines: mining disasters)

abbreviated list of atrocities, 641–642
Bougainville Mine (Papua, New Guinea), 417, 436, 642
disregard for treaty rights of Native people, 434, 446
East Kemptville Mine (Nova Scotia, Canada), 640, 642, 710
Finnis River (Northwest Territory, Australia), 642
Greens Creek Mine (AK), 643–644, 668
not a “good neighbor,” 417 (see also Kennecott in Rusk County

(WI): not a “good neighbor”)
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Rossing Mine (Namibia), 643
Riphenburg, Al, Rusk County Board Supervisor

crony of John Kaiser, 311, 468, 593–594
opposes plan for independent monitoring of Flambeau River, 508
opposes resolution offered by Roscoe Churchill to require Kennecott to

monitor groundwater for radioactivity, 429
votes against rescinding Local Agreement, 471

Ritsche, Daniel, 261
rivers, right of public to wade, 690–692
rivers and lakes, Wisconsin statutes and rules governing

altering the course of a river [S.30.195], 259–263, 331, 1009
hearings regarding [S.30.208(3)–(5)], 262, 331

definition of ordinary high water mark [NR 115.03(6)], 738
removal of minerals beneath [S.30.20], 262, 331
uses and designated standards for intrastate and interstate waters

[Chapter NR 104], 1075
Riverside Cemetery (Ladysmith, Wisconsin), 792
Robson, Judy, Rep. (D-Beloit), and mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70]

attends Ladysmith public hearing on  bill, 931
speaks out to support bill during assembly debate, 956, 957
votes to endorse bill in committee, 946

Rock, George, 1164
and Wisconsin Resources Protection Council, 218, 219, 221
and Wolf Watershed Educational Project, 924

youth speaking tour, 926
first meets Roscoe Churchill, 218
pushes for tougher mining regulations in Wisconsin, 379
travels to Marquette, MI to help local people fight Kennecott, 1152

Rock, Marilyn, 1164
and Wisconsin Resources Protection Council, 218
and Wolf River Watershed Alliance, 998
travels to Marquette, MI to help local people fight Kennecott, 1152

Rodli, Beskar, Boles and Krueger, law firm of (River Falls, WI), 758, 785
Rodli, Keith, Attorney, 1165

gives Churchills a break on legal expenses, 374
helps John LaForge reach settlement with City of Ladysmith over

wrongful imprisonment, 629
issues opinion on authority of DNR to write rules banning metallic sul-

fide mining, 742, 745
issues opinion on right of public to wade navigable streams, 691, 692
represents Flambeau Mine protesters charged with trespassing,

532–533
represents RCCAG in lawsuit over DNR authority to write rules banning

metallic sulfide mining, 758–763
solid track record in defending public trust, 1020, 1021

Roessler, Carol Buettner, Sen. (R-Oshkosh), votes against mining morato-
rium bill [1997 AB 70/SB 3], 956

Rohland, Bob, 804
Rolling Stone Lake Protection and Rehabilitation District, 379
Rossing Mine (Namibia), 643–644
Round Lake Deposit (Sawyer County, WI), 4, 87, 131

beneath Tiger Cat Flowage, 1
Rousseau, Tom, 352
Rouyn, Quebec, Flambeau Mine ore smelted at Noranda facility in, 669,

677, 766
Rove, Karl, 142
Rozak, Norm, Ladysmith Police Chief

alleged death threat to, 517–518
arrests Cassandra Dixon at Flambeau Mine Master Hearing, 444
investigates alleged break-in of Chamber of Commerce office, 600

Rubow, Don
and push to create industrial park at Flambeau Mine site, 827, 835

repeats same pro-mining propaganda used by Alan Christianson, 1134,
1136

Rudi, Benita, 930
rules v. laws, 232
runoff, stormwater, from industrial park at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site.

See industrial park, at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site
runoff pond, at Flambeau Mine site during mining years

diagram and photo of, 821
function of, 1065
no monitoring wells drilled beneath, 1061, 1066, 1128
use of liner beneath, 1065–1066, 1067

Runstrom, Linda, 910
photo by, 1149

Rusk County (WI)
as resource colony of British-based RTZ, 234–235, 237, 483, 910

Evelyn Churchill pens Declaration of Independence from
Corporation Oppression and Destruction, 701–707

bogus grants received from state’s Mining Investment and Local Impact
Fund

as means to prop up Rusk County’s failing economy, 872–880
list of, 876
real story behind, 903–904

demographics
per capita income (see per capita income, Rusk County (WI))
population growth rate (see population growth rate, Rusk County (WI))
poverty rate (see poverty rate, Rusk County (WI))
total workforce, 876, 886
unemployment rate (see unemployment rate, Rusk County (WI))

failure of Flambeau Mine to improve economy of (see economic impact,
of Flambeau Mine)

county as much or more in debt now than before mine built, 900,
905

county ranks among poorest in Wisconsin (before, during and after
mining years), 686, 687, 834–835, 855

early closing of mine augments problem, 712, 719, 724–725 (see
also early closing of Flambeau Mine, as proposed by
Kennecott)

Flambeau Mine developed within (see Flambeau Mine, as developed by
Kennecott in Rusk County (WI))

forestland targeted by mining interests, 99–103, 409
located in ceded territory of Lake Superior Ojibwe (see ceded territory,

of Lake Superior Ojibwe)
major rivers in, 103
maps of

areas favorable for uranium deposits, 145
areas leased and/or owned by mining interests, 26, 27

mineral exploration in, 24–32, 56
ore deposits discovered within,

Clear Creek Deposit, 4
Flambeau Deposit (see Flambeau Deposit)
Thornapple Deposit, 1, 4, 25, 177, 471, 765
Willard (School House) Deposit, 4, 25

taken to court by Cornell University over mineral rights dispute, 224
townships with mining moratorium resolutions, 362
townships with state-owned land vulnerable to mining, 409
uranium potential, 144–146 (see also uranium)

Rusk County Airport, grant from MILIF used for expansion of, 876, 904
Rusk County Board (Rusk County, WI)

1988 election results, 310
1990 election results, 407–409
adopts tough zoning code on metallic mining, 238–241, 766 (see also

Rusk County Metallic Mineral Mining and Prospecting Code)
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invalidated by terms of Local Agreement (see Local Agreement, for
Flambeau Mine, specific provisions: inapplicability of Rusk
County metallic mining code)

asks DNR to reopen permit hearing for nonexecuted (1976) Flambeau
Mine proposal, 122

attorneys hired for legal counsel on mining matters
Kevin Lyons, 238–239 (see also Lyons, Kevin, Attorney)
William Thiel, (see Thiel, William, Attorney)

denies Kennecott a permit to mine in Rusk County [1976 Resolution
229], 113–117

copy of resolution, 114
news coverage of, 115, 116
resolution authored by Roscoe Churchill and Ray Grigar, 113
resolution passed while decision on Churchills’ appeal of EIS

approval still pending, 107, 360
serves as moratorium, 273, 918
spurs Kennecott to develop harder-hitting tactics, 249, 1158
unanimous decision, 115, 244, 765
mentioned, 122, 134, 135, 138, 148, 199, 881

involvement in lawsuit over Flambeau Mine, 476–495 (see also lawsuit
filed by Roscoe Churchill, et al., over legality of Local
Agreement and Local Agreement Law)

John Kaiser orchestrates takeover of board, 306–315 (see also Kaiser,
John, as Rusk County Board Supervisor prior to becoming
chairman)

members meet with Forest County Board in 1976 to discuss mining
issues, 135

mining-related resolutions considered but tabled by
calling for establishment of local mining impact committee to eval-

uate Kennecott’s hiring practices (1994), 886–888
seeking to rescind Local Agreement, 467, 468–471, 472, 766

mining-related resolutions passed by
asking DNR to conduct public meeting on early closing of Flambeau

Mine, 713–715
authorizing county to borrow against anticipated mining revenues

(1993), 843–844
banning uranium mining in Rusk County, 144–145
denying Kennecott a permit to mine in 1976 (see Rusk County

Board (Rusk County, WI): denies Kennecott a permit to mine
in Rusk County [1976 Resolution 229])

seeking to invalidate approval of Kennecott’s exemption to ground-
water testing requirements, 429, 430

scuttled by Bernice Dukerschein, 429, 722
seeking to reverse DNR decision to allow early closing of Flambeau

Mine, 719–721, 753
scuttled by Bernice Dukerschein, 720–722

mining-related resolutions voted down by
establishing independent monitoring program for Flambeau River,

508
transferring $40,000 from bogus Rusk County legal fund to interest-

bearing account, 480
petitioned by Rusk County residents in 1990 to rescind Local

Agreement, 464–471
provisions of comprehensive zoning code applicable to Flambeau Mine,

426
ratifies Local Agreement with Kennecott (1988), 343 (see also Local

Agreement, for Flambeau Mine)
public hearing regarding, 339, 341–343

receives lengthy report from Larry Mercando regarding alleged “mis-
statement” made by RCCAG, 583–585

refuses to lease Rusk County forestland to either N.L. Industries or E.K.
Lehmann, 99–101, 765

represented on Gov. Tommy Thompson’s ad hoc task force on mining,
270–278 (see also Gov. Tommy Thompson’s ad hoc task
force on mining)

represented on Rusk County Mining Impact Committee (3-member)
established by Local Agreement (see Rusk County Mining
Impact Committee (3-member) established by Local
Agreement)

represented on Rusk County Mining Impact Committee (6-member) that
negotiated Local Agreement (see Rusk County Mining
Impact Committee (6-member) that negotiated Local
Agreement)

same kind of shenanigans pulled by John Kaiser in 1988 resurface in
2002, 408

tries to undermine protest rally at Grant Town Hall by toughening tres-
pass ordinance, 514, 518, 523

Rusk County Citizens Action Group (RCCAG)
and push for banning metallic sulfide mining in Wisconsin, 740

sues DNR over issue (see lawsuit filed by Roscoe Churchill, et al.,
to confirm DNR authority to write rules banning metallic
sulfide mining in Wisconsin)

asks legislators to review NRB rejection of citizen petitions for tougher
mining regulations, 381–383, 406–407

asks to accompany DNR on inspections of Flambeau Mine site, 676
belittled by Linda Bochert, 406–407, 752
broadens focus to help other communities faced with mining proposals,

806, 811
constitution of, 86
enters Kennecott’s contest to decide how mining revenues should be

spent, 841
F.A.C.T.S. campaign, 634
faithful members of, 86, 418, 497, 811
formation of, 85–89, 149
fundraising, 87, 361, 370–374, 418, 477, 502

Flambeau Funnies, 372–374, 456, 1004, 1129
newsletter, 87, 371, 477
t-shirts, 15, 371, 502

helps draft mineral rights bill for consideration by Wisconsin
Legislature, 222–225

helps organize opposition to “consensus” rules, 170, 171 (see also
“consensus” process, as used for drafting Wisconsin’s min-
ing laws and rules)

helps stage protest before Flambeau Mine Master Hearing, 432–436
hires university professor to conduct clam survey of Flambeau River,

689
John Styczinski serves as president of, 497
Kennecott distributes report to Rusk County Board in effort to counter-

act statements of, 583–585
Evelyn Churchill responds, 585

members sign Declaration of Independence from Corporation
Oppression and Destruction, 706

newsletter of, 411–421 (see also Real Flambeau News)
“official party” (Bill Merrill and Tom Ricci) to Flambeau Mine Master

Hearing, 438, 439 (see also Master Hearing, Flambeau
Mine)

organizes ceremony to honor Churchills, 358–359
places ads in Ladysmith News to counteract Kennecott offensive

“Gold! Gold! Gold!,” 89
“Kennecott gets real gold. We get fool’s gold,” 30
“Kennecott to close mine,” 668
“Lest we forget,” 589
“Mining information,” 591
“Mining moratorium passed,” 319, 320
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“New news,” 644
“Notice to mine promoters,” 623
“RTZ executives assess political risks,” 640
“Who are these people concerned about sulfide mining?,” 30, 782
“Why won’t Kennecott tell the truth?,” 621
“Your rights to clean water for drinking have been corrupted,” 647

sponsors forums, 123, 384, 389
submits request to MILIF Board for funding to do independent monitor-

ing of private wells and Flambeau River, 656, 657, 688
supports mining moratorium legislation, 920, 921, 922, 971
web page of, 87, 968
mentioned, 118, 155, 252, 352, 713, 767

Rusk County Community Library. See Library, Rusk County Community
Rusk County Democratic Party

central role of Styczinski brothers in, 496–498, 811
hostile takeover of, 496–498
Roscoe Churchill joins, 125–127

Rusk County Information Center
history of, 603
overrun by Ladysmith Area Chamber of Commerce, 603–605

senior craft display eliminated to make room for Flambeau Mine
merchandise, 603–604

Rusk County Landfill, Inc., 557
Rusk County Metallic Mineral Mining and Prospecting Code

development of, 238–241
invalidated by Flambeau Mine Local Agreement, 336, 425

testimony regarding invalidation struck from record at Flambeau
Mine Master Hearing, 456–457

Kennecott’s inability or unwillingness to meet terms of, 281–282, 284
obstacle to development of Flambeau Mine, 249, 273, 288
provisions for monitoring private wells, 239, 328
provisions for trust fund, 239–240, 336
provisions setting non-degradation standard for groundwater, 239,

240–241
public hearings on, 238–239
Rusk County corporate counsel fails to defend, 284, 285

Rusk County Mining Impact Committee (3-member) established by Local
Agreement

asked to investigate Kennecott’s hiring practices, 887–888
claims it has no procedural rules in place for public meetings, 663–664
duties and membership of, 328–329, 427, 658
fails to address Evelyn Churchill’s concerns regarding testing of private

wells, 657–665, 688
funded by Kennecott, 887
limited authority of, 427
local officials who served on, 657, 887
oversteps its authority be approving exemption requested by Kennecott,

427, 429
potential for doing open records request of, 328–329

Rusk County Mining Impact Committee (6-member) that negotiated Local
Agreement

authority of, as established by law [Wis. Stat. 144.838, before amended
in 1988], 133–134, 277

no authority to negotiate mining contracts, 277, 285, 289
closed session meetings of

Kennecott allowed to attend, 280–281, 584
Kennecott tries to justify, 583–584
no legal justification for, 280–281, 584
pushed by Alan Christianson, 277–278, 280

creation of, 276–278, 279
dealings reminiscent of “consensus” process, 281
illegal activities of

as impetus for drafting of Local Agreement Law, 287, 296
contract zoning, 288–289, 292, 294, 332, 457
going into closed session without legal justification (see above)
negotiating contract, 134, 285–286

involvement in development of Local Agreement Law, 288–299
committee endorses draft when Evelyn Churchill hospitalized, 292,

490
members of, 279

Roscoe Churchill and Mel Wedwick lose their seats, 311–312
Roscoe Churchill outnumbered, 279, 285, 289, 292, 584

negotiates Local Agreement with Kennecott, 134, 279–287 (see also
Local Agreement, for Flambeau Mine)

replaced by Rusk County Mining Impact Committee (3-member) after
Local Agreement signed, 328

Rusk County Mining Tax Committee, 38, 64, 118
Rusk County Republican Party. See Republican Party, in Wisconsin
Rusk County Sheriff’s Department. See also Ladysmith Police Department;

Meyer, Dean, Rusk County Sheriff
arrests protesters who scale fence at Flambeau Mine site, 619
discourages public from attending protest rally at Grant Town Hall,

517–518, 523
ACLU challenges surveillance tactics, 518–519

patrols protesters’ camp-out at mine site, 522, 524
police state mentality

cops “always there to make sure some little woman didn’t harm
Larry Mercando,” 535

cops “ride herd on citizens while not doing anything about how
Kennecott was riding herd on us,” 1147

Roscoe Churchill confronts sheriff over heavy-handed treatment of
protesters, 619–620

rough handling of news reporters, 530–531
strip-searching of arrested protesters, 530

present at various rallies and marches, 356, 390, 474
sheriff unlawfully seizes videotapes of reporters covering protest at

mine site, 530–532
misstep costs taxpayers about $10,000, 532

videotapes and arrests protesters at Flambeau Mine site, 529–531
ACLU challenges arrests, 530
misstep costs taxpayers $12,000, 532, 534

Rusk County Shopper (Ladysmith, WI), citations from, 585, 613, 666, 1006
Rusk County Waters Alliance, 408
Russell, Robert, 206, 229
Ryan, Jeff, 969

S
Sabien, Randy, 514
Sacaton Mine (AZ), 978, 981
Sachtjen, William C., Judge, 106–108, 119
Safe Drinking Water Act, 171, 172
St. Croix Ojibwe. See also Native American community; Ojibwe (Chippewa)

“I extend my hand to the Chippewa,” 706
tribal members testify against Flambeau Mine at Master Hearing,

445–446
St. Croix River (Wisconsin/Minnesota), 613
St. Croix River Barrens (WI), 164
St. Francis of Assisi, Sisters of (Osseo, WI), 313, 374. See also Wolcott,

Sister Betty
St. Francis of the Holy Cross, Sisters of (Green Bay, WI), 313, 374, 477
Saint Paul Pioneer Press (St. Paul, MN)

articles by reporter Kathy Olson, 523, 524, 533, 535, 537, 541,
617–618

Olson gives Churchills a fair shake, 35, 403, 619
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other citations from, 212, 512, 514, 516, 546, 558, 576, 580, 677, 678,
773, 794, 799, 978, 980, 1039

Salmon Trout River (Michigan), at risk for metallic sulfide mining pollution,
1130, 1164

Salt Lake Tribune (Salt Lake City, UT), citation from, 23
Salt River (UT), 240
Santee Lakota, 459
saprolite clay, promoted as impermeable by Kennecott, 11, 47

Roscoe Churchill writes poem to rebut claim, 47–48
Sauk Nation, 617
Saunders, Tom, eagle feather placed on Protect the Earth Staff in honor of,

393
Sautebin, David, 64
Sawyer County (WI)

economic indicators as compared to Rusk County’s during mining years
higher percentage of children living in poverty, 895
higher population growth rate, 899–900
lower unemployment rate, 889

references to historic economic data on CD-ROM, 890, 894, 896, 897,
912

targeted for exploitation by metallic mining industry, 1, 4, 131, 878
(see also Round Lake Deposit)

uranium “hot spot” zone in, 422 (see also uranium)
Sawyer County Record (Hayward, WI), citations from, 825, 1039, 1139
Saxild, James, 85
Scalia, Anthony, 14
Scanlan, Melissa, Attorney, 152, 1015, 1020. See also Scanlan Report
Scanlan Report (“The Evolution of the Public Trust Doctrine and the

Degradation of Trust Resources”), citations from, 152,
1015–1016, 1017–1018, 1019, 1020

Schallock, John, 218, 219, 243
Schlender, James, Executive Administrator of GLIFWC, 1164, 1165. See

also Great Lakes Indian Fish and Wildlife Commission
challenges DNR decision to not ticket Kennecott for violations of sur-

face water quality standards at Flambeau Mine site,
1096–1102

receives response from DNR’s Charles Hammer, 1101
defends his people’s treaty rights, 1099

central role in affirming and upholding spearfishing rights, 1102
invites Larry Lynch to meeting of Voigt Intertribal Task Force to discuss

issues related to contamination of Stream-C at Flambeau
Mine site, 1070–1071, 1096, 1098–1099

pushes hard for monitoring program to be put in place, 1071, 1075
“Ojibwe Ogichidaa,” 1102
organizes first Protect the Earth gathering, 393
“walks on,” 1099
writes letter to Larry Lynch regarding mine impacts on Flambeau River,

1062–1064, 1104–1105, 1127
receives response from Lynch, 1115

Schmidt, Carl, farm in Rusk County leased by Noranda, 144
Schmidt, Gene, 573
Schmitz, Bob, 1164

and Mining Impact Coalition of Wisconsin, 747
delegate to Wisconsin Conservation Congress, 992, 998
“Friend of the Wolf River,” 998–1001

lobbies for Outstanding Resource Water designation for Wolf River,
998

participates in Wolf Watershed Educational Project, 924
serves as President of Wolf River Watershed Alliance, 998

pallbearer for Evelyn Churchill, 11, 791, 792, 998
strong union man, 998
visits Roscoe Churchill shortly before his death, 1170
mentioned, 568

Schmitz, Millie, 999, 1164
Schneider, Marlin, Rep. (D-Wisconsin Rapids), 244, 246

speaks out to support mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70] during
assembly debate, 957

Schneider, Neal, member of Natural Resources Board
abrogates his public trust responsibilities, 987–988
funeral director by trade, 652, 653, 983

Schneider, Phil, Rusk County Supervisor, 1165
co-sponsors resolution asking for rescission of Local Agreement,

468–470
doesn’t buy into Ed May’s rhetoric, 283
“My Buddy,” 468
plaintiff in lawsuit filed against John Kaiser, et al., 314
speaks out against Stan Kromrey’s push to add $40,000 to budget for

legal expenses, 480
targeted for defeat in 1988 election, 307, 308, 310–311
tries to thwart efforts to remove Roscoe Churchill from county’s mining

impact committee, 311–312
visits Roscoe Churchill shortly before his death, 1170
votes against hiring Attorney William Thiel to represent county in law-

suit filed by Churchills, 485
votes against ratification of Local Agreement, 343

first offers amendment, 343
school districts, eligibility to apply for grants from Wisconsin’s Mining

Investment and Local Impact Fund [S.70.395(2)(f)], 874
School House (Willard) Deposit (Rusk County, WI), 4, 25
Schreiber, Dan, 592
Schreiber, Martin, Governor, inauguration of, 129
Schubring, Eric, and WOJB-88.9 FM, 1164

travels to Ladysmith to broadcast entire public hearing on mining
moratorium bill [1997 AB 70], 934

travels to Madison to broadcast entire Wisconsin Assembly debate on
mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70], 453, 959

Schultz, Dale, Sen. (R-Richland Center), key player in passage of Churchill
Mining Moratorium Law, 956, 963–964, 971

Schultz, Jim
and Ladysmith Area Chamber of Commerce “mine group,” 597
as Thompson appointee to state’s Mining Investment and Local Impact

Fund Board, 859
involvement in awarding bogus grants to City of Ladysmith,

875–880, 1139–1140
questionable transfers of mining revenues during his tenure, 864

attends Linda Lybert’s press conference to show support for Flambeau
Mine, 524

distributes buttons to promote mine, 603
opposes mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70] at public hearing, 931
presents pro-mining petition to hearing examiner at Flambeau Mine

Master Hearing, 454, 455
speaks of how Wisconsin’s strict laws will “take care of concerns of so-

called environmentalists,” 250
Schurtz, Gerald, 155, 238–239
Schuster, Myron, Executive Director of NWRPC. See also Northwest

Regional Planning Commission (NWRPC), Wisconsin’s
dodges open records request regarding public opinion survey con-

ducted by NWRPC for Kennecott, 1143 (see also Flambeau
Mine, public opinion and business owner surveys regarding)

incorrectly claims that NWRPC is not subject to Wisconsin’s Open
Records Law, 1143

called to task by Attorney Glenn Stoddard, 1143–1144
Schwalbe, Tracey, Attorney, 1020

represents LCO Ojibwe at Flambeau Mine Master Hearing, 439, 448,
450, 1021
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Schwarz, David, as hearing examiner for Flambeau Mine Master Hearing,
438. See also Master Hearing, Flambeau Mine

also served as hearing examiner for nonexecuted (1976) Flambeau
Mine proposal, 115, 438

encounter with Doug La Follette, 355
asked to step down at outset of hearing due to possible bias against

Ojibwe (corroborated by affidavit), 439
asked to suspend hearing, 449
comes to Ladysmith for pre-hearing conference, 402–403
dereliction of duty, 1035
does not question legality of Local Agreement, 456–457, 632, 766
explains process to public, 437
grants Kennecott necessary permits to build Flambeau Mine, 457–458,

571, 610, 760
ignores request of gaiashkibos to schedule public hearings on any SEIS

that might be prepared by DNR, 610
named as defendant in lawsuit filed by Churchills, 360, 476, 483, 485

(see also lawsuit filed by Roscoe Churchill, et al., over
legality of Local Agreement and Local Agreement Law)

sent by Gov. Tommy Thompson, 839
shows no regard for Native American treaty rights, 439, 446–447, 456,

457, 617
shuts down noncontested portion of hearing before everyone has

chance to speak, 447
allows additional noncontested testimony on final day of hearing,

454–455
spars with Attorney Waring Fincke, 451
strikes critical testimony from record, 456–457
mentioned, 464, 472

Schwenk, C.G., 29, 259, 673
Scott, Bill, 835
Scott, Randy, testimony at EIS hearing for nonexecuted (1976) Flambeau

Mine proposal, 59–60
Scullion, Judy, 126
sediment in Flambeau River, heavy metal accumulation in, 1112–1114. See

also Flambeau River (WI) pollution
baseline copper and zinc levels, 1084
data table, 1114
DNR pulls plug on mandatory testing program, 689, 1113–1114, 1124,

1128
downstream sampling site nowhere near backfilled mine pit, 1106,

1113, 1123–1124
higher levels of heavy metals found in downstream samples, 1113

Kennecott distorts data by stating it indicates “no impacts due to
mine activities,” 1113

Kennecott fails to provide statistical analysis of raw data, 1113,
1123–1124

lack of independent data, 1112
map showing sampling locations, 1106
need to reinstitute mandatory testing program, 1127–1128

internal DNR memo suggests continued monitoring is warranted,
1127

sediment in wetlands and creeks at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site, heavy
metal accumulation in. See also pollution, at reclaimed
Flambeau Mine site

Kennecott not monitoring sediment in Wetland-A or Stream-A,
1091–1092, 1124

Kennecott not monitoring sediment in Wetland-B or its channel to
Flambeau River, 1092–1093, 1124

Wetland-C sediment shows elevated copper and zinc levels,
1084–1085, 1094

Kennecott skews results, 1084–1085
Seeger, Alan, testimony at EIS hearing for nonexecuted (1976) Flambeau

Mine proposal, 83–84
Seely, Ron (Wisconsin State Journal), 1165

articles written by, 3, 457, 523, 540, 541, 569–570, 579–580,
747–748, 753–754, 778–779, 824, 923, 947, 965, 967,
969–970, 976

exposes how spy attended meeting of mine opponents, 570
gives Churchills a fair shake, 35, 599
one of Roscoe Churchill’s “favorite Madison newspaper reporters,” 599
puts together five-part mining series with Jeff Mayers, 579–580

Seif, Town of (Clark County,WI), targeted for exploitation by metallic mining
industry, 802

SEIS, on endangered species. See environmental impact statement, supple-
mental (SEIS), on endangered species at Flambeau Mine
site

selenium
health problems associated with ingestion of, 1058
in Flambeau River crayfish, 1114

Sellereite, Arlene. See Churchill, Arlene
Sellereite, Bård, acknowledgement of, xii
Seltzner, Bob, 967
senate bills in Wisconsin Legislature, mining-related issues addressed by.

See also Legislature, Wisconsin
banning use of cyanide in Wisconsin mines [2001 SB 160], 94, 1021
denying mining permits to bad actors [1991 SB 240], 575, 576–580,

644–645
metallic mineral taxation, net proceeds [1977 SB 111], 128–130
repealing contract zoning provision of Local Agreement Law [1997 SB

342], 580
requiring that Local Agreement cannot be signed before EIS prepared

[1997 SB 342], 580
statewide mining moratorium [1995 SB 516 ], 923
statewide mining moratorium [1997 AB 70/SB 3] (see mining morato-

rium bill, as introduced in Wisconsin Legislature [1997 AB
70/SB 3])

toughening Bad Actor Law of 1992 [1997 SB 342], 580
toughening groundwater and hazardous waste standards for mining

[2001 SB 271; 2003 SB 157], 94, 233, 597, 1012, 1021
senior citizens in Rusk County, snubbed by mining interests, 603–604. See

also Rusk County Information Center
Sensenbrenner, James, U.S. Representative (R-Menomonee Falls), pushes

for elimination of Ojibwe treaty rights, 387
septic tanks, private

as compared to mining company biofilters, 1087, 1088, 1089, 1090
statutes governing maintenance of [S.145.245], 1090

Seratti, Lorraine, Rep. (R-Spread Eagle)
abrogates her public trust responsibilities, 1017
attends Ladysmith public hearing on mining moratorium bill [1997 AB

70], 931
opposes enactment of mining moratorium law, 453, 965

“jumping around like a red piece of popcorn,” 959–960
Serpent River (Ontario, Canada), contaminated with radioactive waste,

209–210, 248, 642
Serpent River First Nation, 209, 210, 922
Servants of Mary, Sisters of (Ladysmith, WI), 313, 374. See also Van Der

Loop, Sister Mary John
setback requirements and location criteria for mines, Wisconsin regulations

governing [NR 132.18], 377, 733, 738
settling ponds, at Flambeau Mine site during mining years

diagram and map of, 821, 1065
function of, 1061
no liners used beneath, 1066, 1067
no monitoring wells drilled beneath, 1061–1062, 1123, 1128

Seventh Generation, concept of, xvii, 17
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Seventh Generation Amendment to U.S. Constitution, 17, 152, 1161. See
also Environmental Bill of Rights, need to establish

severance tax, on minerals. See tax on minerals, severance
severed mineral rights. See mineral rights
Severson, Dennis, Rusk County Board Supervisor

votes against rescinding Local Agreement, 471
votes to ratify Local Agreement, 343

Shabaz, John, U.S. District Court Judge, 532
Shawano, Wisconsin, and POW’R, 953
Shawano Leader (Shawano, WI), citations from, 954, 970, 1139
Shepherd Express (Milwaukee, WI), citations from, 649–655, 937, 939,

997, 1002, 1039
Sherman, Gary, Rep. (D-Port Wing), 1021
Shibaiash, Joe, Ojibwe spiritual leader, 393
Shibilski, Kevin, Sen. (D-Stevens Point),

key player in enactment of Churchill Mining Moratorium Law, 923, 929,
954, 963–964, 971

petitions DNR to write administrative rules for Churchill Mining
Moratorium Law, 982

tries to get environmental education coordinator position restored in
Department of Public Instruction, 773

Shilling, Robert, 55, 115
Shireman, Skip, 825
Shopper Stopper (Merrimac, WI), role in informing public about proposed

Crandon mine, 940–941
shoreland zoning ordinance (county). See also zoning ordinances in

Wisconsin, local
cannot be circumvented by annexation in Wisconsin [Wis. Stat.

59.692(7)—originally S.59.971(7)], 492
Rusk County’s ordinance is voided by Local Agreement (see Local

Agreement, for Flambeau Mine, specific provisions: inappli-
cability of Rusk County shoreland-wetland zoning code)

Shullsburg, Wisconsin, mining pollution at, 210
siderosis, as caused by iron oxide dust, 68–69
Sierra Club

blamed by Kennecott for failure of erosion control system at Flambeau
Mine site, 562, 563

gets involved in push for mining moratorium law in Wisconsin, 928,
930, 971, 982

helps RCCAG in lawsuit over DNR authority to write rules banning
metallic sulfide mining, 785–786 (see also lawsuit filed by
Roscoe Churchill, et al., to confirm DNR authority to write
rules banning metallic sulfide mining in Wisconsin)

joins forces with Lac Courte Oreilles Ojibwe to launch lawsuit in
defense of endangered species at Flambeau Mine site (see
lawsuit filed by Lac Courte Oreilles Ojibwe and Sierra Club,
in defense of endangered species at Flambeau Mine site)

Sierra Magazine (San Franciso, CA), citation from, 1161
Sign Shoppe (Ladysmith, WI), 903, 904, 909
silica, as air contaminant and carcinogen, 68–69
silver. See also Flambeau Deposit; productivity, of Flambeau Mine

amount produced by Flambeau Mine, 250, 675, 813, 853
data table, 854

health problems associated with ingestion of, 1059
monitored in Flambeau River crayfish, 1114
targeted mineral in Minnesota ore deposit, 1130

Simpson, William, 1164, 1165
facilitates enactment of mining moratorium resolutions in towns across

northern Wisconsin, 211–212
files amicus brief in lawsuit over Grant Town Board’s signing of Local

Agreement, 366, 368 (see also lawsuit filed by Roscoe
Churchill, et al., over signing of Local Agreement by Grant

Town Board)
helps Churchills raise money for legal expenses, 370
pushes to ban uranium mining in Barron County (WI), 144

Sinclair, Robert, 560
Sisters’ farm (across river from Flambeau Mine site)

borders sampling location for Flambeau River sediment, 1113
likelihood of gold vein extending beneath, 1059
not being monitored for groundwater pollution even though compliance

boundary runs across it, 1059–1061
Sisters of Catholic Church, help Churchills in their environmental battles.

See Dominican Sisters; St. Francis of Assisi, Sisters of; St.
Francis of the Holy Cross, Sisters of; Servants of Mary,
Sisters of

Skindrud, Richard, Rep. (R-Mt. Horeb), votes to gut mining moratorium bill
[1997 AB 70] and then votes for passage of weakened bill to
cover his political behind, 960, 961

Skogen, Eldon, Rusk County Board Supervisor, 887, 888
Skrupky, David, 1164

“a photographer willing to take a chance,” 533
and Flambeau Summer, 511, 547
and Northern Shield, 511
as Justice of the Peace at Flambeau Mine protest, 434
involvement in endangered species issue

attends meeting of NRB to request suspension of mine construction,
543–544

told “You can’t have that sign in here” at public meeting on supple-
mental EIS, 628

writes letter to DNR regarding department’s shoddy handling of
issue, 608, 609

photos by, 71, 220, 510, 519, 520, 522, 529, 530, 531, 549, 550, 626,
628

Sleeter, Chuck, 203, 1165
petitions DNR to write administrative rules for Churchill Mining

Moratorium Law, 982
supports mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70] at public hearing, 931,

934
Sleeter, Joanne, 203, 1165
Slocum, Jody, 944, 945
sludge, from wastewater treatment plant at Flambeau Mine site. See waste-

water treatment plant, Flambeau Mine
slurry wall (bentonite), at Flambeau Mine site, 830, 831
Smarzich, Mary, 90
smelters

at Anaconda, MT, 205, 1156 (see also Anaconda Mining Company)
at Bunker Hill Mine (ID), 205 (see also Bunker Hill Mine)
at Rouyn, Quebec, 669, 677, 766, 815
at Sudbury, Ontario, 208–209 (see also Sudbury Mining District)
at White Pine Mine (MI), 669 (see also White Pine Mine)
potential for constructing in northern Wisconsin, 4
using treaty rights to guard against construction of, 96

Smith, Alex, 982
Smith, Bill (Wisconsin DNR), 613
Smith, Diana, 1164
Smith, Ellen, 462, 1164
Smith, Evans “Crazy Horse,” 952
Smith, Pat, Rep. (D-Rice Lake), 574, 1164
Smith, Ron (Mole Lake Ojibwe), 901, 952
Smithsonian (Washington, D.C.), citation from, 205
Snip Mine (British Columbia, Canada), 673–674
sodium dichromate, in heap leaching, 499
Soft Maple/Hay Creek Watershed (Rusk County, WI), 663
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soil contamination, at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site. See also pollution, at
reclaimed Flambeau Mine site

contaminated railroad ballast (see industrial park, at reclaimed
Flambeau Mine site: contaminated railroad ballast discov-
ered on site)

contaminated soil in vicinity of mining company buildings (see indus-
trial park, at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site: contaminated
soil discovered in vicinity of mining company buildings)

liner failures (see liners, synthetic: as used beneath waste rock stock-
piles at Flambeau Mine site)

sloppy reporting of baseline data by Kennecott in EIS, 1111
Sokaogon (Mole Lake) Ojibwe. See Mole Lake (Sokaogon) Ojibwe
Solberg, Trygve, member of Natural Resources Board

abrogates his public trust responsibilities, 987–988, 1016
grocer by trade, 652, 653, 983

Soles, Tom, 967
solid and hazardous waste siting bill [1981 AB 936]. See also “consensus”

process, as used for drafting Wisconsin’s mining laws and
rules; dumps, sections of Wisconsin Statutes impacting
metallic mining waste

incorporated into Chapters 289 and 291 of Wisconsin Statutes, 190
Peter Peshek attempts to mislead townspeople regarding condemnation

provisions of, 199–200
summary of, 190–197

solid waste, as regulated in Wisconsin [general population], 190–197. See
also solid and hazardous waste siting bill [1981 AB 936];
solid waste, as regulated in Wisconsin [mine sites]

Chapter 289 [Solid Waste Facilities], of Wisconsin Statutes, 154, 166,
190, 1010–1011

solid waste, as regulated in Wisconsin [mine sites]
all mining waste regulated as solid waste even if it contains hazardous

substances (see hazardous waste, as regulated in Wisconsin
[mine sites])

concept supported by Peter Peshek, 137
relevant sections of Wisconsin Administrative Code (see dumps, sec-

tions of Wisconsin Administrative Code governing metallic
mining waste)

relevant sections of Wisconsin Statutes (see dumps, sections of
Wisconsin Statutes impacting metallic mining waste; solid
and hazardous waste siting bill [1981 AB 936])

statutory authorization for local governments to adopt standards more
restrictive than state’s for disposal of solid waste
[S.144.44(2)—repealed], 166–167, 1010

Solid Waste Disposal Act of 1965 (federal), 502
Solsrud, David, Rusk County Board Supervisor

opposes mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70] at public hearing, 931
sued by nine Rusk County Board supervisors for libel, 312, 314–315
votes against rescinding Local Agreement, 471
votes to ratify Local Agreement, 343
mentioned, 468, 593, 720

Somo Deposit (Lincoln County, WI), 4
Soo Line Railroad, building of, 6, 7
Sorensen, Elizabeth, 827
Sorensen, Eric, writes The Ballad of Roscoe Churchill, 461–462

song cited at public hearing conducted by Natural Resources Board,
985, 986

South Central Wisconsin Press (Portage, WI), citation from, 967
Spalding, John, 348
Spangler, George, 556
spearfishing, as Native American treaty right. See also treaty rights, of Lake

Superior Ojibwe
affirmed by Voigt Decision, 1102

controversy in northern Wisconsin over, 388–389, 393
Bea Swanson drums at boat landings, 520
chronicled in Walleye Warriors, 389

real threat to fishery is mining, not spearing 389, 444
supported by Roscoe Churchill, 388
tribal leaders work hard to defend, 91, 1102
mentioned, 18

special treatment, given to mining companies in Wisconsin law. See also
mining regulations in Wisconsin

as impacted by “consensus” negotiations (see “consensus” process, as
used for drafting Wisconsin’s mining laws and rules: mis-
nomer)

authorization of “contract zoning” (see Local Agreement Law,
Wisconsin’s: as an attempt to legalize “contract zoning”)

Evelyn Churchill comments on
Our Pro-Mining DNR, a paper by Evelyn Churchill, 631–632
“the regulator has become the regulated,” 452
The Story of the Corruption of Wisconsin Government by the Oil

and Mining Corporations, a paper by Evelyn Churchill,
764–774

filing of “income” tax returns, 683
Forest County Potawatomi circulate brochure supporting legislation to

counteract, 94
groundwater regulations

mining company exemption to groundwater law [S.160.19(12)],
231–232, 766, 1007, 1008, 1012, 1033, 1052

mining company exemption to groundwater quality rules [NR
140.03], 1033

unlimited groundwater pollution allowed within compliance bound-
ary/design management zone [NR 182.075(1)(a)–(b)], xvii,
161, 162–163, 230–231, 336, 375, 631, 646, 765, 1008,
1018, 1029, 1123, 1031, 1052, 1122–1123

list of Wisconsin’s “tough” mining laws, 1004–1013 (see also “tough”
mining laws in Wisconsin)

non-regulation of “biofilters” as opposed to septic tanks, 1090
procedural regulations

lenient provisions regarding granting of exemptions and variances
to administrative rules for mining [NR 131.19; NR 132.19;
NR 182.19], 166, 167, 376–377, 397, 631, 1009

surface water regulations
hesitance on part of DNR to enforce surface water quality standards,

1097–1098, 1101
mining company exemption to wetland water quality standards [NR

103.06(3)], 166, 1008
waste disposal regulations

DNR authority to create solid waste management standards specific
to metallic mining [S.289.05(2)—originally S.144.435(2)],
152, 154, 167, 191, 192, 501–502

eminent domain exercised by mining companies and DNR (see emi-
nent domain in Wisconsin, power of)

lower waste disposal fees for mining waste than non-mining waste,
195, 197

mining company exemption to hazardous waste law [S.291.35],
192, 501–502, 1007, 1008, 1012, 1018

mining company exemption to hazardous waste rules [NR 600.02;
NR 605.05], 192, 499–502, 1008

mentioned, 196, 336, 375, 394
Spillner, Joan Wade, Rep. (R-Montello), votes to gut mining moratorium

bill [1997 AB 70] and then votes for passage of weakened
bill to cover her political behind, 960, 961

Spirit Deposit (Lincoln County, WI), 4
Spirit Hill (Forest County, WI), 92, 93, 998
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Spooner Advocate (Spooner, WI), citation from, 1040
Spooner Fish Hatchery, renamed in honor of Gov. Tommy Thompson, 769

more appropriate to rename in honor of Leon Johnson, 769
Roscoe Churchill registers complaint with DNR, 769

Springfield, Town of (Jackson County, WI), targeted for exploitation by
metallic mining industry, 805

Stafford, Richard H., Judge, 481, 486, 488
Stanley, George, 561
Starr, Tom, 531
Starrett, Ray, 804, 1164

arrested during Flambeau Summer protest, 547–548, 550
supports mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70] at public hearing, 931

Staszcuk, John, 801
statutes, in Wisconsin

as compared to administrative rules, 153, 232
how to research, 261
renumbering of mining-related statutes, 133
web page for, 153

Steel, Russell, 217–218
Stein, Sharman (Chippewa Herald Telegram), gives Churchills a fair shake,

35
Stelzer, Marsha, 1164

and Flambeau Summer, 547, 549
pays tribute to Evelyn Churchill, 789, 791

Stephenson, Michigan, targeted for exploitation by mining industry, 1151
Alan Christianson travels there to pimp for mining industry, 803
busload of citizens tour Flambeau Mine site, 1147–1149

Stevens, Fred, 352, 836
Stevens Point Journal (Stevens Point, WI), citation from, 230
Stockbridge-Munsee (Mohican Nation)

member of Nii Win Intertribal Council, 94, 922
mentioned, 390

Stoddard, Charles, 1164, 1165
and Kennedy administration, 110
as member of citizen advisory committee to Wisconsin Public

Intervenor Office, 110
comments on how to counteract corrupting influence of corporations on

political democracy, 1160–1161
comments on need for tougher mining laws in Wisconsin, 123–124
greatly admired by Roscoe Churchill, 110, 1143

Stoddard, Glenn, Attorney, 1165
solid track record in defending public trust, 1020–1021
tangles with NWRPC over open records request, 1143–1144

Stone, Butch, helps stop train to White Pine Mine, 91
Stoppe, Effie, 1164

plaintiff in lawsuit against Local Agreement, 481
Stoutonia (University of Wisconsin–Stout), citations from, 936, 945
Stower, Harvey, Rep. (D-Amery), 1164

authors and co-authors/co-sponsors strong mining regulations in
Wisconsin Legislature, 593

comprehensive overhaul of Wisconsin’s weak mining laws [1991 AB
81], 571–573, 574, 921, 971

denying mining permits to bad actors [1991 SB 240], 576
prohibiting mining in state parks, forests and wildlife areas [1991

AB 27], 573
comments on WMC-sponsored study on economic impact of mining,

884
helps uncover “Clamgate” memo, 541
one of Roscoe Churchill’s favorite legislators, 574–575

Strahm, Fred, Rusk County Board Supervisor
“Fred Strahm, mining and religion,” 313
rides into office with John Kaiser in 1988 election, 308, 314

submits resolution that removes Roscoe Churchill from mine negotiat-
ing committee, 311–312

voted out of office in 1990, 408, 409
votes to ratify Local Agreement, 343

Strasma, John
asks Roscoe Churchill to head up Wisconsin’s newly-created MILIF

Board, 135–136, 149
involvement in development of Wisconsin’s net proceeds mining tax

law, 128–129
undermines Churchills’ push for 12.5% severance tax on mining, 176

stratified lake. See meromictic (stratified) lake, as part of nonexecuted
(1976) Flambeau Mine proposal

stream, intermittent, definition of, 1071–1072
Stream-C, at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site. See also pollution, at

reclaimed Flambeau Mine site
as impacted by contaminated soils (see soil contamination, at

reclaimed Flambeau Mine site)
background information on, 1071–1073

no baseline data whatsoever on file with DNR, 1086
biological assessment of (2004–2005), 1085–1086
classified as navigable water of State of Wisconsin, 1071, 1073
crosses southern compliance boundary, 1061
DNR drags its feet on investigating pollution of, 1069, 1071
“downstream” sampling point for pollution in Flambeau River is located

upstream of where Stream-C discharges into river, 1107
Great Lakes Indian Fish and Wildlife Commission voices concern over

protecting, 1071, 1096–1102
impact of mine construction on headwaters of, 1073, 1074, 1085
Kennecott and DNR fail to acknowledge value of stream and mine’s role

in killing it, 1086, 1098, 1099
map showing location of, 829, 1068, 1072, 1076
monitoring program for Stream-C watershed, 1071, 1075–1086, 1098

Kennecott distorts data, 1077, 1083, 1124
map showing surface water and stormwater runoff sampling sites,

1076
unsuitable site selected as control, 1077, 1083, 1124, 1128

pollution of, 1067–1071, 1073, 1075–1086, 1103
DNR confirms that surface water quality standards have been

exceeded, 1097
DNR fails to ticket Kennecott, 1094–1102, 1125, 1129, 1134, 1153
GLIFWC disagrees with DNR decision to forgo ticketing Kennecott,

1099, 1100
Kennecott takes cosmetic approach to handling, 1084, 1093
removal of contaminated railroad ballast does not clear up problem,

1071, 1079–1083
violations of surface water quality standards, 1067, 1071,

1079–1083, 1085, 1094, 1096, 1138
water samples show levels of copper in range of LC50s for many

aquatic species, 1085
reduced to “sewer pipe” carrying acid mine drainage from mine site to

Flambeau River, 1079, 1085
streams, right of public to wade, 690–692
streams (creeks) at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site, pollution of,

1071–1086. See also pollution, at reclaimed Flambeau Mine
site

Stream-A
as impacted by Flambeau Mine, 1071–1073, 1091
map showing location of, 829, 1068, 1072
no monitoring of, 1091–1092, 1124

Stream-B
as impacted by Flambeau Mine, 1071–1073
map showing location of, 1072
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stream destroyed and replaced by man-made channel, 1073
substitute man-made channel not being monitored, 1092, 1124

Stream-C (see Stream-C, at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site)
Strobl, Phil, tries to take over Rusk County Democratic Party, 496–498
Strohl, Joseph, Sen. (D-Racine)

abrogates his public trust responsibilities, 1017
facilitates passage of Local Agreement Law, 296
member of legislative committee that drafted Wisconsin’s groundwater

law, 230
Stubbs, Town of (Rusk County, WI), landfill in, 557, 663
Students Against Sulfide Mining (SASM), 1152
Sturnot, Linda, 939, 1164

and grave marker project, 952–953
and Mining Impact Coalition of Wisconsin, 747
“always willing to carry her share of the load,” 952
helps organize WWEP Youth Speaking Tour, 925, 926, 1019
organizes rally in opposition to Kennecott’s nomination for environmen-

tal award, 1125
Styczinksi, John, Jr., 1164

a “true Democrat,” 497
as faithful member of RCCAG, 85–86, 142, 370, 418
attends meetings to counteract push for development of new mines in

region, 804, 806, 810, 811, 812, 927, 1151, 1152
comments on Bernice Dukerschein’s felony misconduct in public office,

722
faithfully attends Spring Hearings of Wisconsin Conservation

Congress, 497, 994
goes to Flambeau Mine site to “greet” visitors from Michigan,

1147–1149
pallbearer for Roscoe Churchill, 1174
plaintiff in lawsuit against Local Agreement, 481
pushes for mining moratorium law in Wisconsin, 921, 922

attends public hearing on mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70],
939, 942

registered as “interested person” at Flambeau Mine Master Hearing,
438, 439

Roscoe Churchill’s faithful traveling companion and friend, 811, 1151
speaks out in defense of poor, 497
testifies against Kennecott’s filing of Notice of Intent to mine in Rusk

County, 270
victim of hostile takeover of Rusk County Democratic Party, 496-498
visits Roscoe Churchill shortly before his death, 1170
mentioned, 836, 901

Styczinski, Ted, 1164
a “true Democrat,” 497
as faithful member of RCCAG, 85–86, 418
faithfully attends Spring Hearings of Wisconsin Conservation

Congress, 497, 994
plaintiff in lawsuit against Local Agreement, 481
registered as “interested person” at Flambeau Mine Master Hearing,

438, 439
victim of hostile takeover of Rusk County Democratic Party, 496–498
mentioned, 101, 336, 836, 994

subsidence, at Flambeau Mine. See Flambeau Mine, as developed by
Kennecott in Rusk County (WI): problems with subsidence,
crumbling bedrock and unstable overburden

subsidiaries, as corporate tool for avoiding liability, 81, 239, 329, 462,
1020

Doug La Follette comments on, 104–105
legislation proposed in Wisconsin Assembly to counteract [1991 AB

81], 571–573
Sudbury Mining District

visited by Churchills, 49, 208–209

mentioned, 4, 67, 96
sulfate

baseline levels in Flambeau River, 1104
pollution levels in groundwater at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site, 1026,

1045–1047, 1055, 1095, 1121
graphs of, 1047, 1121, 1122
indicative of developing problem with acid mine drainage,

1046–1047
predicted levels v. real levels, 1029, 1032, 1042, 1047
reference to compilation of historic data on CD-ROM, 1049

sulfides
as culprit for producing acid mine drainage (see acid mine drainage

from metallic sulfide mines: chemistry of)
concentration in high sulfur waste rock stockpile at Flambeau Mine site

(reported as sulfide), 258, 817–818
concentration in low sulfur waste rock stockpile at Flambeau Mine site

(reported as sulfur), 257, 818–819
concentrations known to produce acid mine drainage, 257, 818
Ed May admits 2% cutoff for using sulfide waste rock in dike construc-

tion was arbitrary, 139
sulfide content not equivalent to sulfur content, 818

sulfur
as air contaminant, 69
high levels detected in railroad ballast at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site,

1067–1070
sulfur content not equivalent to sulfide content, 818
use of sulfur dioxide and sulfuric acid in heap leaching, 499

Sullivan, Jack, 506
Summitville Mine (CO), as superfund site, 818, 1007

rock with relatively low sulfide content still produces acid mine
drainage, 818

superfund sites, mining-related. See also pollution, from metallic sulfide
mines: mining disasters

Anaconda, Montana, 205
Berkeley Pit (MT), 205
Bunker Hill Mine (ID), 206
Callahan Mine (ME), 45
potential for Flambeau Mine (WI) to become, 662
Summitville Mine (CO), 818, 1007

Superior Evening Telegram (Superior, WI), citations from, 146, 147, 512,
513, 530

Superior National Forest (MN), at risk for pollution from metallic sulfide
mining, 1130

supplemental EIS for Flambeau Mine. See environmental impact statement,
supplemental (SEIS), on endangered species at Flambeau
Mine site

surface water of Flambeau River, pollution of, 1102–1112. See also
Flambeau River (WI) pollution

aluminum levels, 1182 (see also aluminum)
LC50 for rainbow trout exceeded at times, 1123
statistically significant increases detected downstream from mine

site, 1107–1109
baseline data, 1078, 1104

values are whitewashed averages, 1105, 1110
being monitored only twice a year on voluntary basis, 1111, 1123
cadmium, concerns over permit levels in effluent from wastewater treat-

ment plant, 611, 630
chromium levels, 1182

sloppy reporting by Kennecott, 1111
statistically significant increases detected downstream from mine

site, 1107
concerns over accuracy of Kennecott’s reporting, 1109
concerns raised over high detection limits for pollutants, 454, 1105
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conductivity measurements, 1182
statistically significant increases detected downstream from mine

site, 1107
copper levels, 1182 (see also copper)

baseline, 1104
data table, 1082–1083

DNR downplays significance of problem, 1107–1109, 1123
DNR’s “don’t ask, don’t tell” policy regarding, 1107

cartoon depicting, 1108
“downstream” sampling site is really upstream of pollution entry point,

1103, 1107, 1109, 1123
data table for “downstream” sampling site, 1182–1183
map showing sampling locations, 1106

iron levels, 1182 (see also iron)
baseline, 1104
concerns over potential toxicity to fish, 1058, 1110
Kennecott fails to monitor during mining years, 1109–1110, 1123

Kennecott fails to analyze water samples for key pollutants, 1109–1111,
1123

lack of independent data, 508, 549–553, 657–665, 688–689, 1109
levels predicted by Kennecott, 1104
manganese levels, 1183 (see also manganese)

baseline, 1104
concerns over potential toxicity to fish, 1110
Kennecott fails to monitor during mining years, 1109–1110, 1123

need for mandatory testing to be reinstated and expanded, 1112, 1128
nickel, concerns over permit levels in effluent from wastewater treat-

ment plant, 611, 630
water hardness measurements, 1182

statistically significant increases detected downstream from mine
site, 1107

surface water quality standards, in Wisconsin
Acute Toxicity Criteria—ATCs (see Acute Toxicity Criteria)
Chronic Toxicity Criteria—CTCs (see Chronic Toxicity Criteria)
DNR claims exceedance of standards is not an enforceable action,

1097–1098, 1099, 1101
flaws in system, 1079, 1124
list of values, 1078

alternative values utilized by aquaculture industry to maximize fish
health, 1110, 1112

mining company exemption to wetland water quality standards [NR
103.06(3)], 166, 1008

relevant chapters of Wisconsin Administrative Code
NR 102 [Water Quality Standards for Wisconsin Surface Waters],

1075
NR 103 [Water Quality Standards for Wetlands], 165, 1075
NR 104 [Uses and Designated Standards for Intrastate and Interstate

waters], 1075
NR 105 [Surface Water Quality Criteria and Secondary Values for

Toxic Substances], 1075, 1077
specified references for DNR to use when establishing standards [NR

105.04(6)], 1079
statute governing promulgation of [S.281.15], 152, 452, 631, 741
statutes supporting establishment of non-degradation standard (see

non-degradation standard, for surface water)
surge pond, at Flambeau Mine site during mining years

diagram and photo of, 821
function of, 1065
modified and converted into wetland/biofilter (Wetland-C) as part of site

reclamation, 1066, 1084, 1128 (see also biofilter(s);
Wetland-C, at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site)

no monitoring wells drilled in vicinity of, 1061, 1066, 1128

use of liner beneath, 1065–1066, 1067
surveys, gauging public perception of Flambeau Mine. See Flambeau Mine,

public opinion and business owner surveys regarding
Survival Handbook, The (a book by Doug La Follette), 355
Sutherland, Laura, Wisconsin Public Intervenor

issues report critical of Crandon mine proposal, 768, 777, 1020
voices concern (as former public intervenor) over DNR’s failure to

enforce Churchill Mining Moratorium Law, 977, 978
Swamp Creek (Forest County, WI), 92
Swanson, Bea, 520
Sweda, Joseph, Rep. (D-Lublin), 33
Sykora, Tom, Rep. (R-Chippewa Falls), votes to gut mining moratorium bill

[1997 AB 70] and then votes for passage of weakened bill to
cover his political behind, 960, 961

T
taconite mining

as source of pollution in Lake Superior, 82, 124
in Wisconsin (see Jackson County (WI): taconite mine)
not the same as metallic sulfide mining, 1130

Tacopina, Joanne. See Sleeter, Joanne
tactics, mining company. See mining company tactics, to make inroads in

communities
“takings”

as argument used by Attorney Chuck Hammer, 750
as argument used by “consensus” lawyers, 163
as argument used on Kennecott’s behalf by Attorney William Thiel,

284–285
turning tables to use as argument in public defense, 398, 750

Talctron, 650
Tamarack, Minnesota, targeted for exploitation by metallic sulfide mining

industry, 1130
Tanner, Arnold, 853
Tans, Bill, Wisconsin DNR official

abrogates his public trust responsibilities, 1054
anticipates economic impact of Flambeau Mine to be no more than

“blip,” 883
comments on how Wisconsin’s laws “facilitate” mining, 630, 1004
contacts officials in Rio Blanco County (CO) regarding trust fund

requirements for mines, 240
downplays need for mining moratorium law in Wisconsin, 923
presides over sham public hearing on Flambeau Mine supplemental

EIS, 625, 626
states DNR has no “position” on mining, 630–631, 633
mentioned, 570, 997

task force on mining, Gov. Tommy Thompson’s ad hoc. See Gov. Tommy
Thompson’s ad hoc task force on mining

Tatur, Randy, Rusk County Board Supervisor
plaintiff in lawsuit filed against John Kaiser, et al., 314–315
targeted for defeat in 1988 election, 307
mentioned, 1070

Tatur v. Solsrud, as footnote to Wis. Stat. 12.05, 315
Tawney, Phil, 1164, 1165

as environmental activist in Montana, 206–207
plays integral role in founding of Wisconsin Resources Protection

Council, 215–217
Tawney, Robin, 206–207
tax, property, for Flambeau Mine

anticipated impact of mine’s early closing on, 712
property tax liability drops precipitously after mining commences, 130,

867–868
data table, 869
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tax, Wisconsin net proceeds mining, paid by Kennecott for Flambeau Mine,
839–871. See also tax law, Wisconsin’s net proceeds min-
ing [S.70.37–70.3965]

$0 tax payment for gold and copper shipped from Flambeau Mine in
1993 and 1997, 129, 177, 684, 853, 857, 864

confirmed by spreadsheet issued by Wisconsin Department of
Revenue, 848

data tables, 855, 858
RTZ posts record profits during same time period, 869–870

amount distributed by State of Wisconsin to local governments as “dis-
cretionary grants,” 859 (see also grants, from Mining
Investment and Local Impact Fund

amount distributed by State of Wisconsin to local governments as “first
dollar” and “county additional” payments, 859–866

data tables, 861
local governments shorted by $1.5 million, 860 (see also: tax,

Wisconsin net proceeds mining, paid by Kennecott for
Flambeau Mine: shortfalls in mining tax payments from
MILIF to local governments)

Wisconsin Department of Revenue spreadsheet, 848
amount paid to State of Wisconsin, 179, 850–859

data tables, 855, 858
Wisconsin Department of Revenue spreadsheet, 848

amount transferred to Wisconsin’s Badger Fund, 859 (see also Badger
Fund, Wisconsin’s)

data tables, 848, 855
amount transferred to Wisconsin’s Mining Investment and Local Impact

Fund, 859 (see also Mining Investment and Local Impact
Fund (MILIF), Wisconsin’s)

data tables, 848, 855
apparent net profits declared by Kennecott on its Wisconsin net pro-

ceeds mining tax returns, 856–858
data table, 858

as compared to Local Agreement Money paid directly by Kennecott to
local governments, 866–867 (see also Local Agreement
Money (LAM), for Flambeau Mine)

data tables, 867, 869
as compared to lost property taxes on mine site, 867–868
as compared to value of ore removed, 849, 855, 868, 869, 870 (see

also productivity, of Flambeau Mine)
data tables, 854, 858

concerns over truthfulness in Kennecott’s reporting of net profits,
856–859

data tables
apparent net profit declared by Kennecott on its Wisconsin net pro-

ceeds mining tax returns, 858
net proceeds mining tax payments made by Kennecott to State of

Wisconsin, 855
net proceeds mining tax revenues (“first dollar” and “county addi-

tional” payments) received by local governments, 861
total mining revenues (net proceeds mining tax payments plus

Local Agreement Money) received by local governments,
869

various reported estimates of combined gross value of gold, copper
and silver ore and corresponding tax information, 854

Wisconsin Department of Revenue spreadsheet showing revenues
received from Kennecott and subsequent disbursement, 848

impact of early mine closing on, 717
intrigue surrounding filing of 1993 tax return, 847–851
local governments burned when tax payments start later than antici-

pated, 842–844
“the rest of the story,” 844–847, 850–851

questionable handling of Flambeau Mine tax payments by City of
Ladysmith

Alan Christianson’s books fail to show receipt of $153,200 “first
dollar” payment in 1997 or receipt of $412,578 in Local
Agreement Money, 863, 865–866

questionable handling of Flambeau Mine tax payments by State of
Wisconsin’s Department of Administration and Mining
Investment and Local Impact Fund Board

MILIF balance sheet for fiscal year 1998 appears to be falsified,
860–864

MILIF balance sheets for fiscal years 1996 and 1997 missing from
MILIF Board’s annual reports, 859–860, 864

misappropriation of monies from MILIF (see grants, from Mining
Investment and Local Impact Fund; Mining Investment and
Local Impact Fund Board (11-member), Wisconsin’s: during
mining years in Rusk County)

suspicious transfers of mining revenues into and out of MILIF,
847–850, 860–864

shortfalls in mining tax payments from MILIF to local governments
city, town and county shorted a total of $1.5 million, 860, 866, 875
City of Ladysmith shorted $159,800 for 1997 ore shipments (“first

dollar”), 860, 875
Rusk County receives no “county additional” payments for 1993

and 1997 ore shipments, 849, 851, 857, 860
Rusk County shorted $159,800 for 1997 ore shipments (“first dol-

lar”), 860, 864, 875
Rusk County shorted on “county additional” payment for 1996 ore

shipments, 178, 860, 863–864, 875
Town of Grant shorted $159,800 for 1997 ore shipments (“first dol-

lar”), 860, 875
mentioned, 859, 1140

summary of mining revenues (taxes plus Local Agreement Money)
received by local governments, 868–869

Wisconsin Legislature to blame for inadequacy of, 684, 855, 858,
866–867

tax law, Wisconsin’s net proceeds mining [S.70.37–70.3965], 1011. See
also tax, Wisconsin net proceeds mining, paid by Kennecott
for Flambeau Mine; tax on minerals, net proceeds

allowable deductions [S.70.375(4)], 177, 858, 1011
as amended by Wisconsin Legislature [1981 AB 800], 175–180, 765
as first enacted in 1977, 128–130, 149, 765

involvement of Peter Peshek, 128–130, 137
awarding of grants from MILIF to communities adjacent to mine sites

[S.70.395(2)(h)], 267
cap on amount of taxes distributed to local governments, 177–178
company only pays taxes on ore that is shipped and sold, 683, 852
confidentiality provisions (see confidentiality of mining company finan-

cial data, as allowed in Wisconsin Statutes)
“county additional” payments [S.70.395(2)(d)1-1m], 177–178, 333,

841, 843, 873 (see also “county additional” payments, as
provided for in Wisconsin’s metallic mining tax law)

county tax revenues must be used for “mining-related purposes” only
[S.70.395(2)(d)(1m) and 70.396(1)], 177

depositing of mining revenues with State Treasurer [repealed in 2003],
874–875

depositing of mining tax revenues with Secretary of Administration
[S.70.385], 875

enactment results in mining tax payments for taconite mine at Black
River Falls (WI) dropping to $0, 130

establishment and administration of Mining Investment and Local
Impact Fund (see Mining Investment and Local Impact Fund
(MILIF), Wisconsin’s)
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establishment of Mining Investment and Local Impact Fund Board to
manage state’s mining tax revenues [S.15.435], 136, 178,
873 (see also Mining Investment and Local Impact Fund
Board (11-member), Wisconsin’s)

establishment of project reserve fund to assure “first dollar” payments
are distributed [S.70.395(2)(d)4], 860, 873, 875, 903

exclusive use of MILIF by municipalities impacted by mining
[S.70.395(2)(a)—repealed], 179, 1009

“first dollar” payments [S.70.395(2)(d)1-1m and 2-2m], 177–178, 267,
840, 843, 873 (see also “first dollar” payments, as provided
for in Wisconsin’s metallic mining tax law)

guarantees nothing to state or local governments, 129–130, 177–178,
180, 332, 684–685, 765

how taxes are collected and distributed, 177–178, 843
indexing of mining tax payments for inflation [S.70.375(6)], 840, 841,

856, 857
needs to be replaced with severance tax, 684–685, 687
no taxes paid on first $250,000 of net profit (indexed for inflation)

[S.70.375(5)], 176–177, 857
each mine site assessed separately even if owned by same company

[S.70.38(2)], 176–177
“one-time construction fee” [S.70.395(2)(d)5.c; S.70.395(2)(dg)], 178,

855
credited against future tax payments, 178

payments to municipalities with at least 15% of ore body within border
[S.70.395(2)(d)2], 267, 335, 873

pecking order for distribution of “environmental repair,” “first dollar”
and “county additional” payments from MILIF
[S.20.566(7)(v) and S.70.395(2)(e)], 178, 180, 1009

penalty for late payment [S.70.39], 849
provisions for Badger Fund [repealed] (see Badger Fund, Wisconsin’s)
provisions need to be added for independent verification of composi-

tion and value of ore mined, 682–683, 858–859
results in $0 tax payment for gold and copper shipped from Flambeau

Mine in 1993 and 1997, 129, 177, 684, 853, 857, 864 (see
also tax, Wisconsin net proceeds mining, paid by Kennecott
for Flambeau Mine)

confirmed by spreadsheet issued by Wisconsin Department of
Revenue, 848

robbing MILIF to bail out state’s environmental and waste management
funds (see dumps, sections of Wisconsin Statutes govern-
ing metallic mining waste: environmental and waste man-
agement funds [S.25.45; S.25.46])

role of Department of Administration in transferring mining revenues
into MILIF and distributing payments to local governments
[S.70.385; S.70.395(1), (2)(d)], 843, 864, 874–875

sample tax form, 683, 852
stated goal of receiving just compensation for “valuable, irreplaceable”

metallic minerals [S.70.37(1)(b); S.70.375(2)], 27–28, 682
tax rates [S.70.375(5)], 176, 765, 856, 858, 1011

tax brackets, indexed for inflation, 856
use of MILIF for paying operational expenses of local impact commit-

tees [S.293.33(4)—originally S.144.838(4)], 887
tax law, Wisconsin’s severance (1.5%) mining [repealed in 1977]. See also

tax on minerals, severance
anticipated tax payments for Flambeau Mine using formula established

by, 35, 39
compared to Arizona’s mining tax law, 35, 128
enacted in 1974 [1973 AB 1511], 33–35

viewed as rip-off, 33–35, 38–39, 65, 66, 118, 128
written by Kennecott, 33, 34

mining companies lobby against boost in tax rate, 128–129
repealed in 1977 and replaced with net proceeds mining tax law,

128–130 (see also tax law, Wisconsin’s net proceeds mining
[S.70.37–70.3965])

Churchills push to reinstate severance tax and increase rate to
12.5% (1981), 149, 150, 175–176, 179, 183, 207

Churchills push to reinstate severance tax and increase rate to at
least 50% (1993), 684–685, 687

Jackson County (WI) immediately loses mining tax revenues when
severance tax repealed, 130

tax on mineral rights, nonexistent in Wisconsin, 222, 225
tax on minerals, net proceeds. See also tax law, Wisconsin’s net proceeds

mining [S.70.37–70.3965]; tax, Wisconsin net proceeds
mining, paid by Kennecott for Flambeau Mine

guarantees nothing to state or local governments, 129–130, 177–178,
180, 332, 765

how calculated, 129
Montana’s bad experience with, 129–130
need for Wisconsin to replace its net proceeds tax on minerals with

severance tax, 684–685, 687 (see also tax law, Wisconsin’s
severance (1.5%) mining [repealed in 1977])

tax on minerals, severance. See also tax law, Wisconsin’s severance (1.5%)
mining [repealed in 1977]

1.5% on copper in Wisconsin until 1977 (see tax law, Wisconsin’s sev-
erance (1.5%) mining [repealed in 1977])

20% on coal in North Dakota, 130, 855
30% on coal in Montana, 128, 130, 207, 684

later reduced to 20%, 179, 684, 855
how calculated, 129
need for Wisconsin to replace its net proceeds tax on minerals with

severance tax, 684–685, 687
what various severance tax rates would have meant for Flambeau Mine

1.5% rate, 35, 39
12.5% rate, 179
20% rate, 684, 854, 855

Taylor, Duane, Rusk County Board Supervisor, 408
Taylor County (WI)

comparison of economic indicators to those of Rusk County during
mining years, 898, 901

faster population growth rate, 899, 900
higher per capita income, 894
lower poverty rates, 896, 897
lower unemployment rate, 889, 890

paper written by Tim Tynan comparing Medford (Taylor County) and
Ladysmith (Rusk County) economies, 901–902, 905–907

targeted for exploitation by metallic mining industry (Chequamegon
National Forest), 1, 4, 457, 510, 573, 739

mentioned, 87
Tennes, Barb, 47
Terrell, Caryl, 148, 607, 958
Terrill, John, editor of Ladysmith News

and story about Daniel McDonald, 31
called on carpet by Joyce Melville for irresponsible reporting, 455
compares Kennecott to Andrew Carnegie, 728
confronted by Roscoe Churchill over story about saprolite clay, 47
pro-mining actions of (see Ladysmith News (Ladysmith, WI): pro-

mining actions of editor John Terrill)
publishes Sierra Club press release regarding lawsuit over endangered

species, 546
mentioned, 127

Teschler, Joe, 39, 198
Tesky, CeCe, 408
Tetzloff, Jason, 363

photos by, 364, 639
“Texas clam expert.” See Clarke, Arthur
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Thal, Richard, Attorney, 332
Thao, Peter, spreads myth of Wisconsin’s “tough” mining laws, 1004
Thatcher, Margaret, British Prime Minister, 641
Thayer, Bruce, 805
Theo, Lisa, 926
Thiel, William, Attorney

advises Town of Cleveland (Jackson County, WI) on mining matters,
809

declares town’s mining regulations “invalid and unenforceable,” 809
hired by Rusk County Board for advice on mining matters

helps Kennecott bypass Rusk County Board review of company
exemption to groundwater test requirements, 427, 428

issues opinion on proposed resolution to investigate Kennecott’s
hiring practices, 887

issues opinion on proposed resolution to rescind Local Agreement,
467–468, 471

“really let us down,” 1021
hired jointly by Rusk County, Town of Grant and City of Ladysmith for

legal counsel on mining matters
Flambeau Mine Master Hearing, 438, 439, 448
lawsuit against Local Agreement, 485, 490 (see also lawsuit filed by

Roscoe Churchill, et al., over legality of Local Agreement
and Local Agreement Law

Local Agreement negotiations (see Thiel, William, Attorney, as legal
counsel to Rusk County, Town of Grant and City of
Ladysmith in Local Agreement negotiations with Kennecott)

recommended to Clark County (WI) Board for legal assistance on min-
ing matters, 803

Thiel, William, Attorney, as legal counsel to Rusk County, Town of Grant
and City of Ladysmith in Local Agreement negotiations with
Kennecott, 283. See also Thiel, William, Attorney

conflict of interest, 344, 351
“didn’t have the guts” to back up the people he had been paid to repre-

sent, 283–284, 285, 317, 319, 485, 803
apparent fear of lawsuit over mine, 284–285, 352, 467–468, 471

facilitates passage of Local Agreement Law, 288, 292, 294
refers to draft as “proposed legislation to cure contract zoning

problem,” 289
fails to stand up for Rusk County mining code, 284–285, 292, 294
fails to stand up for Town of Grant mining moratorium resolutions,

284–285, 292, 294, 918
declares 1982 mining moratorium resolution void, 317, 319,

331–332, 803, 809
declares 1988 mining moratorium resolution void, 331–332

involvement in amending NR 182 to Kennecott’s liking, 301, 304
issues opinion on citizen petition to postpone Town of Grant’s public

hearing on Local Agreement, 343–344
issues opinion on Kennecott’s “gift” of $60,000 to local governments,

283–284
issues opinion on legality of negotiations with Kennecott, 285–286,

287
issues opinion on town meeting resolution declaring Local Agreement

null and void, 348, 350–351
notified of transfer of Local Agreement to Kennecott’s FMC subsidiary,

329
“oversteps his realm of jurisdiction,” 331–332, 351, 353
pushes mine on public, leaving posterity with a mess forever, 695
repeatedly advises town board to ignore wishes of townspeople,

343–344, 348, 351
Thompson, Tommy, Governor (R-Elroy)

abrogates his public trust responsibilities, 1017
appoints ad hoc task force on mining (see Gov. Tommy Thompson’s ad

hoc task force on mining)

appoints former Exxon lobbyist to be his Secretary of Administration,
22, 766 (see also Klauser, James)

appoints people with no environmental advocacy background to NRB,
651–653, 983, 997, 1002

attends dedication ceremony for Flambeau Mine, 694–696, 700
pokes fun at mine opponents, 696

claims he does not have authority to name state’s mining moratorium
law in honor of Churchills, 971–973

comments on new jobs created by Weather Shield (Ladysmith, WI), 893
confronted by “Free George Meyer” protesters at fishing opener,

769–771
controls MILIF Board by virtue of appointing all members, 874
copy of Evelyn Churchill’s Declaration of Independence from

Corporation Oppression and Destruction delivered to his
office, 702, 707

creates Wisconsin Science Advisory Council on Metallic Mining by
executive order, 947, 949

eliminates position of environmental education coordinator within pub-
lic school system, 773

eliminates Public Intervenor Office, 13, 23, 767–769, 1017
facilitates passage of Local Agreement Law (see Local Agreement Law,

Wisconsin’s)
given an F+ in 1992 for his environmental record, 576, 577
helps kill legislation that would have removed mining company exemp-

tion to groundwater law [1993 AB 341], 232–233, 597
involvement in mineral rights debate, 224–225
makes power grabs

attempts but fails to make Superintendent of Public Schools a polit-
ical appointee, 767, 773

changes function of Natural Resources Board from policy-making to
advisory, 22–23, 767

eliminates Public Intervenor Office, 13, 23, 767–769
succeeds in making DNR Secretary a political appointee, 22, 767,

769–773, 1017
meets with Churchills in June 1987 to discuss mining issues, 252–254
misappropriation of monies from MILIF during his watch (see grants,

from Mining Investment and Local Impact Fund; Mining
Investment and Local Impact Fund Board (11-member),
Wisconsin’s: during mining years in Rusk County)

opposed by anti-mining candidates in 1990, 1994 and 1998 gubernato-
rial races

Chuck Chvala, 745, 746, 922
Ed Garvey, 940
Tom Loftus, 919–920, 922

plays politics by endorsing Sen. Lynn Adelman (D-Mukwonago) for
federal judgeship, 946

presents grant to Village of Glen Flora to improve road access to
Bernice Dukerschein’s family business, 594

pushes for state buyout of Ojibwe treaty rights, 387
puts Flambeau Mine project on fast track, 250
questionable financial record keeping with regard to Flambeau Mine tax

revenues during his watch (see also Mining Investment and
Local Impact Fund Board (11-member), Wisconsin’s)

MILIF Board fails to file MILIF balance sheets for fiscal years 1996
and 1997, 859–860, 864

MILIF Board issues balance sheet for fiscal year 1998 that appears
to be falsified, 860–864

suspicious transfers of mining revenues into and out of MILIF,
847–851, 860–864

redefines anti-mining as anti-business, 919–920
reluctantly signs mining moratorium bill into law, 967–968, 969 (see

also mining moratorium bill, as introduced in Wisconsin
Legislature [1997 AB 70/SB 3])
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responds to 1994 citizen petition requesting prohibition of metallic sul-
fide mining in Wisconsin, 740–742

sends his boy to oversee Flambeau Mine Master Hearing, 438, 766,
839 (see also Schwarz, David, as hearing examiner for
Flambeau Mine Master Hearing)

shortfalls in mining tax payments from MILIF to Rusk County, Town of
Grant and City of Ladysmith during his watch

city, town and county shorted a total of $1.5 million, 860, 866, 875
City of Ladysmith shorted $159,800 for 1997 ore shipments (“first

dollar”), 860, 875
Rusk County receives no “county additional” payments for 1993

and 1997 ore shipments, 849, 851, 857, 860
Rusk County shorted $159,800 for 1997 ore shipments (“first dol-

lar”), 860, 864, 875
Rusk County shorted on “county additional” payment for 1996 ore

shipments, 178, 860, 863–864, 875
Town of Grant shorted $159,800 for 1997 ore shipments (“first dol-

lar”), 860, 875
mentioned, 859, 1140

Spooner Fish Hatchery renamed in his honor, 769
Roscoe Churchill registers complaint with DNR, 769

spreads myth of Wisconsin’s “tough” mining laws, 572, 580, 740, 920,
1004

cartoon regarding, 373, 1004
tries to woo Exxon back after it leaves state in 1986, 243
vetoes legislation designed to protect state parks from mining [1991 AB

27], 576
mentioned, 134, 196, 280, 316, 368, 596, 608, 751, 916

thorium mining, potential in Wisconsin, 330, 422, 425
Thornapple, Town of (Rusk County, WI), has mining moratorium resolution,

362
Thornapple Deposit (Rusk County, WI), 1, 4, 25, 177, 471, 765
Thornton, Black, Wachowski and Grosskopf, law firm of (Eau Claire, WI),

361
threatened species, at Flambeau Mine site. See also endangered species, at

Flambeau Mine site
gilt darter minnow, 505, 538, 613
river redhorse, 538, 613

threatened species in Wisconsin, laws and rules impacting. See endangered
and threatened species in Wisconsin, laws and rules
impacting

Thunder River Deposit (Price County, WI), 4
Tiede, Laura, and Wisconsin Conservation Congress, 995
Tiefenthaler, James, member of Natural Resources Board

abrogates his public trust responsibilities, 987–988, 1016
cookie-making equipment salesman by trade, 652, 653, 983
makes $1,300 in political contributions to Tommy Thompson before

appointed to board, 652
votes to deny citizen petition for groundwater non-degradation stan-

dard, 655
Tiews, Jeanette, 14
Tiews, Les, 1164, 1165

background information, 14–15, 17
elected to Town of Grant Environmental Study Committee, 97
testimony at EIS hearing for nonexecuted (1976) Flambeau Mine pro-

posal, 74–76
travels to Madison for DNR meeting on “consensus” rules, 155
works with Roscoe Churchill to oppose Flambeau Mine, 106, 109–110,

122, 200, 441
Tiger Cat Flowage/Round Lake Deposit (Sawyer County, WI), 1, 4, 131
Timberline Landfill (Rusk County, WI), 1068
Timmins, Ontario, Flambeau Mine ore concentrated at Noranda facility in,

324, 669, 709

tin
major element in waste rock from Flambeau Mine, 1030
not being monitored in groundwater at Flambeau Mine site, 1030,

1049, 1181
Tingey, Earl, Attorney, 283, 333, 468, 471
titanium

major element in waste rock from Flambeau Mine, 1030
not being monitored in groundwater at Flambeau Mine site, 1030,

1049, 1181
To Slay a Giant (a book by John Mutter), 971
Tobin, James, 804
Tomahawk River (WI), at risk for metallic sulfide mining pollution, 1130
Tomczak, Sandra, and “Free George Meyer” campaign, 769–772
Tongass National Forest (AK), 643
tonnage fee, for solid and hazardous waste disposal in Wisconsin [Wis.

Stat. 289.62], 195, 197
Toole, Ross, 205
Toronto Sun (Toronto, Ontario)

balks at printing paid advertisement aimed against Noranda, 671
citation from, 670

total dissolved solids, in groundwater at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site,
1026, 1042

reference to compilation of historic data on CD-ROM, 1049
violations of PAL standards, 1048–1049, 1055, 1095

“tough” mining laws in Wisconsin, 1004–1013
comprehensive lists of so-called, 1006, 1008–1011
how to counter the myth and clean up the mess, 1006–1007, 1012
in reality laws are complicated but not tough, 572, 1006
mining company mantra, 1006, 1007
myth spread by

George Meyer (Wisconsin DNR), 1004
Herb Behnke (Chairman of Wisconsin Natural Resources Board),

757
James Derouin (Exxon lobbyist), 244, 1005
Jeff Earnshaw (Kennecott), 836
John Koeppl (Kennecott attorney), 364, 450
Kennecott display at Flambeau Mine viewing center, 698
Larry Lynch (Wisconsin DNR), 775, 781–782, 783
Larry Mercando (Kennecott), 588, 1005–1006
Marc Duff (Wisconsin assemblyman), 936
Peter Thao (Crandon Mining Company), 1004
Roger Breske (Wisconsin senator), 573
Stan Druckenmiller (Wisconsin DNR), 935
Tommy Thompson (Wisconsin governor), 572, 580, 740, 1004
Tony Earl (mining company lobbyist), 941

references to, 517, 755, 872
report issued by Western Governors’ Association dispels myth of, 1007

tourism
Kennecott promotes mine as tourist attraction, 698–700
minimum impact of Flambeau Mine tourist dollars on local economy,

698
potential for mining to have negative impact on, 580–581, 700

town government law, Wisconsin’s [Chapter 60 of Wisconsin Statutes]
granting of authority to town board by townspeople [S.60.10(2)], 365
powers of town board [S.60.22], 236, 1010
powers of town voters [S.60.10], 236
revamped by Wisconsin Legislature in 1984 to strip away power from

local people, 234–237, 352–353, 766
Churchills call for putting power back in hands of people, 237,

1012
impact on actions taken by Town of Grant voters, 264, 319, 350,

353, 918
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resolutions enacted prior to 1984 (such as mining moratorium res-
olutions) remain in effect unless rescinded [S.60.10(2)],
361

Town of Grant 1982 mining moratorium resolution enacted before
law changed, 201

special town meetings [S.60.12], 340
Toxic Release Inventory, EPA, 232
toxicity, heavy metal, 1057–1059
trails, at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site

equestrian, 1140
“grass over grave” cartoon regarding, 1141

hiking, 1134
financed with bogus grant from MILIF, 876, 1139–1140

Treatment as State (TAS), 95–96
treaty rights, of Lake Superior Ojibwe. See also Native American community

affirmed by Voigt Decision, 1102
as defended by gaiashkibos (see gaiashkibos)
as defended by Hilary Waukau, Menominee leader and ally of Ojibwe

people (see Waukau, Hilary)
as defended by James Schlender (see Schlender, James, Executive

Administrator of GLIFWC)
as defended by Tom Maulson (see Maulson, Tom)
as defended by Walt Bresette (see Bresette, Walt)
as topic of discussion at 1989 Protect the Earth Festival at Churchill

farm, 384, 386–389
defended by Roscoe Churchill at meeting of Rusk County Board, 408
Evelyn Churchill comments on DNR’s failure to honor, 750
Gov. Tommy Thompson pushes for state buyout of, 387
ignored by Wisconsin DNR

at Flambeau Mine Master Hearing, 439, 446–447, 456–457, 617
at hearing on citizen petition for rules banning metallic sulfide min-

ing, 750
with regard to handling of pollution problems at Flambeau Mine

site, 1099, 1127–1128
Kennecott says treaty rights are “irrelevant” to Flambeau Mine permit-

ting process, 439
key to protecting environment, 95–96, 387
off-reservation, 387 (see also ceded territory, of Lake Superior Ojibwe)
raised as issue at Flambeau Mine Master Hearing, 439, 450, 445–447,

454
role of Voigt Intertribal Task Force in defending, 1070–1071
spearfishing (see spearfishing, as Native American treaty right)
“supreme law of the land,” 387, 450
tribal leaders appeal to Canadians to support, 670

Treiber, Caryn, and Dunn County Mining Study Group, 944
Trempealeau County (WI), 1, 87

availability of historic economic data, 913
Kennecott shows interest in leasing county forestland, 797, 799,

809–810
county board holds public hearing, 810, 822
Roscoe Churchill encounters John Koeppl, 488, 810

Rep. Barbara Gronemus says she would have “no problem” with mine
being built in, 945

Trepania, Al, 546
Trepanier, Lionel, 523
trespassing

charges brought against Flambeau Summer protesters, 528–534
charges threatened against those who wade Flambeau River, 688–693
ordinance beefed up by Rusk County Board, 514, 518, 523

Tribune-Phonograph (Abbotsford, WI), citation from, 802
Tri-County News (Osseo, WI), citations from, 945, 946
trout, rainbow, LC50 value for aluminum exceeded in Flambeau River

downstream from mine site, 1123

Trout Unlimited
supports passage of mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70], 971
Wolf River (WI) Chapter of, 1001

Trudell, John, 459, 462
True, Town of (Rusk County, WI), 306
True Value hardware store (Ladysmith, WI), 597, 598
trust fund, as required for mining projects

provisions in Rio Blanco County (CO) mining code, 240
provisions in Rusk County (WI) mining code, 239–240
provisions in Wisconsin Administrative Code [NR 132.085], 164

t-shirts
as fundraiser for RCCAG, 371, 502
at mining moratorium debate, 949

Tucker, Marissa, 925
Tuerkheimer, Frank, Attorney, 1020
Tuisl, Kathalin, 1165
Tuisl, Richard, 1165

and Ladysmith Area Chamber of Commerce, 602
visits Roscoe Churchill shortly before his death, 1170

“tupperware” ad, 953, 954
turbidity, of groundwater at Flambeau Mine site

DNR grants exemption to monitoring requirement for, 425, 1031
Roscoe Churchill drafts county board resolution seeking to reverse,

429–430
not monitored by Kennecott before, during or after mining, 425,

1030–1031, 1049, 1181
turtle, wood, 613
Turtle-Flambeau Flowage (WI), 576, 1103
Twain, Mark, comments on mining, 1162
Twentieth-Century Montana: A State of Extremes (a book by Ross Toole),

205
Tygesen, Jeff, 671
Tynan, Tim, 1164

and Mining Impact Coalition of Wisconsin, 747
meets Roscoe Churchill in 1995, 901
writes research paper comparing economies of Rusk and Taylor coun-

ties during Rusk County’s mining years, 898, 901
citations from, 899, 901, 902, 905–906, 910, 914

Tyra, Dorothy, 379, 924, 1164
Tyra, Warde, 379, 924, 1164

U
Udayamurthy, M.S. , Dr., 1164

snubbed by local businessmen, 70
testimony at EIS hearing for nonexecuted (1976) Flambeau Mine pro-

posal, 68–70
Underheim, Greg, Rep. (R-Oshkosh), votes to gut mining moratorium bill

[1997 AB 70] and then votes for passage of weakened bill to
cover his political behind, 961, 962

unemployment rate, Rusk County (WI), 885–893.
graph and data table comparing Rusk, Chippewa, Taylor and Barron

counties, 890
graph and data table comparing Rusk to Forest County, 911, 912
how some may try to distort figures, 889, 891, 892
how to counteract mining company propaganda regarding, 909,

911–914
jobs created by Flambeau Mine small in number and not that great (see

jobs, Flambeau Mine)
most jobs cited as “spin-offs” from mine had no legitimate connection

to mine, 902–905, 909
new jobs created in late 1990s had nothing to do with mine, 892–893
non-effect of Flambeau Mine on, 876, 884–885, 885–893, 932 (see

also economic impact, of Flambeau Mine)
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post-mining survey of local business owners suggests minimal impact
of mine on, 1145

Rusk County “at bottom of heap” before, during and after mining years,
834–835, 876, 881, 885, 889–892, 909

Union Carbide, 1, 202, 648
union workers, at Flambeau Mine. See jobs, Flambeau Mine
United Church of Christ (Conrath, WI), 313, 789
United States Constitution

citizenship rights [Fourteenth Amendment], 478, 629
declaration of treaties as “supreme law of the land” [Article VI], 387

(see also treaty rights, of Lake Superior Ojibwe)
freedom of speech [First Amendment], 478, 532, 629 (see also First

Amendment violations, associated with Flambeau Mine)
freedom to assemble peaceably [First Amendment], 514, 518–519
proposal to add “Seventh Generation Amendment” to, 17, 152, 1161
search and seizure [Fourth Amendment], 532
“takings” [Fifth Amendment], 629, 750 (see also “takings”)

United States Department of Energy
and National Uranium Resource Evaluation, 144, 330, 422, 1030
and push for nuclear waste dump in northern Wisconsin, 93, 246, 393,

453
United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

agency’s Hugh Kaufman criticizes Wisconsin’s “consensus” groundwa-
ter rules, 228

and rickety train tracks to White Pine Mine (MI), 17
and superfund sites (see superfund sites, mining-related)
as source of information on toxic effects of heavy metals in groundwa-

ter, 1057
awards TAS to Mole Lake Ojibwe, 95
comments on likelihood of modern mines to produce acid mine

drainage, 662, 781, 782
comments on pollution caused by Henderson Mine (CO), 931
fails to establish toxicity criteria for key pollutants in nation’s waters,

1079
issues annual Toxic Release Inventory, 232
issues paper on acid mine drainage, 818
recommends radioactivity standards for waste products, 422–423
mentioned, 75, 418, 454

United States Geological Survey, and Flambeau Mine productivity data,
840, 852–853

United Steelworkers, Local 1527 (Milwaukee, WI), supports mining morato-
rium bill [1997 AB 70], 941

University of Wisconsin Digital Collections, as source of Flambeau Mine
official documents, 53

University of Wisconsin–Stevens Point, Progressive Action Organization at,
971

“unsuitable” for mining, as defined in Wisconsin laws and rules
denial of mining permits if site “unsuitable” for mining

[S.293.49(2)(a)], 508, 509, 539
designation of areas “unsuitable” for mining [S.293.01(28)], 508, 509,

539
list of areas considered “unsuitable” for mining [NR 132.03(25)],

164–165, 614
Upper Peninsula of Michigan. See Michigan, Upper Peninsula of
Uranerz, 144
uranium. See also radioactivity

as targeted mineral in Wisconsin, 1, 144, 424
disaster at Elliot Lake (Ontario) from mining of, 209–210, 642
Flambeau Mine Local Agreement contains provisions for possible min-

ing of, 330, 425
groundwater at Flambeau Mine site not being monitored for, 1031,

1049, 1181

health problems associated with ingestion of, 1059
“hot spot” zones identified in Rusk, Barron, Sawyer and Washburn

counties (WI), 28, 144–146, 330, 422, 1030
map showing Rusk County zone, 145

legislation proposed in Wisconsin to ban mining of [1991 AB 81],
571–573

provision in Wisconsin Administrative Code establishing MCL goal for
[NR 809.515], 1031

Rusk County passes resolution to ban mining of, 144–145, 146
Steve Chapman and Roscoe Churchill speak at meeting in Trego,

Wisconsin regarding mining of, 145–146
Town of Doyle (Barron County) and Town of Grant (Rusk County) pass

resolutions to ban mining of, 144, 146, 422
other towns in Wisconsin follow suit, 211–212, 424

“Uranium Capital of the World.” See Elliot Lake Mining District (Ontario,
Canada)

Urban, Frank, Rep. (R-Brookfield), votes against mining moratorium bill
[1997 AB 70], 965

Urfer, Bonnie, 1164
arrested at Flambeau Summer protest, 529–530

USGS. See United States Geological Survey
U.S. Steel, 144, 381, 631, 1005
UW Greens. See Wisconsin Green Party

V
Valdez oil spill, 29
Van Der Loop, Sister Mary John, 374, 390, 1164
van Doorn, Bill, 592, 995
Van Hollen, John, member of Gov. Tommy Thompson’s ad hoc task force on

mining, 271
Van Zile, Frances, 92, 1001, 1164

honors Roscoe Churchill at his “Fond Farewell,” 1176–1179
Van Zile, Robert, 92, 1164
vanadium, in Round Lake Deposit (Sawyer County, WI), 1, 131
Vander Puy, Nick, 1164

attends work day at Churchill farm, 927
writes tribute to Roscoe Churchill, 1170

Vanderslice, Claire, 1164
and grave marker project, 952–953
and Mining Impact Coalition of Wisconsin, 747
and work day at Churchill farm, 927
as delegate to Wisconsin Conservation Congress, 992
comes to Churchill farm to share ideas on chemistry of mine pollution,

942–943
supports mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70] at public hearings, 931,

942–944
Vanecek, Frank, 415
variances to Wisconsin’s mining rules

exemption v. variance v. modification, 376 (see also exemptions and
variances to Wisconsin mining rules, in general)

no administrative rules exist governing granting of variances, 377
requested by Kennecott after mining permits granted (see exemptions

and variances to Wisconsin’s mining rules, granted to
Kennecott after-the-fact)

requested by Kennecott in mining permit application (see exemptions
and variances to Wisconsin’s mining rules, granted to
Kennecott in original mining permit)

Veterans Memorial Association (Ladysmith, WI), 624–625
gives Kennecott its American flag to fly at mine site, 620

Vick, Ron, 885, 888
Viennese Ball (University of Wisconsin–Eau Claire), Roscoe Churchill and

Laura Furman attend, 951
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viewing center, Flambeau Mine, 698, 699
as propaganda tool, 1134

Hoover Dam plaque, 1052, 1053
Wisconsin’s “tough” mining laws featured in display, 698

Bernice Dukerschein announces plans to expand, 604–605
Roscoe Churchill reacts, 605

Vilas County (WI)
availability of historic economic data, 912
percent of land subject to severed mineral rights, 222

village powers, rescinding of Grant Town Board’s, 200
visitor’s center, Flambeau Mine. See viewing center, Flambeau Mine
Vocke, Timothy, Judge, 28
Voigt Decision, 1102
Voigt Intertribal Task Force. See Great Lakes Indian Fish and Wildlife

Commission (GLIFWC): Voight Intertribal Task Force of
Volkman, Bill, 498, 544, 1164
Volkman, Dorothy, 1164

and 1989 Protect the Earth Festival at Churchill farm, 390
as faithful member of RCCAG, 418
demonstrates outside of Kennecott’s office in Ladysmith, 550
documents escalation of work at mine site after discovery of endan-

gered species, 544
“official party” (Flambeau Valley Peace Coalition) to Flambeau Mine

Master Hearing, 438, 439, 448
plaintiff in lawsuit against Local Agreement, 481
mentioned, 280, 404, 498

Vorce, Darlene, 352
Vorce, Marlo, 144, 200
Voss, Martin, Dr., 951

W
Wachowski, Richard, Attorney, 361, 362, 374
Wake Up, America (a poem by Herb Buettner), 990
Wakefield, Clarence, 198
Walkey, Craig, 1066
Wallace, Ron, 200
Wallace, Sam, 5–6, 7
Waller, Bud, 41–42, 47, 591
walleye, Roscoe Churchill catches two big, 1116
walleye in Flambeau River, heavy metal bioaccumulation in, 1116–1119.

See also fish; fish, in Flambeau River; Flambeau River (WI)
pollution

concerns over potential toxic effects of iron and manganese on, 1110
DNR pulls plug on mandatory testing program, 689, 1118, 1124, 1128
downstream sampling site nowhere near backfilled mine pit, 445, 1106,

1116, 1123–1124
higher levels of copper, zinc and iron found in downstream fish,

1117–1118, 1119
Kennecott fails to provide statistical analysis of raw data, 1117,

1123–1124
lack of independent data, 1112
map showing sampling locations, 1106
need to resume mandatory testing, 1127–1128

internal DNR memo suggests continued monitoring is warranted,
1127

walleye-ometer, 1118, 1119
Walleye Warriors (a book by Walt Bresette and Rick Whaley), 389, 617
walleye-ometer, 1118, 1119
Walleyes for Tomorrow, 967
Walter, Paul, Rev. 601
Walters, Steven, 650
Wanserski, John, preserves Flambeau Mine documents for public, 53

Ward, Helen, 1164
and Wisconsin Resources Protection Council, 218–219

Ward, Tom, 1164
and Wisconsin Resources Protection Council, 218–219, 221

spearheads lawsuit against Local Agreement signed by Town of
Nashville (Forest County, WI) for Crandon mine, 219

comments on how DNR rules make it legal to pollute pristine waters to
point of being “ as dirty as the drinking water in New
Jersey,” 160, 1045

pushes for enactment of mining moratorium law in Wisconsin, 936
has heated exchange with Rep. Marc Duff at public hearing, 933,

935–937
mentioned, 203, 910

Warren, Chris, author of “Meet the Corporation,” 1161
Warren, Robert, Wisconsin Attorney General, issues important opinion on

Public Trust Doctrine, 378
Washburn County (WI), targeted for exploitation by metallic mining indus-

try, 878
uranium potential, 422 (see also uranium)

waste, hazardous, as regulated in Wisconsin. See solid and hazardous
waste siting bill [1981 AB 936]; hazardous waste, as regu-
lated in Wisconsin [general population]; hazardous waste,
as regulated in Wisconsin [mine sites]

waste, metallic sulfide mining. See dumps, metallic sulfide mining waste;
Flambeau Mine waste dump

waste, solid, as regulated in Wisconsin. See solid and hazardous waste sit-
ing bill [1981 AB 936]; solid waste, as regulated in
Wisconsin [general population]; solid waste, as regulated in
Wisconsin [mine sites]

Waste Management Fund, Wisconsin’s. See dumps, sections of Wisconsin
Statutes impacting metallic mining waste: environmental
and waste management funds

Waste Management, Inc., 190, 231, 557, 663
waste rock stockpiles, Flambeau Mine. See also Flambeau Mine, as devel-

oped by Kennecott in Rusk County (WI); Flambeau Mine,
reclaimed; Flambeau Mine, reclamation plan; Flambeau
Mine waste dump

high sulfur (Type II waste)
DNR indirectly admits toxic nature of, 304
liner failures beneath, 1065–1066, 1067 (see also liners, synthetic)
sulfide content, 258, 817–818 (see also sulfides; sulfur)

low sulfur (Type I waste)
no liner placed beneath, 1066, 1067
sulfur content, 257, 818–819 (see also sulfides; sulfur)

major elements (besides sulfur) contained in, 1030
not being monitored in groundwater (see aluminum; cobalt; nickel;

tin; titanium)
maps showing location of, 257, 1065
no monitoring wells drilled beneath, 1061–1062, 1066, 1123
pollution levels measured in leachate, 1037, 1038
potential for containing radioactive substances, 422, 424–425, 1030

ground and surface waters not monitored for radioactivity (see
radioactivity)

radiation emissions not monitored, 424
sludge from wastewater treatment plant dumped on top of (see waste-

water treatment plant, Flambeau Mine)
volume of, 257–258, 499, 501, 780, 813, 817–818

wastewater treatment plant, Flambeau Mine. See also Flambeau Mine, as
developed by Kennecott in Rusk County (WI)

decommissioned at end of mining despite fact that acid mine drainage
continues, 820, 821, 875, 1037

description of, 258
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diagram and photo of, 821
effluent from

Alice in Dairyland finalists drink, 614
concern over levels of cadmium and nickel permitted in, 611, 630
concern over possible synergistic effects of metals, 258

need for its existence proves toxic nature of mining waste, 776, 820,
821

push by local businessmen to leave plant intact at end of mining to
attract other businesses, 826–828, 910

citizens succeed in forcing company to dismantle, 836, 837, 910
short-term fix for protecting water quality, 506, 819–820, 875
toxic sludge from (see also Flambeau Mine waste dump)

conditional land use permit and Local Agreement contradict each
other regarding disposal of, 324, 331

dumped on top of high sulfur waste rock stockpile during mining
years, 258

Larry Mercando redefines, 661
not regulated as hazardous waste, 500–501
shoved into unlined pit, 819
volume of, 255, 258, 819, 875

mentioned, 671
W.A.T.E.R., 19
water, commercial bottling of, 436, 641, 910, 919, 1167
water quality standards, in Wisconsin

groundwater (see groundwater quality standards, in Wisconsin)
surface water (see surface water quality standards, in Wisconsin)
where potential uses of water are in conflict, DNR is charged with set-

ting standards that “protect general public interest”
[S.281.15(1)], 631, 741

water treatment plant, Flambeau Mine. See wastewater treatment plant,
Flambeau Mine

Waterway and Wetland Handbook (a Wisconsin DNR publication), 690–691
Watkins, T.H., author of “Hard Rock Legacy,” 1154–1156
Watt, James, as compared to Peter Peshek, 654
Waukau, Hilary, 1164, 1165

eagle feather placed on Protect the Earth Staff in honor of, 393
honored by his fellow tribal members of Menominee Nation, 730
honored by Wisconsin Conservation Congress, 93
inducted into Wisconsin Conservation Hall of Fame, 93
lobbies for Outstanding Resource Water designation for Wolf River, 998
memorial service at Mole Lake Reservation in honor of, 16, 94
opposes plan to locate nuclear waste dump in northern Wisconsin, 93,

453
speaks of how “we as humans can never rest,” 812
speaks out against metallic sulfide mining, 745, 746, 753
mentioned, 952

Wausau, Wisconsin
meromictic lake at, 68
targeted for exploitation by metallic mining industry, 1, 1158

Wausau Daily Herald (Wausau, WI), citations from, 229, 256, 257, 439, 442
Waushara County (WI), uranium potential in, 144
We Are One River (an artwork created by environmental activists in Dunn

County, WI), 944–945
Weather Shield (Ladysmith, WI), 898

expands operations in Rusk County in late 1990s, 892–893
wrongly attributed to Flambeau Mine 902, 904, 909

WEAU television (Eau Claire, WI), 251, 532, 853, 854
Webb’s Army Surplus (Ladysmith, WI), 602
wedding, between RTZ and People of Wisconsin, 434, 627
Wedemeyer, Ted, Judge, 786
Wedwick, Melvin, Rusk County Board Chairman

member of Gov. Tommy Thompson’s ad hoc task force on mining, 271,
273

member of Rusk County Mining Impact Committee (6-member),
279–287 (see also Rusk County Mining Impact Committee
(6-member) that negotiated Local Agreement)

replaced by John Kaiser, 311
plaintiff in lawsuit filed against John Kaiser, et al., 314
targeted for defeat in 1988 election, 307, 311

Weeden, Tim, Sen. (R-Beloit), courageously crosses party lines to support
mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70/SB 3], 964

Weinstock, Edward B., author of The Wilderness War, 247
Weirgor River (WI), at risk for metallic sulfide mining pollution, 50, 99
Weisenberger, Jim

and Chamber of Commerce mine group, 597, 598
as Kennecott’s realtor, 250, 344, 597
attends Linda Lybert’s press conference to show support for Flambeau

Mine, 524
opposes mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70] at public hearing, 931
says mine will give community a “shot in the arm” without damaging

environment, 250–251
speaks against proposal for independent monitoring of Flambeau River,

508
supports creation of industrial park at Flambeau Mine site, 827, 835
testifies at public hearing on Local Agreement, 344
mentioned, 634

Weisenberger Realty (Ladysmith, WI), 313
Welch, Robert, Sen. (R-Redgranite)

abrogates his public trust responsibilities, 1017
has worst environmental voting record in Wisconsin Senate, 964
referred to as “Exxon’s favorite senator,” 964
tries to gut mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70/SB 3], 929, 956, 958,

964
Weld, Riley, Prenn and Ricci, law firm of (Eau Claire, WI), 803
well compensation fee, for solid and hazardous waste disposal in

Wisconsin [Wis. Stat. 289.63], 195, 197, 302
wells (monitoring), at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site. See also acid mine

drainage from metallic sulfide mines; groundwater pollution,
at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site

background information on individual wells, 1028
background information on monitoring program, 1026–1032
“control” wells identified by Kennecott (flawed choice), 1056,

1124–1125
data tables for, 1043, 1050, 1051, 1055–1056, 1180–1181
definition of “nest,” 1026
drawdown, 1028, 1042, 1051

reference to groundwater elevation graphs, 1028
failure of Kennecott to drill at critical sites, 1059–1062, 1123, 1128
failure of Kennecott to report data from well located close to where ore

crusher and rail spur were located, 1061
“intervention boundary” wells cited by Kennecott in company reports,

1034, 1054, 1056
list of wells in violation of MCL and/or PAL standards, 1051
map showing location of, 1027
most important wells to watch, 1052–1056
MW-1000PR (between backfilled pit and river; “intervention boundary

well”)
background information, 1026–1028
cited as “intervention boundary well” in company reports, 1034,

1054–1055
data tables for, 1043, 1050, 1051, 1055–1056, 1180–1181
DNR fails to ticket Kennecott for violations of PAL and/or MCL stan-

dards, 1095, 1125, 1129, 1153
graphs for, 1121
Kennecott distorts data for, 1121
located in fractured bedrock, 1052–1053
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map showing location of, 1027
most important well to watch, 1052–1056
reference to high levels of pollution within, 1027, 1039, 1048
violations of PAL and/or MCL standards, 1034, 1036
iron, 1044, 1050, 1051
manganese, 1042, 1043, 1050, 1051, 1054, 1121
sulfate, 1046, 1050, 1051, 1121
summary of, 1055
water hardness, TDS and conductivity, 1048–1049

MW-1000R (between pit and river), 1027, 1028, 1051
MW-1001 nest (close to where ore crusher was located), 1027, 1028,

1051, 1061
MW-1002 nest (in gravel pit located in northwest quadrant of mine site

), 1027, 1028, 1051, 1059
MW-1003 nest (between backfilled pit and where low sulfur waste rock

was stored), 1027, 1028, 1051
MW-1004 nest (between SW section of backfilled pit and where settling

ponds were located), 1027, 1028, 1044, 1051, 1056
MW-1005 nest (between backfilled pit and Highway 27; Kennecott’s

self-declared “background well”), 1027, 1028, 1043, 1044,
1051, 1061

flawed choice as “background well,” 1056, 1124–1125
MW-1010P (between pit and river), 1027, 1028, 1051, 1056
MW-1013 nest (within backfilled pit), 1026, 1027, 1028, 1042, 1048,

1049, 1051, 1056, 1120
MW-1013B in violation of drinking water standards, 1024, 1025,

1027, 1042, 1043, 1046, 1049, 1051, 1053, 1095, 1121,
1122

MW-1013C in violation of drinking water standards, 1043, 1044,
1045, 1047, 1049, 1051, 1095

MW-1014 nest (within backfilled pit), 1026, 1027, 1028, 1042, 1044,
1048, 1051, 1052, 1053, 1056, 1120

MW-1014B in violation of drinking water standards, 1043, 1046,
1049, 1051, 1095, 1120, 1121

MW-1014C in violation of drinking water standards, 1043, 1044,
1045, 1051, 1053, 1095, 1121, 1122

MW-1015 nest (“compliance boundary well”), 1027, 1028, 1051, 1056,
1059

MW-1015B, violations of drinking water standards, 1042, 1043,
1044, 1051, 1056, 1059, 1123

MW-1015B, DNR fails to ticket Kennecott for violations of MCL
standards, 1095, 1125, 1129, 1153

parameters of interest
aluminum (see aluminum)
cadmium (see cadmium)
calcium (see calcium)
cobalt (see cobalt)
conductivity (see conductivity)
copper (see copper)
hardness (see hardness, water)
iron (see iron)
manganese (see manganese)
nickel (see nickel)
organic compounds (see organic compounds)
pH (see pH)
radioactivity (see radioactivity)
sulfate (see sulfate)
tin (see tin)
titanium (see titanium)
total dissolved solids (see total dissolved solids)
turbidity (see turbidity)
uranium (see uranium)

zinc (see zinc)
wells (private)

Flambeau Mine Local Agreement calls for only limited testing of,
325–328, 656–657

Churchills push for independent monitoring, 656–665
heavy metals not monitored, 661

map of well guarantee zone for Flambeau Mine, 326
provisions of Rusk County mining code regarding monitoring of, 239,

328
state regulations allow mining companies to pollute private wells up to

MCL limits, 162, 181, 1031–1032 (see also groundwater
rules [Wisconsin Administrative Code], for Wisconsin
mines)

state regulations governing assistance for replacing damaged
[S.281.75], 182–183

exemption for wells damaged by mining [S.281.75(17)], 182
state regulations governing mining company liability for damage to

(see liability for mining-related damages, Wisconsin regula-
tions governing)

Wendt (Kurt F.) Engineering Library at University of Wisconsin–Madison,
53

West, Zella, 764, 1164
plaintiff in lawsuit against Local Agreement, 481

West Bend Daily News (West Bend, WI), citations from, 942, 1039
West Side Elementary School (Ladysmith, WI), 234
Wester, Clair, Rusk County Board Supervisor, 1165

targeted for defeat in 1988 election, 307
Wester, Ronald

opposes Jerry Booth in 1988 Rusk County Board election, 308
sued by nine Rusk County Board supervisors for libel, 312, 314–315

Westerman, Floyd Red Crow, 92, 460
Western Governor’s Association, report issued by Mine Waste Task Force

of, 1007
Wetland-A, at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site (mitigation; 8.5 acres). See

also wetlands (“created”), at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site
background information on, 828–830, 1086, 1091–1092
likely reason why Kennecott changed approved location of, 828–830,

1091
map showing location of, 829, 1068
not being adequately monitored, 1091–1092, 1124
violations of surface water quality standards in, 1092

DNR fails to ticket Kennecott, 1095, 1125, 1153
need for citation to be issued, 1129

Wetland-B, at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site (man-made; 1.7 acres). See
also wetlands (“created”), at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site

background information on, 828–830, 1086–1087, 1092–1093
channel to Flambeau River not being monitored for pollution, 1092,

1124
need to monitor, 1128

has no liner, 1090, 1092
map showing location of, 829, 1068
not being adequately monitored, 1092–1093, 1124
potential need to “pump and treat” water within, 1128
referred to by Kennecott as “biofilter,” 830, 1086–1087 (see also biofil-

ter)
inappropriate use of term, 1088

relationship to Wetland-1 and Wetland-2, 1074, 1092
violations of surface water quality standards in, 1093

DNR fails to ticket Kennecott, 1095 1125, 1153
need for citation to be issued, 1129

Wetland-C, at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site (man-made; 0.9 acre). See
also wetlands (“created”), at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site
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as impacted by contaminated soils (see soil contamination, at
reclaimed Flambeau Mine site)

background information on, 828–830, 1066–1067
being used as giant septic tank, 1087
DNR drags its feet on investigating pollution of, 1069, 1071
functioning as point source of pollution, 1088
GLIFWC voices concern over pollution levels in, 1096–1102
located where surge pond was situated during mining years, 1066,

1084, 1128
maps showing location of, 829, 1068, 1076
monitoring plan for, 1075–1086 (see also Stream-C, at reclaimed

Flambeau Mine site: monitoring program for Stream-C
watershed)

need to “pump and treat” water within, 1128
pollution of, 827, 1066–1071, 1073, 1075–1091, 1103

data table, 1082–1083
DNR fails to ticket Kennecott, 1095–1096, 1125, 1153
graphs showing, 1080, 1081
Kennecott takes cosmetic approach to handling, 1084, 1093
need for citation to be issued, 1129
removal of contaminated railroad ballast does not clear up problem,

1071, 1079–1083
violations of surface water quality standards in, 1069, 1079, 1085,

1093–1094, 1136
referred to by Kennecott as “biofilter,” 830, 1086–1087 (see also biofil-

ter)
company claims “functioning as designed,” 1085, 1088
inappropriate use of term, 1088, 1089

sediment shows elevated copper and zinc levels, 1084–1085, 1094
Kennecott skews results, 1084–1085

wetlands
as impacted by Wisconsin mining regulations

legislation proposed in Wisconsin Assembly to prohibit mining in
[1991 AB 81], 571–573

mining company exemption to wetland water quality standards [NR
103.06(3)], 166, 1008

provisions for “minimizing” disturbance to wetlands [NR
132.06(4)], 165, 166, 397, 783

provisions for “protection” of wetlands, 164–166
requirement for mine not to be located in wetland [NR 132.18(1)(f)],

397, 783
use of wetlands for disposal of mining waste [NR 132.06(4)(d)],

165, 166, 631, 1008
at Flambeau Mine site (see also wetlands (“created”), at reclaimed

Flambeau Mine site; wetlands (pre-existing), at Flambeau
Mine site)

Kennecott considers disposal of mining waste in swamp as part of
nonexecuted (1976) proposal, 57

Kennecott downplays citizen concerns over, 413
Wisconsin surface water quality standards for [Chapter NR 103], 165,

1075
mining company input on promulgation of rules, 165–166

wetlands (“created”), at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site. See also wetlands
deceptive use of term “biofilter” for Wetland-B and Wetland-C to avoid

liability for pollution of, 1086–1091 (see also biofilter)
fallacy of mining companies being able to “create,” 828
fate of, 1091–1094
list of, 1086–1087
map showing location of, 829, 1068
need to increase monitoring of, 1128
pollution of, 1091–1094 (see also pollution, at reclaimed Flambeau

Mine site; Wetland-A, at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site;
Wetland-B, at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site; Wetland-C, at

reclaimed Flambeau Mine site)
wetlands (pre-existing), at Flambeau Mine site. See also wetlands

impact of mine on, 1073–1075
map identifying and showing location of, 1072
Wetland-1 (natural; between mine pit and river)

as impacted by groundwater drawdown, 1073–1074
as reconfigured by reclamation activities, 1074
baseline water quality of, 1078
need for expanded monitoring of, 1128

Wetland-6C (natural; across highway from mine site), 1074–1075,
1077

Wetland-11 (natural; along east bank of Flambeau River)
could be key to holding Kennecott accountable for pollution at mine

site, 1075
DNR’s “don’t ask, don’t tell” policy regarding pollution of, 1075,

1107, 1108
not being monitored, 1075, 1124

Weyerhaeuser, Wisconsin
abandoned farms at, 20
industrial building at, 902, 903, 932
uranium potential, 330

Whaley, Rick, 462, 1164
co-author of Walleye Warriors, 389, 617

What Lies Ahead? (also known as Copper Mine Blues), a poem by Roscoe
Churchill, 47–48, 1163

When the rocks are gone?, a story by Bob Christianson, 95
White Earth Reservation (MN), 459, 520
White Pine Mine (MI)

considered as possible site for smelting ore from Flambeau Mine, 669
Ogichidaa stop train carrying sulfuric acid to, 16–17, 91, 669
sued over air emissions, 669

White, Crispin, Rev., 434, 1164
White, Wesley, Rev., 155, 156, 313
Whittenberger, Charles, Grant Town Supervisor

member of Rusk County Mining Impact Committee (6-member),
279–287, 317 (see also Rusk County Mining Impact
Committee (6-member) that negotiated Local Agreement)

negotiates with Kennecott in closed session, 280–281, 286–287,
288, 317

reelected in 1989, 352
signs Local Agreement with Kennecott before EIS even written, 321,

344, 345, 346, 347, 395, 402
mentioned, 199, 336, 514

Wible, Lyman, 425, 919
Wieckert, Steve, Rep. (R-Appleton), votes to gut mining moratorium bill

[1997 AB 70] and then votes for passage of weakened bill to
cover his political behind, 961, 962

Wiggins, John, 44, 45
wild rice, 18, 92
Wild Wolf Inn. See Buettner’s Wild Wolf Inn
Wilderness War, The (a book by Edward B. Weinstock), 247
Wilkie, Gerald, Eau Claire County Board Supervisor, 801
Wilkinson, Town of (Rusk County, WI), has mining moratorium resolution,

362
Will, Mary, Rusk County Board Supervisor

votes against ratification of Local Agreement, 343, 404
votes to rescind Local Agreement, 471

Willard (School House) Deposit (Rusk County, WI), 4, 25
Willems, Kate, 1164

arrested at Flambeau Summer protest, 529–530
Willett, Stephen, member of Natural Resources Board

abrogates his public trust responsibilities, 987–988, 1016
background information, 652–653, 983
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conflict of interest, 652
votes to deny citizen petition for groundwater non-degradation stan-

dard, 655
Williams, Pat, 602
Williams, Ruth, 35
Williams, Zane, 35
Willingham, Calder, 209
Willingham, Dave, Rusk County Board Supervisor

and Chamber of Commerce mine group, 597
and Flambeau Mine promotional film, 1140
opposes mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70] at public hearing, 931
Roscoe Churchill spars with, 239
targeted for defeat in 1988 election, 307
travels to Fairchild, WI to pimp for Kennecott, 806, 807

Willow Flowage (Lynne) Deposit (Oneida County, WI), 1, 4
map showing location of, 2
Noranda puts wheels in motion to develop, 457, 510, 569, 572, 622

company stiffs State of Wisconsin, 244
sham public hearing on company’s Notice of Intent, 622–623, 624,

625
mentioned, 219, 243, 739

Wilson, Katie, 944, 995
Wilson, Robert (RTZ Chairman), 640–641, 834, 835
Wilson, Tom, 1165

attends work day at the Churchill farm, 927
background information, 822
challenges Kennecott’s revised reclamation plan for Flambeau Mine,

822–838
pushes for public hearing, 833
puts together press release, 825–826
succeeds in brokering deal between Kennecott, DNR and concerned

citizens, 836, 837
travels to London to confront RTZ chairman at shareholders’ meet-

ing, 834, 835
comments on Ladysmith’s failed planning strategy for economic devel-

opment, 895
compares Kennecott to “dead beat husband,” 880
opposes Kennecott’s attempt to lease forestland in Trempealeau County

(WI), 810
Wiltrout, Ron, Rusk County Board Supervisor, 471
Wilusz, Ed, 570
Wimmer, James, 141, 155, 422, 423, 578
Winnemucca, Nevada, 1154
Winter, Clyde, 1164
Wirch, Robert, Sen. (D-Kenosha), 929
Wisconsin, State of

acts of legislature (see acts, of Wisconsin Legislature)
administrative agencies within executive branch, 153
administrative rules, general information on (see administrative rules,

in Wisconsin)
assembly bills (see assembly bills in Wisconsin Legislature, mining-

related issues addressed by)
challenges TAS status of Mole Lake Ojibwe, 95–96
Conservation Commission (see Wisconsin Conservation Commission)
Constitution (see Wisconsin Constitution)
courts (see court system, Wisconsin)
Department of Administration (see Department of Administration,

Wisconsin)
Department of Development, 271
Department of Justice, 768
Department of Natural Resources (see Department of Natural Resources,

Wisconsin)

Department of Public Instruction (see Department of Public Instruction,
Wisconsin)

Department of Resource Development (see Department of Resource
Development, Wisconsin)

Department of Revenue (see Department of Revenue, Wisconsin)
Ethics Board (see Ethics Board, Wisconsin)
Evelyn Churchill writes The Story of the Corruption of Wisconsin

Government by the Oil and Mining Corporations, 764–774
examples of mining pollution in, 210 (see also pollution, at reclaimed

Flambeau Mine site)
Geological and Natural History Survey (see Wisconsin Geological and

Natural History Survey)
geologist (see geologist, State of Wisconsin)
history of natural resource exploitation of, xv–xvii
Legislative Reference Bureau (see Legislative Reference Bureau,

Wisconsin)
Legislature (see Legislature, Wisconsin)
Mining Investment and Local Impact Fund (see Mining Investment and

Local Impact Fund (MILIF), Wisconsin’s)
Mining Investment and Local Impact Fund Board (see Mining

Investment and Local Impact Fund Board (11-member),
Wisconsin’s)

mining permit review process (see permitting process, for metallic
mines in Wisconsin)

mining regulations (see mining regulations in Wisconsin; Wisconsin
Administrative Code, chapters devoted to or interfacing with
regulation of metallic mining; Wisconsin Statutes, chapters
devoted to or interfacing with regulation of metallic mining)

Natural Resources Board (see Natural Resources Board (NRB),
Wisconsin)

population growth rate statistics, 899
Public Intervenor Office (see Public Intervenor Office, Wisconsin)
Public Lands Commission, leases state land to E.K.Lehmann and

Associates, 409
senate bills (see senate bills in Wisconsin Legislature, mining-related

issues addressed by)
statutes, general information on (see statutes, in Wisconsin)

Wisconsin Academy Review (Madison, WI), citations from, 109, 141, 245,
292, 918

Wisconsin Administrative Code, chapters devoted to or interfacing with
regulation of metallic mining. See also mining regulations
in Wisconsin; Wisconsin Statutes, chapters devoted to or
interfacing with regulation of metallic mining

bogus claim that rules are “tough” (see “tough” mining laws in
Wisconsin)

NR 102 [Water Quality Standards for Wisconsin Surface Waters], 1075
NR 103 [Water Quality Standards for Wetlands], 165, 1075

mining company exemption to [NR 103.06(3)], 166, 1008 
NR 104 [Uses and Designated Standards for Intrastate and Interstate

waters], 1075
NR 105 [Surface Water Quality Criteria and Secondary Values for Toxic

Substances], 1075, 1077
NR 109 [Safe Drinking Water], renumbered to NR 809 in 1993, 160 
NR 131 [Metallic Mineral Prospecting] (see NR 131 [Metallic Mineral

Prospecting], of Wisconsin Administrative Code) 
NR 132 [Metallic Mineral Mining] (see NR 132 [Metallic Mineral

Mining], of Wisconsin Administrative Code) 
NR 140 [Groundwater Quality], 160, 231

mining company exemption to [NR 140.03], 1033
NR 182 [Metallic Mining Wastes] (see NR 182 [Metallic Mining

Wastes], of Wisconsin Administrative Code) 
NR 809 [Safe Drinking Water], 160
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Wisconsin Central Railroad
and White Pine Mine, 16
taxpayer dollars used to upgrade track, 669
used by Kennecott to transport ore from Flambeau Mine, 673

Wisconsin Conservation Commission
combined with Department of Resource Development to create DNR, 21,

22, 765, 769
creates Wisconsin Conservation Congress, 991
formation and function of, 7, 21, 22, 773
need to reinstate with full powers, 23, 750, 753, 773–774
Roscoe Churchill works with, 235

Wisconsin Conservation Congress
copies of resolutions submitted by Herb Buettner at Spring Hearings of,

995, 1018
creation and function of, 991–994

statute governing [S.15.348], 991
delegates to

Bill van Doorn, 995
Bob Schmitz, 992, 998
Claire Vanderslice, 992
Herb Buettner (see Buettner, Herb)

district map of, 992
DNR ignores anti-mining resolutions passed by, 752–753, 990–1003
executive council admits it does not know what Public Trust Doctrine is,

1018
honors Hilary Waukau, 93
how citizen resolutions are handled, 993–994
John and Ted Styczinski faithfully attend meetings of, 497, 994
mining resolutions offered and passed by Rusk County citizens at 1993

Spring Hearings of, 995
“official party” (James Bray) to Flambeau Mine Master Hearing, 438,

439 (see also Master Hearing, Flambeau Mine)
recommendations of Environmental Practices Committee undermined

by higher-ups within, 997
Roscoe Churchill attends meetings of, 994–995
shortcomings of, 996–997, 1002–1003
study committees of, 993
tabulation of voting results for mining and water-quality resolutions

considered at Spring Hearings of, 995–996
tumultuous tenure of Francis “Bill” Murphy as chairman of, 997 (see

also Murphy, Francis “Bill”)
Wisconsin Conservation Hall of Fame

Herb Buettner nominated for induction into, 1001
Hilary Waukau inducted into, 93
words of inductee Owen Gromme, 1015

Wisconsin Constitution
and Public Trust Doctrine, 1014–1022
declares inherent rights of all people [Article I], 152

freedom of speech [Article I, Section 3], 478
violated by terms of Flambeau Mine Local Agreement, 478

entrusts state with care and protection of water resources [Article IX,
Section 1], 152

establishes right of public to use navigable waters, 690
specifies oath of public office for state legislators [Article IV, Section

28], 1018
Wisconsin Environmental Policy Act [WEPA; S.1.11], 51–52, 321. See also

environmental impact statement process, laws and rules
governing mining projects in Wisconsin

as referred to in Wisconsin’s Master Hearing Law, 132–133
citizens petition DNR for rules requiring EIS for any mining proposal to

contain detailed information about value and loss of clean
drinking water spplies, 378–379

violated by DNR in preparation of Flambeau Mine EIS and supplemental
EIS (see democracy, Kennecott’s Flambeau Mine project
undermines: EIS process is trivialized)

Wisconsin Geological and Natural History Survey
and Thomas Evans (see Evans, Thomas)
mentioned, 122

Wisconsin Green Party
and Jeff Peterson (see Peterson, Jeff)
and Ray Starrett (see Starrett, Ray)
helps organize Freedom March against Flambeau Mine, 472
helps stage protest before Flambeau Mine Master Hearing, 432–436
issues press release regarding Flambeau Mine protest at Grant Town

Hall, 516
members sign Declaration of Independence from Corporation

Oppression and Destruction, 706
“official party” (Jeff Peterson) to Flambeau Mine Master Hearing, 438,

439, 441 (see also Master Hearing, Flambeau Mine)
organizes mining summit to oppose development of mining district in

northern Wisconsin, 634–636, 639
UW (University of Wisconsin) Greens collect signatures on anti-mining

petition and organize rally in Madison, 745
Wisconsin League of Conservation Voters, issues environmental score-

cards for state legislators, 964
Wisconsin Manufacturers and Commerce (WMC)

and James Derouin, 772 (see also Derouin, James, Attorney)
and James Klauser, 2 (see also Klauser, James)
and law firm of DeWitt-Porter, 202, 648 (see also DeWitt-Porter, law

firm of)
and Wisconsin Mining Association, 767
hires Wisconsin Geological and Natural History Survey to write feel-

good report about Wisconsin’s mining regulations, 578
infiltrates Ladysmith Area Chamber of Commerce to promote mining,

597
lobbies against tough mining regulations, 572, 578–579, 753, 754, 979
lobbies for weak mining regulations, 631, 1005
presents Flambeau Mine with bogus award for environmental steward-

ship, 1125
promotes Flambeau Mine as economic godsend, 883–884, 885, 891,

895
mentioned, 570, 967

Wisconsin Mining Association, 767, 979
Wisconsin Outdoor News (Mequon, WI), citation from, 901
Wisconsin Resources Protection Council (WRPC)

Forest County and Langlade County chapters of, 218
formation of, 215–221

role of Phil Tawney in, 207, 215–217
“temporary” officers elected, 216

gets involved in Crandon mine controversy, 217–221
helps organize canoe flotilla against Flambeau Mine, 354
helps stage protest before Flambeau Mine Master Hearing, 432
invites EPA official to Madison to speak on groundwater protection

issues, 228–229
main objectives of, 217
members push for rule changes to state’s mining regulations, 379, 381
newsletter of, 218, 221
“official party” (Roscoe Churchill) to Flambeau Mine Master Hearing,

438, 439 (see also Master Hearing, Flambeau Mine)
opposes Peter Peshek’s move from law firm of DeWitt-Porter to DNR

Secretary position, 653
opposes Peter Peshek’s move from Public Intervenor Office to law firm

of DeWitt-Porter, 648–649
pushes for mining moratorium in Wisconsin, 916–917, 971
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sets up legal defense fund to help Churchills, 370
web page of, 968
mentioned, 94, 476

Wisconsin River (WI), at risk for metallic sulfide mining pollution, 219,
877, 906, 921, 1130

Wisconsin Science Advisory Council on Metallic Mining, 947, 949
Wisconsin State Journal (Madison, WI)

articles by reporter Jeff Mayers, 224–225, 572, 579–580, 582, 824,
962

articles by reporter Ron Seely, 3, 457, 523, 540, 541, 569–570,
579–580, 747–748, 753–754, 778–779, 824, 923, 947,
965, 967, 969, 976

Seely gives Churchills a fair shake, 35, 599
other citations from, 104–105, 558, 608, 676, 845, 847, 914
runs five-part series on mining, 579–580

Wisconsin State Troopers, police protesters, 535, 619
Wisconsin Statutes, chapters devoted to or interfacing with regulation of

metallic mining. See also mining regulations in Wisconsin;
Wisconsin Administrative Code, chapters devoted to or
interfacing with regulation of metallic mining 

bogus claim that laws are “tough” (see “tough” mining laws in
Wisconsin)

Chapter 1 [Sovereignty and Jurisdiction] (see Wisconsin Environmental
Policy Act [WEPA; S.1.11])

Chapter 32 [Eminent Domain] (see eminent domain in Wisconsin,
power of)

Chapter 60 [Towns] (see town government law, Wisconsin’s)
Chapter 70 [General Property Taxes] (see tax law, Wisconsin’s net pro-

ceeds mining [S. 70.37-70.3965])
Chapter 160 [Groundwater Protection Standards] (see groundwater law,

Wisconsin’s)
Chapter 107 [Mining and Metal Recovery], 125
Chapter 227 [Administrative Procedure and Review] (see administrative

procedure, Wisconsin laws governing)
Chapter 281 [Water and Sewage], 151
Chapter 289 [Solid Waste Facilities] (see dumps, sections of Wisconsin

Statutes impacting metallic mining waste)
Chapter 291 [Hazardous Waste Management] (see hazardous waste, as

regulated in Wisconsin [mine sites])
Chapter 292 [Remedial Action], 166
Chapter 293 [Metallic Mining], 166, 195, 231-232, 740 (see also

Churchill Mining Moratorium Law; confidentiality of core
sample analysis data, as allowed in Wisconsin Statutes;
Department of Natural Resources, Wisconsin: statutory
authorization to adopt minimum standards, by rule, for min-
ing; Department of Natural Resources, Wisconsin: statutory
authorization to create groundwater rules specific to metallic
mining; liability for mining-related damages, Wisconsin
regulations governing; Local Agreement Law, Wisconsin’s;
Master Hearing Law, for mining projects in Wisconsin;
Metallic Mining Reclamation Act, Wisconsin’s; permitting
process, for metallic mines in Wisconsin)

Wisconsin Stewardship Network, 142
Wisconsin Trout, citations from, 1001, 1015
Wisconsin Water Well Association, goes on record against “consensus”

groundwater rules, 171–172
Wisconsin Wildlife Federation, 445
Wisconsin’s Environmental Decade

and lawsuit regarding Public Trust Doctrine, 1017
caves in to mining interests, 148, 174, 231, 232

role of Kathleen Falk (see Falk, Kathleen: as representative of
Wisconsin’s Environmental Decade in “consensus”
negotiations)

disowned by Roscoe Churchill, 232
executive director endorses Peter Peshek as DNR Secretary, 653
helps RCCAG in lawsuit regarding DNR authority to write rules banning

metallic sulfide mining, 785
involvement in push for mining moratorium law in Wisconsin, 928, 982

Wise, Jim, 1164
and Wisconsin Resources Protection Council, 219, 220, 221
mentioned, 203, 568

“wise use” movement, 141, 750, 836
Witness for Nonviolence program, 389
Witt, Joe

plaintiff in lawsuit against Local Agreement, 481
registered as “interested person” at Flambeau Mine Master Hearing,

438, 439
WKOW television (Madison, WI), 532
WLDY radio (Ladysmith, WI), 587
WMC. See Wisconsin Manufacturers and Commerce
Wochinski, Bonnie, 1165

visits Roscoe Churchill shortly before his death, 1170
WOJB radio (Lac Courte Oreilles Reservation, WI), 453

and Dave Collins, 452–453
and Dick Brooks, 111, 457, 520, 616, 626, 737, 759
and Eric Schubring, 453, 934, 959
and Sandy Lyon, 242, 390, 453, 616–617, 737
live broadcasts of mining-related events

Flambeau Mine Master Hearing, 452–453, 477
Flambeau Mine public meeting on supplemental EIS, 626
Flambeau Summer protests, 519, 520, 616
mining moratorium debate in Wisconsin Assembly, 453, 959
Protect the Earth Festival, 390
public hearing on mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70], 910, 934
public hearing on proposal to locate nuclear waste dump in north-

ern Wisconsin, 453
Wolcott, Sister Betty, 1165

pushes for DNR to enforce Churchill Mining Moratorium Law, 976–977
supports efforts to protect natural resources from exploitation by min-

ing interests, 374, 836
supports passage of mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70], 931, 944,

945, 946
visits Roscoe Churchill shortly before his death, 1170

Wolf River (WI)
at risk for exploitation by metallic mining industry, 92–93, 135–136,

206, 1130
executive committee of Wisconsin Conservation Congress under-

mines efforts to protect river, 997
Exxon and Rio Algom have eyes on Crandon Deposit (see Crandon

Deposit; Crandon mine proposal; Exxon Minerals Company;
Exxon/Rio Algom; Forest County (WI); Rio Algom)

local government actions regarding (see Nashville, Town of (Forest
County, WI))

Mole Lake Ojibwe’s TAS status helps protect river, 96
potential for river to become as polluted as New Jersey’s drinking

water, 160, 1045
role of Wisconsin Resources Protection Council in opposing mine

(see Wisconsin Resources Protection Council)
sample resolution offered at Spring Hearings of Wisconsin

Conservation Congress regarding protection of Wolf River
from sulfide mining, 995

befriended by Bob Schmitz and Herb Buettner, 998–1001
designation of upper Wolf River as Outstanding Resource Water in

Wisconsin Administrative Code [NR 102.10(1)(c)], 921,
998–999

risk of Wolf River batholith being used as nuclear waste dump, 93, 453
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statutory protection of upper Wolf River from dam construction
[S.30.25], 1001

mentioned, 87, 436, 573, 1164
Wolf River Alliance, helps RCCAG in lawsuit regarding DNR authority to

write rules banning metallic sulfide mining, 785
Wolf River Lakes and Streams Association, 706
Wolf River Territories, helps RCCAG in lawsuit regarding DNR authority to

write rules banning metallic sulfide mining, 785
Wolf River Watershed Alliance

founding members of, 998
supports enactment of mining moratorium law, 971

Wolf Watershed Educational Project (WWEP)
“a personal look at,” 924–927
and 1996 speaking tour along Wolf and Wisconsin rivers, 923, 928, 1019

Roscoe Churchill attends rally at Hat Rapids, 928
and 1999–2000 Youth Speaking Tour, 925–926, 1019
Midwest Treaty Network launches, 389, 922–923
pushes for enactment of mining moratorium law in Wisconsin,

922–928, 971, 972
reaches out to people of Michigan, 1151
“sticks it to Exxon, Tommy,” 928
work day at the Churchill farm, 926–927
mentioned, 1148

Wolf, Kathy, 1164
and Mining Impact Coalition of Wisconsin, 747
supports mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70] at public hearing, 931

Women’s Peace Camp at Seneca (NY), 511
Wood, James, 570, 578, 583
Wood Communications Group (Madison, WI), 411, 570, 578, 583, 626
Woodlawn Cemetery (Sheldon, WI), 792, 1174
Worthing, E.P., 6, 7
Worthington, Rogers, 505
Wougl, David, photos by, 522, 523
Wreczycki, Mimi, 379, 1164
Wreczycki, Sonny, 1164

“my friend,” 379
photos by, 92, 218
submits grant applications to MILIF Board, 877–878

Wright, Clarence, 15, 49, 50,122
WRPC. See Wisconsin Resources Protection Council
WWEP. See Wolf Watershed Educational Project
Wyatt, Mike, photos by, 93, 460, 542
WYOU television (Madison, WI), 530, 532

X
xanthates, 499

Y
Yawkey, Margaret, 119
Yellow Dog Plains (MI), targeted for exploitation by metallic mining indus-

try, 1130, 1149, 1151–1152
Yellow Dog Watershed Preserve, 1151
Yellow River Bend/Chequamegon Deposit (Taylor County, WI), 4
Young, Ray, Rusk County Board Supervisor

rides into office with John Kaiser in 1988 election, 308, 311
sued by nine Rusk County Board supervisors for libel, 312, 314–315
testifies at public hearing on Local Agreement, 343
voted out of office in 1990, 408, 409
votes to ratify Local Agreement, 343

Z
Zaleski, Rob (Capital Times), 1165

articles written by, 598, 928, 977, 1155–1156

gives Churchills a fair shake, 35, 599
one of Roscoe Churchill’s “favorite Madison newspaper reporters,” 599

Zanoni, Alphonse, appointed to Wisconsin Science Advisory Council on
Metallic Mining, 949

Zeuske, Cate, Wisconsin Secretary of Revenue, 874
questionable transfers of mining revenues during her watch, 864

Zichella, Carl, 1165
and lawsuit in defense of endangered species at Flambeau Mine site,

544, 546, 552, 559
“just a good guy,” 544
provides input to DNR on preparation of Flambeau Mine SEIS on

endangered species, 607–608
Zien, David, Sen. (R-Eau Claire)

abrogates his public trust responsibilities, 1017
tries to scuttle enactment of mining moratorium bill [1997 AB 70/SB 3],

929, 964
Ziesler, Tony

appointed to fill vacancy on Grant Town Board against wishes of towns-
people, 198, 199

nasty to Roscoe Churchill, 149–150, 170, 183
switches sides to support “consensus” negotiations, 149–150, 183
testimony at public hearing on Local Agreement, 342
tries to get Roscoe Churchill booted off town environmental study com-

mittee, 170, 201
tries to knock Roscoe Churchill off Rusk County Board, 404–410

circulates derogatory letter from Linda Bochert as part of his cam-
paign literature, 406–407, 752

Evelyn Churchill and Doug La Follette set record straight on lies
spread by Ziesler, 404, 406, 407

Zieve, Charlotte, 206
Zimmer, Dan, Rusk County Board Supervisor, 476, 479

votes to rescind Local Agreement, 471
zinc

health problems associated with ingestion of, 1048, 1059
in Crandon, Thornapple and Pelican River deposits, 1
in Flambeau Deposit, 26
in Flambeau River crayfish, 1114
in Flambeau River sediment, higher levels found in downstream sam-

ples, 1113–1114
in Flambeau River walleye, higher levels found in downstream fish,

1117–1118
walleye-ometer, 1119

in Wetland-C sediment, 1084–1085
Kennecott fails to test railroad ballast for, 1069
pollution levels in groundwater at reclaimed Flambeau Mine site, 1042,

1048
reference to compilation of historic data on CD-ROM, 1049

pollution levels in surface waters at Flambeau Mine site
Stream-C, 1067, 1070, 1071, 1079, 1096
Wetland-C, 1067, 1070, 1093

Zobbi, Steven, Attorney, 785
zoning ordinances in Wisconsin, local

contract zoning cannot be used to circumvent, 289
Local Agreement Law ignores prohibition of contract zoning (see

Local Agreement Law, Wisconsin’s)
importance of, 292, 299
mining permit to be denied if project does not “conform with all appli-

cable zoning ordinances” [S.293.49(1)(a)6], 288, 456–457
Rusk County’s metallic mining ordinance illegally voided by Local

Agreement (see Local Agreement, for Flambeau Mine, spe-
cific provisions: inapplicability of Rusk County metallic
mining code)

Rusk County’s shoreland-wetland ordinance illegally voided by Local
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Agreement (see Local Agreement, for Flambeau Mine, spe-
cific provisions: inapplicability of Rusk County shoreland-
wetland zoning code)

shoreland zoning ordinances (county) cannot be circumvented by
annexation in Wisconsin [Wis. Stat. 59.692(7)—originally
S.59.971(7)], 492

state attempts to establish zoning and financial incentives to facilitate
mining [S.144.83(3)], 131–132

statutes governing procedure for amending county zoning codes
[S.59.69(e)], 282

statutory authorization for local governments to adopt standards more
restrictive than state’s for disposal of solid waste
[S.144.44(2)—repealed], 166–167, 1010

statutory authorization of “mining” as zoning district on county land
use maps [S.59.69(4)(a)—originally S.59.97(4)(a)], 132

Zukowski, Robert, Rep. (R-Thorp), votes to gut mining moratorium bill
[1997 AB 70] and then votes for passage of weakened bill to
cover his political behind, 961, 962

Zweifel, Dave, 941



The CD-ROM for The Buzzards Have Landed! is refer-
enced throughout the book and is arranged by chap-
ters. It is set up as a web site so you can navigate it
with your default internet browser (for example,
Internet Explorer). It contains three types of files:
htm, jpg and PDF. In order to view the PDF files you
will need to have Adobe Acrobat Reader, version 5 or
newer, installed on your computer. Adobe Acrobat
Reader is a free program and can be downloaded at
www.adobe.com. Make sure you choose the appropri-
ate version for your operating system.

The CD-ROM has been specially formatted to auto-
matically fire up when inserted into your PC. If it
doesn’t, double-click My Computer, then double-
click the CD drive icon, and then double-click
index.htm. (If you need more help please go to the
publisher’s web page at www.deertailpress.com for
additional instructions.) For those of you who are
using a Mac, the CD icon should appear on your desk-
top after you put the CD in your drive. Click on the CD
icon, find the index file and click on that. Your web
browser should then open to the CD-ROM index page,
which is the starting point.

To locate a CD reference, all you need to do is click
on the chapter that contains the document you wish
to view and go to the specific citation. For example, if
you want to see CD 58-1 (the letter referred to in
Chapter 58 that proves Kennecott drafted Wisconsin’s
Local Agreement Law), here is what to do:

1. Click on “Chapters 41-60” on the CD-ROM index
page

2. Next click on “58. Kennecott Drafts the Local
Agreement Law (December 1987)” 

3. Finally click on “CD 58-1” and you will be able to
read for yourself the slimy details of the letter writ-
ten by Kennecott Attorney Henry Handzel!

Please note that due to the many types of articles and
formatting on the CD-ROM you may have to scroll
side to side and up and down to see an entire refer-
ence. In Adobe Acrobat Reader you can zoom in and
out to make a reference easier to read. Also, the web
links are live and will take you to a web site if you are
connected to the Internet.

If you are using certain versions of Internet Explorer,
you will discover that the program has the annoying
habit of resizing large images (jpg) to fit the screen.
That means many of the jpg references on the CD-
ROM may pop up too small to read. If this happens to
you, move the mouse cursor to the lower right corner
of the image and pause it there. A square button will
eventually pop up under the cursor, and if you click
on it the image will expand to its correct size. You can
then use the scroll bars along the bottom and right
side to navigate. To avoid having to deal with resizing
issues you can turn off Internet Explorer’s auto-resiz-
ing option. Just go to the menu bar and click on
Tools, then Internet Options. Click on the Advanced
tab along the top and scroll down to the Multimedia
area. Uncheck Enable Automatic Image Resizing and
click OK. 

Also know that on occasion there will be some lag
time between when you click on a reference link and
the time it appears in your browser. This is normal
and due to the fact that the CD stops spinning when
you are reading a reference and needs to spin up to
speed before it can find and load your next selection.
If you have the hard drive space available you can
copy the entire contents of the CD-ROM to a folder on
your hard drive. This will greatly speed up your
searches. 

Happy navigating!

CD-ROM Instructions
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Tell the stories of the past to this
generation to protect the earth for
the next generations to come. And
don’t forget to laugh too, eh?

– Walt Bresette, 1998
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